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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON UBBAN PROBLEMS,
Washington, D.C., December 12, 1068.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
President of the Senate,
Hon. JOHN W. McCoRMACK,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: I have the honor to transmit to you the 'inanimous report of the National
Commission on Urban Problems. The Commission was appointed by the Pi-esident on January 12,
1967, to carry out the purposes denned in section 301 of the Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1965. The act calls for a report to be made to the House of Representatives and to the Senate of
the United States.
.
.
The Commission has explored the subjects assigned to it with great care. It has conducted
hearings in the central cities and suburbs of over 20 locations throughout the country. It received
testimony from almost 350 witnesses. It has undertaken an extensive research program covering
some 40 specific subjects. The members of this Commission, all private citizens, met for more than
70 working days and were extraordinarily faithful in their effort and attendance.
It is tne earnest hope of the members of the Commission that this report will prove helpful
to the President, to tLa Congress, to State and local governments, and to the American people in
coping with a great domestic challenge.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of an die members of the Commission.
Faithfully yours,
PAUL H. DOUGLAS.
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON URBAN PROBLEMS,
Washington, D.C., December 12, 196S;
Hon. LYNDON B. JOHNSON,
President of the United States,
The. White House, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT : I have the honor to transmit to you the report of the National Commission
on Urban Problems, established by your directive of January 12, 1967, to carry out the purposes
defined by you and further elaborated in section 301 of tho itousing and Urban Development Act
of 1965. '
The Commission has explored t\e subjects assigned to it with great cure, has conducted hearings
in locations throughout the country, has received testimony from almost 350 witnesses, and has
undertaken extensive research on some 40 specific subjects.
It is the earnest hope of the members of the Commission thnt this report will prove helpful to
you and to future administrations, to Congress, to State and IOCP! governments, and to tho American
.j>eopJe in coping with a great domestic cnal'enge.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Commission.
Faithfully yours,
PAUL H. DOUOLAS, Chairman.
inn
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Preface
President Lyndon B. Johnson in his message
to Congress on March 2, 1965, called for the
creation of a commission to study building codes,
housing codes, zoning, local and Federal tax
policies and development standards. He said
such a commission could provide knowledge
that would be useful in dealing with slums,
urban growth, sprawl and blight, and to insure
decent and durable housing. Congress approved
his request and appropriated the funds to carry
it out.
On January 12, 1967, President Johnson
named the Chairman and members of the Commission and charged it to carry out the studies
ho and the Congress had requested. The President said the Commission's charter was twofold:
First: to work with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and conduct a penetrating review
of zoning, housing and building codes, taxation, and
development standards. These processes have not kept
(•ace with the times. Stunting growth and opportunity,
they are the springboards from which many of the ills
of urban life flow.
Second: to recommend the solutions, particularly
those ways in which the efforts of the Federal Government, private industry, and local communities can be
marshaled (o increase the supply of low-cost decent
housing.

The congressional mandate was included as
section 301 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965. It described the purposes and
needs for the study as follows:
The Congress finds that the general welfare of the
Nation requires that local authorities oe encouraged
and aided to prevent slums, blight, and sprawl, preserve natural beauty, and provide for decent, durable
housing so that the goal of a decent home and a suitable
living environment for every American family may be
realised as soon aa feasible. The Congress further
finds that there Is a need to study housing aud buildIng codes, coning, tax policies, and development xtandards In order to determine how (1) local property
owuers and private enterprise can be encouraged to
serve as large a part as they can of the total housing and building need, and (2) Federal, State, and local
governmental assistance can be so directed tat to place
greater reliance on local property owners and private
enterprise and enable them to serve a greater shanvof
the total bousing and building need.

Section 301 went on to direct A specific study
of;
• • • the structure of (1) State and local urban and
Miluirban housing and building laws, standards, codes,
anil regulations mid their impact on housing and
building costs, bow they con be simplified. Improved,
anil enforced, at the looal level, and what methods
might be adopted to promote more uniform building

codes and the acceptance of technical innovations including now building practices and materials; (2)
State and local zoning and land use laws, codes, and
regulations, to find ways by which States and localities may Improve and utilize them in order to obtain
further growth and development; and (3) Federal.
State, and local tax policies with respect to their
effect or. land and property cost and on incentives to
build housing and make improvements In existing structures.

The Commission was directed to report to the
President, to Congress, and to the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development by December 31,1968.
While the congressional and presidential
charges gave the broadest scope to the Commission's assignment, the Commission itself imposed certain limitations on itself to make its
task manageable and to be able to concentrate
on topics that were mentioned specifically in the
charge and which have tended to be most neglected by scholars and public officials alike.
Each of tnest major subjects could merit a Commission study in itself.
Generally excluded from the report are matters which'have had recent intensive treatment
by others, such as the public welfare system,
education, riots and civil disorders, law enforcement, and transportation. This does not reflect
any downgrading of the importance of these
or other matters not dealt with, or not treated
in depth. All of these topics are vital. The Commission stressed that the city must be viewed
in terms of the entire urban area, in terms of
all of its functions, and in terms of all of its
people.
The Commission pursued several avenues in
preparation for its report:
Inspectiong.—The Commission saw for
itself the problems of the cities. The members visited the ghettos as well as the suburbs in 22 cities in every section of the
country. It studied not only the critical
areas, hut also viewed the solutions thnt
had been or were being applied.
Hearing*,—The Commission al.so set up
public hearings in these cities, listening to
private citizens, professionals, and officials.
People were asked to testify specifically on
matters assigned to the Commission, but
witnesses also were invited to give oral or
written testimony on related matters which
they considered urgent The transcripts of
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vin
the hearings have been published in five
volumes
Research.—The Commission staff and
eoiiipefent outside consultants engaged in
many detailed research projects find studies, numbering over 40 in all, to establish
a sound factual basis for the Commission's
work. Many of these studies, because of
their high quality and their timeliness, lent
themselves to separate publications.
Meetings.—This was a working Commission. The members held meetings on more
than 70 dajs to direct and review the research effort, and to frame recommendations for the specific problems that emerged.
The recommendations in the report all have
majority approval of the Commission. Mem-

bers frequently had differing viewpoints, but
those who did not fully agree with the majority
did not choose in most'instances to register their
differences in separate statements. The few such
statements may be taken as a measure of the
spirit in which the members worked. Biit the
recommendations do represent the considered
judgment of the Commission.
Because of the many subjects treated in the
report, each Commission member obviously
cannot be held personally responsible for every
line or paragraph of the text. But the repr-4does have general approval of the membc
Their personal role in helping to rework t, „
report through four major drafts indicates
their involvement and >.•.*> their dedication to
the task.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: THE CITY AS IT IS AND AS IT MIGHT BE
CONTENTS

Building code jurisdictions are thousands of
little Kingdoms, each having its own way:
What goes in one town won't go in another—
and for no good reason.
Many places have no housing code. Those that
do often do not enforce them properly. We
need a new generation of housing codes embracing higher standards and tied in with
environmental standards.
To free the building industry, product manufacturers, planners and the public from a
hopeless maze of restrictions, we must develop
a new system for codes and standards.
No broad attack on housing problems can ignore
the sticky, myth-ridden issue of restrictive
practices. Needed: More labor efficiency
coupled with job security.
Cost-benefit ratios of the programs we suggest
are meie bickering in light of our need for a
real political commitment to solve our problems.
Perhaps the characteristic phenomenon of
Amencan politics in the 19€0's will someday
be suen as the emergence of the city as a political issue.
To do something about the urban crisis, as political commitment grows, we can start getting the rules changed: Revenue sharing,
property tax modernization, Federal income
tax revision. Tax incentives arc not an efficient
means to solve slum problems.
The Commission believes in a larger role for
the cities. We must improve local governments
and then give them more money and more
authority.
The Slates arc 'lose enough to I ho people mul
yet enough emoved from petty parochial
interests to become major constructive forces
in dealing with urban problems.
The solutions we call for are a tall order, but
they are in proportion to the enormity of the
problems of our urban areas.

The anger of the slums is that of people disinherited from our society.
From.n cottonfieM in the South, big cities look
like the only chance left to the rural poor, but
city slums become prisons for the disinherited
when they arrive.
Our big cities are hard up, costs of local government are skyrocketing, and representation
for the poor in slums is almost nonexistent.
Coping with metropolitan area problems is incredibly complex because of the proliferation
of local governments, all with differing viewpoints, within those areas.
Those most likely to live in substandard housing
are the poor nonwhites who have big families
and are renters. But they are nut alone, a third
of our affluent Nation cannot afford adequate,
nonsubsidized housing today, despite great
gains in our housing stock.
Segregation has been a complex problem nagginp at America for years. Foot dragging at
all levels has not helped. The problem remains critical.
Over the years accomplishments in subsidized
housing are extremely inadequate. Tin- Nation in 30 years of* public housing built
fewer units than Congress, back in 1940, said
were needed in the immediate next 6 years.
Housing costs can be reduced if none of the
many avenues for savings is dismissed as inconsequential. Add them all up and they
promise to be substantial.
Escalation of land prices adds an ever bigger
increment in the price of housing, and further
explains the squeeze on low-income families
seeking decent housing.
Zoning was intended to control land develop,
ment, but fiscal considerations often distort it,
leading to economic and racial exclusion.
Orderly urban growth can be the result of a
political commitment on land-tin decisions,
who makes them and how they are made, plus
the will to spend money on cities.
(XI)
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Introduction and Summary
The anger of the slum* is that of people disinherited from our society
in Chicago, Dixwell in New Haven, Society
"You know what our slums look like! You
Hill in Philadelphia, Roxbury in Boston, downknow we need help there! We nave rats,
town Baltimore, and the new face of urban
roaches, plaster falling from the walls, we have
Atlanta.
two-family flats rented out to four and fire
We saw rural renewal in Grand Prairie, Tex.,
families with children, and sometimes no bathand the private renewal of areas that arc just in
room !" The youn^ woman from the slums of
the earliest stages of graying in Arlington, Tex.
East St. Ixnus was angry and accusing. There
The civil disorders of the not. summer of 1067
we were, she said, prying around looking at
followed us and preceded us. We saw the ugly,
poor folks. She obviously felt that our interest
burned-out, urban streets that were still smolwas purely academic and clinical.
dering in some places, and we sensed the tension
She couldn't have been, more wrong. That
and the anxiety in communities that would
afternoon of hearings in East St. Louis really
erupt not too long after our being there.
hurt. And it was not the first time it hurt either.
To say that the urban problem is essentially
The National Commission on Urban Problems
a problem of big-city slums is not only simheard the same anger from hundreds of slumplistic, to a large degree it is erroneous. A slum
dwellers all over the country in 1067.
is a geographic place with buildings and other
At the outset of its formationf in January
facilities in varying stagu of deterioration, but
1967, the Commission knew wha slums «vere.
peoplb as well as houses, storos, streets, and lots
Like others, most of the Commission members
make slums. And what is happening in the
had seen them and had read about them, but
slums and the rest of the centra] city cannot be
from a distance. We traveled to the slum areas
separated from the kind and pace of growth in
of two dozen cities across the United States and
the suburbs.
heard from citizens—and the experts—in all of
them. We could have stayed in Washington and
The people in the slums arc the symptoms of
gathered statistics, but* statistics do not tell
the urban problem, not the cause. They are virenough about a slum.
tually imprisoned in shims by the white sub'
One has to see and touch and smell a slum
urban noose around the iiiner city, a noose thatbefore one fully appreciates the real urgency of
says "Negroes and poor people not wanted." It
the problem.
says this in a variety of ways, including discriminatory sulHlivision regulations, discrimiWe walked the streets and talked with residents of the most notorious ghettos of the counnatory fiscal and planning practices. In simple
try. Names that are now becoming familiar to
terms, what many of these practices add up to
all Americans—Harlem, Watts, Hou^'i, South
is a refusal of many localities to accept tlieir
Central, the Hill in Pittsburgh, the Hill Disshare of housing for poor people. But the probtrict in New Haven, the North Side of Philalem is more than that.
delphia, the West Side of Chicago, the East
The urban problem can be described as the
Side of Cleveland, and East St. Louis. We
big-city slum, and as the white suburban noose,
talked with people of all walks of life and all
but also as all the problems of growth and ]>opushades of involvement with the problems. htion shifts and sprawl and public cx|>cnse3
Black and white, rich and poor, the adminisconnected with them. A far bigger proportion
trators, the activists, the militants, and the conof Negroes—and of American Indians, Puerto
cerned citizens. The experience was vivid and
Kicans, and Mexicnn-Ameriians—are subjected
moving.
to poverty and to miserable housing than holds
We saw the face of the deteriorating central tnte for whiles. But a far bigger number of
city and the awesome pattern of suburban
whites are poor aiul in bad housing. Some |x>int
sprawl in southern California. We saw the face to the proportions and say the urbnn problt-m
of redeveloping urban America—the Southwest
is entirely « racial issue. Others who point to
cf Washington, Lake Meadows, and Hyde Park
the numbers say it hns little to do with race.
(1)
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Hoth miss important dimensions of what is
happening. And what is happening threatens
the future of our metropolitan areas.
Much of the problem lias resulted from a lack
of political commitment on the part of the
larger «ociety to do anything really const motive
for and about the disinherited, the aliens within
our culture.
Many Americans find it curious that slums
should be such a problem, or the symptom of1
our biggest domestic proittein. Why now? the)
ask. Shuns have been a historical fact in everv
major city. The forebears of almost all Amc.ic-ns who are now in the middle class came
through one urban slum or another, before moving into the mainstream of the larger society.
The imagery of a "mainstream" is usci jl in
understanding the present slum probleru. Like
the waters that feed a big river, the rural poor
trickle in from the fields and the hills. Time was
when they paused in slack water (the slums)
Iwfore moving out into the mainstream. Today
the poor are still pouring into the slack water,
although at a slower rate, but now there's a dam
at the other end, so great numbers appear fated
to stay in the slums unless they get help.
That dam, holding back the slack water, is
a complex mixture of many things. One major
component of it seems to be the present middleclass culture which is alien and even ho.st ile to
today's rural poor. Those in this cultural mainstream speak a different language and have
different values.
Hut it is more than cultural. As the. Commission investigated housing and building codes,

land-use jwlicies, governmental arrangements,
Federal housing programs, and local and Federal taxes that affect city growth patterns, we
found a web of urban matters, often ignored
and equally often misunderstood, wliich combine to deny decent housing, job opportunities,
and minimum urban services to the poor.
A generation and more ago there were plenty
of jobs that simply took brawn, jobs slumdweljers could easily do. Most of the new job
onenings our society creates are whit* collar
juus anil highly skilled jobs, jobs that take at
'^-ist a high school education. However, you
can't fully explain the current crisis by pointing
o.'t that most of those jobs are now done by machi 'cs. It's far more complex than that.
Our society is designed to assure most of us
available alternatives to ..-here we live, how we
live, and what we do. Ki«r-city slunulwellers do
not have this Treulom of choice. They are denied
a full range of opportunities in education, jobs,
and housing. Mainstream Americans take those
opportunities for granted and slumdwellers
know this. They know how the more prosperous
half lives and they aspire to the same \\ay of
life. The fact that they cannot, achieve this way
of life is a source of much of their finger and
bitterness.
We on the Commission are acutely aware,
even more so than when we first met in January
1%7, that this report itself will not change a
slum or build a single unit of adequate housing.
Hut a report can move people and government
to action, action specifically designed to change
a slum.

From a roltonfiM in the South, big cl/!f* look like the only rluuuc /<•/' to the /•;//-,// poor, but
city slums bccomr prisons for the di&itilieritcd when they arrive
The tide, of migration from the rural South
into the big cities lies at the heart of many of
our urban problems today. In the 1950's Arkansas, West Virginia, Mississippi, and South
Carolina lost more than one-fourth of their nonwhite population, while millions of nonwhites
poured into our central cities.
Obviously, underlying the move of both
whites mid nonwhites from the run! South was
the mprhaiiixation of farming that has changed
ail agriculture in the last generation. The most
popular speculation concerning the move fro(]ucntly ha-. Ix'cn exaggerated: that big-city
wel faro payments drew in the poor. Now York
State's welfare payment to a family of four is
more than five times higher than Mississippi's
payment. It is not enough in itself to support a
family although it is far better thnn what is
available in Mississippi. Hut most experts agree
that the real reason Ix'hiwl the migration was
just plain gumption. Families with gumption

got up and got out of areas whore there were no
longer any jobs for them, or where sharecropping and tenancy conditions made holding a
job on a farm meaningless.
What attracted the migrants was the gleaming hope of a better life that our hulling industrial complexes have always held out to the
poor and the downtrodden. So the.} poured into
our big northern and we...ITU metropolitan
area?. Many have indivd caught on in city life
and we should not ignore t h a t fact. In .March
I!ifi7, for example, the average Negi- family in
the/ metropolitan areas had an annual income
of !?r>,."iOO, as compared with an average of $:>,!)<»•
for those, who remained behind in theiioiimctropolitan areas.' Hut many did not get jobs and
what happened to them was commonly tragic.
The able-bodied men often could not find jobs
' Ncirro 1'oinilnfliiii, Mnrrh llir.T. Itiirrctu of Ihr Onxtm
Tlcn I' 20. X,, I?.", Orli.lhr ;::. Hlttl (Tin- riirrpx|>i.inlliiK
fur whiten WIT* »q.:ino nnil tn .inn. rc-pri-tlrr!;-.)
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in the alien culture. To qualify for welfare it
was necessary in many cities for the family to
break up. Many welfare practices sapped the
slumdwellcrs incentive to find a job and hold
his family together. If the father of a family
on welfare got a job, most of what he earned
was deducted from his family's welfare payments. In effect, he may have been taxed up to
100 percent on his earnings. So he faced a hard
choice: Quit the job or abandon his family?
Important i-eforms now are finally
being made
in such upside down welfare rules.2
Starting with slavery, the Negroes' treatment
and place in society have had the effect of weakening the status of the Negro male and, therefore, the fami'y life of Negro citizens. And any
number of studies have shown that, without
the man, the family tends to fall apart.
Of about 8.4 million people now on welfare
in the United States less won 80,000 are employable adult men. There are, however, a great
many employable adults among the 1,278,000
mothers on welfare, but adequate day-care cen
ters for their children ore almost nonexistent*
No welfare program in the country has the
budget for enough day-care centers to permit
all the able-bodied mothers on welfare to earn
by working outside the family.
Then, too, if any of those now on welfare are
to enter the mainstream, they must be assisted
by programs which permit them to learn basic
skills and the rudiments of reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Our failure to assimilate the non
white slumdweller into the larger society is
particularly shocking in light of the fact that
we recognize the problems of assimilation for
another group of people: Cubans entering the
United States are provided—by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare—medical
and psychiatric services, family counseling services, employment counseling services, plus
financial assistance. For them, welfare is a national program. For poor American citizens, it
is still a State by State or local matter. Before
the refugee family moves North, East, or West,
efforts to locate jobs, housing and neighborhood
contacts are worked out by the staff of HEW's
Cuban refugee programs.' For the poor American family, few such services nre provided.
'The year IOB8 vltneiuml two major ndvnnce* In th* welfare flelii. The Supreme Court la « dfclnlon knocked out the
"nun-ln-thf-hoiiM rule, applied In 18 itatnt, and the Uepnrtmeat of HEW promptly required compliance with the court'*
Interpretation that n family otherwlM ella-llile for welfare nl<)
could not be denied nxulitanct becauae of the preufnee of nn
adult male In the hnroe. Secondly, a job Incentive plan wn*
Instituted, with a number of itatea carrying It nut on nn
optional baila before It win to become mandatory for all mate*
In July, 106». Under thin plan, the flrat ISO of monthly wngri
and 30 percent of Uit remainder arc exempted from Income
tantlon. (Many expert* itroe aa exemption of the flrnt $•'•<>
and KO percent of the remalndor.)
4• HHW data M of March. 1MB.
Bee Htartmai tflort <A« National Commlttlon on Urban
f>r*ir«m*,Tol. 8. lOBft. pp. SSS-40.

The accomplishments of this program for
Cubans are outstanding and indicate what can
be done once the Nation commits itself to solving
a specific problem.
The uneducated and unskilled American ruml
migrant family needs even greater help than the
typical Cuban refugee who arrives here with a
good education and with job skills. Yet no
institution responds to the massive migration of
native rural families moving North, East, and
West from the South. It is more difficult to
locate and hence to deal with these migrants
since they come from thousands of separate
sources and go to a myriad of places instead of,
like the Cubans, fnimeling through a few distributing jwints such as Miami. But more should
and could be done to locate, train, and assimilate
them.
The economic picture for the migrant is often
a grim one. Nonwhite slumdwellers live with an
unemployment rate that is at least twice as high
as for whites. For .some groups such as teenagers
it amounts to 25 percent or more. Female heads
of poor families experience a rate as high as 50
percent. In 1968, the unemployed generally, and
especially the jobless Negroes, were concentrated
in the Nation's largest metropolitan are" -. In
.some big city slums only half of the adult men
have full-time jobs and about one-fifth of those
with full-time jobs earn less than $60 per week.
It is true that real incomes per household in
most central cities are steadily increasing, but
this is not true in some of the worst slum areas.
And the cost of living for the poor often rises
faster than incomes. The gap between wages and
basic costs for the person in poverty is often
astronomical.
Even though Americans below the poverty
level fell from 30 million to 26 million in the 8
yea re from 1958 to 1966, a phenomenal record,
we still have n long way to go tr clo«e the pap.
Available employment r.f the lypo for which
slum adults might qualify is generally not available in the slum. In a recent year, 63 percent of
all construction permits for industrial buildings
were issued for locations outside central citiet.
Oil the other hand, 7.'5 percent of office building
construction |>crinits were issued inside, central
cities. Central cities increasingly are becoming
white-collar employment ci-ntrrs while the suburbs are becoming the job employment areas for
new blue-collar workers. This is ironical in view
of the fact that low-paid bluu-collnr workers,
especially i f they are Negroes, live, in the central
cities wliile the white-collar workers nre increasingly living in the suburbs. Traveling to work
becomes increasingly difficult for both. Whites
and blacks, white collars and blue collars, pass
each other by as they come and go from work.
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The problem is further compounded by the
fart that a slumdweller's dollar buys a lot less
fur him than it will for the average middle-class
American. The American standard of Hying is
inextricably bound to our system of credit. The
uneducated and unemployed arc more often victims, rather than beneficiaries, of (he credit system. Lacking a credit rating, the poor are driven
to those institutions which specialize in highrisk loans at a very high cost to the consumer.
Then, too, the band of residential segregation
around the ghetto, aptly termed the white noose,

coupled with increased immigntion and a natural population growth, generates a greater demand lor living space—however badly deteriorated or rat infested—at relatively high cost.
Perhaps the most potentially explosive problem we face in our cities is the fact that the increase of nomvhites in cent ml cities is accompanied by just as big a movement of whites from
the center city to the suburbs. The result is an
almost unyielding pattern of segregation.
For instance, an on-going Chicago survey
takes an annual count of specific blocks which
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contain more than 25 percent Negro population.
In 1950 there were 1,080 such blocks. Between
1950 .and 1960 an additional 1,344 blocks shifted
from less than 25 percent Negro to more than
25 percent Negro. From 1960 to 19661,101 more
blocks similarly shifted. Thus the rate of transition from white to nonwhite occupancy actually
increased from 2.6 blocks per week to 3.5 blocks
per wee?Negro isolation could become even more serious than it 5is today. Projections based on recent
experience show that, between 1960 and 1985,.
central cities could lose 2.4 million or 5 percent
of their whites, but gain 10 million nonwhites,
a 94 percent increase. This means that nonwhites
would move up from 18 to 31 percent of the
population of the Nation's central cities.
If the Negroes continue moving into the suburbs at the present rate, their projected number
will jump from 2.S to 6.8 million. But the number of suburban whites will also more than
double, from 52 to 106 million. So the additional
Negroes will be all but lost in a sea of whites,
as their proportional increase will move from
only 5 to 6 percent of the total stirburban population by 1985.
These are projections, not predictions. They
show the direction in which we have been heading, a shift toward greater racial stratification.
But we should not fool ourselves that solutions
are easy. It will take massive efforts to reverse
the past trends and the momentum behind them.
In State legislatures and in the Congress there
arc strong indications now that the old rural-

city rivalry is being replaced by a rural/suburban-city rivalry. This new suburban and rural
coalition until now has significantly limited the
ability of urban legislators to change the nature
of statutes and programs which affect the central city, and it also reinforces surburban exclusiveness, and the power blocs behind it. This
reinforcement, in effect, exacts a subsidy from
the central city by imprisoning low-income
families and poor families in the central city
and sharply limits the dispersion of low-income
families to the suburbs.
The overwhelming majority of the future
nonwhite population growth is likely to be concentrated in central cities unless major changes
in public policies come about But one searches
in vain to find current programs of Federal,
State, or local governments aimed at significantly altering this tendency.
Slums in our big cities, which are now in the
midst of social decay, lay well become social
and economic disastt: areas.
It is entirely possible that a greater concentration of Negroes in the central cities would
be accompanied by an increase in tension and
violence. If this violence is met by repressive
measures there could be a further polarization
of blacks and whites, and the flight of more and
more businesses, and therefore, jobs, from the
city.
The suicidal consequences that such a possibility suggests are not pleasant to contemplate. They threaten our country.

Our big cities are hard up, cost* of local government are skyrocketing, and representation for
the poor in slums is almost nonexistent
The lowest income groups are attracted to the
inner city slums because that is often where the
oldest urban housing is offered at the lowest
rents. It needs to be stressed that the weekly
rents are often low only because so many people
are crowded into such small and poorly equipped
space; figured on a per house or per room basis,
or as a percentage of investment, the rents received by the owner may be quite high indeed.
The concentration of low-income families
places an inordinate burden on each central city
to provide welfare services, expanded police protection, and other costly public services. Yet the
departure of many middle- and upper-income
residents and many industries to the suburbs
weakens the central city tax base. The conversion of neighborhoods from middle-income nml
low-income occupancy, which occurs when
slums expand, also reduces the prosperity of rc»Patricia U«T*r limit* •»<! Philip M. Hnuwr. The Clml
Iru* of AaMrira'i UttronollUn Punulntlon Outlook—1960 tn
IMS. Nftttonil Conralmlon on Urbtn Problcmi, 19«8.

tail businesses, thereby further depressing the
local tax base. So center cities experience a sharp
rise in demand for revenue at the same time that
their ability to produce revenue is cither static
or declining. Tho result can be, and sometimes
is, death for a neighborhood or the slow strangulation of tl>e city itself.
City s vices cost money. In 1962, the per
capita expenditure of local governments averaged one-third more in metropolitan areas than
elsewhere. However, the main reason for higher
public expenditure in cities is that urban life
requires public provision of some services that,
under rural conditions, need not or cannot be
supplied, like street cleaning, and public sewerage systems;. Also cities call for increased intensity of other kinds of public services such
:is (ire protection.
Percentage ratios of per capita expenditure
show four functions—public housing and urban
renewal, nonhighway transportation, refuse col-
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c
lection and street cleaning. :m<l park.-' ami recreation—for which spending is over 200 percent
higher in metropolitan arms than elsewhere. Jn
three functions—police protection, fire protection, and sewerage—the urban level averages
from 100 to 200 percent higher. Public welfare
libraries, water supply, health and hospitals,
and interest on debt show the urban level averages from 35 to 90 jwrcent higher. Only
metropolitan-area spending on streets and highway's is well below local public per capita expenditure elsewhere lor this purpose.
Urban government expenditure is now running at an annual rate of about $370 per capita,
or about one-tenth as much as the average per
capita income of metropolitan area residents.
In the 20 years following World War II lo-al
government expenditure increased 571 per .it,
or at a much faster rate than gross national
product (up 259 percent). Metropolitan areas
account for nearly three-fourths of all local
public spending.
More than 40 jxjrcent of urban government
spending is for education—mainly for elementary and high schools, but including some expenditure for local colleges and junior colleges.
Social welfare functions take abmr one-sixth
of the total and about one-tenth g»»cS to water
supply and sanitation, a tenth to highways and
other transportation, and a tenth to police and
fire protection, with all other urban expenditure
making up the remainder.
Local taxes provide about one-half of all the
funds needed to finance urban government services, w i t h the balance supplied by intergovernmental revenue and local nontax sources, such
as service charges and lx?nefit assessments- Our
:»8 largest metropolitan areas, with 41 percent
of the Nation's population, accr mt for almut
one-half of all local govermnc it finances. In
IflfJfi, Iwal government revem.,' in these- 3S
area-s averaged $o;>l per capita, or 44 percent
higher t h a n in the rest of the country. Direct
Federal gi.ints made to urban governments arc
not yet major revenue sources. While these
grants have been rising rapidly, the. 10<>2-6(>
increu-'c in I'Vderal aid to the major mot.'opolitan U-'M- •UN-minted for only $•"!(> million
of t!ii> added >«7.S billion of annual local government revenue. Local property ta.xe-- provided
$2.7 billion of that increased revenue.
The property tax is the largest single source
of urban government financing. Property taxes
arc widely crii Seized because they are so regressive, inequitably levied and poorly administered
in almost every municipality in the United
States. Kven so, in response to needs, the. property tax yield has l>een rising strongly. Nation-

wide, .State-local property ax revenue.-; in 1!)<;7
totaled $27.7 billion—aga.ifet $10.1 billion 5
ycai-s earlier—with metropolitan areas accounting for about three-fourths of the total.
.Slums are expensive to city administrations.
Normally, their costs reflect-high welfare, police,
and (ire department activity. In other services,
such as school.-,-,, garbage and trash removal,
snow removal, street surfacing and repair, replacement of old and inadequate water and
sewer lines, the slums, where additional expenditures are badly needed, are usually on the bottom of the priority lists (if they manage to get
on the list at all) in competition wirh other city
neighborhoods..
Lar« cities liavc great problems of keeping
the streets clean, but in the slum neighborhoods
sanitary conditions generally are intolerable.
Practically all can be characterized by jtinkand garbage-filled lots, abandoned cars, broken
bottles, and scattered debris. Whether this is
the fault o" the city, of the landlords, of the
tenants, or of people from other neighborhoods
who use these neighborhoods as their dumps is
a futile argument. All are involved. No n;ie
group can really solve the problem without the
coo|x>ratio" of the others. Too often the people
living in a block try to spruce it up but get
discouraged because the city or the landlords
do not do their part. City sanitation departments similarly become indifferent if their genuine effort produces little, visible difference.
A common characteristic of an evolving slum
is a mixture of land uses not conducive to a
neighborhood of homes. One small neighborhood we saw in Philadelphia had seven junk
shops, two slaughterhouses and 10 bars within
its boundaries. Planning often fails to weed out
such land uses. Many ''nonconforming" uses,
recognized as incompatible to an area, are permitted because they existed before residential
zoning begun. Others, although disallowed under a zoning plan, creep in as "variances," the
planning term for exceptions to the rules. Most
cities require that a notice l>c posted for a number of days prior to a hearing for the issuance
of a zoning variance. Perhaps no one in the
neighborhood understands the- meaning of the
notice, or if the notice is understood, the loss
of :\ liayV- pay to prulc.-t the granting of a variance i.-. generally considered too high a price to
pay for being a good citizen. The unemployed
meinlicrs of slum communities conceivably
could attend the. hearings but thvy lack experience and the. respect from officialdom to accomplish much in this fir-Id. So the hearing proceeds
without effective local opposition, usually re-

suiting in the granting of the variance. Variances and nonconforming uses help mightily to
create and perpetuate slums.
The problems raised by all of the foieg :ng
are monumental and basic. Take the lack 011.3cal resources, political representation, and general neglect in slum areas. Couple those facts
with the niiddic class moving to the suburbs

and a new rural/suburban political coalition.
All of those facts could hasten the time when
the only strong voice that would speak for the
slums would be the Federal Government, at best
a distant and indifferent parent. And that voice
would be represented in Congress by an even
smal'.er percentage of representatives than the
slums have today.

Coping irith metropolitan area problem* is incredibly cc mplex because of the proliferation of local
governments, all with differing viewpoints, -within tho*e areas
Right after World War II, middle-class
America accelerated its flight to the suburbs so
fast that thousands of square miles of farmland were turned into housing developments virtually overnight. The pace of that rush has not
yet noticeably slowed. To serve the urban needs
of this new suburbia, new units of local government were created by the thousands. Tnese
included more than newly incorporate nr o villages; they included all kinds of special districts
Jo provide schools, garbage collection, water
supply, street lighting, sewage treatment and
the like. If all these units of government were
laid out on a map, every metropolitan area in
the country woula look as if it had been "nonplanned" by a mad man. These crazy-quilt metropolitan areas actually are the work of sane
human beings, well-intentioned in thv.\- work,
but often reaching for the easy, expedient, and
politically popular solution.
The U.S. Bureau of the Census defines a metropolitan area PC "an integrated economic and
social unit with a recognized large population
nucleus." As of 1967, the Census Bureau recognized 228 such areas in the United States.
They are called "standard metropolitan statistical areas" or SMSA's. Generally, an SMSA consists of one or more entire county areas, primarily nonagricultural and closely relate'! to a
central city, or cities, of 50,000 or more. (In
Xew England, SMSA's consist cf groups of
cities nna townships rather than of entire counties.)
Nearly two-thirds of all Americans live in
metropolitan areas. Slightly less than half of
all metropolitan area residents live in the central metropolitan rifle.*, but most of the inrrea^o
in SMSA population is taking place in tl.o outlying-ring territory, suburbia.
In 1907, our metropolitan areas were served
by 20,7-l."i local governments, or about onefourth of all local governments in the. Nation.
This means 91 governments per SMSA—an
average of about 48 per metropolitan county.
But these averages cover great variat ions. There
arc 20 SMSA's with fewer than 10 l^al governments each—13 in the South, five in New
England, and two in the West. At the other ex-

treme are such SMSA's as Chicago, with 1.113
local governments (186 per county); Philadelphia, with 871 (101) per county); Pittsburgh,
with 704 (176 per county); and New York, with
551 (110 per county).
The overwhelming majority of these local
governments are relatively small. For example,
f wo thirds of the municipalities in SMSA's have
a population of less than 5,000 and one-third
of the total number have fewer than 1,000 residents. Similarly, of the 3,225 townships in
SMSA's, over two-thirds have a population of
less than 5,000. Most of the SMSA special districts also involve only small-scale operations.
Of all the school districts ir metropolitan areas,
about one-fourth have fewer than 300 pupils,
and about one-third operate no more than a
single school.
In physical size many of the local govern. .outs in metropolitan areas are extremely
small. Of all the municipalities in SMSA's,
about one-half have less than a single square
mile of land area, probably 60 percent are
smaller than 2 square miles, and four-fifths have
a land area of under 4 square miles. Fewer
than 200 SMSA municipalities include as much
as 25 square miles of land area.
Most residents of metropolitan areas, then,
are served by at least four separate local governments, i.e., a county, municipality, or township,
and a school district, plus one or more special
districts. The- average SMSA central city has
more than four overlapping local gove-riuiicnts.
The abuses that such a multiplicity of governments works on a metropolitan area are many,
and we need not Int thuin all here. One is the
discriminatory zonin«r that suburban towns
adopt. Zoning, which is barely a body of law,
very effectively keeps the, poor and those with
low incomes tint of suburban areas by stipulating lot sizes way Iwyoml their economic reach.
Many suburbs prohibit or sevorly limit the construction of apartments, townhouscs, or planned
unit developments which could accommodate
more people in less space nt potential savings
in housing costs. Kveu where, apartments arc
allowed, they often arc limited as to size of
dwelling unit, effectively keeping out families
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with children who would presumably place a
burden on school budgets. Zoning is also used by
most suburban areas to keep out blue-collar industry which could go along way in providing
the types of jol* low-iitconie people could take
if they could afford to live in the suburbs.
Another bad effect, of too many local governments conies from their competitive scramble
to attract industry. To support faltering local
economies, communities often put industrial
plants in places where, according to sound planning, thev do not belong. The favors held out to
bring in industry then make it possible for companies to avoid their fair share of the metropolitan area tax burden.
Still another abuse is excessive strip zoning
along main thoroughfares, sometimes used to
increase the tax base with coironsrce. The resulting gaudy development is a major offender
in urban ugliness.
Alt of the foregoing raises the question: How
many local (governments would there be in metropolitan areas if it were somehow possible, in
each SMSA, to replace existing arrangements
by a set of comprehensive units, each responsible for providing all local public services for
its own defined territory and each serving a population of at Jeast 50,000 pers.ms?
Such an arrangement can be tested by reference to 1060 population iigures for the 228
SMSA's as defined in 10<57. On this basis, the
metropolitan areas altogether would have approximately 1,300 local governments, or an
average of less than six per area as compared
.rith the present average of W per SMSA. If
thus reorganized, about one-fourth of the
SMSA's would each lie served by only a single
local government, and nearly as many by two
local governments apiece. At the other extreme,
this approach wouln involve more than 30 governments for each of seven very large metropolitan areas—58 for the Los Angeles-Long Beach
SMSA (instead of 223); 55 for the New York
SMSA (instead of 551); 52 for the Chicago
SMSA (instead of 1,113); 46 for the Philadelphia area (instead of P76) ; 38 for the Detroit
SMSA (instead of 242>; 37 for the Pittsburgh
SMSA (insteadof 146).
Unless local units are large enough to function well, it is almosfceitain that the demands
for better services wiH'cause power over local
affairs to be shifted to higher levels. This is not
theory, but simply a statement of political fact
that has l>een observed many times over the past
generation. Wo should weed out many of the unnecessary, overlapping layers of local government, especially the very small units and special
districts.
While we strongly favor consolidations to
form larger city governments and would offer

revenue incentive.'; to political jurisdictions with
50,000 people or more in major urban areas, we
should not overlook tiie counties. County governments have a largely undeveloped potential
for handling many urban matters. This is understandably overlooked or flatly denied in
many parts of the country because most counties
still stick to obsolete procedures and programs.
But they do cover broad geographical areas.
They embrace substantial populations—whole
cross sections, not. just narrow interest groups.
And they draw from a tax base spread over a
whole spectrum of land uses. These advantages
explain why a few urban counties already are
taking the lead in restoring a unified approach
to metropolitan affairs. One lesson is that coun:
ties must modernize if they are to exercise leadership on the local scene. At present they are
a very weak reed, indeed. They do have a much
greater potential.
A big key to the success of revising, c nlarging,
and rationalizing local boundaries is held by the
objecttvit}- and perspectn
is one reason the urban areas are in such trouble
already. Although many State legislatures have
been indifferent to city problems, they have aut hority to cure many urban ills.
Recent metropolitan reorganization efforts
have experienced more setbacks than successes.
Public apathy has been more prevalent than
outright opposition. In the record of. attempts
at a significant restructuring of local government in metropolitan areas—the handful accomplished as well as the unsuccessful efforts—
one feature stands out: each was primarily a
local undertaking, initiated and pursued uniquely in the areas concerned, even though basically
authorized by State constitutional or statutory
provisions and sometimes involving some specific State action. Because each metropolitan
area has its own particular problems and attitudes, major structural changes should be
tailor made by local people.
Councils of governments in various places
around the country are making genuine progress in giving local government a new perspective. Some students of government say that
the councils do not move us along as swiftly or
as far toward metropolitan government as they
believe necessary. The fact is, however, that
really comprehensive mergers will take a great
deal of time. Meanwhile, many areas, spurred
by Federal incentives, are combining metropolitan services, saving taxpayers' dollars,
learning to work together, and developing loyalties beyond their own backyards. Councils of
government should not be used as a sedative,
however, to lull the public into indifference
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about consolidation of governments when that
is heeded.
Can a restructuring of local government, at
the, scale required, ever he done? The answer
we believe is a highly qualified "yes." The need
fprchange is too urgent to permit complacency
oil. this score.
.
As one of the Nation's most thoughtful students of these matters said recently :
America'!. great urban .regions lack the powers to
(aide their development They cannot decide the use
of their rnort precious commodity—open land; nor
prerent the fouling of their air and water; nor assure
equality^ in^ opportunity and education for their chlldreit'UntU they hare such authority—until suburb and
central city acknowledge In these specific respects their
common concern— we can blanket the present array of
local' Jurisdictions to a bustard of Federal cash and
liiU: fail torprotect, our urban reritage and upgrade
^our urban .environment*

How do these governmental issues relate to
•• of' L and civil
the problems
_
_
rights, so explosively reflected T>y recent unrest
and disorder in many cities? To oversimplify a
complex question, it takes financially strong and
structurally sound local governments to. deal
fairly and firmly with, these social problems.
The Commission was impressed by the number
of highly motivated, conscientious local officials.;
but these officials often are ineffective because
of the economic weakness and splintered authority of their local governments. Even worse,
in other cases, the enrlJig governmental patterns contribute to conflict and social discontent
So the growing public concern about the urban
crisis should help overcome the apathy that
often characterized efforts to modernize local
government.
•
,

..- most likely to live in substandard housing are the poor nonwhites who fiqve big families
and an renters. But they are not. alone. A third of our affluent Nation cannot afford adequate,
~-'±=-~.x* • j-_ J^^^ng today^d^sspite great gains i.\ our howingst^it
' . Most measures of substandard housing include, not only dilapidated housing but also
standard or deteriorating housing with inadequate plumbing. Estimates of housing need in
addition must take account of overcrowding or
what might be called substandard occupancy,
when the number of people in a household outnumber the number of rooms. (Bathrooms and
closets dp not count as rooms; kitchens do.) But
as our report frequently emphasizes, we consider these measures inadequate, leading to a
gross understatement of the Nation's housing
needs.
_ Decent housing has a far more subjective definition. Almost no agreed standards exist for
measuring what is decent housing, which is why
the Commission proposes a system for arriving
at useful standards. Definitions will change, of
course, as the standards of living and expectations rise. For middle-class Americans at the
end of the 1960's, decent housing implies a high
level of amenity, both in the house and within
its immediate environment, a level of amenity
none of the rest of the world, outside the rich,
enjoys in its housing.
To meet middle-class aspirations, decent housing may mean, for instance, enough bathrooms
so there ere no morning lineups as the family
gets ready for work and school ; uncrowded bedrooms; and a kitchen with a sink, range, oven,
refrigerator, counter space, and outlets for portable appliances. Many even would include as
minimum requirements dishwashers, clothes
washers and aryers, garbage disposals, and, in
areas of hot climate, air conditioning.' .
* Under Secretary Robert C. Wood, Department of Hondo*
•ad Urban DmlopMtat, from * ip««ea on October 24, IMS.

Even such housing does not meet many peo-pie's idea of what is decent unless, in the neighborhood, there is recreation for children, shopping, and public transportation. Cultural or
entertainment facilities within easy reach, trees,
grass, flowers, and other features that make a
neighborhood pleasant and livable are expected.
In short-, the nouse that is adequate in itself
ceases to be adequate for the middle-class family
when dropped in the middle of a slum or otherwise unsuitable surroundings.
On the other hand, the world of a slum child
is a world of substandard housing, often without plumbing or heat, infested with rats and
insects, and so packed with many more people
than there are rooms that a child is happy to
live on the streets all summer.
There are today at the very lepst 11 million
substandard and overcrowded dwelling units in
the United States. This is 16 percent of the total
housing inventory. According to the census,
three-fifths of all that substandard housing is
said U> be in rural areas—generally on farms
and in towns of less than 2,500 persons. ThiHysix percent of all rural housing is substandard,
compared with estimates of 10 percent of all
urban housing. These are highly conservative
figures. And they not only greatl* understate
the problem but tend to mask the critical aspect
of the urban housing problem—the concentration of substandard housing and of poor people.
In metropolitan areas there are about 4 million substandard and overcrowded units. Almost
that many more are so deteriorated they need
constant repair. Another several million have
serious code violations. Recent surveys in some
inner city slums indicate, instead of improve-
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ment, a dete ioration in this inventory. Not all
of the people in these houses are poor. Many
have moderate incomes—between $3,500 and
$6,000—and are trapped in inadequate housing
because there was no decent housing within their
ability to pay. It should also be noted that just
as all who lire in bad housing are not poor,
neither do all poor people live in bad housing.
In some places^ there is a steady increase in
substandard housing. In New York City, for example, the number of substandard units has
risen since 15)60. However, it is not only the size
but the concentration of substandard urban
housing which is the problem in city areas. In
cities where the general Average for substandard
overcrowded units is only 10 percent, 40 percent
of the housing in slum areas may be deficient
Most important, poverty families in substandard housing have a high correlation with race.
If you are poor and nonwhite and rent the
chances are three out of four that you live in
substandard housing.
To use another measure, 45 percent of all
nonwhite owner household families had incomes of $3,000 or less or were poverty families.
But these poverty families occupied 72 percent
of the substandard, nonwhite, owner-occupied
housing.
A similar but even bleaker picture was true
for the nonwhite renter. Nonwhite households
occupied a third (32 percent) of the Nation's
substandard rented housing, although they
made up only 16 percent of all rented households. If one*were nonwhite and poor, the gap
widened avcn more. Sixtv-two percent of poor
nonwhite families were m substandard rental
units. Only 35 percent of p< or whites were living in substandard rental units. Almost CO percent of all nonwhite renters were in the poverty
income class in 1960. But they accounted for
75 ]>ercent of substandard housing which was
lived in by nonwhite renters.
A seven-city Commission staff study showed
tba* there were 103,000 large poor families in
the seven cities who ould not afford to rent
standard housing 01 a suitable size at market
rents. In these seven cities only 20,000 units
with three or more bedrooms in publicly assisted
housjng of any kind was available to these
families. The gap between the need and the units
available was, therefore, 83,000 units, or over 80
percent For the large poor "family that also was
nonwhite, the chances of escaping substandard
housing were even more difficult. It is fair to
conclude that one of the most desperate urban
needs in the country is housing for the large
poor family.7
'Smart, Rybcek. •human, T»« Lfraf Pour Family—A
Go, Nation*! Commlxulon on Urban Protilcmy. 1968.

In public housing, for a given amount of
money, more units can be produced by building
efficiency or one- or two-bedroom units. This
fact explains, in .part, why from 50 to 60 percent of all public housing'unitsJnj-ecent years
have been built for the elderly. From a- bureaucratic point of view, the ability to list a housing
unit for two people as equal to that of a housing
unit for six or eight or 10 people, is one reason
why such a large proportion of public housing
is made up of smaller rather than large familysized unite. This has been a grave mistake. Besides the initial cost, many factors enter in the
decision to build small or large units. This is
seen in private as well as public housing. Larger
units mean more kids, more maintenance problems, less tranquil apartments or neighborhoods,
more local school costs, and usually more
poverty. The decision to build small units unfortunately may have racial overtones as well
as fiscal.
It is widely held that job programs, training
programs and other anti-pwerty programs will
help increase the purchasing power of urban
residents enough so that they can get their own
housing without subsidy. Useful as these programs may be, the present level of funding for
them is a relative drop in the bucket when
measured against, the actual need. In our big
center cities where the need for job programs,
higher incomes and better housing is greatest,
the arithmetic of this need is staggering.
New multifamily housing, appropriate for
some big cities, costs from $17,000 to $22,000 a
unit, even with nn urban renewal land writedown. Trarslating costs into rent, a $20,000 unit
even with heavy subsidy, requires payments of
roughly $150 a month. That figure would include maintenance, operating costs, interest
(subsidized to a few points below market) and
amortization (term up to 40 years), assuming
a property tax abatement of about 60 percent
and a two-thirds public writedown of the land
cost
Yet half of the low-income families in the
slums can afford to pay only $65 to $110 a month,
or $780 to $1,320 a year, for rent. And the other
half cannot afford more than $35 to $60 a month,
or $300 to $720 a year. The cities with their
critical fiscal situation require higher taxes almost every year just at a time when the slum
areas need the greatest tax abatement and subsidy. In the light of such considerations, to expect the free market to supply housing for all
Americans without subsidy requires a flight
from reality. We have to turn to government
at every level to help finance an adequate supply
of minimum standard housing, especially in the
inner cities.
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Misconceptions frequently obscure the problem of supplying decent housing, such as the
notion that housing low-income families will
take chrr of itself by the trickle-down or filterdawn principle. This has it that as people move
lip the economic ladder, they leave behind them
dwelling units which people moving up the ladder behind them can occupy. At the end of that
chain of transferring residences, the poor in
theory, are provided with an inventory of available, lowest cost housing. Undeniably the
trickle-down theory does itork for part of the
population, but it falls short of supplying
enough housing for low-income families principally because: (1) the availability of the lowest
cost hpusiiig is not always where the poor can
get to it, arid beciuse (2) so much of the cheapest
available housing is substandard, that is, lacking indoor plumping and hot water, badly deteriorated, p/ overcrowded. lu all, conscience,
housing that may have been suitable for. one
family cannot be counted as suitable when three
or four families are sardined into it. Virtually
all slum housing is filter-down housing—which
is proof enough of its inadequacy.
In order to break the back of pur minimum
housing needs by 1980, we calculate that the Nation should build 2 to 2% million new housing
units a year. That compares with the rate over
the last 6 years of ah average of 1.45 million
(not counting mobile homes). In only 1 year,
1950, sine* the end of World War II have we
even approached the rate of 2 million unite a
year. We are clearly dragging our feet.
, Just building new housing at a certain rate
is not enough. To make sure that the people
who are now left with no alternative to sub-

standard housing get relief, we feel it is important to specifically reserve 500,000 of the
new housing units for people in the lower income brackets. We think a fair breakdown
would be to designate 100,000 a year for the
abject poor (incomes up to $2,200 a year for
families of four); 100,000 for the poor (incomes.
up to $3,300); 100,000 for the near poor (incomes up to $4,500) ; and 200,000 units for families with incomes over $4,500 but who still cannot afford to buy or rent decent housing in .the
private market In shorty the increased housing
over the present, level of production should go
to those who need it most.
. . . _ . , .
We cannot pretend that this half million units
of added housing over current, production, can
help many of the poor unless there are subsidies
to bring rents or sale.prices down. Society must
f ace.up.tp this. But the amount of the subsidies
can be reduced to the extent we find ways to
bring down the coats of housing.^
_.,.
At present, subsidies are needed so the lower
economic middle class can afford adequate housing. By reducing housing costs appreciably, so
that the average family of four earning $6,OQO
a year could afford decent, housing in the private market, then the upper limit requiring
some subsidy could be brought further down
the income scale. The main thrust could then
be aimed kt the really poor.
An important byproduct of building more
dwelling units wifl be increased jobs—about
165,000 a year to construct the homes and about
330,000 a year in related supplier industries.
These combined new workers could make a big
dent in urban unemployment, especially among
the young and minority groups.

Segregation has been a complex problem nagging at America for years. Foot dragging at att levels
has not helped. The problem remmrjs critical
Segregation hrs been a fact of life in America
for 300 years. While we make no pretense of
haying studied it exhaustively nor to having any
unique insights into the problem, we cannot
fail to mention it here.
The institution of slavery and its atrermath
which we have inherited has poisoned relationships between many whites and Negroes. And
the past pressures for racial separation were
reinforced by complex cultural, social, and economic factors.
A commonly observed pattern in America
has been the initial more or less voluntary flocking together for mutual protection and fellowship of migrant peoples of various ethnic, religious, and other tics in preference to venturing
into a mixed, integrated society.
The traditional American hopes and attempts
of the individual to rise to new stature without

being bound to one's beginnings often lead to
social exclusiveness. Many people try to reassure
themselves that they have indeed achieved new
heights by physically escaping from and then
rejecting their origins. The white well to do
exclude the middle class, and the middle class
exclude the poor. Some Negroes who struggle
to ri.se economically exhibit this characteristic,
seeking to exclude poor Negroes from their
neighborhoods, just as whites do. White middle
ana upper classes have been particularly anxious to keep out the black poor.
Prejudices are harder to erase when people
are insecure almut their jobs and status. Large
numbers of Negroes have educated and prepared themselves to compete in most fields. But
some whites fear that the trained Negro cannot
be al>sorbed without threatening their jobs.
Racial contempt, open or concealed, is encour-
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by the resulting economic friction. Whites
who try to keep their neighborhoods segregated
often disguise these feelings, claiming instead
that Negroes and the poor will lower property
values, overtax the schools, and invite delinquency or crime.
Actions and attitudes of the whites inevitably
create reactions within the black community.
The resr.lt lias been a tendency for society to
become polarized, and by income group as well
as by race. But the answers are enough jobs and
enough housing for all. As the late President
Kennedy often remarked, a rising tide floats
all boats. Elected officials at all levels found it hard to
stand up againsi the prevailing pressure for
segregated neighborhoods. Those at the Federal
level were no exception. For years they made
little effort to resist the pressure. They closed
their eyes to the massive federally supported
buildup of largely white suburbia in the period
following World War II. In the North and
in the South, reflecting dominant moods of the
times, the Federal Housing Administration
would not insure any mortgage where a black
family bought a home from a white. It may
fairly be charged that in line with the prevailing general attitude, Federal funds were so
used for several decades that their effects were
to intensify racial and economic stratification
of America's urban areas.
Much of this was due to the emphas:? that
housing legislation placed on local control.
'When the Federal Government during the depression era became involved in housing and
other matters affecting the general welfare, the
stress was on stimulating the economy. And
local control became a guiding principle. Hie
Federal Government in the 1930's began to
build housing for poor people, using its power
of eminent domain and contracting directly for
construction. But this gave way to an indirect
approach: Federal subsidies to local housing
authorities which had the full responsibility
for site selection and operation, including racial
policies.
Local control again was embodied and cairied forward in the landmark Housing Act of
1949. The limitations on Federal action, as
spelled out in the Senate report on that bill,
stated that Federal assistance for clearing slums
and blighted areas, under the bill, "shall be
available only for projects where there has been
a local determination by the governing bodv of
the community that the project is needed and
where the plans for such project are locally
made and locally approved. This bill incorporates the basic philosophy that if the people of
a local community take no interest in that com-

munity's housing problems, it is not for the
Federal Government to impose a program upon
them." If the fathers of housing legislation preferred more Federal muscle, the uow to local
determination often was the only _way_tp__get
their bills "through Congress.
To recognize this emphasis on local control is
not to say that Federal officials were powerless to
alter the racial policies alluded to, or that they
could not have prevented the abuses, for example, which led urban renewal in some places to
be called Negro removal. The Federal administrators still controlled the funds and, in distributing them, they had the right and duty to
insist that legislative purposes were adhered to
locally. The purpose of the 1949 Housing Act,
for instance, included assistance both for slum
clearance and (what tended to be overlooked
locally and federally) for low-rent public
housing.,
If the Federal bureaucracy often tended to be
timid and to lack a robust faith in the programs
and policies it was supposed to administer, the
congressional pulling and tugging over these
controversial issues, between theTfogislative committees, on the one hand, and the appropriations
committees, on the other, did not help. It weakened the will of the Federal bureaucracy. Not
only in public housn.g and urban renewal, but
also in rent supplements, leased housing, nonprofit housing, a.nd many other programs, these.
unresolved issues raged.
Top housing officials and recent administrations certainly have thrown themselves wholeheartedly behind freedom of choice in housing.
The majority in Congress, by outlawing segregation in public facilities and insisting on equal
opportunity in the use of Federal grants, put
its weight Ibchind a desegregated America. By
the Open Housing Act of 1968, it prohibited
discrimination in the sale and rental of housing.
The real test—whether or not these prescriptions actually will be carried out where people
live—is yet to come. Because the Commission
believes that evil days wiH fall upon the country if segregation policies are not wiped out,
we present many recommendations aimed at reversing the past trends. We l>elieve in the long
run that the good sense and innate decency of
the American people will triumph. We are encouraged by the socially minded groups and individuals who are strugglingto create and maintain desegregated and integrated communities.
We find indications that there probably are
more ]>ersons who believe in freedom of choice
and genuine democracy than is commonly believed. Major segments of .society, ranging from
the religious leadership to the business leadership, are attacking the problem with new vigor.
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. A sto^ that should not be forgotten in these
timesjs that in the past the American city had
progressed a long way toward a balanced community, vnjth p^ple of many origins and pccu• jp^tibn&^and^wage lev«sl§: hying- in:ihe same
neighborhoods, sending their children to the
same schools, and working in the same sections.
, The city/iras the melting pot. And to many, the

people Hying in these neighborhoods seemed far
less burdened by the fears and phobias that
haunt some citizens who today take such pains
to wall themselves off from all shades of difPutting our Nation back on the right track
will not be easy. The difficulties are great. It is
a struggle for the soul of America.

years a»:eompUshments in subsidised housing are extremely inadequate. The Nation in
of, public housing tjialt fewer touts than Congress, back in 1949, said were needed
yejjur* -•-.-.Li-.{ ; J- _ " - ' - : " - - ' ' - :
...":";.. ' • . , : : . :
-;*:"-:-_:;
One ..might suppose, after years of talk and of the original applications just to the start of
cpntroyersy jjver public housing and the more construction. The urban renewal delays haye
ream\,£flpec5es of subsidized housing, that by gotten more, public attention because the large
now the. J^ation. would have managed to pro- city areas vacated and then allowed to sot iqle
duce, a sizable, quantity, of housing unite for have been so noticeable. Kenewal projects on the
Ipw-inconie families. The record, nnfortn- ayeragjj liaye taken froin 6 to 9, years tpdcoinpletK'Ihie t^the^ action of President Johnson's
nately, .is'to^the contrary.
.
.Pubjic Jrousing, after three decades, has pro- joint ao^ministrative task force, the times f6r
original processing have been cut very mart
duced a. tptel .(including preliminary totals for
-fiscal year^i&68) IBS^^follows:
" " ::
comr
Contpletod public bonsing nnits...
._. 867,000 the whole
picture. -TRiey do not include 1
The rent supplement program, since 1965, has unite "in the pipeline," that is, those for wl
roduced
an amount of housmg
(as of June applications have been. ..approved, money reS-'Ri^-rS?.-.. ~~^-.
^^ v
served^ contracts let^ and cpnstructipn started.
Nobbdy, of course, is living in a housing "start,"
sopplement
unite
completed._
__
and
adntittedly one of the gnawing complaints
elow-market interest rate program, variabout
Federal housing programs over the years
ously known also as the nonprofit, limited divi- has been
the long time it took for many of the
dend, and 221 (d) (3) program, aimed at lowand moderate-income housing (but, in fact, projects to become ready for occupancy.
without analyzing the pipeline in great deproducing essentially for n\oaerate-income
at this
point, one aspect is so encouraging
•; •
''— - -f^~-'' - .-*"- —
~
"
rather than,.for low-income persons)-, has pro- tail
it
bears
ducecl a total.amount of housing, as of June
The past year or s\ro, during tiie time
i968,,as-follows:
when
this Commission was holding its hear221 (d) (3) bohilnc units completed.-..—.... 52,000
ings and making its studies, the Federal
Government's record in the number of
not add new units, they do help move units
housing unite started saw fremendota imfrbin the substandard to standard category. The
provement. In fiscal year 1968, the starts of
rehabilitated units completed, as of June 1908,
221(d)(8) housing were double those of
were-H follows:
.
.
the previous year; the rent supplement
,
, . .
_ ^.
lebibilitated botulnc opit* ,
75,000
starts were about four times the number of
all unite previously built under that proAdditional senior citizen housing, through
gram
; the leased housing, which had barely
fiscal 1968, producing housing (under the 202
gotten off the ground, jumped to a respectprogram) as follows:
able number, a»jd low-rent public housing
Senior
dtiwn hotwlnj units—.—,.—
.. 21,000
(new construction) witnessed a big leap
'i.^":--n_- ."••*- - ' "--.
- i.
^ - Not only has there.been too little public housf oi ward—almost 50 percent The statistics
ing, Whathas. been approved has taken too long
provided by HUD for fiscal 1968 starts into g« bv^t. Our studies show that public hor-v
clude the following data :
iijg lias tjk«p from 3 to 4 years to move to comtttrtt
pletipni'with some 47 steps qyer an a\ erage 308 Public bowinc constmrtion ----------------- 40,000
dayis just to move from the inception of a proj- 221(d)(8) . ........ .„.--------------------43,000
ect to contract publication. Similarly, with the Leased public boosing ----------------------- 19,000
Bent supplement constt action ------------- .. 12,000
«**,** ,«*-iii^-.i.i for, ^eretc-income houscostly and discouraging,
The unite begun in 1968 are the largest numaverage of 376 days from the time ber started since the early 1950*8, or for almost
t
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two decades. The Johnson administration deserves credit for the major effort reflected by
these figures. In addition, many of the changes
in policy urged by individual members of the
Commission during its investigations and hearings around the country have been ordered
through administrative action or new legislation. The major thrust of urban renewal in the
future, for instance, is to be on housing for the
poor, often neglected in the past. If the provisions of the 1968 Housing Act. many of them
initiated by HUD and the administration, are
faithfully carried out, there will be additional
aid for large poor families, increased tenant
services, better management, greater freedom
in desijn., and limitations on the indiscriminate
use of nigh-rise construction for family housing.
Speedups in processing, seed money for moderate-income projects undertaken by nonprofit
groups, and financing for ghetto area housing
nre among other HUT* Changes or recommendations. All in all, at the piodding of the top
echelon, major improvements have brought a
quantum jump in the momentum of housing
programs. But their work and the national welfare would be ill served by concluding that the
Federal housing assistance program is anywhere close to its goals. Only continued and increased momentum in the direction so recently
begun will make a real dent. To date, the total
amount of public and publicly assisted housing actually produced has been far short of the
needs. A grand total in the neighborhood of 1
million housing units is too small. To grasp the
insignificance of this amount, consider it in
the fight of a few other facts:
Demolitions of housing by public action alone
destroyed more units of bousing than were built,
in *U federally aided programs.
The total cnrrer* housing inventory is about 68
million unit*
The annual rate of all new housing construction,
private and public, in recent yean has been less
than US million units.
A conservative estimate of the substandard and
overcrowded bowing is 11 million units.

The small amount of public housing produced
for America's poor families is particularly dis
appointing in view of an earlier national goal.
Congress, in the Housing Act of 1949, agreed
that the country required 135,000 new public
housing units a year for the next 6 years, or a
total of 810,000 units. We have not produced
that much in 30 years of public housing. Since
proclaiming that goal in 1949, we have produced only about 500,000 units, or two-thirds
of the 6-year goal in 20 years.
Low-income housing, unlike urban renewal,
for instance, so far has never enjoyed the wholehearted combined support and power of the pri-

vate and public sectors. Yet new efforts to accelerate public housing have been made: (1) the
turnkey approach lets the private sector produce
public housing, which 5? then sold to a local
housing authority; (2) existing housing may be
purchased for public housing use; and (3)
standard private housing may be leased for
public housing. While these three programs are
fine in concept, their impact in total numbers
remains slight.
Until 1961 none of the FHA-insured housing
programs provided subsidies to lower interest
rates. The effect of the FHA guarantee to mortgage lenders was to reduce the price of financing; to that extent, it was a form of subsidy to
the home buyer. FHA's programs for- rental
housh.g in urban renewal areas for housing displaced persons called for waiving the'-~ traditional "economic soundness" requirement, but
rents and carrying charges still reflected pa>mont of f nil market interest.
The Housing Act of 1961 established a belowmarket-interest-rate program to stimulate production of housing for moderate-income familips. The move also was greeted as an answer to
low-income housing, but it virtually ground to
a halt in this respect. Holding the program back
were these aspects: (1) nonprofit sponsors often
hicked. know-how and seed money to successfully
initiate and carry out projects, (2) liir,it;adividend corporations did not look with favor
on the 6 percent allowable profits when they
could anticipate 12 percent elsewhere, and (•"»)
extended processing time because of redtape,
complexities, and bottlenecks in local and regional FHA offices. These processing times too
have been greatly speeded up since the President's joint administrative task force reported
on this problem.
The rent supplement program came into existence in 1965 and was tied to section 221 (d)
(3) at the statutory FHA interest rate plus a
mortgage insurance premium of half of 1 percent. Only 5 percent of the rent supplement
funds could be paid to below-market-interestrate projects under 221 (d) (3), together with
another 5 percent for direct loan projects for
the elderly under sections 202 and 231. Rent
supplements immediately ran into trouble in
Congress;. As a result actual appropriations
were only $30 million in the first 2 years of the
program' although legislation had* authorized
payments of $65 million. The rent supplement
program got off to a slow start, but we anticipate
better results in the years ahead—a hope based
on performance reflected in the 1968 starts.
The numbers, rules, and regulations of the
myriad FHA programs ore confusing to say
the least. What is not so confusing is that they
have added up to very little assistance to the
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large numbers of people who so desperately need
subsidized standard bousing.
More noise and thunder will not overcome
the Nation's poor showing. Government assistance^ programs will not work unless some way
can be found to further reduce and ultimately
eliminate the time-consuming rules and procedures that confront—and frustrate—^he prospective builder or developer. As an example of
strangling redtape, New York City claims it has
taken at least 2 years to process the average .21
(4) (?) Rrpject—and by that time, costs can
ri.se, 10 .percent Furthermore, ,new programs
often overlap and even contradict earlier pro*
grams, adding more chaps to the already chaotic
machinery..of Federal, State, and local gpvernments^WKat is; more, .many, programs are
wrappedtin restrictions that can make them almost inoperative. A good beginning, has now
been made.through improved procedures and
byt jsucji .programs as turnkey. The changes
initiated by HUD are now.beginning to show
yer^coficrete results as evidenced by the large
increase in starts in 1968.
A popular pastime among government critics
has .been to.pickpnJFHAJQr: doing too little to
help poor .people. Most FHA programs were
not originally intended to provide low-income
housing. At the outset, the agency's purpose in
the 1930's was to get money for housing, moving
£gain, and this legislative history led to the
FHA. requirement that mortgage insurance be
placed only on economically sound properties.
Since it was hard to argue that a slum area was
economically sound, slum properties were automatically ruled out
FHA's traditional reluctance to insure the
blighted areas was not simply a matter of inertia
as .needs changed. It also rose out of conflicts
within Congress. One segment of Congress
would blast FHA for failure to provide socially
motivated housing, while another segment almost gleefully would seek out cases of mortgage
defaults and scorch FHA for its radicalism and
lack of sober conservatism.
"
Another problem also plagues FHA's programs: They are too subject to the fiscal
maneuvering of the Budget Bureau. Despite a
call for action in low-income housing in 1967,
the221 <d) (3) program literally strangled while
several hundred million dollars was withheld by
the Budget Bureau in the attempt to cool off the
economy.
One of the roadblocks to providing standard,
low-income housing in areas outside of central
cities often has been the workable program. The
workable program is a set of requirements which
must be adopted and at work in a city or a
suburb *s a rendition for getting certain Federal
grants for housing or community facilities from

HUD. Some suburban communities that did not
want low-income families simply did not meet
workable program requirements. This means
that neither private nor nonprofit sponsors can
afford to produce low-income housing in those
communities because they cannot get the benefits
otherwise available for such projects. Workable
program requirements, commendable in themselves, certainly.were never intended to keep
low-income families,out of town. As a punishment, this is,like.telling a boy that unless he
polishes his, shoes he will be allowed no spinn^h
or castor oil. To be effective, the workable program should be tied to things the cities want,
such as sewer and water grants, with communities required to provide, low-income housing
before they can get tliegtahts. ' _ ~ J _ .
Fortunately, while not facing this issue head
on, thelCbngress did not tie.the newisections 235
and 236 low-interest rajte programs to^tiie,workable program requirements. T^re,.this roadblock
will not be a limiting factor for these new
prrigraini.
•
,^ ^j/; ,
Behabilitation under various programs Has
grabbed more headlines than it has j>p>duced
standard housing. Iir'1954, public hpusing was
allowed to live only at a greatly reduced rate of
new construction. Largely jb take its place,.the
rehabilitation of existing structures was pushed
to the fore with the contention that it would
avoid the weaknesses of other approaches. The
extensive bulldozing of whole neighborhoods
and uprooting of families was beginning to
make urban renewal unpopular, it was argued
that it would be much easier to upgrade existing
housing. This would keep the houses in private
ownership and avoid all the disturbances which
wholesale clearance brought with it It would
also preserve and possibly increase the local, tax
base and help the cities to meet their financial
problems.
Rehabilitation also was represented as being
a workable substitute for public housing, avoiding ' rge-scale housing projects which tended
to become impersonal.
Along with rehabilitation, emphasis was
placed on local building codes, to prevent grossly
inferior structures from being built, nnd on
housing codes, to lay down minimum standards
of health and decency to which existing housing
must conform.
One. of the principal things wrong with rehabilitation work is that too many people saw it
as the complete answer to too many housing
problems. To be sure, jt can and does solve some
housing problems. Where an area is clearly
worth saving, for instance, rehab can do great
things for a city. And the economies of massive
rehab jobs can bring costs down to between 70
and 90 percent of the cost of new dwelling units.

But 1967's Highly touted'"instant rehab" job in
New York Gity cost over $22,000 a unit with
only 495 square feet of living space—a grossly
excessive sum.The Commission saw rehabilitation efforts
that heW great promise and others that seemed
poorly conceived, that held little more than
empty hopes. But another Presidential group
(the Kaiser Committee) was assigned to examine rehabilitation in depth, and we defer to that
l>pdy for any comprehensive judgment of
bifitation. ,
ffisummary:
_______ of the documented desperate
'housing needs of the poor, which are generally underestimated;
.
^
As 3. consequence of the large subsidies —
income tax deductions for interest and
property taxes, and grants for suburban
development—available to the middle and
upper mcpnie groups ;
As a moral responsibility arising from
the fact that public Action has destroyed
more housing for low-income Americans
than it has built;
:
As a result of the unwillingness of the
country in the past to meet even the minir
mum; goals for public housing authorized
this Nation now has an overwhelming, moral
responsibility to achieve within the reasonably
near future a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family which
it pledged itself to achieve 20 years ago.
We believe this can be done through increased
effort and activity at every level of government,
and by the private sector.
We foresee a much larger role for communities in providing sites, reducing restrictions, and
actively housing the poor.
-We advocate an expanded role for the States,

especially where they are willing to contribute
fupds, in assembling land and housing sites, in
fairer taxation and financing, in bringinglargcr
units of government into existence, iji providing
a more imiformand fairer applicati6n;0f those
State police powers, such as zoning and building
codes, which they have largely abdicated to even;
the smallest locality. Zoning and building code
restrictions have held back the application; of
economies of scale and production in the buddr.
inj*m "
give housing a muchi! ^
icies than in the past. Yearly housing constru<>tio'u goals should be placed on a^pac^tt^the
goals for employment, growth, and/jprice^sta^1
bility. Housing programs should^ funded for
a minimum of _3. years aid bjr the leart expensive
means of subsidy. Economic, policies shouid^be
followed to brine both a greater volume and;
continuity of production in the privatie-misSet ,
^
-.
The^Federai housing programs should be.-rewritten, simplified, and unproved. TOere. must
be a further speedup iit ^^processihgTatfda^b^ildr
ing. We urge that the housing, agencies -take
more initiative to help the
most neeViy localities
meet their needs.
.-:. --.-•-, _ ^^-^-^^
Simplified procediuS^;mc«!a^ed jfuSdSj^and
continuity of programs should ajsp help to. attract greater participation by private, industry
in the task of housing the American people in
weli-desig/ied and well-constructed buildings..
If all else fails; if the localities do;not btuld;
if the States do not expand their role ,ai>d increase their funds for housing programs j- if; the
traditional housing programs arid agencies do
not provide a vastly increased amount of housing; then, reluctantly, we .advocate, that the
Federal Government become the builder of last
resort.

Housing costs can 'be reduced if none of the many avenues for savings is disitussed a» inconsequential,
Add them all up and they promise to "be substantial
•The Commission believes that housing costs
can and must be reduced; We believe that substantial savings can be made short of the introduction of revolutionary hew systems;
One way this can be done is to attack individual items of costs in housing. No opportunity
to reduce them should be ignored simply because, by itself, it may not result in dramatic
overall reductions. Significant savings can be
made through numerous small reductions.
Costs also con be out if large-scale or industrialized production is combined with the most
progressive existing products or techniques. To
do this, we must also remove the barriers to

large-scale distribution brought on by restrictive building codes and practices, subdivision
regulations, and zoning ordinances.
We believe that a number of changes in national policy can help to cut housing costs.
Government should provide an economic climate
which promotes the continuity of housing production. This can be done through creating
housing construction gpals, carrying out the
fiscal and monetary policies to achieve them,
reducing the general level of interest rates,
funding Government programs at high levels
and with continuity over time, shifting the impact of the Federal income tax as it affects hous-

••" ^x--™-?K|S^^^^
ing to' encourage new construction, rehabilitation and maintenance, and to discourage the
present practice of deductions, for depreciation
and maintenance when no maintenance is required and excessive_depreciation is_ajlQwed;
and by emphasizing housing to the sane degree
that economic growth and full employment have
been emphasized in the past.
,
Costs could also be cut in the Federal programs by subsidizing in the most efficient and
least costly methods, simplifying Federal programs and reducing the tune for planning and
construction.,
•
^TVeJtrongly urge prompt action on the Proxmre ftjnenomei t to the 1968 Housing Act—
calling' for large-scale housing experiments, on
Federal sites as a test of potential cost savings
while Sdding to the hpasihs inventory.
At the local level,/rontraT;city Housing authorities should be alfle to leasrf housing outside
their immediate jurisiUctions to hpuse some proportion of the poor ottJe^costly sites and in
housing which costs less to build than in central
city locations,
,
The proportion which the property tax plays
in the overall tax burden should be reduced by
a variety of means in order to reduce the tax
Impact on housing. We believe both the Federal
Treasury and the States should explore methods of taxing land value increases so that pome
proportion of the increase due to population
growth and public policies night be recaptured
Costs could be cut by the public purchase of
land in advance of development and by leasing
rather than selling land acquired by governmental bodies. The States could use their powers
to aid in the assembly of land. Removing zoning
practices which prevent planned unit developments, and which restrict land supply and raise
the cost of site improvements through excessive
large-lot zoning, would help cut costs. More objective standards for site improvements and
subdivision regulations could also reduce some
excessive costs now required.
A. major reform in the system of building
codes would both permit new and less costly
products and processes to be used and could
provide uniformity of codes over metropolitan
and State areas. The uniformity of codes is the
most important step for it can bring greater
specialization, mass production, and the reduction of costs. We suggest a series of steps to
bring this about.
One of the most important ways to cut housing costs is to combine large-scale production
with the most modern existing products and
techniques. While hew breakthroughs may some
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of building, modern techniques ^are now widely
used. Vast numbers of housing p>rod
factory produced; The'fabrication1 of
ready done in the factory. Assembly lirierinethods are used-hoth in the' faitoiy aM on tKe'sife
by l&^fciil&ers. Enfci* housw.arr5^-4^
in the factory f or wliyery t»
best methods in t^e-^-*^ Jti
becbme more widely
of reste^ons^fc'cT^^^^,^.™,^..
oral application^ numerous, savjings^cm..^
made. ,if
„,, ^ ^-4'- i-^^'ifr^^^^.
Among the, saymgs.are.^e^redu^c^in^Qi*^
hours of labor nejeded.jind^^s^s^uj^onsot
industrial for craft iab^rvm^ort^jfe^e^hpurs
by large-scale • continuing; production^b^i^to
coyer the increased capital costs for th^jpllant
and machines, and to^induce labor tQ TOQpJ^*-employment-Additional sayings .,__„„„
cause work can, thus be done independent'o^the
weather.' Gjosts can be cut tirough quaHgty(purf
chases. Time savpgs^ should save on finuicing
costs. BuUders arid professional .fee^ now;jpaMl
on a percentage of costs,^ would be less a|i cosj^
are reduced. Other savings such as the abseiice
of extras, removal ipi delays due to-niatenal
shortages, and. reductionv; in vandalism and
maintenance costs, are possible. -~;:'- ^t^gfi^
Again let us emphasize that no sayings.shouljd
be overlooked. Because many cost items are .calculated as a percentage or proportion of other
costs, there is greater leverage in the housing
field for cost savings than in most other fields.
Builders' profits are usually based on gross
costs, not on the funds actually invested.
The 'benefits of mass production can , be
achieved if a mass market can be provided
through, among other things, the removal of
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moval of reRtrictiye building practices.: ^ Other means of reducing costs can come from
the use of new financing provisions found in
the 1968 Housing Act, notably those "which will
attract and expand the flow of mortgage,funds
into the housing industry; from the. reform
and reduction of closing <x>$t$, to which we address ourselves in some detail.; and the expansion pi cooperative .ownership,i.whic^ would
provide savings to thos^ who take part which
would otherwise be unavailable to them,
.:
All of these methods should be pursued.
Large overall savings, or a smaller rise in .costs
than there would otherwise be in the face of a

a
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general price rise? can comi; from working on
these and other individual items of costs in
housing.
The Commission attaches great importance
to the cutting of housing costs for two main rea-

sons: so that more Americans can afford to rent
or buy housing in the private market, and to
reduce the public subsidies needed to help house
those who cannot meet their basic shelter requirements.

Escalation of land prices adds an ever bigger increment in the price of housing, and further
explains the squeeze on low-income families seeking decent housing
The first and by the far the biggest cost
booster of housing prices is the cost of ouilding
sites. Land acquisition and site preparation
(streets, curb and gutter, storm drainage, and
so forth) now run from 15 lip to 32 percent of
the price to the consumer of a finished dwelling
unit, whether single or inultifamily.
Raw land prices are soaring faster than any
other component involved in homebuilding.
Be.tweeh 1956 and 1966, the market value of
privately owned land in the United States approximately doubled. Careful
estimates* for
"ordinary taxable real estate5' indicated a rise
in land "value from $269 billion to approximately $523 billion during that decade. The 10year growth in land value .amounted to more
than $5,000 per American family. This indicated an average annual rate of increase of
6.9 percent, or somewhat more than the 6percent rate of increase in gross national product. During the same 10-year interval, wholesale
commodity prices rose 1 percent annually and
the consumer price index 1.8 percent annually.
A large portion of this trend, of course, results directly from increased urbanization, involving the shift of some land from rural to
urban use. Between 1956 and 1966, for example,
the number of separately valued parcels of "urban" property rose by a little over one-fourth,

while the number of "acreage and farm" properties dropped off. The estimated value of urban
land rose more than 130 percent, indicating an
increase in average land value per urban parcel
of about 83 percent, or 6.2 percent per year.
Similar calculations for "acreage and farms"
suggest an average annual rise in land value per
property of about 5.6 percent. The greatest increases occurred where there were shifts from
rural to urban uses.
Our studies have shown that in relation to
market, value, land tends to be assessed at- a
lower percentage than are buildings and improvements. Housing therefore bears a larger
proportionate share of the local tax burden than
does land. To assess both at, market value would
therefore not only be more just, but by diminishing the relative burden borne by improvements,
should lead to a greater investment in them and
would encourage more construction in housing
and hence, some reduction in rents, below what
they would otherwise be.
"\Vhile urging a r$&tive deemphasis of the
property tax, we would improve this bulwark of
local finance by moving toward full value assessment, improving machinery for taxpayer appeals, public dissemination of data on assessment ratios, and strenuous efforts at uniform
assessment.

Zoning wrm intended tn control land development, but fscal consideration* often distort z7, leading
to economic and racial exclusion
Zoning docs not create land values. Population growth, community facilities and services,
and the total community's commerce and industry create the values. Zoning determines whether
landholders (or which landholders) may reap
these values, setting up certain goals, presumably in the public interest, which take precedence over the real estate market as the sole
arbiter of land uses.
Zoning is a "police power" regulation, deriving from the power of each State to legislate for
health, safety, morals, and the general welfare.
Since its earliest use, zoning developed as a
system which leaves property in private hnnds
while regulating its use. It attempts to gnnrd
the larger public interest while maintaining the
•MUT«1, Ttirtt Lent Reieareh Utudlei, Nntlnnnt Commie•Ion on Urban ProbUmi, 1808.

sanctity of private property. This is widely accepted by private interests, and is an approach
to land-use control that government easily can
afford.
In the 1920's, when zoning became prevalent,
it adapted to the small-scale ownership and development typical of that. era. Builders then
were unable to build 1,000 houses at a clip; they
often built one at a time or three or four. And
the owner of a single small lot then, as now, is
almost wholly dependent on his neighbors for
his environment—a dependence which is increased by the American tradition of using
yards, rather than walls, ns the dividers between
'properties. The buyers and sellers of lots needed
some device to prevent a drop in property values, keep out unwanted intrusions, encourage
investment, in land and construction—in sum, to
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assure character. The fee simple land tenure,
which gives owners a freedom of use that modern homeowners are frightened to have their
neighbors possess, did hot provide the needed
protection. Zoning did.
Today, a basic problem results because of the
delegation of the zoning power from the States
to local governments of any size. This often
results in.a type of Balkanization which is intolerable in large urban areas where local government boundaries rarely reflect the true economic and social watersheds. The present indiscriminate distribution of zoning authority
leads to incompatible uses along municipal borders, duplication of public facilities, attempted
exclusion of. regional facilities.
In short, the proliferation of zoning authorities in metropolitan areas can consign sound
metropolitan planning to an often fruitless exercise. But .this is only part of the story. The
problems of local government are greatly magnified because each political subdivision within
the fragmented metropolis, relying primarily
on the local, property tax and facing heavy financial burdens, tends to lean inordinately on
this splintered zoning power to boost its tax
base. This is known as "fiscal zoning," the use
of zoning to achieve fiscal objectives rather '*mn
purely land-use objectives. Fiscal zoning seeks
to exclude from a jurisdiction any proposed development that might create a net financial burden and to encourage development which promises a net financial gain. Fiscal zoners try to
Strike a balance so the tax revenue which new
development will contribute to local coffers will
at least pay for the public services which that
development will entail. The result of such
practice is often serious economic and social dislocations.
The most serious effect of fiscal zoning is the
spate of exclusionary practices relating to residential development. The aim, of course, is to
keep out the lower income groups, and especially large families which require significant
public expenditures in education, public health
and welfare, open space, recreational facilities,
police and fire, and the like. Lower income housing produces relatively low tax revenues so these
expenditures add to the community's fiscal
strain. The effect, under present financing methods, is either a reduced level of public services
for all segments of the community or a higher
tax bill. Given such a choice, present residents
of the community are usually loath to accept
additional tax burdens. Looking at the matter
in ppcketbook terms, they support fiscal zon.
ing. Usually nobody bothers to ask where the
families who are being excluded should live.
Fiscal zoning also violates a basic administrative principle: that authority be equated with

In zoning, and the relationship
between the Federal Government and local communities, there is no equating of authority and
responsibility.
•_
Most communities want all cream and no skim
milk. They want the best, not only in physical
structures and facilities, but also in the economic levels of people who will become their
future citizens. They are willing to accept some
industry for their tax base, but it has to be the
cream—the research type—and not heavy industry. Each community engagjes in "one-upmanship," attempting to outdo its1 neighboring
communities. In the communities race for the
cream, they give little thought to a balanced
community—to providing shelter for all economic levels that may wish to live in the community, for those who will teach in their
schools, clerk in their supermarkets, and work
in their industrial plants.
The community rigs its master plan and accompanying zoning ordinance, making sure that
it is almost impossible for low- and moderateincome families to move into the community by
requiring large lots and reduced density, by
prohibiting multifamily apartments, and by
other excessive standards that price out poorer
peoplev
The Federal Government has assumed some
responsibility for providing decent, safe, and
sanitary shelter, but presently it exercises little
authority in this matter in focal communities.
As if this were not bad enough, Federal programs often reward suburban communities
which are "zoning out" the moderate-income
buyer. The suburban communities, for instance,
receive planning money to assist them in drawing up discriminatory general plans to do the
job.
In some communities, there is a very real problem of corruption in zoning decisions. A property owner who could build a shopping center
or a high-rise apartment suddenly discovers
that his property is worth many limes as much
as the property owner who is relegated to lowdensity development. The values at stake are
enormous, so it is not surprising, therefore, that
the zoning system is subject to enormous pressures by landowners and developers and that
outright corruption is more than simply an occasional exception. Newspaper exposes of this
sort of corruption are dramatic testimony to
many less dramatic and less well understood
effects of the relation of the control process to
private market forces. Pressures f< r ' • more
lucrative forms of development ,,.v HI ways
present.
One of the country's foremost legal experts
on zoning' notes that zoning is caught between
• Richard Bubcock, Tin tuning Oom«.
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two objectives, protection of the family home
which requires positive Government action, and
rotection of the free market which requires
overnnient refusal to take action. He quest-ions
the narrow court view of zoning as fitting into
real estate law when, through subtle forms of

S

discrimination, for instance, zoning affects
people and the nature of society, not just land.
In short, although the hjisic just iliration for zoning is to protect the overall public good, tlii?
often appears to be the last consideration as
zoning is now practiced.

Orderly urban growth can be the result of a political commitment on land-use decisions, who make*
them and how they are made, plus the will to spend money on cities
On
.j»is in urban growth springs from
using liUh-century controls and attitudes in an
attempt to mold and contain 20th-century cities
faced with 21st-century problems.
Over the next 30 years about IS million acres
of land will come into urban use for the fii>t
time, and in present urban areas the processes
of rebuilding and rehabilitation will continue.
Just as land-use decisions made many years ago
have affected the quality of today's urban environment, so decisions which we make today
and tomorrow will shape the quality of urban
life for future generations. We cannot delay
many of the most important decisions until
those who will be most affected by them can
make their own choices. A reluctance to deal
positively with the control of land development
and redevelopment will not prevent development. Rather, it will allow it to take place in an
undirected and haphazard fashion. That reluctance will represent just as much of a choice
about our future urban environment as would
careful, positive action.
We recognize that people and localities differ,
that, immutable principles about optimal urban
form and character are largely illusory, and
that variety and experimentation are important
precepts of our federal system. For these reasons many of the Commission's proposals on
land-use control are concerned with encouraging the creation of a governmental framework
in which the legitimate choices of people can
be formulated into public policy which, m turn,
can then be translated into reality.
Land-use policies and practices are not limited in their effects to the quality of the physical
environment, but have major social and economic implications as well. So we have tried to
iimlerstaml the total impact of present practices
and to formulate recommendations within a
broader scope of restoring fiscal and economic
health to our cities and strengthening the currently fragile social fabric of our great metropolitan areas.
Wo propose State legislative action to improve local governmental framework for development control and to confine the exercise of
such control to counties, regional governments
(where they exist) and large municipalities.
States should be required to undertake com-

prehensive studies of allocation of local government responsibilities for land-use controls if
those States are to qualify for certain Federal
planning grants.
We further call for the establishment of a
framework for controlling urban development
through establishment of a Council of Development Standards.
To point up the problem let us reiterate the
estimate that over the next 30 years 18 million
acres of land will come into urban use for the
first time. This is about the size of all the urbanized hind within the SMSA's right now. Between now and the year 2000, nearly all metropolitan area population growth, some 80 million
people, will occur in the suburbs, which will
use that next 18 million acres. We have come
this far in our urban civilization in a haphazard
way and the results surround us. We cannot
afford to let our future urban growth occur
the same way.
Implicit in our recommendations is a concern
over the clutter and ugliness in our present
urban environment. We are encouraged by the
public support of efforts to remove or hide
junkyards, to restrict highway billboards, and
to plant more trees and flowers. It is imperative
to deal not only with surface ugliness, but to
incorporate esthetics as an essential element of
all urban development. We see the results of
unplanned growth in our metropolitan areas—
congestion, unsightliness, blight, and unending
ribbons of traffic. Both the courts and the legislatures need to support the ]>eoplc who arc trying to halt the defacement of our cities and our
land.
The sort of environment we should plan and
build is an environment that includes all the
aspects of a genuine community and that docs
not neglect any aspects of adequate housing.
That will cost money and take careful planning
and good design, not standardized design, but
design to please the eye and the heart with a
sense of variety.
The American people have a clear responsibility: They are both the consumers and the
trustees of an environment. Only they can say
whether we will have beautiful metropolitan
areas or ugly ones. Beautiful cities of the past
wore beautiful because tho trustees of these old
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environments—a few powerful princes and
prelates—so ordered them. Today in a democracy, the men in the street hare the power and
responsibility for deciding what their environment will be like; they will only underwrite a
good one if they know what has brought them
our ugly one.
The Commission's recommendations in md
use are extensive. We urge that land-use authority be in the hands of larger units of government. We call for giving the housing consumer
a greater variety in the choice of location of his
residence, with special attention to the convenience of housing to employment opportuni-

ties. We propose that planning and design of
new neighborhoods be pursued in a unified manner and in a comprehensive way, but within the
framework of large-scale, development, we support maximum opportunity for participation by
small businessmen. Holding zones and land
banking to control the tuning and nature of development, authorization of planned unit developments in built-up anas as well as in new subdivisions, and compensative regulations are
among the broader types of control that we believe will help replace haphazard growth with
communities that better serve those who live
and work in them.

Building code jurisdiction* are thousands of tittle kingdoms, each having its own way: What
goes in one town won't go tn another—and for no good reason
A building code is a series of standards and
specifications designed to protect people both in
and outside of buildings from fire and hazards,
and to protect the health and safety of the public
in general. Building codes are formulated and
enforced through the police powers of State
government, ordinarily delegated to and exercised by local governments.
The main complaints against building codes
are that unneeded or conflicting provisions and
restrictions in locally adopted codes add significantly to the cost of housing, delay convtruction,
prevent the use of the most up-to-date and modern materials, and inhibit creative design. It is
further claimed that the provisions in codes are
antiquated and outdated, and that the procedures for modernizing and amending them are
slow, laborious, and lacking in objective standards.
The facts uncovered by exhaustive inquiries
of this Commission at local, State, and National
levels, and the problems faced by producers,
builders, and professional people in the building
industry, show unmistakably that alarms sounded over the past years about the building code
situation have been justified. They showed that,
while the national model codes were reasonably
up to date, the lack of uniformity and modernization at the local level was serious. This situation calls for a drastic overhaul, both technically
and among various levels of government.
How much building codes add to the cost of
each housing unit depends on many factors and
varies from one locality to another. The two
main aspects that raise costs are restrictions
against certain products or building methods,
and lack of uniformity. It appears that modest
savings would result from lowering the excessive bars against new technology—the new
products or materials, and the new ways of putting them together. Rut overcoming the lack of
uniformity should open the way to a high po33-844—«•

tential for cost savings, largely because it would
permit builders within metropolitan areas to
substitute many more mass production techniques where they are now forced, bj code
variations, to put up essentially the same house
in many different forms.
The country now has four model national
building codes, any one of which any community in the country is free to adopt It has
been argued that if counties, metropolitan
areas, ".id regions would simply adopt one or
another of these codes by reference (no changes
allowed), then there would be few code
problems.
The trouble is that hardly an}' community or
region does just that beciiu.se some |x>werful
group in town usually manages to get the code
amended in their favor, whether they are pushing a particular material, technique, or system.
The Commission's survey of building codes "
covered 17,993 units of local government. Only
46 percent, or just under half, had a building
code, so that 54 percent had no code at all. Of
the 7,609 units of government within SMSA's,
5fl ]>ercent or 4,505 units of government had a
building code; over 40 percent did not. Of the
10,384 units outside SMSA's, only 36.8 percent
or 3,817 units had a building code.
Based on our survey, only about 15 percent
of all the municipalities and townships above
5/JOO in population in the United State* had in.
effect a national model bwlding code which was
rcaaonoMy up to date. Eighty-five jiercent of
the units either (1) had no code, (2) did not use
n model code, or (3) had failed to keep the ctxle
up to date. This certainly confirms the complaints of builders and architects about the lack
of uniformity, the absence of clear standards,
and the proliferation of p
'•M*OT«1, IM*& L**i •** tnuainf Kty*l*H»», National
CommlMlon on Urban Probltmt, 1168.
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The survey also bore out the constant com
hunts heard by this Commission that many
>cal codes bore little relationship to the model
construction codes on which they were said to be
based.
The Commission survey c'.ose 14 specific
products or practices where complaints about
costs, prevention of preassembly, or excessive
requirements are commonly heard. Most of the
practices or products involved in complaints
are allowed by the national model codes or their
plumbing code counterparts. But quite different
re wits were found locally:
Of those governments which had a building
codi% 66 percent of them prohibited the use of
plastic pipe in drainage systems, 44.5 percent of
them prohibited preassembled plumbing pack-

K

ages, and half (49.6 percent of them prohibited
2-by-4 studs every 24 inches on non-load-bearing interior partitions, still requiring them to be
only 16 indies apart. The last-mentioned item
requires 50 percent more'studs every 4 feet of
continuous wall. Further, 36 percent of the local
codes prohibit 2-by-3 studs in non-loajj-bearing
walls, requiring the more costly 2-by^4 studs.
Large-scale construction of housing can be
developed adequately only when we get uniformity of codes within metropolitan areas and
when excessive restrictions are swept away. We
recommend that this be done through the adoption of regional, metropolitan, and State model
codes. Otherwise, we believe the country will be
forced to use the power of the National Government to compel compliance.

If any places have no housing code*. Those that do often do not enforce them properly. We need
z new generation of housing codes embracing higher standards and tied in with environmental
standards
Hundreds of thousands of people lire in jurisdictions which do not have a housing code which
establishes minimum standards of health,
safety, and welfare in all existing housing.
Where they do exist, a serious difficulty in enforcing existing standards is the lack of enough
decent housing; lacking relocation housing,
enforcement could mean throwing tenants
of substandard housing out in the street. Combined with a large increase in the supply of
housing, as the Commission proposes, the extension of housing code coverage throughout
the Nation could bring a quantum jump in the
quality of our present housing inventory.
This can be encouraged with various* incentives to localities to adopt codes find by enacting
State codes ^hat will apply where no locnl code
exists.
Obviously, it does not help to have n housing
code on the books if it is not enforced. In many
places there are too few employees to inspect
and administer the codes. In others, lack of experience, threats from influential landlords, or
timidity on the part of city fathers prevent
proper and humane enforcement.
We found upon inspection of numerous model
codes, State codes, and city codes that the standards set for dwelling and .sleeping space, for example, were surprisingly low. Dwellings par*
housing code inspections which most middleclass Americans would say are unfit to livo in.
Code standards should be brought up to a minimum level of health, safety, and welfare. This
level would be higher than is commonly found
in codes today.
To carry this out properly requires, lirst of
all, that there l>e an inn cnso in the total housing
inventory. This is one reason we recommend

building from 2 million to 2.25 million new
housing units a year.
Second, we must provide an abundance of
housing for poor people, including interim and
relocation housing. Mobile homes can be very
helpful. Also, a careful scheduling of inspections can balance need for relocation housing
with the supply.
Third, adequate funds must be provided
through loans and grants so that compliance rcpairs by both homeowners and landlords can be
made without resulting in undue burdens on
thowi who can least afford them.
The initial effort should be to improve the
Nation's worst housing. But if we succeed in enacting and enforcing the typi.cal current minimum standards, we will still DC short of the goal
of the 1949 act of a "decent home for every
American." We must, look to the future and begin to set higher standards for a "decent" home
which can be incorporated into our housing
codes over the next decade.
And we should not think .=0 narrowly that,
when we agree on a standard of decency, we become satisfied with a decent home in an unsuitable environment. We now have no standards
for a suitable living environment—no codes
which say how much open space there should be,
what parks and playgrounds are necessary, the
maximum levels of noise, air pollution or odors
which can lie tolerated, or whether factories,
freeways, lack of police protection, or potholes
in the "pavement make the neighborhood undesirable. An "environmental code," with standards for these matters vitally affecting how
|x>op!o live, should l>e tied in with all efforts to
upgVade our cities and our housing, hcl|)hig
housing codes play their full role, which is a
major one.
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To free the building industry, product manufacturers, planners, and the public from, a hopele**
maze of restrictions, -we mutt develop a new system for codes and standards
What we hare seen in our separate studies of
building codes, housing codes, subdivision regulations, zoning ordinances, and development
standards, is a myriad of standards, many of
them conflicting, often based on no objective
data, a number of them excessively restrictive,
some of them embodied in no formal code, and
many the result of the whim of an inspector,
mortgage company, or sel f -serving group.
In a number of areas, especially relating to
the neighborhood or community environment,
there are often no objective standards at all.
This is usually the case in respect to noise, open
space, school requirements, and recreation and
park facilities.
In other matters, the.standards seem unusually loir, such as housing code requirements for
dwelling and sleeping space.
Ir vast geographical areas of the country,
there are no codes or standards which apply at
all.
The main question is: How can order be
brought out of this chaos? The Commission recommends a number of steps which should lie
taken.
First; we believe that some highly regarded
institution, nongovernmental in nature, should
provide an umbrella under which research and
testing of new products and building method:;
can take place. Represented in this work should
be Government agencies, private companies,
educational institutions, trade associations, private laboratories, and professional and scientific
bodies.
This is needed to provide some objective basis
either for keeping or changing existing standards. It is needed to develop new standards in
those areas where none now exists. Further, it is
needed to create a better climate for new predicts and techniques.
We believe that the National Academy of
Science-National Academy of Engineering is
the institution which could oversee these functions.
We further recommend that a Council of Development Standards should be established by
the Academies, and that two Institutes under
it be established for the purpose of coordinating or bringing together research and testing
in the building and environmental fields. We ad-
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vocate a National Institute of Building Sciences
to coordinate the work of public and private
institutions in the areas of building products,
structures, and codes. We believe a companion
institution, a National Institute of Environmental Sciences, should perform the same type
work in the area of housing occupancy, environment, and community standards.
That, structure would bring a series of objectiv standards which could then be incorporated
into the various model building codes, housing
codes, subdivision regulations, zoning ordinances, and neighborhood environmental codes.
These should apply uniformly at the local, regional, and State levels. Where no code now.
exists, where a code is restrictive, where standard products and practices are prohibited, where
either below minimum standards exist or where
excessive requirements are made, and where
codes and standards conflict, then the builder or
architect or community should be guided by the
standardsUiereloped under the auspices of the
institutions we have suggested.
Since the powers to apply and enforce these
standards are State police powers, the States by
adopting the standards (developed either under the procedures we suggest, or an improved
framework) could provide for uniform and objective treatment throughout their jurisdiction.
The Federal Government could also help enforce them by providing incentives to localities
to adopt them.
In addition, we envisage that these standards
could be codified and made available to builders, derelo|>ers, city officials, and private gron|>s,
through a single development standards guide.
This should embody not. only those standards
found in the traditional codes as they are developed and upgraded, but also those practices
by professional and other groups which are, in
effect, standards or requirements for building,
occupancy, and development.
The major objectives of the Council for Development Standards and its functioning Environmental and Building Institutes would be
forth to push the development of new standards
where none now exist, and to rationalize those
existing standards which are outdated or in conflict with others, nnd to bring nil standard-, affecting development into one orderly system.

No "broad attack on housing problems can ignore the sticky, myth-ridden M*M«: of restrictii'fpractices. Needed: More labor efficiency coupled with job security
Lolmr costs in the building trades arc rising
as fust or faster than in other industries. Some
hourly wage rotes for construction workers
cause horrors among the watchers of n bal-

anced economy. Yet these high wages are offset
by loss of work between jobs and especially during bad weather conditions. Instant! of the normal 2,000 hours of work per year in other in-
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dustries, the average building tradesman works
between 1,400 and 1,600 hours. As a national
average, construction workers received lower
annual wages than workers in other manufacturing industries in 1967.
Restrictive building practices are not easily
separated from the special insecurity facing the
construction worker. Not only the workers, but
the entrepreneurs and manufacturers in the
competitive homebuilding field enjoy less security than is common in other industries. Restrictive practices, typically considered simply
as union or labor matters, often result from
-pressures by contractors and producers. Construction work may be extremely hazardous,
and-only persons intimately familiar with actual working conditions are qualified to separate legitimate safety rules from excessive, costpadding restrictions.
Restrictive practices do exist. They are frequently exaggerated and miscoiistnted by viewing them out of context of the peculiar problems of the industry. But labor officials themselves told the Commission that restrictive
practices are a problem.
Some of the most serious restrictive practices
are these: (1) onsite rules requiring work to be
done on the premises, prohibiting or limiting the
use of prefabricated products; (2) restrictions
against the use of certain tools or devices; and
(3) requirements for excessive manpower, including irrational limits on the* kind of work
certain workers may perform.
We do not quibble about how much restrictive practices add to the cost of housing. The
Commission finds no single magical way to reduce the cost of housing. Therefore, whether
it is pennies or dollars or thousands of dollars
per unit, every potential way to achieve savings must be pursued with vigor. That is the
only way decent housing can be brought within
the price reach of millions of working Americans.
Onsite wages are a big factor in housing, accounting for 20 to 30 percent of the price of a
single-family house in most areas. Significantly,
this variation of 10 percentage points is linked
to management efficiency rather than to union
versus nonunion .scale. Also, the average current portion of housing costs attributable to
wages, about 23 percent, is a sharp drop from
the 33 percent figure of 20 years ago. In the
same period, studies show that allowances for
overhead and profit more than doubled.
The most widely recognized and most urgent
restrictive practice is not a cost factor—it is
discrimination. Until recently, minority groups
were kept out of many building trades. That
pattern is beginning to change. Determined effort* to change the old pattern, which used to

keep out many whites who did not have relatives in the trade as well as virtually all Negroes, although made too slowly, are finally
showing signs of success. .
Getting the unions to open the bars is only
part of the struggle. Persuading Negroes to enter where they had not previously been welcome is not always easy. Many thorny problems
of pretraining and apprenticeship also must be
overcome.
Surprisingly, the big problem in the building
trades conld quickly shift to genuine trouble
over getting enough qualified workers. In spite
of the high hourly wages, young people are not
drawn to them. Among high school students,
few young men want to be carpenters. Or among
most groups of parents in any metropolitan
area, hardly any want their children to become carpenters.
So labor shortages loom on the horizon at the
time the Government, this Commission, and
many others are calling for a vast acceleration
of new housing construction.
Challenging as this is, we think it offers an
opportunity for dealing with restrictive building practices. Many onerous practices are almost
insoluble in the framework of widely fluctuating employment and construction patterns. But
a greatly expanded construction industry should
offer opportunities to stabilize employment and
to reduce the threat of seasonal unemployment
This means the use of more mass production
techni -es, which should simplify apprentice
work to the extent more repetitive and routine
assignmentc can be used. It should mean more
indoor work, protecting workers from the rain
and snow that often mean no pay. It should
mean more opportunity for the trade unions to
extend their membership into the prefabricating fields so that, as is already true in some unions, restrictive practices are thrown out because
they begin to hurt fellow union members. Just
enlarging the construction industry will not
bring these things about automatically. But all
those in government and private construction
can use accelerated building programs as leverage to offer much more job security in exchange
for abandonment of inefficient wore practices.
The Federal Government, through its extensive contracting for housing and other construction, can exert considerable leverage to minimize
the valleys of unemployment and peaks of labor shortages in the maiding trades. The Commission particularly recommends, na an appropriate measure in this direction, that the
Congress authorize programs for a minimum
of 3 years and in the case of pubic housing up
to 10 years with the understanding that the local
agencies will use their long-term scheduling to
help stabilize building activities in their areas.
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Labor is often described as blocking the path
of new technology. Many instances can be cited.
Bat labor has also accepted many modern building techniques. In the innovative or experimental fields, the Commission has found instances
where labor was an active partner. If workers
are brought into the planning at an early stage,
there is every reason to expect they will notlie
Tbstructive, but will cooperate, working out jurisdictional problems and other matters before
these lead to work stoppages or conflicts. Find*
ing ways to do this better and more often should
be the path of the future.
To cut costs and to prevent capricious interruptions of production, the Commission also
strongly recommends that project agreements
for public and publicly subsidized housing be
negotiated between the unions, the contractors,
and the Government, both national and local.
These have proved successful in the TVA and
the atomic energy and space efforts. These agree-

ments should seek to guarantee a greater volume
of employment and in return remove some of
the obstacles to increased production and reduced costs. They should provide for an increased opportunity for minority groups to
share in the provision of employment and the
opportunity to acquire skills. The settling of
jurisdictionml disputes should also be carried but
by the appropriate board within the building
industry.
The Commission does not urge punitive legislative action or Government compulsion to gain
the abandonment of restrictive building practices. But we do urge trade union leaders and
builders to cooperate to, promote efficiency, as
in project agreements. We do think that Government can help in many constructive ways.
We warn that if restrictive practices in the industry are not reduced, the pe jple may well be
forced to take stronger action.

Cost-benefit ratios of the programs we suggest are mere bickering in light of our need for a real
political commitment to solve ovr problems
Within a matter of hours after the publication of this report, the Commission's members—
businessmen, builders, architects, lawyers, educators, and public officials—are likely to stand
accused of asking for a program that costs more
money. If so, we plead guilty. But the "defense"
has one question to put to the "prosecution."
Can we afford not to undertake these programs?
What will fe the consequences if we permit
present trends and policies to continue! One indirect answer is to count the costs we are paying
now for the present state of affairs. A not, for
instance, may be accepted as a symptom of a
problem, whether celebrated in a ghetto or
around the administrative buildings of a university. In the 2 weeks following the death of
the Reverend Martin Luther Kinp, the Nation
sustained many millions of dollars worth of insured pro|ierty damage alone, not including the
lost taxes on the burned and looted property.
Nor does this include the loss of future sales
because of fearful shoppers, higher costs of police and fire protection from increased crime and
arson, jobs lost, and most importantly, the lives
lost,
A riot is only the top end of the mercury, as
it climbs past tlie fever lino. The disease may be
systemic, or it may I* only a 1-day inflammation. No one, however, is betting on the latter.
The very idea of measuring the economic
benefit of some programs against others, in the
intangible area of "human investment," tends
to stump those who try it. What does it cost and
what are the benefits it society provides a college
education for the brightest high .school grad-

uates? Taking one program at a time, if opportunities are opened up, convincing studies can
show the economic payoff of a good education,
pn-the-job training, or vocational rehabilitation
in terms of lifetime income, and the taxes paid
over the working life of adults who have or who
lack various types of education. This is generally true, but it is true for minority groups
only when they can use their new skills.
What cannot be costcd out are the myriad
returns in dollars and cents as well as intangibles to a city that is relatively free of slums,
that does not wall up its minority citizens in a
ghetto, that has the economic health to l>e able
to respond to the needs of its residents. We have
to approach it from the other side, and count
the cost of present inaction. The President's
Crime Commission studies indicated that in 1
year, 10f»5, $300 million worth of property was
destroyed by arson and vandalism; that "index
crimes*' (robbery, burglary, larceny, and auto
theft) reached double that, and that the cost, of
public law enforcement (including punishment) added $i.2 billion. The highest cast of
all, that for "illegal goods and services"—all
typical of the ghetto—narcotics, loiinsharking,
prostitution, alcohol, and gambling: a whopping $8.1 billion in 1005 alone.
A growing chorus of res|H>nsible, informed
voices urges a change in policy. The programs
(his Commission advocates are not nil-inclusive
but are necessary companions to others, forming
part, of A web of actions to speed change in our
urban areas.
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However, the simple truth is that the Congress, the administration, State and local
governments, and the general public have not
vet had a sufficient!}' combined commitment to
m.nrnve our cities. HUD appropriations for
hoi sing and community development in 10C9
,vil. not reach $3 billion, but money for defense
and space will top $79 billion. Congress has no
trouble authorizing $2 billion for an airplane
that cannot land on any public airfieli in the'
LV.iied States, but recently the House chopped
o ti. 30 percent of HUD*s meager programs,
killed rent-supplement appropriations for the
year, and came within 20 rotas of wiping cut
the model cities program. The House appropriations Committee this year cut the money allocated for mode1 cities and funds to provide
essential social services in public housing. The
point is that we already have the legislation and
the programs to do the job. It is now a question
of commitment.

A lot of the rules of our society will have to
be changed before anything meiuiir jful can be
done to make right the wrongs of our most disadvantaged and helpless citizens. We .should do
this in the name of justice. We should also do
it in our own self interest. Over time, welfare
s*osts co Id be cut, police protection diminished,
and productive lives prolonged. Housing for
low income families in the suburbs might also
attract industry needing unskilled and semiskilled labor and hence increase the tax base
and the economic well-being of the community.
There are economic advantages in doing what
is just.
But little will change without a political
commitment from the larger society. It will not
be enough simply to preach to the larger society
that "perhaps the measure of a free, democratic
society is the condition of life of its most abject
citizens."

Perhaps Ihe characteristic phenomenon of American politic* in the 1960*9 jjill someday be teen
an the emergence of the city as a political issue
To be sure, government has long addressed
itself to the separate components of the urban
experience—unemployment, deteriorating housing, segregation, crime, disease—but only in this
decade have we developed a sense of the effect of
nil of these forces working together in the
modern metropolis.
This Commission does not believe that the Xa
tion must choose either the policy of "gilding
the ghetto*5 or "dispersing the ghetto," We are
now doing neither. Tlie Nation must do l>oth.
Wo must, build decent housing in the slums, and
we must provide freedom of residence for all
Americans.
We advocate jwilicies which not only promote
freedom of residence but programs which would
build low-rent housing in the suburbs as well as
in the cities, provide sites in outlying areas, give
States incentives to act where localities do not,
lease houses for the poor in middle class neighborhoods, and tic a locality's eligibility for Federal grants such as for Highways, sewers, and
water to that community's effort to house its
share of the poor.
We also advocate a massive attack on substandard and overcrowded housing conditions
which are concentrated in the core city among
the poor, especially among the Negro poor.
When we speak of housing conditions we also
mean providing adequate city services, housing
code programs, relocation payments, neighborhood improvements, recreation and open space,
and -good urban design, so that both a demit
home and a suitable living environment are
provided.

We view A larger governmental role as an
absolute necessity in p-ovi«!ing low-income housing.
Federal, State, and local governments share
responsibility for urban problems. There is no
question that cities must continue to rely on the
Federal Government to cam' a large part of the
burden by providing the subsidies. The present
fiscal resources of the city do not permit the
scale of funding required to bring decent housing within reach or those at tho bottom of the
economic ladder.
The Federal Government also may have to
lay a more direct role. This may be particuirly tme when conflicting demands on local
officials block effective action. Though city governnients have conside. able legal powers, city
officials have limited political power and less
money to deal with all the conflicts which arc
inherent in the rising expectations of the urban
poor. Then, too, the politically po..ent objections
to public housing, to rezoning for multifamily
housing and to opening up previously all-white
areas to Negroes have also constituted serious
impediments to a rational and Mivccssfnl exercise of city powers. Metrojx>Vunn and State
powers should be brought into play to tho fullest
I>ossiule extent. And at the Federal level there
will be required more insight and determination
than has been manifest in past years.
Meanwhile, there has been a groHng cry for
"community participation." Many communities
within a city desire somehow to huve self-determination and become the executors of their
own policies in housing and other matters. Tho
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model cities program incorporates some of this
philosophy, but it does not go as far as thd supporters of" advocacy planning and total commuiuty con&bl believe; namely, that only the.
residents of a particular area can know what
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attempt oh the part of the city, let alone the
St|te or Federal Government, to impose new
housing'is per se arbitrary and undemocratic.
Compliwoewith these demands may satisfy the
prevailing or most vocal Apolitical sentiments
of the moment. Bat it is not necessarily the most
rational pi- effective or efficient way to create
housing. For too long it has been forgotten that
ndghborbopds deserv-e a strong voice in .public
progruhsan^cdngtheia. Butadistinction needs
to' be made between tile right to be heard and
the rigfit to obstruct. The Anal power should be
throngh'elected official^ which gives the public
the ultimate control via the ballot box. Not
every community is in the best position to evaluate its needs in relation to the entire urban area,
-And that goes for suburban communities as well
as for sections of the inner city.
Direct Federal intervention also raises serious, policy questions. There is the risk of a
uniformity and standardization that might result front a single Federal agency contracting
for housing in many parts of the country. The
size of the .bureaucratic structure that could
develop might stifle new developments, new
techniques and local variations. Above all, it
might curb local initiative and the proper exer-

cise of community, prerogatives. That is why
we place such 'emphasis .611 local, regional, and
State action to get the job done.
,
So, if our cities are to continue to play the
decisive .role in the formulation and development of their own housing supply, they wfll
have to evolve new mechanisms for dealing with
the disparity of local interests and they will
have to incur'the political risks of choosing bet
trween competing demands. Proper planning.decisions can probably only be made on an areawide basis, yet if they are done arbitrarily without any participation and consultation of the
local community, they will not meet the public
acceptance needed to carry.the>i out. " tr .
^
There ate no "simple mechanisms, and it ia
inevhV-le that we will continue to search tar
the right blend of Federal, State, city, and
neighborhood participation. A giant step was
taken in that direction with the passage of the
Housing Act of 1968, a.landmark in housing
legislation. President Johnson called it a
"Magna Carta to.liberate our cities."
The new act properly emphasizes housing for
low-income people. It calls for action comparable tothe need. How the mandates of that legislation are followed, of course, remains to be
seen. But the Nation would be well oc the right
track if it followed the directives, sot forth. It
has a great potential and does credit to those
in the administration and Congress who framed
H.

To do something about the urban crisis, at political commitment grows, we can start getting the
rules changed: Revenue sharing, property tax modernization, Fedtfal income tax revision,
fax incentives not an efficient means to solve «lvm problems
Under present practices of taxation and financing, even with » subsidized interest rate
and long-term mortgages, private enterprise
cwnnot supply the low-income housing required
in the inner city. Only public housing in some
form can meet the needs of the families earning
under $*,000 a year. For the localities themselves to underwrite the coat of land assembly,
removal of buildings, and loss of property tax
payments would bankrupt almost any city. Only
» massive addition of public funds can meet the
situation.
The money for this will have to be drawn
from the increase in tax receipts coming from
the gains in national productivity, a more humane reordering of public expenditures, and
reforms in our system of taxation. Our willingness and ability to take these steps will be
a test of the values of the men and women who
comprise our society.

But many will ask: Why should we subsidize
on such a massive scale! The question is largely

based on an uninformed notion of how our
economy grew. American enterprise has been
fueled again and again with subsidies, starting
with land grants from the 17th to the 19th ceniury. We often subsidize the richest people in
the country: There are more than 30 families in
the United States who have annual incomes
over $500,000 but who pay no taxes. Perhaps
more relevaut to the housing, problem, about
3% times as much in housing subsidies goes to
those with middle or higher incomes through income tax deductions than the amount of the
subsidies which go to the poor for housing.
In a recent ycwr, the uppur 20 percent of income groups got twice as much in housing subsidies as did the lower 20 percent.
Many businesses benefit from one or a number of subsidies, hidden or open: air travel,
automotive, agriculture, communication?, th. oil
business, research and aerospace industries, and
just about anything else you can name. Each
year in the United States, the Government finances reclamation for agriculture to the tune
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of millions a year on long-term loans at a zero
rate of interest. Middle- and high-income homeowners aiso enjoy Federal subsidies.
We do not necessarily favor all of these subsidies, but they do show that vast quantities of
economic aid have gone to powerful groups.
Based on Lincoln's principle that government
should do what private citizens cannot do or
cannot as well themselves, and on the principle
that aid should go to those who need it most,
the strongest case can be made for helping
those at the bottom of the economic ladder.
Additional Federal assistance to the cities
is urgent About 54 percent of all local government expenses go toward education and welfare. Many education and welfare costs are
dumped on cities by the immigration from small
towns and rural areas. If the needs are not
created locally, even less are the benefits local:
In our mobile society, everybody everywhere
benefits by a school system that turns out welltrained citizens, and by a welfare system that
minimizes human suffering. Putting more of
the burden of education and welfare costs on
the Federal Government could be worked out
equitably and would be one way of leaving local
governments enough revenue to meet their other
pressing needs.
Some new urban-oriented Federal programs
may mean less funding for other worthwhile
domestic programs. But not necessarily, '.me
growth of the economy produces a greater than
commensurate increase in Federal revenues.
From June 30, 19(57, to June 30, 1968, the gross
national product is estimated to linve increased
by $60 billion and Federal revenues by $11.5
billion. Of course, a considerable proportion of
the resulting increase in Federal revenues must
go for increased costs of servicing an expanding
economy and population. However, a significant proportion of the annual increase in Federal revenues should be available to .ielp pay
for urban development programs in general.
To liis end, the Commission recommends that
Congiess adopt a system for regular revenue
sharing with State governments and major cities and urban counties. The revenue-sharing
system should !x> on a simple formula basis that
(1) reserves to a Federal trust fund a sum for
annual allocation consisting of a legally authorized percentage of the total net taxable- income
reported under the Federal individual income
tax; (2) provides an allocation to each State
area based primarily upon |K>pnlation, but with
an adjustment for relative total State-local tux
effort in relation to rs-sonive^ and additional
crediting for State revenue from taxation of individual income; and (:•) provides fora port ion
of the. allocation for individual State areas to
be paid directly to the cities according to their

respective shares of all State and local tax
revenue in the particular State. The system
should leave a high degree of discretion with
the recipient governments as to the use of the
distributed funds..
It seems reasonable to expect that the proposed "new" revenue source would promote
some shift in the overall composition of the
base for domestic government financing. The
increased use of Federal income taxation would
permit either improvement and expansion of
State-local services, or less increase than would
otherwise occur in State and local taxes, or—
most likely—some of both. The Federal tax system, with all its faults, is more progressive and
equitable than the systems currently used by
the State and local governments, so such a shift
clearly would be in the public interest.
We strongly favor an increased reliance upon
major multipurpose governments in large urban areas. For various reasons, however, some
existing Federal and State grant programs dp
involve an effective bias against large cities and
urban counties. We are proposing a comprehensive effort to identify and eliminate such
conditions for grants which put multipurpose
governments at a relative disadvantage.
While a shift of more Federal funding would
be worthwhile, local taxation most likely will
have to continue to rise, even if at a relatively
slower pace. So it becomes increasingly important to perfect the property tax which remains
the fiscal bulwark of local government.
We also favor a revision of the income tax
rules which in the case of the older buildings
would permit major repairs to be treated as.an
operating expense rather than penalized as an
addition to capital value. To the extent that the
income tax provisions discourage maintenance
of old existing housing, the goal of better cities
requires that these rules be changed.
While the Commission strongly urges the
removal of income tax features which now tend
to discourage the owners of rental pro|>erties
from conserving and improving their investments, we do not advocate Federal tax incentives to solve slum problems. Our studies indicate that such an approach would be inefficient
and ineffective. It is frequently forgotten that
tax incentives may cause a <lram on the. Treasury as great or greater thnn direct sulisidics.
The main fiscal reform job is to make, curtain
that the tax system poses no pocket-book obstacles to socially desirable behavior. But to accomplish further goals, hcyoml what the private market system accomplishes within this
framework, direct subsidy programs tend to l>e
superior to the tax incentives route for pinpointing benefits and assuring alert supervision
by governmental bodies.
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Commission believes in a larger role for the cities. We must improve local governments and then
give them more authority and more money
The Commission believes in a much larger
role for the cities and proposes numerous ways
by -which they can improve their structures and
exercise their authority in more efficient ways.
So that cities may have more money, we propose, a Federal revenue sharing plan in which
rands would go not only to the States but also
directly to cities of 50,000 or more people. And
they could benefit from this system in proportion to their, own local tax effort.
:
The further improvement of the local revenue system is the aim of additional proposals:
more user charges where appropriate; collection of school taxes on a county or multicounty
basis to smooth out big-city inequities; modernization of the property tax; and arrangements
for interstate metropolitan areas to piggyback" on the Federal income tax where the localities so desire.
To help cities do a better job of housing the
poor, we propose that the Federal programs
they rely upon should be simplified and speeded
up. We ur o the long-term funding of these
Federal programs—from a minimum of 3 years
and up to 10 years—so the money spigot will
not be turned on and off unpredictably. We
want communities that turn in a consistently
good record on Federal programs to be rewarded by an easing up of restrictions or redtape. To preserve and improve existing housing
inventories, we urge that housing codes, now
often limited to gray areas, be expanded citywide to include slums and more affluent neighborhoods. We also propose that cities make use
of better, faster, and more humane code enforcement methods.

To further help cities with their problems, we
urge that cities be given authority to lease housing for low-income families throughout the entire metropolitan area, especially in suburban
areas that have job opportunities, for blue collar workers. We could also shield the right of
local officials to act on these difficult matters by
urging that public housing and urban renewal
approvals not be subject to State or local
referendums.
To assure more orderly development, we propose protection for the central city resident
against excessive variances, rezpnings and tolerance of nonconforming uses. For the protection of citizens in the outlying areas, and to help
prevent wasteful, hodgepodge growth in areas
moving from rural to urban uses, we offer a
variety of local planning and land assembly
tools. And we urge that very small jurisdictions be prevented from disrupting sound areawide plans by giving broader surveillance and
veto powers to governmental units with a larger
perspective.
We urge leaving to the cities as much authority as they can competently handle. But we
urge consolidation of the hundreds of tiny jurisdictions and special districts into larger and
more efficient bodies. As this is done, even more
authority can be exercised locally. Housing the
poor ana removing segregation are of such supreme national importance that States and the
Federal Government must set guidelines for
minimum performance. But competent city
governments should have the added tools and
money to carry out the programs and to make
the day-to-day decisions.

fh*. States are close enough to the people and yet enough removed from petty parochial interests
to become major constructive forces in dealing with urban problems
The Commission does not subscribe to the notion that h1! problems can be best solved or
handled from Washington. That is why we give
so much attention to improvement of local government. We also feel that the States have a
special role to play.
Among the issues in which we urge the States
to exert new leadership are the following:
Adoption of open housing legislation (by
States not now having it) and the strengthening of existing laws.
State legislation to authorize housing as.
sistance functions to be carried out by countywide or multicounty housing agencies.
The use of State powers of eminent domain to provide sites on which to build
housing for low- and moderate-income fam>

ilies in those municipalities or counties
which have received Federal or State assistance for urban renewal, planning
grants, or water and sewer projects, but
which have not built housing for the.*
income groups.
Enactment or amendment of State housing laws to give municipal housing authorities the right to lease dwelling units for
publicly assisted housing outside of their
corporate boundaries under specified circumstances.
funded. jointly by Federal and State
moneys^
Removal of the constitutional barriers
(in some States) which prevent combined
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private-governmental ventures in housing
and other urban activities.
As pointed out elsewhere, the Commission
proposes many incentives to encourage the
States to move vigorously in matters of zoning,
land use and assembly, building codes, housing
codes, development standards, reduction or
housing costs, and the streamlining of local government. They can do much to bring order out.
of chaos in the codes field by helping to achieve
uniformity, by providing State codes for areas
that have no codes, and setting forth uniform
standards to be used in areas where lot «1 codes
are found to be too restrictive.
Codes are State police powers delegated to the
localities. The States must reassert some of their
authority through appeals bodies and other appropriate means in those areas (1) where no

codes exist, (2) whtre they are restrictive, (3)
where they lack uniformity and (4) where local
boards or inspectors take too narrow a view.
We believe the States have tended to become
forgotten members of the governmental family.
By using powers they already possess, by assuming new authority when necessary, and in
providing funds, they occupy a unique position
to help bring urban, areas out of confusion.
State governments are close to the people and
to the problems, but bring enough perspective
to bear to help release urban areas from the excesses of localism. State action of the kind we
recommend, where the States are willing to help
pay a significant amount of the costs as well as
to exercise their authority, can help restore a
genuine sense of community to our cities and
their surrounding areas.

,The solutions we call for are a tall order, but they are in proportion to the enormity of the
problems of our urban areas
If there is a sense of urgency and even alarm
in our report and our recommendations, it is
because the Commission saw the cities of our
country firsthand and listened to the voices of
the people. The Commission members certainly
were not less concerned or knowledgeable than
the average citizen, but after our inspections,
hearings, and research studies, we found problems much worse, more widespread, and more
explosive than any of us had thought.
We do not want to lose our perspective nor
cause others to do so. This is a remarkable
country. The poor and so-called uneducated
often speak with an eloquence and moral fervor
reflecting an environment that cannot be entirely negative in its influence. Our huge metropolitan areas on the whole offer a wider range
of choices for making a living, for type of residences, and for pursuit of happiness than has
ever been available to so many people anywhere.
The number of able and highly motivated local
officials, often remaining optimistic and determined in the face of great odds, is impressive.
The Federal response to criticisms and suggestions (including some of our own) often has
been swift and to the point. The recent acceleration and quantitative advances in Federal housing programs to meet the domestic urban crisis,
in the f- • ->f International distractions and political handicaps, has been creditable. The urban
renewal program, for nil its shortcomings, has
given many citios a better appearance and a new
lease on life. The country's balance of private
production with only limited governmental restraints not only turns out n great abundance of
goods and services, but demonstrates a strength
and stability that should not be taken for

granted. Americans show great initiative and
industriou jness.
It is not because we are unmindful of these
and other blessings, but because we want them
to be conserved and extended, that we point so
urgently to the various problems that threaten
our society. We need not dwell on this point.
The riots have dramatized it more than words
can do. Even though they have slowed down we
remind the public that the causes still remain.
The Nation can, if it will, remove many of
the causes of unrest.
A glance at the specific assignments given to
this Commission for study will show that they
are weighted heavily on the technical side:
zoning and land use, building codes and technology, housing codes, development standards,
local and Federal taxes affecting housing and
urban growth, housing for low-income families,
and the governmental frame\york to deal with
all of these. But the Commission could not lose
sight of the relationship between these technical
matters and social problems. We agreed from
the start not to duck the tough issues of poverty
and race. And we conclude that those who sincerely want to solve the big social problems
cannot do so if the}* duck the toug'.i technical
matters.
We must put housing on the front, burner. We
must focus our housing programs on housing for
poor people. We telieve in giving local authorities the tools and the money to get the job done.
The States must have an expanded role, es-pecially in getting sites, providing for low-incon)*
housing, and in breaking down the barriers of
codes and zoning. We need simpler programs,
a speedup in processing, and more initiative,
from Federal agencies. We seek the utmost c<i-
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ioperatioh from'builders, developers, and private
industry. If all of these fail to bring an abundance of Bousing for poor people, then we believe that the Government must become the
builder of last resort. We hope thisis not necpriorities and the consequences of
act give us compelling Moral and
e^h^ for proposing nojess.
,.We must ease the tension Jjejtweea central city
and suburi)j between rich and poor, and ejjpecially
between black and white. Too few. have
!F5.i^}sU*M:fi.iiv. •S-iV"'"* ' it v"'-'' "'-.'•• -.-*-•-'•-<
recognized how these basic democrafcic issues are "

related to local government structure anA finance, to zoning policies, land, and Jiqnsing
costs, or to national housing policies. The.recommendations we make in these areas are a
test .of our most fundamental beliefs. We are a
wealthy: Nation, so it is,not really, a question
of whether we'can afford to do such things as
we recommend.^ Jt js simply, a inattor of .whether
we^ill have^ faith in freedom, in equalii^,Jn
justice, enough, tq make sacrifices, in tJaieircau^
We are confideht that the Nation cah.rede^icate^itself to, these, goals,,tliat .have been^j^h'e
touchstones, of national progress and success.
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Supplementary Views (if David L. Baker
While I generally support thefindingsand dominant revenue base for local government.
recommendations of the Commission, I must The imposition of an additional tax on land
would simply compound an already serious
teke exception to some of die assumptions on
condition.
"
'
whjca'the; report is based:
Of'sOTJous concern to me is the assumption
The Commission recommends in part IE,
that'local gbvernmehts, i.e., cities and counties, chapter 1, that State housing agencies with the
have the fiscal ability to participate in well in- coercive power of eminent domain be created in
tended partnership programs established by the order to insure compliance with grant programs
Fedenjl Government which require a local fidesigned to provide low-cost housing. I do not
nancial contribution. Local government is presbelieve that such action is necessary, nor in the
interest of local government Other remedies are
ently in a financial crisis. It is confronted with
greater demands for service and hew programs
available to insure compliance and such action
mandated by Federal or State Governments
would only serve to undermine Federal, State,
which require local contribution. Local governand local government relations.
ment is supported primarily by a property tax
I likewise cannot support the Commission's
-' base which does not increase in proportion to
recommendation that local government apnew program costs. Were local government to
proval be eliminated as a condition precedent
take on these additional mandated cost sharing
to implementing a rent supplement program.
programs, the ownership of real property would
Decisions relating to local conditions, in my
rapidly become an unbearable burden. To imview, can best be made by those at the scene.
pose additiond responsibilities on loteil governOnly if there is evidence of concerted action
ments without first improving their fiscal inby a local entity to thwart the intent of the legistegrity would be self-defeating.
lation should there be any '•equirement for a
The report suggests that local government has
nonlocal determination. In general, I am conbeen irresponsible in not providing for low-:cost
cerned that local determination is continually
housing. The fact of the matter is that local govbeing eroded. I str^Ogly
urge that actions which
ernment has never had such u responsibility nor
tend to reduce tlie via1 'ility of local government
has it had the fiscal ability to assume such.
are not in the pi ?• »Vjc interest^ \
There is no question that low-cost housing is
Rather than :-cw '>ii-- new reyenue sources for
absolutely essential and that it is an issue that
local governmei'.'",.,v!i .1 /therfederalty collected
requires a positive political commitment The
regional income1 ^ i\-(Hl^cominended in the reprovision of public nouring, in my mind, is a
port, it would seenrmore appropriate to simply
function that can best be performed by local
return part of the moneys presently collected by
government. However, it is imperative to recthe Federal Government to the point of origin.
ognize that the narrow property tax base canLow income private housing deserves more
not support involvement in this arena.
attention. Perhaps the formation of a federally
I am also concerned that the report characsponsored, low interest home loan bank would
terizes local government as using zoning as an
provide the stimulus necessary to involve the
instrument for effecting or maintaining segreprivate sector and to encourage individual home
gation. No doubt there are exceptions: however,
ownership. Obviously, there is a huge market
segregation is primarily a product of spcioecofor low-income housing but the market is comnomic conditions long rooted in the fabric of our
posed of a group which cannot afford comsociety and it is unfair to suggest anything to mercial loans.
the contrary.
There is a need to ^verhaul the ponderous
In the area of specific recommendations I have structure of the Fede. ' housing programs
views which differ from those of the majority.
which cause unnecessary delay and excessive
costs, effectively repelling the private sector.
I do not believe that a useful purpose would
be served by pursuing studies related to addiGreater emphasis should he given to the probtional taxation of land values or land-value lem of inconsistent building code interpretation
increments as recommended in part V, chapter
by the enforcing agencies which, together with
6. It is recognized by the Commission that the
featherbedding labor practices, materially conproperty tax must be deemphasized as the pretribute to the cost of construction.
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GLOBSABT or IMKWTANT TEBMB
ACIR—Advisory Commission on intergovernmental
Relations—a permanent, bi-partiaan body establlsbed
by let of Congress in 1959. It I* composed of 2ft members, drawn, from local and Mite goTerrunents, and
from the Federal government, and Is charged with glring continuing study to the problems of, and relatioasnirifamoBg,- the three terete of government
4P^—Anedcan J^ibiic Health AseorfsUonr-Assoeiatkm.wboM-Gonunlttee on Hygiene.of ^Housing in 19BJ2
'prepared and , published k Proposed BaM*f WUntinee, which,.«ntiOn« .««*. of the, bealtb standards
useo^In bousing codes, Md which ha* been used as •
model for numerous state and', local bousing codes.
«**e*M*«i* r*tto—for purposes of puipcitj taiarloM,
the relationship between the assessed ralne of property
and the same property's market Talne.
fitf/J^-beidw market interest rare—generally related
to part of the 221 (d) (3) prog-am.
• '"
'flOCi—Building Qflfcial* Conference of America^one
ijf the four national codes groups which publish and
maintain a Variety of model btiildlttg and boosing
codes. ~
central etty—a municipality, of 50,000 or more at the
'center of a/metropolis ; a political Jurisdiction, not to he
confined with "downtown," "core," or "slum area."
city,- as a general term, should mean the entire city, including the central city and the suburbs. It
is the whole urban area that constitutes, a soda], cultural and economic unit, aside from winterer arbitrary
political boundaries may subdivide tills: entity. The failure to think of the dry as a whole in this context is a
big part' of the urban problem of the mldcehtiiry.
cock 'enforcement program*—-local housing code enforcement. actiTities in areas small enough to be 1mprored within three years. Federal assistance authorised in 1965 prbVldes grants for from two-thirds to
three-fourths of the cost of planning and carrying out
bousing code enforcement programs.
GOff— council of gjoYernmeots-7* voluntary association
of local governments within a metropolitan ,
community renewal fi-ofimm a program for carrying
out urban renewal and related activities throughout a
city, prepared with the assistance of Jtederal grants authorised in
FHA—Federal Housing Administration—an agency In
the Department of Housing and Urban Development
that insures private loans for (1) financing of new and
existing boniingt and (2) home repairs and Improvements. It also administers rent supplements to low income families in provate housing, and many recent programs for housing low- and moderate-Income families.
raff— Foundation for Cooperative Housing—one of the
two major cooperative housing groups In the United
States.

—*Fannle Mae"—Federal National Mortgage
Association—buys and sells FHA-iunred and Veterans'
A ImtalstraUon-fuaranteed loans to improve distribution of borne mortgage funds. Its special assistance
purchases support FHA Section 220 and 221 programs
that are designed to help urban renewal redevelopment, .
(35)

a*Si»

rehabilitation, and relocation activities. '.Che Housing
art Urban Development Act of 19SS divided FNMA
Into two separate.corporations, one to manage tbe
special assistance functions and the other to administer the Mcon3ary market operations. Until 1968, ail of
FNMA was part of the Department of Housing and
Urban DevelopmenL.Tbe new.FNMA is a "Govenimentsponspre^p>ivatecorppratioii.n ' ".' ; '•
'-''•
rittel (Housing. Act of 19*9)—loans and: grants
for slum clearance and redevelopmnt As amended
in 1954 the requirement .for a. workable;
was, set out, assistance-was added- jor -,t
Uon and neighboriiood.coaservaUoM, and \
of the program was changed to •Durban, renewal"
to indicate the broader scope of.-activities that
were eligible for Federal assistance.
r«/c;/ (NaUonal Hons^,Act'of;i934)—FHA insurance of loans for property improvement
Other frogrmmt Jtnotcn sy their tection number*
in ttte
tr«riow*«cf«.- •
• . • ', ' ' -: •' .-•-•".'
Section 707—provisions for rent snppiemonti.
Workable program or local. approval required.
Section 115—grants for rehabilitation of owneroccupied homes in urban renewal and code enforcement areas.
;
'
Section in—grants for code enforcement.
Section 202—direct loans for rectal housing for
elderly and handicapped.
Section 203(t)—mortgage Insurance for homes,
regular program."
Section 207—mortgage insurance for rental housing, regular program.
Section 275—mortgage insurance for cooperative
housing.
Section 2£0—mortgage insurance for new and rehabilitated homes and rental housing In urban
renewal areas.
Section 220 (A)—insurance of loans for repair and
rehabilitation of homes and multi-family housing in
urban renewal and code enforcement areas.
Section 9tt—mortgage insurance, for new or rehabilitated homes and rental housing for displaced
families or low and moderate Income families (40(vear mortgages with no down payments at market
Interest rates).
Section 2£7(«°) (3)—mortgage insurance for new
or rehabilitated rental bousing for displaced or
low and moderate Iftporae families with mortgages
bearing below market interest rates and purchased
by FNMA under Its special assistance program.
Section HKk)—mortgage insurance for purchase
and rehabilitation of housing for resale to low income families at below market Interest rate
financing.
Section Ul—mortgage insurance for new and rehabilitated rental housing for the elderly and
handicapped.

36
Section 3JS—rehabilitation loans for owners or
tenant* of homes or business property in urban
renewal or code enforcement areas.
Section 707—(rants to anist comprehensive urban
planning and man transportation planning.
ghetto—originally referred to that aection of Rome
where Jews were made to live In medieval times they
were legally forced to lire there, and no other boosing
was available for them elsewhere in the city. The general lack of available boosing elsewhere in urban areas
describes our gbettoes today. Although middle class
Negroes and members of other minority groups can
today exercise their option to lire outride the ghetto,
until fairly recently that option was rarely available,
Tbe fact that a majority of Inner dty Negro households are low income households means that most
inner dty gbettoes are also slums.
OSXA—"Ginnie Mae"—Government National Mortgage Association—established by the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1988 as a corporation remaining within the Department of Boosing and Urban
Development which would retain the special assistance,
management and liquidating functions formerly performed by FNMA.
homing oode—a. locally adopted ordinance, regulation,
or code enforceable by police powers under the concept of health, safety and welfare, which specifies the
minimum features which make dwellings or dwelling
units fit for human habitation, or controls their are or
occupancy.
TCBO—International Conference of Building Officialsone of the four national building code group* which
publish and maintain a variety of model building and
housing codes. The ICBO publishes the Uniform Building Code.
inner city—an urban atea which does not necessarily
have political, geographic, racial or economic outlines
or boundaries, hot an area which, in general, was a
popularly recognised central shopping and residential
part of a dty prior to World War IL
land w*e—a term referring to the use of a lot or parcel
of property; for example, a lot occupied by a factory
Is an industrial land use. The general categories of
land uses Include: residential, industrial, commercial,
public, semi-public, and institutional. Aim used as
"land use policy" to describe a spectrum of policies related to the assembly and use of land.
tow income, household*—Include the categories of the
"poor" and the "near poor" and would include families
with annual incomes under $4,300 (baaed on a four
member household).
moderate income koutehoido—those with incomes
greater than low income households, up to nn amount
whereby 20 to 25 percent of income would bay or
rent standard .boosing. In average cost areas the
needed Income, for a family of four, would range from
15,000 to $6£00 a year, bnt would vary according to
the «*t of living in various area*.
motel cfftar—refers to the Demonstration Citie* and
Metropolitan Development Act of 1005, now called
model cities.
NAttB—National Association of Home Builders.
\AHRO—National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Official*.
"near poor" or "deprived"ftoH*c*oM«—those households with annual Incomes bef wren $3,300 and approximately $4.500 (based on a four mcmlier household).

neighborhood development program—a new method of
financing urban renewal activities authorised in 1068
to provide grant contracts to cover only one year's
activities at a time.
poor ho*»ehold»—those with annual incomes, less than
f&SOO (based on a four member household).
PB8—V.S. Public Health Service.
pnbUti hotting— ti>c general term applied to housing
for families and individuals of low Income that has
been financed, constructed and managed by a local
public homing authority. Federal assistance for public
bousing first started in 1937. In IMS. Title III of the
Housing Act provided (1) loans to help finance development and construction of housing units, and (2) annual contributions to hold rents at levels within the
means of low Income tenants. In addition, Federal
assistance is available for purchase and rehabilitation,
short term leasing, and contracts with private builders
to purchase completed housing (known as "turnkey"
public noosing) . These programs were administered by
the Public Housing Administration, and are now under
the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Housing Assistance Administration.
redevelopment—the development or improvement of
cleared or undeveloped land In an urban renewal
area.
rehabilitation —the restoration to good condition of
deteriorated structures, neighborhoods, and public
facilities, which may include repair, renovation, conversion, expansion, remodeling, or reconstruction.
relocation-^ Title I of the Housing Act of 1949. amended
numerous times, required '*ie preparation of a feasible
plan for relocation of families or individual* to decent.
safe and sanitary dwellings.
SX8A—standard metropolitan statistical area—a
county or group of contiguous counties (except In New
England) which contains at least one central city of
50,000 inhabitant* or more, or twin cities with a
combiir«d population of at least 50,000. In addition,
other contiguous counties are Included in an SktSA if,
according to certain criteria, they are essentially
metropolitan in character and are socially and economically integrated in the central city. In New England,
towns and cities rather than counties are used In defining SMSA's.
tpecial district*—the myriad of school, water, highway. and sewer districts, and other units of government with power to tax and spend for particular purposes. Their boundaries are seldom Identical with the
political boundaries of cities, townships or counties,
and their existence helps create chaotic local governmental conditions.
ilum—a primarily residential area in which run-down
housing provide* shelter for the poor and the deprived.
(a* credit—a credit against the actual taxes owed, as
opposed to A deduction from taxable income before
the taxes are calculated. It is generally viewed unfavorably by tax expert*, both because of the loss of
revenue and because of tne imprecision with which it
can be applied.
applied to public housing provided by
a housing authority's purchase of privately produced
construction from the builder, who follows general requirements Instead of minutely detailed Federal
specification*. It I* also used In the provision of rehabilitated private bousing for public boosing tenancy.
writ of homing— the entire dwelling unit occupied by a
person or family, whether a boose or apartment, single
room or multi-roomed, owned or rental.
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VHP—United Housing Federation—one of tlie two
major cooperative bousing groups in the country.
«roa» renewal—the general term applied to public and
prirate efforts to improve cities by sound planning,
elimination of blight, restoration of basically sound
neighborhoods, installation of adequate public facilities, such as schools and streets, improvements of public
Institutions. reTitalization of central business districts,
and provision of proper sites for industrial plants
within cities. Federal assistance for urban renewal has
covered all these activities, but it has emphasised the
elimination of slums.

VA—Veterans' Administration.
icorJtable program*—a locality's statement uf where it
stands today and what it will strive to do to remove
slums and blight, block their return, and achieve
orderly community growth. The Housing Act of 1954
established the workable program as a prerequisite for
Federal assistance for urban renewal. The Department
of Housing and Urban Development must certify that
the workable program meets its requirements with regard to codes and ordinances, a comprehensive general
plan, neighborhood analysis, administrative organisation, financing, and relocation of families displaced by
government action, and for citixen participation.
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Part I. Hie Urban Settinf : Populatfeh,
Poverty* aiid Race
7^

The urban, problems this Commission has
saddled Me directly related to the size,and nmtare of the Amehqui.popalation,
its distributidh ahdmi ...... ri and the social and economic
by certain of its segments.
handicaps
difficulties of
nancing, jurisdictiqnal gaps and confliste among
local governments, harmful zoning and land-use
policies—all these wise directly or indirectly
from the increasing number of people, their
residential,locations and their ability to move
to other locations. .
.
The findings and recommendations which
constitute this report of the Commission are
based in part on the analyses and projections
regarding population, poverty, and race which
are summarized below.

THB CHANGES IN OUR POPULATIOK

The population expiation
The first national c^usus. in 1790, counted 4
million persons in the new Nation. Now, at the
end of 1968, the population exceeds, 200 milt
lion, and Jt may reach 300 million by the end
of the century—inly 80 years away. , ; ,T
As Ohart I demonstrates, die steady grbwih
in r JS, population has slowed raarkedfy only
once—during the great depression..The animal
growth rate dropped to a low of 0.7 percent in
1936, rose to a* high of JL83 percent in 1947,
rose again to 1.81 in 1956, and has declined
steadily since. The 1967 rate was 1.07 percent.
(See table 29.)

CHAKT L—Total U.S. popolation, utan and ratal, 1790-1900 and estimated 1965.
(Source* IMcd on p. 41.)
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The population study * upon which our discussion is based relies on the next-to-lowest
census projection of the birth rate.1 Even on this
conservative basis, the study projects a 41 percent increase in population from 1960 to 1985.
The nonwhite population has a higher birth
rate than the white population and will, if present trends continue, increase more rapidly in all
regions; by 1985, it will form almost 14 percent
of the population. The rate of increase in the
South will be masked by the rate of departure;
because of .is already high nonwhite population, however, the South will (according to recent trends) have the largest absolute increase in
nonwhite population^—39 percent of the entire
Sources to chart 1 on p. 39.
1790-1940:
Historical Statistic* of the United State*, Colonial Time* to 1957, U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Department of Commerce, GoTernment Printing Office, Washington. D.C.
Series A, U&-200, Population in Urban and
Rural Territory, by Sise of Place: 1790 to
1950. and
Series A, 20, Population of Continental United
States, 1790 to 1950.
1950, 1960: Statittical Attract of the United
State*, 1967. Table No. 13, Urban and Rani
Places and Population, by SIxe of Place, 1910
to I960.
1985 Estimate: Patricia L. Hodge and Philip M.
Hanser, The Challenge of America'* Metropolitan. Population Outlook—-1960 to 1985, Research
Report No. 3 for the National Commission on
Urban Problems, 1968. Table 11-2 (based on U.S.
Census of Population. 1000).
Definitions of urban areas:
i960 Census definition: (a) all persons in incorporated places of 2500 or more, (6) the denselysettled urban fringe, incorporated or not. of
urban areas, (c) towns in New England and
townships in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, of
a certain population, <<J) counties, elsewhere,
with no incorporated municipalities and a certain density, and (c) unincorporated places of
2500 or more.
1950 definition: substantial!) the same except not
including (e) above.
1910 definition: for the most part, cities and other
incorporated places with 2500 or more population, pins townships and other unincorporated
subdivisions with 10.000 or more population and
densities of 10(IOM|. mile nnd certain town* In
Mass., R.I., and N.H. This definition is substantially as adopted in 1910.
Rural areas are tllose not included In urban areas,
so the above changes in the urban definitions
aim alter the rural definition.
< Patricia I* Hodjrr nnd Philip H. Hanser. "The Challenge
of America's
Metropolitan Population—1960 to 18M." H*.
March r port No, 3, National Commlsaloa on Urban Problem*.
U.S. C. rnment Prlntlnt OF^c*. Washington, D.C., ]|MM.
•The Bureau of the Cen.ns hai presented four aerie* of
population projection*, the "A" aerie* assuming- the nit-heat
birth rate, the "D" nerle* the loweat. This report utilises th«
"C" aerie*. The authors of the Commission'* atndy felt that
the "beat" of the four 1985 Cenonn projection* wa« the nn«
•mploylnr the nrxt-to-lowwt birth rate. They preferred this
to the lowrat on the ground that the lanre number* of children
born dnrinc the post-war baby boom are jaxt now approachingmarriage, and It Is not yet possible to predict with any certainty that tbe total number of children they will hear will
be fewer than those bora by the "wave" preceding them.

nonwhite increase in the United States. (The
nonwhite population is 92 percent Negro, but
also includes Orientals, American Indians,
Polynesians, Eskimos, and other races. Puerto
Ricans and Mexican-Americans are classified as
white in census data.)
TAKE L-4IS. rOrUUTION IT REGION AM) COLM; i M MO PROJECTED
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Becently released census figures, based on a
population sampling in March 1968, reveal a
tendency toward a more even distribution of
the Nation's nonwhite population over the
period 1940 to 1968.
TABU2.-FEHCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE NECtO > POrUUTION (V RtGION
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The population imploxion
The change from a predominantly rural to a
predominantly urban nafeion occurred about five
decades ago. (See table 30.) At the time of the
first census in 1790, 95 percent of the people
lived on farms, or in places of less than* 2,500
inhabitants. Only 5 percent lived in urban
places of 2,500 or more. The 1920 census showed
that America had become an urban nation: a
majority lived in urban areas. The concentration of people on relatively small portions of
land—even the sprawling suburbs are dense
compared to rural areas—has been described as
an implosion.
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By 1960, TO percent of the population lived in
urban places, and 63 percent lived in metropolitan areas. The metropolis, or the SMSA,3 has
come to characterize the pattern of American
settlement* Roughly denned, it encompasses a
city of more than 50,000 and the counties which
contain it and maintain a certain economic and
social dependence OR it. The suburban counties,
may, ana often do, contain rural "pockets," but
the' preponderance of metropolitan population
lives in settlements with an urban character.
(The term "central city" refers to a municipality of 50,000 or more at the center of the metropolis; it is a political jurisdiction, and should
not be confused
with "downtown," "core," or
~slumarea.:>)
It is estimated that 71 percent of the total
U-S. population will live in metropolitan areas
by 1985. Most of the projected population
growth—-65.2 million, or 80.6 percent of it—will
. occur inside all metropolitan areas as defined in
1967.
Table 3, based on recent trends, shows that, in
the next 16 years the South—the only section
of the country which is now about evenly split
between urban and rural population—will probably make the greatest leap toward urbanization. The West, is expected to join the already
highly urban Northeast as a region which i's
four-fifths metropolitan. (Table 31 details population projections by region for 1985.
TABLE 3.-PERCENT OF POPULATION IN METROPOLITAN AREAS BY REGION;
IKO AND PROJECTED IMS
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ropolitan areas have begun to meet at their
fringes, and the term megalopolis has been invented to descrilie clusters of metropolitan areas.
The traditional image of the large central city
surrounded by peripheral territory and scattered small towns is. in most instances, no longer
valid. The jurisdictions outside the central city
are growing rapidly, while growth of the central city has slowed sharply. If present trends
ure projected, central cities will grow in population by only about 13 percent by 1985, but the
suburban rings will grow by 106 percent. Put
smother way, 89 percent of all metropolitan
growth will be in the suburbs.
Table 4 shows how the balance of population
growth has gradually shifted since the 1900Ts
from the city to the suburb. This parallels the
population trend from predominantly rural to
predominantly urban, and both trends have been
associated with the advent of the automotive
age.
TABLE 4.-PERCENT Or GROWTH WITHIN METROPOLITAN AREAS. 1MO-1KO
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Presumably by the late 1960's, these trends
already tipped the balance of metropolitan population in favor of the suburbs. In 1950,41 percent of the people in metropolitan areas lived
in suburbs; by 1960 that snare was up to 49
percent, and the figure projected for 1985 is 63
percent.
TABLE S.-PERCENT OF METROPOLITAN AREA POPULATION IN THE SUBURBAN RING, BY REGION, 11SO, IKO, AND PROJECTED IKS
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No longer a writing pot
The dominant cpntral city of earlier denudes
contained within it a broadly diverse ethnic,
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racial, and economic mix. The recent trend, however, lias been for these various groups to settle
out into separate political jurisdictions. Within
the metropolis, the central city retains most of
the nonwhites and the majority (63 percent) of
the metropolitan poor. Among the separate suburban jurisdictions, social and economic differences are often accentuated by the development
of such homogeneous units as the low-income
suburb, the industrial enclave, and the affluent
commuter community.
Separation of color.—The central cities, which
already contain half of the Nation's nonwhite
population, will contain an even greater share
of the nonwhite residents in the future if the
trends of the last few decades are maintained/
Projections of these trends indicate, however,
that while the percentage of nonwhites would
almost double between 1960 and 1985 in the, central cities, it would rise only slightly in the suburbs. The South would remain the region of
highest nonwhite central city concentration, but
other regions would not be far behind by 1985.
(See table 32 for a more detailed breakdown.)
TAKE (.-PERCENT OF UA POPULATION THAT IS NONWHITE. IN CENTRAL
CITY AND SUWIMN RING. IT RECION. 1KO AND PROJECTED IMS
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In 1960,78.5 percent of the nonwhites in metropolitan areas lived in central cities. Thus,
more than 1 out of 5 nonwhites lived in the
suburbs, but formed4 only 5 percent of the
suburban population.
There is limited recent evidence of some shift
in the long-term trends upon which the foregoing projections are based. The Census Bureau s sample survey during the first quarter of
1968 reports a leveling off in the increase of
Negro population in metropolitan central cities
between 1966 and 1968, changing the ratio of
Negroes to whites in central city and suburbs.
But this apparent shift in trend would have
to deepen and grow to change the prospects
sharply.
'
Separation by income Z«?«/.—Suburbs tend to
have a larger proportion of middle- and upperincome residents than do their centra] cities, and
a smaller percentage of families below the poverty level. The pattern is not a simple one and
varies with the size of the metropolitan area. In
the five largest SMSA's (population 3 million
or more)—New York, Los Angeles-Long Beach,
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Detroit—the separation by income level is much sharper than the
nationwide average. (See also table 10 in part
IV, chapter 8.)
TARE l-PEKENT OF FAMILIES WITHIN CENTRAL CITIES AND SURURRS
WITH INCOMES UNDER 13.000 OR OVER S10.000 IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
IN 1MJ
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VMM i* "Fne»l RtbM* • KM Antrim F«*ral SydM. ''AAnMty CMMNSBM
M l«lirnuiimii«lil Rthtioa, WulifcijlKi, D.C. UH.
THE IMPACT OF POPULATION CHANGES

If past trends persist, by 1985 more than
three-fourths of the Nation's Negroes will live
in metropolitan areas, and 58 percent of them
will live in the central cities. The luernge will
be far higher outside the still largely rural
South.
TAKE ^-CONCENTRATION OF U4. NONWHITE POPULATION IY REGION,
1NO AND PROJECTED IMS
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Black majorities
The study made for the Commission indicates
the prospect of a further net drop in the white
population of metropolitan central cities and a
further rise in the nonwhite population.
Continuation of recent trends would produce
Negro majorities by 1985 in New Orleans, Richmond, Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis. Detroit, Cleveland, Baltimore, and Oakland. Already, Newark, Gary, and Washington, D.C.,
are more than half Negro.*
In the absence of conscious, emphatic public
policy, there appears to be little likelihood of a
major shift in nonwhite population from central
city to suburb. Recent Census Bureau figures
4
Hud(e-H»UM>r, «•. oil., p. 3d.
'Ktmtrt of the VcKomil X<nl«or» Commbntai on CMl
Wtorftrt. U.S. aoT«rnntnt Printing Oflct, Wnnhlaglcn, D.C.,
March 1,1060, p. 216.

show the nonwhite proportion in the suburbs
holding steady at about 5 percent, and the Commission study projects a rise to only 6.1 percent
by 1985. Moreover, even the slight movement of
Negroes to the suburbs is likely to involve those
who already are at a relative economic and social
advantage, thereby reinforcing the trend toward
concentration of the poor and socially handicapped in the central cities.
Suburban p&pitlation Dominance
According to the latest Census Bureau figures,
the central city has gone in 8 years from a nationwide numerical advantage over the suburbs
to a distinct disadvantage— from 105 percent of
the suburb's population to only 84 percent* If
the trends of recent years persist, it wpl decline
to about 58 percent by 1985. (A relative disadvantage will hold true in everyT region, ranging
from 44: percent to 66 percent.)
The political effects are difficult to predict
with certainty, because there are two opposing
trends:
On the face of it, in terms of numbers of voters, the balance of political power has shifted to
the suburbs, and where their interests are as
one, they may be expected to make their weight
felt at the statehouse, in Congress, and in national elections.
On the other hand, the suburban ring is fragmented into many separate political jurisdictions, often with sharply different social and
economic characteristics, as noted before. In the
decades to come, it is likely th'at many large
suburban cities will find more in common with
the central city than with other, smaller suburbs.
The giant metropolitan complexes of the future
will include large outlying municipalities, "suburbs" in name only, some of which will be more
populous than many present-day central cities
(there were 83 suburban municipalities with a
population of over 50,000 in I960).8 Even now
many such suburban cities are suffering almost
the full range of urban problems.
Changes in the age structure
Not only the size of population, but the sizb
of various age groups will affect every facet of
American life. Even with a declining birth rate,
the United States will have an increase in the
total population by 1985, and an increase in each
age group, although the increases will be most
notabie for the 15-44 and over-65 age groups.
Almost all of the persons in these two age
categories had already been born in 1968. There
will be a sizable increase by 1985 in the number
of young people, especially nonwhite young j
•"Recent Trend* In Social and Economic Condition* of
Necrnea In tht United Stout," U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of tht C«ntu», Strict P~28, No. 26, July, 1068, p. 4.
' llodfd.Hanwr, o». <*«. pp. 14 and 10.
• 1860 Ctntm of Population, vol. 1, tablt V, pp. 1-11.

pie, at the most vigorous age. Taken with the
projected continued concentration of the poor
and the nonwhites in the central cities, this is
one of the most potentially important domestic
trends of the next several decades.
TABLE 9.-PERCENT INCREASES IN TOTAL AND IN NONWHITE POPULATION
•Y ME CROUP. IN UNITED STATES AND IN METROPOLITAN AREAS. ItU-K
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- THE POOR IX
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The number of Americans living in poverty •
is declining while the total population continues to grow. About 13 million fewer persons
were poor in 1967 than in 1959, and the percentage of the poor in the total population
dropped from 22.1 percent to 13.3 percent during the same period. This is a remarkable but
little-noted achievement—a 33-percent reduction in the number of the poor in less than a
decade, and an even greater proportional decrease when the rise in the population is taken
into account.
Despite this notable rate of progress, almost
26 million persons remain in poverty, and many
of them are the "hard-core poor" whose circumstances are not readily improved by traditional nntipoverty measures. However, the same
TABLE 10.-INCIDENCE OF POVERTY, SELECTED YEARS, 1J5M7
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21.711,000

25,32»,000
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i Using a itvbtt definition whkh reflects Improvtmonts in (ttllstical pr«u>
darts uud in proctulnf tht Incomt dill.
Stnrct: US. Dwartmtnt ol Commoru, Boriaii of MM Census, "Family Income
Ao-vancts. Powrty Rtducid in 1*7," Sorits P-«0, No. 55, Au|. 5, IMt, tablo 2,
p. 4.
•The definition of poverty uied In thin chapter It thnt developed by the Soclnl Security Administration. It It an Income
meanurement taking Into account family sine, number of
children, and farnvnonfarm residence. The ba*l« of the poverty
Income determination It the nutritionally toiind "economy"
food plan dMlftncd by Hit Department of Agriculture for
"emergency or temporary UM when fund* arc low." The Income mmnurement In bnned on the aMiimptlon that a family
ahould upend no more than a third of ltd Income on food. The
poverty threiholdi are adjusted annually to reflect change*
In price levela. For 1960 n nonfarm family of four would he
clamineil on poor If Itt Incomt wat $3,335 or below.
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assumption might have been made for the 39
million poor in 1959; more progress may be
possible than has previously been thought.
Who are the -poor?
Certain groups are readily identifiable as
major components of the poverty population—
nonwhites, the aged, members of female-headed
families,,members of large families, and members of families whose heads are unemployed
or underemployed.
The white and nonwhite poor.—There are
twice as many whites as nonwhites10 in the
Nation's total poverty population, but the incidence of poverty is much higher among nonwhites than among whites. In 1967, 41 percent
of the nonwhite population was poor, compared
with 12 percent of the white population. Nonwhites thus constitute a far larger share of the
poverty population (31 percent) than of the
American population as a whole (12 percent).
Moreover, the nonwhite proportion of the poverty population has been increasing, slowly but
steadily, since the first racial count was made in
1959; it was 28 percent then, and 32 percent
by 1967."
TABU ll.-PERSONS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL. 1959-1X7

Number
(in millions)

Year:
j jfo

1X1.

1x2

1X3

1x4..
1X5
1X6

-.-.-.-..-••_--•.

. .....

....;.,.,,.......

..................

.;..
,......;......,..
...

Based on revised methodoloiy:
INC

1X7

..,..........;..

Percent of
respective population

Nonwhite

Whit*

Nonwhit*

White

11.4
11.6
11.6
11.2
10.9
10.5

217

9.6

26.5
25.4
24.1
23.4
21.4
20.1

55
55
54
51
49
46
41

It
17
16
IS
M
13
12

9.3
13

19.5
17.6

40
35

12

in

Source: U.S. Department ol Commerce. Bureau of the Census, and U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration.
"Statistics for tbe "nonwhite" population Include more
than Negroes but can be taken at a general measurement of
the Negro population since Negroes form abont 02 percent
of the nonwhite population. Statistics for areas with high
concentrations of Japanese and Chine** a* well as Negro**
can. however, be misleading, for Chinese and Japanese arc
at the opposite end of the spectrum from Negroes for almost
All economic and social data. As Daniel Moynlhan points out
In "Emnloyment, Income, and the Ordeal of the Negro
Family," (Daedalus, Fall 1965, p. 780), "Japanese and Chinese
have twice as large a proportion of their population going to
college as do whites; Negroes; hnve a little less than half.
Negroes have twice as high n rate of unemployment as do
whites; Chinese and Japanese have half. In 1960, 21 percent
of Negro women who had ever married were separated, divorced, or had their husband absent for other reasons, as
ngalnst 0 percent of Chinese. A consequence of thc*e figures
Is that statistics for nonwhites generally understate the
degree of unemployment among Negroe* us well as the extent
of family dlsorganltatlon, and the gup that separates them
from the white world."
On the other hand, the "white" category Includes Puerto
Rlcans and Mexican-Americans, who are toclo-econnmlcally
similar to Negroes In many respects. The latter distortion is
not as statistically significant, however, because the number
of 11whites so far exceeds the number of nonwhites,
"Family Income Advances, Poverty Reduced In 1067,"
U.8. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Series
P-60, No. 65, August S, 1068, p. 4, table 2.

Both nonwhite and white poor are declining,
however, both in numbers and in percentages of
total population.
The aged.—Persons aged 65 years or over
made up 18 percent of the 29.7 million poor in
1966, although this age group formed only 7
percent of the total population.
The aged bear a disproportionate share of the
poverty burden. One obvious reason is that
fewer of them are in the labor force. Another
is that women are likely to be poorer than men
at all ages, and women form a greater proportion of those 65 and older than they do of any
other age group. Almost two-thirds of the aged
poor are women.
Persons living alone also are more likely to
be poor than those who live in or with a family,
ana a majority of the elderly poor live alone or
with just one other person. The number is increasing: between 1959 and 1966, the number of
elderly men and women living alone or with
nonrelatives rose by one-third. Paradoxically,
this is probably partly a reflection of rising
income (from social security benefits and related programs) so that "more of them had
enough to try going it alone, choosing privacy,
albeit the privacy of poverty, rather than being
an 'other relative' in the home of their
children." "
TABLE 12.-LIVING ARRANGEMENTS OF AGED NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION IN MARCH, 1X7. BY SEX AND POVERTY STATUS IN 1966

Incidence

of
(percent)
All aeed 65 or over
living alone
...
In family units

29.9
55.3

Tot)!

(in millions)
17.937

4,171

13.059
.......... 20,5
..........
24.97,714
44.0

........ 21.1
.......... 33.9

Women
.living alone. ........... ...... .
In family units
..•-. .-.•- ... ..V....... 19.9

In poor
households

1.215
6.499
10.152
3.593
6,559

5,372
2697
2,675

1,934
565
1.369
3.437
2,132
1,305

Source: "Countinj the Poor: Before and After Federal Income-Support Proirams," by Mollie Orshansky, 1966, as reprinted from Joint Economic Committee
Print, "Old-Aee Income Assurance, pi II: The And Population and Retirement
Income Proirams," December 1967, table 13, p. 109.

The large poor family.—In 1966 a child in a
large family (five or more children) was 3%
times us likely to be poor us the child in a oneor two-child family. Almost hn'f of the poor
children were in families with five or more children." The number of large poor families has
diminished slightly since 19.r>9, when there were
1.1 million such families. In 1966 there were 0.9
million, and indications in the March 1968 snm"Mollle Orshansky, "The Shape of Poverty, 198B," reprinted from the Social Security Bulletin, TJ.S. Department
of Health, KoMicntlon and Welfare. U.S. Government Printing
Office. Washington, D.C., March 1008. p. S.
'• /old., p. 0.
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pie survey of the census are that the number
had decreased to 0.8 million in 1907."
A growing proportion of the children in these
families, however, suffered the added disadvunts^reof hcking a father—18 percent in 1959,
29 percent in 1966, ai ' 3-1 percent in 19G7.15
Moreover, in 1967, the sample showed that 48
percent of the large poor families were nonwhite (although nonwhite form only 12 percent of the total population). The majority (65
percent) of these nonwhite families were headed
by women.16
TABLE I3.-COMPOSITION OF ALL FAMILIES. SELECTED YEARS. 1950 TO 1961
(Percent)
Husband-wife

Hen-

MMYear

1550
1H5....

IKO
IMG
1967
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..

.

..

Othtrmilt
httd

white

White

77.7
75.3
73.6
72.7
72.6
69.1

81.0
17.9
SS.7

n.i
88.7
88.9

Female head >

Non-

white

Whitt

4.7

3.S

17.6

3.0
2.6
2.3
2.1

Z0r7'

4.0
4.0
3.7
3.9

4.5

2.2

white

22.4
23.7
23.6
26.4,

WhHi

•

1S
9.0
t7
1.9
<t 1

81

1
Female hnd> of families include widowed and single women, women whose
husbands are in UK armed services or otherwise away from home voluntarily, as
well as those separated (ram their husbands through dfvoce or marital discord. In
19(1, divorce ind separation accuunted lor 47 percent of the nonwhite female
family heads and 34 percent of the white.

Source: VS. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

Households leaded by c- wonum.—Households, even small ones, headed by women seem
particularly prone to poverty. Between 1959
(the first year for which poverty family statistics are available) until 1960, the incidence of
poverty for female-headed households dropped
slightly, but improvement 1ms not been nearly
as great as that for households headed by men.
And the proportion of poor households headed
by a female seems to be growing. In 1959, of all
poor households, 5.4 million were headed by
women and 8 million by men. By 1966 the number of poor households headed by men had
dropped by 2.4 million but the number headed
by women stayed about the. same, so that womenheaded households accounted for almost half of
all poor families."
In 1966, of the total number of female-headed
families in the country, 35.0 percent were poor,
while 9.8 percent of male-headed families lived
in poverty.1* A breakdown of figures by race reveals the far worse plight of the nonwhite family headed by a woman. In 1966, in the Nation as
a whole, 60.2 percent of all nonwhito femaleheaded families lived in poverty as compared
""Knmlly Income Advance*, Poverty Reduced In 1007,"
tp. elf., p. i Uble 7.
'•According to n preliminary Cr-nnim Survey.
'• "Family Income Advance*. Poverty Reduced In 1067,"
" "The Shape of Poverty, 1»«8," p, 5, table 8.
"/old., p. 11, table6.

with 27.7 percent of white female-headed families. And the percentage of nonwhite families
headed by a female appears to be growing.
The unemployed and the underemployed.—
Poverty measured by income obviously has a
close relationship to employment. And, as one
might expect, a profile of the unemployed is
similar to that, of the poor population itself.
a. Race.—The higher incidence of poverty
among nonwhites is accompanied by an unemployment rate that has been at least twice that
of whites since 1954.
The special disadvantage of the Negro in regard to employment appears to have accompanied his move to urban areas. In 1940 (when
4i percent of Negro males were employed in
agriculture, where unemployment rates were
low) the nonwhite unemployment rate was
slightly less than the white rate. It should be
noted, however, that while unemployment rates
in agriculture were low, so were wages, so that
employment did not necessarily spell economic
well-being. Furthermore, in agriculture, underemployment is almost as serious a problem
as unemploymentr Negroes were leaving the
farms, however. Since 1930 the proportion of
Negroes living in cities hos nearly doubled. So
by JpGO only 9.1 percent of the experienced nonwhi'"" ^ibor force remained in agriculture."
The lowest point of Negro unemployment
reached in the years since World War II was 4.5
percent in 1953, but with the end of the Korean
war the rate doubled and then remained high
throughout the 1950's and early 1960's. In 1958
and 1961, both recession years, nonwhite unemployment rose above 12 percent. Since 1954
the 2 to 1 unemployment, ratio has become a
stubborn economic fact of life. (See table 14.)
b. Youth.—An important development is the
very high rate of teenage unemployment—especially high for nonwhite teenagers. This could
prove to be an increasingly explosive problem
if the population projections cited earlier in this
chapter aro home out.
In 1948 the Negro teenage unemployment
rate was 7.6 percent, compared to a white teenage i ate of 8.,'J percent. The white rate has since
increased somewhat, but the rate for nonwhite
teenagers has more tlian tripled.
c. lFo7n.cn reruns men,—Among the poor,
women outnumbered men by 8 to 5 in 1966—
a ratio that reached 2 to 1 for those above age
65. Women at the head of families were three
and n half times as likely to be poor as male
family heads, a«d they wore even more dis'• Unnli'l I*. Moynllmn, "Kmplnyinent, Income, nnd the Ordetl of the Noir.ro Family." llncilalii*, Journal of the Amerlcnn
Acndfiny (if the Art* nnd flclcmfii, Fnll 100.1, p. 7Til.
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TABLE 14.-tlNEMPtOYMENT RATES.I I94S-67. AND Hit (FIRST C MONTHS)
Ratio:
Hematte to
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.-
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l.t

3.2
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1.1
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2.2
2.1
2.0
2.2
2.2
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TIM •nempkqmieiit ntt b Kit percent unemployed in tkt Chiliantabortorn.
Source: US. Deparbnent of Labor, Benin of Labor Statistics, at puMUed ta
"Recent Trends hi Social and Economic Condition! of Neiroes to On United Slates."
Jnrf 1KI.
TABLE 15.—UNEMPLOYMENT KATES AND TOTAL FIGURES FOR TEENAGERS
(AGED lt-19), BY COLOR. 1957-67
Whito

1957...
19St>..
1962....

1963
1964
196S
1966
1967

.

....

. ...

. .

TAILE 17,-UNEMPLOVMENT, BY COLOR. IN 20 LAKEST SMSA'S, 1967
CenUaltity

Setorbu

4.7
3.7
7.6

3.3
3.1
7.0

Nornrhite

Rato
(porc.nl)

Total

Rail
(perc*nl)

10.6
14.4
13 3
IS 5
14 S
13 4
11 2
11.0

401.000
541,000

19 1
27.4

TOt'OOO

30 3

510 000

701 000

25.3

27 3

70S' 666

2CiS

651 000
633' 000

25.4
26 3

Total

lie' 666
202 000

TABLE ^-EMPLOYMENT OF HEADS OF FAMILIES, 1966, BY SEX AND
POVERTY STATUS OF HEAD
|ln percent)
All male
heads of
families

All female
heads of
famibV:

74
IS
,..

35
23

Female
heads of
poor
famines
19.0
29.0
54.1

Total.

3.1
3.4
7.4

96 000

ia!oob
142.000
176*006
165 000
171*000

> 1951 marked tht botinninf ol a now ora of hbjhar unempleyment; th« 195l-«2
period displayed a ralatTvoly coiubnt rato.
Source: Compilation of Census Bureau data ai published in "Employment and
Eirolnu," and Monthly Report of the Labor Force, Buruu of Labor Statistics,
Department of Labor.

Worked all year
Worked pait year
Unemployed...........

census data collected in 1967 in the 20 largest
metropolitan areas in the United States reveals
a much higher unemployment rate in central
cities than in suburban areas. This might be
expected, in view of the high concentration of
nonwhites (with a 2 to 1 national unemployment
ratio) in central cities. Although nonwhites
formed about 25 percent of the potential labor
force, they accounted for 40 percent of the unemployed in central cities.21 More than half (54
percent) of the labor force of the 20 largest
SMSA's work in suburban areas, and 95 percent of this suburban labor force is white-—
even though the suburban rings of these' metropolitan areas contain relatively large cities
and many towns that are not bedroom suburbs.2*
There was a considerable difference in the
white unemployment rate between the city and
the suburb, but for nonwhites the difference was
relatively insignificant." It was difficult for
nonwhkes to obtain a job in either area.

Male heads
of poor
families
310
27.0
23.1

Source: "Countini the Poor: Before and After Federal Income-Support Prciramj," (1966); Joint Economic Committee mint, "OM-Ate Income Assurance,
PL II: The Ated Population and Retirement Income Proinms," December 1967,
P. 211; pp. 1K-193.

advantaged if they hod children under 6 to look
after.70 The unemployment rate for women was
much higher than that for men in 1066.
d. Central city versus suburban residents,—A
study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics using
* Mnllle OrahiiMky, "Counting the Poor: Before and After
Federal Income-Support Program*," reprinted frnm Joint
Economic Commltto* Print OM Agt Inoome Aasurmoev
Part II, December 1067, 11.8. C'ongrew, p. 20«.

Source: Pad 0. Flahn. "Jobless Trends in 20 Lanest Metropolitan Areas."
Monthly Labor Renew. Itey 1961. Ml 91. Ho. 5. table Cp. It, and table 3. p. 21.

e. Central city commutert.—One of the reasons for the concentration of Negroes in the central city was the availability of jobs. Now, however, increasing numbers <>t" jobs are, being located in the suburbs, where they are less accessible to central city residents. A 1967 report issued by the Department of Labor shows that
between 1954 and 1965 more than half of all new
industrial and mercantile buildings constructed
in metropolitan areas in the United States were
being built outside central cities—and this
movement appeared to be accelerating. The
study showed that from 1960 to 1965 at least 62
percent (by value) of the permits for new industrial buildings were issued for construction
in the suburbs; the figure was 52 percent for
mercantile buildings."
"Paul O. Flaim. "Joblme Trend* In Twenty Lnrceat
Metropolitan Are**,1' Monthly Labor Review, U.S. Department of L*,bor, Bureau of Labor SUtlitlcn, May 1088, Vol. 01,
No. 5, p. 27.
•/bid., pp. 19-20.
•For example, Yonken (191,000 population In 1960) In
the New York rlrur, and. Candea, New Jeraey (1960 population, 117,000) In The Philadelphia rinr. (See Paul O. Plalrn.
op. cit, p. 20,)
"The standard error for the suburban nonwhlte unemployment rate Ii rtlatlyely larje. The ranee for this rate
(5.6-8.1)
._.and
and the
the rante for
f- "•'
the nonwhlte
" rentral city rate
(7.1-8.1 percent) oTerlap
OTerlap conilderabljr. It Is therefore pos..-sible
slbta that there if
Is no differ*
difference at all between the two rates.
(SM Paul O. Plaltn, op. oil.)
• Dorothy K. Newman, "The Decentralisation of Jobs,"
JfoMfAty totor Jt«v<e«v, May 1907.
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Census data for five large metropolitan areas
show that central cities either lost jobs or gained
them in very small proportion to the gains made
by suburbs.
TAKE W.-EMH.OYBENT PATTERN <!»!-«)
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Who is filling the new jobs in the suburbs?
Jourhey-to-work data collected on five major
metropolitan areas by the Census Bureau suggest that it is not the central city Negroes.
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Commuting from the central cities of these
five metropolitan areas to suburban jobs i both
time consuming and costly. A study on commuting in these five metropolitan areas reveals that
a central city ghetto dweller in Philadelphia
would have to spend $6.00 a week for commuter
tickets r nd change buses three times, at the least,
in order to get to a job in neighboring Montgomery County. If he lived near the railroad station
and if his job were close to the station in Montgomery County he could cut the cost to $4.80 a
week.
In Baltimore, the cost for traveling by public
transportation from the central city to a suburban job ranges from approximately $4 a week
for a 40-minute ride (each way) to $1» a week
and an hour's ride each way to Annapolis.
In St. Louis, it would take from 3 to 4 hours
per day, at a cost of alxmt $6.50 a v:cek, for a
worker to get from the ghetto area to the
McDonnell Aircraft. Corp. and back. To many

of the St. Louis suburban job centers there'is
no public transportation at all.
In New York, it costs $30 a month to commute
on the Long Island Railroad.
Commuting between Hunters Point in San
Francisco and a Contra Costa County job in the
East Bay area would require three to four transfers, 4 to 5 hours of traveling time per day, and
some $15 a week. To commute from Alameda or
West Oakland to the Contra Costa County jobs
would take at least 4 hours a day and cost about
$11.50 a week.1*
The McCone report on the Watts riots cited
inadequate and costly public transportation as a
major influence in creating a sense of isolation
and frustration in the south central Los Angeles
area.
Existing in-and-out commuter public transit
systems are generally not suited to "reverse commuting." Central city residents, white or Negro
(except domestics), can seldom use the "empty
backhaul" of a commuter bus or train to get to
a suburban job. Private automobiles are the most
common means used to get to work in this
county, but many employable central city dwellers cannot afford cars or even car pools to take
them to suburban jobs.
The high unemployment rate of central-city
nonwhites is, however, not wholly attributable
to central-city-to-suburb commuting problems.
White-collar jobs, which are generally increasing at a faster rate than blue-collar jobs, are in
the main locating in central cities.21 But it is this
source of employment—which would not involve the commuting difficulties just described—
that the nonwhite finds largely inaccessible to
him because of a lack of skills or outright
discrimination.
If these obstacles were overcome, white-collar
employment could form a major source of employment for central city Negroes. Hearings
held in January 1068 by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in New York
City indicate, however, that white-collar employment discrimination is a serious problem
for central city Negroes.
* Commuting time end cant d«t« obtained from. The Inip«et of Hooilnc Pattern* on Job Opportunitle*, National Pommittee Anliwt Dlncrlmlnation In Houxlnr. New York, 1008,
|ip, 27-25.
"In 1050, the toUl number of blue-collar worker* In the
United SUtm exceeded the number of whlte-culUr worker*
bjr about one million. By Iflflfl, wlilte-cullnr worker* exceeded
blue-collar worker* h/ mnrr than fi.n million. By 1975, there
will be almoct 12 million more white collar ioh* than there
were In IOM. The Inn-Nun In bine-collar job* will be only
4.4 million. Ilurenn of Labor StntlMlm, America'* Indimtrlal
•nd Occupational Man|x>wer Itrqiilreinenl*, 10<H-7!i, prepared
for th« National CommlHtrinii on Trchanlncy, Automation ami
Keonomlc Proffrex*.
netween lfl!H and 10(1.1 Oin Inorrimi- In white-collar join
took place largely within central dtle*.
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f. Resident* of poverty areas.—At the Commission hearings in Los Angeles, author nnd
social scientist Nathan Glazer said:
• *.• <wr rinm problems are not primarily physic*!
problems; they are complex social problems related to
the fact that tbe slnmdweUlng population in oar cities
is Increasingly Negro. Thus, when foreign visitors see
our slums, they are reacting only partly to their physical conditions—they are reacting to tbe sight of men
lounging about without employment, children playing
without supervision, yontb without any apparent useful
employment They are reacting to a social as well as a
physical scene."

In 1967 the unemployment rate in poverty
areas was 9.4 percent for nonwhites ana 6 percent for whites.1* National rates were 7.3 percent
for nonwhites and 3.4 percent for whites. A wide
disparity* can be seen between unemployment
rates in ghetto areas and in the total metropolitan areas in which they are located.
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g. yfo Underemployed.—The unemployment
rate takes into account only those who are not
working but who are actively seeking employment It does not count the poor who have other
job-related problems, nor those who are not
participants in the labor force. And these underemployed form a substantial part of the poverty
population.
(i) The working poor: Work may be the key
to economic well-being, but it does not guarantee
it For many of the poor, what is needed is not
so much more jobs but better ones—with higher
pay, more secure tenure, and more opportunity
for advancement.

In 1966, one out of every four poor families
loot headed by a man who had worked through» Natku Olaatr, ffosrtaf* A*/*rv
on IVrkiH ^rvWem*, Vol. 2. p, 340.
V J*&4f /MgMCt •/

*•. cU., p. 18,
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out M« entfre year.—Of the 3 million men under
65 who headed poor families, half were "fully
employed" in terms of time on the job. Their
low-paying jobs resulted in poverty-level living
for the 8 million members of their families—
one-third of all the poor who were not living
alone.
Since the poverty measuring rod takes family
size into account, one might assume that numerous children rather than low income was the
main cause of the poverty status of these "fully,
employed" men. But in 1965, three-fifths of such
poor but fully employed men had no more than
three* children to support*•
Incidence of poverty is closely related to type
of job held. High poverty rates are associated
with fanning and unskilled labor for men and
domestic service for women.
(ii) Subemployment: A special survey undertaken by the Labor Department in 14 of the
worst ghetto areas of the country in November
1966, revealed that while unemployment.rates
were very high, this standard measure of joblessness did not take into account other very
severe problems related to being out of work.
As a result, a new method of measuring joblessness was developed: the subemployment index."
Table 21 shows the inordinately high subemployment rates for 11 ghetto areas, and compares them with the standard unemployment
rates. The average subemployment rate for all
the cities was 34.6 percent, which would mean
that 1 in every 3 residents of these ghetto areas
in the labor force was unemployed, employed
part time, or employed at poverty-level wages.11
Unemployment is a major cause of poverty,
but subemployment may be a greater one. In
1966, in metropolitan areas alone, there were
2.393 million adults and 2.384 million children
under 18 living in poor households headed by
employed males aged 18 to 65. They constituted
almost one-third of all poor persons in metropolitan areas, while only 1 out of every 7 poor
persons in metropolitan areas lived in households having a male head under age 65 who was
unemployed. Low wages, then, rather than joblessness was the cause of the greater amount of
poverty in metropolitan areas.
"••The Shape of Povert?. 1986," op. clt., p. 15.
"The lubcvployment Index cover* aa entire employment
bardabip area and taken Into account not only th* traditionally "unemployed" (tboM actively weklng work but unable to nnd It) and tbe working poor <beadn of honneholdn
earning ICM than |80 a week ana Individual* over 63 earning
ION than |56 a week); hot also thoae working part time
but aeeklni fall-tune job*: half the number of oonpnrtlcipanta
In the male age group 80-84 wbo are not In the tabor fore*,
and a "coaierTatlv* and carefoUy coMtdertd Mtlawto of tbe
male 'uaderconnt' group."
A «pecl*l survey taken In IfM, described In footnote 30
below, rtvMled that a very large number of rtette rwridenti
of working ago war* not ootnted In tbe labor force of the
•MtropolltM area» nrvoyod.
, . . « . , „
»r»« Impact e/ Hnttng Pa-Menu *» Jet Oteerf•«<!(«,
eB.«tt.,pp.fS-SO.
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Where an the poor?
Trends in the distribution of the Nation's
poverty population—in terms of regions, urban
and rural concentrations, and metropolitan area
locations—are an important aspect of the urban
problems encompassed by the Commission's
work.
Regional distribution
. About half of the Nation's poor lived in .the
South in 1966. The South, still the least urban
region of the United States, was also the locution of two-thirds of the nonwhite poor and
two-fifths of the white poor.
TABLE 22.-THE OISTMIUTION OF fOOt VS. FAMILIES. IY KCION AND
COLO* HOC
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7*A« countrytide and the metropolit
The put of the. United States that is not
metropolitan includes farm, honfarin, and even
some urban places not included in the 1967
count of 228 UJS. SMSA's. Since 1920 this vmst
area has h&d less.than half of the iJJS. popular
tion, and it now .holds only .about a tHird, But
it contains about half of die poor—Sttbwffia
comparison 'with the 19§4 figures would,indicate that this proportion is decreasing.1* jfetropolitan areas as a whole have 65 percent of the
population but only 51 percent of the poor; in
nonmetropolitan areas the figures are 35 percent
of the population and 49 percent of the poor.
The city and the suburb
Within metropolitan areas thepoor tend to
concentrate in the central cities. The high percentage of metropolitan poor in central cities
is due to the fact that the great majority of
nonwhite poor live in these central cities. Almost
half of the white poor live in the suburbs.
TABLE 24.-IOCATION OF THE METMrOUTAN fOOt BY COUMt IM
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Similar statistics collected 2 years earlier indicated that the nonwhite poor were concentrated even more heavily in the South than they
were in 1966, but are now beginning to spread
out through the country.*1 The short-term
trend, however, would indicate that the proportion of those in poverty, white and nonwhite,
was lessening everywhere except in the Northeast, where the percentage of nonwhite poor
was apparently increasing.*4
_»MoUI« Oratmaikr, "Mor* lbo«t th« Poor In 1W14," reprtnlrt Iron the f*eto! fMrtly Bulletin, U.S. Department of
JlMlth, Kdnatlon «nd Wtlfuro, Social Beenrltjr A<lmlnlmniMod, ¥«y 1M6, table 23.
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The suburbs do not carry their share of the
total poor. With 35 percent of the U.S. population, they have only 20 percent of the poor.
The number of poor in the central city is
roughly in proportion to its share of the total
population; the small towns and rural places, as
mentioned above, carry a disproportionate burden that makes up for the light load of the
suburbs.
The incidence of poverty in the suburbs is
about half that in the central city. Even a nonwhite, living in the suburbs, is a little less likely
to be poor thnn n nonwhite in the centra] city.
• Mollle Orahanikr, "Tb* Poor In City and Suburb. 1M4."
rr|trinlnl from tbt Social Smwrify XNRcIlM, O.K. Dn-imrtiTHml
of n>«llh, IMaoiMnn Md Weltarr. Kodil Stcnrltjr Admlnlntrntlon, DMTmber 1»M. p. 6, t*bl« 4.
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However, he'is still almost four times more
likely to be poor than is a suburban white.
Poverty pockets in and around cities
A special survey was made in the spring of
1966 of households (families plus individuals
living alone) within "poverty areas" designated
according to the 1960 census data, in both the
central cities and the
suburbs of the 101 largest
metropolitan areas.1* It is apparent that nonwhite families are concentrated in poverty areas
much more than are white families, whatever
the income level. Only 11 percent of white families (data do not include individuals living
alone) lived in these poverty areas in 1965; by
contrast 58 percent of all nonwhite SMSA families lived there.
Moreover, the concentration of nonwhite families in poverty areas is increasing. (These data
include the suburban poverty pockets, with their
* A upccUl alndy of Ura 1MO Census 4»U wa« a«de by tbt
Census Banco for the OSc* of Economic Opportanltr on
funHr sad per capita tncooM rankings. In addition, another
•peefau ttndT began In IM0 of "povert* anas" in the 101
8II8A'« wit* s J««0 popalatlon of 250,000 or more
census tracts, the smallest area for which the necessary socioeconomle Information was STsllable (many of the imallcr
8sf8A's were either partially traeted or not traded at all).
Oae of these large 8H8>'«, Davenport-Rock I«land-Moll«.
Iowa, in., was found'to bare ao poverty areas at all.
All census tracts were ranked according to flre eqnallywlgbtod poTerty.llnked characteristics: (1) Percent of finIlles with Incomes uader 13.000 In 1M»; (Z) Percent nf children under age U not llrlnc with both parents; (3) Percent
of persoa* age 25 or older with less than 8 years of mlnc-atlon:
.<«;Pero«rt;«f unskilled males employed; and (BJ Percent of
fn the lowest quartile were designated '•pom" Tracts ami
"pjrrerty areas" d«vended on the number and duration of

rri..^..^^^^^.?^nm ww*1M poverty

,.£fxt, a national sample ntrrey.waa made In the Spring «f
JIM by the Cearas Bureaa for OBO, eo?ering ahnnt 8O.OOO
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low proportion of nonwhite residents. The concentration of nohwhites of all incomes in centra]
city poverty areas is always substantially
greater, than the- average of the two areas
indicates.)
In 1960,37 percent of the families in poverty
areas were black; 5 3tsars later the proportion
had risen to 41 percent." A corollary of the
concentration of nohwhites in poverty areas is
1*

•-*_

—

\

*

thrown together in the poverty areas. Such areas
thus begin to assume the character of the classic
ghetto. Ilistbrically, a ghetto was the section of
a city within which a particular ethnic group
was confined, and outside which its members
were not permitted to live, regardless of income
or social status. Using the term "ghetto" to mean
a poverty area is inaccurate. The .concentre', on
of Negroes, of course, is not as
absolute a confinement as it was in the ghetfx> of the Middle
Ages. Many Negroes of high income and cultural levels, however, have found it difficult to
follow the American pattern of gradual integration into the larger community. Fifty -two percent of nonpoor nonwhite far.<ilies lived in
poverty areas in 1085, contrasted
with only 10
percent of the nonpoor whites.1*
As one would expect, the percentage of households (families and individuals living alone)
below the poverty line is much greater within
these ]H>vcrty areas than it is outside, although
poor families are still a minority even within
poverty areas. Nearly one-fifth of tho households in central cities are poor, but nearly onethird of those in central city poverty nrcas arc
below the poverty line. Even in the suburbs,
almost n quarter of the households in poverty
pockets are poor, compared to only about an
eighth of the residents of suburbia as a whole.
The incidence of poverty among individuals
living alone in cities, and especially in poverty
areas is greater than that among families, ranging from one-third to nearly half everywhere.
•Supplementary Reports.. PC(81)-B4.
- . U.S.
. . Departmeat of
Commerc*. Bureau of the Census,
sus, November IS. 1»«7. T»bl« A :
art ArnoArI.. Wlnard.. "Ch*ra
"Ch*raeterutle* of Families Residing In
!?**£* *"? Within forge Metropolitan Arena," Bureau of
the CeniUP. June 13, lOflf, Table 1.
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The pattern is repeated (except for single nonwhites) in the suburban ring. Very probably,
this is the statistical reflection of the plight of
elderly individuals, white and nonwhite, described earlier.
TAM.E 27.-nOPO*nON OF FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS IN 100 LAMEST
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Other population subgroups overrepresented
in these poverty areas in 1965 rnere: families
headed by women, families -with a head 14 to
24 years old, large families (seven or more),
families dependent on income other than earnings (presumably on social security or public
assistance), and families whose head was unemployed, semiskilled or unskilled.
TAME 21-TOPUlATION SUBGROUPS AS FAIT OF TOTAL AND AS PART OF
POVERTY AREAS OF 100 LARGEST SMSA*. IKS
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The character of poverty areas ^tanged in
the 5-year period 1960-65 in ways that somewhat parallel developments in the central city
as a Whole. Considerable numbers of white families left. Among the nonwhite residents, the
total number of families increased slightly, but
the total number of those families who were
poor dropped by about the same percentage.
The situation in 1965, therefore, reflected an
area of more concentrated black residence that
included more of the Negro middle class."
CONCLUSIONS

Most Americans arc economically better off
today than they were 10 or even 5 years ago.
An era of unprecedented national prosperity
has been shared in by most segments of the population. Fewer Americans—white, bl&lc, In-

dian, Puerto Rican, Mexican-American, oriental—are poor, according to much statistical
evidence. This evidence has led some to conclude that the urgent urban problems which
fall within the scope of this Commission's assignment are on the way to resolving themselves. A closer examination reveals, however,
that certain of these problems persist and, indeed, are becoming more acute in the absence
of concerted remedial action.
More people.—The sheer concentration of
population in city and suburb is, in itself, an
urban problem, for more people—regardless of
their social or economic condition—means a
demand for more schools, more water and sewers, more transportation, more police protection, more of all the services that are part of
urban living. Municipal administrations are
finding it difficult to run fast enough to stand
still; but the next 15 years will add another
40 to 50 million persons to the population, and
81 percent of this growth is expected to occur
within metropolitan areas.
The suburban advantage.—The suburban
ring has a majority of the residents of the metropolitan area. It also has less than its proportionate share of the poor, and only 5 percent of
American nonwhites. Part of the reason that
this considerable section manages to retain its
present character is that little low-cost housing
is being built there; indeed, little low-cost housing is built anywhere, but the central city, so
far, has the on)' substantial stock of housing,
depreciated far enough to provide a supply of
housing, however unsatisfactory, for lowincome whites and nonwhites. The suburbs, however, contain nearly half the white metropolitan
poor—a figure which suggests that the suburbs
discriminate more on thebasis of race than on
the basis of economic status.
Increased nonwhite population in central
city.—The central city has 32 percent of the Nation's poor, and more thnn half of the Nation's
nonwhites. Figures on the change in location
of the poor are too recent to be reliable, but it
seems clear that the concentration of nonwhites
of all income levels is increasing in the central
city. The prospect is that the political base of
many of our larger cities, in the South, Northeast, and West, will be that of a black majority
by 1985. Since the incidence of poverty is much
higher among nonwhites than whites, the fiscal
implication for the central city is not hopeful.

Poverty area stagnation.—The urban slum
has, in American experience, been a way station
to a better life for its inhabitants. Now, however, instead of sending forth the residents that
characterize it today—the urban nonwhites—
the city poverty area appears to be concentrating them still further. The nonwhite compo-
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nent of central city poverty areas has increased
decidedly; their high proportion of poor households appears to be nearly stationary. Apparently there is a hard core of nonwhite families
whose situation improves slowly, if at all. According to an expert witness before the nearings of this Commission, the problem in urban
slums is less a matter of housing than the entire
social and economic history of American nonwhites:
"»ay bare been the case in other countries
and in other time*, oar alum problem is not primarily
a problem <* spedflc faculties: ft is a problem related
to the existence In this Nation, and Increasingly in
oar cities, of a large, dtpifsstd population, which has
suffered from dtocrimioation, segregation, poor
education.
.
.
Our slams have always varied, depending on who
lived in then. We ban* Jived with Oerman dams. Irish
slams. Jewish slams, Italian almas. We are now living
in an age of Negro slants. Each group has bee* a participant in creating an environment which to some
extent reflected its experience. Now we have a group
that has suffered from the wont experience, with the
wont effects— and the environment it has beped to
create reflects that experience.*

Th? problems of particular groups—Certain
groups in our society have special difficulties—
the elderly, women who head families, children
in large families, and, of course, the unemployed
and underemployed. Although the white poor
outnumber the nonwhite poor two to one, the
nonwhite poor form a larger than proportionate
share of these hard-core categories. Seen in this
light, the age group projections made in the
Commission's population study41 are rather
ominous:
The dependent age groups—those under 15,
and those over age 65—will increase rapidly if
present trends continue, especially among the
nonwhites. There will be one and a half times
the present number of elderly, white and nonwhite, in the suburbs by 1985, and the nonwhite
elderly in the central cities will double in number. This age group formed nearly one out of
five of the poor in 1966. The group that will
grow least will be that aged 45 to 64.
The group that will grow most rapidly—
fortunately perhaps, since they must shoulder
most of the burden of support for the dependent
groups—will be the relatively young working
force, aged 15 to 44. The very growth of this age
group, however, engenders potential problems.
These are the childbearing yean, the most vigorous years, and the years in which jobs must be
found and held. The increase in this group will
be greatest in the suburbs, but may be felt mott
teverely in eitiet. Nonwhites in this age group
will more than double, and yet this group suffers more from unemployment, cannot move to

the suburbs, and finds even commuting to suburban jobsdifBcnlt.
Americans are better off today than a decade
ago. The general prosperity has reduced unemployment; most importantly, however, .the
American public has taken great collective steps
in the last 10 years, througn governmental and
private action, to improve the lot of thenoor
in jobs,.health, education, and housing. These
actions have had a marked effect But there ire
still almost 26 million Americans in poverty. We
cannot be content to ignore their distress in the
midst of the well-being of the rest of America.
The changing character of the central cHyrelates to more people, and growth of particular
categories of its residents. The subsequent parts
of this report detail the problems of housing,
governmental structure, financing of urban
services, and guiding of urban development.
The more rapid growth of the suburban areas
underlines the likelihood that the .problems
faced by the central city today will be shared
by suburbia tomorrow. They arej indeed, problems that confront every American.
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Part II. Housing Programs
Introduction .
Soid: COIOCEN^S ON EVALUATING Housora PROOKAKS
When any reasonably intelligent person; is
looking for a house for himself and his.family,
he almost always asks for, or if the situation is
favorable the real estate salesman offers, information about the availability .of ssliobls,
churches,
._. shopping
_ facilities, parks or.playgrounds, at least some centers of ear
and often about the location of *—*
pitsli, or clinics, or a branch library.,
prospective ho>r» buyers or renters also
check with fnettfrs or associates who live in the
locality on the quality of the public schools, of
the medical facilities and services, or the climate
in race relations. Occasionally, an unusually
looking at it that may avoid at least some of
thorough person will even investigate, insurance
the errors and dead ends of too many earlier
rates on protection against fire, and theft or
discussions. To some readers, these facts and
statistics on crime or public health,
perspectives may seem elementary or even suSuch inquiry obviously is based on a commonpernuous. But we submit that, taken together, sense, unexanuned recognition of the fact that
they clear away much deadwood and open the
when a person buys or rents housing, he is pu
way for useful ideas about what has been done
chasing, in addition to the use of f »--"'-in the past and may be done in the future.
and'*lot, two things: rights to the
' facilities and
qualities of the immediate neighborhood, and
A definition
access to the services and facilities of the larger
Housing is both a product and a process.
community.
Leaving aside the process for the moment, housThe Watts area in Los Angeles offers a classic
ing as a product is more than structures and
example of the importance of these factors. In
enclosed space. It includes all of the immediate
many respects—condition of dwellings, density
physical environment, both within and outside
of population, recreational and open '
of buildings, in which families and households
live, grow, and decline. It is largely man made.
the major and
Its primary functions are three: to provide (1)
comfortable shelter; (2) a proper setting, both
within the structure and in its neighborhood,
for the day-to-day activities of families and
cars, which many of them do not own. Bus conhouseholds, of small, informal groups of chilnections are long, complicated and expensive.
dren and adults, and of the individuals who
We were told that their schedules simply make
make them up; and (3) the locus or location of
it impossible for a resident of Watts to reach
families and other groups within the larger
some major job centers in time for the normal
physical pattevn of the locality. This is simply
daytime shift. Housing in Watts, therefore, is
saying a little more explicitly—a decent home
poor housing for many low-income residents,
and a suitable living environment
and they know it and resent ks crippling efPerhaps a brief commeU on (3) would be in
fects on their effort? to better their economic
order. It is basically a simple idea, but often
position.
receives lew attention than it deserves in disA*> dispersal of employment centers in macussions of housing.
., •,
jor metropolitan areas continues, conditions of

Much of the testimony on housing for families of low- and moderate-income before the
Commission was helpful ind informative. Certainly it was more realistic than might have
been expected only a few years ago. Some of it,
however, reflected attitudes, clicnes a_nd halftruths thai have accumulated in public discussion of housing policy Over the past 35 years or
so and that pose serious obstacles to analysis
and clear thinking. Moreover, many of them obscure the real issues.
As a possible aid to those who will read its
report, therefore, the Commission suggests a
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this kind will become more and more common
unless more effective planning is done for the
development and redevelopment of these areas.
Althopgh this raises many questions outside
the scope of die Commission's assignment, we
do wish to stress their vital importance not only
in the provision of good housing but also in
•other aspects of the economic and social health
of, these great areas.
Looked at in this way, housing clearly is the
end-product of substantial activity and sizable
financial outlays by both private and public
agencies. Unfortunately, no really satisfactory
information is at hand-as to the relative size
of these contributions, but experience and a few
small, scattered studies indicate that the public
effort is much more substantial in nearly all
sectors of the housing market than is generally
recognized. Of course, standards for public
faculties and services vary widely, but by any
in the most affluent society in history, community or public overhead, provided at present
price levels for local parks and playgrounds,
residential streets ana alleys, water supply,
storm and sanitary sewers and treatment facilities, elementary schools, police and fire stations,
etc., runs into thousands of dollars per family
housed. Similarly, operating expenses for the
services provided through and in connection
with these facilities are substantial and growing—as almost every property taxpayer knows
only too well.
If anyone is inclined to object that these facilities and services are not housing, let him
ask himself whether he would consider his family properly housed in an area in which they
were either lacking or seriousl deficient If he
has visited recently a slum area in his city,
let him consider how.much of what may have
shocked or appalled him was tied directly to
such lacks or deficiencies.
Urban housing as the immediate physical and
service environment for individual and family
living is the complex product of both private
and public effort and investment.

A fakeistue
Even as to the shelter or dwelling components
of housing, the long-standing controversy of
private-versus-public housing is largely over a
false issue. Practically all public. housing in
this country has been designed by private architects and engineers and put up by private
building contractors. To be sure, some of these
producers of public housing have build relatively little housing for sale or for private investment, but that fact does not made them less
enterprisers or less parts of the private economy.
Of course, public housing is built under rules

and regulations of public agencies. Here, again,
the difference is only, one of degree; private
builders are also subject to public regulation
through building and allied codes and, m some
instances, to the standards of FHA and the Veterans1 Administration.
Often it is alleged that the significant difference lies in the subsidy given public housing.
But-, again, how much does this difference
amount to? One school of thought even puts
the shoe on the other foot Alvin L. Schorr, of
the. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has written:
"'
Important to the question of a nation's relative
investment in bowing Is the manner In which it allocates such Investment to those who are poor and those
who an not A simple fact lies at the core of oar failure to provide adequate boosing for poor people: we
have never spent for their bousing a sum of money
that begins to offset the disadvantage they suffer. Two
pairs of numbers will establish the dimensions of this
situation. In 1092, the U.S. Government expended an
estimated. $820 million to subsidise bousing for poor
people. (The sum Includes public housing, public assistance, and savings because of income tax deductions.) In the same year, the Federal Government spent
an estimated $2:9 billion to subsidise housing for those
with middle Incomes or more. This sum includes only
savings from Income tax deductions. • • • The Federal
Government, In other words, spent three-and-one-half
times as much for those who were not poor as for those
who were, or abont as much per person for the poor
and nonpoor.
These are not conventional and some would say not
impeccable statistics. Public assistance, public bousing
and Income tax are not often combined. There is no
doubt, however, that they represent the consequential
Federal subsidies for housing. Only urban renewal
is omitted since It Is impossible to divide the Federal
subsidy between business and residential purposes and
to determine what portion of the latter would be for
poor people. Loan guarantees are also not included In
these figure*. Since they do not cost the Governemnt
money, they are not regarded as subsidies. In any event,
both omissions weight the estimates on the conservative side. Neither urban renewal nor mortgage guarantees conspicuously serve poor people. Finally, an
income tax deduction is quite as effective a grant of
money as a pubic assistance payment
The pair of figure* offered above does suffer, however,
from dealing with the 145 million people who were not
poor as If they benefited uniformly from Federal
subsidies. Closer examination shows that the subsidy
Is heaviest for the largest Incomes. Therefore, a second, rather more refined, pair of figures Is helpful. In
1962, the Federal Government spent 9820 million to
subsidise housing for poor people—roughly 20 percent
of the population. For the uppermost 20 percent of the
population (with incomes over 19,000), the subsidy
was $1.7 billion. Thus, a family In the uppermost fifth
received about twice as much, on the average, as a
poor family.
The comp"Mte picture is as follows: The income tax
deduction is by far the Government's largest direct
subsidy for housing. It gives more to those who huve
more. The two programs that express the national
conscience in housing—public assistance and public
housing—together manage to raise poor families to per
capita equality with the Income tax sublsdy that goes
to all the rest. No more than tbnt Is accomplished. Indeed, the result Is lens, for the poorest fifth receive
.- V
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only half the subsidy that goes to the wealthiest fifth.
This policy will not build a sense of1community, nor
will it build the housing that i> needed.

What, then, has all the verbal shooting on the
subsidy question been about? Much of it surely
has been firing at shadows and hobgoblins, and
the resultant confusion undoubtedly has slowed
down die very modest attempts made so far to
improve the housing of the poor and near-poor
in American cities. The only significant difference between private and public housing is that
in the latter the basic decisions as to what kinds
and amounts of housing are to be built, when
and where, are made by public officials in responsible legislative bodies and administrative
agencies. In private housing most, but not all,
. of such decisions are made m and through the
housing market.
The generally unacknowledged Federal subsidy to nonpoor families suggests one good rule
or "requirement for public subsidies: to the
greatest extent feasible, they should be given
in forms in which they can be readily recognized and measured. Only then is it possible to
make reasonable judgments as to the wisdom of
the policy or program that authorizes them.
Most tax subsidies are seriously deficient in this
respect.
New housing and filtering-down
Probably the most telling popular argument,
against government aids in housing for lowand moderate-income families is summarized in
the remark often made by people of middle and
upper middle income to the effect that: "My
family and I do not live in a new house and
never have. Why should the Government subsidixe new housing for the poor?" Much the
same idea underlies the continuing belief that,
somehow or other, the filtering down process
can be made to work so that it produces for the
poor and near-poor reasonably acceptable housing instead of the slums and blight that it has
produced for them in the past.
By now two things ought to be clear on this
front. First, a middle class family moving into
an existing house built and initially occupied by
some other family of about the same or only
slightly higher income is simply not a comparable event to a poor family moving into a
decades old, obsolete dwelling that has undergone many changes in occupancy, always to
lower income people, typically with poor
maintenance and repair, and with unwise and
often illegal conversions us the owner has tried
1
Alvln I.. Schorr In Wurnor Bloomberg, Jr.. nml Henry .T.
Hchmnmlt (*(!«.) Po\otr. Poverty, n*4 Urban Policy (Rerorljr
Hllli, California. S«f« Publication!, Inc., 1008), pp. 14A-14II.
Morn on Mr. Schorr'* Mtlmntcn of »ub«Wy nroountx are in
hid nrtlrlr, "National Community nml Hounlnjr Policy," Th«
Sodnl Servlw Rtvlew, Vol. XXXIX, No. 4 (Chlcxcn: The
Unlvcrnlty of Chlo»o )>rtM, 1000), pp. 484-435.

or been forced to adjust to the lower incomes of
his tenants.
Also, filtering down clearly is an example of
a process that works well within limits, but very
poorly when forced beyond those limits. We
recognize scores of similar limits in everyday
life. The motor in one's automobile may move it
around very well indeed; try to use it to power
a sizable airplane and the results would be
ludicrous or even disastrous.
For reasons indicated in the next chapter,
market conditions have been extremely favorable for the filtering-down process since the early
or middle 1950's in most urban areas. Housing
production has outrun household formation by
50 percent The migration of low-income families largely into central cities of metropolitan
areas has been offset or, in many areas, more
than offset by outmigration of more well-to-do
families to the suburbs and rural-urban fringes.
From 1950 to 1960, in the 15 largest metropolitan areas of the country, which in 1960 had almost 46 percent of the total metropolitan population, 14 centra] cities showed actual decreases
in population that ranged from 1.1 to 13 percent. (The exception was the Los Angeles-Long
Beach area.) Almost surely this decline has continued. The latest sample survey by the census
indicates that from 1966 to 1968 both the aggrogate Negro and
white populations in central
cities declined.5 Using the rockbottom definition of substandardardness from the census
data, the results of filtering down are quite evident. If the definition were a more reasonable
one, the results would be much less impressive,
but undoubtedly some improvement from filtering would be evident Yet, in the poverty areas,
and in many other parts of cities, bad housing
is only too common. Filtering down is not
enough; a large-scale, frontal attack on bad
housing conditions must be launched if the national housing goal is to I"- approached.
Of course, nothing in our position on this
question should be taken as denying the possibilities of some rehabilitation of dwellings in
housing the poor and the near poor. Public
aids are now available to this end, and despite
many difficulties, are being tried out in many
cities.
Bousing and antipoverty programs
On the whole, the present official and popular
concern with poverty in our society has
strengthened the hands of those who have been
trying to better housing for the poor and near
poor. However, at least two common ideas of
some advocates of antipoverty measures—for
example, the negative income tax and guaran•Thln July, 1008 CetiHUK report iiibucqunntly wnx qtirxlliiaiHl
ni to the Tullillty of the flndliurs by Cennun anil othrr ofllclnli.
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teed annual income—are being misapplied by
some to the housing needs of the poor.
Sometimes it is implied that a guaranteed annual income would do away with the need for
housing programs or aids for the poor by enabling them to obtain acceptable housing in the
Ordinary real estate market. But would they ?
The Commission thinks the answer, at least for
many years to come, is clearly no. No serious
proposal made so far as to the amount of a
guaranteed annual income, let alone one that
would hare any chance of adoption, would do
away with the need for housing aids. Such an
antipoverty measure would lighten the load on
some housing programs, but they would still
be needed.
Some popular advocates of the remedy-forpoverty-is-more-income school of thought seem
to think that more income simply means more
money coming in. A housing subsidy, for example, that of the conventional public housing
formula, would not be more income for the
family in such housing, but a mere palliative for
one of the consequences of poverty, according
to this view.
This view neglects the old and significant distinction between money income and real income—the flow of benefits, satisfactions, or
utility that an individual or family is able to
command over time through the expenditure of
its money income or in other ways. This distinction is now generally recognized in discussions
of inflation. Decades ago, Mr. Dooley put it
as well as anyone when he said that inflation
meant that the worker's pay envelope might be
a little fatter but it left him "the same relative
distance from a sirloin steak." Conversely, a
housing subsidy of, say, $60 a month for a dwelling unit added to the $50 that a poor family
might be able to pay would improve substan-.
tially the quality of its housing. It would be an
addition to the family's real income just as
surely as if the family received $60 a month
more in its pay envelope.
The same question with a slightly different
twist came up in the testimony of a representative of a Negro neighborhood in a large eastern
city. She pointed out forcefully that one of the
cpnscquencies of racial and economic segregation was a commercial exploitation of poor families. They were overcharged by stores for inferior merchandise; the credit arrangements were
tricky, unfair, and exorbitant. Only a few
minutes Inter, she was arguing for housing subsidies in cash to families unable to obtain decent
housing. In many circumstances, would not this
simply lead to bidding up the rents and, purchase prices of the same poor quarters? She
thought not, but certainly this would be one
possible, or perhaps probable, result. An in-

crease in purchasing power for housing that
does not, at the same tune, increase materially
the supply of housing available, can only result
in higher prices for the existing supply unless,
of course,, other means of increasing the available supply are in operation at the same tune.
It should be clear that nothing in the paragraphs above should he taken to rule out all
money income supplements as devices for improving housing for the poor and near poor. For
some families in some circumstances, such supplements may be a desirable form of housing
.subsidy. Here we would emphasize only that
they are no panacea, and the possibility of
realizing them is no reason for throwing overboard all other forms of housing aid.
People versus buildings
The current antipoverty program with its
emphasis on community organization and participation seems to be leading to another false
issue in housing-^people versus buildings. Too
often it is being said and implied today that the
earlier proponents and administrators of government-aided housing were simple-minded environmental determinists—that is, they believed
that if a poor family could be moved from deteriorated, unsanitary housing into decent quarters, all or nearly all of its social, behavioral,
and economic problems would disappear. Whatever one may think of the ideas and actions of
these earlier housers, they were not so naive—
witness their concern with the role of housing
managers in community activities among tenants and with helping them to make use of available social and welfare services, public and private. Although some of the earlier concern with
such matters receded when public housing languished after World War II, they are still pertinent and oven central to effective low-income
housing.
The Commission's concern here, however, is
not in defending earlier program ideas. We do
wish to emphasize that any approach to slums
and blight that tends to polarize physical improvemeut of such areas and the improvement
of their social organization and functioning, or
to present these kinds of programs as competitors rather than as supplements to each other,
is false. Both are not only desirable but required
if the national housing goal is to be reached.
Flexibility in existing 'programs
The Commission also wishes to warn against
the common tendency to assume that current
programs are more restricted and rigid than
they actually are. It is right and proper that
more attention be given to what a program actually produces than to the language of its basic
legislation or its administrative interpretation.
On the other hand, it is a mistake to assume
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without questioning that cunt" : practice necessarily is all that can be done Ui.ier existing authorizations. For example, in recent years, FHA
has changed its outlook and effort on behalf of
some programs that do not (and were never.intended to) fall within its initial limitation of
"economic soundness." Again, many recent proposals and discussions of rehabilitation as a
means of improving housing for poor families
luive c;one ahead in apparent ignorance of the
fadClhut the definition of "development" in section 2(5) of the Housing Act of 1937 includes
this'sentence, which was^n the original act and
is not a later amendment: "Construction activity in connection with a low-rent housing project may be confined to the reconstruction,
remodeling, or repair of existing buildings."
^ Perhaps an even better example is the common misconception that somehow public housing developments must be massive, monotonous,
multistory complexes separated visually and socially from their environs. This is completely
false. As a matter of fact, except in a few of the
larger cities, most existing public housing departs from this "image" in at least some important respects. And even more significant
departures from it—for example, so-called
"vestpocket projects"—are entirely feasible.
This is not a plea either for stand-patism on
existing programs or for loose interpretation of
existing statutes. It does point out that careful
examination of existing legislation for some key
programs may reveal more flexibility and adaptability than they are commonly credited with.
Building verms regulation
Forti nately one hears less these days than
formerly of views that set against each other
programs for new construction and measures
of police power regu'ntion—e.g., in housing,
health, ana building codes—as means of bettering low-income housing. The either/or approach, however, is deeply ingrained in much
otherwise effective thinking and too often shows
through. We would call attention to three facts
that show the falsity of the view: (1) Since
1946, the volume of nonfnrm housing construction in this country has been equal to about
three-quarters of the total stock of nonfnrm
housing in existence at the beginning of
this period. (2) The Commission's population consultants project a metropolitan population increase from 1960 to 1985 of almost 73
million persons, or 41 percent of the total population of the country in 1960. (3) One of the
most ominous though hard to measure developments in urban housing since World War II has
been the growth and spread of the "gray areas,"
particularly although by no means only in the
central cities of metropolitan areas. The Com-

mission regrets that it did not have the time
necessary to inquire more fully into this change,
but certainly it is, in part, one'of the byproducts
of filtering-down. Certainly one part of any
remedy indicated is better housing codes better
enforced.
What housing cost*?
The Commission has come upon many instances of the difficulties that result from hick
of agreement on how best to measure housing
costs. Without agreement on this point, confusion is inevitable when attempts are made to
compare the objectives and accomplishments of
existing or proposed programs for housing lowand moderate-income families. We believe that
the best single measure is annual housing cost to
the housing consumer. For the renter, this
usually is the amount of rent paid
plus any
additional payments for utilities o - municipal
charges—e.g., a water charge or tax. For the
owner or owner-occupant, it is the sum of his
payments for interest and amortization of his
mortgage indebtedness plus property taxes phis
expenses of repair and maintenance plvs depreciation allowances for water, heating and other
equipment with shorter economic lives than the
building phis income foregone on his equity in
the house phi* depreciation on the building in
excess of mortgage amortization payments plus
utility and municipal charges minus Federal income tax reduction from deductions of property
taxes and mortgage interest.
This is by no means a foolproof formula.
Questions can be raised on several points. One
of the most troublesome is whether the expenses
of the journey-to-work ought to be included.
Some land andj>fien_some construction costs
may be sn~ cr1.'^ 1 ,-l'n'U Musing on outlying
sites, b i, o!r>:>~ir tlie '# JJA^ -^ of longer'and
moreM._itK>, hicyV '_>-WQ.IC.".I'o'^e extent that
lainv."»ij'£fiK'f.ioit
c>-st.«f r^'.-fHn-l if >cnts or fiiis.i. iut" % Jjpj'jjT"* -,^.1 f.v^X'n-:.'-' i-i j"''rneys-tofj- «!, \\liy le-. ."-,out the
i,"-<>r^r ibises
...!W difli«, »ir'.Jili; , .ivu. •''. -ft- to tin.1 o-ittv-rx 1 mnve• e i r •>.' \, >1 T?TTH! u« oilier centers • crnploybe raise.l '>n how
V' » r- Also.' nice j-oin .- may
'.'frtfli~'»!iiortL<iii'»n ,>. ;t in expense r»r a form
;) ftriu deprer .;Mon.
'll of ioiis aside, h -v.*»ver, the r.-uual cost
. • je u-ly most uv,', -.'•>.! for mni:y purposes
>-, ASCIIS. Saying >".:; ;. **•,;Jo'urse, does
.'*'(• v-r '';!noss of i,. ]iK,xmeasure.< for
\\ . . •!):!« petion or devclop> . .'jj^>puyments arc tied to
11 1' >^L+rn poses, however, annual cost
t.hcsc
has clear advantages in inclusiveiiess and in
emphasizing the rcln'ive size of its niury components. It also ponits up the relationships
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among the different components. For example,
higher construction costs usually mean higher
annual interest and amortization payments as
well as higher property taxes. Conversely, construction costs may be reduced in ways that add
to expenses of maintenance and repair.
Home oumertfup or renting
One of the less edifying controversies of the
a dispute over the advantages and disadvant tges of homeownership. The main trouble with
the debate was not the issue but the sweeping
and unqualified nature of the claims and charges
on both sides. In the 1930's, FHA programs
heav'ly emphasized home ownership, ana public housing programs were exclusively for rental
housing. Since then, the line of demarcation
has been considerably blurred and broken. FHA
is in mortgages for rental housing of various
kinds; local author! <es with HUD-assisted
housing may now, under specified conditions,
enter into contracts for sale of some kinds of
units to their occupants.
Quite recently have come suggestions for Federal encouragement of homeownershh, among
low-income families as a means both or countering some of the alienation, rootlessness and discontent among so many of these families and,
secondly, of attacking the poor upkeep and repair of nouses that is so widespread in lowincome and poverty areas. The fact has come to
light that the proportion of home ownership
among these families is considerably higher,
nationwide and particularly in some metropolitan areas, than has commonly been assumed.
Now the Housing Act of 1968 calls for a Federal subsidy program for home ownership
among families of lower income. In some of its
visits, the Commission saw and heard of some
of the problems that follow unwise attempts by
inexperienced, relatively recent migrants to
metropolitan areas to buy homes, as well as some
of the ways they can be exploited.
On this subject, the Commission offers only
these comments here: Home ownership bv
lower-income families is not a panacea for all
their housing ills, let alone for their economic,
social and physchological difficulties. Wise decision as to who should own, when and where
is not a simple matter. The pertinent considerations go far beyond the simplistic claims that
owning a house makes a man "a better citizen"
than does owning any other kind of property,
or that home ownership is always a millstone
around the neck of a low-income wage earner
because it hinders him from seeing and taking
opportunities >'m better jobs in other places.
Finally, the Commission believes that the subsidy program for home ownership in the Act
of 1068 deserves a vigorous and fair trial.
32-844—49
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Workable program
Urban housing and other forms of urban
development have long buffered from insufficient attention to the simple fact that what is
built on one s'.te inevitably has side effects oh
development on other sites—whether the first
site is used for a private house apartment house,
or manufacturing plant, or for a public school,
playground, or traffic artery. A city is a system
(or subsystem), thr units of which do act upon
one another—sometimes favorably and sometimes unfavorably. Much of modern urban planning and its often wayward handmaiden,
zoning, have grown out of increasing recognition of these tie-ins among land uses.
One corollary of this "systems" view of cities
is that serious weaknesses—e.g., slums, spreading blight, traffic congestion, and racial antagonisms—can seldom be corrected by any one program or line of action. They win yield only to
a combined operation of remedial measures.
This, of course, does not imply that all of the
needed remedSa are equally effective. It does say
that a wisely1 selected combination or mix of
actions is much more effective than any one
measure. ^
Two recent related trends have made these
relationships even more significant. Much urban
development now comes in bigger packages than
it used to—large-tract development, high-rise
apartment houses, industrial plants and estates
taking up many acres, shopping centers. larger
school plants, multi-lane and more heavily
travelled highways. Also, the product of such
Federal aid programs as urban renewal and
public housing are relatively large-scale undertakings—some of them, no doubt, too large. As
the size of the units of development has increased, so have the number, force and complexity of their external influences on people,
municipal services and other land uses.
Unfortunately, the coming of Federal aid
often has drawn attention away from these relationships and focused it on projects. The requirements of an aid program demand so much
time and attention that the side effects of the
aided projects are almost ignored—a pathologic
condition somtimes referred to as "projectitis."
A related tendency is to neglect well-established
municipal programs that are less flashy or exciting than is creation of a multimillion-dollar
development. Why worry too much about a better housing code better enforced when HUD
will pick up most of the check on an urban renewal project, including a supporting school or
neighborhood park or health center? Of course,
these new facilities will require more money to
maintain and operate, but this ought to to
forthcoming somehow over the years.
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In the Housing Act of 1954, Congress recognized the problems that stemmed from excessive emphasis on renewal and public housing
projects. As a partial remedy, it set as a condition of Federal aid the approval by HUD's
predecessor, the HHFA, in each aided locality
of a "workable program." The language in the
act was not very specific. It said:
No contract shall be entered into for any loan or
grant * • • unless (1) there is presented to the Administrator [of HHFA] • • • a workable program (which
shall include an official plan of action • * • for effectively dealing with tbe problem of urban slums and
blight * * • and for Uie establishment and preservation
of a well-planned community with well-organized residential neighborhoods of decent homes and suitable
living environment for adequate family life) for utilizing appropriate private and public resources to eliminate, and prevent tbe development and spread of, slums
and urban blight, to encourage needed urban rehabilitation, to provide for the redevelopment of blighted,
deteriorated, or slum areas, or to undertake such of
the aforesaid activities or other feasible community
activities as may be suitably employed to achieve the
objectives of such a program. • » • (Sec. 303 of the
act of 1954, amending sec. 101 of the act of 19J9.)

In 1961, the official term was changed to a
•workable program for community tmprovemtiJ,, but it still is commonly referred to simply
as a workable program.
HHFA spelled out the basic idea by saying
that a workable program should have seven
components: (1) a plan for the orderly growth
of the city, (2) identification and analysis of
neighborhoods that would include but not be
limited to blighted or slum districts or <o those
with defective housing, (3) modern and wellenforced police jxnver measures controlling urban development—that is, building and housing
codes, (4) administrative organization adequate
to handle proposed projects and the other parts
of thp workable program, (5) financial capacity
to meet required local grants and other costs of
the improvement program, (fi) arrangements
for handling relocation of displaced families
and businesses, and (7) menus of assuring a
substantial degree of public participation in
u r b a n renewal and allied planning and
development.
When Congress acted, many localities simply
could not qualify under any reasonably firm application of these seven requirements. HHFA,
therefore, adopted a- policy of gradualism. It
was lenient on first-round approvals, but required periodic rccertifications and tried to step
up the performance standards as time went on.
Later, Congress made the workable program
requirement a condition of sections 220 and
221 (d) (8) housing, for rent supplements (by
action on an appropriation act in 190ft), and for
five lesser HUD-aided programs. It Rpecifically exempted leased housing ("low-rent, housing in private accommodation") in authorizing

this program in 19Gs. It never has set this condition for the nonassistance programs of FIIA
or for HUD's nonhousing grants—for example,
those for basic sewer and water facilities, mass
transportation facilities, or open space land. In
light of the rationale and objectives of the
workable program, these omissions may seem
rather hard to justify. Perhaps a wprkab'le program for, say, water and sewer facilities might
differ somewhat from the seven-point one for
renewal and low-income housing, but the need
for offsetting "projcctitus" and for encouraging
a hard look around and ahead is scarcely less
urgent for water and sewer projects than for
renewal.
Clearly HDD's task in administering the
workable program requirement calls for wise
judgment and a nice sense of tactics. The Commission has not tried to evaluate the results to
date. It does know that HUD has worked faithfully to carry out the intent of Congress and
that the requirement has produced some substantial results. For example, in 1954, only a
handful of cities had housing codes; today, "thenumber is in the thousands.
It is sometimes alleged that the workable program requirement has been a major obstacle to
more widespread and effective action on several
HUD programs, notably public housing. Reluctant local officials and opponents of public
housing can say. in effect, '^Vhy, we can't undertake public housing; we don't have an approved workable program and without it HUD
can't, give us any aid."
Possibly this kind of evasion of the substantive issue of low-income housing need may be
effective, temporarily, in some localities, but
certainly local citizens urging the housing could
easily counter this excuse. Besides, although
there is no outside compulsion on local officials
to qualify for workable program approval, it is
equally true that there is no outside compulsion
on them to apply for public housing aid. And
the Commission knows of no evidence that local
efforts in public housing languished any more
noticeably after 1054 than they did in the years
just, preceding the adoption of the workable
program requirement. In short, wo cannot support the view that the workable program is an
insuperable roadblock to public housing.
For somewhat higher-income housing TO bo
provided by nonprofit, limited-profit corporations and cooperatives, the roadblock argument is somewhat stronger. Quite often these
organizations might wish to go ahead under the
terms of 221 (d) (3) or rent supplements in localities whore officials and other influential groups
oppose housing for low-income and nonwhite
residents. The opponents then would hnvo a
substantial advantage in the workable program
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requirement, despite the fact that the housing
proposed would not require, as public housing
does, official local approval and local subsidy.
In other words, in respect to public housing the
workable program requirement does not make
much difference, since a city council that wants
to keep out housing for low-income and Negro
residents can simply refuse to enter into the necessary cooperation agreement—accepting 10
percent of rents in lieu of taxes, et cetera. As
to 221 (d) (3) and rent supplement housing, the
workable program requirement is the only condition set by Federal law that can be used to
deny the proposed housing. Of course, even if
the workable program requirement were removed for this kind of housing, such opposition, official and nonofficial, could make the road
of nonprofit corporation or cooperative very
rou-.;h.
Here, indeed, is a difficult issue. The rationale
of the workable program makes much sense, but
the requirement may be misused as a device for
economic and racial discrimination and segregation. Two remedies are available: (1) Remove the requirement as a condition of Federal
aid to nonprofit, limited-profit, and cooperative
housing under 221 (d) (3) and rent supplement
programs. For the short-range future, at least,
they are unlikely to produce u large enougli volume of housing to influence urban development
greatly. Besides, local planning controls such
as zoning ordinances and official maps would be
applicable to them. (2) Apply the workable
program requirement to all Federal housing
and development aids, including FHA and
sewer and water grants. Then very few localities would refuse to qualify a workable program; its benefits would be considerably extended ; its misuse as a segregation device would
be almost eliminated. The logic of the second
remedy speaks for itself.
Resources

Naturally and properly, the Commission's
recommendations, particularly those on housing, raise questions of cost. These are dealt with
at various places in the report, and shouM always be considered in light of their probable
benefits—tangible and intangible. Here, however, the Commission is concerned not with
money but with another resource just as essential to successful prosecution of future programs—intelligent, trained and skillful
personnel.
The Commission luiows that much of what
has been accomplished in housing in recent
years has been due, in no smnll part-, to the
efforts of able and devoted persons in governmental agencies at nil levels, in nonofficial
organizations and agencies, in various profes-

sions, and in private organizations operating
under the programs. Altogether too few of these
people have received adequate recognition or
thanks for what they have done. Instead, too
often they are blamed for their own shortcomings and* mistakes and for those of their less
able or conscientious associates, as well as for
inadequacies in the programs they are trying to
carry out. In our official visits to 20 or so urban
areas, as well as in Washington, we met many
dedicated housing officials and experts, and became aware of many more. The Commission's
hat is off to them; they deserve well of the Republic; they are one of the brightest spots in
the current housing scene.
The Commission believes, however, that it is
almost painfully evident that the scale and
range of what it is proposing would call for a
very substantial increase in the number of
highly qualified public servants. By highly qualified, we mean not only intelligent and capable
in the duties of whatever posts they may occupy,
but also well grounded in the needs their programs are supposed, to meet, dedicated to their
purposes, and sensitive to the personal and social
problems of those affected by them.
For several reasons, too many staff members
of housing agencies, whatever their native abilities and technical skill, have been weak or Incking in these other qualifications. They came to
their housing jobs from other GoVernment
agencies, from different professions, from
private businesses of many kinds. Housing agencies and programs were relatively new, with
very little tradition and very few norms of successful performance, often with a rather weak
and perhaps confused rationale that no one took
the time to explain to new members of the organizations. Although clearly this is not a statement that can be buttressed with much hard evidence, the Commission believes that a fair part
of the weaknesses and disappointing performance of some programs is traceable to these
conditions. To overcome them will require more
than occasional exhortation from high-ranking
officials or criticism from outsiders, useful as
these may be at times.
In Federal housing legislation. Congress has
provided for a broad range of educational and
training efforts. The act of 1068 enlarges and
strengthens them. Even more may be needed
now or in the near future. The Commission urges
the most vigorous use of educational and personnel training programs now available—preentry as well as post-entry—by agencies of
Government as well as by others such as universities and professional societies. Unless this is
done, it is quite possible that shortages of qualified personnel might turn out to be a more
crippling limitation on the potentialities for
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housing Iietterment than shortages of material,
money or oven public support.
Urbanization and housing*—Where?
One simple characteristic of urban growth
over the coming 20 years or more surelv will be
its sheer size or volume. Undoubtedly, the likely
increase in urban population hns'lieen exaggerated hy some commentators and some scare
prospects'have been conjured up. Nevertheless,
as part I of this report made clear, the more
responsible projections of urban and metroimHtan populations are, at- the very least, sobering
to thoughtful observers, to officfals, and business
and professional |>eople concerned with the complex processes of urban development Its ramifications run into almost every sector of urban
life. One very basic question'that it raises is:
Where are all these urban dwellers going to live
and work and carry on all the multifarious
activities that, in various mixes, make up the
American way of life?
Although the Commission felt. that, this and
many related questions were outside of its terms
of reference, it does urge that they not. be ignored
or left to off-hand and ill-informed decisions.
The answers will influence the effectiveness of
many of the Commission's proposals and of
plans being suggested by others in respect to
public schools, recreation, protection of life, and
proj>erty, urban transport, the polluted environment, etc.

Some deceptively simple answers suggest
themselves, and even now are being put forward. For example, one of the Commission's
first witnesses said that an ominous difficulty in
the urban future would be a shortage of urban
land. This has a certain plausibility. To almost
anyone approaching a metropolitan area by nir
the extent of dispersal—the outlying 'lowdensity development—is impressive. We know,
too, that land prices in many urbanizing amis
have increased sharply. Southern California is
only the most dramatic example. So, it is
argued, we are running out of urban land and,
therefore, must increase the densities of population find activity within the existing metropolitan areas and pack in the. newcomers. Tf many
urban Americans want to get out of central cities
to the suburbs or beyond to the rural-urban
fringes (and the record of recent years indicates
that they do), that is just too bad; they, and particularly their sons and daughters, will simply
have to learn better. Ucsides, it is suggested, i'f
we plan and build well, we can provide decent
homes, and for a suitable living environment,
such amenities as vest-pocket parks, v«st-|HX'kct
schoolyards and playgrounds, handball courts,
carefully designed courtyards, small squares
and plazas, at an appropriate premium sonic
dwarf trees and shrubs on setback terraces, and

air-conditioned subwav trains. As a matter of
fact, many otherwise thoughtful people seem to
jump to something like this conclusion without
even going through the simple steps of the
argument.
On the other hand, is the supply of urban
land so relatively fixed as this argument implies * In a very real sense, urban land is a manufactured commodity—manufactured out of nonurban land, largely but not entirely by public
agencies that provide transport, streets, sanitation, schools and other basic community facilities and services. In 1960, more than 88 percent
of the metropolitan population lived in the central cities and other urban territory within the
SMSA's (roughly the "urbanizedarea*" defined
by the census) on about .85 percent of the land
area of the 48 contiguous States. Even if we assume that 80 percent of the land area of the
country is not suitable for urban development
because of topography, location or climate, we
face no shortage in this country of the principal
raw material for making urban land.

An equally serious error is the assumption
that the broad pattern or configuration of metro(>o]itan development must be either rather
formless dispersal ("urban _sprawl") or relatively high-density growth in and around one
dominant center—^the central city. It does not
have to be either one. It does not even have to
1)0 what we have today in many areas—an
incongruous and unstable combination of the
two. Many other possibilities, each with almost
numl>erle$s possible variations, do exist. One is
what1has become known as the "new towns" idea,
wlii" . is being developed and applied in Great
Britain, Scandinavia and many other countries.
In origin largely British, its variations have
tended to obscure the central objective, which
is essentially a pattern of rather small or
medium-sized cities (roughly 50,000 to 200,000
each) within a large urban complex. These
are not bedroom towns primarily for daily
commuters to some center, but communities
with substantial employment as well as "decent home(s) and a suitable living environment," including all of the facilities and services
essential to the day-to-day life of the citizens.
These towns may be new in the sense of being
developed dc novo, hut many of them are
enlargements of existing settlements of one kind
or another. Of course, commuting is not prohibited, and the old center need not wither
away. Hather, it Itecomes more sjtecialized on
functions that require a high degree of centralization—«.g., large-scale finance and investment ; or that can be supported adequately only
by large imputations—e.g., specialized hospitals
and clinics or specialty retailing.
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Anotlwr possibility is themulticentered urban
complex, in which a large proportion of the
population would live ana work in very sizeable
cities—in the larger complexes, cities of up to
400,000 or 500,000 or even more residents. The
beginning of such a pattern is quite clearly seen
now in and around at least the three largest
SMSA's—New York,Los Angeles and Chicago.
For New York and Chicago, this fact was recognized in a minor way in 1960 by the Census
in defining what it designated as the standard
consolidated areas of New York-northwestern
New Jersey and of Chicago-northwestern
Indiana.
Of a somewhat different order, but still
germane to urbanization and housing, is the
proposal now most commonly associated with
the TLS. Department of Agriculture and Secretary Freeman. It calls for a major effort to
attract some considerable part of future urbanization into nonmetropolitan urban centers and
even smaller towns. To the extent that such a
program might succeed, it clearly would relieve
some of the almost intolerable load of the money
and human costs of congestion in the larger
centers. Quite as important, it could pump
renewed life and vigor, economic and social,

into many smaller places Those health is being
eroded by neglect and misunderstanding of the
requirements of our changing economy. Clearly,
the difficulties in such a program would be formidable, but it deserves careful attention and
discussion.
This is a fundamental question for the fu.ure
of urban America. It has not had nearly enough
consideration or debate, and most of what it
has received has been superficial and not too
useful. If the basic issue is left to chance, the
odds are that the advent of the next 100 million
urban residents will produce a scene of confusion, waste, and turmoil that will make conditions today, by comparison, seem orderly and
placid. The possible benefits of many of the recommendations of this Commission and similar
groups could be largely nullified. Finally, no
good reason exists for believing that this question admits of one and only one answer, good
for all times and places. Quite the contrary:
The Commission's plea is not for some kind
of artificial uniformity, but for intelligent
analysis and foresight not limited to what has
been produced in the past by an economy, social
organization, and tcclmology radically different
from today's, let alone tomorrow's.
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CHAPTER, i
Housing Needs
One of the most enduring sources of controversy and* misunderstanding in urban -affairs
has been the issue of hovtiny need*. At bottom
they are^ at any moment of time, the needs of
the families and other households who do not
hate whit the Congress, in the Housing
Act
of 1049, called "a decent borne iand a1 suitable
living enyironment.n Overwhelmingly, these
households are among the poor, the near poor,
and the lower economic middle class.
Much of the controversy comes on two points:
(1) In more concrete terms, what is a decent
(2) What of needs beyond those of the present
moment! How many more households will be
formed over the coming 5,10, or 25 years? What
win they be jJ>le to spend on housing f Where
will they want to live? Will internal migration
of our physically mobile population result in
surpluses of decent housing in some localities
and serious shortages in others? How many
presently acceptable houses will slide into the
substandard category through the ravages of
age, neglected maintenance and repair, and
shifting land uses in our many growing and
ever-changing urban areas?
In other parts of this report, the Commission
has tried to come to grips with many of these
questions. Here it presents an overview of needs,
primarily in quantitative terms, for honsuig,
looking at the present and estimating the future
in light of the immediate past. But first, we
must call attention to the major handicap in
this matter of housing need—the unbelievable
inadequacy of the data, which we discuss later
in some detail.
Twenty years of middle and upper income
houstng
The Nation has made a phenomenal record
over the last two decades in building housing
for the middle and affluent classes, mainly at
the edges of the central cities and in the suburbs. The efforts of private enterprise account
for most of this construction, but Government
policy has provided significant incentives and
help through mortgage guarantees, secondary
credit facilities, and Federal income tax deductions for interest payments and local property
taxes. The intent of Government policy—and its

effects-has been to increase substantially the
rate of homeowhership; ' •
, - ".. -'
The extent to which' Government policy has
subsidized the private homeowner is not generally recognized or acknowledged. The homeowner who deducts interest and property taxes
as costs m computing ins federal tax retonris
not required to incnjde the imputed vain* of
rent as a part of his income. This generous but
generally unacknowledged Federal subsidy to
the affluent or middle-cuss homeowner needs to
be emphasized in view of the self-righteous
opposition often expressed
toward snbskBxed
housing for the poor.1
.
Seicmty aid for low-cost hooting
In contrast to its truly amarihg 'record in
housing constmction for the upper half of
America's income groups, the Nation has made
an inexcusably inadequate record in building or
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prices they can afford.
Low-rent public housing built since the 1930's
does provide housing for about 2.4 million people and includes an inventory of almost 700,000
units. But today, even by the most liberal calculations, less than 100,000 units a year of all
kinds are being built or "made available" under
low-rent housing programs—newly constructed
public housing, rehabilitation, leased housing
units, rent supplements, rent certificates, and
other programs. And this small annual total
has only been reached in the most recent years.
Even under these programs, the very poor
have virtually been excluded. The amounts of
subsidy available under the most generous programs often are insufficient to help them. The
most needy also are rejected by the administrators of programs and die managers of
projects because these poor bring with them so
many problems.
It is in part for this reason that a disproportionate share of the units built or made available under public housing in recent years—more
than half—has gone to the less troublesome
elderly. While not enough is presently built
either for them or for other needy groups, fanri1
Alvln U Scborr, "Nutloniil Coramnnlty and Hondac
Policy." Uncial Soviet ftcrtcw. VoL XXXIX, No. 4 (CblCTfo:
UnlvmltT of Ctilcnifo Prrw. Otcembtr IMS).
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lies living in poverty have had very little help
under existing boosing programs.
In addition, with very few exceptions, little
has been built for poor families in the large central cities, for much of the small npWMinte of
public housing built for families has gone to
middle-sized cities.* Further, very few units of
three or more bedrooms have been built at all,
so that a huge housing gap for the large, poor
family exists not only in the larger cities, but
nearly everywhere.
Furthermore, over the last decades, Government action through urban renewal, highway
programs, demolitions on public housing sites,
code enforcement, and other programs has destroyed more housing for the poor than government at all levels has onilt for them.
Meanwhile, in the past, relocation assistance
to persons and businesses displaced through
Federal, State, and local public works programs
has been inadequate, nonunifonn, and for some
programs—completely absent
While public housing, its related programs,
and the 221 (d) (3) program for moderate-income groups have men of some slight help * in
meeting the housing needs of the poorer half of
the population, urban renewal has essentially
While the centers of some of our cities have been
transformed by urban renewal into attractive
business and higher income residential districts
with a consequent strengthening of local tax
base, very little low-income housing has been
built on renewal sites. Fierce arguments may
ensue as to whether this was by design or the
few would dispute the fact that to date it has
not-served to help house the poor.
Finally other provisions of housing and urban
legislation by which local agencies have bought
and preserved open space, improved some mass
transit systems, and built needed community
facilities may well have improved the living
environment of urban areas, but this benefit is
largely general—that is, it is largely unrelated
to the critical housing needs of specific segments
of the urban population.
These facts make a strong moral case for action to help the most needy now. It justified the
passage of the Housing Act of 1968 and, roost
importantly, it calls for carrying out the goals
of the act on schedule.
It should be repeated that this responsibility
is based not only on need. It is a moral requirement for the Nation. Having built generously
for the most prosperous half of the Nation, and
•New York and Cblesco »rr xnonc tbt mo«t notable
accept Ion*.
ManMlnUd asta the 1M1 Hooting Act, the 331(d)(S)
program »•• < only togaa to tcblert It* hoaxing canitructlon
coil* In tb . l»«t few yarn.

having destroyed more housing for the poor
than we have built, we now owe a special effort
to provide .decent housing for those who have
in the past largely been left out.
Inadequacy of data
Today, more than a generation after the'
Federal Government began to undertake various programs to influence housing production
and housing conditions, and decades after improved housing was at least an objective of public regulation by local and State governments,
there has been no satisfactory analysis of present housing needs and a similar f^ti"**!^ of
probable future needs as guides for housing
policy and programs. Aside from the hazards
fact* for such studies, in reasonable detail and
refinement, are not available. In some respects
this is the most damnin indictment against 'the
public concern, including but by no means
|imif«d to governmental concern, with housing
in this country.
There are not even good working definitions
of a decent home and a suitable living environment, the supposed anchor points of our national housing goal, used in what statistics are
being gathered. Still more elusive, therefore,
are the complex questions such as:
How many presently acceptable houses
will slide into the substandard category
through the ravages of age, neglect, and
shifting land uses!
How many presently substandard houses
could be made acceptable through rehabilitation f
What is the best balance between public
and private investment in housing!
The only reasonably comprehensive data on
housing conditions or quality are those of the
Bureau of the Census. To say that the available
data are inadequate is no adverse criticism of
the Bureau, which has worked hard and intelligently on housing. A nationwide, decennial
census, however, cannot supply the complete
range of facts needed to judge housing quality.
The Bureau knows this perfectly welL Its 1960
Census of Housing says:
The combination off data on condition aad plumbing
facilities is considered one measure of housing quality.
It takes account of the physical characteristics of the
unit—the structural condition and the presence of
basic plumbing facilities (water supply, toilet facilities
and bathing facilities). Although such factors as light,
ventilation, and neighborhood also reflect quality, particularly in urban areas, it is not feasible to measure
them In a large scale census enumeration. These element*, nowt'ver, often are closely associated with
condition and plumbing faculties.'
•Prank S. KrUtof. PrfcM H*mtl*t JT«Mf Tftrmf* »»«
;»«•'«. Krxmrch Heiwrt No. la. Nation*! Commlulon on
1'rb.in Problem*. IMS.
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The limited role of the large scale census
enumeration stems not only from its general
focus that omits specific details. Major difficulties include these:
The term structural condition is confuslnc. It does
not refer to the taste fabric of the building. Rather
It looks to "risible defect* • • • associated with
weather tightness, extent of disrepair, hazards to physical safety of the occupants, and inadequate or make»Uft construction."
The Census item of fifed hot wmtcr is misleading
because the plumbing facilities are not necessary in
the dwelling unit The proper Item Is fifed hot nmter
im»Ue the ttrmctnrt. It may not be in the dwelling
unit And even there, the hot water may be supplied
"only at certain tines of the day, week, or year."
Omitted items at light, vemtUmtton, m*4 mcifhtorhoo*
are crucial to boosing quality. Dual egress, in some
parts of the country Installed beating facilities, rise
of rooms and dwelling units, also crucial, are left out
And the census belief in a correlation between those
quality Items enumerated and those not enumerated is
questionable.

The Commission warns against the common
tendency to read into the census housing data
more than is there. Visible condition of building (which the census classifies as sound, dcterioratma, and dilapidated) and plumbing
facilities in combination are indeed, as the
Census puts it, "one measure of housing quality," but only one—and a crude one at that.
Quite surely it is.on the conservative side—that,
is, it results in a lower estimate of the volume of
substandard housing than most reasonable persons would arrive at on the basis of careful local
studies. This seems doubly likely for the housing in older, large, central cities and industrial
suburbs of metropolitan areas. The census
definition amounts to "a nearly westhertight
box with pipes in it," and this notion of quality,
unfortunately, is hopelessly inadequate.
In short, the hard job of estimating and projecting housing needs is made all but impossible
by the ridiculously inadequate data now at
hand. Nearly everyone concerned with the subject has known and said this since the first census of housing was published in 1040, more than
a quarter of a century ago. Yet these same
critics of the data have gone abend to use, revise, and manipulate these statistics (and often
others that are worse) to produce elaborate and
rickety structures of partial or misleading facts.
Personal guesses and farfetched assumptions
with little relation to the actual world around
us clutter the housing and urban problems field.
The Commission in its examination of the
central city ghettos in every section of the country saw this problem time and again. We saw
housing within 1 mile of the White House and
the Capitol of the United States which passed
the District of Columbia housing code, but
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which, in the judgment of those who saw it and
smelled it, seemed hardly fit to live in. Is this
standard housing!
And how is the. data related to environment!
Commission members saw rehabilitated housing
in the blighted areas of St Louis, New York
City, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, among other
cities, which met the local code standard. But
the housing was surrounded by areas with inadequate city services for their special needs,
areas which were deteriorating, or where freeways were scheduled to be built nearby. In many
cases these circumstances will make it difficult
for the rehabilitated housing to remain in good
repair, as was the case in the early Baltimore
experiments.
This Commission inspected one housing area
where the noxious fumes from a giant chemical
company plant nearby led the local housing
expert to remark that if such a level of air pollution where found inside a factory the State
would either require gas masks or shut down tire
plant. Bat human beings lived in tliat environment unprotected by local or State law because
the company has carved out its separate municiple jurisdiction, thus avoiding both its fiscal
and social responsibility to the larger community. Would even a $50,000 house in that
environment be "standard"' or "decent" housing?
Is a unit correctly defined as standard under
available data if the lot next door is littered
with garbage; if police protection is limited;
i ( street lights are not provided; if the sidewalk
is buckled; if the street is full of potholes;
if a liquor store is found on each corner; if
sewers are nonexistent or inadequate; if the
noise level is excessive; or if a rendering- works
is found in the block (as is true along the waterfront in the otherwise exclusive Georgetown
area of Washington, D.C.) ?
The Commission saw large sections of cities
where, at the time of our examination, most of
the dwellings did not rank very low on the
census measures of housing quality but where,
nevertheless, insurance companies would not
write the usual forms of property insurance,
banks and savings and loan associations would
not lend on mortgages, and where the FHA
would not insure. These areas, in the parlance of
the trade, were "red-lined." People there were
out of the ball game that has resulted in the improvement of many less needy areas in recent
years.
The Commission saw such "standard" housing in virtually every one of the more than two
dozen major cities it visited in every part of the
United States. Caution is therefore indicated in
discussing housing needs, lest the figures available arc treated with a respect not due them.

Cliarting the housing course for urban America requires periodic, reasonably systematic
bousing inventories in at least all of the larper
metropolitan areas of the country, and preferably in the smaller ones and in the independent
cities as well. These need not all be full coverage
jobs; sampling is possible and proper. They
ought, however, to cover all of the items essential to a decent home and a suitable living
environment, and they should be carried out
uniformly for compc'«bility from one metropolitan area to another. This would overcome
many ambiguities and weaknesses of the limited
national census enumeration. Also by compiling these local area inventories, much more
realistic national estimates could be arrived at.
The costs of such inventories would be small
in proportion to the capital sums at stake and to
their usefulness to housing entrepeneurs, officials, and to the concerned public.
Some 20 years ago the Committee on the
Hygiene of Housing of the American Public
Health Association developed a reasonably detailed method for measuring bousing quality.
Its title, "An Appraisal Method for Measuring
the Quality of Housing," may have been unfortunate in that appraitdl implies to some
people an estimating of dollar value. Be that
as it may, the method was <*refnlly and intelligently put together, and deserves equally
careful review by those who may have responsibility for plugging the many gaps that now
exist in available and useful inventory data on
urban housing in this country.
The Commission in this discussion of available facts on urban'housing emphatically is not
saving or implying two things:
It is not saying that more data will decide for
us what is acceptable housing and what is substandard. All standards, whether in housing or
automobiles, requite human judgment. "Scientific standards," if anyone wishes to use the
term, are simply those based on carefully
determined facts rather than on rule-of-thumo
or mere opinion. Such facts are indispensable
to sound judgment, but they are not a substitute
for it.
Neither is the Commission suggesting that no
changes be made in housing policy and programs until more adequate data are at hand.
Quite the opposite. The need for more decent
housing in American cities is so great, so pressing, and so obvious that much larger and more
vigorous efforts to meet it are urgently needed.
These efforts can and should be started at once,
ns the Housing Act of 1968 contemplates, using
existing tools and program^ plus such modifications and additions as experience to date
justifies. If the refinment of housing facts is
undertaken promptly, the results would soon be

available to light the way for even more effective
action toward "a decent home and a suitable
living environment for every American family.'1
AX OVERVIEW OF HOCSINO NEEDS AND CHANGES

In estimating overall housing needs in the
United States the Commission drew upon the
work of its principal consultants on this subject,
Mr. Frank S. Kristof, Nathaniel Keith, and
George C. Schermer; on published materials
including testimony before congressional committees; on a special study of housing conditions
in the poverty districts of 101 metropolitan
areas nude by the Bureau of Census in cooperation with the Commission: and on staff studies
of large poor families and of housing lost by
demolition.1 Mr. Kristoff analyzed housing
needs in 1950 and 1960 and changes in the housing inventory during the 1950's and. from 1960
to 1966. From this analysis he projected changes
and needs by decades to 1990.
The highlights and analysis of Mr. Kristof s
rejKirt, based almost entirely on census
materials, are given below.
1. The Nationwide Scene
From 1950 through 1959 housing needs for
the entire country, according to the author's
definition of needs, decreased from 20.5 million
units to 15.4 million. This substantial change
arose from a decline in the number of substandard units from 17.0 to 11.4 million, and an
increase of .8 million vacancies in standard
units. Crowded households in standard units
(those with more than one person per room)
actually increased from 2.7 million to 3.9 million
units. (See table 1.)
Note that "substandard units to be removed"
includes all units classified by the census as
•'dilapidated or lacking essential plumbing facilities." Left out of the substandard category
are some 4.6 million units that in 1960 had
plumbing facilities but were classified by the
census as deteriorating (the intermediate category between tound and dilapidated); i*., units
presumably ripe for rehabilitation. Excluding
them further understates the current needs
total, as shown by the fact that rehabilitation
(under the heading "Upgrading in existing
inventory," table 1, line 23) was recognized as
an item that reduced total housing needs by 4
million units in the 1950's.
JTMtorvM-lMMM ffmWtt. taMrdi B*£»rt Xft. 7;
* «th*f»*r. Jf«r» Tta* Mrftar. KxurtfcfctpcrtNo. C ;
Prto* r»
»nrtv
.
.
JMM. ROTMR* X*ort K». t: Walter «M*rt. W«n*r Bytadi
•Ml H«w»rt B. MMMB. Tkt tort* FMT ftmUf—A JtoMfef
0«*. KuMHll »i»iTt N». 4 ; M4 mnMMMd «U» rtrty kr
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Also, crowded households in standard units
This could reflect a preference among some
are counted in total needs; crowded households
middle- and lower middle-income families, for
in substandard units are not This avoids double gadgets over living space. It could be that easy
counting, once for demolition, once for overterms induced many young couples to purchase
crowding. If one family is simply in cramped
houses that were really beyond their means, so as
quarters, this is correct. But k is not correct if
their families and expenses grew, they had to
overcrowding comes from two or more families
stay in houses they had outgrown. It may also
doubling^up Decause of poverty, discrimination,
be due to shifts in some substandard housing
or housing shortage; the demolition of such a
to the standard category by way of the removal
unit would lead to a need for two or more units.
only of 'Visible defects.^ This could account for
Which of the 25 million overcrowded snbstand- some decrease in overcrowded substandard
ard units in 1960 were in which category* The
units.
census data, again, are inadequate for jaking
Note also that our need figures require some
this distinction, so the figures err on the low
vacancies: the criterion
is 5 percent for ownerside.
occupied houses-ufor-sale vacancies." The relaStrangely, although overcrowding is much • lively high level of housing production during
more prevalent in substandard than in standard
the 1950's loosened up the supply as compared
housing, during the 1950's the number of overwith the general shortage in 1950. Thus, accordcrowded, ttandard units inoreated by almost
ing to the data, the housing needs were reduced
1.8 million or 47.5 percent, while over the same
by some 0.8 million units.
period overcrowding in tubttandard housing
In short, if one puts much credence in the
decreased by 1.9 million unite or 46.8 percent.
census data as measures or, at least, as indexes
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of housing quality, the nationwide picture of
housing changes during the 1950's is a rosy one.
The general housing shortage was wiped out,
and the number of "substandard units to be removed" was reduced bj almost one-third (32.9
percent). Almost the only disturbing notes were
the substantial increase in overcrowding in
standard units, and the 1.9 million additional
units falling into the substandard category. Qf
course, one also might have some qualms about
the 3.4 million units that were demolished or
merged. Surely most of these -were lived in by
lower income families. How did they make out?
(Demolition and relocation, however, are taken
up later in this report)
t. More Rotet in the Future?
Before considering the projections of housing
needs for the three decades beyond 1960, what
characteristics of housing in the 1950*3 accounted for most of what happened? Are they likely
to continue to operate and with similar results?
A major assumption behind the analysis done
for die Commission was that the primary force
was a high volume of housebuilding in proportion to household formation. The ratio was 1.5
to 1; i.e., three housing units were built for each
two additional households formed. During the
first years of the 1960's this ratio was about 1.7
to 1, but high mortgage interest rates and rising
construction costs in recent years have cut it
back. The projections assume that it will be
about 1.5 to 1 for the 1960's and. furthermore,
that this ratio can be maintained without significant change during the 1970's and 1980's. If
so, by 1990 the aggregate national housing need
would be only 5.7 million units—a little more
than one-third of the 1960 figure. Substandard
houses to be removed in 1990 would be only 2.1
million units—less than one-fifth of the I960
total.
In trying to judge these projections one
ought to look at what lay behind the 1.5-to-l
ratio of the 1950's. Direct building for the poor
and near poor was » very minor factor. The
overwhelming proportion of the building was
by private agencies for buyers and renters further up the income scale. This building volume
during the first years of the 1950's was spurred
by the substantial remainder of the post-World
War II housing shortage. Since then relatively
high employment and rising incomes have
played a major part. They fueled not only the
market for new housing but also were largely
responsible for the rehabilitation that corrected
the "visible defects" and then raised over 4
million from the substandard to the standard
category. Here too, was a war-induced backlog
of work roughly similar to the postwar housing
shortage.

Two other factors, however, should not be
overlooked. The volume of demolition reached
unprecedented proportions—from an estimated
average of 11 percent of new housing starts in
earlier decades to 25 percent of new starts during the 1950's. Also, easier credit teims on
mortgage loans for house purchases probably
were a major factor. Lower downpayments with
longer amortization periods reduced monthly
payments, which was called repeatedly to the
prospective buyers attention, but increased his
total outlay over the years of purchase, which
no one bothered to impress on him. This easing
process would seem to oe near its limits, short of
comparable new stimulants to home purchases.
Obviously to maintain the i.5-to-l ratio very
long .would require a substantial removal of
housing units from the then existing supply—
the standing: stock so-called. Otherwise general
overbuilding would result; vacancies would
rise substantially and the volume of production
would be cut back. In judging projections of
housing production, therefore, estimates of removals or losses from the inventory are crucial.
Table 1 shows unite lost (line 6) at the following
percentages of units added (line 2) by decades:
Percent
28.9
_ 319
33.4
__ 33.4

M6prs
1960-8
1970-a
1980-8

These are very substantial proportions, particularly those after 1960. Probably few persons
who fly over metropolitan areas and see the
central cities and on beyond suburbia would believe that for each three of these new houses one
other unit has been removed by demolition, merger, or through "other means." Unfortunately
the condition of the data on removals is as unsatisfactory as those on housing quality. Without trying to go into much detail on them, one
item should be noted.
Line 9 of table 1, "Units lost through other
means"—i.e.t other than demolition and merger
(tho combining of two or more housing units
into one)—is a very substantial proportion of
the crucially imi>ertant total of «•/,//* loi,t or, as
sometimes called, removals from the housing inventory (line 6), In all four decades other tmaii.i
ran a close second to demolitions, and accounted
for the following proportions of the totnl lost or
removed from the inventory:
1050's
1000's
1970's
11WO'«

-

I'trrmt
:tj>.4
42.4
44.4
44.0

What are these other means that Imve taken
so many housing units out of the inventory mid
may take so many millions more? Tho break-
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down of this category is (1) fire, flood, and
other disasters; (2) change of household units
into group quarters as the census calls rooming
or lodging house, dormitories, and similar
structures; (3) change to nonhousing uses (e.g..
shops, stores, manufacturing); (4) units closed
to occupancy by public agencies or so far deteriorated as to be "unht for human habitation"
(e.g., abandoned buildings in rural areas of
declining imputation and vandalized houses in
some urban slum districts); and (o) "units
moved from the site."
For none of these sul>-categories are there
firm or reasonably satisfactory figures, so this
treatment of unite moved is strange. Losses by
"moved from site" have been estimated as
540,637 units, 1950-59, or slightly more than 30
percent of total losses or removals by other
means than demolition and merger. To offset
this "loss" by adding the same units as "moved
to the site" is simply figure-juggling. In a ntttional inventory a housing unit moved from one
lot to another is neither lost, nor added. It
makes no difference whether the move is to an
adjacent lot or to another state. This treatment
of moves, however, does have two effects on the
estimates prepared for the Commission: (1) it
increases somewhat the "units added" ligur«
and, therefore, the ratio of units added to households formed; and (2) it increases the estimated
number of units lost, which, as was pointed out
above, has to be high if anvthing like the 1.5 to 1
ratio is to be maintained, fortunately, the figure
for units moved during the 1950's was not large
enough to distort greatly the numbers given for
units lost, and added to the inventory, but it was
not negligible.. It added 13.6 percent to the units
lost, and 3.3 percent, to the units ndded. No figures are available for moves in the three decades
after 19(>0, but as noted above, the estimates for
units lost through other means, of which moves
are a part, are siilistantially higher, hotli in
numbers and relatively, t h r u the figures for the
1950s.
The expectation that the 1.5 to 1 ratio can
l« maintained is only one of several other
equally plausible assumptions. If relics essentially on the facts that although from 1900 to
1950 the ratio apparently (based on skimpy
data) was about 1 to 1, since 1050 the. 1.5 to 1
ratio has been maintained and for some, periods
exceeded: private and public policies have been
developed and applied to achieve u high le.vel
of employment and rising personal income w i t h
only minor dips or recessions: and similar programs and practices have lx>en followed in housing finance and construction. Now thai we have
learned how to do it, therefore, what good reason is there for thinking that the 1.5 to 1 nilio

would not be maintained? Table 1, based on
that probability, shows the estimates of the
consequences of continuing this high level of
housing production. But the. Commission has
serious doubts on this score. At crucial points,
basic data is alarmingly weak, and subject to
wide variations in interpretation. We believe
the influence during the immediate past of such
housing market factors as shortages in both
new building and modernization, accumulated
during the depression of the 1930*s and the war
conditions of the 1940's, are underestimated.
We doubt that the substantial effects of low
down payments and longer amortization periods, although they may well be continued, can
be matched by comparable additional stimulants in the years just ahead. Finally, we are
not overly impressed by the mere fact of 18
years of *1.5 to 1. After all, relatively short
term social trends that have endured much
longer than 16 or 18 years have been sharply
reversed—including the new housing to household formation ratios before 1950.
Although the Commission lias doubts al>out
the projections of housing production, and the
even more optimistic expections of reductions
in substandard housing, the Commission is
making them available and putting down this
brief critique of them. They illustrate how
the hard job of estimating sml projecting housing needs is made all but impossible by the
ridiculously inadequate datu now at hand. And
in many respects, these are the best estimates
available.
Jfany paths lead to similar concht-xions
Despite the inadequacies of the data about
housing needs, those of the Census, or the
various studies made or used by the Commission, it is interesting that a number of careful
students of housing matters have arrived at
very close agreement about what to do almnt.
meeting the Nation's housing problems.
The Commission's consultant arrived at a
proposed 10-year program of about 600,000
units per year under older forms of public,
assistance in housing as well as the 1 percent,
interest rate and home, ownership assistance
provisions of the Act of 1968 (which were,
under consideration by the Congress when ^fr.
Kristof made, his report to the Commission).
Of this total, approximately 400,000 units
would be new building; 100,000 units rehabilitation: and 100,000 would Iw "low-rent public
housing leasing"—i.e. existing units leased by
housing authorities and made available, to low
income families at rents within their means.
Such a program, according to estimates, would
double the rale of housing improvement shown
in table 1 for the 1970's.
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The Commission feels with some confidence
that this estimate of its effect on the rate of
improvement is correct—maybe even understated. Properly spelled out and administered,
moreover, it would amount to a direct attack
on the worst housing conditions in the country
including those in urban and metropolitan
ureas.
Some reassurance on the need for such a program is given in the testimony earlier in 1968
before the Subcommittee on Housing and
Urban Affairs of the Senate Committee on
Banking and Currency by SecreiarvRobert C.
Weaver and other representatives or HUD, and
by Paul H. Douglas, Chairman of this Commission, who was asked to testify as an individual about 2 months before the Kristof study
was available. Analyzing conditions in somewhat different ways and coming up with somewhat differing mixes of the components of the
programs, they agree on at least a 10-year program of 500,000 to 600,000 units per year to be
provided directly for lower income families.
Of course it should be remembered that both
Secretary Weaver and Senator Douglas were
working with basically the same weak, inadequate data as were the Commission's staff and
consultants. Nevertheless the similarity of the
results, at least in order of magnitude, would
indicate that their conclusions are a reasonable
basis for action.
Without analyzing the three proposals here,
it is noteworthy that those responsible for them
were aware that the plans raise some serious
questions that may be put broadly in this way:
In the 1970's, the increase in number of households will be high. Yet the birth and fertility
rates in this country have been going down
since 1957 and now are very substantially reduced. The absolute number of births began
to go down in 1962. It is quite possible that in
the 1980's the number of new households may
decline. If a substantial program of assisted
housing for lower income families should tail
off at about the same time, would the country
be faced with serious over-capacity in building
material production and unemployment in the
building and allied trades?
Stretching out the increased construction program would cushion any such drop. In estimating the severity of a drop-off at the end of
any program representing a substantial average
annual increase over a period of years, it should
not be forgotten that the annual volume at the
end of the period of the program will be substantially more than the average over the
period. In other words, the average increase
will not be reached in the first years of the
period and, therefore, will have to be exceeded

later if the annual average over the period is
to be attained.
In short, in trying to deal effectively with
accumulated housing needs of lower income
families in the ways suggested, are we storing
up serious trouble for the not-distant future?
Clearly this is a complex question. Much of
the answer would depend on what kinds of
housing units would be built and by whom, as
well as on what might be happening around
1980 or thereafter in other parts of the construction industry. The Commission, while urging detailed and careful study of the question,
sees one fact in its own and other studies of
housing needs,that is definitely reassuring on
this point. Housing needs estimated previously on the alniost-weather-tigbt-box-withpipes conception of standard housing grossly
understates needs as implied by the national
goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment. And this is true whether the
latter phrase is spelled out in some detail by
housing specialists or by the heads of American famines trying to better their own and
their children's living conditions. Whether the
degree of understatement is 50 percent, 100
percent, 200 percent or more, no one knows,
now, but few would doubt that it is substantial. When, therefore, a program geared to
deal with these rpckbottom needs is well under
way or substantially completed, the Commission feels certain that all people and agencies
concerned with housing production, financing,
maintenance and management will still have
more than enough to do in moving ahead toward the goal of a decent home ana a suitable
living environment. And the Commission
would point out that this phrase in the Congress's Declaration of National Housing Policy
in the Housing Act of 1949 ends: "for every
American family." The last quarter of the 20th
Century hopefully would see the most affluent
society in the history of mankind deciding that
a decent home should include adequate facilities
for storing, preparing, and serving food and
cleaning up afterward, and that a "suitable
environment" should include a place near the
homes for children to play, other than streets
and alleys.
Emphasizing again that total housing needs
are actually much greater than the presently
available data indicate, some crucial aspects of
the national housing need currently may be summarized as follows:
There are about 7 million substandard dwelling units that need to be removed or replaced
because they are so dilapidated or lack adequate
plumbing.
There are another 4 million standard but
overcrowded units. As we have not counted
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substandard housing (all dilapidated units and
all other units lacking plumbing facilities) and
overcrowded households (those living at densities of more than one person per room).
The following facts about substandard housing by location in 1960 (based entirely on Census data) stand out:

deteilorating housing, and do not, double count
overcrowding in substandard units, it is fair to
estimate a minimum total need of about 11 million units, or about three tihits out of every 20 in
the Nation.
At the present levels of family income and at
present, rentals and mortgage rates, about a third
of the families in the Nation cannot buy or rent
decent housing at market rates by paying a reasonable proportion of their income for shelter
(no more than 20 to 25 percent at most)."

Percent

National total
Rnrnl
Urban
Metropolitan arviiN1
Central cities,
Suburban

3.. In Metropolitan Arc^s

-

If)
3«
10
11
11
10

-

1
Not the center or the core areas of the big clUes, but all
the central city of a standard metropolitan statistical area,
such nf Chicago Is to Its surrounding urban areas, or as
Washington. D.C., Is to Its Maryland and Virginia suburbs.

The preceding discussion has had to do with
national totals and percentages of housing production, removal and need as well as changes in
them. The Commission, however, is primarily
concerned with urban housing and, within that
category, particularly with housing in the
larger urban concentrations of population—
the metropolitan areas. Table 2 shows an estimate of the relative positions of the metropolitan, urban, and rural housing needs in terms of

Rural housing appears bad, comparatively,
in largo part because of plumbing differences
as compared with urban housing.
The central city and suburban comparison
with metropolitan areas seems incredible, but
there are several explanations:
The stereotype of the wealthy suburb is
misleading. Suburbs which fit the stereotype draw a disproportionate share of public attention. Industrial and low income
suburbs are often not thought of as suburbs
by many people.
The rural-urban fringes '
'ropolitan
areas also have their shar
erty and
substandard housing.
It. overlooks the concentrated needs of
housing in inner city areas.
The movement from central cities to
suburbs has, for great numbers of people,

•Many lire In standard housing because they pay » disproportionate ihftre of their Income for (belter. Some may
have Inherited a borne. Older people mr.y bnvc tbelr homes
pnld for. Younger people may double up. As a consequence,
the gap between one of six houses which are substnndnrd or
overcrowded, from the supply side, ami the fact that cligMly
more thnn half the families can afford standard honslng when
looked at from the demand side. In <*onslder«bly narrowed.
Our judgment Is that the 11-mllllon cure, both because of
demand and quality factors, nndc-rentlmntcs our housing
novel.
For n good discussion of the problem In addition to the
Krlstof study. f«- Appendix A. pp. 1344-1349. Vol. 2. "Hearings on Urban Development Legislation of IOCS," Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs, Committee on tanking
anil Currency. United States Semite.

TABLE 2 -DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING UNITS IN THE UNITED STATES BY URBAN-RURAL AND INSIDE-OUTSIDESMSA'S BY QUALITY AND BY CROWDING, I960
(In thousands of units]
Inside SMSA'S

Quilityolill units:
Tclil

United
States

Total

In centril Not in central
cit es
cilie-

Outside
SMSA'S

Urban

Rural

58.318

36,378

19,617

16,761

21.MO

40.757

17.561

47,727
10.591
100

32. 535
3.843

17 406
2,211

15 130
',631

'5 192
-, 748

36.490
41267

11,238
6.323

100

100

100

100

100

100

Standird ...
Substandard..

82

89

39

90

69

90

Percent ol ill units
Ptrctnt of ill substandard
Ptrson per room:

100
100

62
36

34
21

29
15

38
64

70
40

"30
60

30 479
3,521

16 523
1,983

13 956
1. 138

•
16 432
2,592

34 429
3.891

12 481
2,223

Standard
Substandard

Percent.

,

1

i

31

64

J6

, >^T

1.00 or less
1.01 r- men
Ptrctnt

46 911
6,113
100

100

100

100

100

100

100

l.OOorless
1.01 or mort

18
12

' 90
10

89
11

90
10

16
14

90
10

85
15

100
100

64
58

35
32

29
25

36
42

Percent ol ill occupied units
Percent o! all crowded (1.01 pluiV . .

Sourct: National Commission on Urbin Problems, Research Report No. 10, "Urban Hounni Needs Throufh tin 19IO'i," by Fnnk S. Knstol, p. 28.
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28
36

75
TABLE 3.-COMPONENTS OF INVENTORY CHANGE AND CHANGES IN HOUSING NEEDS FOR THE UNITED STATES AND INSIDE CENTRAL CITIES OF STANDARD
METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS. 1950-59 AND UCO-O ESTIMATES
'

'

(In thousands of ntts)

IttO-tStttnattt

1950-59

lasUtctrtnl
IruidtCMbal
tititsast
attests a
Insidicmtral
Dtrctntif
InUtcmtol
.percratof
otto Umttd States
Urited States
cHin United States UnHad Sttte

46 137
.......
42! 126
.•
• 145.595
,..,...; 3.40

16. IK
15,691
49.101
-3.17 .-..

51.4(1
52.155
174,650
3.30

35.1
36.6

11.771
17.716
531(00
3.04....

32.1
33.6
30.(

COMPONENTS OF INVENTORY CHANGE
Units added to bowk* hmntory

16,161

:. ;;.-•
Unte added, otter Morces.. ...............

.......

15; 003 -

.

.: "
...'......

...

Net cneme i* (M«i«c faventoty which was accented (or by
Increase in lumber of households
Chante in vacancies
_
Available for sale or
Other vacancies.

".

.-.- ... 1,933
....%..
-

... ...
.•..;.............:,-..........

rant
•
...» . ... .; — > . . ...L. ->..... .>

:::::::

16,900

3.921

23.2

'•MS'-

22.1
45.5

15,300
600
1,000

3.420
240
261

22.4

-1,476'

32.6

-5.900

-1.741

,29.5

' 3J.2

-2^700
^700

--409
-439

33.1
51.4
17.6

' 107 •
1,050 274

-4,530
Units tot throuili metiers-....
U«totosttkTMib other noun

.24.1

4,061

-1.70...
12,331

19K
2)345

211

--757
• -347
-372

2.515

42.6

.

20.'

-933 411
72

26.1

11,000

2.110

19.1

21.0

- 9,400
1 600

• 1,974
205 .

21.0
12.9

29.6

300
1,300

120
K'

21.0

*490

1 412

4ao

7.7

.

4

6l6

HOUSING NEEDS
Heasinf need at b*ih»iafof decade

...>...

20,530

4.651

22.7

15,3(4

3.279

21.3

Substandard emit to be removed
-•Crowded households in standard units
;. ...
Increase in standard available vacancies. . . .... ... .-.'.. .. . . .
...
......

17.007
2,612
141

3,113

It 3
44.6
35.0...

11,407
3.957

1,137
1.442

16.1
36.4

-5,166

-1.379

26.6

-4,577

-1,072

23.4

22.1
27.0
13.6
14.9
15.0
35.0 ...

-4,524

Chanfts in bousinf need during- decade

.»•. .-. . ...•_. .... . , .

1251

294

Chant o in number of substandard units .• - 5.600
-1,276
Demolitions/ nieriers, other losses
.. .
....'..
31446
-931
Substandard unHs added dnrinf decade.. ...
.
. 1116
256
Upcradinf in eitistinf inventory
..
4,040
-601
Chance in crowdint in standard units
-.-.- .......... .......
1275 191
Chanf e in standard available vacancies. . .:.:. ........... ... ........;-:-.... -841
-294

-952
-945
171
-115
-120 .

21.0
24.3
11.5
1.4

.>

>.....

15,364

3,279

21.3

10,717

2,207

20.5

Substandard unHs to be
removed
Crowded households in standard units
Increase hi standard available vacancies

.. ... .
......

11,407
3,957

1,137
1,442

16.1
36.4

6.U3
3,904

H5

12.9
33.1

Mousinf need at and ol decade

1,322

Score.: National Comminion on Urban Probkmj, Rtuarch Rtport No. 10. "Urban Houshif Noads Throufh tht 19tO'i.".by FrankS. Kristof.

been a move to better housing. But the
Census does not count much of what they
left as substandard. Again, the "weathertight box with pipes" definition (lightyears removed from the general concept of
a dc.ent home in a suitable environment)
leads to these anomalous or ludicrous
figures.
The definitions and data used in the study led
to the finding that housing improved at a virtually identical rate in the central cities as in
the Nation as a whole in the 1950's, So from
that base, the projection also shows central city
housing likely to improve over the next decade
oh a par with a general improvement.
In their totality, these metropolitan housing
needs estimates, like those for the Nation as a
whole, project a more favorable picture 'than

the Commission is Ird to accept. The overly
optimistic view doef not conform with much
of the Commission's research and observation.
The Commission is further strengthened in its
skepticism because the author of these projections himself lists significant qualifications
about the metropolitan housing situation:
First, tlie criteria of housing quality that were
used were biinc} to the "suitable living environment" aspects of housing. This is a weakness
that becomes more serious as the rising incomes
and expectations of more^and more people combine to make neighborhood or environmental
conditions an increasingly important part of
their ideas about good housing.
Second, "the housing progress of the past. 18
years has been unevenly distributed. Although
the housing status of even the lowest income
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groups has been improved since 1950, the
greatest gains have l>een inntle in the middle and
upper income brackets. * * * Thus the gap in
the housing status of the poverty group of the
Nation—roughly one-fifth of all households—
and the more 'affluent four-fifths has been
widening. * * *"
Third, "an acceleration of the Nation's rate of
progress can be accomplished only by focusing
on flic households of greatest need in the Nation—the poverty and near-poverty groups
among whom are concentrated the greatest, proportion of housing-deficit families."

e housing need*
Even if the previous estimates and projections given for the Nation and for metroj>olitan
areas could be taken at face value, we deal in
the following sections with certain specific housing needs that make the current situation anything but. rosy. We will take up in order certain
demonstrated relations between poverty and
housing, some racial aspects of housing needs,
the special problems of large poor families, the
widely ignored matter of demolitions of housing (and the accompanying dislocation of
families), and the relocation Mousing problem.

POVERTY AND HOUSING
This section draws chiefly on a special Commission study of poverty areas in the 101 metropolitan areas with 1960 population of over
25,000 each.7 The poverty areas are those marked
put by the Bureau of the Census for assembling
information for various antipoverty programs.
Essentially, poverty areas are made* up of those
census tracts in the lowest quarter or tracts in
each SMSA when all tracts were ranked according to a composite "poverty index" that
included not only the percentage of families
with incomes under $3,000 according to the 19f>0
census, but also percentages of four other, often
associated characteristics of families in such
areas: (1) children under 18 not living with
both parents; (2) males over 25 with less than
8 years of schooling: (3) unskilled males over
14 in the employed labor force; and (4) substandard housing units or, as they are now sometimes referred to, units "not meeting specified
criteria."
Surely few people would have to be convinced
that, poverty and poor housing arc closely
linked. A fpw facts about their relationships,
however, arc wortli noting as a basis for developin<r a sound national housing strategy.
From 1960 data, $3,000 may* be taken ns tlio
boundary between the poor and the somewhat
bettor off—what is called the jmverty line. Substandard housing is again defined as all dilapidated units plus all deteriorating und sound
units lacking one or more essential plumbing
facilities. Perhaps the most pertinent facts about
poverty and housing nrc the following:
1. For the whole United States, 10 percent of all housing units were substandard
in 1960. Of the units occupied by poor
households, .'J6 percent were substandard.
2. Of all owner-occupied units in the
United States, 11 percent were substandard.
'Allen D. M»nY»l, rfoutlnp CondWonn In f'rbnn Povurfy
Artai, K«Mftrch Report No. 0, Natlonnl CommlnMon on Urban
Prnbltmi, 10M.

Of those whose owners were poor, 30 percent were substandard.
3. Of all renter-occupied units in the
United States. 23 percent were substandard.
Of those whose renters were poor, 42 percent were substandard.
4. For all SMSA's, 11 percent of all
housing units were substandard in 1960. Of
those units occupied by poor families, 23
percent were substandard.
5. Of all owner-occupied units in
SMSA's, 5 percent were substandard; of
'/nose whose owners were poor, 14 percent
were substandard.
•>. Of all renter-occupied units in
SMSA's, 16 percent were substandard; of
those whose renters were poor, 30 percent
were substandard.
Thus in these six key comparisons, the proportions of poor households in substandard
housing is about twice the proportion for all
households—}X>or and not, poor—in four cases,
and almost 3 times in 2 of the comparisons.
Others may ^e puzzled at first, as was the
Commission, that the percentage of the poor in
substandard housing do not seem especially
low. Only in item No. .1—all jxwr renters iii
thft United States—did the proportion approach
one-half. liut, as stressed earlier, the figures are
based on a primitive definition of substandard
housing; they do not refer to merely poor housing, but only to the rockhnttom stratum of utterly unfit housing.
Further, the proportions seem impossible to
those, who hold the common l>elief that families
usually pay 20 to 25 porcent of their income for
housing. Many estimates of housing needs are
based on this rule of thumb, but it does not hold
true. The. widespread gap in rent-income ratios
by income class is dramatized by the following
exceptionally useful information from Mr.
Kristofs housing needs study for the Commission : *
• Krlitof, op. dt., pp. 01-6.1.
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Of renters with Incomes under $2,000 In 1960—
90 percent pay 25 percent or more of Income for
rent, and of tbeM—
13 percent pay 25 to 35 percent of income
for rent
77 percent pay 35 percent or more -»f income
for rent
Of renters with incomes between $2,000 and $U,000
in 1960—
63 percent pay 25 percent or more of income for
rent, and of these—
31 percent pay 25 to 35 percent of income
for rent
32 percent pay 35 percent or more of income
for rent
Of renters with incomes between $6,000 and $7,000
in 1960—
6 percent pay 25 percent or more for rent
1 iwrcent pay 35 percent or vnore for rent
Of renters with incomes over $8,000 in 1960—
1 percent pay 25 to 35 percent of income for rent
0.5 percent pay 35 percent or more of income for
rent

Clearly, if many poor households escape rockbottom bad housing, there is little comfort to be
drawn from these facts, indicating as they do
that such escape can only mean cruelly curtailed
expenditures for other basic necessities such as
food, clothing or medical care. (While no comparable figures are available for poor owneroccupiers, presumably those who keep out of
substandard quarters also do so at the expense
of other necessities.)
TAKE 4.-OISTRIIUTION OF NONWHITE HOUSEHOLDS IY TENURE, QUALITY
OF HOUSIN6. AND FAMILY INCOME INSIDE SMSA*S. FOR THE UNITED
STATES, 1*0

Substandard vftfo
All unit*
Fimily JMMM
OwntrtomMdi:
Total
,.

RfittrhoottlMWs:
ToW....

100

211

100

II

252
1M

21
10

IS
35

44
)(
40

31
21
10
34

. ..... ....

a

u

33

130

(0

100

7(5

IPO

34

7(0
374
. 1,121

34
17
50

3(0
131
m

47
II
35

47
37
24

1,134

SO

4H

15

44

371

2.2(2

LMIfcMlUOO
ROMMSUM
(3,000 trow*

cittfMy

1.224

t*
OMMT. powrty hwst-

• Ptfctirt of

Nimbtr torctnt Numktr Ptfcwt

* Krttlvv, vp. Cft, p. 3C.

What of the districts in metropolitan areas
that more or less casual observers and many
others have thought contained most of the poor
and very poor, as well as most of the bad housing
and pathological social conditions? Whether
they are labeled slums, badly blighted districts,
or whatever, how much of the worst housing is
concentrated in them? What are the characteristics of 0nch districts that should influence any

attempts to better the housing of their residents? The special census study of housing in
poverty areas gives th« best perspective on these
uestions that has been possible to date. What
oesitshow?
First, several sharp contrasts between the
poverty areas of the central cities and those of
the suburbs should be noted. In the poverty
areas of these central cities, the housing density
was 100 times as gi-eat as in the poverty areas of
the suburbs-^3,071 units per square mile as
against 30 units per square mile. Although the
central city average undoubtedly is increased
markedly by the great bulk and untypically high
densities of New York City, these figures do
mirror sharply two of the principal and sharply
contrasting elements in poverty areas.
In the central cities congestion is the great
evil. It makes for acute shortages of open and
recreational space, continual crowding in the
use of transit and other public facilities, high
land prices, and the sense of confinement or containment that gives some support to the label of
"ghettos" thathas come to he applied to them.
Note that in the central cities the average density
in nonpoverty areas (1,874) is only 61 percent of
that in poverty areas (3,071).
Suburban poverty districts are characterized
by scatteration, small and often unsubstantial
structures, and a thinness of development that,
coupled with the low incomes of the residents,
works strongly against adequate community facilities of alfkinds—schools, stores, mass transit,
churches, etc. Note Also that the density figures
of nonpoverty areas show a much smaller
spread; central cities, 1,874; suburbs 90; a ratio
of about 20:1. (And the figure for the suburb is
surely low for more or less tvpical suburban development—watered down by the substandard
areas of the rural-urban fringes in many metropolitan areas.)
In the central city poverty areas, 68 percent of
the units .were rented, and 24.4 percent owneroccupied. Outside the central city, the figures
were 53.1 percent owner-occupied, and 36.5 percent "ented. The remainder were vacant units.
Of "he total number of housing units in the
centnti cities, 33.3 percent were in the poverty
areas. The corresponding portion for the suburbs was 10.2 percent.
Second, many of the facts about housing in
the poverty areas speak for themselves. Although a third of the housing units in the central cities are found in the poverty arens on less
than one-quarter of the land area (23.2 percent),
these poverty areas contained:
Four out of five of all housing units occupied by nonwhit«s in these central cities;
Three out of four of the substandard
units in these central cities;

J
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Nine oat of 10 of the substandard units
occupied by nonwhites in these-central
citiei;
Over half of the overcrowded units in
these central cities;
Five out of six of the overcrowded units
occupied by nonwhites in these central
cities;
Four out of 10 of all housing structures
built before 1940 in these central cities, or
those which were almost a third of a century old or older; and
Five out of six of all the structures built
before 1940 which were lived in. by <non- whites in these central cities (table 4).
These facts are clear evidence of the .inadequacy of the figures which show that only lO or
11 percent of the urban areas, cities, and suburbs of the SMSA's have substandard or overcrowded housing.
These facts show how concentrated the problems really are.
They give some understanding of the outrage
of many poverty area residents.
They suggest some of the reasons for (but do
not justify) the complacency, indifference, or
hostility of many suburban residents to the
other man's indignity.
Does bad housing have nothing to do with
anger, alienation, frustration, and riots!
Does good housing in the urban ring far from
the overcrowding bring to some a certain contenment, misunderstanding, or even at times an
intemperate reaction to the just grievances of
innercity residents!
This evidence helps to explain, even if it does
not excuse, why one man condones a riot while
the other calls for "law and order."
Finally, a summary table from an unpublished sample study by the census in 1965 yields
three sets of facts that are pertinent here. The
sample was 80,000 households in the same 101
metropolitan areas with 1960 populations of
250,000 or more.*
(1) For these sizable metropolitan areas
as a group, 28.1 percent of all nonwhite
(predominantly Negro) households were
below the poverty line; 57.6 percent of all
nonwhite households lived in poverty areas;
and of those in poverty areas 35 percent

were poor. Of all white households in these
same SMSA's, 7.9 percent were below the
poverty line;. 11 percent fired in poverty
areas; and of those in poverty areas, 17.3
percent were poor. These.percentaees, of
course, bear out two conditions indicated
above: (it) The incidence of poverty is
much greater among urban nonwhites than
among whites, and (b) in metropolitan
areas poor nonwhites are much .more concentrated, geographically in their patterns
of residence, than are whites below the poverty line.
- .
__.__._.._,._
(2) Of all poor families in these SMSA's,
67.6 percent were white and 325 percent
were non*hite._Of all families in poverty
areas in these SMSA's, 58^percent were
white and 41.1 percent were nonwhite. The
more than 2:1 ratio of white to nonwhites
below the poverty line, despite the higher
incidence of poverty among nonwhites, is
explained, of course, by the rather small
proportion of nonwhites in the total
population of these areas—11.8 percent,
slightly higher than the proportion of nonwhites in the total UJS. population in 1960.
The 67.6:323 ratio for these 101 SMSA's
is similar to the 70:30 ratio often given for
the counntry as a whole.
(3) Bather surprising^ in these 101
areas, the nonwhite poor—m all parts of
the SMSA's, in nonppverty areas, and in
poverty areas—had slightly higher median
incomes than whites below the poverty line.
The percentages: all parts of SMSA's:
nonwhite $2,115, white $1,701; nonpoverty
areas: nonwhite $2,268, white $1,650;
poverty areas: nonwhite $2,053 and whit*
$1,859. This probably can be explained
by the fact that some 25 percent of white
families below the poverty line are twoperson families whoae head is 65 years or
older. These are the "aged poor," many of
them unemployed or not in the labor force.
The corresponding figure for nonwhite
poor families is only 8 percent10
• V.a. SUHttiMl AMnet, 1967, Ttble 485, p. 840.
Mffoetel •** Vconomfe CfcwNHoiu of Xef>*ei in tht
October 1M7. p. 28.

EACIAL ASPECTS OF HOUSING
Urban Negroes, as a group, are notably poor
when compared with whites. Jndonbtedly
Negro poverty accounts for much of the bad
quality of Negro housing. Quite as surely, however, the Negro's difficulties in obtaining decent
housing for himself and his family are also the
product of racial discrimination on the part of
many whites.

In assessing the housing conditions of urban
Negroes, is it possible to separate the consequences of Negro poverty from the consequence
of racial discrimination? Discrimination alone
defies simple analysis, stemming as it does from
such a mix of ignorance and fears of whites,
and historical practices and attitudes. Similarly,
the hoiking conditions of any sizable sockl
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group clearly arc the end result of multiple
factors or forces. For example, when we separate out family income and race, housing
opportunities also are affected by recency and
source of immigration, educational level, job
skills, value systems of previous group affiliation, physical and mental health, and other personal and social conditions which influence the
degree and rate at which either black or white
people get their feet on the ground in urban
localities. The varying degrees and rates of adjustment or socialization, in turn, are almost
certain to be reflected in the qualify of people's
housing, whatever their color. For many of these
conditioning influences wo have no measures
whatever; for some we have inadequate and
often misleading measures or indices. So the
more specific one attempts to be on such matters,
the more risky are dogmatic claims.
With this warning, the Commission presents
some crude data that indicate answers to certain questions about the linkage between poor
housing and racial discrimination:
1 1 ) In metropolitan areas in 1960, 23.5 percent of all
poverty households, white and nonwhite, lived in substandard housing (by the definition of substandard we
are forced to use)..
(2» In the same areas in the same year, 18.9 percent
of white households below the [xivvrty line lived in
snbst.tml.ird bousing.
(8) In the same are.is in the same year, 41.C percent
on nomvhitc households below the poverty line lived in
substandard housintr.
(4) In other words, within the iwvertr catojjory. the
proiicrtion of Negroes and other nnnwhitc in substandard housing was more than twice the proportion among
whites. Race, therefore, seems to be a significant factor
in b:id housing.
(5> Although of much less significance because of
the spread of the income croup, the proportions of those
above the poverty line but in <nl>standard housing in
metrojalitnn areas may signify little: all households,
white nml nonwhite—5.4 percent; white—1.4 percent;
nonwhite— 17.!) percent.
<>'•> Of all substandard units In metropolitan areas,
00.4 jiereent were lived in by whites : 30.6 percent were
TABLE 5 -DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE HOUSEHOLDS BY TENURE, QUALITY
OF HOUSING. AND FAMILY INCOME FOX WE UNITED STATES. 1NO

lln thcmndt of hoasthoUil
Substiadird units
All units
Fimily incomt

N irobtr

Ownir hoiiMMdi: Toll! ..... 1.974

LtMlhinU.OOO
$2 000 to W.W9
13.000 or mott
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100

727
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ii
19*
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27

(4
43
II
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M

100
j|

43
(7
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75

...

Ml

45

fttnW hmiuholdt: Told.. ..

3,171

100

1 341
S26
1.304

42
|7
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1.S37
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Soutct: Kmlol, op. eil, p. 34.
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17
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lived in by nonwhites. Here again, as in the poverty
figures, the substantially higher incidence of bad bousing among nonwhites is more than offset by the almost
9 to 1 ratio of white to nonwbites in metropolitan
populations. The task of replacing substandard units
with decent homes is not limited to any one racial or
ethnic group.

The conclusion that such striking differences
are the consequence of racial discrimination
against nonwhites is almost unavoidable. Without any doubt this end result—excessively bad
housing—is the most significant aspect of the
question. It is not, however, all of it
In nearly all of the cities it visited, the Commission noted the low level of municipal housekeeping in low-income housing districts—dirty
streets and rubbish-filled gutters; littered alleys;
broken sidewalks; smashed curbs; the infrequent playgrounds, typically with broken equipment and covered with all manner of filth;
signs of poor storm water drainage; broken
windows and sashes in school buildings; etc.
Almost always, to be sure, these evidences of
deterioration in public facilities were matched
or exceeded by poor upkeep and maintenance
of housing and other private structures, with
the exception of some church buildings and an
occasional shop or industrial building. These
conditions not only add to the unattractiveness
of these districts but in extreme forms contribute to ti genuinely unhealthy living environment—certainly not one that anyone in his right
mind would call suitable for a decent home. Yet
these characteristics of low-income neighborhoods lend effective, if specious^ plausibility to
the view of some that housing improvement, in
low-income areas is a hoj>clcss undertaking.
The Commission cannot say wilh certainty
whether such conditions are markedly worse in
predominantly white or in nonwliite areas of
similar economic status. Sonic observers, however, do allege that almost as,soon as nomvhites
move into a district in considerable numlivrs,
both municipal departments and many landlords begin to cut back on essenti.il upkeep and
repairs. Where this occurs, it would constitute
a ty|)c of "discrimination by neglect," which,
of course, differs materially"from the customary form that works to segregate nonwhites and
curtail their freedom of housing choice.
Municipal officials often reply to charges of
neglect that much of the condition complained
about is primarily the fault of the residents of
these districts. The best housekeeper may If
helpless if the other members of a large family
do not do their part. So why try, particularly
when a city is in a continuous financial bind ?
The Commission, rather than assessing relative blame, strongly suspects that the process
resulting in these disgraceful conditions is circular; the actions or lack of action hy one party
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so
(whether tenant, landlord, or ji/micipality) encourage similar neglect by the other two. Municipiu officials should attempt to break this
truly vicious circle, by undertaking vigorous

progrnias to improve low-im-omo housing neighborhoods, giving manv residents of these areas
» - - <hope
• — and- self-respecting
**
-• environment
•
reason for
for everv American fninilv
V**» «• V*^x»*^ f^* • ***^K
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THE LARGE POOR FAMILY—A MAJOR ROUSIXG GAP
A constant theme in the Commission's public
hearings in some 20 cities was the great need
far publicity assisted housing for thelarge poor
family. While the need was often expressed, we
found little factual evidence as to its magnitude.
The Commission, therefore, undertook a survey of this n«ed in seven major cities." They
were chosen from each area of the country—
Northeast, Southwest, and Midwest. A special
Censns-OEO study provided basic data matching income and family size.
Tn addition, the actual market rents for housing units containing three or more bedrooms
were obtained from the local housing authorities, as an indication of which large families
rould not affo: ' standard private housing. The
inventory of public housing units, 221 (d) (3)
units, leased housing, and rent supplement units
of three bedrooms or more that were available to
these large families was obtained from the local
FHA offices or housing authorities in the cities.
Finally, data were assembled on the additional
I:irge-family-size units which were planned for
these cities.
The evidence showed that 103,000 large poor
families in the seven cities could not (with onequarter of their income devoted to housing) afford to rent standard housing units of adequate
size at market rents." The study found, however,
that in the seven cities only 20,000 three or more
bedroom units of publicly assisted housing of all
kinds were available to these families.
The gap between the need and the units available was therefore 83,000 units, or more than 80
percent
It was found that an additional 12,000 large
units were planned. Even counting these, the
gap was 71,000 units, or about 70 percent of the
need.

This study plus testimony heard by the Commission " strongly suggests that one of the most
desperate urban needs in the country is housing
for the large poor family. Furthermore, this
need is proportionately greater than the total
number of poor families. If needs are measured
in terms of the number of persons involved,
obviously the needs of a large poor family of
eight (two adults and six children) is four
times that of a poor elderly couple for whom
public housing or publicly assisted housing is
provided.
The housing gap of 71,000 units for large
poor families translates into housing deficiencies affecting more than a third of a million
chililivii (345,000). Furthermore, projecting
this estimate of need to the 61 U.S. cities with
populations of 200,000 or more, it was calculated conservatively that more than 2.5 million
children (2,571,000) would be affected if the
seven cities were reasonably typical.
A local housing agency or national authorities can make what appears to be a better record
of units built at a smaller cost by building efficiency or one- or two-bedroom units, rather than
the multibedroom units required by large families. A housing unit for two people may appear
in a summary table or report- as equal to aliousin«r unit for six, eight, or 10 people. This explains in part the disproportionate emphasis
on construction of housing for the elderly.
From January 1960 through June 1968,110,000
public housing units for the elderly were put
under construction—13 percent of the 256,000
units being built-. In fact, housing for the
elderly has accounted for more than half of the
public housing starts since 1965 and is now running at the rate of 57 percent. Whereas the
elderly occupied only 14 percent of all public
housing in 1960, the figure rose to 29 percent in
1965 and to 33 percent in 19G7.

DEMOLITIONS: HOUSING INVENTORY REDUCED AND
FAHILIKS DISljOCATKI)
The Fr 'eral Government through its various
programs MS caused an enormous number of
private dwellings to be demolished. Local governments, in actions not tied to Federal pro-

«•—^~~w—•»
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"The diiw were Wn.hlnfton. D.C.. Philadelphia, Kew'
OrlMM, St. Loali, Rlduaond, DtnriT, awl San Frandaco.
»tor fetal]* *«• Tht l*rf» Pttr jfrnmttt—A #MMfef <Hf
•T W«H»r Knurl. Walter Kylwrk. am* Howard K. «hum*n,
RMwreh Rtport No. 4. Natln._, Cnanluloa on Urban I'rob-

IMM, ites.

prams, have added to this number. The five
Government programs that accounted for th«
largest volumes of demolition have been: < I)
Urban renewal; (2) highways; (3) public
housing; (4) other action under the "equivalent, elimination" provision which since IM7
11
llttrtna* Be/»rt H>r Xaiiimnl r''/MMi**.:aii nn Urlan I'rubUrn,, ml*. 1-9.196*.
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has required a unit of inferior housing to be
eliminated cither l>y rehabilitation or demolition for each unit of public housing built: and
finally (5) demolitions by local order because of
.serious violations of building, fire, sanitation,
and housing codes. In addition, of course, there
hare been demolitions by private owners and
many instances where vandals have cannibalized'abandoned buildings to obtain equipment
and materials, or have simply wrecked them.
The statistics about demolitions arc so ]toor
Mint any estimate is subject to a considerable
margin'of error. We have, however, pieced toirether from a wide variety of sources the best
approximation available and we believe that if
it errs, it does so on the conservative side.
Countrywide total*
1. Urban renewalIn a study on "urban renewal made for this
Commission, the author found the total number
of demolitions on urban renewal sites was 404.000 dwelling units up to January 1. 196S." A
further staff study for this Commission from
urban renewal tiles goes into the record for each
of 72 cities and helps to give concrete local detail.*, which will be discussed later."
2. Highways
As freeways have been extended to connect
tfie cities both with the fast-growing suburbs
and with the 42,000-mile system of National Interstate Highways liegun under the 1956 act,
enormous numbers of homes in the paths of
these highways have been demolished. Until recently neither the Federal Bureau of Roads nor
many of the various State agencies showed
much, if any, concern for those who were thus
displaced. Owners were, of course, legally compensated for the taking over of the pro|>ertics
although, as we shall see, the. compensation was
in many cases grossly inadequate. Hut tenants
in rented homes or apartments who were displaced have up until now received no compensation. Under the 196S act, they are to receive
moving cxiJen-jes ui> to $200 plus and extra $100
as a dislocation allowance, plus $100 more for
homo buyers."
For years the Federal Bureau of Highways
even neglected to collect any statistics on the
number of demolitions inside urban area which
its programs had caused.17 Two alert Congros"Kofiert OrohfTf. (Vfcm Kturtcal I'rnfinm. vol. 1. lahle
CM.
• " Staff anal?*!* l.r Mr*. Klleo Ktttf.
"llnafr Cnmmltipf on J*uhllc Work*. "SInil; of Cmnpenxatlon and AMlKtancf fur Perwa* Affrctetf hr Ural Property
AojuWtloiw in Federal and Fnlrralljr-Aiwixled Program*.
Dee. 20.1004. p. 20.
" Her the Ilurmu'i repl/ from F. C. Turner under dale of
Sept. 13. 1067. to an Inquiry from thin CnntmlMlon. "Thin
Burfflii hai not attempted I" compile demolition data. Howtrer. »nrat> of (he Indirldiial Suit hlfhwajr department* have
Mich a recapitulation. Conaequrntljr. we mu«l »nnr>.t I tin I
you contact the Indlvlilnil Slnte* for thl* data."

siomil committees, subcommittees of the House
Committee on Public Works and the Senate
Committee on Governmental Operations, were
finally successful in getting some rough estimates on these numbers. In 1964, the House subcommittee found tliat during the 3 preceding years (i.e^ 1961, 1962, and 1963)tan annual
average of 25,564 "families and individuals" "
had been displaced by highways." In 1968, a
Senate subcommittee of Governmental Operations found that the rate of demolitions for the
preceding year because of highways and the
linn estimates for the future indicated an average number of 49,000 in cities.1* We thus have
statistics for 4 of the 11 years during which the
national interstate highway program has been
in effect. Since the rate of demolitions in the 4
active years previous to 1961 was undoubtedly
much below th<* average of 25,564 but was also
much greater than thisfiguredoing tfie 4 years
after 1963, it seems reasonably safe to assume an
annual average of approximately 30,000. This
would give a total in cities of around 330,000 for
the 11-year period. It should be emphasized
that these are urban displacements only.
•i. Demolition* on public houring tltet
The House subcommittee collected statistics
on this group for the 3 years 1961-63 and found
them to average 4,155 a year or a total of 12,455.
During these 3 years a total of 76,900 public
housing units were started. The demolitions
therefore amounted to 16 percent of the new
units.
The Commission staff -' has computed that the
total number of demolitions on the public housing sites up to 1949 was 40,400 in the 49 largest
cities and 56,700 for the country as a whole.
Since approximately 170,000 units were completed during this initial period, this meant
that demolitions on housing sites came to just
under 33 percent. An average rate might lie
around 25 percent. Applying this to the total
of 707,000 units of public housing either built
or under construction by 1968, would give an
estimated total of demolitions on the sites of
public housing projects of 177,000.
.{. Equivalent eliminat-iotu and f/emofilions
Officials in the Department of Housing and
("rlmn Development cooi>erated with the Commission to give our staff access to raw data in
the Hies of the IX-partmriit on tin- number of
demolitions carried out prior to 1964 under the
"Hr thl* in mnjnt finale pernon "famlllm" ax llinc arc
mraxnred h/ population and public hoiwlnf *latl*ll«i.
"HntrlRRa, Ilntiw 1'uhllc Work* Committee, Dec. 2O, IfHH.
»• Tmtlmonf hcfori Ni-nator Muaklc'i 8uhcommlltr«t of ill*
t'oninilltr* <>n flort-rnmcntnl O|H>rntlonii, aprlnit. JOIN.
" Interim! Mnff »l>nl.v \>; Mm. Kllrn Kriljr anil Mr. William
Clarkrn.
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congressional mandate to eliminate by demolition, effective closing, or repair a number of
units eqtul to the number of publiu housing
units built. In the instructions governing the
collection of these statistics from the hundreds
of cities involved, it was made clear that these
statistics were not to include houses demolished
on either urban renewal or public housing sites.2*
(Under the statutory requirement of "equivalent elimination," units on housing sites are
counted.) Similarly, demolitions under the highway program were not counted. But for the years
after 1919, no such separation was made.
The Commission staff study found that the total number of offsite demolitions reported prior
to 1949 was 41..700. This was 42 percent of the
total of all demolitions reported during this
period for all causes other than urban renewal
and highways. It was also approximately equal
to 25 percent of the number of public housing
units built during this early period. Applying
the first percentage as well as the additional
137,000 demolitions reported from 1049 to 1963,
we arrive at an estimate of 99,000 for the entire
period from 1937 to 1963, i^, 42 percent of a
total of 235,000. If we use the 25 percent ratio
to the number of public housing units built, this
would come to 129,000 on the basis of the 516,000
units built up to that date.
There are no direct statistics on offsite demolitions during the period from 1964 to 1967. But
applying the 25-percent ratio for the 116,000
units built during this period would amount to
another 29,000 and give a combined total for
offsite demolitions of from 128,000 to 158,000.
It is probably not too far from the truth to take
an average of these two or 143,000 as the best
estimate.
6, Demolitions Under Local Code*
Additional units have been demolished under
local health, fire, and housing codes. Since equivalent demolitions will be concentrated on units
already listed by local authorities as seriously
defective under the standards of these codes, a
considerable volume of these demolitions are
surely included in the four categories already
described, but probably not all of them. On the
whole, it seems better not to make any separate
estimates for this group and simply to point out
that any total we arrive at is probably a conservative understatement since it does not include them.

Tta estimated total number of housing units
demolished in consequence of these major governmental programs comes to 1,054,000.
»In addition to thl* number we burr prlvntr demolition*,
inr rannltMl xfttlnn of abHiNlnnnl mrupture* »ml vnnilnlium,
which »nnu«lly dntrn? a Urge vnlnme of bulMlnc.
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Who suffers from the demolition?
It has been primarily the poor, the near poor,
and lower middle class whose houses have been
demolished. Public housing and most urban renewal sites naturally have been selected in areas
with substandard housing, where by definition
few if any of the upper income groups live and
where, according to Groberg, at least 57 percent
of the families are poor. The remaining 43 percent are primarily members of the near poor and
lower economic middle class with a sprinkling
of those above this level, particularly among
Negroes who find it difficult to find housing elsewhere. The various freeways into and through
our major cities more often than not avoid the
areas where the well-to-do and affluent live and
tend to cut through areas inhabited by families
with comparatively low incomes. This is explained by three factors: (1) to the extent >roperty values are lower in low-income areas, outes
through these areas reduce expenditures for
rights-of-way; (2) almost invariably, the more
well-to-do families are both more articulate and
more influential in opposing plans for highways
through their residential areas; and (3) some
planners actually use highway location as a kind
of backdoor slam cleawce device.
Similarly, substandard houses demolished or
closed up under local codes, whether equivalent
elimination is involved or not, are almost always
lived in by the poor, the near poor, and sometimes by families in the lower middle class. Tins
kind of housing is indeed all that many in these
groups can afford. It is also true that the overcrowding and the resultant rough treatment
these houses often have received lias hastened
their deterioration.
The houses destroyed have, indeed, commonly
been substandard. They have lacked many ess*
tials. Quite probably most of them should have
been eliminated. But they gave shelter and, in
varying degrees, comfort to the lower-income
families that lived in them. Because they were
destroyed under governmental programs
thought to be in the interest of the general community, does not the community owe their occupants adequate replacement ? These cannot bo
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provided merely by advice and counseling. To
date the record of action has been a sorry, not
to say a disgraceful one.
Although the urban renewal and the interstate highway programs are being carried forward vigorously, with about $7.2 billion * spent
bypubhc agencies on the former and over $40
billion on the latter, the 1949 authorization of
135,000 public housing units a year for 6 years,
or a total of 810,000 has not even been approached: Instead, in the 19 years since the
Housing Act of 1949, only about 460,000 units
of public housing have been completed, with
another 60,000 or 70/MOT underway. We have
•moved in this program at about one-fifth of
the rate authorized in 1949.
Evei if we add in the 100^000 or so units of
subsidized middle-income housing,» big deficit
soli exists between the number of housing units
directly destroyed and the number directly built
for the poor, near poor, and those in the lower
middle clan.
Quite probably the staff estimates of the volume of demolition and, therefore, of the gap
between units destroyed and units added by
direct governmental action are very conservative—i.e. on the low side. In the most recent
study of demolition fc» the National Association of Home Builders,1* the estimates of public
demolition of housing from 1950-68 total 236
million units. Because the time periods as well
as the component estimates differ, direct comparisons are very difficult The NAHB study by
Messrs. Sumichrast and Farquhar includes substantial annual volumes for code enforcement
(48,000 units per year in 1960-64) and for State
action (26,000 units per year in 1960-64), in
addition to demolitions for federally aided highways.
in addition, total demolition by private action
for the same period is estimated at 2.35 million
units. Thus the public-private division according to that study is close to 50-50. This large
volume estimated for private action raises some
nice questions about the gap or deficit pointed
out above. Sorely some considerable proportion of private demolitions was to clear sites for
higher income housing aided by FHA and
another, probably greater proportion, was for
housing and nonhousing building more or less
directly aided by local governmental action—
eg. provision of streets, recreational facilities,
sewers, water, etc. On the other hand, quite
surely tlie proportion of low-income units removed by private demolition would be somewhat less.
•Excluding local Und donations bat Inclnding contracts
anthoriied. load casb and InctUj lutord public faculties.
" Qumlchrast *nd raranbnr. ltrm»Utl9» ••< Ol
In H**timg ftflaetmtmt Omens', 1M7, pp. 14-32.

On balance, it seems certain that if the more
inclusive estimates by Messrs. Sumichrast and
Faiquhar of demolition volume, public and
private, are even reasonably near the mark, the
size of *he deficit is very substantially greater
than tL Commission staff's estimates indicate.
What arc the prospects that this lack of balance might be corrected in the future? Without
a major increase in actual construction, the
prospects are bleak. The plans for urban renewal, according to our study, call for the
demolition of 360,000 more housing units. The
interstate system is now proceeding to move
into the central cities in a major way. The subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Governmental Operations *qtim*tf$ that highways
in the next 5 years will demolish urban housing
units at the rate of 49,000 a year. That will add
another 250,000, bringing the total to 710,000.
Large additional numbers of demolitions will
result from code enforcement, from the application of the principle of "equivalence," and from
the need for public housing sites. It is probable
that there will be not far from a million additional demolitions within our cities during the
next 5 or 6 years as a result of governmental
action.11 These will continue to fall with special
weight upon the poor and other low-income families, and particularly upon low-income Negroes.
If we continue to build publicly assisted bousing ata rate of 100,000 units a year or less, which
has been the case for the past two decades, during the next 5 years society again will destroy
at least twice as many dwelling units of the poor
and near poor as it will build.
Meanwhile, needs will increase because there
will be some increase in the urban population,
both from an excess of births over deaths and
from continued migration into the cities from
the countryside and from the adjoining small
towns and cities.
Two further considerations, however, should
not be overlooked. The tuitable living environment part of the national housing goal sometimes will require (a) that densities in families
per acre be reduced when new low income units
are built on sites cleared of old substandard
housing, and (6) that some housing units be
demolished in providing neighborhood parks,
playgrounds, and other essentially open spaces
even in areas in which no new starts are undertaken immediately. Besides, most metroi>oHtnn
> KrUtof estimates the nuBbrr of unit* to be liwt through
demolition* la tot period 1970-70 u 3.3 million. The fire-year
flgnre would be 1.65 Million. Tkl* figure, of count. Include*
both rare! uul urbM demolitions. Conseaacatly, the 900,000
to 1 million, unit estimates of demolition In oar urb*n areas
over tbe next flre or six years •MAM that goremment action
will demolish at lt*it two-thirds of all demolished bontet In
our urban area* In the next naif decade.
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populations will continue to increase, at least for
the short-range future.1*
From this perspective on metropolitan housing possibilities for the near future, the Commission draws four conclusions:
(1) The volume of housing demolition and
consequent displacement, largely of low-income
families and with very little new building for
them, must be a major source of feelings of
frustration, alienation, and resentment among
low-income groups, particularly those in central cities and particularly Negroes. No one enjoys what he thinks of as "being pusher]
around.** It takes little empathy to see that in
recent years this is exactly what the experience
of many low-income families looks like to them.
Even those not displaced seldom know when or
if they, too, may be the victims. The suspense
and the rumors that it inevitably engenders may
be almost as unsettling as the'actual displacement. The charge is usually made against demolition and displacement in governmental programs, but in some of the Commission's hearings it was clear that displacement by private
demolitions were bittlerly resented too*.
(2) The natural response to criticism and
opposition to housing programs basically involving demolition—notably urban renewal and
public housing—is to turn to rehabilitation.
Although the Commission believes that many
substandard houses ran and .should be so
treated, it would warn against wholehearted
and uncritical acceptance of rehabilitation as
"the answer.*' It, too, has its limitations and
dangers. It, too, may result in displacement—
if not before rehabilitation is begun, then after
it. is completed and rents are raised. It mny
make substandard units meet the ".specified criteria" of the weather-tight box with pipes in it,
and still leave them far short of a decent home
in a suitable living environment. Sometimes, to
be sure, this may he a necessary interim step,
but many times it is neither a necessary nor a
wise action.
(3) Any reasonably honest review of demolition in the past and the prospects for it in the
netir future underlines the crucial importance
of a progrnir to provide at least 500,000 to (500,000 housing units per year directly for low-income families. Such a program intelligently
and sensitively administered could take the
sting out of the inconveniences and some hardships that even the most justified demolition
usually causes. It could make Government nc»Tbe July 1MH report of the Cenmin OB Ktctml Trrnit in
Soeitl ant Economic Contffftau •/ Ntarott I* *»« Vnilrri
AMtn, which Include* preliminary data from the March 19(M
Current Population Harvey. «how» • 19AO-M Inere*** In 12.8
million people In metropolitan arms and a 19WMM Inerriuc
of l.S million, denplto central city decreaim In both white iml
nonwhlle population* during the latter period (p. 4>.

tion in housing an antidote for resentment and
unrest rather than an aggravation of them. It
could facilitate the changes underway as our
society attempts to reshape the form and structure of our cities to meet changes in technology,
ways of life, and social norms that we now see
on every hand. It could help us avoid the imminent danger that the difficulties besetting well
intentioned programs for renewal, housing,
transportation, open space and other public facilities may be multiplied by public opposition
to the point that they become a messy patchwork of projects rather than effective instruments in building a bright, new and more humane urban world.
(4) The "equivalent elimination*' provision
in the act of 1937 should be repealed. It certainly is not necessary now to assure a substantial volume of demolition of poor housing. It
makes no sense in light of the present ana impending migration of iower income families
into the central cities of metropolitan areas. It
was not a part of the program envisaged by the
earlier proponents of better low-income housing, but was added on the floor of the Congress
at the urging of some Members who thought
that the program of the act was not really an
honest attack on bad housing conditions but
some sort of socialistic assault on private housebuilding that must be hobbled and hedged in.
That specter has been laid to rest long since, but
the crippling and distorting effects of this provision continue to this day.
A city-by-city comparison of jniblin hoii*htt
unit* built and unite demolished, by urban
renewal or equivalent elimination
In addition to compiling totals for the country ns a whole, we have also compared the numIKT of public housing units built in each of 74
cities, since 1037 and since 1949, with the nunilier of governmentally induced demolitions.
(Sec table 7.) The first 51 of these cities, which
have urbi i renewal or public housing, are
ranked by population size. The remaining 2.1
it'es were not among the first SO in population in 1060, but they were among the first ">7
in the si/.e of urban renewal grants received.
Knrh received a total of more than $20 million.
(Figures not available for two cities in first
group—San Diego and Long Roach, Calif.)
Separate figures are given for each city on
the number of housing units demolished nj> in
1068 because of urban renewal. Wo have a'so
l>een able to isolate for the 13 years from 1037
to 1950 tho demolitions on (a) public housing
sites amounting to Approximately 42,000 nnd
(b) the 35,000 caused by the requirement of
>Mjuivalent. demolitions. Many of this later
group were probably also in serious violation of
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TMU 7.—COMFMISON OF DWELLING WITS OF PMUC HOUSINC MILT WITH OWOLIW IMITS DEMOLISHED THROUGH EQUIVALENT ELIMINATION
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the local codes. For the years 1950-63, our staff
has compiled for each of these cities the number of equivalent demolitions reported. But it
should be understood that the instructions
which were issued to govern the original reporting specifically provided that demolitions
on the site of public housing projects were not
to be included.
Therefore, while we have made a closer approximation of the total number of governmentally induced demolitions in the major cities
of the country than has been heretofore available, our results are still an understatement of
the total number of forced demolitions in a
number of categories. Thus, they do not include
demolitions (1) on public housing sites after
15)50, (2) caused by highways, (3) resulting
from the enforcement of local codes not covered
by equivalent demolitions and (4) those carried
out under the equivalent principle during the 4
years 1964-67, although we do include the
133,000 public housing units built during those
years. Because the statistics for the 72 cities
given in table 9 are appreciable understatements, what they do indicate is all the more
striking. Following are some of the highlights:
(1) The number of demolitions induced by
governmental action which we have been able
to record was 397,287. This made a total deficit
of recorded demolitions over the number of
public housing units built of 40,000. If the holes
in the data could have been filled, a much larger
total deficit, of course, would show up.
(2) Some of the cities that showed a large
excess of demolitions over construction were
Baltimore with a deficit of 7,136 housing units,
Philadelphia with 6,417, and Boston with 6,413.
Cincinnati had a deficit of 5,874, Louisville
5,676, Minneapolis 4,380, St. Louis 3,933, Detroit 3,883, Providence 2,591, Atlanta 2,748,
Dayton 2,647, and New Haven 2,591. Other
cities with a high relative rate of demolitions as
compared with building were Fort Worth,
Little Rock, Kansas City (Kans.), Kansas City
(Mo.), Sacramento, Norfolk, Winston-Salem,
and Springfield (Mass.).
(3) Some of the cities, however, showed an
apparent surplus of public housing construction over demolitions recorded. The surplus in
New York amounted to 8,219, in Los Angeles
to 2,957, and in Chicago to 1,564. In New Orleans the surplus was 7,857 and in Dallas (which
did not undertake urban renewal) it was 5,426.
It was 2,819 in Seattle, 2,083 in San Antonio,
1,888 in Newark, 1,763 in Miami, 1,447 in Mobile,
and 1,101 in Omaha. But it should constantly be
remembered that if it had been possible to measure the total volume of units demolished most,

if not all, of these cities would have shown substantial deficits.
(4) It is interesting to note that Detroit and
?<ew Haven, two cities in which severe riots occurred in 1967, even according to our incomplete
records, had demolished many more houses than
were built under public housing. New Haven, as
we pointed out, had a deficit of 2,600 housing
units. If one assumes an average of four persons
per unit, the 2,600-unit deficit amounted to housing for more than 10,000 persons—roughly 7
percent of New Haven's population. It is hard to
escape the question of the relation between these
large deficits as between units demolished and
low-income units built and the unrest that led
to the rioting. It may be objected that Newark,
where the roiting was at least as severe as in
Detroit, built approximately 1,900 more un;ts
of public housing than demolitions recorded.
But two replies may be made to this. First, we
find that 2,711 units of public housing had been
built during the early period of 1937-49 and
probably had been largely forgotten as had, perhaps to a lesser degree, the 2,075 demolitions
during that period. Furthermore, as the detailed
accounts of the New York Times and Washington Post record, one of the immediate antecedents of the rioting was the announced plan of
a hospital to take over 150 acres of additional
land in a low-income area under urban renewal.
(5) As has been intimated in the case of
Newark, the timing of demolitions in relation
to new building often makes - uifference in public attitudes and reaction. Thus in Caniden, N.J.,
from 1937 to 1949,1,102 units of public housing
were built, and only 273 units were demolished.
From 1949 to 1967, 932 units of public housing
were built, as against 564 equivalent demolitions
in the 1949-63 period and 713 for urban renewal
up to 1968. This gave not a deficit but a surplus
of 484 units. During the 5 years from 1963
through 1967, however, only 90 units of public
housing and 871 units of middle-income housing had been built. On the other hand, during
this period, urban renewal, highway construction, and code enforcement hnd directly demolished accommodations for from 2,853 to 2,765
families." This hnd displaced from 8,800 to
10,500 persons, or from 7.5 to 9 percent of the
1960 population. In addition, plans for the next
5 years seem to call for t!. displacement of nn
equal number of families. These statistics point
their own moral. Xo community should l>e expected to absorb sucli blows as these.
Indeed, over most of the country, public
housing programs and other forms of housing
" 8c* th« »tudy, "Camdcn. N»w J«r«*7," raptrrlfed by tfa*
R«T«rend Donald A. Orltfinan, 088 Broadway, Camdcn, Ntw
Jtn«7. pp. 110-130 and 133.

87assistance to low-income families, despite all
the brave talk, are stall developing at a relatively
slow rate, while die rates of demolition because
of urban renewal ana highway construction are

speeded up. Families are therefore being
^ c e d on a large scale, and this cannot be
overlooked as among the main contributing
causes of urban unrest.

RELOCATION
Aspects of relocation practices are receiving
It may well be argued that consideration of
attention these days through the door of eminent
relocation does not belong in a chapter on housdomain. Federal and State constitutions require
ing needs, as this phrase has been defined and
used above. Relocation*, per te, does not add to . that owners of property taken in eminent domain procedures, must pe paid what is usually
needs beyond .those caused by demolition and
termed ."just compensation." They are silent
the consequent displacement of families and
as to what just compensation is and how it is to
businesses. The only exceptions would be_(a)
families forced to move under code enforcement be determined, except that "due process of law"
must be observed. Some State statutes specify
that effectively closed buildings to occupancy
some items that should or should not be taken
but did not force their demolition; (6) those
into account in determining just compensation,
fqrced to relocate because of changes in their
but the task of giving content and meaning to
buildings from housing to nonresidential uses;
just compensation has been left largely to the
and (c) those evicted or otherwise forced to
courts. By and large, they have relied on the
move for various reasons that do not have to do
idea that just compensation is fair market value
directly with buildings. (Even these exceptions
of the property taken.
might be taken up under such headings as codes,
So-called "incidental expenses" often are not
removals from housing inventory, or welfare
included under. the doctrine of fair market
policy.) Relocation is essentially the practices
value. These include such things as moving exand policies under which moves, particularly
penses, loss on personal property that might not
forced or involuntary moves, take place and the
fit into a new location, or closing costs and other
families and businesses try to find other quarexpenses in acquiring another property in place
ters. Nothing is to be gained, according to this
of the one taken.
argument, by confusing displacement with ways
and means of dealing with it.
Under the fair market value doctrine, tenants
The Commission, however, discusses relocaof the property (except those with leasehold
tion in connection with housing needs for pracequities under a long-term lease on the land)
tical reasons. Although displacement of families
have received scant consideration. As to inciand businesses may result from various actions
dental costs, the argument is made that as lessees
by public and private agencies, the basic questhey have been aware that these costs might
tions about all relocation involve issues of fairoccur at the expiration of the lease. All that the
ness, justice, and humaneness, as well as the reeminent domain procedure does is to change the
sponsibility of public agencies to see that the
time at which they are incurred.
weaker and less articulate groups in our society
In recent years a few States have passed laws
are not forced to bear an unnecessary share of
that would include certain incidental costs or
the human costs and hardships of urban change
damages as parts of just compensation under
and development. Also many public programs
eminent domain. The Federal Government,
outside the Commission's assignment, notably
however, and some other States have taken the
alternative route of authorizing direct payrelocation difficulties. Finally, relocation has bements
by administrative agencies responsible
come recognized as a crucial component of urban
for
the
programs that impose these costs on
redevelopment, broadly defined. In recent years
families, individuals, businesses, and nonprofit
a large and apparently increasing volume of
organizations. This approach seems almost cercriticism and controversy has centered on it
tain to be fairer in considering costs incurred
The Commission believes relocation should be
faced head on in its true proportions and not
JtMtiMl ««M, pat oat In If arch 1»«5 ty HTTTVi nndtrttsur,
simply as an unpleasant detail, something like
tb« Boating and Horn* Flnanc* Agtney. On* of tho bMt nonoflelil dlteatitoni of tat labjwt u found In right artlcloi In
getting old buildings out of the way of new
tb« JTrarMl of Bt**»f, for fcjrcb 1946. By and lire* tarn
naterlaU aro fteta*! and fair. Tboy art by no ntaa* a wbltt*
construction.*'
IM* It* treatment of relocation cannot be exbaniUre
or *»*n thorough, tbe Connlnlon woaM call particular attention to two fairly recent, oadal publication* on tb* (object:
II) JUfeMfl**.* &M«rMl Tmtmtnt •/ Htftt m*4 tiutMMM
oltfliictd ty OeMnnntiilt, a report of tb* AdTltory CoawUMOB on Int«mTtrnm«ntal JUIafiont, Jaaoary 196V; (») Tk«
XtiHtaf if X«l*o*(*¥ r+miHu •fHmmun •/ • twHm •/ <k«
C«H*IM «wvtjr •/ /aniNM *«*•«» DkfttMt trim PH

wain of eamnt relocation prtetic**, bnt tn»y do arold th» two
main woalmtttti of BUD; crltiqutf that b»T« appeared In
recent year* : Too nucb r*)U ice placed oa atndlt* of th» early
and mlddto 19BO'a wbra botli boaatnt mtrktt condlUona and
relocation nothod* w«w mat«rlally dlftrtnt from wbat tt«y
bav« btcon* *lact thoN jtt'.n; and a tondtnear to dtpond
too mneh on Innarado, Inch ding raggtitloni tfiat tb« contldrnbl* gap* in inforaatioi on torn* aaptcta of nloeatte*
8»ually aro tt» malt of tnpirojgjon of factf by K
af*ncl«t—fact* that would not bt fa?orabl* to th« «
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by botli property owners and tenants. It would
rot increase and might reduce the proportion
of eminent domain takings as against negotiated
purchases. It seems likely to help low-income
families, individuals, and businesses more effectively, avoiding for them the serious disadvantages of litigation such as hiring an attorney and preparing arguments before a court.
Before looking at the progrcuns involving the
recent relocation problems and difficulties, one
byproduct of the eminent domain approach
should be noted. It is the dubbing of these expenses, damages, and losses as incidental. This
word has two connotations: Something occurring in conjunction with something else, and
something very minor, insignificant, or negligible. Altogether too much of the flavor of the
Jatter meaning has marked much discussion and
action on relocation practices and payments.
To be sure, in comparison with the capital
sums for land acquisition under urban renewal
or highway programs,' which rapidly run into
the tens and hundreds of millions of dollars, the
payments made or even needed for relocation
are small indeed. A table prepared for the Commission 29 shows that a total of 158,543 families
received Federal relocation payments through
June 30. 1967, in a total amount of $12,330,405
or $77.77 per family move. For the fiscal year
1967, the average was $95.32. (These payments
were first authorized in 1956.) For individuals
the numbers wer-j 64,114 cases for a total of
$3,273,175 or $51.05 per individual.. The average
for fiscal 1067 was $65.58. But for nearly all of
the families and individuals who received some
$50-$95 each, these payments are not negligible
or insignificant. Neither is the time or manner in
which they are made. Both the amounts and
the indication of some, if inadequate, concern
by national and local governments with their
plight and their difficulties are, to them, important.
Now let us focus on relocation under the ur!wn rene ,,-al and highway programs. Together
these t»vo a'-e accounting for roughly two-thirds
or more of the relocation volume of all government or govcnment-assisted programs. They
offer interesting contracts in approach, policy,
and method.
Urban renewal
Title I of the Housing Act of 19.'9, which set
up the Federal-aid program for what has since
been called urban renewal, included language sn
^uniting Federal aid only to agencies which
would provide <;a feasible method for the tenipruary relocation of families displaced from
tho project area."
«• Groherg, op, clt.
» Housing Act o' 1040, Title I. Scot Inn 105,

The act of 1949 was one of the first, if not in
fact the very first, urban-oriented Federal-aid
measures explicitly requiring relocation of displaced people as a condition of the aid.31 It is
ironic, therefore, that this part of the urban
renewal program probably has been the target
of more2 and more bitter, criticism than any
other, with the possible exception of the neglect
of low-income housing in renewal or redeveloped areas.
In 1956 Congress provided for relocation payments of up to $100 for families and individuals
and up to $2,000 for businesses displaced by
urban renewal action. These payments were to
be 100-percent Federal funds. If partial local
matching funds had been called for, it was
feared that in eminent domain actions some
courts might hold that loca1 funds could not be
used for such payments because they were not
recognized as a part of just compensation. The
provision in the act of 1956 marked the notable
advance of a clear recognition of public responsibility in relocation—not as an expense that
would have to be borne only if the renewal
agency could not unload it on someone else. In
1959, the amounts of relocation payments were
raised to $200 for individuals and families and
to $3,000 for businesses. Later the policy was extended and liberalized considerably. Nonprofit
organizations were made eligible for aid. In
exceptional cases if, became possible to pay much
more than $3,000 for actual moving expenses
of businesses—up to an administratively set
ceiling of $25,000. Further, the Secretary of
IIUD was empowered to authorize local renewal
agencies to pay fixed amounts, within the $200
limit, to families and individuals instead of
<;* * * reasonable and necessary moving expenses
and any actual direct losses of property (* * *
for which compensation is not otherwise
made)." Additional payments were also authorized beyond those mentioned above for moving
expenses and "actual direct losses of property."
These additions were to cover such items as recording fees and transfer taxes in conveying
title and penalties for prepayment of mortgage
indebtedness. Ilelocation payments were author» Although thin congrcar' /nnl action In a nndmnrk In the
evolution of relocation policy, It wax not the llm time that
pnlilic moneys had hoen lined to meet some relocation expose*.
A* curly as 1041, the ILK. HoUHlni: Authority In administerIng thi> pnhllc houfllng program of tho net of Kl.'iT had allowed
local authorities to pay Rome moving expense ,in n p i r t of
project development could. Tills ndmlnlxtrnl.vc regn'atlon,
nowevisr. wn* a crndglnK recognition of the problem. It required that local houglng anthorltlcK encourage nil famlHc*
who populhly could to move nt their own expense, and for thn
poorest to try to enlist help from wclfnrc ngcnclcn, puhllc
orf private. It even pointed out that the Salvation Army nnd
el ; imhllo work* department* might have truck* that could
i>o «s-5d. Only nftnr ex'iniiRtlng them pn*«lhl1ltlc* were housing fund* to be used nnd n.ivance approval by USIIA wa*
recommended. (TJ.8. Hniisliitf Authority—I'elocntlon of Site
Occupant*—-Rovliiert Apr. 3, 1041, pp. B-fl), A similarly
limited approach to thn Imrd core ease* was used in the
earlier day* of renewal.
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ized in other HUD assisted programs for public
housing, community facilities, open space, urban beautitication, urban mass transportation,
neighborhood facilities, rehabilitation, demolition, and code enforcement. For the last three
programs, however, payments were limited to
relocation due to actions in urban renewal areas.
In addition to these relocation payments,
from 1964 on relocation adjustment payments
have been authorized. Within a limit of $500,
these are calculated by the difference between
20 percent of the income of a family or of an
individual over 62 and the rental of "* * * a
decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling of modest
standards * * *" for a period of 12 montlis. No
family (or individual) is eligible for these payments unless it is unable to get into public hdnsing or housing under the rent-supplement program.
Another «id to displaced families is not,
strictl" speaking, a relocation aid. but is aimed
at the same problems of displaced, low-income
families. Federal annual contributions for public housing ir iv be increased by $120 per year
for each displaced family housed if that family's income ;s so very low that it could not
afford to pa a rental sufficient, with normal
public housing subsidies, to meet tho necessary
expenses of the lionising project or development.
Finally, another recent amendment to the act
of 1949 has received less attention than it deserves. Under this amendment, made in the act
of 1965, "* * * the Secretary shall require,
within a reasonable time prior to actual dinplacement, satisfactory assurance by the local
Sublic agency that decent, safe, and sanitary
wellings are available for the relocation of
each such individual or famity." 32 This languagr soeins to remove one of the weak spots in
the original requirement which was somewhat
a nbiguous and probably led to some evasion of
the intent of tho law. It was quite possible, particularly during a housing shortage, that when
a contract for a loan or capital grant was entered into, proper dwellings were being provided but that before actual displacement pome
or all of tHm had been occupied by other fami ies, many of whom may have moved out of
substandard units or have been newcomers to
the aren and, therefore, had left no other decent
dwellings for those displaced.
Even a quick look at the provisions made for
relocation payments and other aids to displaced
families and individuals would seem clear evidence of a more than casual and an increasing
concern over the difficulties and hardships faced
by those forced to move by renewal. Why, then,
the volume and severity of the criticism ir» Itnllm added. Sftlon 108 (c) (2).

ferred to above? What is the truth of the matter
as it now can be made out ?
First, a substantial proportion of the extensions and improvements in relocation practice
are of very recent vintage— 1964 and 1965,
for many of them. The process of putting the
provisions of laws into practice, particularly in
a nationwide Federal aid program that envisages a substantial degree of local responsibility
and judgment, takes more time than is sometimes assumed. Many of the more widely endorsed criticisms of relocation are based largely
on scattered, local studies made in the early and
middle 1950's or even before.
The failure of many local renewal pro/rams
to include reasonable amounts of low-income
housing probably has added bitterness to much
of the criticism of relocation. The critics seem
to have concluded that agencies manned by people so obviously blind to one of the paramount
needs of their communities are not likely to follow through on a decent relocation program, no
matter what laws are on the books. In reply to
the official claims that most of the families displaced have gone into standard or acceptable
housing, their definition of what is acceptable
for low-income families is not received with
much confidence.
The most impressive study of the actual results of relocation practices is that of the Bureau of the Census, which was made for HUD's
predecessor, the Housing and Home Financing
Agency, and put out in March 1965. The Bureau's own summary is worth quoting:
. . . The survey consisted of tho Interviews conducted at 2,300 relocation housing units that were occupied by
households relocated during Jun-s July, and
Augusf of 1004 from urban renewal projects located in
13:2 cities. Of the households covered, 1,090 were white,
1,210 nonwhitc. The interviewing began after Thanksgiving and was completed early in January of this yen3r.
The survey disclosed the following pertinent facts. *
The vast majority — W percent—of the displaced
families were relocated In standard housing.
Median gross rents arc higher—$74 compared
with $00 prior to relocation—while the median
proportion of income spent for rent inert-used from
23 jKTcent to nearly 28 percent.
Nearly two of every five relocated families had
incomes helow $3,000 and almost tho same projxirtlon had incomes between $3,000 and $0.000.
Home ownership increased from 38 to 37 |icra>nt.
Most relocated families found that work and
basic community facilities were at leant as conveniently located as before— 00 percent finding the
convenience of neighborhood shopping uliont the
same or better and Ti percent finding piihlU- transportation as satisfactory or better than prcvl™ An n seiiernl nili-. throughout till* ((.YiwiiK-IIHFA) report. IM rci'iilm,"'*
, rHnlr to (In- numliiT of I;IHI>S reporting.. For
tho luiiniru t<i ifOi'k n:id tltslanrc In rtwrrh, however, lhi>
IN-rcentngc* relate unl.v to Hume rnxe* fur which the Inquiry
wn« nppllfnble Thus, the inii-iii|iloycil were not queried nhoiit
the flluinnn* tu their journey In w irk nor those w i t h o u t
religion* iir.llnlloiiH ntiuut the illxtance to plneu of worxhlp.
For the utility nnd a critique of It, -.ec Fnlrrnl Kulr in Urban
Aljnirt, IlenrlnK". Snbcnniinltt"i' 'Hlblcofft on Kxrciitlvc !{<>•
organization of Ihe Sunnl* Comniliicc on (internment (Munition*. Siitu OincrenK, I'nrt 1, pp. 100. 144.
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onsly—55 percent reporting their church no further
away than before.
Shifts In jobs following relocation were not substantial, with only 10 percent of those with a fixed
place of employment changing jobs in the period
following the more.
Thirty-seven percent of the household heads with
a fixed place of employment reported a longer
journey to work.
Seventy percent of the families relocated themselves, although nearly 90 percent of the households received counseling, financial, or other assistance from the local public agency during the
relocation process.

It should be noted that this study was of
households relocated in mid-1964—before the
£[onsing Act of 1964, with its strengthening
amendments on relocation, was passed.
But it should be noted ako that the study has
had its critics, too, including data found in part
1, pages 100-144, of the Ribicoff hearings in
1966.
Unfortunately, it must also be noted that
here, again, the Census used the old definition
of standard housing that the Commission, earlier in this chapter, has criticized as hopelessly
inadequate—the nearly weather-tight-box-withpipes-m-it definition.
Clearly the most unsatisfactory result of this
round of relocation is the substantial increase in
rents paid—from a median of $66 to $74—and
in the proportion of income paid—from a media .1 of 25 to 28 percent These are gross rents;
i.e., the rents actually paid and certain utilities.
Tables in the census report show that in changes
in rent-to-income ratios, nonwhita families did
rather better than white ones. Before relocation
the median proportion paid by nonwhites was
28.4 percent; after relocation, 28.9 percent. The
corresponding figures for white families were
22.2 percent before and 26.1 percent after. Thus
the disadvantage of nonwhite families, what
has sometimes been called the "color tax," was
reduced from 6.2 percentage point* to 2.8. Also,
families who were referred to their new quarters
by relocation offices of local agenices made out
much better in this respect than the "selflocated." Of the families aided by local agencies, only 17 percent of the whites and 26 percent of nomvhites were paying less than $50
per month before relocation, and 29 percent of
the whites and 39 percent of the nonwhites were
under $50 after relocation. Of the self-located,
the proportions under $50 went down after relocation for whites from 14 to 7 percent and for
nonwhites from 28 to 14 percent. Practically all
of the self-located families went into private
housing. Relocation aid pthor than payment of
ei:pens?s can help lower-income families appreciably, but overall it is not substitute for an
adequate sum of good housing, reasonably related to the incomes of the households displaced.
In basic legal authorization, rules ana orga-

nization, and almost surely in results, relocation
has been improving, particularly in the past
few years. The Commission suggests farther,
however, that the time has come to reassess relocation policy and practices in broader terms.
For it seems hard to escape the conclusion that
the primary purpose of relocation practice, if
not of anriqiincea policy, has changed but little.
In the earlier stages of renewal it might be
summarized: get the site occupants out of the
way of project construction with as little delay
and outright hardship as possible. 'More recently a clause might be added to the preceding
sentence: "and with as much improvement in
their housing as market conditions allow and
with some respect for their dignity as human
beings."
Much could be said in behalf of this revised
statement of purpose, but is it good enough'?
Why should relocation practice be tied more or
less tightly to renewal or other projects? Why
should anyone—legislators, administrators, or
concerned members of the public—be reasonably satisfied when surveys show that the housing of those displaced improved a little on most
counts and was not much worse on a few others ?
The Commission prefers to look at renewal
in a rather different light and in a different perspective. Relocation should be seen essentially
not as a ground-clearing operation but as a direct and integral step in the march toward
the national housing goal—"for every American family." A large and steadily increasing
proportion of those displaced, including those
of low income, should be able to co directly into
a decent home and a suitable living environment, regardless of who or what displaced them.
Like all worthwhile social objectives, this one
will not be attained soon or all at once, but as
has been said, let us begin.
In more specific terms, this policy objective
has man?- implications, including:
1. A large volume of private house building
would have to be extended over as wide an
income market as possible.
2. This volume of building would have to be
accompanied by a massive inyftstment in public
and quasi-public capital facilities—schools, recreation, open space, transit facilities, water and
sewer, hospitals, clinics, neighborhood centers,
etc.
8. The provision of housing for low-income
families would have to bo of an entirely different order of magnitude than we have known in
the past The 500,000 to (500,000 units a year proposed by this Commission would bo a minimum.
4. Squally important, a start would have to
be made on producing a substantial amount of
low-income housing (veil before actual displacement in. any volume took place in the future.
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Because of difficulties in timing both low-income housing production and property acquisition under urban renewal, local agencies quite
often might have to supply temporary or interim quarters. This could be done in several
ways, including the use of mobile homes or
leased housing. The objectives, however, would
be clear —to nave available, a reasonable time
(say, not less than 2 months) before families are
displaced, a reasonable choice of decent houses
ana suitable living environments for the displaced. If any of them prefer to go into other
slum housing or elsewhere than into any of the
decent homes and neighborhoods, that is their
affair, but the choice should be open before
the families are displaced. They should not be
told, in effect: we will pay your expenses for
moving and help you get out of the way of this
important project for other people, manana,
when this project is done and if or when someone else get around to it, maybe some decent
houses in decent neighborhoods will come your
way.
5. Substantial proportions of a city's low-income housing, whether from conventional public
housing, 221 (d) (3), turnkey, leased housing,
rent supplements or other programs, would
have to oe vacant so that the low-income families displaced could have the first chance at it.
Pointing with pride to continually low vacancy
rates in these kinds of housing would be a thing
of the past.
6. Families and individuals displaced by enforcement of housing, health, or other codes
anywhere in the city would be treated in the
same way as those displaced from a project or
renewal area— with the same aids, and with
equal access to good housing.
7. Those displaced by private development
carried out with no (or only incidental) public
aid should also have similar treatment. Perhaps a maximum family income limit for eligibility should be set Relocation payments for
moving expenses and personal property loss
might be required from the developers or split
between them and the local government.
Although a policy objective of this kind
would amount to a substantial reorientation of
most thought and action on reloct ion, in some
respects it has been more or less foreshadowed
by parts of recor.t Federal housing laws. An
example is the 1965 amendment to the Housing
Act of 1949—section I05(e)(2), referred to
above. The Commission, however, commends it
not as a drastic rcoricntation nor as an extension of earlier measures, but simply on its
merits.
Traditionally the highway program, one of
the older Federal aid programs, almost com-

ignored relocation. The position of the
g^tely
ureau of Public Roads and the State highway

departments was that their business was to
finance and build highways. If displaced families or businesses encountered unusual inconvenience or hardships, these should be the concern of other agencies, not of the highway builders. For many years Federal aid was not
available for roads within municipal limits. In
those years, therefore, the volume of displacement per mile of road or per dollar of rignt-ofway and construction outlay was low. Since
1945, however, these aids have been applicable to
some kinds of roads within urban areas. Displacement volume has risen sharply, and has
brought in its train demands and suggestions
for a different and more systematic treatment of
relocation problems. These demands have increased since the Congressional action of 1656
re payment of relocation expenses in urban renewal. They also have besn strengthened as
more and more units of the interstate system
have gone through heavily built-up urban districts, including often those lived in predominantly by families of low income.
In 1961 the President in a message to Congress urged legislation for relocation assistance.
No action was taken by Congress. He repeated
the recommendation in 1962 "* * * that assistance and requirements similar to those now applicable to the urban renewal program be
authorized for the Federal aid highway program and the urban mass transportation program." (The latter, of course, was administered
by HUD.)
The Federal Highway Act of 1962 required as
a condition of Federal aid that State highway
departments provide advisory assistance for
displaced families, but not necessarily to individuals or businesses. The Bureau of Public
Roads, however, encourages the highway departments to serve individuals and businesses.
Expenses of this service that are clearly tied to
a highway project may be financed as part of
that project-, but general administrative expenses may not. They must be met by the State
agency.
Further, the act of 1962 authorized the inclusion of moving expenses (not personal property losses) of families, individuals, businesses
and nonprofit organizations up to the urban renewal limits of $200 and $3,000. Thes provisions
were permisive, not mandatory. If a State took
advantage of them it would ha>-e to pay 10 percent of the costs on an interstate project and 50
percent on all other aided projects. No additional Federal funds were appropriated for relocation expenses. State highway officials who
might wish to make relocation payments were
faced, therefore, with a part of the costs of the
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service and with the probability that they would
receive less money for land acquisition and construction. In addition, of course, they would
have to have authorization from State legislatures to use State funds for relocation payments.
At the passage of the Federal act only eight
States authorized any such payments, and in
several of these the State authorization was so
limited that full advnnfage could not be taken
of the Federal act
In 1965, 3 years after passage of the Federal
act, the study of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations reported that 22
States authorized some payments, but only in
12 were they in substantial acordance with the
Federal law. A few States, depending on court
decisions or an opinion of the attorney general,
were making payments without explicit legislative authorization. The volume of assistance
payments was low. Some State official both in
States with legislative authorization for such
payments and those without it, argued that they
were not necesary if definite plans for right-ofway acquisition were announced far enough in
advance. An official of the Bureau of Public
Roads, however, wrote the ACIR "* * * Only
12 percent of about 21,000 families which had to
move made any contact with the assistance office
* * *" If these offices typically were sitting
back and waiting for families threatened with
displacement to come to them, they surely would
be of little help to most low income families in
slum areas. The weakness of this position is also
indicated by another statement in the ACIR
report: "For residential moves, about 45 percent
of the projects used State highway department
district offices; 16 percent used onsite relocation
offices set up by State highway departments; 14
percent used local renewal agencies; and 25 percent used other arrangements."
In 1967 Congress directed the Secret-., y of
Transportation to look into relocation jiolicies
and practices under the highway program and
to report back his conclusions. The Federal
Highway Art of 1968, approved August 23,
1968. requires relocation practices much more
like, hut in some respects different from, those of
urban renewal. Payment, of moving expenses
now becomes a condition of Federal aid. The
BPR will meet 100 percent of these expenses—
i.e., the States will not have to pay part of
them—but the monoy will come out of appropriations for Acquisition and construction.
Concluding comment
This discussion of relocation policy, practice,
and difficulties has been largely centered on
Federal aid programs for urban renewal and
highways. These were selected primarily because of all governmental and Governmentdisplncers of urban families, individual, and

businesses. They also show sharp differences as
well as some similarities in relocation practices.
Both have, undergone substantial changes in recent years.
From this review and its hearings the Commission is convinced thai, in urban renewal, public housing, and all other housing and housingrelated programs the primary policy objective
of relocation should be to make it, for just as
many families and individuals as possible, a direct path to a decent r nc and a suitable living
environment. This is » jcided change from the
present objective, whic.. can fairly be said to be
to move people out of the way of urban renewal
pio.iects ana into shelter of at least minimum
decency standards, and to do this as humanely
and with as little financial cost and outright
hardship to those displaced as possible. This enlarged objective would call for, among other
things, a greatly strengthened effort to expand
the volume of really good housing and good
neighborhoods within the reach of low-income
families. It also would mean that the provision
of this housing should be given a high time priority in urban building and rebuilding plans so
that, displaced families will have a reasonable
choice before they are actually displaced, of
where they wish to live. To the "degree that this
policy objective may be realized, it would also
ease considerably or even eliminate many of the
relocation problems of private development and
of governmental programs, such as highway?,
that are not concerned directly with housing.
As this change in objective and philosophy is
being developed and implemented, careful attention should also be given to ways and means
of improving relocation practice and procedures. The Commission is happy to endorse the
recommendations of the 1965 report on relocation made by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and would emphasize four of them:
(1) All Federal and federally aided programs that displace families and businesses
should follow a uniform policy in respect
to relocation payments and advisory or
counseling services fo those displaced.
(2) Similarly each State should adopt a
un'form policy on these matters that would
l>e binding on all of its agencies and programs.
(8) All agencies responsible, for or helping to finance programs that displace families and individuals should Ix* allowed to
go ahead with displacement only when they
can give assurance that a sufficient supply
of at least, standard shelter i.s available to
and within the means of those displaced.
(4) Every effort should be made, particularly within the larger cities, to arrange
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is larger than four members, standard housing
for the relocation process to be handled by
is difficult to obtain.
one office or agency serving all the programs in operation at any one time. OrdiWe acknowledge that not all whose income
narily this office should be a unit of the genis below $6,500 face this situation. Some have
eral purpose local government It should be 'inherited a house. Older persons on small inmanned by people well qualified to deal not
comes may have their, houses paid for. Many
only with the mechanics of payments and
single .persons share, housing costs.. Childless
referrals but, more importantly; with the
married couples or those whose children are
considerable range of problems and diffigrown need, less space and can buy decent housc^ties that dispkced[families of low iri- ing for less mtfhey.
coine often have io faux.
'
''
After- one grants these exceptions, it is noneAs to (1) and (2) the Commission would go
theless true that families with incomes below
$6,500 find it difficult to buy or to rent decent,
a little bevonJ the ACER recommendations. It
standard^housing at.market rates.
fielieyts that all States and the Federal Government should have essentially the same payNot all of those in need can be subsidized.
ments for moving and miscellaneous expenses
But there are only three general ways in which
arid tile same range and quality of informathis problem, can be attacked—by raising intional,' advisor^ or counseling services. Why
comes, by reducing costs, or bj subsidies.
should a family for.-ed t6 move by a federally
First, increased incomes. As. incomes rise,
aided renewal operation receive either more or
and unemployment falls, and especially as housless in money or services than a similar family
ing-deficient families and poverty families get
in the same city displaced by a State office
jobs, the substandard housing problem will debuilding or hospital!
cline.
.The Commission recognizes the importance in
Second, if housing costs can be cut, whether
relocation of what is done and how it is done.
through reductions in construction costs, land
It would, however, biress its conviction on two
prices, or closing costs and fees, more people
points: (1) Good organization, uniform paycan afford to buy standard housing through the
ments, and qualified personnel are not substiprivate market system. This is why we have detutes for a good supply of good housing availvoted so much attention throughout the report
able to and within the means of displaced famito housing costs, new technology, restrictive
lies of low income. (2) The basic objective and
practices, and building codes.
philosophy of relocation will influence, maybe
For each $2,500 reduction in housing costs, a
subtly out nevertheless substantially, the quality
family requires $1,000 lees income a year to buy.
and effectiveness of everything that is done. Is
If minimum housing costs were to fall from
it essentially a ground clearing operation for
$16,000 to $13.500, families with only $5,500 a
new construction or rehabilitation, or is it an
year could afford subsidy-free housing. This
opportunity to move ahead directly toward the
would bring an added 10 percent of the families
national housing goal ?
into the private market Housing subsidies to
those in the $5,500 to $6,500 income class would
Housing need* of the poor cannot be met by the
not be needed. These amounts could then be conpftvate market
centrated on reducing the housing needs of the
Private enterprise cannot meet all of our
poor.
housing needs. Few average-size families with
Finally, the country must face the fact that
incomes under $6,500, except in very low cost
subsidies will be needed if we are to meet the
areas, can afford either to buy or rent standard
housing policy goal of the Nation as set forth
housing. Allow 25 perant of income for buying
in the 1949 act.
and 20 percent for renting. This income would
There is no way under present or foreseeable
provide a monthly rental for standard housing
of $130, and a monthly mortgage payment (for conditions that the poor or near-poor can buy
or rent standard housing at private market
principal and interest) of $108, plus heat, insurance, taxes, and maintenance of another $55 rates. There is no magic way by which the poor
a month for a total homeowner's cost of $163 can be decently housed without subsidy. Direct
rental payment*, interest rate reduction*, land
a month.
writedown*, tax-free municipal bond*, added
(Jsing the common rule of thumb (2% times
depreciation credit*, or allowance* are all tubincome), a family with $6,500 a year could afndiet.
ford a $16,250 house. A 6% percent 80-year
mortgage would require monthly payment* of
There is no way for private owners to make
approximately the $108 just mentioned.
a profit by housing the poor in decent standard
housing except through some form of aid or by
Not quite half the families' of the United
States have incomes below $6.000. For the family
demanding excessive payments from the poor.
whose income falls below this amount or which
This fact must be faced.
22-fM4—fl»
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CHAPTER 2

Financing of Housing—PHA, VA, FNMA
. Few Americans' can afford to pay cash for a
bouse. Most people most go into debt to buy a
home. Despite a traditional conservative bias
•gainst personal indebtedness, an exception has
almost always been made for home porchase.
Hoineownership is not ariewjgoaLEveryone
pays for shelter in some form. The form of purpay off their debt in 'lien of re. when their
earning power is steady or growing, and
promisee security to those who complete payments and achieve full ownership before their
earning power dwindles.
To provide the necessary credit and enable a
family to have its own home when the need for
it is greatest, an elaborate financing system has
developed. The various institutions that serve
the credit needs of home buyers are:
Governmental .institutions:
Federal H o u s i n g Administration
(FHA).
Veterans' Administration (VA). _
Federal National Mortgage Associa-

ation (FNMA).

Private and conventional credit institutions:
Mutual savings banks.
Savings and 'oan associations.
Commercial banks.
Life insurance companies.
During the century preceding the Depression
of the 1930's, home loans, or. mortgages, were
handled entirely by private money lenders.
They charged high interest, required large
downpayments, and required rapid repayment,
typically in 7 to 10 years. Bayers short of cash
to meet approximately 86 percent of purchase
price as downpayment had to borrow further
from a second mortgage at still higher interest
rates. Periodic payments often covered only the
interest, with the fall principal due at the expiration date. Buyers who could not meet payment* because of illness or loss of jobs were in a
precarious position, in danger of losing their
homes and all the savings invested in them
Understandably, money lenders often were
painted as villains in plays and novels, and the
term "mortgage" was surrounded with an aura
of fear.
The optimism of the 1920'* tended to hide
these risks, however. Home buying increased

Jy at tie same time that values became
_hly inflated. When the economy collapsed
in~1929, millions lost their homes in foreclosures and other millions, were about to lose them.
One measure of the severity of the crash is that
new housing units were being built at an annual
rate of 900,000 a year in the yean before the
Depression and only one-tenth of this amount,
or 90,000 housing units, were built in 1984: .
This disaster brought the Federal Government into the picture. FirsLunder the Hoover
administration, the Federal Home Loan Banks
were set up to supply capital advances to home
loan institutions. Under the Kooeeyelt administration, to stem the continuing defaults, the
Home Owners Loan Corporation was created
to put Federal funds behind distressed mortgages; first interest, and then both interest and
principal, were insured:'
Also in the mid-1930'^ the Government invested about $275 million in federally chartered
savings and loan associations, insuring depositors against loss. The whole structure of nome
financing was purified. The "balloon payments"
at the end of the mortgage term (which posed
such an unmanageable financial burden on the
poor purchaser) were eliminated by amortizing
the principal in regular payments over the life
of the loan. Interest rates were reduced;
Both homeowners and lenders who held the
mortgages were substantially aided by these
Government measures, and hence by the taxpayers.. Strangely the same economic middle class
which then received these benefits, and in large
measure still does, often forgets its debt to society; many of its members are frequently in
the forefront of opposition to housing programs
designed to help less fortunate Americans.

While the Government kept a significant number of Americans from losing their homes
through the policies described, the hoped-for
recovery of the housing market did not occur,
Financial institutions handling the mortgages
were stabilized, but they were still fearful of
making home loans for which they might not
be repaid. In 1935, to stimulate construction
and homeownenhip, the Federal Housing Administration was created to provide more direct
support for those wishing to acquire homes by
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insuring their mortgages under certain circumstances.
Despite rising building costs and interest
rates, the pattern of FHA mortgage financing
has enabled many more families, and many with
lower incomes than formerly would have been
in the market, to become homeowners. They
have become debt-encumbered, to be sure, but
homeowners nevertheless. The chief means of
achieving this end have been (1) reduced downpayment requirements, and (2) extended mortgage life.
Mortgage financing has grown to vast proportions. As table 1 shows, there was a doubling
of mortgage debt in the 9 years note i
TAttE 1—TOTAL MORTGACE DEBT IN NONFARM

TO 4 FAMILY HOUSES
BUIlo*

1958
1964

1118

196
236

1967

While there are still some individual lenders,
the bulk of the mortgage business is institutionalized. The FHA does not make direct loans to
borrowers, but rather insures the mortgages
extended by institutions. The same is primarily
true of mortgages insured by the Veterans' Administration. Mortgages extended by private
lending institutions without recourse to either
FHA or VA are called "conventional financing."
Interest rates, length of term, dovmpp • nentt—
some relations/tips
The discussion of housing costs in part V,
chapter 1, describes how the total and monthly
costs of housing vary with changes in interest
rates, length of the mortgage term, etc.
Table 2 shows that while the average cost of
homes rose 52 percent in the 13 years from 1952
to 1965, the downpnyment to the. average buyer
decreased by abou. $1,800 because FHA was
insuring a larger percentage of the mortgage.
TAiLE 2.—AWM6E HOME COSTS AND DOWNPAYMENTS

Oown pvy*

YMI
1152.
IKS..

Antutcost n*nt rtqviritf
•Thorn* (pt: «nti|t)
SI1.MO
17.200

27.0
7.4

((MUM)
{3.100

1,300

Monthly payments were reduced by extending
the life of the mortgage from 20 to 35 yours.
Rising interest rates tended to offset tlio.se
reductions to the home buyers. They added to
the initial cash outlay, insofar as points had to
be paid to tho lender to compensate for his
acceptance of an FHA loan at a legally set interest rate In-low the market rate. Rising interest

rates also added, of course, to monthly charges
and to total interest charges.
Successful attempts to lower downpayments
and monthly charges were thus accomplished
through Government programs by saddling the
buyer with more future debt and higher total
interest payments. The interest payments were
rationalized as (1) compensation to the lender
for the owner's inability to make a 100 percent
cash outlay for the house at the purchase time,
or as (2) the owner's charge for the privilege of
using the house on credit, while he is earning
and saving to pay the full cost.
Conventional^ FHA and VA financing: How
they share the mortgage market
Conventional financing provided for 23 million, or 65 percent, of the 30.6 million new housing units built from 1946 through 1967. Mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration have financed 4.4 million new units, or
approximately 15 percent of the total, since
World War II, white Veterans' Administration
guarantees have helped to provide nearly 2.9
million new housing units for veterans, or a little more than 9 percent of the total. The two
together have assisted in the building of 7.8
million new housing units, or 24 percent of the
total.
Government guarantees in one form or
another, therefore, helped to stimulate nearly a
quarter of the new housing units during the period of 1946 through 1967. The same three methods—FHA, VA, and conventional financing—
also operated in the purchase and the improvement, "f existing housing.
THE FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

Capsule summary
In essence, the FHA has been a mortgage
guarantee program.
The guarantee does not go to the homo buyer.
If he fails to meet his payments, the FIIA does
not bail him out. He loses his home. The guarantee is given to the lender, assuring him of
repayment even if tho borrower defaults.
FHA thus bolsters the lending institutions,
permitting them to make practically risk-free
loans on new and old homes, and on home repair work.
FIIA helps homo buyers indirectly; first, by
encouraging lenders to make mortgage loans;
second, by helping to bring about lower downpayinonts; and third, by inducing lower monthly payments. Tlittse Iwncfits to borrowers hav«
In-en accomplished over the years as FHA has
insured or guaranteed an increasing portion of
the cost of the home and has applied this guarantee to mortgages for which payments could
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be stretched out over an increasing period of
years.
FHA thus, also indirectly, supports the homebuilding industry by providing a credit instrument that greatly expands housing production
nnd consumption.
The FHA pattern of benefits steins from (1)
the depression era from which it emerged; (2)
the various changes over the Tears, such as the
congressional mandates, the>:uousing desires of
the public, the suburbu
on of the metropolis: and (3) the administi uave policies within
FHA itself.
As will be discussed in more 'letail below, the
chief beneficiariw of FHA have been the
middle-income h^me buyers, the suburban areas
of the cities, the well-to-do insofar as they are
among the lenders and builders, and a jprrse
number of the poor and near-poor.
FHA poKciet on interest rate* and mortgages
The original FHA program in 1935 not only
guaranteed the safety of marginal loans which
otherwise might not have been made, and hence
stimulated a great flow of fnnds into construction and homeownership, but also aimed to improve conditions for the ultimate borrower. One
method was to reduce the amount of the required downpayment by providing that home
mortgages could be iasured in a mutual mortgage insurance fund for up to 80 percent of the
value of a property. This was an increase of
15 percentage points over the conventional
method, and cut the downpayment from 35 to
20 percent. In order to confine these benefits to
those in moderate circumstances, maximum limits were placed on the amount of the mortgage
that would be insured. To protect the ultimate
l>orrowers (as well as the lenders), it was provided that a new house thus insured would have
to meet minimum standards of construction.
Interest rates were not to exceed 5 percent, but
might vary between this ceiling and a floor of
4 percent as the FHA might decide.
Originally the length of the mortgage was
not to exceed 20 years, and the required monthly
payments were to amortize the mortgage principal along with the payment of interest on tlie
outstanding unpaid balance over the life of the
mortgage.
Some of the major changes in the FHA formula over the years may be noted:
1034—80 percent of value guaranteed (leaving
20 percent to pay as downpayment). Interest rate maximum of 5 to 5.5 percent
Terms, 20 years.
1938—Percentage of value guaranteed raised to
90. Term increased to 25 years.
1948—Guarantee on first $6,000 of value inincreased to 95 ]«rcent. Term increased
to 80 years.

1950—During Korean War, credit controls
tightened. Terms limited to 25-year maximum.
1954—Guaranteed amount, 90 percent of first
$9,000 of value. Term returned to 30
years.
1957—Guaranteed amount raised to 97 percent
of first $10,000, with maximum interest
rate of 5.25 percent
1961—Term increased to 35 years.
1965—Full 100 percent of first $15,000 (requiring no downpayment for a house of that
value or less), plus 90 percent of next
$5,000, available for veterans only.
1966—Same 1965 terms extended to nonveterans.
1C88—Maximum interest rate set at 6% percent
The limits on percentage of value which could
be mortgaged, the length of time the mortgage
could run, and the interest rate are all maximums, so the FHA and its local agencies have
had considerable discretion in tailoring the
mortgages of individual borrowers. But the
ceilings have come to be norms, and the general
terms available arc roughly in accord with the
raised ceilings.
The sliding scale used for guaranteeing the
mortgage amounts worked out in 1961 was as
follovs: 97 percent on the first $15,000, 90 percent on the next $5,000, 80 percent on the rest
(all values over $20,000). This is illustrated in
table 3 for a $25,000 house.
TAILE J.-OIA MORTGAGE SCALES
Rltlfl

OlhMIt

J15.000

slow
sjooo

tfownpWMnl (ptrctnt)
3.0
10.0
20.0

Amount d <om>pnmti<

1.000

25,000
I On loll).

The steady liberalizing of the percentage of
insurablc value was intended to make it easier
for t. ! lower and middle income sections of the
middle class to afford the downpayments, and
hence to increase
the effective demand for housing. The FII.A also was under pressure to match
the lower downpayments for veterans available
under VA loans.
Interest rate* and jtohtu
The Congress, because of suspicions of bankers dating back to depression days, set legal interest ceilings so mortgage lenders could not
take advantage of the Government's guarantees
against loss and charge interest at higher than
a truly competitive rate. But the market or competitive rates tended to rise faster than the legally .set rates. The market rates rose from 4.6
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to 5 to 5.8 percent and, starting in I960, to 6
and 6.8 percent and higher.
Congress authorized higher ceilings, but if
these ceilings were not as high as the market
rate, it -was impossible to get mortgage money
without paying big discounts or points. Points
are an advance payment of interest (paid at the
time the mortgage loan is made) to provide the
lender with the difference between the statutory
interest rate ceiling and the market rate. The
effect of the points charged to the seller was to
have this amount added to the price of the
house, or. if charged to the buyer, added to the
price of the downpayment, in either case defeating the attempt to make home purchases more
attractive.
Consequently, Congress finally removed the
legalceiling in 1968 and allowed the Secretary
of HUD to fix the maximum legal rate in accordance with what he believed market conditions to be. He immediately raised the rate to
6% percent, when the yield on FHA new home
mortgages was as high as 6.94 percent. Elimination of the artificial ceilings, it was hoped,
would bring about the disappearance of points
or other artifices by lenders to equate FHA
loans with the market as a whole.
FIT A insurance premium
FHA charges a mortgage insurance premium
of one-half of 1 percent1 o:. the outstanding
unpaid balance of the principal. This diminishes with time as more and more of the fixed
monthly payments are devoted to reducing the
debt. All the administrative and operating costs
of the FHA are paid out of this fund, as are
losses from defaults and foreclosures. The average outstanding balance on the individual
homes is shown in table 8.
Volume of insured FHA mortgages
The total of all loans insured by FHA during
1967 was $67.8 billion, but since $10.4 billion
was amortized, the amount in force at the end of
1967 was $57.4 billion. Of this, the standard
one- to four-family home mortgage (sec. 203)
accounted for $42.5 billion, or about 75 percent.
The total volume in December 1966 of all
mortgages was $224.4 billion on one- to fourfamily units and $30.5 billion on multifumily
apartment dwellings.
FHA insured in all varieties about $44.8 billion of the one- to four-family mortgages, fourfifths of which was distributed in 1965 ns shown
in table 4.
Forenlosures
During the 1940's and early 1950's, thero \vci«
relatively few serious defaults on FHA mort>Not I«M than ont-qu*rter of 1 ptrcrat nor more th*n 1
ptrctnt. but *ver*(lpf one-half of 1 ptrctnt.

TABU 4.-DISTRIBUTIOH OF FHA-INSUREP LOANS

lyptoftortfcrtioa
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U.3
U.C

1LO
15

24.C
14.5

35.5
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gages. There was still a relative shortage of
housing, and a low vacancy rate. This made
nrchasers very anxious to hold on to their
omes and determined not to lose them becarse
of any failure to keep up the required payments.
The requirement of a 20-percent downpayment
meant also that they had. made a considerable
personal investment which they naturally did
not want to lose. Moreover, the 20-year duration of the mortgage meant that after a few
years they were adding r-nbstantial amounts to
their equities. All this ir reased their desire to
hold on. In addition, real estate values were
rising, and, with each year, their houses were
worth more.
Thus, up to 1957, there had been a total of 4.7
million homes insured under the FHA program, but only 32,400 family units—0.78 percent—had had their mortgages ended as a result
of a default in payments. The total number of
defaults for 1956 was only 5,400 and the rate
remained comparatively low up to 1960.
Default terminations and foreclosures have
been more severe in the case of multifamily
housing mortgages. Of the 1.2 million housing
units included in all forms of insured multiple
dwellings through 1967, no less than 141,800, or
? 1.5 percent, have suffered default terminations.
This was between three and four times the cumulative percentage for single-family homes.
The cumulative foreclosure rate for section 207
rental unit mortgages was 12.5 percent.
Some facts about insured individual homes and

E

their •financing

~^

In 1952, the average acquisition cost of an
FHA-insured home was $11,300. The average
mortgage was $8,300, or 73 percent of the price.
By 1960, the average acquisition cost had risen
to $14,900, and the mortgage to $13,000, or 91
percent of the price. By 1967, the average acquisition cost had gone up to $19,000, upon
which the average mortgage was $16,910, or 89
percent. Because of reductions in downpayments, the percentage of the acquisition cost
which the purchaser had to invest fell from 27
percent in 1952 to 9 percent in 1960 and to 7.4
percent in 1965. The average length of the
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mortgage was extended from 21.7 years in 1952
to 29.8 in 1965, a lengthening of more than 8
years (see tables 11 and 12).
The increase in the cost of a home was caused
by the rise in both building and land prices.
The cost of the average site of FHA-insured
homes increased from $1,227 in 1952 to $1,887
in 1956 to $? ,777 in 1967. This amounted to an
increase of more than 50 percent in the 4 years
between 1952 and 1956, and to a further increase of slightly more than 80 percent in the
next 11 years to 1967. The average increase in
land costs during the 15 years was a little more
than $2,200, or nearly a tripling, and in relati\e
costs from 12 to 20 percent of the total cost of
the house. This roughly agrees with the careful
estimate from the Commission's research of an
increase of 100 percent in bare land values between 1956 and 1966, as revealed in the Commission's Research Report No. 12 by Allen D.
Manvel ct al.
It is also true that the quality of the purchased new home was being improved. Thus,
between 1952 and 1967, the average number of
rooms rose from 4.8 to 5.9, with an increase in
the average number of bedrooms from 2.6 to 32.
The size of the average new house increased
from 968 to 1,216 square feet, or a gain of approximately 25 percent. An additional bath was
being included in more houses, until in 1956 this
characterized two-thirds of the total. Wall-towall carpeting was increasingly included.
In addition to the new homes, an ever largernumber of existing homes were changing hands
under ^HA-insured mortgages. In 1952, the
older .lomes cost slightly more than the new
houses, but by 1965 they averaged $2,700 less.
Part of this was due to the fact that in 1952, the
older houses, averaging, as they did, 1,060 square
feet, were 15 percent larger. But by 1967 they
were just about the same size. The newer houses
were growing up to them and the older homes
were no longer overwhelmingly in the pre-1929
class.
In the main, the older houses seemed to have
about the same facilities as the new, except that
43 percent of them had basements, as contrasted
with only 23 percent of the 1967 crop of new
houses. Tim lengths of the mortgages on the
older houses wore, us one might expect, somewhat shorter than for the new homes, but not
markedly so—only 114 years less, on the average.
The interest rates showed little difference. In
1007, the average rate charged by the savings
and loan association was 6.46 percent on new
housing and 6.49 percent on existing homea
In addition to the standard section 203 insured mortgages, many other home purchase insuring plans for individual homes were created.

During the 1940's, 626,000 new homes were built
under section 603 for servicemen, while during
the Korean war 72,000 more were built to serve
workers in the defense industries. Btween 170,000 and 180,000 other individual homes have
been financed under various FHA programs.
In 1965,75 percent of the new homes insured
were frame, as were 83 percent of the existing
homes, while 24 percent were of masonry. Of
this latter group, 2.5 percent were brick or stone,
and 8.2 percent either stucco or concrete. Of the
new homes, 7.4 percent were factory, fabricated,
and 24 percent were air conditioned.
MvJtifamily rental project*
In addition to the single-family homes, 1.1
million units, or a little less than one-fifth of
the number of insured individual homes, were
built from 1935 to 1967 under FHA mortgages
in multifamily rental projects. Under section
207 (which is to multifamily rental properties
what section 203 has been o home purchase),
mortgages are insured on loans of up to 90
percent of an appraisal not to exceed $20 million
for a project. There are limitations on each
project according to the number of bedrooms,
ranging from $9,000 for efficiency apartments
(no separate bedrooms) to $21,000 for units
with more than three bedrooms. To be eligible
for this multifamily insurance, a rental project
must, contain at least eight apartments. There
are three main types of these multifamily dwellings—walkup apartments, generally ninning
up to four floors or three flights of stairs; apartments served by elevators, ranging generally
from five floors and up; and row housing, now
generally called townhoiises, where sidewalls
serve adjoining houses and where the land space
per unit is markedly less. Under this program,
230,000 units were built by the end of 1966 nnd
63,000 more were proposed in 1967.
The section 207 apartment house program had
been preceded after World War II by section
608, which provided mortgage financing for
war workers and veterans. While this act was
repealed in 1954, it provided during its life for
446,000 units. Rental projects for the armed
services were also furnished during the 1950's
by section 803, which accounted for the construction of another 203,000 units. By this device the capital cost of military housing was
transferred from the public treasury to private
capital, and hence did not show up in the official
budget. But the Government guaranteed the
payment of sufficient rentals to yield an adequate
return.
In 1954, section 220 was enacted to provide
for the rehabilitation of rental housing and the
construction of new apartments if they were
located in urban renewal areas. Some 55,000
units have been built under this program.
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There are various other rental programs such
as those for cooperatives (sec. 213), for nonprofit organizations (sec. 221), for condominiums and for the elderly (sec. 231); and for
nursing homes. In all, about 13, million rental
housing units have been insured by FHA.
In 1950, these multifamily units averaged 67
apartments to a project, but half of the projects
had less than 31 apartments. By 1966, the average had nearly doubled to 125, while the midpoint had more than tripled tolOl.
Accompanying this increase in size was a decrease in the relative number of walkup apartments and rowhouses. Thus in 1950,75 percent
were walkups, and 23 percent were rowhouses
of single-family units. But by 1965 these had
decreased to 39 and 8 percent, respectively. The
proportion in the elevator class had, on the other
hand, gone up from 2.4 to 53 percent. These
trends appear to be reversing; in 1967, walkups
accounted for 52 percent of the projects and
rowhouses 12 percent.
The average number of rooms per apartment
in 1967 was 3.9, but 7.6 percent were efficiencies,
54 percent had only one bedroom, and 37 percent had two. Only 2 percent had three or more
bedrooms. These apartments were certainly not
for large families, and tended to be either for
single persons or couples without children or
with only one child. The average mortgage per
unit had been only $6,366 in 1950, but this had
risen to $16,133 in 1967, which was not far from
the average mortgage on the single-family
house. The mortgages were between 89 and 90
percent of the "value."
The value of the land used per apartment in
1967 averaged only $1,438, or about $2,000 less
than in the case of single-family homes. Even
though apartment houses might be on more expensive land, the many units kept unit costs
down. The costs were about $200 less for walkups than for the elevator type, and $300 less than
for the single-family rownouse type.
Home improvement
In addition to providing loan insurance for
the construction and purchase of homes, FHA
has insured no less than 28.6 million home-improvement loans. These have amounted to a
total of $18.2 billion, or an average of about
$640 for each loan. In the third quarter of 1967,
insured loans which were outstanding amounted
to $1.27 billion. While the administration of
these loans has been somewhat loose and abuses
have developed, they have in the main served
constructive purposes. Structures I ave been improved by the use of siding, they have- been restyled, bathrooms and air conditioning installed,
and many other improvements added. O igrees
tried to chock some of the abuses by outlawing

the use of FHA loans for barbecue pits, swimming pools, tennis courts, etc. But the records
show that many unscrupulous dealers and finance companies have charged poor families
excessive sums for little needed improvements.
They have saddled the borrowers with financial
instruments upon which they have realized
usurious sums, or through which they have
taken possession of the homes in foreclosure actions.
A GENERAL APPRAISAL OF FHA

Within its limits, FHA has performed well.
By insuring a large portion of the appraised
value, it greatly diminished the amount of down
payment required. Recourse to costly second
mortgages in this field was reduced. It made first
mor*-rages more attractive and increased the
amount of capital invested in them.
As the proportion of the appraised value
which is insured has risen to well over 90 percent, the amount of the down payment has, of
course, been correspondingly reduced. With
risks reduced and payments lower, millions of
young families have enjoyed homeownership at
a much earlier age, and have been able to bring
their children up in what we like to think of as
the conventional American manner.
An increasing proportion of home purchase
money was being financed on credit. Financial
institutions in effect were possessing a larger
share of the value of the house. Homeownership
was expanded by letting the "owner' become
more or a renter.
FHA has also been a vital factor in financing
and promoting the exodus from the central cities
nnd in helping to build up the suburbs. That
is where the vast majority of FHA-insured
homes have been built. The suburbs could not
have expanded as they have during the postwar years without FHA. Superhighways constructed at Government expense have also
opened up the areas outside the cities and supported the exodus of a largo proportion of the
white middle class.
By prescribing minimum standards of construction, including toilet and hot water facilities, and by discouraging the use of shoddy
building materials, FHA lias lessened the possibility that the new suburbs would soon turn
into slums. At the same time, while it did not
enthusiastically embrace new methods of construction and materials, it has been more receptive to them than have most of the building code
writers and officials of the central cities. For
example, FHA permitted Romez and plastic
pipe when these new products were effectively
forbidden by most codes. FHA actions in this
respect have been beneficial.
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Taking all factors into consideration, it is
difficult to see how any institution could have
served the emerging middle class more effectively than has the FHA nnd its counterpart,
die Federal home loan bank systems. Most important, FHA helped to end the practice of
letting the big final payment of principal come
due at the end of the mortgage term, supplanting this with amortization of this amount over
the life of the mortgage. It has brought consumer protection into the entire mortgage field,
with conventional lenders following FHA?s
lead. For example, interest is only computed on
the amounts actually owed. Many hive-tors and
lenders have been influenced by FHA to moderate their terms as gards interest, down
payments, and length of mortgages. All of these
steps have brought in more purchasers among
the lower and middle sections of the middle
class.
The decline in the relative volume of FhA
insurance
Yet. despite its constructive services, it became apparent that FHA was becoming relatively less impoi^ant. This is shown by table 13,
which gives the '..imber and proportion of l.omes
started under FHA-insured mortgages from
1935 to 1966. 1'us includes both single-family
homes and rental apartments but. excludes used
or existing homes.
During the 20 years from 1935 to 1954, FHA
insured 3.76 million homes, or almost 23 percent
of the 16.57 million that were built. The proportion dropped to 14 percent ia 1957, but revived
to 22.5 percent in 195S. By 1963, it had fallen
to 14 percent, and remained below that proportion through 1967. (See also table 14, in which
different statistics show the same trend.)
Xo one b's given a fully satisfactory reason
for this decline, but it was probably due to the
fact that such lending institutions as savings
and loan associations, savings banks, and insurance companies were being given more money
to invest by depositors and were themselves
moving more aggressively into the real estate
field. Savings deposits in commercial banks
were nlso rising rapidly. All the.se institutions
were increasingly willing to make mortgage
loans without being insured against loss. In this
way, the borrower saved the yearly insurance
premium of one-half percent a year of the outstanding value, of t ho mortgage.
\Vhnt /'7/.-1 hiix iwt done
The main weakness of FHA from a social
point of view has not been in what it has done,
hut. in what it has failed to do—in i.\s relative
neglect of the. inner cities and of the. poor, and
f'tally Negro poor.. He.Iie.ving firmly that the

poor were bad credit risks and that the presence
of Negroes tended to lower real estate values,
FHA has generally regarded loans to such
groups as "economically unsound." Until recently, therefore, FHA benefits have been confined almost exclusively to the middle cla&s, and
primarily only to the middle section of the middle class. The poor and those on the fringes of
poverty have been almost completely excluded.
These and the lower middle class, together constituting the 40 percent of the population whose
housing needs are greatest, received only 11
percent, of FHA mortgages.
Redlining
This tendency to neglect the poor has been
reinforced and partially extended by the FHA
tendency to shun the central cities and concentrate on'the suburbs. The experience of members
of the Commission and others convinced us that
up until the summer of 1967, FHA almost never
insured mortgages on homes in slum districts,
and did so very seldom in the "gray areas"
which surrounded them. Even middle class residential districts in the central cities were suspect, since there was always the prospect that
they, too, might turn as Negroes and poor whites
continued to pour into the cities, and as middle
and upper-middle income whites continued to
move out.
The result was a general, even if unwritten,
agrerment between lending institutions and
FPLV that most of the areas inside the central
cities did not have a favorable economic *uture,
and that, their property values were likely to
decline. Each group blamed the other for the
failure to help the cities. Apologias for FHA
asked how could they be expected to insure
mortgages if the lending institutions would not
lend. The lending institutions asked how could
they be expected to lend if tho FH.A would not
insure the mortgages. Each passed the buck to
the other.
A third set of institutions, the fire insurance
companies, was drawn into the circle of mutual
alibis, for there were certain sections of the
cities, uotabl}' the Negro slums, where insurance
TABLE 5.-PURCHASERS Of FHA HOMES IN 19S5. BY INCOME CLASS
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companies would not insure against fires. The
sad experience of the h 2 years of burnings
may be seen by some as Droving that this refusal had a solid basis. But the years of neglect
of these districts by FHA, by lenders, by insurers, and often by local governments (especially in terms of low levels of community services and facilities), must be listed among the
causes for the eventual urban conflagrations.
Eedlinic^ by insurers weakened still further the
ability ci .he slums to obtain loan capital with
wlucli to improve existing housing or to construct new units.
There was evidence of a tacit agreement
among all groups—lending institutions, fire
insurance companies, and FHA—to block off
certain areas of cities within "red lines," and not
to loan or insure within «->iem. The net result, of
course, was that the Ji is ana the areas surrounding them went downhill fn rther and faster
than before.
Segregated housing
For many years FIIA operated with the conventional racial prejudice characteristic of many
middle class real estate men. The agency's original personnel was primarily recnr'tea from
this group in the 1 ^"O's. Until 1948, when restrictive cove, ants or written ajnreements not
to sell to Negroes were declared constitutional
by the Supreme Court, FIIA actually encouraged its borrowers to give such guarantees and
was a )K>werful enforcer of the covenants. The
FHA definition of a sound neighborhood was a
"homogeneous" one—one that was racially segregated.
FHA's segregation position cannot be defended by any current standard of what is right
for the home*, the neighborhood, the city, or the
Nation (although it may be understood in the
context ol >he Nation's overall backwardness in
ra-Te matters at the time FHA policies were
fDrged).
Yet the FHA had a strong case for its economic conservatism which, in all fairness, needs
to be stated and understood. Defaults by homeowners on mortgage obligations prior to 1960
were, 03 we have seen, originally very low. By
1950, out of 2.5 million home mortgages, 15,300
had gone into what is known as termination
default, the step just prior to foreclosure, and
these losses were amply covered by the insurance
reserve. In the next 10 years, up to i960, 35,600
more went to default out of an additional 3 million insured mortgages. While the cumulative
defaults had increased to a total of nearly 51,000,
the number of total mortgages insured had also
increased to about 5.0 million. The overall
default rate had risen slightly to O.I erccnt,

still relatively low. Financially, FHA remained
in a very sound and solid position.
Meanwhile FHA was failing to reach lower
income families, central city residents and Negroes. It had not, in fact, been designed especially to help these groups. Also, the suburban
trend originally had not been clearly foreseen,
FHA managers could, therefore, claim that they
were following both the letter and the intent of
the original 1934 act. As restrictive FHA policies were subjected to the pressure of increasing
public and congressional criticism, the standard for some lending was chanced from economic soundness to reasonable risk. As a result,
FHA did relax its policies to some extent. It did
not venture into the slums and gray areas of the
central cities, but it did insure the mortgages of
some of the weaker suburban subdivisions and
of financially dubious individual homes in the
suburbs. Unfortunate!}, the number of terminal defaults rose more rapidly than the number
of insured mortgages.
By computing defaults as a percentage of
the cumulative total of insured mortgages,
FHA wis able to show that the total record
was still not alarming. But this understated the
risks inherent in the new mortgages, since it
included the full volume of the past mortgages
which had been made to stable income elements.
Thus, the cumulative default average rose from
0.9 percent in 1960 to 3.7 percent in 1967. But
on the basis of the rate at which additional
defaults occurred from year to year ns compared
with the increase in the number of insured mortgages, the increase was much more startling.
It went from 2.16 percent in 1960 to S.i in
1965. These figures, of course, overstate the risk
factor in new loans since a considerable, although unknown, proportion of defaults occurred on mortgages which had been previously
insured. The truth about the relative safety1 of
the new loans, therefore, lay somewhere between
the cumulative average and the incremental.
But by either standard, a great increase in risk
showed up at the same time that the insurance
Criteria were being liberalized. No one quite
knew at the time what the actual net losses were
because when FIIA resold the properties which
had been foreclosed, it realized large sums which
were credited as an offset against the reimbui Cement on the mortgage. Until now, the losses
have not been made public.
At the Commission's request, FHA has computed the net losses, and these arc shown in
table G.
In terms of casualty losses, these percentages
and dollar amounts arc not startling, since an
insurance fund cannot be expected to operate
without losses.
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TABLE i-FHA LOSSES AS A PEKENT OF TOTAL FHA INCOME
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. However, a group of financially conservative
Members of Congress, though unaware of the
full extent of the losses, was frightened by the
increased number of foreclosures. This group,
therefore, demanded greater caution in insuring. Oh the other baud, congressional liberals,
seeing the deterioration of the central cities, and
also unaware of FHA losses, wanted FHA to
take more chances and to help rebuild at least
the gray fringes of the central cities. FHA was
caught between two fires. It was damned if it
did and damned if it didn't Such losses as FHA
incurred were greater on .'he section 207 insured
loans for apartment and multifainily units than
under the single-family Limes insured under
section 203. Thus, white 3.4 percent of the
single-family homes had to be taken back by
FHA because of a default in payments, no less
than 11.6 percent of the multifamtty units met
the same fate.
Its new losses, however, were not really in
tae central cities. There was little insuring going on there. It was rather in the so-called inferior subdivisions in the suburbs, where the
loans were going sour. After the Watts riots and
again during the widespread note of 1967, FHA
was again accused of being top conservative, and
once again those who felt FHA should have a
social as well as a business purpose urged it to
insure in the gray and slurr areas of the inner
cities. In the summer of 1967, the regional directors of FHA and important local representatives were summoned to Washington and told
by the head of FHA that they should be more
receptive to such mortgages and should look favorably on the various special assistance programs. There has not been time enough to determine how the new program is working oat,
but there seems to be evidence that FHA has,
on the whole, tried to meet the criticisms leveled
against it and to follow the instructions of its
chief. Whatever its sins in the put, there is
little one can criticize about its recent national

leadership. Whether this will continue in the
future is an open question. It depends on public opinion and on Congress. Certainly there remain deep pockets of resistance to liberalizing
policies within regional and local staffs.
A.H this raises the question of whether the
present FHA reserves are adequate. The record
for the last-few years shows a somewhat dii> inishing. ratio, but one which would seem to be
adequate for the immediate fufeireVFroni fi
strictly actuarial point of view, hdwever, it .was
computed in 1966 that there was an oTeraQ
deficit of $il7 million in the combined accpunts,
or. of $865 million ucludihg the surplios^fJ^B
million on the lor^-discontinued war housing.
- to 1%8, Congress acted decisively to dfprjro
some of tie doiibt about -its intention:'.FHA
policies. In section 102 of the Housing Act of
1968, FHA was authorized to issue insurance
to those families with low and moderate, incomes who could not qualify for existing .VHA
programs because of their jpast credit histories
or irregularities in their incomes. Preference
was to be given (1) to families living in public
housing, and especially to those forced to leave
because their incomes nad risen above the maximum prescribed by the local housing authority;
and (2j to those eligible for public housing who
had been displaced from urban renewal areas.
This was a cautious though limited opening of
the door.
Two other provisions may have liberalized
the longrnn possibilities for FHA insurance.
The National Housing Act was further amended
to permit FHA to insure mortgages which
would permit the repair, construction or purchase or properties in older and declining orban
areas which could not meet all tile normal eligibility requirements because of the nature of
their areas. The standards of f Acceptable risk"
were to be broadened to include the need for
acceptable adequate housing for low- and moderate-income families. The provisions hi section
203 which had been interpreted to prohibit such
loans were repealed.
It was admitted that these new risks as well
as those assumed for homeownership and rental
and cooperative housing might not be actuarially sound. Instead of loading down the existing
insurance fund with these obligations, a new
"special risk insurance fund" was set up which
would meet the claims under these programs
and which would be furnished with an initial
advance of $5 million from the general insurance fund, with future losses over receipts to be
met by congressional appropriations.
The Congress is to be congratulated for these
carry out the clear intent of liberawation. The
groups inside FHA can no longer argue that
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teed home loans had been made, of which 1.5
million were for those who served during the
Korean war. About 40 percent of the World
War II veterans had obtained their homes under
VA guaranteesjjr loans. About 20,percent of
the Korean servicemen have obtained such help.
~~ If we were to have a severe depression with
an attendant collapse of real estate values, com- Fully half of the current home loans are to exservicemen .who would not have been eligible
parable to that which we experienced from 1929
except for the 1966 act They are primarily those
to 1934, the FHA reserve would probably not
who have served during the war in Vietnam.
be adequate. The system would then have to fall
Private home loans under VA programs total
back upon the Treasury to make good any large
$70.6 billion, of which.$36.4 billion has been
deficit This would be a practical, although not
a legal, obligation. This, as a matter of fact, guaranteed.
While the major reliance for providing die
has always been assumed not only for FHA and
necessary loan funds was placed on private fiVA guarantees but also for the Federal Deposit
nancial institutions, the VA was authorized to
Ipsnrahce Corporation and for homeowners
loan insurance. It is this assumption, in fact,* make direct loans wnere satisfactory home loans
were not available. These direct loans were priwhich has given added public trust to the inmarily intended, however, for thinly settled
surance guarantees.
regions, small towns, etc. It was difficult to persuade lawmakers and the public that povertyTHE VA HOUSING PROGRAM: A GENERAL APPRAISAL
stricken persons in the cities were also, in practice, not welcome at the loan window—e?en if
The housing prog* :un for veterans was origthey were veterans.
inally intended m 1944 and 1945 for those who
In all, a total of 274,000 direct loans for a
had served during World War n, but it was
later extended to include veterans of the Korean total of $2.5 billion had been made up to the end
of 1967. The maximum amount of these loans
conflict In 1955, it was allowed to lapse, but
was raised from $15,000 to $17,500 in 1966.
those who served after this date were included
The maximum interest rate allowed in VA
in 1966 by the 61 bill of rights. In all about
programs was initially 5 percent? but this was
6.8 million veterans have taken advantage of the
increased by steps in 1966 until it reached the
housing features of these acts, which have been
ultimate legal ceiling of 6 percent in December.
operated by the Veterans' Administration.
The VA program did not limit the amount of Even so, it did not keep pace with the market
rate, and the result was an increase in the
the guaranteed mortgage to some percentage of
amount of the discount This rose from 1.8
the total value of the home. Bather, it allowed
points in early 1964 to 6.4 points in December
mortgage lenders to make loans up to 100 per1966. There was a decline in early 1967 as the
cent of the purchase price, with VA insurance
market interest rate eased slightly, so that at
against any losses up to 60 percent of the amount
midyear the discount amounted to only 3.3
or the loan, subject to a maximum cost to VA
of $7,500. This meant that the Government bore points. But with the later increase in interest
rates, the discounts rose again. These discounts
all of the burden of any loss within these limits.
increased the cost of housing to the borrowers,
It was very rare for any such loan to lose more
and the administration recommended in 1968
than 60 percent of its valuo, and the $7,500 limthat the C-percent statutory ceiling be removed
it, moreover, at first provided full protection
and the administrator be given discretionary
for a loan of up to $12,500.
power to fix the interest rates above this rate
Later, as the cost of new and used houses inin accordunce with general conditions.
creased above $12,500, the $7,500 limit operated
It might be expected that the foreclosure rate
to decrease the percentage of the price which
for veterans' housing would be much higher
would be guaranteed. In the early days, it was
than for FHA. Because of the virtual eliminavery rare for a veteran's house to cost more than
tion of down payments, it was argued, a finan$12,500. This full guarantee made it possible to
cially less sturdy group would be induced to
eliminate down payments. From the very bebuy homes. Furthermore, the relatively small
ginning, the length of the mortgage or loan was
investment which the veterans vrould have in
30 years, and this put pressure on FHA to estheir homes would probably make them less detablish a similar term.
termined to hold on to them. But if we consider
From 65 to 70 percent of the loans to veterans
the total period, the record has not been a bad
were made for the purchase of existing and occupied houses, and about 30 to 35 percent for
one, and indeed, seems to be no worse than that
the construction of new homes. By the middle
of FHA. On a cumulative basis, there have been
of 1968, the total of about 6.8 million guaranslightly more than 2226,000 foreclosures, for a
they cannot move because Congress does not
want them to do so. The scrutiny of Congress
and the country should be turned upon FHA
to see if it carries out the wi'J and intent of
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combined average rate of 3.1 percent. But the
ratio of foreclosures, to ne-nr loans has risen in
recent times to about 12 percent, which is a relatively high figure. In some of the new suburban
subdivisions populated primarily by veterans
there are financial losses that are not yet fully
refiVted in the eristics. But the guaranteed
loan program has made it possible for millions
of veterans to acquire homes for their families
and to enjoy a far happier life.
Because of the increase in building costs and
values and the rise in desired standards, the
cost of VA housing, like that of FHA, rose quite
steadily. By 1967, more than two-thuds of the
new homes that were being bought were priced
above $17,000, and one-third cost jmore than
$210,000. The value of the existing homes was,
as might be expected, somewhat less, so that the
combined average by the end of 1967 was
il7i600. This was nearly twice what it had been
ifil950Y
The rise in tie cost of housing has, of course,
made the maximum guarantee of $7,500 much
more restrictive. This now provides only about
43 percent of the average cost of $17,000, and
only 37.5 percent of the cost of a $20,000 house.
This would still seem to be a sufficiently safe
margin. But in order to provide added protection, the administration proposed in early 1968
to increase the maximum to $10,000.
There is no doubt that the VA guarantees
made it possible for a much larger percentage
of the lower middle class to buy homes. Here,
again, the very lowest income group has been
largely left out, since its members are unable to
meet the costs of interest and amortization.
The distribution of VA mortgages by income
category is shown in table 7.
TMIE 7.— OICTIIIUnON OF VA NOKT6MES «V INCOME OOECMY

feretnt »f VA

Annual income:
••*"*»
13.000 or lew
.............................
1.6
. $3.000 to K800
--------------------------15.4
*4£00 to 10,000..
.......................
29.0
$8.000 to $7,200 ...... — ...... . ....... _ 23.0
$7,200 or more
---------------------------31. 0

By virtually eliminating downpayments, the
VA apparently reached further down the income scale than did FHA. In all, slightly more
than half of the home buyers were in the group
whose incomes ranged from $400 to $600 a
month, or from $4,800 to $7,200 a year. Since
this group tends to form only about a quarter
of the general population, it is clear that VA
guarantees had been successful in providing
home ownership for an economic group which
had a very difficult time under conventional
loans.

THE FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE
ADMINISTRATION"—FANNIE MAE
The Federal National Mortgage Association
(FNMA or Fannie Mae) has had an interesting
history. Originally, it was established as merely
one of a number of national associations to buy
and sell mortgages, and was made & subsidiary
of the Beconstrnction Finance Corporation. In
1948, it was made the sole such agency, and was
authorized to deal only in FHA-insnred ot VAguaranteed mortgages. Apparently its original
justification was .to do for these mortgages what
the regional and Federal Land Bank system was
doing for conventionally financed mortgages. It
was supposed to purchase insured mortgages
from areas where there was a deficit of real
estate capital, and then sell them in areas where
there was a surplus of savings. In this/way,, there
would be a better geographical coordination of
supply and demand. Fannie Mae was also intended to help stabilize cyclical fluctuations in
home financing and construction; it would purchase mortgages in periods of recession, when
there was a falling off in homebuilding and
available capital, and then sell these in boom
periods. In this way, it would help build up the
valleys and lower the peaks of construction. In
theory, FNMA was thus to be similar in structure and purpose to the commodity stabilization
program of the Department of Agriculture,
which was intended to provide an ultimate market for crucial farm commodities which, it was
hoped, could ultimately be resold in other places
and at other times. *
.
For a (Considerable period of time Fannie
Mae was restricted to these functions. The idea
that it might become a more-or-less permanent,
repository of private mortgages was ignored.
But, like the Commodity Credit Corporation,
its purchases came to exceed its sales, and a large
residue came to rest in Fannie Mae itself. These
mortgages had been purchased with Government funds, in return for which Fannie Mae
had given notes upon which it was paying interest. It was a type of capital expenditure which
in private business would not be charged off AS
an operating cost. But in the Federal budget, if,
was listed in the current administrative budgets
as an expenditure which was not differentiated
from ordinary operating outlays such as those
for administration, national defense, veterans'
benefits, and the like. The administrations of
both parties were, therefore, sensitive to the
amounts invested by Fannie Mae; any increase
made them subject to criticism from those who
tended to think of all Governemnt expenditures
as wasteful and who would not or could not
distinguish between a current outlay that did
not yield a financial return to the Government
and one that did.
-.
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Fannie Mac, therefore, became charged with
two additional functions: (1) to undergird the
home mortgage market and, hence the construction of homes by indirectly furnishing additionalFederal credit to build and purchase m< ire
housing nnits; and (2) to include publicly subsidized projects involving a mixture of private
and public effort which could not be directly
financed by the sale of bonds and mortgages to
private ^investors. These latter included the indirect low-interest subsidies to cooperatives,
nonprofit and limited-dividend projects under
section 221 (d) (3), and other types as well. By
June of 1966, Fannie Mae had borrowed $3.269
billion from the Treasury for its ordinary functions and another $1.465 billion. for its special
assistance programs, making a grand total of,
Every administration became caught between the desire to expand housing, hot only
Tinder FHA and VA mortgages, but also under
conventional financing, and the desire to make
a good budgetary showing before the general
public. When the first purpose was dominant,
more mortgages would be bought than sold,
arid the debt of Fannie Mae to the Treasury
would increase, as would thejontlays included in
the administrative budget When the second set
of motives was strong, Fannie Mae would sell
more mortgages than it bought and transfer a
large bhare or real estate financing to the private sector. The administrative budget would
then show a decrease by the approximate excess
of sales over purchases. In a proper Federal accounting system, capital investments would, of
course, be distingui'.i.ed from current operations
and Fannie Mae could pursue the public interest without regard to fictitious signals from
the accountants.
Fannie Mae has published a consolidated income statement which shows that total earnings
from February 1938, to the end of June 1967,
was $3.37 billion, of which all but about $200
million was interest on the mortgages held.
On the expense side, Fannie Mae had paid the
Treasury $1.13 billion as interest oh amounts
borrowed and another $1.06 billion as interest
to private holders of notes and debentures. In
effect, Fannie Mae was borrowing money at a
lower rate of interest than it charged and made
a surplus of $1.18 billion on these differences.
It reported that the total administrative costs
for its nearly 30 years of operation amounted
to only a little more than 3 percent of its total
income. The fees paid out for servicing or collecting the interest and principal on the amounts
duo came to about 9 percent of gross income.
Its total net earnings were $626.8 million. On the
whole, therefore, Fannie Mae has not been a
financial burden to the taxpayers, and instead

has given a net yield. It has been of great help
to the real estate finance industry and to FHA
and VA homeowners. It has pumped a large
additional volume of public credit into the industrv. It has benefited the middle class patrons
of FHA and the somewhat less affluent beneficiaries of the Veterans' Administration. It has
benefited the poor and near-poor only to the degree that Congress and the Budget Bureau
have given FNMA the authority to purchase
mortgages under Federal .programs, which
helped the less affluent The number of housing
units built under these programs is not high.
The suspicion is voiced by some that financial
institutions may have unloaded on Fannie Mae
some of the inferior FHA andJVA mortgages.
It is said that the existence of Fannie Mae.has
made it possible to increase the flow of funds
to the poorer risks, •who. on the basis of personal
character and resources, might otherwise have
beendisquaUm
Under the 1968 Housing Act, FNMA has
been made a private institution to deal only in
private and not in publicly subsidized mortgages. Tha latter are to be taken over by i new
institution to be known as the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA or "Ginhy Mae"). Ginny Mae will handle in the future
the special assistance .programs.
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:
wlTen^he took office in 1933,was to ask for ahd
obtain an appropriation of $3 billion for a program of public works, arid to designate Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes to administer it
This program was intended primarily to give
aclded employment to labor in -the construction
industry and to^ increase the demand for materials. In other words, public purchasing power
was thrown into the preach to help offset the
decrease in demand created by the decline in
private purchasing power. But the projects were
also intended to be useful and, where possible,
ultimately productive of revenue. Very quickly
the idea of building housing for low-income
families, including the ''depression poor," came
to be considered, fireat Britain had a successful
Government-aided housing_prograra thit had
been started soon after World War I. PreHitler Germany's efforts had attracted wide attention in the Western World. Sweden and
Vienna had made such experiments and Glasgow had started on it decades before Ickes
followed suit.

Housing for the relatively poor was socially
desirable. It was also an excellent kind of work
with which to "prime the piunp." Although the
experiments in Western Europe undoubtedly
furnished a stimulus, the formation and activities of the National Public Housing Conference
(now the National Housing Conference) provided an additional drive. So, a little later, did
the support of organized labor. After an un-

productive yearjn^ffhich the j^ubUfc:;
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years -of 1(3 housing construction program. By
1937, some 22,000 houses were cbDaleted or
started in approximately
r
J 60 proj
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THE EVOLUTION OF HOUSING UHISLATION

Housing Act of
Jn 1937, the first of the specific public housing
acts was passed.1 It set up the UJS. Housing
Authority and authorized it to make loans to
local public housing agencies for up to 90 percent of the development cost of a project To
raise the funds for loans, the Authoritjr could
sell its tax-exempt bonds in amounts up to $600
million, which was increased in 1938 to $800 million. The Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to purchase Authority bonds.
r
The act of 1937 contained several provisions
to assure that the housing it aided would be
available to "families of low income," which
were defined as "* * * families who are in.the
lowest income group and who cannot afford .to
pay enough to cause private enterprise in their
locality or metropolitan area to build an adequate supply of decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings for their use." Of these provisions, three
were the most significant.: (a) The Authority's
$4,000 per dwelling unit or $1,000 per, room (excluding lan<% demolition, and nondwelling facilities) in dues under 500,000, and $5,000 and
$1^50, respectively, in larger localities;.(&) it
could contract to make annual contributions to
a local public housing agency in amounts not
greater than the "going Federal rate of in> Public Law No. 419, 78th Confrnt, Flnt ScMlon, Cb«pt«r

(108)
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terest" plus 1 percent on development cost and
for not more man 60 years. These annual contributions would be conditioned on local or State
contributions "* * * in the form of cash or tax
remissions, general or special, or tax exemp^fions," of "at least 20 percent of the FederarsucT
sidy; and (c) in some circumstances it could
make capital grants or subsidies instead of annual contributions. Capital grants were authorized for up to 25 percent of development cost
with_th|J>rovisp that the President could allocate unemployment relief funds for "payment of
labor," up to an additional 15 percent.
' The 1937 act also made two other significant
changes iii previous practices:
(I)j The Federal CJovernment removed iself
housing. The local communities, either through
their lqcaljE[overnments of through special housing authorities, were to decide whether or .not
they wanted to come under the program and, if
so, how many housing units they wanted to
build, etc. The properties were to Se owned and
managed by the localities. The U.S. Housing
Authority could review the rents in order to
ihsure that low-income families .were being
served and that the rents charged would be sufr
ficient to meet all management, operation, and
maintenance costs together with payments in
lieu of .taxes.
(2) The law required that the number of new
housing units built must be matched by a "substantially equal number" of unsafe or insanitary units taken out of the housing supply by
"demolition, condemnation, and effective closing," or rehabilitated by "compulsory repair or
improvement"
This was called the principle of "equivalent
elimination." In other words, public housing
was not to add materially to the total number
of housing units, but was merely to improve
the quality of housing within a relatively fixed
total supply. This fitted in with the concept that
selective.slum clearance was to be combined
with public housing. By this clause, the two were
made Siamese twins.
When the act was passed, grave doubts were
felt as to whether local housing agencies could
raise the 10 percent of development costs beyond
the maximum Federal loan authorized. Although the financial position of municipal governments had improved somewhat since the
depth of tiie depression, it seemed unlikely that
many of them could raise substantial capital
amounts for housing. The operating agencies,
the local housing authorities, could issue bonds,
but they were not backed by taxing power. As
revenue bonds on a new public enterprise that
depended heavily on Federal and local subsidies, they had no market Congress hod in-

sisted that the Federal loans could not be subordinated to the. claims of other holders of local
authority bonds.
One simple combination of facts changed this
griinj)utlopk.t7nder ihe terms of theactthe rate
of interest on Federal loans was 3 percent—a
going Federal rate of ZVZ percent plus onerhaif
of 1 percent The
maximum annual contributions came to Zl/2 percent for 60 years. A 3-percent loan .for 60 years required a tevel annual
payment for interest and amortization of 3.61
percent Thus the ^annual contributions, were
sufficient to cover all but a small.proportion of
the. financial charges.. Municipal boncLhouses
and investors sopn.began to show some interest
in local authority bonds. Backed by a Federal
annual contributions contract, .they were taxexempt securities with almost the equivalent of
a Federal Government guarantee. The U.S. and
local housing authorities were more than.interested. Here was a way to raise the needed 10
percent, and at interest rates actually below
those at which the Federal loans had to be made
under the terms of the act Some minor amendments were needed in the Federal act, but when
these were made local authorities began to sell
their bonds in the private market at very favorable rates.. The W percent was no longer a difficulty. In fact, private investors soon were buying local authority bonds up to 25 percent or so
of the development cost of projects as well as
short-term notes for construction financing.
The Housing Act of 1949 clarified and
strengthened the amendments to the act of 1937
that had made this development possible. This
made possible the raising of all or nearly all
funds for public housing through the sale of
local authority bonds (backed by the Federal
annual contributions contracts) in the private
investment market The act of 1949 also reduced
the maximum period of annual contributions to
40 years, but added another 1 percent to the
maximum amount of Federal annual contributions. This maintained the necessary coverage.
Thus the f • ancing of public housing resulted in
rents that had to cover only the expenses of
maintenance, repair, operation, and administration of the projects plus allowances for the depreciation of items of equipment with useful
lives of less than 40 years^plus payments in lieu
of local taxes.
In 1940, shortly after the so-called defense
period began with the fall of France, Congress
by the Lanham Act (an act to expedite the
provision of housing in connection with national defense, and for other purposes, approved Oct. 14, 1940) provided funds and a
new administrative organization for. housing
low-income families whose wage earners were
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in defense or war production. Early in 1942 the
President, under his war powers, put both the
U.S. Sousing Authority and the Lanham Act
unit into the National Housing Agency, and renamed Jhe. combination the Federal Public
Sousing Authority.
These two acts, together with the completion
of the PWA housing, accounted for 160,000
housing units between 1939 and 1943. These
units are still in operation. Of these, 95,000 were
completed in 1940 and 1941—or prior to World
War II—and another 50,000 in 1942 and 1943.,
While somewhat outmoded today, they were, on
the whole, well and inexpensively constructed
and .seldom exceeded 3r or at most 4-stpries in
height They were, in the main, walkups and 2stpry buildings. Few, if any, outside of New
York were of the multistory type.
The residents admitted to these public projects were for the most part self-respecting families, accustomed to city living, and good tenants.
The rural migration was still of moderate proportion. To be sure, there were some problem
families in public housing even then, but probably in no project were '%y more than a small
minority.
During the war, it became more and more difficult and finally impossible to obtain satisfactory materials for the housing needed to accommodate the war workers who poured into the
production centers. Emergency and temporary
housing which skimped on both space and materials was constructed—most of it financed under the Lanham Act. After these units had been
used for further housing during the post-war
period when servicemen were demobilized and
were beginning family life, these temporaries
were largely removed from the market, until
today only about 2 percent remain. Only 10,000
units of low-rent public housing are presently
being used which were built in the 5 years from
1944 through 1948.
The political and economic sentiment of the
country seemed on the surface to be vigorously
opposed to public housing in 1946 and 1947. As
a result of this and acute shortages of many
building materials, few additional units were
started and less than 2,000 units were completed
in 1947-48. As 1949 opened, there were approximately 170,000 units of public housing built and
in operation.
Homing Act of 1949
The surprising reversal of public opinion in
the election of 1948 was quickly reflected in the
passage by Congress of the Housing Act of 1949.
At times the discussion over it was intense, and
the votes close. The division was in the main between liberal and conservative forces, but the
intellectual leader of the conservatives, Senator

Robert A. Taft, gave the measure vigorous support In its preamble, Congress declared its purpose to be the realization as soon as feasible of
the goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every^American family,,.anditL
adopted the dual approach of public housing
and slum clearance. Both were intended to be
parts of the same program.
.
To help make the npusing pledge more defir
nite, Congress authorized the construction of
135,000 units of public housing ji year for (>
years, or a total of 810,000 units. With the 160,000 to 170,000 .units of public housing which'
were already under management, it was obviously the goal of Congress to have_a total^of 1
million units built by the middle of 1.955. This,
it was thought, would house close to 4' jnlUion
persons and help break the back of the housing
shortage for the poor.
. , , , ^ /,
The act of 1949 also made^at leist three
amendments to the basic law of 1937 that should
benoted.
--V-; -: : ~-\~,
(1) It deleted the requirement that projects
receiving Federal annual contributions must
also be given a local cash or tax subsidy of/at
least 20 percent of the Federal contributions.
Inserted in its place was a provision that the
local projects were to be tax exempt, but that a
payment in lieu of taxes of not more thap 16
percent of annual shelter rents could be made
for each project. Prior to 1949, the amount of
the local tax subsidy had been the subject of
much contention and bargaining between Federal and local officials. This new provision, section 10 (h), resulted in the practically uniform
practice of. 10 percent payment in lieu of taxes.
(2) It required, as a condition of Federal
loans or annual contributions, "* * * that a gap
of at least 20 per centum has been left between
the upper limits for admission to the proposed
low-rent housing and the lowest rents at which
private enterprise unaided by public subsidy is
providing (through new construction and available existing structures) a substantial supply of
decentj safe, and sanitary housing. * * '"This
provision has been sharply criticized. At best, it
seems ambiguous. How is the 20 perront to be
calculated? However it is done, doesn't it leave
too big a gap in ranges of rentals and family
incomes into which a substantial proportion of
American families fall? Why should they be
condemned to inadequate housing while families
below them on the income scale are at least eligible for better housing? Although the principal
argument for this provision was that it would be
an inducement for private builders to move into
the rental ranges of the gap, have they, in fact,
done so on any scale? Despite the criticism that
the 20 percent gap has been subjected to, it remains in the law.
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(3) It provided that, among low-income
families eligible for public housing, first prir
prity should be riven to those "* * * displaced
by any low-renthousing project or by any pubJic slum-clearance or redevelopment project., * *_*" This provision has been characterized as an act .of conscience by Congress. If a
fovernment-aided program took away a poor
. imily's housing, particularly in a time of housing shortage, was not this priority in public
housing .the least that any .sense of equity or
common decency wouldcafl for? .
•2 Clearly it was, and undoubtedly this provi- sion has eased; the plight of many low-income
fanulies. On the other hand, it has had some
unexpected and unfortunate consequences in
practice—particularly in some cities with large
numbers of displaced families. When a clearance project is undertaken, many families in the
project area almost always move out under their
qwn power. Of ten j of course, many of them
have received advice from a. local relocation
pffice and payment of moving expenses, but
nevertheless they make their own arrangements.
A smaller but still substantial proportion are
rehoused iii the existing private supply, priMarily through the efforts of the relocation offipe. This leaves a relatively small proportion of
unfortunates who are often referred to as problem families or the. pathologic ppor^-e.g., the
mentally and emotionally subnormal and unstably broken families headed by a parent incompetent for physical, mental or emotional
reasons to cope with its day-to-day problems,
and those whose only means of livelihood is
either illegal or on the shady s'de of legality.
Many of these families may have been referred
to private landlords, but have been turned down.
Where can they be relocated? Too often the
only answer has been in public housing. And,
of course, when public projects begin to accumulate more and more tenants of these kinds, more
and more self-respecting families move out. In
some instances, a project has become little more
than an institution for the ill and subnormal,
but without the institutional care they need.
Several remedies for this sad state of affairs
are fairly obvious. Only two need be stressed.
The first is to provide proper care and services
for such families, wherever they may be housed.
The other is to expand the supply of public
housing so that it cannot be swamped by a relatively small number of such families. After all,
subnormal mentality, emotional immaturity
and antisocial behavior are not confined to families of low incomes. With respect to housing,
the real problem is not so much the existence
of problem families as it, is their concentration
in one or two or a very few places of residence
in a locality.

The Housing Act of 1949, hpwever, is a landmark in the evolution of housing policy in this
Nation. Both in its substance and iii tKe circumstances of Jts passage it set, as far as afiy
ojie measure could, ajie\vjmd_higlier standard
in this area^f public p^licy.^eThapsjfe~pBiF
cipal merit was that it was thefirsjbahSj tfitil
the actof 1968, the only public housing inea^rf
that authorized action on a scale thSt bore some
reasonable relation to need. Building on the
foundations .Si: the act of 1937, ^i^F®??."£™
strengthened the structure in ,im|)0rt|iitrii£
spects. It shbufd Kay^i markedthe coming of age
of low-income housing in the United States.; _/

with which the. program .was. started.liaro beea
carried out only to a fractional, degree. jGteJy
about 460,000 additipnal unite, of pupUc^hdjising were completed in ,the 18 years from19.4$
to the end of 1967t making a total for
all public
housbg then occupied of eSSjOOQ.1 A further
41,000 were in the process of constructipn.. In
other words, in three times the, allowed |pan.of
6 years since 1949, only a little over halite
authorized quota has been built and commissioned;;
,-. -~ -.-'- .__T-"-:u.-r-\-'
So gigantic a f ailure to live up to the pcroniises
that were so solemnly pledged r^uires a
thorough explanation. But before the deeper
causes are probed, a chronicle of some of the
events that marked that melancholy lack of
progress is appropriate.
It took time for the new housing program
to get underway, so that only 1,225 units were
actually finished in 1950 and only slightly more
than 10,000 in 1951. In the 3 years 1952-54 inclusive, however, no less than 161,000 units of
housing were completed. But these were largely
the result of the earlier high volume of starts in
1951 and 1952, and the high initial rate in the
early months of 1953. While the new administration which came into office that year was,
on the whole, distinctly unfriendly to the program of public housing, it did not kill it. It
allowed buildings that had been specifically authorized to localities before it took power as well
as those that had been actually started, to be
completed. But it was very reluctant to make
new authorizations. The number of new starts
was, therefore, slowed down to 16,000 in 1954,
and to approximately 9,000 and 5,000, respectively, in 1955 and 1956. There was a slight
revival in 1C57 and 1958. But it took 7 years,
1955 to 1961, to achieve a total of 118,000 com'Thin flora not Include tha npnroxlmntel? 40,000 jolti In
Puerto Klco nnrt the Virgin Ixlnmls.
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pletions—a 7-ycar total lower than the yearly
goal under the 1949 act.
After 1960, tKiTnext new administration did
not immediately push forward. The years 1962,
1963, and 1964 showed an actual decline of from
5,000 to 8,000 below the 1960 levels. In 1965 and
1966, however, new starts again moved upward
to about 23,000 and to 40,000 in 1967. The starts
were still far below the 60,000-a-year that had
been authorized by a liberal Congress in 1965.
Any blame for the later slowdown therefore
cannot properly be charged to Congress. It was
due to deeper forces in the Nation.
State housing programs
Only four Slates have adopted State-aid programs of any size. New York, probably the most
socially conscious of all the State governments,
has carried out the most extensive program and
has completed 64,000 units for low-income families and 40,000 units for moderate-income families under limited dividend and limited profit
programs. Massachusetts has built 8,100 units
for the low-income elderly and 15,300 for veterans with low to moderate incomes. Connecticut
has built 1,200 units for the low-income elderly
and 9,600 under
moderate-income plans. During
the late 1940rs and before the act of 1949, the
State of Illinois and Chicago cooperated in
building something less than 1,000 units.
Geographic distribution of public housing
Some idea of the geographic spread of public
housing can be gained from the fact that at the
end of 1967 there were 1,538 local housing authorities actually managing public housing
projects. If we include localities in the 50 States
whose applications had been reserved and those
under planning prior to construction, as well
as 72 such localities in Puerto Rico, we get. an
added number of nearly 1,400 localities, or a
grand total of 2,913 localities that were involved.
If we take (as HUD does) not only the 723,000 units either built or under construction by
the end of 1967, but also the 223,000 units which
are reserved and under contract but not under
construction, we arrive at a grand total of 946,000. This includes slightly more than 42,000 in
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
These housing units were located in every
State of the Union and often where they might
be least expected. Thus, while there were 62
local authorities in New Yjrk and 50 in California, there were no less than 134 in Alabama,
89 in Arkansas, 101 in Kentucky, 193 in Georgia,
and 281 in Texas.' Whereas there were only 400
• Local nuthorltld purtlclpnting In HAA low-rent program!
tt of Dec. 31, 1887, 123 pp. Summary on p. IV.

public housing units under management in
Maine and a little over that number in Iowa and
Kansas, Alabama had 28,000. This was twice as
many as there were in the great industrial State
of Michigan. Tennessee with 24,500 units had
three times as manj* as the State of Washington.
Popularity in small communities
The 2,913 different localities (not authorities)
were grouped by size as shown in table 1.
TABLE 1.—NUMBER OF LOCALITIES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL PUBLIC HOUSING'
DECEMBER 1967 (INCLUDING PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS)
CLASSIFIED BY SIZE

Populitionol localities with public housinf
Uiwf«t2.500..
2,500 to 5.000..
5000 to 10.000

.. .
....

10 000 to 25 000
25000(050000
50.000 to 100.000

....

1 00 000 to 250 000
250 000 to 500 000
500' 000 to 1.000 000 .. .
Over 1 000 000
Total...,.-..

^

.........

.
^

Number of
localities
with public
housirtf

Pncent ol
localities
with public
housinf

1.177
473
406

t
22
29
35
46
66
90
100
94
100

401
1M
133
74
31
15
2,913

14

Source: Statistical Abstract ol HAA Operations, April 196S, table 9.

As might be expected, the percentage of participation increases with the size of the localit}-.
Only eight of the 82 cities with populations
between 100,000 and 950,000 did not have or
were not planning to lure public housing. And
of the 52 cities with populations over 250,000,
only one (San Diego) did not have any public
housing. All five of the cities with over a million
population were in the p'-i^ram.
Relation to urban population
Table 2 shows the distribution of public
housing units among the localities of various
uzes and then compares the proportionate distribution of this housing nmong these localities.
The table compares the percentage of the public
housing credited to cities of a given size with
the percentage of the nunrural population who
live in incorporated areas. The comparison is
somewhat complicated, but we believe it is important.
Whereas localities under 2,500 accounted for
only 0.6 percent of the "urban" population, thoy
had 4 percent of the public housing. This meant
that they had a relative proportion of 6.6 tin^s
as many public housing units ns they had population. It would be interesting and perhaps significant to find the explanation for this and
whether it is justified in the light of current
conditions.4
• It la, howerer, true tlmt unnll inlnlne cnm|>« nnil l»w
Income olhhoota of blf cltlw mrcli ni Kobhhii, III., Imvn
frequently had the worat homing of nil.
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TABLE 2.-OISTRIBtmOH OF PUBLIC HOUSING AMOHC LOCALITIES OF VAMOUS SIZES IN COMPARISON (1K7) WITH RELATIVE NONRUML POPULATION (1X0) I

NnuMref
PeiceBtel
botofefinto boastafialb

•atit of keetiif to Manual
pofMMit*
Cssnltttn pipriiUoiUi

-Sbiot locality

(1)
\Mu2JSm

41.1
35.7
2.500 to 5JMO.....
5.000 to 10,100....
..............
50.1
10,000 ti 25.000
.,,,
SS.S
«ao
25.000 to 50,000....
.-....,.
54000 to 1WLOOO...
114.0
100.000to250.000..
. ... . ... ....
250.000to500,000 ...;:;. ................ ..............
«t«
.:.... 135.5
500,000 to ijto.no
.- IiS.0
Om 1.000.000...

Total..

(3)

(2)
4
4
5
1
S
10
12
14
IS
It

S4C.2

4
S
13
22
31
41
53
(7
(2
100

100.

at

1C
15
IS. 2
110
12.0
10.1
13
li
15.1

at

7.2
15.7
30.*
411
S5.S
CC.O
75.3

M.S

ioao

t(

.1

.6

(.«
1.1

.7
.1
1.2
1.5

1.C
1.2

j.fl

100.0.

i Set Statistical Abstnct o» HAA OptraUnB, Jinniy 1KI. p. 4; StatUfcal Abstract «f IMM States. 1K7. p. 1C.

The public housing program, particularly in
its earlier years, -was, of course, not essentially
or even primarily ah urban program. Although
its machinery, particularly the local housing
authorities, and some of its requirements—e.g.,
that families move out if their incomes rose
above a certainfigure—wereeither awkward or
impossible in farm housing, an earnest effort
was made to adapt them to the needs of smaller
places, some of which might be urban under
Census definition but which were largely rural
oriented in fact. The strength of the farm-rural
bloc in Congress possibly Ted some housing administrators to considerable efforts not to seem
unmindful of small-town people and their needs.
In many quarters, urban needs and urban programs have only recently become meaningful
categories or classifications, and Members of
Congress from urban areas have been sharply
divided on public housing. Support from Members with rural and small-town constituencies
was more than welcome. Quite possibly^ too. the
census measures of housing quality, which snow
markedly worse housing in rural areas than in
the larger metropolitan areas, may have misled
some.
After all this is said, however, the relatively
high proportion of public housing in the smallest nonrural places is only partially explained.
For the next five categories of localities, with
populations from 2,500 up to 100,000, the proportion of housing units involved was somewhat less than the proportion of the population
which the localities contained. The small towns
and cities, therefore, have less than the average.
Cities from 100,000 on up get somewhat more
housing than their precise proportion of the
population. In view of the particular seriousness
of the housing problem in the larger cities, it
is questionable that even these proportions
match the relative need. The problems of the
live cities with over a million population would

seem to be more than 20 percent more serious
than the average for all the urban localities.
Certainly the smaller cities were not on the.
whole neglected by HUD and its predecessors,
although some facing great needs without resources, such as East St. Louis, tended to feel
left out.

Another classification is by the number of
units included in the various local programs.
This is not by projects, but by programs—all
projects combined.
Size of program:

Xumberef local
authentic*

Less than 50 units
656
50 to 100 units
431
100 to 600 units
773
Over 500 anlts
296
Source: Statistical Abstract of HAA, April 1968,
table a

In the 123-page listing of projects recently
issued by HUD, there were no units listed as
under5 construction in either New Haven or Detroit. It is sometimes alleged that this was one
of many reasons for the riots which took place
in those cities in 1967.
'Among the cities with large number* of units are the
following:
ffetc Vork Oily with 04,700 units In operation (not Including the Bute and local prognimt), 5,200 anlts under conttraction, and 12.500 under planning;
Chicago with 33,000 nnlti under management, 1,000 under
construction, and 5.200 In the pipeline;
Boalon with 11,000 units in operation for n population ot
697,000 In 1000;
PMtadtlphia with 1(1,700 unit* In operation for a population
of 2,002,000;
wathington, D.C. with 10,100 units for a population of
704.000;
Newk with 10,900 units In operation In a city of 408,000
and
Atlanta with 9,000 units under management, 800 i.
coMtruetlon, and 0,200 up the pipeline in a city of 487,0*.-^.
Certain other cities, on the other band, seen '.o bare done
Terjr little In comparison with their site:
Lot Anotlu with only 9,800 units for Its 1980 population
Of 2.470.000:
Detroit with only 8.200 units for a population In 1960 of
1,670,000, and none under cons traction;
Utuiton with 2,600 units and none under construction for
a population of 938,000.
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TAKE «.—KMXNTAK OF NEMO TENANTS IN PUMJC HOUSING
Self-help and housing for the Indians
About 1,900 public housing units have been
AVpra/aasWea
built for Indians, of which one-sixth have been
/«*««•/•!!
built under the principle of self-help from memtaunt ftmfHti
Year:
1956
_?_ 43.6
bers of the family. This principle, under gen1901
47.4
eral advice and supervision as to plans, materi1965
49.7
als, and methods, would seem to be well adapted
1966
50.2
where prefabrication or simple materials are
Source: Statistical Branch of BAA.
involved, esppHnJ'v in small towns and in surrounding i" . areas and on the outskirts of
and slightly below it in the New York «*ea. The
smaller tou us and cities.
Atlanta area, although in the Deep South,7 was
Characteristics of public housing tenants
only slightly below the national average. Of
About 2.4 million Americans—a little more
course, many of thc^e variations may be acthan 1 percent of the total population or a little
counted for by the varying proportions of nonless than 2 percent of the population in the
whites in the different cities.
SMSA/s—live in public housing. The average
If we take into account the larger average
number of persons per family in public houssize of Negro families and add the other noning is 3.78, but this covers wide v .nations
whites, the total nonwhite occupancy of public
among families and the numlwr of persons comhousing probably accounts for about 55 percent
posing them. This is shown by table 5.
-~_of the families and between 59 and 60 percent of
TAilE 5i—PttCENTACE OF FAMILIES IN PUIUC HOUSING. BY FAMILY SIZE ^ilie persons. Then, if we were also to include the
AND RACE
number of Mexican-Americans and Puerto
Ricans in projects inside the continental United
Perctslitt el lanKcs m pabtic hMsbf
States, we would have a total of some threeHmibtf el
Nefte u4
fifths to two-thirds for such a combined group.
ptnen in (unity
AH
Mile
semtaite
The number of persons of Anglo-Saxon and
European stock in the public housing projects,
II
21
12
1
therefore, probably does not exceed two-fifths
li
23
11
24
30
and might be as low as one-third if the figures
21
3eY4."
20
24
were brought up to 1968. While these racial
J
(
12
3
t
Jef swre..
stocks form about half of the elderly, they comprise less than a third of the children. This is
Secret: "Leal Aitkecilia fjrlicipilmi in HAA L*wt*M Prepuu n el
merely a quantitative appraisal of the actual
Dec 31,1K7," 123 pp, nmaurr M p. IV.
facts without the slightest degree of judgment
Whereas 25 percent of the white families had
on the relative quality of f,he occupants. It does
five or more members, 42 percent of the nonhelp, however, to explain some of the popular
white families were of this size. Only 9 percent
op|kosition to public housing.
of the whites had families of seven or more
T'fir. elderly
whereas 18 percent, or twice as large a relative
As we have indicated, the elderly, particunumber, of the nonwhites were in this class
with a combined total of 15 percent.
larly among the whites, have come over the
No less than 38 percent of all the family units
j-ears to constitute an even larger share of the
had only one or two members. These wcr? acoccupants of public housing.* In recent years
tually half of the white families and were conapproximately half of the public housing starts
centrated among the elderly. They formed only
have been specifically for the olut-rly. The rec28 percent of the nonwhites.
ord by years from 1964 to 1967 inclusive is
shown in table 7.
Racial composition
Public housing has always been more ]>opu)ar
In 1967, 50.5 percent of all public housing
for those in the later than in the earlier years of
units were occupied by Negro families.* This
proportion had increased steadily after 1956,
as indicated in Table 6.
' Fnmiliti In Lou-Hen: Project, MIS 235.1, Department of
limning anil I'rban Development, Homing Assistance AdminOn the basis of a slightly different samplu,
iKlratlon. April 1068. p. 22. It la Interesting to note tbat In
the percentage of Negroes and other nonwhites
the Atlantic or Southern Regions, only 58 percent of the occupants were Negroes. This was a lower figure thru for
seemed to be somewhat atx>ve the national averChicago ami Philadelphia, and It bad Increased rtn little dnrIng the preceding decade from 1»&H when non-whites fanned
age in the Chicago and Philadelphia areas, very
.15 percent In the Fort Worth or Southwest Region. Negroes
constituted 47 H percent of tbe families In 1856, bat this was
markedly below it in the Son Francisco region,
still a much lower ratio than tboae of Philadelphia and

• Statistic*! Abstract of HAA Operations, January 1908,
table 14.
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• II 02 years Is taken aa tbe dlTldlng line, thejr formed M
percent of total In 1000. Ftmtllet in Low-lint f>ro/«eft, p. 3.
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Income
The median incomes of all public housing
occupants of more than a year's duration (including the 3 percent excluded as being over
the allowed maximums), are shown in table &

TAME 7.-WITS FOR THE OOEM.V AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PUKK
HOUSING UNITS STARTED
.

TiM
T«M

YMT
MM.
UP.

fe

S3&-

tiMBMlf

at

TARE S.-MEDIM INCOME OF POTUC HOUSING OCCUPANTS GKt-lMt)
AvMMIMMl

312
31.S

nt

2&C
33.3
33.1
4Q.C

114
17.4
lit
113

124.2

133.3

III

4*
SI

VMT

tz

askot)Mn)

57

use..

S2.2SC
2.411
2.07
2.7M

S8::

life, and this is particularly true among whites.
From the data on public housing for the elderly,
it would seem that as the fires of life subside,
they do not feel as much race antagonism or
object as much to being with or near Negroes.
Mixed projects for the aged, for example, are
well accepted in Atlanta which, while a progressive city, is still geographically in the heart of
the Deep South.
It is far more common for Negro families in
the active years of life to have recoursetopublic housing than for whites.* There are at least •
two major reasons for this: (1) The percentage
of Negro families in the active years who are
poor is far greater than that of white families.
Thus, Mollie Orshansky's study as carried out
by the Census Bureau showed that of 44 million
white families in 1966, 9.9 percent were poor
(including the abjectly poor) and 6.7 percent
were among the near-poor for a total of 16.6
percent, or one-sixth. The percentage of the poor
among Negro families, however, was 34.9 percent, while the near-poor numbered another 11.9
percent1*
(2) It is true, however, that because of their
smaller total number, the nonwhites form only
a minority of the poor—30 percent of the families and 40 percent of the unrelated individuals.
The average of the nonwhites among the total
poor in the population was approximately 33 to
35 percent as compared with the approximately
58 to 60 percent which they formed of the occupants of public housing. This seems to indicate far less reluctance to apply for admission
to public housing among nonwhites than among
whites. It also implies that there is little or no
discrimination on the ground of race to their
admission.
'If w« lahtraet UM MJ "Malar- white ftuillln from the
tout ItarM. w» would bar* Wt 117,000 whit* taalUw wbw*
braitom !M thcietlre
yt*n. IB conttMt with 31s3oOeMiip»7
iSl! y*'W Stmnfr M*Vf* »o«-wfclt«« f«m B«TpIr.
wltl1

M iMMhtt Pi**." •«

$2.312
1321
7.345
2.3)5

225.1. OiHrtaiH <4 HUD.

Several very important conclusions may be
drawn from table 8. The first is that with half
of the families receiving less than the average
figures given, the vast majority were in striking
poverty. The urban upper limit for "abject poverty" in 1966, according to Mollie Orshansky,
was $2^40, and for the next group, the poor,"
it was $3^65. If we consider the fact that the
midpoint of the incomes was $2,079, this meant
that the vast majority in public housing were
most certainly poor.
The second important factor is that if the
increase in the cost of living is taken into account, the occupants of public housing have not
on an average enjoyed any increase in real incomes. Most sections of the American people
made economic progress during this decade. The
occupants of public housing did not; their real
purchasing power remained the same. They
were, as a whole, still on the same povertystricken level in 1966 as the similar families
were a decade before.
Another way of looking at these figures is to
conclude that public housing has been reaching
further down the income scale, at least during
this 10-year period. While most groups in the
population, including some below the poverty
line, have had increasing incomes both in current dollars and in purchasing power, those in
public housing have not. Thus, as a group, they
were further down the scale in 19G6 than they
were in 1956.
One warning should be sounded: these income figures do not mean that as a group residents of public housing are a sodden, ambitionless mass without the energy or incentive to improve their economic lotTUthough, as will be
pointed out shortly, the rate of physical mobility of public housing residents is below that
of the population at large—i.e., they move less
often— it nevertheless is more than 16 percent
per year. Thus the residents
public housing
in 1966 were not by any means .argcly the same
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families as in 1956. It was a somewhat larger
group in 19G6, and many of the 1956 families,
for one reason or another^ were no longer in it.
Another fact should be taken into account
with regard to these income figure?. During the
10 years they cover, the proportio i of housing
for'the elderly in the total inventory of public
housing increased very substantially. Many elderly families, both nonwhite and white, are
very poor indeed. Many subsist largely on relief
money or social security payments. Thus their
increasing numbers would help to keep the
median figures low.
In 196G only 3.3 percent, or one family out
of every 30, was found to be ineligible for continuance in public housing because it had income in excess of the permitted maximum.11
These families, therefore, were subject to expulsion from the projects even though their
incomes were not sufficient, in many cases, to
obtain decent housing in the commercial market. The charge that the projects are full of the
well to do i- %en to be basically false. In fact,
the opposite is true.
Although average family incomes in public
housing arc very low, it is true but incongruous
that because of the financial requirements imposed upon the local housing authorities, a
proportion of the abjectly poor and even of the
poor are debarred from entrance.
There is no overt discrimination against the
abjectly poor as such, but financial requirements
nccessa'rily compel a certain amount of automatic exclusion. It will be remembered that
while the Federal Government subsidizes a)l of
the interest, and amortization charges on the
housing unit?, and hence all the fixed costs, it
does not provide for (1) maintenance and sen-ice costs nor (2) the 10 percent of shelter rent
(i.e., rent paid minus utility charges) paid to
local governments in lieu of taxes. These operating costs come in some cities to as much as $65 or
$70 a month for a throc-ljedroom apartment.
This in itself would require a yearly payment
of from $780 to $840. Allowing 25 "percent of
the family's income for rent, this would require
a yearly income of from $3,100 to $3,400. This
would exclude all the abjectly poor and a large
proportion of the poor.
Even if maintenance, operating and tax costs
\vt-rc as low as $oO n month, or $(500 a year, this
would require a family income of from $2,400
upward. Many of the abjectly poor, who from
a human standpoint need decent housing most
desperately, arc debarred from admission by
the simple fact that they cannot pay the rent.
Families receiving inadequate payments under the welfare programs— \\ quite common con" FfoilUtt in t.ma Knl fnjeelt, tf. Hi. T»Me F, p. 18.

dition—are, therefore, largely ineligible for
public housing, while the majority of those
who are in need but who, for one reason or
another, nevertheless do not receive any welfare
payments at all, are in an even worse plight
This group seems to amount to at least 8 percent
and possibly as much as 10 percent of the urban
population.
There is great need, therefore, for a more
flexible system of subsidizing the rents of the
poor. An added rent allowance of $10 a month
or for each minor child in a poor family, to
match the present §10 allowance for the elderly
and displaced, as recent!v enacted, will help.
It might be extended and given either in the
from of a lower rent or as a certificate which the
family could then present for housing, but only
for that purpose. The latter system would hare
a broader application since it could be used by
a family to rent private as well as public accommodations. It would be similar to the food-stamp
system, and it would have the same superiority
oVer payment in kind; namely, that it does not
single out its recipients for* public attention.
It would likewise permit private industry to
operate more fully in meeting public needs. Not
only careful consideration but experimentation
is in order. Another possible answer would be
to grant an allowance to the occupants against
the rent or tenant's equity for maintenance
work or performanceof minor repairs.
But income limitations arc not the only factors that bar man}' of the poor from admission.
Many housing authorities have also felt compelled to impose other restrictions. They have
done this botn to protect the good name of their
occupants from savage public criticism and to
protect the occupants themselves from antisocial behavior by some of their associates. Thus,
New York, which has done a comparatively
good job in carinjj for ?ts needy residents, felt
compelled up until the spring of 1968 to impose
no less than 19 rather stringent conditions for
admission to public housing. If a woman had
given birth to an illegitimate child, for example,
it was very difficult to gain admission. This was
also the case if she was a prostitute. The use and
sale of narcotics, violent behavior, and a previous criminal record were also grounds for exclusion, as was a bad previous record as a housekeeiK-r or parent. These rules certainly served to
lessen the disciplinary problems of" the occupants. It is probably true that similar if less explicit standards practiced by other housing authorities, have also helped to raise the general
level of l>chavior of their occupants. Existing
occupants have tended to approve of them as a
necessary means for protecting their children
and themselves from contamination from those
of ill-repute.
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But the New York standards seemed somewhat too severe in not allowing sufficiently for
recent improvements in beliavior, and in permitting the rejections to be made on the oasis of
the written record without the requirement of
a persona] interview. They were, therefore,
modified in May, 1968, to provide for an elaborate system of interviews and appeals with an
instruction that consideration should be given
to recent behavior and that prostitution, the
sale of narcotics, etc., should not in themselves
make an applicant ineligible if the offense were
more than 5 years old. Similarly, illegitimacy
was not in itself to be a conclusive ground for
exclusion. Within the group? otherwise eligible,
priority was to be given to former residents of
the housing site or other areas being cleared by
Government action and to families that had
been evicted and were living in grossly substandard conditions.
With the recent rise In tenant consciousness,
a mprcnvnt is underway, especially in New
York,,to grant greater powers to tenant committees. In some cases this may lead to stricter
requirements. This seems to have happened in
certain Boston projects, where the occupants
protested against the type of families being
sent to them for admission. But if the housing
authorities and the tenants come to regard each
other as adversaries, as frequently happens in
landlord-tenant relationships, the results can be
highly unfortunate. On the whole, it would seem
best to have any such council act in an advisory
capacity so far as admissions are concerned, but
to »ivc it a considerable degree of jurisdiction
over such matters as noise, cleanlino--, the provision of amenities, and expulsions. The ultimate authority, however, on both admissions
and dismissals, should be vested in the Housing
Authority as the representative of the community as a whole.
A! hough the imposition of maximum income
stan> .ards was designed to prevent those who
did not financially need low-i out housing from
obtaining it at the expense of the community
and to reserve this In'iipfit for those who wore
in need, the results of this requirement were extremely unfortunate in many cases. It certainly
penali:u!(l attempts on the part of the occupants
to get ahead, for once they rose above the lowincome class, they were expelled nnd forced to
seek housing elsewhere. Such housing was, in
many cases, inferior nnd more costly. A small
increase in cash income, therefore, actually
could become an economic and social loss. It
must have seemed Mter and more comfortable,
therefore, for a considerable number of occupants to conclude that it was better not to try
33-M4—M

to increase their income and hence to have the
security of staying on in subsidized housing.11
Only 2 percent of the whites had incomes
over $5,000 when they entered public housing in
1961, and these were admitted because they had
large families. Five years later, they made up
11 percent. Nonwhites did even better. The proportion under $1,500 decreased in the 5 years
from 19 percent to 16 percent, while those'with
incomes from $1,500 to $3,000 declined from 53
percent to 34 percent. Tins proportion of Negroes with .incomes over $4,000 on the other
hand ro?e from 9 percent to 31 percent, and
those wan
over $5,000 from 2 percent to 17
percent.11
In spite of all discouragements, therefore,
there is evidence that a considerable proportion
of the occupants kept on trying. The incentive
to get out of poverty and public housing was
probably somewhat diminished, but it was still
strong among a large number.
It would seem better, therefore, to permit
those who do raise their income above a given
maximum to stay on if they wislt, providcdthey
agree to devote approximately a quarter, or *
fifth of their excess income for an added payment for rent. In this way the occupants would
retain three-fourths, or four-fifths, of any added
income instead of suffering an outright penalty.
The local housing authority would also receive
an increase in income. If Federal regulations
were modified a little, the increase in rental income could be applied as additional subsidy for
families of even lower income than the present
residents of the housing. This would matte possible a wider range of income among public
housing residents without any hardship on existing occupants. It would also keep in the projects some of those families most likely to become lenders in neighborhood affairs.
Earlier provisions of the law which gave tenants an opportunity to purchase their units under very limited circumstances were extended
by the 1JK5S act This, too, is one method of
bringing a greater economic balance to public
housing and also to retain tenant leadership in
public housing.
A second way to encourage families who want
to rise, would be to permit the upwardly mobile
to try to buy a home of their own. Tliis could
l>e done under the new low-interest rate program or by the FHA and VA selling to the local housing authority some of the mortgaged
homes tlv.t have IHH-M foreclosed. The authority
" gone proof tb*t thin tenilrorjr to relax I* prraent among
the lowr*f-lncom« whltM I* wen by the fuel that thn percenta«e of those with Inmme* under (1.500 li aa (real among
thow who remained In IBM •• wbea the «••• |i»1lvldna)«
entered In ISM—namriyj» percent. The proportion of whllea
with Income* from »1,!H>0 to f.t,OOO had, bowerer, rant down
from 40 to .17 percent. wbll« tbowt orer 13,000 anone the
while* had gone np from 7 to 20 percent.
» Fimil'rt m fair Rent Prcftf U, «•. til., \>. <W,
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could, in turn, sell them to those whose incomes
were in excess of the allowed public housing
maximum.
Slightly more than half of the occupants—52
percent—received some form of social security
benefit or public -welfare assistance, or both.
This was an increase over 1962, when the percentage receiving either benefits or assistance
was 47 percent. ^=^
Most- of the elderiy in public housing received
old-age security and assistance payments. There
were, in fact, only 5 percent who did not. But
among those in the active years, two-thirds—66
percent—though markedly poor, received neither public assistance nor benefits."
There has been a very slight decline since
1962 in the proportion in this group. A slightly
larger proportion of whites than nonwhites expected that they would receive assistance or
benefits in the future.
There can be little question that the percentage of broken families is extremely high in
public housing, and that it has increased appreciably in the last decade. No less than 42
percent of the families were broken in 1066. This
was an increase of 9 percentage points from
1956. This high rate was, however, not caused
by public housing. Mothers without husbands
and families without fathers had no other place
to go, and public housing was a place of refuge
for them.
This ratio, as seen in table 9 was higher
among nonwhites than whites, but the increase
among whites was also di.scoumgingly large.
TAKE *.-fOCENT OF MbKEN FAMILIES AMONG THOSE WITH MINORS
IN flJHJC HOUSING
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Whit in right with public homing?
It is easy to criticize public housing for its
weaknesses—and we shall shortly discuss them.
But public housing also has strengths. It has
given decent and dignified .shelter to nearly 2.5
million hnrdpressed people who would otherwise be in desperate need. In fact, if we count
all families that have lived in public accommodations, the total is much higher.
On the whole, the housing projects have given
a high degree of satisfaction to their occupants
in comparison with what is available for them
»/»(*.

IT..

elsewhere. This has been done, as we have seen,
with relatively low rents. The median gross
rent, including utilities, for all families in 1966
was $1$ a month, and the arithmetic average of
all rents was §50.62. It would have been utterly
impossible for the occupants to have obtained
comparable quarters for such a sum. It is difficult to estimate what the comparable saving in
rents has been, but in all probability it has been
at least $30 to $45 a month.
Vacancy rate*
The relative degree of satisfaction is shown
quite clearly by tables 11 and 12. Thus:
(1) The average vacancy rate for the
projects in the 50 largest cities of the country was only 2.2 percent in 1967, whereas
5 percent is considered the normal vacancy
rate for privately-rented apartments.
(2) The average turnover rate for tenants in public housing units in these cities
was only 16.3 percent, whereas the countrywide rate for both owners and renters combined is 20 percent. If the turnover rate for
the renters in privately owned and managed housing could be isolated from that of
the owners, it would be much higher than
20 percent. The difference between the public housing rate and the private rate would,
therefore, ap]>car much greater than 4 percent.
(3) Large number* of applicants are trying to get into public housing. In November, 1P67, there were 193,000 applicants for
accon..nodations whereas 2 months earlier
there were only 6,864 vacant units. Tliis
was an average ratio of 28 applicants for
every vacancy. If public housing were
widely disliked by its occupants, we would
have had no such ratios as these.
The record in some cities was amazingly good.
Thus, in the housing of the much-abused New
York Authority there were only 117 vacancies
out of 64,000 units being managed. This
amounted to only one-fifth of one- percent, while
there were more than 80,000 requests for admission. This was a ratio of 762 applications to
ever}' vacancy. In Chicago, which has taken an
almost equal amount of abuse, there were only
173 vacancies out of 32,400 units, or a rate of
only one-half of one jwrcent. Also, there were no
less than 21,800 applicants, or a ratio of 126 to
every vacancy. The turnover rate in New York
during 1966-67 was only 5.7 percent, and in
Chicago, 9.9.
Many other cities had very good records in
Mi is resjHH-t. The following cities had vacancy
rates of less than one percent: New Orleans,
Memphis, Atlanta, Minneapolis, Columbus,
Portland (Oreg.), Oakland, Birmingham,
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Toledo, St. Paul, and Dayton. In Dayton, indeed, only one apartment out of 2,234 was
vacant.
Most of these cities also had a high ratio of
applicants to vacancies. This was 76 per vacancy in New Orleans, 340 in Memphis, 26 in Atlanta, 240 in Minneapolis, 56 in Columbus, 340
in Portland, Oreg-, 120 in Oakland, 185 in
Toledo, 93 in St. Paul, and 76 in Norfolk. In
Dayton, there were 1,626 applications for the
single vacancy.
On tho other hand, certain other cities have
had a bad record in terms of these quantitative
measurements. Thus, St. Louis, largely because
of the Pruitt-Igoe project, had a vacancy rate
of 13 percent, or six times the nationwide average. (The breakage of windows, as the Commission observed firsthand, was also high
there.) In Dallas, the vacancy rate was 12 percent. In Kansas City it was 14 percent, and in
Fort Worth no less than 16.5 percent, or nearly
eight times the national average. If, indeed, we
exclude the 2.200 vacancies in these four cities,
the vacancy rate for the remaining 46 cities
would be only 1.5 percent.
Three of these four cities, moreover, had, as
we would expect, higher than average turnover
rates: 29 percent in Dallas, 20 percent in Kansas City, and 26 percent in Fort Worth. These
four cities had, moreover, a low ratio of applications to vacancies. In St. Louis, this ratio
was virtually- 1 to 1; in Dallas, it was 1.3 to 1;
in Kansas City, the ratio was only one applicant for every six vacancies; in Fort Worth,
the ratio was 3 to 5.
^_^
While the general picture was, therefore, encouraging, this latter group of cities when measured quantitatively showed distinctly unfavorable results. The Commission sent a competent
investigator to study the situation in these cities
to see if he could diagnose the trouble. He reI>orted that a study on the spot of these and 15
other cities indicated a number of factors which
were instrumental in determining
the relative
success or failure of the projects.11 .
THE WEAKNESSES OF PCni.IC IIOUSINC

The Commission is most emphatically in
favor of continuing publicly subsidized housing
for the poor. We vigorously support a wide extension of such housing, although with certain
changes of emphasis and administration.
But we do believe that the grave defects which
nt present afllict public housing should Ixi either
cured or greatly reduced. The housing of the
poor will, in fact, lie helped and not hindered
"Ocorfe Sthrrmer. "More Than Shrlter" National CommlMlnn on Urban Prnhlrmn. Rra««rrh Report No. 8.

by a frank discussion of these weaknesses. Only
in this way can we gain the impetus which is
needed for improvement. We shall also try to
make some very specific suggestions as to how
we think these improvements can be carried out
We would point out that the weaknesses are
bv no means all due to the administrators of
the program, although many of them, such as
the disproportionate number of small units,
definitely are. But limitations on design and
lack of money for sen-ices are primarily the
fault of the Appropriations' Committees, and
the opposition to the program in the more affluent communities is the result of local pressures.
Summarizing, we consider the chief weaknesses of public housing to be the following:
(1) An excessive and at times a disgraceful delay in the planning, approval, and
construction of projects.
(2) A failure to take advantage of cost
reduction methods of construction which
could be carried out without any real loss
of quality. It is fair, however, to ask how
many other producers of housing in recent
years have availed themselves of these
methods.
(3) A failure to coordinate the minimum
required standards for public housing with
those for FHA housing.
(4) A pronounced tendency to build an
excessive number of extremely high-rise
and closely massed apartments, which make
a better communal life very difficult and
which identify the occupants as dwellers
in "poor town."
(5) A comparative disregard of the needs
of children and of large families through
an undue concentration on apartments having two bedrooms or less.
(6) A comparative, neglect of the services that the occupants and those in tho
surrounding communities need and that
are essential to modern city life.
(7) A comparative neglect of the importance of design and of beauty, which
arc elements in the good life along with
space, light-, and shelter.
(8) A failure to carry through an adequate program of training for ]>nl>lir housing
Public homing co*t#
The means of reducing housing costs, including those for public housing, are discussed in
part V. It is sufficient hero to point out the most
important aspects of the problem.
First of nil, there have l>ecn excessive delays
in planning, execution, and construction. These,
of course, add to housing costs and limit the
- of units that can l>e built.
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Relatively little has been done in public
housing to use the methods of mass production, industrialized building, and the systems
approaclu Some of these offer possibilities. Public housing is produced in sufficient volume to
make economies of scale practicable.
Delays in public housing—the new turnkey
method
A familiar weakness in public housing has
been the excessive time consumed in planning,
execution, and construction. The exhibit A information shows the sequence of some 45 steps
which must be followed from the beginning by
the local housing authority to the publishing of
the contract ana which, according to the Housing Administration, consumes on the average
approximately 308 days, or nearly a year. Only
after tnis can site acquisition, demolition, and
construction be carried out. Just how much additional time is required for these steps cannot
be adequately discovered from official sources
but Mr. Joseph Burstein, formerly General
Counsel of the Public Housing Administration,
has stated that the average total time has been
"between 3 and 4 years for conventional public
housing." This testimony from a man who
should know is certainly not. an overf'atement.
President Johnson, alarmed at the delays involved in the processing time for numerous
Federal programs, established a Joint Administrative Task Force in early 1967. It reported
that 163 working days were required to process
applications under the conventional low-rent
public housing program. In its report of March,
1968, the tusk force said machinery had been
put in place to reduce drastically such processing time. In the case of public housing, it
projected a reduction of 85 working days, or 52
percentj with respect to the first major step in
processing public housing application?.
The longer the period of preparation and construction the greater will be the apprehensions
and uncertainties, the inconveniences .ind hardships of families displaced from the project
sites. They will have to leave earlier and seek
accommodations elsewhere. The previous life of
the community will be disrupted by the harsh
and long continued surgical operation performed on the neighlwrhood. Further the costs
will be greater l>ecnuse of increased carrying
charges. The increase in construction costs will,
with delays, also raise the total cost.
The most recent shift in programs by HUD
to reduce the time required has been the approval of the so-called turnkey method, originally devised by Mr. Burstein and first used in
Washington and Philadelphia. Here a developer contracts with a local housing authority
to produce a completed building or develop-

ment on land lie owns and with the payments
only to l)e made by the housing authority when
the developer finally turns over the keys, for the
completed project to the authority.
This method may avoid the delays experienced after project approval in tbe attempts to
acquire sites. It also saves time on the extra
preparation by architects of plans and of subsequent competitive bidding for the construction
contracts after publication. These are sometimes
separated into three distinct groups—general
construction, plumbing, and electrical. Instead,
under the turnkey method, informal negotiations are entered'into with several developers
and a preliminary letter is issued to the one
whose general proposal seems best Further details on plans ana price are' developed and, if
approved, are embodied in a subsequent letter
of intent. This gives a financial guarantee to
the contractor which enables him to obtain interim financing.
Tin- advocates of the turnkey method stress
that this method will greatly reduce the time
now required for negotiations on plans and for
competitive bidding on construction. It is also
argued that it will speed up construction, since
the costs of interim financing must be borne
by the developer and builder. If the time required is reduced from 3 years to 1, the resultant
savings would be appreciable.
The- greatest possible weakness in any such
pltin is, of course, that negotiated contracts
often carry with them the danger of collusive
agreements to pad costs and price. The reply of
the turnkey supporters is a double one. They
allege that competitive bidding for public
housing is not in fact as competitive as it may
seem, that the number of bidders seldom exceeds from three to seven and that the same
groups somehow seem at present to monopolize
the business within a given city. The other defense is that firms can freely volunteer bids and
that housing authorities should have independent appraisers and cost estimators who will
review the proposals of the contractors. All
this, together with full publicity on the final
results will, it is argued, be unougli to obtain
more- eoni|>ctition. The supporters of turnkey
indeed carry the war into the ranks oi the advocates of the. conventional methods b/ alleging
that more rather than fewer competitor would
be. drawn into the negotiations.
The promise of savings in time, monev and
land acquisition under turnkey may not always occur. Of course, if the devp'oper owns
or has a purchase contract or an option on a
suitable parcel of land at the beginni ig of the
turnkey negotiations, the acquisition process
is substantially eliminated from the time of
project development. How often this could be
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reasonably expected, particularly in developments in bl ighted and slum areas, is open to question. Even in those instances, the developer cer
tainly would count in his costs the interest on
the money tied up in obtaining control of the
parcel. If he must obtain the land after receiving
the letter of intent, the chances of his saving
time would be minimal; if the project called
for the assembly of a sizable tract, the chances
of his being badly delayed or held up on land
prices would be high. Either of these possibilities could easily wipe out any possible savings
in time or money from the turnkey procedure.
If the turnkey advocates are thinking of this
procedure as a means of supplying some substantial part of 500,000 to 600,000 units of lowincome housing per year, it would seem virtually certain that land acquisition by private
developers, without public aid, would lose
rather than save time and money. Eminent domain, despite the time consumption and uncertainties, offers definite advantages in dealing with holdouts and with questionable titles
to parcels.
On balance, it would seem more sensible for
housing authorities (in those instances in which
a builder does not have a proper site) to offer
prospective builders under turnkey suitable
s:tes obtained by the authorities or under contact on renewal sites. Surely this would save
time and increase the number of builders with
a genuine interest in turnkey oj>erntions. It
would also ease the situation in which a local
housing authority is going through the long
process of acquiring a suitable site for low-income housing while the local redevelopment authority holds a surplus of land that it has
acquired in the same painful way.
Another alleged advantage of turnkey is that
it defers the time at which a low-income housing development is publicly announced, thus
maki"g potential opposition less effective. Some
even suggest that a turnkey project might be
well under construction before anyone other
than the developer and a few key oflirials of
the housing authority knew that it was intended
for low-income resfdcnts. By then, according
to this argument, opposition on racial or economic-class grounds, or for any other reason,
would be all but futile. This would be in marked
contrast to the unhappy experience of too many
local housing authorities who have seen wcllcpnceived projects delayed, hamstrung, and ultimately defeated by narrowinimiwl and prejudiced op|x»?ition from nearby residents.
Naturally, this claimed advantage of turnkey
is hotly disputed. Some objectors say that public business is simply not conducted that way
in their localities and could not be without raising charges of collusion between public ollicinls

and developers. They suggest that after this
tactic had been uesd two orthree times, neighorliood and property owner associations would
find wavs:of delaying and harassing all residential building in their areas unless or until
builders revealed their plans and intent in considerable detail.
Others dispute the feasibility of delayed announcement under existing local and Federal
laws on public housing procedure. Many local
statutes and much local practice without legal
requirement call for public hearings on proposed projects. Turnkey projects are not excepted, and any attempt to take them out from
under these requirements would hav« little
chance of adoption. If the timing of the hearings under local law or established practice
should favc the turnkey procedure, surely the
advantage would be slight. Obviously the intent of the requirement for hearings is not to
announce or rubberstamp a fait accompli.
Besides, the Federal statute says clearly that
no annual contribution or loan contract for a
low-rent project initiated after March 1, 1940,
can be made "* * * unless the governing body
of the locality involved has entered into an
agreement with the public housing agency proTiding for the local cooperation required by the
authority pursuant to this Act * * *" (sec. 15,
7(b) of the act of 1937, as amended). Th* content of the cooperation agreement may vary
somewhat, but it includes acceptance of the 10
percent of shelter rent in lieu of taxes; i.e., the
local subsidy without which .10 Federal sul>sidy
can be made and without which there cnu lie no
low-rent housing. How n*any city councils
would enter into such an agreement for housing on an unspecified site, to be erected by an
unspecified builder, under unrevealed terms and
conditions, in a secret agreement between him
and the local housing authority? Some, perhaps but. certainly not many.
Our conclusion on this dispute is that the alleged advantages or merits of secrecy in the
turnkey process arc somewhat illusory.
One other point about turnkey needs to be
made. Even when there are public hearings, the
effect of the turnkey method is to place the local builders and real estate community on the
side of turnkey and public housing. Tins is a
tremendous advantage over the past when these
forces often opposed rather than supported the
program. In fairness, it should also In- said that
many, perhaps a majority, in the homnbuilding
industry have in recent times supported public
housing. This is especially true of their progressive-minded national leadership.
The essence of the turnkey method, however,
should be distinguished from some, of <he cl.ims
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EXHIBIT A.-PROCESSING TIME INVOLVED IN PUBLIC HOUSING (CONVENTIONAL LOW-RENT HOUSING PROGRAM)
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Source: Study by Model Cities Systems Improvement Team. HUD, June 23,1167.

that may be made for it. As the Defense Department has demonstrated, truly competitive bid
contracts are far superior to sole-source negotiated contracts, so far as cost is concerned. The
latter do save time, however, as compared to the
long process of advertised competitive bids.
The turnkey plan should be given a thorough
trial and its merits carefully appraised. Perhaps haying the two systems compete with each
other will be good for both. This is especially

true since conditions in the housing industry,
particularly the relationships between the main
contractors and subcontractors, are such that
what is called the competitive bidding system
in public housing is not found in comparable
form elsewhere.
The increase in new public housing starts
from 1007 to 1908, which number about 10,000
in all, appear to be chiefly the result of the
turnkey method.
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Lessons might also be learned from the cooperative housing movement, where construction
costs have been reduced by a variety of methods.
If theywere applied to public housing, it would
make it possible for the same number of units
to be built at lower cost, or to provide additional
units from the savings made.
Finally, there are repeated criticisms that the
physical standards of construction in public
housing are excessive. These are required largely
to reduce future maintenance costs under hard
usage. But with the shift to more small-scale
projects, scattered sites, and fewer high rises,
these standards, too, might be reduced.
All of these points are important if we are
to meet the housing needs of low-income families. More, much more Government money for
public housing is needed, but it is not the only
ingredient in a more effective program.
High-rite and mastare public homing projects
The general tendency in recent years on the
part of too many public housing authorities
has been to emphasize high-rise and large-scale
apartment projects. This trend has been caused
by many facfrv 3, notably the refusal of the
dwellers in the suburbs and in the outer and
middle-class sections of the cities to accept public housing. This, in turn, has driven public
housing closer to the center of the cities where
land costs are high. The hiijh cost of land and
the continued inmigration of low-income families have then led public housing authorities to
construct high-rise buildings in order to get as
many housing units as possible on each acre of
land. (Of course, one of the main purposes of
subsidized urban renewal is to offset the influence of high land prices on the nature and density of redevelopment, but as will be pointed
out 'attr, renewal to date has largely ignored
low income housing.) Suburbanites and middlecl'tss residents who criticize the huge projects
in v>« central city and who, at the same time,
opposa any projects in their neighborhoods,
should realize that their refusal to permit the
diffusion of public housing is a major factor
in creating the concentration they deplore.
Fortunately, because of both internal and external criticism, such as that brought forth at
the hearings of this Commission, and from a
directive in the 1968 Housing Act, this policy is
changing.
Perhaps the theories of such architects and
city planners as Corbusier also had a share in
this influence on height. They stressed "skyscrapers in a park," and thereby gave some
popular acceptance to the idea of high-rise

apartments of the skyscraper type as desirable
residential forms. The giant Pruitt-Igoe project
in St. Louis for 3,500 families was awarded a
prize for the excellence of its. design. Now it is
universally admitted to be inferior; many people would say a disaster.
. High-rise projects which may have been inevitable on Manhattan and perhaps necessary
near downtown Chicago have been built rather
Indiscriminately in many cities and sections. In
New York and to a certain extent in Chicago,
skyscraper living is practiced by the well to do,
and does not single out the poor. It may, in fact,
give a certain social prestige to some. But in
most cities of the country, high-rise public housing units clearly indicate what they are—large
congregations of the poor. They stand out in
many communities like so many sore thumbs.
This concentration of large masses of the poor
necessarily gives to many of them a pronounced
feeling of inferiority in a society that emphasizes material success. The effect is especially
marked among children. To a somewhat lesser
degree it is similar to what youngsters used to
feel and suffer who grew up in the "poor-houses"
and "poor farms" of an earlier generation.
Moreover, the larger the project, the greater
are the problems of social behavior. In these
huge projects, it is difficult for the occupants to
feel any real concern for the group.as a whole
or any fundamental loyalty to it This in itself
breeds a lack of responsibility and a yielding to
antisocial impulses which may range all the
way from a lack of care in maintaining a property to outright vandalism. Thus in some projects the breaking of windows is widely evident
Similarly the breaking open of mail boxes and
telephone coin boxes is frequently prevalent
Even worse are assaults and robberies committed against fellow occupants and visitors.
Not only do the large projects encourage such
antisocial acts, but they also make their detection and prevention more difficult. In a smaller
project it is easier for families and youtlis to
identify themselves with the welfare of their
unit, and if some go wrong, for them to be
detected and punished. In a huge project they
are relatively anonymous and their faces will
not be known. They can melt back into the
crowd and seek refuge within the long corridors and on the many floors.
In the future, local and State housing authorities with the encouragement and help of HUD
should seek out more and more scattered sites
where smaller public housing developments inny
be built.
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A blanket indictment of high-rise housing is
not the intention of the Commission. The term
"high rise" itself does, in fact, bring to miml
images of some of the most inhospitable housing
now being constructed with Federal subsidy.
But we feel that no form of technique for providing low- or moderate-income housing should
necessarily be written off because of the prejudicial connotation of its generic type.
We have seen much bad high-rise housing, but
we have seen some good examples, too, especially
for the elderly where it is appropriate. In areas
of high land costs and dense population, we
believe it is possible to provide high-rist. housing that is attractive and livable for large families as well as for small or contracted households. Development and research are necessary,
but a number of examples already exist that
show the potential of the high-rise type, using
varied heights, above-ground common space,
developed roofs and terraces, duplex and triplex units, and other devices where there are
no practical alternatives to the type.
Many examples in England, Holland, and
Scandinavia give evidence of several of the new
directions high-rise subsidized housing could
take in this country.
Housing regulations often restrict the kind
of evolutionary development essential for better
high-rise housing. Where no such regulations
exist, desirable high-rise housing has been provided. The physical context in which a building is
located has much to do with its desirnblity and
acceptability. A high-rise building in a community where other forms are the common practice stands out by its mass and its relative density of population; where such a building further identifies the poor family in a community,
its social disadvantages are magnified.
In limited circumstances well-designed highrise structures may house poor families, but
additional services are required to do so effectively.
Horizontal cities
Another factor is often lost sight of by observers closely oriented to New York. With the
exception ff Manhattan and certain other parts
of New Y -• City, American cities arc- still primarily horizontal in form rather than vertical.
The single-family or two-family home of generally no more than two stories predominates.
This is true evea of such a large city as Chicago.
It. is emphatically true of such cities as Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Los Angeles. Even the
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old style New York tenements are rarely more
than four.or five stories.
In most of these places it is not necessary to
build massive skyscraper projects in order to
house a larger number of people. By redesigning and closing off excessive street space and by
pooling small front and back yards, garden
apartments of the vrrJkup type not to exceed
three or four stories can be built that will house
a much larger population than now and do so
under better conditions. These units will, as a
consequence, be much smaller than the giant
projects of the Kobert Moses era jn New York,
Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, and the Robert Taylor
homes on South State Street in Chicago.
As suggested above, in these smaller units
greater loyalty and sense of responsibility can
be developed among the occupants and delinquent behavior can be better controlled. Walkups will cost less per square foot, since they will
avoid the expense and loss of space needed for
elevators and the construction materials need
not be so heavy. It js along these lines that we
believe the developments of the future can be
largely bared.
Included in any such program should also be
the purchase and rehabilitation of large numbers of single-family homes and rowhouses,
which are being abandoned by their owners in
such places as Philadelphia, the Brownsville section of Brooklyn, and the West Side of Chicago.
These can frequently be purchased at distressed
prices for as little as $1,500 or $2,500. When the
walls, foundations, and general structures are
still sound (as they frequently are), they can
then be rehabilitated at reasonable cost. If a
considerable group is not structurally sound,
the parcels can be combined, the buildings demolished, and a project constructed on the site.
A more individualized treatment can and
should be carried out in the larger units as well
as in the smaller. The elderly can be housed in
stories above the fourth floor to which they
alone can have access by a special entrance and
elevators reserved only for them. In this way
the danger from the unruly might be reduced.
Similarly, several separate entrances entered by
key can be devised for families using sections of
the first four floors so that these in turn can be
subdivided into coherent groups.
If any portion of the new buildings is to be
many storied, this can be in the form of one or
more towers with separate entrances, while
other entrances will admit to the three- and
four-story sections. In this way monotonj of de-
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sign can be. avoided and the possibilities of variation with different levels created.
The problem of sites
- Vacant lands^One of the crucial deterrents to
tKe construction of houses for low-incpme
Americans has been the problem of sites. Time
and again when one complains at the slowness
of- public housing or moderate-income housing
programs, the problem of sites is given as a
inajor roadblock. Yet there is much more land
oh which to build than is generally recognized.
According to a special study by the census in
1966, vacant.lots accounted for 19 percent of
taxable realty in the Nation's 228, SMSA'& It
may be said that since SMSA's include not only
central cities but suburban, areas as well, this is
not a. true measure of the amount of empty land
in central cities. This is a fair warning against
giving too much weight to these figures. It is
also true, of course, that because of their location, some of these vacant parcels are not good
for housing-^certainiy not for housing in a
suitable living environment. But the facts are
that in 119 of the 130 cities of over 100,000
population, there are 11 million parcels of land
of which 11.6 percent are vacant lots.1The figure
for New York City is 8.1 percent; * it is 11
percent for Chicago, and 9.4 percent for Los
Angeles. Even in Harlem, 2 percent of the lots
are vacant: When the sites on which there are
dilapidated buildings are added, an increasing
number of which are owned by the cities as a
result of default in taxes, the amount of buildable land is considerably swelled.
Although there are formidable problems with
respect to cost and location, these vacant lots
and potential sites could supply much of the
space for public and moderate-income housing
in our central cities as well as elsewhere.
Government land.—Then is a large amount
of Government-owned land on which housing
could be built. The Federal Government has
been making a survey of this land, which we
know to be extensive. We will only mention
such examples as Fort Jay in New York City,
the National Training School site in Washington, D.C., Fort Sheridan, north of Chicago, and
Fort Snelling, outside of Minneapolis-St, Paul.
The President began, in 1968, to put some of
'• Toe Metropolitan Boutin* Council in New York City has
compl*ttd «n excellent detailed surrey of all 6 borouths of
that dtj and bar* found no lot* than 122 prim* location!
which art now recant and icattered. They estimate that
without crowding, a total of 12,200 houilnt unit* could be
built on them tot*. Following the present ratio, this would
' mean housing for a total population of about 48.000. But thin
could be somewhat Increased by adding more bedrooms, a* we
b*T* sdrocated, to that up to 50,000 could be bonsed. See.
A. OHtieni' Survey of Available l.nnd, Metropolitan Council
on Boutin?, New York, 1004.
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this land to use, by designating the National
Training School site for a "new-town-in-town"
in the District of Columbia. This program' can
be greatly expanded. A warning sh^iild^jbe
added, however,; that such sites must not be devoted to luxury housing, but rather should contain a considerable proportion of low- and moderate-income housing to meet the Nation's most
desperate needs;
_
_"
VA and FHA foreclosed dwellings—There
are large numbers of VA and'FHA foreclosures
each year. Some of these could be leased by public housing' authorities to house those families
who are "upwardly mobile." In fiscal 1967^ there
were 2i,2i7 !VA claims (tantamount to'foreclosure), and in calendar 1967 about 53ipOp
FHA foreclosures, of which 44,062 units .Tvere
sales housing and 8,886 units were in 67 projects,
Urban renewal sites.—The latest ngures show
that less than half of urban renewal land has
been committed to the construction of specific
buildings. Not all of these sites would be appropriate for public or moderate-income housing.
But in view of the crisis in our cities, a contin:
ued reexamination of the existing sites should
be made to see if a great many more of them
cannot be used for public and moderate-income
housing. There are vast empty acres in Cleveland and Detroit, to name only two cities. We
believe that the President should call together
the mayors of the major cities where urban renewal sites remain uncommitted and urge them
to use portions of these sites to build a vastly
increased amount of public and publicly assisted
housing.
Under urban renewal, approximately 400,000
housing units have been demolished. By definition, most of these were units in which lowincome citizens lived. The number of units
planned, under construction, or completed in
urban renewal areas is approximately 200,000,
or one-half the number demolished, but to date
only about one-tenth—20,000—are for publichousing units. This is one-twentieth of the number of units destroyed.
Even under the terms of the 1968 Housing
Act, which calls for building at least 50 percent
of all housing in future urban renewal projects
for low- (20 percent) and moderate-income
groups, this would not happen automatically.
First, that provision does not apply to existing
projects, but only to future projects. Second, it
says nothing about the total volume, which may
be low.
We urge building low-income housing on existing sites, yet uncommitted, and with much
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larger volume than in the past or that the nrb:iu
renewal officials now contemplate.
Extraterritorial leasing.—As proposed elsewhere in this report, State-enabling legislation
should be amended to allow central city housing
authorities to lease housing in suburban areas
subject to specific conditions.
Underused land.—There is additional land
which could be redeemed for housing purposes
by a consolidation of unsightly junkyards, and
tumbledown shacks and buildings. In most
cities which front on rivers, lakes, and the ocean
there are large sections which are cither vacant
or are eyesores. Can they not be redesignated,
renovated, and used to house lower income families? With the decline in both passenger and
freight service on the railroads, there is, in the
former switching yards, large acreage which
now lies idle in almost every American city. For
years, those who have crossed the Roosevelt
Road viaduct in Chicago have seen to both north
arid south a wide expanse of tracks which are
virtually vacant throughout the day. Farther
out'in the suburbs there are even more extensive
trajjc separation yards which now give little
mise of being fully used. These sites, properly developed, offer opportunities for housing
construction in or near the central cities.
For some cities which are especially pressed,
there are possibilities of using air rights (the
spare above expressways, for instance) for housing. Although there are many serious problems
associated with it, particularly in housing lowincome families with children, its possibility
may be considered.
Land for the living?—Is h sacreligious to
mention the vast amount of space now locked
up in cemeteries? As one flies over Brooklyn, for
example, one sees it in part as a necropolis, or
city of the dead, almost comparable to those outside Oaxaca in Mexico. Some years ago the
Quakers in Philadelphia turned over to the community most of their 17tli and 18th ccntuiy
cemeterii'3 and asked that they be made into
parks and playgrounds. Is it. beyond hope that
other religious groups.will do the same for both
of these purposes, as well as for the housing of
the needy? The remains of those buried in isolated family cemeteries have been transferred to
other resting places because of the construction
of the TVA and other dams. Might not a similar
practice be accepted if it made possible the better housing and rearing of children? The earth
was made for the living rathnr than the dead.
Once public opinion generally acceptsS this point
of view, new spaces will open up.

Open housing.—We believe lhat the problem of location is manageable within most of
the central cities. In a separate study that has
been made for the Commission, a probable total
increase in population of only 7.4 millions by
1985, or 13 percent, in the central cities is projected.17 This may even be. an overstatement. The
increase in the nonwhite population is, however,
projected at the higher rate of 94 percent, an increase from a total of 10 million to a total of
almost 20 million. The total number of whites in
the central cities is projected to decline by 2.4
million. The sites for the increased housing
needs can be found by some of the means we
have indicated.
The real strain is going to be in the suburbs.
The Commission's population consultants project a gigantic total growth of 58 million in the
suburban population, unless artifically impeded,
which will amount to 106 percent. Nonwhite
groups will show a projected increase of only
4 million. Whether or not. this rate will be
increased or decreased will depend primarily
upon the decisions of. the residents of these
localities, their States and the Nation. While,
at the moment, public opinion in these locar-'ies
is hostile to the reception of the poor in general
and particularly to the nonwhUe poor, there
are some encouraging signs. Tl ,.s an occasional
political leader such as the late David H. Scull
of Montgomery County, Md., has stressed the
need for the suburbs to help bear the burden
of urban poverty. Various church groups and
clusters of concerned citizens have shown a
similar interest. Other surburban communities
such as Arlington County, Va., have adopted
relatively liberal fair-housing ordinances, while
a number of towns in the Chicago suburbs, such
as Evanston, have taken similar steps. Although
Communities such as Cicero, 111., and the ?uburbs of the wealthy outside of Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, nnd other cities seem in bp
unyielding in their exclusiveness, is it beyond
hope that, they too may change with time?
But unless there is a general adoption of more
liberal policies, the con ;ng years may well see
a deep struggle over the,-*, -ml attendant issues
that will increase hatreds a. conflict. We believe that it is the duty of all good citizens to
try to prevent this by constructive acts of good
will, and that all levels of government fan nnd
should art vigorously in this direction.
« "Tlio riinllciiRp of Amcrlcn'n Metropolitan Population Outlook." Ifir.O to IDSn hy I'ntrlclA Unvcy Hodge nnd Philip M,
Ilniiscr. Iliwarrli Krport No. 8, Nntlnnnl Ooimiilxulon on
Urhnn I'rolilomx, inns.
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The disregard of large families
One of the major weaknesses of the public
housing program has been the disregard of large
families and the emphasis on unite built. The
housing of small families and elderly people has
been pushed by the local housing authorities
and HUD while the housing of the larger families and the children havr been slighted. HUD
has had an administi ive limit of $20,000 for
a unit of public housing including land acquisition and development a/.d demolition costs. We
should again emphasize that this limit was not
imposed by Congress which, since 1949, fixed its
maximum on per room costs for construction
an-! eqr'oment, not on a unit bas'*
O ?er. d over again in our hearings, we heard
complair.ts about
the lack of houses for large
. poor families.18 That is why the Commission
-decided to make
a detailed investigation into
jhis matter,10 as described in the chapter on
Chousing needs.
Those directing public housing have concentrated on getting as large a number of housing units as possible built for a given amount,
rather than on taking care of the maximum
number of people. This has increased their statistics on construction, but it has led them to
build units with fewer rooms than the needs
justified.
This was the same fault Margaret Sanger observed in Glasgow more than a half century
ago. Small families there were relatively well
taken care of, but large families had to live in
miserable hovels on the outskirts of the city.
The moral from these facts is clear. If public
housing is to serve the people who need it most,
a far larger proportion of the apartment units
should have three and four bedrooms, with
some five- and six-bedroom units as well. And
to effect this, the administrative ceiling on.the
cost per apartment should be withdrawn and
forgotten.
Here, again, the situation would be notably
different if most public housing were on renewal sites, with land turned over to the housing authority at "use value." Even under the
present standard of $2,400 per room for construction and equipment cosr, a seven-room unit
(5 bedrooms under the customary way of counting unit size) would come to $16,800. This would
leave $3,200 per unit, with:n the $20;000 limit,
for land, demolition, and nondwelhng facilities, which would seem a reasonable amount.
Square-loot costs
In the quest to reduce waste, attention should
be centered far more on "^st per square foot or
» See Hearing! Be/ort the Notional Commltrton on Urban
Problem!, Vol. 2, pp. 142, 293. Vol. a, pp. 855, 887-70.
'• The Large Poor Family—A Ilovting Gap, by Walter Smart,
Walter Rybtck, And Howard E. Shnman. Renenrch Report No.
4, National Communion on Urban Problem), Auguit 1908.
Alio Pnrt II, Chapter 1, of thin report.

per room than on cost per housing unit. Legislative bodies and the general public as well as
the housing administrators should be governed
by these principles. This has an obvious implication concerning the relative distribution of
housing as between the families with children
and the elderly. It is important to take care of
the elderly, but it is even more important to
take care of the youngo
Since we are properly advocating a large increase in thcTamount of housing to be built for
the poor, this does not mean that the total number of housing units to be built for the elderly
should be decreased. It should not only be maintained, but even increased. But it does mean that
the emphasis should be on families with children. The units designed for them should be increased even more rapidly. We are aware that
this will add to the difficulty of obtaining the
consent of local groups to public housing, and of
effecting racial integration within the projects.
The general public will accept both of these programs more readily for the elderly than for the
young. But if we are to provide for human needs
instead of trying to swell statistics, we see no
other defensible course of action.
The Commission realizes, however, the implication as regards very large families which
the adoption of such a child-centered policy
creates. The community should help the human
beings who have been born. But certainly the
families involved also owe an obligation to the
community not to bring an undue number of
children into the world. The community should
lessen the degree to which this is done through
ignorance.
It is, therefore, important to extend family
planning in its practical aspects to the families
living in public housing. The ultimate decision
should, of course, be made by the persons concerned, but they should be furnished with the
information and means to limit the number of
their offspring, should they so desire.
Need for service
A serious defect in the construction and staffing of many public housing projects has been
the failure to provide adequate space and personnel for services the occupants sorely need.
This has probably been the fault of Congress
more than of the administrators. The results,
nevertheless, have been highly unfortunate.
Many of the poor people who are admitted to
a housing project have severe problems which
cannot be solved merely by providing them with
decent shelter.
Each project should include one or more daycare centers which will permit the mothers to
work where this is desirable, and which can be
operated in part or in whole by fees based on
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the outside earnings of the mothers. (Where a
considerable proporron of public housing is on
scattered or vest-pocket sites, none of which
could support such a center alone, it should be
possible to locate the center in units that are reasonably central and accessible.) There should
be rooms for these, as well as meeting places
and activity centers for large and small groups.
A modest staff of social workers can also be provided to counsel residents and, without stirring
up artificial grievances, help them to obtain
their rights under welfare, etc. These services
should be available to all in the surrounding
neighborhood in order to avoid the creation of
an especially favored class dwelling in the public units. Such services will be all the more necessary as the proportion of families with children
in public projects increases.
Failure in design
Up to the present, public housing has generally failed to produce imaginative design of
buildings and open spaces. The structures arc
often monotonous and mediocre. There has been
little effort to develop the vacant spaces between
buildings so that they can and will be used by
children and by families in constructive activities. There has been a passive acceptance of open
space rather tlan an effort to use it in a meaningful fashion. The doctrine of "sk3'scrapcrs in
a park" has been followed too literally. As a result, in many of the projects we visited in all
parts of the country, one does not find many
children playing after school hours or families
engaged together in outside activities. The open
space is largely "dead" space.
Housing authorities have been held back from
carrying out unusual or imaginative developments by the fear that they would be criticized
by influential sections of the public, and their
fear may well have been justified. Also, the congressional admonition that public housing shall
"* * * not be of elaborate or extravagant design or material * * *," although not contrary
to what we have in mind, may have been a
deterrent. So, also, may have been some of the
adverse criticism of "experts" from the Comptroller-General's office on various details of design and construction; e.g., their condemnation
of sensible and inexpensive concrete block supports to prevent garbage cans from taing easily
overturned by dogs or children. But we hope
that this attitude will change, and we Iwlieve it
would if some bold authorities were to take the
initiative. The new Housing Act gives much
greater leeway in this respect
A precedent has been created by the gifts of
Mrs. Vincent Astor for the provision of such
facilities in the central and adjoining nwills of
the Riis Homes in New York. Hero, play 'ap-

paratus, wading pools, and small amphitheaters
as well as many trees and comfortable benches
provide opportunities for neople of all ages to
enjoy being out ofzdoors,"ana add greatly to
the attractiveness and livability of the project.
Training
We believe that HUD in cooperation with
local housing authorities could make a valuable
contribution by promoting two types of courses
for the personnel connected with the management of publicly assisted and limited-dividend
housing. The first would consist of refresher
courses for existing project managers and personnel. The second, in cooperation with appropriate universities, would assist in training
men
and women to enter these professif -v Subjects
to be treated would include how to-tleal with
maintenance, repairs, and upkeep; the fixing
and collection of rents; the selection of occupants; the problem of security and behavior:
the adjustments of grievances; the stimulation
of constructive activities; control over dismissals; relationships with the outside community;
and the improvement of the general environment. These should result in making the projects at once more efficient and more liveable.
They would help to offset the tendency of every
bureaucracy, private or public, to become selfsatisfied and inert.
WHY HAS PUBLIC HOUSING FALTERED?

In the preceding pages and elsewhere in this
report are statistics on the sorry showing in the
volume of public housing built over the past 30
years. The actual situation is, in fact, worse than
the figures indicate, for more than half of the
total units built in recent years were specifically
for the elderly. Moreover,*a large portion of the
remaining number intended for families were
built in the smaller cities, which cither had a
comparatively small Negro population or had
very few previous units of public housing. Thus
the great need of the large central cities for
housing for poor families was largely unmet.
Except in a few cities, the public housing
movement has been at a virtual standstill. Many
cities which had asked for and received authorizations found it politically inadvisable to proceed, and have allowed their commitments to
lie idle.
Administrative officials sometimes offer the
excuse Jiat Congress, by fixing low yearly ceilings on the numbers of units to be authorized, is
really responsible for the failure of public housing to gather much momentum. It is tnie that
Congress in the past fixed limits far below those
originally contemplated in the 1049 net and opponents of public housing in Congress nmstcer-
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tainly share some of the blame. These ceilings
varied from year to jear, but generally ranged
around 35,000 to 37,500 units. In 1965, however,
the yearly ceiling for each of the next 4 years
was raised to 60,000 units, or a total for the period of 240.000.
The authorities therefore have had ample
room within which to operate :ind cannot blame
Congress for deficits within this jwriod. Significantly, the cities as a whole have never built
public housing to the lerel which was authorized. Almost alone among the great cities, New
York has moved ahead until today from all
sources—Federal, State, and local—it has approximately 150,000 units in operation. In the
middle 1950?s, the country, however, constructed
from 15,000 to 25,000 units a year less than permitted, while in 1066 and 1967 only about half
of the enlarged quota was filled. In city after
city the Commission visited, the construction
of units for families had slowed down or
stopped and few or no public housing units
were being constructed.
In fairness to local housing authorities, their
difficulties in maintaining good personnel and
morale ?l:»uld not be overlooked or minimized.
When a program runs into years of slow activity and uncertain future, inevitably it loses
many of its more vigorous, able and dedicated
people. They go into other activities with more
immediate challenge and longer term promise.
This has happencu to local housing authorities
throughout the country. When Congress doubles the annual authorization, the response is
not and cannot be immediate or automatic.
Neither should the amount and kind of organized opposition to public housing be overlooked. For some 12 or 15 years the real estate
lobby, so-called—a loose confederation of trade
associations of house builders, realtors, mortgage lenders and material manufacturers—directed a stream of vehement and sometimes
vicious propaganda against public housing. It
was copnmunism, un-American, or plain silly;
"Do you want to pay somebody else's rent?"
When attempts were made by public housing
ndvoc-'ttes to placate the opponents, they accepted the limitations offered—e.g., the 20 percent gap of the act of 1949. But opposition continued in cities throughout the country, often
with slogans and arguments that would not
have been used before Congress. One antipublic housing leader once accused Senator Taft
of following the "Communist line" on housing.
Part of this campaign was motivated by trade
association politics. Trade associations are supposed 10 protect their members from threats to
their interests. If the times are a little short on
genuine threate, it often is not hard to manufacture one or two.

In recent years this antipublic housing campaign has considerably abated. Nevertheless, the
steady harmering of the opposition over many
years surely accounts for some of the remaining
misunderstanding of public housing, as well as
for much of the indifference and hostility it
still encounters in many quarters.
The root* of opposition
The opposition to public housing, based on
a four-fold set of objectioiis, has Been strong
almost from its beginning in this country. It
is compounded of several elements: (a) a dislike of public activity in such an intimate family matter as housing; (b) the fear of undue
government expenditures; (c) a desire to keep
the poor physically at a distance; and (d) deep
racial prejudices on the part of some whites.
The latter two deserve special attention. They
are evident almost everywhere in this country.
Public housing is by definition and intent housing for the poor. About one-third of the urban
poor are nonwhite, and more than half of the
families in public housing are black. Thus these
two major sources of opposition combine and
fuse into a so far unyielding roadblock.
Many of those who are not poor do not want
the poor to live near them. They are not comfortable in having even the white poor shop by
their side, mix socially, or send their children
to tlif same schools. It is true, as Michael Harrington has stated, that many of the well to
do want the poor to be invisible. This attitude
may 1» strongest in times of fairly widespread
economic prosperity.
Well over a century ago. the rising leader
of British conservatism, Benjamin Disraeli,
wrote a novel entitled "Sybil—Or the Two Nations," about the rich and the poor. The former
did not want the latter to l>e seen or heard. But
this attitude is by no means limited to the affluent. Those not far above the poverty line often
seem quite as determined to shun the poor, especially if the slightly more, well to do have
reached this position only recently and those in
poverty are of a different ethnic group. Although it is rarely pointed out and is n very
unpopular truth today in some quarters, economic class discrimination is not a monopoly
of white people. Many of the more well-to-do
Negroes have a full quota of it. In f«wt. one of
the bitterest complaints of many middle claas
Negroes is that racial discrimination prevents
them from getting away from tho congestion,
bad housing, depressing environment, high
crime and delinquency areas of the poor. Middle
class whites can and do escape; middle class
blacks cannot—at least not nearly as easily or
completely.
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Kcononuc opposition.—\ substantial part of
the opposition to public housing is economic.
It is based on the fear that if lower income folk,
especially lower income Negroes, come into the
neighborhood, crime rates go up and a slatternly
pattern of house care develops, which, among
other factors, tends to lower the price of real
estate and endanger the painfully acquired savings the residents have invested in their own
homes. People who support a generally liberal
policy in social legislation often balk at having
Negroes become near neighbors. They might
support a civil rights program to reinforce
equal rights to vote, to legally desegregate public education in the South and to guarantee
Negroes equal access to public accommodations.
But many want the neighborhoods where they
live to remain racially segregated. The higher
paid unionists who have moved into the suburbs
and middle class neighborhoods are in this respect not much different from their other white
neighbors. They turn a deaf ear to the injunctions of their more liberal-minded leaders who,
remembering their struggles to organize in the
late thirties and early forties, still retain a large
share of their earlier idealism. With de facto
segregation in housing practiced in the North,
neighborhood schools have become, in fact-,
largely segregated as well.
The objectors, whether vocal or silent, are not
bad men and women and should not be treated as
such. They are, instead, very human. They worry
about their savings, their homes, their neighborhoods, and their children, and they are often disturbed to find old, subconscious and hidden piejudices coming to the surface.
It must be recognized that the slowdown in
public housing was, in essence, an informal public decision to which most Federal officials, somewhat bruised and weary from the long battle,
felt obliged to conform. These officials had
largely lost their earlier drive. While the public
had the impression that at least limited housing
gains were being made, in the central cities the
decay and deterioration of existing houses and
neighborhoods was progressively faster than
curative efforts at improvement.
Because hopes, expectations, and claims had
been pitched too high, disillusion set in when it
became evident that the expectations were notbeing met and that the obstacles were more formidable than had been expected. White journalists took up the attack on public housing, as
did black militants. There seemed to be few left
to defend the earlier vision or to help make the
dream come true.
This seems to us the sad truth; the public
housing program has been slowed to a faltering
walk largely by economic-class and racial antagonisms. Other conditions and influences have

plaved considerable parts, but they have been
and are relatively secondary. Only more confusion and frustration can come from evading this
fact. It would be equally futile either to pretend
that some new twist or gimmick in the subsidy
formula would make much difference or to condemn out-of-hand all changes in law or administrative procedure, including such combined
operations as are now being tried out in the
model cities program. And, there has been some
distinct improvement over the last year or two
when public housing starts rose from the general
level of about 30,000 a year to 45,000, or a 50percent increase. But this is still well below the
60,000 authorization although rent supplements,
leased public housing, and other programs
raised the number of units available for occupancy, as opposed to new starts, to a respectable
level.
The Housing Act of 1968
Despite all the attacks against public housing,
Congress moved forward in 1968. While this
Commission was holding its public hearings,
conducting its research and threshing out its
recommendations, Congress was considering
what ultimately became the Housing Act of
1968. The changes brought about in public housing are considerable. It is possible mat in some
small measure our work may have helped to
influence the final form that measure took. These
and other major features of the act of 1968 are
discussed in chapter 8, part II of this report.
TARU It—STARTS AMD COMTUTIOIB OF PUIUC HOUSINC UNITS IN THE
SO STATES. IH1-K (NOT INCLUDING PUEITO RICO AND THE VIRBN
ISLANDS)
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TABLE II -VACANCY UTES AND ANNUAL PEICENTACC TURNOVERIATES IN PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS IN THE SO IAKEST CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.
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TABLE 12 -NUMBER ON WAITING LIST FOR LOW-RENT PUBLIC HOUSING IN THE 50 LARGEST CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES AND THE RATIO OF REQUESTS
TO VACANCIES-NOVEMBER 1K7
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TAM.E 13.' -APPIOVED INCOME LIMITS FOR ADMISSION > TO LOW-KNT HOUSING IN CITIES WITH POPUUTIO OF 250.000 01ktOtE AM) IN SELECTED SM ALUI
CITIES, IT NUMIEI OF KRSONS IN THE FAMILY:
Nndktf ofptf s«u nilurtr
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City
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.-.
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294.194
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2bioomjlol pti»n,3'ilo2ptrsont.4i.-lo3or4pt>uns.ShtoSor6 ptrsons
6!> to 7 or mort ptruns.
> The incomt limn for a 2-ptrson thttily limiry H $3.600.
*: No profram.
Tht mcomt Rmil lor 12-ptnon tkttrly family is $3.200.
1
Tkt incomt limit for • ?•!>• run ;Mtily rtlirtd family is $3^09.
• No ipprortd hmili—no proitcl nndtr mananmtnt.
» Tht mcomt limn for a 2-ptrson tldtrty limit/ is $3.400.
n Tht mcomt bmit for a 2-ptrsan tkttrly rttirtd family is $3,590.
» Tht incomt limit for * 2-ptrion tldtrh -irtd family is $1.350.
» Tht incomt limit is ^tasttf by $100 for tack ptnon in tht family in trass
0(12.
Sourct: HUD. Public .tousinc Administrtlion. Stilislici (ranch.
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TABU 14.-Arr*OVCD INCOME LIMITS FOR A FAMILY OF 4 FOt PUMJC HOUSIN6 IN AMUOCAN CITIES IN 1KC COMPAKD WITH "POVEfTY" AND

-NEM rovumr sTANDAtos Cafe *4 limit
MWpm
le«l<$4.

fa*riiyof4

City
Hew York. N.Y
Ckicitv.ll..
las Antilles. CYlil
MuUdelofca.Pi
Detroit Mich
IllTMre Htf
Honttr Tn
OmbKOki*........
WadKwften DC
SL Loans. M*
hHwnrittWh,

JS.7M
4. HO
4.300
...
.-..
•..

3. HO
X300

xon

rim Oihui. ii
Su Jlnhioii To*
SanDttf* Ct^f
StatUt.lfeh

.
.....

Battle. N.Y.

KimxCHi
CehnwWf.<<<«
Phoenix. Are
Newark. NJ .
L**isviftt.Ky
Portland, Orel
Oakland. CisT.
Fort Worth. Tes
lonf Beach Can*

4,300
XC50
X040
4.400
X MO
4.400
3. 100

4. no

SM Fr Man. Call :
Boston. Mia.'.

Memphis. Tenn
Denver. Cob
Altai* S»
Mmmapefr •*'

3. no

4.400
MOO

. -....
...

City
.71
.34
.71
.13
.21
.01

.n
.31

.It

.31
.13
.2S
.13
.N
.0
.31
.»

4.200
5.000

.25
.41

3.200

3.200

.15
.07
.15

4.400
3.500

.34
.0<
.31
.04

4.5W

.X

3.100

.13
.13
.07
.10

3. no
3. no
4. no
xno

...

xno
xno

7.700

Apprand
Gwtlw
famrf*l4

.n

1.21
1.02

.»
.M
.15
.11
.(7
.»
.17
.M
.M
.13
.84
.73
.(7
.»
.0
.13
1.11

.71
.10
.71
.15
1.02

.»
.*»
.71
1. 01
.M
.(4
.10
.•0

i In IKC Ik* (ml »f Ika pemty ka* lor the "itaadatd" Imilr (2 parents and
2e»«drt»)»»d b*m »t by tk*SooalS<c«itr Adcmmtratioii at J3.3CS. Tke appti
iaul lor Uw ant hirhtr dan—Ik* atar poor—was foul at a land meie or, n
rand mmten. S4JOO. Tk* apptr imtt tor Kfwbuoo «e Ik* >Kmmt fntKtt in
eack e( tk* lakkt 13 olio tor 4-mtmbef laauin is compared wilh the delir costs
el |k* pawrty and mar-poor scales. The analysis skews tkat:
(1) WHk tk* *xc*pto* el 1 soatkera and JootltwtHtni cities. Ik* upper Dmrt en
iacom* etmbSty was abet* tk* panrty Inel m aR of Ike rcmaminf 57 titics.
(2) On die othtr hirid. in enh 7 cities did tk* coper efiredrry Hmrrt towed
Ike war-poor lev*!; aad only m 2 o( these. New York and Boffale. was the eicess
more tkaa 5 points.
Ameniremaininf cities, the rncam* limits lor brasmi in 16cities werebetwttn
10 and 100 percent ef the near-peer hnel; 12 cities wer* between 10 and N percent
of this staodard; 15 wer* between 70 and 10 percent, and 5 were in Ike 60 to 70

BifiMMkui. Ah
OUakMit City OUt
twlwstcr. N.Y".
T*M« Dili*
StPnl MM
NiiWk Va
Onuki Htkr
H«MhiU. Hnrai
Miwci Fh
AklM'Okie
V Pat* Ttl
Itntj CHy NJ
Ttmaa. Fl»

S3.UO
3.000
4.400
4.200
1400

4.200
4.400
. ...

Ont** Oki*

.;.'.".

Tiki Wi
Ttpttt IUn
S*ti**w kfck
H»bnlt.AI*
Ckeritf, Pa
W(teflMni.N.Y.

.. .

Armtntfrt Mtf
Vhtnmn Inl
AstafyPaik NJ
Rtaddirii Pt
MihiMkic Oitt
K»b» Wash. ...
De*W Dtl
Nerleii Va
.
CbrtciL Tcaa
B*UMf. Mkk
Briditfiort. Tex
VnteiTla
Dablin Ttx
Hanpttn Ga

xno

4.400
XMO
4.700
3.500
4.400

i'soo

4.700
XSOD
4.200
4.000

xtco

4.500
4.400
4.000
.....

3.KO
1500

3. MO

.

I .

xno
3.500
3.5CO
X500
X500
3.300
3.500

•alia *f limit >ati**MMt
to poverty hiMtr
lenl<S3.3C& knl (14.500
tualsl)
*wahi)
.M
.C7

1.07

.»

gf

.31
.25
.01
.25
.31
.1C
.31
.17
31
.C4
.31
.01
.39
.1C
!2S
.11
.13
.33
.31
.11
]3
.04
13
.07
04
.04
.04
.04
.N
.04

.IS
7C
.15
.17
.«

1 04
.71
.M
-

.7*
1 04
-.17

.15

.n
.«

1. 00

.»

.H
.71
M
.M
71
.71
.71
.71
.73
.7*

percent dass. TIw 10 which were below 7t percent wer* those which had filed
the nanMtai below the teneral penrty hnr*L Pessibly bwer retnnal casts mad*
this disparity km in reahty than it appears aa paptr.
Nrw Yotk City aktae set a maimMm markedly abore the near-pe«trty hntl—
namely. 2S ptrccnL This was 71 percent above th« ptterty leraL New Y*fk aotkentwi defend their hmiHon the pond that lnr»nm**"*<''"renttranspertatien. toed. etc. an nodi freater than m inert ernes, and this is probably tree.
(3) In TOtnity aa cities th* ektitnity ceioof ized lor 7-persoa laauhn renunn*-i at th* sanw ktel (or stilt lar**r lamflies. Thas ttry lar(* famihts mijkt
be eidnded Ireai pobfic hurtinf en trends of an aRefed eicess el interne when,
in comparison with nerd, there was n* inch surplus.
On tin whole, titirt do not seem le hm find their men* standards 4t tee
hith a kneL Pabfcc. litif has taken in mere than the abject poor aad the pow.
but seldom rl cm hi.. the cities ton* beyond servrai the near poor.
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CHAPTER 4

Cooperative Housing
A cooperative is a consumer enterprise owned
and operated by its members on a nonprofit
basis. The general principles that govern the
best consumer cooperatives, dating back to approximately a century and a quarter ago when
the cooperative movement began in Great Britain, are relatively simple: (1) Membership is
open to persons without racial or religious restrictions; (2) members make an initial payment for a share of stock to qualify for membership; (3) voting is on the basis of one
member, one vote, regardless of the amount of
stock held; (4) net income over costs can be reinvested in the cooperative, distributed among
members in proportion to their purchases of
goods or services from the inoperative, or a
combination of both; (5) the cooperative is n:r.
for the benefit of the consumers, with emphasis
on quality.
In grocery and other consumer cooperatives,
which predominate in Great Britain, members
pay a very modest enrollment fee and are then
charged the competitive market price for the
goods they purchase. This is done to avoid price
wars with competitors. Then members receive
cash benefits or savings in the form of patronage dividends realized from the economies of
operation and the nonprofit principle.
Housing cooperatives, however, generally require a substantially higher initial membership
payment, and distribute their monetary advantages in the form of reduced monthly charges.
These differences stem from two circumstances—the need of housing cooperatives to assemble sufficient capital to finance construction
and such costs as mortgage insurance, and the
desire of the cooperatives to provide housing
at the lowest possible monthly cost.
Cooperative housing received the Commission's attention and deserves special emphasis in
its report on several counts:
Cooperative housing, while primarily
serving middle and upper income families
today, offers a unique form of ownership
that appears well suited for certain lower
income families as well.
The best cooperative housing !»as developed housing at some of the most economi-

cal costs for comparable facilities encountered by the Commission. Any insight into
the means of lowering housing costs is of
paramount national interest to help overcome the shortage of decent housing. Lower
costs will both increase the amount of housing that can be provided without subsidy
and stretch the value of subsidy dollars
used for housing.
Cooperative housing requires the joint
owners to work together and can engender
neighborliness, the absence of which is a
serious aspect of the social pathology of the
American city. Communities also may learn
important lessons from the successful interracial developments in cooperative housing.
We do not press the case for cooperatives
without reservations. A successful cooperative
requires more restraint and volunteer effort than
many modern urban Americans exhibit. It cannot be forced upon people unwilling or unfitted
for a joint venture in housing. There are shortages of competent management for hire by cooperatives—but without such management,
especially in moderate or low-rent projects, they
cannot hope to succeed as more than a real estate
venture. There have been instances, too, of extremist elements sabotaging the efforts of genuine cooperatives. And we recognize that cooperatives (at least in form, if not in the full sense
of the word) are becoming popular ';.. -certain
luxury-type apartments, simply beca ^ of the
tax advantages. Yet, on balance, <w believe cooperatives have demonstrated much that can
be copied by all forms of housing, and much
that suggests the Nation would benefit by an acceleration of the cooperative housing movement..
FEDERAL SUPPORT OF COOPERATIVES

Mortgage insurance
In 1050 Congress enacted section 218 of the
National Housing Act to help foster cooperative housing. Section 213 gives cooperative housing substantially the same program of mortgage
insurance under the Federal Housing Admin-

(134)
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istration that private rental apartment buildings had been given earlier under section 207.
The main features or limitations of section
21.3 mortgage terms are:
The top limit for an insured property or
project of a cooperative is $20 million.
(This limit, originally $12.5 million, was
raised by a 1959 amendment. Other sec.
213 provisions have undergone similar
changes over the years.)
The repayment period may extend up to
40years.
Mortgage interest was not to exceed 5%
percent (exclusive of insurance premium
charges). With sales-type cooperatives, the
interest rate on individual mortgages was
5% percent. Recent legislation increased
both of these rates to 6% percent, effective
until October 1, 1969, at which time the
rates are scheduled to drop to 6 percent.
Mortgages may not exceed 97 percent of
replacement value.
To be eligible for section 213 insurance,
the replacement value may not exceed—
$9,000 for efficiency apartments without bedrooms.
$12,500 for one-bedroom apartments.
$15,000 for two bedrooms.
$18,500 for three bedrooms.
$21,000 for four or more bedrooms.
* * * except that further replacement
costs ranging from $1,500 to $4,500 per
apartment may be allowed in elevatortyoe buildings.
The incentive provided by these features is
invested by the fact that, as of June 30, 1968,
FHA had insured mortgages in 39 States, the
District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico for $1.5
billion of cooperative housing under section 213.
These cooperatives had 119,0001 dwelling units
in more than 2,000 projects. According to
testimony before the Commiss'on, "the repayment record on these cooperative mortgages is
the best of any market-rate program under
FHA.'"
The chief benefit of section 213 to Mie housing
consumer is the long-term mortgage, with the
40-year term lowering the amount of the required monthly payments. This made cooperative housing more attractive—because it was
financially easier—for middle-income families
to pay. While section 213 set no upper income
limit for fnmi!
buying and occupying cooperative housing under this program, spokesmen for the cooperative claim that, by achieving lower costs, the program reached families
> FHA RtatUtlcal Report RR 801. July 1988.
* Htarlngi At/or* th» national CommMon on Vrtxin ProbIc»u, Vol. Is, p. 59.

that otherwise could not have afforded satisfactory private housing.
Some section 213 investor-sponsored projects
were never sold to cooperatives. The reasons
for this unsatisfactory development is discussed
below in connection with "Uneven Performance Record."
•
Interest subsidy
In 1961, the enactment of section 221 (d) (3)
of the National Housing Act created a belowmarket interest rate program (BMIR) intended
for low- and moderate-income families.
Up until 1965, cooperatives were allowed to
borrow from the Government at the average
market rate of interest on all outstanding Government bonds. Until then, the Government
had the burden of selling the bonds as a public
charge, amounting at most to a very modest subsidization of the interest rate. When this average Government rate proved too high an interest
charge, it was provided in 19G5 that the rate on
new loans should not exceed 3 percent The
difference between this 3 percent and the rate on
Federal bonds is now met by the Government as
a subsidy.
Details of the 221 (d) (3) program ai. discussed in the next chapter. Here we only point
put the performance record of cooperative housing under it
As of June 30,1968, FHA had insured mortgages of $250 million on cooperatives under the
BMIR program. This covered 197 projects serving 17,621 families. Commitments and applications were outstanding for $111 million of additional cooperatives for 7,000 additional families.
The program thus totals about $361 million,
which will provide housing for about 25,000
families of moderate incomes. Many more projects are in the initial stage.3
It is noteworthy that about one-third of all
projects under the BMIR program are cooperatives.
The cooperative program under 221 (d) (3)
has achieved a remarkable record. There has not
been a single default in any cooperative mortgage although the default rate on BMIR rental
projects is over 3 percent Tliis suggests that
moderate-income families will assume responsibilities when they are afforded the opportunity
to own their homes through a cooperative.
The chairman of the House Banking and Currency Committee, Representative Wright Patman, gave his appraisal of this program:
Here is a program that really works for people that
would otherwise be In that "forgotten family" gap—too
well off or too Independent for public housing; too poor
to buy a decent home in the normal market The Initials
BMIK In FHA lingo mean "below market interest rate."
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at $350 million. These FCH cooperatives, located in 24 States, account for about one-third
of all federally assisted cooperatives. (This figure does not, of course, include the nonsubsidized coops, or the State-subsidized coops in
NOX-FKDKRAI. SUITOUT POK COOPERATIVES
New York.)
The Cooperative housing movement gained
In addition to the mortgage insurance and
momentum in the 1959's. State aid under New
long-term, low-interest loans made available to
York's Mitchell-Lama Act entitled cooperatives
cooperative housing ventures by the Federal
to lower property taxes over a 30-year period
Government, additional assistance or encourand to lower interest rates on mortgages. Fedagement to cooperatives has been provided.
eral benefits also spurred housing cooperatives.
A number of labor unions have taken a speAs a result, by 1968 New York City had 57,000
cial interest in cooperatives and have made lowunits of cooperative housing in operation.
interest loans available through union-held
These, plus another 18,000 units under conbanks and employee pension funds.
struction in mid-1968, will house somewhat over
The Mitchell-Luna Act in New York State
a quarter of a million people.
provides another avenue of low-interest loans
As would be expected, New York City's coto cooperatives, and other nonprofit housing.
operatives are predominantly high-rise apartThe same law—and similar legislation in about
ments. Typically, those developed by UHF are
half a dozen other States—provides generous
12 stories or more, but with at least 70 percent
property tax abatement for nonprofit housing,
of the land used for parks, playgrounds, and
including cooperatives. Under the typical foropen space. In addition, land lias been given to
mula, cooperatives pay about 15 percent of.
the city for schools, and further buildings have
monthly carrying charges to the local governbeen provided for social purposes of the coment, in lieu of property taxes, for approxioperatives. The buildings are well built, almately 30 years. Depending on the local tax
though some architects have criticized their
rate, this may amount to a 50-percent or more
height and style.
reduction in local taxes.
Growth of cooperatirc housing nationwide
BEGINNINGS AND GROWTH OF COOPERATIVE
Cooperative housing, after a very slow start,
HOUSING
has been spreading throughout the country. In
tho Detroit area, with labor union backing as
New York City
in New York, this form of housing has i-nThe cooperative housing movement in the
joyed considerable acceptance. There are «9
United States began more than 40 years ago,
States' which now have cooperatives taking_adwhen the Amalgamated Clothing Workers took
of Fed2L"l subsidies. But during-llie
advantage of a 1826 New York law which of- vnntago
part
of
the
Commission's Detroit hearings defered partial tax abatement to housing cornvoted to cooperatives, testimony revealed that
pan ies which limited the returns on such intho Nation has vast deserts in which the volume
vestments. An initial Bronx project of 2,600
of cooperative housing remains very low.
units under the direction of Sidney Hillman and
Some cooperatives have developed without
A. E. Kazan proved a great success, encouraged
subsidy,
ana fhese often have readied families
other cooperative efforts, and trained personnel
in
higher
income level?. .V number of commerwho became available to manage later projects.
cial
firms
have specialized in developing these
In 1930, the same union built Amalgamated
cooperatives.
Dwellings with 236 units in New York's lower
During tho 1950's, many cooperatives were
East Side.
generated by the acquisition of Government
From these efforts grew the United Housing
housing projects—including war housing—and
Federation (UHF), a nonprofit organization
their transfer to the residents as cooperative
providing experience and expertise in the organization, development and management of
owners. In the 1960's, tho emphasis changed
cooperative housing efforts. A second such orfrom acquisition to new construction, taking adganization, the Foundation for Cooperative
vantage of the favonxblo Federal financing disHousing (FCH) was established alxnit 15 years
cussed above.
ago. FCH and its subsidiary, FCH Services,
Members do not buy a specific apartment but,
Inc., have spearheaded many of the lower ininstead, sign a general contract with the cocome cooperatives throughout the country and
operative under which they buy a share of stock
assisted in bringing cooperatives to 100,000 peoat a nominal price of $'J">, which gives them
ple in 25,400 dwelling units in projects valued
voting rights. They also make an initial deposit
4
of from $400 to $500 per room for the apartment
Hearixgt, op. tit.

This rate saves the average BMIR family about $23
per month for his home. If you are making $100 a week
and feeding a family of four, a $23-a-month difference4
on your housing charges makes a decent home possible.
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which they will receive. Upon death or withdrawal from the cooperative, the unit is given
up, and the member or his heirs will then receive
wliat was originally invested—no more and no
less.
A study of the fin mcial records of a dozen
of the UHF affiliated cooperatives reveals an
initial total cost in the 1950 s of $2,000 per room
for land, buildings, and development The comparable cost now has risen to about $2,500. The
initial deposit per room (the equity investment
by the members), which comes to about 20 percent of the total cost, has therefore increased
from $400 to $500 a room. Since living and dining rooms are each counted as a room and the
bathroom is treated as a half room, this means
that a 3i/2-room? one-bedroom apartment now
requires an initial downpayment of approximately $1,750. A two-bedroom unit requires at
least $2,250 and a three-bedroom unit around
$2,750 to $3,000. This obviously limits the income group which can take part.
Generally, a guarantee is given the members
that the total monthly cost, excluding utilities,
will not initially exceed a given amount per
month. In the fifties and early sixties, this initial maximum was about $21 per room in the
new cooperatives. It was much less in the earl}'
cooperatives built at much lower costs. With the
increase in land and construction costs, the required monthly payment has risen today to
aDout $25 per room. A one-bedroom (3i/&-room)
apartment Will therefore tend to cost, about
$87.50 a month; a two-bedroom, at least $112.50;
and a three-bedroom, $127.50 and up. For New
York City these are relatively low COP ts.
Outside of New York, cooperatives include
townhouses, apartments, and freestanding
houses. Cooperatives also have become involved
in rehabilitation, often stressing methods that
do not price existing occupants out of their remodelea dwellings nor displace them while work
is in progress.
It has been estimated that less than 3 percent
of new housing projects in 1008 would be cooperatives.'1 The supply of cooperative housing
only meets a small amount of America's massive
housing needs, hut the recent growth of this
supply is a hopeful sign.
HOW COOPERATIVES SHARK CROWING VAI.UK OF
I'UOl'EKTY ASSETS

Real estate owned cooperatively, like property in other forms of ownership, typically experiences an increase in value over the years.
Cooperatives distribute this increase in one of
three major ways:
• llittl., p. 88.

r.

(1) Some cooperatives permit a member who
moves to recehe only the downpayment he made
initially, and no more! These cooperatives then
offer the unit to the new occupant at the original
price. In other words, the value is distributed
in terms of low initial payments and monthly
carrying charges for future members as well
as current members. (New York's United Housing Federation cooperatives follow this system.)
(2) At the other extreme, some cooperatives
permit a departing member to seek the highest
amount he can obtain for liis unit on the open
market. Original members capture the full increase of value from the new member. These cooperative dwellings, even if initially offered at
prices attractive to low- or moderate-income
families, become priced so that few except highincome families can afford them. (The commercial, nonsubsidized cooperatives use this
system.)
(3) The middle path, used by virtually all coopertaives under the Federal 213 or 221 (d) (3)
programs, gives the departing member his
downpayment, his share of equity in the project,
and a cost-of-living payment. Thus an original
owner who leaves receives some of the added
value to use in acquiring his next housing, while
much of the value is retained to lower a new
member's cost of ownership.
UNEVEN PERFORMANCE RECORD

Not all cooperatives have met with equal success. One of the crucial factors appears to be
the type of sponsor-developers. The main types
recognized under the Federal insurance programs f or.coopcrat i ves are:
(1) The private investor-sptmsor.—The private investor becomes eligible for an FILV-insured mortgage before the existence of a cooperative. The sponsor must agree to sell the completed project to a cooperative within 2 years
after its completion if the cooperative subscribes
to 97 percent of the dwelling units.
(2) The in/inftfrcmcnf-sponsor.—The management type first organizes a cooperative, and
then provides n housing project for it. Rut management, cooperatives have been characterized
by two main subtypes:
(«) The. Iniilder-sjtonsor, who actually
constructs the project, and
(ft) Theconjnimfr-oriented spansor, who
contracts for a builder in behalf of the. cooperative.
Failures and difficulties with cooperatives
most frequently have been associated with investor-sponsors and with builder-sponsors of
the management type. The consumer-oriented
sponsors of the management typo have achieved
an outstanding record: there have, been no do-
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faults at all under the 221 (d) (3) Mow-market
interest rate program, and they have the lowest
default, rate under section 213 of any of the
FHA's market interest rate programs.
These dissimilar experiences suggest that the
cooperative form alone is not a guarantee of
success.
Some experienced cooperators. while dubious
about the investor-sponsored method of encoaraging cooperative housing, did not openly oppose it. They recalled that many dairy cooperatives in Wisconsin and Minnesota had been organized by manfacturers of dairy machinery,
and yet had worked out well. It was hoped that
a similar plan might work in housing, permitting the attractive profits and low-equity investment of real estate development to encourage
mutually beneficial practices of cooperative effort. One cooperator remarked that it might
be a means to weld God and mammon.
In practice, however, these investor-sponsored
ventures have been financially disappointing.
The General Accounting Office reported that by
1967, out of 134 such investor-sponsored projects which had been completed, no less than 76,
or 57 ]>crcent, were either in gravefinancialdifficulty or were not run as cooperatives."
The projects experienced financial difficulties for many reasons. The sponsors and FHA
overestimated the market for some projects, and
construction costs were high. There was inadequate incentive to achieve lower construction
costs; since the builders' profits are a given percentage of total cost, the higher the costs, the
greaterf the paper profits. Similarly, there was
a profi from a \i riteup in the land if an investor had been able to purci,-.™ itn'.a price lower
than FILVs appraisal. The higlfrental required
of the initial tenants often priced potential customers out of the market.
High vacancy rates caused a number of investor-sponsors to fail. Many projects were never
sold to cooperatives because the sponsors wen;
unable to make sufficient sales within 2 years
after completion. Consequently, those projects
continued to IM? owned and operated as ivntnl
projects by investor-sponsors. Some sponsors
lost their properties when they defaulted on
mortgages. The FIIA insurance fund (and possibly ultimately the public) will have to make
good the losses.
After tho foregoing experience, with the investor-sponsor program, FITA procedures were,
revised and strengthened several years ago, taking into account the marketability problems affecting such projects. As a result, the, number
of projects finallv insured on investor-sponsored
• Report to tho Concrwii by the Comptroller Oenernl of the
United Stntcs. "Limited SUCCCM of Inventor Sponsored Cooperative Honnlng I'rojrrnms," April 11. inns, p. 1.

projects dropped from 31 in 1961 to two in 1966.
The FIIA Commissioner pointed out that during the time these earlier investor-sponsored
projects were planned and committed, there
were rising construction costs and a weakening
of housing markets which It was not possible
to forecast.
A good case can be made that the section 213
investor-sponsor program is still appropriate in
order to meet needs in inner-city areas, particularly during early states of urban renewal
when cooperative presales of units are not practical. The new, tighter standards should protect
the public and the consumer.
Investor-sponsor cooperatives under 221 (d)
(3), it should be emphasized, have not experienced the problems or difficulties encountered
some years ago in the 213 program. This is due
in part to the lower income group that must be
served under the BMIR program. It also is due
to the fact that independent consumer cooperative* were generally involved in these BMIR
projects. This is a good argument for requiring
investor-sponsors to sell to consumer cooperatives that are independent of the sponsors. In
order that such a requirement does not leave the
new cooperatives adrift in technical matters
through which the}1 cannot, navigate, there
should be assurances that the cooperatives can
avail themselves of technically qualified service
organizations to help them (tail with their sponsors. The 1968 Housing Act authorizes seed
money to meet some of these problems, but only
a nominal sum has been appropriated.
In some cases, builders organized the cooperative and put their friends or a.-oociafes on
the board of directors so they c^M I'ontrol it.
Then the builder worked out a contract and
other arrangements with the. cooperative which
would produce the maximum profit for himself.
In certain instances, it. was later found that the
projects had not been built according to specifications. Lawsuits and other iliflicultics developed. The courts decided in favor of a nnmlwr
of the cooperatives on the grounds that the
builders had assumed a role that involved a
conflict of interest and that the coope.rativc's
rights had bpxsn impaired.
This unsatisfactory experience with buildersponsored cooperatives explains why there, are
fe,w current, projects which involve- such sponsorship.
The management typo of sponsor-developers
who are independent of the builder hnvp done a
most impressive, job.
Typically, tho nonprofit, consumer-oriented
management group forms tin- cooperative at
an early stage in a new project. The. sponsor
retains it,s role ns director of the new cooperative u n t i l f>0 days afler completion of a devel-
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opment. At that time, the cooperative members
meet and elect their own board, which then assumes control. The democratically organized
cooperative runs its own affairs, generally with
a professional management organization.
Most such cooperatives today are being organized on a presale basis, assuring the existence
of a market for the housing before it is built
There is an arm's-length relationship between
the cooperative and the builder. Working to
protect the interest of the cooperative home
buyers is an independent, technically qualified
servicing organization. The cooperative pays a
fixed downpayment and a monthly carrying
charge.
Accordingly, some of these cooperatives
adopted the practice of a fixed price for a turnkey job long before this idea was introduced
into public housing.
In return for accepting these obligations
which protect the consumer, the contractors obtain a lump-sum construction contract which
gives them an opportunity to recover or avoid
additional costs through efficient performance.
In other words, lump-sum contracts encourage
builders to improve their construction techniques and achieve greater efficiency. The fixed
price never exceeds the FIIA estimate of replacement cost, even though the contractor may
assume obligations that are not reflected in
PHA's cost estimates.
In the FHA program involving consumer
cooperatives, many local private builders have
been utilized to construct these projects under
turnkey contracts. The consumer-oriented sponsors have apparently selected responsible builders; no builder has failed to complete a presold
cooperative project.
Conclusions about types of sponsorship
One lesson emerged clearly from experience
in New York and around the country: housing cooperatives do not organize themselves.
f
iey are not created by spontaneous generation,
f ho tasks of enlisting members, arranging for
financing, dealing with the Government, letting
contracts, and supervising construction are altogether too complex for individual members.
The fact that people want and need a home does
not give them the knowledge and experience to
design, finance, and produce housing at a price
they can afford.
This is a complicated job which cannot be
done by amateurs, no matter how well motivated. Their efforts may nicker for a time but
will lead to discouragement and failure unless
there is un efficient, reliable organization which
can perform the functions mentioned. Even for
experts it is not easy to knit individuals and

families - " varied backgrounds and interests
into a co»i~>ive mutual organization.
Community Services, Inc., the service arm of
the United Housing Foundation in New York,
and FCH Services, Inc., the service arm of the
Foundation for Cooperative Housing, are examples of technically qualified and consumeroriented organizations. These service arms
manage the cooperative during the organization
period, and are often hired to continue in that
function after the cooperative members elect
their own board of directors and assume control.
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF COOPERATIVE HOUSING

The quantitative growth of cooperative housing, as noted earlier, leaves much to be desired.
It appears that lack of interest by same FHA
regional offices is among the reasons that cooperative activity is absent or minute in some
areas. But two major and impressive accomplishments shoul i be underscored: in reducing
housing costs and in improving the quality 01
urban living, cooperatives have scored an enviable record. Those trying to devise housing
strategies would be unwise to ignore this record.
The record suggest*, first, that the number of
cooperatives could be expanded—especially in
those HUD regions where none now exist. Secondly, since many of the economic and social
benefits provided by the best cooperatives involve practices and principles that are not
necessarily unique to cooperatives, developers
of all types of housing should study the cooperative housing record so they may extend
applicable benefits to a wider public.
Br'w? listing some highlights of the economic record of cooperative housing, it should
be stressed that not all cooperatives apply these
practices with the same effectiveness, and that
many other builders—nonprofit and for-profit
builders as well—also may duplicate one or
more of these practices.
The discussion of housing costs in part V of
the report documents the Commission's finding
that extraordinarily low construction costs were
achieved by the cooperative studied. The $9.84
per-squnre-foot cost was extremely low for highrise elevator apartments. Savings realized and
passed on to members of some cooperatives have
resulted from the following economies not necessarily unique to cooperatives:
Large-wale purchasing is an important factor where the cooperative manager acts as general contractor and obtains reduced prices
through discounts for large quantities and
through prompt payments. This had brought
savings in raw materials such as cement, readymix concrete, lumber, bricks and stone, in electrical and plumbing fixtures, and in appliances
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such as >ttt\ e.- and refrigerators. Any big builder
may use this technique.
Low contracting and »< / <•/'(.« ft<.# often represent a considerable savings to cooperative meinbers. as illustrated by tlie . :ently constructed
Rochdale Village. The sponsors of this $100 million project, although legally entitled to a 7.5percent builder's fee of £7.;) million, charged
only $730,000 or one-tenth the possible fee. Other
fees are often far less than those conventionally
charged.
Especially large apartment complexes built
by cooperatives have maximized economies
through repetitive design, of floor plans within
buildings, and of apartment units. The savings
stem from design work itself, from bulk purchases, and from ease and speed of workmanship (with time translating into dollar savings) .
There has been less than unanimous approval of
the architectural results, however. A writer said
that Co-op City (which, with 60.000 or more
eventual tenants, will be the nation's largest
apartment development.) was described by
some critics as an "esthetic disaster." "
Lou- administrative and talcs costs. while not
sti'v-My construction items, are reflected in lower
selling prices or square-foot costs and are typically benefits in consumer-oriented cooperatives.
Kconomic benefits brought together in the
best cooperatives do not stop with constructionrelated costs. Other factors can be seen most
easily by comparing cooperative bousing with
rental housing, individur.l ownership, and condominiums.
1. Comparison with rental howiing
The prime bei.efit to cooperative members is
that they avoid payments for i>rofts because
they are in fact owners. Even in rental projects
for limited-dividend inve^-tors who receive Federal assistance, tho investor is permitted a (>pcrcent return on equity above the mortgage;
cooperators avoid this payment.
Unlike renters, cooperative members are entitled to l^rderaJ htco-nii lii.r <fi durations for
their share of local taxes and interest on mortgage, as are, other homeowners.
Because, monthly earning charges paid by
cooperative members are paying of!' the mortgage, the members are building u/i equity. Most
cooperative members also build up equity by
being credited for their .-hare of the .value of
certain properly improvements.
Rental projects often run up high costs due
to vacancies and losses from collections, whereas
cooperatives generally In-iii'lil from lit-tlt- or no
losxcx front, vacancies and collection diffiwUicx.
The Federal regulations reflect this experience,
a l l o w i n g 7 percent for Micanc.y -collection losses
'.Yin: Vnrfc I nnn, Molxln.v, Si-pf. 10, 100.°.
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in rental housing, but only 3 percent for cooperatives under section 213 and 5 percent for cooperatives under the BMIR program. Even this
3 percent often is not needed and becomes a
forced saving. This differential has been illustrated dramatically in rental projects acquired
by residents through cooperatives:' formerly
hi.-rh vacancy losses were substantially reduced
as the cooperative brought stability.
Cooperative members experience r/u-'/'cr
maintenance costs when members provide interior decorating, minor interior repairs, and
other self-help work. Some claim that the members merely save a cash outlay for housing, with
self-help equated dollar for dollar for upkeep
that the renter buys through his monthly rent.
But. in practice, because self-help can generate
pride and a sense of atretakership, cooperatives
point to better maintenance for less expense than
experienced in rental units.
2.. Comparison, with individual ownership
The cooperative, memlwr on initial purchase
can enjoy lower closing cost*. The project has
one mortgage which consolidates survey or title
search, title insurance, hazard insurance, a. d
various administrative and legal matters. An
added benefit is a simplified procedure without
the vexations that confront man}' home buyers
at closing time.
The consolidated mortgage brings ongoing
advantages because single collection saves time
and money in amortization, passed on to the
cooperative member in lower monthly carrying
charges.
Not only the purchase, but also the sale involves coxier, cheaper tramfer for the cooperative members. Instead of broker fees, financing
fees, title costs, and so forth, the member pays
the cooperative a small handling charge (wnich
is typically not more than $25 in low- or moderate-income projects).
Lower ufiUfi/ and maintenance costs are ofton
achieved by cooperatives through master meters
and volume purchases of supplies used for repairs or renovation.
Loioer cost* for parking, recreation, and community facilities can be realized in cooperatives
when these facilities are pooled.
More far-amble terms on mortgages, in recognition of the. more permanent character of
cooperatives, reduce monthly carrying charges
for members. Instead of a 15- to 30-year amortization period, cooperatives have obtained 40year mortgages.
Money set uxidf, for vjikccn is required in
cooperatives (another reason for the favorable
terms mentioned above). When private owners
fail to do this they face possible financial setback when re-pairs or repliiccmonts become imperative, or the,y let the work slide, jeopardizing
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the quality both of their home and their neighborhood.
Or purchasing new construct 'on (as against
used housing), the cooperative has protection
against added costs that typically face the private owner having a home built for him. Cooperatives of t lie 'consumer-oriented management type obtain fixed- price contracts from the
builders.
In older housing in public-assisted cooperatives, inflated real estate values are not added
to the price, keeping the downpayments and
monthly carrying charges lower. (Of course
many homeowners are willing to pay higher
prict'.s in the hope that the market will keep
rising and that they, too, will reap an inflated
price when they sell.)
3. Comparison with
Mam of the points cited earlier in connection
with rental and individual ownership apply to
Condominiums : lower closing costs, con-iolidateil
mortgage, easier, cheaper transfer, Jower utility
and upkeep costs..
A further advantage of cooperatives over
Condominiums is their greater control over
maintaining minimum standards of upkeep.
The cooperative retains far more sanctions and
remedies than do condominiums against individual owners who fail to maintain their dwelling units.
These various economic advantages combined
iu many cooperatives have put decent housing
in reach of families who otherwise could not
afford it in the normal housing-for profit market. Further, these economic benefits have made
available a type of home ownership for families
who otherwise could not be owners, particularly
in urban areas where multifamily housing predominates. Senator John J. Sparkman, Chairman of the Senate Ranking and Currency Committee, who initially sponsored section 213, recently stated that the cooperative program has
done "* * * a splendid job in providing excellent housing at moderate cost." "
It should he stressed again that not all the.
advantages listed are necessarily unique to cooperatives. Some come from mass purchase or
construction or from the nonprofit aspects. Hut
it is also true, that many of these advantages
are possible to the, particular individuals involved only through their handing together in
a cooperative.
SOCIAL AI>V.\XT.\<1K8 OK COOPBHATIVB HOUSINd

The advantages of cooperation are, not, however, entirely economic. Cooperatives can servo
to develop a greater sense of community and of
belonging. Modern city life is too often inipor1

Itctliinyt, n|i. i-ii.

sonal. The sense of isolation and spiritual loneliness can sweep over man}' men and women.
The individual feels lost in a great aggregation
of people, among whom he establishes few close
relationships. He frequently feels antagonistic
toward his landlord and local merchants. All
too often the city dweller views his fellow men
either with complete indifference or with a cold
sense of rivalry: neither view is wholesome.
Joining in a cooperative housing project
gives common interests to different families and
at once broadens their interests. They have
something which they own together. If their
venture succeeds, they will be better off; if it
fails, they fail also. This necessity to promote
its success produces a greater degree of fellow
feeling. Except among the most selfish, working
together produces a feeling of identification and
a desire to help, which is desperately needed in
city life. It can help turn antisocial individuals
into self-respect ing. cooperating members of
society.
The social benefits of cooperatives include the
following:
The cooperatives elect their own boards
and run their own affairs with democratic
control.
The development of a cooperative spirit
in housing carries over to other aspects of
life. Thus, cooperative members often attract or manage cooperative groceries, cooperative nurseries, cooperative day care
centers, cooperative summer camps, cooperative utilities, and cooperative ivcroation centers.
The cooperatives develop pride, of ownership, leading to stable, attractive communities.
Vandalism, crime, and delinquency have
U-en nonexistent or very low. A -10-year-old
cooperative in the Hronx" proudly points
to a record of no arrests for crime or juvenile, delinquency. Managers of Now York
coojxM-atives assert there, is no breaking of
windows or other vandalism in the thousands of units they supervise.. To those who
argue t h a t coopi-rnlives accomplish this
record by attracting "a superior type of
family" in the first place, the experience of
Armistead Garden-; in Haltimorc is instructive. In this war-housing project, vandalism was rife during the period of public,
ownership. After the project, was converted
into a cooperative, these, destructive acts
ceased. Cooperative ownership generates a
greater degree of responsibility. Despite the
doubts exprc.sscd by some, when cooperatives moved into housing for lower incoino

• MM., vm.4, pp. IT:. SKI.
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families, they have met their mortage
bills, and have not only maintained their
properties but have improved them as well.
Cooperatives pioneered in residential integration and point to success in bringing
members of all races and religions together
as neighbors. The record of racial integration in cooperatives won praise from the
White House Conference "To Fulfill These
Rights," and from HUD Secretary Robert
C. Weaver. The Commission heard stirring
testimony about the way Negroes in an interracial cooperative in the Detroit riot
area protected the project from harm.10
Establishing a housing cooperative is no
guarantee of social utonia. Typical human
problems arise. The advantage of the cooperative is that it provides a mechanism
for dealing with these problems in a constructive way. As a last resort, when the
cooperative fails to control behavior which
disrupts or disturbs a community, the cooperative has democratic methods for applying sanctions, including eviction.
A final word about these social benefits. Many
of them also bring economic benefits. The absence of vandalism, for instance, may be viewed
as a cost factor, or equallv properly, as a condition representing a higher quality of urban
life.

sponsor, on the other. Even in comparison with
the latter, a great many people for good reasons
prefer individual ownership, rental, or condominiums. And it goes without saying that
where people do not want cooperatives, the private profit involved in providing other types of
housing is not only legitimate but is a socially
useful means of responding to consumer demands.
Perhaps the biggest disappointment with cooperatives to date, among those concerned about
social problems, is that they have not reached
very far down the economic scale. Leaders in the
cooperative movement itself are taking the view
that cooperatives should pioneer with economic
integration, as they have been doing with racial
integration. The experience to date on the
ability of low-income residents to fit into cooperative patterns is cause for optimism. In
July 1968 the city of New York took a forward
step by providing that city aid would not be
given to cooperatives in the future unless they
used at least 20 percent of their facilities for the
|xx>r. There has not yet been enough emphasis
in this direction. But it cannot be objected that
cooperatives which receive public subsidies
should assume an obligation to help meet the
housing demands of the neediest Americans.

ox TIIK OTIIKI: n.\\n

Recognizing that cooperatives have no monopoly on benefits—that many of the advantages they provide may be duplicated or
equalled in other ways by different forms of
housing—the overwhelming conclusion from
the experience with cooperative housing is that
it has displayed a tremendous potential. Expanding cooperative housing in some of the directions indicated can serve the Nation well.

None of the discussion of cooperatives is
meant to imply that all housing should be cooperative. There are wide differences in both
economic and social benefits of the investorsponsored and builder-sponsored cooperatives,
on the one hand, and the consumer-oriented
" /Mrf., Vol. 5. p. 00.
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CHAPTER 5

Publicly Assisted and Subsidized Housing
Opposition to public housing led many of its
advocates to seek alternatives. Public assistance
remained necessary to bring decent housing
within reach of large numbers of Americans.
But the attempt to provide this assistance while
avoiding the stigma sometimes associated with
public housing led to new patlis.
The major new concept, was to shift ownership and operation of assisted housing to private individuals and groups. Private interests
then would be praised for doing that for which
the Government had been condemned. Uncle
Sam still would be expected to pick up the
check, but his presence around the house was
not welcome. His relationship was to be muted.
Those through whom the public moneys passed
were to be the visible benefactors.
It was felt that this approach would be more
acceptable if housing subsidies, instead of aiding chiefly those at the bottom of the economic
scale, also benefited those who were not classified as poor but whose incomes in general were
still too low to qualify for conventional FHA
loan programs. Helping the lower middleincome class to obtain better housing would bo
regarded us commendable by many who would
strongly disapprove of similar aid to the poor.
Attempts to bring a new look to assisted
housing for both low- and moderate-income
groups included the following:
Measures to house the elderly.
Housing for low- and moderate-income
grorps through interest-rate subsidies and
long-term mortgages.
Rent supplements.
Rent certificates, or leased housing.
Subsidies for homcownership.
There are some ironic twists in this new effort. In the earlier days, rent certificates were
opposed on the grounds that such an outward
manifestation of poverty was demeaning and
that indirect means of paying subsidies was
more self-respecting,

started in 1959 and greatly expanded in 1961.
One, a mortgage insurance program under
FHA, provides liberal terms. The other, administered by the Secretary of HUD, provides direct loans.
Section SSI: FHA-intured loam
The purpose of this program is to enable
interest terms if 50 percent or more of the units
are to serve the elderly. Eligible applicants for
nizations, or limited-dividend housing corporations. Projects must include eight or more units.
The law provides a limit of 10 percent as an
allowance for builder's and sponsor's profit and
risk.
FHA is authorized to insure tip to 90 percent
of the value of these projects for the elderly,
but the mortgages may not exceed specified
amounts. The mortgage ceiling for walkup
apartments ranges from $8,000 for efficiency or
no-bedroom units to $19,250 for four-bedroom
units. The mortgage ceilings are higher for elevator apartments, ranging from $9,500 for efficiencies to $22,750 for units with four or more
bedrooms.
Typical loans under the 231 program have
been for 40 years at 5%-percent interest (plus
another one-half percent for insurance). The
number of units constructed under this program
are shown in table 1. The program hit its peak
in 1962 and has been declining ever since, largely because more attractive terms became available under 221 (d) (3) programs which are discussed later.
TABLE l.-PROVISION OF HOUSING UNITS UNDER THE 231 LOAN PROGRAM
FOR THE ELDERLY

Year:
11X50
1001
1JMKJ
IfMW

-

11KM
MKASUIIES TO HOUSE THE ELDERLY

Two early measures, outside of public housing, -to encourage the construction of dwelling
units for the elderly (ago 62 and older) wore
(H3)
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.Veto unlit
2.1HI7
5.177
S.201
7.4.TO
4.D12

lfl«5

1,405

IMG

1.724

1007

Total

8-TO

'-

3.1.755
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Section.202: IIUD direct loam
The purpose of the direct loans also is to help
nonprofit organizations and public bodies pro» ide housing for the elderly. There is additional provision for housing the permanently
handicapped. Coojieratives were added as possible sponsors in 19G1.
No dollar ceiling is placed on dwelling unit
costs or mortgages by the legislation, which
calls construction in an economical manner
without use of elaborate or extravagant design
or materials.
The loans are made from a revolving fund,
originally set up with $50 million but subsequently increased to $500 million by 1965.
The 2O2 loans may amount to 100 percent of
the development cost and run for a period of
up to ftC years.
The interest rate originally was to be either
(a) 2% percent or (&) the average rate on all
government obligations plus one-eighth of 1
j>errent, whichever was higher. This was modified in 106.1 to provide that it was to be the lower
of these twi> criteria, with -'J j>ercent substituted
for 2% jxircent. A clause that those loans may
be, made only if comparable terms cannot be
obtained from private lending institutions is
more or less a face-saving device, since the private market has been unable to match such
terms.
The ]>crformancc record, indicated by table 2,
shows that, as with many other Federal housing programs, the numlxsr of units actually produced is somewhat disappointing.
TABLE 2.—PROVISION OF HOUSING UNITS UNDER THE 202 LOAN
PROGRAM FOR THE ELDERLY

I'ail*
cftmplrlrtl

'is<-:il yc:ir:
lOfiO

UM-,1
1002

IBS

100T,
IftfiT,
W7
l!MiS
Toliil ..

-J.M7
........................

_____

1M. 137

7'i/W/c homing for the elderly
The units built for the elderly under the 231
and 202 loan programs do not, ft should IM> emphasized, include the units built especially for
the elderly in public housing projects. Despito
the attention focused on the new program, public housing from 1!)(!0 through 1007 built approximately twice as many housing units for
the elderly ns were constructed under the 231
loan program and almost five times as many as
under tho. 202 program. Since Iflfi4, the stalls

for public housing for the elderly have l>een
half the total number of starts.
The record of public housing in providing
completed dwelling units for the elderly is
shown in table 3.
TABU 3.—nOYISION OF UNITS FOR THE ELDERLY UNDER
PUBLIC HOUSING

Unit*
comfletti

10151 .
1902 .
1UG4
1!HK
10W
1967.

Total

0.5
2.3
4.5

7.2
7.9
13.2
l«.l

16. 1
»S7.8

Some
A comparison of the 202 direct loan program
with public housing, insofar as they both aim
to serve the elderly leads to several conclusions.
The public housing effort is proceeding niiich
faster Iwcauso—
It is a l>erior deal financially. Construction <-o.-ts aie absorlied by the "Government
under public housing: such costs must be
repaid, plus 3 {tcrcent interest, under the
direct loan program.
A public housing administration can
make a good showing in the "units completed game" by providing housing for the
elderly. It generally costs less to const met
and maintain housing for the elderly than
family housing, and the administrative and
social welfare, problems aro less complex
when accommodating the elderly rather
than |wx>r families.
Still another incentive for public housing
administrations to build projects for the
elderly is that such projects typically meet
loss community resit-fa nee than do new projects for families.
For these reasons, units built especially for
the elderly account for alwut half of :ill the
public housing built in recent years and totaled
(»0,700 units at the end of 1007. Preliminary figures for fiscal year IfMiS indicate that alio'iit 57
percent of the units started were for the elderly.
Hut this does not explain why the. -JOS program, instead of fading away, has moved along
at a slow but steady place. '1 ho, rea.-ons for this
appear to be:
A inimlier of the. elderly do not wUh to
live in a project designated as public bousing. (We have attempted to make clear, of
course, that the direct loan projects amount
to much tho same thing under different
guise.)
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Nonprofit groups who wish to offer a useful service hare awakened to the special
needs of the elderly, and this program has
provided one channel for their interest.
HOUSIXC FOR MODERATE-IXCOMF. GROUPS

Section 221 (d) (3)
Adequate rehousing of persons displaced by
slum clearance had become a serious problem.
In 1959, FHA was authorized to guarantee
mortgages on housing for families "displaced
from urban renewal areas or as a result or Government action." This program was broadened
in 1961 to include "low- and moderate-income
families" generally. This pioneering step was
intended to produce housing for those who are
literally caught in the middle: The people who
are too poor to rent or buy standard private
housing bub not poor enough to be admitted to
public housing.
The approach of the 221 (d) (3) programwidely known as d(3)—instead of opening public housing, to higher income groups was to
bring rental housing within reach or lower income groups by means of a packet of subsidies
to the housing developer.
Sponsor* or developers
The developers who obtain these subsidies as
mortgagors may be nonprofit associations, limited-dividend corporations, cooperatives, or certain public bodies. The sponsors agree to pass
on the benefits of these subsidies to future
renters, and in other ways to carry out the pur /
poses of the program. Limited-dividend spoin
sors arc allowed a 6-percent return on investment, while nonprofit sponsors, mainly religious
and philanthropic bodies, are allowed none.
Extended mortgage terms
Permanent mortgage financing is offered for
40 years as contrasted with the typical 15- or
20-year mortgages applicable to miilders of
rental housing.
Beloio-market inter^t rate*
Initially the interest rate, pegged to the average cost of money to the Federal Government,
ranged from 3% to 4 percent. This was almost
2 percent under the going private rate.
The interest formula was changed in 19G5 to
a maximum 3-percent rate. With nn additional
waiver of the FHA mortgage insurance premium which, on other programs is one-half of
1 percent, and with the accompanying rise in
market interest rates, tin's interest subsidy cuts
the cost of mortgage debt service by approximately 40 percent, as compared with conventional FHA financing forms, and permits rent
reductions of about 25 percent.

The FHA insures both the construction advance and the permanent Joan. The advance is
insured at 100 percent of value for nonprofit
sponsors and at 90 percent for limited-dividend
sponsors (the profit they are allowed accounts
for the different treatment). The permanent
FHA-insured mortgage is purchased from the
financial institution by the Federal National
Mortgage Association (FNMA, or Fannie
Mae) under its special assistance program. This
so-called Fannie Mae takeout explains how the
mortgages with below-market interest rates,
which would not be attractive to private lenders, are carried by the Government.
Occupant*: How high it "moderate"f
The 221 (d) (3) program, as noted, soon
changed emphasis from displacees to families
whose incomes were too iiign for admission to
public housing but not -lign enough to obtain
decent private housing;. The FHA Commissioner of HUD, who since 1954 has had full
authority to fix the occupancy qualifications, interpreted this new intent faithfully. Inevitably,
221 (d) (3) began where public housing left off.
The locally-determined maximum income limits
for public housing became the minimum incomes for entry into 221 (d) (3) housing. That
substantially eliminated this program as a
means for helping to house the really poor.
This left the question: What upper incoiiTlimits should be set for the beneficiaries of this
generously subsidized program? The principle
finally adopted was that the ceiling would be
fixed at the median or midpoint of family incomes in each city. Following local studies, upper limits were established in this way. Table 4
shows these limits for 50 large cities. (These
figures apply only to families with three or four
members; different ceilings apply to families in
other size categories.)
Provision of decent housing for the lower half
of the population (by income) was thus taken
on as a public responsibility. Public housing
>yas to assist the poorest quarter of urban families while 221 (d) (3) would assist the next quarter. But limited funds meant that the supply
of subsidized housing could not stretch nearly
far enough to help this half of the population.
Who were to be left out in the rationing process which was accomplished by the sifting of
applicants for housing on the part of public
and private authorities ?
Discrimination on the grounds of race or color
is not allowed under Federal law. In all sections of the country, encouragingly, housing
programs are found which follow this law to
the letter. Yet housing programs in some cities
still suffer from the residue of racial segregation
policies and attitudes that for years were condoned and even encouraged.
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Some sifting in 221 (d) (3) follows the practice of many public housing authorities, the imposition of requirements with respect to character. This is a delicate matter. To fill a project
overwhelmingly with broken families, alcoholics, criminals! delinquents, and'other problem
tenants would hardly make it a wholesome environment. Yet the total exclusion of such families is hardly an acceptable alternative. To the
extent this exclusion is practiced, the very people whose lives are described to persuade lawmakers and the public to instigate new programs find the door shut in their faces when
such programs come into being. The proper balance is difficult to achieve, bat society's neediest
families surely should not be totally denied the
opportunities for rejuvenation in subsidized
housing.
Congress itself also laid down certain priorities. The first priority went to the displaced
(original law). Then the elderly and handicapped were included (1064). Other "low- and
moderate-income persons" were not to occupy
more than 10 percent of the units (1966). In
short, except for displaced families, there was a
built-in bias against the families in the active
years of life with growing children who were in
the lower income band of the moderate-income
group. Administrators and legislators appeared
to be hesitant to take on much responsibility
for children of even the lower middle class. The
elderly and the handicapped were preferred
occupants.
"Which income groups should occupy publicly
assisted housing is too important an issue to
sweep under the rug. Congress in 1968 began
to raise the question in earnest. Should the
thrust of these housing programs be directed
toward the second income quarter of the population; that is. the lower economic middle class
and those slightly above? Or should the poor
and the near-poor who form approximately the
lowest quarter of the population oe helped most ?
To the extent the famines in the second income
quarter arc included, should the emphasis be on
helping the upper or lower ranges of that
group?
The weight of reason is that housing subsidies, at most, should not serve those above the
median income. Yet among .10 largo cities, 22
place the eligibility ceiling for 221 (d) (3) housing for three- and four-member families above
the national median for all families of $8.017.
In 12 of these 22 cities, the national median is
surpassed by more than 5 percent (see table 4).
Twelve other cities, however, set upper income
limits (for iliissame family size category) that
are more than 10 percent below the national
median.
The FHA practice of permitting help for

families above the median, according to those
who defend it. recognizes that big-city income
levels tend to be above those for the country as
a whole. They point out that the cities with the
very low 221 id) (3) ceilings, with the exception
of Philadelphia, are all in or bordering the
South, where income levels are lower.
The various income ceilings for eligibility.
in 221 (d) (3) for families of three or four in
size, compiled from table 4 data for 50 cities,
are grouped as follows :
Upper221(d) (3) eligibility limits:
$8,000 and under ..... . --------- .-. ----- ^..^
O
$0400 to $7,000 ------------------- 1_________10
$7.000 to $8,000 --- ..... ________________ 16
$8.000 to $0,000
---------------------------22
$9,000 and brer -------------------- _______ __ 2

The two cities with the highest .eligibility
limits are New York City and Honolulu.
Income ceilings mentioned so far apply to
average-size families, those with three or four
members. Ceilings for single persons in the same
cities range from $4,000 to $7,000, except for
Honolulu, where the ceiling exceeds that figure.
The limit for families with two members generally is $1,000 to $1,300 higher than for single
persons. The next categories have limits that
apply to pairs of family sizes, families of three.
and four members, of five and six members, and
of seven and eight members.
Another way of examining the income levels
set for 221 (d) (3) occupancy, besides the relationship to median family income, is to note
how far these liini.s exceed the incomes of the
urban poor and near-poor. In her classic studies
of poverty, Mollie Orshansky in 1966 fixed
$1,685 as the upper limit of urban poverty for
single members with male head under 65, and
$2,185 for families with two members. She then
estimated that the near-poor, those on the
fringes of poverty, received .up to one-third
more income than the poverty level. This was
$2,045 for single persons and $4,232 for fourmember families in I960. Adjusted for the 6pcrccnt cost-of-living rise, the 1968 income figures, below which city persons are counted in the
near-poor category, are $2,168 for one person,
$3,182 for two-member f urn i lies, and $4,606 for
four-member families.
As noted, the lowest 221 (d) (3) eligibility
limits for single persons are $4,000 or more.
Occupants therefore may have twice as much
income as persons on the threshold of the nearpoor in those cities. In 32 cities, where eligibility
limits for single persons are between $5,000 and
$6,000, occupants may have three times the income of the. near-poor. Table 4, column 2, shows
the relationship of the eligibility figure and the
near-poverty level for three- and four-member
families. (The figures admittedly are imperfect
approximations, and comparative living costs
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•ccoont for many of the variations.) The median of the 50 cities is 169 percent, or mpproximiately 70 percent above the national nearpoverty threshold.
That FHA tried to do a creditable job under
the conditions it has laid down for itself is not
questioned. The elderly and small families are
generally receiving a greater degree of assistance. This seems to be true through a whole
range of public programs from welfare to social
security, as well as housing. The Commission
does not object to the help provided to these
groups, but does not condone the disproportionately large share they have received in admittedly insufficient ^programs.
Advocates of high eligibility ceilings justify
their position on three grounds: (1) Because
building costs are so high, those persons who,
regardless of income level, cannot afford to buy
or rent decent housing should be in line for subsidies in-order to be properly housed. (2) It
is highly desirable to hare a mixture of middleincome families in projectSj as opposed to having them exclusively occupied by the poor. (3)
Middle-income families should not only be present but should predominate so the}' can set the
tone for the project.
The following questions may be raised about
these points: (1) Since there* are not enough
funds to help all the needy at once, should we
help the most needy last, so that the least
needy who get help are, in effect, subsidized by
the taxes of persons poorer than themselves?
(2) Is it not possible to make available funds
stretch further and thus achieve a greater degree of economic integration by using subsidies
primarily for the poorer occupants while the
higher income families pay their own way ? (3)
Is there not a tendency to exaggerate the correlation between \toor 'families and "problem"
families, and thus to rule out almost all of the
poor, even though some of them may be fully
acceptable on the basis of their citizenship potential in a project*
Among the advocates of lower eligibility ceilings are both fiscal conservatives and humanitarian liberals. The former call for reduced Government spending and arc appalled at the idea
of subsidizing middle-class housing in this direct form. The latter, seeing that, the amount of
public money finally appropriated will IH> lim-.
ited and insufficient, to meet the needs of all,
assume that some rationing system, conscious or
unconscious, is inevitable; and they fear ihat
the tendency will l»o to fill the available 221 (d)
(3) housing with middle-income families and
the elderly to the detriment of the near-poor and
families whoso needs are either more severe or
less proportionately met
The fiscal conservatives and humanitarian

liberals do not dismiss the housing needs of th<*
middle class, but join hands in the belief that
the primary effort on their behalf should be in
the direction of reducing the various costs that
now make housing too expensive. But policymakers at HUD and among the housing officialdom hare been more than skeptical that genuine cost reductions can be effected, and are
thereby deeply committed to the subsidy method
of reducing the rental or purchase price.
Performance record
These occupancy issues have deep significance
for the Nation's housing programs and urban
characteristics in the long run. But the most
immediate problem is that the 221 (d) (3) program has produced a relatively small volume of
housing. The following statistics show the units
started since 1961:
Year:
19G1
1962
1963
J!)ftl
IOCS
I960
19B7 _

„

Total

Xnmltrtf
vuutttmrtet
2.320
3.182
6.8SJ
13,906
11,008
12,766
23,660
_.

73,816

Preliminary figures for fiscal IOCS indicate
43,000 new starts.
The record indicates some progress over time.
This is especially true in fiscal years 1967 and
19G8. But the total is not great in comparison
with the need, or with the total volume of private construction. Up to 1907, these units did not
represent more than 1 percent of the total volume of private construction and amounted to
few more total number of units than had been
planned as a yearly total when the program was
started. With the increase to over 23,000 units
in 1967 and 43,000 in 1968, the 221 (d) (3) program still furnished less than 2 and 3 percent,
respectively, of the volume of private construction in those years. Nevertheless, by 1968, the
program had achieved the annual total originally plai..ied when it was passed. This was due
to special efforts at the White House and the
top housing officials to speed up the program.
By July 1967 FHA had given commitments
to proceed with a total of 73,000 units in 569
projects. The sponsors of these units were as
follows:
UnRiwJtkrHA facial «l
cwnmitmtnta
Mil
(Mnprafil oriiiwilnn

2JIHI)

MtMttmtnl»(mtmbtiskip trp«
ImttMrtrpa
T*M

13.300
23, MO
10.100
1,100

r,ioo
??!>oo

15
4

3
ioo
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Here was a program with little risk to the
investors, with insured construction loans, with
3-percent below-market interest yutes, with
long-term guaranteed mortgages, with a Fanny
Mac "take out.*' with a great deal of public
support and publicity, and with li*tls if any
public opi>osition or resistance. Why did it move
so slowly and produce so little for so long?
The reasons for the sluggishness of the 221 (d)
(3) program include the following:
Nonprofit sponsors lacked the experience, the building and financing know-now,
and often the seed money, necessary to initiate and successfully carry out a housing
project.
The amount of profits that the limited
<* vidend corporations could distribute was
restricted to a rate of C percent, which discouraged (or at least did not encourage)
private enterprisers who arc accustomed to
12-percent profits or more. (This is not to
suggest the program was unattractive to
those who participated: builder profits of
7 percent, architect fees of 4 percent, and
other charges or fees were allowable costs.)
Complexities and bottlenecks in processing applications by FHA often frustrated
the program. The manual of successive
steps which must lie taken under 221 (d) (3)
comes, with the illustrative forms, to 283
pages. This discouraged all but the most
persistent sponsors. Under pressure from
the President and his task force, FHA appeared to be making important strides to
overcome these hurdles and delays by late
1068.
Processing time from original applications with FHA approval to the start of
construction n-as estimated by HUD at 376
working days.
Some of the*, advocates of higher income
ceilings claim that many of the top limits in
certain cities prevent middle-class families
from applying and from assuring the success of planned projects. However, FHA
surpassed the stated income limits by deduct ing certnin expenses from gross income.
It took the 221 (d) (3) program 6 years to
bring into being the number of housing units
that were set a.' the initial annual goal.
Many of the projects t'<at have been built
under the program are excellent. Much of the
nonprofit work ir.vclved individuals and organizations in a meaningful way in their communities. Many families and individuals who needed
help obtained a real housing bargain. The program has picked up steam in the past 2 years.
As a major 'lousing program to produce an
abundance of housing, it fell far short of its
original goals.

Just as the program finally gained momentum, new law provided that it be phased out
as the new 1-percent interest, rate subsidy program begins. Because of this, Congress gave
generous additional authority to FNAIA to assist the program in the interim. Subsequent
action by the Appropriations Committees shows
how wise this was. They reduced the initial
amounts for both the 1-percent sales and rental
programs from $75 to $25 million.
The momentum finally achieved under
221 (d) (3) can, still continue if the program is
nurtured by HUD and, especially, if the Budget
Bureau does not cut back on the funds FXMA
may use for it.
Rent supplements
In 19G5, after a long internal struggle, ITUD
came to Congress with a program to subsidize
the rents of moderate- and middle-income fas.iilies. These were to be in new or rehabilitated
structures privately owned and managed by
nonprofit organizations. This program was apparently intended in part as a substitute for
public housing, which was then under heavy
criticism.
Instead of being aimed at helping the poor,
however, as was public housing, the rent supplement program was designed primarily to
help the middle- and moderate-income groups
with incomes ranging from $4,000 to $8,000 a
year, and possibly even up to $10,000. The general intent was to follow the income patterns
of those eligible for 221 (d) (3) housing, which
lins already been discussed.
When this was discovered by the Senate
Banking Committee, the members objected
strenuously. The majority maintained that the
primary aim should bo to help the income group
which most needed to be nelped—the poor.
These Senators insisted, therefore, that the income standards of admission prevailing under
rent supplements should be the same as under
public housing, not as under 221 (d) (3). HUD
vigorously opposed this change. The Secretary,
for example, declared in a public speech that
while those who wanted to uso rent supplements for th» poor "might have hearts of gold,
they had heads of lead/'
The National Association of Housing & liedevelopment officials was opposed to the entire
idea or rent supplements, even for the poor. It
favored, instead, continuing the orthodox
method of public housing.
The Senate committee, on the other hand,
supported rent supplements as a supplement to
the orthodox public housing system, and this
standard finally was adopted. I'rivate and supposedly nonprofit groups were to be encouraged
to erect new housing or satisfactorily rehabilitate old housing.
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Subsidy formvla
Those who were eligible for public housing
could have their rents subsidized by tin* difference between (a) the market rent and (b)
25 percent of the family income. The costs allowed in computing market rent were to include up to 0 percent interest plus the half-of-1percent FHA fee.
For example, if the fair market rent for an
apartment were to be $1,320 a year ($110 a
month), but the family had an income of only
$3,000 a year ($250 a month), it would only be
expected to pay 25 percent of this income, or
$750 a year ($62.50 a month) toward rent The
monthly subsidy would then amount to the
difference between $110 and $62.50, or $47.50.
Subsidized housing was to be privately', not
publicly, owned by the same institutions relied
upon in 221(d)(3)—nonprofit sponsors, limited-dividend corporations, and cooperatives.
The rent supplement could not exceed 70 percent of the market rent nor be loss than 10 jxsrcent. As the income of a family changed, the
supplement would vary inversely. To illustrate,
if the family income in the previous example
were to rise to $3,GOO, the amount which the
family- could pay would increase to $900 a year
($75 a month), reducing the supplement to $35
a month. But if the family's income fell to $2.400, it would only be expected to pay annual
rent of $600 ($50 a month), requiring the subsidy to rise to $60 a month.
The change in the actual rent payment by a
family in this program would only l>e onequarter of any rise in income, leaving a strong
financial incentive for the family to try to increase its income.
Other programs, in order to encourage lowrent housing, subsidized one or more of the
following elements of costs: construction, site,
operation and maintenance, tax burden, interest, and so forth. Bent supplements, however,
were intended to help tenants directly. One advantage was flexibility, because the supplements
could be varied from person to person according to income and available housing.
The supplements also permitted the use of
private rather than public financing. This made
the program more acceptable to the main lx>dy
of congressional and public opinion, although,
because of the higher interest rates involved, it
created large added costs over the long run. It
was a price which the program paid for greater
private participation. An added inducement to
localities lay in the fact that, since the properties were to bo privately owned, they would pay
full local property taxes. Here, as under 221 (d)
(3), there was some opportunity to attract as
promoters, organizers, and managers the private
-II
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profit seekers as well as philanthropists. This
could not be done very effectively in the case of
nonprofit groups or management and membership cooperatives. But there were possible loopholes under the limited-dividend corporations
and investor-sponsored cooperatives. In attempting to check this, the FHA was forced to
adopt procedural safeguards. These, together
with the natural tendency of bureaucracy toward overelaboration, caused forms and procedures to be multiplied until the sponsors
seemed at times to be completely smothered In
red tape. Urban America's description of the
successive steps which sponsors of rent oupplemented units had to take, and the forms they
had to fill out, came to 323 pages.
Racial and economic integration
One of the basic, though unavowed, purposes
of the rent-supplement program was to promote
in a constructive fashion a greater degree of
economic and racial integration. It was not intended that a building or project would house
only rent-supplement families. On the contrary,
it was hopca that a large percentage of the
tenants in a building would pay the full economic rent Those receiving the supplements
were to be mixed in among them without being
publicly distinguished from them. In this way,
it was hoped that the occupants would avoid
the stigma sometimes associated with public
housing.
It was also hoped that these buildings, nith
their mixed occupancy, could be diffused
through a city and not confined to the slums or
gray areas.
These' latter purposes were not explicitly
avowed but were soon detected. Those who were
generally hostile to racial integration were
therefore successful in persuadii>£ the House to
itxjuirc that the consent of a locafit/ was necessary before rent supplements could be put into
effect there. Unfortunately, this virtually barred
the program from the suburbs.
Performance record
Since there was a close connection tatween
rent supplements and the 221 (d) (3) provisions,
the administration of tho supplement program
also was entrusted to FHA. The clients to be
served by the supplements were, however, to be
virtually identical with the lower income group
eligible for public housing.
Congress permitted 5 percent of the rent supplement money (not units) to be used for projects which would share in the below-market interest program of 221 (d) (3) whore the annual
rate was to bo only 3 percent Another 5 (torrent
of the 3-percent money was also allowed for the
elderly. This was to provide an alternative to
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the provisions for the elderly already made by
sections 202 and 231.
Congress authorized $150 million for the
years from 1965 to 1968, but the ac. jal sum appropriated for this purpose was later reduced to
$42 million. HUD states that by the end of
March, 1968, a total of 59.9 thousand units were
in the pipeline, add that of these 43.2 thousand,
or 72 percent, were definitely destined for rent
supplements. Of this latter number, 4.3 thousand were classified as being in the formal stage,
3i.5 thousand as preliminary and contracts had
been let on 7.4 thousand. This did not .specify
the precise numbers which were actually under
management or in operation.
In the spring of 1968, when this Commission
sought information from official sources on the
total number of units which had actually been
constructed under rent supplements, we were
informed that as of the end of 1967, only 92i
units had been completed in 12 rent supplement
projects. But of these, only 365 units were actually earmarked for rent supplements. Some
progress has undoubtedly been made since then.
But it is also probably true that a considerable
number of the units which are currently claimed
as being under management are in reality transfers from previous programs for the elderly
such as those under section 202 and 231. When
HUD was asked by Congressional committees
in 1968 how many units could be produced under rent supplements in the first year after the
new law went into effect, the department withdrew its earlier estimate and refrained from
providing any final figure. It is obvious, therefore, that grave difficulties have arisen in carrying out the program.
Part of the trouble has undoubtedly been
caused by the fact that many of the sponsors
hr.d not understood the duration and complexity of the process. Many became exhausted and
quit. Others were frightened by the prospect
that they could not find a sufficient number of
tenants to make their project pay niul that they
would become responsible for the organizing
costs.
As the general level of interest rates rose, the
gap widened between the cost of housing and
the 25 percent of their income that low-income
families were allowed to pay under the program. Since the amount of the subsidy is limited, higher interest rates progressively diminished the number of low-income families who
could qualify.
Some sponsors found it difficult to build
within the physical limit, allowed for rent supplement units and yet make them attractive to
the remaining tenants. Some were repelled by
what they regarded as cold, bureaucratic, and
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at times actually hostile treatment at the hands
of FHA.
".Ye are confident that this was not the intention of top FHA officials. They seem to have
tried to be helpful. But as testimony before
our Commission revealed, the rank and file officials in district and local offices were, in many
cases, highly unsympathetic. They were accustomed to dealing with the conservative real esr
tate and financial community. They did not feel
at home in haying business dealings with
churches and philanthropists whom they tended
to regard as soft and impractical. Nor did they
welcome having the poor as their constituents.
This was a social class whom they had.never,
served and who seemed alien to their interests
and associations. After these attitudes were inTA8U4
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creasjngly revealed by our hearings, .the head
of FHA reacted vigorously. He called his field
representatives together and instructed them to
pay special attention to such applications. He
warned the field officials that if they persisted
in their past course, Congress would undpubtr
edly trjingfer the program and reduce the number of FHA employees. This produced a decided
change.of attitude in many offices, although the
old indifference and. antagonism linger among
many^ofthe personnel.
._,,..._..HUD officials still.believe that .the rent supplement program will catch on. They point, to
the 7.4 thousand units of rent supplements for
-ti-'-'^j? 'ff

.\ru-^^. _^_ _••--

°

°

°

which contracts have actually been let, and insist that the vast majority of the 31.5 thousand
in the preliminary stage will ultimately result
in actual units. It remains to be seen whether
these hopes will materialize. New and favorable
factors are, of course, the increased authority
provided for the program by the 1968 Act, together with the greater subsidization of interest
also contained in that measure.
Of the total number of units which were in
the rent supplement pipeline, 27.4 thousand, or
63.5 percent, were sponsored by nonprofit organizations, 15.1 thousand by limited-dividend
corporations, and only 640 by cooperatives.
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CHAPTER 6

From Sluni dlestraiice to
., What is now termed urban renewal visa earlier called slum clearance and then urban redor
velbpment. When Federal aid wai first provided
by title I of the Housing Act of 1949, that title
was labeled "Slum Ciearance and Community
Envelopment and Redevelopment." .Following
the report in December 1953 of the.President's
Adyisory Committee on Government Housing
Policies and Programs, the Housing Act of
1954 changed the name to "Slum Clearance and
Urban Renewal." it is still.so named.
1 From, about. 1943, when Senator Wagner of
New York and Senator Thomas of Utah introduced.bills for Federal aid (which, with the
more thorough title VI of S. 1592 introduced in
1945 by Senators Wagner, Ellender of Louisiana, and Taft of Ohio, were forerunners of title
I of the act of 1949) until 1954, officials and
others most directly concerned with shaping this
new program commonly referred to it as urban
redevelopment. Nearly all of them strongly supported the clearance of slums and badly blighted
areas as an objective of housing policy, but
thought it was clearly implied in the first syllable of redevelopment ,
In those earlier days, however, urban redevelopment as the name for the proposed Federal
aid program had one drawback. It was sometimes token to mean that Federal and local governments were going to undertake the rebuilding. Because puolic housing was an established
program (although then coming under heavy
fire), the man who read as he ran often drew the
conclusion that this new program must be intended to extend direct Government building beyond low-rent housing and the traditional local
government facilities such as schools, parks,
and playgrounds. Naturally this produced much
confusion and opposition. To be more explicit
and to offset this misinterpretation of the intent
of the proposed program, in congressional bills
and other formal documents the term slum
clearance was usually added to redevelopment.
Although, as just pointed out, the present title
includes the term slum clearance, after the program caught on in the middle 1950's and the earlier misconceptions had been stilled, slum clearance was usually dropped and the term
abbrevi!
ated tonrbanrenewal,
'' '
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Renewal

These shifts in terminology and usage are
much more than incidents in the evolution of
the program. They both mask and .contribute to
another common misunderstanding of its purpose and particularly of its relation to low-income housing, which is what brings renew.al
within this. Commission's purview. That misunderstarding is that urban renewal is not essentially a housing-oriented or a housrng-related
mgram. Put another way, it is said that in title
. _. (low-rent housing) of the Housing Act of
l949j Congress improved and strengthened the
public housing program set up by the act of
1937. In title. I it then undertook, as a separate
and only indirectly and distantly related program, to encourage rebuilding of slums and
blighted areas in non-housing and upper income
housing uses.
Many persons who have come upon urban renewal in recent years and who judge it primarily by what they see going on under this name,
hold this opinion. Even some who have taken
part in renewal as actual or prospective investors or builders take this view. Often, of course,
the error is simply the result of not knowing
the facts. In some instances, however, it seems
quite clear that this misunderstanding of the
program has been deliberately fostered oy those
interested in redevelopment for other uses than
low-income housing. They may not want any of
the Federal funds to go to help housing in which
they are not interested. They may fear that public housing on renewal land might come uncomfortably close to the commercial development,
college buildings, or luxi.y housing they have
in mind.
The Commission believes that the record
clearly and unmistakably supports the view that
the three primary purposes of the urban renewal
title of the act of 1949 were: (a) to speed up the
clearance of slums and badly blighted residential areas; (&) to facilitate the provision of decent, low-income housing by helping to finance
the acquisition and preparation of appropriate
sites, including insite preparation of public facilities that would contribute to "a suitable living environment," and (o) to give private enterprise "maximum opportunity" to take part in
redeveloping these areas. This was to be done by
" ' ^L "
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clearing the principal obstacles (notably the
difficulties of site assembly and the high asking
prices for land in many slum and blighted
areas) out of the way of,private developers.
Sites would be made available to. them, as to
public agencies, at "use value," •which was referred to in title I as "* * * fair value for uses
in accordance with the .redevelopment plan"
(sec. 110 (c)). This would enable the private
builders, to reach as far .down the income scale
as possible with new housing in slum and
blighted areas.
A few? of the more reckless spokesmen for private builders, even asserted that if these obstacles were removed, private builders "could
do the whole, job"—that is, provide good housing for all income groups ai.d thus make the
public housing program unnecessary. More responsible representatives of the builders, however, knew that this claim was false. At best, the
Federal and local government aids on land assembly, clearance, site preparation and land
prices could.only put private building in the
older parts of cities on a more or less equal footing with building then going on in the outer
fringes of urban and metropolitan areas, where
at that time laud assembly was not difficult and
land was inexpensive. If private builders could
not reach lower-income groups with housing in
these locations, they would not be able to do so
on slum clearance sites.
Nevertheless, almost everyone concerned with
the new program wanted private builders to extend their market down the income scale. Although the term was not much used in those
days, they were to be encouraged to build much
more moderate-income housing. This is clearly
reflected in the "Declaration of National Housing Policy," section 2 of the act of 1949. The
statement of the national goal is followed by
this language :"* * * The policy to be followed
in attaining the national housing objective hereby established shall be: (1) pnvate enterprise
shall be encouraged to serve as large a part of
the total need as it can: (2) governmental assistance shall be utilized where possible to enable private enterprise to serve more of the total
need; * * * . ' » (Clauses (3) and (4) go on to
deal with the role and activities of local public
bodies.)
It was sometimes pointed out by the proponents of the program (but probably more often
assumed to be self-evident) that an overwhelming proportion of the land in slums and badly
blighted areas was in low and moderate-income
housing. Admitting that some land in these
areas would properly be redeveloped for other
uses, it was obvious that most of it should be redeveloped for these kinds of housing—at
densities and with the supporting public facil-

ities—schools, playgrounds, neighborhood centers,/" etc.—that
would
make "a suitable living
_ ___ ~_~r_~r>i T :
. . i i_ —~ - *~ ~-JT ~ "±.j..±-IT .* jTr~*.ti ±: ~
environment"
Luxury
housing, centers for the
performing arts, convention halls, retail stores,
industrial uses, even parking lots could absorb
only a small fraction of the vast areas of slums
and blight, in most sizable cities. Therefore, if
(the local officials and the leading and influential
citizens who supported redevelopment really
intended to dp away with the slums,very large
amounts of low and[moderate-income housing
would be absolutely essential. T6;keepthis fact
in the.fprefront of the pVpgram while allowing
flexibility in'local planning and action, Congress wrote two safeguards into title I: (a) the
requirement that a prc'ect area must be "p?edominantly residential in character" either when
it was acquired or after it was redeveloped
(sec. 110(c)), and (b) the requirement that
"* * * there are or are being provided, in jfie
project area or in other areas not less diesirable * * * decent,
safe,* and
sanitary
dwellings
.-_* - •
k .-••—*•-_-•_," -^m
i displaced
~"
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angress could have
done more at that time to protect the basic purposes of the program witnbut clamping down
conditions and requirements that would have
amounted to a strait jacket on local action or
would have killed the program. In the late
1950's and particularly since then, HHFA^ahd
HUD have pushed the Federal-aid programs
for local planning, particularly the community
renewal programs (CRP), which should have
enabled responsible local officials to see clearance and renewal in their proper proportions
and perspective.
Nevertheless, we must conclude that the principal reason for the failure of this program, over
its first 18 years, to fulfill the clear intentions of
the Housing Act of 1949 is that too many local
and Federal officials in it and too many of their
allies and supporters either did not understand
its major purposes or did not take them seriously. Instead of a grand assault on slums and
blight as an integral part of a campaign for "a
decent home an<Ta suitable living environment
for every American family," renewal was and
is too often looked upon as a federally financed
gimmick to provide relatively cheap land for
a miscellany of profitable or prestigious
enterprises.
To be sure, other objectives of particular interest to some supporters of the program were
implied in such phrases in title I as"* * * housing production and related community development * * *" (sec. 2) and "* * * to facilitate
community development and redevelopment * * *" (sec. 2), but these were clearly
secondary. These objectives included strength-
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cuing the property tax base of oca] governments, helping local communities to utilize more
economically the large capital investments, public and private, in centrally located districts;
improving the effectiveness of local land use
planning; providing sites for uses other than
low ana moderate income housing—e.g., for
public, civic, and educational purposes as well
as commercial, industrial, and higher income
housing where the official local plans indicate
these were appropriate uses of a site and if the
relocation requirements of the act were met; obtaining Federal aid in providing certain public
facilities : .Cn'd dealing with areas that were then
called "d'V.3 subdivisions"
and were referred to
in the act"•*•'•- ';v * * land which is predominantly open and which because of obsolete platting, diver^'fsr of ownership, deterioration of
structures oYtjf site improvements, or otherwise
substantially impairs or arrests the sound
growth of (he community * * *" (sec. 110(c)).
These were significant objectives for nearly
all urban localities. We would not belittle them
in any way. Some of them could be largely realized as byproducts of slum Clearance and redevelopment". But they were not the main objectives of title I. To remove all doubt on this point
we now review rapidly the record of congressional action just before and on the act of 1949,
and then trace the principal changes in the program sineo that date. We then will give our estimate of the. strengths and weaknesses of urban
renewal as it lias evolved in practice.
A pr.VIEW OF T I I K 11ASIC FKOGKAM

Congress, both in 1945 and 1948, had decisively rejected proposals similar to those in the
act of 194!' for Federal involvement in both
slum clearance and public housing. Indeed, in
tiie former year th_e7$eni'!e Subcommittee on
Housing had dechrVtl: ."The subcommittee is
not convinced thot_fhe Federal Government,
should embark on a general program of aid to
cities looking to their rebuilding in more attractive and economical patterns." Following
the election of 154.3, title I of the act of 194!)
directly reversed that position.
Passai/c of the 19.',9 act—Pullic support
What had attracted and temporarily won
public support for the measure was tho deterioration of neighborhoods of the central rii'ics.
These were the oldest, the most crowded and
most run-down MVI ions. Suecc.«ive waves of immigrants into the country and the poorer migrants to the cities from rural areas had moved
into these slums and then largely moved on,
frequently leaving their poorest members behind. Crime rates were the highest there, tho
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poor abounded, the schools were old, parks and
playgrounds were few. These slums were unhealthy and overcrowded, and served as breeding centers for vice and crime. When groups
moved out of the slums, their crime and delinquency problems decreased. As new groups
moved in, their crime and mortality rates were
at least as high as those of their predecessors.
Many had urged that a surgical operation be
performed th.it would cut out these decaying
and overcrowded structures and permit them
to be replaced by better ones. Title I was designed to meet these problems. But there was
from the very beginning some dualism of purpose : Most of the legislators who led the hght
for title I firmly believed that slum clearance
was an initial step to help pave the way for
better housing for low-income families.
The act combined the two in its title, that is, a
bill * * * to provide Federal aid to assist slumclearance and low-rent public housing projects * * *. [Emphasis added.]
Both the House and the Senate reports emphasized the provision for the needs of lowincome families. In the House report, where the
definition of national policy is given, the following explicit language is used (p.12):
The definition of national policy nlso includes tlic
extension of Federal assistance for shun clearance and
for the provision of decent housing for low-income
families in cities and rural areas, to the extent that
those needs cannot be met through reliance upon private
enterprise.

Those who contend that title III of the act
deals with low-rent housing and title I has to
do with clearing slum areas and preparing sites
for new uses other than low-rent housing should
note the subtitle preceding section 107 of title
I—"Payment for Land Use('. for Low-Rent
Housing." Tt now reads "Property To Be Used
for Public Housing or Housing for Moderate
Income Families." They should also ponder the
strong admonition on page 13 of the Senate report in 1949, referring to the "predominantly
residential" requirement:
This limitation is fully justified in view of Jic fact
that the primary piirimse of Federal nid in this Held
is to help remove the impact of the alums on human
lives rather tlinn simply to assist in the redovclnjimentor rebuilding of cities.

Private support
But, as suggested above, there were, others
who had different purposes in mind. They believed that if tho shuns could he cleared, they
could then be resold at a lower price to private
developers so that tho latter would then Im able
to put tho land to profitable use. They could
do this both by building housing for tho upper
income groups, and for commercial, industrial
or administrative uses. While this group was
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nlso interested in civic betterment and better
housing, their primary motive was that of private profit
But the private developers were not able to
do this directly by themselves for several reasons:
(1) In the first place, the private developers
felt they could not afford to pay the high prices
for lend, meet the costs of demolition and clearance, and then bear the additional costs of the
new structures. They said in effect that they
could and would not go forward unless the
Government bore a large part of the acquisition
costs of die slum properties by writing down
the cost of the cleared land to a point where
it would then be profitable for them to build
new structures upon it. They also wanted the
Government to demolish what was standing in
order to be given a clean i'lte.
On this point the contentions of private developers were strongly supported by arguments
from proponents of low and moderate-income
housing. They pointed out that in the preWorld War II public housing program under
the act of 1937, a large proportion of the projects were on slum sites—that is, on sites prevfously built on. Local housing authorities, therefore, had to pay not only for the land but also
for the old buildings, which despite their condition often cost much more than the land, as
well as for demolition and for "non-dwelling
facilities''—that is, street paving, sidewalks,
sewers, and some facilities for recreation and
meetings. These often were lumped together
wkh the cost of the dwellings and the total then
divided by the number of housing units provided. Naturally, the per unit costs so derived
wore higher than those of some modest private
housing built on open, relatively cheap, outlying sites. Nevertheless, many local authorities
were being sharply criticized for extravagance
and inefficiency on the basis of this unfair comparison. Why, it was argued, should not the site
acquisition and preparation job be done for both
private and public agencies interested in redeveloping slum sites? Both would then obtain
land at its "use value"—that is, at a price based
on the intended reuse under the redevelopment
plan of a locality.
A third argument embraced lx>th public nnd
private rebuilding. It was pointed out that
without some effective means for countering
high prices for slum land, clcTance would proceed very slowly. F"en the small amount of rebuilding that did ?o ahead almost surely would
be at high densities ns builders, public as well as
private, yielded to the pressure to pile more
units on a site in order to reduce the land cost,
and therefore the total cost, per housing unit

provided. In most cities, particularly the larger
and older ones, this would endanger the entire
attack on slums and blight The record was
clear (a) that Ugh densities almost always
made for blight and slums sooner or later and
(6) that increased densities usually were selfdefeating as an economy measure—that is, as
they were increased, the increase simply encouraged even higher asking prices for land. This
vicious circle simply had to be broken if the
national housing goals were to be achieved. Public acquisition and preparation of sites plus a
write-down seemed essential to large-scale slum
clearance and sensible patterns of redevelopment
(2) Since private developers did not have the
right of eminent domain, it was very difficult
for them to assemble voluntarily a sufficient
quantity of land. The owners were widely distributed and difficult to find. Titles often were
in bad shape. Some owners would not want to
sell at all, and the refusal of a .few could therefore hold up an entire project. Moreover, while
every effort would be made by the developers
to keep their purchases or options anonymous,
the facts of acquisition would almost always become known and those who held out until near
the end could exact a much higher price, and
hence greatly increase the cost to the developer.
The Government, however, did have the right
of eminent domain. It could take private property for a "public" purpose if a "fair" price was
paid. This fair price was, of course, subject to
ultimate determination by the courts. It was
possible, therefore, for the public agencies to
act as middlemen, taking the slum property
temporarily and then reselling it at. a lower
price to a developer. The Federal and local governments were to bear the cost, of this writedown. This was justified on the ground that the
process would replace a slum which was at once
a health hazard, a moral cesspool, and an esthetic blight, with better buildings set in a more
wholesome environment. As so often happens,
idealism was called upon to justify self-interest.
Most saw no inconsistency between the two, and
by an amalgam of motives and schools of
thought, the act was passed.
Relocation—Where do the poor go?
Those who asked, "What will become of those
displaced from the slum?" and "Does not the
public have some responsibility for seeing that
thoso families are satisfactorily rclocatoxl?" received a two-fold answer: (1) that the 810,000
units of public housing to be built in the next 0
years (under an authorization in tit.le III)
would 1)0 sufficient to absorb either all or most
of thoso who would bo displaced, and (-) that
there was private housing elsewhere in which at
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least some of the displaced families could be
accommodated. It was, however, a public obligation to attempt and satisfactorily perform
this effort. Private interests felt they could not
assume this added burden of relocation. Because of this attitude and an unfavorable court
decision reversing a Chicago relocation ordinance and legislation, it was necessary for the
power of eminent domain to be exercised by a
public body rather than a private body—even if
the latter had a public purpose. Such a transfer
of powers to a private body would seem unjustifiable if it refused, as it did in the Illinois instance, to assume the responsibility of caring
for the displaced.
Public subsidy
The net cost of a renewal project, or (a) the
gross cost of land acquisition plus (6) demolition costs plus (<?) other costs of site improvements (drainage, curbs, walks, etc.) and of supporting facilities (schools, playgrounds, etc.)
in or serving the project area plus (d) other
costs of planning, administration and interest,
minur (e) the price realized from resale of the
land, was to be oornc by the public—two-thirds
by the Federal Government and the remaining
one-third by the local municipality. This ratio
was later modified for cities under 50,000 where
the respective obligations were to be three-quarters and one-quarter.
This relative discrimination against the larger
cities was the result primarily of the overrepresentation of the smaller communities in the
State legislatures and the Congress, and the attendant bias against the big cities where the
need was, in fact, the greatest. It is noteworthy
that the Urban Renewal Administration has
continuously pointed with pride to the increasing tendency of the smaller communities to come
under the urban renewal system. The administrators apparently believe that this has helped
to redeem them from the charge of being o-erly
concerned with the needs of the big cities. While
large cities of over 500,000 have 42 percent of
the total population covered by the program,
they have received only 37 percent of the grants.
In fact, the financing formula is more favorable to the cities than is generally thought. It
is much more than a "write down" of high land
prices. The cost of most of the site improvements and supporting facilities that is added
into gross project cost may also bo counted ns
noncnsh local grants-in-aid toward meeting the
local one-third or one-fourth of not project cost.
This means that the Federal Government is
paying for a part of the site improvements and
supporting public facilities. Local cash grantsin-aid of renewal projects amount to about one-

third of the required local third or quarter of
net project cost
A total of $500 million, to be allocated at
the rate of $100 million a year, was initially
authorized by the Federal Govemment for
slum clearance. This was to carry the program
up to July 1954.
From alum clearance to urban renewal
After the elections of 1952, the incoming
Eisenhower administration marked time on
slum clearance and redevelopment for nearly
a year trying to determine what it should do.
There was a strong movement within the administration to abandon any additional public
housing and either to discontinue or to alter
radically the shim clearance program. After the
report of the President's Advisory Committee
on Government Housing Policies and Programs
in late 1953, it was finally decided not to kill
public housing but to taper it off very markedly,
and to change the thrust of what had been
termed "slum clearance and urban redevelopment"
First, it was now to be called urban renewal.
This was not merely a substittition of bland
language; it was designed to indicate a shift of
emphasis away from primary concern about the
slums. It was justified as a broader design to rebuild the cities, and not primarily to help the
I>oor. Instead of concentrating on the slums, this
program was also to be applied in the "gray"
areas, usually just beyond the central city slums.
Second, the emphasis in the future was to
be placed on the rehabilitation of existing
dwellings and neighborhoods rather than on
clearance or "bulldozing." The prevention or,
at least, the treatment of blight in its early
stages—for example, conservation—was also to
1 i stressed.
'Third, instead of exclusively concentrating
the Federal funds in areas which were overwhelmingly residential either in their origin or
ultimate use, 10 percent of the funds could now
be used for other areas. This was called the skidrow amendment It did help to eliminate some
of these, or at least to change their location, but
it also had a broader purpose and effect.
In terms of general policy much could be said
for more emphasis on rehabilitation and conservation measures. They were by no means new
ideas. They were quite feasible tafore tho act
of 1954, but more emphasis on them was in order. In the atmosphere of tho times, however,
this change in emphasis plus the emasculation
of the public housing program simply took the
drive out of tho embryonic attack on the slums.
The Advisory Committee's strictures against
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"piecemeal attack on shuns" and "occasional
thrusts at slum pockets in one section of a city"
and its proposal for "programs for slum prevention. * * * rehabilitation, * * * and for demolition of wornout structures and areas * * *
along a broad unified front * * **' (report, p.
1) came to have a very hollow sound.
In most urban areas the newly christened urban renewal program became, in fact, largely
a series of occasional thrusts. Moreover, most
of these thrusts were primarily to clear sites for
high-income uses of one kind or another. City
officials often supported these efforts strongly
because they promised to add substantially to
the property tax base without greatly increasing the costs of municipal services. Thus, in the
absence of any national and effective aid to
hard-pressed city finances, the tightening financial bind on most cities became a major factor
in thr distortion of the redevelopment program.
As time went by not only was the primary
original intent of the program lost from sight,
but a web of rationalizations and half-truths
grew up to the effect that what was being done
was what the program was designed to do from
the beginning.
Coverage
By the summer of 1963 all but three States
had enabling acts for cities to undertake urban
renewal. Only three cities with populations over
500,000 had not come under the program—
Houston, Dallas, and San Diego. Los Angeles
had originally refused to accept the program,
but in the late 195p's reversed itself and somewhat reluctantly joined the ranks.
A number of smaller cities, such as Rock ford,
111., have steadily refused to take part in the
program. Nevertheless, by 1963, 702 communities were either making urban renewal plans
or were further along on urban renewal
projects.
Only a relatively small number—less than
100—of the projects, however; had been completed during thi 14 years which had elapsed
since passage of the act.
The commercially minded insisted that under the initial 1949 act, while the areas renewed
could be residential in their final determination,
they only needed to be residential in their origin. Although it was technically tnie that the
bill limited Federal financial assistance to the
assembly and clearance of areas which either
were primarily residential or which would be
redeveloped primarily for residential use, the
argument overlooked the strong admonition in
the 1949 Senate report, which has already been
cited in this chapter.
While the reformers and idealists hoped that
23-W4--00

model dwellings and neighborhoods for the poor
would arise on the sites of the former slums,
many sponsors were attracted by the prospect
of high-income-producing properties. These
could be in the form of stores, office buildings,
and even factories. They could be and, in part,
were planned to be luxury apartments. It was
hoped that some wealthy business and social
families could be lured back to the citie? if they
could live elegantly close to the business, financial, and cultural centers. These tendencies have
been greatly increased over the last decade by
further modification in the terms of title I.
Originally, it was to facilitate the rebuilding
of slum areas. Then the permission to use 10
percent of the funds in nonslum but otherwise
rundown areas (with a "substantial number of
slum, blighted, deteriorated, or deteriorating
dwellings or other living accommodations'*) followed in 1954. Five years later (1959) title I
was amended by striking out the condition that
a renewal area V residential either before or
after redevelopment and by substituting this
language (sec. 110(c)):
• * • Financial assistance shall not be extended • • •
with respect to any urban renewal area which is not
predominantly residential in character and which, under the urban renewal plan, therefore, is not to be redeveloped for predominantly residential uses: Provided, That if the governing body of the local public
agency determines that the redevelopment of such an
area for predominantly nonresldential uses is necessary for the proper development of the community,
the Administrator may extend financial assistance tinder this title for such a project » • •

An additional proviso limited the grant funds
for these excepted projects to 20 percent, and
this was further raised in 1961 to 30 percent.
Finally, in 1965 it was still further increased to
35 percent.
These moves did not go uncontested. The act
of 1965 also added section 105(f) to the act of
1949. It set as a condition of contracts for loans
and grants (except for the nonresidential projects just mentioned) that the redevelopment of
the urban renewal areas of a locality "will provide a substantial number of units of standard
housing of tow and moderate cost and result
in marked progress in serving the poor and disadvantagcd people living in slum and blighted
areas."
In early 1967, HUD followed this amendment
with a change in its regulations that was clearly
intended to assure substantially more low- and
moderate-income housing in renewal areas. As
pointed out elsewhere in this report, Congress
in the act of 1068 was even more spec! He and
required thnt of all housing units built in urban
renewal projects in a locality after passage of
this act, at least one-half must be for low- and
moderate-income families and at least 20 per-
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cent for low-income families and individuals
(sec. 512 amending sec. 110(f) of the aci of
1949).
The Commission wishes to make clear that it
does not object to instances where urban rene-^al makes possible reuse of some slum and
blighted areas for other purposes than low-income housing. This has Jxien generally admitted
to be necessary since before the passage of the
act of 1949. Land-use patterns in urban areas
are changing rapidly these days, and probably
will continue to do so in the future, intelligent
and continuous local planning is urgently
needed, and should not be unduly limited by requirements from other governments. WW the
Commission does object to is neglect of the
housing needs of poor people in urban renewal
planning, administration, and action. If renewal
agencies persist in this neglect, they will endanger this entire Federal aid program or bring
about strict congressional limitations that win
seriously curtaiilocal discretion and judgment.
Authorizations increase
This shift, until 1965, away from its original
purposes made the general renewal program
more acceptable to various local power structures. Opposition to the authorizations began to
diminish as urban renewal rather than slum
clearance was stressed, and larger and larger
sums were requested by 'ocalities and approved
by Congress.
The program did not have to be defended
now as something for the jwor. It became more
popular as it began to improve run-down commercial areas, "low-grade" business, "skid-row"
and warehouse districts, and particularly as it
promised to restore, at least in major part, the
position of central business districts with their
vast investments of private capital—districts
that often were under great pressure from the
competition of newer outlying shopping centers
and concomitant features of urban dispersal.
Thus, the original 1949 act had authorized a
total Federal expenditure of only $500 million
to be expended at the rate of $100 million a year
for eacli of the nest 5 years. When this authorization expired in 1955, a further authorization
of $400 million for the next 2 years was made
by the administration and by Congress, or doubled the previous annual rate. In 1957 an additional authorization of $350 million was made.
Tlio venture was obviously picking up steam
and winning relative popularity and respectability. Local business interests were realizing
ever more vividly that they could benefit from
it by improving their business and commercial
centeri:. Housing needs for the poor were to be
increasingly subordinated to the new interests,
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and the "slum clearance*' part of title I began
to fade still further into the background.
The very term "slum clearance" was now
frowned upon as having a derogatory implication. Cities were instead now to be "renewed,"
by the use of money, demolition, and rebuilding
and by the return of large numbers of the affluent to the cities from which they had previously
fled. Few could object to that. The hidden question was what areas were to be renewed and for
whom and for what purposes were they to be
given this rebirth. This question was muffled
nationally and was left to the cities and to the
Urban Renewal Administration in Washington
to decide. Since influential local groups largely
controlled local decisions and had a strong voice
in Washington, their interests and views tended
to be controlling. The residents of the areas to
be cleared and "renewed," who, incidentally,
were to be ousted in the process, were by definition poor, weak, and disorganized. They found
it difficult to speak with a strong and coherent
voice. Consequently, they tended to be disregarded.
In 1959, Congress authorized $650 million
more for the program and the President released another $100 million over which he had
been gix-cn discretionary authority by the original 1919 act. This brought t!ie cumulative total
of the authorizations up to a full $2 billion and
the annual rate to a figure which was triple
that of 1949.
In 1961, as the requests for funds from the
cities mounted and the new Kennedy administration took power committed to intensifying
urban renewal, an additional $2 billion of further authorizations was passed, making a cumulative total of $4 billion.
Since the act was to run for 3 years, this
made possible average authorizations of $667
million a year or 6% times the initial amount.
Title I had come a long way since 1949.
By this time, virtually all opposition had
ceased. Most of the cities were anxious for help,
and what had been unpopular a dozen years before had become an accepted institution.
Urban renewal has benefited in the past from
more liberal time and spending allowances than
have applied to public housing. This has enabled the renewal authorities both locally and
in Wasnington to delay execution of their programs, secure in the knowledge that the money
would be waiting for them in the end.
In the period 1964 through 1068, new large
sums were added which increased the authorized totals from just under $5 billion to over $10
billion, although this included nlxiut $6uO million requested for the model cities program.
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In the two decades since the passage of the
original act, the cities have become a potent political force. They are organized in two formal
groups—the U.S. Conference of Mayors, representing the larger cities, and the National
League of Cities, generally representing the
smaller municipalities. Each of these organizations has a sizable and competent Washington
staff. Individual mayors also wield strong independent power, and their influence has insured a
respectful, and generally favorable, hearing for
the claims of their cities. The cities no longer
must appeal to Washington through the medium or the States or by the grace of State political leaders. They are powerful and independent forces on their own. "
REHABILITATION

'

As mentioned briefly above, in 1954 another
basic change was made by the new administration. Public housing was cut to a greatly reduced rate of about 10,000 units a year. In its
place, the rehabilitation of existing structures
was pushed to the fore. An example of it in
Baltimore had been widely advertised. Its pro-
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ponents contended that it avoided two weaknesses.
First, rehabilitation would be an answer to
rising complaints that urban renewal was bulldozing whole districts and uprooting the families to make room for commercial buildings,
high-rent apartments, and public edifices.
becoml; rehabilitation was represented by
many of its more vocal advocates as a workable
substitute for public housing, which for some
curious reason was blamed for the disruption.
Instead of building large-scale, impersonal
housing projects, rehabilitation was designed
to fix up the housing that nlrcady existed. This
would also keep it to a large degree under private ownership, avoid the charge of collectivism
in public housing, increase the local tax base,
and help the cities meet their financial problems.
Along with rehabilitation, emphasis was now
placed on local building codes which would prevent grossly inferior structures from being constructed and on housing codes which would lay
down minimum standards of health and safety
to which existing housing must conform. localities were required to include such provisions
in a "workable program" in order to be eligible
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for Federal aid for urban renewal. The 1951
statute did not, however, attempt to define what
the proper content of these codes should be. It
did not even define explicitly what a "workable
program7' would be.
Nearly every major city already had a building code, but not more than 50 to 100 cities had
housing codes at that time. They now began
rapidly to pass such codes, and by 1968 about
5,000 units of government had adopted at least
a paper code. The health standards in these
codes were generally based on the work which
had been done years before by the American
Public Health Association.
How vigorously these codes were enforced
was another matter. In any event, the emphasis
upon rehabilitation had shown the necessity for
having minimum standards to which the existing housing was to be raised.
Several problems emerged almost immediately:
(1) How was it possible to get individual
owners, many of them financially hard-pressed,
to assume the often expensive job, of rehabilitation voluntarily?
(2) If voluntary efforts failed, what substitute methods should be used ?
(3) Could rehabilitation be successfully carried out either on a small scale, or without massive efforts to improve the environment! In
these cases, would it not be engulfed by the surrounding and usually deepening blight!
(4) If the Federal Government requires localities to impose housing standards on existing
housing, does this create an obligation for it to
aid those individuals and cities who are expected to conform ?
On June 2, 1967 the President appointed a
committee headed by Mr. Edgar F. Kaiser to
study the question of how to rebuild America's
slums. Its primary task as set forth by the
President was to examine the problem of
rehabilitation in housing, namely:
(1) How can the resources and talents
of private industry be directed in the
"rehabilitation" of urban slums; and
(2) To examine every possible means of
establishing the institutions to encourage
the development of a large scale efficient'
"rehabilitation" industry.
With this very special emphasis on "rehabilitation11 given to the Kaiser committee, this Commission determined that in order not to duplicate work, it would depend upon that committee
for the major effort to examine and report on
rehabilitation.
Consequently we have limited our examination of the subject and look forward to their
detailed examination and recommendations con-

cerning the vexing problem of rehabilitated
housing.
PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS TO DATE

General problem
It is difficult to judge urban renewal. The
major problem in attempting to do so is to disentangle the actual achievements from those
that are underway or merely planned. These
three sets of figures are often combined in ways
that make it hard to separate them. Aspirations
and plans are often contused with performance.
Authorizations .and contracts entered into are
sometimes^published as tangible evidence of
progress. These figures a*e greatly in excess of
the actual work completed.
Demolitions
Table 2 shows that by the end of 1967, no
less than 1.1 million dwelling units in the urban
renewal areas of the country had been identified
as needing either rehabilitation or demolition.
Thus, more than three-quarters of a million
demolitions were planned under urban renewal,
and 404,000 of them, or 53 percent, had already
Ix-en carried out.
The problems under rehabilitation appear
more difficult. Only 86,000, or a little less than 25
percent, of the units had been completed. This
left" 264,000, or 75 percent, that had either not
been started or were underway. Since these latter figures were not separated, it is impossible to
determine what proportion represents a partial
achievement and what is merely an aspiration.
Moreover, rehabilitation has been adversely affected by the very fact of urban renewal requiring demolition. Few want to put their
money into an area whose future is uncertain.
This doubt is intensified by the inordinate delays which have marked so many of the renewal
projects.
TAH.E 2.-REHAMUTATION AND DEMOLITION NECK IN URIAH RENEWAL
PROJECTS AS Of DEC. 31,1K7 (NUMIE* OF DWEUIN6 UNITS)
NMituM
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Scope of urban renewal

By 1968, HUD and its predecessors had approved 1,946 urban renewal projects in 912 communities. Of these nearly a sixth, or 838, had
been completed; 1,031, or a little over a half,
were in the process of execution, and 571, or
just short of 80 percent, were still in the planning stage.
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Every State in the country had one or more
projects. As table 3 shows, urban renewal bad
a broad geographical base, although the random
selection of states shows wide variations in the
number of participating localities.
OF IOCMJTIB WITH
IN A RANDOM SWTIE OF SHOES

TMU 3.

State:
VexiDOdt

tooriilte*

____________

------------------

1

NeirJCortc-_______________________________7»

Delaware ___:.______ ---- ~_^__ — __-_ ---- _ — 1
Penni7lTabia _ _____________ ............... 108
Florida __
------------------------_—
6
Georgia — - ----------- ------------------- 42
North Dakota __________________________ 3
Michigan "„ ____________________________ 53
Trfffitl^fihn __ ________.____._____________. __ 2

Texas ^__- ..... ----------- -------------- 2S
Arizona _—------------. ----- __—_——— 4
California ..._.....-.^_____--.^____ _______ 42
Soaree: Ktbert P. Ontwrt, ~Urt»» Kcnewal Profraau A>ri*tcd by Title I of the Hoadiff Act of 1M9." Bacardi «t«dy
for tie Vatfeaal CfeauaMoa ea Urbaa ProMem*. table B-2.

Another classification, by size of the cities
participating, shows the number of cities in each
size category, the number of projects in cities
of that size, the total number of grants approved
for these projects, and the percent which these
approved grants form of the total sums approved.

of the grants. Cities from 25,000 to 100,000 had
23 percent of the urban population and received
that same proportion of the grants.
On the whole, there was a rough proportioning of the distribution of the grants to city population size, except that cities from 100,000 to a
million tended to be somewhat favored. Since
the smaller communities under 25,000 do not
generally have a concentrated slum problem,
the fact that these communities with about 28
percent of the population received a little over
13 percent of the grants was both natural and
normal.
By the middle of 1967, a total of 372 thousand acres had been acquired under the .urban
renewal programs but only 17.4 thousand acres
had been disposed of. This left almost 20 thousand acres whose future was undetermined.
Financial atpecto
The Federal Government meets only twothirds of the net project costs for cities of over
50,000 population; those under this figure receive three-quarters. Table 5 indicates how these
programs were distributed between the larger
and smaller cities.
TAKE 5.-OISTttBUnO!» OF UIBAN RENEWAL FUNDS AMONG LAKE* AND
SMAUER CITIES
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Comparing these amounts with the proportions of the urban population (i.e., 125.3 million) which cities of various sizes had formed
in 1060, we find that cities over a million received approximately their proportionate share.
Cities from half-a-million to a million accounted for slightly more than 8.8 percent of
the urban population but received more than 14
percent of the grants. Cities from n quarter to
a half-a-million included 8.6 percent of the urban people and obtained 15.6 percent Smaller
cities from 100,000 to 250,000 had 0 percent of
the urban population and obtained 17.6 percent

Pncitfe
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5,300
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20
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Table 6 gives the percent of gross project
costs for the major activities of urban renewal
programs in the larger cities. The allocations
siro closely similar to those in the %-Vi group.
The major costs of renewal projects are for
land acquisition, site improvement, and public
facilities. The relatively small amounts spent
for the relocation of displaced persons and for
rehabilitation arc quite striking. They raise
serious questions as to whether sufficient importance is being given to these functions.
HOW

THE

CONTRIBUTION OF THE CITIES WAS
PROVIDED

As noted earlier, local contributions to urban
renewal for the net project costs do not have to
be made in the form of cash alone. Table 7 gives
a summary of the noncash contributions for 777
projects authorized under the two-thirds grant
and 352 projects under the three-fourths grant.
The percentages of new project costs which each
formed are also given.
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TMIE «.—SUMMIT OF UMM KMCNM. COSTS BY MAKM

racer

ACTIVITY

Percent***
•ffTM*

Item
yr»/Kfc*«t*
1.8
1. Survey and planning ------ __„_.
63.7
2. Land acquisition and disposition
60.5
(«) Beal estate parcnase
1.8
(ft) Land acquisition expense
.6
(e) Property management
.5
Land disposition xp
.8
(e) Land donations
a Relocation (not indading relocation pay.5
. merits)
3.8
4. Site clearance—
~_
10.6
5. Site improvement—.
.—
9.1
6. Pabllc or supporting faciUties7. Credit, for expenditure for public boosing
2.1
and colleges and hospitals
8.9
8. interest
—.
4.0
9. Project administration and overhead
(•) Administrative - -- . _ _ - _ , _ _
3.0
.5
(ft) Legal _^~_____^_
.5
(c) Inspection —
.8
10. Conservation and rehabilitation.
.7
11. Contingencies __
100.0

Total

Source: Groberf. "Drta« Reaewil Pragma." taMe D-4.
TAKE 7.-SOMCC OF MHKASH COHrtHODONS
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The larger cities met 12.1 percent of the total
net costs in cash as compared with only 7.8
percent in the smaller cities. It can be seen that
more than half of the reduction in the local
share from one-third to one-fourth was translated into a reduction in the cash payments. It
has yet to be demonstrated that the smaller
cities have been in any more difficult financial
position than the larger ones.
There were efforts on the part of the localities,
sometimes abetted by Members of Congress,
to inflate the value of noncash contributions to the local quotas. Sometimes this took
the form of claiming credit for expenditures
which did not bear any close connection with
the specific projects authorized. It is to the

credit of HUD and the more responsible members of the Banking and Currency Committee
that they finally moved to place a closer checM
on allowable noncash credits.
Another financial aspect that has received the
Commission's attention is cost of acquiring real
property for public improvement Looking far
into the future, we can predict that the cities
will eventually be required to reclaim for reuse
areas they are now acquiring and disposing of
under urban renewal programs. By retaining
ownership and leasing the land to developers
for 60-, 75- or 99-year terms, the cities could
save the public the expense of ultimate reacquisition and preserve for die public the increment
in value of the land. There is. no evidence to
suggest that developers would be adversely affected by leasing arrangements.
TYPE OF COMMUNITIES KENEWQ) AND WHAT
HAPPENED TO THEM

A survey of 1,155 projects showed as of June
1966 that 771, or 67 percent, were predominantly residential before urban renewal was
initiated. In the areas which were scheduled
for clearance, no less than 372,000 of the housing units—82 percent of those which were reported on—were judged to be substandard.
After'urban renewal, only 497 of the areas, or
43 percent, were predominantly residential.
There was, therefore, a distinct shift from residential to nonresidential uses of urban renewal
land.
In terms of acreage, there was a shift of
10,700 from residential to nonresidential uses,
of which 7,000 acres were for public purposes,
such as Lincoln Center in Xew York City and
the civic centers in Hartford and St. Paul, and
3,700 for private uses. Other places where large
community developments were carried out were
the historic section of old Philadelphia around
Independence Hall, including Carpenters Hall,
the Bank of the United States, etc., and the
civic center which replaced Scollay Square in
Boston, the former skid-row area.
Of the 439 projects approved for planning
during the 3 years 1966-68, 65 percent were in
or adjacent to central business districts. But
another 9 percent were in or close to outlaying
business districts. This showed a gradual tendency in the very large cities to begin to move
outward to the neighborhood shopping centers.

Very few of those who were displaced were
able to return to the renewed areas. This was
due, in part, to the fact that before their own
homes fell under the wrecker's ball, they had to
seek sanctuary elsewhere. They made new connections which they did not want to sever in
order to return to a community much altered
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from that in which they had lived. As the years
wore on before rebuilding was carried out, any
return became more and more unlikely.
But an even stronger reason was the fact
that the rent for most of the new housing units
created on the urban renewal sites were so high
that the vast majority of the original occupants
could not afford to return. They were priced
out of their old quarters. The majority of those
displaced were poor and most of the remainder
were either in the near poor class or in the lower
middle class.
TABLE t-STATUS OF CONSTtUCTION OF DWELLING UNITS PUNNED ON
LAND COMMITTED TO lEOEvaOPOS IN UUAN RENEWAL PROJECTS.
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The luxurious high-rise and garden apartments were a pleasant contrast to the evil slums
that had once defaced the area. Bat where had
the families who lived in the slums gone?
CONGRESS ATTEMPTS TO HELP THE DISPLACED

In 1956 Congress took the initiative to give
some tangible help to the families and businesses
that were being forced to move because of urban
renewal. Acting without any encouragement
from the administration, the Senate Banking
and Currency Committee, after a sharp struggle, provided that the actual moving expenses
of displaced families and individuals were to
be reimbursed up to a maximum of $100.. The
corresponding maximum allowance for displaced businesses was $1,000. Later these were
raised to $200 and $3,000, respectively? and in
1965, an additional $2^00 was authorized for
displaced private businesses when net earnings
were less than $10,000 a year. A further relocatioK adjustment payment of up to $500 was
authorized to assist the displaced who were 62
years or over to obtain a decent home if 20
percent of their income would not enable them
to rent such accommodations.
Table 9 gives details on relocation payments
through mid-1966.
TAKE J.-taOCATION PAYMENTS TO FAMILIES. INDIVIDUALS. AND
BUSINESSES
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Approximately 400,000 dwelling .units have
been demolished in urban renewal areas, the
majority of these being housing for low- and
moderate-income families. Of the 195,999 dwelling units now planned for these same sites, only
18,766—less than 10 percent—will be public
housing, and only 10,760 of these public housing units are now actually in existence. Of the
total units planned, 62.3 percent will be for
middle-income, upper-income and relatively
affluent residents.
The 400,000 demolished units are gone, and
only 41,580 units of low- and moderate-income
housing have taken their place. Eventually,
7ii,031 units will be const met cd. When measured
against demolition (400,000 units) rather than
actual and planned construction (195,999 units),
the percentage of public housing becomes less
than 5 percent. It should be noted that most of
the "low- and moderate-income" housing construction enumerated in fable 8 is actually designed for those in the upper ranges of the
moderate-income category.
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In 1961, Congress recognized that it was both
unfair and futile for governments to require the
iMtor to rehabilitate the houses in which they
lived when they were financially unable to do
.so. It authorized section 115 grants of up to
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$1,500 (now $3,000) to homeowners with incomes under $3,000 a year, and low interest loans
of up to $3,000 under section 312.
Congress also began to provide funds to help
localities enforce their housing and building
codes through the "workable program." The
obvious purpose of this was to stimulate local
governments to keep their existing housing stock
up to par instead of letting it nil. down so badly
that they would then call on the Federal government to clear the area and start anew.
A CHANGE OF DIRECTION'

The original title I provisions did not prevent the erection of public housing on urban
renewal land, as often asserted. But cities were
not given a credit for installing "facilities" if
they did so. This was on the principle in the
act of 1949 that noncash local grants-in-aid
could not include site improvements of facilities
that received Federal grants or subsidies under
any other aid program. If a public housing development was supported by a new school building or some neighborhood facility that normally
was not a part of the housing project, the outlay
for this or some part of it could be counted as a
noncash grant. What the public housing law referred to as nondwclling facilities in a project
could not lie so counted. This meant that the
land cost of public housing projects had to be
financed out of the very meager housing funds,
and cities or redevelopment authorities had to
pay more cash toward their third (or onefourth) of net project cost under the renewal
program. For most renewal projects cash grants
were about one-third of the total local grantsin-aid. No consideration was given to the fact
that cities, by accepting the 10 percent of net
rents in lieu of taxes, were already subsidizing
public housing.
Moreover, public housing payment in lieu of
taxes would be much less than flip tax receipts
from garden apartments or high-rise buildings
for the affluent. Therefore, the financial managers of cities wanted to reserve these acres for
tlio tax-paying wcll-to-tlo. So did at least many
of the Federal urban renewal authorities, who
often claimed thnt they were forbidden by the
1949 law to do otherwise. It was some time before thb original advocates of the act discovered
that this was happening and that virtually no
public housing was going up on urban re- ..-wal
land.
When liberal Memlxrs of Congress were
alerted to these developments, they tried to
change the law. Rut they had little support from
either the cities or the IIHFA, Finally in 1959,
following the lOftR election, they were in a strong
enough political position to provide that in com-

puting local grants-in-aid for public housing
projects on renewal sites, the 10 percent in lieu
of taxes would be taken as a local grant amounting to one-half of the difference between the cost
of the site (including site improvements but
not supporting facilities) and the sale price of
the site to the local housing authority.
This was a substantial gain, but it was partially offset by an amendment to the same section governing the price of renewal land sold
for public housing. The act of 1949 had simply
provided that "payment equal to the fair value
of the land for the uses specified in accordance
with the redevelopment plan shall be made
therefor by the public housing agency undertaking the housing project. * * *" The amendment in the act of 1959 provided that the local
housing authority should pay "a price equal to
the fair value of land to a private developer * * *
for private rental housing with physical characteristics similar to those of the proposed lowrent housing project. * * *" In other words,
land in public projects would be priced on the
basis of "fair value" for a development with
roughly twice the rental income of the public
project. If there ever was a perversion of the
much-acclaimed principle of me valiic.in urban
renewal, this was a fine example.
By raising the cost of renewal land for public
housing, this pricing formula reduced the imputed value of the 10 percent in lieu of f"-~3 in
renewal financing. But it did not greatly affect
the financial position of cities in eft her renewal
or public housing. Its primary effect was to shift
a part of the write-down of land acquisition
prices from urban renewal to public housing
funds. Because, as noted above, these latter
funds were inadequate for any reasonable effort
in low-rent housing, the secondary effect was to
assure that not. much public housing would Iw
provided in renewal sites unless or until the
housing program was substantially stepped up.
This amendment of 1959, however, reduced
one obstacle and timid ventures began. But the
greater tax-paying abilities of the affluent still
militated against use of much of the land for
Ion-income housing. As public criticism
mounted, however, HUD also began to reconsider ics policy. Finally, in the. lute spring of
1907, it declared thtit future urban renewal projects submitted to HUD should provide primarily for housing for the poor. As cities
pointed out, however, the pipeline was so long
that, it would take many years before the new
projects could come to fruition.
Under the 1908 net nt least half of the new
housing on approved renewal sites in the. future
must bo for low- and moderate-income groups.
Because of the long delays in the process, tins
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effects of this new policy will not be felt for
years.
As previously noted, however, 20,000 acres of
urban renewal land have not been committed
as yet. It is available to build on and a large
share of it could be set aside for public housing.
While general plans may have been made,
changes could be accomplished in many instances, since HUD retains control over future
approvals and hence is in a strong bargaining
position. This battle is still going on.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF URBAN RENEWAL

Well over $7 billion has already been spent
or committed for urban renewal from all public sources. In addition, billions of dollars have
been spent by private industry in rebuilding the
cleared areas. What has been the net effect? Let
us first list the successes.
(1) Urban renewal has improved the physical appearance of many hundreds of American
cities. Those who remember Philadelphia as it
was 30 years ago must be impressed by the great
improvement that has taken place along the
great shopping center of Market Street, around
city hall, along the waterfront, and around Independence Hall. It seems like a new city. So
does the central city of Boston, which had been
physically disintegrating for many years. Areas
on the Southside of Chicago have been transformed from a loathsome slum to a gleaming
'white and glass city. The Hyde Park-Kenwood
area near the University of Chicago has been
rehabilitated for pleasant living and has had a
face-lifting. Many areas in the 7 miies from the
Loop to 61st Street have been physically transformed. The Yale Yard in New Haven, so dear
to the hearts of tens of thousands of Yale
alumni, has been rescued from encroaching
blight Smaller cities have been spruced up, and
t'lere is little question that urban America presents a far better appearance than it did two
decades ago.
(2) Commercial, business, nnd administrative groups have built offices within the central
cities. This has increa^d land values in the urban business cores and has raised the tax base.
The greater decline in the cities' economic foundation which would otherwise have occurred
has been, in part, arrested.
(3) Urban renewal has helped to attract some
of the affluent and the well-to-do to gracious living quarters within the central cities. This is
especially true of younger families with few or
no children, and of the elderly whose children
have grown up. Those who can afford the rents
have obtained access to some services and advantages that most urban living does not afford.

(4) Public organizations have been able to
build more impressive and functional buildings
and to contribute to the general civic improvement In addition to the new centers already
mentioned, the Chicago campus of the University of Illinois has come into being. In Detroit,
facilities for Wayne State University, a new
hospital, an industrial park, and luxury housing
are in various stages of planning or construction
on what was slum land. These examples could
- be multiplied many times.
(5) Some smaller cities and urban counties
have been stimulated by the availability of urban renewal funds to develop a capability for
comprehensive urban planning which they previously lacked.
(6) The execution of urban renewal projects
seems to have been accomplished honestly and
without graft or scandal.
WEAKNESSES OF URBAN

RENEWAL

(1) The first great weakness in carrying out
urban renewal has been the unconscionable
amount of time consumed in the process. The
chart at the end of this chapter shows the
sequence of operations which must be carried
out through the Urban Renewal Administration
before actual work can begin on a project, and
the long, drawn-out process by which an urban
renewal project starts in a locality and then, in
the planning stage, moves through the regional
office to the central office. This is followed by
two further round trips when loans and grants
are considered.
The average length of time at each of the
stops in the three main stages is also shown. On
the average, 544 days were consumed in stage
1—survey and planning. The next stage, the
first round of passing on loans and grants, took
an average of 706 days, and the final stage, 337
days. These data, provided to the Commission
by the Urban Renewal Administration, were
generally confirmed by the President's Joint
Administrative Task Force, which found that
the original processing time for urban renewal
took 495 working days.
Since this was the average, a considerable
proportion of the total number of projects took
more than 41/& j'cars even to tnit into contract
form.
But this was only the beginning. Only now
could the work of acquiring the land start This
was followed by. demolition, by arranging for
final land acquisition and land disposition, and
finally by new construction. In other words,
after 4% years, the community would be permitted to start another long process. It is not
unfair to say that the initial stngo was merely
the beginning of preparations toward the start
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of procedures which would lessen some of the
preliminary difficulties which otherwise would
have delayed the commencement of urban
renewal!
From the record of every urban renewal project which had been "completed" by 'December 31,
1966, the Commission staff has classified the
projects by the amounts of time taken from start
to completion. Each project is taken as a unit.
Table 10 shows that the most common
(modal) time from beginning to end was between 6 and 9 years. There were 85 projects in
this class, or virtually 30 percent of the total.
There were 105 projects, however, or more than
36 percent, which took more than 9 years, and a
number of projects which took more than 12
years. Finally, there were 10 which took more
than 15 years before it could be said that they
were completed. (It should be noted that urban
renewal work sometimes hangs fire toward the
end, because of legal procedures in connection
with land acquisition, so that its formal completion is delayed, although the work is virtually
finished. Such, for example, has been the experience of the Baltimore 36-block rehabilitation
project,)
TAttE 10.-IOTAL TIME ELAPSFD IN COMPLETION OF URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECTS
TimttiktninyMre
Oto3

3tot

Cto9

9 to 12
12 to 15

Om 15..
Total

Nimbtr

Porc*nt

27

71
IS
«4
31
10

9.4
24. t
29.5
22.2
10.7
3.S

2tt

100.0

Soon*: CoRiminion it«ft sttdy Iron HUD sbtMfcs.

Table 11 shows time taken by the 979 projects
'which, though started, had not been completed
by the end of December 1966. Since the work was
not completed, the results tend to minimize the
actual amount of time which would ultimately
betaken.
Slightly more than half of the total (51 percent) were late starters with less than 6 years of
experience. But no less than 476, or virtually the
other half, had already taken more than 6 years,
with the end not yet in sight. No less than 226,
or 23 percent, of the total, had waited for more
than 9 years, while 89, or 9 percent, had been in
the mill for more than 12 years, and 46, or between 4 and 5 percent, had waited for more than
15 years.
Table 13 shows the time needed to carry out
the various phases of 194 urban renewal projects
in the Chicago region, which are believed to be
relatively representative. The classification projects the number of months from the approxi-

TABLE 11.—TIME TAKEN IN YEARS PRIOR TO CUTOFF DATE OF JAN. 1.1N7
Tmtinynre

Nflntbtf

Ot* 3

3 to f
«to9._.
9 to 12
12 Ir .5
Om 15.

Tottl

„

„

Potent

394
250
137
43
4C

in

11.1
40.3
255
14. (
4.7
4.7

979

100.0

Soora: Comaioion still xM; (ram HUD sUfettcs.

mate time the contracts were approved to the
completion of 25,50,75, and 100 percent, respectively, of the acres involved, and shows these for
each of the five stages.
It should be realized that these percentage
figures reflect time in addition to the time taken
inside the bureaucracy before the contract is
signed. We have already seen that this generally
amounts to several years. Even when these steps
have been finished, there is a further delay while
the construction of new buildings on the site is
being planned and carried out.
It is significant, however, that it took 57
months, or nearly 5 years, before the Government's part could be even 25-percent completed,
and 75 months, of 61^ years, before the 50-percent mark was reached. Then, in order to reach
75 percent, no less than 122 months, or slightly
more than 10 years, would be required. Finally,
for all of the steps to be completed on all the
acreage, a full 132 months, or 11 years, was
needed.
The statistics of this table are shown graphically and in more detail in chart 1. It will be
seen that the gap in time between land acquisition, demolition, and relocation on the one hand,
and site improvement on the other is especially
great, and that there is a further long interval
between the completion of the site improvements and the final disposition of the land.
The time required in this sample is appreciably longer than in the Commission's internal
staiT study. This is probably due to the fact that
the latter took projects as units and treated the
small projects equally with the large. The
former, on the other hand, took acres as the unit
and since the bigger projects took longer than
the small ones to acquire, demolish, install improvements and facilities, and sell, we would
naturally expect more time to be consumed.
But whatever the measurement, the time required is unconscionable.
Delays greatly increase the monetary and
human cast of urban renewal and do serious
damage to the people involved, to the neighborhood, and to the city ns a whole. In the first
place, money must be borrowed by the local and
Federal Governments before it is spent. Interest
must be paid on it in the meantime, While the
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money lies idle or relatively idle, added expenses mount. Moreover, as time goes by, land
values increase, and land costs more to buy.
Wages and the costs of construction also increase. The whole enterprise comes to cost more
than was originally estimated. Sometimes the
proposal must be abandoned and the money
spent on it is irretrievably lost.
Moreover, the knowledge that urban renewal
is coming casts a pall over activity in the affected
area. The fact that some of the buildings will
ultimately be bulldozed has made many property owners reluctant to improve what they
own. It even checks minor repairs. Why fix up
buildings which will soon be scrapped? Why
keep a neighborhood spic and span when it will
soon be completely altered? Why, indeed,
should a family stay in an urban renewal area
which in its original form is doomed to destruction? Is it not better to hunt for other quarters
as quickly as possible, and get out before the
renewal area deteriorates further?
In the words of an old advertising slogan,
"coming events cast their shadows before."
Neighborhoods and houses run down, and in
spite of housing codes or financial aid that may
be offered, few want to invest in a sinking ship.
When this process goes on for even 3 years, it is
bad enough. But when it goes on for 5, 8, or 10
years, it is absurd. And if for 12 or 15 years,
which we have seen happen, it is utterly
catastrophic.
In saying this we recognize that the traumatic
period of a renewal project docs not last until
the last structure has been finished and occupied,
the last curb has been poured, the last papers
signed and delivered, and the project is formally
and legally completed. Usually the worst is over
after land acquisition, relocation of displaced
families and businesses, demolition and the completion of most of the new buildings (on, say,
roughly two-thirds or so of the buildable area of
the site) and of a similar proportion of supporting facilities. Much depends, of course, on
whether at about this stage the new buildings,
site improvements, and public facilities are
about equally advanced. If so, the project area
may still be decidedly messy, but the undertaking is a going concern and, if reasonably well
done, breathes new life and hope. As the facts
just cited indicated, however, it usually takes
many years to reach this position and the costs
in time, carrying charges, and human wear and
tear are great—unnecessarily great.
President Johnson properly ordered HUD in
1967 to speed up and cut its processing time in
half. Our survey, not only of processing but also
of time in execution, indicates that the situation
is even more serious than it was then believed.

It is crucially important that the overall time be
reduced by at least two-thirds.
(2) The second great weakness in urban renewal is that even if one takes into account all
the other programs, it has in itself failed to help
the poor and near-poor who make up most of
those who have been displaced. They have not
been rehoused on the urban renewal sites, nor
has the total volume of public housing been adequate to meet the needs created by demolitions,
deterioration, and population growth. Relocation efforts have brought mixed results. But
urban renewal has in the past gone on its way
relatively oblivious to the housing needs of the
poor, although it has not been as indifferent as
the highway program, which in the past has demolished several hundred thousand homes without showing until recent years the least tangible
interest in what happened to the occupants.
TABU 12.—194 URBAN RENEWAL PflOJECTS IN HUD REGION IV. BY
YEAR OF APPROVAL

Year project was approved :
1967
1966
1965
1964 _
1963 _.
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955 _
1954
1953

Xvmttr of
project*
approved

.

16

23
29
33
19
14
16
10
14
10
6
1
1
1
1

, __

NOTB.—This data relates to table 13 and chart 1. The 104
project* reported here for execution actlTiUes began in 1953.
They vary In slse from 5 to 1,200 acres. But surprisingly
size had no significant bearing on the length of time it took
to reach the stages of project execution shown In chart 1.
The implications of this fact deserve further study but are
material to the mnln point here, namely, the cap between
kind acquisition, relocation, and demolition, on the one
band, and site Improvements and land disposition on the
other.
TABLE 13.-TIME NEEDED TO CARRY OUT URBAN RENEWAL
ACTIVITIES

PROJECT

Numbtr of month* rtquirtd to Ktampliih major vrbin
rtntwil proJKt icIivitfM

Ptrc*nt ol Ktivitio
compltttd:
1ft
75
SO
25

Und
icquisllioni

Rttocitioni

Domolllion'

41
32
It
10

54
35
2t

54
31
27
1}

15

Sits !mlind
pravtdnpoitrntnU*
(ion*

126
10
52
42

132
122
1ZZ

j;

i Und Kqiiitition indrebellionbi|in durini thi ill month rsportttf.
> DtiMlilisn btfin durini Iht tth month riporttd.
• Sits.., irovtmtnli bt(in during thi 17th month rtportid.
• Und dl(position gifin during thi 30th month riporttd.
Sourcs: RAA in HUD. P'Md on npiritnci with 114 projKtt In tXKUlion In
HUOrukmlVsiolSipl.? ,1K7.
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CHART l.-TIME FOR URBAN RENEWAL PROJECT EXECUTION ACTIVITIES

of
activity
CMfUtt*1

3

t

S

S

1

t

ytcri in •xoe-jtlon
(••«•«! on preJcec execution tt»ci for 19& trojtcts in XVD Kcfien 4 in
mention «• ot Sertobcr X, 1M7.)
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TABLE 14.-PROCESSING TIME INVOLVED IN URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAM
Days far—
Step

Atfxy and office

Action taken

1
Z
3

local urban renewal atency
Mayor and council____......
Local urban renewal atency____. — ..... .

4

Rational offica:
Renewal assistance olfica:
Proust control tat reports

S*
5b
5c
Si
5e
51
Si
56
51

S.tP. LAG.I L.CG.IM

. Prepare analysts, coordinate planning.
1
. Atrtnorbe filial, S. C P. approval
\
45
. ________________
ForwardS. (P. to rational oftce;submit
L CC. IandL t G. II toreftonal I
____
office whan local Ktion compbte.

•
Recehx bi In, check for corapbteoess, rotrte mHabla copies el applfcatbii
3
to staff.
Propim planning and enfineerinl____... Raritw. comment ........... -.-.-......... ........ ........... ..... .
.......
30
RababUKation and codas... ......... . ..... ...do.... ................. . ..... ....................... ......... ....
5
Socbl services.... ........... • _ . - ...... ....... do ...... L
...........................
... ...... ..... ....... ........
27
Real estate*
Acquisition........... ................ ^.do........................ ...... .......... . ..... ....
.............
22
Disposition .......... ................. ..do ....... . ............ . .......... .....:.. ....... . .......... .......
15
Fiscal mananmed.... ----- .... ........ Review, prepare budteL ....... .... ........... .......... .
........
......
21
Eo.«ilflpporto«ity(intariro«pralatieiis)... Raviaw.eooiniaiit... ...... .... ...... .
....................
.-. ........ ...
25
RaajoMlcoaiual........ ........ ...... ......do ........... . ........ ... ....... .............. .... ....... ........
24
: Program coordination and sanrices
............

Relocation ........... ...... ...

...........

do

....................................

............

......

......

10

245

£0

t

5
45

10

15
25

10
12
15

It

20
20
32
48

22
1
IS
12

25

12

51
Sit
6

Plan..
.....................
............
do
........................
...........
............. ........ .
.....
35
43
Econotnicandniarkataiulrsa ............. do ....... ....... ...... ........ .......... ;........... ......... ...
IS
21
Ranawal assistanca offica: Procassini
control and reports ............ . ...... Rajohrad comments r'?tarmlna a application should b* ratvroad; nqnira ad40
43
dHmalinlarmatlo.iHMadod;praparawrapap;rontint,
7
Local urban ranatnl acancy ........ ......... Rauond to rational roqvast
.................
...
........................
O
(0
t
Assistant rational administrator tor ranawal... Ramaw and sipi off .......... .-.____...
...........
......................
I
1
9
Rational administrator ......... . ....... ..... Rtiriaw. ...... ................. ................ . ..... ... ...... ........
1
1
10
CantraloOica:
Ranewal and hoosinf assislanca:
:
RAA: Proiram control and statistics ..... . Raca'na, tof, and mtaw tor sitmisiion nquiramants
......
...............
O
O
11
OniceolComniunitrDa»alopmartt(raloeathn).. Raviaw lor adaqoacy of ratocation plan ...... . ........... .
.........
..............
20
12
RAA: Profram control and statistics ...... Gat additional Information If medad or preptra lor RHA approval and valHaC)
0)
tktn.
13
Administration: Fiscal sarrfcas....... . . . . . . . .Pravalidation o l funds. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
......
.......
14
Ranawal a n d houslnf assistance: Assistant Final approval. . . . .......... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .......
secretary.
15a
Public affairs and cohirassional relations ...... Review prass release; advise appropriate elements and publish ....... .
..
13
13
156
Ranewal and nousinc asiatance: RAA, pro- Racord approval and prepare memo to region........ ...........
...........
(')
(>)
|r*m and statbtics.
IE
Rational olfica: Ranewal assistance office, process- Sand additional lattar to totality
.....................................
.-...
10
10
hit control and reports.

IS
10
16
(0
1
1
(0
16
0)
332
444
9
(?)
10

1 1 eiand: S. t P.. survey and plannini application; L t G. I, PL I, application
Recap: Rational office procassinf: S. A P., 7t days; L t G. I SI days; L * G.
lor loan and frant;
n; L.
. t G.
. II.
. pL .II. application lor loan and. t.inL
,II, 47 days.
. n
Central oKce processini:
. S. I..P.. 192 days;.L.I.,G. 1, 49 days; .L & G.
» Varies. RAA records do not show the amount of time the application b held
i'-JVJSi !lUD«P»Ri'1! 'lit ?' •I""**'""1; 4?*dl"- T""!,1"!f '^SH!!
awaitinf frant funds-only the total time and the time spent in nrious offices;
f. 1 P. appronD: 305 days. Urban renewal project processhif time from receipt
in
all "Sold time" is raAKted in the prof ram control olfica even thouth only 3 to
"I"""1o(liet to «PP<oval ol pt II, 100 days.
5 dw procasiini lim« is actually spent (hare. Total elapsed time is shown In
Source: Study by Model Cities Systems Improvement Team, HUD, June 23,
recap.
1967.

CHAPTER?

Model Cities
The vision of the good city is an enduring one.
There are those who believe, with the first witness before this Commission, that:
, The biggest single thing that could happen in the
United States would be to produce one good city. If
you produced one good city in America, the chain reaction, .the generating force that
it would have on this
country would be incredible.1

As the witness also said:
The most shocking fact in America to me Is that with
all the programs that have been mounted to deal with
the American city, not-one single city in the United
States has made a comprehensive plan to make itself
into what I think it ought to be and calculated the cost
of executing It*

Perhaps the major aim of the model cities
program was to meet this need, by demonstrating what can be done not in a single city but in a
number of cities. The program had its origins
not only with those who had a vision or ideal
of what the good city should be. but also with
farsighted legislators, those with a passionate
interest in rebuilding urban America, and those
who had worked with the day-by-day programs
in the cities and in the slums. There are reasons
why its origins went beyond the vision of the
good city.*
As those who work with the cities know, programs such as urban renewal stress "clearance"
and ultimately provide a decent physical environment, but in the past have built very little
housing. On the other hand, the public housing
program built units but provided very little
in the way of a suitable environment. The piecemeal approach to the solution of urban problems has failed to tako into account the close
interrelationship of housing and human needs
and of structures and environment. Access to
decent housing depends on jobs and income.
Citizens cannot rent or buy a decent house without them. But to be decent, a house cannot be
surrounded by freeways or isolated from essential social services.
While physical structures and job opportunities are important, more is needed—schools,

garbage collection, street lights, open space,
playing fields, health clinics, neighborhood organizations, police protection, and cultural opportunities. To bring together all of these
programs and to focus and concentrate them
within specific neighborhoods was a prime goal
of the model cities idea.
.
The bill was before Congress hear the end of
1966. The 89th Congress had passed a monumental volume of social legislation which provided grants and loans to the States and localities on ft program-by-program basis for jobs,
job training, education, health, housing and
public facilities. Very little coordination was
provided, or "indeed possible, either at the national or local level. The managers of theinodel
cities bill, primarily Senator Edmund 8. Muskie
of Maino, were concerned to bring some order
out of the program-by-program approach and
to provide the means of planning for the overall
needs of communities.
The purposes are clearly stated in the act
itself, which affirms that improving the quality
of urban life is the most critical domestic problem facing the United States. In its words:
The persistence of widespread urban slums and
blight, the concentration of persons of low income in
older urban areas, and the unmet needs for additional
bousing and commnnit" facilities and services arising
from rapid expansion of our urban population have
resulted in a marked deterioration in the quality of the
environment and the lives of large numbers of our
people while the Nation as a whole prospers.

The act also recognizes that cities do not have
the resources to meet the critical problems they
face. Funds in addition to those provided under
the various programs are essential if cities are
to meet their needs. The act, therefore, provided
additional funds for those cities t..-:; would attempt to state thtir needs, calculate the costs,
and embark on imaginative, innovative programs. If these efforts produced positive results
in demonstration areas, they would provide the
thrust and the momentum to apply the successful programs elsewhere.
Under the act, funds would go to cities of all
sizes. It was not merely a "big city" program, it
was an "nil city" program. Its purpose was to
enable cities of all sizes to plan, develop, and

> Teatlmonr of Jnraen W. Route, lltaringi Be/art fft« National
Commiiilon on Urban Pntltmt, Vol. 1, p. 9.
1
Ibid.
• Tbe node! city concept, wbllt Applicable In tb* lone tan
to «n «ntlr« cltj or urtmn am, li btlmr toaflntd Initially to
(mailer "problem area*" of tbt telectedritlef.
(170)
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carry out locally prepared and scheduled comprehensive city demonstration programs containing new and imaginative proposals, in the
language of the act—
To rebuild or revitalize large slum ind
blighted areas;
To expand housing, job, and income
opportunities;
To reduce dependence on welfare
payments;
To improve educational facilities and
programs;
To combat disease and ill health;
To reduce the incidence of crime and
delinquency;
To enhance recreational and cultural
opportunities;
To establish better access between homes
and jobs;
To improve living conditions 'for the
people who live in such areas;
To accomplish these objectives through
the most effective and economical concentration and coordination of Federal, State,
and local public and private efforts to improve the quality of urba'i life.
To become eligible, cities would submit data
on their needs and make proposals to meet the
needs in local demonstration or model cities
programs. The requirements for eligibility not
only stress the planning aspects but provide that
programs should be of "sufficient magnitude to
make a substantial impact on the physical and
social problems" named in the declaration of
purpose. The projects must also be initiated
within a reasonably short period of time.
The incentive Congress gave to get the program moving was morey. The act provides for
80 percent of the cost of planning and developing the comprehensive city demonstration programs. In addition it provides grants to pay for
up to 80 percent of the cost of administering
approved comprehensive programs. But the
major /unds arc those which the act provides
for the programs themselves. The Secretary of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development is authorized, in the words of the
act, to make grants to the city demonstration
agencies not to "exceed 80 percent of the aggregate amount of non-Federal contributions
otherwise required to be made to all projects
or activities assisted by Federal grant-in-aid
programs which are carried out in connection
with such demonstration programs.
What this means is that the Federal Government agrees to pay an additional amount not to
exceed 80 percent of the non-Federal contributions in existing housing, health, jobs, education, and other programs which are integrated

under the comprehensive plan of the model cities
program. This is the inducement to bring order
out of chaos and to bring actual working arrangements between and among administrators
at the local level who in the past planned their
programs and sought funds without regard to
what others were doing.
Many localities do not urgently want to do
some of the things that most need doing. Cities
that want to do these things, or which could be
persuaded to do them, often cannot afford to act.
The supplemental 80-percent grants of the
model cities program are intended to provide
incentives and encouragement for these high
priority matters which are not now being carried out, or are not being carried out with
enough intensity. The grants are similar in purpose, although differing in formula, to the Federal block grants urged elsewhere in this report.
They arc not meant to provide local money to
match still other Federal grants (although this
may be possible in some instances), but rather
to stimulate actions for which there is no Federal aid.
The working out of the grants, and of the
entire model cities program,still in the planning
stage at the time this report was prepared, must
await later judgment on the basis of how the
plans are actually carried out
The Department of Housing and Urban Development approved 63 planning grants in fiscal year 1968 and scheduled 70 more for fiscal
year 1969. The Department requested $1 billion for fiscal year 1969, and was granted $625
million, to be equally divided between grants
for the cities and an urban renewal add-on for
urban renewal activities specifically identified
and scheduled to be carried out under approved
model cities programs.
One administrative requirement for the program which appeared to have legislative endorsement required that it be carried out
through the office of the mayor or responsible
city official.
While pi \cing the authority in central hands,
however, th ^ program also requires localities to
integrate their planning process to the fullest
possible extent with the residents of the affected
neighborhoods.
The cities are asked to provide both a fiveyear estimate of their needs and projected costs
on a year-by-year action program. The hope is
that funds will not be spent on a series of individual, scattered projects but that n system of
expenditures will evolve that is designed to
achieve the comprehensive goals concerning
jobs, housing, education, welfare, etc., specified
m the act.
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The program is in its early stages, but a few
crucial issues that may determine its ultimate
success or failure are already discernible.
The concept seems to be correct. Under the
traditional program-by-program approach, a
variety of local agencies administer their own
narrow programs with little or no coordination
wiMi the needs of other programs and the city
as a whole. They are funded by a variety of Federal agencies Whose programs, both at the Federal and local levels, are largely independent of
each pther, and TV hose funds are often funneled
through a State administrative apparatus that
adds another layer of autonomous operation.
Instead, under model cities, a comprehensive
program is designed at the local level so that
the funds and activities can be concentrated to
meet the total needs of a community. This is
both a desirable and absolutely necessary goal.
If this commendable purpose is to be carried
out, however, at least two major pitfalls must
be avoided. The first is the danger that the program will become bogged down in the "planning process" and planning terminology at the
expense of action. One hears from model city
experts and reads in its literature an abundance
of language taken from space jargon which
might best be termed modern barbarisms. One
hears about "target" neighborhoods, "restructuring the delivery systems," and "launching
the planning process." One hears very little
about how many houses will be built, how often
the garbage will be collected, and what kind
of schools, health clinics, and job training
classes arc planned or when they will be open
for use.
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This may be due in part to the fact that the
program is still in its early stages. But one
senses that to date there is more interest from
the local administrative structure than from
the people or the concerned program-oriented
groups in the community. There is a danger that
the program will be overweighted by the creation of a multitude of new committees or institutions to coordinate, plan, and talk with one
another and that needless new layers will be
added rather than that existing institutions will
be made more efficient.
The second major problem, and one which affects the first, is that of funding. It is vital to
fund the amounts authorized for at least two
reasons. Unless there are enough funds to carry
out programs, model cities will become nothing
more than a talking and planning program. It
is the promise of funds and the receipt of funds
which provide the incentives for cities to focus
their efforts in a concentrated area, to develop
innovative programs and to foster the active
involvement of neighborhood residents.
Funds are vital to success. Without them, no
amount of planning will build houses, collect
garbage, train the unemployed, or educate children. The promise of the program can result
in performance by the cities only if the funds
are forthcoming. From the perspective of late
1968, one wonders whether the funds appropriated by Congress for the program this year,
which represent almost a 40 percent cut in the
amounts requested, are sufficient to make the
promise of model cities possible.

CHAPTERS

The Housing Act of 1968
terest rate subsidy programs come into
The Housing Act of 1968 is a. landmark in
effect. .^, ., .
honing legislation. It is equalled or excelled in
Place FNMA's secondary market funcsu^ficarice oiily by the original 1949 Act itself.
tions in a new privately owned corporation
ITO
President
has
called
it
a
"Magna
Carta
to
while retaining the special assistance funcJ:.berate pur cities."
tions in HUD under a new Government
Among its most important features are those
National Mortgage Association (GNMAj.
whichT.
'. , .
In addition, the law provides for mortgage
Reaffirm the goal of the 1949 Act of "a
decent home and a suitable living environ- insurance in high-risk areas, government guarantees for financing new town developments
ment fcfcijery American famfly?
Emphasize, to a degree heretofore lack- provided they have a proper balance of lowing and on an unprecedented scale, pro- and moderate-income housing, a billion dollar
grams to build both sales and rental hous- increase in model city authority, the inclusion
of a housing element in the 701 urban planning
ing; for low-mcome families.
Require the development of a program to programs, the provision for a major experieliminate within a decade all substandard
housing and the realization of the 1949 costs, the establishment of a National HomeHousing Act goal. The detailed plan is to owners Foundation to aid sponsors of low- and
be submitted to Congress in January, 1969. moderate-income housing with grants and loans,
Yearly reports will follow, indicating how and the establishment of a national housing
the actual results compare with the objec- partnership in an effort to attract more private
tives, and recommending additional steps financial resources into the low-and moderateincome field.
needed to meet the goal.
While Congress has now passed this farImprove public Tiousing by additional
assistance to large families, provide for reaching legislation, through which is provided
greater ease in the purchase of units by the the authority to meet the Nation's most urgent
occupants, improve tenant services, up- housing needs, the goals will remain unfulfilled
grade management personnel, restrict the unless Congress also provides the funds. The
appropriations committees, especially that in
construction of high rise projects, and althe House, can and do nullify programs passed
low greater freedom in design.
Shift the emphasis in future urban re- by the legislative committees and Congress as a
whole. Recent action on the request for the 1969
newal projects from high-income luxury
housing to low- and moderate-income fiscal year housing appropriations does not
augur well for the future. All funds for open
housing.
Provide improved programs for reha- housing enforcement were denied and those for
bilitation loans and grants, for interim model cities, rent supplements, research and deassistance grants in blighted areas, for relo- velopment, urban renewal, and others were
cation payments, and for housing code drastically slashed.
In the supplemental appropriation bill in
administration and enforcement.
which funds for the landmark act of 1968 were
Make available to nonprofit, limited
dividend, and cooperative housing groups requested, $2 million was finally provided for
fair housing enforcement. The amounts regrants and loans for seed money and for
housing services, the lack of which has quested and the amounts received for other key
programs in either the regular or supplemental
heretofore been a major limiting factor in
bills may be found in table 1 on page 175.
moderate income programs.
Unless the new programs are funded more
Phase out existing moderate-income programs under 221 (d) (8) while providing adequately the new act cannot achieve its goals.
In one of its major recommendations, the Comgenerous interim authority as the new in(173)
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mission urges that money for kov programs be
made available upon authorization in order to
avoid the traditional appropriation committee
roadblock to the fulfillment of these programs.
ONE PERCENT INTEREST RATES

Of the new programs, the most important are
those which provide assistance through the device^of subsidized interest rates to low-income
families wishing to own or rent housing. Potentially, about 500,000 low-income families could
buy new housing and another 700,000 units
would be provided for low- and moderateincome renters in 3 years.
The act would subsidize interest rates for
families meeting income qualifications down to
a level of 1 percent. Similar subsidies would be
available for rental units for low-income
families.
The act provides for an upper mortgage limit
of $15,000, but with additional allowances for
high-cost areas (up to $17,500) and for large
families (gener-Uy $17,500 but up to $20,000
in high-cost areas;.
To qualify for the home ownership provisions,
family income must not be in excess of 135 percent of the maximum income admission limits
for public housing in the area. In average cost
areas these admission limits are about $4,000 for
a family of five. Up to 20 percent of the contract
funds can be. used to assist families with incomes
above these amounts but not in excess of 90 percent of the income limits for occupancy in the
below-markot-rate interest program under section 221 (d) (3). Generally speaking, the income
limits for this housing are set at or below the
median income for the area. In addition, a deduction of $300 for each minor person in the
family is allowed in determining the family
income and any earnings of minor children tire
not counted as a part of family income.
The program, as written, could provide an
abundance of housing for the income groups
which fall between the upper level of those who
qualify for public housing (about $4,000), and
those who can afford to buy or rent standard
housing on the private market (about $0,500).
This group has t>ecn largely bypassed in major
housing programs.
It must be noted, however, that except where
it can be combined with rent, supplements, the
interest IT -s program cannot provide housing
for many .iwilies with incomes below $4,000,
although their need is the greatest of all. Their
need will have to !K» met through other means,
primarily through public housing and rent supplements, i f it is to be met at all.
This point, is illustrated by tables 2 and 3.
In table 2 the estimated monthly rental payments arc given for the section 236 interest pay-

ment program for a 40-year mortgage at 6%
percent interest plus the one-half percent FHA
mortgage insurance premium.
The table indicates that a tenant with an income of $3,500 could pay a maximum of $72.92
per month at 25 percent of his income. But for
a $10,000 unit in a nonprofit project this would
be almost $4 short of the minimum of $76.41
needed to rent that unit. If the unit cost over
$10,000, and very few units can be built for that
amount, the gap'would widen appreciably. Thus
a minimum income of about $4,000 would be
needed to rent a $10,000 unit even if the tenant
pays only the minimum charge.
For the homeownership program under section 235, conditions do not appear to be quite as
stringent This is somewhat misleading because
a homeowner has additional costs, beyond his
mortgage payment, of about $50 a month which
the renter does not pay directly. As is shown in
table 3, a family witn a $3,500 income could pay
20 percent of its income and support a $14,000
mortgage under the program without having
to make additional mortgage payments. A
$15,000 unit would require at least $2.25 a month
above 20 percent of the family income and assistance payments. Both the rental and sales programs cover few families with incomes below
$4,000.
In the past, Congress has not always provided
adequate funds for low-income housing programs, or has restricted the use of such funds in
ways which have diminished their effectiveness.
FHA and HUD have been heavily criticized for
delays and administrative difficulties in publicly
assisted programs. Private nonprofit and other
groups have not been highly successful as sponsors. Adequate funds have not been attracted
from private sources into the assisted market.
Builders have been reluctant to take part. State
and local governments have dragged their feet
and at times have been openly hostile to housing
the poor. Because of this it would be premature
to predict the program's future.
Yet it has greater possibilities than any program previously conceived. It shows an awareness of the problems and pitfalls of previous
provisions. It indi«.»ico t'rnt the housing experts
have learned ninny lessons from the past programs and have profited from them. But only
actual experience can measure the program s
performance against Us potential.
rum.ic HOUSING PROVISIONS
Except in few cases, families with incomes
below $4,000 cannot take part in the new interest
rate subsidy program. For families At or below
the poverty level, public housing still is the
major effective program.
Congress recognized this fact in the 19G8 act
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and provided for both funds and improvements
in the program to help make it more effective.
In its pub'ic hearings and private sessions, and
in representations made by its chairman and
members to the Congress, this Commission criticized the existing public housing program in a
number of areas. One important criticism was
that the program helped most those needy families whose incomes were near the upper or maximum income eligibility limits. The $3,500 to
§4,000 family was helped while the poorest of
the poor families often could not qualify.
Congress took a large step to rectify this in the
196S net by providing additional subsidies for
poor families similar to those provided under
the program for the elderly. Tins is a major advance and should prove particularly helpful to
large, poor families.
The Commission has argued that public housing is much more than a real-estate program.
It is a human program. Some of the obvious
failures in public housing projects were due to
the lack of services for tenants whose need for
help in a wide variety of ways was the result of
their poverty.
Congress authorized $15 million in fiscal 1969
and $30 million in 1970 to upgrade management
services in public housing. Counseling services
on household management, housekeeping, family budgeting, and childeare could be provided.
Tenants could be helped to locate and take advantage of job training, education, welfare and
health services. But the House Appropriations
Committee succeeded in completely cutting out
funding for these programs.
These intended changes that were not funded
remain important. Many public housing occupants arc among the dfsorganized poor. They
have larger problems and fewer resources to
cope with them than other groups. Both the
human and institutional success of the program
depend on providing more than housing. Congress and the administration have now moved
to remedy those defects. But the Appropriations
Committee lias refused to vote any funds.
Under another provision, highrise, multifamily public housing, except for the elderly, is
now not to Iw approved for families with children unless there is no practical alternative. Examination of the Pniitt-Igoc project in St. Louis
and Rol)ort. Tnylor Homes in Chicago convinced
the members of this Commission of the desirability of such a step. Where highrise structures
remain, innovative design and additional services are urgently needed if the poor nre to IM>
housed successfully.
The act also extends the opportunity for a
public housing tenant to purchase his unit in
order to prevent his expulsion as his income
rises. Now ho may purchase any suitable unit,

instead of only a detached or semidetached unit
as provided under previous law. This step is
clearly consistent with the Commission's views
and the testimony it heard.
The act provides much greater opportunity
for local housing authorities to purchase existing standard structures for sale to low-income
tenants. This provision is not subject to the
"workable program" requirements which in the
past have made it possible for less progressive
communities to prevent housing of the poor nnderpublic programs in their jurisdictions.
The act also removes some of the restrictions
the desirability of public housing.
Other provisions of the law extend the rent
supplement program, which is closely allied to
public housing, and offer greater opportunity
for low-income tenants to provide labor or services in kind to build up an equity in their
homes. These provisions for "sweat equity" are
extended under the 221 (d) (2) program, which
also serves low-income housing needs.
Most important, the law provides an additional $100 million in authority for public housing upon enactment and $150 million more on
July 1,1969. and July 1,1970. This is an addition to the $45 million requested in the fiscal vear
19G9 budget These funds are available without
further authorization for annual contributions
contracts to build additional public housing
units. Thus, while the new interest subsidy r ogram gets underway and in order to house tl .o^e
low-income groups who cannot qualify for it,
public housing is both extended and greatly
improved.
URIIAN RENEWAL—SHIFT IN* EJfPHASIS

The act makes three mijor changes in the
thrust of the urban renewui program:
(/) Greater speed
The act attempts to meet the problem of unconscionable delays in urban renewal projects
by providing for planning and execution on the
basis of annual increments.
The Commission's studies indicate that only
one-third of urban renewal projects are completed in 6 years or less and that over a third
took more than 9 year? to complete. Many functions which should bo funded or completed earlv
in the process must wait until much of the project is completed before they can move, forward.
In addition to funding by annual increments, the act. authorizes the neighborhood development program to cover activities in several
contiguous or noncontiguous urban renewal
areas, and loans and grants may bo based on
those funds needed to curry out these planned
activities during the 12-month period.
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This change will help to meet one of the program's greatest administrative defects—the
myriad of problems which arise from the delay
involved in acquiring and assembling land and
in planning and building both public facilities
and private structures.
(S) Low and moderate-income famttiet
In the future, the program will emphasize
• housing for low- and moderate-income families.
The act provides that in urban renewal projects
for predominantly residential uses, a majority
of the total housing units provided must be
standard honing for low- ana moderate-income
families. Qf these, at least 20 percent must be
' for low-income families unless the Secretary of
HUD certifies that such housing is already
available in the community.
Other sections make special provision to permit urban renewal land to be disposed of for
lease and sale to low- and moderate-income fainpies. These provisions apply especially to housing under the new low-interest-rate sales and
rental programs.
As our studies have shown, housing on urban
renewal sites until recently has been almost exclusively for upper middle and upper income
groups. These new provisions will help meetthat problem in the future.
(3) More effective programs
New or revised provisions of the act greatly
improve the programs to meet the special problems of urban renewal areas. Among the new
provisions are improved programs for rehabilitation grants ana loans, interim assistance to
blighted areas, relocation payments, and additional payments to owner occupants to purchase
replacement dwellings when they are uprooted
by housing assistance programs.
The maximum rehabilitation grants for lowincome homeowners are raised from $1,500 to
$3.000 under old section 115. This program is
extended to areas outside urban renewal projects, a provision that should help prevent the
rapid deterioration of owner-occupied dwellings
in declining areas awaiting urban renewal or
concentrated code enforcement programs. The
conditions applied to the extension, however,
unduly restrict the potential of the program.
The section 312 loan program is also improved and extended, paralleling the changes
under the section 115 grant program. The authorization of funds is increased from $100 million to $150 million in each fiscal year.
These improved provisions should not only
help stop blight and deterioration, but should
make for more effective housing code enforcement programs by providing low-income families with the funds to make repairs.
In addition, the act provides for interim gen-

eral assistance in slum areas. This Commission
has seen in such areas as the Shaw area in Washington, D.C., the rapid deterioration of housing
awaiting concentrated code enforcement or urban renewal programs. Amounts up to $15 million • year in grants are authorized from regular .-ban renewal funds to alleviate harmful
conditions in such areas -where some immediate
action is needed before urban renewal or code
enforcement is begun. In the past, such assistance has been opposed by urban renewal officials
partly on the grounds that the funds would
come from their program. This reform is long
overdue.
Furthermore, to help meet one of the most
pressing problems under urban renewal, the relocation program has been improved. The act
increases maximum relocation payments from
$500 over a 5-month period, to an amount not
in excess of $500 per year over a 2-year period.
The purpose is to provide
an amount which,
when added to the family?s income, will provide
standard replacement housing. The emphasis is
shifted from a one-shot relocation payment to
Provision is also made for an additional payment not in excess of $5,000 to an owner-occupant of an assisted project to enable him to purchase a'replacement dwelling. This is an urgently needed reform. In many urban areas,
homeowners do not receive on amount either
comparable to their equity or sufficient to purchase new housing. The market value of the old
dwelling is often far less than the amounts paid
for it In addition, Government purchasers have
in the past deliberately driven harsh bargains
with poor owners in renewal areaa, a practice
which has been ordered ended. In view of these
conditions, this provision of the act is a most
welcome one.
The effect of these new provisions is a long
step toward transforming urban renewal info
a program of help to the people who live in
blighted or slum areas, thus restoring the thrust
which many of its original sponsors intended
when it was enacted.
WORKABLE PROORAH

The act docs not amend or modify the workable program provisions of the National Housing Act. These are provisions which require
localities to adopt planning functions, building codes, housing codes, and zoning ordinances, and to meet certain administrative requirements with regard to them, as a condition
of qualifying for certain programs. Among
them are urban renewal, public housing, and the
moderate-income 221 Id) (3) program.
While the workable program requirements
themselves are important and urgently needed,
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they are too often tied to programs that some
cities do not want instead of to programs which
cities both need and urgently seek. As a consequence, some communities that wish to avoid
housing the poor deliberately fail to meet the
workable program requirements. This is especially true of some suburban communities in
major metropolitan areas. Most largo central
cities, however, cannot exercise this luxury, for
• the poor are already with them.
One way to meet this problem is to tic the
workable program requirements to programs
communities want, rather than to programs they
do not want If grants for public works, public
facilities, and highways were conditioned on
the implementation of a workable program, this
would be an effective means of providing desirable code, zoning, and planning programs.
Tying them to public housing or to inoderateincome housing programs means only that tome
communities will deliberately fail to enact a
workable program in order to shut out public
housing and the poor.
The new act, unfortunately, does not meet
this issue head on. It docs, however, make no
requirement for a workable program in order
to qualify for the low-interest rate program. It
si>ecifically exempts the new section 208 program, which would allow the sale of existing
private low-rent housing units to tenants after
purchase by local hou.->ing authorities, from the
provisions of the workable program.
We find no fault with this. We believe, however, that the issue shouKI lx> faced more directly and that the much needed and largely
desirable workable program requirements could
be tied to grants and loans from the Federal
Government which communities desire.
IlED UXIXG

In April 19(57, this Commission held hearings
in Boston which highlighted the practices of
the Nation's banking •ind mortgage institutions
in denying loans to ghetto residents and the
failure of the FHA to insure mortgages in declining and slum areas. In effect, these private
and Federal institutions refused to loan or insure in entire areas of the major central cities.
The practice meant that once blight began it
wuiilu snowball, for no institutions would help
even those who wi>hed to help themselves. In
this matter, the FHA was not merely neittrnl
with resj)ect to the incidence of decay- and
blight; its policies actually aided, alx'tteil, and
encouraged it. The practice was termed "red
lining" from the actual or mythical red line
which hanking, mortgage, mm insuring institutions drew on maps around these areas.
The Commission pointed out, however, that
the FHA did have the authority to insure under
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section 203(1) of the Housing Act This section made it possible for the FlIA to insure in
areas where there had been riots or where there
was a threat of a riot. Following the experiences
of 1966, it was not necessary tor the FHA to
stretch the meaning of the section to insure in
the slums of almost any city of the country.
Upon the prompting of this Commission and
as a result of further unrest in 1967, the FHA
finally began to act.
Under the 1968 act, this provision was repealed. In its place a new section 223 was enacted
which permits the insurance of mortgages and
the financing of the repair, rehabilitation, or
purchase of property in "an older, declining
urban area." The property must be an acceptable
risk, but the previous higher standards of conventional financing under wliich the FHA acted
do not apply.
While this provision has been hailed as an advance, a warning should be made. The language
concerning older "declining" areas may be interpreted to limit such insurance to the "gray"
areas and to deny it to the existing blighted and
decayed neighborhoods. Instead of "extending"
the ability to insure or "relaxing" the previously
harsh requirements, the new law could actually
be less desirable than section 203, which was
repealed.
We raise this issue as a result of past experience. It was language almost precisely like that
enacted which was interpreted to limit funds
for housing code enforcement to the "gray"
areas and to deny such funds (grants and loans)
to communities and individuals in blighted
areas.
NEW TOWNS
New towns arc an interesting and desirable
phenomenon. In some wises, they have initiated
a variety of new and exciting design and land
use concepts. In other cases, they are little more
than conventional suburban or exurban housing developments. In most cases, new towns
have almost r o relevance to the overriding problem of housing low- and moderate-income families for they provide no low- and moderateincome housing.
Their major economic problem has been in
financing the land, the site developments, and
the original housing until such time as they provide a cash flow largo enough to sustain the
tremendous initial capital investment.
The 1968 Housing Act authorix.es the Secretary of HUD to guarantee the bonds, debentures, notes, and other obligations issued by new
community developers up to a total of $250 million, and up to $50 million for any one community. However, the act requires that the
Secretary determine that the plan provide for
a proper balance of housing for families of low
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and moderate income as a condition of
eligibility.
Without such a requirement, effectively enforced, there is considerable doubt as to the public interest to be served which would justify the
guarantee or subsidy. Certainly, the propriety
of such a program would be very low on the
general scale of values. It would be ironic, indeed, if the Government were to guarantee the
obligation of new towns where there was no
housing for low-income Americans, while refusing to insure loans for housing in the slum
and blighted areas of our central cities.
EXFERDCENTAI, HOUSING PROGRAM

Section 108. of the act, the Proxmire amendment, directs HUD to institute a program of experimental housing to determine whether
housing costs can be cut through new practices,
products, or efficiencies from the use of mass
production techniques.
The program is identical to that recommended by this Commission, and was a result
of its recommendations and the testimony of
its chairman to the Senate Banking and Currency Committee. Essentially, it would direct
the Secretary to approve up to five plans, each
using new housing producing technologies to
produce at least 1,000 dwelling uni's a year over
a 5-ycar period, or 25,000 units in all.
The experiment should provide sufficient data
to ascertain whether economies can be made.
The Secretary could provide for the use of any
successful techniques in the numerous housing
assistance programs.
HOMEOWNERS FOUNDATION—HOUSING
PARTNERSHIPS

Two separate and distinct provisions of the
act which have somewhat similar purposes are
the creation of a National Homeowners!) ip
Foundation and provisions for a national housing partnership.
The purpose of the former is to encourage
private and public organizations to provide
nomeowncrship opportunities for low-income
families in both urban and rural areas. The act
authorizes an appropriation of $10 million to
help achieve this purpose through a loan and
grant program to assist both public and private
organizations sponsoring or carrying out housing programs for lower income* families. The
funds would defray organizational and administrative expenses and pay for certain proconstruction costs, and for counseling and other
services to lower income families. It is authorized to receive donations and grants from both
public and private organizations.
The national housing partnership has a different approach. The act provides for the estab-

lishment of a corporation which can issue
shares of stock and whose 15-membcr board is
to have three members appointed by the President of the United States and the remaining 12
to be elected by the stockholders.
Its basic purpose is to attract funds from private sources to be used to build housing for lowand moderate-income families in urban areas.
The corporation can form a limited partnership
in which it is the general partner and the stockholders are limited partners. Through this device it is hoped that private corporations, by
operating under the existing tax laws and by
taking advantage of the subsidies available
under existing housing programs, may find it
possible to provide housing in the slums without
additional subsidies.
FNMA AND ONMA

Finally, the act partitions the existing FNMA
into two separate and distinct corporations,
FNMA (Fannie Mae) and GNMA (Ginny
Mae).
The new FNMA will be a government sponsored "private" corporation. It will keep the
assets and liabilities of the present association,
which are involved in the secondary marketing
operations it will continue to operate.
The new GNMA will hold the assets and liabilities incurred under the existing special assistance functions of the act.
The provisions should make it possible for the
new FNMA to attract more funds from the private savings pool and to provide for more attractive investment instruments. At the same time,
certain disadvantages pertaining to Federal
accounting procedures, which limited government operations in the past, would be overcome
by the establishment of a private corporation.
Meanwhile, the functions under the various
assistance programs would remain with the government under GNMA, which would be retained
in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Finally in order to provide for a greater degree of liquidity in the mortgage investment
market, GNMA, under section 804 can issue
securities backed by mortgages which will be
more attractive to the savings industry than the
myriads of individual mortgages which would
ot henvise have to be held.
OTIIKR PROVISIONS

The act contains numerous other provisions
affecting 701 planning grants, the functions of
savings and loan institutions, urban mass transportation, rural housing, the provision of second
or seasonal summer homes, flood insurance, interstate limd sales, model city funds, open space,
and water and sewer grants.
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SECTION 9

Recommendations
The following recommendations of the Comnusfflon are aimed at general housing goals and
policies. - - - - • . . . . - • - : ; • • • " • Recommendation No; 1—Housing goals
The C^numis&on J^Uevei that to meet
America's tionsing needs we must build at
least 2.0 to 2^5 million housing unite a year.
iffthese, at least 500,000 units a year, exclusive of housing for the elderly,, should house
the poor and mode^teHncome families who
at present costs and incomes cannot afford
to rent or buy decent, safe and sanitary
housing.
We have stated many of the problems. The
answers are harder to find. After the problems
are described and the goals set, programs must
be designed and carried out so that private industry with government cooperation can provide a decent nome in a suitable living environment for every American family. Under the
landmark 1968 Housing Act, we now have the
authority.
The past has been characterized by inadequate
programs with low priorities, with widely vacillating support from the Congress, carried out
by a fractionalized industry on the sufferance
of a largely indifferent or, on occasion, hostile,
bureaucracy. The number of housing starts has
varied by as much as 485,000 units, or by almost
25 percent of the total, from year to year.
Neither public programs nor private endeavors
can function in this roller coaster atmosphere.
Costs become unpredictable. During the slack
years workmen in the building industry look
for jobs elsewhere. Training and apprentice
programs falter. Producers are unable to predict
the market. Time, which is money, drags on.
Efficiency deteriorates. Builders and contractors
lose money. This situation is intolerable. It
must change. Major steps have now been taken
to do that.
In his 1968 housing message, the President
proposed specific housing construction goals to
meet the nation's housing needs and to provide
a decent home in a suitable living environment
for all the American people by the end of the
next decade. We commend the President for
(180)

the unprecedented step of setting these
In addition to helping meet the housing needs
for low-income families, such a national housing construction policy should have many other
positive effects to which we address ourselves
in detail in other sections of this report.
Housing costs should be reduced by a
larger annual volume of construction and,
more important, by the continuity of production which would bring savings to builders through the more efficient use of their
labor force and through more efficient
planning' of future purchases, financing
and marketing.
The hiring and training of a much larger
number of workers from minority groups
would be possible because the expansion of
production would reduce the fears of the
existing labor force that new workers would
jeopardize their jobs.
The removal of local building code restrictive practices would be greatly eased
by the increased demand fox the products
or the building industry.
In addition to the new unit? built directly
for the poor, such a policy should provide
for a much larger amount of traditional
housing, the effect of which would also be
to reduce rents and to increase the rate at
which decent housing "filters down."
It would make the genuine enforcement
of housing codes possible by providing an
adequate amount of relocation housing for
the displaced tenants of obstreperous landlords. It would remove the present excuse
against determined code enforcement that
such a policy merely increases overcrowding or drives the poor into the streets. In
turn, the practical possibility of code enforcement would increase the supply of
housing by preserving the existing stock.
The way to break the back of our housing
needs is to build at least t>uO,000 houses a year
for low- and moderate-income families (exclusive of the elderly). The bulk of these should be
for those families whose incomes are below
$5,000. We estimate that such a program would
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be reached and sustained. This is an attainable
goal. It can be met without overstraining the
resources of the economy.
The total amount of housing should not be left
merely to the whims of family formation or to
the inelasticity of demand.
The President has proposed and the Congress has authorized programs which are
designed to meet the general needs we advocate
here. Whether these needs can be met through
those programs and the existing administrative
structure and policies, without changes in State
and local code, zoning, Government structures
and other institutions, is a key question. Thus,
AIM PROGRAM AT NEEDS OF POOR
the recommendations which follow here and in
The program should be aimed primarily at
other parts of the report suggest not only what
the poor. Up to now they have largely been
should be done, but how.
left out.
Recommendation No. 2—Annual PresidenWe propose that 100,000 units a year be built
tial housing message
for the abject poor—for the family of four with
The
Commission recommends that in addian income of $2.200 or less.
Another 100,000 units should be built for the tion to long-range goals the President, in a
poor—for those with incomes between $2,200
separate, annual housing message which
wunld parallel the Economic Report, State
and the poverty level of $3,300.
of the Union, and budget messages, propose
A further 100,000 units should be built for
specific housing construction goals to be
the near-poor—for those with incomes between
achieved in the following fiscal year.
$3,300 and $4,500 a year.
These groups have the greatest needs. Both
We should elevate the Nation's housing needs
their needs and the principles of equality and
to the same level of prominence as the Presijustice can best be served by concentrating the
dent's recommendations for employment, ecoprogram on them.
nomic growth, the legislative program, and
The remaining 200,000 units can be built
budget receipts and expenditures. The Prozfor those with incomes above $4,500 who cannot
mire amendment to the 1968 Senate Housing
afford to buy or rent decent housing on the
bill, calling for an annual report, achieves this
private market. The average unit should be
gonl in part. But we would raise the level to that
varied according to family size and the place
of one of four major annual messages.
of residence. Cooperatives, which combine many
In his message, the President and the Council
of the advantages of group or collective action
of Economic Advisers, in the closest cooperawith the advantages of individual ownership
tion with the Department of Housing and
and initiative, could serve to meet many of the
Urban Development, should report on the housneeds of this general income group.
ing achievements of the previous year, the housThere are those who argue that if these needs
ing needs which remain to be fulfilled, and the
are met there is no reason to set an overall anproposed program for the future. They should
nual housing construction goal. They say that
spell out the future program in terms of the
the number of unassisted housing units built in
specific housing programs to be implemented,
any 1 year will be determined by the rate of famthe capital investment needed, nnd the monetary
ily formation and the elasticity of demand.
interest rate and general fiscal policies which
This is partly true. But the lessons of the years
should be followed in order to implement the
since the 1930's show ho*- dependent housing is
housing policy and to achieve the housing conupon the fiscal, monetary, and housing policies
struction goals proposed.
of the Government which in turn influence the
Recommendation No. 3—Relation to radecisions of private enterprise. In addition, a
tional economic policy
large volume of housing is needed if housing
The Commission recommends that machincodes are to be enforced and to provide a large
ery be devised in the executive branch of the
amount of decent filter-down housing.
The primary effort must l>e aimed nt housing Government to insure that when basic economic decisions are made, their effects on
the poor. But we should also establish a yearly
housing construction goal. An average rate of
housing construction and housing construcabout 2 million to 2.25 million units a year can
tion goals be clearly nnd deliberately con-

reduce the worst of our deficient housing from
about 11 million units to 4.5 million. The number in the central cities vrpuld drop from 3.3
million units to about 1 million. Such a program
would help especially in the poverty deficit
areas. Substandard am! overcrowded housing,
using the most conservative estimates, would
decline from about one unit in seven to about
one in 20. If achieved, such a program would
be to housing what stable prices, a 5 percent
growth rate, and a 3 percent level of unemployment, are to the economy.
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sidered. The Commission further recommends that the President and his Economic
Advisers, the Federal Reserve Board, the
Treasury Department, and other departments and major agencies of the Government, be required to state what effect any
major change in economic policy (e.g., interest rate changes, tax reductions or increases,
balance-of-payment proposals) would have
on the successful building of the number of
housing units set by the President in his
annual housing construction goals message.
The President's specific housing goals a-.id
policies, within the framework of the long term
construction goals, should vary from year to
year depending upon the anticipated level of
economic activity and the expansionary or restrictive effects the yearly housing policy might
have on the Nation's economic policy.
While such an annual housing construction
policy' might need co be revised upward or
downward during any particular year depending upon economic conditions, this should !>e
done openly and not. haphazardly or indirectly.
Major economic policies which affect, housing
will also need to be revised from time to tirae.
In the past, however, major changes have been
made without f.ilequate consideration for their
effect on the construction of both private and
publicly assisted housing.
The purpose of the foregoing recommendations is to move the housing construction policy
to the forefront of the Nation's economic priorities. We slwuld reverse the traditional policy—
or lack of policy—which has made housing and
the institutions connected with it bear alone almost the entire burden of counter-cyclical monetary policy. The country should make certain
that in Hie future major economic decisions affecting housing will be made consciously, deliberately and in full public view.
In addition to setting housing construction
gouts, nnd the undone', economic policies to provide condl^'on.-, under which they can be carried
out, a groat denl more must be flo-ie.. Clinngos in
the, underlying philosophies of the Housing Act
of MUD are, a must, as are changes in many
specific housing programs. Actions \\t all lovefs
of government are needed to nake tho policies
work.
Recommendation No. 1—Reduction in the
general level of interest rates
The Commission recommends that in the
interest of meeting national housing goals,
the Federal Government over the next decade strive to bring about a reduction in the
general level of interest rates on indebtedness for housing.

Other things being equal, a reduction in tho
general level of interest rates would bring about
the greatest possible stimulus to housing.
The FHA new home mortgage yields have
risen by almost 3 percentage points since 1949,
or to a level of 7 percent. Each percentage point
increases costs to the home buyer .about $10 per
month on a $15,000, 30-year mortgage. The increase in the cost of money has added more to
the ultimate cost of a home than has any other
single item.
Fundamentally, the various housing assistance programs provide methods by winch the
cose of housing to the consumer can be reduced
to a level which lie can afford through the payment of a subsidy. If the general interest rat.e
level could Ix^reducecl. more people could afford
housing wifhout subsidy anu the subsidy to
those who need it would be reduced.
In 1950, with an interest rate only slightly
above 4 percent, the housing industry built 2
million unit?, or almost 50 percent more than
in 1967, when the interest rate was almost 7
percent.
Nothing could do more to -timulatc housing,
reduce the cost of subsidies, and achieve the goal
of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family than a reduction in the general level of interest rates. We arc
aware of the Nation's balancc-of-payments
difficulties and of inflationary pressures at home.
But we urge the solution of these problems by
moans other than a major reliance on monetary
policy and rising interest rates, which have had
such a negative effect on housing production
for the most needy families in the country.
Recommendation No. 5—Capital budget
The Commission recommends that a Federal capital budget be established in order
that the most effective and lea t costly
method of subsidizing housing, namely Federal grants or loans, can be used and amortized over the useful life of the asset.
It should be pointed out that airong tho various methods of housing subsidy, direct payments
from appropriated fund? can be flic least costly
:ind most I'll'ectivc. although it is possible for
t h i s advantage to bo eroded throng' faulty legislative, policy or administration. Hecanso the
lion-owing and taxing ability of the Federal
Government is used to provide the revenue, the
money is raised nt less cost or at lov cr intoiv-j
rutcs than could be obtained in any other manner, assuming a constant jx'irentago of private
or of her non-Federal costs among tho other subsi.iy methods..
Hecauso tho Federal Government has no capital budget and because, unlike private industry,
capital expenditures by the Federal Government
n -1 be written oft" as un immediate cost in tho
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year expended instead of amortized over the
reasonable life of the asset, successive administrations and Congresses have been reluctant to
propose or pass legislation for th§ direct payment of subsidies for housing even though this
method would be less expensive and more effective than the various indirect subsidies provided.
' Federal housing programs are paid for, in
part, from public funds. As vast amounts. of
money are involved, there is a moral obligation
to subsidize in the least expensive ways.
For a variety of reasons we use other means;
primarily--we subsidize the interest rate. This
method provides the greatest amount of housing
for the smallest annual outlay and in many areas
is found to be philosophically more acceptable.
But total .costs are much higher than direct payijiehts,would be.
Recommendation No. 6—Legislative authority should be sufficient to fund housing
programs 3 years into the future
The Commission recommends that, in order to meet ihn national housing goals recommended by tnis Commission as well as
ti'ose proposed by the President and adopted
by the Coiigre. <f Congress authorize the Secretary of HUb to enter into contracts and
obligations each year committing funds as
obligations, of the Federal Government to
build housing ai;d related projects for at
least 3 years into «ie future without further authority from the Appropriations
Committees.
j Housing takes time to build. It requires continuity of action and money. It has suffered too
many times in the past from both (1) the lack
of sufficient funds to make commitments into
the future large enough to meet the goals which
Congress an<J the President have approved, and
(2, wide variations in the amount of funds provided from one year to the next.
These practices make it difficult to set goals,
draw specific plans, sign contracts, and fund
them adequately for the future.
We need long-range programs. Wo need continuity in the programs. We need the authority
to uako pledges which will be honored. The authority provided by fho legislation should be
sufficient^to actually fund programs for minimum periods extending at 1 ast 3 years for the
future.
This is now possible under the public housing
program where tho authority contained in the
1968 net is sufficient for tho Secretary to build
public housing under the annual contributions
contracts that will bo honored by the Government into tlio future,
This has been true in tho past of urban renewal. However, urban renewal is now .subjected
to the nppropri; ions process, albeit 1 year into

the future. The result has been a very sizable
cut in urban renewal funds for fiscal 1970.
The new 1 percent interest rate program,
rent supplements, and the model cities program
are subject not only to the limits authorized by
the legislative committees but also to the decisions of the Appropriations Committees, which
have cut the funds substantially below those
authorized. Under the 1 percent program, for
example, Congress authorized $75 million each
for the rental and sales .programs, but appro?
priated only $25 million for each category for
fiscal 1969. Rent supplements were reduced
from $65 to $30 million, model cities was cat
from $1 billion to $625 million, and urban ."•newui was reduced from $1.45 billion to $750
million.
Funds for moderate-income housing are authorized by the Congress and then subjected
only to Budget Bureau limitations. The latter
has been responsible for refusing to release such
funds for FNMA purchases of mortgages for
purely budgetary reasons largely unrelated to
housing needs. Continuity is needed here as well
its for funds presently appropriated.
Because the financing of housing through
direct outlays has an adverse effect on the appearance of the Federal budget, under present
methods, the Government relies on the more expensive interest rate device. It does so in large
part to avoid criticism. Under present methods
a smaller total direct outlay for housing by the
Government has a larger adverse budgetary effect than a much larger indirect outlay through
an annual interest subsidy would have. Since
millions of dollars ire at stake, this is a very
high pr'^e to pay. The executive and legisli tive
branches of the Government should face up
to these facts.
Private industry and most State and local
governments operate under a capital budgeting
system. There would appear to be no serious
economic or budgetary reason why genuine
capital expenditures for housing by the Federal
Government, should not be treated similarly.
Millions of dollars and a decent homo for millions of people arc at stake. Funds authorized
for moderate-income housing could then be released when needed and not limited for purposes
of budgetary appearances.
Recommendation No. 7—Federal initiative
to establish priority for needs
The Commission recommends that Congress amend the National Housing Act to
change drastically the philosophy, methodology, and financial arrangements for Federal assistance in the provision of lowincome housing, by adopting an active approach in dealing with localities.
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At the same time that the Federal Government has been deeply involved in the minute
details of housing programs, its posture with
respect to the great fundamental issues has been
a passive one; it lias largely been content to
respond to and act upon proposals initiated and
submitted by local housing agencies.
This passive approach is one of the important
reasons the Nation has failed to meet the problem of those in greatest need. While project
approvals have been based largely on the relative merit of the applications submitted, many
of the localities with the most serious problems
have not been able to apply.
Cities with adequate funds can pay for the
skilled talent to devise and carry out programs.
Cities with desperate needs cannot afford the
talent or the managerial skills to play the game.
Thus, the decision or to who receives help is
often made not in direct but in inverse relationship to the need: the greater the need the, less
ability to get the programs; the less reifative
need, the greater the opportunity to take part.
Communities with high t&x rates and a low economic base often cannot afford the matching
funds or the prerequisite planning required to
qualify for Federal programs. In brief, cities
with staffs skilled in ''grantsmanship" often get
:i sizable portion of the available capital grants
and other assistance, while those in greatest
need are left behind.
This often holds true even within communities, and may well explain why vast sums have
boon used to build public facilities, business
structures, or luxury housing on the sites of former slums, while the people removed from those
sites find their i ceds relatively unmet.
Within some of the large ntics, the skilled,
tho articulate, -iiid the relatively well to do have
been able to uike advantage of the programs,
while the weak, tho inarticulate, and unorganized have often gone without, or have born a
disproportionate share of the inconvenience
and disruptions accompanying the programs.
By the basic legislative change recommended
here, this process can lx> reversed, with Federal
funds being targeted more directly upon the
areas with the greatest need for low-income
housing.
We believe that the adoption of such an approach, in conjunction with the new legislation
now on the books, could transform the past discouraging state of affairs with regard to the lack
of local initiative and the amount of decent
housing being provided for low-income citizens
in the rimed Stares.
The details may need to be modified, but the
Congress and ' •> President should assure,
through administrative action and legislation
where needed, that Federal resources are
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brought to bear where the problems are the
greatest, the need most urgent, and the resources
and manpower most lacking.
This recommendation does not suggest that
States and localities forego their authority or
initiative. It does suggest that Federal initiative
to carry out the intent of the Congress be added
to the equation and that failure or inaction not
be accepted either through the default of local
authorities or their inability to act.
Recommendation No. 8—Improved statistical data dealing with housing and other
urban problems
The'Commission recommends to the President and Congress that Federal statistical
and research activities that bear upon social,
economic, and governmental conditions in
urban areas be maintained, expanded and improved. More specifically, we urge: that the
Congress act favorably upon pending legislation to authorize a regular mid-decade
census of population and housing; that adequate financing be provided for various Federal censuses, surveys and research programs closely relevant to urban conditions
and problems; that the Bureau of the
Budget and various Federal statistical
agencies improve and expand their programs
for technical assistance to statistical offices
of State and local governments; that the statistical and data collection activities of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development be vastly expanded, with special reference to housing programs for the poor and
near-poor and to the various conditions and
facilities accompanying and surrounding
low-cost housing, and that other appropriate
Federal agencies act vigorously to develop
needed new patterns of data classification
and to close serious information gaps that
now exist with regard to many aspects of
public policy and effective government for
urban areas.
Time after time since its formation the National Commission on Urban Problems has been
frustrated in it.s inquiries by the lack of statistical data dealing with various aspects of housing, governmental financing, and economic
phenomena in general, for urban .ireas, and on
:i city-by-city basis. There are many examples.
It is especially hobbling that in a nation with
a population as mobile as that of the United
Stat- s, and one which spends billions of dollars
on various social programs designed to improve
conditions of tho country's disadvantaged people, wo must rely on population figures 8 and
9 years old in the administration of these
programs.
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In a country where continued dynamic economic growth is one of the national goals and
where State and local planning for economic
development is urged, it is ironic that we have
many gaps in the economic data required for the
establishment of such plans within individual
metropolitan areas: at a time when increased
attention is being given to the economic decline
of many of the Nation's central cities, personal
income data for individual political subdivi. sions in metropolitan areas is unavailable; at n
" time when the Nation is increasingly concerned
abour^ the relatively slow progress being made
in housing the poor, solid information about the
condition and location of substandard housing
is extremely hard to come by.
The Commission therefore urges the Congress and the executive branch to move together
in improving the collection of information
needed to make very important national decisions with regard to housing and urban
development.
Recommendation No. 9—Rewriting of Fed'' eral housing statutes
The Commission finds that Federal horsing programs, although having accomplished
much in transforming the United States into
a nation of homeowners and in rendering
some assistance to meet low- and moderateincome housing needs, presently (a) fall
significantly short of optimum scale and
quality and (b) constitute an increasingly
complex administrative and financial maze
of separate programs. The Commission suggests, therefore, that the time may be at
hand for a rewriting of Federal housing
statutes.
Since 1937 we have had an upside-down
policy. At the national level we should be setting general policies as to what needs to be built,
by whom and where. We should see to it that
the subsidized programs rer-oh the poor. We
should make certain that there is no racial discrimination in carrying them out. After passing
the general program, providing the funds, and
sotting up such controls as are ncedi I for money
accountability, we should let the builders get on
with the job of building. The dny-to-day dotailed decision should he left to the builder nnd
the localities. Today, we do just the. opposite.
Either by-law or by administrative action we
huve placed in the hands of the national authorities the control over dozens and even hundreds
of minor matters which have the effect of delaying nnd detering the builders of the large quantities of housing we. need. These should bo local
decisions.

Recommendation No. 10—Simplifying programs and regulations
The Commission recommends that to the
degree possible in the rewriting of the Housing Assistance
Act and FHA legislation,
housing1 assistance programs and their subsidies be consolidated, differences in the
ceilings on profits to builders be rationalized, and minimum building standards between and among programs be made
uniform.
A broad range of problems with respect to the
lack of uniformity and overwhelming complexity is involved in the existing housing
assistance programs.
First of all, we have a myriad of programs'.
They differ widely in the way in which subsidies
arc given. Each is aimed at a rather narrow part
of the overall housing assistance needs. The programs not only vary as they attempt to meet the
problems of different income groups, but often
vary in their efforts to scmTthe same group.
Examples are the many programs designed to
serve the elderly.
As a consequence, we have vast differences in
the programs when they are looked at vertically,
and we have overlapping programs when they
are examined horizontally. There are not only
too many programs, some of which overlap, but
there are other anomalies and complexities as
well.
While profits to a sponsor should obviously be
limited, as in the case of nonprofit groups, limited dividend corporations, and cooperatives,
there seems to be little logic for the variety of
profit ceilings for the builder under different
programs. Under OTIC program it is 6 percent;
under another it is 12 percent; under a third it
is 12 plus 1 percent, or 13 percent. Those differences should be rationalized.
Finally, under various programs quite different minimum standards arc required. A highrise built for the elderly under one program will
be built to different minimum requirement i than
those for a high-rise built for the elderly under
another, or for the none'derly under a third.
Minimum standards should he rationalized for
high-rises built under a variety of programs, as
the standards for walkups or detached units
should be rationalized whether they arc built
under one housing assistance program or another. When the goals are substantially the.
same, the standards required umler them should
be interchangeable.
Recommendation No. 11—State and local
legislation to secure open housing
The Commission recommends (a) the enactment of open housing legislation by the
28 States not now having an open housing
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Urban Development be conditioned upon the
law- (6) the strengthening of the existing 22
existence within the local government area
State open housing laws; (c) the enactment
being served of an enforceable open occuof open housing ordinances by all 'cities and
pancy ordinance, or in lieu thereof, enforceurban counties now without such ordiable State legislation providing for open
nances; and (d) the vigorous enforcement of
occupancy.
open housing legislation by all levels of government. The Commission considers legislaDespite the recent enactment of open housing
tive and administrative action proposed here
legislation by Congress, a strong need continues
and covering all residential dwelling units
to exist (as set forth earlier) for strong State
as the minimum legal, moral, and symbolic
laws and local ordinance*- in this field. The forebasis from which the Nation can proceed to
going recommendation Jtild make the existattack the moral crises confronting urban
ence and operabiliry of c jn housing ordinances
America.
a prerequisite for an}' political truodivision to
re< / :e grants or loans from the Department of
The Commission recommends positive nction
Housing and Urban Development or to have
by the States which have not yet taken it to prooperating within its borders programs of loans
hibit discrimination in the sale and rental of
or lain guarantees serving the private housing
housing. The Commission is aware that the
market.
Supreme Court recently upheld the validity of
The question will be raised as to wly all Fedthe reconstruction statutes affecting the equal
eral grant programs should not carry such a
right of all to rent and own housing. It knows
requirement. Perhaps they should; however, the
that the Congress after extended debate earlier
concern of this Commission is with the urban
in IOCS enacted open housing legislation. Deareas, and it is in the urban areas that disspite these facts, several points must be Imrne in
crimination in the stile and rental of housing
mind.
is having its most profound social and fiscal
First, a number of States ha veal ready enacted
effects. The programs l»eing operated by the Deopen housing laws which cover some of the areas
partment of Housing and Urban Development,
exempted by the Federal statute.
particularly tho.se involving mortgage guaranSecond, lest the enforcement agencies of the
Federal (loverninent IH- swamped with an im- tees and the provision of grants for water and
sewer facilities, are sufficiently attract ive to pripossible workload in carrying out the 1968 act,
vate enterprise and to governments in the urban
States and localities need to carry the major
areas as to render it most unlikely that localipart of the enforcement burden.
ties would prefer to do without Federal assistThird, the Congress, by wisely providing that
ance rather than to enact and en force open housthe Federil act \vonld not apply if a stronger,
ing legislation.
enforced State or local art were in effect, allows
the enforcement of ojH'ii housing legislation to
Recommendation No. 1.3—Areawide housing
remain, to the maximum extent j*ossib]e, with
plans and administration
State and local oflicial.s. This is in the tradition
The Commission recommends the enactof decentralized government that lias bw-n a
ment
of State legislation to authorize carryhallmark of the American federal system.
ing
out
the housing assistance function on a
Fourth, the Supreme Court upheld an act.
countywide
basis both within and outside inwhich appears to have limited enforcement
corporated areas, and further to authorize
provisions.
We would l>e the first to agree th.it open hous- and encourage the creation of multicounty
housing agencies in those metropolitan areas
ing legislation standing alone w i l l by no mean*
covering more than a single county.
solve ( l i e major problem of social and racial
The Commission further recommends that
disparities within our metropolitan areas. legStates
onact legislation creating or authorislation dors, however, provide a legal, moral,
izing
an
instrumentality of the State to have
and symbolic base from w h i c h other aspect* of
the power of eminent domain; such power to
the problem can liu atiiirked.
be exercised for the purpose of building
Recommendation No. 12-Federal requirehousing for families of low and moderate
ments of local legislative and enforceincome in those municipalities or counties
ment action
which have received Federal or State assistThe Commission recommends that the
ance for planning grants, urban renewal
Congress enact legislation to provide that all
write-down, sewer or water projects or other
financial assistance programs (including
programs, but which municipalities or countgrants, loans, and loan guarantees) adminisies have not used the land so subsidized for
tered by the Department of Housing and
such purposes.
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_By shifting the locus of authority for the.provision of housing assistance upward from the
municipality to tlie county or region, and by
using the State's power of eminent domain in
appropriate circumstances, the problem of social
and economic disparity among different parts of
the metropolitan area may be brought gradually
into more .effective reach* by local governments.
Overnight changes should not be expected because the county governing body would be .influenced to a considerable degree in its selection
of housing; sites by the wishes of the individual
communities involved. The important point is
that in operating on i county wide or areawide
basis through multicounty arrangements, with
the aid of the .State 'when needed, the options
for location of housing are kept more widely
open. As the newer forms of low-income housing
assistance are authorized, such as rent certificates and rent supplements, the complete
exclusion of such assistance activities by
individual small municipalities would be gradually overcome. Furthermore, for so long as
the local government veto over rent supplements and other forms of low-income housing
assistance is retained in Federal legislation, the
decision on whether or not the veto should be
exercised would be made by a unit of government covering a wider geographic base.
Recommendation No. 14—Elimination of v
local government rent supplement vetb
The Commission recommends legislative
action by the Congress to remove from the
rent supplement program and the rent certificate program the requirement for approval by the governing body of the local
political subdivision before such assistance
can be provided.
The veto provision was placed in the rent
supplement legislation because Congressmen
from suburban areas feared tlu potency of the
rent supplement provision in "infiltrating" lowincome tenants into suburban apartment buildings occupied in the n.-iiu by moderate or higher
income tenants; suburban economic ami political interests saw in tho rent supplement pltui n
threat to the white suburlw.
While generally the Commission subscribes
to the principle that intergovernmental cooperation is best achieved through full consultation with local governments before Federal and
State projects and programs begin operating,
and consultation with State governments IXBforo Federal programs begin operating within
the State, we do not think that Federal assistance intended for people—not governments—
should be subjected to an absolute veto by State
or local governments. We urge that Congress

act promptly to eliminate the local government
veto provision from.the Housing Act
Recommendation No. 15—"Extraterritorial"
leasing by the city housing agencies
The Commission recommends that States
amend their laws governing local housing
agencies to permit; with specified safeguards, the leasing by such agencies of privately owned housing units anywhere in the
metropolitan area.
.
Where States find it impractical to authorize
county governments to undertake the housing
assistance function as recommended earlier, we
urge that geographic restrictions upon the
operations of city housing agencies be eas*1 \ to
permit, within certain limitations, the leasing
of housing units elsewhere in the metropolitan
area. This would enable the city public-housing
agency to work more closely with the providers
of employment opportunities in suburban areas
so that low-income people could be provided
rental housing close to their new employment
It would enable the spreading out beyond the
ghetto in a suitable environment of limited
numbers of low-income people. At the same
time, we do not advocate one section merely
transferring its problems to another, or a wellto-do section of a central city transferring its
problems to the poorest sections of the suburbs.
From a practical political standpoint and in
recognition of the fiscal problems involved,
quantitative limitation would need to be placed
upon such "extraterritorial" leasing. Such limitations might be of two kinds—a limitation
upon the proportion of the agency's total operation, in terms of units that could be sent to any
one community, express! in fractional percentage of the population of the "receiving"
governmental jurisdiction; or a limitation upon
the length of the lease or of the time period the
allowance was available. If, during the period of
initial occupancy, a family had succeeded in
finding employment and "graduated'' from the'
need for housing assistance, the allowance
could be ended or the leasing unit could become
available for a new low-income family.
The Commission believes firmly that with such
built-in limitations as suggested above, suburban communities have a solemn obligation to
cooperate. It is a transitional means whereby
a reasonably affluent suburban community can
take its share of the problem without inundating itself with large numbers of low-income
tenants requiring large immedintu outlays for
public facilities.
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Recommendation No. 16—Improvements in
public housing policy and administration.
The Commission recommends the inclusion of a number of improvements in publichousing legislation.
As the public housing program lias grown
over the years, a number of policy and administrative barnacles have collected so that the
effectiveness and expeditionsness of parts of this
important program hare not been as effective
as they might have been. While considerable
improvements have been made in recent years,
public housing often remain a somewhat
sluggish instrument of national housing policy. The steps proposed below are not exnausti ve
but are strongly stressed in connection with rewriting housing legislation (recommendation
9). The opinions of elected officials at state,
county and city levels should be sought as to
other ways in which public housing may lie
made more acceptable from the standpoint of
political philosophy and public opinion and in
terms of its administrative efficacy.
(a) Greater use of scattered sites
The .Commission recommends that the
Federal Government take steps to use, and
to support State and local.use of a wide
variety of sites feasible for housing purposes. This should include (without limitation to) parcels of vacant land within city
borders, land owned by the Federal Government, dwellings on which VA and FHA
mortgages have been foreclosed, abandoned
sites reverting for delinquent taxes, urban
renewal sites, and suburban land suitable
for lease by city public housing authorities.
The largo number of scattered sites which
could be made available for public housing has
been discussed in the public housing chapter.
Implementation of plans to use its many of these
sif«s as possible would do much ».o solve the
location problems often cited as a major reason
for delay in public housing programs.
(b) Use 10 percent of units in 221(d)(3) projects for low-income housing
In order to provide additional housing for
low-income families, and to bring al>oiit. a small
measure of economic integration, the Commission recommends that the de\ elojxirs or s|>onsors
of 221 (d) (3) moderate-income housing bo. required to lease a minimum of 10 percent of their
units to local housing authorities for lowincome housing.
(c) Removal of restrictions on amenities
The Commission recommends that in the
rewritten legislation, all restrictions on
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amenities ana accommodation standards
now attached to housing assistance programs be dropped.
As a part of the philosophy of unleashing
private enterprise in the construction of housing, the Commission urges that restrictions upon
amenities now applied to subsidized housing be
dropped as legislative requirements. This should
apply to public housing as well as to subsidized
private and nonprofit housing. With public
housing, the Commission concedes the desirability of cost limits of some kind, but these
limits should be more flexible than those now in
effect, especially' to meet the needs of the abject
poor and the large poor family. However, State
and local housing agencies should be free to do
the best they can within the amounts allotted
without being subjected to special restrictive
requirements.
(d) Further encouragement to public housing tenants to purchase their units
The Commission recommends not only
that residents of public-housing projects be
permitted to purchase their units in singlefamily semidetached and other "suitable"
structures but that they be encouraged to
enter into cooperative ownership in multifamily structures as an alternative to eviction when income rises above eligibility limits. The Commission further recommends
that the present experimental provision for
contributions in kind or "sweat equity" be
extended and enlarged.
A most important objective is to keep stable
families in housing projects who can help to
upgrade the social environment of the project
and prevent it from becoming a concentration of
problem families. We welcome the provisions in
the 1968 housing bill which further encourage
that and urge the extension of the principle
especially through cooperative endeavors.
At the present time, there are a number of
experiments involving contributions in kind or
"sweat equity" on the part of the tenant in Imth
new construction (where he helps to complete
the structure by serving as a carpenter's helper
or laborer) and in providing maintenance in
existing units (painting, repairing,etc.).
These experiments could l>e extended and
used generally by public housing tenant to
build up both an amount sufficient to cov.-r a
down payment and for a regular contribution to
equity. For example, at the present time the rent
for public housing units covers maintenance, reserve for depreciation, and payments in lieu of
taxes. If the tenant provided labor, that portion
now going as rent to cover maintenance could
well be credited to the tenant's equity in the unit.
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We urge that every effort be made to extend
what are now experimental programs to more
general use.
(e) interracial management staff
The Commission recommends that the
management staffs of public housing developments be interracial, with the Secretary
of HUD given discretion to make exceptions
only for compelling reasons.
To offset the strong feeling among certain
racial and ethnic groups that they are not welcome at many public housing developments,
positive steps must be taken to Tenionstrate that
'he Government intends to eliminate segregation in housing projects wherever po: jible. Integration of the management is strong and visible
proof of this policy. We believe this action will
ultimately reduce racial tensions and serve notice to all neighborhoods that the Federal Government intends to stand by its policy of fair
housing and freedom of residence.
(f) Related commercial uses in public
housing
The Commission recommends that public
housing regulations permit related commercial uses in public housing projects.
The convenience and attractiveness of a public housing area can be enhanced by the use of
concessions for provision of essential services
such as a drugstore, grocery store, shoe repair,
laundry, and so on. Concessions can btao be a
significant element in the financial management
of the project. Properly designed and devoid of
excessive commercialism, such uses can enhance
the neighborhood and the community.
(g) Provision of close cooperation between
housing and social agencies in the community
If municipal social services—heath clinics,
employment services, job training, and so on—
are distant and difficult of access, use of them
will decrease by precisely those portions of the
community that need them most—the impoverished and unsophisticated. It would be uneconomic to decentralize such services within a
public housing development of less than 100
residents, but over that size it makes sense to
provide services directly to the project, on a
scale commensurate with its size. The decentralization of such public services would tie in
closely with the new congressional authority to
upgrade puLlir housing management services in
order to take advantage of these programs

(h) Increased governmental funds for family planning
Although many of the poor arc elderly single
people living in want, it is recognized that poor
2»-844—f»
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families generally have more children than do
middle-income or affluent families. Ofttimes,
these are unwanted and illegitimate children
whose presence precludes the family's entrance
into public housing and creates other obstacles
fact of not naving an education or a job skill
makes it difficult to secure adequate employment The cycle is perpetuated. Therefore, the
Commission recommends that increased resources be made available by the States, assisted
with Federal funds through the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, for family
planning.
(i) Removal of administrative regulations
and legislative requirements which
tend to restrict the number of units for
large families
Public housing units capable of housing families of five or more people are now scanty because of (1) cost limitations on unit construction through administrative policies ($20,000);
and (2) the fact that income (rent) from units
depends on family income rather than size of
units, so that the return from a larger unit may
be no greater than the return from a small one.
A larger unit may, however, take up space that
two units could occupy and thus halve the possible return.
Local authorities should be urged to provide
large units, based on surveys and determinations of need, in which case the Federal Government should provide additional subsidies even
beyond those in the 1968 act to offset the financial drain on the local housing authority.
In the case of 221 (d) (3) units, the present
effective limit of $17,500 per unit aslo has the
effect of limiting the number of units available
to the larger family whose need is now almost
entirely unmet This legislative restriction
limiting the purchase of mortgages by FNMA
to a dollar maximum of $17,500 should also be
removed.
In addition to "units built," the test of success
should include the number of people housed.

(j) Remove restrictive regulations which
prevent architectural innovations in
providing bedroom space for large
poor families
At present, small-bedroom sizes make it imperative to describe standard housing in terms
of two children of the same sex to one bedroom.
This is an artificial limitation. Innovative design might include, as one alternative, dormitory type bedrooms for three to six children.
Very small bunk-bod niches are another alternative. Some public authorities have experimented
with linking adjacent small dwelling units to
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make single large-family units. Restrictive
regulations should be removed to allow architects the freedom to find the best solutions.
(k) Consideration of a 60-year mortgage for
public boosing units
In the earl}' days of public housing, a 60-year
mortgage was common. Over time and for a
variety of complex reasons, the terms were
reduced to 40 years.
As it becomes more difficult to reach the most
need}' under public liouoh.^ -ograms, the
Commission suggests that yer/ serious consideration be given to returning t«. the original
term of 60 years as a means of rea liing those
whose incomes arc now Loo low to be eligible.
(I) Improve the quality of life
While many public housing authorities are
efficiently run'and provide a much higher level
of housing for their tenants than would otherwise be available to them, efforts need to l>e
made to improve the quality of life in the units
and projects.
The 196S Housing Act authorizes $15 million
in fiscal year 10C9 and $30 million in cnch of
the following vears to upgrade management
services in public housing. This is a most
needed beginning step if public housing is to
servo the disorganized poor and Ixscome more
than a successful real estate operation. The
denial by the Appropriations Committee of all
the funds for fiscal year 1969 is a harsh blow
to this program.
The need is especially great in highrise,
multifamily units where family life can deteriorate in the absence of more playgrounds, child
supervision, day caro centers, etc. Elsewhere we
have recommended that every attempt IKS made
(o use scattered sites. leased housing, and smaller
economically integrated units in order to avoid
some of the most serious problems. We welcome
Congress* opposition to highrisc, multifamily
public housing except for the elderly and whore
there is no practical alternative.
Hut where, booau.-e of crowded conditions,
I lit- iiisrh cost of land, or effective local resistance
to housing for the poor or the near-poor, high
rises or large, projects are necessary, these kinds
of services become vital to the success of the
projects and mns-f lie provided. The Commission believes, also, Mint with appropriate design
and witli additional services, hig'nrises could
lie sum1.'sfill in some additional situations.
If a larger number of the poor are to IMS
housed, the need for additional seivros and the
improvement of the quality of life in assisted
hoiis'rng will IMS greatly increased. These additional services arc of vita' importance to tlits
quality of life in public housing.

Recommendation No. 17—Additional subsidy to reach the abject poor and the
large poor family
The Commission recommends that Congress authorize a supplemental subsidy to
enable the abject poor and large, low-income
families to afford monthly rentals in lowrent public housing and other assisted
programs.
The Commission recognizes that the very lowincome groups cannot, in many cases, afford
minimum rentals in low-rent public housing.
Simply put, these rentals reflect the cost of operation, maintenance and payments in lieu of
taxes. The public housing formula subsidizeamortisation and debt service.
In 1966 the average rental for all low-rent
public housing in the Nation was about $48 a
month, which roughly covered the three items
mentioned above. At 20 |>ercent of income, this
would require an annual income of $3,880,
which is in the higher levels of the poverty
range. According to these avenges, it can be
concluded that those earning below this amount
would not be able to afford low-rent public
housing.
In the 1968 act. Congress took steps to resolve
this problem by provxling a supplemental subsidy patterned after the $120 per year additional
subVuly for the elderly under the*low-rent housing program. Additional subsidies for the abject
poor could be provided based on two factors:
(1) Annual income and (2) size of family. This
would be especially beneficial to large families.
Although this proposal is primarily directed
toward the low-rent public housing program to
offset the operating, maintenance and local tax
costs which the rental payments of these most
needy families would not cover, the subsidy
should not. l>e limited to those in this program.
It should be permitted for use in 221 (d) (3),
rent supplement projects, iOJ dircrt-loan projects and other a>sisted housing programs. The
iifvv interest rate program practically meets this
need by the credit it give* for a deduction in
income !>.. each minor child.
A supplemental subsidy for the abject poor
and the large poor family, sufficiently great
to provide honsi g, should be made available
in existing low-rent public housing developments (including leased housing) as well as in
future public housing developments.
Recommendation No. 18—Elimination of
State and local referenda requirements
for public housing and urban renewal
projects
The Commission recommends that States
eliminate or modify those requirements in
public housing and urban renewal enabling
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legislation which call for submission of projects to popular referendum; if complete
elimination is not found feasible, referenda
should be required only when petitioned by
a specified percentage of qualified voters.
The Commission recognizes tlint public housing and urban renewal programs change the
face of neighborhoods, dislocate people and
businesses, and have a considerable physical and
social impact upon urban areas. It obviously is
not only good government but good politics to
subject these undertakings to public scrutiny
and discussion through hearings and other appropriate and effective means. However, tfie
Commission also believes that ihe essence of
effective local government in this country is one
of general rather than specific accountability
of the governing body to the electorate. The
governing body is elected to govern. During its
term it does so to the be.«t of its ability. At the
end of its term the electorate renders a verdict
upon the performances of iis officials. Local
government cannot function effectively if various of its actions are determined by plebiscite.
We do not apply such methods to the National
Government; to" handcuff our State and local
governments is to foster centralization. Furthermore, some of the requirements for referendum
are either open or covert means of excluding the
poor and Negroes from white, middle-class
neighlwrhoods.
The Commission sees a n..irked difference in
the role of an elect i ve local governing body with
regard to a petit ion-based referendum on its action, ns compared with a inundated .referendum
on a/7 such actions it may propose. In the former
instance, the burden of proof rc^ts with the objectors: in the latter, the governing Ixxly presumably must in every rase prove the wisdom of
its action.
Mandatory referendum requirements should
be eliminated not only In-causo of their widely
undesirable efforts on local government practice*, hut, more fundamentally, Ix-cause they
contradict sound principles of representative
local government. These principles call for the
placemen! of extensive, responsihi'ity with an
elective legislative Ixidy, subject to popular control primarily through recurrent, election rather
than by automatic exposure, of its actions to
"item-veto" at the polls.
Recommendation No. 19—Larger role for
States
The Commission recommends that in the
enactment of revised and simplified housing
legislation, the Congress not only permit the
present channeling of housing assistance
funds directly to cities but also to particular
States under certain conditions—to wit:

where the State (a) provides for a statewide
housing authority or other appropriate administrative machinery, and (b) provides
from State funds a supplementary amount
equal to at least half of the Federal assistance. Under such an arrangement, the qualifying State would receive its appropriate
allotment of funds under a statewide housing assistance plan approved by the Secretary of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, following which the review and financing of local projects under
the plan would be effected by the State,
eliminating the present detailed time-consuming and frustrating Federal project reviews. The Commission emphasizes that this
shift in intergovernmental relationships
must be effected selectively as individual
States demonstrate readiness to move vigorously in the field of housing assistance on
both the program and fiscal fronts.
The cities have l>een required to rake the
funds and liearthe responsibility for almost insoluble problems with Tlittle. State help in the
past. Th'jy have unde standably objected to
placing the States be? .-en themselves and the
Federal Government, slowing down action, and,
in nianv cases, erecting a hostile or unsympathetic force between the city and the Federal
programs. This State "interposition" is not proiH>scd here, and where it is attempted, it should
be rebuffed in no uncertain terms.
Beyond passing enabling legislation which
allowed local authorities to act, or which delegated State, police powers over zoning and
building and Mousing codes to the cities, most
States have played a minor and a passive role in
housing the American people, including those
with low incomes. But there is a larger role for
them to play, and many States arc prepared to
net.
They should act lirst in those geographical
areas where no adequate city or regional government machinery now functions. Second, the
States should act when the localities either refuse, or are unable to act. This is especially ivlc-vant where localities refuse, to provide huul or
build housing for low-income, c:t:«ons. Third,
there ale a large numl>er of nrciia, such as zoning, building codes ami housing codes, where,
tho State should perform appeal funct ions and
where the State should train personnel in order
to insure both uniformity and competence.
As ti condition to Ixfominjf a- full partner in
housing assistance programs, the States should
!M) required to nrovidu u substantial proportion
of the funds. We. suggest a guideline of .">() percent of tho ai'ioimt of Mm FHeral allotment,
thereby augmenting the amount of housing nsMstiiiiiT aviiihihle t<> I I.e. locality by one-half.
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Recommendation No. 20—Federal Govern*
ment—Builder of last resort
The Commission recommends that if, after
a reasonable period of time, State and local
action fails to make substantial progress toward meeting the needs for low- and moderate-income housing as determined by the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, after c nsaltation with the appropriate local officials, the Federal Government
.become the builder of last resort
It is essential that the goal of a decent home
and a suitable living environment for all American families be met. Within the proposals we
make to establish goals, simplify programs, pool
resources, provide the economic climate in which
the programs can function, and assert Federal
leadership to help the neediest communities, the
Commission proposes a series of steps and an
arsenal of administrative weapons to be triggered or escalated upon the failure or inaction
of those with primary responsibility.
The first level of responsibility to provide
housing for poor people without regard to race
or creed should remain with the local communities. They should be given a maximum amount
of freedom and Federal financial assistance to
cam- out their responsibilities within the
framework of the larger national goals. But
they must meet their responsibilities.
If the local communities fail, then State action is called for. In addition to whatever voluntary programs they may wish to f.rry out,
the Stales should exercise tl'icir authority to provide sites, develop plans, and build projects for
low-inco-ije families when a locality fails in its
respon- ibility. A State housing authority could
act n.- the administrative agent for this direct
activity.
If l>oth a locality within a State, and the State
itself, fail in their responsibilities to help meet
the present crisis in the supply of housing for
low income Americans, the Commission believes
that the Congress should authorize an emergency low-incoino housing program under
which the Department of HUD would, as a
direct Federal operation equipped with the
powers of eminent domain, build and have
ready for occupancy such portion ot ,100,000
low-income housing units a year as remains unmet by local and Stnto action.
Recommendation No. 21—Consolidation of
housing assistance activities
The Commission recommends that all lowand moderate-income housing assistance
programs be administered by a single agency
within the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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Any discussion of tho administration of the
various low- and moderate-income housing assistance programs of the Fedenil Government
inevitably leads to the question of why fragmented responsibility of these programs is parceled among different parts of the Department.
The rent supplement program and below-market interest 221 (d) (3) programs are administered by the Federal Housing Administration.
On the other hand, the rent certificate and the
conventional public housing programs come under the jurisdiction of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Housing Assistance, who, in turn,
is responsible to the Assistant Secretary for Renewal and Housing Assistance.
Questions are often raised in Congress and
elsewhere as to why programs designed to aid
the poor should be administered by FHA—an
agency dedicated by tradition to a banker-like
approach to housing. Under the foregoing recommendation, all housing assistance programs
would be administered "under one roof," -with
similar objectives and attitud s governing all of
the programs.
Many housing experts would advocate reorganizing all low- and moderate-income programs under one administrative unit of HUD
regardless of whether they are insuring activities, grant-distribution activities, or direct
loan activities. Moreover, such programs should
then be operated under one philosophy whereby
builders, developers, recipient agencies, and
individual recipients would be subject, respectively, to identical requirements, rules and
regulations.
Recommendation No. 22—Removal of State
constitutional barriers
The Commission recommends that each of
the industrial or highly urbanized States remove existing constitutional and statutory
barriers to involvement of private enterprise
in efforts directed toward enlargement and
revitalizing the economic and fiscal base of
their major cities.
During the past few years increased attention
has been directed, both in Congress and in the
Federal executive branch, to ways by which
the Federal Government and private enterprise
might work more effectively together in meeting
the crisis in the Nation's cities. This attention
has l>een prompted by the growing realization
that no one level of government—nor even the
public sector working in concert—can cope with
the manifold problems confronting local governments in our metropolitan areas. Many proposals have been put forward, and many others
are in the making, for new types of businessFederal Government partnership arrangements
for the rebuilding of the cities.
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The Commission urges a similar soul-searching on the part of State Governors and legislators for ways in which the private sector of the
economy may be drawn more effectively into
State-local efforts to ease urban problems. The
Commission has no specific proposals for Stateprivate cooperation that might be authorized
by constitutional or statutory change, but is
confident that many potentialites exist. For example^ a number of State constitutions contain
provisions prohibiting the use of the State's
credit in private undertakings.
Also, State and local tax policies should be
reviewed to ascertain whether they encourage
or discourage replacement of obsolete structures ; upkeep of living quarters, and the general
rehabilitation and upgrading of neighborhoods.
Likewise, State and local tax policies certainly
affect land use and subdivision development in
urban areas. Moreover, cooperative efforts between State aitd local agencies and private enterprise can assist in providing training for
unskilled people and their subsequent employment.
,_
With the increasing responsibility faced by
government at all levels in combating poverty,
crime, delinquency, and inadequate education in
the metropolitan areas, State constitutions and
statutes need to be searched to (a) identify barriers to public-private cooperation; (6) evaluate
the reasons for the barriers; and (c) remove or
lower them unless compelling reasons to the
contrary are found.
Recommendation No. 23—Establish programs of urban advisers
The Commission recommends the establishment of a program for urban advisers
for the cities paralleling the county agent
program established for rural families almost half a century ago.
Paid in part from Federal funds, and with
contributions from both the State universities
and the localities, the county agent took to ru:al
people the most up-to-date knowledge on r dcrn farm practices, helped organize farm cooperatives, and informed rural people of the
programs and services available to them from
the Federal, State and local governments, private enterprise, and private social agencies.
Whether the farmer needed a loan from the
Federal Land Bank, an autopsy of his pigs performed at the State university, a chance to take
part in local fairs, a booklet on fertilizers, or
help on a personal problem, he could seek help
from the county agent.
There is no reason why an urban adviser responsible to representative local groups and
having jurisdiction in areas of a variety of
sizes depending upon circumstances con' , not

provide similar services. Among them he
could—
(1) Help to establish cooperative, limited
dividend and other nonprofit housing
groups to serve the needs of the low- and
fower-middlc-income groups;
(2) Help local people take advantage of
existing public and private programs and
services available to them;
(3) Serve as an expediter in the relationships between local groups or governments
and Federal programs; and
(4) Help to organize, initially, a variety
of programs and institutions such as daycare centers, health services, recreation programs, summer job opportunities, et cetera,
which then should be run permanently by
local groups or existing local agencies.
Such a program would no doubt require the
use o* existing or new mechanisms through
wh'oh the adviser could be responsible to local
groups and institutions. Carrying out the proposal will require some constructive thought as
to how this should be done.
Recommendation No. 24—Programing the
urban renewal process
In line with the approach contained in the
neighborhood development program enacted
in title V of the Housing And Urban Development Act of 1968, the Commission not only
recommends permitting arban renewal projects to be carried out in a series of annual
undertakings not limited to a single area in
accordance with the general plan, but also
provision of Federal assistance for continuing local programing and planning not
clearly provided in the new act.
This would change the basic urban renewal
approach from project to process. Itaforc the
change in the 1968 act, the law required that
each urban renewal project be treated separately, and that each or its three major phases bo
finished before any part of the next phase could
begin.
Under that system, there were three major
phases which had to be undertaken in series:
the survey and planning phase, then the loan
and grant phase, part I; and, finally, loan and
grant, part II. Each required both local and
Federal approval tafore the next phase could
begin. Some allowances have lx>en made to permit, for example, early acquisition of land within project areas prior to final project approval.
The neighbokhood development approach
adopted by Congress allows some modification
of this with respect to grants. This recommendation, in contrast, would permit continuous, and
if necentary simultaneous, programing of all
activities, including planning as well as loan
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and grant. The whole plan does not have to be
completed in detail before parts of the process
get underway.
We propose to extend the application of this
principle to permit any portion of the urban
renewal process to be advanced, if that proves
useful and feasible. Moreover, if a city has more
than one xirban renewal project underway, certain of these activities (such as rehabilitation)
could be going on in all the projects at once,
regardless of the phase each project is in; this
would speed up the entire urban renewal process
and bring about economies.
More than thaf, it would be more humane.
Relocation services, for example, c -ild begin
immediately for those o be displaced; rehabilitation of those house; ;heduled to remain could
also start; certain public improvements and
facilities might well be constructed earlier.
Programing and planning should be continuous and not tied to a specific area or a
specific project. This is needed to keep tlic new
neighborhood development program operating
smoothly from year to year. It could also provide data needed for overall national estimates
of need and capacity to carry out community
development .Torts at whatever rate the national econon y would permit. Such information
is now available for other programs. We should
bo able to provide it for the cities, too.
Recommendation No. 25—Housing and other
facilities for low-income Americans in
urban renewal project areas
(a) Land for low-inconv housing
The Commission recommends that no urban-renewal project be approved by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development unl~ss it fits into an overall set of
urban-renewal projects under which the rate
of const, action of low-income units for all
of the projects meets or exceeds the rate at
which they are removed. The Secretary
should be authorized to waive this requirement where cities can demonstrate that they
are meeting the objectives of housing lowincome families through action under this or
other public and private programs. An annual report of such waivers and the detailed
proof on which they were based should be
submitted to Congress.
Much pulling and Lulling has gone on for n
number of years ns to the percentage of renewal
funds which could be expended on cominercinl
and other nonrosidential buildings in relation to
dwellings. Tho Commission Ixslievcs that, the
present nonresidential coiling of 35 percent
probably should not bo raised. In any event, we
urge strongly that the Congress protect und pro-
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serve part of the residential component for
housing people of low incomes, regardless of the
method by which such housing may be subsidized—that is, interest rate, rent supplement or
public housing. The provisions in the 1968
Housing Act requiring at least half of the housing component for low- and moderate-income
groups and'at least 20 percent for low-income
groups, is a major step in the right direction.
Beyond this, it is essential to return to the intent of the original 1949 act and make certain
that an abundance of housing for low-income
Americans in the community, on and off the
urban-renewal site, be provided.
The land write-down provisions of the urbanrenewal program make it possible to house the
poor in those otherwise high-cost areas. By the
use of several subsidy methods, the local community and the private interests concerned
should be able to meet the many economic and
financial considerations necessary to the formulation of nn urban renewal project.
In some areas, communities have provided
large quantities of low-hicome housing on
urban-renewal sites. Ir. others, an abundance of
public housing may have been provided. Where
this can be shown, we recommend that the Secretary have the power to waive the requirement.
(b) Attraction of commercial component to
project
The Commission recommends that every
effort be made within the nonresidential
component to attract jobs and other establishments to be owned by residents of the
project area.
While the Commission has excluded the general problem of ghetto employment from tlu>
primary scope of its w ork and the coverage of
this report, the extent to which the commercial
component of urban renewal r.iTers employment
and livelihood to tjit residents bears directly
upon the kind of housing made available in the
renewal area and upon the preceding recommendation dealing with the portion of project-area
housing to be occupied by former residents. The
availability of jobs is (or should bo) a basic
determinant in residence choice. If \v« arc to
break the cycle of "Negro removal'' charged
(often accurately) by critics of the program, we
must break it at both the housing phase and the
employment phase. Considerations of urban architecture and design tire not in conflict with
this proposal, but the narrow view of Mie economic welfare for commercial establishments
must "give" to some degree if \vo are to begin
to remedy tho ghetto housing problem rather
than merely transfer it from project area to
project nrca.
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(c) Replacement of low-cost housing demolished under Federal or federally
aided programs
The Commission rec«,_ mends that in addition to new housing being constructed to
meet the low-income housing needs identified
in this report, there be a specific linkage of
urban renewal and other Federal or federally assisted programs involving demolition of residences, to Federal programs providing new housing in the areas affected, so
that sufficient new housing available to lowincome households (including but not limited to those displaced) is constructed in
those areas to offset the market pressures
created by the demolition of existing residences.
(d) Us* of highway funds to replace lowincome housing demolished for highway constructs
The Commission recommends that highway funds be used to finance the construction of new housing for low-incoir* households in a metropolitan area where demolition for highway construction reduces the
supply of such housing, with the requirement
that definite commitments to construct the
new housing concerned be made before existing housing is den. vlished.
The Comn.ission also calls intention to an
earlier recommendation (Xo. 18) vailing for the
elimination of State and local referenda requirements for public-housing and urban-renewal
projects.
Recommendation No. 26—-Reward for efficient performance
The Commission recommends that where
cities demonstrate that they are meeting national housing and community development
objectives, and where they have technically
qualified and professionally competent
staffs and have established good records of
performance, Federal urban renewal assistance sufficient to support activities at a high
level should be made without detailed and
time-consuming reviews of proposed action
and activities. Financial auditing and a general appraisal conducted at reasonable intervals can determine exact amounts of assistance due.
As our studies indicate, the time involved before an urban-renewal project is finished has
averaged between 6 and 9 years, with about onethird of them taking more than 9 years. While
many delays arc due to the inherent nature of
assembling land and constructing buildings,
some delays are due to the largo numlw of detailed requirements demanded of localities. The

President's task force and the Housing and
Urban Development Department have brought
improvements in recent times.
Nevertheless, where a community has made a
good record, the process could be and should be
speeded up in the ways we suggest.
Recommendation No. 27—Funds for special
programs
The Commission recommends that an additional sum amounting to from 1 to 5 percent of the Federal grant for a local program be made available in a contingency
fund for program activities peculiar to the
needs of the locality but not necessarily eligible under the detailed urban renewal
regulations.
Much time and energy is spent in determining
whether some particular local activity falls under the specific regulations of the urban renewal
agency. This may involve merely hiring staff
men for peculiar local needs or the expenditures
of small sums on activities not clearly allowed
or banned by the regulations.
Our recommendation would provide a small
additional sum, to carry out activities which are
clearly related to the purposes of urban renewal
but about which undue controversy and excessive time would be spent in making a determination.
The larger proportion of up to 5 percent is
clearly intended only for relatively small projects, while the 1 percent limit would provide
very adequate funds under some of tbe larger
projects.
The amendment is intended to help speed
processing, to reduce administrative rigidities,
and to provide some small amounts for administrative, structural, or social innovation.
Recommendation No. 28—Long-term leasing
of urban renewal land
The Commission recommends that urban
renewal agencies not dispose of fee title to
the land they acquire but that it be leased
for a period ranging from 60 to 90 years, or a
period equal to about one and one-half times
the length of the mortgage on the property.
There is a major public interest in land which
has been acquired by public processes. Society
should have an opportunity at reasonably loiiir
intervals to determine to what use land which
it hns purchased should be put. A period of ;>no
and one-half times the length of the mortgage,
or from GO t« 90 years, is sufficient to preserve
the public interest without discouraging potential users.
This proposal is a specific, application to urban
renewal land of the more general land recommendations in Part III, chapter 2, of the Report.
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construction, other programs requiring the
Recommendation No. 29—Extended relocaphysical appropriation of land, or if housing is
tion services
dilapidated
and cannot
be repaired to meet the
The Commission recommends that the
1
minimum
housing
code
requirements. This offund allotment for each project allow for
ten causes the sale, of property and forces the
the provision of relocation, counseling,
displacement of tenants.
health services, and other social services to
The hardship that these many different prothe residents of the area while demolition,
grams,
at all levels of government, can bring to
new construction, and other renewal activilives of people ami to the solvency of busities are proceeding and up to the time that ' U»e
nesses arises from two major effects-^the great
residents are either satisfactorily relocated
variety
and lack of uniformity in their applicain another area or brought back to the projtion,
and
the special hardship that displacement
ect area after renewal has been completed.
confers, especially on certain groups of people.
Processes of social disorganization inevitably
(a) Uniform relocation policy and payaccompany urban renewal. The physical facts of
ments under Federal and federally
life make the removal of old buildings and the
aided programs
construction of new ones necessary. In the meantime, residents are uprooted and many of them
The Commission recommends the followmoved, temporarily at least, to other locations.
ing features: (i) Federal legislation to proThis places a serious strain on personal and
vide for uniform relocation policies for all
family life even if relocation payments are
Federal and federally aided programs; (ii)
prompt and adequate. Concentrated social servallowance for compensation beyond fair
ices need to be brought to bear to help avoid
market value for owner-occupants so they
school dronouts, to meet health emergencies, to
can purchase a similar home elsewhere withfind new housing, and to get access to other
out capital loss; (Hi) provision of relocation
needed municipal services.
adjustment payment paid either as a lump
To insure the availability and continuity of
sum or over time for tenants who must pay
social services to urban renewal displacees," the
higher rents because of relocation or who
Commission suggests earmarking—both in
must move more than once; (iv) the requireterms of personnel and of funds—for these purment that adequate-quality housing be availposes from tlie resources budgeted for the reable for those displaced by any demolition
newal project. A simple requirement to this
bsfore the demolition takes place and at
effect should lx> stated in the governing Federal prices they can reasonably afford; (v) the use
legislation amplified as necessary by Federal
of a specific center at the city or county level
and State or local regulations.
for all programs involving relocation; (vi)
parallel State legislation to cover similar
Recommendation No. 30—Relocation housing
State or local public works programs; and
The Commission recommends that the
(vii) authority for the use of mobile
Housing Act be amended to authorize the
homes for interim relocation housing where
Secretary of Housing and Urban Developrequired.
ment to provide loans and/or grants to comThe inconsistent application of relocation
munities for construction of new facilities
programs is shown most keenly in urban areas,
and/or the acquisition of existing facilities
where programs of nil kinds tit all three levels
to house families forced to be relocated as a
of government most frequently come together,
result of public improvements and natural
and where different Federal and federally aided
disasters.
programs have an impact on neighboring
projKTties.
Recommendation No. 31—Uniform and efUntil recently, u homeowner whose property
fective relocation policies
was taken for an urban renewal project was enThe Commission recommends that the
titled to moving costs of up to $-200. His neighCongress and State legislatures take action
bor, whose property was taken for a federally
to make programs of acquisition and relocaaided highway program, was entitled to $200,
tion both adequate and uniform for all prohut only if the State had authorized it. As of
grams which remove businessmen and resiApril 1008. 14 States had not authorized such
dents, including tenants, in the course of
payments und even ninong the. States thar had,
land acquisition for public works programs.
an appreciable numlxr had not authorized payT'nder the powers of eminent domain, govments up to the Federal limit, or not for tenants
ernments :it the Federal and State levels can
and lessee;;. A third homeowner in the same
fotrr owneis to sell their property if tho govneighborhood may have received ,iothii)«r »t
ernment needs it for urban renewal, highway
all if his property was taken by the Grnrral
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Services Administration for a Federal office
building. Tenants, of course, received nothing
under any program unless Federal and State
legislation had been enacted to authorize it.
Inconsistency in payment of business moving expenses is even greater; for example, the
Federal Aid Highway Act allowed business
moving expenses only up to $3,000, wherea? displacement oy a federally aided urban renewal
project entitles a business owner to as much as
§25,000 for moving expenses.
Many provisions in both the 1968 Housing
Act and the extension of the Interstate Highway program meet a number of these c. iticisms.
But the general principles that we advocate
remain and should be fulfilled as time proceeds.
The availability of substitute housing before
demolition is so crucial to relocation, and to the
programs which make relocation necessary:
The impact of relocation is never gentle, but
the worst problem is caused by the loci of standard substitute housing for low-income groups.
Nonwhites have the most difficult relocation
problems of all, because of their generally lower
economic and educational status, the frequent
use of urban renewal in the very neighborhoods
where they are concentrated, and the various
public and private practices which have restricted their access to alternate housing. Large
families have extreme difficulty in relocating,
whether white or nonwhite, as do the elderly,
whose limited incomes and reduced emotional
capacity for readjustment make them especially vulnerable.

(b) Unified provision of services to those
displaced
The Commission recommends that Congress allocate, through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, funds for
the provision of all necessary services, both
housing and social, to families and individuals being displaced.
(c) Improvement of relocation and displacement payments
The Commission recommends that the
amount (inpayments made to those displaced and relocated from urban renewal
projects be increased and related to household size.
The Commission notes that the difficulty of
relocation is compounded as the size of the family increases, and suggests that an additional
flat payment be made to families displaced, over
and above the amount of normal relocation
payments.
(d) Direct GNMA mortgages in hardship

cases

In order to meet the severe problem of
lack of provision for the displaced family,
the Commission recommends that the Government National Mortgage Association accept direct mortgage applications from families displaced by public action when local
banking institutions place unusual financial
requirements on such persons as a condition
of granting the mortgage.
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Part III. Codes and Standards
CHAPTER 1

Land-Use Controls: Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
Land-use regulations—zoning and subdivision controls—are the chief regulatory tools
used by local governments to guide development, within their borders.1 All 50 States authorize these local regulations, and more than
10,000 local governments have adopted them.
One of the tasks assigned to this Commission
was to study these regulations and the purposes
they were designed to serve, and to recommend
how they could be made to serve those purposes
better.
Regulations, of course, do not build cities.
Among the many public and private decisions
that produce urban t^rowth and decay, regulator}* decisions play a relatively minor part.
When governments at nil levels build and spend
and tax, they shape cities directly, and they set
in motion market forces that regulations cannot
fundamentally alter.
Yet, though regulations are not the most important of public actions that guide development, they do significantly, influence the complex process of city building. And that influence
extends beyond the physical relationships that
are theirprimary concern, affecting such diverse
matters as employment opportunity, housing
opportunity, and local tax rates. Critics today
are attacking land-use regulations, particularly
zoning, both for what they are doing and for
what they fail to do. There are charges that regulations act to reinforce racial and economic
segregation, raise the costs of housing and stifle
interesting and innovative design. And there
are charges that regulations are failing to protect established neighborhoods, to prevent
sprawl on the outskirts of cities and decay
within them. Finally, there are charges that the
administration of regulations is too often riddled with favoritism and corruption. The next
two chapters explore these criticisms, evaluate
the present state of land use controls and sug-

gest how such controls may better carry out the
social, political, economic, and physical objectives of American urban life.
ORIGINS AND CONVENTIONAL PATTERNS

Beginnings
Today's zoning and subdivision regulations
are but the current stage of a long-established
process. From the earliest days of Colonial
America, governments and private interests
have continually sought better ways to build
good cities. The public and private responsibilities have been very different at different times.
Sometimes goveinment has been the planner
and builder, the chief architect of the urlwm
environment. At other times, government has
tried to withdraw almost entirely from the
field. Today, the mix is somewhere between the
extremes of earlier times. The process of e\'aluntioii and change continues, stimulated by
growing complaints that the results of past
efforts arc inadequate.
Prezoniny
In Colonial America it was common practice
for government to take the initiative in rbnn
development. As early as 1573, Philip if of
Spain issued the laws of the Indies that governed the establishment of towns from St. Augustine to Los Angeles. In the latter half of I he
17th century and the early years of (he 18th,
colonial legislatures in Virginia and Maryland
designated sites for towns, established the
method of land acquisition and valuation an;!
provided for their layout and for the disposition of town lots. Public 'and acquisition for
urban development, was common in these two
colonies in the 17th century. A total of 77 sites
were designated for settlement, including such
elaborately planned towns as Annapolis and
Williamsburg.*

1
A third fora ft rrgnUtlon, much lam widely uwd, l» the
"offlcUl m»p," which d««lrn»tm artat In »clv«ncf for Inter
nubile ncquliltlon for IIM ax (tree!*. p*rki or other public
rurllltlm.

1
The xourre for much of thl» material In John W. Rrr». "Thr
future of Anwrlrun Planning- -Krqnltm or Kcnmicfncc }" Land
Hit Control*. Vol. 1, No. 2,lB«7. |ip. 1-10.
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The tradition of public land acquisition for
new cities continued after the Revolution. A
persistent George Washington persuaded even
the most stubborn land owners to sell the land
needed for the Nation's new Capital. The new
eitv of Washington was planned on 5,000 acres
of land, all pubncly acquired from private owners. Among many other examples of cities initially laid out on public land (either already in
the public domain or acquired for the purpose) are Raleigh, Tallahassee, Detroit, Chicago, Columbus, and Indianapolis.
Another, stronger current also rims through
the Nation's urban history. This is the tradition of individual land ownership largely unfettered by public control of its use. It was the
lure of virgin land that brought many settlers to America, and the prospect of getting
land cheap—or free—led many of them to the
West. Only a few years after the Revolution,
the Continental Congress provided for the division and sale of the vast territories belonging
to the new nation. The free market in land,
including speculation and "boom and bust," was
to be a dominant force in l!)th century America.
The ''invisible hand" of the market dominated the growth of most 19th century cities.
In 1811, the commissioi.crs' plan for New York
City established a grid of "paper streets" many
miles north into the then undeveloped territory
of Manhattan. Unlike the plans for Washington
or Williamsburg, which proposed or recognized
urban centers and focal points, this plan consisted essentially of a uniform grid of streets
and avenues. The role of government was limited to drawing up a giant chessboard on which
the forces, of the market would build the future
city. This Jawes fa!re city planning was to be
related endlessly in new and growing communities across the'land.
It was soon apparent, however, that the invisible hand could not alone provide a good life for
the growing numbers of people crowding into
the. cities. Two broad kinds of public response,
resulted:
An emphasis on minimum standards to
which everyone is entitled. Early tenement
house laws' responded to this emphasis, as
do today's housing codes and programs for
-nbsidized housing.
A broad concern with annuity and efficiency in urban life. The. 19th century "parkplanners'1 operated in this tradition, and
much of today's planning movement is its
outgrowth.
In 18f>7 the first New York tenement legislation was enacted, a year after the city health
department had l>cen established. The. 18(57 law
slightly restricted the. tenement's lot coverage,
and further legislation in 1879 and 1901 re-

duced coverage to C5 percent. Within a few
years, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut passed comparable laws, and between 1905
and 1908, Chicago, Boston,
and Cleveland adopted similar ordinances.3
Other cities were restricting building heights
and land use in the interests of public health
and safety. San Francisco and Los Angeles
passed ordinances in the 1880's limiting the location of laundries.4 In 1889 height restrictions
were placed on buildings in Washington, D.C.
In Boston, height regulations were enacted in
1903 and upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1909 as a valid exercise of the police power.*
Fire district ordinances, prohibiting the building of wooden structures in designated areas,
were also becoming increasingly common.
The park planners, meanwhile, were pressing
for other public action to improve the quality
of urban environment. The crusade for parks
took hold after 18(50. The Columbian Exposition of 1893 stimulated the "city beautiful"
movement that was to produce such influential
plans as the Senate Park Commission's replanning of Washington in 1901 and Burnham's
Chicago plan of 1909.
Zoning grew up against the background of
these developments— and out of the efforts of
property owners to prevent unwanted change
of their neighborhoods. In 1907, a group of
Fifth Avenue merchants banded together to try
to protect the fashionable shopping district
from encroachment by the new factories of garment manufacturers. The Fifth Avenue Association joined forces with city planning advocates to bring about the establishment of tins
Advisory Commission on Height and Arrangement of Buildings, which in turn laid the foundation for the drafting and adoption of the
Now York zoning resolution. That, resolution,
adopted in July 1916, set the basic pattern for
zoning ordinances to the present day.s
The spread of zoning
Zoning spread quickly during the 1920'.-. By
1925, 368 municipalities had passed ordinances;
and by the end of 19:50, more than 1,000.
'Principle* oitrf Prnclicr* nf f/rlmn ri«n*iii0, edited l>»
Goodman »nd Kric C.. Freund.. nublfaibed by InterWilliam I Goodman
national City Manager*' AnoctaUon. IBM, p. 17.
•At flrat mien ordinance* were *tnick down by tbe court*
n* dlMTimliuitory ngnlnut :hr Chinese. hut they were Inter
npheld an Milld measure* designed to protect public health
""•Iff/c* v. Ktcaiev, 214 U.S. 01 (10001. An earlier effort tn
control height In Boston through urc of the eminent domain
power wns upheld In Altontu Qrntral v. William*, 3.1 X.K.
,7 (1890). ajt'd 188 U.S. 4H1 iI»''S). The Mwachiiiiettii
court Indlcnted hy way of dicta thnl the police power could
tm used, to limit hnlldlug height*.
« I»» Anicele* had In fact "roned" It* entire, nren In one
w«y or another hy 1015. The flly wa« dlrlded Into one larire
residence district In which only the rery lighten manufacturing wa* permitted : 27 industrial district*, permitting all
use*: and about 100 renldence exception district* permitting
nil hut henry anil objectionable nrrt.
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State enabling legislation, giving municipalities specific authority to zone, became common
during the 1920's. This State action was substantially aided by the Federal Government. In
1921, Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, appointed an Advisory Committee on
Zoning in the Department of Commerce. In
1924, the Committee issued the Standard State
Zoning Enabling Act, a model upon which a
great 7deal of State zoning legislation is still
based. By 1925,19 States had adopted statutes
substantially similar to the model. By the end of
1930, some or all localities in every State were
legally empowered to adopt zoning ordinances.
The reaction of the courts was a central preoccupation of zoning's founders, and early judicial response in the State courts was mixed. Constitutional doubt about the concept of zoning
was settled in 1926, however, when the Supreme
Court of the United States decided the landmark case of Village of Euclid \. Ambler Realty
Co.*
Subdivision regulations
The regulation of land subdivision existed
in this country from its earliest days and survived in some form even during the 19th century. Much of the 19th century regulation,
however, was mainly designed to assure the adequacy of engineering data and the accurate
recording of plats. Gradually, however, thb objectives were broadened. Some States required
that new streets be designed to tie into existing
ones and that streets be dedicated to the public.
Enforcement was achieved by requiring governmental approval of street layouts before
plats
could be officially recorded and lots sold.0
The present form of subdivision regulation,
like that of zoning, bears the stamp of the
1920's. At that time, subdivision regulation
began to be widely considered as a means of
guiding urban growth. In 1928, the Department
of Commerce issued the Standard City Planning Enabling Act, a model act that made subdivision regulation one of the tools of comprehensive planning and placed major
responsibility for administering subdivision
regulations in local planning beards. While the
Standard City Planning Enabling Act did nol
take State legislatures by storm in quite the
fashion of its zoning predecessor, many States
did enact planning statutes that bore some
resemblance to the Standard Act
Local subdivision regulations were becoming
widespread by the time the depression halted
most subdivision activity. A 1934 survey found
269 municipal planning commissions' in 29
' A r«Tl«td rmlnn w»« lulled In 1920.
•272 C.8. 3«R (1926).
» Princtflet and Practtcti of 1/rtan Planning, op. fit., p. 444.

States with power to regulate land subdivision,
and an additional 156 commissions empowered
to act in 10an advisory capacity on such
regulations.
Conventional patterns
Despite increasingly important changes, the
form of today's land use regulations, and often
their substances as well, still commonly fall
within the conventional patterns established in
the 1920's. Of course, no one local regulation is
typical of these patterns: Objectives, techniques,
and administrative practices reflect the varying
desires of thousands of local governments. A.
rudimentary zoning regulation in a rural village may do little more than exclude a few
noxious uses from residential areas, while a regulation for a large city or a prosperous suburb
may establish an array of districts and a complex administrative process. There are, however,
some elements that are common to most of the
current regulations that fall within the conventional pattern.
(1) Tlie zoning ordinance
a. Regulated subject*.—A zoning ordinance
typically prescribes how each parcel of land in
a community may be used. Most regulations
cover at least these subject•*—
Use: First, zoning ordinances designate permitted "uses" (activities). Many divide uses
into three basic categories: Dwellings, businesses, and industry. These basic categories are
usually divided into subcateeories. It is common
practice, for example, to distinguish between
one-family detached houses and apartment
buildings, between "light" and "hei»vy" industry. Over the years ordinances have tended to
establish more and more use categories. Ordinances with more than 20 different use categories are now common, and many ordinances
now make specific provision for "hundreds of
listed uses.
Population density: A limitation on population density is also part of today's accepted
zoning pattern. Most ordinances establish this
limitation by setting a minimum required size
for each lot. Alternatively, they may limit the
number of families per acre or set a minimum
required lot area for each dwelling unit on a
lot. Some, particularly in large cities, establish
more refined density controls that try to take
account of the likelihood that more people will
live in larger apartment units than in smaller
onas.
Building bulk: Zoning regulations also limit
building bulk. Usually, they do this by requiring yards along lot boundaries, by'limiting
building height, and by limiting the proportion
"Rep*, "Control of Lund StibdlTliiloi) 07 Municipal Pfenning Board*," 4o Cornell I..RCT. 258 (103.%).
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of lot area that may be covered by buildings.
Refinements of these devices have become common, in recent vears, as communities have recognized that rigfd yard and height requirements
often deter imaginative design. "Floor area
ratio"' and "usable open space"' requirements
are among the inm asingly common refinements.
Offstreet parking: As an addition to the original pattern, most zoning ordinances now contain offstrect parking requirements. Thes-e are
intended to assure that new development provides for at least some of its own parking needs
rather than adding to the number of parked
cars on already crowded streets.
Other subjects: Many other requirements also
appear in zoning regulations. Minimum house
size, landscaping, signs, appearance of buildings, offstreet loading, view protection, and
grading are just a few of the other subjects
sometimes regulated.
b. The zoning map.—In recognition of differing conditions and planning policies in different
parts of each community, zoning regulations
establish "/ones'* or "districts." Within each of
those districts a uniform set of regulations dealing with uses, hulk, and the like apply. Thus, for
example, stores may be permitted in one district
but not in another. To show the location and
boundaries of these districts, the ordinance includes a zoning map.
The number of district? and the nature of the
differences between them vary greatly from
town to town. Most ordinances contain at least
one district in which single-family detached
dwellings are the. only permitted residential use.
Often there are several such "single family" districts, distinguished from each other primarily
by differences in the required minimum lot sixe;
one district may require each lot to contain at
least 2 acres, another at least 1 acre, and so on.
Many ordinances also contain general residence
districts, in which other types of dwellings are
also permitted: these, too, nre often differentiated by density requirements. Ordinances also
commonly contain a variety of commercial districts bearing such name* as neighborhood retail, central business, heavy commercial, and
com- Tcial recreation. They arc commonly distinguished from one another by variations in
permitted activity, bulk, and parking requirements. And industrial districts may differ from
each other with respect to permitted activities,
Hlk regulation-;, and '.'performance'' regulations limiting the amount of smoke, noise, or
odor that industries may produce.
In addition to the basic districts—those based
on the traditional triad of dwellings, business
and industry—scores of other kinds of distr Is
have. l>een devised since the carlv days of zon-
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ing and are now commonly, used to fit local
conditions and policies. Agricultural districts,
industrial-park district*, and special district'
for public land are example*. Some of the newer
districts allow a mixture of traditionally separated uses, such as residential-office and
residential-commercial districts. Others are intended to meet, unique conditions of a particular
area, such as flood plain districts."
c. Administration.—To apply substantive requirements, every regulation needs an administrative apparatus. The originators of zoning
anticipated a fairly simple administrative
process. They thought of the zoning regulation
as being largely "self-executing." After the
formulation of the ordinance text and map by
a local zoning commission and its adoption by
the local governing body, most administrations
would require only the services of a building
official who would determine whether proposed
construction complied with the requirement*.
This oflicial was not expected to exercise discretion or sophisticated judgment. Rather, The
was to apply the requirements to the letter. n
the case of new construction, lie was to compare
the builder's plans with the requirements governing the particular land and either grant or
deny a permit. Even today, this nondiscretk/nary permit process is at. the heart of zoning
administration.
Nevertheless, it was recognized from the. outset that the permit process was noi. i-nough.
Zoning statutes and regulations commonly provide for these additional kinds of administrative action:
Appeals: First is the appeal from a decision
of the building official. The applic; nt. may ;:1legc, for example, that, the official lus mi*interprated the ordinance or applied it arbitrarily.
In i! >st States, such appeals are taken to a local
board of zoning appeals (or adjustment).
Variances: Because of special conditions,
strict, application of ordinance requirements
sometimes cai^es hardship that is unccessnry
to achievement of the, public, purposv-s of the
ordinance. A lot may be oddly shaped, for example, or topography may l>o unusual. To alleviat« these hardships, and also to safeguard
the constitutionality of regulation when* strict
application of requirements would amount, to a
"Inking" of land, zoning regulations hau>. traditionally provided for "variances." The. variance power, too, most, often belongs to the board
of appeal.-. To qualify for a lawful variance,
the applicant, is normally required to show that
strict application of the rules would cause, "un" Sonic (if tln> «|M¥lnl rnnilltliinx nrr quite exotic. Our orilliiniirr. for riciiMiili-. rxlnl)ll«liiil n "Inbornt»ry rinlrnl" i|i»Irn.'t. iH'rinltllne II"' mixing "f mlro fur Inhnrntnry "so.
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necessary hardship*' due to "unique circumstances."
Special exceptions: The third type of administrative decision is the "special exception"
which has now grown to include many types of
discretionary decisions bearing such names as
"conditional uses" and "special-use permits."
The zoning ordinance will list particular uses
(e.g., airports or cemeteries or gas stations) and
permit them only with some sort of discretionary review in each case. The review may be by
the board of appeals or governing body (or
sometimes by a planning commission or a zoning administrator). The ordinance may set up
specific standards to guide the discretionary review. Often, however, standards are very
general.
Amendments: Finally, the administrative apparatus of zoning includes a provision for
changing the rules. It was foreseen from the
outset that both the text and the map would
occasionally become out of date, and provision
was made for revision of both by the local governing body. Although statutes normally require notice and hearing, the amendment process is otherwise much the same as that used to
amend other local laws. The vast majority of
amendments are changes in the zoning map,
commonly called "rczonings."
To assure that regulatory actions stay within
the limits set by constitutions, statutes, and
ordinances, zoning statutes further provide for
review by the courts.
(#) The subdivision regulation
While conventional zoning normally applies
to individual lots, subdivision regulations govern the process by which those lots are created
out of larger tracts.
a. Regulated subjects.—
Site design and relationships: Subdivision
regulations typically pock to assure that subdivisions are appropriately related to their surroundings. Commonly, they require that the
subdivision be consistent with a comprehensive
plan for the area (e.g., by reserving land for
proposed highways or parks). Requirements
normally assure that utilities (local streets, sewers) tic into those located or planned for adjoining property. Other requirements are intended to assure that tho subdivision itself is
related to its own site and that it will work effectively. The widths of streets, tho length of
blocks, tho sixe of lots, and the handling of
frontage along major streets, are among commonly regulated subjects.
Allocation of facilities cost—dedications and
fees: Second, subdivision regulations mny contain provisions that effectively allocate costs of
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public facilities between the subdivider and
local taxpayers. Commonly, regulations require
subdividers to dedicate land for streets and to
install, at their own expense, a variety of public
facilities to serve the development. These often
include streets, sidewalks, storm and sanitary
sewers, and street lights. In recent years, more
and more subdivision regulations have also been
requiring subdividers to dedicate parkland, and
sometimes school sites, or to make cash payments in lieu of such dedication. Some regulations go further still, requiring payment of
fees to apply toward such major public costs as
the construction of sewage disposal plants.
b. Administration.—Subdivision regulations
contemplate a more sophisticated administrative process than do conventional zoning regulations. Instead of prescribing the precise location of future lot lines, for example, subdivision
regulations provide more general design standards (based in part on local plans). The local
planning commission or governing body then
applies these standards, at the time of subdivision, to preliminary and final plats submitted
by property owners.
THE NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF CONVENTIONAL
REGULATIONS

Considering the era of its birth, the pattern
of land-use regulations devised in the 1920's was
a heroic if hesitant reassertion of public responsibility to guide development. The nature of the
regulatory pattern, of course, responded to the
needs of that time, to the objectives then determined, and to the techniques then available
for achieving them.
(1) Characteristics
From today's standpoint, the following characteristics of that pattern seem especially
noteworthy :
a. Responsibility: Local.—Regulatory powei
was given to local governments. Although State
enabling legislation prescribed the general nature of the regulations and established the administrative process, regulatory initiative and
discretion were local. Regulations responded to
local policies and were administered by local
officials.
b. Technique: Self-executing, noncompensative, negative.—Like the building and other
codes whose form they resembled, these regulations were self-executing, noncompcnsative,
negative.
Self-executing: The detailed zoning requirements—down to the last zone boundary and
side-yard width—wore to ba determined in udvaiu-o, (Subdivision regulations, as already
noted, established both specific requirements
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and more general standards to IK? applied to
the fact? of each individual case.) Once adopted,
the zoning ordinance was to be basically selfenforcingT Provisions for administrative relief
and rezoning were thought of more as occasional adjustments than as parts of the day-today regulatory process.
Xoncompensative: The regulations did not
provide for compensation to property owners.
Affected property remained in private ownerhip, and regulatory limitations on its use were
authorized under the State's police power to
protect the public health, safety, and welfare.
Thi<= approach had the advantage of resembling
established codes. It also saved public funds and
avoided the administrative complexity of purchasing or condemning interests in affected
property.
Negative: The role of the regulating government was essentially negative. Similar in concept to the law of "nuisance, regulations were
normally intended to prohibit inappropriate
development—to keep out the bad rather than
to achieve the good. Development initiative was
left with private builders.
c. Policy: Limited control.—Finally, most
early regulations \vere remarkably lax by today's standards. Even in the most restrictive
residential district, some carry regulations prohibited only a handful of specified commercial
and industrial uses, and many district regulations provided neighborhoods only minimal
protection against incompatible intrusions. Permissiveness was revealed even more clearly by
zoning maps. Substantial areas in some communities were placed in unrestricted districts,
in which all uses were .allowed. "Overzoning"—
particularly for business and industry—was the
rule rather than the exception. Out of local optimism, an absence of planning, and a concern not
to depress speculative property values, came
zoning maps in many towns that provided for
development beyond the dreams of land
promoters.
(2) Cannes of the conro.fional pattern
Why did the pattern take this form *. In largo
part because it was based on the building codes
and tenement house laws for which there was
both political and legal precedent. At the time,
regulations were considered by many to be a
radical encroachment on the rights of owners to
exploit their property. Precedent was important.
From today's perspective, however, three additional influences seem to have been particularly important in shaping the zoning response:
(1) the generally limited objective of preventing change within established neighborhoods,
rather than achieving broader planning objec-

tives; (2) the small scale of land developments;
and (3) the inherent problem of achieving
varied development with uniform" regulations.
a. Preventing change in established residential neighborhoods.—The primary demand behind zoning in thousands of communities was to
protect established neighborhoods—especially
residential ones—from the intrusion of incompatible uses. Zoning in these situations was intended more to prevent change than to guide it.
The location of residential districts on zoning
maps could largely reflect established develop' ^ent patterns. And the lists of permitted uses
and bulk standard could largely be derived
from what was already on the ground and from
what was traditionally considered compatible
with what was on the ground. In effect, regulations for this purpose could follow the broad
directions already established by the market.
b. The small scale of land development.—A
second influential factor was the small scale of
landownership and land development at the
time. This small scale meant that regulation of
relationships among land uses required regulation of relationships among land users as well.
Conventional zoning regulations apply to each
individual lot, not to a block or a neighborhood
or a town as a whole. Lots are normally in separate ownership after development. When zoning was devised, they were also normally in
separate ownership before development.
In the 1920's, when zoning became prevalent,
the small scale of ownership and development
had to be accepted. Builders were unable to
build 1,000 houses at a time or a whole "new
town"; they often built one house at a time or
three or four. And the owner of a single small
lot was almost wholly dependent on his neighbors for his environment—a dependence which
was increased by the American tradition of
using yards rather than walls as dividers between residential properties. The buyers and
sellers of lots needed some device to stabilize
property values, keep out unwanted intrusions,
encourage investment in land and construction—in sum to assure neighborhood "character." The fee simple land tenure, which gives
owners a freedom of use that modern homeowners are frightened to have their neighbors possess, did not provide the needed protection. Zoning did.
c. Achieving variety with uniform regulations.—A third influential factor, accentuated
by the small scale of ownership and development, was the inherent regulatory problem of
permitting varied development with "uniform"
regulations. Cities, neighborhoods, even blocks,
are mixtures of disparate activities and buildings, each normally on a separately owned lot.
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Any attempt to control the mixture requires
regulations that differ from lot to lot. Yet our
traditions and laws called for public action to
be uniform, equitable, "fair." In practice, this
meant that regulations "hould not differ from
lot to lot, should treut all owners alike if
their properties were physically alike. This demand for uniformity of regulation was strongly
reinforced by demands of administrative
convenience.
Without reconciling the conflict between demands for unique treatment and demands for
uniformity, zoning attempted a practical compromise. The regulations established a number of different zones and then mixed the zones
on the map. The demands of uniformity were
partially satisfied by the uniformity of regulation within each zone. The price of this uniformity was a significant oversimplification of
the complex potential relationships among
buildings and activities within small areas.
Some areas were overprotected, many others not
protected enough; demands for more refined
regulation—and particularly for variances and
amendments to permit "harmless" prohibited
development—naturally emerged. Moreover,
zoning still required gross differences in treatment of land in different zones. Although these
differences were relatively inoffensive when
based primarily on established development
patterns, the very existence of the regulatory
differences added to the special pressures on
zoning administration. When regulations caused
vast differences in land values, these pressures
detracted both from the effectiveness and (he
fairness of regulations.
(3) Evolution of the regulatory pattern
Although today's regulations still normally
resemble those of the 1920's in some respects,
many also show marked differences from the
early pattern. Regulatory techniques have been
substantially refined, and standards have been
generally raised. Objectives have become more
ambitious, particularly where the old negativism has given way to the view that regulations should be part of a process to guide
development affirmatively toward desired public objectives. And both techniques and objectives have been adapted to changes in the process of city building itself, particularly to the
increased scale and pace of change since World
War II.
a. Refinement of wgulatory techniques.—One
direction of change 1ms been toward refinement
of regulatory techniques. Among the many common examples of such refinement are these:
Specification of permitted uses: Instead of
listing prohibited uses in each district, as the

oldest ordinances did, regulations now normally
list uses permitted in each district and prohibit all others. This plugs loopholes and establishes more clearly the intent of the regulations
to guide development affirmatively in desired
directions.
Noncumulative regulations: Old zoning ordinances set up a kind of use pyramid. Residences
were "highest," businesses next, and industry
was at the bottom. Each district permitted all
the "higher" uses but excluded the 'M->wer"
ones. Thus, while industry was prohi' J in
residence zones, residences were permitl.. ^ in industrial zones. Recent ordinances, however, attempting to assure that land is put to its planned
use are much more likely to prohibit residences
in industrialized zones as well as vice versa.™
More districts: Another sign of increasing refinement of control is the ever-increasing number of districts. A small suburban community
that may have had half a dozen districts 30
years ago may have several times that many
today. More subjects regulated: There is a tendency
to regulate more characteristics of development.
Landscaping and screening provisions, for example, are now common. Many community regulations reflect public concern about sucli
diverse matters as the appearance of buildings,
the economic compatibility of the uses' permitted in business areas, or the unwelcome
glare from lights in parking lots.
Performance standards: Finally, a number
of regulations contain performance standards.
Performance standards fashion regulations
more precisely to public objectives than do traditional or conventional regulations. Industrial
performance standards, for example, may establish odor limits instead of prohibiting all paint
plants. Performance standards hold great
promise wherever the regulatory purpose is
clear, where a standard can be precisely determined, and where compliance with it can be
objectively and easily measured. Nevertheless,
standards of this type are not even potentially
available to govern many of the most important
land-use relationships; there are simply too
many purposes to be weighed in each situation
and too many that defy objective measurement.
b. More restrictive requirements.—Another
widespread tendency of recent, regulations lias
been toward increased restrictiveness. In part,
this has stemmed from greater public acceptance of land uso regulations. Particularly in
19
A Commliwlon utirvey of local gurcrnnient!i »ln>ws llmt
In 1007, nomc 70 percent of local zoning ordinances contained
nt leant one «clunlvely commercial or exchulvH.v Indnxirlal
mine. Larger government* and government* within metropolitan area* arc more likely to havn mien cones tlinp arc
•mnllor nonmotropolltnn jnrlndlctlniis Sen Manvcl, Cuniinlsnlon HcKenrch Ileport Nn. (I,
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well-to-do suburban communities, newer regulations arc likely to remove some of the undeveloped "strip commercial" zoning that characterizes so many regulations. Sign regulations
may be tightened up. Much higher standards
may be established to achieve quality development in commercial and industrial areas.
The most dramatic increase in restrictiveness
has been a widespread reduction of permitted
residential densities. In recent years, communities across the Nation have amended their ordinances to require larger and larger lots.
"Acreage" zoning, the extreme situation, is now
common, and lot sizes in community after community are being raised across the board.
The objectives of these density restrictions
vary from place to place and time to time. Because real objectives are sometimes unspoken, it
is often difficult to know which ones predominate in any particular situation. All of the following are important:
First, is a disturbing group of exclusionary
objectives, discussed in detail later in this chapter. For a variety of reasons, citizens of some
communities want to prevent as much development as possible for as long as possible, or to
increase development cost to provide locations
for people who choose low-density living, or to
prevent people of low or moderate income from
being able to afford homes in the community.
Second^ density restrictions often represent a
simple desire to raise development quality or
carry out conventional local plans. When detached houses are built on the narrow lots permitted by many regulations, there is little space
for adequate side yards. As houses increase in
size, space for yards is smaller still. The intent
of many regulations is, in effect, to assure adequate space between detached dwellings in the
interest of privacy, amenity, and compatibility.
Even the 1- and 2-acre zones that fill so many
zoning maps may simply express a municipal
intention that the land be developed for 1- and
2-acre lots (perhaps coupled with a hope that
no building will occur). Such requirements may
bo intended to carry out a community plan that
designates locations for various development
intoi f-itios. K e -;oiitially they may carry out community policy relating to development, timing—
channeling development pressures of today into
higher density areas elsewhere in the community
with the intent of changing the zoning later,
after tlioso areas are developed. In each case,
density regulations can bo an essential adjunct
of plans for the location and timing of public
facilities.
Third, large-lot /ones may l>osymptomatic of
the "wait and seo" regulatory approach, serving
to assure that any future development receives
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discretionary review by the municipality. (Indeed, large-lot zoning may achieve this result
whether or not this was its original intent.)
Large-lot zoning can effectively prevent economically attractive development until the municipality grants rezoning. When the owner applies
for that rezoning, the municipality has an opportunity to IOOK over the proposal and give it
the broadest of discretionary review. Such a
"wait and see" approach to regulation is now
gaining acceptance very rapidly.
c. Clianges in administration: "Wait and
see.''''—The "wait and see" approach to regulations represents a change in the administrative
procedure applied to proposed development. In
place of the older "self-executing" regulations,
the approach contemplates discretionary public
review of development proposals shortly before
development occurs. In essence, the traditional
administrative process in zoning is giving way
to the more general standards and administrative discretion traditional in subdivision regulations. The developer proposes, and the municipality disposes. Sometimes the process is
guided by useful plans and standards, but often
not. Increasing reliance on discretionary- review
may well represent a more fundamental change
in land-use regulations than any changes in substantive requirements.
Many techniques are being used today to
achieve a "wait and see" result:
The variance has always been available as a
"wait and see" tool and lias long been used as
such. Another device is the "conditional u-se" or
"special permit use,*'1 a use tentatively approved
by the regulation but only if each applicant
satisfies stated (but often meaninglessly vague)
standards. Use of this technique has grown enormously during the past decade. In granting conditional use iwrmits, as in the case of variances,
the community may try to assure compatibility
by imposing detailed conditions limiting bulk,
prescribing location of curb cuts, limiting hours
of operation, requiring erection of boundary
fences, and the like.
The "-floating zone"1 is another device, usually
affecting a larger area than variances or special
permit uses. The "floating zone" is described in
the text of the regulations but is not put on the
map until a developer applies for rezoning.
As noted above, low density zoning is an increasingly common "wait and see" device. The
community obtains dc facto control over land
development by zoning undeveloped areas for
very low densities and then waiting for landowners to seek a map change. The real decisions—i/er^'iips in accordance with an approved
plan or prestated policies but more often not—
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are then taken by the local governing body when
each application for rezoning is filed.
Conditional rezoning is a related technique,
through which the municipality grants rezoning but imposes specific conditions on future use
of the rezoned land, either directly or by causing the owner to impose deed restrictions on his
land. Like other discretionary decisions, conditional rezoning can provide the more particularized control of development that many communities now want, but it is easily abused if
public objectives are unclear or unstated. Moreover, the practice is not always effective: present
zoning statutes do not normally contemplate
conditions on rezoning, and the community may
later find them unlawful or otherwise impossible to enforce. Top often, applicants mislead
local governing bodies by obtaining rezoning on
the basis of commitments to use the rezoned
property in a particular way—and then break
the commitments. If conditions on rezoning are
effective, they can stop this practice; if not, they
can play into the hands of unscrupulous applicants.
"Planned unit development" is the name most
frequently given to a group of "wait and see"
techniques that have come into widespread use
only during the last 5 years. These provisions
are intended to permit greater flexibility of site
design and greater freedom to combine building
types and uses in ways that would be prohibited
by the detailed predeterminations of traditional
zoning. At a minimum, the provisions do two
things. First, instead of the lot-by-lot requirements traditional in zoning, they apply some
requirements to entire projects. Second, to assure that developers use their greater resulting
freedom consistently with public objectives, the
provisions require discretionary public review
of proposed site plans or designs.
Under conventional zoning, for example, a
builder of 1,000 dwelling units in a 250-acre
residential development might be required to
put every unit roughly in the middle of a quarter-acre lot. Under planned unit development,
he might (or might not) still be limited to
1,000 dwelling units, but he would have greater
freedom to vary lot sixes and building types in
ways aimed at satisfying people with different
tastes and needs. Under some provisions, he
would be permitted to introduce limited commercial or other development as well.
The provisions are usually applicable only
at the option of the developer, who is free to
adhere to conventional zoning if he prefers.
Properly applied, the provisions can combine
zoning and subdivision control into a single
administrative process.

Local provisions vary widely in form, content, even in name. Some provisions establish
few, if any, substantive requirements even for
the entire project, leaving great discretion to
municipal authorities; others establish specific
requirements (permitted uses, maximum density, and so on) for entire projects. Some provide for great flexibility in choosing building
types, building locations and uses within projects ; others provide for much less.
Why the growing reliance on "wait and see"
provisions? Again, answers vary from place to
place, but these are often important:
First, these provisions enable communities to
relate their regulatory process more closely to
the process of development. Especially in undeveloped areas, detailed dccisionmaking can be
postponed until the pertinent facts become
available. Depending on how carefully general
policies and requirements are determined in advance, this apnroach may carry out a plan or
mark the absence of one.
Second^ municipal discretion provides great
opportunities to overcome some imperfections
in the usual process used to achieve development that is compatible with its immediate surroundings. Most regulations rely essentially on
probabilities to achieve such compatibility:
regulations thus permit uses, buildings, densities and public facilities that will probablj'
fit together properly. From the standpoint of
development quality, such reliance on probabilities is a weakness of current regulations.
Because the focus is on what will probably
happen, regulation must, often prohibit the,
good as well as the, bad—or permit some bad
as well as the good. (For example, such arbitrary standards as a limit of eight row houses
in a row or a requirement for twenty-foot side
yards may be. salutary when dealing with usual
low-quality design; but they also prohibit, innovation—and would even prohibit some of the,
great urban designs of the past.) "Wait and see"
provisions permit local reviewing agencies to
exercise, more, refined, particularized control.
Instead of having to be content with probabilities, they may consider all the special circumstances of the individual case—lot shape, traffic consequences, landscaping, .sometimes even
stylo of architecture, and many more.
Third, "wait and see." permits localities to obtain concessions that may be—or arc feared to
bo—beyond local legal powers to demand directly. The, concessions may have exclusionary objectives; these are discussed in the next section.
They may be aimed nt achieving particularized
design control. Or they may involve, land dedi-
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cations—especially for parks and school sites,
but also for street widening or other public
uses: the developer "voluntarily" provides these
in return for development permission.
In summary, land-use regulations in many
communities have evolved in three directions,
all aimed at achieving higher standards and
more ambitious objectives. One direction is toward more detailed and refined text provisions.
The second is toward more restrictive requirements, especially toward lower density. And the
third, increasingly important, is toward more
sophisticated administrative techniques, resembling those of traditional subdivision control
more than traditional zoning. Where the evolution serves sound and carefully thought out
public objectives, it is clearly desirable; indeed,
it is to be encouraged in the many communities
where it has not 3Tct taken place. Nevertheless,
the evolving regulations make increasing demands on the wisdom and integrity of local
legislators and administrators. The central
problem of land-use regulation today is how to
achieve the ambitious objectives of these regulations without, in the process, sacrificing other
essential public objective?. Of greatest concern
to the Commission is how to achieve the legitimate objectives without misuse of the rules to
raise housing costs and exclude the poor.

TI1K COVKKNMKNrAr. KKAMKWOKK KOR GUIDING
DKVKU>rMKNT

Powers, expenditures, organization
Today's land-use regulations arc adopted and
administered by local governments. Some 10,000 governments now exercise regulatory powers. Within metropolitan areas, 5,200 jurisdictions have zoning ordinances. Most of these jurisdictions are small, and many arc hard-pressed
financially—characteristics which affect both
their ability to hire qualified professional emplojees and the nature of the objectives that
the governments try to achieve through regulation.
The distribution of powers
Land-use control powers have been dclegn.ed
to localities in all of the States through zoning
and planning enabling acts. During tneir relatively brief existence, such regulatory powers
have become perhaps the most cherished of all
local government activities. The extent to which
local governments have made use of their au(hority is shown in tables 1 and 2.
Tho fragmentation of land-use control responsibility becomes especially important within standard metropolitan statistical areas,
where many land-use concerns are properly re-
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1.1
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located outside ol SMSA's. and (b) township governments located In Stilts where
these governments lack municipal-type powers.
Source: "Local Land and luilding Regulation," by Allen 0. Manwl, Nitional
Commission on Urban Problems, Reseaich Rcpoit No. 6.
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pional in scope. As table 2 shows, of the 7,609
local governments within SMSA's, nearly 5,200
(68 percent) have a zoning ordinance in force.
The degree of balkanization within metropolitan areas becomes more apparent when specific
areas are considered. In the San Francisco
metropolitan area, for example, 100 localities
are presently exercising zoning powers. In
Cuyahoga County, one of four counties in the
Cleveland metropolitan area, 61 jurisdictions
hare zoning ordinances. In Metropolitan Philadelphia, where there are 238 cities, boroughs,
and townships,
nearly 200 have zoning ordinances.13 In Chicago's Cook County, more than
112 of the 129 localities have zoning, and within
the New York area, as denned by the Regional
Plan Association, more than 500 jurisdictions
are exercising zoning power.
With only a few exceptions, localities enjoj
almost complete autonomy in their exercise of
land-use regulatory powers. The most notable
exception is Hawaii, where the State plays a
major role. Under the Hawaii system, all land
is first zoned by the State into one of four
zones: urban, agricultural, conservation, or
rural. Counties may then adopt detailed zoning

regulations to apply within each district. Even
where metropolitan governments have come into existence, land-use control powers have not
been completely taken over by the regional government. In Miami-Dade County, for example,
the metropolitan government has zoning authority only in unincorporated territory. In
Nashville-Davidson County, several small suburban municipalities continued in existence
after the creation of the metropolitan government and retained their zoning powers.
A number of States apply land-use controls
in connection with functional problems. Among
the manv examples of such State control activity are the following: In Iowa, Wisconsin, and
Rhode Island, State agencies may zone flood
plains and wetlands; in Kansas and Oklahoma,
the State may zone around Capitol buildings
and certain hospitals; and in Maryland, West
Virginia, Florida, and North Carolina, there
are State laws that limit land-use in some areas
or directly zone designated towns.14
Other variations on local autonomy in the
exercise of land-use controls include extmtcr-

>• BatwMn 1840 *nd 1956, «n *Ttr*K* of ont D«W mnnldpulltjr • month In the Philadelphia «rr* adopted a toning
ordinance.

atadm States wkera
Mm 0. Kanal. COMOUM

"Se* Bother*. "ExpericncM with Rural Zoning," »ddr*n«
at a conference «pon«ored by the Buraau of Municipal Rexeareb and Serrlce, Eortne, Oregon. September 14-10, 1B67,
a* riliieiiaiied In Coke and Oarcan,, iMcalltm in Ltnt I/a* running tnt Control in Metropolitan Artti, IRBft, a report prepnrrd for thla Connlralon.
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ritorial zoning powers, wliercby a jurisdiction
is permitted to zone a band of"unincor|>orated
territory lying beyond its boundaries. Twelve
States permit municipalities to exercise such
|x>wer for distances ranging from one-half to
5 miles around the jurisdiction.
Finally, some States authorize the review of
certain local land-use decisions by a local agency
of broader territorial jurisdiction, but normally
sucli review is purely advisory. In Ohio, for example, county or regional planning commissions
have authority to review township zoning resolutions, but disapproval of a resolution on
review merely requires the township to hold a
public hearing. In New York State, county disapproval of certain types of municipal zoning
decisions affecting land within 500 feet of a
State or county park or road can be overridden
by a majority-'plus-one vote of tlie local governing body.
Planning, like zoning, is also highly fragmented. L-nlike the exercise of actual control
I>owcrs, however, planning activity at the
inctn>]M)litan level is increasing rapidly. There
are now more than 400 metropolitan planning
groups of various ty|ies throughout the Nation.
Such agencies are largely impotent to effect any
of their plans other than through |>ersuasion,
and indeed there is generally nothing to compel local plans, not to mention local controls,
to conform to metropolitan plans.
Three Federal programs have IXH-IJ especially
important in bringing nlmut increased metropolitan planning activity :
First, the 701 planning assistance program '"
pn>vides Federal matching grants to recognized
nictrojK)litan planning agencies.
SVvww/, a 1962 amendment to the National
Highway Art requires, as a condition for approval of funds for urban highways, that there
be a "continuing comprehensive transportation
planning process for the urban areas as a whole."
Tito effect, not surprisingly, is that by the end
of l!)G.r>, the transportation planning process
was operat ing in every SMSA.
Third, section -204 of the Demonstration ( 'ities
and Metro|x>litan Development Actof 19(56 provides that applications by local governments in
metropolitan areas for certain types of IIL7Dadministercd grants must first l>e submitted to
an aroawide aeency which is designated to perform metropolitan planning. Disapproval of
the application by thometro|M>litan agrncy dors
not, however, mean that the grant will Indented. More than 200 melro]>oiitan planning
groups now qualify as review agencies under
section 204. (Section 20.1, which provides for
'» Section 701.

An nf

supplementary grants to State and local governments where effective nietrojwlitan planning
ami coonlination of programs is in effect, provides an even stronger incentive for effective
action toward achieving a inctTO|>o]itan approach. Section 205, however, has never been
funded by the Congress.)
Expenditures and employment
Land-use planning and control have become
major activities of local governments, especially in metropolitan areas. In 1967, local governments (excluding the smallest units—less than
1,000—outside of metropolitan areas) spent a
total of almost $300 million on planning, zoning, and building code activities, and employed
nearly 52,000 full- and part-time employees.
Local governments within SMSA's accounted
for 86 percent of total ex]>enditures and 72 i>crcent or total employees. These governments
spent $2.16 per capita as compared with $0.70
per capita by governments outside of SMSA's,
or three times as much.
Salaries for persons engaged in these activities tend to be low. Professional and technical
employees in municipalities " of more than 5,000
population were receiving an average annual
salary of $9,072 by the end of 19(57. Among
those jurisdictions within SMSA's, the average
was $9.564, and $8,256 in jurisdictions of less
than 50,000 persons. Outside SMSA's, the average was only $6,732.
In 81 percent of all governments surveyed,
the top annual salary for the highest paid fulltime professional or technical employee in these
activities was less than $6,000 in 1967. Among
municipalities with less than 1,000 population
in SMSA's, 98 percent paid their highest salaried employee less than $6,000. No mctrojHilitan area municipalities of less than 10,000 imputation paid its top man a» much as $15,000, and
60 percent of such localities had no full-time
employees whatever.
Local government organization
As descrilx»d alx>ve, the formulation and administration of land-use controls involves several distinct Ixxlics or agencies in the local government structure. The general organizational
guidelines are set out in State enabling acts,
which normally permit some variations at the
discretion of the locality. The noimal pattern
falls for activities by a zoning Iraard of apjxvils,
planning lx>ard and by the jurisdiction's governing JKxIy. In addition, the opportunity for
court review is provided.
Of the 4,067 municipalities having a population of .r>,000 or more, 3,630 (nearly 90 percent)
""Municipality," an UM-<| in thin rhnplrr. Include* New
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have planning boards (or commissions), and
3,310 have zoning boards of appeals." The avern™p HK-inlxTship on planning boards is seven or
eight persons, as compared with five or six on
zoning boards of appeals. Members of both
bodies arc appointed by the jurisdiction's chief
executive and/or governing body and normally
servo without pay.
Exclusionary local land-use policies
Part IV of this report deals in detail with
problems of local government structure. As it
points out, many of the most serious problems
facing the Nation's cities are metropolitan in
scope. Problems of air and water pollution,
transi>ortation, open space, solid waste disposal,
housing, and employment do not end at municipal borders. At the same time, land-use controls,
which are important factors in the creation and
solution of such problems, are lodged in local
governments with virtually no stij>crvision by
metropolitan or State agencies.
The constituency served by local officials making land-uso decisions is quite different from
" It l», of cotirxp, poiulhle for » looil KOTernmrnt to hnve
n plnnnlnr bonnl pvrn thnngli It rim* not nrrtrntljr rserclne
inning or oabdlrlnlon control.

Soaiei: •lucallaad and Baidiw tt«btiM."brAlMD.MaMri.Cinautsio«
ttMRk ttpert N*. (.

that of the metropolitan area as a whole, whose
concerns are affected by those decisions. It is
hardly suprising that the interests and desires
of one small jurisdiction do not always conform
tc the needs of the larger area of which it is
a part. It is understandable, for example, that
local officials—and their constituents—may not
want a regional waste disposal plant within
their own borders. Indeed, many officials would
prefer to have as little development as possible
of any kind—to keep the community just as it
is. The inevitability of regional development
may lx> obvious; but, to local officials and their
constituents, it nmy be equally obvious that
much of it should be located somewhere else.
Similarly, there may well be a recognition that
low- and moderate-income families within the
metropolitan area need to be housed somewhere;
that they need to be hou.sed within any given
jurisdiction in the area is far less readily
accepted.
The problem takes on momentous j>ro|K>rtions
when compounded by the reliance of local governments on the property tax as their major
source of revenue. How land within their borders is used Ix-comes not merely a question of
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esthetic and social sensitivity, it is a matter of
governmental solvency. Land-use controls have
becoi.e a major weapon in the battle for
rntables.
The game of "fiscal zoning" requires the
players—i.e., zoning jurisdictions—to attract
uses which add more in property taxes or local
sales taxes than they require in expensive public
sen-ices and to exclude uses which do not pay
their own way. In essence, this means that jurisdictions are influenced to seek industrial and
commercial uses and luxury housing and discourage or prohibit such uses as housing for
low- and moderate-income persons.lf A further
refinement is the desire to exclude housing
which attracts families with many children in
favor of housing with no children or as few as
" The ImplIcaUou of thli for Job oMortualtlM «rc obrlonn.
In Part I then It t toerlption of tM trowing dltMtlty betwren n«w Job location!, and MpedMly blue-collar John,
and the unrpla* labor fore*. Flfteal Malax would appear to
contribute alfniacantiy to tie problem.
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possible—all this because children require
schools, the most significant expenditure item
of local governments. Low-income housing is
bad from a purely fiscal perspective because it
does not add to the tax rolls the same amount
of assessed value as luxury housing and because
it often brings large families into a community.
In addition, the families occupying such housing
may require welfare and, it is widely believed,
more of other services from the local government than higher income families require.
Of course, there are sometimes important
nonfiscal policies behind certain types of exclusionary land-use decisions. "Undesirable" uses
such as junkyards are not very attractive. "Undesirable" people—minority groups and the
poor—would not "fit in." Indeed, for many suburban dwellers it was just such "undesirable"
aspects of the rity that drove them out; and
for central city dwellers who have managed to
find neighlwrltoods which satisfy them, it rnny
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well Ite the absence of such "undesirables" that
keeps them in.
Attracting industry and commerce in competition with neighboring jurisdictions is not
new. Many localities have developed it into a
fine art, using such magnetic devices as the
issuance of municipal bonds to help private
companies finance land acquisition and plant
construction. The land-use control contribution
is over-zoning for such uses, which is common
practice, or adoption of a j>ermissive policy with
respect to requests for rezonlngs and special
exceptions for such uses. The exclusionary side
of fiscal zoning takes a variety of forms which
are considered below.
Large-lot zoning
The most widely discussed form of exclusion
is large-lot zoning, by which a jurisdiction attempts to limit development in substantial portions of its territory to single-family residences
on very large lots. The actual effects of this
prncrice are not easy to isolate. Many factors
determine the price which a particular lot will
command in the market. In a weak market,

SMKK-UaJUrrfMJMMMfkplifew."

Hiiiiut i>pt t.

krABwD. Muni. COM***

large-lot zoning may make little difference, with
a 4-acre tract selling for little more than a
2-acre tract, and both sizes providing sites
for shacks. In a strong market, a change from
a 4-acre minimum to a 2-acre minimwn
may not lower the price per lot since potential
dcvelo|>ers are concernea primarily with the
number of units that can be built on a given
tract and will bid up the price of the rezoned
tract. Comparisons of different properties are
difficult A 2-acre lot may be more valuable
than a 4-acre lot because of factors unrelated
to size—location, topography, etc. Broad comparisons thus become extremely suspect. Nevertheless, it does appear tluit land prices per lot
do diminish as minimum lot size is reduced,
chough usually not commensurate!}' with the
change in size. That is to say, a half-acre lot
will cost less than a 1-acre lot, but will cost
more than half the price. Table 6 gives figures
for three suburban jurisdictions which serve to
illustrate the point.
Even where prices per lot do not differ markedly from zone to zone, it does appear that largelot zoning can have significant effects on the cost

—15
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TAIU (.-PIKE OF VACANT LOTS IT RESIDENTIAL ZONING CATEGORY
IN GREENWICH. CONN, ST. LOU IS COUNTY. MO, AND MONTGOMERY
COUNTY. MO.
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of housing. Firxt. extensive large-lot zoning in
a given area has the effect of substantially reducing the total amount of housing that can be
accommodated. If demand for new housing is
strong, this restriction of the supply of housing
sites will increase residential land costs generally. Moreover, by limiting the amount of land
for housing on smaller lots and multi-family
units below that which the market demands, the
prices for these sites may be increased.
Second, the increase in the total house-and-lot
price may be greater than the increase in land
price caused by large-lot zoning. Some builders
will simply no't build the same house on a large
lot that they will on a smaller lot, believing that
a larger house is necessarv. Furthermore, many
builders observe a rule of thumb that the price
of a lot should be some specified percentage of
the total price of house and lot, e.g., 20 percent.
If such a rule is strictly observed, a $1,000 increase in lot cost will result in a $5,000 increase
in the price of the finished house and lot.
Third, large-lot zoning generally results in
added costs for land improvements. Depending
on specific requirements in the zoning ordinance
regarding lot width, the effect can be to increase
significantly tlio required linear feet of streets,
sidewalks, gutters, sewers and water lines. Table
7 suggests the magnitude of such added costs.

In some instances the fiscal objectives behind
large-lot zoning are quite clear. In St. Louis
County, for example, the Parkway School District has calculated that any homo costing less
than $26,274 does not pay its own way in educational costs. On this basis, district officials op-

pose any change in zoning to permit lots of less
than a quarter-acre, below which they believe
housing costing less than this amount can be
built.
But the motives for large-lot zoning are generally not clear-cut. Rather they are a mixture
of fiscal and non-fiscal factors.* Where a community does not wish to bear the cost- of extending water and sewer lines beyond present development, it may limit new development to large
lots so that it can be served bv septic tanks and
wells. Some communities think of large-lot zoning as a means of retarding development or preserving rural character or open space. And, in
some instances, it is clearly viewed as a technique for keeping out "incompatible" people—
lower-income groups and minorities.
Large-lot zoning is a common and widespread
practice in many major metropolitan areas.
Data are scarce, however, since few metropolitan
planning agencies or other regional groups have
attempted to make consolidated area zoning
maps or compile data on the total zoning pattern in the area. A Commission survey shows
that 25 percent of metropolitan area municipalities of 5,000-plus permit no single-family houses
on lots of less than one-half acre. Of these same
governments, 11 percent have some two-acre
zoning; 20 percent have some one-to-two-acre
zoning: 33 jxrrcent have some one-half-to-oneacro zoning: and more than 50 percent have
some one-fourth-to-one-half-acre zoning.
In the New York metropolitan area (as defined by the Regional Plan Association), 90 percent of the vacant land zoned for single-family
residences calls for lots of one-fourth acre or
more, and two-thirds of this land is zoned for
lots of at least one-half acre. For five of the
counties in the metropolitan areas, the average
lot size increased from 9,000 .square feet in 1950
to 19,000 square feet in 1957. Major increases in
the average size of building lots in these years
TAILE 7.-LANO IMPROVEMENT COSTS PER LOT iY RESIDENTIAL ZONING
CATEGORY IN ST. LOUIS COUNTY. MO, AND MONTGOMERY COUNTY. MD.
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took place in Bergen County (7,674 square feet
to 20,614) and in Westchester County (13,068
square feet to 24,955) and to a lesser extent elsewhere. Since I960, major portions of Monmouth,
Suffolk, and Oraiige Counties have been rezoned
from one-fourth acre and one-eighth acre lots to
one-half and 1-acre lots. The ic vn of Brookhaven, in eastern Suffoll- Count}-, rezoned substantially all of its vacant land for one-half acre
lots or larger; moreover, it appears quite possible that the town's remaining vacant land will
be further rezoned to 1-aoreTots or larger. The
town of Riverhcad, which is also in Suffolk
County, recently rezoned its vacant land from
one-fourth-acre to 1-acre lots.
In Connecticut, mom than half of the vacant
land zoned for residential tibc in the entire State
is for lots of 1 to 2 acres. Jn Greenwich, Conn.,
a community of about 65,000 within mass-transit commuting distance of New York City, more
than four-fifths of the total undeveloped area
is xoned for minimum lots of 1 acre or more—
39 percent for 4 acres. 25 percent for 2 acres,
and 1'•'!£ jwrcent for 1 acre.
In Cuyahoga County, which contains the city
of Cleveland, 85,200 acres of vacant land are
zoned fo: single-family residential use. Of fhi.;
amount, only 28,425 acres, or 33 percent, are
zoned for one-half acre or less; 42.225 acres, or
50 jxsrcent, are zoned for one-half to 1.9 acres
minimum lot sizes: and 14,550 acres, or 17 percent, are zoned for 2 acres or more. Thus, 67
percent of the vacant land zoned for singlefamily development in the core county of the
Cleveland SMSA is zonal for minimu'ii lots of
one-half acre of more. In outlying Gentiga County, for example, 85 i>ercent of the resident i.'dly
zoned area requires lots of 1 aero or nion».
Efrliuion of multiple dwelling*
Perhaps an even more important form of exclusionary zoning is the limitation of resident ial
development to single-family houses. Again, motives a»e undoubtedly mixed. Apartments are
viewed by many suburban dwellers as central
city structures, having no place in the "pastoral"
setting of suburbia. Apartment dwellers are
sometimes stereotvjx>d as transients who, not
having (lie permanent ties to the community
which homeownership provides, will not lx> sufficiently concerned al>oHt the community or their
own residences. Hut fiscal motives are also present. There is a concern that apartments—CSJKVially those which liavo largo units and thereby
can mrommodate large families—will not pay
their way. Where low- or moderate-income units
are involved, both fiscal and social concerns increase.
Multifamily housing units generally provide
the best opportunities for housing persons of

low a d moderate incomes. The rental nat lire of
such housing, and the savings produced Inspreading land costs oier a greater number of
units, place such housing within the means of
man}- who could not afford new single-family
houses. Furthermore, many of the publicly assisted housing programs are inultiiamily programs and depend on tho existence of zoning
for miiltifamily structures.
Most jurisdictions have some zoning for
miiltifamily structures, ami it appears that
more suburban zoning jurisdictions are permitting them than in the p:ist. A Commission survey shows that 87 percent of municipalities am!
Xew England-type townships of 5,000-plus
have at least one district in which multifamily
housing can be built But the figure fails to ITvenl the way in which such zoning comes about.
In many suburban jurisdictions zoning for
multifamily housing occurs only through a
piecemeal rezoning process. There is at any one
time Vittle- undeveloped land available for
multifamily construction. Tho price of land
xoned for snoh purposes is thus inflated Iwcaiis**
of the uncertainty about the total amount of
land that may l>ccome. available. Of the undeveloped land zoned for residential purposes in
the New York metropolitan area, for example.
!>9.2 percent is restricted to single-family dwellings.
Minimum houxe she requirement*
The- most blatant, though not most extensive,
exclusionary practice takes the form of excluding housing which fails to contain a minimum
floor area as set out in the zoning ordinance."
Such requirements raise the lower limit of construction costs, and thus can ta the most dire.-t
and effective exclusionary tool. An extreme application of the technique is found in Bloomington, Minn., an affluent suburb of the Twin
Cities. Bloomington imposes a 1,700-squarefoot minimum floor area. At a square foot const ruction cost of $15.82, the average for FHA
Section 20,'i housing in the Minneapolis area in
1960, tho smallest house permitted would require $26,894.00 in construction costs alone.
Table '» sliows the results of tlw Commission's Tiationwidc survey on minimum house size
requirements.
i-Siirli proTit...j« are to he dl>tlngiii>hed from minimum
floor area requirement" In hoiinlnjt nnli.ii. HouMng rude*
provision*, applying both In nrw and exlrtlnc tiouKlne.
Plain))- p irpnrt to deal with minimum health ami Mfety
requirement)! and not with maintaining neighborhood character or iiroftert}- value*. They are mated In Term* of minimum
flour urea \ r occupant, and typically they are lower than
thr minimum requirement* In x»nlne ordinance*. The American I'ubllr Health Anaoclatlnn mraiel homing emit, for example, require* that • dwelling unit hare a minimum fl'i.r
««rf (limited to habitable room area*) of ISO rqiiare feel
for the flrxi occupant anil 100 iquare feet for each «<M1tli.nnl occupant.
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TAUE (.-PERCENT OF ZONING MUNICIPALITIES AMP NEW EN6UND-TYK TOWMSHirSOF5.0B-PIUS HAVINCSELECTED MINIMUM FUMR AREA REQUIREMENTS
IN THEIR ZONIN6 FOR 1-STORV. SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSES. BY SUE, TYPE, AND LOCATION OF GOVERNMENT: 1W
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Exclusion of motile home*
Exact fibres are not available on the extent
to which ioobile homes are excluded from zoning jurisdictions, but it appears that a large
number of governments exclude them entirely
or limit them to industrial and commercial
areas. A study in 1961 showed that in New York
State, of 237 zoning ordinances reviewed, ov-r
half excluded mobile homes either explicitly or
by imposing minirrnuns relating to floor area,
height, or other factors which mobile homes
could not meet. Only 82 communities permitted
mobile homes on individual lots, as distinguished from mobile home parks; and in all but
12 of these communities such lots had to be in
areas zoned for industrial or commercial uses.
Only 11 communities permitted mobile home
paries to locate in residcntially zoned areas.
The exclusion of mobile homes in large part
reflects a stereotyping of their appearance and
of their occupants. Many see mobile homes as
unattractive and occupied by people who do not
take care of their homes or neighborhood. Such
images are often derived from viewing mobile
homes in the midst of industrial districts, to
which they are so often relegated. Moreover,
there are sometimes fiscal reasons for exclusion
in addition to those generally upplicable to
housing which might accommodate low- and
moderate-income families. In many areas mobile homes are not taxable as real property. And
in some States they are not subject to local personal property taxes because of special State
levies, the imposition of which may exempt
them from local taxes. In New York State, mobile homes are taxable as real property, ana the
fiscal motive for exclusion is accordingly reduced. The high exclusion rate iu New York
may thus indicate an even greater amount of
exclusion in other States.
Unnecetiary high subdiuision require-

Land improvement costs are becoming an increasingly important part of housing costs. Zoning, as discussed nlx>vo, uffects such costs by de-

determining the number of linear feet of various
improvements which are required to serve a
given house. Subdivision regulations determine
the precise specifications of such improvements,
as well as the amount of land within a subdivision which can actually be devoted to housing.
The more expensive these requirements are the
greater the cost of housing.
Subdivision regulations differ widely from
locality to locality. By demanding higher quality improvements, a jurisdiction can effectively
increase the cost of housing and thereby exclude
a greater number
of potential home buyers from
the market.10
AdminMtrative practice
Some of the most effective devices for exclusion are not discoverable from a reading of zoning and subdivision ordinances. Where rezoning
is, in effect, necessary for many projects or
where apartment development requires a special
exception (as it does in some suburban communities), officials have an opportunity to determine the intentions of each developer with some
precision. How many bedrooms will the units
m his apartment house contain! What will be
the rent levels! To whom does he plan to rent
or sell! "Unfavorable" answers in terms of the
fiscal and social objectives of such officials do
not necessarily mean that permission will be
denied outright They may, however, mean long
delays, attempts to impose requirements concerning dedications of land and provision of
facilities over and above those which are properly required under the subdivision ordinance,
mid the like.
One witness heard by the Commission in Philadelphia stated the problem this way:
Regulations are frequently written w that etch
apartment deTdofwr bu to negotiate with the commuiti-y in order to get in at alt He negotiate* cither
'<> get a coning amendment because there in no permitted area coned for apartment* in the commoalty,
» A dUcuMloa of »lt* ImproTtoMat COM* at th*? r*Ut« to
other component* of hnuMnr ooitt »pp«ir» In Part V.
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or he negotiates in order to get a special exception
because the zoning ordinance does not permit apartments outright In both cases the negotiation process
is one of trying to bid op the price or cost of the apartment structure in order to Umtt the number of people
who can come la at lower cost • • •
A subdivision ordinance was used as a club in Ablngton against a veterans' cooperative which bad intended
to build about 250 free-standing bouses which conformed with the zoning ordinance. This was In the
late 1050's. I was a member * * *. It was an outright
question of refusing to give the approval, and keeping
the matter in the courts until the veterans' group broke
up because they couldn't wait for housing.11

ixsrmmoxs FOR ENDING METKOTOLITAX GOAL
DISTORTION*

Agencies for resolving the conflicts of regional and local goals do not exist in most
metropolitan areas at the present time. The
rapid growth of regional planning suggests a
recognition by States and metropolitan areas
that many problems do not lend themselves to
purely local decisions. But the agencies which
do such planning rarely have any implementation powers other than persuasion. Popularly
elected regional bodies, which might undertake
supervision of certain types of local decisions,
do not exist; and the States themselves have
thus far done little to assume responsibility in
this area. The courts, then, arc the only existing decisionmaking institution which might resolve some of these goal conflicts. But such
resolution requi. e.s pol icy decisions of a type the
judiciary usually declines to make.
Questions of exclusion, as distinguished from
more technical planning aspects of the problems
of localism, would seem to involve basic constitutional issues of the sort that courts decide.
Where public action—land-use control—is used
to exclude large numbers of persons from certain areas on the basis of economic status, size
of family, or race, fundamental questions arise
for a democratic society. Generally, however,
the courts have refused to consider such questions in the context of land-use control cases.
They continue to view such cases as largely
matters of police power vs. private property
rights, with no consideration of broader social
implications or the rights of the non-parties—
those that are excluded.
The reasons for this are complex. Pint, property law is among the most venerable branches
of the common law, and traditional notions
about how to approach cases involving such
rights have shown considerable staying power.
Second, the nature and importance of these
issues has only recently begun to emerge. Third',
the Supreme Court lias refused to lienr any
"TttU'aonjr of Mr. Morton Iiimtlc, II'taring* Hrjnrc tht
Xatlonal Ctmmittion on Urban Pretltmt, Volume 4, p. 848.

zoning case since Xcctme v. City of Cambridge ~
decided 40 years ago. Lower courts, lacking
the leadership to see these cases in a broader
perspective, often refuse to venture forth.
rourth, courts are reluctant to consider the
motivations of public officials in arriving at particular decisions. Tins becomes especially important in the case of administrative practices
aimed at exclusion. Fifth, the factual information needed to show significance of exclusionary
practices simply does not exist in most areas,
and the cost to a private litigant of obtaining
it would prove prohibitive. As noted earlier,
most metropolitan areas do not have consolidated zoning maps, showing the cumulative
pattern of local zoning ordinances. More important, the}* do not linve housing and site inventories showing the location, cost and types
of housing which presently exist in the area
and the sites (along with their zoning designations) which exist for future residential development. The litigant who seeks to challenge the
zoning of a particular tract as exclusionary may
encounter tne argument that he has failed to
show the absence of land zoned for the kind of
development he wants elsewhere in the jurisdiction or the metropolitan area. The result of all
these factors is that even some of the most outrageous exclusionary practices go unchecked by
any institution outside the local government
itself.
Directions
The problems of metropolitan goal distortion
can be attacked by dealing with causes or with
symptoms. In the long run, there is little doubt
that the causes themselves must be faced and
eliminated. Such an approach requires the restructuring of local governments within metro]M)litan areas, as discussed more fully in part
IV, to make them responsible to a broader cross
section of the urban population and to niako
effective coordination possible. Such units of
government must be made fiscally sound, with
less reliance on property taxes and with a
greater assumption of expenses by the States,
regional governments, and the Federal Government. So long as new development means increased fiscal woes, the incentive to exclude will
remain.
Tim treatment of symptoms must begin immediately. Local governments cannot continue to
disiTgai'd their res|x>nsibilities toward tho
metropolitan area. It is essential that some institution, other than the. courts, be established
to reconcile local conflicts and to assure that
attempts to solve regional problems are not
thwarted by tho parochialism of individual
jurisdictions within a metropolitan area.
"277 U.S. IBS (1028).
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protecting established neighborhood "character" against incompatible intrusions. ElseQuite apart from problems of exclusionary
where, though, the need is to remove existing
local practices, major questions remain on how
intrusions or to stimulate changes that will proregulations ait- now performing— and may
duce a desired character. In either case, such
better perform—their primary role of guiding
problems as noise, traffic, and ugliness may have
urban development toward desirable public obvirtually no impact on a whole community or
jectives. Evaluation of current practice must
region, but can determine whether or not a
begin with recognition of vsist regional and local
neighborhood is a good place to live.
variations. In a small village, rudimentary reguSecond is achievement of harmony in theso
lations may not have changed significantly in
small-scale relationships without enforced
30 years. A few miles away, complex regulamonotony. This objective is especially importions may set high standards that are administant in wholly new neighborhoods, both on the
tered by sophisticate'' reviewers. And in either
outskirts of the city and in renewal areas. Uncommunity, the real eifect of die regulation may
like built-up neighborhoods, where the probbe determined by uneven or corrupt adminislem is to work within the framework of existing
tration.
. development, new neighborhoods must seize the
The Commission's evaluation of local pracopportunity to create an interesting and varied
tices has concentrated on the present directions
new framework.
of change. In some communities, of course,
Third is the guidance of the timing, location,
changes Tiave not occurred: an outdated regulaand nature of development that has community
tory system may still Ix? relied upon to cope
or regional impact. Guidance of development at
with today's problems. Despite local and rethis large scale presents quite different regugional variations, however, the broad directions
latory problems, and those problems have beof regulatory evolution are clear. As noted precome acute because of the incredibly rapid and
viously, the tendencies are toward refinement of
extensive development that has overtaken forregulations, higher qualit}' standards, and dismerly rural areas in recent years.
cretionary application of general standards to
Harmonious neighborhood-scale relathe particular facts in eacli case.
tionships
In the light of varying local objectives, it is
First,
then, land use regulations should be
necessary to propose a handful of very general
directed toward assuring harmony in the smallobjectives that regulatory systems are or should
scale relationships that affect the livability of
be trying to achieve. It is not the intent of the
each block and neighborhood in built-up areas.
Commission to suggest detailed objectives for
Today, as in the earliest days of zoning, the
each community; local diversity makes this imdominant objective of regulations in many
practical. From a broad national perspective,
built-up areas is to prevent unwelcome and inhowever, it is reasonable to expect regulations
appropriate change. In effect, if any building
to lx? directed toward achieving quality develop- or rebuilding is to take place, the objective bement, without needlessly increasing the cant of
comes one of preventing development that is
"incompatible'' with what is already there.
development, while at the same time assuring
Now, as in the past, zoning responds to this need
ftiii'in-tm to tho«e affected by the system.
by
grouping compatible types of development
Quality of development
together and listing them—activity types, denAchieving quality development is the central
sities, building types, building bulk—in the
goal toward which land use controls have
text of the. regulations for each district.
usually been directed in the past and are pria. Problems of classifying "compatible"
marily directed today. Quality is variously deuw.«.—The determination of compatibility in
fined, of course. In one place, quality may he
this fashion is not easy. The objectives of the
found in diversity, elsewhere in relative uniclassification are numerous, often conflicting,
formity of development; in one place, the emand seldom articulated. Often, they are best
phasis may Ixs on preservation, elsewhere on
summed up as the protection of an existing or
renewal. There is ample room for varying local
hoped-for area "character." The Standard State
plans and policies to define what quality means
Zoning Enabling Act directed that regulations
under local circumstances.
be made with reasonable consideration of "the
The quality objective can he convenientty dicharacter of the district" and with a view to
"conserving the value of buildings." These are
vided into throe subsidiary objectives.
Firfit is achivement of harmonious relationby no means the only stated purposes of zoning,
ship* within hnilt-up blocks and neighborhoods. but they go a long way toward explaining what
In many areas, this objective amounts to one of
many of its supporters like about it After an
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area is built up, and in the absence of ssome
drastic change, the appropriate nature of newactivities and buildings will be influenced—and
often determined—by what is alre-.ay there. In
the case of side yards, for example, if everyone
else has built a onvfamily house roughly in the
middle of his lot, it. may well seem to the neighbors that the "cha»a«.t?r" of the area warrants
a requirement that newcomers to the block do
roughly the same thing. And this remains so
even if minimum duality standards for development could be met by smaller yards, or by
development without any side yards at all.
The purpose of zoning becomes, in effect, to
keep anyone from doing something on his lot
that would make the neighborhood a less enjoyable place to live or make a buyer less willing to buy. In a neighborhood full of houses
with 8-foot side yards, a regulation that accurately reflected the tastes of the residents would
be likely to prohibit all activities but residences
and all residences but those with 8-foot side
yards. But in another area, where the houses
have 15-foot side yards, 8 feet becomes "inadequate," so the requirement is raisod from 8 feet
to 15 feet. There may be no suggestion that the
8 feet do not provide enough light or air or
privacy; it is just that the character" of the
neighborhood is different.
In effect, regulations often serve to protect
the environment that is probably the choice of
most of the residents of a neighborhood. If the
matter were put to a vote of the neighbors, it is
likely that many of them would vote to have the
regulations do just what they do. (Indeed, if
anyone proposed to amend the regulations,
many town councils would in effect put the
matter to a vote by asking for a show of hands
at the public hearing. And the Standard Act
requires an extraordinary majority vote of the
governing body to amend the regulations if
owners of adjacent land file formal protests
against the change.)
Protection i of cliai
character covers many physical,
social, economic, and psychological objectives
that affect people's choices. The importance of
appearance or "esthetics" in the determination
of "character" can hardly be overemphasized.
Note, for example, the common regulation that
increases the otherwise acceptable front yard
depth when, say, 40 percent of the neighbors
have voluntarily provided a bigger front yard
on their lots.
Another classification problem arises because
standards of compatibility vary from person to
person. True, some regulatory purposes can be
achieved by objective standards: performance
standards can effectively separate smoky industries from nonsmoky industries, and the density
of development can be limited by the traffic

capacity of local streets. But many classifications are not based primarily on physical characteristics, and these present more serious problems. For example, the nonconforming grocery
store in a residence zone may be regarded by
some as a convenience and by others as an unwelcome intrusion into the residential pattern.
Some people find cemeteries pretty, especially
those that are old or parklike; others find them
depressing or frightening, and want thorn far
away or at least out of sight behind a wall or
a hill. Attitudes about compatibility may vary
from block to block and from time to time. And
they may vary depending on who is involved;
the widow who has to take in boarders to make
ends meet may find her activity more gently
treated than the "new people" who try to do the
same thing.
Perhaps the greatest classification problem,
though, stems from the sheer number of factors
that can influence compatibility—such matters
as exact location, topography, the design of the
site and the building, the location of automobile
access points, maintenance, and details of operation (now late a store stays open at night,
whether there is an exhaust filter on the pizza
oven). Some of the details that determine compatibility may vary over time—the quiet little
drugstore that used to close at 10:30 now stays
open all night and sells a special ice cream concoction that attracts teenagers and their cars
until the small hours. The nicely maintained
gas station changes hands, ani the new owner
leaves tires lying around and hangs up fluttery
pennants.
In sum, the attempt of zoning regulations to
determine compatibility "once and for all" is an
illusory hope for simplification. Classifications
simply do iu>t reflect all the complicated considerations that make people choose one environment over another. There are thus strong and
continuing reasons to seek methods of improving the techniques used for these purposes.
In genera], regulations do best when they are
broadly attuned to market forces. It has been
said that regulations are most likely to work
when they compel 10 percent of landowners to
do what the other 90 percent would do voluntarily.
b. protect IOH of satisfactorily developed
neighborhoods.—Regulations still do their most
effective job when they deal with the- type of
situation for rvhich many of them were first intended ; when the objective is to protect established character and when that established
character is uniformly residential. It is in the
"nice" neighborhoods, where the regulatory job
is easiest, that regulations do their best job.
If zoning fails to function effectively, even in
these situations, the problem often is lax admin-
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istration rather than any inherent limitation in
the technique. Such failure is particularly serious in so-called gray areas, older neighborhoods that are not slums but where signs of
deterioration are beginning to show. Market
demand for compatible development may not
exist in these areas, and pressures develop to
allow the introduction of formerly prohibited
uses that often serve as blighting influences.
Examples include junkyards, garages, filling
stations, bars, liquor stores.
Gray areas seem to be especially vulnerable
to these pressures. Where rapid transition is
taking place in the population of an area, political influence and interest may be on the
wane. Residents may lack the means and sophistication to insist on tight enforcement of
regulations and to oppose requests for rezonings
and variances. Persons anxious to move out may,
in fact, encourage zoning changes to widen their
potential market. With admission of a few of
these uses, the floodgates open, pressure continues to mount, and the justification for resisting
that pressure gradually disappears.23
c. Proi^ision for change of unsatisfactorily
developed neighborhoods.—In view of zoning's difficulties in protecting gray areas in the
face of market pressures, it should come as no
surprise that regulations seldom effect significant upgrading of deteriorating area*.
Elimination of functionally incompatible nonconforming uses, for example, would significantly improve the environment in some sections of
many cities, for these uses can not only blight
their surroundings but can serve as "entering
wedges" for further reduction of zoning bar32
The Commission heard testimony In Houston on the advantages nml disadvantages of toning and the advisability
ol continuing the requirement of a zoning ordinance as part
of the workable program. See Hcaringi, Volume 3. Houston
is the largest city In the nation and the onlv one of over
230.000 population, without a zoning ordinance. Where regulatlon of land use exists in the city, it Is hy means of private
deed restrictions. Enforcement of such restrictions is handled
through private court actions, but an ordinance was passed
In 1965 providing for city Intervention In private suits brought
to enforce such covenants.
It does appear, on the basis of testimony received at the
Commission's hearing and discussions with knowledgeable persons in Houston, that many of the present restrictions are
of limited duration, usually thirty years, and that especially
In the older areas of the city these restrictions have expired
or will expire In the near future. Expirations will presumably
be most significant In poor neighborhoods and particularly
In Negro neighborhoods, since these are In older sections of
the city. Unless they are renewed, there IK some danger that
blight will spread In these neighborhoods by 'oason of a lack
ot controls. Furthermore, even where deed restrictions do exist
In poorer neighborhoods, the knowledge and financial resources to enforce them may not ho present. At the very
least, private enforcement places greater relative burdens on
the poor.
Even where zoning ordinance* exist, It Is in the poorer
neighborhood)! that the system breaks down most easily.
Nevertheless, n public system of controls docs appear to more
equitably spread the burden of enforcement, a' d at least
holds out hope for protecting the most vulnerable neighborhoods. As more effective community participation develops,
the system should be strengthened.
The real tt*t of the Houston system has not yet been
met. After large number* of deed restrictions expire, It remains to be seen what system of controls will be used.

riers. But, even in States where legal authority
to remove such uses exists, little progress has
been made. Since 1943, for exaniple, an Illinois
statute has authorized localities to order the
removal of nonconforming uses "when they
have reached the age fixed by the corporate
authorities of the municipality ;i» the normal
useful life of such building or structure." But
the authorization has rarely been used. In Chicago, where the established cutoff dates called
for elimination of uses of certain properties in
1963 and 1967, the dates again were extended to
1969. Other examples ai-e numerous.
In some deteriorated neighborhoods, the very
concept of zoning seems irrelevant. This is true,
for example, of many areas that are characterized by a kind of ivsidential-industrial-commercial mix which present residents find unacceptable—the situation in many central city
slums. The market ie often unwilling to invest
in these areas, and «onie of the development for
which there is demand would merely worsen an
already "bad environment. The city must, therefore, strike a balance between protection and
stimulation—protecting desirable features in
Hie existing environment and forestalling further blight, while permitting and encouraging
any new investment that can be attracted for desirable development.
This balance between stimulation and protection is hard to strike. Developers complain
especially about density limitations which, they
insist, make profitable new development impossible in many older areas of the city where land
values may be high despite the poor quality of
the neighborhood. If densities were increased,
they argue, it would be economically po. sible
to construct marketable housing and other
facilities.24
In certain circumstances such claims may well
be valid. But the neighborhoods in question are
often densely populated already and severely
lacking in open space and recreation areas. To
permit increased densities in some of these
areas would only compound the problems. Furthermore, new construction would cause displacements; and many former residents of the
"Off-street parking requirements, often the target of developers' complaints about their Inability to build in the
central city, also present difficult problems of balancing competing considerations. Many older buildings In central cities,
are nonconforming structures because they fall to provide
the off-street parking areas required by zoning ordinances
ndopted after they were built. Any attempt hy a developer
to replace such buildings with iicw ones will mean that the
parking requirements must he met. At present density limitations, the cost of providing the necessary parking area may
well mean that even If the new building can command higher
rents than the existing structure, the Investment will not
be economically possible. Such parking requirements, however. In addition to their role In coping with the city's trans,
portntlnn problems, often servo as effective and desired density
limitations: and their removal will result in permitting
Increased densities. Moreover, their elimination will throw
hack onto the city the need to provide parking facilities—a
cost which many hard-pressed cities arc understandably not
prepared to assume.
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neighborhood would not l>e able to afford to return to the area after redevelopment."
While land-use policies play a part in decisions about investing in built-up areas, their
part is often very small. Other factors, which
are generally far more important, include high
tax rates, poor public services, unavailability of
mortgage funds, and the whole range of urban
woes which affect marketability—poor schools,
crime, poverty, traffic congestion, and pollution.
<1. The edge of the hig/ncay.—Protection of
highway edges against garish commercial development, which reduces highway safety and
efficiency and also creates perhaps the most persistent ugliness of our cities, must be singled
out as an area in which regulations have geniTjilly failed completely. A remarkable proportion of recent court decisions on land-use matters has involved zoning along major streets
and highways. Even "nice" residential neighborhoods are subject to the pressures for hotdog stands and gas stations fronting on major
streets, with each establishment trying to outdo
its^neighbors in demanding the attention of
passersby. Far too often, tlie intensity of these
pressures—coupled with local awareness that
the roadside lots are hardly ideal spots for uses
other than highway business—causes communities to buckle. Especially where property
ha* l>een subdivided so that small lots open onto
the highway, pressures for commercial development are often virtually irresistible.. The results
surround us.
Varied and interesting new neighborhoods
The second of the quality objectives of landuse regulations should be to assure that harmonious small-scale relationships are achieved
without enforced monotony. Failure of zoning
to achieve this objective—often as a result of
its rigid and inflexible standards—has been the
subject of zoning's "new criticism," which in
recent years has been added to the perennial
complaints that standards are too low and protecti ni insufficient. The new critics, many of
whom are developers and design professionals,
point out that cities are mixtures and that harmonious mixture is not best achieved by segregating uses and building types. Often fo<. ising their attention on new neighborhoods o.
the urban fringe and in renewal areas, they have
particularly objected to regulations that require
cadi lot. to have i minimum size and prescribe
restrictive yard requirements that limit variety
in the placement of houses. The practical result,
Ttif nrhnn n-nrwnl
i lie mnctiltmlo of Mich

<ll«eim««l in Port II vug-

they say, is too often monotony and uniformity,
stifling opportunity for innovation and imaginative design.
Demands for freedom from rigid, Iot-b3'-lpt
rules have been accentuated by a change in
the scale of much new development. So long as
development takes place on a lot-by-lot basis,
regulations must be largely concerned with establishing rules to protect each lot owner. On
the other hand, when development takes place
in projects large enough to create their own
environment, dev '.opment need not be so tightly
restricted. Here the developer can be freed of
some detailed restrictions and allowed to create
his own "character" of development, with his
jiidg».-».nt of marketability guiding him in determining compatibility among various structures witfiiii the project.
The opportunities afforded by large-scale development do exist today. A significant amount
of development is taking place at a scale of sufficient size to enjoy at least some of the advantages of unified neighborhood planning. Replies
received in a recent survey of new towns,
planned communities, and other large developments in urban fringe and rural areas show that
448 residential developments, each with 950 or
more acres, have been completed or are now
being built, and 29 more are planned. Of the
448 developments recently completed or now
under way, 61 each involve 10,000 acres or more,
nd 72 will have 25,000 or more jwople. Three
out of four of these developments were begun
in 1000 or later,"
As we have noted earlier, regulations have
begun to respond to these demands. Planned
unit develonment provisions are particularly
important for this mirpose, since they apply
some regulations to
ire pro' «,ts (rather than
to each individual lot. withii
h project) and
rely on discretionary review 01 site plans to assure needed amenity.
Several conclusions emerge about the present
and future role of controls in promoting interesting development:,
First, few regulations effectively encourage,
and too many effectively discourage, imaginative urban design. Far too often, it appears,
current regulations reflect resignation to the
poor quality of design. Instead of trying to
achieve quality, they seek only a minimal compatibility among homes by permitting fewer of
them and by requiring larger distances between
them. Development is thus treated as a kind of
"land pollution" to be diluted n much as
possible.
".(ramie M. Dnvls. Survey a/ A'cw Town*, Planned CommunlHet (turf Other Large l>cerlopmcnt» In the United Statct,
Kevlew Draft. Economic Ke«e«rrh Servlco, U.8. Deportment
of Agriculture, Mnrch 1008.
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Second, planned unit development provisions, with their new emphasis on project design, are an important potential advance toward achieving both amenity and variety. Carefully drafted provisions should he widely and
rapidly adopted hy communities that have the
skills and resources to administer them.
Third, planned unit development provisions
are not a panacea and will not achieve their
potential it they are badly drawn or administered. Regulations, after all. have not been rhe
primary cause of the bad design that surrounds
us. Unimaginative developers have built many
subdivisions that are far, far less interesting
than they could have been under applicable regulation-;, and for veal's there was little complaint about the stifling of design. Changed
market conditions and growing public awareness of design have given rise to recent complaints by developers, and these in turn have
resulted in more flexible regulations. If misapplied, however, the new flexibility can amount
to litrle more than a lowering of desirable
amenity standards. Even if regulations permit
good design, they can hardly assure it unless
public objectives are clear and unless both the
developer and the regulating governments employ competent professionals to prepare and review proposed design. Too often, these conditions simply are. not being met.
Fourth, planned unit development provisions
should not, therefore, be given a prominent
place in the regulatory structure of any community unless both the developers and the public are represented by qualified design profes«ionaK Since much of today's 5ml design does
stem from low-quality designs submitted by developers, and since it is unrealist ic. to expect any
review process to remedy a fundamentally unsound private job, the need is to permit and encourage quality work in' the private, sector. On
the public side, there is also a clear need for
competent professional reviewers to assure that,
relaxation of rigid requirements produces better development rather than worse.
Fifth, even with professionals on both sides,
regulations should normally retain some specific standards to impose outer limits on the administrators' discretion. Two types of standards are, of particular importance:
(a) Standards to assure that proposed development as a whole has an acceptable relationship to its surroundings. In particular,
some limitation on density or intensity of use.
will normally be essential ?<> that the community can plan the construction of major public,
facilities to serve it.

(b) Standards that have, major impact on the
value of the land involved. Insofar as regulations can predetermine the genera] intensity of

development and the extent f high-value uses
permitted, administrative barganng over
value-affecting matters can be reduced. Even
though value, consequences cannot be eliminated
altogether, any reduction of the tensions of the
bargaining process is a step in the right
direction.
unrlrr
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Regulations should be directed toward
achieving development quality by guiding the
timing, nature, and location" of development
that determines the diameter and form of
whole communities and regions. To achieve this
objective, regulations must deal with significantly different kinds of questions from those
that govern neighborhood relationships. Guiding the development of a region's employment
or commercial facilities, for example, requires
different techniques of analysis and implementation from tho«e needed to deal with ino.-t of
the questions that have impact only within a
single block.
Regulations are being criticized for their
failure to guide development effectively at this
scale, and particularly for their failure to prevent "urban sprawl." Critics point to the process of "leapfrogging," whereby development
jumps over expensive vacant land at the immediate urban fringe or within developed areas
in favor of cheaper land farther out. The n-.-ult
is that utility lines and facilities must, be extended at additional public cost: and, because
of unpredictability, the timing of construction
of those facilities cannot be intelligently
planned by the community. Moreover, the development of enormous areas often occurs without any assurance that the Mini of individual
projects will, in the future even if not at present, form a coherent community in which people will enjoy living. And the leapfrogging itself limits opportunities to create such communities later; areas arc too often characterized
by the development that jumps in first."
It is not the Commission's intention to propose a single, optimum urban form as an alternative to sprawl. AVe do not, for example, suggest, that every citv should be laid out. in radial
corridors or in any other of the particular forms
that regional planning agencies discuss. Jtcould
hardly be clearer, however, tliat public action
"A 1HI17 *tiidy by the Howard County (Maryland) Planning Commission Indicated the rout Implication* of various
development pattern*. Howard County Ix the ultr of the new
town of Columhli,. anil the Planning Commlmdnn sought to
eKiimnte I he total development contx, avMimlng sctrrnl ilifferent pattern)! of development.
Tne xtiidy estimated that tolnl development CORN — Incl .dine structure. iitllltlcx and open iipnce— would he almcmt
twlcn an laree ($3.17,000.000) for traditional development
aH fur nil "planned" development (f 1 1 0,000.000 ) . I 'I mined
development would wire $.1S million In water utlllli." ;uid
Mfi million In i-ewor utilities alone. Hmrartl County /MS,
Technical Ileporl No. 1.
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is needed to guide development at the community and regional scale into coherent patterns. Few would deny the usefulness of foresight to determine and protect areas that
should remain open, areas to serve as focal
points for intensive activity, and major corridors for tho movement of people and goods. Today, nearly all governments concede an obligation to keep down public costs, and more and
more are recognizing an obligation to act affirmatively for a quality environment-.
Increasingly in recent years, regulations have
been formulated with an* awareness of need for
public action to curb sprawl. The response has
not, by and large, been successful. Regulations
are not providing effective guidance of regionshaping development. Some" of the reasons for
failure are these:
(a) Lark of government at fhf right scale.—
One important reason for the lack of accomplishment appears to be the absence of a government of the right size to dp the job, coupled with
the inability and unwillingness of small local
governments to do the job themselves. The problems of government structure and finance, discussed elsewhere, lie at the heart of these difficulties.
(b) Lack of plans and policies.—A second
reason is the common failure of public officials
to prepare and articulate, in meaningful detail,
the plans and policies needed to furnish a basis
for regulations and for other development guidance measures.
For decades, efforts to articulate objectives
have focused on local plans. The Standard State
Zoning Enabling Act required that regulations
be "in accordance with a comprehensive plan."
Although the intent of the statutory "comprehensive plan" requirement has long been debated, there remains u fundamental planners'
tenet that regulations should be tools to implement a community plan. And in recent years,
in response to increasing development problems
and the availability of Federal financial aid,
more and more communities have prepared general plans, some of which are relied upon as a
guide to governmental and private action."
Nevertheless, it could hardly be clearer that
formal plans are not. furnishing a unifying basis
for most local regulations and other needed
development guidance measures. Many communities regulate without meaningful plans. Some
of those that do have pin' s pay little attention to
them in making regulatory decisions. Still others
find that plan? provide little guidance in an" Amove tb« 4,007 nunlrlpalltlm of more than (t.OOO population, more than 2,700 here publlnbed "minter" plans, of
which 77 pcrcrnt b«T» published racb plan* ilnce 10M. Of
th«M wuot KtmrmncotH, 3.M4 haye xonlDf ordinance*. 8««
Comralwlon KtiMrch Report No. 0.

swering mam* regulatory questions. In _any
event, the failure to fonnulatc guiding policies
precludes effective development guidance. A
number of reasons may be assigned for this
failure.
First; there is continuing ambivalence in
many communities about the proper role of
government in guiding development. The ideology of unfettered free enterprise runs head-on
into the desire of individuals to protect their
neighborhoods and communities from the results of that unfettered freedom. This clash, of
course, occurs in many zoning contexts, not just
in dealing with regional issues. We have seen
that the desire to protect residential neighborhoods is often so strong that ideology loses out.
Nevertheless, the ambivalence is of ten especially
pronounced when the community faces major
questions that affect large undeveloped areas.
As we have seen, a combination of social and
economic factors may make a town willing to
adopt stringent restraints against intrusion of
new development. Yet the same town may hesitate to plan affirmatively for the timing or location or character of the development that it does
allow; strangely, such an exercise of public initiative often seems more of an interference with
the market than does a total development prohibition. Often the ambivalence expresses itself
in actions that are inconsistent from place to
place or time to time; large-lot zoning here today, apartments there tomorrow. Sometimes the
city council takes one view, the board of appeals
another. In sum, willingness to regulate, particularly to protect established "character," does
not necessarily imply a willingness to plan affirmatively for future changes, and this unwillingness is particularly devastating in dealing with the major developments where public
agencies can achieve their objectives only by
leading, not by following the market.
If unwillingness to plan is one source of difficulty, inability to plan is another. Proper planning requires time and money and staff, and
many localities lack these. Moreover too many
unimaginative leaders fail even to perceive the
problems that would warrant allocation of
scarce resources to planning.
Finally, far too many plans do not answer
enough of the questions that must be answered
before development can be guided effectively.
In particular, too many plans concentrate on a
desired end result without explaining why the
result is desirable or how it can be achieved.
Many plans, especially older ones, are little more
than maps of desired future land use. Indeed,
some of the originators of regulations insisted
that was all that plans should be. Without :»n
explanation of the thinking behind the map,
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communities are hard-pressed to apply it intelligently when developers propose that, under
today's condit ion.*, a part icular site might better
lie used for something else. When plans do not
provide an indication of why and how they
.should be implemented, it is not surprising that
public officials lack confidence in plan conclusion's or find rhem simply irrelevant in reaching
the day-to-day decisions that build and change
cities.'
c. Lack of effective hnpJenientation lechnitpieit at th***faJc.—Finally, in addition to difficulties in making policy to guide change at
community or regional scale, there are difficulties in adapting regulations to cam1 out such
policy. Regulation; designed for these purposes
encounter serious legal uncertainties. Particularly when regulations delay or prohibit urban
development in certain areas, as any regulation
must sometimes do if it is to guide development
effectively at this scale, they approach or exceed
the boundary of what may lawfully be done
under the police power.
Even more serious than legal uncertainties
are pnicfical problems of regulatory effectiveness. Conventional zoning, which theoretically
requires governments to specify appropriate
land use, in detail, in advance—is often unsuitable for at least two reasons.
/•"/•*/. it may require governments to deride
too much too soon—l>efore there- is any rational
hasi* for determining how land should l>e used.
Since the regulations apply to privately owned
land, the initiative for development normally
comes from the landowner. And his actions, resjM)iuIing to changing market demands and
other conditions, are. unpredictable. The regulatinir government does not know \vhen lie "ill
decide to develop or what he will then want to
do. (The landowner, of course, often does not
know either.) Yet the way he wants to use his
land is surely a relevant factor in reaching a
public decision on how it should l>e used. With
tin- right adjustments, after all, many an often
meadow could serve (lie public interest just as
effectively if developed f<>r light industry as for
homes or gas stations.
As a result, from the. public standpoint, the
most intelligent way to regulate future development in many areas, though certainly not in all,
is to wait until they are ready for development
and then to apply public policies to all the facts
at. that time. In those sit nations where planners'
foresight clearly indicates a single most Appropriate use, there is every reason to make decisions well in advance—c0 that scare industrial
sites, for example, or irreplaceable ojwn space,
do not appear.
A .vi-rr/mt difficulty with conventional zoning
is thnt it often proves ineffective to achieve the

< lesired tv|>oaiid timing of development. Again
the problem stems from the nature of relationships between the public and private sectors.
The problem is well illustrated by the case of
commercial development. In the early davs of
zoning, it was customary to "overzone" forl>usiiiess: long strips of vacant highway frontage
were put in business zones. Since the zoned supply exceeded demand for business locations at
any one time, commercial development' often
scattered along the strips. The results are everywhere around us; large areas preempted by
scattered commercial uses, wasted land, mixtures of commercial and residential uses, and a
continually decreasing quality of the business
environment. Scattered development is also a
common result when vast areas are zoned for
residential development.
At the opposite extreme lie efforts to pick
"just enough" spots for businesses. Some towns
have designated on the zoning map a precise
location for the one shopping center that an
area can economically support. Predictably, the
market value of the zoned land soars, sometimes
so high that no developer can afford to buy it.
Pressures for rezoning of other land grow, and
i f a center is to l>e built at all, that rezoning may
have to be granted.
Out of these difficulties has arisen much of the
pressure to turn to some form of "wait and see"
technique for guiding development at this scale.
At present, these techniques arc still l>eing refined, ami it is far from clear just which matters
should be decided in advance of development
and how those advance decisions should be made
applicable to later development proposals. Some
communities, for example, are proposing more
frequent revision of zoning mans to accommodate changing circumstances. Others are relying
on broad jwlii ••J which are applied individually
to the facts oi each cast*. Still others seem to l>e
following no discernible jx>licy at all.
It is becoming increasingly clear that regulatory techniques cannot alone solve many of
the most pressing land-use problems and must
not IH> thought of as even tlie primary vehicle
for solving some of them. It is not surprising
that communities have continued to rely on regulations to achieve increasingly ambitious development guidance objectives. Experience
shows, however, that new goals require new
techniques that go Ix-yond regulation.
f'oif of
rffrftojnnf.nt
A major objective of the regulatory process
should Ite to assure that excessive standards do
not needlessly raise, development costs, since any
increase in those costs effectively reduces the
munlwrof jK'ople who can afford the homes they
want. Reduction of housing cost is too seldom
a significant. local objective.: the oversimplified
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notion that higher standards arc always in the
"public" interest, and that lower ones help only
the "selfish" developer, is all too common. In
many instances, of course, this is in fact true,
and in others it clearly is not. In still others, so
little is known about desirable standards that no
one can be sure. Nevertheless, there are numerous instances in which a relaxation of standards
would not seriously impair quality and would
permit cost reductions and consequent opportunities for more people to obtain decent homes.
Requirements governing lot size, street width,
and pavement thickness arc often among prime
candidates for relaxation.
A second cost criticism is that administrative
procedures have liecome needlessly complex and
time-consuming, adding significantly to the cost
of development.
We noted earlier that increased costs arc sometimes the result of conscious local policy. In
other instances, they result from uncertainty
about what an appropriate minimum is. It is
noteworthy, however, that the very nature of
zoning readily lends itself to the imposition of
high cost, requirements. The intent of zoning is
significantly different from the objectives of
building and housing codes. To some extent, of
course, zoning shares with those codes the objective of assuring that development meets m* imum standards of quality. Assurance of adequate light and air, for example, and protection
against fire and other dangers, are among, the
stated purposes of most zoning statutes and regulations.
In fact, though, the ass.irance of areawide
minimum quality standards has not l>cen of
central, or even particularly significant, concern in the adoption of most, zoning regulations.
Although the requirements in the least, restrictive residential zone may amount to a sort, of
de facto minimum quality for residential construction, the main concern has l>een with the
segregation of incompatible buildings and activities—and more recently densities—from
each other. As the Supreme Court put it in the
Euclid opinion upholding zoning, the problem
is like that of a ''pig in the parlor instead of
the barnyard." Over the years, in some of the
communities that have sought to assure quality
the barnyard is no longer a problem, and the
effort, is to segregate parlors of varying sizes
and qualities. If the inability of many people,
to afford any but the most minimal parlor is
not recognized, the well-meaning regulatory
process5 can too easily have overly restrictive
results. *
»A moi* complete dlncuMlon of land and land ImprnTtnwnt* COM* l> rontalntd la Part V. and cQn»ldrr*tlon of
futon HTorti to mtabllnh minimum «tnndard* In cnntalntd

Fairnc&t of application
A third objective of the regulator}' process
should be to achieve its Mibstuntive results without unfair or unequal treatment of affected persons. The impact of regulations on land values,
and the increasing use of discretionary regulations, coupled with the failure of local governments to state their policies and objectives in
any useful detail, intensify the difficulties of
achieving this goal.
At least as difficult as determining the proper
objectives and effective techniques of regulation
is the determination of how these public objectives may be achieved without unfairness to individuals. In the Commission's view, the most
objectionable "unfairness" of current regulations is the imposition of development costs
which exclude people who could afford decent, if
less impressive, homes. Previous sections have
considered these problems. Two other types of
unfairness, however, are also important: the unequal impact of regulations on land values and
the inequalities of land use administration.
Lund values
Historically, the fair tre.atnient.of landowners
has dominated much thinking about land-use
regulations; and as public intervention becomes
more dramatic, this problem becomes increasingly serious. The regulator}' system is overlaid on a private market system in which development decisions are initially determined by
market forces. The regulatory system is conditioned by the existence of this private market
and by the actions of speculators, developers,
and consumers of land.
The price which any piece of land will command in the market is determnied by the interaction of supply and demand. Such factors as
proximity to transportation facilities, topography, access to shopping and cultural facilities,
availability of sewers and water, views, and
many other factors, will affect price because, of
their effects on demand and supply.
Zoning affects land values in a number of
ways. Fir*t. by protecting development against
the* encroachment of undesirable uses, it can
help to maintain and enhance property values.
Indeed, much of the interest and concern in the
zoning system by homeowners is based on this
desire to preserve their investment. Second, zoning may raise the price, of land designated for
certain uses by restricting the supply of such
land. Such restrictions occur because zoning
decisions reflect factors of social cost and benefit which the private market does not consider.
T/unl, by restricting land to 11 use for whic.h
the market demand is not great, or for which
there is already an abundant land supply, zoning may reduce the price lx>low that which
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would otherwise prevail. In the last two rases,
xoning not only affects price in a general way.
but it actually "locates" its price effects l»y designating particular pitiv» of pro|>erty for particular uses. And tins, it must lx? noted, is not
:i result of bad administration: it is an inherent
result of a noncompei.sativc regulatory system
that recognixes a need to treat different land
differently.
The earlier discussion of localism dealt specifically with the cost effects of extensive largelot zoning on the cost and supply of housing.
Here it sTioitM simply IK? noted that the decision to permit a particular piece of land to l>e
used for a high-rise apartment, while its neighboring property is relegated to single-family
houses on 4-acre lots, obviously can produce
substantially different value effects on the two
properties. Generally speaking, if zoning is
changed to permit higher densities—more units
per aero of bind—the price per acre in most
areas of strong market demand can be e\i>octcd
to increase. Similarly, permitting certain types
of uses for .which demand is high but for which
the xoning map allows only a small nuinlicr of
locations can result in astounding windfalls. In
Philadelphia, f«r example, one study found
that lots on which gasoline stations were permitted sold for f»0 times the price of ncarbv
land.30
It is not surprising, therefore, that zoning is
subject to enormous pressures by landowners
and developers and that outright corruption is
far from rare. Increasingly frequent ncwspa|>er
oxpoM'-i of corruption are dramatic and unfortunate testimony to the relation of the control
process to private market forces.
Equity nf enforcement, and <H/HI int.it/ntion
In still another sense, the system is too often
"unfair" in its day-to-day administration. Arbitrariness—tlio failure to relate regulations to
discernible public objectives and to apply them
ovenhandedly to all comers—is commonplace in
many localities.
The greatest, abuses arise in enforcement and
in the handlingof discretionary decisions. From
the beginning, variances and exceptions have
afforded an opportunity for abuse of discretion.
And as more communities have conio to rely
(overtly or covertly) on thw "wait and see.''
approach, the opportunity has grown. l»exoning is ]>eciiliarly susceptible to this abuse.
Variances, special exceptions, and rexonings
today occupy a sulwtantial part, of the- time of
planning and xoning lioards. In theory, such
*>(>r(irr Mllitrnra. I.anil Trier* in the t/nlttit Stair*, l»iiI9f',it mini; ftrppnrml fur tlio Nitlonal Commlnnlnn on Urban
I'mhlrm*, p. 107.

decisions are made within the framework of
general guidelines set out in State enabling acts
and local ordinances. In practice, such guidelines are difficult to apply, and action purportedly taken under them is difficult to evaluate,
if only because of the array of conflicting public objectives that could be" property applied in
many such cases.
Variances may be granted, according to the
Standard State" Zoning Enabling Act, which
"will not be contrary to the public interest,
where, owing to special conditions, a literal enforcement of the provisions of the ordinance
will result in unnecessary hardship, and so that
the spirit of the ordinance shall be observed
and substantial justice, done.7' Such broad language obviously leaves much room for arbitrary
action; and in view of the hind value implications of many variance decisions and the time
pressures on zoning boards,11 it is not surprising
that abuses occur. Studies have shown that large
munljers of patently illegal variances are granted even' vear.35
S|>ccia1 exceptions pose similar problems.
The guidelines for them arc set forth in the
ordinance itself and tend to be very general
indeed. Kexonings present the greatest problems
of all Ixvause thev are. considered legislative
acts and often subject to no meaningful standards.
The problems arc made much more serious by
the failure of local governments to make plans,
state policies, or explain what they are doing
and why. As noted in an earlier section, this
failure interferes with the effectiveness of regulations. By the same token, the likelihood of
arbitrariness is immeasurably increased, and the
opportunities for recognizing it as such are reduced.
The courts are available to review regulatory
decisions, but this review process has often
proved unsatisfactory. Time and expense often
deter developers and neighlx>rs from seeking
review of even the most outrageous decisions
(just as they deter sonic communities from enforcing regulations against even notorious violators). But, even when court action is pursued,
tlio results are generally less than satisfactory.
Perhaps as a result of the volume of xoning litigation, judges in some States sec such cns»s as
" A utiiily In I'lillnilrlpliln xom. time nun rrrralccl thnt In*
xnnlnc honnl Konittum-^ lirnrd ns mail) ax nlxtjr to wvtntj
vanillin*
CIIXPH In one Killing.
M
Thrw ftriil utiiillr* In particular li.ivc examined <lecl«lonmilking practlcen In variance i-awn. Similar rconltn were
(llsruMTcil In Alamcda Cniinlv. California : 1/exlncton. Kentucky; nnil I'lilliriVlpnla. In Alnmeiln County, for rtnmnlf. the
Miiily fnnml llmt In only 1.% of 2S4 vnrlanrp npprovnis wi>n»
there nnv nlmwlni: «t xireclal clrdimxtnncex or harilrthlp. SOP
/.oning: Varinnrr Ailm(ni»trntion In Alnmnln Crmnlu, noc.illf.
I.. Rev. 101 (llic.L'i: iMilicnilnrr anil Stnplplon, 77ir Xnnina
IttmrA nf Ailjiulmrnl: A ftlHlll/ in Uitrvlr, .10 Ky. I,.J. 27.S
11lll!21 ; '/.lining Vnrinnm and KrcrptiuXi. Thr PHUaittlphin

;.v/in if HIT. 10:: r. i-n. i.. KPV, nin (Kinn).
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bothersome and involving issues of little importance. The statutory guidelines are difficult to
apply and the facts of each case tend to be complicated yet uninteresting to many judges.
Finally, localities often disregard court decisions when granting or denying future variances
or rezonings; the earlier court case always
s«>ms different from the case at hand today.
The possibility of unfairness in these cases
is enhanced by a pervasive lack of procedural
safeguards in the local decisionmaking process.
Hearings before local zoning boards tend to be
extraordinarily informal. In many places, witnesses are not required to testify under oath,
transcripts arc not kept, written opinions are
not provided, and conflict-of-interest lavs are
nonexistent or unenforced. Most enabling acts
do not establish clear guidelines for the conduct
of hearings, and State administrative procedure
acts do not generally apply to local government
proceedings. Even where guidelines do exist,
they often are not followed.
Again, the courts provide only limited relief.
In general they have taken one of three stances
regarding such matters: (1) they may return a
case to the local agency with clear instructions
on procedural safeguards to be applied in a rehearing; (2) they may retain a case and conduct what amounts to a new trial, or (3) they
may simply apply a strong presumption that
the administrative action was satisfactory. The
time and expense involved in either of the first
two approaches may make even a favorable decision to the appellant a Pyrrhic victory.
Another major source of unequal and unfair
treatment is the review of subdivision plats and
planned development proposals. In many jurisdictions developers must, navigate their way
through a maze of officialdom, with different
officials reviewing the plan for street layout,
sanitary facilities, building location, and so on.
Intentional delays are not uncommon in communities which would, in fact, prefer no development at fill;" and the disapproval of a single
official along the way, based perhaps on personal whim, can destroy the proposal entirely or
set it back for months. Even where planned unit
development is theoretically available to developers, some prefer to build conventional subdivisions solely to avoid the added dangers and
burdens which administrative processing can
impose.
The provision of facilities and dedications
of land (or payments in lieu of dedication)
within subdivisions are also fertile subjects for
abuse. Ground rules regarding what a dew-top" For a detailed C*M study of the trav .1* of OM developer
la leeking approval for a planned ui.it development, »e«
Raymond MM May Awoctat**, "Zoning CnntrnverMn In th*
Suburb*." for the National Commlmlon on Urban Problem*,
R <•»<•» re h Report No. II, pp. IS-71.

er must provide and what the public must provide are often lacking. Thus the review process
can easily degenerate into a bargaining process
over who is to pay for what.
Finally, as noted earlier, discretionary decisions can provide the leverage point by which
officials can fulfill exclusionary objectives. The
developer
who
seeks Ito
build a racially
inte. j
• .
**
i
•
find that his plans do not receive approval or
that minor objections to various
aspects of his
plan drag on interminably.*4
Developers, of course, are not blameless. It
takes two people to consummate a bribe. And
even aside from outright dishonestv, developers
often attempt to obtain specially favorable
treatment or to circumvent or violate regulations. Indeed, local suspicions and redtape can
often be traced to bad experiences with developers who have broken promises, misrepresented
their intentions, or instulled substandard improvements that later broke down.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES
We have seen the origin and evolution of land
use regulations in response, primarily, to growing pressures for increased development quality. In a nation with a rapidly rising living
standard and with a growing sense of the importance of environmental quality, these pressures will continue to grow. We have also seen,
however, that regulations are far from achieving their essential objectives. There remains
vast room for more effective regulations to move
toward quality without exceeding the proper
bounds imposed by considerations of cost or
fairness.
It is clear, however, that regulations cannot
alone achieve development guidance objectives.
Two types of public action hold particular
promise as supplements to regulation: (1)
measures to encourage the larger projects which
regulations can most effectively guide, and (2)
increased reliance on direct public action to
achieve development guidance objectives.
Increasing the scale of land development and
redevelopment
a. Advantages of large projects.—From the
standpoint of both effectiveness and fairness of
M
The Conmlmlon '* twara of cane* tn which developer*
hare been warned nbv-f trying to Integrate their project* or
have been denied approval of project*. A If*" auntie (butane*
occurred aeveral yean ago la Deerfldd, nilnola, a proaperoa*
*Q»urb of Chicago, llorrli Milgran, a builder of Integrated
honalnr, attempted to develop an integrated hontJa* project.
When local oolctal* discovered hi* Intent, they decided that
hl« land wn* needed for a public p*rk and proceeded to condemn It Thl* technique. Involving a* It doe* the actual outlay of public famta with attendant publicity. In a more extreme
Approach thnn w>me Jena obvlnun. but often equally effective,
technique* ench aa thooe mentioned. Neverthele**, it I* apparently not unique to Deerfleld.
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regulation, their appears to be substantial public gain from an increase in the size of individual development and redevelopment projects
In built-up areas, small-scale development—
meaning development of one or two scattered
lots at a time—often makes little sense in deteriorating parts of the city. The effect of surrounding Wight on the few new buildings in
the neighborhood will seriously impair their
marketability and may prevent their commanding an economic rent. If sound investment is to
be possible in sucli areas, it appears that it will
have to be at a scale sufficiently large to change
the character of the neighborhood or block.35
In undeveloped areas, large-scale development
can result in significant aesthetic and cost advantages.
In dealing with the small-scale relationships
that determine neighborhood character, some
of the advantages of large projects are these:
Firat. from the standpoint of effectiveness,
regulations can safely leave much greater discretion to project designers than is practical
when small projects are dependent on their
neighbors for environment. This is desirable l>ecause it provides opportunity for the varied
and imaginative designs that increase available
environmental choice.
Scattered small projects effectively require the
community to decide more of the relationships
among landowner?—rather than limiting itself
to the larger scale relationships. Every development limits the practical and desirable choices
for tJie use of surrounding land. This is obviously true for city slums or areas of heavy
industry; it L also tnie for the exurban community that will demand special protections so
that the intrusion of small houses nearby will
not dismpt a "horsy" way of life.
Xone of this is meant to suggest that regulator}- processes applied to small projects cannot
be much more effective than manv of them now
"In testifying before thr Cnmmlxnlon. I>r Jerome Kothenlierg, rrofesnor of Economic* *t M.I.T.. xtntnl the pnlnt
thin way:
"The value of n particular piece of real property In »n
urban area depend* not only on It* own une but or the aft
to which neighboring property In put by It* respective owner*.
In eeonomlrx. we refer to thl* a* neighborhood extern«lltle*.
"The reiiKnn for the Interaction IK that the u*er of *uch
real property In urhnn are** I* not buying banning xcrvlre*
solely. He I* buying the whole neighborhood, with It* ancillary
opportunities, both |>o*ltlve ana negative, along with thr
Hervlce* of the particular property. A* a renult. In the cane
of xlnm*. KO long a* nomi> *lum occupancy remain* profitable
In n given neighborhood area, any Individual, private attempt*
In upgrade or radically change land u*e In a *mall port of
I hi* area will tend to be unnurrewiful. In other word*, the
value of hi* property will largely be d>tennlned by the dominant tone or the neighborhood, which IK a function of landline iliH-l»lon» by property owner* other than hlmaett. lie
iloe* not have mxy renwroe in direct market transaction*
to Influence their differing viewpoint* about profitability.
"Succexn of private action In upgrade or change land uw
rndlcally In *uch area* will therefore require the awembly
of parcel* of land large enough to dominate the chararter
of the neighborhood." IIraring* Btjorr thr Xalinnal Committinn on Urban Proliant, Vol. 1, p. 326.

are. Xevprthele&^thv fact remains that the small
scale of development forces communities to
make decisions about the use of land which developers at larger scale could be left, to make
with, less public supervision. Because of scattered development in fringe areas, communities
must assume in some detail what landowners
will want to do—and often must make regulations on the basis of the assumptions—instead
of waiting until the landowners decide for
themsehes.
Second, also from the standpoint of effectiveness, the developer of a large project is more
likely to apply design skills than is the developer of a small one. In the first place, a small
project may provide smaller scope for the exercise of design skills because of limitations imposed by its surroundings. In the second, the
larger scale of o]>eration is more likely to j>crinit the developer of a large project to afford
the sen-ices of highly paid designers.
Third, the flexibility in design which can Ix;
afforded large-scale developers can result ii.
lower development costs. By carefully planning
the relationship of structures, for example, .-ite
improvement costs can be subtantially redm-ed.
Fourth, from the standpoint of fairness the
advantages of larger projects can also lx> substantial. In a large project, the community can
apply relatively uniform standards to similar
large projects and still give sulistantial freedom
to allocate permitted development within each
project. In this way, the impact of regulations
on the values of adjoining lots—an impart that
either discretionary or conventional regulation
cannot avoid—can l>e lessened. In smaller projects, particularly as communities seek to escape
from the rigidities of uniform v.ee regulations
and uniform density requirements, decisions
that i>ermit variety almost inevitably favor one
landowner over another. And the resulting
strains, particularly Ijocanse of land-value consequences, are very great indeed. Many town
councils must engage in a huge game of whogets-the-gas->tations (and the bonanza in resulting land value.- that go with them) so long as
the councils operate, at this small scale of
decisionmaking.
In dealing with matters of regional and community-wide impact, increase in project siz« has
more limited value. The essential benefit of large
projects in dealing with small-scale matters is
that design skills may be exercised, at the. time
<>f development, without the tensions caused by
fragmentation of land ownership. These advantages are simply not available in the case, of the
regional scale matters Iwaiise project size is not
likely to lw //«// bi«r.
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Nevertheless, an increase in project size to
something approximating "new town'' scale can
assist communities in rationalizing their planning and policymaking processes. The crucial
factor is the timing of public decisions. If a
town1 receives a proposal to develop a "new
town ' or some other very large scale development, it might normally "be able (1) to assume
that this is indeed the relevant time for its reg
ulatory decision and (2) to concentrate on largescale public interest requirements, since the
small-scale relationships within rhe town could
be left more largely up to the developer who
controls the land.
However, when the community gets a request
to rezone 4^> acres a mile or two from the buiiiup area, it faces additional problems because of
the greater dependence of development at this
small scale on its surroundings. The town cannot
be sure the time is right. The neighbors of the
40-acre tract may wait 5 or 10 years to develop,
?ven if this 40-iicre development goes ahead.
And if this development is allowed, the community is forced to make some decisions that
will affect the future in important ways. For
example, if it extends .1 trunk sewer line out to
the new development or requires a setback for
widening of a major street, it must decide how
big that line and street will be, and this in practice means that it must estimate what populations they will serve. A benign community
might have no abstract desire to limit population artificially, and it might prefer to wait to
make these decisions until the whole area is, in
fact, to be developed. Nevertheless, the scattering of development over time may require the
making of decisions "too soon." The community
reasonably wishes to avoid building facilities
that are needlessly large. It also wishes to avoid
allowing the facilities to be overloaded, and it
may for that reason limit the densities of development on the adjoining land to the ones assumed when the sewer line and streets were
installed. In short, premature small-scale development sometimes 'Mocks in" planning decisions that could better have been left us
planners' estimates for a few more years.
What should the intensity of development bo
within planned-unit developments in undeveloped areas? Limitations on development intensity—both physical and population densityare perhaps the most decisive way in which
present land use controls determine the character of new residential areas.
There are several justifications for such limitations. As noted, local or regional plans may
dictate that substantial areas remain essentially
undeveloped. Development timing proposals

may call for little, if any, development in a
particular area at a particular time. Topogiapky (flood plains, rocky terrain) may legitimately require very low densities. And, even in
larg^ developments, practical limitations on
public facilities (streets, schools, sewers) ma;
impose limitations on the amount of development that can be served.
It appears, nevertheless, that much of the
current local limitation of intensity could, in
the case of large projects that create their own
environment, be relaxed. In the absence of clear
metropolitan form considerations or of topographical cues, many of the most unfortunate
present land use disputes could be eliminated
if communities would deliberately plan public
facilities large enough to serve the anticipated
market demand for development in the area.
Of course, minimum quality standards should
assure that genuinely substandard dwellings do
not result. But liberalized density standards
would free developers to serve customers with
different incomes, including moderate- am' lowincome customers, who often cannot afford lowdensity dwellings.
Moreover, many of the corruption-producing
disputes over apartment rezoning could be eliminated by allowing planned developments to
reach approximately the densities demanded by
tho market and by planning public facilities
accordingly. Although some waste of public
facilities could occur as a result, the relative
amount of it is far from clear, and much of any
potential waste could be reduced by authorizing
a system of "density transfer," uiuler which n
developer who did not use all the density allowed in his project, could transfer the unused
amount to a neighboring project
b. Obstacle* 1t large-scale development.—Despite present trends toward increasing scale in
development and "wait and sec" public responses
ton*- . developments, a number of obstacles mu.«f
be w. Kino by public and private participant.-ii. the development process if there is to l>e a
fnLcr realization of the advantages of such approaches.
First, land assembly is a major problem. This
is especially acute in com ral cities, where it seriously deters large rebuilding projects. Even in
undeveloped areas, however, large parcels of
land in single ownership arc often not available.
Assembling a large parcel for a new community
or largo planned development often requires
dealing with hundreds of persons, and a shiglo
holdout can impair the entire plan or cause undesirable readjustments. In assembling lii,00o
ncres for the construction of Columbia, Md., for
example, the Rouse Co. dealt with 318 Individ-
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ual owners and completed 140 purchases: and
five holdouts, holding §50 acres, never did srll."
In built-up areas, particularly in Tne oldest
center city areas most in need of new JmeMinent
and redevelopment, the difliculty of land assembly is even greater. Parcels are smaller: ovnership is more fragmented: and titles have parsed
through many hands, making it almost, impossible in some cases to determine the .state »f the
title with certainly. The urban renewal program, of i-ourse. seeks to lielp the .situation by
applying the Government's eminent domain
powers fn areas where private assembly would
IK? impossible. Infonnation on tlic assembly
problems that make these powers essential i.s
contained in tables 9 and 10 and the accompanying notes.
\ot only is there danger of absolute refusals
to sell, but as it l>ecomes known to landowners
that their parcels are needed as part of an overall plan of acquisition, their :isking price increases to reflect their bargaining position. A developer in Amhersi, X.V.. seeking to assemble
1.200 aores, discovered that within :5 months of
his initial acquisitions, land prices had risen
from SI,100 an acre to $2.500 an acre; and soi"r>
of the needed land, which 10 years earlier had
sold for $50 an acre, had to be"bought at $1,000
an acre. Similar but more intent problems are
encountered by land assemblers in built-up
areas.
Secant], very large-scale projects require the
commitment of enormous sums far in advance
of any returns. Money is needed for land assembly, planning, and sifo improvements. The larger the project, the greater the expense and tintime lag Ix-fore the first cash returns from the
sale of property are realixed. Finding a source
for tho Capital that is needed and me"ting payments over a long period during which return*
are. small or nonexistent may simply not be- possible without some Government assistance.
Third, more sophisticated approaches such as
planned unit development require more sophisticated administrators. However, local governments are grossly understaffed, and an astonishing numlxsr of urban and rural fringe, jurisdi' tions which are beginning to experience development, pressures do not have a single fulltime employee. Ilemando County, Fla., for example, which had a 1000 population of 11,250 is
now the site of a half-completed "now town"
" "The Ktory of Kon«e'n negotiation* with landowner* trail*
.. .<• n Jamm Itoml novel. Serret room*, pint xtrntegy nnil
dummy corporation* chnrxctcrlreil HIP prix-rn*. To redure the
pn**lhlllfy that landowner* would Iwrnme aware of < t h e >
intention to Inilld * community Houno created *hell corporatlon« under mich name* UK Serenity Acre*, Certat Farm*, nnd
I'olnmnc K»late». Knrh of the corporation* contracted with
n different realtor Their 'aeparate' actlvlllc* nroile It np|>enr
that there were neveral unrelated rffirt* In the nren to extnhHuh n nurnliiT of otnnll wain Hulnllvlidonii." Klrhlrr nnd KnpInn. The Community HuMcrt, p. ni.

planned for .~>0,000 jMMplo and containing 17,000
i.cres. The county has ncitlier a planning commission nor a single employee engaged primarily in land-use control activities. In Stafford County, Ya., on the outer fringes of the
Washington metropolitan area, a ''new town"
of 10,000 is in the planning stage. One professional planner is available to the count}- on a
part-time consultant basis. In Charles County,
Md., only 20 miles from Washington, a "new
town'' planned for upward of 100,000 on 8,000
acrrv; is now under construction. Tlie county has
no subdivision ordinance as such and shares one
planner with two neighboring counties.
Urban fringe jurisdictions such as these, no
matter how concerned and well-meaning, arc
simply not equipped to handle large-scale development Their reactions to development proposals may take one of several forms. They may
simply defer to the developer, allowing him
free rein in decisions which vitally affect the
future of the area. They may seek to imjxjse
traditional, unsophisticated controls of the type
which they understand but which may stifle
economical and imaginative development. Or
they may try, by all means possible, to prevent
development altogether.
Opportunities are being lost daily for att ractive new development because of local incompetence. Any effort to promote the use of controls
which can stimulate qualitv development must,
therefore, be accompanied by efforts to improve
the quality of government administration.
c. Role of small "bwUerx in large developments.—Increasing scale of development does
not mean that small builders will no longer be
able to compete. The trend in recent years has
been toward a separation of the development
function and the builder function. The developer acquires land, plans its development,
negotiates with public officials for approval of
his plans, and prepares the land for development. He then sells or leases the land for actual
construction to merchant builders or to future
residents who arrange for their own construction—all in accordance with the overall plan of
development In effect, then, the developer provides the unified planning and initial control
functions, leaving open the opportunity for full
participation by small 1builders in development
of a large-scale project '
Uxr of direct public action to giadc development
It would be grossly misleading to suggest
that zoning and subdivision regulations are the
only—or even tho most—important public
~" In Kenton, Virginia, n pnrllnlly completed "new town '
outnlde of Wnnhlnrton, eight hiilldcni are presently encased
In con*trui'tlon. with the prod-id Ion of raeh ranging from
two unit* |HT vcnr to *evenly-flvv unit* per yenr. In rolnmblx,
Mnrylnnd. between Wnnhlnetnn unit Baltimore, twelve builder* are prem-nlli InTnlveil In conMrartlon.
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actions affecting land use. Throughout the
Nation's history, government actions of various
kinds—though perhaps not directly formulated
or administered primarily with the purpose of
guiding urban development—have significantly
affected the process. At the Federal level, for
example, the Government's daily decisions as
to the locations of its own facilities and the
placing of its contracts may have far greater
impact on the development of an area than the
administration of the local regulatory controls.
The effects of the Federal aerospace program on
development in the Southwest and Florida arc
among the more dramatic recent examples.
Any exhaustive listing and discussion of the
major public programs directly affecting urban
land use is secondary to the mandate of the
Commission. Nevertheless, no accurate appraisal of the current land-use guidance system would be possible without some mention of
the most important ongoing programs of direct
ublic action. Two programs in particular—
ighways and sower and water—demand attention.
Highways
Probably there is no more important single
determinant of the timing and location of urban
development than highways. Highways in efiL/«iii land
i<*ii\A where
i***^*\; i(Vii\s
ini
fect "create" urban
none ^Aiuii.'.*
existed l>efore by extending
ing the commuting distance from
existing cities. The low-density pattern found
in most of the Nation's suburban areas would
never have been possible without the effect of
high-speed highways in reducing the importance of compact xirban development. As highways stretch out from existing urban areas, development quickly follows, with even the most
carefully considered plans nnd zoning ordinances rarely proving a match for the development pressures generated. The phenomenon of
strip commercial development along nonlimited access roads is one example of the irresistibility of such pressures.
The pressures are greatest, of course, at highway interchanges, just as the junction of two
rivers in an earlier era was a strong invitation
to settlement. And it is at the interchanges that,
the relative weakness of zoning as a development guidance technique is often most sharply
illustrated. Such locations, if properly planned,
can provide ideal settings for high-density
nodes, which would lend some focus for .surrounding lower density development. Yet pressures for development generally occur before
the market is ripe for higher densities nnd zoning can rarely prevent such premature development. The result is that the opportunity for promoting these high-density centers is forever lost,
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and monotonous sprawl continues to gorge itself on the countryside.
Highways do not stop at the urban fringe,
of course, and their effects upon built-up areas
have perhaps understandably received greater
attention than their impact on previously undeveloped areas. The role of mass transportation was for many years almost totally neglected
in the discussion of Federal transportation policies and only in the past few years has taken on
new promise. Thus, highways have held center stage; and in the zeal of engineers, highway
planners, and administrators to get on with the
important job of accommodating traffic needs,
social and esthetic values have sometimes been
shockingly overlooked. The routing of highways through existing neighborhoods, unless
carefully planned with a range of goals and
values in mind, can mean the quick demise of
neighborhood character and viability and last-,
ing bitterness on the part of those affected. Furthermore, it can effectively separate various
parts of the city from other parts, and the claim
has been made in various cities that highways
have been used to separate Negro and white
neighborhoods.
State highway departments, through which
Federal and State highway funds are applied,
have traditionally been quite independent of
legislatures and Governors. They are extremely well funded and have political support of
tneir own. Often they are able to ignore totally
the desires of local officials; and no State agencies—outside the legislatures and Governors—
are established to reconcile differences. The result is that State highway departments to a considerable extent go their own way, leaving local
officials "holding the bag" after a poorly
planned and designed highway has damaged
sections of built-up areas (and left the job cf relocating displacees to already hardpressed local
housing officials) or completely ignored and
effectively destroyed development plans. Only
on rare occasions—such as have occurred in San
Francisco, Philadelphia, New York, and Washington—have localities been able to stop a highway, sometimes only through a technicality. In
practice, then, highways are seldom used as affirmative tools lor development guidance.
Sewer nnd water lines
Second to highways in (heir potential impact
on tho timing and location of urban growth are
sewer and water lines. At higher densities, development meeting minimal sanitary standards
simply cannot take place without the existence
or assurance of sewer and water lines. And the
size and capacity of sowers and water lines can
effectively sot maximum limits on the density
of new development. At lower densities, wells
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and septic tanks can often meet development
needs; and the absence of lines or the unwillingi.ess of the government to spend the money
necessary to extend them, is often reflected in
zoning for very low densities.
Decisions as to the location, timing and capacity of sewer and water lines can obviously
have substantial effects on development; yet, as
in the case of highways, the making of such
decisions with a view to development guidance
lias been woefully lacking. In some places the
basic decisions on these facilities are made by
officials of independent sewer and water districts over whom the general purpose government has little or no control. In other places,
even though institutionally within the generalpurjMJse local government, the sanitary department is permitted to go its own way, as usually
dictated by sanitary engineers. And the tendency is to follow development, in response to
pressures by developers and homeowners, rather
than to lead it.
Highways and sever and water lines represent only two of many forms of direct government action influencing urban land use. But like
many such influences, they are too seldom seen
as affirmative development guidance tools. Decisions about them are made by functional experts—highway and sanitary engineers—on
the basis of functional criteria; and they often
run counter to, or fail to support, broader urban-development policies.
There have been sonic recent signs of change.
Several States now have procedures whereby
local planning commissions can comment on
pro[xteed highway plans in their areas. At the
Federal level the 19(52 Highway Act provided
that after July 1,19f>.~>, federally aided projects
for urban areas must be based on a continuing,
comprehensive transportation planning process
curried on cooperatively by the States and local
communities.

CONCLUSIONS
There can be no single prescription of a perfect technique to achieve a millcnium of high
quality, low cost, and fair treatment. Kathcr
than seek a single prescription, the need is
instead to relate development guidance techniques more effectively to the varied objectives
they are meant to achieve in each locality, to
the particular problems that impede achievement of those objectives, and to the development,
processes that must be guided to overcome those
problems. In the past there has been too little
recognition of the different kinds of problems
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with which land use controls must. deal. In considering what is desirable for the future, it Is
essential that there be a clear recognition that
controls oj>crate in ditfeivnt contexts and that
a single approach will not work in all of them.
Although a van-ing mix of responses will exist
in different places, the following directions are
pmjxwed:
Dr failed preregulation, a refined version of
conventional zoning, should not be given up in
those situations in which it is likely to be effective. Additional administrative discretion inevitably carries with it a danger of additional
abuse as well as substantially increasing administrative burdens. If these problems can be
avoided without great detriment to effectiveness, then they should be avoided. Most communities, for example, may continue to conclude
that the protection of built-up areas with wellestablished "character"' is a suitable situation
for quite conventional regulations.
The "wait and sec" techniques, of which
planned-unit development provisions are a
prominent example, have great promise as devices to achieve harmony without monotony in
flip small-scale relationships within blocks and
neighborhoods. As suggested in earlier discussion, these techniques need continuing refinenipnt if they are to achieve an appropriate balance, tatween preregulation and discretionary
review. Moreover, they need to be tied much
more closely and effectively to stated public objectives, and they need highly qualified professional administrators if they are to do their jobs
well. Still, this refinement of regulatory technique appears to have potential for enabling
regulations to guide the small-scale relationships—which were the central concern of zoning in the first place—without some of the drawbacks of conventional regulations.
As previously discussed, affirmative steps
should l)e taken to encourage an increase in the.
waif, of land development and redevelopment.
The fundamental Iwnefit of planned unit development techniques is that they take advantage
of the special potentials inherent in large projects. Market trends toward larger scale development should be encouraged M> that tlie.se
advantages will bo more widely available.
The promise of larger scale development
under unified planning is not solely a promise
of more attractive development. It opens up the
possibility of mixing housing for persons of
various income levels and different taste,-—a
possibility which past experience suggests ih not
present when development is scattered and necessarily controlled on a lot-by-lot basis. It also
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can result in substantially reduced costs to both
developers and the public.
Even -with all foreseeable refinements, there
are fundamental—and apparently inherent—
limitations on the extent to which regulations of
private land can effectively and fairly achieve
all important public objectives. These limitations—particularly the impact of regulations on
land values—are particularly noteworthy when
regulations are used to guide development that
has regional or communitywide impact. As already suggested, increased scale of development
may have some benefit in enabling regulations
to cope with this limitation as well as to achieve
other, smaller scale objectives. It is clear, however, that measures other than regulations must
be given substantially greater attention if these
objectives are to be achieved. In particular:
First, as discussed above, new attention must
be given to assuring that public decisions regarding the location and timing of major public facilities achieve their vast potential as
development guidance tools. Governments must
recognize, when they build a highway or a school
or a waterline, that they influence the nature
and timing of development within the areas
served by those facilities—and they must plan
their facilities accordingly.
Second, in many situations, governments
must move to compensative approaches in addition to regulation or in place of it. They must
purchase land, or interests in land, where needed
regulation will not be effective or will result
in serious unfairness to individual owners or
will be struck ((own by the courts as an unconstitutional "taking."
Finally, as repeatedly stressed in this report,
measures must be taken to improve the willingness and ability of local governments to perform the job of development guidance.
Local governments must be assisted to obtain
better-qualified personnel for land-use administration. Efforts to this end should involve increased assistance by the States and Federal
Government for training; extending technical
assistance to local governments, especially those
in the urban fringe tluit are just beginning to
e.\i>erience development pressures; and greater
emphasis on day-to-day land-use administration
problems in planning curricula,** Training and
dissemination of information is also needed on
tho private side. Developers need to know more
about the use »f sophisticated controls and
school* nnri student* tend to neglect the probInn* InTOl'-ed In administering l*nd-uie control* In furor of
the more "In" mibjfctj nuch n« nodal planning or urbmn
ilrnlgn.

the opportunities which they afford for better
design.
Most fundamental, though, is the need for
local leadership. Although localities do require
added powers (some of which are recommended
in the next chapter), it is clear that most of
them are not using effectively the powers they
already have. Federal and State Governments
can remove a number of obstacles to effective
local action, and they can encourage such action in many ways. But these efforts will be of
little value unless localities are willing to tackle
the difficult development problems we face.
Effective local leadership—more than plans and
regulations and techniques—is the key to the
needed solutions.
NOTES TO TABLES 0 AND 10: CENTER Cmr LAND
ASSEMBLY PROBLEMS
As suggested in the text, a major obstacle to achieving tiie scale necessary for Investment in older oity
areas is land assembly. A study of government*! acquisitions of property during 1962-63 shows, for example,
that 7,881 acres of laud were acquired in fee under
the Federal urban renewal program. The number of
fee ownerships involved was 44,830, or an average
ownership size of .17 acre.
Table 9 shows information on average sizes of parcels in selected cities. Table 10 reports data on parcel
sizes in urban renewal projects in selected cities. In
Baltimore and Washington, It will be noted, the average size of renewal parcels was .04 and .06 acre,
respectively.
Table 10 data on condemnations are especially instructive. Title IV of the 1905 Housing Act requires that
local renewal agencies '-make every reasonable effort
to acquire real property by negotiated purchase." Yet
in 1002-03, 20 percent of the acreage acquired was
through condemnation. Such condemnations may be
necessary either because of disagreements as to price
or because of clouds on titles. In Washington, 25 percent of the parcels acquired were condemned due to
price disagreements. In Norfolk, by contrast, 446 of the
55HJ condcmnolion* arose because of title defects. In
New York and Philadelphia, local officials report that
title defects and uncertainties of one sort or another
are such a severe problem that all properties acquired
for renewal, even those purchased, are subjected to
condemnation actions to remove any doubts about their
titles.
The problems of holdouts and inflated prices are the
same in the central city, though more intense, as in
the urban fringe, ;.. the Foggy Bottom section of
Washington, for example, George Washington Univer
sity acquired an entire block, with the exception of a
one-half interest in a single house. The owner refused
to sell, and it took the university nearly 15 years to
acquire the site nml complete the development In Denver, assembly was attempted f'v a bank expansion and
an apartment complex. Asse' Jly at the beginning was
"deceptively smooth." Most o #ners were glad to cooperate and wanted only fair prices. But problems arose as
tho axse..ibler approached his goal. In one block, the
owner of n Mingle key lot had tentatively agreed to a
prlctt which wan, in fact, more than he expected co
receive. Then a real estate man, seeing HIP slgniflcauce
of the property to the whole assembly program, ad' ised
the landowner of his leverage, and the assembler Hided
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ii|t inlying $oO,._^ more tlian the landowner originally
thought satisfactory."
Probably the most coniiuoii reaction of potential investors to this problem is simply not to attempt assembly in the first place. But even the successful assembler
will be forced to bear the added costs of inflated prices
and considerable time and work.

TABLE 9.-AVERAGE ACREAGE OF TAXABLE REAL ESTATE PARCELS IN 15
SELECTED CITIES: 1966
Averates, 1966
Parcel sue
(acres)

City

* Joseph Elcblrr. n builder and developer, described one of
his experiences In trying to assemble land In San Francisco
tills way:
"On* of the big things that prevents a private person from
redeveloping any portion of this city Is the difficulty of assembling the land. I once tried this myself when I first started
in this business and was even more naive than I am now. I
found nn area which I thought would be a pr»tty good square
block to buy. turn around, and redevelop. \\HI. I went around
and I had a general Idea of what I thought property was
worth there, and I was able to make a deal with the first
two parties I approached. All the deals I offered were subject
to my acquisition of the balance. The next place I came to I
found tied up in litigation, and the next place belonged to
people living in Austria. Then, of course, oy that time the
word had got around thru somebody was trying to buy the
nrca—so it became an impossibility. The main tool Involved
in redevelopment is the right of eminent domain. This is what
you have to Insist upon with the Government. It I* Impossible
for private enterprise to do this without the aid of government, n nil by government I mean the various state. Federal
nncl muniripnl agencies." //raring* Rcjofc the Xativnnl Committion on Urban Prnbltmt, Vol. 2. p. 307.

0.76
.66
52
.43
.38
.37
.32
.29
.28
.26
26
.18
.14
.11
.09

Phoenix Aru..
Sill Like City Utah
Tacoitu Wash
Los Angeles, Calrl...
Denver, Colo...
St Paul Minn
.
New Haven, Conn..
Norfolk Va
Milwaukee Wis
Pittsburgh. Pa
Chicaio III
NewYork.N.Y
San Francisco Calif •

.
. .
.____

1Parcels per
acre

1.3
1.5
19
2.3
2.6
2.7
3.1
3.4
3.6,
3.8
3 8
5.6
7.1
9.1
11. 1

Source: Special Commission tabulation bated on unpublished data assembled by the Governments Division. Bureau of the Census, for the 1967
Census of Governments.

TABLE 10.—LAND ASSEMBLY IN SELECTED CITIES' URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS

Baltimore, Md.:'
UR-MD-1-3........
R-l.
...... .-.R-3
R-4
.
... .
R~6
R-|
...
R-9._
R-ll
. ..
R-12
R-l 4

. .....

....

.

.

Total......
Little Rock, Ark.:'
R-6
R-12
R-17

r,-y\

Total
Norfolk, Va.:<
R-l
R-»
MR-lt
R-25...
R-21

..
..

Avenge
sfceol
parcels
in acres

843
1,099
200
317
948
29
127
216
341
88

0.05
.03
.05
.04
.02
.12
.05
.07
.06
.03

20
36
29

1.7
7.4
2.5 .'
3.8 ....
7.7
0
6.2 ....
9.2 .
10.5 ... .
33.0

170.17

4,208

.04

267

6.3 . ...

>I5 9
79 Z
37 4
170 7

>590
401
121
465

373.2

1,577

.24

140.98
96.70

20.75
306. 41
37.50

470
539
268
90
1,216
168

.29
.11
.24
.23
.25
.22

666.14

2,751

32.2
177.8
9.2
26.7
26.2
7.9
2800

Acres
acquired

City and project

.

...

-.-.

.

Total

Condemnations due to-

Number
parcels
acquired

39.39
35.79
10 03
11 70
21 32
3 48
6.88
15 98
21.28
2 32

aso

Total
condemnations

14
SI
12
73
0

Percent
Price
condemned disagreement

Titli defects
or missing
owners

».15 ...
2
.31
37
....

55
65
45
£
19

11.7
12.0
16.8
16.7
32.6
11.3

19
35
19
10
65

36
30
26

.24

596

21.7

150

446

686
2,630
15
5*0
412
51

.05
.07
.10
.05
.06
.15

298
778
25
133
68
3

43.3
29.6
29.4
24.2
16.5
5.9

274
674
19
124
63
3

24
104

4,414

.06

1,305

29.6

1,157

148

332
17

Washington. D.C.:»

C....
.
C-l....
Northwest
Northwit
Columbia Plata
Total

,....

.

.

'Sourer Baltimore Urban Renewal and Homing Authority.
i Source: Little Rock Housing Authority.
> All totals for Little Rock art lor parcels to be acquired.

'Source: Norfolk Redevelopment Authority.
'Source: Washington, D.C., Redevelopment Land Agency.
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CHAPTER 2

Toward a More Orderly Urban Development
population and are competent to exercise
About 18 million acres of land will come into
land-use controls in u fair and effective
urban use for the first time in the course of the
manner, coupled with State and Federal
next 30 years, and the process of rebuilding and
action to recognize and strengthen local derehabilitation will replace large parts of present
cisionmaking wherever it does not clearly
urban areas. Just as land-use decisions made
conflict with broader regional, State or nayears ago affect the o,uality of today's urban
tional goals;
environment, so decisions made today and toEstablishment of State or regional mamorrow will shape the quality of urban life for
chinery to reconcile conflicts among local
future generations. Reluctance to provide afgovernments and between local governfirmative guidance for land development will
ments and special-purpose agencies, and to
not prevent development from occurring.
plan and act on matters demanding a
Rather, inaction now will allow undirected and
broader-than-local perspective ;
haphazard development; inaction, therefore,
Establishment of policies and measures
represents a decision about the future urban
aimed at providing persons of all income
environment, just as careful, positive action
levels with a wide choice of places to live
does.
and providing employees an opportunity to
T
An examination of land-use controls was one
live near Iheir work ;
"• of the basic tasks assigned to this Commission in
Formulation of clear, statewide rules al—section 301 of the Housing and Urban Developlocating costs in new subdivisions between
ment Act of 1965. It is a complex assignment,
the public and the developer, and thus, in
closely related to the issues of government struceffect, between taxpayers and homebuyers;
ture, finance, and taxation discussed in part IV
of this report, as well as to the codes, ordinances,
Actions and procedures to assure the protection of built-up areas which provide an
and regulations examined in this part.
acceptable, environment, and to eliminate
The Commission recognizes that people and
blighting influences and encourage rebuildlocalities differ, that broad assumptions about
ing in presently unsatisfactory neighboroptimal urban form and character are hazardhoods :
ous, and that variety and experimentation are
essential elements of our federal system. For
Action to encourage and assist developthese reasons, many of our findings on land-use
ments which are large, enough to create
control concern tho creation of a governmental
their own environments and thereby to
framework in which the legitimate choices of
eliminate the need for some detailed conpeople can be effectively formulated into public
trols that inhibit imaginative development,
policy which can then be translated into reality.
promote racial and economic segregation,
Th'e Commission believes that land-use poland contribute to inefficient land-use paticies and practices are not limited in their imterns and strains on the control machinery ;
portance and effects to the quality of the physiGreater reliance on direct public action
to prevent undesirable private developcal environment, but have major social and ecoment, provide public initiative for desired
nomic implications as well. We have tried,
development, which the private market
therefore, to understand the total impact of
cannot or will not. supply, recapture land
present practices and to formulate recommendavalue increases for public use, and assure
tions within the broader context of restoring
the realization of other public objectives.
fiscal and economic health to the cities of America and strengthening the currently fragile soTHE GOVERNMENTAL FRAMEWORK FOR
cial fabric of our metropolitan areas. In brief,
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
the Commission proposes—
Action to assure tha* local governments
All levels of government— Federal, State, and
exercising regulatory authority are responlocal — play a significant role in the guidance
of urban development, and the Commission lias
sive to the needs of broad segments of the
(235)
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sii'giit to determine the most appropriate role
for each.
Tests of responnivene-ts and -power
Two main tests should be used to determine
which level of government should be assigned
responsibility for any particular function. First
is responsiveness: Is the government responsible to the citizens most significantly affected by
the decision? Second is power: Is the government in fact able to perform the function
effectively?
The application of these tests has led the
Commission to the following conclusions:
(1) Local initiative.—Local governments—
i.e.. governments below the State level—should
bear primary responsibility for detailed guidance of urban development.
(2) Larger local qovernmcnU.—So that local
governments can take effective initiative in
guiding urban development, the size of local
governments in many metropolitan areas must
1)6 substantially increased.
(3) Stronger local goi'ernmcnh.—Local governments must be strengthened through the
grant of additional powers a;id through substantial financial and technical assistance.
(4) Stronger voice for neighborhoods.—In
recognition of the special interests of property
owners and residents in their immediate surroundings, increased efforts must l>e made to
enhance the ability of neighborhood residents
to effect changes and protect desirable features
of their environment.
(5) Effective implementation of State, ant)
National policies.—The range of local actions
must be effectively limited by the States and
the Federal Government, both to assure fair
treatment of property owners and minorities in
each locality and to assure that local decisions
will not place unfair, uneconomic, or unrealistic burdens on people who live outside a given
local jurisdiction.
Interim reattocation of regulatory powers.—
Substantial time will l>e required to achieve major changes in governmental structure of the
kind recommended in part IV of this report.
During this time, continuing development will
determine the quality of urban environment in
large arens for decades to come. The Commission therefore believes it appropriate to recommend interim measures which, though insufficient to secure the. full local initiative which is
the Commission's objective, may nevertheless
be partial steps in that direction and may reduce
certain abuses associated with the present regulatory svstem.
i

Recommendation No. 1—Enabling competent
local governments to guide urban development effectively
The Commission recommends that State
and Federal agencies take steps to assure
that local governments bear primary responsibility for the guidance of urban development, and that they are capable of effectively
performing this function.
Recommendation l(a)—County or regional
authority in small municipalities
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation granting to
counties (or regional governments of general
jurisdiction, where such governments exist)
exclusive authority to exercise land-use control powers within small municipalities in
metropolitan areas. Although conditions
vary from State to State, it appears that
municipalities within metropolitan areas
should not have regulatory powers if (1)
either their population is less than 25,000 or
their area is less than 4 square miles, or (2)
in the case of a municipality hereafter incorporated or not now exercising regulatory
powers, their population is less than 50,000.
(These regulatory powers would thus be the
responsibility of the county or regional agency
rather than the small municipality itself. Such
a reallocation of power is a proper function of
the States because all regulatory power derives
from the State police power.)
The Commission believes that local governments—meaning, !"••• this purpose,governments
Mow the State level—should bear primary responsibility for the detailed guidance and regulation of urban development We hold this view
Ix-cause many development decisions—though
by no means all, of course—have significant
impact only in a relatively small geographic
area. Relatively few such decisions affect an
entire State. And although some do affect an
entire region, and could best be handled by a
regional government, popularly elected regional
governments do not exist in most of the country.
It follows that most of these public decisions
should in practice be taken below the State or
regional level.
Yet effective local initiative in guiding development simply cannot bo achieved by many
of the. smaller local governments in metropolitan areas. Most such governments appear to lock
the willingness and ability to provide effectively
for massivo change. Too often responding only
to tv narrow range of special local interests, those
local governments arc not exercising effective
leadership in solving the most pressing problems of guiding development- If the smallest
governments arc allowed to continue exorcising
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powers vitally affecting development, the. results will almost certainly be the continuing
loss of o]>]K>rtunities to create :i quality urban
environment. Moreovci, tJic failure of small
localities to coj>e wit h increasingly serious development problems is placing ever greater
pressure on the State and Federal Governments
to intervene in what should lx? local affairs. The
only way to stop this trend is to assure that
local governments do an effective job of solving
what are essentially local problems.
Local government is "big enoujrh" when it is
{!) big enough to sec the. problems, (-2) big
enough to COJK-. with them, ('•'•} big enough to
permit effective coordination w i t h other governments. Seeing the problems requires that the
local government lx> representative of a broad
spectrum of opinions and .serve the essential
governmental function of reconciling competing demands. The very small local governmentis likely, by contrast, to !>e a "special pleader"
for a particular interest, blinded to many of the
problems confronting the mctroi>olitan area.
Coping with the problems requires lx>th the
legal |x>wcrs and the resources to act effectively.
When control is distributed nnioitjr a patchwork
of tiny autonomous jurisdictions, few problem.will stop at- the. Ixmlers of any one, and fewsolutions will l>e withii 1 the legal jxwer of any
one. Moreover, quality development cannot Inspected without highly qualified public administrators. 'Flip use of more- sophisticated
measures to guide development, and thus to
solve increasingly complex governmental problems, requires full-time paid professional:- with
extensive knowledge, and technical ability.
Smaller local governments >imply cannot afford
this level of competence, and merely l»olsterin«r
their inadequate, resources whilo maintaining
exiting allocations of power would result in
far greater total e.\]x>iiditur\s without producing compensating results.
Finally, local governments mu«t be large
enough to cooperate effectively with each other,
coordinate their efforts, and provide a manageable munlier of authorities with which Federal
and State action agencies can deal. When scores
of local governments guide development in a
single, metropolitan area, there is little likelihood of their banding together to achieve essential regional goals. Furthermore, if Federal and
State agencies, such as highway departments,
are to perform their own functions satisfactorily, they have the strongest incentive to avoid
dealings with scores of local jurisdictions and
have generally ignored them. Ironically, the
sheer ntimlw of governments thus creates an
obstacle to placing greater control in the. hands
of local government.

The Commission believes that no more important step can be taken to improve the guidance
of land development than the restructuring of
local government. Short of that, we suggest that
there must be a realloction of the basic development control powers to place them in the hands
of local irovernment comjxjtent to exercise them
effectively and fairlv, while assuring resjn>nsiveness to most of the people affected by their
decisions. Although size is of course no guarantee of competence, it can at least create an
opportunity for comj>ctence that does not otherwise exist. Some variation will undoubtedly
axist among the States with resj>ect to t\w minimum size necessary and the unit of government
which should exercise powers within the smallest municipalities. In many States the county
seems to offer the best i>ossibility, !>eing an existing government of rather significant geograpTiic size. In other States, counties may not
lie a satisfactorv repository of such jxiwcrs. and
some, other unit of local government nuir-t he
found or created, or the jK>wers exeivi.-ed directly by the State. While no "scientific" measurement of minimum size is possible, the figures
suggested here represent, a minimum at which
local jurisdiction and resources might be large
enough to permit effective, local action.
In part IV of thi.* report the Commission discusses ;i greater role for neighborhoods in shaping their environment. AVe l>clicve that those recoinmcndations to strengthen neighborhood participation in hindiiM- decisionmaking an- consistent with the need to place land-use ,-ontro!s
in largei units of government and that the two
approaches should proceed hand-in-hand. The
needs of fairness and effectiveness demand that
the. very smallest local governments should not
have deci--ionmakiu!r powers on important landuse questions. At the same time, there is a danger that individuals and neighborhoods will develop a feeling of helplessness and that public
officials will not he suflicicntly concerned with
the interests of those people mo>t immediately
affected by their decisions. In both central city
Mild suburb, then, it ^ important that the reallocntion of land-use powers l>e accompanied by
flFoi-*;; to footer neighborhood interest and participation, while recognizing the role of the general government in reconciling the interests of
various neighborhoods.

Recommendation l(b)—State requirement of
a local development guidance program
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation denying landuse regulatory powers, after a reasonable period of time, to local governments that lack
a "development guidance program" as defined by State statute or administrative rep:-
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illations made pursuant to such statute. Powers denied would be exercised by the State,
regional, or county agencies as provided in
the statute. The existence and enforcement
by the States of such local development
guidance program requirements should,
after a reasonable period of time, be made a
condition of State participation in the Federal 701 planning assistance program.
Although size is an important consideration
in determining what governments should Ix? responsible for development guidance, ir is not the
only important factor. Loral governments
should he required, as a condition for their continued exercise of control powers, to demonstrate that they are in fart making a significant
effort to use such powers effectively. At the same,
time, the Federal Government should insist that
States undertake to supervise the allocation of
control powers in this way l>efore granting 701
planning funds for use by local governments. It
makes little sense for the Federal Government
to spend such funds on localities which arc imahle or unwilling to administer the controls and
other measures needed to achieve planning objective.-:.
At a minimum, the local development guidance prograta should require (I) a locally approved compendium of development policies
that land-use controls are intended t<> achieve,
covering such matters as transportation, housing, open space, air and water pollution: (2) a
locally approved capital improvement program:
and l-l) evidence of the availahility of trained
professional employees, or consultants available
on a continuing basis, to assist in formulating
and administering local regulation-.
Recommendation l(c)—Study of Government structure in relation to land-use
controls
The Commission recommends that the Department of Housing and Urban Development require, as a condition of Federal 701
grants to States for local planning assistance, the submission of a comprehensive
State study of (1) the allocation of planning
and land-u.se control powers and other decisionmaking activities significantly affecting land use within metropolitan areas, (2)
the need for regional decisionmaking or regional review of local decisions within such
areas, (3) the need for State action to redistribute control powers, and (4) such other
matters as may be required to assure more
orderly urban development. Such study
should be submitted within a reasonably
short period after promulgation of the Secretary's requirements and should be pub-

lished and distributed within the State. Revisions of such studies should be undertaken
not less than every 5 years and should report
progress made toward implementing recommendations contained in previous studies.
The specific manner in which land-use decisionmaking power should be reallocated will
not be the same even-where. States differ, and a
variety of approaches and exjH-rimeut.s is in
order. Heyond the.-* first steps, much more undoubtedly needs to l>c done. For this reason, it
is ini]>ortant- that States which have not already
done so Ixrgin to examine their own needs carefully. The Federal investment and interest in
land-development policies and practices justifies
a. Federal effort to encourage such examinations. The examinations should not he one-time
efforts. In view of the importance of governmental structure as it relates to land-use development guidance, it. is necessary that periodic
revaluation IKS made of progress or lack of
progress and that fresh ideas IKJ brought to bear
as circumstances change.
Recommendation l(d)—Restructuring local
planning and development responsibilities
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation authorizing
but not requiring local governments to abolish local planning boards as traditionally
constituted.
Planning hoards are often concerned with
three different types of activities. First, they
may In* charged with performing administrative functions—including review of subdivision
plats, site-plan review, and approving or making recommendations on social exceptions, variances, and rezonings, Secvnd^ they may prepare, plans and policies for community development. Tli/'///, they may serve as advocates for a
comprehensive, approach to problems of community development, acting essentially as citix.ens' advisory commissions.
In many communities, there is little justification for the continued use. of planning boards in
|>erforming the first of these activities. Administration of land-use, controls should be the job
of paid professionals under the general direction of elected officials. The fragmentation of
administrative, activities is, moreover, a source
of rcdtapc and expense* which should l>c eliminated to the extent possible. To this end, Commission recommendation 15, in chapter ft of this
part, proposes that localities prepare unified development codes, which would combine all development, regulations and which would be
administered hy a single agency. And finally,
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the administrat ive workload of planning boards
has all too often left them little time for
planning.
In their second role, as semi-autonomous
policymaking bodies, planning boards too often
operate inconsistently with principles of democratic government. Planning functions were
originally lodged in independent planning
boards as pan of a general movement in the
1920*5 to isolate important activities from the
"corrupting influence" of politicians. It now
seems clear that assigning important policy derisions to such bodies reflects a very pessimistic
view of the political process or (if pessimism
persists) that the isolation is often impossible
in practice. The formulation of plans for a community's future growth and development is the
most bac»- kind of political decision. This is not
to say that there is no need to bring planning
expertise and staff work to bear on major planning decisions. It does suggest, however, that
planning directors and their staffs should Indirectly responsible to the governing body or
chief executive.
In their third role, as advisers or advocate?,
planning boards often perform a most useful
function. Although some communities may prefer to reply on ad hoc task forces and other devices to achieve citizen advice and participation, many will conclude that the usefulness of
planning boards warrants their continuation in
an advisory role. Governing bodies, overburdened by day-to-day problems, arc seldom
able to devote sufficient time to the planning
process. Where planning boards have Itccn able
to spend substantial time planning, they have
often provided an important source of balance
in the .-ommunitv's approach to development
derisions, presenting alternatives and providing
the. governing body and chief executive with
analyses of the long-term effects of various decisioiiS. Many communities will find it important to retain planning boards in this advisory
capacity, while relieving them of administrative burdens; and making clear that their basic
role, is advisory.
Recommendation l(e)—State recognition of
local land-use controls
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation granting to
large units of local government the same
regulatory power over the actions of State
and other public agencies that they have
over those of private developers.
Local governments must he given new powers
and resources if they are to have a realistic opportunity to seize tiie needed initiative. As already noted, localities in a number of States
have only limited |H»wer to guide development

initiated by governmental agencies. Many of
the most imjxirtant decisions affecting a locality
arc such decisions. A major reason for the lack
of such power is a proper State concern that
loral self-interest might orerride the legitimate
interests of another local government or of the
State itself, and pit^ent statutes normally do not
provide effective machinery for the resolution
.of interlocal and State-local disputes.
If local government is in fact, and not merely
in theory, to control its own destiny and shape
its own urban environment, its policies must
not lie needlessly thwarted by actions of other
local governments or of State and Federal
agencies whose activities significantly influence
its development In short, it must have power—
even if necessarily limited power—over all development within its boundaries. Lip service to
the ideal of local control without effective
action to assure it will not lead to satisfactory
results. At the same time, however, it must be
clear that certain State and Federal policies,
such as those relating to free choice for persons
at all income levels, take precedence over local
policies. (See recommendation 3.)
The foregoing recommendation is designed
to give local governments the power they need.
It .should be subject to certain conditions, however: for administrative reasons, such power
should not lx> extended to small governments,
nor >hould sm-li powers 1* given to any government in the absence of adequate machinery for
the reconciliation of interlocal and State-local
disputes such as that described in recommendation -2. The recommended local |H>wer should be
in addition to, not in place of, review powers of
metropolitan or regional planning agencies.
A recently adopted Federal statute provides
for important local control over Federal installations.'
Recommendation No. 2—Establishment of
State Agency for development planning
and review
The Commission recommends that each
State create a State agency for planning and
development gnidsrior directly responsible
to the Governor. The agency should exercise
three types of functions: (1) research and
technical assistance to localities in land-use
planning and control; (2) the preparation
of State and regional land-use plans and policies and (.')) adjudication and supervision
of decisions by State and local agencies affecting land use.
Even if development guidance powers are
denied to the smallest municipalities, regulating
governments will be making decisions having
significant effects on development outside their
> Federal Urban UniM'sp Art. HZ Slut. llfM (11)08).
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own borders. It is Ixroniing increasingly apparent that many of the most important problems facing our'citie —jiollution, open spare,
transportfttion—cannot IK? neatly segmented for
solution by reference to municipal Ixwders.
States, regional governments of general jurisdiction, or both, must accordingly take a more
active role in planning for regional needs and
overseeing local decision-making. At the present
time. State policy and supervision in the landuse control area Is expressed almost entirely in
enabling acts delegating responsibility to local governments, and in~the decisions of State
courts. The courts are not policymaking agencies and cannot effectively resolve policy conflicts lietween different jurisdictions and agencies or determine the "conformance" of particular regulatory decisions to general plans.
The State agency prop.-:'=ed here should conduct research and studies jii itaining to land use
and development. It slion <1 prepare plans for
fiie state as a whole and for regions or metropolitan areas within the stare. Such plans should
lie made with recognition that primary responsibility for local development should rest with
local government and should accordingly concentrate on those issues demanding regional
and interregional pers|»ective.<!. Kegion.il transportation, open space and housing plans, and
plans for the size and form of metropolitan
areas, and the location of new towns or intermediate growth centers, are among the most important examples.
Such plans should be presented tr the Governor and legislature for review and action, and.
once approved. Iiecome oflicial guides for State
and local agencies. The State planning agency
•should he anthorixed to adopt regulations to a.—
-ure that local actions are broadly consistent
with Slat.- and regional plans. In addition, the
agency should furnish data and technical assistance to localities and serve as the State's 701
agency for the allocation of planning grams.
The. agency should also jx»rfonn adjudicatory
functions with re.sj>ect to specified types of landuse decisions. On such matters, its consideration
should l>e a prerequisite to judicial review. The
agency should deal with all issues presently
considered by the courts and should also determine (1) the conformity of local plans and actions with plans and policies for the, larger
region to which the locality belongs; (2) the
conformity of particular regulatory decisions
with approved local plans and policies; (:>) the
conformity of actions by State agencies with
State, regional, and local plans; and (4) tho
fair treatment, accorded affected persons. The
agency should have authority to review local
decisions and decisions by State agencies on its

own motion or on appeal by an affected person,
agency, or local government. It should be empowered to substitute its decisions in adjudicatory matters for those of the locality or agency.
The agency should also esfabli'ii procedural
rules relating to such matters as notice and conduct of hearings, compel! in<r attendance of witnesses, recordkeeping, and the like for the
guidance of local decisioiniiaking bodies.
Among the decisions which the agency might
properly review are those involving (a) developments containing more than a specified munlx»r of dwellings or providing employment for
more than a specified nuinlwr of employees: (&)
the location of major regional facilities, and
(<?) land use within.some specified distance from
State and Federal public facilities, including
highways and other utilities.
Because many problems arc metropolitan in
scope and could be handled effectively and with
greater rcsjwnsivcness at the metropolitan or
regional level, the creation of such a. State
agency should not inhibit the later formation of
popularly elected regional governments. Legislation should make clear that where ft popularly
elected regional or metrojx>litan government exists or comes into being, it, rather than the State
agency, should have power to adopt plans for
the region and to assume certain supervisory
powers over localities within its area,
THE KOI.E OF T.AXD-rSK roXTKOLS IX F.XI'AXDIXO

Jiorsixr. CHOICE
The. social and economic problems of the
"white noose," described earlier in this report,
are in pail a result of the operation of latid-uso
controls. Exclusionary phenomena are in one
sense symptoms of a conflict between two of the
most fundamental goals of orderly urban development: (1) the quest for environmental r)uaftty; (2) the quest for lower costs to enable more
people to obtain at least a minimum level of
accommodation.
Hotli of these quests actually relate closely to
problems of individual choice. As a nation! we
pride, ourselves on the provir-ion of opportunity
for individual choice and on the fact that many
individuals have, power to achieve, their choices.
Tho quest for quality is shaped by tho fact that
every individual is dependent for his environment on the acts of his neighbors; he cannot
achieve his own choices without placing somo
limits on the actions of others. A proper recognition of differences in individual taMe. dictates
that society should encourage and provide opportunity for the varied phy.»ical environments
that different people prefer. Zoning, however
ineffectively, has Ixvn one of tho major tools
used by government, to protect and promote this
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diversity. On far too many occasions, however,
it has precluded the diversity and choice which
the market might otherwise provide.
The conflict between quality and quantity objectives is at the heart of several problems which
this Commission has considered, but the most
important of these is the suburban-central city
color barrier. And there is no single clear reconciliation of these objectives that applies in every
location. Nevertheless, it is possible to establish
some general principles that may help to determine solutions in particular situations:
(1) The power of government should not be
used for the puqxise of creating social or economic segregation. For example, if the residents
of an established neighborhood like it both because of its freedom from traffic and its freedom
from ethnic minorities, their power to deal with
tlte traffic should be on a different footing from
their power to deal with the ethnic minorities.
In effect, the right of the minority individual
to achieve his choices must be given priority
over the desire of the neighbors to maintain
" uality" by keeping him out. This principle,
course, is well established in such matters as
the invalidity of racial zoning or of government
enforcement of racially restrictive covenants.
There are many gray areas, however, in which
:i regulation with a purported "physical" objective (e.g. a minimum house or lot size) may
have a dominant motive of exclusion.
(-2) Minimum physical standards and requirements must IH? set with explicit recognition
>f the impact of those standards on housing
cost and thus on the power of the poor to achieve
the kind of homes they want. Physical standards are, of course, intentional limitations on
individual choice: minimal building code provisions prevent construction of buildings that
are unsafe. If such provisions raise the cost of
construction beyond the ability of many individuals to pay, the answer presumably is to
assure that those individuals have more buying
power rather titan to permit the construction
of dangerous buildings.
In fact, however, most residential zoning
standards are nlx>ve the minimum needed to
achieve health, safety, nnd some minimum of
amenity. This presents greater problems.
First, standards obviously exclude people who
do not choose to live in the type of area specified; if standards require single-family, detached houses, they exclude people who do not
want to live in single-family, detached houses.
In addition, however, by raising housing costs,
these above-minimum standards may exclude
people who would like to live in such an area,
but do not have the economic power to do so.
It is this effect, extended over very largo por-

?

tions of our metropolitan areas, that is the heart
of the regulatory aspect of the "white noose"
problem.
(3) Within already developed neighborhoods
there is a legitimate need to protect the established physical pattern and thereby the expectations of those who live there. There is, for
example, seldom a public need to jam an apartment ouilding on a small tract in the midst of
an established single-family neighborhood, even
if it could be shown that the cost of each apartment would be substantially less than that of
the single-family houses. The expectations of
neighbors can normally be given priority in
such circumstances.
(4) In areas of major change, however, including both the urbanization of formerly agricultural land and the redevelopment of
established urban areas, the law must accord
broad opportunity for varied compromises between quality and quantity. This is particularly
true in cases of projects that are large enough
to create their own environment, so that the
expectations of neighbors can legitimately be
given substantially lower priority than the
wishes of prospective residents.
Reforms in the allocation of controls will
help by making regulating governments more
responsive to a broader cross-section of society
and increasing their abilitv to sec their place in
the metropolitan setting. So will the modification of existing housing programs and the creation of State, country, or multi-county housing
agencies already recommended in part II. But
there is an immediate need for explicit public
policies to assure that land-use controls will be
exercised with a view toward assuring a wider
dispersion of sites for housing of all types and
for ending the wasteful and disruptive separation of men and jobs.
The problems of exclusionary land-use controls, a noted in the preceding chapter, often
reflect uie fiscal squeeze in which most, local
governments find themselves. The incentives to
increase the tax base and limit expense-generating development too often prove irresistible.
Each locality becomes an orphan in the fiscal
storm, and efforts by indivdunl localities to ignore the fiscal aspects of land use controls,
while, helpful in solving long-term metro|K>litan housing problems, may have disastrous
short-term consequences for the local budget.
Reducing incentives for fiscal zoning by attacking its underlying cause, the poverty of local
governments, is the most effective approach to
ending exclusionary practices. In part IV of
this report we consider in detail the problems of
government finance. Our recommendations for
dealing with the,so problems—including reduced reliancn on property taxes, a greater as-
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sumption of government expenditures !>y the
States and Federal Government, and a Federal
revenue-sharing program—have important implications for expanding housing choice.
Recommendation No. 3—Assuring greater
choice in the location of housing
The Commission recommends that governments at all levels adopt policies and implementing techniques for expanding the choice
of persons of all income levels in the selection of their homes.
Recommendation 3(a)—Assurance by local
governments of housing variety
The Commission recommends that State
governments amend State planning and zoning enabling acts to include as one of the
purposes of the zoning power the provision
of adequate sites for housing persons of all
income levels and to require that governments exercising the zoning power prepare
plans showing how the community proposes
to carry out such objectives in accordance
with county or regional housing plans, so
that within the region as a whole adequate
provision of sites for all income levels is
made.
Although tho demands of quality furnish
important incentives to plan the location niul
timing of development, those of cost and
quantity require that regulating governments
have the resjxHisibility to assure that sites arc
in fact available for all the housing (meeting
minimum standards) that public and private,
builders can provide. For example, the legitiinato desire to guide the form of tho metropolitan area and to provide low-density areas for
those who want them must no longer IMS used
as an excuse for failing to provide .sites for
apartments and mobile home parks. At present,
localities are too ready to say that- these facilities must, go "somewhere, else" without specifying where that somewhere else is.
Within major new developments, developers
should IH> ai''<*d and encouraged to provide for
a mixture of dwelling types and liou.sing price
levels for the explicit purpose of minimizing any
natural market tendency toward neighborhood
•segregation by income levels. Such approaches,
reiving fundamentally on the use, of professional urban design skills in place of many
present density and dwelling-type controls, are
a 1«o believed to hold greater promise, for economic and e-thelically .satisfying development.
Recommendation 3(h)—Multicounty or regional housing plans
The Commission further recommends that
State governments enact legislation requiring that multicounty or regional planning
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agencies prepare and maintain housing plans
intended to assure that sites are available
within each metropolitan area for development of new housing of all kinds and at all
price levels. In the absence of a politically
responsible multicounty or metropolitanwide unit, the State should approve such
housing plans for each metropolitan area.
An important step toward encouraging the
development of metropolitan housing plans was
taken early in 11)08 by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in requiring,
as a condition of receiving 701 planning assistance funds, that, metropolitan planning agencies prepare such plans. The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1JM.8 made housing
plans essential elements of all comprehensive
land-use plans deyelo|>ed with 701 assistance.
The act will provide a major impetus toward
achievement of this recommendation, bu* State
action along these same lines will help assure
rapid progress.
One special difficulty in assuring that such
plans will l>e useful is that thcv apply to region-or mctro|M>litan areas in which there is ofren
no |M>pularIy elected general government. In
lln> ahsense of such a body—given the broaderihan-local nature of the plan and the. imporlancc of political approval of such plans—the
State* government .should assume responsibility
for providing the necessary political endorsement of the plan.
Recommendation .*i(c)—Collection of regional housing data
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation directing
State or regional planning agencies to prepare and maintain, on a periodic basis, data
on the general availability of housing and
housing sites for persons of various income
levels. The commission further recommends
that the Congress provide financial aid to the
States to assist them in carrying out these
functions.
One of tho greatest obstacles to legislative or
judicial treatment of housing site shortages is
tho Jack of information on the supply of. and
demand for, these sites within metropolitan
areas. A developer may assert, that local regulations Imr him from building moderate-cost
housing either directly or through raising the
price of available sites by limiting the overall
supply. Local officials may assert, on the contrary, that, amnlo sites arc available elsewhere
and that the developer has merely chosen an
inappropriate location. Normally, it is unclear
who is right because, the information on regulations, site locations, nnd their economic availability has not l>ccn compiled. Compilation of
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such matevials, sufficient to give a general picture of the situation, appears to be the first step
ton ard dealing effectively with the problem.
Retommr* dation 3(d)—Public acquisition
sf noosing sites
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation authorizing
State, regional, and local agencies to acquire
land for present or future use or disposition
to provide sites for low- and moderateincome housing.
In some situations it may be necessary for
governmental agencies to act themselves to proride sites for housing at various price levels.
A local government, for example, might thus
satisfy its obligation to assure that sites were
available without jeopardizing the validity of
its regulations elsewhere in the community. It
is not uncommon, of course, for local governments to provide such sites for new industrial
development, and this recommendation would
merely extend this practice.
Recommendation 3(e)—Establishment of
State policy on housing near employment
centers
The Commission recommends that the
States adopt resolutions making it official
State policy to encourage the provision of
housing for employees of all income levels
in areas reasonably close to places of employment.
As we have noted, the regulatory jxwers of
local governments in a number of metropolitan
areas are being used to bar vast land areas *<*
apartments, mobile home parks, and other
dwellings that can meet minimum standards of
health, safety, and amenity. Practices of this
kind are socially deplorable. Economically, they
are especially harmful where they have the effect of separating lower income persons from
job opportunities. This regulatory conspiracy
against low-income housing must l>e broken.
The Commission proposes action by the States
to assure State review of any local zoning decision or a building permit for the construction of
any private place of employment which will
employ a substantial number of employees for
the purpose of determining whether adequate
housing and housing sites are available in or
near the locality for JKTSOJIS of all income levels
to be employed by the installation. A finding
that such housing or sites do not exist will not
necessarily result in a prohibition of the zoning
or permit issuance if compelling reasons exist
for locating the installation in that particular
place and for the absence of such housing and

sites, and if a showing is made that adequate
transportation facilitiesexistor will be provided
for prospective employees.
Recommendation 3(f)—Establishment of
Federal policy on housing near employment centers
The Commission recommends that the
Congress amend the Housing Act to assert,
as a matter of national policy, the desirability of providing for housing of employees of
all income levels in areas reasonably close to
places of employment, and that immediate
executive action be taken to assure the availability of housing sites around new Federal
installations.
The Commission urges the President, by executive order, to require that pritr to final determination of the location of any n.ajor new Federal installation (that is, one employing more
than 50 persons) in a metropolitan area, the
Secretary of HUD be required to fiud and certify to tfie agency or department concerned that
there is an adequate amount of existing housing
or housing sites in or near the locality for persons of all income groups to be employed by the
installation. Such certification should be necessary before any locality may be selected except
where national emergency needs require an exception.
Such an executive order should also provide
that no Federal contract shall be entered into
with a private firm for work to be undertaken
at any factory, plant, or other location, employing more than 100 employees, and constructed
after issuance of the order, in an area which
does not have adequate housing or housing sites
for employees of the plant or factory within a
reasonable distance from the place of employment. The Office of Contract Compliance or
some other appropriate agency should be
charged with enfo.cing this provision of the
order and should be authorized to request the
assistance of the Secretary of HUD in making
the required determination.
Recommendation 3(g)—Facilitating court
challenges to zoning actions
The Commission. ecommends that the Justice Department conduct research into the
constitutionality (under the Federal Constitution) of various forms of exclusionary zoning—e.g., large-lot and minimum house-size
zoning—and serve as arnicas curiae in actions brought by aggriev< "arties challenging such actions where v. *>re considered
by the Department to be unconstitutional.
The Commission further recommends that
Congress enact legislation granting standing
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in the Federal courts to local governments
whose citizens are aggrieved by exclusionary
land-use regulations of other governments
for the purpose of challenging the constitutionality of such requirements.
Another important approach to the problems
of exclusionary zoning involves court action to
challenge zoning ordinances and decisions
which do not conform to official housing plans
or which have the effect of excluding lower income families for reasons unrelated to health
and safety, and without providing adequate
sites for housing such families. Tnc requLement of regional housing plans (recommendation 3b). collection of regional housing data
(recommendation 3c), and expression of State
and Federal policies on the location of housing
near employment facilities (recommendations
3e and 3f) will greatly assist litigants. But even
with such assistance, the persons most affected
by exclusionary zoning practices, the excluded
jwreoiis themselves, often do not have the iime.
money, or knowledge necessary to pursue such
action?:. The cities whose citizens are affected,
as well as the Federal Government, have an iml>ortant interest in assuring freedom of movement and residence and can be effective forces
in bringing into the open the social and economic implications of exclusionary suburban
land-use and housing practices.
TECHNIQUES FOU GUIDING

URBAN

DEVELOPMENT

Improving the local government framework
will do much to solve the most difficult problems
of development guidance. But even the optimum structural arrangements cannot produce
quality development, without appropriate techniques of implementation.
Regardless of the type of area, the predominant pattern for guiding development at the
present time consists of police-power regulations initially formulated to deal with smallsea IP changes within built-up areas. Such guidance is limited, both in outlook and method, by
the desire to avoid paying coin|>ensntion for any
of tin- monetary losses stemming from the regulations. The complaints about the regulations
fall into three broad categoric.-.:
The "old criticism" that regulations do
not sufficiently protect environmental quality and do not prevent decay in built-up
areas or sprawl in undeveloj>ed ones;
The "new criticism" that present regulatory techniques do not ]x>rmit sufficient
flexibility and variety in dpsiga and that
they impose needlessly rigid burdens on the
designers'work;

A procedural criticism that the regulations oj>erate unfairly and often seemingly
without reason, rewarding .-onie and |>enaiizing others without dear evidence of public benefit. Instances of outright corruption
present extreme symptoms or this problem.
The Commission's conclusions, reflected in the
recommendations that follow, are essentially the
following:
There is ample evidence, that both the new and
old criticism are valid: that the regulatory system simultaneously provides an insufficient barrier against decay in some places, while imposing rigid barriers against innovation and
variety in others. Although both these weaknesses arc to some extent inherent in any development guidance system that reflects tension
between public and private choices, substantial
improvement is possible if guidance techniques
are more effectively related to the widely different contexts (e.g.. center city and urban
fringe) in which they must operate. The broad
nature of this adjustment is as follows:
(1) In undeveloped areas, great promise lies
in encouraging private developers to build projects that are large enough to create their own
environment. In such a project, with the aid of
his own professional designers, the developer
c:in !H» freed from many of the regulations that
appear necessary to govern the relationships
lietween different owners of small lots.
(2) In built-up areas, in dealing with the
gradual change and small-lot development, the
development guidance system must provide for
a complicated process of protection and stimulation— protection against development that
will worsen environmental quality and stimulation of renovation, rebuilding, and the most
effective use of vacant land. The deliberate relaxation of land-use regulations, such as height
limitations and offstreet parking requirements,
for the- piirj>ose of stimulating small-scale development in such aivas, is likely 10 have relatively limited long-run promise. Accordingly,
•4iid because of thi; all-tim-easy administrative
confusion Ix-twvn i!csiruble "stimulation" and
iindesirahUi intrusion of inappropriate land
uses, a fairly firm regulatory approach—resembling conventional zoning—is appropriate for
most such areas.
(3) Kffwtive development guidance, both in
controlling the timing and location of explosive
development procures, and in stimulating such
pressure in built-up areas where none exists,
require.-the use of tools that go beyond noncom|H<u.-ativi> regulation. Governments should provide for i he payment of compensation in certain
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MILLIONS OF AMERICANS endure
miserable housing. The Commission's call
for action—to reduce housing costs,
enforce housing codes, streamline local
government, unfetter the building
industry—and so forth—is in behalf of
those who huddle in front of gas ovens
in unheated apartments, who do their
laundry in a bathtub, or who sleep
beside walls that let in wind and vermin.

I,AK(JK I'OOK F A M I U K S AUK SI'KCIAI. VICTIMS of the short «KP of decent IIOIISMIK.
In se\cn widely scattered cities (here was a Bap <>f NO percent between the mini her of
needy larjte families ( w i t h live or more members) and the a>ailahle supply.
There in enrnlie /<ir MIIIII'

;«»

3

. . . V \STI.V UriTI'l. 1 OK!' IV I T J i l . l C llurSlXV. ih:ui in llir .l:.rk.
it'.'h ^liiiu fnim \\liirli llit-N r.inir .nr llu^ iii'ilhrr anil !»•: ^ficit cluldr
I ' u l t l l t ' f l f t U ^ I t f J . l t \ < M i ^ 1 l \'>\V f i o l n p r i f r i ' ] . ll.i^. ))cc)) lilt' t i ) K ' l)r^l .Ul^^
Tin r.iliiilii'x » lin iMiiiinl a l l u i i l (Ircrnl > h r l l r r .

MAX HAS CKKATKD AX
I X I I l ' . M A X HABITAT for too
many city dwollers. Hut these
conditions are not irreversible.
Confi o u t i n g air as badly polluted
as at Gary, I ml., imlustiial and
political leaders of Pittsburgh
cleaned n|> their city.

CLITTKK AM) r C U N K S S are dillicull challenges
for Ko\oriimoiil>. Vet oMlirtic* i> .1 Held t h a i lends
itself well to cili/.eii act inn. If eniuiKu people
care and act, our nalcr, an,.iiid urban landscapcs
can be made and kept wholesome.

Ol'I'OKTI'MTIKSI.OST AM) CITY COSTS MrmiM.IKI) are reflected in >acanl
sites and low-rise building surronndinc a central cil> sk.wraper. I'rhan sprawl
n'akcs pretty liulil paltiTiis hut >|icll> iiMTcxIciidcd utilities, rosllj transit linrs
and disparities brlwrrii lav-poor and lax-rich jurisdirlioiix. Housing and
cither social needs suffer from v astefnl land policies.

RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION BY INCOME
CLASS has been faltered by Federal regulations,
restrictive codes, and fiscal zoning. Developers
catering to buyers of $50,000 to $100,000
homes, as in this small plat with 29 swimming
, pools, can neglect the need for balanced
communities.

A RETURN TO THE MELTING-POT
CONCEPT was one aim of the new town
of Reaton, Virginia, which offer* a wide
variety of housing types in a broad
price range—all close to the town center.
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V

PREFABKICATION takes many forms.
Shop-built panel- -peetl work on comcntiona!
looking apartment-- <right}. \ -uhnrhan complex
(abort 1 ) wa~ put together bj u>in^ nia-Ni**1 .-cctions
ui)lo.iilf(i h\ cram- frtini (lalhcd trailer.-. Chicago
i< inlrndiiciirj h<ni*<iim unit- complete w i t h fartorxin-talled wirins. pliinihin^'. ami exterior anil interior
fini-h. ail.iptin^ (he mobile home idea loan
urba'n -ettinir (hrtinc).

10

INTIM \TK. I!MAC IN. \TIVK I>KSH;\ in Si. l.imi.- f..r modrralr inciimr families
show* that cily hon.sinu urcd nol he unly m;i-M\r hinh-risr nparlnirnls. To
rrhahililalr nrichhnrh(Miils whcrr old biiildiiin- rrmain, closrd off nllryK
also may he coiurrlrd into (.TITMITN anil «;ilkw;i>> Mkr I hoc.

FAILURE TO INCREASE JOB
OPPORTUNITIES for ghetto resident*
while increasing housing construction
would be both cruel and dangerous. Barriers
against Negroes in the building trades
hare begun to fall, but eliminating
discrimination will require a vigorous
national effort.
INHOSPITABLE, COLD, AND
UNFRIENDLY are terms used to describe
today's cities, but these chess players
who were provided with a happy spot in
America's biggest city would contest
the notion that the human element
need be forgotten.
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COMMISSION MKMKEKS SI'KNT TWO YKARS conr1
>Jt research, holding public
hearings and involi^alinu firsthand the hoiiMiii; problem-- of America. Mrmhers are (left
side, from the tup) \Viiudhiiry. Feinberj:. VandrrgrifT and Downs: (lop croup, left to
riirlit) DHJrmr. It.iker. Kxeriilrtc Director Shiimnn. Chairman Douglas, Johnson and
Khrenkrnnlz: (riclil side, from the Inp) Lyons. Black. Sanders and I)a\is. In the ahoMnhoto are Mrs. Smith (center) w i t h O'Neill to her rich! and Itatitch to her left, and .-taff
directors.
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instances in which regulation substantially reduces property values or in which regulation
proves impractical because large value reductions uotikl result.
(4) Fairness demands that firm rules be
established for allocating the costs of development between the locality and the developer.
Moreover, such rules should apply statewide so
as to discourage competition among localities in
enticing or excluding various types of development.
Techniques in undeveloped areas
"Urban sprawl" is the characteristic complaint about recent urbanization of undeveloped
areas. The objections to sprawl—whether directed at the efficiency of public services or at the
intangibles which lend quality to urban life—
appear to be fundamentally concerned with a
lack of coherence in development.
The problems of guiding development in undeveloped areas occur at two quite different
scales. One is the metropolitan or community
scale, involving the broadest questions of types,
location, and timing of development. The other
is a much smaller scale, involving relationships
between neighboring landowners.
Many of 7he Commission's recommendations
dealing with the Government structure for development iruidance have been directed at the
first scale. They are aimed at allowing for effective cooperation in solving metropolitan problems by reducing the number
of jurisdictions
possessing control ]x>wer.s, creating a framework for State and regional plans, and providing mechanisms for resolving conflicts which
affect a region's growth.
At the metropolitan scale, the. pro-sent techniques of development guidance have not effectively c«iiitii)lle«t the. timing and location of
development. Under traditional xoning, jurisdictions HIV theoretically called upon to determine in advance the sites, needed for various
type> of development. Hut, as we have >cen, the
difficulty of predict ing ha^turned many governments to the "wait and ?ee" approach. In doing
so, however, they have continued to rely on
techniques which were never dc.-iirni'd as timing
devices and which do not function well in controlling timing. The. attempt to -i>e large-lot
/oiling, for example, to control tilling hn» ,'ii
too often resulted in scattered development on
large. lot*, prematurely establishing the character of much later development—the very effect
sought to lie avoided. New tvpos of controls are
needed if the basic metropolitan scale problem*
are to be solved.
At the smaller, neighborhood scale, past efforts have been directed nt regulating relationships among landowners by use of rigid requirements governing the u.-e of each individual lot.
SS-S-H—Cfi

Such an approach was perhaps necessary at an
earlier time when development took place on a
very small scale, but the lot-by-lot regulatory
scheme prevented the application of design
skills to create a quality environment. While
this remains a valid approach in developed
amis, today there is great promise in promoting
the unified planning of entire neighborhoods,
thereby alowing the developer more flexibility
in the way he relates structures and uses to one
another.
Recommendation No. 4—Unified planning
and design of new neighborhoods
The Commission recommends that States
enact legislation enabling localities to encourage unified planning and design of new
neighborhoods and to prevent wasteful and
unattractive scattered development. Specifically, the Commission proposes the following actions:
Recommendation 4(a)—Restriction of development through holding zones
The Commission recommends that State
governments enable local governments to
establish holding zones in order to postpone
urban development in areas that are inappropriate for development within the next 3 to
5 years. Local governments should be authorized to limit development within such
zones to houses on very large lots (e.g., 10 to
20 acres), agriculture, and open space uses.
The State legislation should require that localities review holding zone designations at
least every 5 years.
Many local planning policies could !>c effectively implemented if local governments had
po\\er to establish "outer limits," beyond which
urban dexelopment could not. go during some
planning period. The holding /one technique
would not lie aimed at permanent ly restrict ing
laud t<i oj.en >p:»ce. u.-.e* but rather at containing
dexclopii.ent for limited period* and thereby
pivxciili.ig mattered development well beyond
exist iiii' developed areas.
Recommendation 4(b)—Regulatory process
for planned unit development
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact enabling legislation for,
and local governments adopt, provisions
establishing a regulatory process for
planned unit developments. Such legislation
should authorize provisions to vary according to the size of projects (e.g., to permit
high-rise buildings or light industry only in
projects of more than a specified size).
Planned unit development provisions enable
dexelopers of large projects, subject to design
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or site plan review by public agencies, to deal
with m:my of the small-scale relationships by
themselves. Rigid rules which seem essential
where development takes place on a lot-by-lot
basis in order to protect the owner of one small
lot from the actions of his neighbors, are not
necessary. Seeing his project as a unit, a neighborhood or community in itself, the developer
is able to plan for mixtures of building types
and uses and for placement of structures in a
way that could not be permitted under more
traditional and rigid rules premised on protecting the individual lot. Thus, developers are
able to satisfy a broad range of individual
choices depending on differences in individual
tastes and living styles. The planned unit development approach also creates at least the opportunity for avoiding many of the most difficult
decisions that presently affect the value of small
lots. The game of "who gets the gas station"
need not be played so often if it is clear that
the developer of a substantial project may include retail uses to serve his new residences.
Furthermore, developers of largo projects are
encouraged to employ the services of qualified
designers whose knowledge and imagination
can oe put into valuable service.
The benefits of the planned unit development
process are particularly great when the developer is able to operate at a very large scale—when
he, in effect, can plan and build a whole community or neighborhood. A number of obstacles, however, prevent most developers from
operating at this scale. These include problems
of land assembly, financing, and lack of technical know-how. Some assistance appears to be
necessary if these difficulties are to be overcome.
It is important to note that promoting largescale development should not mean that small
builders will no longer make significant contributions to the development process. The important, object of a planned unit development approach is not to limit construction within the
development to a single builder, but ra.fher to
provide for a unified approach to the planning
of the project. Once the plan is developed, any
number of builders can participate in the actual
construction.
Recommendation 4(c)—State authorization
for planned development districts
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation enabling local
governments to classify undeveloped land
in planned development districts within
which development would be allowed to occur only at a specified minimum scale. Such
statutes should make clear that such minimums could be sufficiently large as to allow

only development which created its own environment.
Even a community which provides for outer
development limits, as recommended in 4(a),
will necessarily provide ample room for development within such limits to avoid creating
monopoly situations. Consequently, there will
still be large areas within which scattered development could occur. Unless a community is
willing to buy land suitable for development, its
greatest opportunity to prevent undesirable
Scatteration in these areas appears to lie in provisions that requ're- that new development in
specified undeveloped areas take place at a
fairly large scale. In effect, the community is
deciding that scattered neighborhoods or communities can furnish more nearly acceptable
amenities and facilities than can scattered individual buildings.
Such a requirement will not of itself guarantee quality development. At the same time,
however, by insisting on unified planning of
whole neiglilwrhoods, it can afford an opportunity to developers for imaginative design which
the planned-unit development approp li allows.
Recommendation 4(d)—Public assistance
for land assembly
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation authorizing
local governments of general jurisdiction to
use the eminent domain power for the assembly of land needed for large planned-unit developments. Such legislation should include
a procedure whereby such power can be used
to assist private developers to assemble land
for approved development. Any such assistance should be conditioned on the conformity
of the project with regional plans intended
to assure the availability of housing for lowand moderate-income families, and otherwise to insure that the powers are exercised
in the public interest.
The land assembly procedure, for use in both
developed and undeveloped areas, might provide that when a private developer has
assembled land constituting some substantial
percentage (e.g., 80 percent.) of the total land
in an area to be developed or redeveloped in
accordance with local plans, the government
should assist him in completing the assembly by
use of2 its eminent domain power if that is necessary. To qualify for such assistance the developer should bo required to meet certain conditions, including: (1) providing evidence that
the remaining land run not be assembled at n
•Sec Mnrlon Clnwson. 'Trhnn llcnewnl In 20uO." Jnvrnat
of the Amrrlran Inttttult of rinnnrrt, May 1008. p. 173.
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reasonable price v.-ithout the government's
assistance; (2) submitting an acceptable development plan for the proposed development
and evidence of its compliance with local and
regional plans and policies, and (3) submitting
a plan for the relocation of persons displaced by
the taking.
The successful creation of a planned-unit development or new town depends in substantial
part on the ability of the developer to acquire
land quickly at a reasonable price. Fragmented
land ownership, even in undeveloped areas,
often makes this impossible, and developers are
forced to follow the easier and less desirable
path of producing small-scale, scattered developments. It is imperative, therefore, if a
more rational and desirable form of development is to occur and if property is to remain
largely in private ownership, that the government assist private developers in land assembly.
Any such program should, of course, provide
safeguards for present owners in terms of adequate compensation and assistance in relocation.
It should also be conditioned on the government's assuring that desirable development will
take place onc« the assistance has been rendered.
In addition to the problem of land acquisition, the few "new towns" which have been attempted as an alternative to the present pattern
of urban sprawl have faced severe difficulties in
obtaining needed long-term capital for full
project implementation. The vast initial sums
needed for planning, land acquisition, and development are usually fur beyond the financial
capabilities of most developers. There is also a
long period in which little or no cash return is
realized. Some form of financial assistance appeal's essential if many large-scale projects are
to be built.
One form of assistance already has been
adopted as title IV of the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968. In essence this approach would have the Federal Government
guarantee the obligations of developers, thereby
facilitating long-term financing at lower interest ratc-s. It would also provide supplementary
grants to State and local public bodies receiving
water and sewer grants and onen-spnco grants
for a new community. The net is an important
start toward facilitating large-scale development and deserves to be. funded. Experience
with it will undoubtedly suggest additional
needs and problems, requiring changes and additions to the program.
The Commission believes that any Federal
program to aid large-scale development should
relate the desire for quality development with
a need to solve some of the bnsic social problems
confronting the cities. Laige-scale projects,
under unified planning and control, afford an

important opportunity to create mixtures of
housing types and to provide an environment in
which people of varied income levels can live.
For this reason, Federal aid should be conditioned on building housing in such communities
for persons of low and moderate income. The
new act requires the Secretary of HUD to determine that any new community for which assistance is sought will provide for a balance of
housing for families of all income groups. The
Secretary should vigorously enforce this
requirement.
Recommendation No. 5—Assuring fairness
and equality of treatment in the application of standards
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation establishing
clear policies as to the allocation of various
costs between developers arid local governments. Such legislation should specifiy the
kinds of improvements and facilities for
which private developers may be required
to bear the costs and the manner in which
such obligations may be satisfied, and local
governments should not be permitted to deviate from such State policies. As a minimum
the legislation should require that developers provide local streets and utilities and
dedicate land (or make payments in lieu of
dedication) for rights-of-way, utilities, open
space, recreation, parks, and schools, provided that such facilities will directly benefit
the development and be readily accessible to
it.
As has been noted, the relative contributions
of the public and private sectors to the cost of
facilities serving development have fluctuated
over time. Today developers are generally required to bear the costs of right-of-way and
utility improvements, including streets and
sidewalks, street lighting, sanitary sewers and
drains, water mains, fire hydrants, and street
signs. There is a growing trend for localities to
require dedications of land, or payments in lieu
of dedications, for such purposes as parks and
school sites.
Regardless of the merits of any particular
decision as to who shall bear what costs, there
is an urgent need for the States to clarify the
rules and make them uniform throughout each
metropolitan art-a. Developers should know in
advance what, costs they will be expected to
boar and neither they nor public officials should
be forced to submit to a bargaining process in
which approval of a project may turn on how
much the developer is willing to provide in tho
way of improvements which would otherwise
be an expense of the local government.
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Costs do uof, of cour.-e, disappear merely
because they are shifted. Where private developers are required to dedicate land or make
payments in lieu of dedication, such costs will
he passed on to their customers. Where the local
government assumes the responsibility for
certain cost-, the local taxpayers bear the
burden. Arguments based on the "inherent
fainv^s" of ;i particular allocation of costs between the developer and (he locality are largely
inconclusive.
A? a practical matter, it makes much sense
to require developers to provide the bulk of the
facilities which will serve their developments.
Land for open space, parks, recreation, and
school sites is as integral a service need of developments as are right-of-way and utility improvements. Particularly a- regards open space,
parks, and recreation areas, failure to require
dedication at the time of development too often
means that such facilities will simply not be
provided at all. In addition, some of the "fiscal
zoning" incentive to stop new development will
be eliminated if more costs associated with new
development need not be borne by the taxpayers.
To the extent that imposing costs on the developer prices housing beyond the reach of persons
who should be subsidized, direct subsidies c-ui
still be provided.
Tii-lmiijii' v in built-up <irca-<s

The protection and revitalization of t.-i
lishcd neighborhoods piv.-ents a different set of
challenges from those, of the urban frinire.
"When maior changes are contemplated w i t h i n
thcM' are:!- u l i a t i.-. large-scale Hearamv and reb u i l d i n g ) many of the. same development, opport u n i t ie- f.si.-t that are found in the urban
fringe. It i-, of roiir-e, e.--ential that the .-y.-tem
for guidinir and controlling development make
possible f u l l reali/.af ion of these opportunities.
N'everthcle.—. mo-t of the buildimi and rebuilding in built-up areas takes place at sinall
scale and w i t h i n the context of what is already
there. Naturally, lo<..l policy will b" i: fluence.d
by the q u a l i f y of what already exists. A neighborhood t h a t is physically soi"-;l and :• ?e,pted
by its re.-idents a- a satisfactory place, to live
often evoke- a local policy t h a t emphasizes (he
protect ion of what is already there. At the-opposite extreme, :i deteriorating area usually require-; more cmphasN on si imulation of b u i l d i n g
and rebuild') 111:. Or a community may choose (o
pel-mil oi-st m i n i a t e developmeiil for which there
is market demand ( t h a t is. high-ri-e apartments) even in sound neighborhoods. The .same
is ( r u e in areas where no acceptable market
pressure.- exist, where a vacant lot cannot, economically be developed under zoning standards
for residential use. In such situations, where

.stimulation is the dominant need, a city may try
to reduce the quality requirements (that is, raising density or removing oT-strett parking requirements), or it may conclude that (he resulting buildings would only make problems worse.
Although local policies vary widely, some mixtures of protection and stimulation, applied in
varied amounts in varying places, lies at the
heart of usual development guidance policy in
built-up areas.
The proper balance between protection and
stimulation is hard to strike. First, the governing body must determine what is best for the
community. Second, it must consider fairness
to the landowner. If it is best for the neighborhood to have the lot lie idle, what is to be
done about the property-owner who must continue to pay taxes on it? This second question
can never be wholly removed from a system
of public regulations applied to private laud.
From the public standpoint, the crucial factor in deciding between protection and stimulation is often that of sensitivity. This is particularly (rue in matters of use-mixing- proposals to introduce commercial or industrial
establishments into predominantly residential
areas. Is (he person who is introducing the.
uonresidential use sensitive to the wishes of
his neighbor-.-? Or can he be forced into sensitivity by regulatory procedures? .When sensitivity cxiMs, for whatever reason, a great
variety of activities and building.-, can be comb i n e d ' i n t o an exciting neighborhood. "Wh"n
-en-itivity does not exist, however, the demand
for s t i m u l a t i o n and variety can accent unte the
danirers of dett. ioration and decay.
One approach to this mailer i.-, .suggested
later in t h i s report—a more active role in the
control procc—; for neighborhood bodies. Such
an approach continues to rely on more traditional forms of control while recognizing a
«trong neighborhood intere-t in certain t\ pps
of decisions. Another appro.ich would be to
create forms of land tenure which v- ouhl recoirnize the interest of owners in what t h e i r
neighboi> do. Siifh tenure form*, \\hidi do not
presently exi I but which m i g h t resemble condominium teuvtf. might more elTwtivcly reconcile the, conflii ,,ng inte'-e,~(.-; of neighboring
property owne s t h a n do conventional regulation-. The objective of such l e n i n o would be. to
leave the small-scale relat ioiish'n . u.'.ong neighbors for resolution entirely w,.'i, the private
.-eelor. w h i l e public re<rnlation would continue,
to apply to the neighborhood as a whole. In
a d d i t i o n to Diving neighborhood widcnis
greater control over minor land-use change-;
w i t h i n t h e i r neighborhood, such tenure could
icl.ide provision for cooperative, maintenance
•I properties where owners de-ire such services.
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Normally, any such changes in tenure should
occur only with tiie consent of affected property owners. In "gray"' or deteriorating neighborhoods, however, it may be advisable to compel tenure changes to assure the more effective
maintenance which becomes possible when substantial blocks of property are maintained by :i
common agency.
Recommendation No. 6—Strengthening development controls in developed areas
The Commission recommends that States
and localities take action to encourage new
development in deteriorating built-up areas
and to protect built-up areas which now provide a satisfactory living environment and
whose protection is in keeping with local
plans. Specifically, the Commission proposes
the following actions:
Recommendation 6(a)—Authorization of
planned unit developments in built-up
areas
State legis'^tion authorizing the use of
planned unit development provisions by localities should extend to situations in which
land is assembled in built-up areas, allowing developers the option of obtaining
planned unit development review.
When a locality's policy is to permit or encourage major change or redevelopment of a
built-up area, there is eveiy reason to encourage
development at substantial scale and to make
special regulatory provisions for it. The advantages of large scale apply in this context quite
as much as they do in the initial urbanization
of undeveloped areas. Similarly, the}' are as
applicable, to private redevelopment as to public
urban renewal efforts, where, they have been
reeognixed for some years.
The need for land assembly assistance is
especially critical in built-up areas. Without, it,
the great bulk of private, re.devel' pinent will,
of necessity, be, on a very sn.all scale. The approaches mentioned earlier in Recommendation
4 should a No be available in built-up areas.
Recommendation 6(b)—More effective powers and guidelines regarding variances,
rezonings, and nonconforming uses
The Commission recommends that the
States enact legislation authorizing local
governments (1) to impose substantive limitations on the power of boards of appeal to
grant variances; (2) to provide effective procedures and aids for the elimination of deleterious nonconforming uses which adversely
affect the environment, and (3) to establish
formal rezoning policies as a guide to decisions on individual rezonings.

Particularly in "gray'' areas, residents have
repeatedly complained to the Commission about
the intrusion of new incompatible uses and the
failure of local governments to remove existing
incompatible uses. Uses that generate heavy
automobile traffic apj. ru- to be highest on the list
of complaints. Jn the .?ng run, the need is for
mechanisms that produce more sensitive and
sophisticated consideration of the environmental quality.. In the short run, despite the
ligidity of regulation that is inevitably involved, there is an apparent need to Iwlster the
effectiveness of traditional xoning in certain
respects.
Use variances present a particular problem.
In many States. State law itself determines
variance standards, and local governments are
powerless to impose additional substantive
limitations on the power of the board of appeals to grant variances. I'ropi^als to eliminate
existing nonconforming uses rai.-e some, of
(ho oldest and most, difficult of regulatory
problems. In the first place, it is by no means
true that neighborhoods will always benefit
from the, removal of noneonforming UM-S. The
unavoidable imprecision of land-use regulation
has been stressed. Sometimes, those regulations
must, for administrative reasons, prohibit uses
that could bo quite ..ompatiblo with the particular neighborhood—legal, as distinguished from
functional, nonconformities. Some nonconforming uses, certain small delicate.-j-ens and grocery
stores being perhaps the most, common examples, are, actually neighborhood assets, not
liabilities. On the other hand, many others—
that is, junkyards and garages—are plainly
out of place in a predominantly residential
neighborhood.
In (he second place, elimi"-ition of established
uses raises great problems of individual fairness. Many State courts have accepted the
theory that an amortixation period, giving the
owner of a nonconforming use time for a reasonable return on his investment, makes it fair
in a constitutional sense, to require elimination
of the use. Nevertheless, the. practical opportunities for .buse of governmental power in
those, situations is Mib->tantial, and the danger
is enhanced by the need to determine on :i caseby-case bar-is whether the noneon forming use
K, in fact, "harmfid" to it* .surroundings. I>oes
it generate. Ira Hid I)o the neighbor*, object to
it >. Would the, land be put to MHIIC belter IIM- if
the nnnconfoniiing use were required to terminate? Unfortunately, it is easy to confuse the
answer.4) to these questions M i t l i answers to questions about fairness to the o\\ ncr <>f the noiiconfonninir use.
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The difficult problem, therefore, is to provide
for neighborhood improvement but at the snmr
time minimize unfairness to property owners.
To acomplish this, States should authorize
local governments to classify iionconforming
uses by type. When any particular nonconforming use is chosen for elimination, the agency
should be required to submit a written statement
tilling why it is deemed harmful and why any
other nonconforming uses of the same type are
being allowed to continue in the same neighborhood. Where termination is ordered, a reasonable period of amortization should be permitted or compensation paid.
However, localities should l>e allowed to compel, immediately and without compensation, the
termination of certain practices which make
nonconforming uses peculiarly incompatible
with their surroundings, such as the use of minor residential streets for vehicular access when
other access ways are available; late-night
operation of bars, restaurants, and other businesses likelv to generate noise or traffic; and tL."»
excessive display of signs. Finally, recognizing
the hardships imposed on small businesses, local
governments should provide financial and technical assistance to nonconforming hiisinefees
and persons forced to relocate, or doing so
voluntarily.
Piecemeal rczoning, the ^classification of
scattered lots over a substantial period of time,
is another common source of intrusion of incompatible uses. This is a particularly serious
problem along highways or major streets where
the local governments recognize that strip commercial zoning is bad but also recognize that the
property along the street is not particularly desiraolo for any other use..Too often, this resulting ambivalence causes rezoning of a tract here
or there, and thus, in effect, permits a locality to
avoid awareness of the cumulative impact, of its
actions. There is some limited possibility for
improvement in such situations by the issuance
of rw.oning policies. Such policies, even if m>l
legally binding, could give the locality a kind
of touchstone to use in reviewing later applications. They may, for example, bar commercial
zoning along particular types of roads, or they
may establish minimum ti.ic.t, sizes for more i '•
tensive re/oning. For example, commercial zoning might, be granted only if an entire block were
to be developed as a unit with reasonable access
provisions.
Land purchase and comjwiixtjtii'? rff/ii/iit!»nThe toc.hniques suggested in the preceding
sections on undeveloped and built-up arnas have
been modifications and extensions of tho existing system of noncomponsntivo regulat ion. .Modern Innd-use control is generally thought to

consist largely of guidance techniques that can
1)0 achieved without the expenditure of public
funds. In fact, many of the most important public decisions involving development guidance
are implicit in capital expenditure decisions on
such items as highways, sewers, and schools. But
it is true that, aside from expenditures for
publicly owned facilities and the urban renewal
program, government attempts to guide development have centered on police power
regulations.
It is becoming apparent, however, that many
public land-use objectives will not be achieved
by complete reliance on police power techniques.
At the present time, many desirable objecti\-es
arc not even formulated unless it appears possible to achieve them through the exercise of the
police power. And all too often attempts to
apply tne police power approach have resulted
in failure to acnieve public objectives, and
have been accompanied by substantial inequities
and abuses of power.
The Commission believes that the time has
come for government to assert its legitimate concern with urban development through the use
of te< hniqucs necessary to accomplish public object u-es. In many situations, tins requires that
tho government actually obtain land—through
purchase or eminent domain—and that regulation l>e supplemented by compensation to private property owners. Where actual purchase
will result in the government's recapturing increases in land values for tho public, government,
should deem this a legitimate function and an
added incentive for direct, action.
Recommendation No. 7—Use of land purchase and compensative techniques for
development control
The Commission recommends that States
and localities with the assistance of the
Federal Government, use public land purchase and compensation techniques for the
control of development in situations where
such approaches would accomplish better
results than traditional police power regulations.
Recommendation 7(a)—Compensative regulation.
The Commission recommends that the
States enact legislation enabling propertyowners to compel the purchase of property
rights by regulating governments when regulations (or certain types of regulations
specified by the statute) would constitute an
unconstitutional "taking" of property without just compensation. Land so purchased
would then he placed in a public reserve of
urban land for present or future disposal
and use in accordance with approved plans.
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As an adjunct to regulations, provisions to
compensate property-owners can be of substintial oenefit in assuring that achievement of a
desirable result does not offend constitutional
or other requirements of fairness. Of course,
un itisiactory relaxation of regulations could
sometii ies occur if compensation were required
in too many situations. The "fiscal" preoccupation of regulating governments in the United
States makes the dangers of this unusually
great Where this is a real danger, localities
might well experiment with compentative regulation on a limited basis—e-g., allowing it only
for aesthetic and open space regulations and for
elimination of nonconforming uses without
allowing a legally sufficient period of amortization.
Measures to compensate landowners on the
basis of actual loss resulting from public action would, in many situations, impose administrative difficulties. Problems arise both in the
determination of the extent of value reduction
and in the determination of which reductions
are compensable and which are not. One approach which minimizes these problems and
still provides some protection to property
owners is to provide for owner-initiated proceedings for compensation. If regulation becomes a "taking," the owner is enabled to compel the regulating government to buy his land.
In effect, the local government is saying that its
land-use policies must prevail in determining
the use of property; if the policy is unfair to
a particular owner, and the locality believes the
policv too important to be relaxed by a variance
or other discretionary relaxation, then the locality must buy the property if the owner demands
that it do so.
While it would be possible under such a system to pay the owner for only that part of his
property's value which is lost because of the
regulation, leaving him with full title, it would
generally be preferable to purchase the property
itself. The owner would be required to choose
between some uncompensated reduction in v«\lue
or complete sale of tl e property—a choice which
would undoubtedly 1 tnit the number of ownerinitiated actions win e at the same time providing fair treatment for the owner who is
seriously damag?d. Moreover, such an approach
would eliminate tho possibility of windfalls to
the owner who receives some compensation, retains the property, and later is able to have the
regulation changed. Indeed, partial compensation might encourage an owner to hold the land
out for speculative purposes by covering his
holding cost for a substantial period of time.
There is a danger that a large number of
actions by owners—either individually or in

concert—coupled with a favorable judicial attitude toward awarding compensation would
jeopardize the resources supporting the system.
the owner to the choice of selling his title. It
would further be reduced if an owner seeking
compensation were required to present a plan
showing his intention to develop the property
immediately.
Provision for owner-initiated actions can
cushion the impact of regulatory decisions that
radically reduce land values. And some of the
other regulatory measures previously recommended (e.g., liberalization of density requirements in planned unit developments) can
reduce the number of ad hoc regulatory decisions that have massive value impact. There is
no prospect, however, of eliminating such decisions altogether. There will continue to be
numerous occasions in which the value of one
lot is vastly increased by a regulatory decision,
wliile that of nearby lots is not. The resulting
inequity to landowners and consequent strain
on the administrative system remain serious.
A further possible approach to reduce the
value consequences of regulatory decisions is to
collect "betterment"—in effect to wring some of
the profit out of land transactions. These betterment collections could also, of course, help to
pay the compensation to owners whose property
lost value. Thus, the burden on the general
taxpayer could be lessened or removed. The
collection of betterment may be impractical,
however, for administrative reasons. In the
absence of an acceptable measurement of actual
benefit from public actions (e.g., rezoning or
the construction of a highway), a tax on increased land values, from whatever cause,
seems likely to be the only satisfactory
technique for this purpose.
Recommendation 7(b)—State authorization
for land banking
The Commission recommends that State
governments enact legislation enabling
State and/or local development authorities
or agencies of general purpose governments
to acquire land in advance of development
for the following purposes: (a) assuring the
continuing availability of sites needed for
development; (b) controlling the timing, location, type, and scale of development; (c)
preventing urban sprawl; and (d) reserving
to the public gains in land values resulting
from the action of government in promoting
and servicing development. At a minimum,
such legislation should authorize the acquisition of land surrounding highway interchanges. At such times as development
of such land is deemed to be appropriate and
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in the interests of the region, such land could
be sold or leased at no less than its fair market value for private development in accordance with approved plans. Wherever feasible,
long-term leases should be the preferred
method of disposing of any public land, and
lease terms should be set so as to permit
reassembly of properties for future replanning and development. Legislation should
specify a maximum period that such land
njay be held by the public before lease or
sate.
There are situations in which the carrying
out of de.siruble public policy appears to be
impossible without public purchase of affected
laud. The public policies involved are of two
main kinds. First are policies relating to
physical development: We have already mentioned the usefulness of land purchase in
assisting land assembly for large new developments. The second tyi>e of public policy relates
to the impact of regulation on land value.--.
Instead of determining which private landowner makes large sjxjculativc profits and
which one does not, local governments can in
some <-a<es avoid the problem bv purchasing the
land and obtaining the speculative profit for
the public.
Without denying the corruption and other
strains now caused by the impact, of regulation
on private land values, the physical development
objectives are the more important reason for
experimentation with public land purchase. Of
particular imj>ortance are those situations in
which a local or regional plan determines a
longnin use which market forces are likely, if
left unchecked, to use too soon or for another
purpose. For example, a realistic view of political pressures and legal requirements compels
the conclusion that uncompensated police power
regulations cannot often be expected to deal
effectively with situations such as these:
A metropolitan plan intending to achieve
some measure of "rccentrnlizntion" of development calls for the creation of major
new snbccnters within the metropolitan
complex. The location of such centers cnnnot bo left essentially to private decision,
and advance designation of sites must often
l>e expected to lead to familiar problems of
scattered development, or, of spreading low
and medium-intensity development that
precludes later optimum development.
The areas surrounding many of the new
expressway interchanges being built on the
fringes of urban areas are subject to scattered formless development. CJreat opportunities for Hlicient, ^njoyahle new develop-

are being lost daily Ixjcausc of insufficient guidance.
A substantial area is designated for industry by a metropolitan plan. There are
sites-^-e.g.. those with the potential for
deep-water port facilities—that are particularly well suited for uses that cannot
well go elsewhere. Yet the short-run interf«ts of landowners sometimes lead them to
permit other forms of development because
of an unwillingness or financial inability to
wait the years that ma}' be necessary before
optimum development becomes feasible.
There is, of course, precedent for public
purchase of needed industrial land.
The most comprehensive form of public land
purchase calls for the creation of a land bank.
Public agencies would resell (or lease) land
from this land bank for use in accordance with
local plans for the type, location, and timing
of development. Such an approach was used
successfully in this country in early years and
is being used in some of the democratic countries of Western Kurojx;. Although it seems unlikely that many localities would be willing or
able to use such a system, State authorization
of the system appears desirable so as to permit
local experimentation that may help to determine its potential success under modern
American conditions.
If a State concludes that land banking is
either inappropriate or unnecessary, authority
for public land purchase should, nevertheless,
lx> granted for use in those special circumstances
in which development pressures are particularly
likely to produce undesirable, results that cannot normally be controlled through regulatory
techniques alone. The highway interchange situation is an especially important example.
In disposing of such properties, governments
should note that, rapid changes in technology
are likely to necessitate the periodic reassembly
of much urban land into parcels largo enough
for comprehensive renewal. The Commission
has concluded that in terms of lx>th cost and
ease of reassembly, the public interest is 1. -t
served when governments dispose of their property through long-'erm leases rather than
through <alo. (Sw the disruption and recommendations on IM-I -..1 renewal, pt. II. ch. 0 and
sec.!).)
Recommendation 7(c)—Provision of Federal
assistance for land acquisition
The Commission recommends that the
Congress enact legislation establishing a
Federal revolving fund to facilitate the purchase of land by local governments in ownerinitiated compensation proceedings and as
part of direct-purchase programs, with the
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Federal contribution to be returned to the
fund upon disposition of the property. Furthermore, the Congress should enact legislation authorizing the Department of Transportation to assist States in acquiring land
surrounding federally assisted highway
interchanges.
While public land purchase appears to hold
great long-term promise, local governments may
not in the short run have the money required
for purchase. A Federal revolving'fund will
permit many localities to overcome this obstacle.
The existence of such a fund would appear to be
especially important where owner-initiated proceedings are allowed, since the threat of actions
by a group of owners acting in concert might
otherwise pose :i serious threat to effective
regulations.
Because of the special importance of highway interchanges in the land development picture and the massive Federal involvement in
highway construction. Federal assistance for
acquisition of land surrounding interchanges,
through the Department of Transportation,
holds special promise for prompt and effective
action.
Other considerations
In the foregoing recommendations, the Commission has set out the major new approaches
which it believes are needed for orderly urban
growth in the future. There are, of course, many
less dramatic suggestions which can be made
and which can contribute significantly to improving the present system. We would note in
particular the importance of strong conflict-ofinterest legislation applicable to State and local
officials making land-use decisions, which often
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involve enormous land value effects; State legislation authorizing localities to exercise official
map powers or otherwise to protect land needed
for future public use; State legislation authorizing localities to condition the granting of a
rezoning on the applicant's carrying out plans
and provisions made by him as the basis for
the rezoning action; the need for more and better training for planners in the day-to-day aspects of regulation; conferences and seminars
sponsored oy the government and private
groups, such as the National Association of
Home Builders, to emphasize the importance of
design and new developments in site planning.
We have noted that highways pose some very
special land-use problems, with pressures for
commercial uses along major streets and highways creating traffic problems, introducing
blighting effects on neighboring properties, destroying natural beauty, and generally detracting from the attractiveness of both urban
and rural America. Federal and State involvement in building the national network of
highways places special responsibility on these
governments to assure that basic esthetic and
social values are not lost in the zeal to solve
transportation problems. Among the actions
which should be taken are the prohibition of
new billboards and elimination of existing ones,
with the Government assuming the task of providing needed informational signs of Attractive
and unobtrusive design; the prollibition of local
land-use decisions which allow new commercial
strips along State-aided roads: and the establishment of a State policy that property
Ixmlering highways and major streets normally
be subdivided so that access to homes is not
directly from highways or major streets.
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CHAPTER 3

Building Codes
ernment Instead, we need national standards
developed by both private and public ' ; ijs
which can be universally accepted and applied.
The Federal Government does have a major
task to perform, however, in rationalizing the
numerous conflicts in standards, provisions, and
regulations among its own 35 or more agencies
involved in building. It should also provide
funds for research and testing by public interest
groups composed of representatives of private
industry, professional bodies, and government
agencies.
In short, we need a system which frees the
building industry from needless private and
governmental restrictions at all levels; which
unleashes our innovative and entrepreneurial
genius; and which could help to provide an
abundance of housing for the American people.

The Commission is charged under section 301
of the Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1965 with examining:
State and local urban and suburban hooting and
building law* standards, codes and regulations, and
their impact on housing and building coats, how they
can be simplified, improved and enforced, at the local
level, and what methods might be adopted to promote
more uniform building codes and the acceptance of
technical innovations including new building practices
and material*.

The issue of building codes is also important
in the context of the President's mandate to
this Commission to determine how the Nation
can build an abundance of housing for
American citizens with low incomes.
We must create a climate in which American
industry and American craftsmen can use their
inventive genius to achieve the goal of a decent
home in a suitable living environment for all
Americans.
The charge to the Commission wisely combines the study of building codes with the questions of new products, innovative processes, and
improved building practices. These issues are
closely related.

CODES AND CODE GROUTS

WHAT SHOULD BE OUX GOALS?

Our purpose is to achieve a more rational
building system. We should seek to establish
the machinery whereby new products and innovations can be properly tested and judged
on their merits in the competitive marketplace, unhindered either by needless physical
restrictions or by the whims of local officials.
Standards should be set and judgments made
on a more objective basis and by more broadly
based bodies which include not only building
officials but representatives of the building
industry, professional groups, and the general
public.
Decisions should be made not only on a more
objective basis but at greater speed.
A far larger role should be played by metropolitan areas or regions, and by the States—
especially in attaining uniformity of standards
and fair appeal procedures.
Unless all else fails, we should not seek a
national code imposed by the Federal Gov-

A building code is a series of standards and
specifications designed to establish minimum
safeguards in the erection and construction of
buildings, to protect the human beings who live
and work in them from fire and other hazards,
and to establish regulations to further protect
the health and safety of the public. Building
codes are formulated and enforced through the
police powers of State governments, ordinarily
delegated to and exercised by local governments,
usually municipalities. In one form or another,
codes go back to the earliest days of civilized
society, and serve an essential purpose.
In modern America, a plethora of codes has
been promulgated by various organizations. In
the building construction field, there are four
major groups known as the model code groups.
The Building Officials' Conference of America
(BOCA) is most prominent in the East and
North Central areas of the country, but also
has membership elsewhere. Its code is called the
Basic Building Code.
The International Conference of Building
Officials (ICBO) is the most influential of the
code groups in the Western States, but like
BOCA is not limited exclusively to that region.
Its code is known as the Uniform Building
Code.

(264)
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In the South, the Southern Standard Building Code is the major code but, like the others,
it does not have exclusive jurisdiction. The
BOCA, ICBO, and National codes overlap it
in many areas.
The National Building Code is the code published by the American Insurance Association.
It is estimated to have been adopted in about
1,600 communities.
In addition to codes confined strictly to building, there are mechanical codes, mainly plumbing and electrical but also including codes for
elevators and boilers, and the special codes,
usually promulgated by States, for hospitals,
schools, theaters, factories, nursing homes, and
other special categories.
Of the mechanical codes, the two best known
are the National Electrical Code and the
National Plumbing Code. Recently the model
code groups have adopted their own plumbing
codes as well.
PROBLEMS

Complaints against building codes, building
code organizations, and local officials arc widespread. It is alleged that unneeded provisions
and restrictions in locally adopted codes add
significantly to the cost of housing, that they
delay construction, that they prevent the use
of the most up-to-date and modern materials,
that they inhibit creative design, that their provisions are antiquated and outdated, and that
the procedures for modernizing and amending
them are slow, laborious, lacking in objective
standrrds, and dominated by a very small group
in the industry; namely, building code officials
and officials of the trade associations in the
building materials field. It is charged that other
directly interested parties, including qualified
building, producing, and professional groups,
are excluded from the decisionmaking bodies,
and that the general public and the public
interest are represented inadequately, if at all.
Additional complaints against building codes
and their administration include—
The lack of uniformity of both provisions and administration at the local level
and in metropolitan areas characterized by
large numbers of independent cities, towns,
and counties;
The inadequacies of training and the
absence of proper qualifications for local
building officials;
The arbitrary actions of local building
officials;
The lack of proper appeal procedures;
The inhibitions against marketing of
mobile homes and prefabricated housing;
The prevention of large-scale building
and selling by conventional builders, which

could achieve economies of mass production and the standardization of production;
The abandonment by the States to the
localities of responsibilities and functions
that should properly be exercised at the
State level; and
The diverse standards and regulations
of various Federal agencies responsible for
building construction, with resulting confusion and added costs.
ESTABLISHING THE FACTS

Past controversies on these subjects have been
heated but lacking in basic information. Building code officials representing national construction code groups complain that they are charged
with local abuses over which they have no control. Complaints by innovators whose materials or methods are not accepted in the codes
are often said to be unfounded because the
innovations have not been properly tested.
Model code groups also point out that while
provisions of the national model codes may
include a specific product or practice, producers
of competing materials or methods may influence its exclusion from local codes. In other
instances, it is said that complaints against a
State or city plumbing or electrical code provision are unfairly charged against the national
construction model code.
In order to establish the facts of these
charges and countercharges, the Commission
embarked on a planned and meticulous inquiry
through a program of hearings, meetings,
interviews, inspections, and detailed research
studies.
The Commission took testimony from leading builders, building code officials, architects,
building innovators, engineers, and housing
officials in every part of the country. For example, it heard from, among others, the chief
building inspector in Baltimore, the managing
director of the International Conference of
Building Officials (ICBO) in Los Angeles, the
chairman of the National Joint Council on
Building Codes in St. Louis, the administrator
of building codes in Oakland, the director of
research of a building innovating corporation
in Atlanta, a systems expert who explained his
prototype and his problems with codes in
Detroit, and local builders in every part of the
country.
The Commission not only heard testimony
but inspected a large number of new building
practices, innovations, nnd techniques actually
in operation. It Booked nt the use of preformed
concrete panels in a 221 (d) (3) project in Boston. In New York City, Baltimore, and Phila-
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delphia it examined rehabilitation projects and
tlicir relationship to costs and building codes.
The Commission visited a mobile homt factory
in Los Angeles. In Dallas it viewed a unique
technique of hoinebuilding by stacking sacks
containing a mixture of gravel and cement.
It looked at Hie use of precast concrete panels
in Miami. Individual members visited a prefabricated home factor}' in Indiana and many
other exhibits and demonstrations in War-hington. D.C.. and elsewhere.
The staff of the Commission taped interviews
with builders from every part of the United
States concerning their problems with local and
national codes, building regulations, and building officials. Dozens of examples were collected.
Detailed data was furnished to the Commission
by the mobile home industry, giving examples
of restrictions and difficulties it faced in even*
part of the country.
The Commission undertook research contracts with four major universities to conduct
interviews in the. New York City, Houston.
Detroit, and San Francisco areas with builders,
contractors, architects, engineers, and others
concerned with the construction of housing.
The purj>ose was to determine actual building
code and building regulation practices and
their impact or. housing costs and production.
Through the cooj>eration of some of the national organizations representing builders,
architects, engineers and general contractors,
additional surveys were undertaken. Other
research studies were undertaken, including a
detailed study of building code administration
by the Department of Urban Studies of the
National League of Cities in the same four
metropolitan areas as the university studies
in code provisions.
Of prime importance, however, wa« i major
survey on building codes undertaken for the
Commission by the Census Bureau.1 Tin* survey results show what codes are being used and
where; to who' degree local government units
had adopted one of the mode! codes and when
it was adopted; whether and to what degree H
had been amended; whether procedures existed
for updating the code; and what specific provisions were in effect in the case of a number
of actual materials and practices.
The survey was designed to obtain the facta
in an objective, quantitative manner. Past assertions that the codes restricted the use of
Komox or plastic pipe, for example, have lx>en
denied on the grounds that the national model
codes included these items. Because of that.
i focal I.ani t*H AwfMino Krgulntlnn, hy Allen It Mnnvnl
National CommlMlon on rrtmn I'roblcnu. Rrwnrrli Ki-iHirl

No. 6.

Mime claimed there wen- no problems. What
an: the facts? What i= done? What codes are
in effect? What are the real prai-tice.-=?
WHAT WAS Sl-KVKV

The survey of building codes dealt with
17,!»1>'{ units of local government. Of these,
7.609 were within the standard metroj>olitan
statistical areas of the United States, including
401 counties, 2,228 townships, and 4,977 municipalities. AH of the 314 municipalities above
50,000 in population were surveyed. All 404
metropolitan counties were surveyed. Samples
of the remaining metropolitan units were taken.
Of the total sample, 10.384 units were outside
the standard metropolitan statistical areas.
Unlike the units within SMSA's, those with
1.000 i>crsons or less were omitted. The survey
dealt with a sample representing 2,645 counties. 2,732 townships, and 5.007 municipalities
outside SMSA's.
WHO HAS IIUIUHXG

CODES?

Of the almost 18,000 units of government
represented in the sample, 46.4 f«rcent, or just
under half, had a building code. Almost ."4
jxrrccnt had no such code.
Of the 7,609 units of government within
SMSA's, 4,527—59.5 percent— had a building
code More than 40 percent did not.
O the 10,384 units outside SMSA's, only
3.81 1— 36.8 percent— had a building code.
The breakdown of counties, municipalities,
and townships, both within and outside
SMSA's, which have a building code is given
in table 1.
TABLE I -NUMBER AND PERCENT OF UNITS OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT
ACCORDING TO SURVEY SAMPLE WHICH HAVE A BUILDING CODE
WittmSMSA'i

OvtaidtSttSA's

Numbtr

Ptrctnt

VA
3.434
«4

3S.4

M*

M.O
41.*

13.090

Countwt
MiiniciMMits
TowrcXips

Nwmbtr

•511

Ptrctnt

17
1(0.1

1)17

Units of UMltr 1.000 omHW.
PROLIFERATION OF CODKS

The •«•• ey obtained extensive details on the
practices of municipalities and townships, lx>th
within and outside SMSA's, which had a population of 5,000 or more. These are the areas
where building codes and the provisions of
building codes are most im|K>rtant.
There were 4,067 such units of government.
Of these, 80.5 percent (3,273) had u building
code. Hut almost 20 j>crcenl did not.
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In addition to a building axle for conM ruction, many jurisdictions reported both an clcctrical code and a plumbing code to cover
mechanical work. Of these, the National Electrical Code dominated the electrical code field.
The survey showed that of the 3,273 governments which had •• building construction code.
78.1 percent (2,5?i. .inits) had also adopted the
National Electrical Code.
The National Plumbing Code has l»een of
primary importance in that Held. Recently,
iiowcvcr, other plumbing code?, such as the
BOCA and the Western Plumbing Codes, have
Iiecome important because of the failure since
1055 to revise the National Plumbing Code.
The survey found that the National Plumbing
f^ode wsis used by only 43.9 percent (1.438) of
the 3,273 units which had adopted a building
construction code. This means that many local
governments (-2,621) or 65 percent of all units)
either do not have a plumbing code or iw the
HOCA, Western or a plumbing code other than
the National Plumbing Code.
When builders and architects complain al>ont
the lack of uniformity, the absence of Hear
standards, or the proliferation of provi.-ions.
their complaints arc confirmed by the facts
aliove merely concerning the coverage of codes.
One of the frequent complaints heard by the
Commission was that local codes actually* ln>rc
little relationship to the model construction
codes on which tncy were sometimes said to !>e
based. This fact was said to add to the lack of
uniformity and the absence of clear standards.
The facts gathered by the Census survey for the
Commission lx>re out these compaint--.
Of the surveyed government units which were
over 5,000 in population, only 1,717 or 52.5 percent of model code governments (42 percent of
all units of government) had a building construction code wliirh ".sulistantially incorporated" a national or regional model code. By
that is meant that the local building code, incorporated the. entire, model code except for possible departures involving only administrative,
or enforcement provisions.
Other local codes trerc. mc.rc.hj baaed on xnrk n.
code (482 of these governments), or baxcd on a
xtatc, model code, (5SJ)), or we.re not related to
any model (:>&'*). or the rcla(ionnhij> wax not
reported (105).
K.\IM:KK TO RKVISK
Each year the national model code groups
meet and consider changes and revisions in their
codes. While there are complaints about the,
procedure, the fart is that the model codes are
revised from time to time leading to ultimate
acceptance of ninny—if not the most contro-

versial—new products and methods. Most of
the national model codes or their plumbing
code or plumbing chapter counterparts actually
allow plastic pipe for drain, waste, or vent. \\ all
lx>ard. and Komex cable, to name only a few of
the more prominent products which building
codes are said to exclude.
Hut a major complaint is that the codes at.
the local level, even when based on a national
model code, do not provide, for the use of such
products and new procedures. The survey
undertaken for this Commission attempted (o
determine the extent to which local codes arc
kept up to date.
One of the basic problems is that only twothirds of the building code governments (i.e.,
only almut half of all these governments, including those without codes) either substantially incorporate or base their codes on the model
codes to begin with.
But of these, only 1,278, or 58 percent, of the
model code governments had procedures for
the annual consideration of changes or
n|xlating.
Of the model code governments, only 28 percent had adopted at much a* 00 percent of the
recommended- change* of the rnodef code group*
durinij the previous it yearn.
Of all the governments which have a building
construction code of any kind, 45 jiercent
either had not adopted or comprehensively revised their codes in the previous 4 years.
Thus, while strong arguments arc made concerning the quality of the national model
construction codes, the facts are that their provisions do not apply without substantial
amendment on a widespread basis at the local
level.
Based on this survey, the following conclusions can Ixs drawn: Only about 15 parent of all
the municipalities and township* above 5,000 in
population had in effect a •national nwdrl
building eode which- icas reasonably np-fo-d<iti:;
about S't percent of the unit* either had no code,
did not use a model code, or had failed to kc< p
the code up to date.
KKSTRICTINO NKW PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES

The Commission did not limit its survey
merely to general questions. It asked about
specific products and sj>ccific practices. It did
this because some materials are reasonable alternatives, serve, (lie same purpose, take less
time to install, or provide a means of reducing
costs.
The Commission chose 11 sjxjcific products
or practices where complaints about costs, prevention of prmsscnihly, or excessive requirements are most commonly heard. Most of the
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practices or products complained against are
not prevented by the national model codes. In
general, the model c<*des allow the product or
irnrtice. But quite different results were found
ooall y. not only for binding code governments
in general but also for the model code
governments.
Pla-itwI'ipe
Perhaps the most controversial building code
issue in recent times has been the use of plastic
pipe in drain, vent, and waste systems in one- to
two-story housing units. This practice is now
allowed,* at least technically, by most of the
major model build !i._' codes or their plumbing
code counterparts.
Of all governments which, had a building
code, 63 percent prohibited the use of plastic
pipe in drainage systems. In model code governments, G2 percent prohibited this product. In
practice, additional restrictions are placed on
the use of plastic pipe through administrative
action.
With regard to plastic pipe, it is an understatement to say that there is a vast gulf between
the provisions of the national model code or
their plumbing code counterparts, on the one
hand, and local practice on the other.
Pff>i**cmXtled plumbing and electrical units
Among the more important methods of reducing building costs is the prefabrication or
oftVite assembly of plumbing or electrical units.
This makes tfie use of mass production and
assembly line techniques possible: work can be
done more efficiently through specialization and
the division of labor; and much of the work is
freed from the added costs due to time lost
because of inclement weather tecause it is done
indoors.
The Purvey showed, however, that of the 3,273
governments which had a building code, 43 percent prohibited offsite preassembled combination drain, waste, ar-d vent plumbing systems
for bathroom installation (plumbing trees).
Preassembled elect rica1 harnesses were entirely prohibited by 46 percent of the
governments si; veycd.
In other words, in almost half the areas which
had a building code, pa-assembled plumbing
and electrical I'nits were completely prohibited.
With resjwct to the.«c items, the builder and
the consumer have no freedom of choice.
rx >n non-faad-bcaring partitions
Any objective standard or test indicates that.
the requirement for the use of 2 by 4's every 1C
inches in non-load-bearing partitions is an excessive one. They are not required to bear the
stress and weight of the building or ceiling.
Experts agree that 2 by JJ's can be used just

i

as effectively in interior partitions and in nonload-bearing walls, and that 2 by 4"s spaced
every 24 inches would be just as safe. There
seems to be no expert or scientific data to refute
these facts. The requirement for 2 by 4's every
10 inches in non-load-bearing walls clearly adds
to both material costs and labor costs.
Nevertheless, nearly Jialf (47 percent) of the
buUding code governments surveyed entirely
prohibited 2 by 4-inch studs every 24 inches on
interior partitions.
Two- by three-inch studs of whatever spacing
were entirely prohibited on interior or non-loadbearing partitions by 3G percent of the building
code governments.
Local acceptance of model code provisions
The problem of local acceptance of the provisions of the national model codes can be further illustrated by an example. One of the four
major national building code groups has an
eight-member committee which passes on such
issues as the use of plastic pipe for inclusion
under the provisions of the model code. On the
basis of evidence presented to the committee,
its members voted unanimously to accept the
use of plastic pipe in the. drainage system of
nonmulti family residential construction. They
recommended that such use be incorporated
locally as a part of the plumbing chapter provisions of their building code.
Even today, however, the use of plastic pipe
for this purpose is allowed under the local code
in the jurisdiction of only one of the eight
members who voted to include or accept it in
the national code.
This example highlights how local practice
or local amendment to a code takes precedence
over the provisions of a national model code
even in those jurisdictions where such a model
code is adopted as the basis of the local code.
Table 2 gives the results of the survey of the
14 specific products or practices.
LACK OP UNIFORMITY

What conditions face the local builder, the
industrial prcfabricator, the mobile home company, or the architect who wishes to build, sell,
or design housing or housing products in the
metro]K>litan areas of the United States? Can he
market his preassembled plumbing or electrical
unit >. Can his new product, approved by a
model code group, be used locally? Can he obtain approval from the local building code official to sell his factory-built housing unit? Can
the preassembled panels be installed or must
they be ripped apart in order that factoryinstalled electrical wiring can be inspected?
What are the facts with respect to both the requirements and the practices under local codes?
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TABLE 2.-MOPORTIONS OF LOCAL BUILDING COOES THAT ENTtltaY PROHIBIT VARIOUS FEATURES IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION: 1*1
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Building codes in the big cities
First of all, the central city of a metropolitan
area would in most cases have a building code
whose provisions were essentially unique to the
city involved. This would tend to be tnie even
when that code was originally based on one of
the model codes. This is not to say that the code
would be either less or more restrictive than
codes of other cities. It merely means that in
its totality it would be less like a model code.
With a more active building department and a
wide variety of conditions which create problems and issues to be acted on, the larger city
hns both the staff and the opportunity to judge,
change and amend its code. In some smaller
communities, on the other hand, a code may
stay essentially unchanged for years, except for
a few items where strong economic interest
groups have a stake.
The Commission collected detailed data for
the 52 largest cities through a special tabulation
in its census surrey. Each of the 52 had a
population of over 250,000 in 1060. Only four
of the 52 did not provide detailed reports. For

many key items, the gaps in information were
filled from other sources. (See table 8 for list
of cities.)
These cities had 40 million inhabitants in
1960, or more than 20 percent of the total population. They contained more than one-third of
the population of all the governments in the
country which had planning, zoning, or building
regulation activities. They accounted for about
one-third of all the funds spent for such activities. The findings are, therefore, of considerable
importance.
From the survey it was possible to determine
the relationship of the local building code to the
various model codes. The results were as
follows:
Substantially incorporating 1 of the 4 national
or regional model codes
Based upon such a code but with some substanOTe departures
Based upon a State-recommended model code...
None of the foregoing

14
20
1
13

A closer look, however, indicates that the
codes may be more unique than this would indicate. For example, of the 34 major cities whose
building codes are said to be related explicitly
to a national or regional model code, only 25
report "an established procedure for local consideration, at least annually, of changes proposed by the pertinent national or regional
code organization." However, only nine of these
indicate that official action during the past 3
years has led to local acceptance of 90 percent
or more of the changes proposed by the model
code organization, and for seven cities the estimated proportion of local acceptance was less
than 50 percent.
Thus, only nine of 48 governments, or 19 percent, had a building code which either substantially incorporated the model code or was based
upon such a code but with more substantive departures, and which had incorporated as many
as 90 percent of the recent model code changes.
Furthermore, the 20 cities where the code was
merely based on a model code but with substantive departures from the model code further
reduce the degree to which uniformity with
model code provisions would exist.
At least 43 of these major cities have reportedly adopted the National Electric Code,
but the corresponding minimum number that
have enacted the National Plumbing Code is
only 16.
Expenditure,—Of the $97.5 million that these
major cities expended in fiscal 1967 for planning, zoning, and building regulation activities, more than three-fourths ($77.5 million)
was directly for the administration of codes,
including inspection work. This figure includes
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expenditures for both building code and housing code activities.
Residential rotvitruction regulations.—The
building codes of the largest cities typical!}'
reflect somewhat less rejection of the specific
residential construction practices listed in the
survey inquiry than was found for buildingcode governments generally. Substantially complete reports on this subject are available for
48 of the 52 cities. These show a numerically
smaller fraction of them prohibiting seven
construction features, as follows (with the per'•entages for all building-code governments
shown parenthetically, for comparison):
20 percent (versus 47.3 percent) for 2- by
4-inch studs 24 inches on center in nonload-bearing interior partitions;
27 percent (versus 42.2 percent) for preassembled combination drain, waste and
vent plumbing system for bathroom
installation;
21 percent (versus35.8 percent) for2- by 3inch studs in iion-load-bearing interior
partitions;
10 percent (versus 2(5.8 percent) for part}'
walls without continuous air space;
13 percent (versus 24.5 percent) for single
top and bottom plates in non-loadbearing interior partitions:
13 percent (versus 20.4 percent) for use of
one-half inch sheathing in lieu of corner
bracing in wood frame construction; and
G percent, (versus 10.1 percent) for prefabricated metal chimneys.
On the other hand, these 48 of the 52 largest
cities show an even higher proportion of rejection for several items, including these:
"3 jxrcent (versus G2.6 percent) for plastic
pipe in drainage systems;
44 percent (versus 24.1 percent) for wood
frame- exterior walls in multifamily
structures of three stories or less;
21 percent (versus 13.0 percent) for nonmetallic sheathed electric cable; and
13 percent (versus 8.G percent) for copper
pipe in drainage, systems.
For the other three, construction-practice, items,
the large city percentages of rejection were
generally similar to overall averages. These included "preassemblod electrical wiring harness," outlawed by building codes in 40 percent,
of the reporting large cities as against 45.7 percent of building-code governments as a whole.
f'oflfx

in f/ir suburb*

In the various towns and suburbs outside the
contra! city, the builder faces a variety of conditions. Sonic towns have a model code on their
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l>ooks. In a few towns or cities it might even
have been adopted without amendment and be
reasonably up to date. In most towns or cities
with a model code, it would contain amendments or restrictions and would be out of date.
In the major metropolitan areas of the country,
different towns would have different model
codes, lx)th with and without amendments.
Furthermore, some towns would have no code
at all, or their own code, or a code based on a
State code. In some places a combination of a
model building code and the National Plumbing
Code would be in effect. In other places, both
the model building code and model plumbing
code would apply.
In some large metropolitan areas where no
one national model code is dominant but where
the model code areas overlap, the number of
combinations and permutations could number
in the thousands.
Chaotic condition*.—This chaotic condition
prevents the effective application of modern
mass production methods and the adoption of
new products and techniques. It is localism, provincialism and so-called home rule gone wild.
The authority under which a local government, formulates and administers building codes
is the police power of the State—that is, the
power of a sovereign government in a Federal
union to legislate for the public health, safety,
morals, and general welfare. Under the Constitution of the United States, the police power
resides in the States: and though it is permissible, for the. States to delegate various police
power functions to localities, the localities exercise those functions as agents of the State and
not by virtue of any inherent powers of their
ow.:.
The, localities therefore have, no constitutional
or inherent right to indict these chaotic conditions on the public, as some apologists for the
building code mess aasert. What police powers
the State delegates to the locality do exercise,
the States can properly withdraw. The situation has no constitutional sanction nor was it
ordained in heaven.
Local interpretation.—Even where, a model
code has been adopted over a relatively large
number of jurisdictions or relatively wide area
with no or few amendments, local inspectors
often interpret the. code in a way which differs
from the language and often even more from
the interpretations of inspectors in the neighboring city or suburb.
One. builder at the Commission's St. Louis
hearing gave a list of varying local interpretations, building code amendments, and regulation in Iho ()."> jurisdictions in the St. Louis area
which he said could add as much us $1,000 to lh«
cost of building a homo (here.
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At the St. Louis hearing, the following questions were asked of a builder witness:
Q. If you built a standard bouse, say a $22,000
house, in each of the 95 jurisdictions, with a standard set of plans, in how many communities could
yon baild that house without having to make some
basic change in it or some costly change in it due to the
building codes? Could you build the same house in ench
of the 95 communities in this county, or would
you have to go to a building code inspector in each of
them and get approval and have changes made? What is
the kind of situation you would face in trying to build
the same house in each of these 95 communities?
A. One. yon definitely would have to submit It on an
individual basis to each one of these municipalities and,
two, I would say that in the majority of them yon
would have to make some changes, very few real
changes, but some change that would increase your
costs.

Specialization and mass production, and the
savings which accompany tnem, depend on the
extent of the market. Building codes as now administered and applied hinder specialization,
the use of modern technology and mass production methods in the housing industry. They limit
the application of new materials and methods
even m a metropolitan area, let alone over a
State or geographic region or throughout the
United States.
Firf. safc'y regulations.—The census survey
for the Commission sought information about a
number of "structural requirements that pertain
to fire safety, as governed by the building code
or any other regulations or ordinances" of the
governments involved. A considerable part of
the survey sample did not provide usable
answers to these questions; however, much of
this nonreporting involved the 20 percent of the
entire group of represented governments which
lack local building codes. Since these fire-safety
questions were especially pertinent, for sizable
cities, the results summarized in table 3 include
data separately for the cities of more than
.">0,000 population.
Table 3 gives in percentage terms the findings
from three of the nre-safety questions.
Another item asked about "the minimum fireresistnncp. rating required for fire division walls
in mercantile buildings." Usable replies were
TABLE 3.-FIRE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
|ln percent)

Yes

No

Unreported

It usi of firt-rilardint wood permillid in lire-resistive
construction (types I ind 2)7:
All lowrnmtnts

Cities of 50.000-plus....
Art fllmt-spreid chirxterrstics in interior finifh
nutorlili In mullifimily (3-plus) retidtntiil structures reiuUttd?:
Atliemnmentt
Cities "f 50,000-plui
.
Art piripih required on pirty wills in row housing:
AlUovtrnmenli
Cities of 50,000-plus

SI. I

24.4 2 4 . S

71.7 22.9

5.4

41.2 26.7 25.2
61.2 2S.O 3.1
42.! 30.7 27.0
47. r
47.5 4.S

received for 58 percent of the government* represented in the survey (including 87 percent of
the cities of 50,000-plus), and are given in
percentage terms in table 4.
TABLE 4.-MERCANTIU FIRE RESISTANCE RATING
II n percent)
All

(Ovtmmintt
1 hour or less
2 noun
3 hours...
4 noun..

34.6
24.8

12 1
24. 7

Cities ol
SO.OOO-plus
44.0
25.3
13.6
24.6

The questionnaire also asked, "What is the
maximum distance permitted, under your regiilationSj for travel to an exit of dead end corridors within multifamily residential buildings ?"
Usable replies were received for 47 percent of
the governments represented (including 82 percent of the cities of 50,000-plus), and these reports are shown in table 5.
TABLE 5.-FIRE EXIT REQUIREMENTS
|ln percent]

All
governments
25feetorless
26 to 50 feet
51 to 75 feet
76 to 100 feet
101 feet or mo.*

. . . .

34.6
24.8

13 0
It 9
16

Cities of
50.000- plus
44.0
25.3

12 5
12.5

5.8

Finally, the questionnaire asked, "What is
the minimum fire-resistance rating^ required for
corridor walls in residential buildings of four
stories or more?" Usable replies were received
for 46 percent of the governments represented
(including 91 percent of the cities of 50,000
plus). Their reports are shown in table 0.
TABLE ^-RESIDENTIAL FIRE RESISTANCE RATINGS
|ln percent]

All
fovernmenls
1 hour or loss
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours ...

...

.

53.7
31.6

3.9
3.1

Cities ol
!iO.OOO-plus
51.9
36.5

2.1
2.5

It'« clear from the results of the survey that,
a wide variety of standards and conditions face
a builder with respect to fire-safety provisions.
There is an obvious need for more objective
evidence as to which provisions arc necessary
for safety and for far greater uniformity between and among jurisdictions. The degree to
which requirements may bo excessive and add
to costs can only be determined by establishing
what standards are really necessary.
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It is often claimed that the larger cities have
sufficient technical staffs to develop and interpret standards concerning fire safety. This is
given as a justification of the many local depart'ires from model codes and the large number of essentially independent or unique codes
in the larger cities. Yet it is clear from the survey that as much variation exists in the standards in the larger cities as in the small ones.
This would hardly be the case i f the provisions
were based on objective standards.
Those conditions present such a wide variation of standards and requirements to the
builder nr.d the building industry that one must
(1) question whether many of the requirements
are not excessive and add to costs, and (2) assert that the mere lack of objective standards
and ui.iformity by definition does lead to increases in cost by preventing standardization
and the savings which result from it.
A CASE HISTORY: BUILDIXG CODE PROBLEMS OF
HOME MANUFACTURERS

facturers, cites code requirement, of 32 counties
ami 109 cities and towns in 20 States.
(2) Based on the total list (reported only by
those home manufacturers participating in the
study), the home manufacturers advisoij committee prepared ft list of excessive code requirements most frequently encountered by home
manufacturers, as shown in 1 "l»le 7. Tf a manufacturer were forced fo incorporate every item
in his product, there would be "extra costs" of
$1,838 per house if he marketed in 20 States.
The home used for estimating costs was assumed
to be a 1,000-square-foot family unit that would
cost $12,000 without improved lot, under model
code or FHA requirements.
TABLE 7-MORE FREQUENT CODE REQUIREMENTS If iXCESS OF MODEL
CODES OF FHA MINIMUM PROPERTY ST/' 1ARDS

Extra cott
atatd
* ""^^^"^M do ns weH hen P'erS "nd $150 00
Special bolts
-1
""IIIIIIIII ' 15. 00

Unnecessary bridging and tie's

To determine the impact of local building
Extra number and sizing of joists above FHA
code? on home construction, the Commission
requirement's
undertook a detailed study of code problems
Conventional floor rather than stress skin
. . . .
* .
* i
floor
_
confronting home manufacturers producing
Extra thickness of sub-floor.
'•prefabricated houses.'' Their operations were
Extra sheathing above FHA requirements..
selected for study because they are concerned
Extra studs above FHA requirements.
K ni
with the distribution of a product that is more
^( uIreJI1de^snilU d°°r honder8 nbovc FHA
or less uniform ami must be approved by buildExTrn"'Sness'of "gypsum'tanni."""!!!!!
ing officials within relatively large regions.
Plaster instead of gypsum board
Their market area may contain hundreds of
Extra fire wall requirements in frame r-onfrovernmentil
iuri«diction=
with if<?
own
struction above model codes
go\ernmenr,y jmi
cucnon*, each
eacn wun
irs own
Extra roof shpnthin g ($05^30)
codes and administrative agencies. In contrast,
Extra roof trusses (?25-.$50)
the average conventional builder usually operRequirement of a masonry ohimney when a
ates in a limited local market, constructing
Class B flu* would do n better job
.
homes of varying style and construction and
"^eeded^wlien approved heating for zero
con forming to onl v a handful of different buildclearance Is used
_.
Ex ro )1 mbi n
ing codes and local administrative agencies.
' l " . s above lirst_ floor \a£,,
.-,
. •
, ,,
,e
tionnl Plumbing Code (§13.»-$2oi
The Commission secured the cooperation of
EA - trft p i umb ing below first floor ,-er Natlic Home Manufacturers Association, which
tional Plumbing Code
__

agreed to -.ssemble (he necessary information

E!

on local problems. An advisory committee to
tlio Commission was established and a survey
was made of all firms engaged in prefabrica-

Ext"n

.•

. ,

,

,

r T i.

1 1 1 - 1

tion. A large body of data was assembled, ident'lyingthn specific code problems and th'j added
costs resulting from local building vegulatioi s.
The study producedfindingsin the following
three categories:
(1) An extensive list was assembled inrticating specific local code requirements which exceoded those in national model codes and the
FHA minimum property standards. The extra
COSM per house n^ributed to each of these items
ranged from $25 to $640. The list, assembled
from 126 reports submitted by 20 home manu-
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^t

elcctric ovcr

^"o™1 "'hen no con-

7G. 00

63.00

40. w
30.00
125.00
30.00
OQ M

22.'00
200.00
50.00
37.50
37.50
l;>0.00
100.00
192,00
100.00

^cTtrir'o'vcr'xafionaT'whVn "rigid
conduit required
J henting duct requirements (return

300.00

bcyoll,i G fect from hot nir

50. oo

Kxtr!

metn) plenum over gypsum) and insulation
r
Totnl

—

piPm,m...

i. s;!s. oo
~
"
(3 The most significant information was nvcale 1 in an analysis of the problems of one
mam facturer who must adjust his product to
all codes in the region within which he operates.
Tho Commission staff analyzed the report>
submitted by that manufacturer relating to code,
requirements of 19 counties and six cities ineluded in the six States of Georgia, Maryland,
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Kentucky, North Carolina. Virginia and Ohio,
within which the manufacturer conducted his
business. Within a relatively small market area
of 2") code jurisdictions, cited by the manufacturer, there are reported 75 different code requirements considered to be excessive. The reported excessive code items for each one of the
25 individual code jurisdictions ranged in number from one to 13, with extra costs ranging
from $50 to $520 per house within each
jurisdiction.
If the single manufacturer attempted to produce a standard product which would meet the
code requirements of the 25 areas, he would
have to introduce 75 separate extra factors in
materials ard/or 1methods of construction exceeding the norm" , requirements in model codes
and FHA regulations. The cost of each basic
home would thus be raised by $2,492. (See
table 9.)
AL STANDARDS AND NEW PRODUCT REVIEW

Technical standards in building codes originate in the mainstream of the building industry.
One of the key problems is the segmented nature
of that part of the building industry which
generates and maintains standards. There are
more than 150 associations and technical groups
producing standards to which the building industry is asked to conform. Some of these
groups are affiliated with industry-wide organizations such ns the American Society for Testing and Materials and Hie United States of
America Standards Institute. Others carry on
work associated with the operations of the* National Bureau of Standards. In the latter instance, the technical groups may not actively
participate in the tec'mical activities of ASTM
or USASI.
Inte-rlocJtinff «// standards and product
approval

It is significant that half of these stnndardsgenerrting groups carry on ?ome type of product approval or certification program. Among
them are private agencies, such as Underwriters
Laboratories, which test products, inspect factories and grant manufacturers tho righl to apply their label or seal on approved products.
They also publish lists of materials and equipment which meet their standards. Included in
this group are organizations which provide inspcctional and grading services, such as tho
West Coast Lumber Inspection Bureau.
Very few of the standards-generating groups
are in the business of stimulating the development of technological innovations. Their primary activities are concerned with reacting to
the work of others. Yet, it is inevitable that the

innovators must sooner or later obtain the approval of these technical groups before their
products are accepted for building construction.
The promulgation of product standards by
the building industry, for its own use and guidance, is closely intertwined with the development of building code standards. There is an
interlockingof procedures and decisions, involving representatives of industry and Government and affecting product and building code
standards. The resulting interaction makes it
difficult to delineate independent courses of
judgment and action. These conditions have
been caused by the ever-growing complexity of
technology and the structure of the industry.
The nature of building construction dictated
the es tblisliment of some type of framework
that could guide the development, review and
acceptance of new methods and materials. A
system was required to serve manufacturers, designers, and builders, who must deal with thousands of disparate building products, to enable
them to fit the pieces together in structurally
sound, weathertight buildings with effective
supply and disposal systems. Through trial and
error, various institutions were developed by
different sections of the industry, with Government participation at times. Procedures evolved
to guide and control the development and acceptance of innovations in construction.
The framework that government and industry have developed has proved inadequate for
coping with the increasing demands for expeditious processing and acceptance of technological
innovations. The ever-growing complexity of
building teclinology and the increasing need to
adopt
new methods and materials of construcf
iou make it necessary to seek a more rational
sj'stom than the current arrangement.
Hurdle* for new products
By examining the process by which new products are now developed, reviewed and accepted
by industry and government, it is possible to
appraise not only the current product approval
system, but also tho role of building codes. The
following is a brief outline of the steps that currently must be taken to secure acceptance of a
new product, assuming that it can meet existing
standards:
(1) The manufacturer undertakes a program
of re.sparch and development of a new product,
intended to meet, specific needs and performance requirements that have been established by
experts in that particular field. Reviewing this
pha.M', his engineers will consult all available
technical literature describing the requirements,
standards and conditions which may affect the
proposed product, as well as reports on similar
products.
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(2) The product is tested by :i recognized
testing laboratory with established test methods and measurement tools to determine
whether it meets specific performance, criteria.
The criteria and standards are established by
recogni/ed industrywide technical groups and
organizations of building officials.
(•'5) The product specifications and test data
are reviewed and approved by a national trade
association, or technical group, or building oflicials' organization, or technical institution, or
cert ification laboratory.
(4) Local building officials are requested to
review and accept the new product under building code procedures.
(5) An educational program is undertaken
by the manufacturer to acquaint the design professions, builders, and officials with the value
of the new product.
"\VfaJfncxxfii in -prctrnt procfdiiw*
There arc very serious weaknesses in th° current framework for carrying out the alxnt*. activities The following is a brief critical leview
of the process, listing the more conspicuous inconsistencies l>etween theory and practice for
each item in flic above outline:
(1) (n) There is no single point of reference
to assist designers and manufacturers in determining whether technical papers have l>een published in a part i'-nlar subject area.
(b) There is no single point of refrence to
acquaint manufacturers, institutions, inve.- <irs
and professionals with research projects undertaken by others—and their results.
(<:) To a large extent, performance requirements based upon user needs, which could guide
innovations in the building industry, are absent
and await development.
(2) («) There is no single set of nationally
accepted criteria for testing building materials
and methods.
(b) Testing laboratories do not conform to a
.-ingle set. of nationally accepted procedure-;.
(c) Test methods in key areas of inquiry, -m-h
as accelerated aging, await further development.
(3) (a) There is no single i n s t i t u t i o n or national system to which members of the building
industry could apply for review -ind acceptance of new methods and materials.
(b) There are over 80 different associations,
institutions, teelnical groups, and laboratories
that, now establish standards, inspect, certify,
grade, or issue seals of approval for proprietary
materials and equipment.
(4) Of) As a general rule, local building officin's lack the. appropriate facilities and technical personnel to judge the merits of new producis onncihod-:.

(b) Manufacturers must apply separately to
hundreds of communities for product acceptance because approval in one area \* no guarantee that, others will follow suit.
(5) (n) Educational programs by producers require large expenditures which increase
the cost, of the product. Innovator- and small
manufacturers cannot afford the required expenditures during the i n i t i a l high-risk period
for product promotion, after underwriting high
costs for research, development, testing, and
review by national product, reviewing groups.
(ft) There is no single source to winch designers, builders, and material suppliers could refer
to learn about the development of new products.
The big hurdle—locul building codes
Short of contending with competing forces in
the marketplace the greatest hurdle to overcome, in the. product approval process is the
local building code. This is more difficult because, code, standards are neither uniform nor
clearly defined. This phase, is usually singled
out. for discussion by dissatisfied members of
the. building indiiMry because it contains the
most conspicuous barriers and applies to every
innovative producer. The. other phases are voluntary in nature, and often provide alternative
routes for approval.
The acceptance of new methods or materials
depends primaiily upon the judgment of local
building officials. Except in those rare instance.*
when standards are, defined in performance
terms, approval is u.-ually based upon opinion
and not upon accepted technical criteria. Control over new materials and methods of construction in a building code is u.*u \lly defined
iu language similar to the following (italics
added for emphasis) :
\otliiii£ in this cmlc -hall tic ruiiMrilfil l<> prevent
I lie use of nny inntcriiil or method of construction
whether or not .-|H'cif]cally provided for In this code, if.
upon presentation of plan*, niHIio'l-; of .niiilvsis, ti-i
data, or other inve*sary information in ilu- hiiildinu
official h.v the interested JHTSOII or |H-I'-OII-. I In- hiililiiiff official in mitiiflnl tliut the l>roi>r>.ic<l innti-rinl Or
iiii'tlitiil tif conxtriirtinii complies with specific provisions of or cnnfnrm» t<> tin: intuit nf tlii.i nulr.
* • • Where no appropriate lest metlmd is pre.-erlhed in t h i < code, I In- text jirnri'ilii'i" ilinll !>• ilr/i /•iiiiin'tl liji tin; liiiildiiiy official. <\Sect ions 1007 and
10] :!, N:i tin/in I Kiiildin^ Code. Aiiieric.in Ill-lira nee
A>.socjnlion.i •

.\fany building officials try con.->ciciilii>1i.-ly to
protect, the public's best intere.-ts. I t u t a comm u n i t y cannot expect its public sorvmt.- to be
f u l l y conversant, with all developments in (hi-era of revolul ionary technological advances. Tinrapid growth of specialization in engineering
and architecture reflects the- i n a b i l i t y of the
aver.igu profe—lon:i! to keep up w i t h all
change*.
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Except for those rare instances in which the
official lias special training or experience, he
must either seek the assistance of more knowledgeable experts or hase his judgment of a new
product's merits on his own attitudes. The objective local official who recognizes the shortcomings of inadequate technical stiff and facilities will seek the advice of technicians who
operate at regional and national levels. But
this is not the typical case. One of the seriotas
weaknesses in the present framework is the lack
of a single mechanism to which code officials,
builders, and professionals can refer such problems and from which manufacturers and material suppliers can obtain universally accepted
judgments.
SUMMARY OF THE PROBLEMS

Local level
What is needed at the local level is a system
which provides for:
(1) The uniform application of up-to-date
building and mechanical codes over an area
large enough to allow mass production methods
and specialization. At the minimum such an
area should cover any of the major metropolitan ar vis of the United States such as Greater
New York, including the contiguous areas of
New Jer*ey and Connecticut; Chicago and its
adjoining counties, including Lake County.
Indiana; Greater Los Angeles, including Orange County; St. Louis and the East St. Louis
and Madison-St. Clair County industrial complex, and similar areas throughout the country.
(2) Minimum standards below which no
community might fall and maximum limits in
order to prevent restrictive practices. Then the
mobile home industry, the prefabricated housing industry, the manufacturers of preassembled plumbing and electrical units, and the producers of new ^roducts could be guaranteed an
opportunity to build and sell on a competitive
price-cost basis provided only that tlieir product
or method met minimum standards of performance or specifications established by competent
and reliable testing groups through the application of objective standards.
(3) An appeals procedure whereby any arbitrary decisions of a local inspector could be
appealed quickly, and without prejudice to the
builder or manufacturer, to a boay composed of
l>oth competent technical personnel and individuals representing the broad public interest.
State kvel
The role of the States in these matters is first
of nil to exercise their police power in useful
nnd constructive ways or to see to it that those
to whom they have delegated inch authority
oxerciso it properly.

The Str'es should also provide for the uniform application of an up-to-dato building and
mechanical code over the State as a whole, to
apply in those areas where no local code has
been adopted or where a community or region
fails to adopt uniform code practices and insists on keeping restrictive practices.
The States have a role to play in licensing
and training personnel in order to bring about
•uniformity in applying code provisions and
standards.
Finally, the States should prov.ue an appeals
procedure, not dominate*' by eiiher a single
person, or the industry, o; groups and narrow
factions within the industr f.
National level
At the national level the major problems are
of a somewhat different oider. The: contents of
the four national mode builH .y codes—
BOCA, ICBO, Southern and National—are
more up-to-date and progressive than is generally assumed. Most of the controversial materials and methods of production are now included under their provisions.
This is not to say that there are no serious
defects in model codes. The system for adopting new products and methods has shortcomings. For example, the Southern Standard
Building Code turned down plastic pipe as late
as 19fiG' without giving any reason, and its inclusion in that code under two recent modifications
is under legal attack which has delayed acceptance. One may raise the question of why a
letter ballot should be used by a trade association of building officials to determine approval
of a product.
The system is often far too slow. A product
which is accepted by one code group is often
not accepted by another until a producer has
complied with a second or third set of procedures.
Another very proper complaint is that decisions are made by the building code officials
aid not by a more representative group of the
industry, let aione of the general public.
Furthermore, the... are no uniform objective
standards or tests, or groups of certified agencies
for testing, which would make the acceptance
of a product or method a question of objective
analysis.
Nonetheless, tho contents of the national
model construction codes have at times received
more criticism than they deserve, and sometimes the criticism has been unfounded and misinformed. If these codes could be applied over
wide geographic areas without amendment, the
present chaotic situation would be remarkably
improved.
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While there are many problems, most of the
basic ones do not no\v lie with the provisions of
the model construction codes as such. Similar
generalizations can l>e made about the National
Electrical Code.
But the same cannot be said for the National
Plumbing Code which has not been updated
since 1955. The slowness in the amending procedure, brought about in part by the conflicts
between competing economic interest, groups,
has led to a proliferation of plumbin<* code* so
that BOCA now ha? its own plumhh., jde and
the Western Plumbing Code is used n many
areas where the ICBO
code is in general use.
What is need. 1 , therefore, at the national
level, is a system whereby standards of performance based upon the most objective and
scientific methods are set by bodies with the
highest reputation and prestige. These bodies
should represent not only the industry but the
general public. The purpose is to make it possible for a producer of a new product or the
innovator of a new method or system to have
objective standards against which to test hi.s
product and to get speedy action.
The system should also provide for a means
of certification so that private builders, government officials, and building code groups and
experts would have an unimpeachable scientific
basis on which to make judgments about products and methods. The assurance by such an
objective group that basic performance standards were met should lead to the almost immediate and universal acceptance of a now prodiii i
or method, both in the building codes them<*lves and by building offi/mls at the Federal,
State and local levels.
With regard to the Federal Government, it
is estimated that at Kist 35 different agencies
are directly or indirectly concerned with construe.' in. The standards which they insist
upon differ from agency to agency and from
department to department.- The chaos which
exists between and among Federal Government
groups mirrors tho greater problem of building
codes in the Nation. But it ill behooves the
Federal Government and Federal agencies to
preach to States, localities, and imxlel code
groups until they mo\e to put their own hou*e
in order.
roxci.rsiojf
In brief, the fac's disclosed by tho exhaustive
inquiries of this Commission at local, State,
and National levels, and the problems faced
by producers, builders, and professional people
in the building industry, show unmistakably
tlmt alarms sounded over the pnst years about
the building code situation have been justified.
If anything, the case has hmi understated. Tlio

situation calls for a drastic overhaul, both technically mid iiitergoverniiientally. To this end
the Commission submits a number of proposals
for the consideration of the building industry,
government at all levels, and the general
public.
Recommendations
Recommendation No. 1—Framework for development and furtherance of building
standards and technology
The Commission recommends the establishment of the National Institute of Building Sciences as a constituent body in the
National Academy of 1 Sciences-National
Academy of Engineering. The express purposes of the Institute would be to formulate
and/or approve standards for the construction of buildings; provide a mechanism for
testing and approving technological innovations; provide a system for evaluating experiences of public and private programs
affecting building; provide for research in
building technology; assemble and disseminate technical data relating to standards
and building technology.
We recommend that both public and private
technical groups, who presently are resjxMisible
for the development of standards relating to
building technology and the testing and/or approval of building products, materials and
methods of const ruction, be brought, together
by this institute. A more orderly framework
would be created by joint effort and agreement.
The new system would be recognized by the
building industry and Government as the
nationally recognized authority f<v the advancement of building technology.
The Academies would be responsible for e.stahlishing guidelines to overcome present
inhibitions which prevent many sectors of industry and Government from working together
for the common good. They would also provide
for the staff direction of the technical secretariat of the proposed Institute.
Th» Academies would not be responsible for
direct participation in the operations related to
standards development, or product, approval.
Such operations would be directed by a council
' We nl«o propone, a companion <>r compli-meiilnry orcnnlgntmii for cnvlronmcntnl xtniulnnlx nl»o umlcr tin* umbrella "I
I lie Nnlionnl Academy of Selenren Nnllonnl Acndei..y «{ Kiicl
neerliiR. It would be eoneenii'il with developing objective
ulnndnnln In xnrli nrrnw n» hoimlng oc"iipnncy, light, open
upace. inline. HclioolK. pnrki.. density, etc. ToRelher thrne Innlltuti* would form n Council fur Development StnmlunlH nnrt
would coordinate Die development of xlnmlnrd* for construetlon nml technology, nil the one hnnd. nnd oreupnnry nml
environment »n the other, the totiillly of which would he
ennrrrneil with those mihjeet* which the Commission con«lclcT»
nt "development ntnmlnnlii. ' (Thin Is dlxciiMied in drtftll In
rh. ,1.1'nrt I I I . )
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based upon the broadest possible representation
of major consumer and public interest groups,
professions, builders ana producers concerned
with building. Agencies at the Federal, State
and local levels that are directly concerned with
building technology would be represented, but
in no case is it contemplated that they represent a majority of the Council membership.
Technical committees in each major category
of building technology would be established
where considered necessary by the proposed
Council. Recognition would be given to the
technical committees that are already fulfilling
such functions. Such groups would be invited
to participate in the proposed framework in
order to obtain greater coordination with the
work of others.
Technical staff meinlx>rs of the Institute
would work with each technical committee, but
would not Lave voting rights. Their tasks
would be primarily concerned with coordinating and expediting the work of the various
committees in accordance with the operational
policies of the proposed Council.
It is proposed that the various national technical groups and organizations that now develop model building codes be brought together
as a separate activity to l>e coordinated with
the work of others in the proposed Institute.
The tasks of thosp groups would be to develop
a set of acceptable standards for adoption in
building codes and related regulations. It is
not anticipated that a r-ingle national building
code would be developed under this organization. Rather, the primary mission for work in
this area would no to reconcile the different
standards that now exist in the model codes and
to establish machinery for updating building
code standards in the future. The lack of uniformity that now exists in the area of building
code standards could Ix? resolved through this
mechanism.
It would be necessary to provide adequate
ch«-rks and balances within the framework of
the proposed Institute to prevent domination
by any single sector and to assure that the groups
representing tho public interest would be in the
majority. It is extremely necessary to bring
into these operations groups, such as the professional engineers and architects, who have not
participated fully in national endeavors relating to standards and product approval.
Activities of the Institute could be financed
through a combination of Government appropriations and the impo-ition of reasonable fees
and charges to members of the building industry. Expenditure would primarily support, the
technical stall" and reimburse the ruprc.-entative
technical groups for their expenses in behalf
of t he common endeavor.

l(a) Formulation of building standards
The Commission recommends that Congress appropriate at least $5 million to support the National Institute of Building
Sciences for a stipulated 3-year project. The
purposes of the project would be, first, to
review existing standards regulating the
construction of building and, second, to prepare and issue uniform building standards
based on current knowledge and the most
advanced technical criteria for application
in Federal, State, and local regulations.
This recommendation is intended to provide
the initial impetus which is urgently needed
to establish a single set of building construction
standards. The primary mission would be to
resol e those differences which now exist amoii"
national organizations of technical groups and
building officials that generate building standards ana model building codes.
The financial assistance for t'.iis initial endeavor would also provide for the establishment of the permanent technical secretariat
which would be required to administer the operations of the proposed Institute.
By providing sufficient staffing, financial assistance, and direction, the proposed Institute
could eliminate much of the weakness in present application of building codes. It is proposed
that the Institute assume the role of sponsorship
of the technical committee?, supplanting the
present sponsoring groups which may not feel
the sense of urgency for completing work. Responsibility for expediting and coordinating all
technical activities of the i-ommittees would be
under the technical secretariat of the Institute.
It is hoped that institutions, agencies, and
technical organizations that now operate separately in the area of building code standards
would IHJ broug' t together for this endeavor.
T'nder this propo-al, the model code groups and
the Xational Bureau of Standards, among
others, would agree to establish joint technical
committees for each subject area. The committees would operate under the procedures and
supervision of such organizations as the American Society for Testing Materials and the
I'niled States of America Standards Institute.
l(b) Provision for performance standards,
product approval, and information
exchange
The Commission recommends that Congress authorize an annual Federal appropriation to the National Institute of Building Sciences for the following purposes:
(a) To develop and/or approve test
criteria and performance standards and
to supervise research in the examination
of building materials, construction
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methods, and plumbi. • and electric*!
and mechanical systems;
(b) To provide a system to test and
accept new building materials and
equipment, and construction methods;
(c) To provide for the collection and
dissemination of available technical data
and information relating to the building industry; and
(d) To provide for a system for evaluating experiences of public and private
programs affecting: building.
This appropriation is necessary to provide
for the continuing activities of the proposed
Institute. It is anticipated that the financial
bupport from the Government would be augmented substantially by contributions in the
form of fees and charges from all sectors of
the building industry.
In order to establish a national system for
product approval, existing testing laboratories
and those that may be established"in the future
would be accredited by the Institute. Test
methods, measurement tools, and performance
criteria would be established by the -proposed
Institute to guide the testing laboratories.
It would be possible for an innovation to
be presented to a testing laboratory within the
manufacturer's region. He would then have the
opportunity to obtain nationwide acceptance of,
the test results should he decide to market his
product across the country and if his product
were accepted by the Institute.
It must be emphasized that the machinery
and results of the product approval process in
the Institute would be advisory. The intention
is to provide a central mechanism to serve the
building industry and Government agencies.
There is no intention to deny manufacturers the
opportunity of obtaining product acceptance
directly in localities that they may choose. Producers will be able to apply directly to local
and State agencies for product acceptance without applying to the proposed Institute.
The proposed product approval system will,
however, provide an innovation which has been
successfully used throughout Europe. It would
give the reviewing technical bodies the opportunity to grant "interim acceptance" or temporary approvals for those products which
have no precedents and for which no established test criteria or performance standards
exist. The performance of the new product
would be evaluated after 3 yean, at which time
permanent standards for building codes would
be promulgated, if the product is proven to be
acceptable.
The objectives of the interim acceptance procedure are: To provide an opportunity for pro-

ducers to test their new products in actual
building projects, to provide a process which
would protect the occupants and building owners, and to provide a mechanism to serve the
needs of local building officials who lack the
technical data or criteria on which to base their
own judgment.
It must be emphasized that almost all of the
work for which the Institute would be responsible would be carried on by others. It is anticipated that the Institute would encourage further development of the capabilities that already exist- in the building industry and in
institutions and universities that are concerned
with advancing the state of building technology.
Recommendation No. 2(a)—Use of Federal
influence to curb restrictive building
code provisions
The Commission recommends amendment
of congressional authorizations for water
and sewer and other appropriate facility
grants to provide as a condition of eligibility
for such grants that building codes in communities receiving such grant assistance
shall not be more restrictive than nationally
recognized model code standards and subsequently the building code standards to be
developed by the National Institute of
Building Sciences.
The Commission believes that Federal programs to assist the fiscal development of local
communities should require that local communities remove the restrictions in their codes
which tend to increase costs and inhibit the use
of technological innovations. It was found that
the most serious problem relating to current
building codes is directly related to local
restrictive amendments that are added to the
nationally-accepted model codes. This recommendation attempts to create a single set of
uniform building code standards which could
be used by any locality.
It is not intended that these recommendations
for uniformity would interfere with the right
or necessity of localities, already recognized
in the better building codes, to adopt local specifications addressed to unique geological or atmospheric conditions.
T' e existence of uniform standards would encourage greater use of mass production techniques, such as those used in the assembly of
prefabricated housing. It would, in turn, influence the reduction of housing costs because producers and manufacturers would no longer
have to gear their production to the most restrictive code requirements that now exist in
some lorn! communities.
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The Commission recomme-ids the u:-c of Federnl leverage wherever possible in order to obtain greater code uniformity. It would be
extremely important to obtain greater uniformity in large citie.- which, because of their population, art* cov-picuou.- examples in the area of
restrictive local building codes, t'sc of the water
and sewer grant programs and of the workable
program concept to require municipalities to
adopt nationally accepted building code standards without local restrictive amendments, are
effective measures that could be applied.
Recommendation No. 2(b)—Formulation of
building code standards for rehabilitation housing
The Commission recommends that Congress authorize the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development to develop model
standards to be incorporated in local building codes with special reference to the rehabilitation of existing housing.
There is widespread recognition among code
experts that current code standards, which are
intended for new construction, should not he
applied literally to the alteration of exi.-ting
building--. Administrators of rehabilitation programs in cities throughout the country have
found that the costs In-come excessive when present building code Mandard* arc followed. Curi«-nt Federal regulations relating to rehabilitation are very general and carry little weight in
local code enforcement. unlci> the building <-o<lr
is radically amended.
This recommendation i^ intended to prn\idc
for a ne\\ .-ct of standards which would be nationally accepted iind \\onhl ieduce <•<»(> for
residential rehabilitation. It is stronglv >nggoted that, the development of standard- for
rehabilitation IK- carried out through the e\i.-ting >tandard- making bodic> \\ li'n-li will IH- partii-ipating in the proposed program of the
National Institute of Building Science.-.
The Institute, if it already existed, would of
course. l>e the, logical place to lodge ivsponsibility for developing rehabilitation standards
Hut l>ccau«e, under the. most optimistic vi< w,
it may l>e «ome, years lx>fore, the Institute is
functioning, and because there is such an iiinue.liate need to improve and expand the rehabilitation programs, the rc.spon>ihility .should lx>
undertaken uy Hl'I). It is urgent to speed up
the maintenance and improvement of the exist
ing stock of American homes and apartments:
otherwise the pro-peets for w i n n i n g the race to
create :iu adeipiate .-up|>ly (if decent housing
ap|>car poor.

Recommendation No. 2(c)—Eliminating unnecessary variations in Federal construction standards
The Commission recommends that the
President initiate vigorous action to review
the variations in standards used by Federal
agencies in direct Federal construction,
standards based upon nationally recognized
current model codes, and subsequently the
standards to be developed by the National
Institute of Building Sciences.
The Commission strongly endorses an earlier
recommendation by the Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations to accomplish
these objectives. The Federal Government must
set an example, for the rest of the Nation in the
estubi'sliment of uniform standards for building construction. It. is regrettable that the earlier recommendation by the AC1R has ».>t as yet
l>een carried out.
The. National liureau of Standards, which
is held in very high esteem by technical experts
and has had considerable experience in the development and updating of standards, could be
given the authority to direct and coordinate
the. work that must be done with the participation of all Federal agencies dealing with con.sirui-tion contracts. Any further delay in (hi.area would IK- most unfortunate.
Recommendation No. 3—Adoption of State
building codes and mandating building
code uniformity in metropolitan areas
The Commission recommends the enactment of State legislation providing for the
adoption of State building codes dealing
with human occupancy, conforming to nationally recognized model code standards
developed and/or approved by the proposed
National Institute of Building Sciencesrecommended earlier. We further recommend that such State legislation provide that
within 1 year following the adoption of the
State code, the provisions of such code shall
be applicable without mo*1 fication throughout each metropolitan area of the State
which fails to adopt such nationally recognized standards.
It mii-t be recognized that the States h a v e
direct ant Inn il\ over local building rode,--. Codes
are Slate police, power exercised by the localitie.s. Tin* urgent need for uniform building
code.-, standard* requires that the. States participate to a further extent than the.y have, oxibited
u | » t o novv in the r«-spoii.-iliilitv for tho ado)it ion
and enforcement of building codes. We welcome
some of the i n i t i a t i v e s alivadv taken to brim;
responsible State iiflicial- together.
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The Commission recommends that the building code programs now under way in some
States, such as Xe\v York, New Jersey, and
Ohio, be expanded across the Nation. The intent
of this recommendation for Stute building
codes is to create greater uniformit}' of code
standard?. Any program to develop 50 disparate
State building codes would merely extend existing problems. Until such time as a single set of
code standards is developed by the proposed
Institute, it would be possible and desirable for
the States and jurisdictions within metropolitan
areas to adopt any one of the existing model
building codes. Such steps would create greater
uniformity at the local level and provide standards that have been nationally recognized.
Under the above recommendation, it would
be possible for a metropolitan area to obtain
code uniformity almost immediately. If the
communit.ies within a metropolitan area were to
adopt a uniform model code to apply throughout the area, there v.-onld be no need for the
State code to apply. This proposal recognix.es
that, until there is one set of standards to which
the entire building industry and governmental
agencies nm refer, initial steps should be taken
at this time to create code uniformity within
metropolitan areas on the basis of general
agreement among the localities.
It must l»e emphasized that the. codes to l>e
adopted on a metropolitan area-wide basis
.>hould not bo more restrictive than trie model
building code:- in general u>e at this time. Extension of more restrictive code requirements
that may exist in the centra, city or some urban
areas to the entire inctrojiolitan .area would defeat the intent of this recommendation. This
proposal anticipates that one of the model building codes presently used would be adopted upon
agreement by the governments in the metropolitan area.
The Commission's findings indicate that a
now rational npproivh to the administration of
lorjil building codes must IHJ developed as soon
as possible in order to provide, required services
and competent techiiu..! staff in the regulation
of local building codes. It i.-> strongly recommended that local governments consolidate the.
administration of their builf'ing department.?
or use tho services of building departments of
larger jurisdictions which usually are equipped
with sufficient facilities and technical personnel
to handle complex problems.
It is not intended that those recommendations
for uniformity interfere with the right or necessity of localitic.s to incorporate specifications addressed to unique, geological or atmospheric
conditions. The more advanced building codes
already do incorporate such sjH'ciMentions.

Recommendation
No. 4—Strengthening
State supervision over building code
administration
The Commission recommends that States
enact legislation providing for (a) statewide
training and licensing programs of local
building inspectors, (b) technical assistance
to local governments, and (c) statewide
appeals mechanisms for reconciling differences arising through code interpretation at
the local level.
This recommendation is a further extension
of the Commission's proposal to the States to
broaden their participation in the building code
system. The Commission has found that the administration and interpretation of building
codes is one of the key problems at the present
time.
Proposals that the States provide technical
assistance and appeals machinery to localities
are based upon the present need to assist building inspectors and members of the building industry in local areas. The absence of a highly
trained technical staff has impeded progress
in many areas.
Local building inspectors and plant examiners musi keep abreast of the ever-growing
complexity of building technology. Every effort
should, therefore, IK" made to raise and maintain
the technical coni|ieteiice of local building code
officials. The administration of building regulations must l>e carried out by personnel who*
professional training and status should be fully
recognized by the communities they serve. The.se
recommendations arc intended to raise the level
of building code administration to a respected
professional status.
A fully staffed technical agency should be
available at the State level for technical guidance of local officials, especially in those instances where complex construction problems
arise. Moreover, there should be an authoritative technical agemy to which builders may
appeal when there are differences in local codo
interpretations. U»c of such an agency could
save builders and contractors the time and expenses that are. presently involved in extending
court litigation ai i.-ing from differences in code
interpretation.
Tho National Institute of Building Sciences
should formulate, mode! qualifications:standards
for building inspectors for voluntary use by
States. Such .standards should \M\ based on technical knowledge of building code.s, buildin;'
practices, and building design (i.e., architecture and engineering).
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cossrmucT'ox ITEMS—continued

TABLE I.—CITIES OF 250.000-rtUS WHICH REPLIED TO SELECTED
BUILDING CODE QUESTIONS

Birmingham, Ala.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Long Beach, Calif.
Los Angeles. Calif.
Oakland, Calif.
San Diego. Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Denver, Colo.
Washington, D.C.
Miami, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Atlanta. Ga.
Honolulu. Hawaii
Chicago. 111.
Indiarapolis, Ind.
Wichita, Knns.
Louisville, Ky.
New Orleans, La.
Baltimore, Md.
Itoston, Mass.
Detroit. Mich.
Minneapolis. Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Kansas City, Mo.
St. Louis. Mo.
Onmhii, Xebr.

10. Floor joist under all paral'el partitions
must be doubled instead of . single joist..
11. Trusses must be Installed at 16 inches center to center. The structural characteristics of roof framing with trusses would
Itcrmit larger spacing of at least 24 inches
on center
12. Install a truss adjacent to gable ends. Gable
ends are sufficient to support roof
13. Install No. 15 asphalt-saturated felt paper
over %-inch plywood where lesser thickness and weight of felt paper would b>
satisfactory
.
14. Install %-inch subflooring as minimum »..
stead of lesser thickness
15. Suhflooring must be nailed and not stapled—
1C. All plywood subfloor must have blocked
edges
17. A 4 by 6 sill plate must be installed on the
foundation wall and properly bolted in
place whereas lesser thickness could be

Jtrsev City. X.J.
Newark. X.J.
Buffalo. X.Y.
New York City. X.Y.
Rochester. X.Y.
Akron. Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus. Ohio
Toledo. Ohio
Okl.-ilioma City. Okla.
Ttilsa. Okla.
Portland, Oreg.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Memphis, Tenti.
Nashville, Tenn.
Dallas. Tex.
El Paso. Tex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Houston, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
Norfolk. Va.
Seattle, Wash.
Milwaukee. Wis.

used

TABLE 9.—CODE ITEMS CONSIDERED BY ONE HOME MAN':?ACTURER TO
BE EXCESSIVE IN VIEW OF GENERALLY ACCEPTED "'E
AND ECONOMICAL ALTERNATIVES

Tin- following are the S|x.i:ifie code items considered
by one home manufacturer to be excessive; that is, more
restrictive than would be required by a model code
or the FHA Minimum Property Standards. Items refer
to codes only in the home manufacturers' market area,
specifically in the following counties and cities of six
States: Georgia: Cobb and Fayette Counties; Kentucky : Greenup County; Maryland: Anne Arundel.
Baltimore. Cecil. Harford, Prince Georges, Washington, and WIcotnico Counties; Xorth Carolina; Burcoral* and Forsyth Counties; Ohio: Ashtnlmla, Mahoning, and Medina Counties and the city of Wcbsterville: Virginia : Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince William, and
Wise Counties; and the cities of Buena Vista. D:inviHr.
Norfolk, Richmond, and Virginia Bench.
COSSTRfCTIOX ITF.MS

Arrrage
"f-rtra co*l"

1. Install stirrup-type joint hungers on each
Joist at girder intersection instead of other
acceptable forms of n.iiling
2. Aluminum .siding must be grounded for sujiposed electrical protection, although this
is often not required
3. All plywood storm sheathing must be % inch
thick instead of a smaller dimersion
4. House must l»c in.ipectcd by a registered
architect or profcssionnl <>itglnecr as manufacturing progresses
5. Install % inch asbestos on furnace clo-ct
walls as opposed to no asbestos
0. All window and door oitcnings, in exterior
and/or interior walls must l>c double
framed with 2 by 4's although single 2 by
4 studs nre considered sufficient in ninny
areas
_
7. Instiill n 2 by 4 double plntc on nil wull partitions; a single 2 by 4 member base is considered RUlflclc-nt
__
8. Roof shingle must be nnllcd and not stnpli-d.
0. Mnintnln fl fi-ot by 8 Indies of headroom ut
bnKcmcnt stnlrwny

Average
"extra eott"

?20

$25

100
40

50
40
20
30

80

IS. Half-trusses must be attached at the intersection of both halves when structural continuity could be provided in other ways..
19. One-half-inch exterior grade roof sheathing
with ply clips, minimum. (As an alternative, %-inch exterior grade plywood could
be installed without ply clips.)
20. Install hinges on overhang at 24 inches on
center instead of a larger spacing
21. Instill %-inch roof sheathing as minimum
instead of a lesser thickness
22. Install 3 by 0 rafters and box out as flue
framing preparation instead of smaller
sized framing memlx-rs
23. Ceramic tile on the wall in the wash basin
area must lie 8 feet from floor instecd of a
lower height
24. All hinges at overhang must be covered with
polyethylene (this polyethylene is to provide house protection while in transit).
Other means of weather protection are
feasible
2". Trusses must be manufactured in accordance
with the city of Richmond inspection department. (Th's indicates that the norm
of 33% i»ercent-increase of live and dead
load is not permitted)
26. Ins-tall bridging between floor joist although
this requirement has been eliminated In
many areas

100

40
20
40
30
20

80

75
25

ELECTRICAL ITEMS

30
4<> -~75
30

40
.10
'Ji»
30

1. Install 8/3 wire for S.fvkilowatt lend rather
than thinner gage wire
2. All wiring must be installed in a manner to
permit removal and replacement without
difficulty. This would indicate that the
Inrgcr |>ortlon of wiring must IKS installed
in conduit. A 1% inch peephole must bo provided at all areas without conduit installation. Purjiose of this iwepho'e is to permit
visual lns|HK'tion by the use of n flashlight
nnil n mirror
.". The wiring to be minimum \... li (This
does not include low-voltage wiring such
ns used on some thcrmo<<tntfO
4. Delivery crew in not permitted to hook electrical connections in the attic nren
.*. Ilewptarlo circuits to have n maximum of
six re< ncles
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150
30
—
10
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ELECTKICAL ITEMS—continued

ITEMS—continued

Average
"extra cott"

0. Furnace must be fused in the funiace closet
proper as opposed to other locations
7. Use sta-kon adapters to secure wire makeup
prior to application of standard wire nutt.
instead of other means for securing wire..
S. No. 4 copper ground wire from main panel
required on all bouses instead of other
approved methods of grounding
9. All wires twisted together must be soldered
prior to the installation of wire nuts instead of other approved methods
10. Light circuits to have a maximum of eight
light fixtures per circuit
11. All electrical wiring is to be accomplished by
a licensed electrician in the State of
Maryland
12. Primary mechanical ground wire from the
main panel must be metallic sheathed instead of other type of wiring
13. Install main panel 5 feet 6 inches from the
floor to the bottom of the main panel where
« lesser height is suitable
14. Main switch panel must have nil circuit
breakers at load center with a master disconnect equavalent to the total amperage
capacity of the panel Instead of other approved methods for such electrical work..
15. Install a No. 12 wire with ground from the
main pn;:el to the hood fan for installation
of a firestat (flrestat to be installed by
others) instead of other approved grounding methods
16. Main panel must lie 150-amiicre minimum
on nonelectrical heated house instead of
lower electrics 1 requirements

$10
20
5
25
5
100
5
5

40

12
15

Pl.rMRI.NO ITEMS

V All plumbing joints must be left exposed for
the purpose of visual Inspection; finishing
of floors, walls and ceilings must IK- left
incomplete
2. Do not hook up any drainage requiring additional work on the site rather than in
the factory
3. All water closets and tank combinations to
lie left unset, requiring additional work on
the site rather than in the factory
4. Delivery crew is not permitted to adjust or
honk up any plumbing requiring nddltionnl
work on the *ite rather than in the factory.
f>. All "P" traps to be 17-gagc minimum with
group joint and sweated outlet excluding
olher tyjios of approved connections
0. Double Imwl kitchen sink must have each
bowl separately trapped Instead of a .slnglitrap _
7. Install a 40X1.. pressure and temperature relief valve on hot wnter hentnr Instead of
another acceptable relief valve
8. All 1% and 2 Inch vents must lie increased
to 3 Inch vents Instead of maintaining
constant diameter
0. All 1%-lnch vente be Increased to 2" through
the roof Instead of maintaining constant
diameter
10. All 3" vents must he Increased to 4-Inch
vents Instead of maintaining constant diameter
11. Install unitary "T" 'long turn. (This In a
sanitary "T" with an approximately 4.V
angle between the horizontal Inlet and vertical outlet)

35
35
38
—
20
20
Vi
43
20

12. All roof vents must have 2-lb. pure lead flashing of high-boot type instead of other comparable approved flashing ---------------- $14
All roof vents must have 4-lb. pure lead flashing of high-boot type instead of other comparable approved
flashing
--------------20
14. All roof vents must have G-lb. pure lead
flashing of high-boot type instead of other
comparable appro red flashing ---------- 25
15. AH nipples must be brass instead of other
materials ______________________________ 10
10. All nipples or runouts wu*t be copiter (no
galvanized nipples permitted) or chrome
instead of other materials
-------------10
17. All plumbing must be copper instead of other
materials ______________________________ 70
18. Main vent stack must be 4-inch minimum instead of lesser diameter
---------------50
19. Do not hook up any "P" traps, (Water test
to be performed by local inspection department) ________________________________ 20
20. Xo wet vents permitted. (No water permitted
in venting system)
-----------------._
30
21. Install a 4-Inch by S-inch drum trap on baUitnb instead of other approved trrps ------ 10
22. Kitchen sink must be a long tunied pattern
"TV" on waste outlet instead of other upproved methods of drainage
------------10
23. Ali bathtubs must be trapped with a 3-inch
by C-iiich drum trap instead of other approved methods of drainage
-------------10
24. Main Tent stack in bath area must be 4-inch
minimum instead of lesser diameter ------ 40
25. Shower stall must be 36 inches by 30 inches
instead of other dimensions
-------------50
20. All vertical and horizontal plumbing installed in the manufacturing plant must be
exposed from fln:sh floor to finish ceiling.
Finishing of other construction must Inleft Incomplete ........ ____________ ..... .10
27. All vent stacks must protrude 12 inches above
roof line instead of other api.ioved dimensions ______________________________ 20
2S. Install a lead pan under all shower bases regardless of tyiic instead of other means of
water protection ________________________ 50
20. Domestic hot wnter must lie piped from
boiler with %-inch copper pipe instead of
piping of different dimension and material
......
...............................
30. All electric hot water heaters must be separately inctcrod. Therefore, a 3-pole separate switch box must be Installed in addition to the main panel
-----------------50
31. All plumbing, drainage, waste and vent size
must be 2-Inch minimum instead of lesser
diameter _____________________ _________ :.i)
32. "P" traps under doulilu bowl sink must lie
cast with polished ground joint union Instead of o'her approved means of drainage. 2."!
33. Air chambers roust be installed on nil hot
and cold water linen sized ax follows : the
air chamber will be 12 inches in length and
1 standard increment in «l*o above the
right sire, (i.e., a %-inch riser supply will
require a %-inch air clinmlier)
..........
70

10

Total
1

25

Average
"extra cott"

................................

'2,402

Tli* tuUl lint* not Imp))' Hint nil nililnl could would apply
to *ny ulnirln home In one rmtc jurlwllrllnn. Itnt It npproxl.null** I lie nilitnl rout If one completely ulnmlnrdlwd homo,
Hcctptabli* In Midi of thi'se Jiirlwllcelonx, wrr» to he mnrkrtwl.

SOW

CHAPTER 4

Housing Codes
The Commission was charged with examining
housing codes to see if local property owners and
private enterprise could be encouraged to meet
a larger part of total housing needs; to consider
the impact of housing codes on housing costs;
and to determine how housing codes might be
simplified, improved, and enforced at the local
level.
This was a considerable task because at almost all levels of government there are conflicting polices as to what housing codes are and
confusion as to what, they should do, how they
can l>e enforced, and what role, if any, they
should play in helping to provide an abundance of decent, housing for the American
jxjople.
Is their purpose to upgrade housing in the
slums or only to prevent deterioration in the
"gray" areas? Are they to establish "minimum"
standards of health and safety or do they have
a larger role to play in providing decent housing
in a suitable living environment ? Are they tu be
enforced only in special areas or should they
apply to all housing, urban and rural, central
city and suburb, in affluent neighlwrhoods ns
well us in the slum? Are they to lx> enforced in
areas awaiting urban renewal or only in concentrated areas not yet ready to be put under the
bulldozer?
Can they be, enforced effectively or docs that
action merely result in putting people "out in
the street" or into already overcrowed housing?
Whore repairs are- made and housing upgraded, does such action result in incrensea rents
and thus place minmum housing beyond the
reach ol those whom good code enforcement was
d»-~sigi to help?
Do present codes, even when adequately enforced, bring about a level of housing which
meets oven the minimum conditions of health,
safety and welfare?
Can every family in every city l«j guaranteed
that the local code will bo enforced and that tlio
result will bo a "minimum" level of housing
which is fit to live in?
Should there IIP different codes for different
problems? Should the- old-law tenements, built
under nncient standards, have to meet the latest
hous'ng code provisions? Should the same
standards apply to rehabilitated housing as to
existing or now structures?

Does the requirement that a city have a workable program increase or deter the building of
needed housing project;, including public housing for the poor? Does the program work ? Is it
enforceable ? Is it worthwhile ?
These are some of the questions which confront any study of housing codes in urban
centers.
In its hearings in more than 20 major cities,
the Commission inspected housing code programs and took detailed testimony from expert
witnesses. In Baltimore, where the first hearings
were held, it examined the area of one of the
first modern code enforcement programs as well
as more recent examples of rehabilitated housing areas where code enforcement was essential
to success. The Commission heard from officials
of Baltimore's unique housing court. In virtually everv one of the remaining 20 major
cities, the Commission examined code enforcement areas, urban renewal projects, rehabilitated housing, and the housing code problems
and issues associated with these areas,programs
and projects.
The Commission heard not only tJie experts
but also the residents of the areas where the
issues and questions concerning housirg codes
and their function and enforcement were so
dearly drawn.
In addition, the Commission organized an
orderly review and study of the issues '.nvolved.
It called together a group of housing code experts to organize and carry out studies aimed at
establishing the facts and examining the most
difficult, problems in the field. As a result, it
commissioned a series of studies' These in1
A carefully orjcnnlttd and Integrated (er'ei of rexcAreh led
to the following Rtudlex: "The Present 8U'.e of Hoimlng Coda
Enforcement," Ilobert I.. Ilnlc, Program C'-ordlnntor, National
Aaaoclntlon of Uounlnc nnil Redevelopnent Official*: "Th«
Development. Objective nnil Adequacy of CiiTent Homing
Code StnndnrdK." Krlc W. Mood. Aiwocute Professor of Public
Henlth; Ynle University; "A Coniprrnt!rc Annly*ln of the
AiliulnlKtrntlvn Section of Housing rude*," Unmet l.lebrrn m n : "Jnmlennnclen nnil Inronslst' ncleH In the Definition of
Subsfnndnril Illuming." Oscar Su rmclster. Assistant Director of (lie Communion staff: "lle..*lng Code AdmlnlHtrntlon."
Joseph R. Slnvet. Ix-ctnror In ',rhnn Affair*, nnd Mclvln K.
I<erln, Director of Kesenrch. Ar.-n Development Center, both of
Iloston UnlTerslty; "I/wil Remedies for Hoimlng Code Vl:lnlion*." Prank IV Grail. Associate Director. Legislative Drafting
Koneareli Fund. Columbia l'nl»er»lty; "Costa ami Other Effect*
on Owners and Tennnts of Repair* Required Under Homing
Todr Enforcement Program*," Joseph K. Barres), Secretary,
lloiiton Munlclpnl Research Ilureati.
The chapter on housing code* In the Commission's report In
In Inrcn raennure built upon nnd rontalnH iwimnxeii taken from
the nryrt* bj thene ex|iert«. generally without upeclflc Mttrlhutlon. Their expert contributions are grnteftilly neknowlrdited
nnil ntniit nre hrltiB puMlKlied nepnratPlr.
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eluded a it-view of present programs1 and practices at all levels of government; ti study of
codes and code standards; the examination of
the basic concepts and potential goals of housing codes, and the organization needed to carry
them out; legal and other remedies for housing
code violations, and a study of the costs a-^ociated with code enforcement, repair, and
compliance.3
WHAT IS A HOUSING CODK?

A housing code is an application of State
police power put into effect by a local ordinance
•tting the minimum standards for safety,
health and welfare of the occupants of housing.*
It covers three main areas:
(1) The supplied facilities in the structure, that is, toilet, bath, sink, etc., supplied
by the owner;
(2) The level of maintenance, which includes both structural and sanitary maintenance, leaks in the roof, broken banisters,
cracks in the walls, etc.:
('•}) Occupancy, which concerns the size
of dwelling units and of rooms of different
tyj>es, the number of people .who can occupy them, and other issues concerned on
the whole with the usability and amenity of
interior space.
Modern programs to protect the public health
and safety in homing started in the mid-lOth
century.5 While it is difficult to identify the
pioneers, credit, is generally given to Kdwin
C'hadwii k in Kngland and l^emuel Shattuck in
the I'nited States for identifying unsanitary
housing as a cause of illness ami for recommending remedial programs.
'For Identification of Federal programs. M.-I- note 1. II. .e.
chapter '!.
* Tlif ('omriils'iloii or Its stuff also consulted with the hoiislni:
codes (livl>li,n of NAHKO. the HI'D worknhlc propr.im per•sound (Messrs. Ilitrton Younc anil I>an Taylor) nnil other <•*(x-rtK (Messrs. Robert Helchel. Ix-on.inl Cxnrnlcckl anil I.co
SK-rn). Interested personnel In HKW. the Program Are« Committee on Housing nnd Health of the American Public Ilrnlth
Avoclatlon. the Public Health Service, the model code croups
mid other puhllc and private parties concerned with honslnc
codes and associated problems.
Ailtlttlonnll.v. In oriU-r to collect dntn concerning the flelil.
the Coininlsslon Included key housing code question!* In It*
.rnxiifi survey i Research Keport No. 0) with special reference
to the numlier of cities with housing codes, funds »|>ent for
C«rneral code enforcement purposcH. and the number and salary
of code personnel, rurthermorc. It examined In voluminous
ilrtall the aeliiiil standards and provisions of nhnut forty-five
local and State housing codes throughout the country to deti-rtnlnc what standards were used and how those compared
w i t1h the model codes.
However, relevant legislation nlso Include* Matt cnahllng
<n-ts for local liouslnc code adoption, Htata housing lerMaI km, general stntc legislative provisions relating to the
criminal process and other enforcement Mnctlonr slate
lfgi>!ntlon granting power to use equitable remedies. Including Injunctions and receivership*, ami power to make repairs
nnd Impose the cost as a lien, anil stnte laws on renl propert.t
n* related to tenant rent strike remedies. See Note 1. Grad.
Chapter 1. "Hoiming Codes as a Function of State nnd Ix>enl
Ijiwnmklng." For a technically more adequate deflnltli.n and
ilrnerlptlon of a housing ciMle. HIT Note 1, (Irad an') Mood.
•Pur a brief history uf the development of hou«lng cn.ie«,
»oe tufira Note 1, Mood. Oinplcr 2,

Housing reform in the United States began in
earnest in the 1890s and 1900's with the passage
of tenement legislation. In 1914, the Russell
Sage Foundation published "A Model Housing
Law"' by Lawrence
Veiller, a landmark in early
housing reform.0
While a number of cities adopted housing
ordinances in the 1910's, the modem version of a
housing code is considered by some to have come
into being when the city of Baltimore amended
its city code in 1941 to require that:
• * * dwellings be kept clean anil free from dirt, liltli,
rubbish, garbage, and similar matter, nnd from vermin
n iid rodent infestation, mid in good rciuiir and fit for
human habitation, and authorizing the Commissioner
of Health in Baltimore C'ity to issue orders comjielliiig
the compliance with said provision or to correct the
condition, at the expense of the property owner, and
charge the property with a lien to the extent of the
necessary
SUMMARY OK :;KXEKAL FINDINCS

A host of problems and questions arise concerning housing codes. Wide divergences of
opinion exist among code groups and governments at all levels with respect to the purpose of
housing codes, how they should be enforced, and
the standards they should provide.
K misting hoiiftiny code*
The provisions established in the codes for
''minimum" standards of health, safety and
welfare are often inadequate to provide even a
"minimum'' level of jwrtormancc for fhe bulk
of the population. .A house can meet the legal
standards set in a local code, pass a housing
code inspection, and still be unfit for human
habitation by the persona1 standards of most
middle-class Americans.
There is an obvious and urgent need for action
to bring the provisioiis of housing codes up to
an actual ininii- 'in level of health (including
physical, mental ;oid social well-being), safety
and welfare.
Our most important single Finding, however,
is that minimum standards, while enforceable,
are often uncn forced. Although intended to
apply citywide, the inspection of housing and
the enforcement of housing codes are frequently
carried out only in limited areas, generally excluding both the worst and the most aflluent
neighborhoods.
This is due, in part, to various Federal poli(•!(••;. For example, code en for onient funds have
"See f.S. Deportment «t HKW. rnl.lle Health Service.
Knrironmrnlal IIrailh I'rnlrrlmn nl Ibt I'.N. I'nntilnlinn
thiniigh llotittnu I'oriet, Second Preliminary Killllnn. .Tu.ic 22,
1004 . Ornd, l.rgnl Ktmntici /or Untiling Cmlr Vlnlation*.
Chapter 1. "Houslnc ('odes as n KmictL.n of State and Ix>citl
Ijiwmnkluz": and IInl.'. "Present State nf HouslnE Cmlc Knforcement Chapter IV. C. "State Programs." Orad deals with
.itlier slate housing li-glslntlon In addition to the modern comprelii-nslve statewide li.iuslnc code.
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been available mainly in those areas where blight
can be arrested and dwellings upgraded. Areas
which have hit bottom or where blight has not
yet set in have been largely ignored.
The primary need, therefore, is for enforcement of housing codes vigorously over the entire
geographic area of adoption. Such enforcement
is a never-ending task.
Furthermore, as can be seen from our census
survey figure of only 5,000 housing codes in the
country, hundreds of cities and counties, most
States, and virtually all rural areas do not have
housing codes. Thus, a third need is to extend
the coverage or application of housing codes
to those jurisdictions whose residents do not
now enjoy this type of environmental health
protection.
These three steps could greatly improve and
upgrade the present housing inventory. But it is
almost impossible to say, even in those areas
where a code is actively enforced, that because
of code enforcement all residents will live in
housing which meets a minimum standard of
health and safety. Housing codes, alone, cannot do that job.
To reach the three stated goals, a number of
additional steps must be taken along with code
enforcement. Among these are:
(1) An adequate supply of temporary or
relocation housing must be available so that
the occupants of below-minimum housing
do not have to be put out in the street or
moved into worse conditions of deterioration or overcrowding when the code is
enforced.
(2) Theiotal amount of housing built for
low-income groups and for society in general must be substantially increased. In the
long run, effective housing code programs
will depend on the existence of an abundance of new housing, the demolition of
dilapidated and deteriorated housing, and
the natural working of the filter-down
process.
(3) Adequate loans, grants, and other
incentives and aids to low-income homeowners, landlords, and tenants must be provided to promote repair to codo standards,
in order that the enforcement of housing
codes does not merely increase housing costs
and thus make standaid housing economically inaccessible. Since the provision of at
least a part of new and rehabilitated housing for the poor by society is a long acknowledged responsibility—through public housing, moderate-income housing, rent supplements, welfare payments, ana so forth—the
provision of adequate aid for housing code
administration nationwide is clearly within this recognized duty of society.

In summary, we must enforce the codes, extend their coverage, and improve them, and in
order to do these three things we must also
build an abundance of new housing, create additional standard relocation housing through repair, and provide the funds for at least the needy
owner or occupant to meet minimum code
requirements without an undue burden.
Even this, however, while it would vastly improve the existing situation, would be wholly
inadequate. Much more should be done.
From a minimum code to decent standards
Even if present housing codes were brought
up to the level of minimum standards of health,
safety, and welfare, and applied and enforced
universally, they would not provide for the
standard of housing rind residential environment called for in the 1919 Housing Act—a
decent home and a suitable living environment
for every American family.
We should either take the national goal
seriously and propose ways of meeting it, or
be honest and drop all pretense that we as a
nation mean business. This Cor .ission believes
in meeting the goal and facing up to the fiscal
requirement? and policy problems at every level
of government, and proposes the means of doing
this.
In the housing code area two main actions
are indicated:
First, we should btgin now to determine the
standards for code provisions which would provide a "decent home." The requirements in
existing codes on space, light, air, plumbing,
maintenance, occupancy, and so forth, often do
not meet such a requirement.
Through an Institute of Environmental Sciences, such as we recommend, or a similar group
of both public and private experts, work should
now begin to develop the standards for such u
code. A first task is to examine the existing
standards and tho objective bases on which they
were determined. That process alone, we are
convinced, would indicate that in many cases the
standards are extremely low and have little
objective basis.
The second step would be to set up the
research, testing, and processes whereby a determination of standards for a "decent home'' can
be made
If we lire to reach the housing goals of the
1949 act within the next decade, as the Housing
Act of 1968 reaffirmed and this Commission proposes, this task must begin now nnd must be
completed within the next few years. In that
way, standards for a "decent home" can gradually bo substituted for the "minimum" standards now only imperfectly developed, adopted,
and enforced.
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Environmental standards
The 1949 act al:-o calls for a "suitable living
environment." Presently there are virtually no
codes which establish, srar.'lards for n suitable living environment.
Yet experts in the field and the informed public know that even the finest house built next
to an industrial plant, overwhelmed by fume*
from factorj' smokestacks, located in a slum
without adequate police protection, streets,
lighting, or open space, or surrounded by concrete freeways, does not meet the 1949 goal
and cannot long be maintained as a viable
housing unit. Anyone who has passed through
Gary. YiuU on a windy day, visited Watts, or
stayed overnight in East St. Louis knows this to
be true.
The few existing standards in this area are
generally devoid of objective basis. What, for
example*, is the acceptable noise level which a
standard should provide? Almost no codes noweven mention this subject. What are the standards for open space, housing density, or for
schools and their location? Occasionally one
finds a standard to which the community can
repair, but with few exceptions such standards
were provided accidentally, haphazardly, or
arbitrarily.
To meet the 1949 goal, we must al*o extend
the scoj>e and
area coverage of standards for the
rcsidenti^1 environment. We must develop and
adopt throughout our urban areas what might be
called a neighborhood conservation code. Its
purpose would be to con.-ervt> and upgrade the
residential environment. It would apply to all
property, public as \vell as private and non.residential as well as residential, in ie.-idential neighborhoods and in areas or properties a (Tort ing the environment in residential neighborhoods.
The development and adoption of these now
tools—a housing code based on standards of a
decent home, and a neighborhood conservation
code to provide standards for a suit \ble living
environment—are the. major means by which
codes can piny their proper part in meeting the
goal? of the 1049 act.
We believe tint this can be done not only for
the purpose of protecting health and safety,
but also under the genor.-il wel fare clause.
The kev national model codes are the American Public Health Association code (APITA),
in which most of the standards for health nre
found and upon which the health standards in
many of the other codes appear to be, based,
and the housing codes of at least three model
building code, groups; namely, ICHO, BOCA,
and the Southern.7
'So., fufirn. Note 1, Mnocl, for (M.illfil Idcntliir.ttlon of thr
lintlntinl mcxlol

The APIIA code was first published in 1952
and was developed by the Committee on the
Hygiene of Housing of the American Public
Health Association organized in the 1930*s
under the chairmanship of Dr. C. E. A. Winslow. It was the first national model code.
When the workable program concept was
esi
L-stablished under the 1954 Housing Act, with its
requirement for a codes element, it stimulated
the development of additional housing codes by
the model building code groups and the adoption
of housing codes by many cities and a few States.
In general, the model housing codes of the
building code groups include many provisions
or standards with respect to the structure of
housing which are based on their own building
code, plus a number of health and occupancy
.•standards which follow to a considerable degree
the APHA provisions.
Local- codes
Until the workable program reniiiremcnt was
introduced, relatively few cities actually had
housing codes. As late as 195C. 100 or fewer of
the larger cities had hous'ug codes. The number
has increased rapidly since then, and the Commission's detailed census survey indicates that in
1968, 4,904 local governments out of 17,99?, surveyed had housing codes.3 Of these. HUD has
estimated that, some 3,000 now have or once
had or were committed to have housing codes
under the. workable program provis' ,n?. The
total of close to 5,000 is still only abour, one
out of four (27.3 percent) urban communities
in the United States.
Within SMSA's 85 percent of the cities of
.',0,000 or more have codes, as do 53 ]>ercent of
tho.-(! tat ween 5,000 and 50,000. A .-]/ecial sample
survey of governments of 5.000 or more l>oth
within and outside SMSA's indicated that almost half (47 percent) of them, in about the
same proportions inside and outside SMSA's,
had housing codes.
The 4,904 local governments with housing
codes are cl-.ssilied in table 1.
TABLE 1.—LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WITH HOUSING CODES

T.V|K- Of Kovenillli-lll :

Counties
ritifs

Town-ship-* (Now Knglniul typo)
Total

11'trmtwrHta
irirh limning
rorfr, /SCS

211'
3,t>7»;

717
4.fK)4

SIIIIPV : Siv ""!<• S
• Niiiiciiiiil rummixslnn on I'rhnn ProMc-ms. I.nenl J.nnii anil
ItHililinii HrgHlnliiiii, TnMi- 1. Rmrnrrli Report No. n, 10*18.
Mnnli l|>.ililli- nml ii>wn»li!|i< of ]rn> thnn 1.000 populntlon
nuMilc of S.'.!"*.\'» wrre nr>t
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Table 2 recapitulates available data on the
rapid expansion of the number of housing codes
in the United States.
[t is Hear that, except in a few score munici[Kilittfri, the histor\ of housing code administration as a national development is barely 12 years
old. In reviewing the failure and shortcomings,
as well as the successes of code administration,
including enforcement, it must be kept in mind
that we are examining what is in some respects
and in most municipalities a very recent legal
and administrative development Patterns of
organization and techniques of performance
have not, in most instances, had an opportunity
to stabilize. Many aspects of the new Held remain fluid. Much of the administrative organization of the code compliance effort still seems
to l>e on an experimental trial-and-error basis,
and many questions with respect to personnel
and performance have never been asked, let
alone answered.
IIOUSIXG CODE STANDARDS

What standards now exist ia housing codes ?
Are they too high or too low ? Are they based
on objective standards? Do they conflict with
one another or with other codes? Do they provide a currently acceptable minimum level of
TABLE2.-INCREASE IN HOUSING CODES'
Number ol
housing codes Sonic* of data

Tut

...

1911
1919

19Sb. .
»»-£>....

1961-62 ..
1962. ..

.

1
(
56 r
1S4
341
(70

IKS

4«
(717)
(2.372)

1968

4.904

1964 65. . .

1964

Edith Elmer Wood >
Do.»

HHFA study.'
NAHRO directory i
Do >
URA Codes and Building Standards
Branch. <
NAHRO director/. '
PHS survey (1 States not repotted) '
Workable Profram Office estimate for
workable piogram cities only
National Commission on Urban Problems
survey.'•

' Footiv.Ies 2 through 10 indicate cirtain othtr ittms included in addition to
trot * jotmt codes Staff tenement house laws of tht urly ISOO's an not inchi'ted
:Edrth Elmer Wood. "Recent Trends in American Housing" (New York: the
MxMttan Co., 1931)
'Urban Renewtl Administration, Housing and Home Finance) Agency. "Provii«ns ol Honing Codes in Various American Ciliei," Urban Renewal Bulletin No.
3.IW.

| National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, Housing and
Uiban Renewal Directory. !S5*-S9. Summary table of official local agencies listed
in directory, p 237, column headed "Housing code, other slum prevention agencies." Believed to include cities promising in fteir workable program submissions
to adopt a housing code.
'Ibid., directory, 1961-42 Summary table of official local agencies listed in
directory, pp. 274-5. columns headed "Housing code or other slum prevention
agencies," >nd "Combined renewal and housing code agencies."
'Housing and Home Fmanct Agency. Urban Renewal Administration, Codes
and Building Standards Biancii, "Communilies Adopting Housing Codes," June
30:1962
NAHRO. op. at, directory. 1*4*5. ft, 322 3. Summary table of official local
a|*ncttS listed in directory, columns h*<ded "Type of agency—codes, housing
renewal codes, renewal codes, renewal c'ides cip.
•US. Department of Health. Edncatun. and Welfare, Public Health Service.
"Environmental Health Protection of trie " S Population through Housing Codes."
Second preliminary edition, June 22.19M (..eludes 3 Stale codes and 1 commonwealth code.
•U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Workable Piogiam
Office. See teit.
i*Supra, note t. E«clur!>s Slate housing codes.

health, safety, and welfare? Properly enforced,
do they meet the goals of the 1949 Housing Act'.
To answer these questions, the Commission
staff collected a series of housing codes, organized and listed the standards from a number
of substantive and administrative categories,
and subjected them to evaluation by housing
code experts.11
Snbxtnntlce content of housing codes
The codes compared for substantive standards were the four model housing codes, nine
State housing codes (some mandatory and some
nuxlcls for local adoption), and 16 city or
county housing codes. The latter were selected
to provide a representative cross section. The
codes used were those provided to the Commission by the cities in response to our request
for the latest and most up-to-date version.
With respect to substantive standards, nine
major items were evaluated. These were dwelling unit occupancy provisions; sleeping room
occupancy provisions, required facilities for
bathrooms, kitchen, heating, and electrical
service; solid and liquid waste disposal; lighting; and ventilation.
The detailed examination of these standards
showed that there are wide variations among
them; that they are often in conflict; that the
variations are so great that by definition they
could not be based on scientific or objective
standards; that many provisions are couched
in subjective language—"adequate," "in safe
condition," or "in good repair"; that many of
the objective standards are based on a combination of tradition, rule of thumb, or personal experience; and that they differ in emphasis from
structure to health, depending upon the code
adopted.
The Commission was surprised at the generally low level of substantive standards.
The results of the analysis of substantive
standards are given in the Commission's research study on standards. Results ir the single
area of occupancy standards arc .siriimarized
here as an illustrative sample.
/tin ll'mfi unit ormjtanri,
To provide as roniprehenshe a picture as possible of dwelling unit occupancy standards, wtcrminations were made of the minimum numl»er of square feet of habitable floor space rc•Tlip nrls'nnl tntinlntliins wrrr ilrvp|ii|«-<l ny (VmmlMilnii
»t:iff iMI«s K'li-n Xnrh:irini>piii mnl liy lioii-lni: rHi'lnli!'!(i>rlnrl|>nll.\ Mr. S|i-vc Cumin i »r tin- I" S. rnlillr Hrnlfli
Sirvli-p Niilliinnl (Vnlt-r fur Crlnn nml liiiliftrlnl Ili-nllli.
flnrlnnati. Ohio. Ilcinn tnhiiliiii-il niiirnriiifil fncrallv to tin!n-niline» nxnl in IIi"i»lnc nml llnnic Kinnnri- Aecru-.v. 1'rluin
K.-ni-wiil AilmlnlKtrntlon. ••rnuWmis of llnnnlna; <'iirtpi« In
Vnrliiiix Antprlcnn OUlo*." Vrlinn Hfiipwnj Hullftln Nn. 3,
tli.'ili. ps|iniiilril In rnvcr miliM-qupnt rnlp ilovHf>|iinrril«. Hevl-i-l .mil rdlnml tnhnlntlnni VCTI> snh^i-niiPiitly ilrvplnpnl
hv ('iiiiiniixsliin Cfinmiltnnli Krlr Mixxl niul Il.irni-i l.iolipriiiiin
f.'ir n»f In lliplr stuilli'i'. SIT nnlp 1. nii|ir.n.

22-844-
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quired for one-, two-, three-, four-, and fiveperson occupancy of dwelling unit*. The results
of the.=e calculations for local. State, and model
codes are presented in tables in the Commis=;on'« ciii»port"ig study on housing code standards and will be sui.inmrizcd here.
There is uniformity of dwelling unit space
requirements for occupancy by one to four persons, inclusive, o* the APHA-PHS Recommended Housing Maintenance and Occupancy
Ordinance, the BOCA Basic Housing Code, and
the Southern Standard Housing Code (referred to hereinafter as APHA-PHS, BOCA,
and Southern Housing Codes, respectively).
The International Conference of Building
Officials (ICBO) housing code does not specify the minimum amount of habitable space in
the dwelling unit on an occupancy basis, but
it can be determined by indirect calculation.
TABLE 3.-DWELLING UNIT OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS. 4
MODEL HOUSING CODES

NATIONAL

(Floci jrej in squire (Mil
Required floor »rei
Code
APHA-PHS
BOCA
ICBO

person
ISO
ISO
'200

ISO

2
persons

3
persons

4
persons

5
persons

250
250
• 200
250

350
350
290
350

450
450
330
450

550
550
310
525

< 1JO :t not prohibited, but the hi|!>ei stindird a recommended.
Source: Model housmf codes by orianaations named.

These figure* assume that the occupants are
over 21 veal's of age. Space does not include the
bath, ha'll. foyer, etc.
State and city co<l"s showed u wider variation
than tho model codes. Note ''specially the range
from lowest to highest given in columns 4 and
5 of table 4.
As a result of this examination, one may ask:
V.Thy should the IC'BO standard be so far
below'the minimum health standard of '.}<>•
other model codes?
Why do a numlxr of cities retain space
standards lx>low the miniirum health level
set forth ir oost of tho nuclei codes?

The requirements of the State and city housing codes tend to follow the patterns of the particular model code u.sed as a guide, modified in
some cases accuuiing to local conditions.
In general, the dwelling ur.it occupancy .standards of State housing codes seem to bo more
stringent than those of city housing codes. They
tend to establish a higher level of housing quality, perhaps because of their more recent
adoption.
General evaluation
There is considerable difference in the amount
of habitable space that constitutes minimum requirements for ocupancy of a dwelling unit, particularly if the dwelling unit is to be occupied
by several persons. The APHA-PHS and
BOCA Housing CoJes requirements are considerably greater than those of the ICBO Housing
Code for more than one-j>er»on occupancy. For
five-person occupancy, the fCBO Housing Code
requics only <>!) percent of the habitable space
required by the. APHA-PHS and BOCA
Housing Codes.
The minimum values of all codes examined
are at great variance with recommendations of
the APHA Committee on the Hygiene of Housing found in "Planning the Home for Occupancy" 10 This publication, which was prepared
in 11)49, lists the following amounts of total
tloor area (not habitable space) that should be
provided if the objective of healthful housing
i< to be attained:
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Of these figures, the .siiucommiuee on IK-CIIpancy standards .said, "they represent the es.-ential space requirements of ;i dwelling which,
'• Amrrirnit I'nhlir Hrnldi As-ocmlimi. CommittiM- on tlir
UTgleru- of Hniisinr. I'lanninp ttir Ilamr /or Occupnrra
l( lilr.ie": I'nlillr Administration Srrvicv. Hi.'H)). |>. 3ii.
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TABLE 4 -DWELLING UNIT OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS. 25 STATE AND LOCAL HOUSING COOES. AS COMPARED TO THE MAJORITY OF
NATIONAL MODEL HOUSING CODES
Stile ind city codes

Model code stindjid
Occuplncy
(persons)

(0

Codes
(number)

Floor KM
(sqirt (eel)

Minimum
(square leet)

(2)

(3)

M>

(S)

(6)

(?)

«>

3
3
3
3

ISO
250
350
4SO
550

120
170
200
270

to

200
2(0
3(0
450
550

4
5
5
6
7

12
12
12
11
10

2

Muirnum
(sqult* leet)

Source: Commission study on housini code ttindirds. See note 1,1
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Below model
(number)

Equll to model
(number)

Above model
(number)

1
0
0

Not specified
(number)

«)
7
7
7
1
1
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without extravagance, will make physical and
emotional health possible." "
It seems quite clear that the adequacy of
some—if not all—housing code dwelling unit
occupancy standards is questionable. It is apparent that some housing codes are accepting
conditions that fall far short of the .ninimum
allowable by other codes. .1 reexamlnation of
the sufficiency of dwelling unit minimum space
requirements is in order.
Should not the minimum health standards of
the APHA-PHS model code, other model codes,
and State and local codes, be raised at least part
way toward the level of requirements "deemed
esential to make physical and emotional health
possible"?
Sleeping room occupancy standard*
Data concerning the minimum number of
square feet oi habitable floor space required for
occupancy of rooms used for sleeping by one,
two and three persons have also been analyzed
in detail. There is some unifonnity in the requirements for occupancy by one person, but
the uniformity is less pronounced for occupancy
by two or more persons.
A summary of the standards in model, State
and city codes is given in table 5.
Children
Those State and local codes which had special
standards for children's sleeping area permitted
even more crowding for them. For example, in
any city adopting the Southern Standard model
housing code, two children under 12 years could
sleep in u room of 70 square feet or 7 by 10
feet, while thivt' children under 12 years could
use a ro.'.i«, «ji jf>5 square feet or a room 10 feet
by 10 feet 6 inches. In cities using the Kentucky
State model code, three children under 7 years
could use the same room.
Conclusions on substantive standard*
A number of conclusions can l>c made about
the differences in, and adequacy of, the substantive standards in the 2!) local, State and model

housing code, subject to examination by the
Commission's staff and consultants.
(1) The standards for occu-paney and for installed facilities having a strong relationship to
health are fairly uniform among inodftl and specific codes with respect to items covered and
the general nature of the standard. The reason
for this is probably that most code drafting
groups have followed the API IA model code
on questions of health.
(2) With respect to repair and maintenance,
on the other hand, codes vary considerably between those issued by building official groups
and tl-ose originating with health groups. The
latter use short, general phrases like those in the
APHA-PHS model: sound condition, good repair, safe to use and capable of supporting the
loads, constructed and installed in conformance
with the appropriate ordinances, conform to
applicable State and local laws, etc. The former
refer to specific sections in the companion building code. ICBO carries this to such an extent
that the ICBO housing code of 13 pages is published with an appendix of 100 pages which
quotes from the ICBO building code. This practice encourages cities to adopt the housing code
which is tied to their building code. It would
appear that a better arrangement would be to
develop a single set of standards on maintenance, facilities and occupancy which could be
adopted by the various model housing code
groups. These would lie appropriate for use
with most building codes. Model building codes
should be reviewed for changes needed to bring
uniformit}' and to reduce costs of enforcing
housing code maintcnan<.« provisions.
(3) The standards on dwelling unit (iccu</>ancy are reasonably uniform among model
codes except that ICBO standards are unusually
low for occupancy by three or more persons.
Almut half the State and local codes match the
model code standards, while the other half are
lower or have no standard specified. None of the
code standards on the subject of occupancy approaches the 18-year-old criteria developed by
APIIA for the "minimum iloor space necessary
for the (H>rfoniiam:c of 10 specific activities of
family living."

TABLE 5.- SLOPING ROOM OCCUPANCY STANDARDS IN 25 STATE AND LOCAL HOUSING COOES AS COMPARED WITH THE PREDOMINANT STANDARDS IN
NATIONAL MODEL HOUSING COOES, IWI
Modtl codt standard
(ptrsons)

Codts
(nmnbtr)

(1)

1

2
3. .

3
2
2

Stall ind city codes

Ftoot art*
dquartlttt)

Miiiimiim
(iqvartfnt)

Mtiimam
(squart (Ml)

(3)

(4)

(5)

70
100
150

70

110

120
IH
240

to

Sovrt*: Commission's rtMtrdi study on hovunt cod* standards.
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B*lew modtl
(numb*;)

0
3
3

Equal to rnodtl
(numbir)

Abov* modil
(numbti)

Not t pwifitd
(numbtr)

(7)

(I)

(*>

14
12
13

I
S
4

S
$
S
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(4) Standards for -ileepir. room- occupancy
conform fairly well to the model codes. However, any standard of 50 square feet per
occupant or less for multiple occupancy is
questionable.
(5) In view of the Federal disregard of occroccttpancy as a type of substandardness, the lack
of census data on occupancy in relation to local
code standards, and the widespread absence of
compliance with existing occupancy provisions,
one should not become complacent about occupancy conditions, particularly in low-income
housing.
(6) Standards for bathroom facilities are
generally good with respect to the type of facility and private use by a single family. But these
standards are weaker regarding location within
the dwelling unit. Some sharing of the full bathroom is still permitted, and sharing of the toilet
only is even more widely permitted. Such .sharing standards should be eliminated as quickly as
possible. Two remaining problems are the obsolescence of fixtures (not covered by the codes)
and the lac!: of sanitary maintenance, a practice
which is in violation of the codes.
(7) Standards for kitchen facilities are generally weak. Only the APHA-PHS 1968 model
code requires a stove and refrigerator to be installed while the dwelling unit is occupic.1,
and the true intent is clouded by statutory
complexity.
(8) Standards fo- heat are rather uniform
and generally adequate but need more explicit
detail. Unit or space heaters are not adequately
controlled in many codes. Maintenance of equipment and the actual provision of heat are more
severe problems in practice than the problem
of standards.
(9) Standards for light are reasonably adequate on window size, but no assurance is provided for light penetration to the far end of a
long, narrow room or into an ell. Daylight obstruction standards are uniformly low. The low
daylight standards ignore the question of mental
health and the amenity aspects of privacy.
(10) Typical minimum standards for »v»//tnfliHi with respect to obstructing walls or structures are less than half those recommended by
Veillcr in 1914, for onp-story buildings, and
even less for limitistoricd buildings. Typical
standards for the sixe of windows to ventilate
rooms are also iVr under the 1914 n commendations. It would nppenr that present standards
for daylight obstruction and for window sixc
may be grossly inadequate even though they are
relatively uniform. The uniformity appears to
derive from copying the 19;">2 APIIA model

code. Standards for sixe of the window itself
may be more adequate rhan standards for da\-light obstruction.
(11) Standards for running electrical Herrif-c.
to a house from a nearby powcrline are minimal.
Tn general, the 300- foot figure appears to be
very outdated. Standards for the 'amount of
service to be provided inside the house vary
somewhat with the model and specific codes. All
models except the Southern Standard code
appear to be inadequate on ser. ice capacity.
(12) Liquid waste disposal standards appear
adequate. Solid waste disposal standards call
only for sanitary maintenance in general and
suggest tho type of container to be used, but do
not require actual use. In view of the severity
of the problems of trash, litter, garbage, et
cetera, in slum areas, it is believed these standards should be broadened to include adequacy
as well as type of on-site storage facilities, and
to insure denial of food and harborage to rats.
(13) Most housing codes lack the specificity
required of an effective legal instrument to provide adequate control of rats, apart from
questions of solid wastes management mentioned
above.
( 14) Each housing code enforcement agency
should accept responsibility ior checking
the building code applicable to its area of
jurisdiction to assure that new construction
standards in no case fall below housing code
standards and in every case are complete enough
t( require that all housing code standards will
IK> met by new residential construction.
A kno vledgeablo person would conclude after
examining the standards in the codes that much
remains to be done to achieve minimum standards for health and safety, let alone desirable
or decent cond'tions.
provision* of housing codes
The quality of the administrative provisions
written into a housing code greatly affects the
impact which the code may have upon quality
of housing, regarding of whether substantive
standards are set high or low.
To review these matters, a separate study was
made of tho. administrative prov' :ons of the
four principal national model codes (APITAIMIS, ICKO, KOCA, SSIIC) and of a sample
group of 37 municipal and nine State codes.
Tho municipal cocies included those of 35 cities
and t wo count IPS, while the State codes included
three mandatory codes of statewide application,
liui model covi'.-s developed by State agencies
for local adoption, and one State, code under
development.
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Scope of application
One of the most basic concerns is that a code
apply to nil existing dwellings as well as to new
construction. The basic concept of a housing
code is founded or. this premise: the housing
code is intended to regulate facilities, mainte
nance and occupancy of all dwellings, and particularly of the older dwellings which may be
technologically obsolete, under-maintained to
the point of dilapidation, and unconscionably
overcrowded. One of the finer accomplishments
of the workable program office and the codes
srnd building standards branch of HUD has
been their persistent and successful pressure to
ensure that codes approved in Workable Program certifications and recertifications do not
exempt existing dwelling units, or any specific
types of existing dwelling units.
With respect to model codes, we found that
there is a question whether some of the national
model codes are fully applicable to all existing
buildings. Their lack of clarity on this point
need not be excused when it is a simple matter
to state the scope of application with no
ambiguity, sis is done in the 1%S APHA-PH3
model code:

some of the provisions in their respective codes
or have developed procedures which may not
have been spelled out in the ordinance or code.
For instance, sonic municipalities do not make
an inspection for compliance with the local
codes before issuing a license. The municipalities which have the specific power to make
repairs or to demolish a substandard property
when an owner fsiils or refuses to comply with
violation notices rarely exercise this power,
except for .such emergency purposes as cleaning
up a seriously defective drainage system, cutting
noxious weeds on vacant lots, or demolishing
an imminently dangerous building. Usually
such actions are taken by the code agency
under the municipality's common law "power to
abate nuisances'' rather than under the specific
provisions of a housing ordinance or code. Most
municipalities allow and, in many cases, encourage the review of an inspector's notice of violation at the request of the property owner even
if such review is not provided for in the local
ordinance or code.
A few items from the statistical analysis are
presented in table 6 to indicate the nature of the
results.

1.02. Purpovs. It is hereby declared that the purIK>SC of tliis ordinance is to protect, preserve and promote • • • prevent find control • * • regulate • • •
by legislation which shall be applicable to nil dwellings
now in existence or hereaftrr constructed.

TABLE 6.—SAMPLE ITEMS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS OF HOUSING CODES

Of the municipal ordinances and State codes
analyzed, only 32 percent of the ordinances and
44 percent of the codes specifically provided
that the ordinance or code shall appiy to all
buildings, even where no code existed at the
time of their construction. In other words, less
than half of the ordinances and codes are made
applicable to all existing structures.
Stale and local code*
A comparative statistical analysts was made
of 107 detailed aspects of administrative powers
and procedures, covering the following: powers
to enter and inspect; required procedures for
notice of violation, hearings and appeals;
lowers to eliminate substandard conditions;
penalties for noncompliance; regulation of
apartments, rooming houses, lx>arding and
lodging houses; power to act in emergency;
conflict with other laws; invalidity of any
ordinance or code provision; power to recover
costs of repairs or demolition by code agency;
definition of a duelling.
The statistical analysis was based entirely on
the specific provisions of the ordinances and
codes reviewed. The results with respect to some
of the provisions may be misleading because in
actual practice many code agencies, for various
reasons, do not fully administer and enforce

Percent of codes
studied having
specified provision
Provision
Power to enter and inspect it reasonable time
Written notice to be served naminf specific violation found
Formal conference
Power to make repairs or demolish
Mjumum fine or prison Kim specified

Locil
91
K
S3
40
64

Stilt
67
67
44
33
44

Conchtxion-i on adminiiitriiticc provisions
From the comparative statistical analysis of
existing housing codes, the following conclu
sions are drawn:
(1) Except for a few "traditional" provisions, very few of the ordinances or codes h a \ c
similar administrative powers, and the powers
actually set out have been shown to l>e too weak
and ineffective to prevent deterioration or to improve the quality of housing.
(2) Despite the groat increase in the nuinl>er
of municipalities and States adopting housing
ordinances and codes and the slow but steady
progress in raising the minimum housing standards in these luws, little has been done to improve the provisions dealing with administrative powers, procedures, and sanctions.
(3) The factors involved in this situation
have been (a) political fear and reluctance on
the pait of local officials; (b) the position of
HUI) Maladministration is purely •• local matter, and therefore beyond IIUD's concern; (<-•)
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the strong resistance of IIUD, until recently, to
Federal financial assistance for local code enforcement; and (d) tlie HUD "pressure" on
local communities to adopt one of the national
model codes without apparent recognition of
the fact that these codes differ in some important administrative matters and fail to provide
for many new approaches, procedures, and sanctions found effective over the past 5 years.
For instance, all the ordinances and codes reviewed still call only for criminal-penalties,
None specifically provides for civil monetary
penalties, injunctions, and receivership, for
stronger power to the code agency to do the
necessary repair work, for proceeding under
"the abatement of nuisance'* theory, for preventing retaliatory evictions, or for giving
tenants 11Any rights against a violating
landlord.
(4) Manjr of the deficiencies mentioned can
be corrected only by State enabling legislation.
HUD must begin promptly to convince State
and municipal governments to pass the necessary legislation.
Pending the establishment of the National
Institute of Environmental Sciences recommended by this Commission, HUD should cull
together the national housing code groups,
APHA, ICBO, BOCA, SBCC, and the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) in an effort to develop
a chapter of minimum standards for housing
code administration, procedures, remedies, and
sanctions for inclusion in model housing codes.
(5) HUD should urge State governments (a)
to enact State model codes with strong administrative provisions and make these codes mandatory in metropolitan areas unless local
communities enact similar or stronger codes
within -2 to •'' years, and (b) to provide technical and financial assistance to local communities in strengthening and improving the
administrative activities of the codes.

with minimum requirements for health and
safety. The continued existence of slums and
blighted areas in many cities which have housing codes provides inescapable evidence of this
fact.
The most widely available generalized data
are those published by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census in the decennial census of housing for
the categories of housing quality identified as
"dilapidated," "deteriorating," and "sound but
lacking certain plumbing facilities." Any
dwelling unit falling into one of these three
categories is almost certain to be in violation
of the local housing code, if one exists. Since
national census data cover urban and rural areas
which lack housing codes as well as those which
have them, national census totals cannot be
equated generally with figures (if they are
available) fc/ dwelling units not in compliance
with existing housing codes. However, it is fair
to say that if housing codes were adopted
throughout the land, all the dwelling units falling into these three census categories would most
probably be in violation of the housing code
applicable to them." The housing units which
in 1060 were dilapidated, deteriorating or lacking in certain plumbing facilities constituted
the percentage of the total U.S. housing stock
shown in table 7.
A second measure of the inadequacy of housing code administration is given in the 1960
census figures in nonwhite occupied housing
units classified as deteriorating, dilapidated or
sound but without fall plumbing. For 14
of the largest U.S. cities, table 8 indicates in
percentage terms a large quantity of nonwhite
occupied housing units which certainly were in
violation of the local housing code. Slany additional units with other types of housing code
violations are not included.
TABLE 7.—PERCENTAGE OF HOUSING UNITS IN THE CENSUS CATEGORIES > OF DILAPIDATED, DETERIORATING AND SOUND BUT LACKING CERTAIN PLUMBING FACILITIES. UNITED STATES. 1960

I'KKSKNT EFFKCTIVKXKSS OP HOUSING COOKS "

Although housing codes generally say "No
person .shall occupy as owner-occupant, or let
to another for occupancy, any dwelling unit
which docs not comply with the following requirements," etc., it is readily apparent that
most housing codes are not administered effectively enough to achieve full compliance even
"Stf Kiliearit* \: 1/aMb CIIM-. District nf Culiiinliln Circuit
Court of Appeals nncl Hotmton (.real Foundation recommendations to City Council, "taw In Ai-llon," OKO. i>. 12.
" Fur illKcusnlon nnd nnnlyxlH of rmponnlhllltiv* falling on
locnl. mate and Federal governments nnd the private sector
for rnVrllvrneiw of housing code iidinlnlslrntlon, we uipra,
Note 1. Hiile. Chapters IV. V and VI.

I'rrcent

Total United Stuti-M.
Total SMSA's
(kMitrnl cities inside SMSA's
OUier tlmn wntnil c-itlcs iusido SMSA's
Ontslde SMSA
TTrlmn

IS
11
11
10
.11
10

Knnil

3«

1

These, ciitejjorlci! do not cover nil housing code violation*,
lint II IK presumed t h a t cuTy housing unit falling In nny ono
of those categories would iiuitnin one or more housing code
violations. If tlii< unit wen- covered liy n liouxlnc code.
Source: I'.S. Census of Housing: 111 HO. volnnir I. U.S.
Stimimiry. tallies It nnd II!.
"The question of differences between Census <lnIn nnd
housing coilo violation il. In Is drnlt wltli In the Commission's
research study on housing code Htandnrd*. Sec Note 1, tupra.
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TABLE 8.—PERCENTAGE OF NONWHITE OCCUHED HOUSING UNITS
DEEMED IN VIOLATION OF LOCAL HOUSING CODE BY VIRTUE OF
CENSUS CLASSIFICATION.! 14 LARGE U.S. CITIES. 1960 CITY

New Tork
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit
Baltimore
Houston
Cleveland
Washington, D.C
St Louis
San Francisco
Dallas
New Orleans
Pittsburgh

„

Percent
42
43
_ 18
32
30
32
37
. 34
21
52
34
46
57
50

which code enforcement work was undertaken
were (by statutory limitation) of sufficiently
good quality that housing code enforcement together with certain improvements in communit}' facilities would "prevent further decline of
the area." The percentage of buildings which
would be found in violation of the housing code,
or the number and severity of code violations, or
both, would be much higher in the poorer sections of these cities than in the sections inspected and reported upon in table 9.
TABLE ^-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS WITH HOUSING CODE VIOLATIONS IN
CONCENTRATED CODE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM' AREAS OF ? .iCTED
U.S. CITIES. 1968, TOGETHER WITH YEARS OF WORKABLE PROGRAM
CERTIFICATION
Residential buildings inspected in conctntrated code enforcement
area

'Dilapidated, deteriorating, and sound but lacking certain
plumbing facilities. These classifications do not cover all
housing code violations.
Source: Basic data from U.S. Department of Commerce.
Burenu of the Census.

These figures indicate again that urban lionsing needs, expressed in ternis of use of substandard housing, are widespread among nonwhit rs in the major central cities. Among these
14 major cities, the percentage of housing units
occupied by nomvhites, which by definition was
below housing code standards, was more than
50 percent in three of them. It was below 30
percent, in only two cities. In the remaining
nine, the percentage was between 30 and 50.
The figures not only indicate the deficiencies
in the housing supply, but also reflect the fact
that the task was too great for the housing
codes to cope with—there were inadequate
standards, administration, financial resources,
or will to make them effective. Discrimination
may have been involved.
A third measure of the ineffective administration of housing codes should be available
from rhft statistics on dwelling units with housing code violations reported periodically under
the workable program requirement of HUD.
While such statistics have been compiled, the
Department of IIl'D considers them sufficiently
questionable to witnold them from release.
As part of this Commission's studies, data
were collected from a fourth source which gives
an accurate though fragmentary picture of the
extent of incomplete compliance prior to use of
Federal aid for housing code enforcement.
These data report on the progress of the initial
inspection stage of federally aided concent nued
code enforcement programs in 12 cities across
the country. By definition, none of these areas
was a severely blighted area or a slum. Under
current regulations for Federal aid for concentrated housing code enforcement, the areas in

Percent
found in
violation ol
housing
code

Years
certified
workable
program
in effect >

(1)

(2)

(3)

2,210

K
70
51
82
90
98
90
81
49
88
54
35

13
13
9
13

Number
inspected
City

San Francisco. Calif
Baltimore Md.
Maiden, Mass.. . .
Cincinnati Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio..
Salem, Orel....
Lancaster, Pa...
Philadelphia.Pi
Providence R 1 .
Chattanooga, Tenn
Fort Worth Te*
Grand Prairie. Tex..

..

..

9.063

1.181
3,499

580
201
505

6.554
2691

1.536
1.640
1,337

10
13
10
12
12
11

i Federally aided under see. 117 of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended.
J Counted from yiar of original certification. Mansfield a only city reported by
HUD to have had significant fips between annual recerlifiutions.
Sources: Cols. 2 and 3, "Costs and Other Effects on Owners and Tenants of
Repairs Requiied under Housing Code Enforcement Programs" Prepared for
National Commission on Urban Problems by the Boston Municipal Research Bureau,
1968; col. 3. HUD Workable Program Office.

The data on concentrated code enforcement
areas show a disappointingly small degree of
full housing code compliance accomplished
prior to the start of the federally aided programs, even though certified workable programs had l>een in effect for up to 13 years.
Ho -ever, this record should not be tak^n to
indicate that there is no hope for the future.
While the past lias been disappointing, a study
conducted for the Commission as a survey of
the present state of housing code enforcement
in the United States concluded among its findings that "housing code enforcement is on the
threshold of constituting a far more significant
element, of a community's overall community
development
activities than it has been in the
past.''Iil
Among i he major reasons for this hope is that
many communities have only recently adopted
codes for the first time. The now codes, if enforced, can gradually make a major change iu
ntP 1. Ilnlr.
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the quality of housing anil in the degree of
protection of health ami safety proxidcd to occupants. But. to do this, the Nation must produce an abundance of new housing for
low-income families, vigorously enforce housing codes, and provide enough temporary and
relocation housing to make the system work.
NKW i;o.\i.s FOI: ADMINISTRATION OF I>HF.SI:.\T
HOUSING CODES

What is now generally termed housing code
enforcement should, in the future, be viewed
more broadly as housing code administration,
just as one "speaks of zoning administration
rather than zoning enforcement. The Commission and its consultants believe that more
effective rcsults_can be anticipated if three basic
programs are included in housing code administration: (1) a neighborhood improvement
and code compliance program, (2) a housing
services program, a'nd (3) a housing data
program.
.Veiffhloi-JtuM? iin/H'ocemcnt and code com/glance program
This program should be systematic, citywide
and closely tied to a /r-i-ncral cooperative effort
to improve physical and human resources. It
should have four separate thrusts.
Shim areas.—If the urban renewal process
has entered the survey and planning stage in a
given project area, there should be at least a
limited program in that area to remove pressing
dangers to health and safety through code enforcement and Federal interim assistance as
authorized in the 19(18 Housing Act. If urban
renewal treatment is in the more distant future,
full code enforcement leading to repair or
demolition should be applied, accompanied by
sufficient construction of new low-income
housing to permit all displaced families to
relocate in standard housing.
Gray area*.—Those areas are basically sound
but declining. Full code enforcement aided by
all available supplementary programs should be
used. The, hitter would include local public and
private efforts, State assistance where avaihibk,
and Federal assistance for urban renewal rehabilitation and conservation projects and for
concentrated code enforcement projects.
Gooil iircns.—Full rode enforcement on a systematic basis should be carried on here, u.->ing
cycle inspections scheduled toward the end of
tin- conuniinitywidi 1 cycle. Exterior inspection
between cycle.-) .should detect obvious violations.
Interior inspections between cycles could be
limited 10 complaints and spot, checks.
Entire city.—Overall, housing code administration should be placed in a community de-

velopment co'.text, rather than (he traditional
regulatory context, and should be enlarged to
cover environmental as well as dwelling
conditions.
A variety of services and incentives should
be used to achieve a high level of voluntary
compliance. These could include neighborhood
offices for services being rendered under the
program, community organization and information services to keep residents involved in
and informed about all aspects of the program,
technical advice and assistance to property
owners on rehabilitation and mortgage financing, educational services to train tenants in the
proper care of housing, concentiated social
services to tenants, and municipal improvements to upgrade the neighborhood.
Special attention should be given in the
neighborhood improvement and code compliance program to the important role and needs
of tenants, especially those iji multifamily
dwellings. The following special approaches
are suggested to deal with this problem:
Tenants should be trained in the proper
use of their dwellings.
Arrangements should be devised to foster
closer and more positive landlord-tenant
relations and to stimulate tenant participation in the maintenance and rehabilitation of the buildings in which they
live.
Home ownership should be expanded,
since it holds long-range promise for
achieving continuing high standards, of
housing maintenance.
Homing services program
The housing code administration agency
should develop a second important function of
providing the following housing services to
public and private agencies:
To the planning agency.—Surveys and inspection of housing on behalf of the local planning agency to determine housing conditions
and degree of blight, as part of communitywide and neighborhood planning studies.
To tlie n. ban renewal agcta y. —Inspection of
housing on behalf of (he renewal agency for the
preparation of survey and planning applications in connection with designated renewal
project areas; inspection of houses to be. rehabilitated, and enforcement of compliance wirli
the urban renewal rehabilitation rcniiiiTiiiciiis;
certification through inspection thai hoiking to
be used for relocating persons and families displaced by urban renewal meets relocation
standard.';.
TII the I'i'IfM-iilitiii iii/t nri/.—Planning and administration of relocation operations either
(hrougli statutory or administrat.he directive.
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or under contract with public agencies which
car.se displacement.
To the public housing authority.—Determination on behalf of the local public housing
authority of, what must be done to bring housing intended to be leased or purchased by the
authority up to housing code standards, and
periodic remspection to determine that the
standards are maintained.
To nonprofit housing groups.—Inspection
and related services on behalf of nonprofit
housing corporations as part of their acquisition, rehabilitation, operation, lease, and sale of
housing to low-income persons and families.
Toothers.—Other direct services: (1) inspectional and related services to banks in connection with the issuance of certificates of code
compliance: (2) central information services to
individuals and institutions (private corporations, universities, etc.) concerned about the
codes status of housing of their employees, students, etc.; (3) the operation of a housing bureau in low-income neighborhoods which would
serve as an information center on housing of
standard quality available throughout the city;
and (4) inspcctional and related services to the
local welfare and antipovcrty organizations.
Housing data, program
The housing code administration agency
should assume a third function of creating and
maintaining a local housing data system. Data
would consist principally of a continuing housing inventory based on cy:le, complaint, license
and permit, inspections. ?.nveys, and rehabilitation, demolition and enforcement reports. Cities
as small as 1«,000 population can develop a computerized housing data system, while smaller
governments may use the facilities associated
with a metropolitan, county or State data bank.
Data would be used in the provision of services
described above.
ISSUES IN HOTJSIKO CODE ADMINISTRATION*

Why have housing codes been administered
so ineffectively that we still have slums, blighted
areas and widespread uoncompliance with code
provisions? Nineteen years after establishment
of a national goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American,
why have housing codes been unable to bring
the housing inventory up even to minimum
health a'nd safety standards?
For housing codes to be administered with
full effectiveness, society must address itself to a
wide variety of social, economic and political
factors underlying the existence of slums and
blight.
22-S4-J—(19-

-2ft

Some of the factors which presently limit the
effectiveness of housing code administration
are:
Private sector factors
Poverty
In contrast to the large slum landlord, many
owner-occupants are simply too poor to pay the
cost of removing housing code violations. Some
live in slums, others in deteriorating neighborhoods where the occupants have grown old with
the houses.
Experience with a test program of massive
code enforcement in the slums of Providence,
R.I., showed that 35 percent of the violations
were never corrected.
The Commission's stud}' of code enforcement
costs has revealed that in the better areas of a
city where Federal aid for code enforcement is
now being used,
* * * the typical recipient of n [section] 115 rehabilitation grant is likely to be, literally, a little old lady,
IiroliAlily living on social security with almost no other
resource^ In fact, many of the [section] 117 areas seem
to be characterized by an aging—middle-aged and up—
population. The numbers of elderly nnd morterateinconic recipients of grant and loan 'funds make one
wonder whether some sort of niodiciU'c-inedicaid program for sick houses could be devised."

Preference for nonhousing expenditures
Educational level, class status, social background, neighborhood environment—factors
such as these influence the decisions owners make
as to how to spend their income. Should it go for
needed housing repairs or for repairs to the car
in order to get to work, children's education,
TV repair or a new set, or other consumer goods
that may yield a greator satisfaction than housing repair?! Simil.ul,y, In the case of tenants, all
other uses of time may be considered personally
more rewarding than trash removal, yard maintenance, or the making of minor building repairs. This may be especially true if a city has
allowed ft neighborhood to deteriorate and the
effort of any one individual seems ineffective in
lighting general neighborhood conditions. Lowincome tenants frequently hav? many personal
and family problems which take precedence
in their minds over structural and sanitary
maintenance. Ilomcmakcr training and other
types of tenant education seek to treat the basic problem in such cases. But the community
a;id the local government must be involved as
well.
"Supra, Note 1, Durrcxl. Thin research report ci.n.lltutoa
the prlncliml work of Hie Cominlsxlou 01, code enforcement
co»ts.
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Pro-fit m-otive

Some absentee owners, whether major slum
landlords or local small-businessmen investors,
own code, violating properties for the major
purpose of maximizing income. Money spent on
repairs reduces profit, and is likely to be spent
grudgingly. The main purpose of ownership
may be to obtain accelerated depreciation which
offsets the income derived from the property or
other sources, thus reducing net taxable income
and the income tax paid, and increasing the net
retained income and cash flow.17
Where a tax shelter is not the primary goal,
needed repairs may simply reduce net income so
sharply that the owner will resort to court de]>\ys and other legal maneuvers to spend the
absolute minimum for upkeep.
Local government factors
Governmental reluctance, at the local
level
A major factor in poor code compliance may
be the reluctance of a IO,M! govenunent to support. a strong program of housing code administration. T}us is generally seen in a failure to
budget for'an adequate inspection staff and for
those housing services which are essential to the
effective administration of a code before moving
ro legal enforcement.
Jiwlgetari/ ituidcf/wicies may, in turn, be
based on a variety of reasons, many related to
political acceptability of alternative local <rovernment expenditures. In the past, the poor have
been relatively silent and unseen ; underfunding
of housing code enforcement, may not have produced 1an outcry significant enough to bring
change. *
Governmental reluctance to act may appear
in the office of the corporation counsel (city attorney) as well as in the council chamber. The
best compliance program can be undone by ineffective. prosecution or by absence of
prosecution.
Finally, the deliberate refusal to adopt a
workable program-, in order to stymie federally-aided housing for the poor or near-poor,
has been the reason for the lack of a housing
code in soine localities.
Loss of

Assuming the best intent, funding and prosecution, code enforcement, may bo purposely
blunted by the local go\ eminent in a situation
of short housing supply in order to avoid the
loss of dwelling units that might be vacated on
11
Sec Nntlniml Cnininixsl .ji nil tlrlmn I'rnliloms, Tlir Federal laeatnf TUT In Hcliitlnn In 7/r<i/«im/. Krarnrrli Hi'imrt

NO. n. IMS.

" Kor n <llRciis»l<in of prolilriim of Htninng unit llimnclnc,
fee tin- Ccmiinlxiiloii'K ro«'nrdi report on Illumine Code Administration. (Sujaii, Noli- 1, Slnrot).
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court order and then held vacant by the owner
to avoid the cost of repairs. Commission studies
on this point have led to the conclusion (at least
in Boston, and the Huston housing code is less
stringent than many) that strict enforcement
on a mass basis would lead to mass abandonment of properties by their owners and/or
higher rents with resultant occupant displacement.10 When mass enforcement is applied to
properties that have been heavily milked and
are under rent control, as in the Brownsville
section of Brooklyn, N.Y.. mass abandonment
will occur if alternative housing is not in short
supply. In Philadelphia, without rent control,
strict code enforcement, has developed thousands of vacant, dilapidated houses, most of
which are tax delinquent. In this case, the city's
acquisition of these properties at tax sale has
given it a valuable large inventory of structures
which are now being fed into the city's scattered
housing rehabilitation program. This program
is conducted jointly by the local public housing
authority and the Philadelphia. Housing Development Corp., a nonprofit, corporation.
Thus, it is essential (hat there be an abundance of housing for the low-income population
in order to enhance the feasibility of strict housing code enforcement.
Blight from vandalised vacancies
Buildings left vacant, especially in poorer
n rests of a city, are vulnerable to vandalism and
ai'son. If a city's powers arc weak or its procedures cumbersome for demolishing vacant, structures, it faces the threat of creating new
blighting influences by housing code enforcement action that produces as an end product a
vacant vandalized structure. The end result
should be. instead, either demolition with a
neat cleared lr>; --r a building repaired to meet
code standards. As a step in this direction, the.
10C7 revised model housing code developed by
the American Public Health Association and
tho Public Health Service provides ..that a city
may (a) repair at a cost up to «"0 ppwvjit'o* Market value, if the owner has refused to do^ft; and
(1>) demolish a si met tire declared iiniit for
human habitation, if the owner does not do so.
Tho program of Federal aid for demolition
(sec. l l f i ) is very helpful with this problem.50
Relocation
One problem with strict code enforcement is
the- possibility of leaving a poor family on the
sidewalk with no place to go, if local relocation
or welfare agencies do not or will not provide
relocation housing. Several Federal aid pron. Note- I. It.irrexi.
Supra, Note J. Ilnli 1 .
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grams (starting with urban renewal) have in
recent years made it mandatory that relocation
housing be found, meeting specified requirements for quality, price and location. Though
this elFort may have been less than fully effective, existing local housing codes do not even
contain such a requirement. As a result, there is
variation from city to city in the level of enforcement. Some cities believe they must
proceed with vacating action within tfie strict
time limits set by the code. Others use the real
or claimed lack of relocation housing as an
excuse for hbhehforcement.
Narroic range of remedies'
Several of tim model codes and many individual local codes have a limited number of
enforcement remedies, usually a fine and jail
sentence for lesser violations and placarding
(vacating) for major ones. Xone of these by
il^elf accomplishes the job of correcting the
violation and returning the house to the usable
housing inventory. Most housing codes need
modernization to provide an arsenal of alternative compliance tools to 21
increase the possibility
of accomplishing repair.
Environmental degradation
The legal theory underlying a housing code
states that the specified minimum level of lionsing quality must be maintained on each privately owned residential property for the principal structure, outbuildings, fences, and
premises. Nothing is said, in the typical housing code, about private nonresident lal properties, such as stores and factories—how they are
mixed in with homes: how much noise, smoke,
dust, or glare they make; how many signs the}*
put up; how well they are maintained and
landscaped. Nothing is said in the typical housing code about the adequacy of public lands
such as parks and playgrounds; public structures such as schools, libraries, fire and police
stations; or even public facilities such as rightsof-way for access, paving for streets, exclusion
of nonneighborhood traffic, sidewalks, storm
sewers, street lights, street, trees, and street,
signs. All these are important to the quality of
housing, because they are or could bo part- of
the immediate neighborhood and the residential
environmental. The more degraded the environment, the more difficult it is to preserve
housing quality. The incentives for private
maintenance and pride in one's surroundings
can bo dealt crushing blows by lack of public
maintenance, by lack of courageously and sensitively exorcised public control over the intermixtures of incompatible land uses, and by
n, Null- 1. firm).

simple- failure to provide necessary public
facilities. For these reasons, effective housing
code administration must be accompanied by
aggressive, thoughtful consideration of the residential environment and of remedies appropriate to its deficiencies. Environmental deficiencies breed housing code violations. Hard-won
code compliance, once achieved, is likely to
evaporate in such an atmosphere.
Court. iccaJfncuscs

Enforcement of housing codes has, for the
most part, been entrusted to preexisting legal
machinery. But courts which may have served
well in private litigations of torts and con< ntets or in preserving the public order have not
been as well equipped for the enforcement of
housing codes.
As in all criminal prosecutions, a violator of
a housing code must be physically before the
court in order for it to exercise jurisdiction. The
personal serving of process on an all too often
"will o' the wisp" landlord can result in mouths
of delay.
In most communities criminal prosecutions
of housing violations are tried before a
magistrate or other judge of the lower judiciary, together with'disorderly conduct, assault
and petit larcency cases. As a result of the usually overcrowded dockets, long delays and minimal amounts of time spent on each case are
usually the rule.
The. harried judge usually finds such housing
cases nuisance lit iir-ition.s. Lacking any expertise
in housing law, the typical judge exhibits a
deep-seated reluctance to consider housing code
violators as criminals. This hesitancy is partially due to the nature of a violation: in a social
welfare crime, an evil intent or inrns rcn is not
required for conviction. Jail sentences, although
authorized in most codes, are almost unheard
of in actual practice.
Judicial permissiveness toward recalcitrant
landlords is further reflected in the imposition
of low or nominal lines. In most instances, a
defendant will plead guilty and engage in repairs just before sentencing. In appreciation of
this "cooperativencss,'' the courts will not treat
this owner much more harshly than the owner
who does extensive work without legal delays.
Prosecutions for code violations usually arc
brought by the local corporation counsel. To the
municipnl law department, housing cases are
just another variety of minor ordinance violations that is dealt with in perfunctory manner.
Although courts are more willing to utilize
civil remedies provided for in a ! ' nber of
codes, the use of such reined IPS I
..o local
prosecuting authority usually has been minimal.
. Municipal authorities rarely use the, mechanism
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of civil suit. Civil litigation involves detailed
pleadings with much paper work, as compared
to the relative ease of criminal prosecution.
Furthermore, in many jurisdictions there can be
years of delay, duo to heavy backlogs, before a
trial date is at hand. Finally, a municipality
must follow the same procedures as a private
party in collecting a judgment placed on the
docket with all private judgments. The judgment must await collection by traditional mechanisms of execution upon property of the defendant. However, new approaches to civil remcdiec
^est that this entire area needs reex:). u. nation.State Government factor* — Lack of State
support
Part of the reason for incomplete geographical coverage by housing codes and less than full
compliance with those that exist r lack of support from mo.«t State governments. The police
power resides in the Slate and is delegated by
the State to the city. After such delegation, the
State often shows little concern as to whether
or how the power is used. The State seldom
monitors the adequacy of local use of the police
power.
Many States have shown no interest in housing quality. Few States have a housing program
or a department of State government devoied to
housing. California, New York. Georgia, Xew
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Kentucky are perhaps the most active. Whore Slate
assistance is available with respect to housing
codes and their administration, it is likely to
l>c through an environmental health activity of
the State health department or an agency devoted to community affairs or community development in general. Afore widespread involvement of State governments i.s needed.-3
Federal Government juclfirx — i' nmlefjvncirx of
support
While the Federal Government does not exercise the police power and thus participate directly in enforcing local housing code,-;, the
financial assistance it is now giving to local
housing, code enforcement effort.-; through the
section 117 concentrated code enforcement program i.s the most important IH>OH| to code enforcement since the passage of the Widnall
amendment :< in 1004 and the establishment of
tho Workable Program in 10r>4."
n, Xolt- 1, firm).
» Supra. Xnlo 1, Hnle.
"' Tin- Wlilnnll nnienilnipiit rrnuircx niln|itlnn and six months'
rnVrllvi' iiiliiiiiii«lr.itli»i of n liniii-lni: coilr nx iircrrqiiltiif*
fur Wurknlili- rrtijrrnin npiirnvnl.
* I'nr ii ilrsrrliilliin n( Krilrr.il nsjl*lnnn> prfiernms retain]
In housing <7ii|i> .iilmlnNlrnllon. \\ltli nn evaluation of llinr
ninlrlliiitiinis, we Nnl« I. Kale. Chapter* IVH nnil VI. nnil
Holier! 1', (irolicrc. I'rl/an Krnririil I'rugrnm*, reimrt In Ilir
CiiininlMliiii. IflfiS.

On the other hand, conflicting standards and
inadequate support from the Federal Government in critical policy and program areas are
most serious handicaps to really effective housing code administration, as is summarized below and detailed in the Commission's research
study on housing code standards.
Many sjwcific areas of inadequate Federal
support and conflicting Federal standards, even
as to the meaning of the term substandard housing, have been identified and analyzed. We find
that there is pervasive Federal neglect of and
even opposition to the effective use of housing
codes, although this does not excuse those State
and local governments which fail to provide any
program at all."
Inadequate and inconsistent definition*
The accomplishments of many sj;ccilic Federal housing programs, and indeed the thrust
of the total Federal housing program, are vitally
affected by the standards used to determine what
is "standard" housing slid what is "substandard" housing. A related and equally significant
question is whether "standard" housing is the
same as "decent, safe and sanitary" housing and
a "decent home,"
The Commission made a careful analysis of
the various definitions of substandard housing
as the phrase is currently used. Details of the
analysis are reported in the research study on
housing code standards.
We found there is no single definition of substandard housing. Many conflicting definitions
are used by different groups in ••Minertion with
various programs.
The following examples of conflicting definitions may serve to make th*» point: CT
(a) ni'D'x Offifc ff General Counsel
approved for general public distribution
through the Consumer Relations Office a
definition of substandard housing limited
to those dilapidated dwelling units which
endanger health and safety or lack private
toilet, bath or hot running water.
(b) The Senate Subcommittee on 7/r/w-*liiff and J'rlan Affairs of the Committee on
Banking and Currency printed for Meml>ers of Congress and the public a list of
three Census of Housing categories making
tin substandard housing: sound lacking
plumbing, deteriorating lacking plumbing,
and dilapidated.
(c) The WHO moffi'J hominfj code, lists
30 deficiencies, any one of which makes a
residential building substandard.
**SMf>rn. Xotn 1. llnle. Or.iil.
" A ilrtnllril nnnlysln of twrlvr different definition* nnil n
lirlef niviiiiiit of Imw llir> Cninmlsulon nrrlveil nl II* own ili-lililtlnn nrr lnrlii>li-tl In (lip ("nmnil«-ili>n's uluilj on lioimlni; mile
Ktiiiilnnli unilrr the limillni: liinilrniinrir* nnil InrniiiilMrtiriex
In Die iMlniflnii of .Snliotniiilnnl llonslnc '>>' StilrrmrUlrr.
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(d) The St. Loula Ilowting Code defines
as substandard all buildings used for purposes of human habitation which do not
conform to the minimum standards established by the "Minimum Housing Standards Law."
There should be a single widely used definition, and we so recommend in this report.
The Commission also finds that both definitions and data for substandard housing used in
most Federal housing activities are inadequate
(in addition to being inconsistent with one another), because they are arrived at by combining sets of data from the U.S. Census of Housing
which correspond in no more than a fragmentary manner with the standards set forth in
accepted minimum standard housing codes.
Standard housing is generally considered to
be that which meets minimum code standards.
Housing which is above the substandard level
(as that level is often defined by units of the
Federal Government) is not necessarily standard housing (ns that level is usually defined
by both Federal and local interests). There is
a nameless gap for housing that falls bet >veen
the standard and substandard levels.
Into this gap fall dwelling units having—
No kitchen sink. __
No required window in a habitable
room.
Undersized rooms.
Overcrowding.
Dozens of other conditions prohibited by
the housing code but not making the
unit substandard according to HUD.
Failure to clarify the definition of substandard housing and to use it consistently creates a
built-in element of predictable failure in many
Federal housing programs. Congressional decisions on authorizing and funding specific programs are consistently and repeatedly based on
housing needs data which are inadequate because of this use of an inadequate definition of
substandard housing. A new type of housing
quality survey should be added to. the Census of
Housing, to report on housing needs in terms
of housing that is substandard according to code
requirements.
Reliance on clearance to eliminate substandard housing
The goal of the Federal housing programs
is expressed in the Declaration of National
Housing Policy found in tho Housing Act of
1049.
With respect to substandard housing, the
Declaration of National Housing Policy indicates that "clearance of slums and blighted
areas" is the only way to eliminate "substandard
and other inadequate housing," or that clear-

ance is the only method required by the "general
welfare and security of the Xation and1 the
health and living standards of its people/
There is no recognition in the declaration
that the legal tool of the minimum standard
housing code, in use for over 60 years, is available for widespread application as an alternative method of "eliminating substandard and
other inadequate housing."
Many years of experience have proven conclusively that clearance alone cannot proceed
fast enough to eliminate substandard and other
inadequate housing in the foreseeable future.
The principal reasons are:
Insufficient funds:
An inadequate supply of relocation housing, and inadequate programs to provide
such housing;
The allocation of an ever-growing percentage of Federal urban renewal funds to
nonresidential projects; and
Tho high proportion of residential urban
renewal projects which clear slum and
blighted area housing, and redevelop the
cleared land with nonresidential or luxury
residential land uses.
More fundamentally, even with sufficient
funds and adequate relocation housing, clearance is not the correct method of eliminating
substandard and other inadequate housing in
the majority of cases. Most of the structures
are sound and need not bo demolished, even
though the housing may be substandard in some
respect. Primarily, clearance is wrong when it
unnecessarily causes massive dislocation of families from accustomed neighborhood facilities,
services, and institutions.
Similarly, urban renewal rehabilitation projects cannot proceed fast ei'ongh and on a targe
enough scale to bring families out of housing
that is l>elow minimum code standards in time
to meet existing just grievances and to avoid
further strife,
As a matter of national policy, the strict enforcement of minimum standard housing codes
should now Ixs recognized as the primary instrument for eliminating substandard housing in
tho United States.
Housing codo administration should extend to
demolition of structures for which rehabilitation to code standards is not feasible.
The Commission uses the term "primary instrument" to mean that a very largo majority
of the substandard dwelling units which are to
be rehabilitated to code standards or demolished
should l>o treated through strict application of
tho housing code.
The Declaration of National Housing Policy
should be revised to reflect the vital role of code
enforcement in upgradip" substandard housing.
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Improved /lousing code sl<utdasd«
Whether a decent home—tlie goal set foith
in the 1949 Housing Act.—is one that merely
meets the minimum .standards of a housing code,
has never been definitely established cither
by Congress or by admin : strati\e regulation.
The Federal record on thi.-. point is ambiguous.
The Department of HUD has indicated in administering some of its programs^-e.g., relocation and various FJLV activities—that the
standard of "decency** can be met by conformancc with local housing codes. On the other
hand, tome HUD programs are governed by
policy i>ositions suggesting that minimum code
standards are insufficient. The most conspicuous
example is the urban renewal rehabilitation program. A few years ago. Commissioner William
Slayton said he would not approve any urban
renewal rehabilitation project which pi-ojKised
merely to bring housing up to code standards.
The. oflicially defined objectives of urban renewal rehabilitation projects, as stated in the
Urban Renewal Handbook, -include "renewal
of deteriorating' areas to a long-term sound conditioif (RIIA 7210.1-1). This concept is reIK-ated in a number of FIIA materials. The
minimum standard housing code does not pretend to employ the, police power to force improvement of proj>erties up to the point where
they will represent long-term, sound, stable
values which can bo financed safely with longterm mortgages. In.-tead, the code, sets minimum
standards below which no individual or family
should In- required or permitted to live, regardless of whether the dwelling unit continues in
existence- for r>0 yea is or 10 days. A dwelling
unit which is standard today, according to the
housing code, can fall below code standards
tomorrow through abuse or lack of adequate
sanitary maintenance,
A further example may l>e found in the completion requirements for urban renewal rehabilitation projects, which state that 75 i>ercent
of the retained units in the project area- must,
be brought up to rehabilitation standards and
0."» iiercent of the retained units in the project
area mu*i IK- brought up to the local hoiifing
code standards before the project can l»e clo>ed
out (RIIA 7-210.1-,')). This reflects the higher
level, greater exjwnse, and greater difficulty of
achieving rehabilitation standards as oppo;>cd
to code standards.
On the other hand, the latest edition of th«
Rehabilitation Guide for Residential Properties (Iim P0">0, dnted January 190S, which
replaced FIIA No. 9."iO) sets forth .standards
which are intended to !>e used simultaneously as
u guide for urban renewal rehabilitation and as
n guide for judging the adequacy of the local

housing code. In addition, the FIIA notice to
insuring office directors transmitting the pre*
publication copy of the guide (dated Jan. 8,
1908) states that the publication "sets forth
guides for establishing minimum levels of rehabilitation work required to upgrade the existing residential properties to meet FHA requirements for mortgage insurance," PG-50:
thus represents an etfort to bring minimum
housing code standards, urban renewal rehabilitation standards, and FIIA mortgage insurance
standards for certain areas into very close conformancc with one another, if not to make them
identical. Without going into detail, it may be
said that some of the standards in PG-50 are
higher than accepted housing code standards,
while some are lower. These variations may reflect an emphasis on marketing factors and a
deemphasis on protection of the occupants'
health and safety.
An example of the ffap
An example illustrating why a standard contained in the minimum standard housing code
might not be considered adequate to provide a
decent home may be found in the requirements
for the minimum habitable area of a dwelling
unit.
As noted earlier, the ICBO housing code has
low standards for larger families. Minimum
habitable space is 200 square feet for two persons, and 830 square feet for four. In comparison, the standards published in September 1067,
by the Housing Assistance Administration of
1 1 UP for the provision of housing forjlow-income families by the turnkey method su£jm allowable dwelling unit area of 550 square feet
for two persons, and 720 square feet for four.
As a further comparison, the APIIA figures
quoted previously for "essential space requirements of n dwelling which, without extravagance, will make physical and emotional health
possible" are 7.r>u square feet for two persons
and 1,150 square feet for four
Xcylrrt of coile enforcement
It is Iwith appropriate and desirable to raise
the miiiiniui standards of housing codes from
time to time as the condition of the housing
stock improves and as social and economic
standards rise. It is also a desirable goal to raise
minimum standard housing requirements to n
level which could truly lie- described as providing a decent home. The problem with the partial
attempt to do this in PG-50 is that, as the minimum housing code standards arc raised, there
is an increasing tendency to view the housing
code as an instrument aj>j>J!cabJe only to fairly
good neiffhborliood*, and not to low-quality
housing which, in economic terms, would be
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more appropriately treated through urban renewal rehabilitation or through urban renewal
clearance and redevelopment This .attitude
stems from emphasis on the housing code as a
tool to eliminate blight or prevent the further
encroachment of blight, while forgetting its
primary role of setting a minimum floor to protect henlch and safety of the occupants. Under
the Might elimination approach, the poorer
areas of the city are considered to need more
drastic treatment than can be provided by code
enforcement. Therefore, code enforcement is
slackened, reduced to a complaint basis, or
otherwise neglected in such areas.
Fedeml -policy dilemma
Federal legislative support for downgrading
code enforcement in areas where it cannot accomplish all the improvement needed appeared
for the first time in the congressional language
establishing the federally assisted
concentrated
code enforcement program.1* Under this program, Federal assistance is limited to those
arras in which code enforcement plus provision
of the;t necessary public facilities will be sufficient tp arrest the decline of the area." Where
other factors are present that will continue to
cause the area to decline, Federal assistance for
code enforcement is not available.
A second example of this line of thinking is
contained ill the new interim assistance program
authorized by the 1968 Housing Act This provides Federal assistance to remove the most-serious hazards to health and safety in the poorest
sections of cities, but contemplates no attempt
at bringing them up to Minimum code standards. Undur these two Federal programs, one
existing and one authorized, the basic concept
of a housing code—that of pn» iding a floor for
living standards for all persons—is vitiated by
the limitation of Federal aid to better quality
areas or to merely partial elimination of code
violations.
If the Federal Government offers financial
aid for only partial code enforcement and withholds financial aid from full code enforcement,
such action provides a powerful incentive for
localities and States to do the same, thus abandoning equal protection of the laws and uniform application of the police power. While
there may be economic validity to this approach,
there is no legal or moral validity. Instances
are now arising in which black residents of urban ghettos are demanding code enforcement
to improve their housing conditions. The city
has no right to withhold such enforcement.
=*Hrctlmi 117. Illuming Act of 1049 »« amended, added by
Heetlnn :ill(n) Ho.nlnn nnd Urhnn Development Act of innS.
Public I*w 80-117. approred AiijciiHt 10, 10(15, 7fl SMt. 4«l,

This dilemma is related to the failure to distinguish between a decent hoine and a minimum
standard home. Every home ih the city shotdd
be at leant a minimum (standard home at all
time*, if housing code enforcement is fully effective. Code enforcement should not be delayed
or abandoned on the theory that a more drastic
type of treatment scheduled to arrive in the near
or distant future (or perhaps.never) will either
demolish substandard homes or rehaoilitate
them to the level of decency.
A principal concern of the drafters of the
interim assistance program ** was that interim
assistance should not be so effective that it
v.-nild make the areas in which it was used ineligible for later urban renewal treatment One
of the. criteria for eligibility of an area (other
than an open land area) for urban renewal
treatment is that it must contain a specified percentage (20 percent) of buildings having at
least one "building deficiency," as defined in
HUD regulations. If housing code enforcement
were fully effective, some areas might no longer
meet this eligibility criterion. Their ability to
meet the other major criterion, "at least two environmental deficiencies," as defined in the same
regulation, would probably remain unchanged.
There is a tendency on the part of local public
agencies responsible for urban renewal programs to oppose massive housing code enforcement that could impair urban renewal
eligibility.
Proposed strategy
The Commission believes the Nation must
recognize and proclaim an interim or emergency
goal of bringing all occupied dwelling units
up to minimum code standard, while simultaneously pursuing the separate and higher goal of
the 1949 act, using means other than the present
type of housing code, of raising rode standard
homes to the level of "decent homes in a suitable
living environment" Such "other means" can
certainly be used in conjunction with present
code enforcement, but code enforcement cannot
legally or morally j>c delayed until the other
means are made available. Such other means
would include lx>th urban renewal and the new
generation of housing codes discussed below.
For the pur|X>ses of such a program, a new
.set of standards or guidelines is needed, spelling out the requirements for a decent home and
a suitable living environment.
An additional effort in the field of standards
development, is also required: preparation of
minimum health.and safety standards for the
environment, to accompany current minimum
health and safety housing codes.
* An reported br n former III ell official of the National Annoclntlon of Iloimlnjf nnd Redevelopment Offlelnlx.
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As progress is made in reaching minimum
health :iml safety standards for homes and residential neighborhoods, emphasis can gradually
be shifted to reaching decent home standards
and suitable living environment standards.
Public HZifixfancc payments for sulnst<tn<liti-d
housing30

While the provision of Federal aid to increase the construction and supply of decent
housing for low-income individuals and families is the responsibility of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, tne Social
and Rehabilitation Service in the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, with its
widespread system of grants to States for public assistance'and welfare services for the poor,
administers the Federal portion of the largest
single bowsing axsiJitancc 'frrograiu in Government. It has l>een estimated that between §750
and $350 million in Federal funds is used annually to pay for substandard housing. Those
who must dejK-nd upon public assistance hare
a right to exi>ect fiovernmenL policies of financial aid and .services that will help them improve their living conditions and move out of
the shuns, instead of consigning them permanently to sul>standard housing.
Public welfare is today" a Federal-State
partnership which reaches into more than
3,100 counties and political jurisdictions of the
Nation to assure that individuals and families
receive the recognized basic essentials of living
within a framework of related governmental
and voluntary measures. At the present time,
the public welfare program is hobbled by its
legislative mandate and the financial resources
with which it must, operate. Because of such
limitations, only alxmt a fourth of tlio.-* persons considered to bo "poor"5 are recei -ing
financial assistance or services under the < ategorical system.
The State* are. responsible for determining
(legibility, within specified categories of the
needy—the aged, disabled, blind, and families
with dependent children. The States also set
the item* and feref.i of assistance to be included
in the relief check. The Federal Government
matches the States' contributions in accordance
with various provisions of the law.
Although information about the quality and
costs of recipients' housing has not been systematically collected, it is clear that by and large
the quality is jxior and the cost excessive for
value received. In many States, the amount of
the recipients' money payment is not sufficient
to meet living costs, nor dons it include a shelter
••* Mntrrlnl for thN ncellnn wan furnlnhrtl in «hp rVmmlmilnn
hj- ihf Soclnl nnil ItrbnMWnllon Srrvlcr. I(r|mrtinrnt of HKW
I.Mm, Olive Swlnnry).

allowance that is sufficient to meet the cost of
standard shelter.
.More than £.<> million recipients of public
aid in the categorical assistance programs—including more than 2 million of the aged—pay
for shelter out of their monthly assistance
checks. Though shelter is included as a basic
item in each State assistance plan, only a few
States have established housing standards or
have, as yet, developed the funds and services
or initiated community action to assure adequate shelter in return for rent paid or to increase the available supply of proper housing.
We have, as yet, onlj- meager statistical information as to the detailed extent of housing
need exj>erienced by recipients of public assistance in the various States.
Families with dependent children
In 1961, a national study of characteristics of
AFDC families showed 60 percent, or 716,400
families, living in substandard housing that
was grossly overcrowed. This included rented
and owned, rural and urban dwellings.
Aged
The extent of the housing problem of aged
recipients was identified nationally for the first
time in a 10K5 mail questionnaire when -10 percent of them—almut 800,0\K) jjersons—rejuirtcd
shelter that had one or more basic deficiencies.
In the southern and rural areas of the United
States, the .range was 45 to 70 jmrccnt,
"Deration Medicare Alert," an outreach and
infrrmation service sponsored by the Office of
Kcoromic Opportunity (OEO) and the Xatioi,., Council on Aging (XCOA) during IfMifi,
revealed that many aged heeded tatter housing
arrangements and help in securing and maintaining safe living conditions; many needed
home repair and Tiome maintenance services;
homcmakcr and home health services were needed to enable them to live independently with
comfort and dignity in their own homes. These
needs were repeatedly underscored in testimony
lx»foro congressional committees in 100:' and
10fi4, leading to the inclusion of "suitable housing available at costs which older citix.cns can
afford" in the objectives of the ]!)0fi Older
Americans Act.
Required Federal action.
More than 51/2 million, roughly (50 |>crcont,
of till welfare recipient*; live in rented houses,
rooms, or apart incuts in the private supply.
From this figure, wo conclude that housing
improvement efforts should focus on upgrading
the supply of privately owner] rental housing
to minimum code standards. Stronger efforts
must also ho made to educate communities to
plan for and develop a greatly increased supply
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of standard rent::! housing for low -income
families and individuals if overcrowding is
to be reduced.
As of March 11H57. 14 percent of A FIX.'
families and 4 percent of the aged recipients,
approximately 888,000 families, lived in public housing, which is often assumed to be
standard housing.:
The remaining 22 percent lived in their own
homes, institutions, or the homes of relatives
and friends.
When welfare recipients own their homes
they should be assisted to maintain the dwellings in decent, safe, and sanitary condition and
should be provided social services (if help is
needed) in home managpinent, budgeting, and
upkeep. Financial assistance is provided in
most States in lieu of rent to enable recipients to
make mortgage payments on homes they own
and occupy and to make- minor repairs. Federal
aid to States in meeting the cost of repairs to
homes owned by recipients is provided for the
first time in section 209 of the 1J)C7 Amendments
to the Social Security Act.
Failure of the Federal Government, in an
area where it lias considerable authority and
responsibility, <o take positive action to elimi
nate the substandard housing occupied by welfare recipients, by bringing it up to housing code
standards or by removal and replacement, is
one of the less constructive chapters of the national housing effort. Increasing awareness of
the housing problems of its clients and of its
own housing responsibilities has recently led
the Department of HEW to support experimental and demonstration studies and programs and to alert the states to the need for
action on their part.
While many improvements could bo suggested, the Commission has limited its ivrommcndations in this field to the most vital and
difficult area; we believe that the fundamental
welfare principle of full cash payment to the
recipient to preserve his freedom of choice in
cx|>enditures should Ixs relaxed just enough to
stop, through a rent-escrow approach, the present Federal support of substandard housing.
Emasculation of the -icotfaible program
Ir. the early 19.10's, the U.S. Public Health
Service had an active program in the area of
housing hygiene. Public health |>crsonnel had
cooperated with the American Public Health
Association in the activities of the Committee
on the Hygiene of Housing which resulted in,
among other things, tin- 10.V2 APHA model
housing code. The Public Health Service offered training in housing code, insertions and
enforcement, and provided technical assistance
to communities with regard to preparation,

adoption, and administration of housing
codes..
Continuation of the PUS housing prognun
was opposed by the Housing and Home Finance Agency before the Bureau of the Budget
mi the general grounds that housing matters
belonged under the Housing and Home Finance
Agency. As a consequence of such representations, housing funds for the Public Health
Sen-ice were gradually cut off by the Congress.
This represented the beginning of the loss of
certain vital concepts embedded in housing
codes.
For a few short years, there was definite
progress. In 1J>52, the first national model housing code (APHA) was published. In 1953, the
President's Advisory Committee
on Housing
produced a memorable report11 which became
the basis for the Housing Act of 1954. It not
only recognized the deep-seated value of housing
codes but conceived the idea of a workable
prognun for community improvement which
would include the adoption of a set of codes,
including the housing code, to help prevent the
continued formation of slums and the continued
growth of blight. The .purpose was to hinge
massive Federal aid for elimination of slums
on coo|>cration by localities in acting to prevent
future creation of new slums.
But the progress proved short lived, because
priority was given within IIHFA to getting
concrete results with urban renewal projects.
As one example, while IIHFA had issued in
l!>fiO a remarkably far-reaching document on
the nature and contents of the comprehensive
plan, prepared with the assistance of such cxj>ert planners as Harold Merrill, Carl Feiss,
and others, the concept of thu comprehensive
plan was gradually whittled away until itended up in the I'rban Renewal Manual as a
very short set of minimum required elements.
'\'\w complexities rind components necessary to
a fully adequate plan were pnmcd off, in order
to make preparation of the comprehensive plan
(with which any proposed urban renewal plan
had to agree) as rapid a process as |X>ssiblc, so
that it would not delay urban renewal work.
Similarly, the requirement in the workable
prognun for adoption and enforcement of n
housing code was continually .softened. First, a
locality was permitted to promise that it would
adopt the code, in a year or two, af'cr it had
had adequate time to prepare public opinion to
siip|x>rt the rode. Then extensions wens granted. Workable programs were recertified with" Tlir I'mltlm!'* Aiklnorv Commltlrr on (J,.vrrnmrnt Him*
Ins I'nllrlM and I'rojrratnn, A Krfort In (Ac I'mtorttl ol Ihr
I ititril fitalen: KrfommrKittlinmi on florrrnmcnt Homing
I'ulirir* ant Program* (Wantilnctfin. D.C.: (inrrrnmenl PrintIng Officv.
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out the required adoption ever taking place. In
othei instances, sifter a code was finally adopted, little was done to enforce it. Sometimes
there would l>c no housing code inspectors on
the community's staff. Sometimes hundreds of
inspections would l>e reported to HIIFA with
not a single case being taken to court. Local
housing code administration was permitted to
remain very weak.
The key'problem was the fact that, critical
decisions on approving or denying certification
or rererti Heat ion of workable programs were
not made by operating jwrsonnel at the program administration level. They were moved to
the highest policy levels within 11 UFA, where
other agency programs, and specifically progress in the urban renewal program, were given
precedence over housing code adoption, administration, and enforcement. The workable program came to Ixs known as a program of promises, nither than accomplishment, and the
readily apparent existence of slums and blighted areas remains visible proof that housing
codes were not being enforced.
As a result of this sequence of events within
the Budget Bureau. PUS an:l 1IHFA, valuable
public health concepts were bypassed, including
(1) protection of the health an.j safety of the
occupants of housing as the primary goal of
housing code enforcement, and (2) application
of the minimum standards of the housing code
to till dwellings in a city. As more and more
areas were designated for future urban renewal
treatment, code enforcement in them was slackened or abandoned. What code enforcement
existed was concentrated in the better areas of
the cities. Code enforcement, in the slums was
postponed until urban renewal could take place,
which frequently allowed bad housing to fester
for yea ITS while awaiting urban renewal treatment.
After !•• years of having a workable program
certified and recertified annually by the Department of III'D, San Francisco reported that .*>."»
percent of the residential buildings which were
iiisjwted in a concentrated code enforcement
aroa were found in violation of the housing rude.
Baltimore reported 70 [>erccnt after l;» years,
Cincinnati S2 percent, Philadelphia 81 percent.
Salem, Oregon reported OS percent after <! years
of IIl'I) certification and npeerrification. (See
table ii.)
We do not suggest that this record was a cause
of the urban riots of tht lato IDfiO's. But certainly it did nothing or very little to help prevent them. In fact, evidence adduced by the.
Comptroller General of the United States might,
lead a less cautious group to a much stronger
conclusion. His January, l!)l»8, report to the
Congress entitled "More Kflective Federal Ac-

tion Needed to Meet Urban Jiei ewal .Rehabilitation Objectives in Cleveland. Ohio" states:
A SiKX-ial Grand Jury called into s|>eci:il session l»y
the unwilling Judge of the Common I'lvns Criminal
OHrt to establish the basic causes of the civil disorder
which occiinvd in Jul} JtHM! in the general area of tlie
rniversJity-Kuclid I'rryct Xo. 1 concluded tluit IIOHcMfor~fiiirnt of (lie housing code was one of the iutijiiiti-,*: and practices which contributed :is a feeding
ground t» the disorders.

In retrospect, it would seem that if the housing code clement of the workable program had
been assigned to the Public Health Service, as
a part of its traditional functions of protecting
and promoting Hie public health of off residents
of the health agency jurisdiction, the job of
roviding adequate Federal support for local
ousing code administration might have been
tatter done. There might have been greater
recognition of housing as something far more
than a real estate function. I lousing code activities might have .lieen made consonant with
numerous othei aspects of public health protection and environmental protection (which are
day-to-day activities of many health agencies)
in such functional areas as air pollution, water
]K>llutio/), 'ood protection, and the residential
environment.
Just as there has been a growing realixation
over recent years that the workable program
concept is it-ally braider than the. urban renewal
program alone^ and should he-correlated with
a nuinixT of housing and conunnnity development assistance programs, so this Commission's
study of housing codes has revealed the need
for correlating workable program approvals
with satisfactory progress in achieving major
housing objectives of the entire Federal
l.no; of III *I> alum .

E

Perhaps it is not too late to bring to bear the
energies of the Federal agency responsible for
health protection and sanitary maintenance on
the problem of maintaining minimum standards
of health and safety in existing housing.
One method of iloing this might 1m for Congress to provide that the S«rr"tarv of HUD, in
certifying and recertifying workable programs,
should do so with respect to the housing code
jxmion < I tlie codes element of the workable
program only witli the concurrence of the Secretary of the Itapa.-tment of Health, Education,
and Wei fare.
Such a step would draw upon the capabilities
of the two departments, HKW and lil'I), to do
what, each can do Ix-sf, the one to protect health,
safety and welfare through ]. ousing code M:JIport, the other to build through new construction programs and to rehabilitate through urban
renewal the basic housing structures of the country. It would give the nation the benefits which
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flow from vigorous Federal support of the basic
concept of using the local or state housing code
to establish a floor of minimum .standards for
every dwelling unit in the country.
Such a remedy seems particularly appropriate
in the light of material presented in the immediately preceding section indicating that the
social and rehabilitation service in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is the
largest source of the Government's housing
assistance activity for the poor.
In the light of* these considerations, Congress
may decide that, as a matter of Government wide
policy, workable program certifications with
respect to requirements for housing code adoption and administration should be made a joint
responsibilit of t!ie Secretaries of HEW and
Recommendations
Wider coverage
Recommendation No. 1—Establishment of a
nationwide structure for housing codes
1 (a) Adoption of statewide mandatory housing: codes by all States
The Commission recommends that minimam standard housing code provisions be
made applicable to all sections of the nation
not now so covered through adoption of
statewide mandatory housing codes in the
several States
The latest national survey which correlatevl
housing codes with population, by the U. S. Public Health Service in 1964, showed that about
42 jxjrcent of the U. S. population was covered
by minimum standard housing codes. Only S
States, California, Hawaii and Massachusetts,
hud mandatory .statewide housing codes. While
the codes requirement, of the IlUD workable
program has stimulated a rapid increase in the
rate of adoption of local housing codes, continued reliance on housing code adoption almost
exclusively by localities will not adequately serve
the needs of national housing policy. Therefore
State housing codas, while difficult to draft with
the required sensitivity to variations in physical
and social coiulit ions* !>et ween rural areas and
small rural towns on the one hand and metropolitan areas on the other, are needed now. Added
urgency has been created by the new authorization for Federal payments to welfare recipients
for repair of owner-occupied houses.
l(b) Federal aid to States for State and local
housing code administration
The Commission recommends that Congress enact a new grant-in-aid program of
housing code assistance to States which have
adopted a statewide mandatory housing code,
using a % Federal and </j State sharing

formula, for (1) provision of technical assistance to local governments on the formulation of, and development of public support
for, local housing codes; (2) conduct of State
housing code inspection and enforcement activities; and (3) establishment of a roving
State staff to aid localities in overcoming
the backlog of initial inspections required
after the adoption of a local housing code or
required to implement the State housing
code.
The Commission further recommends that
authorization and funds for this program
should be directed by the Congress to the Department of HEW reserving to the States the
right to designate the State agency recipient
of Federal aid.
Experience has shown that, in general, State
governments have been delinquent in providing
hiiancial and technical assistance to localities
and other jurisdictions in their respective States
for the purpose of urban assistance. Some States
have recently shown a great awareness of urban
and code enforcement, and has responded by
strengthening State agencies responsible for
such activities or, in tho case whore no such
agency previously existed, have established
agencies s|>ecificafly for this purpose.
In these attempts, one critically deficient
area is the lack of adequate cwerage of the
population by minimum housing standards;
therefore, mandatory statewide housing codes
have l>cen proposed. In addition, however, in
order to implement mich statewide housing code
programs, it is recognized that substantial funds
will be needed to carry out the activities spelled
out in 1,2 and 3 abot'e. In 1964, Congress recognized the problems that localities had in funding adequate housing code enforcement programs and took the first steps in providing
grant-in-aid assistance for certain housing code
activities similar to that available for urban
renewal. Since 1964, subsequent provisions have
substantially broadened the kino of Federal assistance for housing code enforcement available to localities. Tho 1968 Housing Act
recognizes un even broader array of assistance
to localities for housing code enforcement. A
similar arsenal of assistance devices will be required and .should 1» available, to the States if
they are expected to accelerate their activities
in the area of housing code enforcement.
Federal housing code assistance to States
should be administered by the Federal health
agency because Department of IfUD housing
code assistance is limited to localities which
apply for section 17 concentrated code nforcement program grants and which have an active
workable program, while- Federal, State and
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local health agency responsibility for environmental health protection through effective administration of housing codes extends to all the
people in all portions of each State regardless
of whether localities request aid or not.
Pending the adoption of such a new program,
the Commission feels that the Secretary of
HUP should hike aggressive action to advise
Siate and local housing code administration
agencies, housing agencies, and welfare agencies that, under current regulations, 701 funds
may be used for developing a State housing code
by adaption from nationannodel housing codes,
and for review l)y A State agency, pending
adoption of a State housing code, of the adequacy of existing local housing codes.
The Commission is aware that a statewide
housing code will raise the question of need for
other statewide codes. The workable program
concept of a comprehensive system of codes for
a city is a good concept to apply at the State
level. A new State housing code might, for example, require certain hath fixtures in every
dwelling. In areas of the State with no building
or plumbing code, the new fixtures might be
improperly installed and create new health hazards through insanitary plumbing cross-connections with the water supply. Therefore, the
State should establish its own goal of a comprehensive sj'Stcm of codes.
Improved administration
Recommendation No. 2—Housing code administration
The Commission recommends a wide range
of actions to improve housing code administration at all levels of government.
(a) Goal and Guideline Formulation
The Commission recommends that the
local housing code administration agency
formulate a set of goals and guidelines for
determining its functions and programs and
request formal adoption by the local governing body.
Housing code administration should IMJ used
to achieve the following major goals: protecting and maintaining minimum housing standards affecting personal health, safety, comfort,
and amenity in all areas of the city; preventing
blight, from spreading to areas with standard
quality housing;
and upgrading basically sound
and rcstorablcugray" areas.
Since, housing code administration is 1111 integral part of community developuMjiit, goals for
housing code administration should be formulated within the overall context of community
goals.

Statements of principle are necessary as
guidelines for determining appropriate code administration functions and programs. The following are suggested:
Codes should focus on people as well as
structures.
They should emphasixc services and-incentives designed to encourage high standards of housing maintenance and voluntary rehabilitation nit her than punitive
enforcement.
They should lean heavily on techniques
of prevention in recognition of their lower
cost and more permanent benefits as compared with corrective and treatment techniques.
They should encourage and support- efforts to increase the numbers of owneroccupants, including cooperatives and condominiums, since owner-occupancy stimulates continuing, high-quality maintenance
of housing.
They should promote the development, of
a constituency of tenants, property owners
and community groups.
They should evolve from and be subjected'lo continuing planning and evaluation.
They should complement, supplement
and be closely coordinated with public and
private activities designed to develop, improve and conserve the physical environment and human resources of a community.
They should be oriented toward entire
neighborhoods rather than individual structures, and their operations should be decentralized and neighborhood-based.
They should incorporate activities and/
or be ullied with actions which generate
clearly visible neighborhood improvements.
They should reflect adaptability to changing patterns of housing supply and demand
for different groups of people and give
consideration to the housing needs and
choices of persons for whom government
has become a special advocate.
(b) Establishment of neighborhood improvement and housing services agency
The Commission recommends that each
large city (or urban county, as appropriate)
establish a neighborhood improvement and
housing services agency, with responsibility
for: (a) neighborhood improvement and
housing rehabilitation; (6) housing inspection, code enforcement and related services;
and (c) housing information. The neighborhood improvement and housing services
agency should provide a full array of informational, counseling, technical advisory,
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inspectipnai, and enforcement housing services to owners and tenants and to public and
private agencies and individuals responsible
for the planning, development and maintenance of housing and neighborhood facilities. These services should be locally financed but should receive State and Federal
grants for specified services as appropriate.
The recommended agency should have the
following major responsibilities:
jfoint planning and execution, in close cooperation with other planning, urban renewal
and human resources agencies, of a systematic
citywide program of .neighborhood improvement and voluntary as well as mandatory housing rehabilitation, including the selective use
of a variety of administrative aids and enforcement devices; .
The provision of housing inspection, code enforcement and related services to public and
private .agencies and institutions engaged in
residential development, renewal and housing
activities, and the achievement of neighborhood
improvement and housing maintenance goals;
The collection, analysis and dissemination of
information on housing patterns, conditions and
trends, through regular and special surveys and
inspect! is, conducted in close cooperation with
other planning and renewal agencies.
The establishment of the agency, to be accomplished usually by elevating and enlarging
the existing housing code enforcement activity,
would recognize the larger role of government
in seeking decent housing in livable neighborhoods for all citizens, and would provide for
integration of the various services the public
now expects from government in relation to
housing. It would allow for the combination of
neighborhood improvement with code enforcement to assist in permanent upgrading of a
neighborhood.
The essence of the concept behind this agency
is to change from a police operation of housing
' ode enforcement to a service operation of housing code admainistnition.
Also, and most importantly, this agency
would ho a long-range permanent arm of the
local government, committed to maintaining
good homing conditions permanently. It would
differ from the local public agency empowered
to carry out urban renewal projects, which is
.•usually not a part of the city government, and
which has a temporary function to catch up
with and undo past mistakes,

(c) Establishment of citywide program
of neighborhood improvement and
housing maintenance
The Commission recommends as a major
program strategy (whether or not the

agency recommended above has yet been
created) the establishment by localities of a
systematic, citywide program of neighborhood improvement and housing maintenance (including code compliance through
intensive administration backed up by vigorous enforcement) tied closely to an overall
cooperative effort to improve the city's physical and human resources.
The Commission recognizes that in areas
where the direct.result or enforcing code provisions might be to put the residents out on the
curb, the regulations today are often not,, in
fact, enforced. Administrative or judicial evasion is employed, instead, to effect a tacit relaxation of the code; to relieve the .pressure on
the Federal agencies, State.governments, the
city administration, the building industry, and
the construction trades to create low-cost dwellings; and thus, to continue the existence of substandard housing.
The Commission is convinced that this sitfuation should be reversed. The present arrangement represents a considerable saving of energy
and money at the expense of the poor and the
other ill-housed. Housing codes should be enforced and the pressure should be put, instead,
where it belongs—on those.with the capacity
to develop the means of housing low- and
moderate-income people. The Commission realizes that success is greatly dependent on carrying out the recommendation for construction of
at least 500,000 units a year of low-income hous5ng. It is also dependent upon an increase of 50
percent in the total housing produced, from
the present level of less than 1.5 million a year
to a level of about 2.25 million iunits a year.
At the State and local levels, the use of mobile
homes which can meet housing code standards,
new jurisdictional approaches to land use,
imaginative techniques by local housing agencies, increased rent contributions by welfare
agencies to permit the low-income resident to
bargain more fruitfully in the private market,
amendment of building codes and revision of
union regulations to enable new kinds of construction, provision of low-interest loans to enable owners to repair buildings—are all examples of action. All arc preferable to the
present legal and bureaucratic miasma where
each agency excuses its inaction by the inaction
of the others.
In the most dilapidated areas with the worst
housing conditions, the program of neighborhood improvement aiid housing maintenance
should take the form of a guarantee of at least
minimum housing standards until more comprehensive treatment can be applied. Since such
a program is essential to nil areas, it would
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never be used as a permanent substitute for, or
alternative to, urban renewal.
In th?se dilapidated areas, special Federal 5i\terim financial assistance should be available
to help communities alleviate the worst housing
and environmental conditions until more Complete relief arrives through full systemati< code
enforcement or other more intensive treatment.
Such interim assistance should be available
throughout, the locality.
For residential areas which are basically
sound but which are declining, including *hose
areas sometimes designated as "gray" areas,
neighborhood improvement with voluntary
housing rehabilitation on a systematic, blockby-block basis, in conjunction wuh other city
services should be used as the major tool.
It is understood that the police power, exercised through housing and related codes,
would be invoked as a last resort should the
voluntary effort prove inadequate.
In areas not now eligible for Federal code
enforcement assistance, the major goal of neighborhood improvement should be the prevention
of deterioration and the maintenance of existing
high-level environmental and housing conditions. The Commission recommends, however,
that Federal code enforcement assistance be
extended to all areas of a locality.
The Commission believes that each systematic, comprehensive program should follow the
pattern presented for the neighborhood improvement and housing services agency.
(d) Wide variety of code enforcement sanctions and remedies
The Commission recommends that State
and local governments shouldl: (1) Enhance
the effectiveness of their enforcement effort
by adopting a broad variety of newer sanctions and remedies, shifting from criminal
prosecutions alone to an emphasis on the use
of a variety of newer civil procedures, such a
shift of emphasis to include the use of civil
penalties, the use of equitable remedies, such
as injunctions and receiverships, the use of
municipal repair remedies with recovery of
cost through the imposition of liens, and,
where warranted by the volume of cases, the
establishment of a civil housing court; (2)
strengthen the legal remedies presently used,
by the establishment of housing courts
whf 'e warranted and by improving the appl:.. ':oi: of the criminal process through use
of presentencing investigations, suspended
sentences or sentences of probation, so as to
accomplish correction of conditions through
the use of that process to the extent possible.
Although many varied code enforcement
sanctions and remedies have been devised and

enacted in the country as a whole, there are
very feyr Stai<s or municipalities that, can claim
tojiave available a.full range of..legal_enforcement methods. The standard legal method of
code enforcement is still the misdemeanor prosecution, and all too often it is ihe only method
authorized or used.
The inadequacies of this method to deal with
code violations have been frequently demonstrated and commented on. Newer and more
effective code enforcement remedies have all
been on the civil side. Experience has shown
that different remedies and sanctions are effective in different problem situations. At present, however, only a few jurisdictions are authorized to u.-e injunctions in housing cases, and
only six States authorize the receivership
remedy. Only a handful of jurisdictions have
effective municipal repair remedies, and even
fewer have adopted remedies that tenants themselves may use to bring about compliance. There
is no good reason why States and municipalities should not equip themselves with a full
range of enforcement, devices.
The variety of the new remedies, and their
effective employment, with emphasis on the
prol fern building, rather than its owner,
strongly point to the need for a new kind of
tribunal to deal with all of the building's problems in a coherent manner through consolidated
housing jurisdiction, rather than in a piecemeal
manner, with different actions scattered in different courts and tribunals. Where "-wanted
by the volume of cases, the need for a court that
can render a kind of social service, in addition
to adjudicating cases, is apparent if emphasis
is placed on repair of the building, and not. on
punishment of the owner.
All actions and proceedings relating to a
single-dwelling house—whether brought by the
municipality or by the tenants—could be disposed of in one consolidated proceeding, before
a single judge empowered to utilixc any authorized remedy or sanction, whether legal or
equitable, that might be called for. Such a civil
housing court of consolidated jurisdiction could
bo authorized to retain jurisdiction of the parties and of the building until all violations are
corrected and unlikely to recur. Tlio court could
also be equipped to make available to owners
necessary advice on repair and rehabilitation
and the financing thereof, and to tenants, necessary help on decent housekeeping practices.
While emphasis should IK- placed on the civil
process, the States that continue to use, the
criminal process should improve it and ii.se it
imaginatively, so that it, too, may become an
instrument for the correct ion and improvement
of housing conditions. The. imaginative use of
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sentencing devices could lead to the correction
of violations by such methods as making continued maintenance and repair a condition of a
probationary sentence. The establishment of
housing courts, even on the criminal side, is
likely to lead to greater consistency of procedure and sentencing practice, and <o a better appreciation on the part of the court of the seriousness of housing offenses through experience
gained by continuous exposure. The use of existing criminal remedies can also be improved
administratively.
Communication between the administrative
agency charged with housing code enforcement,
and tho jurisdiction's legiil office, which must
prosecute charges of violations, has all too often
been deficient. Prosecutors are often presented
with only the fact that code violations presently
exist. Information about past efforts by the code
agency to bring: about compliance may be
wholly lacking. Since courts, in their consideration of housing code charges, are generally concerned with the history of the particular property and with prior notifications and attempts
to enforce the code, prosecutors find that they
are unprepared to argue their cases effectively.
The Commission therefore recommends that
the administrative provisions of all housing
codes should insure that, when a code violation
case reaches tho jurisdiction's legal office for
prosecution, full information on prior administrative efforts to achieve
compliance be received
(and used) by thelcga1 office.
(e) Reforms in the law of landlord and
tenant
The Commission recommends that State
legislatures should undertake substantial
reforms in the law of landlord and tenant,
so that leases of dwelling space have the
characteristics of ordinary contracts, with
the tenant's covenant to pay rent dependent
on the landlord's covenant to make repairs.
The standards and requirements of applicable housing codes, including the landlord's
duty to repair and maintain, should, by legal
implication, become terms of the lease agreement, and any lease provision exculpating
the landlord from meeting code requirements or repair obligations should be void as
contrary to public policy (except in specified
instances where the tenant clearly assumes
ownership obligations).
In the meantime, so-called tenant "rentstrike" remedies should be provided and
strengthened, so as to enable the tenant to
assert the protections to which he is entitled
under the housing code.
Tenants should be protected against retaliatory evictions and rent increases.

There is considerable agreement that tenants
shou'd be afforded adequate remedies so as to
enfoioejhe obligations of landlordsjtojnaintain _
and repair the leased housing accommodation.
The fullest measure of protection would .be
made available to tenants if the doctrine of independent lease covenants were abolished, so
that a tenant could refuse to p.iy rent if the
landlord failed to meet his obligation to repair,
particularly if, as is here proposed, the requirements of the housing code were to become implicit terms of the lease agreement. If the States
are unwilling.to go this far in reversing established common law doctrines, the}' should, at
least, adopt strong "rent strike" remedies, thus
far enacted in only a few jurisdictions, so that
a tenant may use the landlord's failure to comply with, code standards as a ground for rent
withholding, with rents withheld available for
the making of repairs. In any event, tenants
should be protected—as they are at present in
only three or four jurisdictions—against evictions or rent increases in retaliation for complaining to a code enforcement agency.
Although tenant actions cannot be relied on
as major code enforcement devices, but merely
as remedies in aid of municipal code enforcement, they are important to alleviate real tenant
grievances and frustrations. While the major
code enforcement effort, is a municipal task that
cannot be delegated or shirked by reliance on
tenant remedies, the tenants must be afforded
tho opportunity to seek direct, redress for the
discomfort, and the hazards to life and health
that noxious, unlawful and substandard housing conditions impose on them.
(f) Right of entry for housing inspections
The Commission recommends that the
States should promptly amend the laws and
rules of court that deal with the issuance of
search warrants, in order that there may be
proper authority for the issuance of warrants for housing inspections, in compliance
with recent pronouncements of the Supreme
Court regarding right of entry.
As a result of the decisions of the Supreme
Court in the Camnra and See cases in 1967, it.
.ias become clear thot. htp.foforth an inspector
will require an inspection warrant, when access
has been refused (excopt. in specified emergency
cases). Existing search warrant, procedures in
tho overwhelming majority of States are not
designed to authorize the issuance of the new
kind of warrant called for by the recent cases.
Although a number of jurisdictions may have
adopted informal arrangements for the issuance
of inspection warrants, it is possible (hat warrants i.ssued under these arrangements may meet
tho constitutional requirements but bu defective
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nonetheless 1 acause they fail to meet State
mmirements. In view of the fact that the entire
code enforcement effort is based on inspection
of homes, accomplished both validly and without delay, it is essential that inspection powers
be legally unassailable.
(g) State and local repair and receivership
programs
The Commission recommends changes in
Federal atict State laws and regulations to
make possible needed Federal support for
State and local repair and receivership programs.
. Municipal repair and receivership remedies
are among the most direct and effective remedies to bring about correction of adverse conditions, in deteriorated, though salvageable,
dwellings. These devices have been used in only
a few jurisdictions, and have been abandoned in
SOUK* in spite of
considerable successes, because
of tl.»' difficulty 1 of recovering the cost of repairs
or rehabilitation. Whether or not fully recoverable, the means for making repairs must be
pnnided to keep in usable condition the substantial portion of the housing inventory for
which repair and receivership remedies ha\e
been devised. In many instances, the municipality, and in the case of receivership, the
municipality or the private receiver, obtains a
prior livii on the property as security for the
cost of repair. Frequently, however, substantial
and costly repairs are required to bring buildings bade into code compliance, and the
municipal outlay may l>e substantial, and the
length of time, needed to repay the cost, of repairs out. of rents may be- quite considerable.
Where private receivers have been appointed,
they have encountered difficult}' in borrowing
money and have, had tc stage, the making of
repairs with the avn'lability of funds from
slow rent receipts. This lias often slowed the
proems of rehabilitation and rendered it more
costly in the long run. Federal support is necessary to encourage the states and municipalities
to u • or adopt effective repair and receivership
rnwdies by assuring them that either public or
private funds would Ixs available when needed,
regardless of the length of time necessary for
repayment.
A variety of methods of Federal support, to
be iiM>d alternatively or in combination, is suggested. Such Federal support could consist of
((/) direct subsidies or loans to municipalities
with repair or receivership functions; or (ft)
the establishment of a Federal rehabilitation
corporation with power to issue Imiuls and to
make loans to municipal or private repairers
or receivers; or (c) the establishment of a sys-

tem of Federal guarantees of loans by private
lending institutions to municipalities having
receivership or repair programs or to municipal
or private receivers. Another method of Federal
support that should be considered is authority
for FHA insurance of receivership and repair
liens (and of receiver certificates) as first mortgages, by appropriate state 'egislation to recognize such priority liens as first mortgages and
by appropriate changes in FHA regulations.
(h) Establishment of health education and
community relations programs
The' Commission recommends that community relations programs in connection
with housing code enforcement be carried
out on a sustained basis, that Congress
amend the Housing Act to make such efforts
mandatory when Federal aid is involved,
and that as part of such programs the Federal and State Governments cooperate in the
training and utilization of subprofessional
health educator aides to provide tenant and
neghborhood education in the course of
actual assistance with houskeeping chores in
slum neighborhoods, as a realistic alternative to fruitless tenant prosecutions for
housing violations.
If anything has been learned in the past 25
years in housing code enforcement, it is that no
such program can be successful without a fullrledged community relations program as an
integral part of the lions' g code effort.
Voluntary compliance with the codes program on j he part of property owners and tenants
is essential to the success of any such effort.
Failure to fully inform those aflV^tpd by a housing code program can result in lack of cooperation, with consequent substantial delays in the
program, and can throw the whole progra
intodouht.
Experience has shown the futility of proscculion of tenants as a code enforcement device.
As an alternative, a real effort at changing
housekeeping habits and attitudes should be
undertaken, using trained subprofessional and
indigenous personnel. In addition to improvement of housing conditions, the-recommendation
>hould also create new job opportunities.
(i) Wider Applicability of Federal Aids for
Rehabilitation
The Commission recommends that the
eligibility requirei it for rehabilitation
loans and grants uni^r section 312 and 115
be amended to provide eligibility for those
people who are under the definition of the
"near-poor" or below, as used by t!ie Social
Security Administration, in all sections of
any locality.
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The present section 312 rehabilitation loan
program and section ll.~> rehabilitation grant
prognim are available in urban renewal and
concentrated code enforcement areas. Both programs arc used to finance repairs made to comply with local codes or, in the case of title I
urban renewal, rehabilitation standards, which
in the past have generally been higher than
local code?. This situation results in a highly
inequitable policy wb«»reby certain citixens, because of the area n which they live, are given
rhe advantage of ' >an and grant assistance to
meet code requirements when, on the other
hand, those who live outside such areas ami are
required to meet the same standards are denied
the opportunity to benefit from loans and
gr:. ~s. This contention has bidii substantially
supported in the field. Even during the limited
experience of loans and grants (sees. 312 and
115), localities across rhe country have reported
severe criticism from citizens outside designated
project areas who wished to make code repairs
but are prevented from availing themselves of
loan and grant assistance. It is only logical that
if the Federal Government follows a policy of
assisting less affluent renters and owners to meet
codes and rehabilitation standards in officially
designated project areas, it ought to provide
the same assistance to meet at least minimum
housing code, standards in all areas.
Federal policy
Recommendation No. 3— Acceptance of
housing codes in Federal policy
The Commission recommends that a wide
range of existing Fc-ueral policies and activities impinging on housing code administration be specifically modified1, and that new
policies and activities be established to recognize and support the basic concept of
housing codes; namely, that they establish
minimum acceptable standards for every
dwelling.
(a) Definition of "substandard housing"
The Commission proposes that the term
"substandard housing" be used henceforth
to mean any dwelling unit in which there is
substantial departure from accepted minimum standard housing code provisions, as
such provisions have been upheld by the
courts including-tKe
Supreme Court of the
United States,'2 and recommends that all
branches of all levels of government, particularly the executive branch of the Fedx
Sec .VnKiiiml .Wmlntloii of IIuiinlnn ,uul Kri!i<M<I(>|>iii<<iit
OHli'liilc. Tlir Cnnnliiiilifiniililii af Humility ('mlm. L'lul cil.,
Dcn-mluT Hilil.

eral Government, and most particularly the
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Bureau of the Census, use this
meaning in their programs, reports and
other activities.
I,ocul housing code enforcement agencies recognize that substandard housing is that which
falls substantially below minimum conditions
permitted under the local housing code. The Department of Housing and Urban Development,
however, has officially used varying criteria
from program to program to identify substandard housing, and in every case has excluded from the definition housing which is
substandard according to code because of inadequate light and ventilation, floor space, ceiling
height, UMJ of lavatory wash basin for preparing food and washing dishes and kitchen
utensils, or many similar inadequacies.
Thefir&t.and most important step in developing adequate Federal Government support for
the basic concept of housing codes is to establish a clear and firm relationship between the
"minimum standard" established by a housing
code and "substandard*' as used in the phrase
"substandard housing." On the face of it, whenever one sets a minimum standard, anything
falling below that standard is Ipso facto substandard. But, as has been shown in the preceding text and in the research study on housing
code standards, there is now a gap between the
level of quality described as minimum code
standard and the level of quality described as
substandard. This gap must be closed. If it is
not closed, there will be misunderstanding,
antagonisms, and fuel to feed the flames of future riots. If we continue to talk about the
elimination of substandard housing and mean
or intend that the large poor families in the
central city ghettos still will not receive the
protection promised by the local housing code,
we can expect more trouble in the cities. In the
present situation, if and when public and private efforts have eliminated all substandard
housing (using the current HUD definition),
tln'ro will still lx> millions of dwelling units
below housing code standards.
Tho adoption of minimum standard housing
codes by some 4,000 municipalities and counties
in the. United States, with an estimated 2,000 or
so of these accepted indor ITUD's workable
program, has by now laid a firm national basis
for using the concept of departure from code.
A few years ago, such a stop would not have
heon so feasible. In the, future, when many
.Slates will have adopted statewide, housing
codes, the recommended definition will be even
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more suitable as a basic standard for measuring
Mm quality of h

(b) Recognition in national housing policy
The Commission recommends that the congressional declaration of national housing
policy contained in section 2 of the Housing
Act of 1949 explicitly recognize, among other
factors, the enforcement of minimum standard housing codes as the means of accomplishing a large proportion of "the elimination of substandard and other inadequate
housing" which is required by "the general
welfare and security of the Nation and the
health and living standards of its people."
Using the definition of substandard housing
proposed by this Commission, and considering
the data reported in table 9 relative to percent.
of recently insjicctcd building found in violation of the housing code (35 to 98 percent), it
is apparent that clearance as a method for
eliminating substandard housing does not have
a funding base nor the economic and social
justifications necessary for if to be considered
the one and only tool for the purpose. The vast
majority of substandard dwelling units should
be returned to standard and maintained at
standard levels through housing code enforcement. This fact should be recognized in the
National Housing Policy.
(c) Survey of housing quality
The Commission recommends that the Secretary of Commerce initiate within the
Bureau of the Census a periodic survey of
housing quality throughout the United
States as measured by conformance with
acceptable state or local minimum standard housing codes using data supplied and
personnel employed by local and State
housing code administration agencies as may
be feasible under local conditions, supplemented as necessary by direct census data.
^Thc Commission rci-ognisees Hint its propped drllnillon
for xiilist.indard housing contain* cue area requiring fnrihrr
clarification, namely, the phrnsc "sutiiil.intl.il departure from
accepted minimum xtamlard homing cmle provision*." Tinwords "substantial departure" nrn Inserted to reflect the
fact tli.nl violations of tin. housing code may differ widely In
degree nf sorority. Although eneh minor vlol.ntlon may suhjcct
the owner or occupant tn ll.ililllly for a criminal (tcnalty In
response to ,1 \lol.itlnn of the housing code. It IK considered
appropriate to withhold the categorization of suhiit.ind.ird
from n duelling unit until there tins deen nt least some small
accumulation of minor violations of code provisions. Thin
approach Is hased on many years of experience In the public
health Held In the administration < f the sanitary codex, nml
hafi heen used In loenl housing cmle nilmlnlxtralion as veil.
An early example Is the American 1'nhllc Health Association
appnlsal tcchnlf|iie for measuring ipinlllv nf housing, under
which penalty point* ncre assigned for varloim housing deficiencies and n small ncciiinulatlun of penalty points wns permitted even within the category of dwelling units which were
In holed sound. I'ltfstiiirch and l'hilndel|ihln are using *ueh
system* today. A xlnillnr system should he npplleahle in working out '•sulixt.iiiflal departure" from housing cmle provisions.
The dctallr* tif |n>w "siilrttantlal departure" shnulil he measured cin he deilncd hy model code w r i t i n g croup* or the
.Vatliiii.il liixlllutc for 1><velnpment Standards, drawing hear
lly ill-mi piihlle health experience.

If we were to start tomorrow to use a definition of substandard housing similar to that
proposed by this Commission in recommendation 3(a), no one would have any realistic
conception of the actual quality of substandard
housing in the United States. The magnitude
has never been accurately measured.14 No one
can judge the size of the need so long as no data
are collected on a basis that would give a true
reflection of the need. Need can best be expressed
in terms of failure to conform to the minimum
standards of an accepted local housing code.
As a reflection of what the national statistics
might show, the Washington Planning and
Housing Association reported in January l!)fiS
that in the District of Columbia during 1%5-fiG
115.913 dwelling units were inspected,~~of which
114.000 were found to be not in compliance with
the local housing code. In addition, 10,425 cases
of noncompliancc from the previous year had
not been corrected, so that a total of 124,485
dwelling units required action. This figure
compares with a total number of housing units
as recorded in the 1900 Census of Housing of
2G2,fi41. Close to 50 percent of the dwelling units
in the District of Columbia were substandard
in 10f>5-(iG, using the Commission's definition
of substandard, whereas the 1000 U.S. Census
of Housing, using a very liberal classification of
categories, reported that only almiit 20 jxrcent
of die units were substandard.
It is essential, therefore, that new measuring
efforts lx? undertaken to determine the quantity
of substandard housing subject to improvement
through housing codes in the United States.
It is only logical that such a new effort should
be undertaken by the U.S. Hurcau of the Census,
the Nation's principal data-gathering agency 5n
the field of housing. This effort should not displace the present census of housing, which needs
to be continued for a multitude of purposes,
on'y one of which is the continued provision of
(Lita which will l>e comparable with those of
previous censuses. The Bureau of the Census
should serve as a central repository and stimulator of data-collecting action by local and state
housing code enforcement agencies.
Furthermore, since the census survey would
only o<vw every 5 years, the Commission l»eliovcs that the Secretary of IIUD, in making
his nnmtnl report to Congress on the. Nation's
housing needs, should include figures on the.
estimated iMimlxT of substandard units in the
Nation using the definition recommended by the
Jommission.
"The Commission made an effort to iMim.ilf (lie cost of
removing all housing code vlolailons In tlte I'.S. Hereto)*
inent of xiich nn estimate requires mnklng numerous assumption-!. Including some regarillne the niimlier of dwelling nulls ticlow cmle standard. See *M/>r>i, Note 1. ll.irrol.
Olmpter IX.
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(d) Vendor payments for public assistance
rental shelter allowances to assure
use of standard housing
The Commission recommends that Congress amend the public assistance titles of
the Social Security Act to authorize flexible
Federal financial participation in State
vendor payments for the rental shelter allowance to public assistance recipients for
whom a determination is made by the State
welfare agency, based upon certification
by the State or local housing code'agency,
that the rental dwelling unit exhibits a
substantial departure from accepted minimum housing code provisions, and to further
authorize State welfare agencies to divert
payment for such substandard housing into
escrow from which the removal of housing
code violations would be funded.
One of the major examples of the Federal
Government's lack of support for full enforcement of housing codes is its continued practice
of participating in State payments to welfare
recipients for the rental of -.ubstamlard housing, in effect making Uncle Sam the equivalent
of a slum landlord/This has resulted from the
basic premise that the welfare recipient should
have complete control of his own money except
in certain specialized cases of vendor payments
for a particular kind of service or protective
payments for recipients who have been certified
as incapable of handling their own funds.
It is now time to recognize that the damage
to the health and safety of the welfare recipient,
and to tlio general well-being^ of the community,
is a more serious social evil than removing f mm
the welfare recipient, his free choice in the selection of housing. In the majority of cases,
there is no such free choice because the shelter
allowance is so pitifully small that the recipient
cannot purchase .standard housing. In these circun\stnnccs, the Federal Government should do
everything to insure that standard housing is
provided. By authorizing vendor pnymcnts
when the shelter allowance is used to obtain
rental quarters, the Federal Government can
give the State welfare agency a powerful tool
to guide the welfare recipient into standard
housing.
By further authorizing (lie States to divert
the vendor payment into an escrow account to lx»
used for removing housing code violations, the
Federal Government can also contribute to the
elimination of sutatandiml conditions in much
housing occupied by welfare recipients. Legitimate property owners who are willing to undergo necessary repairs must have funds available to do the required work. Under this recom-

mendation, repairs and services satisfactory to
the tenant, code enforcement agency and welfare agency alike could be made. The Commission is convinced that the present
system is unrealistic. The recipient is in the
same hopeless bargaining position that an individual employee of a giant corporation was in
prior to the advent af collective bargaining. The
Commission believes that the foregoing recommendation will result in considerably better
housing for welfare recipients.
Flexible Federal financial participation in
State payments for shelter allowance is also
recommended for other low-income homeowners and renters who must pay more than 25
percent of their income for minimum standard
shelter, whether they are currently receiving
public assistance or not.
Additional reforms can be instituted by the
Secretary of HEW without congressional approval. Section 20!) of the Social Security
Amendments of 19G7 authorized Federal payments, up to $230, for repairs to homes owned
by welfare recipients. The .Secretary of HEW
should require that existing and future State
housing codes be included in State welfare plans
to qualify for section 209 assistance.
Congress may also wish to provide, through
amendment of section lOlc of the. I lousing Act
of 10o4 as amended, that certification and recertification of the housing code portion of
workable programs for community improvement submitted by localities be a joint responsibility of the Secretaries of the l)epartments of
H17b and HEW.
(e) Changes in administrative practices and
regulations

The Commission recommends that major
adjustments be made in present administrative regulations by appropriate Federal
agencies to assure the effectiveness of local
housing codes. Such steps should include:
(1) Action by the Secretary of HUD
to require that housing codes, in meeting the workable program requirements,
contain a range of sanctions and
remedies.
(2) Revision of the criteria for urban
renewal area eligibility to eliminate, for
residential buildings, the requirement
that at least 20 percent of the buldings
in the area must contain one or more
building deficiencies.
(3) A clear indication that the category of persons eligible for the rent
supplement program includes persons
occupying housing which is substandard
according to the definition proposed by
this Commission.
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(4) A new requirement that the procedures of both the workable program
and the community renewal programs
specify that all areas of a community
receive systematic housing code enforcement at all times.
Many existing Federal programs can, without
any further congressional action, ser\"e to recognize and support the concept and effectiveness
of housing codes.
(1) For example, although the requirement of
a workable program has spurred an increase in
the number of municipalities with housing
codes in a dozen years from 56 to more than
4,900, the actual enforcement of these codes has
hot kept pace with their number. The Federal
workable program requirement has failed to
concern itself sufficiently with legal remedies,
legal procedures and enforcement, techniques.
The program could encourage a wide range of
techniques including civil penalties, vacate and
repair orders, injunctions and receiverships.
(2) A further example of a Federal program
which not only fails to support but actually
encourages less than full enforcement is the
HUD criteria" that, for an area to qualify
for urban renewal assistance, at least 20 percent
of the buildings in the area must contain one
or more building deficiencies It should be
possible for all residential buildings in a proposed urban renewal area to be of minimum
standard housing code quality without destroying eligibility for urban renewal, so that residents could be afforded housing code protection
while waiting for urban renewal.
The present requirement represents a lack of
supiwrf of the basic concept of housing codes
that all dwellings IK? maintained at minimum
standard levels. Failure to bring dwellings up
to a minimum code standard because they are
waiting for more drastic and more permanent
urban renewal treatment dooms the resident to
live in substandard conditions until the project
is carried out. The purpose of urban renewal
residential re-use projects should be to create
•'decc'it homes in a suitable living environment"
without delaying improvement of all snbstandnrd houses to minimum housing code standards.
(3) As detailed in the Commission's study
of housing code standards, the rent supplement
program uses tin indefensibly restrictive definition of substandard housing in administering
a statute which prescribes that low income |>orsons occupying substandard housing constitute
one group of those eligible for rout supplement.
(4) Neither the neighlxirhood analyses in the
workable program nor the community renewal
program should bo permitted to recommend
» I H ' I > rrlmn ttrficwnl llnmllmck. IMIA 720.VI. 2.T,<. [>. I.

that some neighborhoods receive systematic
code enforcement, others receive concentrated
code enforcement, and others receive urban
renewal tre.-itir.cnt. All neighborhoods should
receive at least systematic "code enforcement.
Those with heavier problems should receive
other treatment in addition.
There arc many other Federal programs that
by administrative action can support the concept of codes. An im]x>rtant step would be an
unequivocal official policy statement in the new
IIUD Urban Renewal Handbook (not merely
in an advisory guide which may be ignored)
that relocation housing must meet all requirements of an acceptable local housing code.
(f) Federal aid for citywide code enforcement
The Commission recommends that the
Congress establish a new program of Federal financial assistance to localities to sapport - citywide housing code enforcement
programs.
The present section 117 concentrated code
enforcement program is limited to those sections of the city in which housing code enforcement together with the required local
community facilities to be provided is expected
to l>e sufficient to "arrest the decline of the area."
Other areas of the city with housing of poorer
quility are not eligible for the program. This
limitation represents another example of Federal failure to accept the basic premise that the
stindnrds in a code apply to all dwellings in
tin city. The present program, in saving some
sections of the city for more drastic urban renewal treatment, results (Itccause of inaction)
in a denial to the residents of those sections of
their legal rights to the protection intended to
be afforded by the local housing code.
The Commission's recommendation for a new
Federal assistance program to support citywide
housing code enforcement, if enacted, would
establish the balanced approach necessary. We
now provide assistance to localities for urban
renewal and model cities activities that arc
mainly remedial, in that they are aimed atcorrecting conditions that have arisen thronsli
neglect. We also provide localities with additional assistance either to construct or rehabilitate housing units for low- and moderate-income
families and individuals. Most recently, Federal
assistance lias been provided for housing code
enforcement activities in urban renewal nrens
and in concentrated code enforcement arens.
However, in order for a locality to operate an
efled.ivc housing code enforcement program to
protect its good housing, to upgrade its do' tcrioniting housing, and at least, to hold the.
lino on its blighted housing, it is necessary for
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Hie local code enforcement agency to be able to
operate programs simultaneously for each of
the above-mentioned activities.
(g) Interim assistance program
The Commission recommends that the interim assistance program established under
the Honing Act of 1968 be broadened to apply to all sections of the locality.
The interim assistance program is directed
toward the elimination of the most serious
hazards to health and safety, but only in those
areas planned for early treatment unde* urban
renewal or concentrated code enforcement. This
represents another instance of failure on the
part of the Federal Government to recognize
and support the concept that housing code
provisions apply to all dwellings. If a special
program is needed to eliminate the most serious
hazards prior to the time that normal systematic
code enforcement attacks all housing code
violations, such a program should be made
available to all areas of the city and not merely
to those scheduled for early treatment with
renewal or concentrated code enforcement.
Persons subjected to serious hazards in other
sections of the city are just as worthy of the
protection intended to be furnished by the
housing code as are those persons living in areas
slated for early treatment by other programs.
Higher standards
Recommendation No. 4—Development of
higher standards
(a) Coordination and improvement of existing housing codes
The Commission recommends that a major
"effort, adequately funded by the Federal
Government, be initiated immediately to
coordinate, upgrade, and improve the existing model housing codes (which are aimed
primarily at minimum standards of health
and safety) on the basis of both objective
knowledge applicable to substantive standards and the potentialities for improved
administrative procedures and legal remedies suggested in studies of this Commission. Following this, intensive efforts by all
concerned should be devoted to stimulating
quick but considered adoption by localities
and States of the revised model code
provision.18
If the recommended improvements in housing
code administration were carried out even with
"Thin recommondntlnn dlifmld he rend In conjunction with
the flrnt rci-ommcndntlonK In both rhnjitcr ,t nud chapter 5.
Together they pro|K>»e the ettnbllnliment of n Council for
Development Stnndnrdx In the National Acndemj of Sciences—
Nntlonnl Acndrmy of Knslneorinjr to be composed of two
InMltiite*—B National Iimtltuto for Building Selene** nnd n
Nntlonnl Institute for Mnvlronment.il Science*.
,

no change in the existing housing code standards, a quantum jump in the improvement of
the housing inventory of the country would
result. This would represent a very major victory in the war on urban problems. It is the first
order of business.
If the coverage of housing codes (coupled
with the effective administration of the codes)
was extended to all of the U.S. population instead of the 42 percent reported in 1964, this
would also result in a rapid improvement of the
housing inventor}'. It would affect not only the
remaining larger cities now without housing
codes but many small cities, towns, nnd rural
populations as well. This would be done through
regional or State action. This is the second order
of business.
Thus, we could make great progress even if
housing code standards remained at their present inadequate minimum level. Yet the Nation
would still be, after 20 or 25 years, far, far away
from the national goal of a decent borne and a
suitable living environment for every American
family.
A range of weaknesses in present housing
code standards, such as standards below a minimum level of health and safety, administrative
procedures which lack a desirable variety of
compliance techniques, and legal tools which are
less than effective, has been pointed out. The
APHA and the Public Health Service have an
effort underway at this very time to remedy
some weaknesses. However, it is limited to improvement of the old APHA model code alone,
and involves practically no change in the 1052
substantive standards. Long-range research
funded by the Public Health Service is underway to improve substantive standards and develop a firmer health basis for them.
The APHA-PHS model code revision of
1967-68 is primarily a volunteer effort by n 10man subcommittee of the Program Area Committee on Housing and Health of the American
Public Health Association. The depth of committee effort nnd the funding of committee activities have been inadequate to permit the correction of all the weaknesses noted by this
Commission.
A more solidly funded attack on present code
weaknesses is needed. The efforts of this Commission have provided n start, most noticeably
in the research studies on administration and
legal remedies. Research to refine nnd support
minimum health standards ns well as greater
coordination of standards set forth in model
codes is needed. This can Ixj accomplished
through joint activities of the code-drafting
organizations.
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For all the reasons cited, a major effort is
needed to. coordinate and improve the existing
model codes,-and-to. persuade States and localities to use substantive and administrative
standards in their codes equivalent to those of
the improved model codes.
Standards development should be the responsibility of an intcrdi jiplinary group, with
strong representation from the fields of health,
safety, structural maintenance, and neighborhood conservat ion. Within the Government the
new Federal Interdepartmental Health Council
should also be involved.
This recommendation should be carried put
quickly. Major weaknesses in the model housing
codes, such as lack of full applicability to existing dwellings and low substantive and administrative standards, have already been
pointed out. The present HCT) policies of indiscriminate acceptance of existing national model
housing codes, and of favoring a locality which
adopts a national model without change, arc
perpetuating on a wide geographic basis the
deficiencies of the current model codes.

not the Court agrees with the purpose of the
regulation. the Court will not set aside the regulation OH Constitutional grounds.
Those groups now interested in housing standards should take the lead in developing these
new standards. All professional groups and
disciplines having knowledge useful to attaining this goal—health, safety, maintenance, financing, city planning, sociology, psychology—
should contribute to the effort. Above all, the
broad health concept of a "positive state of
physical, mental, and social weu-l>cing~ is basic.
The Interdepartmental Health Council and the
standards-setting institute we purpose should
also be included in the organizational plans.

(b) A new generation of model, State, and
local housing codes
The Commission recommends that the
National
Institute of Environmental Sciences36 initiate the development of a new
generation of model, housing codes using a
common set of standards based on the specific national objective of achieving a decent
home for every American family, and that
States and localities adopt and implement at
the earliest possible time State and local
housing codes based on these models.
Existing housing codes are directed primarily
toward minimum standards of health and safety
with perhaps a few provisions related primarily
to general welfare. The Commission is convinced that they are completely inadequate to
play their proper role in achieving the Nation's
housing goals.
The real need is for nothing short of a new
generation of housing codes directed specifically
at establishing standards for a decent home. The
purpose would be to promote that specific portion of the genera] welfare which depends upon
achieving this stated national goal.
Many individual purposes can be pursued
within the broad purpose of promoting the general \vp]fare through exercise of the police
power. The Supreme Court has ruled in many
cases that the State has wide discretion in applying the police power to promote the general
welfare. So loug as there is a reasonable relation between the purpose of a regulation and the
promotion of the general welfare, whether or

to permit such enforcement, the Commission
recommends that local governments, with
State and Federal assistance, .develop interim housing for those displaced as a
consequence; this will require forthright
action on the part of the Federal Government to meet the goals for housing the poor
mentioned elsewhere in this report. .
As we have pointed out, existing housing
codes are often not enforced.
Our long-range goal is to phase put tho lower
standard, including many low standards in existing codes, and have all housing subject to
standards assuring a decent home for all Americans. Again, we stress Hint the achievement of
that goal can come only by providing housing
subsidies for the poor.17
_
(d) Adoption of new concept: Neighborhood
conservation code
The Commission recommends recognition,
followed by implementing action by all levels
of government, of a new and broader approach to conservation of the residential
environment; namely, a change to neighborhood conservation codes applicable to all

(c) Vigorous enforcement of housing codes
The Commission .urges restoration of
housing code credibility by development of
two different sets of standards, one covering
the older inventory built before a date to be
set by the locality, the other to cover housing
built after that date. Such an. action would
make it possible for local jurisdictions vig-

i:
Two bailc refrri i.T* imllnl.Jr fur n mart on prejiarallnn
of the*e two new «et« nf HUmlnnl* prepared br the API > uTf
••Ilimlc Principle* of Healthful llnuxlne" (May 19.10) prepared
by the A I'll A Committee on Ilrrfene of Hoimlne under C K. A.
Wlnnlow. and the revlned nwtrment (April 1008) ••Runic
Health rrlnclnlrx of Hnnnlnc anil IU KnTlronmcnt" prepared
by tho AI'HA Commlttf- "n tlMmlnc and Health under Ctoarle*
Senn. Tt> « xtatement* ptoTlde a wealth of Information which
could N -Irnwn upon in eet a new mandard letting efort
iinderwi . They were not dnlened to cover all the criteria
for a ik-crnt home, however, and therefore are not »» hM.nl
n* the needed utaity ihnuld be,
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property—-public as well as private, and
npntendential as weJl as residential—in
residential neighborhoods.
Present housing codes do not apply to all
elements of the neighborhood residential environment, and thus are inadequate to express
the fullest potential of the police, power and
other powers of government in supporting the
maintenance aspects of the national housing
goal of a "decent home and a suitable living en-

vironment."' Principal current deficiencies lie
in the areas of control of privately owned nonresidential, properties in residential areas, and
provision of adequate public facilities and services in or for residential areas. These deficiencies
should be corrected to allow full potential for
neighborhood improvement activities.
If a. single code were to be used, it could
follow the proposals in the following chapter
on development standards.
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Development
The Commission, complying with its congressional and Presidential directives, undertook
exhaustive studies of issues associated with
building codes, housing code*?, zoning ordinances, and subdivision regulations, and found
an urgent need for improvement in all of these
areas. It also found, however, that oxamining
these areas .separately was not enough. The formation and administration of rational regulator)' instruments requires a broad review of the
total framework in which standards are
promulgated and incorporated into codes and
policy guidelines.
IVe define development standard* as a general
term encompassing all the regulations and
guidelines used by local governments to control
their physical development—included are standards for development and redevelopment, for
conservation, and for environmental control.
These standards rarely, if ever, have been subjected to a comprehensive review.
\Ve believe thnt the formulation and administration of development standards must be
viewed in a comprehensive way to enable urban
areas to-rGuide and regulate community development on A more rational basis, using
technically valid standards.
Discover and fill in the gaps where, development control is needed but does not
now exist.
Effectively codify, implement, and
enforce local standards for development.
In the process of conducting such a
comprehensive review, localities can also-r
Uncover hnd resolve the many conflicts
between one body of regulations and
another.
Remove impediments to design innovations.
Remove certain burdens now unfairly
imposed on local technicians.
Untangle administrative confusion and
duplication at the national und local levels.
Provide much-needed "one stop" service
for developers.
Today, common problems among all types of
local regulations and policy guidelines seriously
weaken the ability of localities to exercise effec(308)

tive control over development in built-up
areas, on the urban fringe,, and beyond. One
may begin to understand development standards through a review of such local reflations.
But many other standards, not forma'ly incorporated into codes «r ordinances are used by.
communities and private groups. Thesj, too,
have a. pronounced effect on local development
and must be viewed as part of the. total system
of development standards. Hundreds of standards are involved.
The dispersion of standards throughout
many separate codes and policy documents has
implications for the administration of standards as well as for their content The standards
in various documents are'drawn up by different
sets of experts, adopted under totally unconnected legislative or administrative processes
by various bodies, and administered by many
agencies operating independently of each other.
As a result, communities arc handicapped in
trying to guide growth in a rational way. Furthermore, developers find it necessary to refer
to each separate regulation, determine its
peculiar application to a given project obtain
whatever permit it requires, and consult separately with the administrators of each independent code-enforcing department Developers,
rather than the government agencies, must try
to resolve inconsistencies to the satisfaction of
each administrator. The result, of course, is
higher costs passed on to the consumer.
The time is long overdue for a complete reevaluation of existing development standards
and a reorganization of tf.. >ministrativc
machinery through which they are applied.
LACK OF COMPREHENSIVE
ORIENTATION
The most serious shortcoming of present development standards and instruments is that
neither the environment nor the dwelling, is
treated by communities in a comprehensive
way, in terms of the "complete environment"
and of the "complete dwelling,"
The complete dwelling, for example, would
include more than the physical structure of n
single building or an apartment within a large
building. The building alone .involves factors
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relating to structural stability and safety:
health (light and air, washing facilities for
people and clothes, toilet facilities, food storage
facilities);_ human response and comfort in
termsI-of .light, temperature, acoustics, and
space: privacy; storage; internal access^ and
convenience. But the building docs not exist in
isolation. It has a relationship to its lot (area,
shape, grade, total open space,, usable open
space, parking, walks, landscaping) ahd.it is
related to the immediately adjacent environment by utilities (water,'sewers, power, telephone), local service facilities (garbage and
waste" 1 'ckup, mail delivery) and public
facilities (streets and sidewalks).
'We\ are not blaming cither developers or local
officials foF failing to consider all the related
factors comprehensively during the development process. Both the public and private
spheres are caught up in the morass of procedures, requirements, and agencies which have
accumulated like barnacles over the years. We
must now recognize, however, that a coordinated orientation to the home and its environment is obstructed by the present system of
development standards.
The Commission's analyses of specific standards and of individual codes revealed man}*
/weaknesses. Certain standards are arbitrary, of
.questionable technical validity, or outmoded in
terms of current knowledge. Some standards
lafck uniformity from one jurisdiction .to another. Others conflict with each other within
the same jurisdiction. Some inhibit design innovation. And many standards reflecting new
concepts unfortunately do not yet enjoy widespread use throughout the country. These
problems are examined below in more detail.
'Questionable technical cal'nlity of standard*
The Commission found many standards that
tiac_ statistics or mathematical formulas to convey an aura of technical or scientific validity,
but the evidence to supnort or justify such
standards frequently does nof exist. Too often,
oven the experts do not agree w ith each other on
thcsn matters.
Ifjs not necessary to identify which standards iii each of the following categories are
technically valid. Perhaps Jione are. The very
existence of variations casts doubt on the technical validity of the standards'in. the examples
"given, ij"
(I) SerifHif 'ikorepanaie* in standards concerned with~$re_8afct.y,--?\\\th\iu demonstrated
technical rationale for the differences, walls of
similar material must be constructed in different width in order to achieve the same objective
of fire resistance. According to flic various model
building codes, floors in a type! fireproof build—no—21 . - '

ing must be constructed with fire resistance ratings of 2 hours (Uniform Building Code), 2%
hours (Southern Building Code; and 3 hours
(BOCA Building Code and National Building
Code).
(2) Sleeping room apace requirement*. . The
American Public Health Association-US. Public Heajth Service (APHA-PHS) model housing* code requires that sleeping rooms for occupancy by one person contain & minimum area
of 70 square feet. The model code of the International Conference of Building Officials requires a minimum of 90 square feet Local rad
State housing codes show such variation as 80
square feet (Seattle), 100 square feet (San
Francisco), and 120 square feet (Hawaii). The
wide variation carries over from dwellings .to
accommodations for transients. A survey of
State standards for transient housing indicated
that minimum area for rooms in hotels and motels varied as follows: 50 square feet (three
States) ; 60 square feet (two States), 80 .xniare
feet (two States) ; and 100 square feet in cabins
and tourist camps (one State). Standards for
minimum room volume for the first occupant in
these rooms also have wide variation: 400 cubit
feet (five States) ; 500 oubic feet- (t o States);
GOO cubic feet (one State) aiuLGJO cubic feet
(one State).
(3) Minimum, habitable floor spaee.-^-For
five persons in an existing dwelling unit, model
housing codes call for the following standards
of minimum habitable floor space: 525 square
feet (Southern Standard Housing Code), 550
square feet (APHS-PHS and BOCA Housing
Codes), and only 380 square feet (ICBO Housing Code). Turning from housing codes to zoning ordinances, which similarly sot standards
for minimum floor area, note the figures in table
1. Even if the minimum standards specified in
housing codes for existing hoiking were to be
doubled to reflect a. desire for a more suitable
living environment as specified in zoning ordinances for new Twusing, what technical rationale can explain the wide variation and apparent
oxcessiyeness of these standards currently in
use in Now Jersey and Xow York ?
TABLE (.-VARIATIONS IN BUIIOING FLOOR AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR
RESIDENTIAL LOTS OF SIMILAR SIZE
rGentnll/ticlgdininonltvintirtuwchM utility jttas, bnimtntsl
Lot lilt
(squirt (tit)

locality
Editon,N.J
.. .
, „
CTt try Hill NJ., ...-,„
Milburn. N.J
Smilhlown. N.Y..
Millburn, NJ.
Wiyitt.N.J..
Somt«,NJ_
~,
Pirsippiny-Troy, N 1

„,,

„

7,500
7 SOO

20,or

21,710

21 000

„ . . ..

30,000
«000
40.000

Minimum
floor irti
(squirt (Hi)

960
I 350
1,100
1,100
2.000
1,200-1, SOO
I.2SO
1,350-I.SOO
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*~ (4) Criteria for school site location,—Traditionally, each neighborhood has its own elementary school. Some urban areas today are experimenting with campus-type schools serving
much larger areas, with busing to make better
use of schools with surplus classroom space, and
with other alternatives to older patterns. Yet a
preponderance of comprehensive plans and
other local policy guides do not reflect this state
of flux and still provide guides only to the
neighborhood unit principle. This is only one
example of inadequate standards being used to
guide modern development which may or may
not find the old guides useful. .
These examples illustrate that inadequate
standards or those of questionable validity exist
throughout the country. Unfortunately, communities cannot determine with assurance whether
each standard they adopt is a technically valid
norm or is too lenient or excessive. Such a norm
in fact may not have been determined, or, if it
has, may not be readily identifiable from the
proliferation of standards which do exist. Numbers and mathematical formulas, including
those which are little more than educated
guesses, have been locally accepted and maintained in many cases because they provide easy
guides to inspectors and facilitate the review of
plans submitted for official approval.
Technical versus policy standards
Much of the confusion over standards stems
from the claim or aura of scientific validity on
matters which are almost purely policy questions, and, conversely, from interference on political grounds with matters that are essentially
technical considerations. As a beginning, policymakers need to know where technical fact ends
and where public policy begins. Then standards
may be evaluated and accepted in their proper
perspective.
There are differing bases for standards and a
wide variation in the capacity of standards to
be scientifically determined. Standards run the
full scale, from pure policy—for example, that
trees should be planted on two sides of residential streets—to pure technical specification
which is scientifically derivable; for example,
that a given steel beam can only withstand so
much stress.
The relationships between policy and technical factors concerning a given issue are generally overlooked; sometimes they are not neatly
separable. For example, development policy, is
the predominant factor in a local decision not
to provide sewer service to a section of the locality for a number of years. In relation to this
policy standard, however tiro locality can determine a technically valid standard for the maximum residential density which the unsewored

area can support with the use of septic tanks.
This maximum residential density, in consideration of waste disposal factors, should not be exceeded if health and safety are to be protected.
If the locality adopts a density standard significantly lower than is technically permissible
in the area—for example, one dwelling per 2
acres instead of the "safe" standard of one
dwelling per acre—then -policy remains more
the basis of the standard than does technical
knowledge. Once the no-sewer decision is
changed on policy grounds, however, then other
technical and policy factors become involved in
determining density.
Another example of the interrelationship of
policy and technical knowledge concerns water
"cleanliness." Technical standards for water
cleanliness can be scientifically established, but
public policy first must determine if the water
is to be good enough to drink, suitable to swim
in, or just clean enough .to wash streets.
To summarize this point on questionable technical validity, the origins of standards ar&often
obscure. Many standards were not even purports
edly based on scientific criteria at the time of
their formulation. Others necessarily relied on
the limited knowledge and experience available
years ago. As new codes and regulations were
added to deal with emerging problems, the new
standards sometimes were incompatible with
earlier codes. Although these problems have
lon«j been recognized, little progress lias been
made toward producing a more rational, valid
set of development standards.. Tradition frequently has prevailed over the application of
new and improved methods, materials, and development concepts. Astonishingly little use has
been made of the Nation's grow'ing ability, to
tost standards and to devise and apply performance tests.
Lack of uniformity on an area-wide lasts
The lack of uniformity in standards is clearly
n major problem. As noted in tho chapter on
Building Codes, this problem is a deterrent to
tho manufacture and distribution of standardized homes and building components on an
areawido basis. In this instance, unformity for
its own sake would have merit.
In certain other cases, unformity for its own
sake on an areawide basis is less important than
technical validity. A cose in point is tho variation in standards for grades of streets as spoiled
out by local subdivision regulations in the metropolitan area of Durham, N.C. The maximum
allowable gritdc is' 5 to 8 percent in the towns
of Chapel Hill and Carrboro, 8 percent in
Orange County, and 10 percent in Durham
County, Perhaps no far-rench5ng< damage results from these local inconsistencies. But.com-
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munities presumably would not adopt a lessthan^safe standard, nor would they adopt
excessive standards that would cause Developers
and homeowners to pay more for roads than
necessary, if an authoritative technical standard were defined and made available.
Besides studying the lack of uniformity in the
substance of specific standards, the Commission
also examined the needless inconsistency in the
terminology of standards from one locality to
another. For example, minimum area for a bedroom in different local codes is expressed as "x
sq. ft," "x sq. ft. of superficial floor area," "x
sq. ft. of SFA," "x sq. ft. of gross floor area," "x
sq. ft. for.one occupant," and so forth. Even
assuming the desired minimum area of the room
actually is the same in each instance, a builder
operating in a variety of jurisdictions would
have to make many computations before determining this fact. This is a great nuisance, and
one that easily could be corrected.
Many of the inconsistencies in the substance
and terminology of standards stem from the
kind of governmental fragmentation discussed
in the section on governmental structure and
would be resolved by following Commission
recommendations in that area. But part of the
blame also lies in the tradition of autonomous
operation of the various codes and from the
failure to take a comprehensive look at all standards affecting development.
Conflict, among standards ipit7iin the same local
jurisdiction
Conflict in code standards pertaining to the
same subject (or related subjects, as-discussed
be]owj generally occurs because two or more
agencies within the same local jurisdiction are
given the power to develop standards and codes
but are not required to coordinate the activities
of their respective agencies.
tinder such circumstances, it is. Jikely that a
zoning ordinance developed by the local planning' commission may not dovetail with the
requirements of a building code developed and
administered by the building department. In
Los Angeles, for example, the city zoning ordinance forbids pylon-type signs
except for building identification, and limi f s even these in size,
while the building code in that city permits
large -"rooftop signs" to be constructed for
building identification. Since the building code
defines a legal roof as anything over 4 feet
square and 8 feet off the ground, enterprising
builders evade the zoning restricti<«i by designing, large, plyon signs with the vestige of a roof
attacheo to one leg. Often the "roofs'' are designed to be detachable, and shortly disappear.
JFrom the standpoint of good codemaking and
effectiveness of la\y, such practices tend to breed
distrust and cynicism.

Rigidity in standards deters design innovation
The rigidity of standards in local codes unquestionably prevents design improvement. Designers and builders attempting to improve the
urban, environment are restrained from attempting innovations by inflexible standards which
limit design concepts or bar the use of a wide
range of materials and new construction
techniques.
Fixed dimensions, particularly those of questionable technical validity, too often serve as
straitjackets to good design. Standards applied
to the planning of sites- and to the interrelationship and placement of buildings on a site tend
to be particularly inflexible. The typical lot-bylot regulations of zoning ordinances have been
widely and properly criticized on this basis.
Two widespread effects of rigidly defined
building envelopes (including standards for
building separations, building height, and front,
side, and rear yards) have been the needless
destruction of natural site features such as
slopes, trees, and rock outcroppings, and the
design monotony typical of many large developments. Designer after designer has reported to
the Commission that the same objectives for
safety, health and welfare which the standards
ostensibly seek could be achieved in ways other
than permitted by many local codes. As reported
in the chapters on zoning and land use controls,
a few forward-looking.communities have begun
to ease rigidity through adoption of new methods of land use control.
Arbitrary enforcement of rigid standards
often leads to absurd conditions. For example,
the roof of a six-story wood-timber structure in
Brooklyn had to be lowered 2y2 feet because
State law requires that a building used for residential purposes may be constructed of wood
flooring and roofing only if the roof height docs
not exceed 70 feet. Thus, the project of the city
of New York to provide housing for artists in
a building built and used ns a factory since the
19th century incurred additional costs in order
to conform to the strict Jotter of the law.
Inflexibility and inhibitions on design innovations caused by standards which identify specific building materials or measurements are discussed in the chapter on building codes. Most
exports believe that many of these problems
would l>e resolved if, instead of specifying a
particular accepted material or measurement,
standards were exprt scd in terms of performance. This would permit the introduction of innovations which meet performance criteria.
The Commission endorses use of performance
standards wherever feasible. But we recognise
that the immediate use of performance standards for a wide range of development controls
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appears to be limited. Such standards require
detailed knowledge of the kind of performance
required, plus an ability to Measure or test
whether that performance is met. More knowledge than is presently available is. needed to
hasten reliance on performance standards. Even
when sufficient technical information is available, the difficulties of describing the standards
precisely and in terms easily understood by design professionals, builders, and local officials
are considerable.
Neglect of sound concept* of development
control
In our research we encountered numerous innovations in development control which only a
few local governments have adopted. These concents deserve much wider acceptance than they
have been accorded.
Among these advanced concepts are provisions for multiple use of land; for planned unit
development; for protection of natural features
such as streams, trees, beaches, and rock outcroppings; for the preservation of structures
and places of historic qr architectural importance; and for restoration of despoiled landscape, air, or water. Cities and towns can
address themselves to all of these at an appropriate scale. Others, such as controlling pollution of a river or -conserving a forest, require
action by county, State, regional, and Federal
jurisdictions.
Neglect of these sound concepts results from
various causes. Public.officials often are reluctant to impinge on certain traditionally nonregulated aspects of private development. Frequently there is neither public nor private concern. This, in turn, often underscores a lack of
information and promotion. Even when inadequate exposure to new concepts is overcome,
governments may fail to act because of vested
interests and pressure groups. Or, because of
defective structure or inadequate finances, they
may also be incapable of meeting the challenge
o_f desirable innovations.
THE

"DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS"
APPROACH

The one difficulty witli standards that is probably least understood, even by many professionals, is the interrelationships of standards.
More precisely, there is a grent failure to recognise and deal with those interrelationships.
We begin to deal with development standards
only wbqii the interrelationships, the overlapping, and the gaps among all standards are investigated, and when wo consider the roadblocks
that the current system of development instru-

ments puts in the path of worthwhile objectives.
The grobjeins^wiflx. the .whole system involving,
the promulgation, codification and administration of standards then come into proper focus
and perspective.
The framework of instruments
While there are signs of a long-overdue trend
toward comprehensive examination of urban
problems, scant attention lias been, paid to the
need for applying this approach to development
standards. It is both timely and logical, therefore, to examine here the cumbersome and obsolete framework of instruments that guide development and redevelopment, conservation
and euvioronmcntal control.
The system is complex. It has grown piece by
piece in response to certain needs and objectives.
New instruments have been added one to another until now, on the local level alone, in addition to the four major types of public regulatory instruments, there are at least 11 supplementary types of public regulatory instruments
and seven types of public guide instruments
which affect development, redevelopment, arid
conservation activities. These are the instruments on which localities must rely in their efforts to promote the health, safety, and welfare
of their inhabitants.
The number of instruments in use will vary
from locality to locality. They are summarized
in table 2. In addition to those listed, there are,
of course, many other instruments adopted by
county, metropolitan, State, regional, or Federal agencies which tend to overlap all the local
instruments.
TABLE 2.—LOCAL REGULATORY AND GUIDE INSTRUMENTS CONTAINING
STANDARDS: THE FRAMEWORK AND SYSTEM OF STANDARDS

Local public regulatory instruments:
1. Major types:
Building code nnd related electrical, plumbing, anil heating codes
Zoning ordinance
Subdivision regulations
Housing code
2. Supplementary t.vpes:
Fire code
Industrial safety code and miscellaneous
safety orders or codes covering such
things as elevators, construction practices, scaffolding, pressure vessels, and
storage of hazardous materials
Site design regulations
Urban renewal plans (one for each local
urban renewal project)
Health nnd sanitation codes
.Flood control ordinance
Air pollution control .ordinance
Water pollution control ordinance
Dllllmanl control ordinance
Trailer ordinance
Rehabilitation standards
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Local public guide instruments:
-- -' Comprehensive plan (including capital Improve, . _
._.•_•. - ". _ - . _ _ — - -_ _ _Commonlty renewal program
" > Urban design plan
General neighborhood renewal plans
Plan for model city area
Conservation plan
. '_ Historic nnd. architectural preservation plan
Other public requirements :
'_ FHli minimum property standards
Private instruments :
Insurance underwriters standards
Lending agency standards

Local 'public regulatory instruments
. The .four major types of local codes are
discussed in. .much greater detail in other
chapters of this section. They are briefly summarized here to indicate their relationships.
The building code was the. first type of
regulatory instrument involving exercise of
the police power in general use. In time, building codes were supplemented with other related
instruments, all designed to further protect
the public, including electrical, plumbing, heating, fire, and industrial safety codes, and several miscellaneous safety orders and codes
covering such items as elevators, construction
practices, scaffolding, pressure vessels, and the
storage of hazardous materials. The major
orieutation of building codes is toward safety.
In the.i920's, the zoning ordinance became
the second major type of regulatory instrument.
Its, primary concern was to define the relationships among activities, buildings, and public
facilities. Zoning ordinances generally contain
standards which regulate, land use j population
density; occupancy; building height; front,
side, and rear yards; offstreet parking; minimum .house sizes, and miscellaneous elements
including signs and offstreet loading.
Although regulation of land subdivision has
existed in this country from its earliest days, it
was not until the 1920's that subdivision regulations became a major regulatory instrument
along with zoning. Widespread adoption began
after World War II in response to the housing
boom. Complementing both the guidelines established in .local comprehensive plans and the
regulations of zoning ordinances, subdivision
regulations primarily govern the process by
which lots are created out of larger tracts.
Standards establish criteria which affect the
form of a subdivision (block lengths, width and
intersections of streets,, street gradients,, slope
of land), the design and construction of public
utilities and facilities (streets, water lines, sewer
lines, street signs, sidewalks, curbs), and the
preparation of building sites. Subdivision
regulations also serve as a hpw-tp-do-it manual
by informing potential subdivides of their

ob.1 tions and outlining administrative procedures.;
^
•_
_ „ ' . _ „
Largely inTespdnse'fo poor living conditions
in urban, areas, public, health requirements
began to be established in the mid-1800's. But
the modern housing code or ordinance was, nbt
introduced until the early iOOQ's, and then it
became established only, in a few .cities. Widespread adoption by communities began, in the
1950's. UhliKQ building codes, zoning ordinances
and subdivision regulations, all of which
attempt to guide n'ew development^ housing
codes attempt, to bring existing housing, up to
a minimum standard. They set minimum health
and safety requirements lor occupancy? establish minimum facilities, for dwelling units, .and
set maintenance requirements for dwelling
units and residential structures.
.
By the 1950's, therefore, building {and
related) codes, zoning ordinances, subdivision
regulations, and housing codes had become
established as the major framework of local
instruments for regulating development activi?.
ties and health conditions within the country's
major cities and towns.
Since that time, as new concepts filling specific
heeds began to be publicly recognized, the more
advanced communities fit the new concepts into
one of the major types of regulation, adopted
new regulations (see supplementary types in
table 2), or at least adapted them into some
type of guide plan. Most of the concepts have
a single-purpose orientation.
Cities, in order to qualify for Federal urban
renewal grants beginning in 1949, had to. prepare acceptable urban renewal plans. These
were the first regulatory instruments with a
comprehensive approach. They have the potential to examine and resolve the major problems
on an areawide basis; to confirm previous standards or set new ones; and to involve public
policy for the inclusive activities of development, redevelopment, and conservation. Urban
renewal plans can and do fill in some of the
gaps, resolve some of the conflicts and confusion
of other regulatory instruments, and update
standards winch are obviously obsolete. Three
new elements for which some urban renewal
plans have set up standards are design, quality
of development, and timing or development. Although comprehensive in oriontation, an urban renewal plan is enforceable .only
wifhin the boundaries of :he urban renewal
project and thus has no regulatoiy effect on a
communitywide basis.
Local public guide instrwnents
In addition to the regulatory instruments dis-.
cussed above, standards also are codified in u
wide variety of iionregulutory public instruments which servo as guides for development,
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redevelopment, and conservation activities. The
comprehcivtire (or general) p7<m has been the
major instrument for guiding development
at the local level. As a minimum it generally includes plans for land use, community
facilities, and circulation.
As new concerns ' ve come into public
attention, the elements of comprehensive plans
have: been expanded, or new instruments, such
as urban design jilans and historic and architectural preservation plans, have been prepared
and;sometimes adopted as official local policy.
In response to assistance available in Federal
programs, community renewal plans, general
neighborhood plans, model city plans, areawide
transportation plans, areawide economic development plans and arcairide conservation plans,
among others, have all become hew guide
instruments. Each contains standards.
All the publicly developed regulatory and
guide instruments discussed above .are not the
sum of instruments influencing development
activities, however. The FHA minimum property standards and miscellaneous privately
developed codes, such as insurance underwriters' standards and lending agency standards,
also have a significant influence on development, sometimes more so than local public
instruments.
In summary, there is a large package of codes,
ordinances, regulations, and plans, both publicly and privately developed, all of which are
basically oriented to assuring sound developme'iit, redevelopment, and conservation activities in the environment. To say the current
situation breeds confusion is to state the obvious.
Yet, almost no localities are concerned even
with appraising the impact of this maze of deyelbpment irstrunients on local, goals and objectives. The hundreds of standards contained
in the numerous instruments are integral elements to the total process of urban development,
Nevertheless, the traditional approach by local
arid State governments, and even by -the Fed;
ernl Government, has been to view cadi instrument as a separate subject, almost totally
unrelated to the others.
Failure to achieve community objectives
^rho piecemeal approach to. development instruments contributes to the piecemeal and frequently ineffective implementation .of broad
community objectives. Emphasis on specific
minor factors has become so individually important in the development and administration
of standards within separate codes that, major
objectives have been lost in the shufllo. The fact
that wo continue to be concerned with individual unrelated standards without considering
th_eir collective ultimate success raises serious
questions. (Seetable 8.)

0'.'"-

Air. pollution controls provide on illustration. First, within the framework of the four
major types of codes alone, different types of
standards are written into separate cooes by
technicians in different fields of specialty. For
zoning ordinances, planners determine where
potential air-polluting activities should and
should not be located. In some communities,
engineers develop industrial performance standards in which prevention pt air pollution is a
major concern. For building codes, engineers
and architects develop standards for the construction and location of vents .and venting
systems, blowers and exhaust systems, and incinerators. For housing codes, health specialists develop standards for the provision and
maintenance of equipment similar to that covered in building codes.
As cities are confronted with smog and its
accompanying ill effects upon the health of
urban residents, old regulations and new ones,
such as for automobiles exhaust, receive added
attention. But the experts have begun to realize
that an uncoordinated approach to the problem stands in the way of achieving a long-range
solution. Respiratory ailments resulting from
pollution finally forced an awareness of the
weaknesses, inherent in the current, nons^stem
of standards on the subject, of air pollution. Although awareness is now here, significant comprchensSyo action to deal with the problem has
not yet occurred.
On another issue—the goal of assuring nak
ural light in dwellings—there is. not even general awareness. Building codes, housing codes,
and zoning ordinances all seek this objective. In
uncoordinated ways,, each Attempts to implement the same objectiye_tjux)iigh tliffcrent types
of standards. Buildingcodes specify minimum
dimensions or areas of \yindows, courts, light
w.clls, building separations, and habitable
ro'>nis. Housing codes regulate the minimum size
of habitable rooms, area of windows (as a proportion of floor area), and height of windows
above the floor. Zoning ordinances specify
minimum dimensions of yards and courts, and
maximum height of buildings. Numbers^ of
mathematical formulas of questionable validity
are writteii into each of these types of
standards.
There is little effort to reach a common objective by those who develop or administer
standards. If there were such an effort, it would
bo obvious that a technically valid standard
for the total quantity of natural light needed by
persons within dwellings does not now exist.
How can tho objective bo achieved when an
unknown quantity is indirectly controlled
through such regulations as the size of yards
and window areas? (Note-that somehow dur-
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ijiig the past years of writing standards, the
decision ^vas made that people in commercial
liM'indiisf rial structures do not need any natural light to carry out their functions.)
If one assumes that nat' ral light is needed
in^a dwelling aiid that t.ic amounts needed
for given purposes can be quantified, however, then a comprehensive approach to the
objective would consider other factors generally not now considered. They would include
the direction which windows face; the effect
on light penetration caused by all types of
obstructions, including buildings, billboards,
and walls'; the use of skylights which may admit more light into a room than windows; or
the use of uncommonly dimensioned or located
windows which might permit better views or
more privacy. Thus, whereas i?HA standards
now require that the top of windows in habitable rooms be at least 6 feet 4 inches above the
floor, it is quite conceivable that sufficient natural light and a more pleasant view and design
arrangement could be provided in a room which
fares an exposure providing a maximum
amount of light, even if the head of the window
were lower ftian presently required.
Fire safety is an ther area where achievement of an objective is weakened by the present
system of standards. Building codes contain
standards for building separations, egress from
buildings, and materials and methods of construction. Housing codes require the proper
maintenance of interiors, exitways, and heating
equipment in residence. Zoning ordinances
regulate the location and physical relationship
of land uses involving hazardous activities, the

separation of buildings and access to properties.
The common thread olfire safety which runs
through all regulations makes it necessary that
the development and enforcement of standards
in this important area be comprehensive and
consistent. The overall concern should be hazard-free construction .and maintenance, and, in
the event of fire, quick evacuation of buildings
and unobstructed access for fire engines.
But such comprehensiveness and consistency
is unlikely to be achieved in the context in which
standards are currently developed, codified, and
enforced.
Gaps in development standards
Despite the abundance of overlapping standards, serious gaps remain. Some regulations enforced on a corrimunitywide basis reflect only
a part of a broad objective. A prime example
is the effort to maintain sound existing .conditions and to prevent the spread of blight. To
date, housing codes are the only major cornmunitywide type of regulation directed to tlijs
objective. But since they regulate the maintenance only of residential structures and the
specific lots oil which the structures are sited,
the objective is implemented on a very limited
basis.
Every city confronted with spreading blight
has neighborhoods in which commercial^ industrial and public uses, as well as residential uses,
are subject to deterioration. But except for
building, fire, and health codes which attempt
to eliminate conditions which are hazardous to
life and limb, deteriorating properties short of
being hazardous are not subject to li^intenancc
regulations.

TABLE 3.-IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES THROUGH SEPARATE DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENTS-EXAMPLES OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF STANDARDS
AMONG BUILDING CODES, HOUSING CODES. ZONING ORDINANCES. AND SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS

—.

Principal particr— ~ punts in divelop'int standards
- •
and codes
..'_-"-

-

Suildine codes

Housini codes

Zoninf ordinances

Subdivision refutations

En|inetrs-irchitMts

Health specialists

Planners-enfineers

Enfinttrs-planners

,:

Subitct ol objective: *
1. Natural li|M
Windows, yards, courts, Hint wells,
(penetration, quality, habitable room sije, b'uildinf
location),
• 'separations.
';'2. Access and cross.. Access to streets, corcjdors, stairs,
doors; tuts; access to bith*
rooms and bedrooms.
3. Occupincy
Room dimensions (area, least dimension, ceiling heiint):.mini.
mum area per person.

ELEMENTS REGULATED

Windows, habitable room site

Courts, yards (front, side, rear),
buildiniheiiht.

Corridors, stairways, doors, nits;
access to bathrooms and bedrooms.
Room dimensions (area, least dimension, ctflinfheiihi); minimum area per person, minimum
- a r e a per dwellini unit.

Required access to streets
Minimum area per dwellini unit

Windows; »!r conditionalWindows, yards, courts
Sites, materials, and constniction; Materials, temperature, futures,
Relation of uses to water supply
futures. - • - , - • • - . •
mainlenince.
6. Air pollution (dis- Vents and ventinf systems, blowers Vents and ventini systems, blowers Industrial performance standards;
charie into lif).
and tnhauil systems, Ineinera- .
and tihaust systems, inelneraland usa locations.
tors. '
7, Wat-r pollution..... Plumbinf syttems, septic tanks
Maintenance and Ivnctfonlnf of
do.
plumbini and futures.
I. Heatlni......
Desiin and construction
Desljn anf maintenance
t. Firtsility
Construction and materials, buildMaintenance requirements (or Inland nsepocatlons » and relationln| saturations, access and
terbrs, etltways, and heatlnf
ship, bulldini separations, ace|rti«.
oo,ulpmenl,_
cess.
5. Water supply

Required access to
streets.

Sites, materials, construction.

Water courses, (round
cover, irsdinf.
Access.
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Legally nonconforming structures also pose
particular problems for conservation
in many
neighborhoods. Such structures or t1 icir use have
been judged to be incompatible with the surroundings. Zoning ordinances prohibit the owners from undertaking major reno rations. If the
structures
provide a profitable return, however,
tlic3J do not disappear; they linger on in neighborhoods as blighting influences. There is a gap
in the system.
Conservation of neighborhoods, residential
or otherwise, may be a local objective, but
achievement of this objective generally cannot
be assured with the regulatory instruments
presently at our disposal. Federally assisted
code enforcement projects ma}' be undertaken,
but, like housing codes generally, these are
oriented to residential neighborhoods. Elsewhere in this report the Commission makes a
recommendation to resolve this gap in development' standards by giving a larger focus to
neighborhood conservation.
Gaps also exist because some regulations reflect a public policy which is enforced only in
particular sections of a locality. For exaniple,
the policy that private developers should donate
land to a locality for certain public facilities, or
pay a fee iji lieu thereof, has been widely
adopted. Regulations implementing this policy
arc written into subdivision regulations. But
many large new apartment complexes, because
they involve no new subdivision of land, escape
being subject to these regulations. This situation, besides illustrating a gap in development
standards, is clearly inequitable; some developers contribute toward schools and parks to serve
their dwellings, while others do not.
Sito design controls are typically incorporated in subdivision regulations. Shopping centers and large apartment developments (as in
the previous example) may escape site design
regulation. A few localities, rccognLing this
gap in their development controls, have adopted
site design regulations (apart from subdivision
regulations) which arc enforced uniformty
throughout the community.
THro are still other gaps—the missing standards which ire in none of the codes and have
yet- to be developed. There arc few standards,
for instance, dealing with noise- in the environment. Also largely unregulated are linear commercial and industrial uses along highways,
which often exist ns miles of roadside blight.
The investigatin of such gaps leads to the
logic of one comprehensive body of development standards for all development activities.
in tjic present system of promu?-.
standards
The process by which standards arc developed, tested, approved, Devaluated over time,

and kept up to date is complex and, at the present time, totally inadequate. It requires the talents of a vast array of experts. It becomes even
more complicated when the same body attempts
to promulgate both standards and model codes.
At the national level, professionals, professional groups, and trade associations quite naturally concentrate on developing standards in
their" respective fields of interest. There is no
system for coordinating their efforts. Engineers,
architects, health speciali.-ts, conservationists,
and recreation specialists, among many others,
together with their affiliated groups, tend to
work in isolation. There is little consideration
of the interrelationship and joint role of the
various disciplines in resolving the common
problems of physical development in a
community.
*
' " - . - Xo group has a program for measuring the
impact of its standards on the costs of development, or.on the total environment in a community. The standards such groups promote are
often not recvaluated. Whether objectives have
been actually achieved by adherence, to standards set forth is not known, even though the
standards may have been adopted and used for
many years by localities. Although some standards are periodically updated, top many appear
to be relayed from one generation to another
without question.
At neither the National, State, nor regional
level is there a primary source, or even a recognized group of sources, looking at all standards
in a comprehensive way, to which persons responsible for recommending standards for local
approval can turn for assistance. There is no
compendium of technically valid development
standards, nor for that matter even a compendium of acceptable, recognized standards in
current use which relate comprehensively to the
control of urban development. As discussed
previously, even the several special-purpose
model codes of nationally respected bodies have
inconsistencies among thorn, weakening the
claim of these codes as modfcJSf
At the. local level, the same confusion in the
organization and roles of standards makers ami
codcmakcrs exists as at the national level. The.
unfortunate cud result traditionally has been
that the technicians of each agency work in relative isolation from each other and the regulations and standards they prepare arc not
coordinated.
There is great variation in tho methods by
which standards arc searched out, analyzed, and
adopted at the local level. For example, tho
census survey conducted for the. Commission
shows that, although many communities base
their building regulations on one of the notional
model building codes, extensive changes mado
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locally often result in restrictions against the
use of new materials and methods of construction. The study of puilding code administration
for the Cpmmifsion bv the National League of
Cities.indicaUs that deviation from the model
ipodes is strongly influenced by groups with
vested interest.
:
Promulgation of technically valid standards
requires the combined talents of many experts.
Even if local technicians do not actually develop standards for .a particular subject, they
must seek out standards which are in use. Geneialiy theyfind.,varying standards on the same
subject which they must evaluate before recommending one standard to elected officials. This
evaluation problem alone is an awesome burden
thrust on local technicians. Through no fault
of their own, these, technicians cannot have .the
expertise necessary to evaluate all the standards
which a locality must use. The Commission
hopes that adoption of its recommendations on
formulation of standards will help rectify this
problem.----.
Qualified t technicians are rare in the standards field. lEven if they were available to all
local jurisdictions, which they are not, the
largest cities could not afford to employ the
technicians necessary to promulgate all development standards. And, unfortunately, it is the
smallest communities, where development pressures often arc the greatest, which have theleast
amount of technical talent available. For example, only 20 miles from Washington, D.C.,
Charles County, Md., has no subdivision ordinance as such and shares one professional planner with two neighboring counties. This parttime planner cannot- possibly, prepare, a system
of integrated development standards. Yet a new
town proposed for more than 100,000 people on
8,000 acres is now under construction .in that
'county,. ..: .
Because of limited staff resources for in-depth
research, local technicians, of ten find standards
in regulations of neighboring jurisdictions.
Sinc.e the ^hdarfs^Kive be>h fidbp'ted by other
local governments, the technicians often erroneously believe them to be technically valid and
hot obsolete.- Even if appropriate sources were
available; time to verify the acceptability of
standards.is not available. The standards.may
.be blindly adopted with no knowledge of their
potential impact on local, or—even more significantly—on areawide and metropolitan
deye_lopmeijit.i
v /;
, ^ > Firiaiiy, adopted standards tend to remain on
the .books for a long time without review or
modifications which reflect current technical
knowledge and current public policy. A major
effort is required by sorely understaffed local
departments to put aside the pressing matters

which come up daily in favor of the easily d«"layed long-range project of reviewing and
modifying standards already adopted.
Weaknesses -with the.administration. of development standard*
Improving all development standards so that
they are technically valid and based upon the
most currently available knowledge still would
not allow a community to guide its owngrowth
adequately. There are too many local agencies,
operating at too small a scale, in isolation from
each other:
• - "
Mvltiplicity of agencies
The array of agencies involved in the administration of standards is the same, perhaps with
a few more added, as that involved in the promulgation of standards.
Anyone trying to build or rehabilitate structures must pass through an ^asperating labyrinth. The local planning board, zoning Doard,
building department, health department,, and
engineering department all have responsibilities
for one or more of the major local regulations.
Also involved may be the school board; public
safety department (police, fire, and civil defense), highway department, recreation and
parks department^ and library department. And
finally, generally independent from all the previous local departments, are the redevelopment
authority, the housing authority and the agencies or staffs responsible for the community renewal program or the model cities program.
The number of departments will, of course,
vary from one community to the next, but generally there is little active coordination; among
local departments, each of which is concerned
with one or more phases of development, redevelopment, and conservation activities. Each
has its own operating procedures and regulations. The resulting conflict and redtape, particularly »vith relation to publicly assisted projects, have been continuously observed by the
Commission.
'-,-'• The Commission realizes that unifying the
administration of all standards and codes at the
local level is a large order. There undoubtedly
will be strong protests from many interests. But
the job is worth doing. In the present situation,
the separate administrators have little incentive to coordinate their efforts or, more importantly, to evaluate the impact of their separate
decisions jnn the physical growth of the
community.
Small scale of operation*
Because of the. cast-iron political boundaries
around each incorporated entity, every jurisdiction feels that it must have its own policy
and regulatory agencies and measures, regard-
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less of its capacity to finance and administer
them.
There is peat variation among localities,
both in the number of people available to administer regulations and in the technical competence of such personnel.
Ill the smallest jurisdictions, one engineer
generally is responsible for all technical work.
He is usually a trained civil or mechanical engineer who has had experience with contracts and
contractors, can write specifications, and can
supervise the construction of utility lines,
streets, and minor buildings. He is not only
the expert responsible for recommending approval of all local standards concerning development, but also the administrator of the
several local development instruments into
which the standards are codified.
There b no cutoff point where a community
changes from a one-man operation to larger
and larger staffs involving several agencies. Regardless of community size, a Commission survey clearly shoves that professionals and technicians (including inspection personnel) employed by local governments for planning, zoning and subdivision regulation activities receive
relatively low pay. In municipalities and New
England-type townships of more than 5,000
population, they receive an average annual salary of $9,072. Among jurisdictions within
SMSA's the average is $9,564, but it falls to
$8,256 in jurisdictions of less than 50,000 persons. Outside SMSA's, the average is only
$6,732.
For these same planning, zoning, and subdivision regulations activities, in 81 percent of
all governments surveyed, the top annual salary
for the highest paid full-time professional or
technical employee was less than $5,000 in 1967.
Among municipalities with less than 2,500
population, in SMSA's, 95 percent paid their
highest salaried employee less than $6,000. No
metropolitan area municipality of less than
10,000 population paid its top man in these categories as high as $15.000, and 60 percent of such
Idealities had no full-time employees whatever.
Ninety-five percent of metropolitan area municipalities of less than 25,000 population paid
their top man less than $15,000.
These salary scales cannot attract highly
qualified professionals and technicians to positions in local government The present system
is staffed by people who, through no fault of
their own, on the whole are hot competently
trained for the tasks of promulgating and administering development standards.

Recommendations
The Commission believes that defects in the
entire process by which standards currently are

developed, codified, kept up to date and administered cannot be resolved by stopgap measures,
but rattier require a comprehensive approach.
Specific standards may be improved on a
piecemeal basis. Assembling of all existing codes
that affect physical development in a municipality, and coordinating the administration of
these codes, would greatly help all those who
ultimately must use the codes. The .latter actions would help bring to light the gaps where
ho regulations exist, and where action or in?
action slips by to the detriment of the entire
community. They would show up the schizophrenic moments when a housing code insists
on an action which the.building code forbids.
However, the standard-fay-standard approach
and the assembling and coordinated administration of all regulations would only be partial
steps toward genuine development standards
ana cannot alone guarantee good standards
and codes. This is all the more true because even
the best model codes now available have serious
inconsistencies, and because many aspects of development have not been studied at all.
The Commission accordingly proposes: (1)
a. national framework for the development and
maintenance of technically valid standards for
controlling all types of development activities;
and (2) a new framework at the State and
local levels for the adoption, codification and
administration of development standards. The
recommendations proposed by the Commission
in other chapters related to standards and codes
should alt be considered within the context of
the recommendations which follow.

Recommendation No. I—Establishment of a
Council for Development Standards
The Commission recommends the establishment of a Council for Development
Standards in the National Academy of
Sciences-National Academy of Engineering,
the Council to be chartered by the Congress
as a continuing body composed of a National
Institute of Building Sciences and a National
Institute of Environmental Sciences. The
express purposes of the Council are—(i) to
formulate standards for regulating and
guiding the construction of buildings and
the physical development, redevelopment,
and conservation of the urban environment
(including its land, natural resources, and
facilities); (2) to provide a system for testing and approving technological innovations, new building materials and equipment,
and construction methods; (3) to provide a
system for evaluating experiences of public
and private programs affecting building and
the development, redevelopment, and conser-
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ration of the environment; (4) to coordinate
phrgbing' research and to program new research; and (5) to assemble and disseminate
technical information relating to develop' ment standards, the building industry, technology, the urban environment and to the
evaluation of puWic and private experiences
u urbair development
The Commission recommends that the structure of the Council be based upon the widest
representation possible of all major sectors concerned with development, redevelopment, and
conservation in the urban environment. Included would be representation from consumer
and. .public interest groups; professionals, including planners, architects, engineers, health
specialists, and sociologists; professionals, technical and code groups concerned with generating standards for specific aspects of physical
development ; builders; producers; and governnient agencies.
Whereas effective communication concerning
the broad spectrum of development standards
has been almost nonexistent among these
groups, the Council would provide, for the first
time; a body -within which such communication
coiild take place. The comprehensive approach
to all proposed Council and component Iiisti.
The (Council would be responsible for programming and supervising all work under its
direction. It would also coordinate all the work
of the technical committees of the National Institute of Building Sciences and the National
Institute of Environmental Sciences. The sujjgested organization of the Council and its com- '
ponent Institutes is outlined in chart 1.

(a) Framework for development and furtherance of environmental standards—the National Institute of Environmental Sciences
(Recommendations for the complementary
National Institute of Building Sciences are included in the chapter on Building Codes.)
The Cdihmissibn recommends that a National Institute of Environmental Sciences,
to be a constituent body of the Council for
Development Standards, undertake the following functions on a continuing basis, supported by an annual appropriation from
Congress: (1) Compile and formulate standards for the physical development, redevelopment, and conservation of the urban
environment, not including standards.relevant to construction and building technology; (2) coordinate on-going research and
program new research in fields directly related to development standards; (3) provide
a system for evaluating experiences of public
and private programs affecting development,
redevelopment, and conservation of the
urban environment, and (4) assemble, and
disseminate technical data relating to development standards arid to the evaluation of
public and private experiences in urban
development.
The proposed Council and its constituent institutes would provide a single system and
source to servo all communities and States. This
Institute would deal with all development
standards except for those related to buildings,
which would be the responsibility of the coralementnry National Institute of Building
cicnces.
:
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sible, to provide communities with urgently
needed technical standards and a compendium
of guide policies for controlling physical decomprehensively analyzed, subsequently sending
velopment
as the basis for new development standards.
It is intended that the standards incorporated
Standards would be promulgated on such speciin the proposed compendium would be based as
fic subjects as human needs or comfort levels in
much as possible on performance requirements,
terms of temperature, natural niid artificial
rather than specified materials and dimensions.
light, sound and smell, and requirements, reThe resulting flexibility would provide for inlated to land area and population density, for
public facilities such as schools, recreation areas, novations in planning and development which
could increase the quality of the environment
open space, roods, water and sewer lines.
and/or reduce costs.
Drawing on the Nation's growing technical
This recommendation, involving the first
abilities to test standards, to devise and apply
phase of the Institute's work, will provide the
performance tests, and to evaluate large bodies
basis for the Institutes major tasks cited in the
of information
to determine which, if any, of
previous recommendation.
inan}r existing standards arc based on current
knowledge, the Institute would develop stand'
Recommendation No. 2—Adoption of Techards based on intensive research and the com'
nical Development Standards by Local
bined talents of an assemblage of experts which
Governments
States and localities cannot match. Local techThe Commission recommends that States
nicians, therefore, would no longer be required
adopt or amend enabling legislation as apto develop their owit standards, or, based on
propriate to require that every jurisdiction
limited technical expertise, to make arbitrary
with the power to regulate physical developchoices among the wide range of standards of
ment give full consideration in local regulaquestionable technical validity now written into
tions to all the technical development standmodel codes or used to guide plans and regulaards developed by the National Institute of
tions of other localities.
Environmental Sciences.
(b) Preparation of a compendium of acceptThere is an urgent need to overcome the .lack
able existing development standards
of technically valid standards in local developThe Commission recommends that Con- ment regulations. Since nationally recognized
gress appropriate at least $5 million to the standards would be available, States should enNational Institute of Environmental Sci- courage their use on as widespread a basis as
ences lor the first stipulated project of the possible.
The
development
standards
approach
would
' . _ . - • « * • • • * «
.*
* »•
••
1 j l_

Institute. As its first p. -ject, not involving
more than 3 years, the Institute should
review existing standards such as those relating to the maintenance of minimum conditions for human habitation (including
needs and comfort levels in terms of temperature, acoustics, and privacy); the facilities
required for daily.living; the development
and conservation in the urban environment
of land, natural resources, and facilities such
as schools, parks, recreation areas, and utility systems; and the protection of man from
negative environmental factors such as polluted air and water, noise, odors, and other
factors which are nuisances or detrimental
to daily living. Based on this review, it
should prepare and issue (a) a set of technical standards for application in Federal,
State, and local regulations, and (6) a compendium of acceptable guide policies (standards), including a range of alternatives if
warranted, for those elements of development not normally subject to regulation.
Tlio objectives of the project would bo to
codify and update the mnxe of uncoordinated
standards in current use, and, as quickly ns pos-
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Recommendation No. 3—State Requirement
of Single Local Comprehensive Development Code

The Commission recommends that States
amend enabling legislation to require that
every jurisdiction with the power to regulate
physical development shall prepare and
adopt a single comprehensive Development
code. The code (a) shall embody current
technically valid standards which reconcile
local regulations relating to the physical
environment; (b) shall be implemented by a
single enforcement agency; and (c) shall
provide for its re-evaluation, modification
and updating to meet changing conditions.
The present irrational, piecemeal approach
to local regulations is retarding progress in
urban development. The profusion of regulator)' instruments which have evolved one at a
time for specific purposes cannot continue to be
added to or patched up.
What is needed is one comprehensive code
omlxxlying all (hu standards by which a locality
intends to regulate development. The proposed
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code is a new concept unlike any one code or
group of codes in current use. It would focus
on all subject areas, all phases of the development cycle, and the entire locality. It would be
divided into sections involving groups of standards related to one or more comprehensive objectives. _
The Commission suggests that each State
assist local gbvemmentsby establishing a model
format for a comprehensive development code.
The code is 6nW a framework for standards,
however. To be effective it must contain current
technically valid standards, such a? would be
promulgated by the proposed National Institute
of Building Sciences and National Institute of
Environmental Sciences.
The Commission also recommends that a comprehensive development code should be based
upon a comprehensive development plan embodying all local objectives for development.
The code would be the legal expression of the
plan. Complementary to the plan and code, localities also should establish a single set of procedures for guiding all development activities
and for the guidance of all public and private
developers. Thus there would be one basic plan,
one basic code, and one basic set of administrative procedures.
Because extensive evidence has clearly shown
that code administration and enforcement at the
local level is plagued by lengthy delays, con-

fusion, overlapping jurisdictions, and contradictory directions oy different officials within
the same locality, the comprehensive development code must be administered and enforced
by one local agency.
Establishment of a single local regulatory
agency may hot be accomplished easilt or
quickly. But such a mechanism will simplify the
administration of local regulations to provide
builders, contractors, design professionals, and
property owners with one-stop service, and will
eliminate duplication of services, inspections,
and approval processes that now exist.
More than legislation is required, however.
Although Commission recommendations would
lift the burden of analyzing, testing and promulgating development standards from local
technicians, the interpretation,, administration
and enforcement of the standards would remain
the responsibility of local technicians and inspectors. State governments should assume the
responsibility of providing technical assistance
to communities seeking to improve the administration of development standards. State and
local governments must provide in-service training to assure- that employees are up to date
with current standards in their respective fields
of specialty and have a working knowledge of
the broad objectives for local development. To
retain personnel and to add positive recognition
so sorely needed in the development field, salaries must be raised.
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Part IV. Government Structure, Finance*
attd Taxation
CHAPTER i

Modernizing Urban Government Structure
The Federal Housing Act of 1949 stated as a
major n tional objective "the realization as soon
as.feasiole of the goal of a decent home and a
suitable living environment for every American
family. . ." Since most Americans live in or
near cities, this means in large part a suitable
urban environment. From direct observation,
many hearings, and intensive research and
analysis, our Commission is convinced: (1) That
conditions in much of urban America fall far
short of .providing a suitable living environment; and (2) that remedial action urgently
demands major improvements in the existing
structure of .urban government.
There are a number of compelling reasons
why the improvement of urban government
structure is an urgent matter. The.quality of the
urban environment depends heavily on services
and facilities provided by local government.
The rising needs and expectations of urban
America have been outpacing local government
performance, despite widespread valiant efforts
evidenced by increasing levels of local public
expenditure and taxation. Further drastic
growth must be expected in the scale of local
government, and with increased scale comes an
increase in the complexity of problems. 3y
1985—only 17 years from now—the population
of metropolitan areas will b» up more than 50
percent from the I960 level.. During the same
period, the population of metropolitan suburbia
will have doubled. Inherited patterns of local
government are a critical factor in the ability
of local governments to deal effectively with
increasingly large and complex problems. An
uneven tax base among local governments,
causing wide variations 'a local fiscal capacity;
difficulties in coordinating public services; and
diffused governmental responsibilities to the
point of nonaccountability—these are among
the, consequences of structural weaknesses in
urban government.

Present and prospective problems, then, cannot be met by local governments or communities .in isolation from each other. Nor is |t!ie
National.Government equipped to deal with
these problems directly. Our Federal structure,
the vast continental spread of the United States,
and the diversity of its urban areas all limit the
direct role of Washington, The State governments, much closer to the local firing line, and
with basic legal power over local government
structure and financing, are in a more strategic
position. However, most of the States also face
other critical problems, and any effort they
make to deal with urban government structure
must somehow take account of the diverse conditions and attitudes of various communities.
Clearly essential, then, is a set of concerted
and mutually reinforcing efforts involving all
three levels of government—local, State anf National. Such concerted efforts, drawing upon the
adaptive capacity of bur Federal system, must
be made promptly and vigorously if public responsibilities for an acceptable urban environment are to be met. Accordingly, the Commission urges a number of major steps to achieve
more viable urban government. Our major proposals call for:
(1) State legislation to provide machinery for, and continuing assistance to, responsible local efforts to review and adjust
local goveinmerit structure in present and
prospective metropolitan areas;
(2) Federal legislation specifically to
encourage and assist such State-local efforts
toward basic analysis and improvement of
urban government structure; and
(3) State constitutional and legislative
action to unshackle and improve existing
institutions of local government by various
means, including authorization and financial aid for metropolitan councils of government; authorization of county-subordi-
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nate taxing areas; elimination of requirements mandating excessive numbers of
independent elective county officials; provision of reasonable standards for new
incorporations in metropolitan ureas; facilitation of local annexation and consolidation actions; and drastic curtailment of
State limitations on local taxing and
borrowing powers.
Action along these lines is most urgently
needed. Unless widespread vigorous, and effective steps are taken to civilize the existing jungle of local government jurisdictions, tne^fatioh
faces the prospect of a further and drastic centralization of governmental power and a possible smothering of the grassroots of American
democracy.
Evidence in support of this conclusion is provided in the following pages which describe
existing patterns of governmental structure
(with special reference to metropolitan areas),
summarize resulting problems, and review past
efforts toward structural improvement. The
Commission's proposals; are stated and explained in the final portion of the chapter.

THE NATURE OF METROPOLITAN
AREAS
The U.S. Bureau of the Budget defines a
metropolitan area as an integrated economic
and social unit with a recognized large population nucleus.1 As of 1967, the Budget Bureau
recognized 228 such areas in the United States,
calling them standard metropolitan statistical
areas (SMSA's). Generally, an, SMSA consists
of one or more entire county areas that are primarily nonagricultural, and that are closely related to a central city, or cities, of 5^,000 or
more. (In New England, SMSA's consist of
groups of cities and townships, rather than of
entire counties.)
Nearly two-thirds of all Americans reside in
metropolitan areas. About half of all metropolitan area residents live in the central metropolitan cities, but most of the increase in SMSA
population is taking place in outlying-ring territory. A study of .population trends done for
the Commission indicated that by 1085 some 71
percent of all Americans will live in SMSA's.
Especially because SMSA's are generally defined in terms of whole counties, not all of their
territory is closely populated. Most SMSA's include considerable territory that has only scat>««• U.8. Bnreau of tb« Badftt, Sloniirt Jfeln^lltan
SMMIenl Artti, 19S7. Tbl* soarce explnlns th* criteria until
to dtflnt 8MDA'*, and Includes a detailed listing of snch area*.
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tered urban development1 Nonetheless, in terms
of people and their occupations, the formal definition of SMSA's is focused on counties that
are mainly nonagricultural and central-cityrelated.

, Metropolitan areas range widely in population, from under 100,000 up to more than 10
million for the New York City SMSA. New
England, where SMSA's consist of groups of
cities and townships, has 23 such areas. The 205
SMSA's in the rest of the country are distributed as follows:
SJfSA't

1 county _^_;
2 counties
3 counties
4 counties

100
49
27

;

,

5 or more counties

14

-.

15 -

There are 30 interstate SMSA's with a total
population (in 1960) of 20 million persons, and
also two broader standard consolidated <>reas,
which are interstate in nature and altogether
include six SMSA's. Adding these, one arrives
at a total of 36 SMSA's with major interstate
relationships. Altogether, these areas have 115
entire counties plus parts of 14 others (in New
England); in I960, they had over 41 million
residents, or nearly one-fourth of the Nation's
total population.
Local government numbers and patterns

Metropolitan areas, as of 1967, were served
by 20,745 local governments, or about one-3
fourth of all local government in the Nation.
This means 91 governments per SMSA—an average of about 48 per metropolitan county, including in addition to the count}' itself, 12
school districts, 12 municipalities, seven townships, and 16 special districts/ But these aver» Census figure., for 1060 inu^te that, of the 310.000 ,011.11*
mile* of Unil In SMSA's ** h en defined, less tbap 2ft,OOO
square mile« were in their clow:; settled "urbanized areas"
(ronnlntinjr In general of the central cities and directly-adjncent territory with «t least 1.000 resident* per square mile).
Some SMSA's have stable amount* of scrlcnitural or even
unused land. Perhaps the most strlklne example involve* the
San Bernardlno-RiTtrslde-Onttrio SMSA; one of Its two
coiintle*. San Bernardino, In the largest in the Nation, anil
Includes severs! thousand square miles of mountain and desert
land.
" By typo as follow* from U.S. Bureau of the Census. OOPrrttmtmtal Orjimijaflon, 1007 Cenms of floTertis«iir«. Vol. I:
Within SMSVs

All tool iMtwMfds
Schtoldrttfirtt

.,

CMUfo

Namtrtf

Ptrttflt

20,745

100.0

5,033
15,712

24 3

405
4, NO

Ij^feii*™™:::.™.

3,255

7.0(2

75.7

2.0
24.1
15.7
34.0

Fttcwit
«IUS.
tot*K

25.5
23,1
28,4
13.3
27.C

110
33.2

< Thejwr-countjr arera«r-. cited are bused upon data for the
30r> RM8A'« oulnlde Km, Knffland. In Tlew of (he dlferent
Keofraphlc basin of 8M8A's there. The New England SMSA'K
»Vf rage 30 Inml gnvernments t*ch.
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a«ies cover great variations. There are 20
SMSA's with ..fewer than 10 local governments
each-^J3-in-ti)ft-South,
five in .New England,
and two in the West.5 At the other e: *»«me are
such SMSA's as Chicago, with 1,113 Jjcal governments (186 per county) ; Philadelphia, with
S71 (109 per county); Pittsburgh, with 704 (176
per county); and Xew York, with 551 (110
per county).
The overwhelming majority of these local
governments are relatively small. For example,
two-thirds of the municipalities in SMSA's
have a population of Jess than 5,000 and cnethird of the total number have fewer than
1,000 residents. Similarly, of the 3,255 townships in SMSA's, over two-thirds have a population of less than 5,000. Most of the SMSA's
special districts also involve only small-scale
operations. Of all the school districts in metropolitan areas, about one-foiuth have fewer than
300 pupils, and about one-third operate no more
than a single school.
In terms of gepgraphj', many of the local governments in metropolitan areas are extremely
Small. For example, of all the municipalities in
SMSA's about one-half have less than a single
square mile of land area, probably 60 percent
are smaller than 2 square miles, and four-fifths
have a land area of under 4 square miles; i.e.,
corresponding to a square 2 miles on each side.
Fewer thanJJOO SMSA municipalities
include
as much as 25 square miles of land.6
The local governments in metropolitan areas
are administered by some 134,000 elective ofti'ciais, including 87,000 members of their governing bodies (county governing boards, city
councils,.school distvict boards, etc.), and 47,000
other elective officials. Municipalities account
for over 45,000 of the total number of elective
officials—an average of nine, per city. Elective
officers average as follows, for the various other
types of locaTgovernments in SMSA's: 31 per
county government; nine per township; six per
- England's traditional primary reliance upon town or
township govcrnmentx. nml the South'* henry reliance upon
cnuntlc* have tended to limit the proliferation of xmall municlpalltlea and special district* In those arenx. It in nlxo comhinn In New KnuUml and In «ome part* of the South for public
schools to be provided by general-purpose governments (connties, municipalities or townships) rather than by Independent
school. dlxtrict unit* ** I* the prevailing pattern elsewhere.
At the other extreme, the greatest complexity of local government structure Is found In those stntes (mainly In' the Midwent) which h«T« townships nnd Independent school district*
as well ax county, municipal, nnd special dlxtrict government*.
•The text dlscnsslnn of geographic xlie of municipalities In
baxed mainly upon n tabulation of Individual-area data ap.
pearln* In the. publUhed serle* of Individual-state' .Area Meatvrtmcxt Ktforif of the Bureau of the Cennnn. Those report*
Include figures ax of 1000 for all municipalise* of 1.000 InhnbltanU or more. It ha* farther been ansumed hrre that
8ub*tanUa]ly all of the nnder-1,000 mimlclnalltlex have an
nre» of lexx than one nature mile. The lOno Ccnxux of Population recorded only 177 municipalise* with land nren of nt
iqnure wll« ; no donht annexation nrtlrlty hnx xlnce
Increased thlx number to xomo extent.

sc^iool district; and tliree per special district.7
Thus, the average metropolitan county has
neatlv 350 elective local officials.
In most instances there is no direct relationship of boundaries between the several types of
local governments in SMSA's. For example, less
than one-fifth of the 5,033 school districts and
only 13 percent of the 7,062 special districts
within metropolitan areas correspond geographically to the area of a. particular municipality,
township, or county.
Most residents of metropolitan areas, then,
are served by at least four separate local governments; i.e., a county, municipality, or township,
and a school district, plus one or more special
districts. The average SMSA central cfy- has
more than four overlying local governments.5
Less layering and complexity appear in some
SMSA's, but far more—ranging up to 30 .separate overlying governments—occur in parrs of
other metropolitan areas.
Historical background
-These characteristics—multiple layers and
generally unrelated boundaries—reflect the
separate historical b::ckgrpund of various kinds
of local governments. The entire territory of
most States is divided among areas served by
counties, which developed inainty to. carry out
State-delegated responsibilities. In States that
provide for public education through school districts, these units arc also generally statewide in
their total coverage; that is, no part of the State
lacks such a local government "layer." Also,
since the duty of providing free public education is usually vested constitutionally with the
State itself, school districts resemble counties
in having specifically delegated powers.
• Itnscil on the following figures, from the t'.S. Itiirc.iu of
the Census. Popularly Elected Offlcinlt »] Ktntr ami Local
(Inccrnmcnlii, J!l(!7 Census of Governments, Vol. VI, Xo. 1; _
tlKtM local official Jin
SMSA'j

Total

Typt ol tovtrnmtnt
All local lovtrnmtnh
Countits
_
MyniciMlitin
Townttiipj..
School dntfkti..... .
SpKiil dislficts

Mmbiis ol
fovtthlni
boditi

•133,7*0

.
.

.

12,476
45,142
30.410

3,749
21, SW
1,002

2t,ttS
I7.GM

21,137
16,77*

• Toll! a Ins thin the (am ol mt-of-fovirnmtnt dttiil b*um« tomt
cMlt Mrvt in i dual caotcity (t.l, far both county and municipal or

• Of the 383 "central cltfex" of SMSA'*. all hut 32 aluo hnvo
n xeparate county Eovernment. Overlylnp thexo cltle* nlxo.
nccordlnr Ui the 1007 Cenxux of 'tovernmontii, are 717 special
dl*trlct* and 324 Independent xchool districts. Thu*. even
aside from the township unit* found also In a frw mctro|>oll
tan centr I cltlen, local government* nervine these nren* (Including tno ronnldpnlltleii them«elve«) number more than
1 ,!>riO or an »ver*re of n.fi per city.
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In most of the States with town or township
governments, these are typically comprehensive
in total geographic scope, except that at least
the larger incorporated municipalities are excluded.
The other two kinds of units—municipalities
and special districts—developed differently and,
unlike counties, school districts, and townships,
do not add up to any comprehensive geographic
coverage of particular States. The municipalities—cities, towns, and villages-^-were set up to
provide for the additional public service needs
of closely settled local areas: fire protection,
sewerage, water supply, refuse collection, public health and-hospital services, and the like.
Special districts make up the most recent and
rapidly increasing class of local governments.
Their growth has been stimulated by various
factors, including State limitations upon the financial powers of counties and municipalities,
and in some instances other geographic or structural limitations of those governments. Although most special districts are relatively
small, some have extensive territory; of the 7,062
such units in SMSA's, 323 are countywide and
527 operate in two or more counties. Unlike the
other types of local governments, not all special
districts have property-taxing powers; nearly
half of those in SMSA's can raise revenue only
by imposing benefit charges or special assessments, although they also have borrowing
power, and can receive intergovernmental
grants.
This is the factual background, then, for the
increasingly heard comment that metropolitan
local government is Balkanized, a paten work,
and a wilderness. For some metropolitan areas,
this would be an exaggeration. However, it is
clear that: (1) there is no one set of arrangements that might be viewed as the predominant
"American" pattern of local government for
metropolitan areas; and (2) local government
arrangements found in most SMSA's are the
product of historical tradition and patchwork
changes. In very few cases do they reflect any
concerted attempt to develop a comprehensive
pattern of local government designed to deal
effectively with modern conditions of metropolitan life.
Why governmental diffusion matter*
Local governments can be characterized as
typically small, overlapping, and duplicating.
The question remains as to whether it matters
enough to engage our best efforts to change the
existing pattern. Perhaps thp most forceful assessment of the problem in recent years was
done by the highly respected, privately supported research group, the Committee for Economic Development. The CED's six-point

assessment of "why it matters" may be paraphrased as follows :•
(1) Most local government units are too
small to provide effective and economical
solutions to their problems;
(2) Extensive overlapping layers of government cause confusion and waste the taxpayers'money;
(3) Popular control over local government is ineffective because of the excessively
long ballots and the confusions caused by
the many-layered system of government;
(4) Policy leadership is typically Weak,
if not nonexistent;
(5) Archaic administrative organizations are totally inadequate to the functional demands made upon them; and
(6) The professional services of highly
qualified personnel are typically not attracted to local government.
The same study generalized from these six
points, with special reference to metropolitan,areas, by stating that—
The most pressing problem of local government in
metropolitan areas may be stated quite simply. The
bewildering multiplicity of small, piecemeal, dnplicative, overlapping local Jurisdictions cannot cope with
the staggering difficulties encountered in managing
modern urban affairs. The fiscal effects of duplicative
suburban separatism create great difficulty in provision
of costly central city services benefiting the whole urbanized area. If local governments are to function effectively in metropolitan areas, they' must have
sufficient size and authority to plan, administer, and
provide significant 10financial support for solutions to
arenwidc problems.

It has been questioned whether the numbers
and layers really matter. After all, the argument
goes, metropolitan areas are also served by
many thousands of separate business establishments. Most of these, as in the case of local governments, are relatively small," They also have
developed "like topsy," without any comprehensive overall design. Yet altogether this great
array of businesses give a high living standard
for metropolitan residents. If multiplicity and
unplanned evolution serve us well in the field
of private enterprise, why not in local government in metropolitan areas?
The suggested analogy between local government and ^private business is n poor one. Many
local government services involve important
economies of scale; i.e., they can be carried out
more economically (or can only be performed
»Srw Committee for Economic Development, Uo&trnWng
l.ocnl Government. A Statement on National Policy by the
Rcxnarrh and Policy Committee for Economic Development,
(July 1066), pp. 11-13,
"There are'over 3 million biulnoM entithlliihment* In the
Nation <«tore* and wholnwllnir, nervier, nnd mnnufnctnrlnir
enubllihment*). or more than 40 11 men n« many nx the total
number of Incut government*.
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at all) above some minimum scale of operations.
In this respect, local governments are much more
iik$_privateiy-ownedlutilities that supply electricity, gas, and telephone service than they are
like, private business, generally. Such private
utility services are commonly provided in urban
and metropolitan areas (on a regulated-monopoly basis) t>y a few firms, rather than by large
numbers of separate competitive establishments.
Some efforts at local,government reorganization have probably put too much, emphasis on
this matter of economies of scale. There are other
even more important reasons why local government structure must reflect considerations differing from those that influence priyate business
patterns. The regulative and policing duties of
local,government are .uniquely public, because
of their coercive nature. Also, some of the most
costly services., of local government, including
education, health, and welfare activities, are of
a.social nature. These, as well as the protective
functions, obviously .cannot be provided on a
consumer-cjipice pricing basis; they must be financed mainly from taxation and from borrowing that in turn is tax financed. But taxation is
also coercive—a means for exacting a portion
of private resourcesJor public purposes. Thus,
in lieu of .the voluntary, consumer-choice price
system that, applies to private business, government must ana does rely heavily for its financing
upon mandatory measures that must be applied
uniformly, rather than being tailored in detail
to. the wishes or preferences of the individuals
served or taxed.
If the coercive powers of government for. regulation and taxation are to be responsibly exercised, they must be subject to control by the affected area or community. This purpose, is
served, of course, by provisions for popular
election of officials,, and requirements for their
public,accountability. But if officials .are to.be
elected, and if taxes are to be.imposed, these
arrangements must apply to particular geographic areas. Thus, local governments exist, f.or
particular defined - areas which. differ significantly from the less precise trading or service
areas associated with, commercial establishments,
and governments must serve.fruch areas^ in a socially responsive and accountably fashion.
The case for order and simplicity in the. pattern of. metropolitan government is based, then,
upon far more than the economy and .efficiency
argument. Local governments perform many
services which diner widely in the. minimum
geographic or population size needed for their
effective performance. If only operating
economy,were involved,, public services in metropolitan areas might .oe supplied by having
many separate sets of particular function units,
\\ith each set reflecting a scale of operation

suited to the particular service involved. But
such an.arrangement would not provide means
for: (1) determining how much money should
be supplied by,taxation for all local government purposes in particular areas; (2) determining how such resources should be allocated
among various needed servicesj and (3) promoting coordination and cooperation among closely
related public activities. Furthermore, such an
arrangement would confront the voting citizen
with the need to choose a vast array of officials
to serve him with respect to many different services; in this situation public accountability and
responsiveness would be more form than reality.
Such a specialized-fnnction approach to local
government exists to some degree, as reflected
by school districts and special districts. Some
proposals for the establishment of separate units
to handle certa'>i metropolitanwide functions
run in this direction. The more traditional approach, however, involves reliance mainly upon
such multiple-purpose governments as counties,
townships, and municipalities. Each of these
can, within its own range of responsibility, provide a means of weighing priorities and coordinating related activities. Also, where, such
a government is so large that some of its services
can be provided on a decentralized basis, this
can be done through such devices as police
precincts, local health areas, and even neighborhood city halls—all without precluding larger
scale or centralized handling of other functions
that can be so performed.
At the time of development there was a reasonably clear division of functions among multipurpose governments. Counties and townships
usually handled State-delegated services of the
kind needed everywhere: and the municipalities,
with more locally determined flexibility,
assumed responsibility for the added publicservice needs of closely settled communities..
Even then, however, State laws were often used
to set bounds upon competition for local, tax
resources through various types pf tax-limitingj>rpvisions.
With urban sprawl and metropolitan development, the distinction between the conditions
and needs of central and of fringe territory has
diminished, and so has the demarcation between
traditionally ^ nuinicipal responsibilities and
those that might be provided on a larger area
basis by county governments.
In the typical metropolitan area, then, .each
coui ty government affords a device for determining priorities and fiscal allocations for services .under its jurisdiction, and each municipality
can also do this with regard to its particular
functions, But no effective ,method exists for
weighing the respective requirements of these
two types of multipurpose governments against
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each other, or against those of school districts
and special districts. And there is no means
for insuring that closely related activities of
these various governments will be planned and
carried out on a consistent and reinforcing basis,
rather than in conflicting \vays.
Pressures by local, civic, and business organizations and by acknowledged community leaders often are helpful. Also, cooperation among
the officials of separate local governments—
both informally and in a more organized
fashion, such as through metropolitan councils
of governments—is an important means for
some coordination. Lacking, however, is any
placement of responsibility—short of the State
legislature and Governor—to promote coordination of interrelated services of local governments, and to set priorities for the financially
competitive needs of various public services
within the metropolitan area as a whole, or for
any particular portion of it.
These seemingly abstract concepts may be
more meaningful if considered from the standpoint of the ordinary citizen who thinks his local
taxes are too high. With property taxes levied
separately by three to six separate local governments, to which should his protest or inquiry be
addressed?
Or consider the citizens or civic group concorned about, some problem in a particular community. Perhaps the matter is clearly subject
to handling by one specific unit of government.
But where this is not the case and innumerable
examples might be cited—the chances for delay,
frustration, indecision, and conflict arc multiplied. Illustrative of the kinds of problems involved are:
(1) Policing near schools (involving the
school district and municipality—or, in
suburbia perhaps county or township);
(2) The interrelated neighborhood effects of street cleaning and refuse collection, placement of schools and school playprromuls, placement and maintenance of
public housing, location of clinics and -welfare service centers (functions generally
handled separately by municipalities,
school districts, special districts, and county
governments);
(3) Health cnro for schoolchildren, or
tho school's relation to community social
welfare and recreation programs (involving school district, and municipality or
county); and
(4) Now roads, extensions of water and
sewer lines, and land-use determinations
(often involving county, special district
and municipal governments, and perhaps
evon Hie State).

It would be vain to hope that structural
change might end official conflict and indecision. As every President, Governor, iuaybr, and
city or county manager knows, there is constant
pressure within any multipurpose government
for increased support of various services, and a
continuous need to minimize functional overlapping or conflict. But generally today, the
diffusion anu layering of local government inhibits effective efforts to deal with its problems.
Nobody can truthfully say, as President Truman said about the President's role in the executive branch of the Federal Government—"The
buck stops here."
Ways of "packaging" government services
The di-s:-ability of having all or most urban
government services jointly packaged under a
single jurisdiction that is highly visible and
definitely accountable to the particular com-,
munity it serves seems clear. But this goat has
little meaning until one considers the questions.
What is the optimum community to be served
by such a broad-purpose government within a
metropolitan area and how to coordinate the interdependence of its life? Practically by definition, such an area is relatively large, with much
diversity and specialization of economic activity, variety of land use and population density;
and usually has a great deal of within-arca
communication, travel, and transportation. To
take but one example: one might assume a
metropolitan area served by only a half-dozen
comprehensive local governments, each rcspoii^
siblc for substantially all urban public services
within its particular territory; it is,clear that
each such unit, in providing streets and highways, must take into account the highway layout
of its neighboring local governments. Streets
and roads have to connect, in orderly fashion.
But there is a great difference in the degree
of geographic relatcdness for various governmental services. This has led some thoughtful
people to attempt a distinction between areawide and local area functions, proposing that
tho former be assigned to a metropolitan unit of
government while the latter are left with numerous smaller units. Such efforts generally result in tho conclusion that only gradations of
functional difference exist, so -that objective and
reasonable people would (and do) arrive at different proposals for what should be moved up
to arcawido government." Such an approach
also, of course, loaves unanswered the problem
".An racHIont (irmly*!* of tbM xubjtct nppcnm In tiio report of Hie Artvlnory CommlMlon on Intorjfovornmentn! Ifolftloiu, Performance nf Urban Functiotii: Local ami Arm iclilc,
That neuron HIKCMIH novcn erlterln licnrlnK upon minimum
or optimum »lxc for providing puMIc jtoftils nni) ncrvlccs. niul
IB iMVrriiinunfnl functions In tlm light of MIC
llerln.
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Described above as to the need, for comparative
bu'dgetihg and effective coordination between
"~fitnctioiisr ~
.
"\
Another land of proposal, then, wo. Id aim at
the comprehensive packaging of local government services into a single unit to serve an
entire metropolitan area. This approach seems
especially attractive for metropolitan areas of
small or moderate size (e.g., consisting of only
_ajsingle county), especially those not immediately next door to another metropolitan area.13
But for very large metropolitan areas, this
approach immedijitcly_raises serious questions:
(1) How suel£fw /veryLarge government
ran be really-^countable
and responsible;
(2) Wh B ' ; r ^fche inevitable layering
withm it w-^ila add
to costs and bureaucracy; and \$^//'
(3) Whether some of our biggest cities,
countiesj and school districts do not already
face serious difficulties of adaptation and
responsiveness to the diverse needs of their
component neighborhoods and communi.ties.
The alteratives suggested illustrate the difficult conflicting purposes that must be kept
in mind in any effort at the restructuring of
metropolitan government; concern for localized
as well as arcawide needs; and means for responsiveness ns well as, for orderly planning,
IqUitable financing, and effective coordination
of irelafed public services.
However, the choice to be made is not necessarily all'or nothing; i.e., between one large
comprehensive metropolitan government on the
one hand, and the multilayered array of local
governments on. the other. It can easily be shown
for example^ tl- at the overwhelming majority of
municipalities in metropolitan areas fall far
short, geographically, of embracing whole communities in any meaningful economic sense,
Mobility factor
"A JJureau of the Census.sU'viy indicates tliat,
of the employed persons living in the outlying
(honcentral city) parts of metropolitan areas
in 1963, more than one-half traveled at least 6
miles each way in their regular home-to-work
.journey, and four-fifths traveled at least 3 miles.
•GiyeTvthe very small geographic size of most
outlying metropolitan municipalities, it seems
clear that only a small proportion of all suburban workers are employed in their own hometowns. Nearly all of them cross municipal
boundaries to and from work, and many of
:

'• For example, the CED ntudr cited In footnote 0, above,
Includes th« recommendation that "In situation* when a
(Inglo, count; contains *n entire metropolitan area, tlilc committee rceornmeiid« that * reconstituted county government
he u»cd a« the bnilc framework (or handling area-wide
-" problems,"

them travel each day through several municipalities."
.
Other census data further emphasize ^the
mobility factor. In large metropolitan areas,
even for noncentral cities with a population of
50,000 or more, there is a high level of in-andout travel between residence and place of work.
In 1960,49 percent of all the persons employed
in sizable satellite cities came from a residence
outside the particular satellite where they were
employed. At the same time, 46 percent of the
workers residing in these cities were employed
outside the city boundaries."
Such facts, point up the limited meaning of
the word "community" as it is often used with
reference only to particular local areas where
people reside and are counted for populationcensus purposes. Indiridual and family ties to
such residential areas are understandably
strong and important. But most people in metropolitan areas also have an important stake
in the public facilities and services provided
in areas where they work or visit. Furthermore,
local governments in metropolitan areas must
serve not only their resident nighttime populations, but also the differing daytime populations resulting from the ebb and flow of metropolitan activities. Yet when these local governments are very small in territory and popujatipn, only a limited ,part,of the total population
that each government Aiiis serves has any voice
in choosing the officials or determining the
spending and tax policies that are involved. In
turn, these scattered electorates lack an effective tie to the jurisdictions that so strongly
affect them. In both directions, one finds taxation, regulation, service, and protection without representation. As was stated in a recent
conference on local government problem)::
* * * The suburbanite Is likely to have .scattered
and confusing civic ties. He looks to his particular
outlylnj? municipality for various services associated
wltli his residence there. * * * Usually, however, he
must depend for public school operation upon an entirely separate unit of government, and the same
nmy lie true for certain other.public services handled
through special districts. Furthermore, for his daily
trip to work and for similar journeys by other i inM Sec U.S. Bureau of the Census. Paticngt,1 Transportation
Survey, Vol. t, 1003 Census of Transportation, p, (H.
"Based on datn presented In U.S. Bureau of tnn Census.
Jount]i to Work, 1000 Census of .Population, Volume PC
(2)-OII. This source Includes detailed cram-tabulations of
employed persons by residence nnd place of work for each
of the 101 SMSA's that hail a 1000 population of 2!>0,000
or more. It Include* separate figures for municipality* of
50,000 plus. Of these gMSA's, H4 each hn<1 more than a
single city of 30,000-plus. Thus, In addition to their re«pec>
tiro Inrftcst central cltlf*, these aronn alto^other Included
84 "natelllto" cltlod of over 00.000. Tim figure* report«1 In
the text pertain to these 84 satellite cities. For thfl 34 central
cltlfx of these areas, the proportion of resident vforker*
employed outside averaged 10 percent, and Hie proportion
of all worker* engaged within the 34 central cltlm who wore
residents olsowlioro averaged 28 percent.
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bers of his family, be depends upon the highway, traffic
control, and parking regulation services of various
other, municipalities. * *-* At Iiis place of employment, and that of his wife
or other working members o? his family, fire and
police protection, street Cleaning and lighting and
other essential services arc usually provided by some
government other than tlmt which serves his home
neighborhood and over which he has some influence
by his local vote. Such alien units also control sanitary conditions in the restaurants where he or other
family members eat lunch, or where they less frequently dine out Those governments also generally
police the areas and regulate many of the places of
amusement visited by this suburbanite and his children. Typically also, the central city and sometimes
other neighboring municipalities provide public recreational and cultural facilities which could not conceivably be made available by this suburbanite's own
particular municipal government."

Fiscal aspects
Another problem of minute splintering of
metropolitan area local government, results
from the wide range in fiscal capacity of smallarea units. T".ken as a whole, the typical SMSA
has vast re»onrcea and productive capacity,
usually a higher average level of personal income than tltiit found "in rural areas or nonmetropolitan communities, and large private
investments in taxable property. But these resources are not uniformly distributed, nor are
they closely related geographically to the location of needs for local public services. Thus,
when fiscal capacity is measured in terms of
{population (or public school enrollment, or
some other measure of need) per available
property tax base, great disparity will commonly be found among various local governments having parallel responsibilities. A range
of 10 to 1 or more in relative fiscal capacity
often appears within a particular metropolitan
area,"
This situation provides incentives for intense
competition among the many governments in
metropolitan areas, extending sometimes to undercover tax or zoning favors designed to attract
or retain business establishments. Even more
widely one finds "fiscal zoning"; i.e., efforts to
use local land-control powers in a way to attract economically "profitable" development and
to restrict land uses (such as for low- or moderate-income housing) that might add relatively
more to public service needs than to the tax
base. The extreme result of such incentive may
'• See Proceeding* of the National Conference on Locnl
Government Flucnl Policy, In lluntclpal Wnanct, Vol. 30,
No. 3, February 1007, n. 128.
"Sec Dick Jvctier, Kconomici of the Property Too, pp.
124-6, for example* of range* In par cnpltn property tax
base: IS to 1 among 01 niunlclpalltle* In tlie Chicago area
in 1057; 10 to 1 Among 104 local unit* in the New York
SMSA In 1059; 18 to 1 among Cuyahogn County municipal),
tic* In 1035-86; 32 to * turning local unit* In northcnitern
New Jew tn 1000. While such companion* are uiually mail*
by rcfen..^ 'n taxable property milieu, ilmllnr renultn would
general!) appear If they wore hiucd upon personal Income or
bualneM tnuiwcUonji, but the latter klnat of data are lew
generally available for mail ar««.
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be found in various metropolitan "tax islands"
or industrial enclaves—small governmental
principalities thaFhave some large I nsiness establishments bi>t few residents. These are able
to operate with extremely low taxes .because
most of the public-service needs for families
whose livelihood comes from a job in the taxisland area must
be provided by other nearby
jurisdictions.18
These incentives operate in a reinforcing'
rather than self-correcting direction. The local
unit wliicii can either operate with lower taxes-,
or provide more and better services at a comparable tax rate has more potential appeal for
further development than do competing units.
Splintered governments thus operate toward increasing disparity in fiscal capacity, as well as
toward narrow and parochial local policies of
zoning, governmental service, and taxation.
Such variations and incentives do not entirely
disappear, even in the exceptional metropolitan
area that has a simple local government structure with relat Yvely few separate jurisdictions.
Under such conditions, however, the problem is
likely to be :6tr"1css serious. The several larger
component ni^ag will typically have some reasonable "mix" of economic activity and land
use, so that their relative fiscal capacities will
fall within a limited range. Furthermore, they
are far more likely than tiny jurisdictions to
contain enough social and demographic variety
to generate internal forces against discriminatory zoning practices. And because special treatment for individual establishments is likely to
have Jess benefit in relation to, the forger tax
base of such sizable areas, officials should be
better able to resist pressures for improper
favoritism.
In summary, from a fiscal as well as political
standpoint one finds: (1) that the diffused pattern of local government in most metropolitan
areas gives rise to many extremely serious problems and inequities; but also (2) that adequate
dealing with these difficulties does not necessarily dictate some all-or-nothing typ* of reform; tremendous improvement could come
even from structural changes that fall short of
the comprehensive amalgamation of all lotal
governments in each metropolitan area.
"Few If any "fax i*lfin4«" *re more notorious than Teterboro Itorough. New Jersey, Thl* municipality, with an area
of 1,1 Hanaro mile nnrt a resident population In 1060 of tt
portion*, had n property tax ba*e (eauaflxed awietined value*) 'j
1000 of $fll) million, or more than $3 million per capita. It*
four neighboring Jurimllctlon*, rncli with ncvernl tnnumnd
Inhabitant*, hurt per cnpltn tax base* that ranged from
about $8,000 to 123,000—and each of them, moat underMnmlably, hn.l a tax rate *everal time* an high a* Toterboro'n,
The problem of tax Uland* It al*o Illustrated In Cook
County, IHInoln. In 1004, among the 120 elementary gradenchool cUntrlct* In that County, there wa* a range of 35 to 1
In the property tax bare per pupil—I.e., from $243,000 down
to $9,200 per pupil.
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Limiting the. problems of governmental
diffusion. ' .
. The question remains as to what .can and
should be done about governmental diffusion.
Our approach will be to draw from the experience of various States and metropolitan areas
to illustrate some of the most promising ways
to deal with the complex problem. The listing
below is illustrative rather than exhaustive. The
various devices are interrelated in nature. However, they have been grouped under three headings: (1) structural—affecting the existence,
area, or powers of various kinds of local government; (2) financial; and (3) coordinative.
Structural devices
j^The number of local governments in metropolitan areas may be reduced, or the responsibilities and relationships of various units may
be redefined to minimize problems. First, it is
instructive to examine the pattern of local government that would result in metropolitan areas
if it wen? somehow possible, in each SMSA,
to replace existing arrangements by a set of
comprehensive units (of atleast 50,000 persons)
each responsible for all public services in its
territory.
Such an arrangement can be tested by reference to i960 population figures for the 228
SMSA's as (defined iii 1967." On this basis, the
metropolitan areas would have a total of approximately 1,300 local governments, or an
average of less than six per area, as compared
with the present average of 90 per SMSA. If
thus reorganised, about one-fourth of the
SMSA's would each be served by only a single
local government, and nearly as many by two
local governments each. At the other extreme,
the approach would, involve more than 30 governments for each of seven very large metroi areas:
58 for the Los Angeles-Long Beach SM
SAXihsteadof233);
55 for the New York SMSA (instead of
551);
52 Jor the Chicago SMSA (instead of
46 for the Philadelphia area (instead of
876)5
.,
38 for the Detroit SMSA (instead of
242)5
n
The, Indicated count of "restructured" metropolitan local
government* li baaed upon ilmnle mathematical calculation*
for each SMSA: dividing by 50.000 tbe «re«'« I960 popnlationvre*ldlng ont*lde cine* of 50,000-pl«» to ascertain- the
maximum number of potential "new" county-city unit*, and
adding tbla figure to the coant of existing manldpalltles of
00,000 or more. In effect, thin assume* that eacb present
major municipality, aa well ai each prospective new comprehensive unit, would operate M « composite city-county.
With re*pon»lblllty al»o In II« respective area for function*
presently «*»lgn«lJo.any school districts, special district*,
and township government*.

37 for the Pittsburgh SMSA (instead
of704); aid
33 for the Boston SMSA (instead of
146).
Such figures are, of course, only illustrative.
Any real effort at restructuring of local government would be carried out on an individual
area basis. Furthermore, this example makes
no allowance for areawide units that would
probably be needed in major SMSA's. Under
this mechanistic formula, each metropolitan
area would have only a set of multipurpose
governments serving various component areas.
Nonetheless, the results of the exercise do show
how greatly the present, diffusion of governmental responsibility differs from a simplified
pattern.
The structure of metropolitan government
assumed for these calculations does not contemplate the creation of huge, remote entities;
the prospective new comprehensive governments would average around 56,000 in population (as of 1960), with none of them over
100,000 when first established. The kind of
pattern assumed for this exercise offers so many
advantages that it could serve as a guideline
for efforts toward structural improvement in
particular SMSA's.
Structural devices ™ for limiting the problems
of governmental diffusion that the Commission
has found worthy of emphasis are listed below:
(a) Direct State performance (by original
retention, or recapture) of some functions co.mmonly delegated to. local governments. Examples include: in Hawaii, public school operation, property tax assessment, and land zoning;
in Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia,
provision and maintenance of most local roads;
in Florida and Virginia, most public health
services; in numerous States, most public
welfare services.
(6) Authorization for counties or townships
to provide urban-type services for unincorporated territory. Availability of such power to
townships in New .England and to counties in
various Southern States has helped limit proliferation of small municipalities and special
districts in those areas.
(cj Provision of higher minimum standards
of population and/or geographic area for new
incorporations and special districts, at least
within metropolitan areas. Action in this direction has recently been taken in Colorado,
Florida, Kansas, New Mexico, and Oregon.
••Moat of the devices listed are recommended, or favorably
discussed, often with extensive background Information, In
various report* of the Advisory Commlwlon on Intergovernmental Relation*. flnccesslve annual report* of Unit Commission Identify atate* where legMatlve action tin* been
taken alone the line* of It* various rccommcmlnilonx on
these and other matter*.
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(</) Review and supervision, through State
or county boundary commissions, of proposed
new incorporations and municipal annexations
within metropolitan areas. Examples include
recent action by California and Wisconsin.
(e) Explicit size classification of municipalities, with special limitations placed upon powers available to relatively minor units. This
principle is applied in many States, and is also
reflected in various reform proposals; for example, in the recommendation by .the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
that zoning powers in metropolitan areas be
reserved to counties and major municipalities
only. _
(/) State-authorized or mandated transfer
of particular functions from municipalities to
county governments.
(g) Subordination of some semiautonomous
entities to counties or other general-purpose
governments. Examples include: provision for
dependent school systems associated with townships, or counties, instead of entirely independent special districts—a device used to some
extent in 21 States.
(A) Establishment of major special districts
to provide some services, for a relatively large
area, such an an entire SMSA or mucli of its
urbanized territory. Examples include: the
New York Port Authority, and various other
sizable special d'^tricts; as of 1967, there were
527 multicounty districts in metropolitan areas.
..(*) Simple and convenient procedures for
municipal annexation of unincorporated territory. Examples include: annexation provisions
in such States as Arizona, New Mexico, and
Texas.
(j) Workable procedures for consolidation
or merger of neighboring municipalities.
(k) Workable procedures for consolidation
or hierger of special districts performing similar functions, or for the replacement of existing districts through assumption of their duties
-by jcpiinty or municipal governments. State
legislation of this kind has been recommended
by the Advi.-orjr Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
(j) Authorization for major municipalities
to exercise planning and zoning powers for
adjacent fringe territory.
(m) Authorization for local governments
to contract foi joint or delegated performance
of particular services. Examples include: pupiltransfer arrangement widely used by school
systems, sometimes extending to the transfer
of all pupHs living in nonoporating districts;
the Lakewood plan in Los Angeles County,
where the county provides certain services on
a, contract-reimbursement basis for various
municipalities; and numerous other specific

intergovernmental arrangements for jointagency o r delegated operations.
. . . . - _
Financial devices
Some of the methods that have been used or
recommended to minimize* the effects of fiscal
disparities which result from the proliferation
of local governments in metropolitan areas are
listed below:
(a) Intergovernmental •fiscal aid.—Included
in this category are State grant-in-aid anil
revenue-sharing programs, and the .relatively
smaller programs of direct Federal-local
grants. If the distribution involves a large
portion of State financing—at least for poor or
high-effort units—intergovernmental aid may
considerably reduce the impact of local fiscal
disparities. This is often the case for .State
educational and public welfare grants. At the
other extreme in this respect are some State
tax-sharing arrangements (e.g., Wisconsin's
return-to-origin system for distributing .part
of its income tax revenue) that have.little pr
no equalizing effect. Various other State-aid
programs generally fall between these extremes.
(b) County-distributed taxes.—In, every
State, taxes imposed for school purposes .by
local school-operating units are supplemented
by State grants. About one-third of the States
also make some use of another financing
devices-^-counlywlde taxes, of which the yield
is distributed on a. per-pupjl or other formula
basis to the school-operating units. In most
instances the amounts involved are relatively
small, but in six States, .in 1962, they supplied
at least one-tenth of all local school revenue.
Since educational costs typically make up a
considerable part of all local public spending,
this kind of arrangement can help considerably
to even out local variations in fiscal capacity.
Its equalizing effect, however, applies only
within individual counties, rather than having
the statewide equalizing effect of State-local
grants.
(c) Local nonproperty taxes,—AH municipalities and most counties obtain some revenue
from licenses and other nonproperty taxes. In
Decent years, local nonproperty taxes have
grown in relative importance. This has resulted
in good part from the development of systems
by which municipalities or counties can impose
a piggyback rate for addition to State-collected
sales taxes. Whether in this way or directly
through locally collected nonproperty taxes
(such us payroll or earning^ taxes, used locally
in a few States), the result, is-to reduce, .it. leasfc
relatively, local reliance on property taxation.
Such a shift will not. necessarily help to overcome differences in fiscal capacity among minor
jurisdictions in a metropolitan area. For example, local areas that- are relatively rich from

the .standpoint of taxable property are also
likely to rank hjghjn jctail sales volume, but
the correlation is not perfect: payroll or eairnings taxes especially may involve a rather different geographic incidence than property
taxes. However, such taxes in the metropolitan
txmtext encounter the difficult question— What
is the revenue claim of the jurisdictions where
. earners _. jive as against the . claim of the
jurisdictions where they work!
(dj Benefited-vser charges.— Some services
provided by local government can be financed
at least to a considerable degree from charges
upon the persons they benefit. This approach
has little relevance for some of the most costly
public services, such as public eduation, welfare,
police protection, lire protection, and _ublic
health activities. Benefit charges, however, are
widely used to finance water supply, sewerage,
refuse collection service*, public parking .facilities, publicly provided transit services, and to
some degree.pi/47M; hospital care. To the extent
that user charges can substitute for taxation,
the need, mentioned above for direct comparative budgetary balancing of various public
services may be less urgent. Also, the burden for
support of sen-ices that are .entirely' charge
_ .financed ^applies. geographically according to
the location of the persons served, rather than
upon ft .specific taxable area. Tn these ways,
cnarge-.supported services may be better candidates than other local government services for
assignment to separate special purpose units, if
that seems, .desirable from the standpoint of
efficiency. However, such separation may^ still
be highly xmdesirable because of close intcrfunctipnal relationships; for example, between
charge-financed water and sewer operations and
land zoning; between parking facilities and
local highways and traffic control ; and between
refuse collection and street cleaning.
Coordinative devices.
Several means which have been widely used
or urged to limit conflict or competition or to
stimulate coordination among independent
local governments . in metropolitan areas arc
listed below.'11 Tho listing does not include some
other significant devices aimed at effective coordination within particular governments,
such ns the short ballot (limiting tho number
of elected administrative officials), effective
budget systems, and tho employment of
professionally trained adminstrators.
fa) Metropolitan councils of government*.—
Stimulated by Federal financial help and cer-

|
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_^-

"Thix'tnnintnitlon doc* not dwil with (J) rearmnlMtJon
•etlvlUm rerunning only to nchool rilntrlcti. or (2) mnjor
ndjnulmento of local garernment utructure Invnlvlnx rmrtlcu^Inr metropolitan nrntx. Those mihjccti are «llin:ufiii«l under
KITorU.""
"

tain grant-in-aid requirements, COG's have recently been organized in several score
metropolitan areas. Made up of representatives
chosen by and from elective officials of local
governments (primarily counties and municipalities) each such CCfG provides an organized
forum for discussion of programs and problems
of areawide or intergovernmental concern.
Employed staff prepares comprehensive metropolitan plans and related studieSj and means
are available for the conduct of various facilitative services .(such as employee training or joint
purchasing).
(b) Metropolitan planning agencies.—Although some metropolitan area or metropolitan-county planning bodies had previously
been in existence, many more have been stimulated by Federal enactments of 1065 and 1966.
Where responsible to a metropolitan COG
made up of representatives of elected local
officials, each planning agency has a mandatory
review power (but no veto) over applications
made by local governments for Federal grants
and loans for a wide variety of projects. Additional aid is available if the project promises
to be carried out "in accord with metropolitan
planning."
(c) Technical assistance relationships.—
State governments have traditionally provided
guidance and help to local governments with
respect to particular services—schools, roads,
health, property tax assessment, and the like.
In most States, for example, a county school
superintendent serves as an intermediate agency
for coordination of local public education.
More recently, these fiinction-oriented relationships h»--o been supplemented, in about half
the Status, by an agency for urban affairs or
community affairs, responsible more broadly
for technical aid tp local governments. Direct
Federal-local, rclationships.have Ixsen less common, and in the past have also mainly concerned
only particular functions. Recently, however,
especially in aid-related efforts such as the poverty program, economic development grants,
and the Model Cities program, more attention is
given to tlie close interrelationships among
various public services within urban and
metropolitan areas.
Understandably, in view of the complex
problems Jnvojved, none of these ameliorative
devices lirts provided a dramatically effective
solution to tho difficulties encountered' with governmental layering and diffusion within metropolitan area's. Most of them involve some
limitations or drawbacks, along with potential
advantages. For example, somo observers have
questioned whether councils of governments
can ho expected to overcome selfish parochial
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attitudes of constituent minor governments.—
'Some coordinative control can be exercised by
'jnetrbpolitan planning agencies over proposals
for various federalty aided projects and some
local public improvements. However, such coordination relates only to capital outlays and
does not directy affect current operations of
"local governments.
Many of the devices above involve some curtailment in the freedom of action of nominally
independent local governments. Even when
generous intergovernmental grants give more
financial elbowroom, this is likely to involve
control relationships limiting the autonomy of
the aided units. Thus, at least three major questions need to be asked about most such ameliorative efforts to deal with the problems of
governmental diffusion in metropolitan areas:
Will they really have the desirable
results intended in particular instances?..
Will such, benefits be outweighed by offsetting disadvantages; for example, such
impairment of autonomy that "local self
government" is more mythical than real?
Will actions that merely patch up an
inherently poor situation tend to delay the
accomplishment of the more basic structural improvement that is urgently
needed.13
Obstacles to major structuraljrefonn
Despite the need for a simpler and more rational pattern of local government in metropolitan areas, there have been few important
developments in this direction. A marked reduction in numbers of school districts has taken
place (as discussed below under "Lessons from
Successful Efforts"), but the total count of
other kinds of local governments has increased
by more than one-fifth between 1942 and 1967,
and much of this change has involved metropolitan areas. During this 25-year period, only
a handful of city-county or intermunicipal
mergers have occured in such areas, and more
basic structural reforms have been similarly
few. It may be useful, then, to consider why the
~ For n nummary review and thoughtful appralMl of recent
developments with regard to metropolitan councils of governments and metropolitan-area planning, see Joseph F.
Zimmerman, "The Punning Riddle," national Oivio Rcvitto,
.-.prll 1068, pp. 189-104. A more detailed earlier study,
Metropolitan CoNncilf o) Oovernmnt, was prepared by Pro.
fessor Royce Hanson of American University for the Ad>
vl«ory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and Issued
»« an Information report of that Commission In I960.
" Many exnrople* could be cited of "patchwork" approaches
to local government problems. For example. In many States
ttie proliferation of special district* can be traced In large
part to onerous constitutional or statutory limitation* upon
borrowing power* of counties and municipalities. " ' ' '
.
.... form of authorising separate units to "get
around" such limitation*, rather than removing or loosening
the limits. Again, It seem* clear that basic reorganisation of
local school districts In Pennsylvania was delayed for many
year* by In « there which stimulated and supported the
halfway device of "Jointures"—school systems operated on a
contract basis for group* of legally separate iirhoal dlxtrlct*.

record of major change is so discouragingly
sparse.
.
One major factor, surely, is the use of various
kinds of stopgap devices, or ameliorative actions
such as those described above. For example, the
proliferation of special district governments has
served to make available needed urban-type
services in the suburban portions of many
metropolitan areas—often as an alternative to
the geographic expansion of major municipalities, or the provision of such services by county
governments. New State and Federal programs
of fiscal aid have helped to even out local fiscal
disparities, and some of these programs have
included pressures toward better coordination
of planning and operation among separate local
governments. Increased use has also been made,
as already noted, of large area special districts
for the provision of some kinds of local government services.
Another limiting factor has been the understandable statewide orientation of State governments. It is no accident that all or nearly all of
the recent major changes in local government
structure in metropolitan areas have occurred in
the South. In that region, it is generally possible
or even customary for the State legislatures to
enact local laws of a sort commonly barred by
constitutional provisions in other parts of the
country. Accordingly, it has generally been
more feasible in the South than elsewhere to
obtain needed State action focused directly upon
the unique problems of particular areas where
there was strong local backing for change.
A related factor, of course, has been the
marked lag in adjustment of State legislative
representation to the rapid urbanization trend
of recent decades. Drastic changes on this score
have been stimulated by the Supreme Court's
one-man-one-vote decisions, beginning in 19G2.
As is well known, prior to these developments,
in many States suburban voters (and-in some
instances major city voters also) were grossly
underrepresented in the legislature.
Another factor discouraging structural reform is the sheer complexity of the inherited
pattern of metropolitan local government, in
conjunction with the durability of public institutions. The very concept of full faith and
credit debt reflects this latter element; such
debt involves the pledge of a government's resources, including the use of its taxing power,
for debt service. These and other local government bonds ordinarily run for an extended time
period; once a complex set of such obligations
has developed, extremely difficult problems are
likely to be involved in adjusting them (and
the rights to related public property holdings)
to a simplified pattern of local government.
Again, in this respect, it. is probably no nc-
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change. ThejFour successful city-county consolidations occurring before 1900 had one thing In
common.. Each was accomplished by legislative
act, not by affirmative vote of the people concerned. From 1900 to the end of World War II,
every effort to bring about a.city-county consolidation was unsuccessful, from a 1923 Seattle
effort to a Jacksonville-Duval County effort in
1935. A partial consolidation in Baton Rouge
and East Baton Rouge Parish (County) occurred in 1947, but the period 1950 to 1962 was
marked by a series of failures in consolidation
efforts. Twelve such.proposals went down to
defeat during this period. Finally, two successful consolidations occurred in Nashville, Tenn.,
and Jacksonville, Flo,, in 1962 and 1967 respectively. These efforts are discussed in some detail
below."
.
One might ask whether efforts to change local
government structure have not in some instances
suffered by overemphasis upon efficiency or
economy, rather than upon the need for under:
standable accountability and responsiveness of
local government. The dearth of meaningful
data by which operating economy can be soundly
measured further inhibits such efforts.
In reviewing the limited record of recent attempts at significant instructing of local government in metropolitan areas—the handful accomplished and also .the unsuccessful efforts—one
feature stands out: each was primarily a local
undertaking, initiated and pursued uniquely in
the area concerned, even though basically authorized by State constitutional or statutory
provisions and sometimes, especially in the
South, involving specific State action. This record is consistent with the propositions that
every metropolitan area has its own particular
problems and attitudes, and thnt major structural changes should enlist the active interest
of the local public directly affected by them.
The generally passive role of the State, however,
seems hardly consistent with four other facts:
(1) That State constitutional and statutory provisions are responsible for much of the present
' * * The task of tbe would-be reorganizer Is not diffused and layered pattern of local government; (2) that the States themselves are often
merely to arouse public concern with existing conditions that lire undesirable * ' • but also to be prehampered (e.g,, in arrangements for fiscal aid
pared to demonstrate that hto proposal is better thnn
and in promoting various functions of stateany available alternaUTe.**
wide concern) by present conditions; ($) that
The ACIR study also found that most of the
a major and growing proportion of the people
reorganization efforts analyzed wore up against
in most States reside in metropolitan areas; and
a largely apathetic public. Typically, only one
(4) that extensive local governmental restrucin four persons of voting age cast ballots on the
turing in such areas is likely to call for .some
proposals involved. .
explicit State action of at least ah enabling
City-county consolidation proposals provide
nature.
an even more striking measure of the difficulThus, the traditionally passive stance of the
ties involved in achieving major structural
State governments* is badly out of dote. The

cident that the most notable recent changes in
governmental structure in metropolitan areas
nave involved southern counties where, at the
outset, there was a relatively .far simpler and
less layered pattern of government than that
often found elsewhere.
JEven where major structural changes have
been proposed and voted on, the voting outcome has often been unfavorable.,A study by
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations reviewed 18 efforts at local
government restructuring in metropolitan areas
which involved local referendums between 1950
and 1961, to see how various community interest
groups were lined up. Eight of the 18 proposals
were popularly approved; two others received
an overall majority but failed to receive all the
separate majorities required; the other eight
fell short of even a total majority vote. Support
for restructuring efforts generally came from
community elements concerned with the area as
a whole or with the central city; eg., metropolitan news media, the League of Women
Voters, business groups, central city officials,
and academic groups. Opposition was most commonly and strongly voiced by outlying area
elements: residents, county and suburban government employees, and officials of fringe area
.local governments. In some instances, groups
such as volunteer firemen played a strong opposition role.
Any major overhauling of local government
structure m a particular metropolitan area is
likely to involve damage to some existing interests; for example, by potential leveling of tax
burdens, or elimination of some traditional
public offices. Those adversely affected can often
enlist support from many others who merely
fear the uncertainty of change, or who instinctively prefer knp.wn evils to unknown possible
new problems. Moreover, as the ACIR study
emphasized, any particular reorganization plan
must compete for favor with not only the
status quo but also with possible alternative
kinds pi change. To quote:

"Adrliory Connalulon on Intergovernmental Relation*.
Fteltrt Afftellng Voter Ktactton* to Oovtrmmtntal Kteri ft Mttnrollton Arm (Summary of ^.tport M-J5),

', p. f»,

"

'

'

" John C. BolUn* and Henry J. gthwandt, The MtlnmtHt:
III I'tofle, I'atHict, out Economic Ujt (New York: Iforptr
nml Row. IIMIS). pp. 42JMR4.
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widespread failure of States to play a vigorous
and innovative role with regard to the structure
of local government in metropolitan areas has
been a major factor in the limited record 6f
accomplishment to date. This conclusion is supported by experience with school district reorganization, in which the States have played a
significant role, as discussed below.
Lemons from successful efforts
School (district rcorffanization
By far tlie most significant widespread
change i:i local government structure during recent years has involved the reductions in numbers of school districts—from more than 108,000
in 1042 to less than 22,000 in 1967. This trend
has been widespread, involving all the States
that formerly had large numbers of school districts. The number of States with over 2,000
school districts has been cut from 15 in 1952 to
one in 19G7. While rural areas have been especially involved, metropolitan areas have also
participated: the number of school districts in
present SMSA's dropped from about 0,000 in
1957 to 5,033 in 19G7. All this contrasts so
sharply with the general trend toward proliferation of other kinds of local governments that it
is useful to ask: What factors have made school
district reorganization widely feasible while
other efforts at restructuring have been few and
faltering?
At the outset, it is useful to summarize present
patterns. Public schools are state administered
in Hawaii and partly so in Alaska. Elsewhere,
three patterns of iocal school systems predominate:
(1) County-related—involving 12 States
(10 in the South and two in the West),
with all or most school-administering units
either countywido or largely so (e.g., wit'i
units for major cities and balance of county
an»as);
(2) Tmon*hip-rclated—m\(Av\n« nine
States, with most, school .systems related to
township or town and city areas, and in
many instances directly tied to those governments;
(3) Special-area, (liatriclt,—involving the
other 27 States, where most, school systems
consist of areas differing from those of
other types of local governments.
School system arrangements in States with
roiinty-rela'twl and township-related patterns in
most 'instances took their present form in the
19th century, generally by mandatory State legislation, and have since involved relatively few
changes. Most school reorganization of recent
decades has involved the other 27 States, where
school systems aro still relatively numerous
(though far less so than in the past), averaging
609 per Stnto as ngainst 100 per State for the

county-related, and 357 per State for the township-related group,
l ._ ±Various approaches have been used to accomplish widespread reorganization of school
districts in most of these States. In some instances, the State role has been relatively passive; i.e., with legislation that authorized, but
did not specifically require, any reorganization
efforts locally. However, even in these instances
state grant formulas sometimes have provided
a financial incentive for the establishment of
larger school-administering units. More commonly, there has been legislation (enacted by at
least IS States since 1941) that specifically required some local steps toward school reorganization. Such legislation has typically required
that each county set up a committee to analyze
existing school system arrangements, and 'develop a proposed reorganization plan to be submitted to the voters for approval or rejection.
Requirements for adoption differ from State to
State. In some cases, a simple majorit}' of the
total vote cast will suffice, but others require
separate majorities in towns of more than a certain population. Some State laws provide that
if a reorganization proposal does not pass, the
county committee shall continue to function to
prepare and submit another proposal. Local
studies and reorganization efforts tinder such
legislation have generally had technical help
from staff of State offices of education.
In general, the obstacles to extensive revision
of urban government structure resemble those
that have confronted school system reorganization. In each instance there is likclihomf (or at
least some fears) that particular interests and
local areas will suffer. In fact, it is hard to
imagine a significant reorganization that does
not niatcrially impair the position of some taxpayers, public employees, elective officials, or
service Ixiiieficiaries. However, several factors
have probably tended to make school district reorganization— with all its difficulties—more
feasible than the substantial restructuring of
local government unite in major urban areas
hnsbocn. Such differential factors-include these:
(a) Public education is widely recognized
(often constitutionally) as mainly a State responsibility. While this is also increasingly the
case for welfare, health, and some other local
services, it is emphatically not so for most other
functions of local governments, particularly
those provided only in urban areas. Thus, there
is a strong precedent for explicit. State eonf rols
over school sj'stem structure, and considerably
more State financing of cducalionnl costs than
is the case^ for other elements of local government—giving the State both a special stake find
potential levorajrc in the public school field.
(7>) The need for school reorganization has
appeared initially nnd most obviously in thinly-;
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populated areas, which often account for only
a minorj>ajt_o£ a State's population. Qn,;the
other" liandj proposalsFfbr legislation relating
mainly to governmental stnictnre in metropolitan areas may expose many State legislators to
strong pressure from opposing interests.
(c) The public school function is far less dihandlcd in metropolitan areas by noiischool
governments. It is easier, then, to measure and
compare public school needs, offerings, and fiscal requirements than to develop such evidence
for the far broader spectrum of other local
government services.
(d) Elective officials are likely to be a more
serious obstacle to urban government reform
than to school district reorganization. Most
elective officials of nonschool units receive pay
(full or part time), while sihoolboard members
predominantly do not; nonschool officials are
far more numerous and they fire more likely
than school board members to be active in
political parties.
(c) "Existence of a large group of teachers and
educators, with at least much of its leadership
in favor of school reorganization, has been a
favorable factor. For other urban governments
and services, however, there is far more diversit}*; leadership and groupings tend generally
to center on particular functions or particular
types of governments. It is ]x>ssible, in fact,
that the strongest resistance to major restructuring may appear where organizations of municipal ana county governments, as such, have been
especially vicorous and effective.
(/) _Most ^States with numcorus school districts have also had an intermediate level of responsibility—a county board and/or school
superintendent. This provided a potential instrument for planning and promotion of structural change. Aside from the recently developed
councils of governments, there has l»ecn no corresponding substate instrumentality to serve as
si continuing point of leverage toward governmental restructuring -in metropolitan areas.
(17) Similarly, until the- recent development
of offices for urban or community affairs in a
number of States, there has general Jy lx;en no
central point for State promotion of urban government restructuring.
For all these reasons, and perhaps others, it
would be ovoroptiiriisiic tfi .a'ssijme thaUncthods
effectively applied to school district reorgani
zation would be similarly successful _in widespread basic restructuring of local government
in metropolitan areas. Nevertheless, the school
reorganization record does demonstrate at least
four points:
(a) The need for direct, affirmative, State
government action, taking account of the- States'

major stake in having responsible, effective, and
adequately, financed local,governments to serve
their expanding metropolitan areas;
(6) The value of some official mechanism to
stimulate local attention to problems of existing
governmental structure, ana to develop specific
recommendations for changes appropriate to the
particular conditions and attitudes of various
areas;
(e) The need to recognize the close relationship between structural and fmanc'al problems
of urban local government, and to use fiscal aid
programs as one element in any concerted effort
toward desirable structural change; and
(d) Perhaps above all, the need for institutional arrangements that might help to assure
continuing attention to the development and
maintenance of a desirable pattern of local government for major urban areas, rather than only
sporadic or one-shot efforts in this direction.
Particular area accomplishments
Among the handful of successful efforts at
metropolitan government restructuring that
have occurred in recent years, two are especially
noteworthy*—the establishment of city-county
governments centered in Nashville, Tenn.
(adopted in 1962), and Jacksonville, Fla. (in
1067). Although differing in background, these
two efforts were similar in many important respects. Each involved a county area of about a
half-million population, with a large central
city and relatively few outlj'ing municipalities.
Each area also had few other local governments.
Each effort required specific legislative action
as well as local refercndums. And each proposal
finally received a majority of "yes" votes from
both central-city and outlying-area voters.
These areas also resembled each other and many
other central metropolitan counties in major
population characteristics; most of their recent
growth had taken place outside of the central
city IxiundarieSj and a much higher proportion
of Xegroes were living in the central cities than
in outlying fringe territory.
The main thrust of each of these successful
efforts was to deal with the "layering" problem discussed alwvc—particularly by merging
the respective
county and central-city govorninents.5* In each instance fhere are. some exceptions to complete amalgamation of previous
"* 1 lie eity i-ountv pattern ilrvrlojxij for Nashville and
J.icknonvlllft rormhlf* that nilnritnl In 1047 \>f Ktnle crmntlMitlon.il .ictlnn nnil l<>c.il referendum for Union IlonccKnst TlMon Houge, rnrlcli. Ix>nislan,i. There arc various other
place* nlno where the ciiMnin.ir; overlappine of fninty nnil
innrilrl|inl government* tine* not exist throughout Con
necllciit nnil Jlh'wle Inl.inil. which hnvr n« eountr governments, nnil for nil the "Inileiiemlciit dtlex" of Virginia
(Inclnillne nil major miiniclimlllle* In that xt.ite). n* well n*
Home major cities elwwhere. Of Hie -IB larcmi eltlen In the
Xatlon. l.t nro *erveil liy elty-<roimij' covernmrnt*. Most of
these nrrnnRcme.nts resnltetl from state ronntltutinnnl or
leclolntlve neilon In Hie Ifllli ri-nlurr. generally without .in;
local rt-ferenilnm VOIP.
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governments, including the retention with limited powers of a few small outlying municipalities. However, each of the resulting city-county
governments is responsible for the bulk of all
local government activities within its respective
area (although the Jacksonville-Duval school
system, with an elected board, apparently lias
more legal autonomy than the school system of
Nashville-Davidson).
Intensive advance study and planning, followed by effective efforts at civic education and
promotion, were involved in each of the reorganization efforts. The plans submitted for
referendum included some specific provisions
designed to allay fears of adverse effects upon
particular groups; for example, provision for
retention of certain separately elected administrative officials and carryover of employment
rights for government personnel. Also, each
plan provided
for: (1) A. relatively large governing bod}T for the new city-county government., with a majority of members selected on a
district basis (in Nashville-Davidson, 35 from
districts and five plus the presiding "vie".
mayor7* at large; in Jacksonville-Duval, 14 from
districts anil hve at large); and (2) differentiation of property taxes to apply within and
outside of urban-service district portions of the
count}-; this to take account of the additional
sen-ices, such as fire protection, street lighting,
sewerage, street cleaning and refuse collection,
provided for the urban service districts.
These two features, according to informed
local officials who testified Ixsfore our Commission, undoubtedly contributed a great deal to
popular acceptance of the reorganization proposals.
Prospects for metropolitan, restructuring
The likelihood of widespread major changes
in local government arrangements within metropolitan areas appears dim indet-d if one takes
account, only of the scanty record of past accomplishments on this score. However, more
optimism about the prospects for change is justified by numerous factors, including those
described below.
J-ntcmity of problems
The difficulties that result from diffusion and
layering of local government have been increasing and can be expected to spread and grow.
Soino of the factors compounding the problems
include—(1) *he rising needs and expectations
for local government services, outpacing general
economic growth and requiring higher taxes;*7
(2) the rapid geographic spread of urbaimaw JJetwecn 10301 id IfiRG—fro** national product Inert***!
100 twrcent—local taxm riwo 2-1.1 permit, local government
general expenditure 2<WJ percent, and local government dent
312 percent.

tion in metropolitan areas, and the growing
interdependence of life within them; (3) stubbornly increasing fiscal and social disparties in
metropolitan areas, not only between cent nilcity and fringe territory as a whole3but among
various parts of the fringe area; * (4) the
growing inadequacy of stopgap arrangements
for urban services through various types of
special districts; and (5) reduced opportunity
for adjustment through municipal annexations
as incorporated places grow directly together.
Public awareness
Until recently, concern for the problems of
local government structure has been largely
limited to political scientists and "do-gooder"'
civic groups. Even where specific, restructuring
efforts were undertaken, as indicated by the
1962 renew by the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, they often encountered a seemingly apathetic electorate. But
concern and discussion have been spreading outside academic halls. Noted newspaper columnists now frequently emphasize the relationship
of "the urban crisis" to local government structure. Articles on the subject nave appeared in
popular
magazines. Business groups such as the
t7.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Committee
for Economic Development have issued studies
in this field, and are strongly urging that the
State governments and particular communities
take- action.
Public awareness has also been stirred by the
problems of poverty, segregation, and civil
rights, so vjcplosively reflected by recent unrest
and disorder in many cities. Such problems do
not directly promote popular desirefor restructuring local government; in fact, for at least
some pcopls the initial effect may bo just the
opposite, adding to their distrust of change.
More widespread awareness of the so-called urban crisis, however, should surely tend to overcome _ public apathy about governmental
conditions in major urban areas and provide :i
more attentive audience for those who feel that
structural changes are essential.
Slate and Federal Government developments
Many factors have been increasing the official
concern of the States with governmental striic»For the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Bureau of
the Ceni>nx ha* analyzed UM50 Cen*«» Undine* to tVllnrate Hi*
"poverty area" portions of the metropolitan area* of over
2!iO,OOO population. Tho poverty area* connlxt of croup* of
cenmm tract* that rank relatively low !^ term* of a composite Index covering family Income*, i.mcatinnal hackcrnunil.
family *tahlllty, employment, and hnn*lne condition*. 1'overtr
area* within the ontral cities of these (arena SMS.V* have
far more, rcxhlenm than the. outlying poverty area*. However, the proportion of all land atea that I* fonnd within
poverty urea* average* ahont the, *ame. -latlonally. for tli«central-city and fringe-area portion*, and In 20 of the 101
SMSA'n there l« an even hlcher proportion of povprty-arcn
territory oiit*lde than within the central city.
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turc in metropolitan areas. These include: increased urbanization and suburban expansion;
legislative .re^pnortipjiment; and pressure jfpr
larger Stale fiscal aid to local governments to
help meet needs that arise in part from the
fractionated tax base of metropolitan areas.
Similar influences have been felt by the Federal
Opvernment. At both levels, there have been
efforts to deal with some of the problems of
atomized metropolitan government. Numerous
States have set up new agencies for urban
affairs; many have expanded their planning and
development services; some have tightened provisions that permit new small municipalities
and special districts to come into existence, or
have taken other steps to slow or rci'erse governmental diffusion. The Federal Government has
provided financial incentives for metropolitan
councils of governments, and has also been
groping toward better coordination of interrelated programs it assists. The expansion of
grants to local governments makes more evident
the-heed, of the States and the Federal Government to deal with viable units at the local level,
and by fiscal leverage, to stimulate local efforts
toward desirable restructuring.
Adjustment of objectives
There are signs, also of more realism and
sophistication by the proponents of structural
reform. With some areas of the country growing
together into large megalopolises, earlier all-ornothing arguments for the creation of a comprehensive local government to serve each metropolitan area have somewhat subsided. There
is also greater awareness of the problems of
civic participation and indcnrification that may
confront extremely large local governments.
iJccent comments emphasize the need to tailor
structural change proposals to the characteristics of particular metropolitan areas, and, where
possible, to build upon inherited patterns; for
example, by city-county consolidation, even
where such action might involve several major
govornmonfs for a particular metropolitan area,
rather than only one comprehensive entity.11
tl/ccJuMfany for change
It is sometimes said that the historical rigidity of local government structure reflects a
strong attachment by most of tho public to inherited patterns. Yet, school district reorganization has received widespread popular accev ,* Kmphasls on various kinds of approaches to restructuring appears In reports of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations nnil In the local government study
sponsored by the Committee on Economic Development (cited
In footnote ft, shore). Various reason* why count lot should
be nurd Increasingly to meet tho locnl government need* of
metropolitan areas nre summarized In excerpt* from n presentation by Ilernard F. Hillenbrand. Kxecntlvo Director of the
National Association of Cnnntlex, In tho Xalitinnl IJIi-ic
KecJcw, April inns, pp. 212-13.

ancc—because an effective State-local mechanism offered the voters a choice between the status
quo and, a planned alternative. Because of the
general lack of any such mechanism to develop
tailored plans for metropolitan government
restructuring, and the complexity of the problems and issues involved, tho public has had no
such option on this score. Only when there are
effective means to develop and propose explicit
alternative forms for metropolitan local government will the public actually have a choice,
and the popluar acceptability of major change
be subject to accurate assessment.
Inter-area learning
Often, innovative methods, first demonstrated
in one area, are adopted by others; e.g., many
States' school reorganization
programs of the
past 3 decades.30 It is reasonable to hope that
even a limited number of breakthroughs which
clearly improve local goverment structure in
particular metropolitan areas will stimulate
other efforts.
Altogether, then, it would be unduly pessimistic to judge the prospects for basic restructuring of local government in metropolitan
areas by the limited record of accomplishment
thus far. However, the need for change is too
urgent to permit complacency, and the issues
and problems involvecLare so-complex as to
merit concern by responsible oflicials at local,
State, and Federal Government. levels, as "-rl!
as increased attention from the general public.
Recommendations
In the light of the background gh en in the
preceding paged, the Commission offers three
major recommendations for action toward more
viable urban government, as stated and explained below.

Recommendation No. 1—Machinery for
structural change—A road to local selfdetermination
The Commission recommends that State
governments promptly set up effective machinery to improve local government structure in present and prospective metropolitan
areas. As a minimum, each State should:
(a) Assign to an existing: or newlycreated State agency a specific mandate
to: (1) analyze existing conditions and
v
Many Instance* can be cited of the Intergovernmental
spread of InHtltullon.il am) fiscal devices. An early example
Involved Ilonlamln Knmklln's successful promotion" of n
pulillc flrc <li|.urlincnt for Philadelphia, based on Ills uWrvd'
lion of a Hoxtim system. Numerous constitutional anil statutory provisions linve been largely "Copied" from state to
slate. Oilier mure recent widespread development* hate Inclnded. state, budget systems and structural reforms, the
city manager plan: state and local accounting svstcms;
state grant In-ald program*; state registration and licensing
of vehicles, nnil various tax provisions, such n* stntc Income
and sales taxes, local payroll taxes, and authorized local
supplements to state sales taxes.
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problems of governmental organization
in metropolitan areas; (2) prepare propoeals for appropriate State constitnr
tipnal and legislative changes; (3) aid
official local commissions established in
particular areas to develop governmental reorganization plans; and (4) provide
special technical assistance to local governments in areas where, reorganization
plans are adopted, to help insure an
orderly transition to the revised system.
(b) Provide procedures for ,th> establishment of temporary local commissions
to appraise and prepare explicit recommendations concerning governmental
structure in particular .areas; require
that such commissions be set up for each,
metropolitan area, and that they prepare
and publish their findings and recommendations within some specified interval; and provide funds to finance the
work of such local commissions.
(c) Provide workable procedures for
prompt official action upon recommendations for restructuring of local government that are developed by local commissions for particular areas, with adoption either: (1) by State legislative
action, subject to cancellation before the
effective date by local referendum; or
(2) directly by local referendum, with
the results in either case determined
by a majority vote of the entire area
affected.
State action of this nature would make available to the residents of metropolitan America
an opportunity they now substantially lack—
to exercise a choice between inherited patchwork patterns of local government and an alternative arrangement responsibly planned in
the light of conditions within particular areas.
A significant precedent is available from the
joint State-local area efforts that have been so
successful in school district reorganization.
WHY A LOCAL-STATE AGENCY?
This recommendation is based on the assumption that the States have a major stake in the
viability of local government in major urban
areas. In most States, a majority of the population lives in metropolitan areas, and this proportion is growing everywhere. Furthermore,
the States are largely resj>onsible for present
problems of urban government structure, and
major change is likely to require some specific
legislative or constitutional action on their part.
Tin- recommendation also assumes that the traditionally passive and putchup tendency of the

States with regard to urban government will
not meet the increasingly critical
problems
involved.
~ '
~~ r -------- ••--;-—Because of the diverse conditions and attitudes of various areas, as well as the crucial
importance of local self-determination, structural reform cannot and should not be provided
by direct State imposition of blanket changes.
On the other hand, the historical record shows
all too clearly that isolated and sporadic local
efforts cannot apply to this issue the momentum
it so urgently needs. Moreover, since inherited
governmental arrangements are generally similar among the major urban areas of a particular
State, an approach considered desirable in one
such metropolis may well be found useful for
others in the same State.
Geographic coverage
We recognize that serious problems of local
government structure exist widely for rural as
well as major urban areas, and that recommendations for State legislation often cannot be
specifically limited in their scope to metropolitan areas. At least in higlily urbanized States,
therefore, it may be desirable for the proposed
agency assignment to be statewide in its prospective coverage, and for the machinery .-which
is provided for local study commissions to be
available to all parts of the State. Generally,
however, we believe that the proposed Statelocal program for structural improvement
should apply only, or initially, to present and
prospective metropolitan areas, or major urban
counties. Such a limitation should minimize the
range of problems involved and focus attention
upon sections where proliferation and layering
of local government are most serious.
The established Federal concept of metropolitan areas (SMSA's) is extremely useful for
many purposes, including the summary and
comparison of data for major urban communities, as presented in various parts of this report.
The areas thus defined offer a convenient reference point for States enacting the type of program proposed here. However, individual States
may well wish to take account of prospective
future metropolitan areas as well as present
ones, or to use some alternative standards of
coverage to ensure thpt additional populous
counties are included. Another optional factor
is the extent to which local charter commissions
may bo .inthorizcd specifically ON county lines
or for laiger areas,. The county has Typically
been the b.xsic geographic n.ica for the school
rcorganiicatiuj efforts voiitioned above, and a
similar approuch may be suitable for many
metropolitan areas. IJmvever, where larger me-,
tropolises arc involved, provisions should bo
made for areawido commissions,. .
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Placement of State agency responsibilities
A .State agency concerned with urban governjTiejitaLstru.cture. sKould - be equipped^ both,to
develop, recommendations for relevant legislation and to assist and advice local commissions
djjaling \vj,th this subject in particular areas.
The former task can, in many instances, draw
upon studies carried out by the respective State
central legislative research agencies and other
specialor interim commissions. However, focusing of jrespphs|bility for this subject matter
should help tP .increase the concerted attention
in State policies and programs affecting urban
government.
Ajjput half the States have recently established a department or agency for urban or comjfiuhity "affairs, One principal duty of such
agencies is to provide technical assistance to
local governments. Specific responsibility with
regard to urban government restructuring may
well be assigned to such agencies, subject to one
ijnportant qualification. lhe suggested concern
for urban government reorganization demands
a future-focused, exploratory, and innovative
emphasis. This is unlikely to be appreciated by
local officials dealing with day -to-day problems,
with whom it is. obviously important for the
State agency to maintain effective working relations. Thus, if current technical assistance and
the proposed .duties concerning urban governv
inent structure are put..under the same agency
roof, a definite feffort should; be made through
internal organization ^and specialized staffing
to limit the chance that the two kinds of assignmentmightbemutually damaging;
TLocal study commissions
States wilL need also to devise appropriate
standards of size, composition, and selection for
the proposed local study commissions. Such
commissions might, best be limited to persons
chosen by local popular election, preferably on
an emial-population-district basis; but inclusion
of a limited minority of member? appointed by
the Governor and, perhaps, by tho mayor of the
central city and by appropriate county officials,
mhy bo found advantageous.. We believe, however, that ex bfficio membership by incumbent
local government officials or employees should
definitely not be authorized, While effective porfofhiahce by the study commissions may depend
heavily upon sympathetic interest and counsel
from incumbent officials, their direct membership could well create serious problems of
divided Joyalfy.
Tin view of the complexity of problems involved, the proposed local study commissions
should bo given sufficient time (perhaps 1 to 2
years)
to carry out their duties, including nllo\y'
2S-W-I—
-as

ance not only for background research but also
for orderly consultation with interested community groups and appropriate public hearings.
For the same reason, and in view of the States'
strong concern for competent local efforts, we
urge that fully adequate financing be provided
by State appropriation for such study commission. Any costs that might thus reasonably be
incurred would at most represent but a tiny
fraction of the large sums going into urban government operations. In other words, the size of
the stakes involved—financially as well as from
the standpoint of the general pi^ic weifarc—merit an intensive and adequately supported
undertaking. It should not be necessary for the
study commissions to cut corners or to i'eck private financial help in order to carry out their
assigned functions.
Tne States may wish to consider, for the proposed local commissions, a provision that has
been used in some State programs for school
district reorganization. Under that provision,
when a particular school reorganization plan
fails to receive popular acceptance by refercnr
dum, the study commission docs not go out of
existence. Instead, it has the duty of preparing
and submitting an alternative proposal. Such an
arrangement, it can be argued, should limit delays, effort, and cost that would be involved in
starting completely from scratch where perhaps
only modest changes in the plan first submitted
are necessary to make it publicly acceptable.
Adoption of reorganization pJans
We. are proposing that structural plans developed by local study commissions be adopted
either by direct State legislation (subject to
pre-cffective-dato cancellation by local refcren-.
dum), or specifically by local referendum, and
that in cither event approval should not require
separate favoring majorities by subordinate
parts of the area concerned.
There is ample precedent for direct State
legislation of this nature. The boundaries of
practically all counties in the Ration, and of
most of the limited number of city-county governments, were set by State constitutional or
legislative action, without being dependent
upon individual urea referendum votes. The
same is true for tho county area school systems
that prevail in a number of States, Most such
State actions occurred in the 19th century. It
seems strange that, with today's far greater
population and complexity of government, there
should appear to be widespread suspicion of
structural action by responsible elected representative bodies, and a yearning for direct democracy under conditions which make such an
approach oven less feasible and desirable than
in enrlior days.
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Our recommendations that any local referendum action stand or fall by a.singlepyerall majority rests primarily upon the proposition that
inherited local government patterns arc not
sacrosanct, and do not merit special legal protection. Prospects for significant change would
be effectively stifled by requiring separate majorities for all existing local jurisdictions. This
is amply evidenced by the near zero record of
spontaneous merger of neighboring municipalities Tinder permissive State laws; by similar
evidence from school reorganization arrangements of a few decades ago; and, for that matter, by the disastrous effects of the unanimous
consensus rules under which the old League of
Nations tried to operate. Less fatal would be a
requirement for separate central city andr remaining area majorities; various urb«:n eorganizations efforts have surmounted such a
hurdle. But such a requirement also should be
avoided if possible—not only because it would
obviously load the odds heavily against prospective change; but also because it would tend
to encourage the divisive we-and-they attitudes
which already plague so many metropolitan
areas. The provisions that apply to local governmental restructuring should be designed to
reduce rather than to recognize and encourage
such cleavages.
There is a far better way—consistent with
American traditions of government at every
level—to take account of the legitimate interests
of various parts of a major urban area for which
governmental restructuring is at issue. That is
to make sure that the body preparing recommendations is geographically representative, so
that attitudes of various subordinate areas con
be adequately considered. In turn (as suggested
by experience with the recent Nashville and
Jacksonville reorganizations), this is likely to
result in a proposed governmental form that
also provides specific representation for various
component parts of the entire area.
Problems of transition
We hove urged that the State agency concerned with urban governmental structure have
the duty of providing technical assistance to
local governments where reorganization plans
nrc adopted, to help ensure an orderly transition to the revised system. This proposal is of
major importance, in view of the complexity in
most metropolitan areas of inherited patterns
of governmental indebtedness, property rights,
fiscal relations, and operating responsibilities.
Uncertainty about how much relationships can
bn justly unscrambled is without doubt a major
barrier to basic restructuring of local government in many areas. This uncertainty needs to
ho reduced, and orderly and cquilablc means of

adjustment need to be provided. The .citycojunty governments recently installed in_Na~sh,-_
ville and Jacksonville were to supplant relatively simple (though unsatisfactory) earlier
structures. Even they, however, have faced extremely difficult problems of transition, which
would be even more complex in many other
metropolitan aresis. Clearly^ the States should
provide backup help to deal with the pressing
requirements for orderly and equitable
transition.
Recommendation No. 2—Improvement of
local government arrangements
To encourage intensive reexamination,
and, where found desirable, the improvement
of local government arrangement in major
urban areas, the Commission recommends:
(a) That Congress promptly adopt
legislation under which, beginning 5
years after its enactment, the eligibility
area to participate in Federal grant
programs, would be contingent upon
there having: been completed, within, the
preceding 10-year period, a comprehensive official study of local government
structure within the area, carried out
cerhed or by a public agency authorized
by State law to carry out such a study,
and including the publication of findings
and recommendations; and ..
j
(b) That Congress promptly: amend
section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954 so
as specifically to authorize Federal aid
under that section for the financing of
official studies of governmental structure in metropolitan or.major urban
areas that are undertaken by State
agencies or in accordance with State
authorizing laws.
This recommendation takes account of the
strong interest of the National Government in
having a viable set of local governments in
major urban areas. It is intended to provide a
direct ^incentive to States and metropolitan communities to make an intensive review of their
inherited urban government arrangements,
along the lines proposed in recommendation No.
1, and to underwrite from Federal resources a
part of the costs of such State-local efforts.
NATURE OF THE NATIONAL
INTEREST
Most Federal intergovernmental expenditure
is to help finance public services in motropolil.'ii areas. While the bulk of this money is paid
in the first instance to State governments, a
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rapidly growing portion (nearly $2 billion in
1967) cojiMsts of direct Federal-local grants
paid under numerous separate programs. The
bewildering Jayers of local governments in,most
Metropolitan areas create tremendous difficulties for these .aid arrangements. For example,
tLe;fiscal ca|fa<bity and:eff6rt"df partijculai local
governments cannot be reasonably measured
without attention also to other, jinits which
-overlay them in various ways. Most federal^
local grants, therefore, do not rely mainly on
objective .formulas (such as are extensively
used in Fedenl-State grants), but are on a
particular-project basis.TThis multiplies paperwork and the opportunity for intergovernmental frictions, with attendant charges of
favoritism and detailed Federal "domination."
Similarlyf the prevailing lojcal separation of responsibility for variolis interrelated services is
a serious obstacle to the desirable grouping of
Federal juidsdfor such services.
More basically, the widespread failure of
local governments to keep pace with urban area
needs and expectations for essential public
service—stemming partly from the diffusion of
responsibility among numerous small and layIdeal, units—has created a strong pressure
to.war.d direct Federal provision of services
which it isjpborly equipped to supply.
On both these grounds, the Federal Government arid the Nation as a whole would have
much-to gain by widespread simplification of
local
government structure in maj^r urban
8T^as. But tl e specific nature of restructuring
properly be left for State and local deU jriation, m view of the diverse conditions
and traditions of various parts, of the country,
arid the States' constitutional responsibility.
-Accordingly, ^his.re/jomriiendation would riot
make continuing Federal aid contingent upon
any particular struct'* ral arrangement or even
upon specific legislative action or referendum
votes. Rather, the suggested incentive is to
stimulate intensive locally-focused studies and
recommendations, witu the expectation that
these will lead to desirable basic change, at least
inmanyrristances.
:
- Aiming ffidvitidnii
'Part (a) of this commendation refers to
two t* Tie intervals. As proposed, the potential
peria ;y with regard to local grants would first
7
be effective 5 years after enactment of the law.
This delay, of course, is intended to allow ample
time for widespread State-local action. We are
also suggesting that grant eligibility be con.tingent upon a local structure review undertaken within the previous 10 years. This
proposal is designed to reco^uize the prospect
for further rapid change in jr'.iropolitaii areas,

and the resulting need for periodic basic reappraisal. It thus resembles the requirement
found in some State constitutions that the public be given a chance periodically to decide
whether a new constiution should be drafted for
popular consideration.
STEMMING LOCAL GOVERNMENT DIFFUSION—
LEADERSHIP J?HOM THE STAT5HOUSE

The foregoing recommendations aim mainly
at extensive fundamental restructuring of urban government. Even if they are acted upon
soon, as we deeply hope, it will be several years
before they produce widespread effects. Meanwhile, increasing urban government functions
and costs and further metropolitan growth will
mean still more governmental diffusion and
layering.
This is a dismal prospect. But it also is a
challenging one—particularly to the States,
which in large degree have the legal capacity
to stem the prevailing trend toward further
Balkanization of urban government.
Thus, we see no need to choose between prospective long-range basic restructuring effort* as
proposed in the foregoing recommendations
and various actions that promise more immediate impact; there is a need for both. From inherited institutions ih some States, steps
undertaken recently in others, ar
am
major proposals of the Advisory C
. ion
on Intergovernmental Relations, or. can observe key elements for a desirable program that
should help to deal with certain increasingly
urgent conditions without damaging the
prospect for more basic future changes.
Recommendation No. 3—Actions by State
governments
The Commission urges that the State governments take the earliest possible action,
by legislation or, if necessary, by the amendment of their constitutions to—
(a) Authorize and help finance effective councils of local governments in
present and prospective metropolitan
areas;..-";
'--.. ',-.
(b) Permit counties to provide urbantype services through subordinate "service areas" with appropriate means of
financing, where this is a feasible alternative to independent special districts;
(c) Eliminate provisions requiring
numerous independent elective county
officials which diffuse responsibility and
prevent effective control by county governing boards.

(d) Eliminate onerous tax and debt
limits which so impair the capabilit, ~f
municipal and county governments a» • '•
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stimulate the creation of separate spe(e) Review arid revise laws concerning
special districts to facilitate their merger, lissolutidri, or "talcing over" in
appropriate cases by county or municipal governments;
(f) Enforce minimum-size standards
for proposed new municipalities, at least
within present and prospective metropolitan areas; and

(g) Provide flexible procedures for annexation of territory by municipalities,
intermunicipai mergers, and f ufictional
transfers between municipalities arid
counties.
Not all of these actions are called for in eveiy
State, but most of them are widely and
urgently needed.

In similar vein, another qualified observer expressed the following views:
—
——
One of the most hopeful aspects of the councils is
what appears to be, at least among a number of them,
the capacity to evolve from a sort of defensive league
of municipalities and counties against activity by the
State, or anybody else that might get them to do something, into institutions which begin to' have a vested
interest In the prerequisites of local governments when
it comes to handling regional problems * * *.
So for the short term I would argue that our choice
is not between councils of government and general regional government, Which I also tend to look favorably
towards, but rather between councils of government
and ad hoc approaches through special districts."

[Such observers also would] point to the fact that
councils have for the first time opened up channels of
syste'raat c communication between the central city nnd
itu suburos * * * to the improved coordination which
councils have brought about in the attack on regional
problems- arid to the fact that Increasingly councils
are showing their .de.ilre ,to .deal with the tough problems wtilcL have brought themselves so forcefully to
our attention during the past 2 years,
Some citizens would Argue that this is not enough,
And It is true that it is only a beginning. But, we
would all agree, it is none to soon to begin."

As a minimuni, then, metropolitan councils
of governments can provide a political! v feast?
ble instrument to promote communication and
cooperation among neighboring governmental
jurisdictions. Basic structural reform, should,
over time, provide an even better basis for areawide action in many SMSA's. However, especially for very populous metropolitan areas and
those which cross State lines, there will still be
a need for the type of voluntary cooperation
and coordination which councils of governments are intended to promote.
Strengthening urban counties
In most of the Nation, there has been relatively littjp use of the county, in modernized
form, as an alternative to the proliferation of
additional layers of minor governments in
urban-fringe territory. Our proposals are designed to remove various State-legislated obstacles to that approach, such as: requirements
for areawide uniformity of county Jaxes; excessive numbers of elective county officials; and
onerous tax and^ debt limitations.
Recent court decisions that extend the onemari-one-vote principle to local governing bodies promise an early end to the rotten borough
conditions that have made many county boards
unrepresentative. But the average county still
has about a score of separately elected administrative c^iCials who are often substantially independent of the county board. State action is
needed to eliminate such intracounty dispersion
of responsibility, or at least to allow a more
workable framework. While such *v change
would also be desirable for rural cou. es, it is
of particular importance for urban counties.
Municipal size standards
In many States, statutory provisions for new
incorporations date from an era when most settled communities were widely scattered, so that
it was not unreasonable to permit the creation
of a separate village or town for oven a few him-

« Tettlmonjr by Walter 8ch«lb«r, Bxecutlv* Director ot the
Metropolitan Washington Council of OoTcrnmtnti, HcaHngi
Btfon the national Commdtion on Urban ProWtmt, Vol. 6,
pp, 484-30.
•

"Testimony by Royce llnnxon, Profeuor ot Gbvernni«nt
and Public XdminlstratloD. American Unlvomltj, JleaHngi
Hefore the national Gommiiiion on Urban Protltmi, Vol. 6,
p. 402.

METROPOLITAN COUNCILS OF
GOVERNMENTS
As already mentioned, numerous met politan councils of local governments have been
created during the past few years. When such
bodies meet certain conditions, they qualify for
Federal aid and can exercise; a significant role
in areawide planning. We believe that those
States which have not yet done sq should move
promptly to authorize such councils, and to participate in their financing.
Such action is not offered as a substitute for
steps toward more batJc restructuring of local
government in metropolitan areas, which we
have specifically urged in Recommendations 1
and 2 above. As was stated by an official of one
such body in testimony to our Commission :
As a voluntary association of governments, rather
than a government Itself, our organization and others
like it must rely on persuasion and on the achievement of consensus as a means of implementing its decisions. * * * Few political scientists and few public
administrators would * * * argue seriously that the
voluntary council of governments as we now know it
is a device which can provide the ultimate solution to
our metropolitan problems.

However, he continued :
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dred people. But the traditional minimum-size
standards are irrelevant and potentially damaging for today's prevailing pattern of urban
development, which mainly involves territory
around sizable cities. At worst, they permit the
creation and maintenance of tax. havens, and at
best, they often spawn nonviable units that
lave little relation to the economic framework
of the urban area as a whole, and obstruct efforts toward an improved governmental pattern. The States should promptly revise their
laws so as to prevent the creation of very small
municipalities within metropolitan areas, or in
prbxinuty to sizable present cities. Existing
conditions will be hard enough to modify: metropolitan areas already have 2,700 municipalities of under 2,500 population, most of them
covering less than a square mile; it is high
time to end further proliferation of this nature.
'QiTaer propoiais

Additional background concerning the various types of state action we are urging appears
in early portions of this chapter, and with more
derailed information in reports of the Advisory
Commission oh Intergovernmental Relations.
The main thrust-, throughout,"is to increase the

capability and flexibility of the two additional
major types. of multipurpose local govern^
ments—counties and municipalities—so that
they may better meet the needs of modern urban
life!
Had the States widely and effectively taken
such action two decades, ago, the recent nearexplosion in numbers of special purpose districts would not have occurred, and problems
of local government Balkanization would be far
less serious than they now are. Our proposals
for State review and adjustment of laws concerning special districts should not be viewed
as a blanket condemnation of this device. It has
met needs that could,not otherwise be served,
and will continue to have a potentially useful
role. This is clearly the case where a metropolitan area includes several counties and large
municipalities. In such^a case,,a limited-function metropolitan district would be an appropriate device. A desirable long range policy for
urban, government, however, will surely aim at
only selective use of such separate units, and
the maximum possible grouping of hxal public
responsibilities under viable, relatively comprehensive, multipurpose governments.
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CHAPTERS

Ilrbsto
Steps Toward Neighborhood Regeneration
color and because he has made his migration in
the last few decades, when the physical growth
of the city has slowed, and the job market for
unskilled labor has declined. Nor has he been
able, in most cases, to move beyond the city line
to where thejobs for the unskilled increasingly
are located. For many Negroes,,the slums which
were only ports of entry for America's earlier
immigrants have become prisons.
The Negip's problem, is the most severe, but
cities arc still attracting immigrants from other
ethnic groups as well, notably Puerto Eicans,
Mexican-Americans, and white Appalachians.
Their problems are the same in kind if not in
degree, and in some Dockets, or in some cities—for example, in the Puerto, Rican areas of Manhattan—there is no distinction in levels of
misery.
The pace of immigration to the cities is slackening now; there are, compared to earlier days,
so few left on the farms that they cannot supply
the snme flood of emigrants as in the past. The
suburbs probably attract what national migration there is; not only from rural areas but even
from the older central cities. The natural increase from the excess of births qver deaths
keeps the population of the central city at a
steady high level, in spite of this loss to the
suburbs.
Part I also stressed, however, the separation
of low-income (especially nonwliite) residents
and upper-income residents, into different political jurisdictions. The handicaps that deprivation causes are visited on many o:f-the children of the earlier immigrants by the fart of
TIIK OVERWHELMING CHAXOK
isolation in one political jurisdiction—the cenThe figures presented in part I of this repoi fc tral city.
show the great change in the character of OIK
Breakdown of the family
-JSfation, from overwhelming rural to predomiThrown into the city to sink or swim, the poor
nantly urban, especially in the last halffamily begins to show the strain of continued
'•ehtiiry.
inability to get work. The institutions that in
What the shift from country to city has meant
other societies have played a cementing role
for the people involved is an overwhelming,
have been tested to their utmost, nnd sometimes
continuous upheaval. The Negro in particular
has had a difficult time in his move to the city, 'cannot meet the need.
The church in rural, society has always played
has found the traditional immignjnt. ladders
a dominant role in creating socially acceptable
out of poverty restricted, both because of his

.

As our cities have grown larger, and as governmental services have become increasingly
professional and specialized, the psychological
distance from the neighborhood to city naff has
grown from blocks, to miles, to light-years.
With decreasing communication and sense of
identification by the low-income resident with
his government have come first apathy, then
disaffection and now—-insurrection.
Lack of widespread citizen participation in
municipal government in cur large cities contrasts with the situation in many suburbs. The
affluent or middle-class suburbanite may not
involve himself regularly, but he is at ease with
his local government. He knows he can influence
it; he knows how to get things done (or stopped), and with this potential participation
comes a sense of pride and protectiveriess toward the instruments of local government.
Thus, one of the fiscal and political competitors
of the central city—the small and affluent suburb—can count upon citizen participation while
the government of the city, oeset with eroding
resources and rising revolt, can count less and
less upon the interest and loyalty of its people.
We believe it necessary and urgent to take
immediate steps to reverse the disastrous rise
in aliuiation between big city government and
its disadvantaged citizens. We must revitalize
the neighborhood; we must contribute to the
citizen sense of self-respect and self-reliance;
and we must open a two-way communication
between the poor and city hall or the county
building.
|. i
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behavior patterns. But families that had remailned together in rural areas found other iri-guenceirworking on their children in the crowdedslums. Many parents from rural areas, who
continued the strict observance of their religious
beliefs, have become estranged from their
children, who now think of them almost as
religious fanatics. Many families were unable
or unwilling to change their values in terms
of child rearing, and now have much less influence on the children's behavior, or have lost
them to the street entirely.
^ Elementary and secondary schools have been
unable to cope effectively with the changing
neighborhood population, particularly in terms
of the special needs of the new residents. In an
average-size school, teachers may be able to work
constructively with pupils; in inner-city schools
of overwhelming population, where the children's own personal problems are added to
those of instilling an education, the staff must
spend much of its time and energy acting like
wardensTrather than teachers. Moreover, in
some of New York's classrooms, 50 percent of
the pupils born in Puerto Rico, are unable to
speak English. The majority of teachers cannot speak Spanish. Barriers like these are not
confined to Jfew York but operate also in Boston, Washington, Los Angeles, and wherever
the Puerto Ricans, Cubans, and Mexican-Amoricaris Jiave. arrived.
Another alienating factor may be associated
with the high turnover of residents in the inner
city—even under normal conditions, unrelated
to urban renewal or code enforcement High
turnover characterizes the modern suburb, too—
all America has become more mobile than it
was 20 years ago. However, suburban families
;ten^ to wait till the end of the school year,
whereas the.principal of an inner-city elementary school in Washington, 1).C., once estimated
that 40 percent of his student body at the end
of the school year were new children. These
children had replaced others, entered in the fall,
whose families had simply picked up ana moved
to another school zone, or out of town entirely.
In those neighborhoods of hard-core deprivation, in his opinion, there is no community. The
children on the block may know each other, but
the mother usually knows just one or two
people:
Alienation from the city government
What this indicates is the detachment of the
low-income resident from his own local p "crn'ment.Whilergreat changes have been occuring
in racial and ethnic residential patterns, local
institutions too often have plodded along with
little response, becoming less relevant to the

problems and needs of the new residents of the
neighborhoods.
Discrimination in city services
It is often said that slums are expensive for
the city administration. Usually, this cost reflects high welfare, police, and fire department
activity. In other normal services, however, such
as schools, garbage and trash removal, snow
removal, street surfacing and repair, replacement of old and inadequate water and sewer
lines, the slums are usually at the bottom of the
list.
Large cities have great problems in keeping
the streets clean, but in the slum neighborhoods
sanitary conditions are often intolerable. Practically all are characterized by junk- and garbage-littered lots, abandoned cars, broken pottles and scattered debris. Cleanup campaigns
have been mobilized among local residents, often
with good immediate results, but the lack of
sustained followthrough by the city usually
frustrates these local efforts, and the citizens
lose hope of keeping their area neat.
Le&fc of ability to express needs
The processes and techniques of problem
solving are obscure to the majority of ghetto
residents, who seldom have had the .opportunity
to participate in civic and political affairs.
Observers have speculated that much .of the
organizational turmoil in the ghetto today reflects the decades of political vacuum in central
city neighborhoods. The director of a study of
Local Community Structure and Citizen Participation undertaken for this Commission feels
that rioting and actingout, behavior may be the
functional equivalent of community organization for the most frustrated groups in pur
society.1
Distance from city hall
The sheer size of the larger cities today has
made it difficult for neighborhoods to develop
an effective relationship with the city government. Neighborhoods discover that city departments of sanitation and public works, the school
system, the public welfare department and so
forth are accountable not to the people they
serve but only to the city administration. As a
result, the personnel of these departments can,
and frequently do, ignore local complaints about
existing services and-suggestions for improvements.
Even public social agencies have not always
served their clients well, partly because, it is
widoly felt, their attitudes are skeptical and
>£oc«I Community Structure a»4 Ohio r»ftleit»tl»nr •
report by tbe National Federation of flittlemtnti and Neighborhood Center* under the direction of Arthur Hlllmnn, for
the CommlMlon, 1068; Chapter V, p, 4.
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suspicious. Such an approach, in turn, may well
ariseJjccause of the anxiety of the public servants in iheir employ to avoid spending the taxpayers money on handouts to the undeserving
poor. However, as columnist tTilliam Raspberry has pointed out, the handout, renamed the
subsidy, or support payment, is not unknown to
the large corporate fanner with excess land, to
the owners of oil wells, or to the builders of
ships and planes,
Alienation within the city
The neighborhoods in the cities were unable
to absorb comfortably the numbers of new immigrants, white and black, who arrived from
rural America. By the end of one decade, a onefamily house sheltered three families; by the
end of another, the same house was cut up into
single rooms and contained 12 units. The flood
of people overwhelmed the old schools and the
existing welfare and medical services.
Assimilation failure*
Moving into nonwhite ghettos, Negro immigrants could find relatives or friends from back
home with whom they could socialize. This
taught them a great deal about the ghetto but
very little about the city. Pockets of white Appalachians provided similar havens, but rarely
aided the new families from the hill country to
ad just to city life.
The concentration of nonwhites within the
city has been shown in part I. Middle-class as
well as "lower-income Negroes have been forced
to remain in the centra) cities, middle-income
families on the outer fringe of the slum, seeking better housing as its income rises, and the
lower-income family in the inner core, suffering
inoio acutely the effects of unemployment, deplorable housing, and the lack of city services.
Even upper-income Negroes who have achieved
professional, economic and political status frequently remain part of the ghetto, the identifiable and clearly bounded area of solid Negro
residence*
The Cuban refugee resettlement program
By contrast, what can be done to help immigrants adjust to a new life was described to the
Commission during its hearings in Miami in
August 19G7.S By extension, this could apply to
the deprived rural immigrants as well.
Between the time of the Castro revolution
in Cuba in January 1950, and the October 1962
cutoff of direct flights from that island, Miami
received 1,800 refugees per week. Tim schools
and public sen-ices .were inundated, and by late
19C2. counting the potential refugee labor force
•Hearing* Before llit National Ctmmtttian on l/rtan Prat>lemi, Vol. 3, p, R3.tir. RupcrlnttmJent of Documcnti, U.S.
Government Trlntlnr Office, W»«hlnfton, U.C., 19.68.

of 50,000, the unemployment rate in Miami/
Dade County^jxearedlQ percent, A massive-hu^
manitarian effort was mounted by the Federal
Government to cone with this flood, and to assist metropolitan Dade County in coping with
the problem.
Each family receiving public assistance was
individually interviewed, and interviewed again
by one of four national volunteer agencies concerned with resettling Cuban ^refugees. More
than half had been moved out across the United
States by the time the second wave of immigrants, relatives of those already here, began in
September 19G5. Two-thirds of these later refugees are women and children, and all arrive destitute. They are given a medical examination,
and three-fourths of them leave for other U.S.
communities without even petting foot in Miami
proper.
The following elements appear to have made
the program so successful; their possible application to the urban immigrant problem is
indicated:
_,...
(a) Insistence on resettlement.—The director
of the Cuban refugee program told, the
Commission:
A firm policy was established and implemented by
my office calling for the loss of financial assistance
eligibility by any Cabnn who refused a reasonable offer
of resettlement • • • A Cuban refugee is not given
financial assistance simply because he is in need. He
has to be both needy and unresettleable—for the
American yon would substitute unemployable. • * *.I
mean, we don't force any Cuban, to leave Miami. We
try to sell them on the job and try to convince .them
that this is the best thing for them to do. This, I think
yoncoalddo.

(b) One-hundred percent Federal funding,
and popular support.—Congress has supported
the program with adequate funding since it
began. The director also noted consistent support by the Conference of Governors, the fullest
cooperation of State and local governments
throughout the country, and a vast outpouring
of good will toward the refugees on the part of
Americans every where.
The director noted that the Federal Government had spent about $1,000 on aid, retraining,
and relocation, per refugee; an amount propably matched by monetary and material aid
from the private sector, and commented:
I think this emphasizes a basic principle. One has to
spend money to obtain aolid and effective results in
this field a* in other fields * * * a concentration on
training programs cost money but the amounts expended came nowhere near the nmounl we would have
bad to expend on providing welfare services to 75,000
refugees rather than to the 12,000 wo ended up with.

(c) Coordination at all levch.—A task force
established in Washington worked with all the
agencies involved, through liaison officers. In
Miami, according to (ho director, we have .had a
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multi-purpose service center or, if \-ou will, an
ersatz .neiclibgrhqod center_frpm thejyery beginning of the program. The entire fimily was
taken into consideration from the start, witli
attention to the health problems of every member as well as the training and employment
needs of the breadwinner. The center itself offers
English language, and vocational training, tailored to nieet the labor needs in areas of
resettlement.
(d) Involvement of the private sector.—In
relocating the family, the refugee program arranged for a "catcher" in every community to
which it sent a family:
We work through • • • a voluntary agency that has
a counterpart In the area of relocation. This counter,
part may be a chnrcb group, a diocese office, a synagogue, or any type of community agency interested in
helping newcomers to the community • * • we won't
more a person in • • • unless we hare got the [receiving
agency] there on that other end to meet that person
and they will have a flat—most likely—for them. They
will bare some food in the refrigerator or they trill
hare winter clothing for the kids if they need it, and
they will show the wife how to get to the supermarket
and how to register t*e kids In school. They are not
alone, and this Is the ^nd of thing I think that we.
somehow or another, need to find a way of translating
into migration.

The director pointed out differences between
the Cuban refugees and many U.S. migrants:
by and large the Cubans generally came from a
better educated class and many were professional people; they suffered little of the cultural prejudice that afflicts other minority
groups in this country, and there were no social
outcasts among the immigrants. But he said:
Our Nation failed miserably when we turned our
faces away from the migration from the South to the
North. Today we compound that mistake • • • I firmly
believe that a national program funded by the Federal
Government, supported morally, financially, and materially by the American people working through their
community counterparts; i.e., churches, synagogues,
and other motivated citizen's groups, could go a long
way in meeting the greatest crisis of our time. In time.
One need not be a professional prophet of doom to sec
what will happen to a people who do not cnre.
TJIEOBnEAl, OF THE IXK3AL ADMINISTRATION

The human problems of the people in the city
are real—and they are mirrored in the frustrations and difficulties of those who administer
the urban places of today. All too often, the
rage and frnr -ation of the disadvantaged city
dweller leads ^,<m to denounce all politicians in
blistering phrases, yet in the opinion of many
observers of the political scene, the quality of
administration of American cities and towns has
never been higher. In the complex world of
urban administration today, there is little room
for iiieptness or corruption.

A mayor today faces demands for expensive
services'which rise even faster than the city's
economic capacity. From the point of view of
the resident, city sen-ices are not sufficient; from
the point of view of the harassed mayor and
cit3" council, servicesprovided to the slum sink
in with little trace. The city is caught in a vise.
Recomirendations
In the immediate future, the Commission proposes an increase in and improvement of the
services to which residents are entitled. For
some cities, however, given the problems of the
residents and the overload on the administration, this is equivalent to a pious exhortation.
Accordingly, the Commission also recommends
the decentralization of certain services to the
neighborhood level through neighbrhood "citv
halls."
'
BETTER SERVICE IN TilE INKER CITY

Recommendation Mo. 1—Accelerate improvement in poor neighborhoods by providing
adequate city services
The Commission urges the governing:
bodies and key administrative officials of
cities, urban counties, and major school districts (a) to examine intensively the relative
quality of the services and facilities they
provide to neighborhoods of differing economic and social characteristics; (b) to
develop, publicize, and apply standards
designed to assure equity on this score, and
especially to insure that the particular
needs of low-income neighborhoods are fully
recognized and served; and (c) to move as
rapidly and vigorously as possible to remedy
deficiencies in public services and facilities
that contribute to neighborhood1 deterioration.
We urge unions of municipal employees
and members of professional groups to
accept, with appropriate safeguards, the
principle of compensation- differentials
among neighborhoods in order to achieve
these objectives. Finally, we recommend that
the States, through their urban affairs agencies or otherwise, encourage and assist urban
local governments in these efforts.
The Commission urgently directs the attention of the officials of major urban governments
to the repeated testimony at our hearings that
low-income neighborhoods am discriminated
against in the provision of public facilities and
services, that present policies often result in
local areas which need the most service receiving
the least, and tlmt such governmental practices
contribute to urban blight and social unrest.
Both a description ana an explanation were
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riven by a witness in the Commission's New
Haven hearings:
Let's take truth collection as an example—yon col'
feet by area, and 700 collect with equal frequency In
two neighborhood*. But one neighborhood happens to
bare a much larger concentration of population. so
what Is a surface uniformity corns ont to be a deficiency in certain areas.
If yon are asking ne. why don't they then adjust to
the population, the answer obviously Js, In part, the
politics! consequences of cutting services in an articulate, well-financed, politically alert neighborhood, as
opposed to one that lacks community organization.'

For another example, a child growing up in
•slum area needs a higher per pupil educational
expenditure than does a child from a more advantaged area. The reason is rather obvious:
the school must help to compensate for shortcomings in the home environment; schools
should stay open for longer hours in order to
keep potential delinquents off the street and
put of the gangs: and special efforts hare to be
made in educational counseling in regard to
both motivation and post-school improvement.
Countless other examples can be cited. This
situation calls for drastic and dedicated action
by the governing bodies of many of our cities.
In many cases, higher taxes inevitably will result But this kind of effort on the part of civic
leadership is absolutely essential if the process
of physical and social decay in poorer central
city neighborhoods is to be arrested and
reversed.
Moreover, an incentive is needed to induce
many municipal employees to accept the greater
strain of work in the inner city, and this may
run counter to some cherished union principles.
F.or example, the teachers' unions and professional organizations must recognize that devoti«a alone cannot be expected to staff inner-city
schools, when seniority entitles a good experienced teacher to a less strenuous post where the
children arrive with adequate sleep, a real
breakfast, and half a clmnco of having done
their homework. Yet the teachers' organizations
have not w far suggested any incentive at all
to attract teachers to inner-city schools.
DECENTRAUZATTOtf

OF SERVICES

For the larger cities^those over 2r>0,000—the
Commission recommends that more basic action
be |ftken over the next 2 years to improve the
delivery of services, and to aid the inner city
to achieve a social sense of neighborhood and
community.
"Profeamr Herbert Kmifmnn. Chnlrmnn. IVtinrlinent of
I'nlltlml Helmet, T«|A I'nlvernlt.v. Hearing* Before lAe XaIfofful Commit*!™ «* Urban Problem*, Vol. 1. p. J7«.

Recoatntendatio* No.2-DeceatraHxatiHi of
nnnkipal services to ndgtiMrhood dtjr
halls
the ConudasiaB proposes that large citjr
governments take prompt and affijranative
steps to decentnliie appropriate nranidpal
services to the neighborhood level, and to
establish channels of eoamunication with
neighborhood residents.
By decentralization we mean that the municipal government would provide certain aspects
(chiefly information, informal counseling, and
referral) of certain municipal services, through
local offices set up in neighborhoods. In .tb«
several proposals and operating examples which
already exist in American cities, these service
offices'are grouped} and the local quarters are
often nicknamed "little city halls."
History
_ . ". ,
The provision of public services at a district
or neighborhood level is an old and honorable
practice. Settlement houses have pioneered in
man£ of the services that were later taken over
by city administration. The precinct captain
of two generations ago provided services to voters and potential voters. In the 1060's: the Office of Economic Opportunity added imaginative provisions to the settlement house idea, and
the network of over 700 neighborhood service
centers, with their local advisory bodies, now
forms part of all OEO-fnnded community action programs. There are over 800 settlements or
nborhood centers or houses in the United
States, each offering
services to their neighborhood clienteles.4
One of the most advanced and imaginative proposals is that set up by Executive Order 112D7 of August 30, 1966, in
which the President called for 14 pilot centers. The purpose of these experimental
projects was to work out methods of coordinating the services of Federal agencies at the neighborhood level, and four
agencies—HEW, OEO, Labor and HUD—
provide funds for the services and the operating costs.
Each center is expected to reach out to
residents of the neighborhood, welcome
them and obtain full information on flieir
problems. Seeking services from all three
levels of government, the centers nim at
working out a, program that will make each
family self-sufficient. Tlte experience of
•Oilier exnmftlc*: Neighborhood Action Tank Vnrct* wen
recommended by the Prcnlrtent'n CommlMlon -on Civil 1)1*.
order*, to be componeit of ranlilnx official* from tht cltjr
operating ngcnclm; the "P«««iw Report" rtcnroraMiM
decentralized nchool lUMrlct* In Wellington. D.C., and «Jt»DC7
chief* In thnt city have themxelYe* miggenttd decentrallilnf
their serrlce* ; HUD nnil HKW hove together funded *om* 40
locnl miilllplc-nervlce center*.
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^
and
fication to the community in the eyes of the city
-_.-^.—n_
fenu-..tlM»*basis jforthe expandedjise o{ suchaswelLasthejieighborhood.
It should be stressed that wherever possible
city halls that the Commission recomthe decentralized services—police, public welfare,
and the like—should be encouraged to hire
Area and population
local residents. This would mean removal or
It is likely that existing barriers will become
modification of restrictive requirements, such as
boundaries in many cases—a park, railroad, or
those found in employment merit systems. Such
a heavily traveled expressway. Size is also
indigenous employees could serve as receptiona flexible matter. Generally, the decentralizaists, clerks, switchboard operators, and aids to
tion of municipal government is not so urgent
case workers, relieving the skilled professionals
in cities or urban counties of under a quarter
for more substantive work.
million as in the large metropolises. ConseWashington, D.C., is considering this spequently, city hall areas might range from 25,000
cific idea, in connection with a directive from
to 50,000 in population, but this would necesthe mayor to develop ways to implement the
sarily vary from city to city and from neighborrecommendations of the National Commission
hood to neighborhood. Also, the problems
on Civil Disorders. The city's personnel direccaused by centralization and lack of communitor has proposed that neighborhood personnel
cation are most pressing in the economically
centers be opened to hire residents for jobs with
and socially disadvantaged neighborhoods. It
the city, ana that 1,000 jobs a year be established
may not be desirable to divide the whole city
for the "hard-core unemployable."
into decentralized administrative units.
Communication* functions
Service functions of the city hath
Neighborhood city halls can also open up new
Chief candidates for decentralization are the
opportunities for communication between local
health and welfare agencies; but, partly degovernment and the residents of neighlwrhoods.
pending on the size of the districts, the followThe Commission recognizes the great need for
ing municipal sen-ices could also operate on the
a feeling of participation in decisions by the
neighborhood level : job recruitment and certain
neighborhood residents whom the decisions will
training programs, building and housing code
affect. We urge that the development and maininspection, police-community relations work,
tenance of such new channels of communication
some recreation activities, and an office to enbe a major function of the decentralized neightertain citizen complaints and problems (variborhood city halls.
ously titled an ombudsman, human relations
At the same time, the Commission is awai
council ; or review and appeals board). The city
that the idea of institutionalizing communicamight even find it helpful to have collection of
tion is more easily praised than achieved. The
some fees done on a decentralized basis. Periway is lined with traps. One major pitfall is the
odic property tax and utility payments are
problem of obstmctivcncss. Many administraexamples.
tions in largo suburban areas and even, lately,
Welfare programs could include food stamp
in some cities, have had to deal with the group
distribution and programs involving day care, of angry, organized citizens, protesting the loincluding Head Start; public health clinics if
cation of a new school, the Demolition for an
not specialized health care. AH stich offices
urban renewal project, the rerouting of a.sower
should be located close together to lessen the
line, or the laying down of a freeway.
confusion and strain on the unsophisticated cli,The right to protest governmental action
ent, who may well be trailed by several small
peacefully is part of the American philosophy,
and such groups and such protests will conchildren as she makes her visits.
tinue to emerge ns long as wo arc a democratic
The proposed city halls would IKJ funded to
enable" their aids to reach out to the residents. society. But the Commission feels that orgaThey would have one staff to welcome and internized social protest should remain the province
of tho private sector. The touchy history of
view them—a coordinating effort by itself. This
OEO-financed community action has Iwcn dewould save the time of several agency intake
people, and save the applicant from telling her scribed as a sort of guerrilla warfare financed
by the Government against itself, and strikes us
story over and over to n series.pf strangers.
as demonstrating that trying to institutionalize
Many city u-rvices arc already decentralized
protest under the very auspices of the city govin a sense— fire and police precincts jand
ernment will not succeed.
schools—but their administration is not. In
The Commission feels that participation docs
many cases the boundaries of neighborhood city
not mean that a little local area lias the right to
halls can usefully correspond with the existing
obstruct all actions of which it disapproves, but
school or police districts, lending better identi-
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power than is the case. Second, the administrator
must appoint «. croup that is reasonably representative
of the community or its counsel obviously will not be
worth having. Third, be must create the conditions
under which be is likely to get that counsel : the group
must meet, it must be given information, it must be
unafraid to speak frankly, it must be beard by those
wbo can mako decisions. And fourth, the questions
with which it is asked to deal should primarily be
those baring to do with the effective delivery of services, rather tkmm with community action.*

that the neighborhood has the right to (1) a
full explanation of information 01. which public decisions must bo made and (2) a, vehicle to
express to the decisionmakers its reaction to the
action to be taken.
Are the advantages of communication v:orth
the dangers of citizen participation ? We think
that they are.
One of the aims of our recommendation 5 to
create a sense of community where none ex-1&
Many times an emergency can evoke an areawide'response, and a feeling of community develops along with the organization to conduct
the response. Examples are the campaign
against demolition on New York's West Side,
or the battle against the effects of Hurricane
Diane in Waterburv, Conn. The loss of identity
and the feeling of helplessness and abandonment of innercity residents are a kind of chronic
emergency.
Achieving this limited form of communication is a delicate business. No one method can
serve in all circumstances. Advisory councils of
various kinds are an obvious device; the appropriate use of neighborhood individuals is
another. Local residents hired by the city halls
•would be a source of information. Whatever
the device, the important purpose is to relieve
the feeling of hopelessness in the face of giant
government that has too often characterized
neighborhoods in our large cities.

The inclusion of an "ombudsman" function in
the city hall was mentioned above. The type of
complaint likely to reach such an office will very
probably be petty, but might play a considerable role in community pride.
Neighborhood appearance is one such issue.
A block decorated with three bars, two liquor
stores, » service station and a vacant lot can
have a demoralizing effect on the neighborhood,
no matter bow desirable each individual component. The city halls could relay the opinions
of residents on these items to the central
administration.

Advisory councils, however, present a problem of selection. Usually, those in charge of
appointing advisory committees of various
kinds make a conscientious effort to include most
of the individuals or groups active in an area;
but undeniably there is less likelihood, through
appointment, of reaching the more disaffected,
inactive members of a community. Moreover,
there is no certainty that those chosen will remain in touch with the community.
Many voluntary neighborhood civic associations do an effective job of communication and
neighborhood work now, but in too many cases
their activities dwindle into window-box competitions and letters to the editor. Too often
they cease, after the initial impetus which
formed them, to be representative of the agft and
economic groups in their area.
We would suggest that the views of the
neighborhood be sought in the very beginning,
in the process of planning the city hall, so thnt
the residents can feel that this is their center.
But in all actions involving advisory councils
at whatever stage, certain rules of the game
must obtain. As outlined in the study made for
the Commission:

Pint, the actual pollcyinaklng group need* to bo
frank in (fating the limitation* on the authority t,t
the ndrinory group Instead of Implying that it HHS more

The type of activity permitted in a neighborhood can be another sore point. There are commonly over 200 types of activity for which «•
license is required, ranging from bars to barbershop, and although the wishes of the neighborhood should not govern, they should certainly be taken into account as the quality and
intensity of activity permitted. For example,
following the April 1968 disorders, residents
and businessmen in affected areas of Washington, D.C., went on record with a request that
when the areas were rebuilt, fewer liquor stores
should be permitted per block.
In connection with relaying such opinions of
residents, on matters wholly within their own
area, the city government might delegate other
minor functions to the neighborhood level and
reap a considerable harvest of popularity.
One such area of activity would cost the city
little but would enlist the immediate enthusiasm
of the residents. This is the power to makelor
direct the making, of small neighborhood improvements. Examples are addition of more
trash receptacles, minor repairs to public property, and tree and flower planting. Still more
popular would be better lighting of streets and
alleys, more frequent trash pickup, stop signs at
certain intersections and so on. Jleaders of the
action-line type of column run by many city
newspapers will recognize these complaints
immediately.
This is the kind of small improvement that is
easily made, but which unsophisticated residents
simply do not know how to obtain. Slight as
it seems, the knowledge of area residents that
they have an accesible means of affecting their
«mel«rt 9*1 Civic
ell. Chapter VII, p. C-15.
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own immediate environment can have a multiplier effect on citizen self-confidence and
^hvdlvemehfc:
.
Many times only bureaucratic inertia prevents the taking of small steps with big effects.
One example is a block patty. A simple afternoon party can require the approval of a surprising number of officials. Permission to close
off a block for the afternoon, the question of
noise, the assignment of a policeman, the right
to conduct a bingo game, to sell takeout dinners and so on can become the subject of ponderous consideration by several levels of
bureaucracy, and require weeks to obtain approval. The neighborhood city hall could be
authorized to issue temporary 1-day permits
for such activities, after due notice to the local
police precinct, and other appropriate
authorities.
Orientationcenters
We also suggest that neighborhood information and referral centers be established within
such neighborhood city hall areas to orient lowincome residents and migrants to the opportunities, demands, and responsibilities of an urban
society and assist them in meeting immediate
social and economic needs. A great range of
services is possible in this kind of program, and
if properly managed such a center can avoid
giving its clients a "hick" or immigrant stigma.
Some services would be appreciated by long
term as well as new residents. One might be a
family budgeting course; another a course in
housekeeping techniques.

Landlords' complaints are not always baseless: families unused to central heating have
been known to regulate indoor-weather by-ftiming the thermostat up full blast and opening
or shutting windows. Some tenants stuff too
many items down a flush toilet, break windows,
crack plaster, ignore leaks and so on, or exhibit
unconcern when their children .do so.
Civic organizations often strongly resist proposals for such tenant education, regarding
them as discriminatory, or fearing that acceptance would mean an admission of total tenant
responsibility for damage and dirt. Such a program backed by an arm of the city government, however, and coupled with other positive
programs of assistance, might be more easily accepted and would pay benefits to owner and
tenant alike.
Effect on the city administration
In the previous chapter the Balkanizatibn of
the metropolitan area was deplored, and remedies were suggested to group its units, or some
of their functions. There is an apparent contradiction between consolidation of the suburbs
and the seeming fragmentation of the inner
city represented by our recommendations,for
decentralization. But tho situations are different. The suburbs are suffering from rampant
separatism; the inner city from Joss of identity.
The suburbs everywhere display a pattern of
overlapping functional districts, and we suggest
that this bo remedied. The inner city is pno
administrative district, and we suggest vertical
sectioning of it into manageable areas.

Supplementary Views on Community Advisory Boards
The Commission discussed at length the
question of Isyhether or not certain limited administrative," regulatory and/or advisor}'
powers could be given to duly constituted community or neighborhood boards in designated
neighborhoods of large cities. Such power could
be granted through statewide enabling legislation and would, in theory, bo applicable to
neighborhoods comprising 50,000 people or
more in larger cities.
~ After much deliberation on this point, tho
Commission voted against making such a
recommendation jn tho grounds that such a
delegation of power would further fragment the
decisionmaking machinery of urban government, would lead to an even more chaotic and
time-consuming procedure for community development and would tend to run counter to
other Commission recommendations that certain
powers be shifted from localities in metropolitan areas that are already too small to function effectively.

It is the feeling of several commissioners
that while the objections posed may be in whole
or in part factual and valid, there arc several
overriding reasons why such subunits of government nre desirable:
1. Tho Commission elsewhere in its report
lias stated verj Nearly tho case for metropolitan
governments. While certain powers should be
givi v to larger bodies of government for bettor distribution of tax resources and for comp/chcnsivo planning purposes, it is also true
that certain other functions should bo taken
back to tho community level where their effect
is most tolling. For example, while a metropolitan government can make possible a comprehensive land use plan, it is really only at tho
neighborhood level that tho effects of minor
changes in land uso and such correlative decisions as those involving liquor licenses, curb
cuts, signs, street closings, and the like can best
bo decided or discussed intelligently.
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2. Even with a thoroughgoing metropolitan
area plan of government, there are many functions that will still reside with the smaller communities in the suburban areas. It seems logical,
then, that certain similar functions should reside with inner city communities. This, then,
would mean that the taxpayer and voter in the
inner city of a metropolitan area would have the
same kind of leverage on the policies that affect
his neighborhood growth, redevelopment, or
maintenance, as his fringe area counterpart.
3. The Commission has recommended an approach to the decentralization of municipal offices and services in the so-called little city hall
approach. The formulation of neighborhood
boards that constitute an arm of the citizenry
that would operate through these little city halls
seems reasonable and logical. This is not to suggest that community groups would at all times
Be harmonious with city hall policies; but it
does mean that the citizens of some of our larger
neighborhoods, which in many cases would rank
in the top 200 of American cities in population,
would have a stronger sense of participation in
urban government. The creation of such community boards could counter the argument
posed by the opponents of metropolitan government that metropolitan government dilutes the

political strength of the inner city population.
It is with these things in mind that we submit
this supplementary view that there is some merit
in the concept of neighborhood boards that have
limited powers over city functions and agencies,
and direct access to the power centers at city
hall or at the top of the metropolitan government pyramid.
As of the writing of this report, several moves
in this direction in antipoverty efforts, model
city neighborhoods, school board decentralization, and decentralization of other urban services are in most cases accompanied by much conflict and turmoil, arising mostly from ill-defined
powers and responsibilities. But, this is to be
expected because the concept, while evolutionary in the normal democratic process, is almost
revolutionary in effect and the concept is new.
We must not lose sight of the worthiness of the
idea because of the difficulties that are presently
being encountered in these early and tentative
efforts around the Nation.
JEH V. Jonxsox.
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The Crisis of Urban Government Finance
. Metropolitan.areas, with about.two-thirds of
the Nation's population, make up an even larger
part of the American economy. Moreover, they
account for most of the recent growth in population.and economic activity, with a similar trend
anticipated for the next two decades: careful
projections prepared for this Commission show
that 90 percent of the increase in American populationbetween i960 and 1985 is likely
to occur
within present metropolitan areas.1 Personal income averages about half again more per .person
in these areas than elsewhere, and taxable, property values per capita
also average higher in
metropolitan areas.1 In the light of such facts,
one might well ask: Is there really a crisis in
ur^ban government finance? Or, perhaps, are the
widely heard claims to that effect merely the
exaggerations to be expected from a democratic
society in the throes of adjustment to urban
growth and change ?
Surely the term crisis might be questioned if
it were to imply some immediate financial catastrophe, or an early approach to some absolute
fiscal, limit upon the provision of public services
and facilities in urban areas. But in terms of a
more temperate definition, there is extensive
evidence of a present and growing crisis for
urban government financing. This conclusion
can be reconciled with_the facts cited above concerning the comparative economic position and
givwth patterns of metropolitan areas, on at
least three grounds:
(1) More public services are needed and
considerably higher governmental costs are
incurred in metropolitan areas than
elsewhere;
(2) Serious financing problems are faced
by State and local governments as a whole—
as evidenced by the rapid rise in their expenditure, indebtedness, and taxation—so
that the possibly stronger economic position
*8e* PatrlcU l**Jtj Hodge »nd Philip Mi Hauler, Tht
CMlngt of Antrica't ilttropellta* Population Outlook—
JUt to HIS. Wtinlnrton: The Nation*! Commission oh Vrbnn
Problem*, Research Report No. 3, 1003.
*A» to nentonnl Income, xet> U.S. Department of Commerce,
SNirey o/CdrrejiJ »«»(»««, Augnit JOflT, n, 2.1; i\i to tuxiible property valueii, xee U,S. BurMK of the On«u*, Local
(locernment in iletropolitan Artat
(Volume 6, 1002 Ccnmm
:
"of Government*), p. 11,
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of metropolitan areas must take account of
this general situation; and
(3) Inherited institutions of urban government and its financing are not well designed to tap the economic capacity of
entire metropolitan areas; instead, they deal
with numerous subordinate parts of such
areas, seriously limiting effective and equitable capture of the large sums that are
needed for public purposes.
Following is a summary of illustrative, evidence on these and related aspects of the urban
financing crisis.
THE SCALE OF URBAN FINANCE REQUIREMENTS

Expenditure by local governments in metropolitan areas is now running at an annual rate
of about $370 per capita, or about one-tenth as
much as the 11average income of metropolitan
area residents. More than 40 percent of such
spending supports education—mainly for public schools but including some amounts for local
colleges and junior colleges. Social welfare
takes about 17 percent of the total. Bonghly 10
percent supports each of three categorieswater and sanitation, highways and other transportation, and police and fire protection. All
other urban expenditures
make up the remaining minor fraction.4
Urbanization results in a large expansion of
local government costs. In 1962, per capita expenditure of local governments was one-third
higher in metropolitan areas than elsewhere.
This is partly because metropolitan pay rates
are higher: in 1962, earnings of full-time local
jovernment employees averaged 28 percent
more in SMSA's than elsawhert. Also, with
population growth taking place mainly in metropolitan areas, they have a particular need for
additional public facilities and thus for more
capital outlay. But the main reason for higher
urban spending is the wider range and more intensive nature of public services in areas of concentrated population, This -ppears in the
relnt i vo volume of local government employment
and expenditure for all major functions except
1
For mipportlnj dntn, sea cb. 8 p, 408.
,'Kor supporting data, nee ch. I, p. 409.
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two—education, and streets and highways. For
education, per capita spending runs about the
same for metropolitan and other areas; for
highway purposes, the average is lower in metropolitan area. However, data for 1962 show
local spuMic expenditure per capita averaging —Over 200-percent higher in metropolitan
areas than elsewhere for public housing and
urban renewal, nonhighway transportation,
refuse collection, and parks and recreation;
From 100- to 200-percent higher for
three costly functions—police protection,
fire protection, and sewerage; and
From. 35- to 90-percent higher for such
other functions as public welfare, libraries,
water supply, health and hospitals, and interest on debt.
The net result of all these differences is that
total local government spending averages about
one-third more, per person, in metropolitan
areas than elsewhere. Some of the extra, load
may apply through charges, or initially through
borrowing for capital outlays, but the major
portion depends upon taxation, and it is thus not
surprising to find that per capita local taxes
average far higher in metropolitan areas than
elsewhere—in 1962, $130 as against $82 per
capita.'
This comparison is not offered as evidence
of inequity. It is reasonable, to expect higher
taxation in areas that require and receive more
public services than are necessary in leas closely
populated territory'. This helps to explain some
of the, rapid growth that has been taking pi ace
in domestic public expenditure. It also indicates
that further urbanization will continue this expenditure trend; And it points up the resulting
present and prospective strain upon public
financing arrangements which were largely
developed for a far less urban society.
FINANCING TRENDS AND PROSPECTS

Local public spending, taxation, and indebtedness have been rising rapidly ovcrsince World
War II—far outpacing the growth of the economy as a whole. Consistent figures specifically
for urban government areas are available only
for the 38 largest metropolitan areas,
covering
the interval from 1902 to 1966.7 During that
recent 4-year period, such areas experienced a
population rise of only 7,3 percent but an increase of one-third in total local government
general expenditures and similar increases in
local government rcvonuo and indebtedness. As
a result, per capita amounts of local govern*For mipportinc ilntn, tut ch. B, pp. 400-410, table* 2 nnd 8.
* U.S. Iliirrnii of rho Onmm, Meal Government In Uttrojitititan -Jrcnn (vol. it. 10(12 CcnmiK of Oovnrnmrnts), p. 184,
i SNS U.S. Ituremi of th« Onmis, Lncnl Government Finance*
in Sclcctcit ItctrnpoWa* Xrcn» in JtSS-SC.

ment finance in these major SMSA's rose considerably: revenue and expenditure by about
one-fourth, and outstanding debt by about onesixth.
-.-•--.
In the absence of earlier comparative urban
finance data and related economic measures^ it
is necessary to refer to comprehensive nationwide figures. However, since metropolitan areas
account for about three-fourths of the totals,
and other smaller urban areas for much of the
rest, the indicated trends are still highly relevant to the status of urban financing.
During the two decades from 1916 to 1966,
when the gross national product rose about 250
percent, there was a sixfold growth in local
government revenue, expenditure and debt.
With a corresponding trend, for States, there
was a similar multiplication of State-local financial totals. Meantime, Federal Government
debt rose very little, and Federal revenue and
expenditure at a lesser rate than gross national
product.*
- ' - - - " : - ' •
But since the 1946-66 interval included the
immediate post-World War II years, when adjustments toward a more nearly normal economy were taking place, it is better to deal with,
a more recent period; i.e., the 9 yearsJfrom 1957
(when benchmark.date were obtained from the
census of governments) to 1966, the latest year
for which data have been published. Between
1957 and 1966, there was a rise of about twothirds in gross national product (up 67.9 percent) and personal income (up 66.2 percent),
but a douWinff in total revenue, expenditure,
and indebtedness of local governments, and a
corresponding rise in State finances. The
changes for Federal Government finances -were
far less—revenue up 62 percent, expenditure
up 75 percent (or, excluding grants to State and
local governments, 67 percent), and total debt
18 percent. The strong upward trend, in local
arid State-local financial scale was highly consistent during this period, and considerably outpaced the growth in the Nation's
total product
and income, year after year.8
With State-local tax revenue rising about 8
percent annually (as compared with 4.5 percent
for Federal tax collections), the result has been
a material shift in the composition of the total
tax take, and its relationship to personal income.
Federal taxes in fiscal 1966 equaled 17.8 percent
of all personal income, as nguin.it 19,9 percent
9 years earlier, while Stulo and local taxes
moved up during this interval from 8.2 to.9,7
percent of personal income. Or, to express^ the
shift, in another \vay,.tho State-local proportion
of total tajies increased from 29.2 percent jn
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1957 (having risen from 21.8 percent of the
. total in l94p| to 35.1 percent infiscal19CC.
_ This State-local tax record is striking evidence of the strong pressures that have applied
to these governments for the extension ana im.proyement of public services, especially when
one takes account of the nature of the taxes involved. The State-local revenue system is relatively sluggish in its response to economic
growth. Various studies strongly indicate an
income elasticity for State-local taxes averaging
.around unity; i.e., with a rise of 1 percent in
gross national j.voduct or personal income likely
.to result in an automatic rise of about 1 percent in total State-local tax revenue. Assuming
such a relationship it would appear that, of all
State-local tex revenue in 1966, more than onesixth was supplied by tax-increasing action by
these governments in the previous 9 years, and
more tnan Jour-tenths resulted from such action
in the 20-year period 1946-66. Stated in another
way: The average effective rate of State-local
taxation, in relation to personal income, was
erilaiged through tax-increasing efforts by
nearly pne-Jialf between 1946 and 1957 and by
another 18 percent between 1957 and 1966. Siniilarly, a tecent studyJ)y staff of the Advisory
Commission on intergovernmental Relations estimates that about one-half of the increase in
State-local tax revenue between 1950 and 1966
resulted automatically from economic growth
with the rest coming from new or broader taxes
or .tax rate increases.10
This is in sharp contrast with the Federal tax
picture. Particularly because of the National
Government's heavy reliance upon income taxation, Federal revenues are less sluggish in their
response to economic change, so that a 1-percent
rise in national product or income automatically
results in a proportionately larger increase in
.t*x revenue, Thus, with the economic growth
that was occurring between 1957 and 1966, the
Federal tax proportion of income would hav
risen materially (instead • f dropping off from
19.9 to 17.8 percent) if it had not been for various^ rate Deductionsmade during this interval,
(Federal tai cuts had also occurred between
19^46 and 1957, to provide the slight drop in
the Federal tax-to-income relationship that occurred during that interval.}
As noted above, these different developments
with regard £o Federal and State-local tax rates
have considerably increased the Sta'.e-local
share of all tax revenue. They have also involved
a shift toward more reliance upon regressive
types J taxes; i.e., those which involve a larger
burden in relation to income for the poor than
"Adrlsory Commliilon on Intergovernmental Relations,
State and Local Taiet: Political anil Kcnnomio ronlrllmtfont
to Revenue Growth, (Report In proccsn Oijiublluntlon.)

for the prosperous. Collections from the two
major regressive components^-tiie property tax
and sales taxes (both general and selective, and
including customs)—made up 36.3 percent of
the Federal-State-local total in 1966, as compared with 33.9 percent in 1957; individual income taxes, the one big progressive part of the
tax system, changed from 37.9 to 37.4 percent
of the total; ,the proportion from corporate income taxes dropped from 22.5 to 20 percent; and
all other taxes moved from 5.7 to 6.3 percent of
the total between 1957 and 1966. The record for
the property tax alont is especially notable—its
yield made up 15.3 percent of the all-government tax total in_1966, as against 13 percent in
1957 and less than 11 percent 10 years earlier,
in 1946."
•;- '
It is impossible to predict with any precision
the future course of State-local finances, or to
say how long it may be until the rate of increase
in this sector might taper back ne-rer to the
pace of general economic change. The actual rate
of further rise, of course, will depend considerably upon the performance of the economy as
a whole, including price level developments. It
is possible, however, to make several observations about the prospects:
(1) The strong recent upward trend in
local and State government finances shows
no sign of slackening. Rather, if anything,
there is some evidence of aocelerat'on:
State-local tax revenue was up 8.9 percent
in calendar 1967 from the previous year,
as compared with an average of 7.8 percent
for the previous 9-year period, and Statelocal construction expenditure increased 10
percent in calendar 1967, including a whopping 13-percent rise at the local government
level.13
(2) 'Various underlying basic elements
that have contributed to the recent upward
trend can be expected to continue, tbo..^!:
perhaps with some changes in pace or composition..^^ include population growth,
increased urbanization,.rising price levels
and generally higher income levels, providing added leeway for a net expansion of the
public, share of total consumption.
(3) Public expectations continue strong
for better governmental services .m< facilities, particularly in major urban areas, Despite concern and controversy about, methods for footing the bill, there soome even
more widespread recognition of unsolved
problems and needs; for example, with re" For
ir supporting
tup
rtnti), ceo ch. £, p. -Ill, tnhlo 0.
''Scoo f <-. Buroui of tho Ccnmu, Quarterly Summary of
SltttO ^/l<»
fad /rvt>Mt
l<ocal jit**
Tax 4»p»i.r{i4T-*
Kov<.Jivr., wtwKj-jsvccmocr
Ootooo -December jtfttt
1967.
nncl
f mill
Conf,-notion Expenditure of Qtate and Local Oavcrnmcnti,
Ocl jbcr-Dcccmbfr taC7.
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gard to education, crime control, traffic, and
- transportation.
(4) Strong pressure cart be expected for
local governments' pay, rates to continue up
more rapidly than-other wage and price
levels, in order to maintain and improve the
competitive posjjfcion of these employers in
attracting a larger work force. (This has
been one major element in the rise of local
expenditure, of which a sizable part goes
into payrolls.)
At least for the next few years, then, it seems
most likely that growth in the financial scale of
State and local government—and particularly
of urban local government—will continue to
outrun !>y a considerable margin the pace of
general economic development. In turn, this
means that an even larger part of the Nation's
product and income must somehow be devoted
to these public needs.
~~ Should the differential trends of the past
decade continue for only another 5 years, a fur
thjr rise of about one-sixth in the relative scale
State-local expenditure can be expected—-that
is, up from about 18 to 21 percent of total personal income—with local governments accountin , for about two-thirds of such spending.
There seems little reason to expect any lesser
g" wth than this, unless the National Governm • t takes over some major present State-local
responsibilities (e.g., replacing the present intergovernmental system of public assistance by
a direct Federal program for income maintenance). Similarly, a continuance of recent developments will demand further tax broadening
and rate-increasing efforts by State and local
governments, to bring their tax yields up to
around 11 percent of total personal income in
1973, as compared with the 9.7-percent level of
19C6 and the 8.2-percent level of 1957.
This, then, is one important aspect of the
urban financing crisis—the obvious strong tendency frr domestic governmental requirements
to outpace economic growth: a problem most
evident in major urban areas but also bearing
heavily upon State governments nnd the Stntolonril financing system as a whole.
socncF-s OF URBAN GOVERNMENT FINANCINO
Locally raised taxes provide about one-half
of nit the funds to finance urban public services,
wifh the balance supplied by Federal and State
intergovernmental revenue and local nontax
.sources, mainly service charges and benefit asscssmrrts. Most of the intergovernmental aiims
"rir&frbin States (especially for schools and for
p'ublic welfare where locally administered). Although direct Federal-local grants havo been
increasing rnpidly, such aids account for only
a Very small part of the total recent increase in

urtan government revenue. For example, the
38 largest SMSA's nad,$7.8 billion: more revenue
in 1966 than in 1962, but only $346 million of
this difference was increased direct Federal
aid."
Of all tax revenue of urban governments,
about five-sixths comes from property taxation.
In most metropolitan areas the proportion is
considerably higher, since there is only scattered
local use of other highly productive taxes. Qn
the other hand, there are some.areas where
local general sales taxes (generally State-collected and returned) or payroll or earnings
taxes supply a sizable fraction of all local tax
revenue.
_
'^
Heavy reliance upon property taxation is
widely seen as an important ele. nent in the urban
financing crisis. Sometimes the property fax is
blamed for conditions or problems that are not
inherent in this particular revenue device itself biit instead arise jfrom the governmental
fragmentation of metropolitan areas. In other
words, such a governmental pattern—rather
than the property tax as such—deserves most of
the blame for the intrnmctropolitan "fiscal disparities" which are described below* There are,
however, some defects which seem to be inherent
in the property tax and which limit its^desirability as a primary means for urban government financing. As it is now so widely used, the
property tax—
Imposes a disproportionately heavy burden upon housing, an essential and socially
desirable form of private consumption;
Tends to deter the adequate provision and
sound maintenance of urban housing*
Operates regressively, so ns to involve a
larger burden in relation 1) income for poor
families than for those better off,'.and- .
As presently administered, commonly involves serious departures from the legal intention of the law, that all taxable property
in any particular locality should be bur. dened uniformly in relation to its value.
The heavy load which property taxation so.
widely places upon housing is a result of (1)
the largo sums necdc'd for essential public services in urban areas, where this typo of tax is
generally the. predominant financing source, ns
.xlmuly noted, and (2) (he fact fbnt residential
property ma'kes up about half of the total tax
base in such areas.14 As a result, it has been
"8M U.S. nurenu of the Cenfnise. Local Government
Fit once* In Selected Metropolitan Area* in itSS-tt.
-'• S«« Dick Netwr, Impact of the Property Taf—Effect on
Hunting, Urban Land ute, Local Government finance (tintl'iMl CommlfMlnn on t'-bnn Problem*, Ttcnofirch Report No.
1 , pp. 17 10; nnrt U.S. Hure»o ot thn Ccnmm, Aittt-td
V iluatlnni Jar General Property Taxation (Preliminary Report No. 4. 10(17 C«nmiL. of GoYornment*), tntilcn 2 nnd 4.
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pointed out in a study prepared for this
Commission,:
....* * * Property taxes average about 19 percent of
the rental value of nonfarm bousing iu tbe United
States currently, equivalent to an excise tax of nearly
24.percent on rental value, excluding property taxes.
• -» » [Property] taxes as percentages of actual
cash outlays for housing range—excluding the South—
from sales-tax equivalent rates of 18 percent for large
apartment bouses outside New York City to 30 percent
or more for single-family houses in the northeast, and
mnltifamily properties in New York City. • • •
These very high tax rates are greatly in excess of the
rates applicable to other forms of consumer expenditure, with the exception of taxes on liquor, tobacco, and
gasoline. * * * It is simply inconceivable that, if we
tccre starting to develop a tax system from scratch, we
would single out housing for extraordinarily high
levels of consumption taxation. More likely, we would
exempt housing entirely from taxation, just as many
states exempt food from the sales tax.1*

The deterrent effect of property taxes on
the pro vision and maintenance of urban housing
is, of course, one aspect of *he relatively high
tax burden just describeu. A differentially
heavy rate of tax will operate in this way for
rny particular form of consumption, but the results can be especially unfortunate in the case
of urban housing renovation. A Commission
survey conducted through the International Assojciation of Assessing Officers revealed widespread a'ssessor response to building permit
activity involving even the most modest repairs.18 Especially where assessing is outdated
and lacking in uniformity to begin with, the act
of repairing a house may trigger a reassessment
which causes the building that is renovated to
receive a new valuation which is increased disproportionately not only to the improvement
just added but also to the valuations of neighboring orsimilar structures.
Much of the regre-^ivity or "antipoor bias"
of the property tax re .tilf s because h»u<?ing takes
a considerably larger part of the income of poor
than of prosperous households. In addition,
much of the property tax on business proj/ertj
» Netger. op. ell. pp. 22 and 25.
"To obtain Information .needed by tho Commission with
regard tu assessors' treatment of property alteration* authorized by local building permit*, tlio International Agvoclatlun
of Assessing Officer* canvassed n number of major Assessing
Jurisdictions. Fncts supplied by 50 such offices Indicate that
nearly all of them routinely receive building-permit Information, and use it an a guide for selection of properties to
be reassessed. Only a minority of these agcnclci specify some
minimum dollar figure below which n pcmlt-autnorl/ed
alteration will not result In an assessment review. Many
reporting assessors emphasize that they do not "autom.itlcully" accept the value of the Improvement shown on tho
building permit ax a measure of change In property vn'ue,
on the ground that this figure may be Inexact. Nevertheless,
the newly-Improved or altered properties may be differentially
treated, relative to taxable realty generally. If other nraewtmcnts In the area hare become outdated, unless, thin 'actor
In fully tiken into account In the xelectiyely updated reappraisal*. \Vlth tlie rapid chnng«« tilling place in roost major
urban areas, tho heavy workload of asie«*ors, and the com
mon lufrcqucncy of (•omprehfrnvlvo roassetsrnfnt, the probable
rennlt mny ftcn be~-as mnny property owners believe- n
dbfioporttmnte raising uf f»ie tax value tlons for Individual
properties, that arc n'tered or renovated. See Kino Netzer.
hit.-, P. 29.

is undoubtedly shifted to consumers through
higher prices; as in the case of any general consumption tax, this involves a greater tax load
in relation to income for the poor than for better-off consumers. Taking account of both these
factors, one careful scholar has concluded that
the degree of regressivity [of the property tax]
is probably greater than that for any other
ma'jgr tUx used in the United States."
The final problem mentioned above-^differential taxation of properties legally entitled to
uniform treatment—arises from (1) the sheer
difficulty of accurate and up-to-date assessment,,
especially in the metropolitan context of extremely divejrse property and rapid economic
change and (2) inherited defects in property
tax laws and assessment machinery, as more
fully examined in the next chapter.
The property tax is unique among major
American revenue sources in the degree to which
its base is determined by offr ial action (subject,
of course, to possible t&xpaye- appeal) rather
than primarily by "self-assessment" as in the
case of the income and sales taxes. This is understandable. Unlike most of the income flows
or transactions reached through those other
kinds of taxes, the value of individual parcels
or items of taxable property is not (except for
the small proportion of properties currently
changing hands) directly reflected in any relayant source. Present value must therefore be
calculated or inferred from other evidence, often
involving some uncertainty or inexactness.
Thus, absolute correctness nnd un'uormity of
valuations for property taxation is an impossible target, which may be approached but not
fn ly attained.
- _ -- "
The proMeni of accurate valuation is especially serious for business property. At the
other extreme, it is generally agreed that a close approach to uniform assessment s>hould be possible for single-family houses. Nevertheless,
wide assessment variations appear in most areas
for even this class of property.
This problem can Le oeen in data provided
by tlu1 census of governments. The uniformity
test is the pattern of consistency (or inconsistency) within taxing jurisdictions in the ratio
of assessed to market value of surveyed properties. The 1967 data reveal that in 122 large
cities the ratios for half of nil houses deviated
at least 14 percent up or down from the average. Worse, in 18 of these cities, the deviation
for half of the houses was at least 20 percent.1*
"Dick Not er, Economic* of the Pro/inly Tom (Washington : Tho Brooking* Institution, 10(10), p. SO.
"For supporting data, nee cli. 8, p. 412. Kx ton sire earlier
evldeni-c of axsessmmt variation! fur single family noil*** appear* In U.S. Burenu of the Cennuu, Tarablt 1'rofcrty Faint*
(Volume 2, 1002 Census of Government),
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An illustration clarifies what this 20-percent
deviation means. In one of the 18 cities just
cited, take
three houses (and lots), each worth
$20,6o6::
Antssntnt
Market
. ratio
valet (perctnQ

T«
Aswssrate
aunt (percent)

Tax

parts, of the Nation) ..tremendously increases
of many central cities is actually I low that of
adjacent metropolitan-fringe territory. As has
been pointed out:
* * - In nearly all the larger metropolitan areas In
the Northeast and Midwest, per capita taxable p'rop-.
erty values (corrected for differences in assessment
levels) In the central cities are well below those in the
outlying parts of the same metropolitan areas."

$57t
410
314

This is a relatively recent development, differing sharply from conditions of 30 or 40 years
rigo. As the same writer notes:
•

. In this example city, the average assessment
ratio for all houses is 30 percent of market
value. But one-fourth of all houses are assessed
at 20-percent more than that ratio (36 percent)
or higher, and another fourth are assessed at
20-percent less than that ratio (24 percent) or
lower. Thus three example houses, high, average, and low are assessed respectively at $7,200,
$6,000 and $4,800. Applying a typical tax rate,
their annual tax payments, in the same order,
are $756, $480 and $384. The high pays $196—
or 51 percent—more than the low.
Widespread persistence of excessive variation
in property tax valuations can in part be traced
to unsound assessment arrangements. We offer
in the next chapter several recommendations
.for action on this problem, which should, if
carried out, bring property tax assessments far
nearer to on acceptable standard of equity and
uniformity.
Most of the revenue obtained by urban local
governments from nonproperty taxes is from
general or selective sales taxes. These, like the
property tax, tend to operate regressively to
the particular disadvantage of poor households.
Altogether, then, it is. part of the crisis of
urban government finance that so much of the
large and growing sums required mu ' now
come from revenue sources that place an especially heavy burden upon the poor—in particular the/property tax, which is not only regressive but tends to deter housing construction and
maintenance and in many areas is inequitably
administered.

• * * In the past, • • • nearly all the economic
activity in metropolitan areas was concentrated in the
central cities and could be reached by central city
taxes. Today, taxable wealth and capacity have dispersed throughout metropolitan areas—beyond the
reach of central city taxes—while needs for special
public services continue to be concentrated within the
central cities.1*

LgwMus*
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FISCAL DISPARITIES WITHIN SfETnOrOMTAX
-:£- _- -AREAS

The problems outlined above appear most
vividly in the core cities of metropolitan areas—
particMlarly the major older cities of the Northcast and .Midwest, but increasingly also in other
parts of the Nation. There is a serious and growing disparity in the relative fiscal capacity of
the central cities and their respective suburban
fringe areas.

However, it is the higher public, expenditure
needs of the central city, rather than nn absolute
deficiency in its tax base, that especially demand
attention. At least three factors contribute to
the additional requirements of the central city:
Cl) Above all, this is where the poor and
disadvaritaged tend mainly Jo be concentrated. There are more high-cost citizens
from the standpoint of such poverty-linked
services as public assistance, publk health
and hospital care, housing, other social
services, nnd education of disadvantaged
children.
. (2) The fact that population concentration (as noted above jp the contrast between
metropolitan areas »s a whole and other
parts of the Nation) tremendously increases
the necessary scope of such costly services as
police and fire protection, parks and recreation, and sanitation. For most central cities,
furthermore, these services—as well as the
local highway system and traffic control
activities—must meet the needs of an expanded daytime population which includes
a net inflow of nonresident siib'.irban
commuters.
(3) Since the central cities developed before suburbia, their public facilitiesschools, hospitals, water supply arid sewr'
age systems, and the rest—typically'inclutie
a far higher proportion of deteriorated
structures and equipment, in need of replacement or major renovation. .Expanding
suburbia, of course, also must provide for
now public plant, but these needs arc in the
context of proont ami prospective growth,
nither than—ns in the case of many central
"nick NoUer, The Urla* Pitcat I'roVem (Inntltutlon of
IXKral Oorcrnincnt, Unlvemlty of Plttuhurch, 1007), p, J».
Soo nltm ch. ft, [>p.-112—tH.
•
"
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-.v- - ?',st?ble o r declining population
.and sluggish economic development.
' A s a . result of these factors, most metropolitan
central cities have higher taxes than the average
for their respective suburban-fringe areas. Furthermore, given the fragmented structure of
local government, most metropolitan .areas include, some territory with .tax rates /or below
that of the core city. As a result,
local financing
conditions add to the many ot1 er forces that are
encouraging fringe-area growth to the relative
disadvantage of central cities. This process is
not self-correcting, but self-reinforcing. As has
been observed:
If the central .dtles must Impose higher tax rates on
ttielr more limited tax bases • • • there & likely to be
acme inducement to residents and businesses to move
to lower-tax jurisdictions in the same..metropolitan
areas. * • • This migration in torn farther weakens
central city fax bases, setting the stage9 for a new
descent on the fiscal and economic spiral.

Similar .conclusions are reached in a recent
major study by the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, .entitled "Fiscal
Balance in the American Federal System." Part
II of that study, dealing with "Metropolitan
Fiscal Disparities," was based upon a detailed
comparative analysis of data for the 37 largest
metropolitan areas in the Nation for the years
1057,19.62, and 1965, and led to conclusions that
may be briefly summarized as follows:w
There is a growing concentration of high
cost citizens in central cities.
The paradox of poverty in the midst of
plenty emerges most strikingly in the central cities, of large metropolitan areas. The
decline in absolute poverty is overshadowed
by economic disparities between large central cities and their suburbs.
The deepening fiscal crisis reflects the
exodus of .middle- and high-income families
and businesses from the central city t~
suburbia.
In central cities, the burden of local taxes
averages, 7.6 percent of personal income
""-• «/»«., p. 10.
•

.

-----.

"AdtUory Coroululon on InUr«OTtnuntnUl Rctatlon*,
Pineal Balance in 1ht American ritoft gfitrm, Vol. 2, pp. 0-fl.

compared to only 5.6 percent of income for
residents outside ceritraT cities.
Central cities nevertheless increased their
relative tax effort during a period when
their property tax base experienced a deceleration in rate of growth or an absolute
- decline.
In the 37 largest metropolitan areas, current public school expenditure in 1965 averaged $449 per pupil in the central cities,
compared with |574 per pupil in suburbia.
"Children who need education the most are
receiving the least."
r
State aid to school d ricts aggravates
this situation by favoring rural ana suburbai Districts.
'
Per capita nonedncational (municipal)
outlays of $232 .per capita were made by
the 37 largest central cities in 1965—$100
greater than their suburban counterparts.
Of growing significance are fiscal disparities among rich and poor suburban
communities in many metropolitan areas.
INSTJMMARY

It is all too clear, then, that—
There is a crisis of urban government
finance.
This crisis is most strikingly evident for
central cities of the largest metropolitan
areas but also affects other large cities and
an increasing number of suburban
communities.
The crisis is rooted in conditions that
will not disappear but threaten to grow and
spread rapidly unless major shifts occur in
recent demographic trends (especially that
which has concentrated so many disadvantaged people within the central cities and
other poverty pockets of metropolitan
areas, or unless significant changes are
made in traditional patterns of governmental, structure, responsibilities, and
financing.
^
'
Tne crisis is of mounting proportions and
feeds upon itself.
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CHAPTER4

Action Toward Better Urban Financtog
The mayor of a large city, in testimony to
this Coinmission, said:
Onir problems are financial ones. I have sometimes
characterised tbe three major problems as being monej,
finances, and revenne.

.State-local relationships to provide a more
effective and equitable means of jState aid
to local school financing; assumption by the
State government of financial responsibility for non-Federal public welfare costs;
and provision of incentives in State grant
programs to improve local governmental
structure,;"^
- _
BeexaminatioQ by State and local governments of the potentiality of user charges
to finance public services;
State legislation for increased regionalization of property taxation for public
schools in metropolitan areas, utilizing a
county wide or multicounty taxing area,
with proceeds allotted to school jurisdictions as prescribed by State laws;
Joint Federal-State-Iocal action to establish a system of interstate metropolitan taxing areas under which, by State and local
decision, a supplemental rate could be
added to the Federal income tax with pro*
ceeds returned to the local governments involved; and
State legislative action to improve the
property tax by eliminating unenforceable
features, professionalizing the assessment
function, moving to full-value assessment,
ascertaining and publicizing assessment
ratios, and providing effective taxpayer appeals machinery.

His phrasing was intended humorously, but
his point was dead serious. Responsible officials
of citie^across the land similarly (describe financiaTlmiitatioiis on their efforts to create acceptable urban environments. If we talked about
better^ publicly supported housing, better neighborhoods and better communities without addressing ourselves to the money problems, we
could legitimately be charged with avoiding one
of the central aspects of these issues.
Money is not the only limiting factor, as the
mayor quoted above would undoubtedly agree.
Other constraints result from poor governmental structure, discussed earlier; shortages of
competent personnel; and often—in view of the
complexity of problems and the rapid pace of
change—a dearth of reliable data to guide effective administration. Money is, nevertheless, one
critical element in meeting urban problems.
Throughout metropolitan America—as the preceding Chapter underscores—there is a pressing
need for both more adequate and more equitable
financing of essential public services.
Significant steps by the Federal Government
are urgently needed to help deal with the crisis
of urban financing. "We offer specific proposals
on that score in the Jiext chapter. But most of
the action needed must be at the State-local
A BROADER FIXANCINO BASE
level. The States have a major share of the reSome
defects
of the property tax arc inherent
sponsibility because of their ultimate legal conin
its
very
nature,
and can only be handled by
trol over the property tax system and other
local taxes and because of the close relationship limiting reliance upon this form of taxation to
some reasonable level.
between State and local government finances.
In the nation as a whole, about five-sixths of
We therefore submit recommendations that
mainly contemplate State and local government all local tax revenue in metropolitan areas is
obtained from the property tax. Even when in-action toward n broader and fairer base for
tergovernmental receipts and nontax source.'; are
urban financing. Our proposals are for—
added, property taxation accounts for nearly
Broadening the base of State taxation
by significant use of both a personal income half of all urban government revenue. Property
taxation supplies nearly as much revenue ns all
tax and a general sales tax, including authorization for local governments to impose other State and local taxes combined.
There is marked geographic variation on this
supplementary rates on a piggy-back basis;
score. The property tax portion ranges from
A review by ^ach State of its pattern of
(362)
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less than one-fifth to more than two-thirds of
State-local tax revenue in various individual
States. Similar diversity appears in effective
rates, of property taxation : for example, for
single family houses in 122 major cities in 196667, from less than 1 percent in nine cities up to
more than
3.5 percent iii four cities at the other
extreme.1 , \,
..
These variations reflect the differing degree
to which various States have placed increasing
reliance on nonproperty tax sources. The proportion of all general revenue of State and local
governments obtained from .property taxation
ranges from less than 20j>ercent in a few States
up to more than .40 percent :n a number of
others.1 This JHsIps to account for the intervale
range' of nearly four-to-one in property tax revehue per $1,000 of personal income, as against
, the much narrower, range of only 1.6rto-one in
the relation of total State-local general revenue
to personal Jncome.
.- JRelnilye de-escalation of the property tax will
depend, "above all, upon further State action
toward increased tapping of other revenue
sources.
Recommendation No. 1— Move to balanced
State-local revenue systems
The Commission recommends that those
States "which have not done so move as rapidly as possible toward a balanced Statelocal revenue system which, besides providing for equitable property taxation, involves
significant use by the State of both a personal
income tax and a general sales and use tax.
We also urge that States which have not done
so consider granting authority for local
governments to impose limited supplementary rates of income or sales tax, to be collected and returned by the State to the taxing
jurisdictions.
^
Thirty States now impose bofh personal income and generar sales taxes; in 17 of these
States, local sales faxes are aleo auf Jiori/e;! (usually with State collection and distribution}", an'l
two States authorize local supplements' to Slate
income taxcf .* Thus there is widespread precedent for the inn in thrust of our recommendation, which takes account of two major elements
of fiscal reality: (1) strongly rising needs and
expectations for public services at both 'ocal
and State government, levels; and (2) the jirospect that additional Federal Government financing, although highly desirable, cannot bo
' r,S. Iliiroiii nf th«- Crnnim. Friiptrtv Tax Rnlti In Rtltetti
Hajar Clftrc imrf Covxllc* (I'rdlmlnnrjr Import No. B, IttBT
Con«u« of Onrrrnmcntu),
* U.S. Iliirenii of thr Ccnmi*. Governmental flnancin in
.
*.VlvlNiir,v Commlwlon on IntcrcpTernmcntnl KelMluni,
Stale anil t.ornl Tarrt; Significant Ftaturen. tint.

expected fully to IT -«t these growing requirements.
It would bo unrealistic and irresponsible to
urge expanded State participation in the financing of urban needs without recognizing also, as
we do in this proposal, the question of how the
necessary funds are to be obtained. Fortunately,
recent action in numerous States provides,a
helpful guide. In particular, effective means
have been devised to maintain the productivity
of general sales taxes but at the same tithe to
remove their regressive impact upon low-income
people. Such arrangements, which originated in
Indiana and have since spread elsewhere, involve a special crediting in State income tax
laws. Either by exempting food and medicine,
or by appropriate credits (under income tax^fprmulas) lor taxable purchases of such necessities,
it is possible to avoid inequities that otherwise
arise with general sales taxes. We commend
the sales tax. with such features, as one element
of a balanced tax systcn. which would help stem
excessive property fax levels.
The three types of tax referred to do not,
of course, account for all of the States' financing arsenal; we have further suggestions to
offer in a later chapter with regard to the taxation of land. However, these "big three"' are of
primary importance: 70 percent of all Stutclocal tax revenue isobtainedirom property?general sales, and personal income taxes. Their rcsjjective percentages in calendar 1067 were as
follows: property,443.1; general sales, 1(5.7; j>ersonal income, 9.8. It is increasingly clear that
both general sales taxes and personal income
taxes must be used by State and local governments if urgent public service needs arc to be
met without an undesirable further increase of
property tax rates in many areas. (Where property taxation is very low, balance of course
would bo achieved by raising the level.)
All or most, of the added funds from a
broader tax sjstcm would best be collected by
the State governments, even though destined for
distribution in largo part, to local governments.
Related Stale action is therefore indicated concorning thuir grant-in-aid programs. Present
State-local fiscal patterns are generally the result of historical problem-hy-problcm handling.
In very fow instanuus have State grant-iii-aid
systems been subjected recently to comprehensive retxamination and overhauling.
Recommendation No. 2—Review and revision
of StateJocal fiscal relations
The Commission urges State governments
to review intensively and where appropriate
to revise their existing arrangements for
M'.S, Kitrwiii fit llic OriifiiK, Quarterly Summitry of Stale
anil l.nrtil Tart*. Orltilirr-ljrccnitirr 79C7.
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State-local fiscal relations so that, as a
minimum:
(a) Each State provides a generous
foundation program for local school
financing;.
(b) Educational grant formulas take
account of the additional costs of enriched school programs for ecohyinically
and culturally deprived children;
(c) Each State government finances
all or substantially all public welfare
costs that are not covered by Federal
aid; and
(d) Various State grant programs include appropriate incentives toward improved local government structure, including the deyV opment of major viable
multipurpose governments in metropolitan areas.
We emphasize financing requirements for
education and public welfare on obvious
grounds. Public schools make up by far the
most costly single elements of local government,
and their benefits are not limited, to small local
areas but have a widespread impact in our increasingly mobile society. The States' responsibility for underwriting a sizable share of public school costs thus is socially and economically
justified, ns well as consistent with the legal
framework for public education in most States.
Provisions are widespread for State grants
to underwrite certain excess costs of public
schools ill sparsely populated rural areas, particularly in the form of u«J for pupil transportation. Various programs exist also for special
State aid for educating physically handicapped
children. Until recently, however, State grant
systems have rarely made any allowance for the
overburden involved in providing, through local
public schools, enriched programs for economically and culturally deprived children. We urge
specific State attention to this as one desirable
component of State school-aid systems.
In about hall .the Nation, public welfare
costs" are financed nearly entirely from State
and Federal sources. However, in States where
such an arrangement door not apply, the locally financed portion represents a significant
burden, adding materially to property tax requiremer.ts. This cost component is likely to be
especially onerous because it tends to vary inversely with local fiscal capacity. Moreover,
such financing arrangements commonly place a
heavier burden upon major central cities, where
so many poor families are located, than upon
most suburban communities.* We strongly urge,
therefore, that those States which have not
done so assume direct responsibility for sub•S«ch.8, pp.-IOfl-410.

stpntiolly all public welfare costs that are .not
financed by the Federal Government. The same
reasoning justifies generous State underwriting
of other important though less costly pqvertylinked services, such as those in the field of public health.
Intensive review of existing grant-in-aid programs in any particular State should take account of the relation of such grants to local
government structure. As shown by experience
with State aid to local school districts, fiscal aid
may be deliberately used to encourage desirable
structural changes, or on the other hand, may
actually tend to shore up outdated institutions.
Recommendation No. 3—Increased local government use of user charges, where
appropriate
The Commission urges thit local governments reexamine intensively their existing
practices with regard to service and benefit
charges, and make adjustments needed to put
appropriate services on a self-sustaining
basis. We also urge the State governments to
encourage and assist local governments in
such efforts.
.
.
User charges already represent a significant
revenue source for urban local governments.
However, there is great variation: some governments use them to an important extent, while
others in effect make the general taxpaying
public subsidize various activities which provide
selective benefits. Although user charges have
little relevance to some costly ser vices, such as
education, public welfare, police and fire protection, they can be an important resource for
financing of urban highways and parking facilities, \voter supply and sewers, waste disposal, and recreational activities.
User charges can help to hold property tax
requirements within reason and to provide
equity between taxpayers and specially benefited users of various services. Two other aspects
of this proposal deserve particular attention:
(1) User charges can help to prevent excessive
or wasteful levels of user demand—illustrated
by carelessness in water consumption where no
metering applies, or by excessive urban street
congestion in commercial sections where street
parking is alosved free or at only very nominal
meter rates; (2) With rising levels of urban
government salaries and other expense factors,
the fees or prices set for particular public services need to be periodically adjusted lest charges
lag seriously behind related costs.
A word of caution should be added about
bah.icing or choosing between user charges and
taxes for particular activities. Most urban government services have an important element of
general public benefit; for example, an adequate
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sewer system is of major concern to the community, as a. whole, not only to individual households. Unless such social factors are sufficiently
recognized, the more attractive sound of charges
than of taxes may encourage excessive use of
charges, with undesirable or inequitable results.
>In fact,' some municipalities substantially subsidize their general government needs from the
revenue surpluses of their water supply or electric power utilities. This is the effective equivalent of placing a high excise tax upr" *he utility
services involved. Such taxatif" niay, obviously,
be even more regressive or othei
undesirable
than the use of the property tax 01 other available means of financing. Benefit charges are also
sometimes misused in a potentially discriminator}' fashion—for instance, by imposing fees for
admission to local parks, in order to limit their
use tp nearby or socially desirable pairons.
While reasonable charges may be justified for
the use of some public recreational facilities
(e.g., golf courses or marinas) that have a selective appeal, it is of major social importance
that facilities .which serve more basic needs be
available at little or no direct cost.
Thus we are not urging the maximum po^iblc
use of benefit charges but their greater application in those instances where, in the light of
careful consideration, they offer an economically and socially desirable substitute for
taxation.
Rcffionalizing school costs
Public education involves by far the largest
component of local government activity.. This
function typically accounts for about fourtenths of all local public expenditure in metropolitan areas, and an even higher fraction elsewhere." A sizable portion of local education expenditure is financed from State and Federal
grants, and such aid should continue to grow,
as we urge above. However, a major part of
school spending is met from local sources, principally property taxation. The base for such financing is fractionated geographically, and in
most metropolitan areas there is a considerable
range in the relative fiscal capacity of schooladministering governments. Basic restructuring
of local government and provision of increased
Federal and State aid arc needed to help meet
this situation, but another approach is also
widely indicated.

Recommendation No. 4—County wide or multicounty taxation for public schools.

The Commission recommends that States
provide that a significant proportion of all
local property tax support for public schools
«SN- cli. S, |i|>. -40(1-110, tnhlcn 1 unil H.

be supplied through levies imposed by county wide or mul ticounty school taxing ..districts, with the proceeds allocated to schooladministering units on a State-prescribed
basis.
This proposal has limited relevance where
public schools are already administered (and
locally financed) through county wide units. For
a number of other States also its adoption would
mainly involve an expansion of existing arrangements that provide some county wide taxation for school purposes. Usually, however, such
county levies are only minor, and most States
lack a"ny such device for spreading the local tax
burden for education.
Local public education is a highly logical
candidate for a broader local base on several
grounds, because of its costliness, it makes up a
sizable part of local property taxes everywhere;
it permits a simpler basis for allocation of funds
than could apply to many other local government services; and the benefits of public education, in oi:r increasingly mobile society and
economy, reach out far beyond individual school
administering areas.
State action along this line would end part
of the substantial escape from property taxation which is now enjoyed in various local tax
havens. By curtailing present wide disparities
of property tax rates in metropolitan areas, it
would reduce incentives toward socially undesirable fiscal zoning, and, perhaps, also lessen
resistance to the more fcasic restructuring of
local government which is so urgently desirable
i n many areas.
. - _ . - - The Commiss'jn is not proposing here a
regional ization of education, but rather of
property taxation for educational purposes,
Neighborhood schools as service units :i:. J school
systems as administering entities would not be
replaced, but a larger part of their financing
would come from a geographically broader ba.se.
Intewtate metropolitan taxing areas
Most of the foregoing discussion has referred
to steps toward a broader and fairer base for
urban government financing that can—and
should—be taken by State and local governments. F'ffoctivc action along the lines suggested, we are confident, would bo highly
productive. Morcov r, we are sure that the problems of urban government must continue in the
future as in the past to be handled mainly by
local and State action. Jfot only because of the .
structural inheritance of our Federal system but
for a host of other reasons, the rolo of the National Government can at best be selective and
indirect, stimulative and helpful—especially in
financing. The National Government is not
suited to take on directly any sizable part of the
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responsibilities traditionally bundled at the
State and particularly at the local level. Hence
the concern we have expressed for a more effective structure of local government, especially in
major urban areas.
Even widespread action on all the matters
dismissed above, however, would not fully deal
with a financial problem that is especially pertinent to metropolitan areas which cut across or
arc adjacent to State boundaries. In I960, such
areas had more than 41 million residents, or
nearly one-fourth of the Nation's total population. For any such area, problems of local disparities in fiscal capacity and of constraints
upon tax policy become interstate in nature. But
no effective means is now available to deal with
such problems on an areawide basis, involving
concerted action "by governments on both sides
of the State boundaries. As a result, each of the
States concerned is likely to encounter special
difficulty in carrying through desirable actions
it might otherwise undertake. For example, a
viperous effort J»y various mean to get rid of
tax Jiavcns in one State's portion of such an
interstate area would face the threat of traditionally privileged businesses moving to low-tax
parts of the area in the neighboring State.
Recommendation No. 5~SuppIement to Federal income tax in interstate metropolitan areas
The Commission recommends, for consideration by Congress and the various States
concerned, enactment of a system by which
a supplemental rate of personal income tax
could be applied within interstate metropolitan areas, to be collected directly in
conjunction with the Federal income tax and
with the proceeds returned to appropriate
local governments.
It"should !M» emphnsized that, if such a system
is developed, the supplemental tax into would
bo imposed by local or State action, rather than
by the Federal
Government; the proposal thus
contemplate-1; a "piggyback" arrangement like
that now widely used for locally imposed, Statecollected supplements to State sales taxes. The
plan might operate through certification by the
Governors of the affected States that a favorable
vote in an nreawide election had favored the
imposition of a supplemental rate for Federal
collection and return, and with allocation of the
resulting revenue to bo as specified by the respective Governors in accordance with statutory
provisions in their respective States. Appropriate Federal legislation should no doubt (as in
the case of the States' "piggybacking" provisions) set n limit on the supplemental rate available, and on the frequency of allowable change
or cancellation; at lenst for administrative rea-

sons, it might even be found desirable to provide
for only a single available rate of supplementation, subject to "yes-or-no" action by eligible
areas.
It is obvious that the design of a workable
system of this nature demands careful analysis
of many factors, so that it would be presumptuous to spell out proposed features m complete
detail. The suggested basic approach, however,
deserves thoughtful and sympathetic consideration on several grounds:
(1) An advantage already noted would
be to reduce the constraints upon otherwise
desirable action concerning urban government structure and financing that apply
uniquely in interstate metropolitan area;
(2) Another advantage is the opportunity it would open for increased local use,
in an efficient fashion, o* income taxation
as a partial substitute for property taxation. A limited number of local governments (mostly sizable municipalities)
already administer their own personal income taxes, but in most instances these
apply only or mainly to salaries, and wages.
It is ..anerally agreed that separate taxes
of tuid nature cannot be nearly as well administered locally as on a State or National
basis. Only two States have thus far authorized local "piggybacking" on their
State income taxes; while further action of
this nature is probably desirable and likely
(despite problems of appropriate revenue
allocation where local governments are
numerous) it cannot operate on an interstate basis.
IXCKEASED EQUITY IX PROPERTT

TAXATION

The foregoinij recommendations relate to the
widespread need for dceinphasis otthe property
tax. They propose, action that is critically desirable in many areas, especially because of inherent defects of this form of taxation which
limits its desirability as a prodominent revenue
source. But such basic action cannot come overnight. In the- meantime financing needs for urban government continue to mount. Moreover,
it would be most unrealistic to expect that these
needs can be fully met from increased Federal^
aid. In recent years, the annual rise in local
property tax revenue has l>een considerably
larger than the total annual amount of Federal
grants to local governments. Replacement of
even one quarter of present local property tax
yields would require n threefold increase in
Fedcralgrants to local governments.
in other word?, in the years immediately
ahead the property tax must continue to be
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counted.pixJEoE.very Jarge-sums. And, however,
vigorous the effort may DC to tap other revenue
sources, it must be accompanied by effective
steps to reduce existing defects of the property
tax.;
_ . _"
, There is ample evidence, that many property
tax ills, are not beyond remedy, .but arise from
f .ulty laws and administration. The best proof
is that soiae areas have far better property tax
administration thar the prevailing average.
Public disillusionment with the property tax
as itppw operates is becoming widespread. This
in turn tends to encourage indiscriminate loopholes or exemptions that make this tax even
more difficult to administer fairly. Without corrective action to make the property tax worthy
of respect, .the existing inequities are likely to
become worse.
'
Property tax assessment
As the general property tax system is usually
intended to operate, a levy is applied at a uniform rate to official valuations for nil items of
taxable property within a particular area. It
is ah ad valorem tax—a tax on values. Purely
from the standpoint of the intent of this kind
of tax (for example, without consideringTvhcther the value of property is an equitable basis for
taxation), complete equity under the law is
achieved only if (\) nil property legally taxable
is actually listed, and (2) all items are valued
on n uniform basis, i.e., cither at their actual
current worth, or at the same percentage of current worth. '
Perfection is unattainable in practice. Xc.. all
taxable property is listed, particularly where
coverage extends to certain elusive forms of personal proper .y. A greater barrier to perfection
is that, for uiost taxable property, current worth
is not determinable with exactness. This is why
competent appraisers evaluate the same properties somewhat differently, and whv closely
comparable houses in a particular neighborhood
cKangb hands at different prices. Current worth
of most real estate is less subject to question if
expressed..as falling within n range rather than
as a preci.se point. Thus, n reasonable statement
of the goal of equity in property taxation would
add tlie word "substantially" to both objectives—substantially complete listing of taxable
property, and substantially .uniform assessment.
To note that property evaluation is Jiot a precise) science or art does not contradict the need
for reform. Actual performance throughout
most of Jhe country is far, far below the appropriate goal. Incomplete listing, mainly concerning personal property, is discussed later under
"Property Tax Coverage." Nonuniformity of
assessment mainly concerns the far larger portion of the property tax base represented by real

m
estate. The reasons that assessin
most parts of the country fall 1 r short of a
reasonably attainable standard include the
following:
Excessive decentralization of assessment
lignment of assessing in most areas to
officials who are selected by popular election and for whom there are no prescribed
standards pf education or training despite
their complex duties ;
Limited and understaffed State .participation in the process of property tax assessment;
!
Absence of the correctives generated by
an informed citizenry, due to popular misunderstanding or ignorance about the basic
elements 6f property taxation;
.:
Clouding of the relation between values
and assessments by the common practice of
assessing property at minor fractions of
current worth ;
A prevailing lack of reliable statistics
that would enable interested, taxpayers to
judge even the approximate fairness of assessed valuations for their property holdings; and
A widespread lack of convenient, usable
machinery for taxpayer appeals against
questionable assessments.
Property tax coverage
There are two major problems with property
tax coverage. The first arises because the property tax laws of many States apply to some
kinds of personal property that, experience
shows, 7cannot be fully located and equitably
valued. The results jnclude unjust burdens for
conscientious owners of such property and, for
assessing officials, either a diversion of attention
from more important duties or a "blinking" at
widespread tax evasion, which promotes public
distrust and cynicism about taxation and government generally.
Tim second coverage problem relates to property tax exemptions. Complete exemptions
apply to ownership (property holdings by governments) and use (noncommercial u?es of
property held by educational and charitable
bodies). Other exemptions are partial, providing a discount against assessments— through
homestead exemptions and other devices to provide relief to homeowners, veterans, the elderly,
industry, farmers or other owners of urbanfringe land, country clubs, and so forth. Rising
property taxation has stimulated a host of recent efforts along these lines. When exemptions
'A» to general property Ux covtrsi* of mrloni typta of
pei«on»l property, nee I1 ..
.8. BurMU of the Cnunn,,
Valuation* for Omeral rrojurfy r«Mtlon (PrtllmlMry X*
port No. 4, 1BB7 Onmm of Government*).
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are enacted, they narrow the property tax base
a n d accelerate t h e riseinJates.T
----- - ~ - ~
Recommendation No. 6—'Improvement of
Property tax
The Commission urges early and widespread action by State and local govern'
ments to improve the property tax by—
(a) Limiting its legal coverage to
forms of wealth that can be effectively
reached and, valued through such taxation, minimizing exemptions, and tailoring with great care any property tax
relief provisions;
(b) Providing appropriate machinery
for assessment work, with responsibility
assigned to well-staffed and professionally directed jurisdictions which are
large enough to employ modern equipment and techniques;
.
(c) Moving as fully and rapidJ" as
possible toward full-value assessment of
taxable property;
(d) Conducting and publicizing the
results of careful studies of assessment
ratios, and publishing related data
about property taxation on a regular
basis; and
-- (e) Providing effective appeals machinery for taxpayers.
These proposals are not equally applicable
every where. Some States are far ahead of others
in the quality of their property tax systems.
But some portions of the foreging recommendations have an important potential for every
State.
We are not proposing any untested novelties
of property tax law or practice. Precedents
exist for all the types of action we urge. Our
proposals generally parallel those which are
urged by the. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, in the most authoritative contemporary work in this field, "The Bole
of the Staffs in Strengthening the Property
Tax." That report has helper1 lo stimulate inv
portant statutory and admi. .jtrative changes
in various parts of the country. But accomplishments thus far are only a minor part of
what remains to b j done. In the 5 years since
that Commission i-eport was published, property tax collections in the United States have
totaled some $120 billion, and this total in the
next 5 years is likely to go well beyond $150 billion. The Nation cannot afford continuing serious inequities in the collection of such huge
sums for public purposes.
The remaining portion of this chapter considers separate aspects of recommendation 6
in greater detail.

(a) Limiting coverage, exemptions, and tax
—relief
^___^T—
The Commission recommends that States:
(1) revise their laws and constitutional provisions relating to the property tax so as to
limit its coverage, at most, to real estate,
tangible personal property used! for incomeproducing purposes, and motor vehicles; (2)
avoid the enactment of partial exemptions
for particular types of private property
owners, and wherever possible repeal existing provisions of this nature; and (3) i se
means other titan preferential assessment in
efforts to limit the burden of onerous residential property taxes for low-income families, or to limit the inhibiting effect of property taxation upon the sound maintenance or
renovation and improvement of residential
property.
Basic legal coverage
The first portion of this recommendation isTwised upon the fact that—
* * * the extent to which some personal property
tax laws have become legal fictions is notorious. Evasions and the condoning of evasion arc so widespread ns
to make such laws a tax on integrity * * '. This .condition * • » creates for the property tax system an
unhealthy disrespect*

Competent observers differ as to whether in:
rome-produc5nj» personal property should, bo
legally subject to property taxation. Those in
favor point out that such coverage avoids discrimination by the property tax system against
those income-producing activities (such as agriculture) which involve a relatively large investment in real estate as compared with equipment
and inventories. They also argue that the location and equitable valuation of such property do
not involve insuperable difficulties. On the other
hand, gross deficiencies exist in the assessment
of income-producing personal property. This
fact has led a number of States to exclude such
property legally from the tax base, and is cited
by various competent and disinterested authorities who urge similar action elsewhere. A less
sweeping middle road proposed by the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
calls for complete exemption for business inventories—but not for such other income-producing personal property as business equipment
and agricultural livestock.
States differ in their property tax treatment
of motor vehicles. Some provide complete exemption, generally with appropriate adjustment of their car license fees. Since this type of
property clearly can bo listed and reasonably
•Advisory Commlnlon on Intcrcov«rnm«nUI c n n n ,
Til* Role of ll<e Statti <* Strengthening the /Yoperfy Tag,
Wniibliiglon, D.C., Juno Iflfl.t, p. 8.
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valued, it is a feasible candidate for inclusion in
the property tax base, although alternative tax
forms may pe at least as desirable.
Any significant base-narrowing action in line
with our recommendation is likely to involve
problems of revenue replacement, with differing
-impact for various areas and individual local
governments. Gradual rather than, abrupt adjustment is probably indicated, perhaps with
some related revenue offset provided through
State aid::
In any event, a major consideration in every
.State,, as to desirable property tax coverage
should be: Can the lawie_app}ied.with.a.high
degree of effectiveness and equity? Unless official Jntentions, public attitudes, and the» xsessnient machinery promise n affirmative, answer
for ..all major property components legally
covered, sound_policy requires a narrower tax
, base for which adequate enforcement can better
bo attired.
Assessment exemptions
We emphatically urge that the trend toward
riddling of the property tax base by preferential
exemptions for particular types of private property owners be stem Tied and, where possible, reversed^ Provisions ~JL this nature have developed
to promote homeo rnership, to aid veterans and
the elderly, or to Attract jiew industry—often
socially desirable or accepted objectives. The
question here is not with objectives but with
the use of these methods. Although they appear
to involve no direct public, cost, such provisions
(1) result in. increased expense for taxpayers to
whom the burden is shifted; (-J) progressively
weaken the property tax system; and (3) complicate administration. Like many other legalized tax loopholes, any social benefits they may
yield generally r.re provided at grossly excessive
cost, and with .hat cost substantially lost from
-public view; Sounder policy would involve open
^regular subsidies for socially defensible purposes,, requiring appropriation and expenditure
action.: :
, Partial exemptions differ in their relative
effect upon the tax base of various local jurisdictions. It thus would be upprppriate (as proposed by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations and as actually done in
- a few States) for local.revenue losses resulting
from such State-mandated exemptions to be
.-made up by State grants.
We have discussed elsewhere relntcd questions
raised by the proposal, now widely heard and in
a few instances already enacted, to provide preferential assessment of urban-fringe land which
is used for agricultural purposes.
Our specific recommendation relates only to
so-called partial exemptions, and does not deal
with exemptions commonly extended to prop-

erty owned by governments and by religious,
educational, and charitable organizations for
noncommercial purposes. Exemptions of this
nature are so widely and firmly built into the
property tax system that it is unrealistic to anticipate their elimination or drastic curtailment.
Moreover, efforts to substitute subsidies for the
property tax exemptions of nongovernmental
institutions would raise major issues of churchstate relations and of potential governmental
control over traditionally private (though socially oriented) activities. Nonetheless, these
kinds of exemptions also create problems, especially when tax-exempt property comprises a
sizable portion of particular taxing jurisdictions. The resulting impairment of the local
tax base would not pe so troublesome if, as we
propose, urban government were less fragmented geographically. Some States ease this
problem by providing special grants or payments in lieu of taxes to local jurisdictions where
major State-owned installations are located.
Residential property teas relief
In some parts of the country, urban property
tax rates are so high that they equal, in effect,
an excise tax on housing of 25 percent or more.
But because residential property makes up such
a large proportion of the total property tax
base, the mam hope for any material cut in such
high rates must rest upon increased use of other
revenue sources—a shift which, as already
noted, cannot be expected to occur rapidly.
In the meantime, the especially onerous impact of property taxation upon low-income families deserves particular attention and action in
high-property-tax States. The problems of the
poor and elderly are often cited in behalf of
relatively sweeping exemptions v.hich, if
adopted, exacerbate the difficulties (as described
ealier) due to a whittled-down property tax
base.
A bettor approach already taken in some
States focuses more sharply upon the residential
tax burdens of low-income families. Wisconsin's
roperty tax relief system for low-income elerly households, set up in 1964, entitles any
such household with a family income of under
$3,500 to direct State reimbursement for the portion of its residential property tax that exceeds
a specified percentage of the family income.
Households that rent also qualify, with 25 percent of annual rent treated as property tax. The
reimbursement fractions are graduated inversely with income, so that in 1966 refunds
ranged from a major part of the property tax
costs for aided families with income under
$1,500 down to less than one-tenth the property
taxes of aided households with annual incomes
of $3,000-$3,500. Minnesota recently enacted
similar provisions.
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In 1967 Michigan adopted a broader plan, in.
the form of a credit against its newly enacted
(flat-rate) ^tate income tax. Under this plan,
homeowners lay deduct from their income tax
(or claim cash reimbursement of) a percentage
of their property tax payments, graduated from
20 percent of the first $100 of property tax down
to 4 percent of property tax in excess of $10,000.
Betters may tike similar credits, treating 20
percent of gross rent as property tax.
Oregon offers yet another type of relief tailored to aid poor elderly homeowners. A qualified
household wishing to do so may avoid current
oropcrty tix payment by accepting a lien, running at interest, upon its property. The tax bill
is paid by a State fund, which is reimbursed
from the taxpayer's estate at his death.
These are examples of less costly and more
equitable methods thr.n sweeping homesteid exemptions '.r >ther disruptive forms of preferential assessment for easing the impact of residential property taxation for needy families. We
urge continued imaginative action along these
lines, especially by high property tax States.
Another type of residential property tax relief merits careful attention and legislative action, especially in States where rates are
relatively high. This wou'-i involve a temporary
abateir^t of the tax with regard to all or a
c. .isiderable part of property owners' expenditures to rehabilitate Ider housing. Especially
where rates are high, the property tax tends to
deter socially desirable improvements of this
kind; some owners avoid or postpone repairs
and alterations which might result in material
tax increases. Desirably, any such tax abatement provisions—
(1) Should be limited to relatively old
housing, in order to hold the revenue cost
•within bounds, and to focus upon the most
critical component of the housing stock,
and to prevent abuses (such as successivestage enlargement or improvement of rela. tively now structures in order to obtain the
tax benefits);
(2) For similar reasons, should apply
for only a limited period (perhaps 3, 5, or
8 years) after any such expenditure is
made; and
(3) Should bo so'designed as not to interfere with sound assessment; whether
operating through a tax-credit allowance
or a limited-period partial exemption from
tax, the arrangement should not reduce incentives for equitable assessment of all
properties nt a high fraction of their current value, or prevent the measurement of
assessment, performance.

State legislation might authorize local-jurisdictions to grant, such tax abatements, but probably a statewide system, in view of the usual
layering of local taxing areas, would be preferable. Any kind of property tax relief needs
to be carefully designed so that current abuses
are not multiplied and so that curtailment of
the property tax base is kept within reasonable
bounds.
(b) Appropriate machinery for assessment
work
__ _
The Commission recommends that tfie
States undertake an early arid drastic overhauling of their institutional arrangements
for property tax assessment. They should
provide for (1) assessment directly by a
State agency or, with State technical supervision and cost-sharing, by majpreounity and
multicouhty jurisdJc;ions with a population
of at least several hundred thousand persons; (2) the elimination of popular election
as a basis for selecting assessors; (3) establishment and enforcement of appropriate
standards of education and technical experience for assessment personnel; and (4)
transitional arrangements designed to retain
for assessment work experienced and qualified staff presently so engaged.
Prevailing arrangements for property tax assessments are ridiculous. It would be hard to rMd
any other inherited feature of American Cj •
eminent that is more out of line with modern
conditions, or that reflects a more fallacious
notion of the nature of the task involved.
These arrangements took shape decades ago
when America, was primarily a rural nation.
Taxable wealth—in the form of farm property—might not unreasonably be valued .by
local amateurs, but such property makes up only
a small fraction of today's property tax base.
Most of the base consists of urban residential,
commercial, and industrial property, with threefourths of the total value located in metropolitan areas. The diversity of such taxable wealth
is so great, and the factors affecting its value
are so complex, that the unskilled amateur cannot be expected to assess it fairly.
Important, new developments—-in mapping,
automated data processing, and statistical analysis—provide tools to deal more adequately
with many aspects of assessment work. But
most of these new tools can only be used economically and effectively, if at all, on a largescale basis. This is one reason why competent
observers universally advocate Jess decentralized assessment. A report prepared for this
Commission by Dick Netsser concluded that
adequate assessing for predominant classes of
taxable property would require "* * * profes-
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sipnalization and adoption of truly systematic
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Brunary assessment process." Dr. Netier continued : "These in torn imply large-scale iuioegoment organizations. Except in the very, largest
States^ this may very weft imply statewide assessment; it surely is not consistent with assessment districts having populations of very
much less than 600,000.^»
-This is a far cry from Misting conditions.
Only a comparative handful of tag/easing jurisdictions are loo large, and only Hawaii deals
with property assessment entirely through a
State agency. Assessment work now is handled
mainlyi>y more than 14/WO local assessing jurisdictions, of which.over 96 percent haveapopulat' on of less than 100,000."
~ This situation would be less ridiculous, if the
task of property valuation involved the $etting
oflaric public policy. It that were the case, a
degree of inefficiency and inequity might be
viewed as the reasonable .price of keeping government "close to the people." But assessment
is a technical, not a policymakmg. job. Essentially, it calls for a conscientious effort to carry
out public policy, as expressed by laws which
indicate the kinds of property to be assessed
and which specify the concept of value,to be
applied. "Within this policy framework, the assessorViegal responsibility is to do as complete
a listing and as uniform a valuation job as
possiWe.
This does not mean that the assessor need not
exercise judgment. To be well performed, his
task demands not 'only technical background
and skill but a high order of integrity and
sound judgment But his judgment is needed in
determining how best to carry out the provisions
that govern property assessment rather than,
by administrative action, to determine what
those provisions should be. His. proper and
legally intended role is not unlike that of a
policeman, who is expected to use sound judgment 5n handling particular instances of law
violation but who has no authority to decide
what particular ordinances and laws he will
choose to enforce from the standpoint of his
idea of sound public policy.

Two main factors have contributed to misunderstanding of the proper legal role of assessors, and have permitted or encouraged their
exercise of policymaking power. One is the
persistence in some States of provisions which
call for assessment and taxation of various types
of personal property that cannot be located
w Uitaa tnW»m,
tin CMMM, frlrn** 4*WMtaf Anut f»r

andtprpperly_valued without grossly excessive
effort, if at alL As noted above, such provisions
understandably result in varying degrees of
exemption through action by assessors. The
other and more important factor involves the
role that is widely assumed by (or sometimes
thrust upon) local assessors to determine a
"reasonable" or "feasible" fraction of full
value at which property should be officially
accessed for tax purposes.
"
Historically, when many States added a State
property tax levy to local levies, and were often
poorly equipped to measure and adjust for
differences in local assessment levels, there was
some logical local incentive for competitive
undervaluation. Even today in some States the
assessment level may, through statutory limitations that refer to assessed valuations, directly
affect the taxing or debt-incnrring powers of
local governments. Under such circumstances,
the assessor's policy as to assessment level is a
major budgetary action chat is more propjrly
handled by local governing bodies.
Many States have sought to eliminate or reduce the effects of differing locd assessment
levels: by dropping State property tax levies,
providing equalization machinery, and adjusting tax ana debt limitations and State-aid
formulas to take account of differences in level
ascertained through assessment-ratio studies.
With sufficiently effective efforts of this nature,
il_w iflC—Sil"!*^^1
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cance, except in two ways: (1) by the effect that
. «he Might of the average level may have upon
the uniformity of auetsment level for individual properties and (2) by its possible indirect
effects upon the budgetary policies of local taxing jurisdictions. The first of these points is
more fully discussed later. The second may be
briefly explained here. • '_*• -•!
For the property owner who faces a tax bill
equal to some fraction of the current value of
his property—say 2 percent—it should not
matter whether the amount due has been figured
at a high rate against a low assessment level
value) or directly (a 2-percent rate oh fun
value). A switch from one basis of billing to the
other should not really disturb him, as long as
the sum he is expected to pay is not increased.
The same might be said for all taxpayers in a
particular jurisdiction: if valuations and
official levy rates change in mutually offsetting
fashion, nobody would experience any change
in his tax bill or his relative share of the area's
total tax.
But the situation is muddied in the public
mind because the tame officials do not set assessments and levy official tax rates, and because of
a difference in timing for then steps. Assessors
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determine assessments, elective local governing
bodies levy the rates. These governing officials
are understandably happy if the assessment base
grows as rapidly as their needs for property tax
revenue; tius permits them to "hold the line" on
the official tax rates. Even if the total assessment
increase results from an upward adjustment of
earlier valuations (rather than only from new
improvements) so that individual tax billings
are increased, the tax levying bodies may avoid
some of the criticism that would result from an
equivalent tax rate increase. The assessor, similarly, has an interest in letting any blame for
higher bills appear to result from tax levying
rather than from assessing action. Thus local
assessors—most of them popularly elected—
have found it difficult to move traditionally low
levels of assessment up nearer to full market
value. Given the political realities, in fact, it is
rather remarkable that assessed valuations in
most parts of the country have apparently kept
pace—although at a fractional level—with the
rapid rise in market value of taxable realty during the i "vst decade.
As a net result, the exercise by assessors of
policy decisions on the fractional level of valuations probably does influence the spending and
taxing decisions of local governing bodies, even
when the latter are not closely bound by tax and
debt limitations. In short, the public's limited
understanding of the real nuture of the property
tax results in a split in budgetary responsibility
and contributes further to the buckpassing previously discussed in connection with the layeringjmd multiplicity of local governments. ^
We urge a clarification of the basic policymaking rote of local governing bodies, as distinct from the ministerial task of the assessor.
Technical skill, rather than political popularity,
should be the prime requisite for assessors. The
States need to move as vigorously as possible to
eliminate inherited provisions for election of
assessors, and to provide instead jfor their appointment in accordance with Sbite-sct qualification standards. Action in this direction should
include transitional provisions designed to attract and keep competent assessors who have
previously been chosen through popular election;

(c) Moving toward full value assessment
The 'Commission urges that the States
reaffirm the principle of "full value assessment" which in a majority of instances is
expressed, directly or implicity, in their present constitutions and property tax laws, and
that they take steps to assure the most rapid
possible progress toward substantial compliance with this principle in official valuations for property taxation We also strongly

urge that the States retain and apply, without impairment, the long-established and
generally accepted legal principle that property subject to general property taxation
should be assessed as uniformly as possible
in relation to its market value, irrespective
of the income status of particular property
owners and of the past or present income
yield of particular pieces or types of property.
The first portion of this recommendation concerns the prevailing practice of "fractional assessment.''In all but a handful of States, taxable
property is typically assessed at less than half
its current market value, and the national average level of assessment is less than one-third of
full value. Fractional assessment contributes, as
noted earlier, to the undesirable split of local
budgetary policy between assessors arid responsible tax-levying bodies; it contributes to the
uncertainty ancl onerous effects of State-prescribed limitations on local indebtedness and
property tax rates; and above, all it increases the
likelihood of gross discrimination of assessment
among various classes and among individual
pieces of taxable property.
The argument for the closest possible approach to full-value assessment does not rest
upon the premise that this would increase the
total base for property taxation (which, it would
not directly do). But there is ample evidence in
careful State studies and in Census of Government surveys that fractional assessment, by
muddying the water and misleading the taxpaying public, greatly increases the likelihood
of excessive variations in assessment level for
individual properties.
The reason is evident when one considers the
attitude of a property owner under rather typical circumstances. With a home he considers
worth about $20,000, he may think lie is getting
a break to find it officially assessed at only $7,500.
If he is well versed enough to nave heard that
assessments in his area are claimed to be at
around 40 percent of full value, he still feels
that he is doing all right, for this would suggest an official estimate of sales value for his
house of less than $19,000. But if t|«» general
average level actually is only 32 percent, his
assessment is really out of line upward (taking
the owner's estimate of market value as sound)
by more than one-sixth. The jffect is the same—if there were an effort at full-value assessment—
as though this particular house were being officially valued at $23,437.
It may be argued, of course, that the inequity
in this case results mainly from misrepresentation of the prevailing level of valuation, and
that the results sought with full-value assess-
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ment could be served as well by riving
publicity to the .fraction that actually is being
applied. Some States have taken useful steps
in this direction, and all should do so, as we
recommend below. However, the argument can
be turned arourd to ask: What is gained by the
extra complication of using a publicized frac, tion, rather than dealing in terms of current
market value, which has more direct meaning
for ordinary property owners? Only two
answers have any real underlying logic: (1)
Since valuation cannot be absolutely precise,
and many owners' ideas of value may be somewhat exaggerated, direct,nse of market value
assessment might stimulate an unmanageable
flood of taxpayer appeals; and (2) fractional
assessments are so ingrained in property owners'
attitudes and local taxing arrangements that an
abrupt shift to full value would be politically
impossible as well as financially disruptive.
The first point suggests an answer along the
lines of recent California legislation, by which
taxpayers who wish to appeal a particular assessment must be prepared to demonstrate that
it exceeds Jy more than some Ugally specified
fraction the assessment level that is officially
stated for the! particular area.
The second point also deserves careful State
provisions to enlist public understanding and
support for any significant shift toward fullvalue assessment as well as related adjustments
of laws ard practices which have bee-, based
upon prevailing fractional assessment. A minimum start in this direction would involve reportin to each property owner not only the
value but also the assessor's estimate of
the full value of his property. This is already
done in some areas. An important related step
would express the actual tax in relation to full
value as well as in relation to the fractional assessed value. In California (which now requires counties to aim at an assessment level
between 20 and 25 percent, to announce th&
local official ratio, and to achieve a 25-percent
average by 1971-72) the following plan has
been described as a mean? for transition to
166-percent assessment:
The first step WM to be the attainment of * 25percent ratio • • • w> that the numerous statutory
chances in tax-rate limits, debt limits, and the like,
that would have to be made would operate wit.i substantial uniformity throughout tho State • • V
Then there was to be set out on the tax bill the
fall value as well as the assessed value nt this 25percent level. The tax rate waa to be expressed both
as a rate per hundred dollars of assessed value and
ai a rate per thousand dollars of fall mine. This
arrangement was to last for a period of 4 years
so that people would become accustomed to this new
statement ,ota tax, rate •• V
After the 4-year transition period, during which there
would bo ample opportunity to locate nil statutory
provisions that needed to be conformed, the 25-per-

cent assessment level and the rate per hundred dollars would be abandoned, end the roll value would
become the assessed value to which a rate per
thousand dollars would be applied. • • • This Is a
device that can be implemented to achieve a 100-percent assessment level with not only full protection of
the taxpayer, but greater protection of the taxpayer
than be now has,"

The second portion of recommendation 6(c)
refers to the basis of valuation that should be
used for properly taxation. By definhaou and
long-standing American tradition, such a tax
is and should be based upon value. As used by
economists and the courts, value means what
market. Value is not unrelated to a property's
income yield, but it is prospective income rather
than past or current yield that matters. And
prospective income can take either of two
forms—a recurrent rental return, or an increase in the market value of the property itself. If all this were not the case, urban vacant
lots would be worth nothing to their owners, for
in their existing form they yield no current income but involve only a recurrent cost in the
form of property tax. However, like common
stock shares of companies that have paid no
recent dividends but still are bought and sold
in the stock market, urban vacantlote do have
a value, based upon expectations of their future
worth for income-yielding, purposes, as discounted back to the present time.
All this seems clear and widely acceptable
with regard to urban vacant lots;, it is seldom
urged that such property should be exempted
from property taxation because it is not providing a current income. In contrast, however,
there is considerable public sympathy for farmers in urban-fringe areas who face rising property tax costs as their land increases in value,
and sympathy also for owner) of single-family
houses on land which is rapidly converting to
more intensive urban .use and thereby rising in
its legally taxable value. These attitudes have
stimulated various types of proposed "tax
relief measures, particularly to require that
property being used for agricultural purposes
be assessed only in terms of its value as so used,
rather than according to its market value.
We consider such discriminatory provisions
undesirable, and inconsistent with effective administration of the property tax on an equitable
basis. They constitute an effort to use the taxing power to bias and delay the effect of normal
market forces in determining the economically
best use of land. Like other broad types of exemptions or sweeping forms of property-tax
relief, preferential assessment of agricultural
»Btm»rlu by Ronald B. Welch, In T»x InntUntti ot
Amcrln, nt /'rvpcrfy T*»: PrtVtm* •»<! PottntMi (WIT),
pp. 130-137.
-
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fringe Jand not only complicates the difficult
^problem of fair valuation; it actually involves
a potentially costly and hard-to-measure subsidy at the expense of the rest of the propertyowning public. And this subsidy is especially
generous to those property owners whose holdings are most rapidly rising ir'value, as a result of population growth, urban expansion,
and community-provided facilities.
If it is true, as some advocates of such legislation argue, that city dwellers stand to benefit by the preservation of nearby open or green
spaces, the size and placement of such areas
should be directly determined by public action, rather than at the whim of individual
property owners receiving preferential tax
treatment Furthermore, the fact that a particular owner wishes to use property in a manner which yields little or no current cash return does not justify special treatment cr tax
abatement. The same is true for all owners
of urban vacant lots.
Some proponents of this and other kinds of
property tax relief argue that value-based taxation is inherently uniust and connscatory, and
that it should be replaced as fully and rapidly
as possible by taxation upon personal incomes.
We share their implicit view that property
taxation has inherent defects which make it undesirable as a predominant tax form, as indicated by our explicit recommendatian for deemphasis of property taxation in State and
local government financing. However, action in
this direction needs to be broad and fundamental rather than highly selective and preferential
in its form. Furthermore, although personal income is widely regarded as the potentially fairest base for taxation, major difficulties arise in
reaching and measuring it on an equitable basis.
In fact, one of the most serious (and largely unsolved) problems of personal income taxation
involves its faulty coverage of income which
takes the form of increased value of property
holdings rather than a current money flow.
Since the property tax, properly designed and
administered, does reach •njch taxpaying capacity, it may be regarded as a useful and desirable
part of a revenue structure w1 ich also relies extensively upon personal income taxation.
(d) Conduct and publish studies of
incut ratios
We urge that (1) the States regularly carry
out careful scientific studies of the relation'
ship of assessed valuations to market value
of taxable property; (2) that findings from
such studies, in the form of averages and
measures of dispersion for various assessing
jnridlctions, be published with background
information about the methods used in their
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development; (3> that the States also regularly develop arid publish other information
concerning property taxation, including data
concerning tax levies and rates for particular
local areas; (4) that Congress amend section
701 of the Housing Act of 1954 so as specifically to authorize Federal aid under that sec*
tion for the financing of State studies of
property tax assessment ratios; and (5) that
the U.S. Bureau of the Census maintain,
strengthen, and improve its assembly of data
regarding taxable property values and prop?
erty tax rates, in connection with the periodic
Census of Governments.
The first three of these specific proposals contemplate an extension and improvement of activities now being carried on in a considerable
number of States. As has been indicated above,
many of the faults of the property tax as it now
operates can be traced to inadjequate public
knowledge and understanding. The most important single tool for improvement is "full disclosure"—including public availability of data
regarding levels and variations of property assessments. Various States already conduct •wellplanned and careful assessment ratio studies,
but in some instances the findings are only used
"administratively"—for example, as a basis for
State equalization actions and to advise and assist local assessors. There are understandable
reasons whj a State property tax agency may
be reluctant, without specific legal mandate, to
publicize such findings; not only because it must
maintain effective working relations with local'
assessors, who commonly are elective officials,
but also because of a fear that taxpayers—or
even the courts^may attach more precision to
the data than is entirely justified. The latter
problem is especially likely to arise where local
assessing areas are so small that they have only
a few property transfers to indicate the prevailing level of assessment. Even aside from this,
the responsible agency may face a difficult task
in providing a meaningful and accurate description of the nature of its findings, and of the
technical limitations which apply.
Nevertheless, as the experience of some States
clearly shows, "full disclosure" is a desirable
policy, which is likely to operate in the pub"interest, especially by enabling the individual
taxpayer to compare assessments for his own
holdings with an objectively measured "average" for his community, and to observe how his
area compares with others in the measured degree of assessment uniformity. There should be
explicit legal requirement for the publication
of ratio-study findings.
Numerous States also assemble and issue data
on local government finances, often including
figures on assessed valuations, as well as on
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the self-interest of. judividuaLtaxpayjers.. -Inmany States, existing provisions for review and
appeal of assessments are highly deficient, and
in some instances they involve improper exercise
of an appellate role by agencies or officials.that
participated in the original setting of assessments. Given die broacf sweep of the property
tax, and the difficult problems of valuation it
involves, .some mistakes are inevitable, even
with a competent and well-intentioned, assessment staff. Official efforts at equal treatment
need to be backed up by the "automatic policing" that can result from taxpayer access to an
effective mechanism for assessment appeals.
We urge widespread attention to modernized
Mons for tax review and appeal which have
established in some States, and to proposed
legislation on this subject which has been
drafted by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
Property tax collection
One unfortunate aspect of property taxation
involves tire manner of its collection; jnearly
everywhere in the form of ««>tni>nnn%l in«fo>lTments. For many taxpayers, these periodic
charges undoubtedly represent by fir the. largest bills they must ineet eiach year. The blow is
generally spread for those who axe buying prop •
erty on an amortized-mortgage basis, by addition to their monthly installments. However, for
ths large and ^happily) growing number of
other property-owning taxpayers, there is rarely
any alternative to lump periodic payments.
This seems not only undesirable but unnecessary
a society which collects other major taxes
tod voider the uniformity pro- in
mainly on a "flow" basis (including withholding
clause of the 14th amendment. Such leffela- of most income tax amounts, even though such
tion should specifically provide thai the tax- liabilities are also set annually), and which in
the field of private wnsrimption has. widely appayer may use as evidence in appeals the
findings of State studies of assessment ratios plied workable means of installment payment
for large purchases- -perhaps even to the point
on the issue of whether his assessment is
of excess.
.inequitable.
Collection on a more frequent basis would, for
This recomniendation is intended to supplemany property owners, greatly reduce the inment and support ope proposal for a "full disconvenience and pain of the property tax. We
closure" policy with regard to property tax
urge responsible State and local officials to acassessments. It rests squarely on the proposition
cept
the challenge and to devise acceptable prothat greater equity in property
valuation
will
be
lures to deal with the problem.
most-widely and rapid1*1 achieved by enlisting

property tax levies and rates. With some nptuole
- exceptibns^these publications leave a great deal
to be desired from the standpoint of public information. Many of them have beta .unchanged
in substance for decades; many are extremely
detailed and dull. Jacking in clear definitions of
technical terminology, tardy in issuance, and
otherwise faulty. We urge widespread and vigorous efforts to improve and modernize such
State reports, to make them, more useful for
public information concerning property taxatior and local government finances.
The Federal iGlpveriunent should encourage
and supplement such desirable State efforts, in
particular by providing the relatively modest
sums needed to extend and strengthen regular
State studies on assessment levels, and by contimung and improving related Federal statistical efforts through the periodic Census of
• Governments. Thjs latter undertaking has already^b^en extremely valuable^ .not onlybyprovKbngbehchmai-k data on taxable property
values and property tax rates but also in demonstrating effective sampling and survey techniques which can also,: be applied in more frequent and detailed State surveys regarding
property tax assessments.
(e) lfadi&ei7fortex^Tjn'appe«Is
We reeonunend that tho0e States which
hare not done Mvndertake an intensive review of their existing machinery for assessjaent rerieire and appeal, and that they More
promptly to provide adequate remedies so
tbit .taxpayers can obtain, without indue
or iexpense, the protection to which
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Ne^ds:
The critical status of urban government
fin«nftjnjr raTla for % broadening and improvement ojf present fatergovernmental fiscal arrangements. Elsewhere we offer recommendations for State action on that acore. We now propose Federal Government action to—
Provide a system by- which States,
• major municipalities, and major -urban
county governments would annually receive, on an equitable formula basis, a
legally set percentage of the base for the
Federal personal income tax.
. Maintain and provide adequate support for Federal programs that help disadvantaged persons in urban areas.
' - Eliminate those aspects of Federal grant
'• programs for local governments that tend
to discriminate against major cities and
urban counties.
rare

•MENT8 IK FISCAL RDKBAU8K

Few recent proposals concerning Government
finance have captured the public support of so
manyprominentlea^Brsofdifferentpniloeopbic
bint and, party affiliation as has the revenuesharing idea. When generalities are translated
into specifics, however, no available formula has
satisfied those in Congress, in State governments and in urban governments whose support
is vital. The formula proposed here, and the
principles it embraces, are intended to help
overcome obstacles to putting a plan in motion.
Revenue sharing needs to be viewed in proper
perspective, avoiding misconceptions and fuse
Jiopes, In particular, there should be no notion
that Federal partnership in State-local jlnancing is something brand new; that revenue sharing promises to end all money problems of State
and local governments; or fi'Bt- yWing forms
of Federal aid to State and local governments
will no longer be necessary or advisable once
revenue sharing is enacted.
"Fiscal federalism" is relatively new as a
term. But the practice of Federal-State-local
partnership is as old as the union of the colonies,
' t h e
Constitution, the 1785 Articles
(378)

of Confederation provided for Federal land
grants to support education in the NorthweBt
Territory. From: the beginning, tiie Federal
Government has recognized a iiatipnal interest
in-<»rtair, locally administered: programs and
expressed this interest through funds to :support
these ^ocal" resiponsibilities.
;' ^
Intergovernmental revenue (Le^ Federal and
State aid) is an important component of urban
government finance. In 1966, it supplied more
than one-fourth of all the revenue of local, governments in major metropolitan areu. Wnile
only a minor part of these transfers flowed directly from the Federal Government a considerable part (not directly measurable) of the
State-to-local N payments were, financed .from
Federal grants to States. To replace such intergovernmental assistance with property taxation
in major metropolitan areas would.require
property
tax • increases
of.
*- •'—'- '•-"•--*•*' ^* i
""' '
• ^'. *
rapidly
at bothv the State
and
Federal
levels:
£H, ;• "• •• •• ^
' ..
_ •
- A+'tvft *5*T1* • "'
to $19 billion between 1962 and 1967; Federal
payments to,State,and local governments from
$7.7 billion to $15.2 billion during the same
5-year period. This trend seems leas, dramatic
when observed in the light of the rising amounts
State and local governments also £»ve been
obtaining from their own revenue sources.^The
proportion of all general revenue of State ami
local governments provided by Federal aid
changed only from 18.5 percent to 16.8 percent
between 1962 and 1967; and the fraction of all
local government revenue coming from Federal
and State grants rose only from 80.4 to 849 percent To describe these developments in another
way; intergovernmental receipts accounted for
less than one-fourth of the total increase in State
and local general revenue, and for only 44 percent of the increase in general revenue of local
governments between 1962 and 1967; thb rest
of the rise was met from taxes or other; "own"
revenue sources of the aided governments.
Another major recent development in intergovernmental finance has been the multiplication of separate Federal grant programs, which
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.now run into the hundreds. This reflects the in.crease o£direct<fiscal aids to local governments,
in contrast to the earlier pattern of Federal
-grants principally to the States. Nevertheless,
.in dollariterms^ the bulk of all Federal intergovernmental spending still flows to the State
governments,-and mainly through a rather-lim^ted:numberof very large programs—especially
for highways and public welfare.
: , A related development is the increasing Federal use.of project rather than formula grants,
ilwi .distinction, is not -always clear cut* since
entitleimenttoapartJcularsuniunderafonnula
may not:be automatic but may also require approval of particular activities proposed to Be
m^cedi La,gener*l, however, the formula apJproach irelies mainly on objective, measurable
factors .(popubtion, Jiighway mileage, .income,
etc.) to determine amounts available to particular governments. "With .tiie^project. approach,
oh:the other*hand, the'eh'gible claimant is expected: to apply for aid for a particular project or activity, and his application is examined
mtfi8 light of criteria sejtDv.law and regulation.
Generafly such criteria involve a larger element
jcfi judjp^nent than do the objectivemeasures used
with formula grants. Since funds provided-for
project-grant programs often are insufficient to
cover allreauests £ued,theadministanng agency
m.ust exercise considerable discretion as to-pn-onties.of needs in, one locality over .another.
^v,K ,jw*i .the. increased use of •prpjecWype
grants reflects the difficulty of devising reason^We formulas;:to measure fiscal caps city, .fiscal
effort, and specific types of "needs" for local
' jurisaictibns or minor areas—especially with all
the variety and layering.of local government
that widely prevailk Muc^ less difficulty is enwuntered. in devising distribution formulas for
-Federal-to>State grants; more data are available
for State areas than for diverse types of local
areas, and littfe or no account need be taken of
interstate differences in governmental structure.
The Federal X^yernment has been attempting
in. yarious ways to overcome or reduce the scatteration of its fiscal aid relatibnsHps.-Trith.local
governments. These efforts b*ve included (1)
establishing interagency bodies to promote coordination of planning and administration for
yarious grant programs; (2) asffljenihga"clearinghOTse" role to the Advisory CotruSission on
Intergovernmental Delations wilK mpect to
proposals fopnew programs; (8)irequirihg commflntclearance by metropolitan planning agenIMW of variops types.of capital grant appUcar
tions that originate in metrppolitan areas, and
(4) encouraging coordinated local planning and
action with regard toicloeelv interrelated actiyitiea (as in the model cities and antipoverty
programs).
i

OBJECTIVES OF INTEHGOVEENMENTAL

FISCAL AID-

'- 'Intergoyernmental fiscal aid/arrangemenls
are intended to compensate for differences in the
inherent capability of the government levels
involved. Governments at the "lower" level are
generally recognized as having major advantages for actual provision of many governmental services: they are "closer to the need,"
suited to recognize and accommodate differ•_ _. •
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an4 with their more moderate size; can be less
subject to bureaucratic layering and rigidity.
On the other hand, the "superior!- levels of government also have major advantages, especially
for the financing of public services: because of
their larger, geogrcphlc and operating size, they
can make effective use of forms of taxation that
cannot be as well.used at the "lower" government levels. lii addition, with the growing interdependence, of modeiT.life, problems.and
needs which appear in the first instance
at the
,.-..-,- «.:; ^ ,,
' ' - - " - " - " - - - - - - • :iifiicance
for larger areas. Poverty and poor schooling in
deprived areas do not merely affect those areas:
in our mobile society they contribute to national
problems in the form of unemployment, urban
crime, and disorder, inflated public assistance
needs, and pther contemporary, ills. Increased
recognition of such interaependency has stimulated the growing use of fisoil aid as a means for
joint intergovernmental action on widely shared
problems. .
'"; - " ;';"
Grante-in-aid serve, as an. alternative to mpre
sweeping centralization jof . governmental reSDonabiTities. They have developed as a mechanism to (1) increase the total financing available for public services; (2) help insure essential public services even in areas with limited
fiscal capacity; (3) limit pndue reliance njjpn
undesirable forms of ta^ajfion; and (4). provide
for inter-area coordination of local efforts thnt
cannot function independently (as in highway
systems) ; but .still (5) draw heavily upon tiie
durect experience and operating capabilities of
the aided governmental units.
All of these objectives can be observed— with
differing .degrees of emphasis—in the long history of State-fchiocal grafts, as well as in Federal ai<l to States and local governments.
REVEMUJB 8HAKXKO'

Substantially all Federal fiscal aid to State
and local governments is now in the form of
"categorical grants," i.e., payments to help fir
nance particular program or types of projectt,
tied to conditions on, the form of action by the
aided governments. During recent years, however, numerous measures have been introduced
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in the Congress which contemplate a different
approach, involving distribution of funds on
a less conditional and narrowly-targeted basis.
While Federal "revenue-sharing" had sometimes previously been proposed, the recent upsurge of congressional and popular interest can
be traced to a proposal which was developed in
1961 by a fiscal study group that included Prof.
Walter W. Heller of the University of Minnesotta and Joseph A. Pechman, Director of
Economic Studies of the Brooking: 'nstitution,
and which is therefore often referred to as the
^Heller-Pechman Plan."l
The revenue-sharing plan that was outlined
for consideration in 1961 was specifically offered as an addition to, rather than a substitute
for, existing Federal programs for categorical
grante-in-aid. Some of the principle objectives
of a Federal revenue-sharing system have recently been explained by Drs. Heller and Pechman as follows:
Revenue sharing is intended to allocate to the States
and; local governments, OHO permanent Jnuit, a portion
at the Tery productive and highly growth elastic receipts of the Federal Government. The balk of Federal revenues la derived from Income taxes, which
rise at a faster rate than Income as income grows. By
contrast, State-local revenues barely keep pace with
income. State-local needs hare outstripped the potentialities of their revenue system at constant tax
rates, with the result that tax rates hare been poahed
steadily upward throughout the postwar period and
many new taxes hare been added. Since State-local
taxes are on balance regressive, the higher State-local
taxes impose necessarily harsh burdens on low-income
recipients. In addition, essential public services are
not adequately supported in many, if not most, communities because they do not have the means to flnancethem ? * *.
Categorical and general-purpose grants have very
different functions and these cannot be satisfied if
the Federal system were limited to one or the
other • • ».
Categorical grants are needed because the benefits
of many public services "spill over" from the community in which they are performed to other communities. Expenditures for such services would be too low
if financed entirely by State-local sources, because
each State or community would tend to pay only for
the benefits llXeiy to accrue to its own dticens • • •.
General-purpose or bloc grants are justified on substantially different grounds, in the first place, all
States do not have equal capacity to pay for local
services. Even though the poorer States make a larger
relative revenue effort, they are unable to match the
»A contTMilonal commute* IMS recently Iwacd »tv«r«]
publications Jtoat Jhto and^ other poMlblt jtypM of. ~ " '
%'h»t nltht htlp meet th» prwninr fl«ca| probltmi of
WattL!*u4 1oe«T coTtnuntnt*.. S»« Afcntw* Akatfn; «M /j«
»¥•*:
?*S*to*t.H"^^
»l and WM,f*'«I*Jo**.*"*
Aatast 1, 8, 3, 1967); aad
Vol. I,
feftot; Vol. 11. Jt*Hf* of 4IUr*«tifM jr«r J
^; and Vol. HI, *f4**i, 8Mt, fioetl riteal fniwuni,
'•*
Jiniltt** oq Fiical Policy of the Joint Economic Comnltttt, 90tb COB»., lit S*M.

revenue-raising ability of the richest States. Second,Federal use of the host tar sources leaves a substantial gap between State-local need and State-local
fiscal capacity. Moreover, no State can push its rates
much higher than the rates in neighboring -States for
fear of placing its citizens and business enterprises at
a disadvantage.*

At the time the "Heller-Pechman Plan" was
first publicized, its advocates urged that the
shared revenue should go only to the State governments. They , conceded' that- problems of
public services and financing are most critically
evident at the local level, and especially in
major urban areas. However, they pointea out.
that: in general, the State goverr ^ients have
been responsive to rising public servica needs,
as evidenced by their tax-raising efforts and
in many instances by extensive grant-in-aid
programs; the proposed additional revenue
would enable the States to increase their aid to
local governments; and the great variation in
State-local patterns of govenment and fiscal
relations seemed to preclude any workable, and
equitable arrangement for direct Federal-local
snaring.
These views, however, were not shared by
some spokesmen for local government, who
strongly urged provisions to protect the interest of major urban areas in the., States' use
of the prospective additional funds. Accordingly, the authors, of the plan have since modified their original stand and "in the light of
urgent local needs and the observed tendency
of State capitals to shortchange their major
central cities * * * have been persuaded that
an explicit 'pass through' rule may be desirable to recognize the legitimate claims of local government." * They still recognize,, however, that
any effort in this direction must take account
of the great diversity, from State to State, in
existing patterns of State-local fiscal relations.
We believe there is urgent need for early action to establish a system of Federal revenuesharing which would incorporate major features of the "Heller-Pechman Plan" but which
would alp? provide for a share of the allocated
funds to go directly to major cities and urban
county governments. Accordingly, we make tha
following recommendation:

Recommendation No. 1—A Federal revenueThe iGdmnusidon recommends that Congrew adopt a system for regular revenue
sharing with State governments and major
J »W«Jttr W. Hdlw and JoHDh P«cbm»a, OfMtiont Mtf
4*«M«r« on Jt*vt»m-a**rtitg. Washington; The Brooklnn
Institution, 1967 (Rtprlnttd from tht hmrlnn cfttd In foot*
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cities ;ajnd urban counties. The revenue-sharing system should be. on a simple formula
buns that (1) reserves to a Federal trust
fund a sum for annual allocation consisting
of a legally authorized percentage of the
total net taxable income reported under the
Federal individual income tax; (2) provides
an allocation to each State area based primarily upon population* but with an adjustment for relative total State-local tax effort
and additional crediting for State revenue
from taxation of individual income; and (3)
provides for k Portion of the allocation for
individual State areas to be paid directly to
major mnnicipaUties and urban county governments on a basis determined by their respective shares of all State ahdjocal tax
revenue in tile particular State. The system
should leave ahJgh degreeof .discretion with
the recipient governments as to their application of the distributed fundis.
Primary features
.Before discussing our proposal in detail, -we
will review its irajor aspects, noting whether
ani in what respect it mi differ from the
-HeUer-Pechinanversion;.
'
.. .
. ^The purpose is basically the same—to tap the
highly productive Federal income tax so that
State and local governments might regularly
receive a defined portion of taxable personal
income.
The mechanism, under our proposal as under
the original plan, would be a trust fund. This
fund would regularly receive for allocation a
total sum determined by statutory provisions,
rather than beinjj contingent upon annual detailed appropriation action with all its uncertainties and potential delays.
The State-by-State allocation we recommend,
as in the case of the earlier proposal, would be
primarily in terms of population. However, we
specifically urge that adjustments be made for
the level and form of State and local tax effort.
The use of funds would, for recipient governments, have few strings attached under pur proposal as under the plan previously developed.
The recipient governments Tinder the original
plan, as noted earlier, would have been the
State governments only. Our proposal explicitly
offers a formula by which a portion of the
shared revenue would be allocated directly to
major cities ad major urban counties.
Allocationmethods
Our recommendation would involve two
major steps in apportioning the total sum available among particular individual governments:
(1) determining the allocation for each of the

50 State areas;4 and (2) apportioning each
State area total among major cities and urban
counties and the State government itself.
We are suggesting that the State area allocation take account of fiscal effort, as measured by
the relation of all State and local tax revenue to
personal income in the various States, and with
extra weighting for revenue from State indiv, 1ual income taxes. Each State area's proportion
of the Nation's total population would be adjusted by this index to determine its share of all
the funds available.
Following are illustrative, calculations (based
upon 1966 data) for two neighboring States that
differ considerably in relative fiscal effort, as
thus measured:
Illfe*

| reK*ntofU.S.-WNMIoi

IpdoolteiU
•il.eWrt: _
(i) All .Sttt*locsl
tsxtt Mr peneral !»•
_. i'»»«.."l»B»««»irjS:syers|fcur..

(!) pf

S5US1:tato-»n* •Uocation ss ptrant ol

WbcomlR.

5.521

.153
.715

1.373

4.321

2.920

Our proposal that extra, weight be given to
revenue from State individual income taxes is
intended to encourage further use of this type
of tax, which is not yet used at all by a third
in a considerable number of others.
The second step in the apportionment.process—determining the individual-government
parts of each State-area allocation—is more
fully explained below under "Selective Direct
Local Sharing."
Minimum constraints
We are urging that the allocations be made
with a minimum of constraints upon the functional application of the funds by the recipient
governments. Fundamentally, this recommendation takes account of the oasic purpose of the
proposed revenue-sharing! ystem, which should
provide hot only a measurj of increased fiscal
capacity but also more f reec om of action for the
aided governments; i.e., with more opportunity
than is generally possible through conditional
grant arrangements for them to set priorities in
accordance with their own respective conditions.
This no-strings approach, we realize, may
seem less appealing politically to the Congress
< "State area" is tht term lined to Include oil governments
within the boundaries of a state—Including the Kbit* govern'
ment, county governments, municipal governments, and no
forth. "State government" refers of course solely to the
luperlor level of government within the state.
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two-stage distributive formula, the total alloca-'
:
than would a more restrictive earmarking of
.tion-among- State-areas would-bedetermined-pn'—:—
funds. Perhaps only .minor harnx would resultTa unifornibasis, but the intrastate shares to be
inT view of thejprevailing makeup of State-local
paid directly to major local urban governments
expenditure—if the allocations were to be made
and to the State government itself -would take
available for only some few major purposes,
account of the particular State's prevailing: patsuch as education, public welfare, health, And
tern of functional responsibilities and financsanitation. But even such summary specification
ing, as reflected by tax revenue, proportions.
would hamper responsible policymaking at the
With such an approach, it wpuld-be.obviously
State and local levels unless aY.d uitil—as might
desirable to avoid the possibility of drastically
well be expected—adjustments had been made in
different treatment for individual governments
the way that "own revenue" sources were apjust below and just above the size standard for
plied to various needs. In other words, a second
eligibility; for example, one municipality of
argument for the lack of detailed functional constraints is that, at least over time, they would
49,900 and another of 50,100. This could be-hantend to become illusory: complicating, but indled by( graduating .•allowartcesiiorL units of
effective.
50,000 to 100,000 according to the percentag^by
It may be noted that, while no-strings aid 'which their population exceeds the 50,000 leveh
would oe a new development for the Federal
On such a basis, the plan would-be mostr:fuliy
Government, there are many precedents for this
helpful to municipalities and urban counties of
100,000-plus, and would provide-discojinted alkind of intergovernmental relationship, not only
in other countries but also at the State-local level
locations for those with a population of 50,000_
in the United States. All but-a few State govto 100,000.
ernments distribute some funds for "general
The actual proportions of all funds going dilocal government support" (-as classified in Cen- rectly to,States, as against major local units,
sus Bureau reports), and the total of such State
would of course depend upon the weight applied
distributions in fiscal 1967 was $1.4 billion. In a
to the "own tax revenue" portion.of the intrafew States, such unrestricted aid makes up a
state formula. We have testedone such formula,
considerable fraction of all State-local payunder which the fraction of the total .allocation
ments.
ble local governments would be as follows:,;
Selective direct local sharing
(a) For each, municipality or urban
The local government feature of our proposal
county
of ioO,QQO-plus population, 2 times.
is of crucial importance. In urging direct formthe percentage relation of the government's
ula-based payment'? to "major cities and urban
own tax revenue to the total of State and
counties" we hav<; in mind municipalities of
local
taxes in the particular Sjate; and- ,.
50,000 or more aad those county governments
(b) For each municipality -or urban
above the same minimum size in which at.least
county of 50,000. to 99,999, the product of
half the population is "urban." As of 1960, there
(a) times the percentage by which.; the govwere 310 such municipal governments, with 63.4
ernment's
population exceeds 50,000.
million inhabitants, and 407 such major urban
With such a formula, judging by recent Gen?
county governments, with 103.1 million inhabisus Bureau data, direct allocations to major
tants. The net total 1960 population of the promunicipalities would make up about 22 percent
spectively aided major xinits (without double
of the nationwide total, direct allocations to
counting for the majority of major municicounty governments would represent 13 percent,
palities that tire within major urban counties)
and the other 65 percent wou.ld go to the State
was 121.7 million, or two-thirds of the Nation's
governments. These proportions would natutotal population.
rally range considerably from State to State,
On the other hand, this selective approach
depending upon their relative degree of urbani:
would avoid the undesirable features of a system
zatioh and their governmental patterns and
that envisaged direct Federal-local sharing to
State-local tax arrangements. Some direct local
local governments generally. Any such sweeping
effort should be avoided on at least two grounds : allocations would be made in all the States except Alaska and Vermont (which lack any pothe tremendous administrative complexities involved (with some 80,000 local units to be con- tentially eligible local units). At the other extreme, the local portion would be .more than 50
sidered) , and the prospect that no-strings Fedpercent of the State-local total in {hree States
eral aid would tend to sustain and entrench
(New York, Maryland, and Tenne&ce) and bemany local governments that are far too small
tween 40 and 50 percent in five States (Caiifor-,
to represent viable units. Under the suggested
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nia, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
Virginia.)*.
; Inmost of the Nation, obviously, a major part
oiall tfee federally shared revenues would flow
to the State governments under this formula.
However, a considerable part of the additional
resources thus available to the States would be
usj4 by them—directly or indirecdy—for incjjeased^.grants to local government (Such
grants already make up more than on*tthird of
all State general expenditure.) And, needless
to say, it is reasonable to expect that the major
urban governments for which direct Federal
revenue sharing is proposed would also participate in such increased Statefiscalaid.
Implications for urban government structure
_This suggested plan for selective direct
Federal-Ideal' revenue sharing is deliberately
"loaded" to favor general-purpose governments
that are sufficiently large in population to give
a>ihe prospect of viability as urban units.
Earlier in this report we have emphasized the
^nefed for greater use of such relatively compre• ratified diti by state* are »» follows (with numbers of
.directly-aided dtles and counties. In parenUietls):
-

Percent of total State-area allocation
State
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hensive local governments, in lieu of the layering and scatteratipn of responsibility found in
so many metropolitan areas. A revenue-sharing
plan of this nature should help to encourage
State and local action in that direction, especially if the provisions for eligibility are designed
to recognize changes in governmental structure:
for example, population minimums should permit allowance for the effect of recent annexations and mergers, and creditable local tax
revenue should Jbe allowed for all of any group
of units that might have recently merged.
Given such provisions, the system would offer
some specific financial incentive toward desirable enlargement and functional consolidation
of local government in urban areas. Many circumstances can be identified where eligibility
for direct participation in the revenue-sharing
system could be achieved or enlarged by municipal annexation action, municipal consolidations,
cjty-county integration, intercounty consolidations, or the absorption by populous cities, or
counties of various overlying" special districts
which now exercise independent taxing power.
The system would also provide some incentive
for increased use_of the county as an instrument
ocal school-taxing purposes, as we have
Mro r i 1cijslyjurged.
\ jri" : jfederal Government has a clear legiti% -rN, 4terest in more rational and workable
pf> .errs! of, urban government structure, in
Y>Vv.' t-'. the great difficulties which existing confi*k.ni. create for, effective intergovernmental
-xt^uniships.. On the other hand, the proposjed
revenue sharing plan would not be direqtly
coercive toward structural change, nor—in view
of its rather limited scale in relation to urban
government financing^-so generous as to provide an overwhelming incentive. This seems
consistent with the view that primary responsibility for dealing with problems of urban government structure must continue to rest with
S i*tes and local communities.
Some observers might question our proposal
that d.irect sharing of Federal revenue should
extend to large urban counties as well as to major municipalities. They may argue that counties in some parts of the country evidence low
standards of competence. However, eligibility
for major urban counties seems clearly_ desirable, mainly because of the marked variations
that exist in the split of functional and
financing responsibilities between cities and
counties; the county's role (as a separate government) ranges from zero in certain cases up
to a very significant portion of all local government in some other major urban areas. On the
other hand, there is one rather widespread feature of county government that docs demand attention in the revenue-sharing system. This in-
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volves the diffusion of responsibility-jespecially by direct election of numerous officials—
which makes many counties resemble a loose
confederation of semiindependent offices and
agencies rather than a centrally coordinated
government Similar conditions also exist for
some major municipal governments.
This problem might be met by requiring that
for any individual county or municipal government to be eligible for direct revenue sharing,
its governing oody must have effective power
of approbation covering all tax revenue of the
government, as well as all amounts of the directly shared revenue. (Perhaps any such sanction could be imposed with a delayed effective
date, to allow a year or two for appropriate adjustments of intragovernmental relationships.)
Financial magnitudes
Various proponents of a Federal revenuesharing system have urged that it should aim at
an eventual trust-fund earmarking equal to 2
percent of the Federal income tax base. Some,
including Drs. Heller and Pechman, have suggested that a "staged" approach be used at the
outset, perhaps beginning at one-half percent,
to moderate the impact of tlio plan on Federal
fiscal planning and to permit the .uded governments to make appropriate adjustments in their
budgetary arrangements.
Obviously, the feasible scale for such a system
must be determined by the Congress in the light
of many factors, ana with careful regard for
Federal fiscal needs and economic conditions. It
may nonetheless be useful to indicate how the
sums involved with a 2-perccnt-of-base sharing
system would relate to State and local government finances.
Had such a system been operative in 1966, it
would have supplied $5.8 billion to State and
local governments. Such a distribution would
have involved a 44-percent addition to the
amounts they received from Federal conditional
grants-in-aid. However, the added funds would
have equaled—
Less than 6 percent of State-local revenue from all sources;
Less than 7 percent of State-local revenue
from their "own" sourm (i.e., other than
Federal aid);
About 10 percent of total State-local tax
revenue; or
About as much as the year-to-year increase in State-local tax revenue.
These figures indicate that even a full 2-percentiof-bose arrangement would only moderately dampen the strong fiscal pressures which
confront State and local governments, and
which have led to widespread tax increases and
other revenue-raising efforts by them.

On the other hand, as proponents- of a revenue-sharing system emphasize, the Federal income tax base is highly responsive to economic
growth, so thut the allocations would undoubtedly rise—perhaps to around $8.5 billion by
1972, according to rough projections by Drs.
Heller and Pechman. If State-local collections
from their "own" revenue sources continue upward at their recent rate, this would mean little
change in the resulting proportion of the total
being supplied by the revenue-sharing system,
even by 1972. However, it seems more reasonable
to expect that the proposed "new" revenue
source would in part substitute for further increases in State and local taxes. In other words,
the plan should promote some shift in the overall composition of the base for domestic government financing. The increased use. of Federal
income taxation -would permit either improvement or expansion of State-local service?, or less
increase than would otherwise occur in State
and local taxes, or—most likely—some of both.
Since the Federal tax system, with all its faults,
is far less regressive and inequitable than those
of the State and local governments, these results
would be clearly in the public interest,
Recommendation No. 2—Support for urban
grahts-ih-aid
The Commission urges Congress to main?
tain and provide .adequate financing for Fed*
eral programs that have a specific bearing
upon the needs of disadvantaged persons in
urban areas. This recommendation concerns
not only Federal aids for housing and city
rebuilding (as covered more specifically in
other Commission recommendations) but
programs, grants for the education of children of low-income families, assistance for
urban mass transit, and programs for training of the unemployed.
One major purpose of this recommendation
is to make it emphatical ly clear that the revenuesharing system described above should be
adopted as an addition to, rather than a substitute for, conditional Federal grants for particular purposes.
... Existing grant-in-aid programs are far from
perfect. We commend the efforts now being
made, both in the Congress nnd in the executive
branch, to simplify and achieve bettor coordination of such programs. But we endorse the basic
purpose and philosophy of conditional grants
for particular purposes which are of national
as well ns local concern. " would not wish
our endorsement of a reyi,.uc-snaring system to
be interpreted as an indictment of such grants.
Each approach lias some good features—-and
somo drawbacks—which the other Jacks. Both
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forms of fiscal aid should be employed by the
Federal Government.
We have not attempted a detailed review of
existing grant programs. However, we wish especially to emphasize the importance of Federal
aids that stimulate, sustain, and reinforce efforts to deal directly with the needs of economically and socially, deprived persons in urban
areas. Some of these programs have involved
severe "growing pains, and some may require
material adjust^ -"'. tu come closer to their potential. -But
j -have, the advantage which
more generalized financial assistance cannot offer, or focusing some Federal aid directly at
certain particular types of pressing social needs.
We urge 'their sympathetic consideration and
adequate budgetary support,
Recommendation . No. 3-^Removing antimetropolitan bias from Federal aid programs
The Commiagidn recommends that the
President
of the Budget
' ' 'direct the Boreal
'

.

^.

Intensively review existing requirements and procedures for all sizable
involving Federal grants to
Specifically identify any instances
where such programs by law or through
administrative practice appear to dfecriminate against: majorcities or urban
counties as compared with smaller muidcipalities^ smaller counties, or specialporpose governments;
Stimulate the responsible Federal
agendes to eliminate such discrimination
administratively to the extent feasible;

and
Report to Congress these instances
where statutory changes would be needed to eltaiiwte such discrimination.
Federal grants-in-aid, like those of the States,
should not operate to the relative disadvantage
of major multipurpose governments. As previously pointed out, there should be increased
reliance upon such governments in large urban
areas. For various reasons, however, .some existing grant programs do involve an effective bias
against large cities and urban counties. We are
"^^-'- - i»-±
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may help to clarify the problem.

4

Some grant programs specify (by statute or
regulation) a maximum dollar amount per aided
government or project. Such limitations offer
little or no constraint for small governmental
units or projects, but they may drastically, limit
the "Federal share" of financing available for
large governments or projects. Such provisions
operate to the disadvantage of metropolitan
areas, where urban needs and problems are
especially severe. If any type of dollar limitation is essential, it would seem more appropriate
that it be expressed on a per capita basis that
could apply equitably across the board.
In the administration of a particular grant
program, it is not unuswil for much more detail
to be required in applications filed by major
governments than in those from smaller units.
Such a policy might be defended on the grounds
that the major unit is likely to be requesting
more money and that it can be expected to have
background data that could not be developed
by small governments. On the other hand, where
the resulting informational demands are highly
detailed and complex,- thoy may involve a serious burden for the large unit. Furthermore, it
might be argued (except perhaps where, the
proposed grant makes up a very high proportion
of the total cost to be financed) that the administering Federal agency could reasonably assume that requests from larger governments
are likely to be based wpon more intensive and
informed planning than those from very small
units, so that specially detailed background information should not be essential. In any event,
this problem should be one aspect of the prbposea review of existing grant program relationships with major urban unite as compared
with others.
Some Federal grant programs are alleged to
have encouraged the development of various
types of special district governments, particularly through specifications for methods of financing not widely available to counties arid
municipal governments at. the time such programs originated. Especially in view of the continuing proliferation of special districts, the
need for more unified government in major
urban anas, and recent changes in State laws
affecting local unite, this situation should be
carefully reviewed. A minimum objective should
be to insure that Federal aid arrangements do
not interfere with State or local efforts to
merge existing special districts into counties or
municipalities.
•

CHAPTERS

The Need for New Approaches to Laird Value taxation
OTT Commission's consideration of urban
problems hasdemanded specific attention to
land values, and the taxation of such rallies,
for three main reasons:
I, Land matt* up 'a very suable component
of the cott of Jtaiftti£.—It probably average* at
least one-fourth of the total value of existing
_________________ _____________ operties.
Furthermore, residential land costs 'have been
rismg much mote rapidly than construction
costs. For new one-family houses with FHA-insnred mortgages, the proportion of total value
has risen to 20 percent as compared iwith 12 percent in 1V50. Any serious effort to stem the
strong increase in housing costs clearly can2.7titing fiscal requirement?, for urban government an outpacing the yields of ihe present
State-local revenue system.— This is a system
which, especially ia its excessive and faulty
use of general property taxation, has many
undesirable feat
" e have offered various
proposals to deal with these problems. However,
in the search for better revenue arrangements,
it is also highly appropriate £6 consider increased taxatidn of land values or of increases

Nonetheless, in view of our direct' concern for
patterns of land use and urban development,
such views have merited careful attention" by
We have received testimony and evidence
suggesting the poas3^6jesirabui^ of increased
use, in the Federal-State-local revenue system,
of taxes upon the value of land or upon increases in land value, or both. We do not; however, feel prepared to offer recommendations for
specific actions of that nature. In view of the
complexity ami importance of this matter, and
the urgent need for additional research and
analysis, we propose:
,. --: •""•-•;-.
Action /by the TJ& Treasury Department
to undertake an intensive study oftbis sufrjest* and to develop Specific Tepbinmenda• tions as to means l>y which the Federal
Government might recoup for public VOFposes a materially increased portion
of increases in land values: and
.:
._ ^_
tlgorous exploration by the State governmente of the desirability and feasibility
of providing through the State-local revenue systems for additional taxation of land
values or land-value increments.',
-TRENDS INLAND VAMJE

from Adam Smith, in 1776), that such taxation
is more socially justified and has less damaging
economic effects than most alternative types of
taxes..
8. Numerous advocate* of "land value" tostdtio* argue that it canoe eapected to Kave a
tn and around urban center*.—They contend H
win do this: (a) by reducing or stabilizing land
costs, and tberebyrinaking economically feasible
some new construction that would otherwise
be uneconomic; and (o) by making it more
costly for owners of vacant or underutilized
property to retain such holdings in their existing condition in the speculative hope of a
further rise in land value. Such arguments are
sometimes overstated, and like much economic
analysis they rest mainly upon deductive reasoning rather than extensive "hard" evidence.

iV

Between 1956 and 1966, the market value of
privately owned land in the United States approximately doubled. Careful eatutiitM for
"ordinary taxable real estate" indicate a rise in
land value from $269 billion to approximately
$528 billion during that decade.* The 10-year
growth in land value amounted, to more than
$5,000 per American family.- This indicates an
average annual rate of increase of. 6 tf percent,
or somewhat more than the 6 percent rate of inaddlttoMl AIM, Mt AK*» D. Nurd, "Thrt*
lUpott K«. 13, M»U*Bal COMT*m U M OMfirm"o«cW ioaret of coapi>>mul?« feta
on liij TtUQfV* Ttw tttlssitit^t cited >~" — — ^ — * — - • _ - qpofi il^tii frofli tbtf 1987 And 1967 o

••d r«UU to I»M mMiet to local a»i»>raio»t I_.
tMMtlon, tkM txclvdJu tbo nhtlTtlr m\t»r portion of i
printt* J»nd ttat k I«dt4od IB State. wotoMMntt of r"
•nd otkor «tlllt7 propwtj, BoetoM i "
*>*m «f «*U«MI«« do«)r tk« -tend"
W«^*iU(«iidai.pr<*lo»jon of total Tata for lM»iwrt4 pr*p*rt7)i tbt ••••»!*
to •• ImtoumlMt*. <hfr*« «f tmr..
,________,
ctfltetlon «r tk«
ftroif rlM iMt k«» btm aadtrwir.
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crease in gross national product. During the
same 10-year interval, there was an average annual rise of 1 percent in the index of wholesale
commodity prices, and of 1.8 percent in the consumer price index.
A: portion of this trend, of course, results directly from increased urbanization, involving
the shift of some land from rural to urban use.
Between 1956 and 1966, for example, the number
rose by a little over one-fourth* -while we number or "acreage and farm" properties djropned
off. It is not possible, however, to .distinguish
value increases that were directly associated
with changes in the nature and intensity of use
from-those which involve land of unchanging
use;
. Nearly two-thirds of the estimated total of
land value is accounted for by "urban" land—
that is, used for nonfarm residential property,
commercial, and industrial development property, and'vacant lots. The count of such urban
properties on local assessment rolls increased
during the 1956-66 decadeby slightly more than
one-fourth, but the estimated value of urban
land more than doubled, indicating an increase
in average land value per urban parcel of. about
59 percent^ or 4.8 percent per year. Similar calculations for "acreage and farms" suggest an
average annual rise in land value per property
of about 6.2 percent. This closely resembles the
independently developed figures of the Department of Agriculture regarding changes in the
per-acre value of farm land. .
These totals obviously cover a wide variety
of trends, as among areas, communities, and
particular properties. For example, a far more
rapid growth rate of California land values
(averaging 8.3 percent annually from 1957 to
1967) is reflected in the extensive sample appraisals conducted regularly by that State's
board of equalization. Various lobal-area studies
hate recorded notably high rates of increase in
the value of urban fringe land in process of
development. Even when developers' out-ofpocket costs for such improvements as grading
are deducted, some such studies report average
increases in land value running up to 15 percent
or more per year. On the other hand, even in a
period of strong economic growth and considerable price inflation, undoubtedly sbnie communities and surely many individual parcels of
land have lagged far behind the general trend
or have even experienced some value decrease.
IMPACT OF EXISTING TAXES

Two present revenue instrument* have an important direct hearing upon land taxation: (1)
most significant is the property tax; and (2)

% i- -"

some of the increases in land value that are
realized when real estate changes hands are
subject to income taxation. Various other revenue devices are of relatively minor importance
with respect to land taxation—for example, local special assessments, estate and inheritance
taxes, and the property-transfer taxes imposed
in some States.
The property tax
era! property taxation—in a few States all of
it Except for vacant lots and for rural acreage
without structural improvements, taxable realty
has two components of value—the underlying
land, and the attached structures. About 40 percent of the total market value of "ordinary real
estate" in 1966 was traceable to the land, and
about 60 percent to structures. These proportions, of coarse, differ widely among types of
realty. Following are typical land-value percentages suggested by data for 13 major asseing areas in various parts of the country:9
One-tunny noofann b6iuet_
___
Otter itonfarm residential property.. ___.
__
Industrial property
Acreage and fanrm.
Vacant lot*.....

; .
.

_

26
17

is
.— -- 85
_____ 100

If , in the assessment of property, land values
were appraised at the same proportion of current market worth as structural values, then
about four-tenths of all the yield of the property
tax from real estate might be attributed to the
land. But this condition is not generally found;
a materially lower level of valuation often applies to land than to structures.* Probably,
nationwide, the bias averages about 3 to 2
against structural values. On this bisis,.it can
be estimated that only about 30 (rather than 40)
percent of all property tax revenue from realty
is based upon the land-value component of
ordinary real estate. With allowance for the
yield from personal property and State-assessed
property, the land-value part of the entire official tax base supplies only about 23 percent of
all property tax yields, or about 10 percent of
State and local revenue from all types of taxes.
This still involves a very large sum—$6.4 billion in 1966, out of property tax yields of $27.7
'Then* are the IS major aneulag Jarfadletlon* (3 due*
and 11 connllee or dty-eoantiea) containing- dtlea of, 100,000
or more for which a ureakdown of amumrnU belwcea land
and Improvement*, by type of property were obtained In the
1087 Penmi* of Government*.
•Two MI* of evidence may be mentioned—flndlncn from the
rtgular awemment ratio atndle* ot, tbe California State Board
of Equalisation, abowlng Statewide and for mo«t Individual
connile* an aa*e**ment ratio of atractnrea about balf again
higher than that for land; and the flndlag* of tbe Cennm of
aovernmenta for 1W7. IMS, and 1MT. In each Inntance recording for moat state* a .atrnUar. divergence In aMeaament
land for vacant lot* a* compared with Improved urban prop,
ertles, aa meatnred for real eatate transfer*.
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billion. The indicated average effective rate of
land taxation was about 1.24 percent, while that
for structures on ordinary real estate was about
1.86 percent
These nationwide proportions, of course, do
not reflect the great diversity in levels of land
taxation found in particular areas. There is
a range of over 1 to 5 in statewide averages of
effective property tax rates, and a far greater
range among particular local areas.
The widespread tendency for assessment bias
in favor of land value can be partly explained
by the time lags involved in property taxation.
Property tax levies are imposed annually and
are supposed to apply to values as of some particular date. However, comprehensive revaluation typically is done at several-year intervals;
aside from uniform percentage adjnstmentsthat
are sometimes applied to all individual valuations, interim changes in the .assessment rolls
are commonly only those needed to take account of new construction, alterations, and demolitions. Thus, especially where urbanization
is pushing land prices up, the official assessments wiu inevitably tenoi to understate landvalue proportions at the time taxes are applied,
even it the assessments were correct when first
made. This can be illustrated by considering a
single-family house accurately appraised at
$15,000, including $5,000 for the lot and $10,000 for the structure. Assume, for example,
structural depreciation at only 2 percent annually (and no material changes in construction
costs), together with a 6 percent annual increase
in the value of underlying land: then, a careful
appraisal 3 years later would show relatively
little change in the total worth of the property,
but a land-value proportion of nearly 39 percent, rather than 33 percent as when initially
appraised..
Assuming, as we do, that uniformity of assessment should be a major objective in property
taxation, the widespread effective discrimination between land and structural values is another example of the need for major change in
present assessment arrangements and practices.
Income taxei
"Realized gains" from sales of real estate (as
well as from other "capital assets") are part of
the base for Federal taxes upon individual and
corporate income, and for most corresponding
State taxes. However, under the Federal law,
income of this kind receives special treatment
(except for gains on property held less than 6
months): it is taxed at only half the highest
marginal rate applying to the taxpayer's income, with a top limit under the Federal law
of 25 percent for capital gains. Similar "capital
gains" treatment applies in 26 of the 35 States

having broad-based individual income taxes; in
the otter nine States, "ordinary income"* treatment applies. At least one major reason for, the
special discounting of capital gains is :fiHuje* '•ate the effect of treating as income in at jfSJrticular year, under a graduated tax-rate schedule,
capital gains that have accrued over several
years.
Only a very small proportion of the income
tax base can be specifically triced to capital
gains: for the Federal individual income tax,
only 2.1 percent of all "adjusted gross income"
reported for 1966. (However the capital gains
provisions have more importance, in many ways,
than this might suggest) It is not possible to
identify separately mil taxable gains on real
estate from those involving other types of capital assets. However, a rough order or magnitude
may be estimated.
A special study of the Internal Revenue Service showed $2JJ billion of reportable gains from
real estate sales specifically reported by individual income-tax filers for 1962.* Assuming that
other broader categories of reported capital
gains included an additional one-half as much,
the 1962 total would be $4.2 billion, possibly increased by 1966 to something over $5 billion, or
a little over 1 percent of the gross base ("adjusted gross income") for Federal individual
income taxation. The average percentage relationship of income tax liability to all adjusted
gross income was only 12 percent However, a
higher average rate—perhaps 20 percent-^might reasonably be assumed for taxpayers who
reported gains from realty. On this .basis, the
tax amount involved would be something over
$1 billion, of which an indeterminate fraction—
perhaps half or more—would relate to realized
gains from increased land values. Since a predominant portion of all real estate is owned by
individuals or partnerships, rather than by corporations, land-value gains realized by the latter are undoubtedly much less. It would thus appear tlmt surely no more than $1 billion of
annual Federal income tax revenue could be attributed to realized gains in land value. Corresponding State income lax amounts would
probably be less than one-tenth as much.
These estimates emphasize (1) the far lesser
impact of income taxation than of property taxation with respect to land values; and (2) the
relatively minor yield of income taxation in
relation to the rapid growth than has teen occurring in land values, as described above.
One limiting factor on the latter score is the
large degree of effective exemption that is pro« U.S. Tretnir DtpMtsunt, Internal Rtrraw Sortie*, SttfUltai i>/ Income, IMS; »•!« nl 0«pff«l Anttn RfftrtH M
/MrffvMiral Incomt to Xttvmt (Washington, D.C., »«6).
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vided, under the Federal income tax, for capital
gains resulting from sales of owner-occupied.
Homes. Even more important is the fact that the
tax applies only to "realized" gains, while the
value, increase estimated above is for all privately owned land—not just that which changed
hands. However, crude estimates can also be
made of the total amount of gains in land value
that are being currently realized through property transfers. _
The Census of Governments indicates for 1967
about $53 billion worth of real estate involved
in ordinary anas-length sales.* Another recent
careful study has estimated $19 billion worth of
realty transferred at death in 1967.* The 1962
IBS study of capita] gains, cited above, showed
that about 30. percent of the selling prices for
real estate sales reported by individuals consisted of capital gains, and the study of deathtransferred realty estimated thai 41 percent of
the market value of such property represented
an increase in its value. Altogether, these figures
suggest that in 1967 approximately $72 billion
' worth of real estate changed hands, including
some $24 billion of capital gains— nearly $8 billion for property transferred at death and the
other $16 billion for ordinary market transactions.

!- '-;.-•

How much of these amounts should be estimated for land is, of course, conjectural.
Probably a major portion of the total indicated
gain—perhaps $15 to $20 billion—should be
regarded as currently realized increase in land
value (despite the fact that structures outweigh
land in total present value, since unit land
values have been rising much more rapidly
than construction costs).
One major reason why related income tax
yields are so small (estimated above at around
$1 billion), is that any increase in value that has
occurred from the time an individual acquires
a capital asset up to the time of his death is
entirely exempted from the individual income
tax. As has been indicated, about one-third
of all the value increase estimated for real
estate changing ownership in 1967 involves such
"decedents' unrealized capital gains." This
gap in the income tax system, of course, is not
limited to real estate but also extends to security
holdings and other types of capital assets.
Other land-related revenue toureei
"Special assessments'1 are used to a rather
limited degree for local government financing.
In 1966, revenue from this source amounted to
only $529 million, or about 2 percent as much

-

• Bcnmrd Oktra. JTb* T»x»tl<m <* Dteedtot*' Unrwllwd
QtplUI OilM." jfafeiMl TM JwnMl, Volume XX, No. 4,
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as property tax yields. This figure, according to
the Census Bureau definitions, is for amounts
"collected from owners of property benefited
by specific public improvements (street paving,
sidewalks, sewer lines, etc.) * * * and apportioned according to the assumed benefits to the
property affected by the improvement.*' In the
Census reporting, this concept is limited to
capital-improvement charges which are based
upon some such measure as land area or front
footage of properties; it does not extend to
"assessments'' or supplementary taxes that are
based upon the value of benefited, properties,
which are treated as property taxes. Most special
assessments are for sewer projects and street
improvements, with a minor part relating to
conservation projects.
Effective and equitable use of special assessments, as thus defined, requires that benefits can
be reasonably allocated to individual properties.
This is especially feasible for specific or smallarea projects of a sort likely to serve abutting
or nearby property holdings. Special assessments seem far less feasible or appropriate to
recapture gains that result from public actions
that have widespread or diffused effects. There
is relatively less use of this revenue device today
than in the 1920's. Overly optimistic use of
assessment-financed debt contributed in some
areas to the serious financial difficulties encountered by local governments during the great
depression. Also, in recent years private developers have increasingly been required to provide
for types of subdivision improvement that in
earlier periods were more commonly financed
publicly, oft v. through special assessments.
So-called "death taxes"—i.e^ those applied to
estates or inheritances by the Federal Government and by nearly all the States—also are related to real estate and land values, since such
assets are part of the tax base. However, their
impact is relatively limited, especially because
only a minor part of all real estate ownership
rests with individuals whose total holdings at
death are large enough to make the transfer of
property subject to estate or inheritance taxation. Of the approximately $19 billion worth of
real estate transferred at death in 1967, only
about $5.5 billion was in estates liable for Federal estate taxation. However, realty holdings
accounted for a little more than one-fourth of
all wealth of decedents in the "estate class"—
i.e., potentially subject to Federal estate taxation,1 If this proportion is assumed for the total
yield of Federal and State death taxes (respectively $3 and $0.8 billion in 1967), the
amount based upon realty holdings might be
estimated at about $1 billion. Agnrn, the Inml

.
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Value portion is conjectural, but in this instance
it seems reasonable to assume the same share
Hint land represents of all existing real estate
values; Le^ about 40 percent. On tliis basis,
death-tax yields include some $400 million annually that directly pertain to land.
In 30 States a tax is imposed on transfers of
real estate, by the State or local governments or
both. In most instances these involve a nominal
rate—commonly about 0.1 percent of property
value-Unit there are several instances of a 0.5
percent rate, and three States (Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island) with a 1 percent
rate. As this indicates, most of these laws were
not enacted for revenue purposes, but. instead,
to obtain information that would aid in property tax assessment Their total annual yield is
probably well under $100 million, with most of
this obtained by the few jurisdictions having
higher than nominal rates.
While most of the foregoing figures are subject to some degree of possible error, the indicated orders of magnitude are probably reasonable. Altogether, the figures suggest annual
yields of taxes relating to land or land-value increases that in recent vears have amounted to
about $8.4 billion, with property taxation accounting for about three-fourths of this total.
Altogether, this equals about 1.7 percent of the
estimated total value of privately owned land.
THE CASE FOR INCREASED LAND VALUE TAXATION

At the outset of this chapter, brief reference
was made to arguments in favor of taxes upon
land value or land-value increments, especially
as compared with other methods of taxation.
Following is some further discussion of this
matter.
Recapture of socially created values
The value of land results from its present
and prospective use for any of various productive purposes. Economists of the 18th and 19th
centuries analyzed differences in value of
various pieces of agricultural land by reference
to their relative fertility. But they also observed
that equally fertile plots differed in value because of their locations: those nearer to markets
wore worth more because of the lesser cost of
markctinjr. The added worth of the betterlocated plots, as compared with thnt of the most
distant Jnnd needed to meet nil market needs,
was recognized ns a "rental value," which
had no direct relation to the property owners'
efforts but could bo attributed solely to the differing locntionnl advantages of their land. The
concept of "economic rent" has since been
broadened to various other factors of production, but for land it still is important largely
from the standpoint of location.

It is evident that the value of particular
pieces of land is tremendously influenced by
their location, especially as this affects the way
they can be used. Most remote "rural" land can
at best be used for agricultural purposes,
though of course with a great range in its unit
value for such use because of differences in its
fertility and location. But "urban" land is subject to use in a wide variety of economically
productive ways. As is well known, there is an
enormous range in the unit value of land in urban areas, depending upon its suitability for
particular uses. Land costs range in large cities
from hundreds or even thousands of dollars per
square foot in central business, locations that
have unique access to many thousands of customers down to a small fraction of that amount
in residential neighborhoods—but with land in
such neighborhoods still worth much.more, because of accessibility and other factors, than
outlying suburban land.
All this is rather obvious. But it helps to
emphasize that land jalue remits largely from
social and governmental factors—i.e^ the geographic clustering of people and economic activity, and the provision of public services and
facilities that are'essential to such "urban"
areas. Furthermore, subject to one important
exception, the bulk of the recent rapid rise in
land values in the United States can reasonably be attributed to the growth of population
and urbanization, with attendant public facilities. The exception involves some agricultural
land for which, as a result of marhed technological progress (by fertilization, new plant
strains, mechanization, and the like) there has
been a strong shift upward in prospective crop
yields relative to farming costs. Aside fr^bm
this, most of the rise in value can reasonably
Ixs attributed to (1) the shift of much land
from less to more intensive uses, (2) the outlook for furfliCr similar shifts in the years immediately ahead, and (3) the strong effect of
such changes8 upon the anticipated flow of landrent returns.
Accordingly, the "social" argument for taxation of land value and, perhaps even more
specifically, of increases in land vnlue, is: since
such values result largely from social and governmental factors, rather than from actions by
the property owners, it is entirely proper for
government to capture through taxation a significant part of the economic benefits that flow
in the first instance to private landowners.
"For exntnplr. acccptn) cnplf attention formula* Inrtlcate
that. If (hern were a prernllinr Intercut rnlo of 0 percent
which Oli] not change. the Taliie of n mm-iJopireljiWe nssot »ncji
«n lonil woiilil h«> SO percent more with nn expectol resn'ir
annual rlfn of 3 percent In net rtntnl returnx th.in with
nn expectation of iinch.inclnc nrnnnnt* of retnrn.
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'There are obvious limits to the argument:
—(i) Ajrocortent tax upon existing-landj-yalueswill tend, by the process of "capitalization,'' to
lower such values; to add a heavy tax of this
nature may well involve 5igW'fa";t questions
of equity as between owners whose properties
were recently acquired and longer term owners; and (2) a very; high *ate of tax upon land
-value increments might seriously limit the effect
of the market in "rationing", land use on an
economically desirable basis. Subject to these
qualifications, however, the social argument for
taxation of this nature is highly persuasive.
Prtaeritundertaxiation.
Another consideration involves the preferential treatment that is given, to land, or to capital
puns including those 'from land, under the existing revenue
system. As detailed above, this
especially :Jnvolves property taxation: through
faulty assessment the effective tax rate upon
land, probably averages only .two-thirds that
upon structures. The loophole in.the personal
income system with regard to "decedents' unrealized; capital gains," is not limited to land
value gains. In its entirety, however, chis_gap
involves a significant revenue Joss for the Federal Government, as well as a major bias it the
income tax system. With, respect to. land, it undoubtedly also has a "lock-in" "influence upon
owners of real estate, adding to other incentives toward speculative retention of land holdings. The special tax treatment of "capital
gains" income also covers other assets as well
as land, and in many instances—especially for
long term holdings—probably provides a crude
approximation of equity. In many instances
atsts however, it represents an extremely
generous preference for the "capital gains1' involved,
as compared with "ordinary income."
Land verttu improvement!
We have repeatedly emphasized the need to
deemphasiJEe property taxation as a predominant source or urban governmentfinancing;Yet,
as pointed but above, land makes up an important part in the base for such taxation ana we
are here considering some additional tax burden
upon land values. The seeming inconsistency
demands clear explanation.
The same question may be raised in another
way. It might be argued that the owner of a
particular property is concerned about the
amount, bat not the basis for, a tax placed upon
it. More specifically, for example: if some additional tax is imposed upon an apartment-house
property, the, owner's income position will be
damaged unless he can increase his rental
charges to coyer the added costs. It would seem
to matter not at all, in. this case, whether thn
tax is based upon the value of the underlying

land or upon the total value of ithe property—
-landplusstSictnre.:
^— - - - ~ ~^~' ",~~ ~~'
In sliortntn term*., the case just described is
completely logical. But in the longer- run, the
basis for the tax does matter, mainly because
the supply of land is substantiilly fixed while
the supply of structures can be expanded by construction. Over lime, therefore, a different set
of adjustments can be expected from a tax based
upon land values than from a tax based upon
the total—including structural—values of
realty. The prevailing view of economi is in this
regard-has been expressed as follows in a recent
authoritative study:'
It is generally agreed that taxes on the value of bare
land—the rite* themselves.* • • rat on tbe owners
of tbe rite* at tbe time the tax is initially levied or
increased. The tax cannot be shifted, became jtMfflpc
if possible, under reasonably competitive, conditions,
only If tbe supply of sites is seduced. But tbe supply of
land is. for all practical purposes, perfectly inelastic.
Individual landowners will not respond to an increase
In land taxes by withdrawing their sites from- tbe
market, since doinc so wflt not affect their tax liability.
Indeed, their only chance of reducing the burdensomeness of the tax reUtto to their Income streams is to
seek to raise the latter by oconraging more intensive
use of the site they own. Collectively, landowners cannot reduce the stock of land: if Individual landowners
wish to liquidate in .the face of higher taxes, they
most sell the sites to other owners.
Thus, increased taxes on bare land valnes will reduce
flie attractiveness of investing in land vis-a-vis, other
assets bat wfll not destroy the land itself. Therefore,
land prices will fall: the .taxes will be capitalized.
Land rents before taxes are unchanged, hot because
of higher taxes, after-tax returns are lower, and investors offer less for land • • *.
In theory, property taxes on (noosing] Improvements
• • * can be expected to be shifted forward to • • •
occupants of boosing.

Dr. Netzer points out various limitations and
qualifications that apply to these summary basic
generalizations. For example:'
* • • For structures, the period elapsing between
tbe old and the new equilibria can be lone indeed because the annual increment to the supply of structures
tea small fraction of the supply • * *. .
The partial and unequal nature of the property tax
Itself Is a further Impediment to the shifting of taxes
on buildings • « • Incident* analysis starts with a
closed national economy and examines taxc* vh'ch are
generally applicable at uniform rates. But tne realworld property tax is a local institution with, widespread variation, in fill rates and coverage • • •".
As for the portion [of a tax on '.^producible capital]
which Is not shifted (forward]: In the long run, differentially high local taxes on reproducible capital
should have an sdr-Tse effect on local economic activity
and tbe taxes will consequently be shifted btckwaro*
to local landowners by reducing local Ian* values.
In general, a significant portion of taxes on buildings
la cities may be shifted backwards to landowners, partly
because of the competition of sites In nearby .urlsdlctions or other cities with lower t»x rates • • • (and
because] toning and building code regulation*, tc /ether
• Dick N«t»*r, jTetftMifM •/ th* frtftrlg Turn <Th« Brook'
IDRI iMtJuHon, WMklBfton. D.O, 1W)'pp. W-M aad M.
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with grow difference* in aceenibility within larger
**
tbe extent that tbto hdo* irne, iaaetwd taxe» on
«UucUu« win teod to be Shifted backward* to

Nevertheless, in attempting to measure the
impact of the property tax upon urban housing,
Dr. Netxer follows the prevailing incidence
theory to observe (italics added) :
* • • 7o*e» on kowta* (other Hum ikct**4 eomfonemt) *re ton* ty tto occ*p*ttt of Ike property,
wkefker owner* or lenoiiH. Onmer. opc«M«*t «* Ike
flt t* i a«M*f * Miiii ittey ••ft Ownwt of

.

t •••

ivtee rmM owa* JWM on Me .tc* rnmjttt; ofker
wflZ tNjTar «*««< net eorafce*, •a* over
, time, Me tfefomew* fo «ew feverimewt «rfB rtf-Mfc Ike
Ut *o*#»t •»< »li« itt

Ttias, when iong-ranBe rather than merelv
short term effects are taken into account, theie
is a ajenificaht difference in the potential impact bi a tax upon land values, as compared
with a tax that also hits structural values: the
latter, by adding to the cost of construction and
property maintenance, tends to deter real investment in housing and other structural improvements, while the fdrmer tehdsjprimarily to reduce the market value of land. This latter effect,
through the process of capitalization, may be
viewed as public recapture of a portion of the
total economic-rental value of the property.
All this lends support to the view that some
increased reliance upon land-Value taxation—
particularly if this might also help to reduce
high rates of property tax upon structural
values— would be a desirable development. By
nteniming or at least slowing the upward spiral
of urban land costs, such action might be expected to (1) make feasible some housing and
other construction that would not be economic;
and (2) reduce present incentives for speculative holding of urban and urban-fringe land in
vacant or underutilized form.
_
roioa OF ACHOW
Elsewhere in this xepor(^;the .Commission is
proposing certain activities that would, if
curled out, involve some relative increase in the
taxation of land values, such as more uniform
and up-to-date assessment for property taxation. various additional ways might be considered to increase the taxation of land values
or land-value increments as such. These include :
1. Differentially higher taxation of the
land portion of values subject to general
property taxation, posnbly extending to
final complete exemption 'jot structural
values (Le^ "site value taxation")-

^ A ^parate jecurrent tax upon .land
vahies as such.
. *
3. Differentially heavy taxation of capir
tal gains from real property transactions
or land-value increments under income tax
laws.
/. .-. ,
/ , :-'--" '.
4. A separate tax upon lard-value increr
ments, primarily through a "transactions
tax" procedure. .'
.
Subject to some possible constitutional barriers, as mentioned below, any of these four
might be used by State governments, or on a
State-local basis; on the other hand, only the
capital gains or transactions tax approaches
(alte* iatives 3 and 4) might be considered for
Federal Government use.
Follpwing are comments on these several
alternatives:
'
•
1, Action toward site-value towrfion.—This
is probably the most, widely heard proposal. On
its behalf, in addition to the eeneral propositions stated at the outset of thia paper, it is
often urped that:
(a) Equitable valuation of land value
is at least as feasible as sound valuation of
entire properties.
(b) Since, assessors already record separate land, and improvement components
in their valuation work; a shift toward
site-value taxation could readily be built
upon existing institutions, without demanding, any major new administrative
machinery.
(<?) As compared with alternatives that
nujght de^uina State or Federal taxation,
this approach deals,with property on a
local basis^ so that resulting revenues flow
directly to aieas that are experiencing
material changes, in land value through
urbanization and the like.
(<£) As compared with an attempt to tax
only future iand*value guns, this approach
would tap high present land values -hich,
it is argued, have resulted largely from
social developments rather than from actions by the property owners.
(#) Eelaiively low rates of taxation
against land values could be expected to
yield relatively large amounts of revenuefar more than could be expected from taxes
on land value increa?-^ unleus those involved very, high rates.
However, ou the negative or questioning side,
at least the following points might be noted:
(/) In many states, existing constitutional provisions with regard to tax uniformity would probably have t > be changed
to permit differential taxation of land
values.
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(g).A. direct full shift from the existing
property tar system to jeliance upon ater_
value taxation for the same amount of revenue would be out of the question, except
in areas •where, property tax rates .are now
very low, because of the sharp differential
impact11of such a change upon various properties. Therefore, the most; that could generally be.considered .wbuldVbiB a shift toyajtjcjlsite-value taxation, with relatively
higher taxes upon land than upon1 structural values subject to property tax. * This
means that the choice is not, as suggested
by; foregoing item l.(o), between valuing
only Jand and valuing entire parcels of
realty as at present; rather, loth kinds of
assessing would need to be done,
(A) Although, as stated in item 1(6)
above, most present assessment systems
provide for separate recording of land and
improvement parts of the value of individual properties, the distinction has no direct Dearing upon the amornt .of tax liability and thus, understandably, is of
doubtful significance in many assessing
jurisdictions. A shift toward . site-value
taxation that did make this distinction important, then, would demand much more
chance in existing assessment methods
than item 1(J) suggests.
(*) The argument for specially heavy
taxation of existing 'land values on the
ground that they represent "unearned"
wealth (point 1(<2) above) ignores the fact
that present owners acquired their holdings at various times, ranging from the remote past up to only yesterday. Yet a sitevalue tax makes no distinction on this score.
(;'), The ostensiixly "low" rates of sitevalue taxation suggested by point l(e)
above are actually rather illusory. If one
a If, in 1M7, a* mocb rereaoe bad been aovjiht from pr>>perty tax** oil land alone aa waa obtained from teacral propMJy
taxea on all locally aMiind realty Uaeludlaf atraetnral ai
wellas had Yalute), an arerue .enettr* rat* of about 7
percent would !>• -Triad to apply. (Thto aaatmw a eapltalltaUon rat* of • patent. «o tbat the aurk*t Tain* of taxable
land would bar* dropped from ttt eettmated worth of about
f»».»ffl}2« Jflw-JP**?* to. tax at.l^nercaij^d.wn to
when taxed at * rat* MafieMWa* to yield
iocaliy aiiiiMrt realty. la the abort ran, peadlnc NMlttnc
•••eta apor MW eonitnotlon, tbor* wowd premmably bar*
' *a a mateUncjiM In market ralue of taxabl* rtnictum,)
A* ladicaM V tb* land Talne proportion* ihown on p«fe
' L complete switch from total rain* toslaad Talne'only as
abiute foi ' fmtnU. proptrty taxatloa woqld JlraaHeally alt«r
tfcoproporaoBaU llabUfty ot malor property diam. Th« mne
wovld Iw trn* for Indlrldoal promrtlM within the major
dan**. Tfce tfftet within any
parNealar tarln* Jnritdlctlon
IP00 **• !«B«-lmRroT««Mnt «mU" for
aUre to that for mil tazabte proptrty
,"TaU appmok, on
n a fraduai ba»U, wa» proftdtd In the
-two major JUMkrkaa JarltdletloM (Pltttborffi, and Hawaii)
tbattaT*
T* antboriMd a ablft from the ntoal practice of anltax ntw to dlfereaUaUy bUber taiatloi of land
.. Tbe HMO Ii troe for adopuoa of tncb aay»t»m
(•ometlmea tetwed "tbo Plttabarc&TplMi")
plMi") to
to a few
lle!
American juritdlctjona and
nd IIn Tarlovs CtaadUa manletpallUei.

assumes a 6-percent "capitalizntion rate"
_ (ie^ that a property, is expected;to_ yield,
in recurrent rentals and prospective value
increases, discounted to the present time,
6 percent of its current market value), then
the imposition of an additional recurrent
. annual tax of 1 percent on the value of a
property would in the first instance involve
a reduction of one-sixth in its net annual
yield to the owner.
2. A separate recurrent tax. upon State-assessed land values.—This device might be considered a candidate for direct State administration, even though it should be entirely, feasible
for the resulting, revenue to be returned to local
governments on a place-of -origin basis or otherwise. (Conceivably, as an alternative to complete
State administration, including tax collection,
some arrangement might be provided for local
collection jointly of general property taxes and
tile State-imposed tax on State-assessed land
values.)
;
v
For this alternative, it could be argued that:
(a) Such a new and separate .taxing system, relating solely to land, might be designed, to cover not only realty subject to
general property taxation but also all or
most public and .semipublic land holdings
that generally fall outside the property tax
base;, this should operate toward moire rational land-use decisions.
(J) A separate State-administered system could, avoid the problems mentioned
(at items! (gr) and (A) above) that would
be involved in trying to operate through
inherited general property tax machinery.
(c) At least over time, experience arid
data developed through this system might
contribute to improved general property
tax adminisj;ration;
I
On the negative side, the following considerations need to be noted:
(d) A relatively extensive administrative effort would *have to be undertaken,
presumably involving recording and valuation of a large volume of realty parcels
(nearly one for each three persons in the
population) for the new tax as well ns for
general property tax purposes, and either
applicative tax-billing or some wenplanned system for coordinated billing and
collection.
(e) The equity question raised above (nt
item J (i)) with regard to specially heavy
taxation of nil present land values through
the general property tax system would also
apply to ihis'device.
8. Special income-tax treatmciit of landvalue ffoint.—This approach would presumably
operate through either the. Federal income tn.x

-tit-
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system, or the income taxes qft j^tates Jiayinj* _
siicJi levies, or both. As a minimum, it would
provide for distinctive recognition^, and tax
treatment pf taxpayers' realized .gains that result fironi increments in land value. Some, points
in'favor of such an approach are these:
._
(a), Above all, this approach would be
bised; mainly uppn value-gains indicated
by market transfers of real estate. This
would avoid the need for regular accurate
appraisal of lar^e.numbers of currently untraded properties called for by the fore-goihk alternative devices. . . ^t ". /
(6). Taxation of this kind would be more
closely attuned thari.broad land-value taxa,; -r-tion to one of tie suggested, basic ^objectives—i.e, to tap emergent increases inJand
. value, as distinct from values which have
developed in the past. - - - . (.<?) This approach .would 'avoid the difficulties cited above for hazardous recasting
of the existing property tax system (as
under the site-value.approach in item 1)
and the need to establish an extensive comprehensive valuation machinery (as re. quired by -item2).'
- (d) :This approach, presumably could
take advantage of established Federal and/
or State machinery for income tax administration. Since only a rather minor fraction
of real estate is sold in any one year, the
annual volume of properties or taxpayers
directly involved would be far less than
under the foregoing alternatives. It should
also be feasible to limit the scope of the tax,
without inequity or serious impairment of
its desired effects, by exempting land-value
gains pertaining to owner-occupied resi. idences,
. " - . ' _ .
(e) Only modest additional tax-filing
burdens should be involved. Present requirements for
reporting of capital gains
supply much1 of the basis-heeded for separate treatment of land-value gains—including, as to improved properties, a distinction
between land,ahd structural value in order
/to permit figuring^ depreciation on the
;.. structure portion.. .
Following are some of the problems or questions that might be raised about this device:
(/) Unless handled through the Federal
income tax system, this approach -could
presumably not be applied how in the 15
States which lack State income taxes,
(g) If such higher taxation were to
apply only to land-value gains that occur
after its imposition, it would be necessary
to providejeosible means for valuation of

s^ of the enactment .date.
•(Various possibilities might be considered,
including an information reporting by
proberty-owhing taxpayers at the outset
of the system and/or by providing that the
potentially taxable gain computed when a
property is finally sold should be, prima
facie, the same prppqrtioh of the to.tal gain
since it. .was acquired as .the interval after
' tax enactment bears to the. total period of
ownership.)
' ' y.. ' - - .
.(K) A tax of this nature could be •«*pected at the outset to provide ohly relatively minor amounts of revenue, although
its yield might later grow to sizablij proportions.
.
. ,:
, , (i) The biggest issue with.tuis. approach
involves the question: Unless.the taxation
of "realized" gains is suppiemenbed by
some arrangement for at least periodic taxation of land-value increases for ^properties Uiat do not change hands, would there
be so much avoidance through trustee and
corporate-holding arrangements, as to, seriously limit the coverage, intended, effects,
and e/juity of the taxY This problem Reserves intensive' consideration. (Perhaps
such prospective gaps could be prevented
by having a related tax on realized gains
from sales of the stock pf landholding corporations—;e,g., those with mdre tian » percent of their assets in the fprm of land^and by closing the death-gains loophole in
the income tax system. Otherwise, it might
be necessary to require calculation of accnted land-value gains on properties that
remain unsold after some such interval as
10 years from their acquisition; tax liabilities thus determined could be granted a
lengthy payment interval^ subject to the
accrual of interest on deferred amounts.)
(j) Special taxation of land-value guns
logically seems to call for heavier taxation
of rapid increases in value than of increases
that involve a lesser rate of rise, This would
involve a departure from the rate pattern
generally used for income taxation-—i.e.,
progressive in terms of individual tair
payers' ipcomes and generally uniform for
corporations. While it should be feasible
to apply a different approach to land gains
disclosed by income tax returns, this would
add further complications to reporting
forms and requirements that are already
complex. In other words, the seeming advantage of working through an existing
income tax system may be illusory, or may
involve disadvantages for that system itself.
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~-^A.'A^tran»action- tax an land-value .increm*n*r.rr-Tfiis approach might be applied by
either.the Federal Government or by States. A
majority of States already impose taxes on
transfers of real property, and the Federal Government also did so prior to 11965. Those taxes,
however, generally involve only nominal or low
rates; usually do not apply to any indebtedness
assumed by the purchaser, and take no account
of gain or loss involved in the transaction, the
land value portion, or the period-of ownership.
Since there is no direct precedent in this country.for the type of land-gains transaction tax
teing considered, it may. be useful to summa ize
its main possible characteristics. .The pros and
cons listed below refer to a tax that would—
', '. (|)-J Apply to gains inland value arising
after enictment of tile law;..
(2) Eelate primarily or entirely to gains
. realized through, .ordinary arms-length
:
•sales;-_
' - - . ; _(3) Have "progressive" rates related to
the average annual rate of taxable gain (for
example, 5 percent ph the first 4 percent of
, annual increase from adjusted[cost j another
16 percent on the part of the annual increase
..--., from 4 tpi<BI percent; et cetera, up to a relatively high total rate for, say, any portion
,of the taxable increase above 20 percent
annually).; j
.(4) Provide some closed-end exemption
for gains involving owner-occupied, properties (e^., those with transferred land
valued at up to $20,000; such an exemption
should be designed to limit the system substantially to gains on property owned mainly for investment);
(5.) Perhaps provide., for an "inflation
adjustment" of the original cost (deductible
.from sales value in determining gross gain)
by reference to some broad-coverage measure of price level, such as the consumer price
;,, index;-arid.. (6) Probably require informational filing by the property seller at the time of
transfer, but, with official .administrative
calculation .and billing of,tie tax.due.
ti"pllpwing. are some of tHe^ arguments'that
might bemacjefprsucK an approach,:
(a) -J. *s device youla Have the.same, adr
vantages VJ those cited above for special in7" '.7<^^tAxtriiatm^t.of.~l4il^.^MUe gains, ($
Items 8(a)., 3(5), and 8(c|), in...avoiding
widespread recurrent appraisal pi'untraded
properties, focusing upon emergent, in.creases in land value, and not directly affecting the present property tax system. Fur-

thermore, it would facilitate tax rates focused especially at rapid increases in land
value. Y
,
,
(J) Ajs compared with' the first two alternatives above, which could only, be considered for State or State-local action, this
tax might be levied by either States or the
Federal Government, o.r both.
" (c) The volume of real property transactions is sufficiently modest, to make the
administrative task of limited proportions ;
and the suggested substantial exemption of
owners' residential sales would be helpful
on this score. (Census of Government da£a
suggest an annual total of about 3% nu|lioh arms-length sales of realty, of which
at least 1 million, involve owner-occapied
properties.) Mbreoyer^the workload would
be on a flow basis rather than -with annual
. "peafeuig" as under the income Jax~ ap_
,
(d) While the rate structure ahd^other
features of the tax. should be. designed, with
recognition of related aspects, of existing
income ta f. laws, this could be done without
directly complicating the administration of
those laws.
^ - ";
c.
(e) With this approach, coverage could
be made comprehensive, including those
individuals and institutions that now benefit by rising land values but are not reached
by property taxes, or by income taxes.
(/) The focus upon particular pieces of
real estate, rather than income-receiving
owners ;(as under the income tax), would
. facilitate any arrangement that might seem
desirable for distribution of the revenue
yield to the .particular States or communi, ties where land-value gains are taxed.
On the other hand, at least the following
problems or limitations need to be noted for
this device:
-_.
(&)' One major question for this approach, as in the case of special income
taxation of land value gains, is whether
this tax might be so widely, subject to avoidance by trustee or corporate-hoHing arrangements as to impair its intended effects
or require at least intermittent appraisals
of pieces of. realty that had not been sold..
The parenthetic comments at item 3(t),
above, also apply her;e.
(h) Another question is.whether a tax of
this nature would tend unduly to "lock-in"
investors in land. Such nn effect seems
much more likely for n tax of this kind than
for a recurrent tax on land values,
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There may be some question whether
suc a separate additional tax could be
designed and administered without disrupting equitable enforcement of present
income taxes, and without placing unduly
onerous burdens on some property owners.
(?ates would, of course, need ta be planned
with due recognition of the income tax
structure. Presumably, the new tax should
not be allowed as an allowable "cost of
sale" for computing taxable capital gains,
since that would substantially remove the
intended tailoring of its effective rates to
the pace of increase in land values; this, in
turn, would limit the maximum rates, that
might be considered for the transactions
tat.)
'-, • '
s
(7) Question might be raised about the
suggested discounting of general price level
changes in computing taxable gains, as an
unnecessarily complex feature. (An alternative, of course, would be to exempt completely some low percentage rate, of gain;
however, the specific price-level adjustment
factor could be better defended on equity
grounds.) ' '
..".-.
FURTHER STUDY BEQOMMENDED

For a number of reasons, our Commission
is not prepared, in the light of the background
summarized above, to make a specific proposal
for Federal action and widespread State-local
action that might be designed to increase taxes
upon land values or land-value increments. In
partj our inability to do so arises put of the complexity of the issue, and the limitations and
questions mentioned above with, regard to each
of the various major approaches to such taxation. More fundamentally, however, a majority of the Commission believes that any possible
action toward increased land value taxation
should be based upon much more detailed factual evidence than we have been able to consider in the relatively brief period available
for our wide-ranging review of urban problems as a whole.
In support of this view, it may be noted that
much of the "case" for land value taxation thnf
was offered earlier in this chapter rests manJy
upon deductive logic rather than upon findings from actual experience under conditions
like those that prevail in the United States. A£
previously mentioned, there have thus far been
very few experimental efforts toward "site value
taxation" in the United States. The experience of Pittsburgh, which has had a limited approach of this kind for some time, is inconclusive.14 The Hawaii system is too new and per"See Hvtringi B«/or« thf WMoMl CommbHon on tfrforo
Pnttomi, Volume 1, pifti 877-852,

haps too unusual in its nature and locale-to
oner strong transferable evidence. A recent review of experience with local governments? use
of site value taxation in Australia and New
Zealand found little or no evidence that such
taxation has provided there, the beneficial effects upon land use which are claimed.by some
advocates of 1this alternative to ordinary property taxation. * The authors jroint out ppssible
reasons for this, including the fact that effective
tax rates there are. considerably below prevailtates.
..../''
ng. e
sive,
_ r
._.
tion to rely, heavily upon logic .and deductive
reasoning, rather than upon detailed "hard"
evidence of the results of "a particular action of
tax form. Nevertheless, 'the complexity of the
issues involved in this instance seem to the Commission to preclude, our offering any 'specific
proposal for additional taxation-.of land values
or land-value increments in the United States.
We do. believe, however, that the problem merits
intensive further exploration. Accordingly, we
offer the two proposals stated .below: ,;
Reco^inendati6n_Nd. i^Treasnry itfidy
of
land value taxation
: •:- r
The Commission recommends that the
Pttsident direct the Treasury Department to
undertake promptly an intensive study of
means by which Federal taxation might lie
used to recoup for public purposes a materially increased portion of increases in
land value, to prepare and publish its findings, and to submit specific recommendatibiu!
on this subject for consideration by the
President and Congress.
\
As previously indicated, two types of possible
Federal action seem especially to disserve careful appraisal—adjustments of the Federal in;
come tax system to provide'for
differentially
higher taxation of gains in land value titan of
other capital gains, and a specially tailored
"transactions tax." However, there maybe other
alternatives or combinations that
should be examined.
~ : '~
_--

Recommendation No. 2—State action concerning land value taxation..
The Commission recommends that the
State governments vigorously explore the
desirability an4 feasibility of placing hew or
differentially higher taxes upon land values
or land-value increments.
.
Tliis proposal takes account of the strong
pressures that exist throughout the Nation for

- "A, M. Woodruff arid L. L, Ecker-R»«, ''Property Tiixef
«nd Lund Vie Pattern* In. AuitnUla and New. Zealand," T*«
Turn Eftovtive, Volume XVIII, No. 1, pp, l«-93;
•
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. increased State-local tax revenue, and of the
related need to deemphasize general property
taxation and thereby limit the tax burden placed
upon residential construction and maintenance.
We see land-value taxation, or adjustments of
State income tax laws to obtain increased revenue from taxable land-value gainSj as .potential

to help deal with these critical issues. As
in so many other areas of governmental experience under our federal system, it will be
especially helpful if innovative action can be
successfully carried out by even only one or a
few States, as background for consideration in
other parts of the Nation.

Supplementary Views on the Taxation of Land Values
The Commission has done well to recognize
some of-the injustices connected with' the taxation of land or location values. Hitherto, land
has generally been taxed at proportionately less
£han its fair market value in comparison with
rates on.improvements and buildings. To
tax both 6f these types of real property on the
basis of what .they would bring in the market
wpuljC jje} in the first place, only common honesty.. This is ho more than the State property
toxr-laws have long required. Obeying instead
of Disregarding the law would also liave the
wholesome effect of causing some shifting of
investment toward.buildmgs and improvements
and away frpin land-speculation. Lessening the
relative tax-burden on structures should, tuerefore, reduce one of the obstacles to the construction of new housing.
We regret, however, that the Commission as
a whole did not see fit to endorse some wider
applications of the Pittsburgh plan, which taxes
the gifts of nature—such> as land—at twice the
rate that it taxes the products of men's labor and
^saving; For this would further diminish the
burdens on effort, and hence stimulate improvements; We believe Pittsburgh was on the right
track -when it introduced this differential itax
system. But .unfortunately the plan as practiced
jn the Pittsburgh-Allegheny County area does
leave -much to be desired. Only the city uses the
differential rate, while the school board and the
county continues to tax according to the old
uniform rate. This has seriously diluted the effec.t of the reform creating a combined land-tobuilding tax ratio of 4 to 8 instead of 2 to 1.
This
has meant tliat only a fraction of the plan
has:been:put into practice."
The statistics derived by Allen Manvel,1TJiowever, are .the clincher. He .shows that whereas*
bare land values amounted to $289 billion in
1956, they had amounted by 1966 to $528 billion.
»8«« Hwrlin, Vol. 1. pp.
Mayor JoMph M. Barr
Mld.tbtpltMiiiirifa .tax.'/hM
lmproT«m»nt o€.r«tl t«Utt,
wma«relU offle« itrnctaM,
•yitem.Juii
ten partfonlarlr fair an« t*n«flcl«l to
„
ManT*l,
, -, AModtt* Director of "th« Commli»lon and
m "AJUn
former Chief of the Ooremaenti DlTMon.Bnreaa of th«
Cental, aort author of Commlwlon KeMUch Report Mo. 12;

This meant that they had virtually doubled in
10 years, and had experienced an average yearly
increase of $25 billion. We have checked with
other scholars concerned with value trends and
they inform us that they have no serious question about these findings. Other reliable sources
show land values rising even faster in some
States such as California.
The owners 'of the land received these enormous sains without strain or effort on iheir
part They Owned a relatively scarce and limited
asset which acquired more and more value as
population grew and as the gross national product increased. The progress of society created
these, values; the owners of the land received
.
.
Someone once classified incomes into three, divisions: earnings, findings, and stealings. This
enormous increase in land values is most certainly «o£ a stealing, and we want to make it
crystal clear that we do not rej M it. as such.
Men of the purest character have shared in these
gains without loss of virtue. But rf these gains
are not a stealing, they ate al^n&st certainly
not an earning. They are iris^i " J Almost a pure
finding. The increase of mo; uv"Vg250 billion
in the value of the land wash-HyJpjused by the
labor or abstinence of its ownersTlt was instead
an unearned increment.
' ^_j
This increase occurred when the Nation's
population rose from 169 to 197 million (an increase of 16 percent), and when the gross national product rose from a little over $2,*00 per
man, woman, and child to $3,750. This was a
gain of about 5n percent. Hodge and Hauser
now project a total population of 252 million by
1985, or 50 million (25 percent) more than
now."
What then will be the future increase in land
values? Barring a shaked> wn from a prolonged
depression or widespread a -'ruction by a nuclear war, we can safely praL . that there will
be enormous further increases in land values
during the next 17 years, and even more by the
end of the century.
st of 4M«rioa'« itnropaWm Population Out.
loc*—it It to ill I, by Patricia I*»T«y Hodf* and Philip K.
Hnuitr, Commtiilon BMtareklUport No, S,
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The owners of the land can go to Hawaii and
rest languidly on the beaches or make prolonged
safaris into the inmost regions of Africa. They
may study Shakespearian literature at Stratford on Avon, or Zen Buddhism in Japan, or
ponder urban problems in Washington. They
can go up in space capsules or down a hole in the
ground. They will oecome richer and richer
without toil or sweat. For, as Doctor Johnson
once remarked in another connection, here are
"riches ;yond the dreams of avarice."
Just below the surface of American life,
therefore, there lies the question of whether we
should allow this to ^appen without let or restraint, or whether wo should try to take at least
a portion of these socially created gains for the
benefit of the society which created them. Such
a discussion is now muted for a variety of reasons. When the issue is raised, the cynics commonly dismiss it by saying "Oh, that is the single tax" or "that is Henry George," as though
y labeling the proposal they had somehow refuted or disposed of it. Then the few who have
the courage to go beyond this dismissal are
greeted with comments intended to sidetrack the
fundamental thrust of the proposal. It is, for
example, properly objected that neither local
nor Federal Government should rely on the taxaticn of land values as the single source of public resources. The answer is very direct. Of
course they shouldn't. The costs of national security in a world torn by strife between dictatorship and democracy and between conflicting national claims far outstrip any added revenue which we could obtain from land. So do
the costs of an increasingly congested society
ami the- demands of social justice towards the
comparatively deprived/ It is unfortunate that
many ndvocates of the taxation of land values
have fallen into this trap and delivered themselves over to their opponents by their excessive
enthusiasm. An eminent American economist
has referred to them ns "the lunatic fringe of
the sjnglo tax movement,"
• Wiiat wo, advocate is much more modest,
namely tha.f;within a genera) system of taxation
a sp-viial offprt should be made for society to recapQm£/foY itself an appreciable share of tho
values/which it has created. Even with thcso
qualifications, the critics can multiply plausible
although specious objections. It is urged that wo
should not. single out land values for special
treatment unless nnd until we move to appropriate tho other forms of unearned increment,
such ns those from monopolies nnd semimonop
olios, and inheritances, Wo probably should deal
moro adequately with thcso matters'. But we pro-

- test with all our strength against the common
Delusion {bat we cannot do anything until we
have done everything. For that is the sure road
to complete futility. This may be.the desire of
some. Bijyjt is not ours. There are far too many
things f*nvus to do, as this report well indicates.
And they will cost money—much money. The
taxation of unearned land values is an obvious
source which would disturb the onward march
of society far less than most alternative sources
of revenue. Society can certainly deal with
proximate issues and do so. one at a time. This
neglected issue maybe the most imp&rtant-pf
all.
.
But what has fundamentally held back the
spread of the idea has been the relatively wide
diffusion of land ownership among the people
of the community. We do not have the same
concentration of ownership that prevails in
Britain with its feudal remnants or in Latin
America. Our homestead acts instead diffused
the ownership of farm lands except in areas such
as California, Some of this is now becoming
urban and suburban land with an attendant
skyrocketing of values. The intense and praiseworthy desire of families to own their own
homes has not only helped to make the original
owners more independent but it has also helped
their children and grandchildren to levy tribute on those in future generations who are born
into the world without land. And, finally, there
are the pervasive land speculators who correctly
see these values rising and foresee that an expanding population and a more productive
technology will inevitably lead to a heightened
bidding for the factor of production whose
quantity remains relatively fixed and constant.
There are powerful forces which hoye operated and will continue to operate against any
lucid consideration of the issues involvecl.
We feel that this pall of silence should not
continue and
that by speaking out now it is
possible thji1" we may generate at least a little
added consideration of this crucial ami relatively ignored subject.
ra

When we move, however, to the particulars
by which these principles might be adopted, we
find many obstacles and divisions but hone of
them, we believe, insuperable,
(1) An extreme posi'ion advocated by some
"single tax" enthusiasts is to expropriate existing land values by taking for society the full
economic rent, or the full rent minus a percentage returned to the owner to leave him an
incentive to seek maximum rent from a tenant
and otherwise to keep tho real estate market
"oiled." As we understand it, this method is
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used in the single-tax enclaves of Arden, Del.,
and Fairhope, Ala. While the land in those
places is not publicly owned, to apply this degree of taxation universally in the present society would amount to a virtual confiscation of
existing land values. This would be.a hardship
to which we do hot wish to consent. The present
owners of land have been the innocent beneficiaries of past progress. Their wealth is, to repeat, a finding and in no .sense a stealing. We
go riot believe they should be punished in any
such drastic^fashion. Nor do we believe that
the
American people
•would consent to such a
^~-t.« • -—-" " - _ - • • - - *
.* - •
policy:.. •
(2) A somewhat more moderate approach
with the same end purpose would provide .for
the.gradual rather than the immediate public
amount of the tax could, for example, be increased by 1 percent a year over a long period
of time until the economic rent would be virtually all absorbed except for the collection fee.
This would., reduce the pain but would Jead to
the same ultimate result One thing to be said
in favor of this is that, at whatever point the
public felt that society's share of economic rent
was big enough, the land-tax rate could be frozen. Conversely, if the results proved beneficial,
the .public could even speed up the process if
support developed.
(3) A still more moderate approach is to couple the gradual increase of taxation on land values with the gradual and simultaneous decrease
of taxation on buildings (as in the Pittsburgh
Plan). The mass of homeowners, businessmer,
industrialists, and developers would stand to
gain at least as much, if not more, by the reduction of taxes on their building improvements as
they would stand to lose from the increase of
taxes on land values. This should help to satisfy those who are looking for tax reforms that
will be not only just but palatable as well. We
do not wish to give the impression that somehow everybody will benefit and nobody will be
hurt. Certainly those who wittingly or unwittingly are currently receiving most of their income not from production but from the growth
of land prices would feel the brunt of this
change. But if the change is slow enough for
those people to turn their efforts from landholding as such to production, America would be
spared the growth and dominance of a landholding class which has been so onerous in other
societies,
(4) Another approach that has most appeal
and which we favor is to recognize existing land
values as private property which is not to be
substantially impaired, but to take for society
a large share of the future increase in these values. Thus, if the percentages to be so taken hod

been fixed hi 1956 at two-fifths, this would have
produced around $60 billion of revenue during
the following decade. We recognize thai this
would not amount to a full $100 billion since the
imposition of such a tax would in itself slow
down the upward trend of land values. If this
had been properly expended, these sums could
have helped to head off many of the troubles and
class cleavages which we have suffered in our
cities. If put into effect in the years .immediately ahead, it could help to furnish the funds
which will be needed."
This taxation of future increments has been
objected to on two grounds:
(a) Since the existing values of land which
talization of existing income but also that
of expected future income, society would concede too much. For it would validate riot only
the.present but expectations of the future as
welL
- VThis is true and yet we believe it is necessary. Present values always reflect the future
as well as current conditions. But it is a fact
that land values do increase and their increase
is based on heightened future expectations as
well as greater current income. It is this increase in expectations which would be taxable
at a higher rate.
It should furthermore not be forgotten that
land would still be taxable under the general
property tax at market value so that present
expectations while recognized would still be
taxable. Only this surtax would not be applicable to them. It is this added surtax which
would be levied upon transfer.
(&) The second objection is that to confine
the added tax to the time of transfer would
lead to evasion by the owners refusing to sell
and then continuing the ownership in the
family after death. In technical terms, this, it
is charged, would "lock in" investments in
real estate and in the process would moke the
added tax on the increment ineffective.
This is a powerful objection. But it is not
insuperable. It could be met by providing that
the added increment in land value at death
over the original value upon purchase or
acquisition would be taxable. One generation
might therefore escape but the next generation could not. In the case of corporate or
partnership ownership of land there could be
a reassessment every 10 or 20 years. The same
method »ould be used. This is probably the
best so'.ntion in the case of family trusts. It
would differ not only from the present capital
"Tbt Brltlnh h»T« t*k«n rt»t>« In thin direction In th« punt
two dtc*i!m to recaptnr* wb*t they mil "betterment," tht InCTMM* of Und prieet. CaneceMary JeglilnUre error* might be
. HYoMtd by learning from Out experience.
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> all such transfer? by
inheritance but wdnfd be an added surtax
should that inequity be corrected.
In any event, we are convinced that these
technical problems can be solved. We welcome
the proposal of the Commission that the
Treasury be asked to try to work out the details
and we regard this as a distinct forward step.
But Government civil servants rarely initiate
reforms. They can furnish valuable details but
they seldom arouse public sentiment That is the
purpose of our appeal. We ask only that the men
and women who make up society should be allowed to share in the increases in value which
their presence and
productivity
have created.
•BTT.—«"T-- - m . t - - . - - •
»
_-•-••»•
• - —_ - - - - - ' - • « . ' - " mitment, we shall repeat the history of the past
and permit those who sit tight and hold on to a
scarce factor of production to reap a large part
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of the product created by others. We are becoming properly aware of the, need for. land
reform in the countrysides of Asia and Latin
America. There is an even greater need for land
reform in the cities and suburbs all, over the
world—our own country included. This is not
to be obtained by a subdivision of the land,
which, is possible in farming, but not in crowded
cities and suburbs, but rather by society asserting the right to the differential rents and values
which the forces of fertility and productivity
create.
So we wish to raise our voices, feeble as they
may be, to speak to the intelligence and conscience of mankind.
PAUL Ht. DOUGLAS.
JEH JOHNSON..

iSHAPTERT

Federal Income Taxation and Urban Housing;
Taxes on individual and corporation income,
which provide the bulk of the Federal Governmenft tax revenue (88 percent in 1967), hare »
tremendous impact upon both the demand for
housing and its supply, character, and condition.
TbJMB taxes materially affect -Consumers? capacity to own or rent hous• ingjand their choice between these alternatives;
Investors' capacity and willingness to
provide funds for housing construction and
rehabilitation;
Builders' and developers' choices among
alternative types of residential development;
- - . .Property ^owners' practices
in1 buying,
<
v
holding, maintaining;
and
*dfo
g residen"-'"
This .Commission, with the statutory assignment to study "tax policies with respect to their
effect on land and properly cost and on incentives to build housing and make improvements
in existing structures," has had a major interest
in the housing impact of Federal income taxes.
In accord with pur further mandate from the
President, the Commission's attention has focused particularly upon urban housing, and even
moie especially upon housing for families with
low or moderate incomes.
In view of the "striking power" of Federal
income taxes, it is not surprising that many of
those concerned with unmet urban housing
needs would sleek to place primary reliance upon
tax-incentive devices in order to meet such
needs. We share both their concern and their
expressed interest in making the utmost possible use of "the private sector" to expand and
improve the urban housing supply and to bring
adequate housing within the reach of all Americans. As more fully explained below, however,.
we an convinced:
' - - : . - . - ' - i -.
(1) That special tax preferences should
not be relied upon as the sole or even the
primary
instrument to deal with urban
?
~ roblems;

(2) That, however, some changes in Federal income tax laws and regulations should
be made as soon as
; and
(8) That there
ild be vigorous official

exploration of certain other potontu, „ _
nihcant changes that might improve the t*x
The Commission's consideration of these matters has benefited from an intensive scholarly
study, <fThe Federal Income Tax in Relation
to Housing/' which was carried out for us by a
recognuea authority in.the field of Federal taxa, Bichard E.. Slitor, professor of economics of the University of Massachusetts. The
following discussion draws heavily upon that
studyj previously published as Commission Besearch Report No. 5. However, no attempt will
be made here to wamine hoosing-related aspects of various income tax provisions in details.
TAXATION pr

TO HOtmrao

OOHSUMRIOK

All taxes— not just th* individaJ income
tax—tend to reduce the .public's, effective demand for housing and other goods or services,
as cpinpared with what it would be if there
were no need to apply some of the Nation's productive effort to governmental requirements.
However, many .taxes do this only indirectly;
for example, to the extent that sales taxes are
shifted forward in the form of higher prices.
they reduce the buying power of consumers'
income, rattier than cutting it directly. As by
far the largest direct taj in. the American revenue system, the Federal individual income tax
has a particularly strong and visible impact
upon the effective demand for housing. Because
of its provision for exemptions and its graduated-rate structure, this, tax operates, "progressively'1—i.e., imposing little or no burden at the
low end of the income scale and taking larger
proportions as it applies to larger incomes. In
this respect, it differs from the rest of the Federal-State-jocal
tax system which, altogether,
operateswremssiirelj/'1
.
Poor families typically spend a considerably
higher-than-average proportion of their income
for housing, and the affluent a less-than-average
proportion for this purpose. The individual
income tax, in hitting harder at the rich than
at the poor, cuts.the total effective demand for
»S«tT*M0i5,Ckiirt«rS,
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housing much less than would a comparably
productive but less progressive or even regressive "tax package," as typified by the remainder
of the -American revenue system. Since^housing
is, at least over a broad range of family jncomes,
a form of consumption that is especially desirable from a social standpoint, this is a very
strong "plus- for the Federal individual income
tax as compared with alternative tax forms.
But the individual income tax affects housing
consumption in more direct ways, especially in
providing different treatment for renters and
homeowners. It gives distinct advantages to
the housing consumer who chooses (and is able)
to own rather than n.ni. The princ:pal income
tax advantage of the owner is that the rental
value of his home is not legally recognized as
part of his gross income (although he is allowed
to deduct from his tax base any property tax
paid on the property and any interest paid on
mortgage debt, as if these were costs associated
with his acquisition of income). As one observer
has put it:
A person who resides in his own house or apartment obtains an income in the form of consumer
services. • • * A homeowner is an investor who takes
bis return in the form of services. If he wishes,to.do
so, he can convert bis imputed return to a cash return
by moving nnd letting his house.*

The discrimination can perhaps best be seen
by noting the different tax treatment with these
alternative courses of action: the investor-renter
must count as part of his gross income the
interest he receives on his non-house investments, so that the amount he has left to pay
rent is reduced by the tax due upon that interest,
but the owner's benefit in the form of gross
rental value does not go through the taxation
"wringer.5"
•Richard Goode. The MMitml Income Tar (Waxblngton.
D.C- The Bronklnn InitUoUon, 1MB), pp. 130-31.
'The dlKCrlralnstlon doe* not directly depend upon whether
the owned borne In mortpuced or debt free (althonch the remittee amonntx may be affected). For example, note three taxpayer* differing In nome tenancy bnt each with $2S,ono "InTeated" in varion* way*, »nd each identical In other Income
•Into*, an follow*:

RiMtr
Total lfiTttlm«M .............. 85,000
~ In own home ........... .
...........
Otfitr fnrotmtntj ........ 25,000
Invotment rttorn it 7 ptrcoiil. 1,750.
f »M4 IncWM mliwt ptnentl
txtmptfom
Urn: biY

lion:

Mac-

10,000
1.7JO

OwntrA
flOO-perctnt
wtity)

Owner t
(fO-ptnent
"

85,000
25,000

10,000

10,000
700

500

too
Ti»iM» Income

",500

9.500

9,100

These provisions, according to a recent careful study, provide Federal income tax savings
to the "typical" taxpaying homeowner (nt 19C5
rates) that offset about 15 percent of his annual
housing costs, rising to a considerably larger
proportion at high incomes (e.g., nearly onethird at the $50,000-incomc level).4
Another advantage to the homeowner is the
availability of special tax treatment upon the
sale of his home. If within a year after selling
his principal residence he buys another costing
at least as much, there is no currenttax on any
gain he may have realized. Even otherwise, any
realized gain is taxable at only half the rate
applied to "ordinary" income, with a 25 percent
ceiling; and, as in the case of other asset.holdings, no income tax applies to any increase in
the value of the homeowner's property from its
acquisition to his death Accordingly, only a
very minor proportion of all increases in the
value of owner-occupied homes ever enters into
the Federal income tax base, and die gains that
do so are taxed at preferential rates.5
These tax. advantages have undoubtedly contributed—along with other important factors,
including the general rise in real income—to .the
spread of homeownership during recent decaaes. In 1945, only about half of all nonfarm
housing units were owner-occupied, but by_ 1060
the proportion had risen to 61 percent and it is
undoubtedly still higher today.
The homeowner-favoring features of the individual income tax result in some significant
biases:
They reduce the progressiveness of the
tax, both because they especially benefit
households that have enough income (and
initial capital) to become homeowners, and
because the resulting cut in tax base is
"worth more" at the marginal rates paid by
higher-income taxpayers.
They tend to discriminate against families that—even aside from economic crtpacity—-must rent their housing because of job
mobility.
*They benefit a smaller fraction of largecity residents (many of them apartment
dwellers) than the population elsewhere.
In the light of such facts, it has sometimes
been proposed that the tax preferences available to homeowners be curtailed (for example,
by requiring the homeowner to count the gross
rental value of his housing as reportable in• Richard Goode, op. «<*.. p. 132.
„
•Specially cenerona provision* apply to homeowner* «R*d
6$ or over, and to nomepwnlnr member* of the Armed Serrlew. Homeowner beneflU art not limited to ownera of tingle
rurally utroctoren bat arc available «l«o to owner* of "eondomlnlnm" property and to Uxpaylnr tenant-rtiarenolder* In
coop«nitlT« aptrUnMtR. For more detailed Information, att
CtMpttr 2 of Richard R, Slltor, TA« Fcicrai mcom* Taw (n
StlmHon (A HtHrtKf (cited ahore). Natlnnal CommlMlon on
Urban ProbU-m*. It««nrcli Report No, fi, IMS,
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come), or. that they be offset by giving renters
.some .equivalent kind of tax-base deduction. It
would seem most unrealistic, however, to expect the former type of change, and an offsetting preference for those who rent—assuming
that some workable formula might be devised—
would add further to the many loopholes that
alreadyVmake income tax.rates considerably
higher than-they would otherwise need to be.
.Moreover, any such 'hrenteijs' benefit^arrangemerit would obviously provide little or no saving to families in the lowest income groups—
those.so poor they incur no income tax liability
and those somewhat better off who pay only at
the minmum marginal rate.
It should also be emphasized that the ownership-favoring features of the Federal income
tax tend to encourage a form of housing occupancy which has important social advantages.
As expressed in Dr. Slitor's study for this Commission:
Hoineomiership encourages social stability and financial responsibility.
It gives the homeowner a financial stake in society
with a built-in inflation hedge..
it encourages better maintenance * * *.
It helps eliminate the "alienated tenant" psychology.
It helps reduce the cost of housing, which necessarily
includes in the case of rented quarters, a substantial
rate of return on risk capital * * * the homeowner
can In effect earn this return on his own commitment
rather thin haying to pay it to a landlord Investor.*

Dr. Siitor concludes:
• * • The Federal income tax benefits for homeownership (should] be retained. Many of the criticisms of the tax treatment of homeowners as compared
with tenants * * * are in reality triggered by the
"vertical tax differentiation" (as between higher and
lower incomes) which results from, excessive benefits
for wealthy homeowners and the inability of lower income taxpayers to secure the benefits.
Retention of. the basic Income tax encouragement
to homeownership could be reconciled with appropriate
maximum limitations where the present benefits are so
large as to go beyond their ordinarily understood objectives * • * [for exauiple, by] dollar limits on allowable deductions for residential property tax and
home mortgage, interest payments. However, such an
approach would face some Important problems • • *.
While such restrictions have an appeal on equity
groutidsTit may be preferable to leave the delicate task
of ironing out excesses or misapplications of the homeowner deductions to comprehensive tax reform:* * *
(such, as) the minimum-maximum tax approach discussed in recent years.'

- It is our considered judgment that, while the
ovisions of the individual income tax which
vor horneownership are not ideal in all respects, their net effect is clearly desirable. These

g
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T/•«.', pp. ldft-10. The "mlnlmnm-BMudainm tax approach"
lifcmd to wo«U M«k to limit Ivterptnonal dUTmntlaU la
•feetlv* Federal tacomo tax rat«a tbat arl»» from txowtlvt
(Mactiqni oc «rapt form, of Incom. of vartoni tjrptf. This
approach WM 4»»crlb«I IB an addr«M by Stanlty 8; Somr,
AMtetant Stcrttary of tk» Trnjorj. byfer*J*t/Boston!BcoaoaUc Clob, May 15,186*. as Mporttd la a Tnamry Depart*
ant ntwi r*lMM of that date.

provisions make little or no contribution to the
housing needs of "datively poor families. But
the best way to deal with this situation is not
by changes in the income tax law but, instead,
through other efforts to bring homeownership
within reach of a larger proportion of the
population.
INCOME TAXATION AND INVESTMENT IN MENTAL
HOUSING
Tens of millions of new housing units will
have to be provided within the next two decades, because of the growth of the Nation's
population (now adding a million new households a year), its shifting location (toward
metropolitan areas and to the West), and generally rising standards of living, which make
increasingly evident, the inadequacy of much of
the existing stock of housing.
The bulk of this additional housing will be
private housing, even if—as we urge elsewhere
in this repprtr—there is an enlargement of governmental efforts to meet this housing needs, of
poor families. Furthermore, even with further
growth of homeownership, a large proportion
of all urban housing will still have to be supplied on a rental basis. It is important, then,
to consider how the Federal income tax system
affects the attractiveness of investment in rental
housing, and how it may influence the production, ownership, and upkeep of such housing.
The starting point is to note the rate pattern
of Federal income taxation. Ordinary taxable
income of individuals (i.e., excluding tax-exempt income and above allowable personal
exemptions and authorized deductions) is subject to tax at graduated rates—at 1967 levels,
starting at 14 percent and rising to a maximum
marginal rate of 76 percent. Corporations are
taxed at a uniform rate on their ordinary net
income above a low minimum amount—at 1967
levels, 48 percent except for the first $25,000,
which is taxable at 22 percent. In both instances,
special treatment is given to income from "realized capital gains" from assets held more than
6 months. Such gains are taxable at only half
the rates for ordinary income, up to a top rate
of .25 percent.
The capital gains features of the law nre especially important for the real estate investor.
The owner of rental residential property can
obtain "income" in two forms—(1) as any excess of rentn] receipts over his expenses, and
(2) as any increase in the market value of the
property. On the latter form of income there
is no tax liability until r Capital gain is "realized" by disp -titiqn of the property, and the
tax on any sue,«gain is then computed at a lower
rate (never more than half) than that on the
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taxpayer's ordinary income. Furthermore, in
computing his current property expense^ the
investor is permitted tb deduct for depreciation
an amount that is likely to be considerably more
than the mctoal reduction in property value it is
theoretically intended to measori.
The owner thus has considerable incentive
and opportunity to concentrate bis overall return from the investment, for: tax reporting purposes, into the form of-capital gains, which are [
taxable later and at considerably lower rates.
Furthermore, if he is able to show for tax purposes a. current-operating loss, this can be used
to offsethis taxable income from other sources.
The benefits the property owner can. obtain
from such an (Effective shifting of ordinary income into capital gains form, for tax reporting
purposes, are typically enlarged by another factor—"leverage." His equity in the property is
often only a minor fraction of the entire l___
ing value against which depreciation is being
taken as a deductible expense. As more fully de•ribed in Dr. Slitors study:
A combination of key factors * • * molts in Important tax savings and related investment tains In
rental real estate. These advantages arise from favorable tax depredation, and the use of relatively thin
equity and heavy mortgaging, with reduced or deterred taxation of gains on the disposition of tbe investment
The major tax features favoring tbe real estate investor are:
"
Accelerated depreciation formulas: an investment In real estate con be recovered tax free by
depreciation deductions which In tbe case of new
construction can be taken at a rate which recovers two-thirds to three-fourths of tbe depreciable cost In tbe flrst half of the useful.life of the
banding and more than 40 percent of the cost in
the first quarter of the useful life.
Ability to depredate the entire building cost,
Including tbe part financed by mortgage: since depredation deductions an computed on the whole
building cost although the investor's equity interest is a modest fraction of tbe total investment,
tbe tax-free capital recovery may be further enhanced relative to tbe owner's equity Investment • * •.
Gain and loss treatment: When rental real estate
is sold at a loss, the Ion may be tally deductible
as an ordinary loss from ordinary Income; when
sold at a gain, the gain may qualify for the favorable captital gain treatment
Limited recapture role*: onlUc* transaction* In
machinery and equipment, gain on which is taxable as ordinary income to tbe extent of depreciation pnvtooily taken,, real estate sales are •object
to very limited recapture, so that all gains, r*
- gardless of prior depredation taken, are capital
after a 10-year holding period.
Deferment of gain: tax on the gain arising from
sale or exchange,of ml estate may be postponed
by various forms of installment or deferred payment sale » • •
Repair and maintenance: the owner of real
estate .may sometimes build up the vain* of his
property by Jndidous repair and maintenance expenditures which qualify as currently deductible

although
expi
_ they more than compensate for
pbysieal deterioration and obsolescence. .(On the
other hand, outlays which' woujd hardly be reflected In. the value of some slum properties may
be treated as nondedoetible capital expenditure.)* -__ ;
,

The importance and complexity of these
features of the tax system are attested by the
abundance of popular "cet-rich-quick" publications that trace means by which real estate investors can seek shelter from the winds of Federal income taxation, as well ashy the attention
given to «al estate investment matters in numerous more sophisticated tax guides and services. The "loophole" flavor suggested by some
such sources may make it tempting to urge
drastic tightening of existing provisions and
rules. From the standpoint of equity and adequate governmental'financing,this « undoubtedly one portion of the Federal tax system—
along with other*—that merits critical review
and significant adjustment But our special concern here is with the effect of present arrangements ujxm incentives for investment in housing, and it seems clear (1) that an&ing tax provisions have been "institutionalized" into a complex set of economic relationships that involve a
large volume of investment as well as the provision of rental housing for about pne-tiurd of
all American families, and (2) that an^ "loophole-closing" efforts, if applied only or more
strchously to this than to other competitive investment fields, would probably curtail the flow
of resources and managerial efforts into this
area. Concern for tax equity and productivity,
then, must be carefully tempered in the light,
of these considerations.
In one way, real estate investment has some
uisadvantage from the standpoint of Federal
income taxation, as compared with investment
in other forms of income-producing property.
This involves the "investment credit" device
that has been in effect since 1962, and which
is substantially limited to equipment By this
device, business firms can deduct from their tax
liability (within certain limits) 7 percent of
amounts they invest in facilities having a service
life of at least 8 years.* For assets with a shorter
life, specified fractions of the full credit are
allowed. With minor exceptions, these benefits
do hot extend to investments in land and buildings, which make up nearly all the value of
residential property.
Even though largely excluded from the "investment crndit"* system, housing investment
clearly benefits by important tax-sheltering
visions. It should be noted, however, that I
materially ndaw tfc» ttoetin rats of

tax, as UUn
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are not limited to rental boosing, but apply
similarly to other forms of income-producing
real estate—office buildings, stores, shopping
centers, and the like. The Nation has an obvious
stake in udequate investment in commercial as
well as. residential plant. However, there is a
particuJar public and social concern with housing—an interest expressed by the Housing Act
of 1949 and by many pronouncements and laws,
including the act authorizing this Commission.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to ask whether
the income tax system should include some
specific, preference for housing investment, as
compared with that in other real estate. That
question win be considered again in the final
section of this chapter.
Another feature of the tax benefit? available
to real estate bvestment should be emphasized:
they involve only minor differences of treatment for investment in new. or rehabilitated
structures as compared with that in unchanged
older structures. (In contrast, the investment
credit arrangement designed to encourage other
forms of productive investment apply only to
business expenditures for new or additional
equipment) In the field of real estate, the only
distinction is that the owner of a new structure
has the option, for tax reporting purposes, of
using depreciation formulas that write off cost
somewhat more rapidly. But since a shorter remaini ^
^ .:._,_.».
-,_.. -.
for used structures, the actual rate of writeoff
may be similar.10
INCOME TAXATION AND OWNERSHIP PRACTICES

Present income tax arrangements operate
strongly to inhibit long-term ownership of income-producing real estate. Important tax advantages can m most instances be obtained by
sale after a rather brief interval of holding—
commonly 10 years or less—because the taxsaving depreciation allowances are highest in
the first few years. As described in Dr. Sifter's
Study:
-.
One of the inert clearly established investment ic•pohiw* to the Federal Income tax law it the careful
and generally qnk* timing of the tnrnorer of propertie* once the investor bas skimmed off the crenm of
the depredation deduction • • », In 1983, prior to the
partial recapture legislation of the Revenue Act of 1964,
a Wall Street Journal writer described it M follow*:
»*Tbe "fMtestldepwelaHoB method aatborUed for lavtutmeats In astd properties Is tot HIOO>peretat doclfolar balaace"
formal*, while inTMtm*nts la MW properties may be depreluted acoordlac to the mor* rapid "200>per<«at dedlalar
bataBce" formala or the Msnn.eMbe-7<«rsjlffl»" formal*. la
the flrst 10 ye«n of boJdlnr for a property with a 40-jear
e»tlm«ted life, the litter two wonia Repeetlvelr provide about
oa«-fo«rtb sad oat.tb.lrd mort depredation tbaa tbo "ISO.
perceat declining balance" formala. However, ttm 150-pnwat
method In coMblimUon with a *5.jeaMlfat"u*cd" property
provide* the aamt depredation dodactloa and aftertax rato
of rotors as tb« 300.pereeat motbod with a M'7««r '"• low
property, and would be more favorable than tho 300-penent
method with a 4O-y«Mlft new property.

"At present a real estate company can buy or build
a structure, quickly write off its cost «g«»««t taxable
Income, and distribute the nntaxed Income to stockholders; the stockholders pay no tax because the distributions are considered a return of capital rather
tbui dividends. The company can then sell the building
to a new owner «ho can start the same process over
again. The selling company would pay a capital gains
tax on the diffenmce betnecu the building's depreciated
value at the time of sale and the price ft received."
• • • The rapid turnover syndrome Is not limited
to luxury apartments, or financial district office buildings. A recent description of slum property investment
activities Indicates that they follow different patterns
• • * (which) include (1) repeated rounds of ownership to restore depreciable basis, (2) preoccupation
with the creation of quick capital gains through the
conversion of older property for overcrowding, higher
revenues and subsequent deterioration, and (3) rapid
turnover doe to concentratioh of depreciation allowances In the early years •**.
;
The essence of skilled tax management of real estate
in the bands of high bracket, tax-conscious investors is
apparently optimal timing of turnover. This calls for
resale after depredation attrition unduly, exposes .cash
How to tax, and after recapture bas. ceased to on a significant factor • • •. While powerful nontax motives
such as the prospect of future rapid appreciation In the
property's value may counterbalance the tar motive, it
seems evident that the present tax structure In its application to depreciable real estate contributes to frequent turnover and instability of tenure. The oldfashioned motives of careful stewardship, conservation,
«nd rational long-range management of investment are
apparently subordinated in the tax shelter operation
which often characterises multipleanlt rental bousing
development, luxury or slum.11

There is, of course, nothing immoral or socially undesirable in frequent turnover ,as such.
Whether the tax features which now WOK in
that direction should be seriously questioned
from a housing supply standpoint (rather than
on grounds of tax equity) depends upon
whether property turnover has desirable side, effects—in particular whether it results in poorer
maintenance of rental residential property than
would otherwise apply. Even the limited-period
owner of ^ rental housing property may often
find it economically advantageous to provide a
high standards of maintenance. On th? other
hand, some observers have reported a hi^ " - >rreJation between frequent turnover »nd poor
maintenance practices, especially foi "slum"
housing." It is difficult to see how frequent turnover would specifically encourage better maintenance. Thus the net effect— whether it applies
to such rental housing or only to limited portions of it— is no doubt in a socially undesirable
direction.
For rental housing in older nity neighborhoods nt least, the income tax system also contributes in another way to poor maintenance
practices. Understandably, the laws and regu.or,w.eir.>p..
_
,
»ror example, ooe Jerome Rothmberf, Kconfmto
f(e» •/ l/rfcra AtneiMl IWathlafton, O.C., Th« Brooking*
lamltuMoa, 1967), pp. 49-99.
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latiohs differentiate between owners' expenditures for property repairs and. for property
improvements. Repair costs can be entirely deducted from gross property revenue as a current
expense, while improvement expenditure can
only be added to the cost base against which depreciation is computed. These distinctions,, although generally reasonable, are likely .to be unrealistic in the case of slum housing. What the
tax law recognizes as "improvements" may actually represent long-overdue repairs, made necessary by past neglect and deterioration. Thus,
as Dr. Slitor points out:
The existing tax barriers, to rehabilitation expenditures reinforce the underlying economics of "mining"
or "milking" of older low-Income noosing. The rehabilitation expenditures of the particular taxpayer often add
little to the current earning power of the property and
possibly little to its anticipated resale value. Yet in addition to failing to qualify for & current income tax
deduction, rehabilitation outlays may: lengthen the
estimated useful life of the property and thus reduce depreciation rates and increase exposure to Federal income tax; and result in a higher local assessment
and
thereby increase property tax costs • • *.u

A closely related problem is the tendency of
the income tax to operate less favorably for investment in remodelling or renovation of rundown properties than for investment in new
housing. This is especially .unfortunate because
(1) renovation may often be more economic or
socially desirable than, new construction, especially to deal with housing needs in deteriorating
city neighborhoods: and (2) financing and market conditions may be less favorable for the renovator. For example, heavy debt financing—
with, its potential tax benefits—is generally less
available for fix-up costs. Yet the income tax is
likely to add further disincentives to renovation.
As Dr. Slitor points out:
Unless the administrators of the tax law make
fine and sophisticated distinctions, expense elements
in housing remodelling may, be capitalized. The fact
that slum housing rehabilitation is sometimes in part
an accumulation of neglected past repairs or that it
frequently falls to prjlong life or to-be reflected in
immediate capital values despite ber.ring the superficial earmark of a capital improvement may well be
ignored.
* * * The tax effects are likely to be more onerous if
the capitalized amount is auJed to the tax basis of the
building to be depreciated at a composite rate based
primarily on the building life * • *, The administration of the tax .loirs may fail in practice to distinguish
between the life of the building shell which mny rim
to 40-40 years and the lives of interior (equipment
and decoration) which would be 5-S years or even
i*1 *. under the low-income urban conditions of
UMS.:,* * »,
Wherever tho tax law cm on the size of capitalizing expense or of unduly slowing tho write-off of short
lived improvements, the resulting retardation of capital recovery tends to raise the effective rate of taxation above the nominal rate. It restricts cash flow nnd

enhances risk by lengthening the capital pay-off pe-

riod»*»..

_

.

(In addition,] ihibsta'ntial improvement on an existing building may subject gain on sale to ordinary
income [rather than capital calm] treatment, efen
though the old property had been held for more than
the 10-year period normally •eqnired to eliminate recapture,-14
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Elsewhere in this report, we have emphasized
the pressing need for governmental programs
and policies that will (1) encourage a Jarge and
relatively stable volume of overall housing construction and (2) greatly enlarge the volume
of adequate housing available for families of
moderate and low incomes. The second of these
objectives can be met only if {here, is a considerable amount of public subsidy. The additional housing involved clearly cannot be financed
entirely from rental or purchase payments within the reach of the households thct need it But
the subsidv might take any of various forms.
Conceivable alternatives include governmental
revision of housing (either publicly owned or
sased) at less than full cost; financial aid to
households, to help them m«**i essential housing costs tney could not otherwise,afford; explicit subsidies to developers, builders, rentalproperty owners, or financial institutions, designed to enable nnd encourage them to provide
housing that would not otherwise be economically feasible; or "indirect" subsidies through
preferential tax treatment of income .from investments in housing for low- or moderate-income families.
It is understandable why some people concerned with urban housing needs urge that primary reliance be placed upon the tax-incentives
route. They argue that as compared with alternative types of subsidies: (1) This approach
should be more feasible to enact, since any public costs involved would be indirect (in the form
of a revenue loss) rather than involving an increase in Federal expenditures; (2) once built
into the Federal tax system, such subsidies
would have far more chance of continuity than
would subsidy programs subiect to the usual
process of specific statutory authorization and
annual budgeting and appropriations; and (3)
tax-incentive subsidies co"ld operate with far
less detailed governmental control than direct
subsidies, since most of the decisions about the
tax-preferred housing to be provided would be
left to private investors and builders.
On the other hand, it seems clear that the
indirect subsidy approach through tax preferences would be economically inefficient, since
some—perhaps even a very large part—of the
tax benefits would go for residential investment

E

u Richard Slitor, op. c!t., pp. 103-0.

'«IbU., I>ji. 34-5.
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that wouKl-Jiaye oteurjred' toyway. This approach may ,alsd\be socially wastefji in 'spimuJating residentul ^contraction of: typesV'iOr- in
locations, that 'tank low in priority from the
standpoint of the urban housing needs intended
Especially to to* served. If an effiirt; were made
to minimize these problems by limitiug.the prpsr
pective tax benefits to rather
narrowly defined
categories or locations, the;pro^am!wbulii Confront many of the problems ofaettilea specification and "bureaucratic" control which the taxincentive approach, is alleged to avoid. The
clainvfor "eostdnTisibility" and political ttppeal
can also be questioned^ in view' of the.growing
awareness
..;. ._ „ , ...
:.......^appropriations coininitteesjTthat revenueTsacrificmg tax
concessioii&lre similar in ffieir budgetary' and
.economic effect to'Federal expehditures.inYolving sunilar sums.. Finally, with the-Federal income tax ^r^^ ah?»dy far; too -riddjled with
preferential-provisions that materially'impair
its ^equity-ahd-jprpductivity, proposals for the
introdiictioh 6£ suable new "loopholes"-^even
for socially desirable purposes-HSurely deserve
the ino^;critical and*catrt?pns'scnitiny.
The study-made. for. this Oommission by Dr.
Slitor included ah intensive analysis of i various
tax-incentive ^ japproaches to deal with urban
housing nee^s. We accep't and share his conclusion tiiat governmental efforts to encourage the
construction iin^; rehabilitation .of .housing,for
low- and moolerate^income fajhilies.shQulorrely
primarUy upon .direct subsidv programs rather
than
.upon ^*
'special' tax
benefits. As Dr. Slitor
1-- --,-•-- t-i
t - . • - -•• ' ' ' - AKcor^roH •:•-•••"
^'
ppserveu:
r

.1 J

to aid slum.nonsinK is .hot persuasive In the present
.context: ."-"1 ; 1 -,
> - " ' " - , .
. '
Er»n if limited to spedflc form's of low-income
boiudii(,.;in depifMted problem arefts, the budf•-eoiry commitme&t would be great;.
The NiOon could 111 niDtord t? relieve..a program
of ibid importance and Dmgnitijde from the cnitomur bddfeUry scrutiny and review procedures ;
• • '* T^ere is tocre«lnf awareness of the essential equivalence of .negative taxes and expenditures although they occupy opposite sides of the
- "Budget;'- '"-''"
~ " '•
Spedflc. tax ^concessions for social purposes are
thus .Increasingly identified as indirect use of
public monies • • • ; ,
The newer argument that the tax credit is the
simnI0at.,wa7 of -hfttnestlng tbi» creative energlen
of -private business with ^minimum . foyernment
infterfersnct "doei'nbt hold'up In the slum housing
field because (a) specific standards and* government cooperation .through finance and, guarantees
would prpbably be essential In any event and (b)
low-cost bousing can be 'built by private industry
: UBder contract-ta-the same kind of partnership

• .. .w4tij governmeat.tiut preyiiils to space, explort-

' tlon aiid missile producUon,
, Because of the magnitude of the problem of rebuildIng and rehabilitating the inner dtles:
'''
'
2»-«44

. ' The sise of the efrort in any year will have to be
tailored cdosely ^o. economic 'and 'budgetary rtf. . ^ , .' _
The timing of housing expen4*tares wjll^eed.to
to watchetl closely and.co^rdinated'With.ecdnomlc
coadfttoni'and resource availabilities to meet'ac- eepitable goals without excessive -strain and Jnfla..ttoaary.pressure.,;. ,. «,.T ...... .r ..-. :^\-.-;
The use of tax- credits or similar incentive devices is
not suited to this1 kind at flexible adjustment to prevailing conditions. *
•;-..,.--

/J>Tvhis;.i»<nof to ^j-howeveyythat no c
shoul4;jbe made.iWiyjederai.iaoome tax provisjons ^that,parti<nalariy; aftsttitbe houabig sop^
ply.f^Mft fQ|egoing.dii9p««idn has^jwinted
put, the ;i
ow,:Tiax-prpTisioqs; make;no> distinction
mconie^rpduc^; ..real i .estate,
despite the special public concern for housing., , ... :
,, ; i rt-._ • • vi/lu^.u v '
(2) They provide .little or jio effective
jpreference ,of tax treatment tor, investment
that actually ^enlarges the stock iof usable
housing, (through-new constjructioixor.renovation), as .compared with investment.that
.merely- involyes ..ownership ,,of .existing
~ structures. ,-L . • - ^ •. • <• --• : - ~ •- • ..-:--. i :
. (&) .They •.•stimulate relatively i .frequent
changes in the ^ownership of rental housing,
and thereby in atjeast some instances ;work
against acceptable standards of maintenance of. such.housing. .1,;t. "'>:',
. (i)" They .tend .to reinforce, rathejf.tKan
, to offset,, the unfortunate .economic; and
'' social , conditions , tha^ jinhibit; adequate
nmintenance and.renoyation of rentai.housing in ietejiora^ing city neighborhoodsT ,
(§J ^ji?y include, no.preferenti.ai ;treat' ment f ^ .investment in Jow-, ftnd,mpjclpraj;eincome-Jiousing, relative , to other1 rental
hojising.
'
:-Viv;- .
In his study forjhig Commissiqn, Dr. Slitor
outlined a set ofrtex law changes designed to
deal with the first three of these problems., In
bnef, lie proposed (1) ^"'ciiitftil .the^'ftax
shelter" advantages that now—thl^ugh wrefilistic depreciation allowances and limited recapture of1'"excessive" ailbwarices— are available
for real estate investment; and (2) to provide
instead for tax advantages through investment
credit allowances (as now 'apply to', business
purchases of equipment) for 'new 1residential
construction and major rehabilitation. * We believe the objectives sought are important, and
that these proposals have much to commend
f

,*•--

*

'fj>

7

V

«j

>«/W<*.,pp. 10J-S,
"For further d«tsili,
Chipttrtt.
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them. However, in view.of the complexity of
this matter and the very large sums involved—
both from the standpoint of investors and of
the Treasury—we are not prepared either to
explicitly endorse Dr. Slitor's jpLuror to offer
some alternative plan that might accomplish
similar objectives. The matter deserves further
careful exploration as promptly as possible.
Accordingly:
_ The, Commission recommends that the
President direct the Treasury Department
to make ah intensiye analysis and submit
explicit findings and recommendations conconcerning tax law changes best suited to
for investment in new residential construction (including: major rehabilitation) than
for other forms of real estate investment.
We also propose that prompt action be token
on another problem (item 4 above): the tendency of the tax laws to reinforce underlying conditions that now inhibit sound maintenance and
rehabilitation of old rental housing, especially
in deteriorating city neighborhoods. Nationwide in 1965, according to Census Bureau figures, expenditure for maintenance and repair
of rental housing averaged only $90 per housing
unit, and only $i>7 per unit was spent for improvements in such housing. Although owneroccupied one-family houses average much newer
and no doubt receive less severe treatment, their
repair and maintenance cost averaged nearly
as-much per unit ($73), and expenditure for improvements averaged $144 per owner-occupied
house, or nearly
three times that for rental housing unite.17 In the light of these and other figures, it seems likely that only a modest public
investment—in the form of foregone taxescould stimulate a sizable increase in repair and
rehabilitation of old rental housing. Accordingly: ,
.
Recommendation No. 2—Tax incentives for
upkeep of older rental housing
Tlje Commission recommends that the Internal Revenue Code be amended1 to provide
specific incentives f*r adequate maintenance
and rehabilitation of rental residential property by allowing, within appropriate limits,
for especially generous tax treatment of
investor-owners' expenditures for these pur-

some specified age, such as 30 or 40 years.

A specific plan for such tax benefits was outlined in Dr. Slitor's study for this Commission,
under which:

(a) Up to some specified annual percentage (perhaps equalling the [straight-line] depreciation rate) of
the capital cost of such structures, a current expense
deduction [would] be allowed for all expenditures on
improTements and rehabilitation, (as well.as for repairs and maintenance, as .presently allowed), with a
carryover of unused allowances in excess of the limit
in any year to subsequent years; and
(&) A portion—'•perhaps one-half—of the depredation,; allowable .on such property would: be contingent
upon the taxpayer's making matching expenditures-for
repair and improvements.
-"

Dr. Slitor comments further:
In order to prevent unintended benefits for renovation of very expensive luxury apartments, it might be
necessary to include dollar limits per dwelling unit
upon expensible improvements * * V
The expensing of rehabilitation outlays pins the effect of contingent depreciation under the supplementary allowance plan would provide an incentive to
economical, quick-result upgrading of existing housing.
It would tend to halt the process of continuous housing
deterioration,* * *. The suggested tax changes do
minimal violence to realistic standards of income taxation and in some respects increase its realism of income measurement in the substandard housing areas."

' Our final recommendation relates to the fifth
problem noted above with regard to present income tax provisions—that is, that they include
no preferential treatment for investment in lowand moderate-income housing, relative to other
rental housing.
Elsewhere in this report we have pointed out
the need for early major expansion of the available suppty of housing for low- and moderateincome families, and have proposed governmental efforts in that direction. As emphasized
earlier in this chapter, such efforts should, we
believe, rely primarily upon direct types of subsidies. Within that context, nevertheless, there
is an important potential role forthe income tax
system.. In other words, it can and should be
used to reinforce those subsidy programs by
which the Federal Government seeks to attract
private capital for construction and rehabilitation of low- and moderate-income housing on n
limited-profit basis. By limiting the available
tax preference to projects that qualify under
such programs, the revenue cost would be held
•within reasonable bounds. Moreover, the task of
determining eligibility for preferential treatment would not. be added to the other difficult
duties of tho Internal Revenue Service.
Recommendation No. 3—Tax incentives for
low* and moderate-income housing investment
The Commission recommends prompt revision of the Federal income tax laws to provide increased incentives for investment in
low- and moderate-income housing, relative
*•/»«.-, p.106.
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to other real estate investment, where such
treatment (whether through preferential dehousing js ^gojrernmentally^.subsidiied and predation allowances or through investment
involves a legal limit.upon the allowable re- credits) for investments made under governtorn on investors' equity capital. Specifically,
mentally aided limited-profit programs for
we propose that the Internal Revenue Code the. construction and rehabilitation of lowbe iimehded to provide especially favorable •-•
housing.
: :and. moderate-income
1
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fiacliground Data on Urban Government
This chapter is mainly a statistical supplement
It provides
background
figures that
ex^i *
_ i
f_ j» _^_ i_-^*_/i
?
j
plain or supplement
facts more briefly
reviewed
in earlier parts of this section, particularly
chapter 3 on "The Crisis of Urban Government
Finance."
SCALE OF URBAN GOVEHNMENT FINANCE

Chapter 3 includes the statement that ''Urban
government expenditure is now running at an
annual rate of about $370 per capita, or about
one-tenth as much as the average per capita
income of metropolitan area residents." This
estimate of $370 per capita refers to 1968. It
was calculated by applying to the average reported for all SMSA*s by the 1962 Census of
Governments ($267.05) the average annual percentage rise in per capita local government
expenditure for the 38 largest SMSA's between
1962 and 1966 (as indicated by the Bureau of
the Census report, Local Government Finances
ill Selected Metropolitan Areas in 1965-56)-, for
the 6-year interval 1962 to 1968. The nationwide
average of personal income was $3,159 in 1967
(Survey of Current Business, August 1968.).
Projecting the percentage change between 1966
and 1967 to the following year, thi? -yould suggest a 1968 average of about $?,350. If the
average in metropolitan areas is 12 percent
higher than the national average (a? in 1965
and 1966), the SMSA per capita amount of
1968 personal income would be about $3,750,
or slightly more than 10 times the estimated
in .metropolitan .areas.
Total financing requirements for local governments are larger than their total expenditures, since they must also regularly pay off
some outstanding debt and add to employeeretirement reserves and (with a growing scale
of operations), other fund holdings. For local
governments in metropolitan areas, the 1968
total of revenue and long-term borrowing would
thus sum well over $400 per capita, as against
the indicated approximately $370 per capita
of expenditures.
Chapter 3 includes a brief description of the
proportions of urban government expenditure.
1

devoted to various functions. Further information
on this subject
is provided
by table 1. This
i_i_i_ _ i _ _
^/»__n
?ii___i _ ^ _ j.i__ £ - ' * . .
table also specifically
illustrates
the fact, as
summarized in chapter 3, that local government
spending for most purposes averages consideraoly higher within metropolitan areas than
elsewhere.
, ' , - . ' - . , •,'^'-i''
The fact that per capita expenditure, for
education averages about the same in .and but
of metropolitan areas is apparently the net
result of such offsetting influences, as; a lower
proportion of the total population enrolled; in
public schools in metropolitan areas (20 percent
in 1962) than elsewhere (23 percent); higher
pay rates for school personnel in metropoUtan
areas j and relatively more pupU-transportation
costs in rural areas. Obviously also, the level of
A
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is dampened
Sy competition with the heavier nscal demands
that exist there for social services and primarily
"urban" functions,
'
SOURCES OF URBAN GOVERNMENT FINANCING

The summary discussion of this subject in
chapter 3 is based in part upon the data .presented in tables 2 and 3. Among other things,
table 2 reflects the fact that State aid (as of
1966) supplied only about one-fourth of all
local government revenue in.major metropolitan
areas, as against one-third for local governments elsewhere. This disparity, however, is one
of proportions rather than dollar amounts—the
per capita averages run slightly in the? opposite
direction—$89 for the major SMSA s against
$80 for local governments elsewhere. In part,
this reflects the fact that most State aid is for
education, public welfare, and highways, with
only minor portions earmarked for "municipal
type" functions which add considerably to the
financial.requirements of .metropolitan are&Si
Most State and Federal aid is earmarked for
particular purposes, and .local benefited-user
charges and assessments provide for much of
the cost of certain functions but not for others.
It is therefore worth asking: How are local governments' own "general" resources allocated
among various functions! Table 8 provides esti-

-'(408)
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mated data on this subject It shows that, as of

-

thc> bulk^jriocal public welfare |pejiding,- and
i op Aila^^iffd^tittibii-bf local expendituriB for
feducation, highways^ and housing. Also, beneJBt cliarges bilsel much local spending for water
s u p l * honhighway "trahspo. ition; housing,
"
and sewemge; Local "general." resburces"thereJore. supplied only about half of the-totals for
plication and f of health and; hospitals. Neveftioh: it accounted in 1966 for:an estimated 38.3
percent of ^11 resources supplied (other than
through teniefifc charges) by local governments
in the majttr SMSA5^ or about 43.5 percent for
local governments nationwide. The next-ranking
JMjfppseSj 'in their demands uponjpcal/'genejrai"
resoureefc were as.
"•'' follows
' - for
' • the major
' :'"'-•:-'_ •"_.': ^ '.'•-'"
•Percent
• protection and correctIqri________i-__— 11.6*
Interest on general debt
6.6
General control and financial administration—
6.3
Healtfi and,.hbspitals___
__. __.,___:—
S. 9
T

§bre|tt^iQd W^jSys~_-™-'----i--:
ijarks and. recreation—..
"_^__

—

5. 3
4.4

''-'^1.>. -'.\'.-'- _.:;.-.-:.*'. .'":<
•JABLEiL^LQCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE IN METROPOLITAN AREAS,
'V'/n- " ' - ' ' " "
BV FUNCTION, 1362
V- " " " - - " •
.
.
Percerrldif.
Percent of total
ference in
With "over- With "over- per capita,
head" costs head" costs SMSAfrom
'
prorated
separate nbn-SMSA
TotaM

..

Sociil welfare

..^.".

1

Public wtlfari proiram
HWttMdhSpitals...
- Housini and urban renewal — ....

JOO.O

+

+2

6.4
5.1
3.4

+440

Ih5

'10,3

+16

5.0

+49

Reftt*ecoKectlonandstreetcleanIn|.

5.6
3.7
2.2

.»,'!.

-3

Streets and hlfhways
Other (airports, terminus, parkini).

It2
, 2.0

1:1

-19
+336

ProltcMve (uneHonj......

9.9

19

+153

•

6,5
3.5

5.S
3,1

.+161

Miscillanoous specific functions.

1.4

7.5

+75

Parks and fkriatfon;.....
Libraries;....:....,.

*s

Ji

+263

10.2

Police protection and correction
. Fire protection

-AII ouwiir:::.":::;;:.....
"OveViud" coils
All .e»er.-«ncludln| nnandal ad•
ministration, jenerU puNlcbuild• -• *lrr|t,~employM rttlrtintnt):......

.

14.9

7.2
5.7
3.9

;

,
*

100.0
315 -

16.7

4,6

".

+112

+227

+146

10,7

+69

3.5

+90

7.2

+60

v Note: Beeauie of roundinf, detail mty not add to totals.
i Exdidlnt nptndtture tmwnts for types of tnterprbte (elKtrfc power, us
lupriy, and transit systems, tnd llqoor nores) tkit ire operated by only i minor
frarirtn of uipan local »OYtfnmtnts. . ,
f 'IndodlMMfurtl ftiojife«i,-pr(*ietlv» Inspection tnd rtiulitkin, and mUcelItneous eommereft^ aetMUee, at well as serytees not oovtrtd by Unctions shown

..Source: U,S,'l)ireau of tnt Cemui. Local (!ov«rnmtnt In Mtlrapollltn Arias
(lli2Ce«utolio»eniments;vol,V),tiNt9,
•

TABU 2.—LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUE IN THE UNITED STATES, WITHIN
^ / AND PUTSIPI MAJOR SMSAls. 1966

. .

Ail local
lo1wnflttntj

Within
39 tartest
SMSA's

Outside
39lart*Jt
SMSA's

total mounts (In mDlloru)".
Per capita

$56.125
226.56

$27,193
T5i77

J2I.232
242.67

Item

Percent distribution, by sources (toUI)i.
From fecal tovernnwnt sources...
Property taxes'
Nonpropirty taxes
BtntfiUd-OMf cbarfu <nd au«sWater supply rtvtnut..
Allother..:..

...

Miscellaneous local nontax revenue',
interibverniheniai revenue
...'. ......
From State ibveminerib '—
From Federal Govtrmiwrrt (direct)..

100.0

613
417

100.0

72.1
52.7

64.7

'42.5
6.3

44.0

41.0

15.0

14.4

15.S

3.1

3.7

-3.9
11.7

10UO

11.2

«.• -

10.7

4.6

4.9

44. t
3.8

31.7

27.9

-4.3
35.3

.
29."2

25.3
.

33.0

2.5

2.6

2.3

Note: BecauM of raundiu detail may not Mid to totals.
> For constancy with table 1, the totals here exclude iross revenue of types
of enttrprists (electric power, px supply and transit systems and liquor stores)
that art operated by onty>a miner.! faction of local fovernments.
> Includes rertnoe' from site' of properly. Interest earniriis, and mbceilaneous
oUitr »ourcejjucli,as fines ind forftns,aj well u employHj' contributions to
local employee rttfrenTent systems.', J. • ^^ - - -' '
Source: u!s.Btrea<io»tilt"Cei(soi, "So»en«itntil Finances in 196M6,"r and
"Loal Government Finances In SM^MttropqUtan Areas In 1965766."

On this adjusted basis, sewerage .expenditure
required ;on, the .average only 2.9 percent,, and
uplic welfare expenditure only 2.8 percent, of
>cai governments own "general" resources in
the major SMSA's, \?ith numerous lower ranking fuhctibhs altogether, accounting for. the remaining. iO.3 percentv Hpwever? these proportions differ coiisideraljyyfliuong individual metropolitan areaa, as rriorf tully indicated under
"Greographic Variations,w7 below.
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PROSPECTS

._.--;• -W : -,,\J- S,
Chapter 3 refers to the striking growth that
lias occurred since. World WflrjTin the. financial scale of local governments and of the states.
Summary figures for the period 1046-136 appealin table 4, and comparisons for the interval 1957
to 1966. appear in table 6. More detailed figures
regarding recent historical trends in tax revenue are provided in table 6.
The growth in State-local expenditure has
been accompanied by a considerable increase in
the number of persons employed by local and
State governments, and by rising .public pay
rates. These trends, are summarized in table 7
for selected years since 1953. The figures there
illustrate the sizable role of education, which
accounts for about one-half of all State-local
employment, and for an even larger proportion
1
(56 percent) at the local government level.
There were 7.4 million persons (on a full-time
equivalent basis) working for State and local

3235

TABU'3.-ESTIMATED
REVENUE REUTfONSHirS OF ICCAL COVEmMEMT^EXPENDITURES.FOR;VAIIOUS FUNCTIONS: Utt
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'
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•

'
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'

100.0

• 100.0
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Fli» pXiilliiii
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Ukrarin.
Honint «*d ortm itMinl...

L.4

*»^^!^:

1.5

J
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7.03.3
2.7
-43
2:1
-2.2
. 2.0.
1.3

''2-0
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.
, 0.2
47.'4

45.*

- .»1.2 .
- 2.0
r, it..

.»».*• •'77.9

12. OX.
50.1
9.t

..«;•
72.7
-a.«to
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governments in. .October 196.6, or, about 1,in 10
of iftiljgainfally employed civilians in the Natibni State-local 'employment averaged 38 -per
ijOOO.of the"total npbpulation-Jni,l?66, as"compared with 26 per thousand in 1953. The upward
trend has been even more rapid recently tnan in
earlier year& State-local employment rose 5:6
percent
a year between 1962 and 1966, as, compared1 w.ith-4.2 berceni^annually -from 1953'to
1962: The trends summarized in table 7 have
been shared similarly by local governments and
the States; the loci! share of all State-local employment (on a full-time .equivalent basis) was
74;8 percent in 1966j :or'nearly the same as in
1953 (76i6 percent).j ^ ' HrNumerous effbrte have b*n -made' to project
future levels and trends of State-local finances.
Several studies of this kind deserve particular
attention, espfecialiy^ because o'f their regency
and comprehensiveness, and the effort and care
that each involved.
• CJfne of these—known as Project 70—-was
sponsorej][by th> Qquncil of Stole Governments
arid carried oiit under'the direction of Selma J.
Mushkin, largely -'between 1964 and 1966. As
suggested by its title, this study aimed at the
development of projections for tfie year 1970,
'drawing upon actual data available for earlier

.
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"TABLE 4.—TRENDS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH AND GOVERNMENTAL
FINANCES. 1946-19W
" : ' ..

Amount! (in bHIioBj)'
Ittm
S'?!'»*!'?LP'<x'"5«
NrwMl Incbmo..
State ind tool fovornmiiitsV

local itMrwMnts only:
TottltmiNM
TttiltiDtniMtara.....
•Total d«M<...
FtdinlGovirnmtn::-

1946

p«tt«nt

iwc
2S9

W5
171.7

J747.«

1C.O
14.1
IS. I

97.fi

511
575

59.3
"iS

520
571
471

141.1
143.0

204
115

9.1
13. C
4C.4

Total UMfidKiirt
TouidiM;..»..v:::::::::::
z**:*

5W.I

94.7
107.1

-3M.

C.I

10.0
10.0
.9.8
10.0
5.7
3.9

> Nit or Slito-to-locil ind l»e»Ho-S^« wyiwntj; Mcordinflr,
thy local wtrnMirt nviwn ind txpinditur* amounts ikown
rotated Sttte-loal toub woiM not pnMo cornet motwm o* Stt
_ $otircw: A* to naUonil product ind Incomo, VS. Dopirtnnnt - ™..,,,,^
JBJVW of Currant •inlnots, Jum lift; HteJgVjtriHMirtillino.nM«, U4. hrMu
JjtlfPIIWIwnWJ rllWHCTJ V|M UHp|Qjf^<inii>t.(TvlT. V<',lw» ^ WjW^ll<W*l-v4WW ^1

«owmm«nto). Th» product and Incoim dill aro for catondir y«an; |owrnfflin.t
finincumountt.iraforfiNalyMn. .
^ .

years up to 106$ .or 1964. Projections wer*-.assembled on a State-by-State basis, separately
for some 100 expenditure components .and about
half that many revenue items, and the published
findings included a series of studies on various

.:
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TAKE i-TRENDS IN ECONOMIC CROWTH AND COVERNMENTAL FINANCES. 1957 TO IMC

1957liHK

44L1 .

747.C

(9.S
C7.1

419
42.1
XI
47.C
53.0

KS
. 13.1

241.3

107.1

1011

29.0
IL4
3L3
313

41; s

M.3

104.2
913
914
97.2

13

0.1
74.9
Oil

S.S

JSLl

...,......-..^,....^..........

-

' RiniTi Ira* lMm~ (ocMfcf fMcnl at..
tMiritnm r«t«ral iM...:,

Tittl
...— ....
lical p'mmiiits tOy]

''•

_.._...._.....-.___....

i** mints (utdifdiif ijitef
Tatjl

0.1
«.»
77.f

Ofciil a»M»dlNii taattin ftt» StaK a>d hoi n»«r»«mu)..

major subjects, (property taxes, local school ex;
^ncliiures; ietc.), as weJl as summary overall

HS7t»

UK

1*57

SK.I

.
S.9

ills
ieo.1

.

10.2
10
.11-

JJLt

919

iLO
, 77.5

141.1
143.1
18.9
319.9

^ _

u
1.9

, 113

TAKE 1-TAX KEyENUE. FISCAL YEAIS IMC. HS7. AND UK'

VB

_
, iiypi] rtcent projection stndy was
made by the. Tax Foundation, Inc., under the
direction, of Elsie DtL Watters, drawing upon
Bisjoncat bS^rburid data up to 1965, and offering estimated National totals for 1975. Althoii^h
these projections, unlike those for
'tProjectv''70j'*'rwere developed 0nly on a nationwide rather than a State-by-State basis, they
were similar in taking up separately the vnnofe functional components of State-local expenditure and various elements of State-local
reyeriue. Therfihdihgs, issiied^in late 19iB6, in.clftde a isurnriijify ; comparison,.for the year 1970
"~witH:the;re§ults reported -by Project '7Q.*
:_/^i6!fcher ^recent effort at comprehensive projections fdr. State-local revehue and expenditure was made by Prof. Dick^iSreteMr of New
York; IJhivirsi^, ahd reported m late 1965 to
the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Congressionai, Jbiht Economic .Gommittee,* TUs
study, using bdckground data for earlier years
up to 1964, supplied nationwide projections for
;197P\and'^975. The Netzer study was ifess de.lailed.tlian the others mentioned above, but included alternative expenditure projections
based on various nssiunptibns, rather than only
a single set of figures for particular functional
categories; It also went beyond the other
studies in examining the nature of state-local
3 8*|raa J; Munhkln iiidLO«brlelle..C. Lnpd, "ProJ»ct 'TO:
th« 8 tute-tocal
Mny il9«7,pp. 2
^MpMriiir lio Id
Sharing »ni /<• AH
TfAof fifturt for
----- —'—
«SSB
— —
tb

(Nwlork. JVM);

5UJ«.Loc«l rinanc In tbt Nwt
>>:Qlek N
«»</<• XI»«nia«Jw» . . . . (•» ,cit«d
footnote 1 «boT«), pp. I»S2-U«fl.

AMOUNTS
Ta»al«-.

*4t,3K>

1*1(32

SM>»* heal

3C.2K
101094

».115
21117

Stalt..
UcaL.

«.«Z

14, m

14,531

3.5!

37,374
22.151

C0.2K
32.111

.2,5*

9.950
4SK

20.594
12.K4
5.CO

33.72C
24.470
•* —

ibb.0

100,0

100,0

•riypttlta:

AHMktr.
PERCENT OISTRIOUTION
Titol.
Stilt and bcii.

SUO.S*

712

71*

C4.7

35.7
215'

37.9
22.5

37.4

21.4

219

21.0

Bytrpto«tai:
CtKnrttfoii IndMiiv
Site and trots renlpb (li^lvdInf
AllotWr,...
PERCENT OF PERSONAL INCOME'
Total,
Start and tool.

10. »

M
2C.O

.

S.C

13.0

5.7

210
113
13

211
11.9
12

•Tbptoite:-

17.7
17
10,3

5.5

•
. t . - -,, :••;,"•." v •
Sate and tiwt rtulpts (JnchidiliimlMn).....
,
1.4

19
3.7

u
1.7

l amrity payroll ta««J on onptoyin and •mpltjMt, wktek art
ctatatd at ttmtt liwt iMwaM jtmte*rtrtbfH»(i»,l» COMW fcrow r«»0ft».
»land on eahiidar yttr intents •! pinonal IMOM, at akowti ln.UWat 4 and 5.
NMK l*c*»i* •iMmdMl, *WI may not add io tobh.
SMrN.:'Saima$(oriao'lt4.
._ • ' . ' . < . .

tax increases that are likely if a "revenue gap"
actually develops.
•. ^'?
Each of these studies was designed to supply
"projections," rather than "forecasts." That is,
eacltof them gave esthhnti'S bused \\]xn\ certain
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TAKE 7.-t»flO»BT AM MYMUS OF STATE MO IMM. COVWIIIDrrS. SELECTED YEARS 1953 TO'-INT

1*B

US7

4.12*

ins

iS
79.0

552.0
OfC.5

ipWlUOOpipMM..

Sttnu: VS. tmtu * 0*

IMC

USMO

UB-O

4.2

3B.

ft.ra.3

Mi»Mj Hill* <«•««•»)

Ifii-

251

2U

iS

123
150

147
174

SKI

J4»2
$402

3,170
!;720

S3.0H
2.030

CTTO

11

7.7
3.C

to

M

11.1

19.2

0,3

it

311

4.2

H
SS50

3,2
4.5

XI

E»»N«irt h Utt" m IftHilul SUMa »• 6n

stated assumptions about prospective trends in
general economic activity, price levels, and
other major factors. To the extent more recent
actual figures have become available since these
studies were made, they seem to reflect an even
faster rise in State-local expenditure than was
projected, biit at least part of this difference can
probably be traced to more inflation and economic growth (in unadjusted dollar terms)
than had been assumed.
Each of these studies indicated the prospect
that State and local government expediture will
continue to increase at a considerably faster
pace than the growth rate for the economy as
a whole, and than the resulting "automatic"
rise in State-local revenue from taxes at unchanging rates. Thus, each of these studies projected for at least the next few years a continuance of the "revenue gap" conditions which in
the past two decades have been handled mainly
by State-local tax increases, larger Federal
grants, and a considerable growth in State-local
debt
.
PROPERTT TAXATION IN LARGE CITIES

%_

1912

(Siapter 3 refers to the variation that exists
in many large cities in the level of assessment
for single-family houses. This information is
bawd updh Preliminary Keport No. 5 of the
1967 Census of Governments, "Property Tax
Rates in Selected Major Cities and Counties."
That report includes various comparative figgures for 122 of the 130 cities of 100,000 or more
inhabitants, including data on assessment ratios
indicated by measurable sales of single-family
houaes. The assessment ratio expresses, as a percentage, the relation of the property's gross valuation for tax purposes to its sales price; For
each of the large cities, the census report shows

median assessment ratio and the "1st quarr
tile" and
"3d cjuartile" ratios based on recent
house1 sales. With all individual items ranked
from low to high, xthe median one.-i? midway,
the 1st quartile. is the point fcfow which onefourth or all items appear and the 3d quartile is
the point over which one-fourth of all items appear.
.-•-"_From such figures, it is possible to measure
the minimum, proportion by which one-half of
nil items—that is, those below .the 1st quartile
plus those above the 3d quartile—differ from the
midpoint or median assessment level. The formula is: 3d quartile minus 1st quartile, divided
by the median, divided by 2; The calculation
provides the distribution of the 122 cities indicated in table 8.
--TAltE t-OIVUCENCE OF ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR IrFAWlY HOUSES IN
m CITIES OF 100.000 OR MORE MfUUTION,]J»«

Ptrc««(*l

'

m

ToW.....
'•"tlunt
0 tof.j
lOtoll.V.
12 to 13. »
1C If 17.9...

it SIM

"..

:.

m

~ i»9"

.7

IS

20

•12
11

19 "

11

•

7

1C

Thus we see that in only one-fifth of all these
cities (25 out of the 122) do half of all assessments of 1-family houses fall within 10 percent
of tho median assessment level for such properties,
^
,

Chapter 3 also refers to the common and
growing tendency for the property tax base to
average less, per capita, in central metropolitan cities than in their respective suburban
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hinterlands. Preliminary report No. 4 of the
-1967Census.pf Governments entitled "Assessed
Valuation.for Property Taxation," provides
some date bearing upon'this subject. For 15 cities of 300,000-pTus, it is possible from that
source and a related final report of the 1962 Cehsr.s of Governments (vol. 2, "Taxable Property
Values"), to compare the per capita property
tex base of the city—net assessed values, after
deduction of partial exemptions—with that of
the balance of the county in which the city is
located. In 11 of these 15 instances, the city's
relative tax base position apparently detenbsuses. Such a comparison also shows that in the
later year only two of the 15 central cities, as
against five of them 5 years before, hada larger
per capita tax base than the balance of the
county;
.
For 110 of the Nation's total of 130 cities of
100,000 or more, the preliminary 1967 Census
of Governments report cited above makes possible a comparison of each city's proportion of
the couritywides property tax base (as of 1966)
with itejpjroportipn of total county population
in I960, Little difference appears in 10 instances,
a higher city tax base proportion in 30 instances,
and a lower tax base proportion in 70 cases.
Some of the 30 larger base conditions undoubtedly result at least partjylrprn extensive recent
city annexation of territory, and some of the 70
cases of apparent city disadvantage presumably
reflect rapid suburban growth of population
and economic base since 1960, so that, if recent
population figures were available the calculation
would probably show fewer instances of relative city disadvantage on a per capita basis. In
the absence of reliable recent population figures,
then, these comparative figures gif e drily ah approximate picture of present tax-base relationships. The thrust of the data, however, indicated a relatively weak property tax base for
the central city as compared to the remainder
of the county in a clear majority .of cases.
FISCAL DISPARITIES WITHIX METROPOLITAN AREAS

Chapter 3 quotes the various summary findings of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations on fiscal differences
within metropolitan areas. Particular reference
is, made to the relative fiscal disadvantages of
mpst metropolitan central cities as compared
with.Qutlymg portions of their respective met.
rppolitan arens. Following are illustrative highlight facts drawn from the ACIR report (vol.
2 of "Fiscal. Balance in the American Federal
System"), Whore reference is made to "major
metropolitan we**," the date relate to 87 of the
38 SMSA's in the Nation that had a population

of 700,000 or more in 1960. (The other "largest'
because of data limitations.)
Of the 37 large central .cities included in the
ACIR study, six are in effect composite citycounties for which it is possible from .recent
date sources to compare the city's proportion of
statewide population with its proportion of
public assistance recipients. The relatively
higher public assistance load for the. city in
every such instance is illustrated in table 9.
TAKE 9.-ramATIM AND TOIUC ASSISTANCE nOTOCTIONS FOt
SELECTED MAIM Cm-COUimES
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The higher concentration of poor families
within central cities compared with outlying
parts of metropolitan areas is reflected by the
date in table 10, based upon the 1960 Census of
Population.
JTAKE lOL-morORTIONS OF LOW- AND HIGH-INCOME FAMILIES
IN METROrOllTAN MEAS. MM
TtoS SMSA's
AISMSA'i
CMltfll
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I7.C
1C.S
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21.2
ltS.4

15.4

11.5

12S.7

i*

27.*

311.S

A relative deterioration in the economic position of major central cities as compared with
outlying metropolitan territory is illustrated by
the following date for the 37 largest SMSA's
covered in the ACIR study: (1) Between 1958
and 1968, retail sales in the central cities of these
areas rose only 5 percent, while retail sales
in their associated ontside-ccntral-city areas
grew over 45 percent; in 13 of these 37 central
cities, there was an actual decline in the dollar
volume of retail sales despite the rise in price
levels during this interval; (2) employment in
manufacturing dropped 6 percent in these 87
major central cities between 1958 and 1968, but
rose nearly 16 percent in the outlying parts of
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their metropolitan areas. Similarly, the ACER
study cites a recent report by the Bureau of labor Statistics stating that a high and growing
proportion of all building permits for new industrial construction in metropolitan areas (averaging 62 percent for the period 1960-65) was
for construction of this type outside the central
cities.
In themajor metropolitan areas, public school
spending averages considerably less within than
outside central cities, as indicated by the data
in table li.
TARtE 11.-AVERACE CURRENT PUMJC SCHOOL EXPENDITURE IN THE 37
LARCCST SMSAtS WITHIN AND OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES: 1X4-4S
Within

cMtoil
t*,

jus

S73

Rrfecertril
cily/Mridt
73
7»

This is a relatively recent development. According to the ACIR study, earlier data for a
generally similar (though not identical) set of
major metropolitan areas showed per pupil current spending for schools slightly higher in the
central cities than in balance-of-SMSA territory in the year 1957, and n central-city average
86 percent as high as the balance-of-SMSA
amount in 1962, as compared with the 78-percent
ratio indicated above for 1961-65.
ILn 1964-65, according to the ACIR study,
personal income averaged slightly less per capita within than outside the central cities of major SMSA's, but local taxes were considerably
more per capita. As n result, the tax-income
proportion averaged about one-third higher
within the central cities than in neighboring
metropolitan territory outside the cities. The
relationship for major SMSA's in 1964-65 is
summarized in table 12.
TAILE 12.-PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME AND LOCAL TAXES IN THE 37
LARGEST SMSA'S, WITHIN AND OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITIES: 1*4-45
Within
central
city

Hem

WrifMtd percipila mrties:
"Ptnoml inceme
------

...

Niacome
_._lie»
loal taxai-it percent ol-persoMl in.

»

:.

•rerifti.. ..„...„'..,

Ootjkft Rilfe cental
central cttv/wtaMt
city
(ptrctnl)

J2.W7.00
illt.53

C 732.00
JI52.21

131.1

$2.412.00
J17J.I5
.
,

J2,552.00
J1H.J6

17.3
UC.4

7.«3

5.55

137.5
130.4

7.00.

S.3t

J5.4

The total amounts of State and Federal aid
received by local governments in I9ftMir» averaged about the same on a per capita basis within
and outside the central cities of major SMSA's.

However, for one large component—aid for education, which until recently has been nearly
entirely from State rather than Federal
grants—the central cities have been severely
disadvantaged. In 1962, intergovernmental
revenue for education averaged only $21 per
capite for the central cities as against $38 per
capita in other portions of the major SMSA's.
The Federal program '.or school aid has no
doubt narrowed this gap to some degree in reFurther evidence of fiscal disparities within
metropolitan areas can be drawn from a smallscale mail survey which was recently conducted
by the National Commission on Urban Prdbprbperty tax rates within a number of metropoiitaa-area counties. Usable reports were received jFrom 70 of the 77 counties canvassed; of
these, 33 (oin; of 37 canvassed) include a major
metropolitan central city, while the other 37
(out of 40 canvassed) are "outlying" counties
of large metropolitan areas.4 The within-county
range of property tax rates was at least 2 to 1
in one-third of the reporting counties, and at
least 1.5 to 1 in three-fourths of them. The
highest range indicated was 6.6 to 1, and involved one of the counties with 13
a metropolitan
central city; among the "outlying metropol itan
counties, the higheet range was considerably
less,2;6tpl.
Even if unincorporated territory is excluded
from the rate comparison, marked variation is
found within municipally governed areas: at
least 2 to 1 in 14 percent of the counties, and
at least 1.5 to 1 in 56 percent of them. The
highest intramunicipal range found was 4.9 to
1 in one of the "central city" counties.
Among the 33 reporting "central city" counties, the highest property tax rate appeared
within the central city in 11 instances; in 18
cases, it appeared for some suburban municipal
areas; and in four cases the highest rate was in
part of the county's unincorporated suburban
territory. Among the "outlying" metropolitan
counties, the highest rate was also nearly always
reported for some municipally governed area.
Table 13 summarizes the ranges in general property tax rates found for these metropolitan
counties.
«The ComrnlMlon'* nurrej- of locnl prnntrtr t«x
npplM to thole counties In SMSA'« of 700.0OO-pln« (anil
other countie* of 250.000-plux) where there U * ulncle collector for general property taxed (to that mennltiffnl sirrrtatM of rate* IB rarloai jwrU of tit county could b« iwaallj
reported), except for la "dty-countl«i" Involflns only »
•tncle Uilnc JaritdlctiOB and Uierrfore little or no feofrapble
T«ri«tlon ofratni. ExclniM wen the other 108 countlmi In
major SHHA'n (or of 350,000-plnn popwlntlon), where property
tnx collection In handled on n rtccentrallxcil ba«li.
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GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS

Tfiere are numerous references elsewhere in
this report to the marked differences that exist
among various parts of the country in the scale*
and-composition of urban government finance.
Mtich backgrqundinformation on this score appears in the AClK study • cited above, and in
various (Census Bureau reports.*
A few-major factors account for a lares part
of such variations, One,is regional—the fact
that per capita amounts of State-local revenue
and. expenditure typically average less in .the
South than in other parts of the Nation. But

below national averagesm that area. Accord, twhen State-localfinancesare expressed in
ilation to personal income, tKe Southern States
are-found geheraUy-to approach or in some ihstances to exceed national averages.
Another niajor factor involves the pattern
of State-local relations for the performance and
financing of particular functions. Services
which in some States are handled entirely or
largely by the State government itself are elsewhere, delegated for weal government performof Sf ite and Federal aid in their financing. In
the latter case, of course, the spending will show
up in comparative data as part of "local government" expenditure, and any related grant
amounts will be included as part of local intergovernmental revenue..
.The most costly function invoi >d in such
variations is public welfare. In Sutes where
this is mainly a local function, it involves spending that may run up to $70 or $80 per capita
annually—a considerable fraction of all local
•Annual Cenni Bureau finance reports Jndode Gevemmmttl ritumctt, Stmtt government Finance*, City Governmmt flHoneti, and L«cal Ootmmeitt Untnet* in ttlecttt
lUtrtmoUtm 4r*«*. Hot* detailed data (Inelndlnr flfure* on
local ananctt by county and aetropollun area) are provided
In Tattoos report* from the Cental of Government*, conducted
at-fl-'year Intervale.
.

government, expenditure. And even though
much of the cost may be covered by State and
Federal grants, the balance is generally an important factor in the local financing burden.
This particular variation in functional assignment patterns is a specially important "adjustment" to the average percentages summarized in
table 3 of this chapter. That table shows public
welfare as requiring, within, major SMSA's in
1966, only 2.8 percent of all locally raised resources other than user-benefit charges.. However, theproportion is typically much more than
that in the areas where public assistance is locally administered.
.

Another variable involves the relative, scale
of State aid to local governments. Among the
central-city counties of major SMSA's, the proportion of all local government revenue thus
provided ranges widely—from less than 20 percent in about one-fourth of such areas to more
than one-third of the total in several others. Arrangements for public welfare account for some
of this variation, but differences also involve
State grants for other purposes, such as public
schools.
-,".'..
Finally, .considerable variation is found even
within the local-revenue part of local financing,
especially in the degree of reliance upon property taxation. In some major urban areas there
is enough use of other revenue sources—general sales taxes, earnings taxes, or user charges—
to hold the property tax contribution well below the/ prevailing average level.
An effort has been made to summarize some
of these variations for the "central city" counties of the 38 largest SMSA's, as shown in the
annual Census Bureau report "Local Government Finances in Selected Metropolitan Areas
in 1965-66." Among these areas, per capita
amounts of various revenue items ranged widely, as indicated by table 14.

TABLE JI-PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF n SELECTED METROPOLITAN COUNTIES ACCORDING TO INTRA-COUNTY RANGES IN GENERAL PROPERTY TAX.
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TARLE H-NIGH-TO-lOW RAKE OF SELECTED GOVERNMENTAL REVENUE
ITEMS IN CENTIAL-aTT COUNTIES OF THE 31 LARGEST METROPOLITAN
AREAS: 1ttt
_
- . . _ - . . -

studies have .supported this generalization.' Hlustratiye findings based upon one recent study
of this kind are summarized for convenient reference in table 15. Any such effort demands a se^
lection among various concepts, of income and
taxes, .and the use of certain assumptions "as. to
tax incidence. Because of differences of qualified
opinions on such matters, the figures shown
should not be regarded as necessarily the "beet"
or most precise .estimates that might Jje developed. However, they resemble the results of other earlier studies in reflecting.a considerable element of progression for Federal taxes (especially because of the importance of the individual
income
tax- at
this
governmental
level), and
*i_ - .
_ _ » _ • «
•
• - - . ' f r»l"_ • - » _ - - _ » • - ? . . .
; of
State-local taxes,
the marked recre

mfirc**nttiirciintiii
ITitolbal
>T«Mtoal
TttolSMt-holtaau.

__j
13tol
..;;—4.3to1
2*tol
Utol

tttol.
UKL
2J»teU.
lOtol.

In each instance, as these, figures show, the
total range is narrowed if southern counties ate
omitted from the. calculation .'Also, as indicated
by items (b) and (c), less inter-area variation
appears -when State taxes are taken into account
(for this purpose, merely adding to the local tax
figure shown in the cited census report^be statewide per capita average for the State in which
the particular major county is located), than
when local tax revenue only is compared.

The ACER study mentioned «bpve also includes tables that fflnstrate, by detailed income
classes of taxpayers, the generally progressive
nature of the ^Federal mcomertajc and the
strongly regressive character of "direct" Statelocal taxes, as well as social security contributions.
,-- : , -

TAX BURDENS BT INCOME C1A8S

Chapter 5 refers to the fact that State and
local taxes tend to be "regressive"—that is, to
impose a ranch larger burden, in relation to income, upon poor households than upon the more
prosperous, while the Federal tax system generally works in the other direction. Numerous

• Reference* to various culler strife* that include estimate*
of tax tardeM by Imeame cUat appear at put MT.of Dtek
*•-•••—, ••——•«-• -< «». Mi
~
:*Mlo«npby No. 19 of Ifex WxurfatlM. Imc. (M*te< -Aptfl
IBMjTeotitied jUtoMHM ft tin Ttm Bmrtm •** XfnmSKn
Btntft* tar Ixeomf Clmit. Ike Kctaer TOIWM •!«> !a«M«* «
detailed dtoaMkm tt property tax fnddOM*. and etttaatw
of it* allocation by incomedaiiw.
'- -

TAKE 1S.-FEDEML AND STATE-IOCAL TAXES IN RELATION TO FAMILY INCOME: IKS
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Whether borne by the public or private sectors,
u a function of two'variables—the number of
units to be.wnstriM^ed, and the costs of building
J
mndt operating that honsing. T^e h*ve,', jn.fiie
secti6n_,pji houJBing^needs, erolpred the firs^jpf
tKe» yarj iblf*. This section of the Coinmisskra's
report is coiip»rn^. With flie jewncL^ .."*'
. . As s ComimsBifflcharged with.eroloringhow
to meet the,,niitibn«I housing^goal-^, decent
'home iiya ^saitible Uvinj? enyu»nroent.:for *H
Americans^-we mu^t .address .purselves to the
matter- of costs. By knowing the costs of housiikers
can
arrive_at
judgments
about
V '•
'•i^i^- &
& - ' '*
'* ii
«=*« <^
« <^
~ •••
-''**
~ - - ^ ' ' t - - ' -- V
«=*
- ~ -•••
who must be subsidized ana how much housing
tin bp produced for a given expenditure; By
ezainjiung.each component of the total cost of
housing, mey can more clearly understand the
irelative importance of each and the .potential
for future 'cost reductions.
.t . Mt'i, '-iv --^-. •-«•«•••'_' rSi»i'="?L •
::

coSts of housing over a period of tune or housing
" ' »,.^ ^ - • - ^« --. m-- •- —

•

,-*•.

«

'i»

M

'
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cost figures and average cost relationships tend
to be misleading because variations are .great
and ma^ cost-affecting factors iret unpredictable^ Labor disputes, bad weather, shipment
'delays an.d the like arc- common, Moreover, there
are obvious'difficulfies in -finding .a. typical
dwelling unit on a typical site. Geographic factors may Effect the cost, of land, materials and
other components; Differences, in accounting
systems «m be substantial. Short-term swings in
the mortgage market, establishing the price pf
a mortgage that will prevail over 20 years or
more, can be large and erratic. Nevertheless,
^hile it is important to bear these variations in
mind, some general understanding of the level
and proportion of cost components is .essential
to public'decisionaiiking.
THlt dOMTONJtNTS OF HOUSING COSTS

does not include amortization of development
costs does not mean that there have been no such
costs. It means simply that the burden of such
costs is. borne by society. jSimilarly, where the
Government subsidizes various costs of private
housing—such as interest rates or property tax
deductions—the costs do not disappear, but
rather are .shifted froni the tenants (or hbmeownersj^thegovenimehti1
;
Seamdj hbmeownership and rental housing
involve, for the most part, the same basic cost
elements; apparent differences reflect, .the manner in which payments are made rather than
differences in cost components. The tenant pays
the costs of insurance, mortgage amortization,
maintenance, and the rest through his monthly
rental .payments, while the Tiomeowner pays
them directly. The one major item of cost Which
the tenant bears but .the homeowner does not is
the charge for management services, including
salaries of management personnel and return
on the owner's investment. The homeowner, in
effect, performs his own management functions
and realizes as a return on his investment only
imputed rent and perhaps appreciation in the
value of the property.
The costs of housing—-wheiher rental or ownership—can be broken down in a number pf
ways. They can be thought of in terms pf .the
kind of economic resource involved (land, materials, investment capital, and labor) or the
service for which the charge is made (construction, financing, insurance, etc.). One widely accepted method for considering costs is to distinguish operating and development costs. The
former consist of charges for heat and utilities,
maintenance and repairs, management services,
taxes and other assessments, and insurance. Development costs are those involved in building
and marketing the housing and include the costs
»Tb«r» way, of eoun*. b« dlltotMM In.tlM ictoal "Ivnl"
of •.Mrtkolar ewt conpon«at which Y«rjr wltfe
PriT»trcrjMMdlMe Mtm of a Mrtieiitar projec
MHfWMt for WMUIpJ*, MUT tltlT bMMW Of
b*twt*ii p«MI« u« prtrato My •»!••.. Tk» coit of
(Lt. tauda* eoct)
aiKr dfptndlif oo w
wk«tk«r tb«
IOTOrMM«t konowi
t M !• miMI«
hoMi*( «a«ttl W ((*) M«K or f
bomwtw tnm
nge»» ^gtoi Mr)ttt >
«a4 SM pngnuM.
pngnuM. ••IMIaf
••IMIaf tptdaeatloH, M«reM of
, proMdarw and tb« Ilk* «wy «l«o dlf «r la way* which

-A few basic principles should be stated at the
outaekFt'j**, whether housing is public or private, subsidized or unsubsidiwd. the basic components, of costs .are. the same. The fact that the
rent of a public housing tenant, for example,
(417)
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of land, site improvement, construction, overhead, profit, marketing, interim and permanent
financing.
.
- ,
Useful data, on housing costs are surprisingly
scarce. In part, this is attributable to the difficulties of comparing figures for different builders and different projects and to the fact that
most builders produce only a small number of
units each year. In addition, there is no central
source which attempts to collect and disseminate detailed cost statistics.
: The most comprehensivefiguresavailable are
those, of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development In particular the FHA, which
was involved in 14 percent of private nonfann
housing starts in 1967, has for some time collectedextensive data on its own programs. FHA
data are especially useful for anlyzing the costs
of single-family houses, since cost series have
been maintained on FHA 203 * housing for most
of the post-World War II period. Such series
do not exist for muhifamily programs, but
Is tbe basic
FHA single family program and
nore fully in
FarUI; Chapter 2.
FHA TalnV is deflMd aa the "estimated price that typical
borers would be warranted ta paying for the prepgty (tactedlng the boose, all other physical Improvements, and laid)
for .long-term nee or investment, assuming the boyen to be
wen informed and acting IntelUgeatly. voluntarily and without necessity." Value Is assigned before construction begin*
as the baslsfor the mortgage commitment.
Sales price to detoeTas "the pries stated tm the sain
agreement, adjusted to exclude any portion of dosing costs,
prepayable expenses, or costs of non-real estate Items
eloded from the mortgage which the agreement Indicates wfll
be atsomed by tbe seller." la recent years, sales prices have
tended to be silently less than FHA T»lne. In 1M6. for
h»v were
mmi* 9
than "value."
"«alfli»**
example, they
2 t^rtmftt
percent !«•*
lees than

HUD made special efforts at the Commission's
request to tabulate recent cost figures for the
range of multifamily programs. . In its efforts to collect cost data, the Commission and its consultant on costs received valuable
assistance from HUD, various local public
agencies, especially in the District of Columbia
and New York City, individual builders, real
estate experts and organizations, including the
Engineering New»-Kecord,Y,9to.oa»l. Association of Real Estate Boards, and die National
Association of Home Builders.
The single-family house
(1) Development Costs.—la. 1966, new FHA
203 single-family housing was developed at a
median value per house of $18,099, and an average sales price of $17,731. Only 25 percent of all
such houses were valued at less than $15,000;
0.2 percent at less than $9,000. On the average,
slightly less than 20 percent of FHA value was
attributable to land and site improvement costs,
with the remaining SO percent accounting for all
other development costs. This. 80 percent
amounted to $12.16 per square foot of living
space. Table 16 presents details on costs of FHA
203 houses, 1948-66.
More detailed component cost data for five
recent single-family home developments are
shown in table 1. The projects designated Ohio
and South were constructed by builders of about
30 single-family homes annual!/. California,
Midwest, and Northeast are projects of large
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builders, each producing more than 500 houses
annually^ "-— .-=^- - - - - - ----- —
Significant variations appear in these five
projects. Actual structure costs rar-ed from
Far West's $6-24 per square foot to Midwest's
$11.60 per square foot, and construction costs
(selling price less site costs) from California's
$10.20 per 4square foot to Ohio's $16.79 per
square foot In percentages, structure costs
ranged from 41.8 percent bf-California's selling
price to 61.7 percent of Sonth's. Site costs
showed the widest variation, ranging from 16.7
Somewhat different proportions among development cost components are revealed oy a
survey of the National Association of Home
Builders, the results of which appear in table 2.
TAKE 2.-SEUCTED COMPONENTS OF COST AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
. " . ' • OEVaOPMEOT COST FOR SIN^'FAMILY HOUSES. UC*
ItMtt
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11-74
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Httprad Mfcn tMK..:.'."Ii
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C
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la- .builders: and variations in construction
ftrpe, level of amenities, ete They; may alip reflect differences in house size, since the costs of
certain basic components—-«£., kitchen equipment—do not vary with.increasing structure
size. Thus the larger the house, the smaller the
dollar amount per square foot for such items.
The lowest per square foot structure cost figure
reported in table 1, $6.24, is for the largest
house.
The remaining development costs—marketing, financing, profit, and overhead—vary within a range of 16 tp28 percent.
The home buyer normally pays for the development costs over time by means of a mortgage.
Monthly payments are made to amortize the
mortgage principal (development cost less down
payment) and to cover: interest on the unpaid
balance.,
.
, ^ ".;-,^---(2} Operating Cdtti,—Th» homeowner directly pays the. costs of maintaining his property and meeting current operating charges.
Table 3 shows average operating expenses arid
their relationship to debt service and total
monthly hou sing e.'ij'tense:
_'
TABLE l-wmTHLY OWNUtSHir EXPENSE OF NEW FHA (203)
HOUSES: IStf

2-5
5-*
2-C

;«H»reJi;
i«»

The NAHB data show higher proportions, of
total development costs going into construction
than are shown for the'table 1 projects. Direct
construction costs in table 2 range froiri 61 to
74 percent of total development .cost as compared with 42 to 62 percent for the five projects
in table 1. The absence of absolute dollar data
for the NAHB survey makes it difficult to be
sure of the reasons for this disparity.
In siitn, it appears that the proportion of total
development cost for single-family houses going into the structure itself can vary—f rora under 50 percent to as muchjas 75 percent—over n
rather wide range, depending,on local circumstances, the builder and other factors. The absolute dollar costs, per square foot also show wide
variations. These; differences reflect geographiCT! factors, such as local prices for materials
and) amenities; efficiencies achieved by particu«Th* bnlldfr of the 'J»llfornta
It Hrwln Co»(Niny,,
wboM pri«ld«Bt.I«wr«Bce .Wtlnbcnr, tMtldtd at ta* CommU•lon'c-pnNle HiMirlai*. Hl«- comprett tratlmoiiT.' Ipcladlnc
4ttaIUd.CMt.daU,
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lii eonuiMd In Ht«iip»«,, W.,7,
. , , Ixfln•lac at p. 44, Srrtrai minor adjMtnMnta kaTt been »*dt
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The builder of the California project in table
1 reports the detailed breakdown of development costs and certain operating costs on a
$25,000 home as shown in table 4.
If estimated charges for heat, utilities, maintenance and repair are added to the data shown
in table 4, they would appear to be relatively
consistent in-percentace terms with the more
detailed FHA figures for single-family houses.
The sum of monthly debt service and operating expenses is the'total housing expense to the
" TAKE 4.-M6l«THlY OWNEHSHIf EXPENSE AND INITIAL COSTS OF
HOUSES IN A CALIFORNIA DEVELOPMENT

*n 83,000 m>rtin> (30 r*in
FHA inwriM* r^Mdin.

ROXOO
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square foot of 196 FHA and 372 HAA'multifamily units begun in 1966 (by program).
Median development costs ranged from a low
of $11,385 for privately owned nqiising.for the
elderly to a high of $23,064 for FHA 220 redevelopment housing. The basic,FHA 207 program reported a median development cost of
$16,524:
'
* •-•'••••*'.-•
Median site costs for mutifamily housing
under these programs are generally lower than
for single-family houses, reflecting in part the
ability to spread land and site unprpvement
costs over a larger number 6f',iniit&:In: 196$,
median.site cosfe'per unit'for FH-i^fyT-hbusing
were,$2j520. Averafee sycosis werel$3}543: for
- Multifamily housing includes ^.variety of
FHA 203 singlegasnilr houses. Median sjte
housing types. Under some definitions it concosts for all HUD 'multifamily programs actains every type of shnicturef'frpin two-family
countedfor 14.4 percent of total.value. Site costs
or semidetached units to high-rise apartments. 'averaged just under 20 percent of .value for
In thisrdiscnssion multifamily housing, includes
FHA 203 single-family houses.
.
only structures containing three or more dwellStructure costs per square foot for multifaming units. These consist or low-rise'and high-rise
ily dwellings vary within a. wide range above
buildings; Low-rise, structures 'include rcw . and below costs of singlerfamily houses.. Aver.r
houses^. garden -apartments 'and 'other walkup ;age square foot 'costs for FHA 207 units,, .at
buildings in which upper stories are accessible
$12.53, are slightly higher than comparable
by stairs only. High-rise? structures are buildfigures Jfor FHA 203 suigle-family,houses.
ings with elevators." .'---'•'•
r Perhaps the most important factor affecting
—Because of this Variety of housing types and
the construction costs of multifamily housing
is
the range of unit and room sizes hi multifamwhether construction is high rise or1 low rise.
ily dwellings, average figures are even more
High-rise construction normally requires heavsuspect than those for single-family houses.
ier, more expensive basic construction, materials
Again, however, they are presented to provide
and added mechanical equipment, such as ele'4 -general idea of levels and relationships.. ,
vators and, incinerators, which; raises costs.
(1) Development Ctofr.— Table 6 presents
Moreover, building coKdes.jequi're such buildings
figures for all HUP muftif amily programs.
.to.jbe of fireproof pr,semifireprpo|_construction.
I>Sss expensive structural 'materials,'such ns
TAM.E 5.-SEIECTCO COMPONENT COSTS OF HUD MULTIUNIT HOUSINS:
wood, may'fiiijy be used in fireprpof-!structures
PROJECTSilEGUN IN.1KC
where additional covering protection is prolow
vided, -;4
'•' . i - •
"'-i--Low-rise multifamily buildings, oiv the other
.(Ml/unit.....
$31,001 J15.S50
$7,702
liand, may use wood structural niembers. But, in
1*954
contrast with the relative freedom from buildStractaracoit/kqwmfott:
in
ing code requirements enjoyed by single-family
1S.C7
. 12. W
'»:" 114»
structures in matters of fire safety, low-ri.s^
i Tkto ftiiro.ii (kMCMllr kdk.:Tk* li|ira l«r Uw Mxt kWittl Is $21.18.
fnultifamily dwellings are required to.use addiSMICM: DMHlmot of llmli^ Mtf. Uita* Omdpnunt *»4 Tvmtr Cemtrac*
tioijal materials to protect neiphbpring apart«H Co. TN Tvnwr Indn (*53d on wit prfco* for^irtatnto bailt lor prifllo
ownon to rtnt 0*1* comnwicM biib, iriilck inditfolinqr MMini*,
ments or dw.ellinffs frpm spreading fire..For ex- - , ,' • -.
-v
- I•
ftmhle, party walls of maionry^or similhr mftteThe average pfjl5,650 per .unit for .total derials must oe constructedj-Jietween individual
velopment cbsts, with an average structure, cost dwellings in row hoiisef. Table 6 suggests the
of $12.49 per square foQp. corresponds generally
relationships between buildjng types and structo figures of $18,099 and ,$12.16 for .FHA 208
tural costs. "
_ ..
single-family housing. They are considerably
The
very
low
figure
for
FHA
213
cooperabelow the Turner Apartment Index figures for
tive'housing
corresponds
to
a
very
High
propor"private rental housing, which include luxury
tion pf/walkup;,umts. The" higher, per-uhit.fig: units.
ures are for FHA 207 and FHA 220 housing,
Table 17 presents, data on the total devejopwhich contain the highest proportions of eleva'•ment costs and site and structure cost^ per
tor'unite, tf
- ',
FHAmtlm«t«d amount of 0)» mortr«Kor'» Mrnlni
Structural
costs,
per
square
foot
for
FHA
231
c*p»cJ», .atttr dyiqcMow for f*d«r*l Income Uxw. th»t li
housing for the elderly are the highest, at $15.53,
llktly to prtrcll dnrlkf th* flrtt third of th» mortf»8« t«rm.

homeowners. As table. 3 shows,' the average
total expense on new FHA. 203 houses in I960
was $159.74. The range in the continental United
States was from a low of $129.17 hi Kentucky
to $195:49 hi Cal2bnua. The. average, FHA
homeowner 8spent 27.7 percenirbf his net effective income on^hj§ monlhlj housing expense.
;
Assuinihg- ft iKJ-percent, 25-year mortgage. on
an $l§,000ndme (mortgage value equals $16,2QO) at a rate of ? percent, for example, monthly" payments wiU "be" $114.51. .In 1966; the
average debt service, on FHA 203 houses was
$.9B;80a,mpnth.
' "
"
"
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. TA»LEX-T«mSjmiCTION,TYPES AND.STRUCTURE COSTS.FOR SEtECTEO.fHA.MULTIFAMILY PROJECTS BY PROGRAM: PROJECTS RESERVED IHJ9H
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though.the proportion of elevator units, is lc»wer
thim f orjwtiier FHA 207, or FHA. 220 .housing.
At the saine time, ithe perTunit costs, shown in
table J7 are relatively low compared to most
other programs. The cost of public housing for
the elderly, at $11,385 per unit, is significantly
lower than the costs of .other programs. The
high-cost figures on a square foot basis and lowcost figures on a per-unit basis reflect the small
size of such' units, which keeps unit costs down
Tbut incisases structural costs because of the need
to provide basic appliances and mechanical installations regardless of the smallness of' the

' . .--'

-

-•

mission^ based on a review of 236 projects begun
durjng the period fiscal 1962 thrpugh 1966, from
which 87 pr.ojec.ts were selected, as representative. Summary data for all programs by. building type, .appear, m .table 71
As with homeownership, the development
costs of rental property .are normally financed
by a mortgage. With rental property, the debt
service is included in the monthly rental charge.
(2) Operating costs'—In addition to paying
a pro rata share of .interest and amortization of
mortgage principal, the tenant jays for operating expenses in his monthly rent. These expenses

•

.-•

More detailed cost information on FHA mulfifamily housing was prepared for the Com-

• Moit ot the data on operating costs and monthly rental*
wi* obtained from the Institute of Real Estate Ilanafement
of the National Association of Real Estate Boards.
.

..TABLE 7.-SELECTEO COST-COMPONENTS OF 17 SELECTED HUD MULTIFAMILY PROJECTS BY BUILDING TYPE: IS62-4C
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are basically the same as those incurred by the
homeowner, except that they include the cost of
management services, which the homeowner provides for himself.
In 1966, for the country as a whole, operating
costs consumed about 48 percent of gross possible income for elevator buildings, 52-53 percent
for low-rise buildings, and 45 percent for
garden-type apartments/ Losses in income due
to vacancies and delinquent rents equalled 3.6 to
5.2 percent of gross possible income; debt service and return on equity were paid out of the
reffinininff 48 percent for elevator buildings, 43
percent for low rise, and 49.5 percent for
garden type. Thus, generally speaking, the
operating cost-development cost breakdown
(including service on both debt and equity) for
multifamily housing tends to be more evenly
balanced on a 50-50 basis than for single-family
houses, as evidenced by FHA 203 houses which
required an average debt service of 58.7 percent
in 1966,
Variations in the operating expense ratio by
tvpe of construction and region are shown in
table 8.
TABLE I.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RENT UK ROOM AND OPERATING EXPENSE
RATIO BY TYPE OF STRUCTURE AND REGION: IXC

Renl per ye»r per room:
Elevator
lowrite:
12 to 24 units
25-plus units
Garden-type....
Operitint expense ratio (percent):
Elevator
low me:
12 to 24 units. ,
25-plux units
Oarden-typt....

.. .

.

North

South

West

J570

J549

JH4

324
370
334

264
330
2J2

3U
332

49.5

44.9

47.1

514
54.0
41.3

46. S
49.3
43.6

45.2
41.3
41.9

332

Source: Institute of Reil Estate Manaiemenl ol the National Association ol Reil
Est«t« Boards.

The FHA value of new single-family FHA
.f.

1

'

*
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1
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average sales price increased by 23.5 percent,
new price index from the Census Bureau, issued
in July 1968, indicates an increase of approximately 10 percent in the sales prices of singlefamily houses sold during the period 1063-67.
These figures reflect not only increases in prices
of component items, but also the demand for
higher quality and irure amenities.1 Total
monthly housing expense (including debt service and operating costs) for new FHA 203
houses increased by 38.7 percent from a 1957-59
base year to 1966.
'Grow poMiblt Income It th« toUl r«nt obtMnnWo If »n
nnltt ire occupied «nd nil rent* paid.
•Arertjrt floor «m, for jump]*, Incrrancd by 84,5 percent
over the IC48 to 1068 period.

Though comparable, detailed data on cost
trends for rental housing are_-not ayailablej-it
appears that similar increases—reflecting the
same underlying trends in component cbsts-^
occurred in multifamily housine. However, the
different mix of components and their different
rates of change can result in variations in total
housing cost for single-family and multifamily
units. Thus, for example, the rapid rise in land
prices (described below) will tend to have a
greater effect on single-family houses than on
multifamily houses because land costs take a
larger share of single-family house costs. Another factor making for disparate increases is
that rental charges tend to lag behind operating
cost incrrases.
.
Table » summarizes various cost indexes and
provides background data for the following discussion of trends in component costs.
Site costs
The single most dramatic increase in the cost
of a major component has occurred in sito costs.
The average site cost for 1?HA SM)^ houses, in
1966, $3,544, was more than 3V£ .times )|ighef
than the price of $l;04J) in 1948i.TAverage site
costs in the continental United States ranged
from a low, in absolute, dollar terms,,of $1,684
in Maine to a high of $5,890 in California. In
percentages, site costs represented lessihan 12
pereent of FHA value in 1948 as compared with
nearly 20 percent in 1966. I*erceritoges7in_ 1966
ranged frcim a low of 11.1 -percent in idahoTto
26.1 percent in California.
Site costs consist of the costs of land acquisition and site improvement, and! both have \ncrensed at astounding rates. Land acquisition
costs are a function of many factors^ including
population increases, distance from the central
city or from major regional facilities! access to
transportation, zoning, etc. Geographic differ^
cnces are significant, though substantial increases in lot prices have occurred in virtually
every part of the Nation. The South Atlantic
and Pacific Regions experienced the greatest increases during the 1957-66 period—69 and 82
percent, respectively. As shown in 'table 1, one
major California builder attributes 24 percent
of capital cost to raw land acquisition. In multifainily structures, the story is vory^ much the
same. Land acquisition costs for public housing
in New York, for example, increased by 48 per:
cent from 1957-59 to 1964-6B, and for limited
profit, moderate-income housing in New York
these costs increased by 59 .percent from i95fct°
1967.
"
^'.-'
< .
Site improvement costs are incurred in preparing a site for building and providing required facilities for servicing the building orice
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TABLE 10,-SINCLE-FAMILY HOUSE SITE IMPROVEMENT COSTS (LARGESCALE:BUILDERS}>
Ptrcant 'distribution-

s

^

ifigj gradihej landscaping, and the liker^and
connective plumbing facilities to existing sewer
and water systems; Where land is nevrfy subdivided. site development costs may, in addition,
include .the provision of greets, curbs, side- walks, gutters, street lighting, sewers, and a variety of other facilities required.by a subdivision
ordinance.
r
Table 10 shoxts a percentage breakdown
6f ate improvement costs in three new
siibdivisiohs.: '
,?.
Sitejdevelppment costs may '•well be larger in
certain instances :thah iahdiacqUisition costs. In
three of the projects reported in table 1, *!hey
were in fact larger, and in one case they were
more than: .three times as ..large. Site development edit increases .have, in some .places, outstrippied eveirthe ve:ry rapid rise in land acquitsition costa. Thus,rfor example^ the 59-percent
increase in land acquisition-.coste for .limited
.profit, moderate-income housing in New. York

; w««t'
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between 1957 arid 1967 was accompanied by a
150-percent increase in site improvement costs,
making for a total site cost increase of 79 percent.
Site improvement costs vary with the geographical nature of the area and characteristics
of the terrain on which a particular project is
located. Mor6 important, in most places, than
peculiar geological conditions, however, are the
requirements of local subdivision regulations,
which prescribe standards for streets, curbs,
lighting, and other utilities. A recent study of
Suffolk County in the New York metropolitan
area, for example, shows that the developer's
costs for site improvement in Otherwise identical
subdivisions of 15,000-square-foqt lots would
vary as much as 52 percent depending on which
of three neighboring townships' subdivision
regulations was followed.' The figures for township B in table 11 are based on actual expenditures; those for townships A and C are estimated. The jiree townships are within 50 miles
:
bfeach other.
TABLE IK-COMPARISON OF SITE IMPROVEMENT COSTS FOR SUBDIVISIONS
OF 15,000 SQUARE FOOT LOTS IN THREE TOWNSHIPS OF SUFFOLK COUNTY:
IMS

Township

-

^
B
C.....—

Subdivision
reflations
considertd^Lenient .
Moderate.......
Slrinftnt
...

-•;->.
Improvement
costs per lot
J2 900 ...
3 600
4,400

Percent
difference

(4) major appliances. Thegtnerul relationships
among these categories are shown in table 12 for
single-family dwellings. The C'aluornia an.d
Ohio projects re the same as those shown in
table 1. The Long Island and Philadelphia projects, for which absolute costs are not reported,
are developments of moderately priced houses
by, large-scale developers.
In multifamily buildings, costs vary depending on the type of structure. In high-rise construction, costs for frame and shell will generally represent a somewhat higher percentage of
total structure costs because or heavier materials
and the need for greater firepropfing. Figures
for FHA 207 walkups and high-rise apartments
are shown in table 13.
The major ingredients in structure costs are
labor and materials. As table 13 indicates, direct labor costs represented slightly more than
40 percent of structure cost in 1966; with materials and job overhead making up the remainder.
Labor input, of course, varies with the particular operation to be performed. Thus, onsite
labor for steel or concrete generally accounts
for 20-25 percent of the total costs of these particular items. On the other hand, labor accounts
for 75 percent of the cost of painting and decorating and 60 percent of the cost for. masonry.

.*.

-f24
+52

TABLE 13.-DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL AND LABOR COMPONENTS Or
STRUCTURE COSTS FOR MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS, 1966
Percent of total buildinf cost

Source: Raymondand Mayand Eberlin and Eberlin. pt. IV.studyNoTZ. "Process
Report of Residential ind Market Analysrs," prepared lor Nassau-Suffolk Refional
PI»rinirii8oird;Sept«mb«rJ96fc
'

The different standards which.cause the major variations in costjcoricerned street paving,
sidewalks, and trees. Township A, for example,
requires subdividers onty to construct gravel
and oil topped roads and it has no requirements
for sidewalKs or trees.
Site improvement costs also depend on the size
of lots and, more particularly, on the wid£h of
lots. Lot width determines the number of linear
feet^of improvements required to service one
house, and each additional foot results in added
costs."
Structure costs
The costs of constructing the- building itself
represent the largest single clement of development costs. Structure costs may be divided into
four categories: (1) foundations, frame and
shell; (2) interior finish; (3) mechanicals; and
• Raymond ft Mny A.,.1 2btrlln ft Kherlln, Port IV. Study
No. S, Proartti Report «/ ReiMentW and Market Analyst,
prepared
<* the Nawu-SurTolk Ktftonal Planning Board,
"See «. tnoni complete dliciinxlon of the effect" of xnnlnR
orrllniinecii and tobdlvliton rerulHtlnm on tile co»t» contained
in Part III.

Hifh-rise apartments
Type of work, major iroups

Total cost
Excavation of foundations
Framtandshell
Mechanical subcontracts
Elevators..
Appliances
,...
Cabinets, kitdien and medicine

Wilkups

Total
cost

Labor
only

100.00

41 91

100 00

40(3

.66
IS 07
11 64
11.11
1.02 .

1.29
36 47
24 91
27;91

.16
13.04
11.51
11,94

.»

39.1$
25 41
24:49
2.90
2.14 ..
2.64
2.32

.65
1 S3

total "
• cost'

173 ..
3.66
3 03

Labor
only

1.71
1.13

Source: Department of HUD.

The materials and labor components appear
to have increased tit quite different rates, As-of
May 1968, the price of all construction materials hnd increased by 10,2 percent from 1957
to 1959, according to the Wholesale Price Index,
Variations among particular materials were
substantial.
Wage rates for construction workers have increased steadily in recent years. Average hourly
earnings and average weekly earnings for construction workers increased-58 and.57 percent
during the period 1957-/59 to May 1908, exclusive of fringe berionts. Union hourly wages in
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tiie building trades increased 44.6 percent from
1957-59 to 1967.. Fringe benefits have also
shown substantial increases. The special mechanical trades, including electricians, plumbers and. other- workers employed in heating,
ventilation, air conditioning, generally experienced the highest wage increases.
Financing and closing cost?.
Another major factor in the increasing costs
of housing is the substantial increase in financing costs in recent years. Two basic types of financing costs must be considt :od. Finf, there is
the so-called interim financing cost,jfhich consists of financing costs incurred by the developer and builder during the time of land
assembly, site preparation, construction and
marketing but prior to the actual sale or rental
of the structure. ^Coney is needed during this period to finance t:it> purchase of materials, labor
and various other types of inputs. These costs
may amount to as much as 6 percent or more of
the seliihg pnce, as shown in table 1. They are
determined by the amount the developer or
builder must borrow, the term of the loan, and
the interest .rate. Thus, the cost of interim financing will generally increase as structure coats
and the time required for construction increase.
Normally the interest rate on interim financing
is about the same as that on permanent financing, though the shorter term of interim financ-
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ing loans may result in some minor variations.
In tight money situations, the rate on interim
financing will normally be somewhat higher
than that on permanent financing, especially for
multifamily construction.
The second type of financing cost is permanent financing—the cost required to amortize
the selling price. Mortgage interest rates for
permanent home mortgages are determined by
a variety of complex economic factors of which
construction activity and demand for home
mortgages are only a part. National monetary
policy and fiscal policy and the demand for
funds by governments and individuals all play
a part. Fluctuations in mortgage interest rates
can be substantial, depending upon how these
numerous factors converge at any one time.
Moreover, differing local conditions and sluggish responses to demand and supply pressures
in local areas make for differences in prevailing
rates in various localities and regions at any one
time.
Permanent financing charges are levied by
the lender in two ways. First, they are imposed
as the stated interest charges on the unpaid
balance of the mortgage loan. In this form they
are borne directly by the homo owner and, in
the case of rental property, by the tenant as one
element of his monthly payments. Second, they
take the form of points charged against the
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mortgage amount (one point equalling 1 percent of the principal) at tlie tiiiii tlie loan is
made.
Charges for points arise primarily in connection with FHA-insured mortgages. They are
a device by which the lender can achieve a market yield on his loan despite the imposition by
FHA of a ceiling on stated interest rates. In
recent years they have also been used in connection with conventional mortgages to increase
yields where State usury laws impose ceilings
below going market rates. Under FHA regulations the buyer of a house cannot be required to
pay more than 1 point; the seller must pay the
rest. In fact, the seller of new housing considers
his payment for points as a cost and thus passes
it along to the buyer in tlie selling price. Thus,
in table 1, points are shown as n cost item.
The combination of the stated interest rate
and points is the effective yield to the lender
and, in one form or anothcr.'it is the buyer who
bears these costs. Despite occasional short-term
declines in home mortgage interest rates, the
postwar trend in yields has been almost steadily Upward. In the early 1950's, yields on conventional mortgages commonly were about 5i/t
to 514 percent For the last few years, they have
more normally been about GI/-> percent, and still
more recently they have gone above 7 percent. In response to* these trends and in an effort
to limit the number of points, several States
have found it necessary to increase statutory
interest ceilings.
Whereas in the past lenders on FHA-insurcd
mortgages required lower yields than on conventional mortgages, the gap has now been substantially closed. As a result, increases in yields
on FHA mortgages during the ]>ostwar period
have lieen even larger than on conventionals. In
the early TOoft's, yields on FIT A -insured mortgages were generally less than 5 percent. Today
they arc nearer 7 peivenf. In May 1968 the stair
iitory ceil ing on FHA mortgages was increased
:. from 6 to 6% percent
As noted, points paid for by the seller are,
like other development costs, included in selling
price. Points charged to the buyer, like the down

payment, require immediate payment at the
time of closing. The mortgage interest rate is
paid each month on the unpaid balance of the
mortgage loan. Monthly debt service payments
(which include interest and amortization of
principal) will vary with the interest rate, principal amount, and term of the mortgage. They
will vary proportionally with the principal
amount, other tilings being equal. Thus, a 10percent increase in the mortgage principal will
produce a 10-percent increase in monthly payments. Table 14 shows the effects of varying the
interest rate and term.
The proportion of debt service attributable
to the interest charge steadily decreases as time
goes on, since die principal amount outstanding,
on which the interest charge is levied is being
reduced. Thus, for example, assuming a $10,000
mortgage at 6 percent for 20 years, monthly
payments will be $71.65. At the end of 1 year,
only $267.08 will have been applied against the
principal amount and $592.72, or 68.9 percent
of the year's payments will have gone toward
interest. Not until well into the eighth year
(month 102) do payments toward the principal
exceed interest charges.
The total amount paid over the life of the
mortgage will vary with the amount of the
mortgage principal, the interest rate and the
term, as shown in table 15.
Closely related to financing costs are closing
costs, which include a package of charges re?
lated to obtaining permanent financing and
transferring title to the property.. Since such
costs are normally paid for in the first instance
by the buyer and not included in the. selling
price, they are often left put of cost computations. Such costs vary substantially depending
on local "closing" and title insurance practices
as dcsorilxkl in part V, chapter 3. Average closing costs on FHA 203 houses in lOGfi amounted
to $894, or 2.2 percent of sales price. From
1957-59 to 19G6, such costs increased by 33 percent.
Other Development Caste
In addition to site, structure, and financing
u>sts, development costs include profit, over-

TABIE U.-MONTHLY PAYMENTS Oil A $15.000 MORTGAGE AT VARIOUS TERMS AND INTEREST RATES
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headj marketing, and fees of various types (c^g.,
charges, for the services of architects and Jawyers)._ Considered together, these costs, as reported, range from 16 to 28 percent of total development costs. .
._. A. number of cost breakdowns presented
earlier in this chapter contain figures which
purport to isolate "profit" The NAHB survey
shown in table 2 suggests that average profit
before taxes is 3 percent, varying in a range of
2 to 6 percent Table 1 shows profits and overhead varying from 7 to 13 percent, with overhead, including numerous items of expense for
design, legal fees, accounting, et cetera. The
separate figures for profit shown in table 1 vary
from lj» to 8.9 percent
Aiinlyzing such figures .presents great- difficulties. Accounting systems, as noted 'rirlier,
differ widely. What is profit on one statement
may be general overhead on another. In a business charatcerized by single proprietorships and
partnerships—the prevailing forms of owner-5
ship in the construction industry-— "salaries, '
an item normally included in overhead, may in
fact represent profit. Moreover, amounts shown
as "costs" by _a builder—&g., land and construction materials—may in fact contain some element of profit
-----Though' most builders do not inventory components, some do. In particular, a builder may
purchase land well in advance of actual construction and include a profit on the land in
the final price of his building. In some instances
the land is held in a separate company, which
is controlled by the builder, prior to the time
it is actually needed as a construction site, it
is later transferred to the construction company
when work begins. It should be noted that such
a practice does not necessarily increase the selling price of the building. If the builder bought
the land at the time he began construction, the
final price of the house would reflect a profit
margin for the seller of the land, which might
be the same, more, or less than the margin the .
builder might require.
Disciissons with knowledgeable builders and
rial estate investors suggest that the average
builder 6* single-family homes usually aims for'

a profit of 15 to 20 percent of gross sales, where
profit includes cains on air cost components;
Thus; for example, a builder may add an 8-percent fee on a house in which ill .cost factors add
up to $20jOOO, making the selling price $21,600.
(Me cost item may be $5,000 for land which in
fact the builder acquired for only $1,000, 10
years earlier: If, after deducting property taxes
and interest during the holding period, the
profit on -land amounts to $2,720, then total
profit to the builder is $4#20 ($2,720 pins
$1,600) j or 20 percent
Builders' overhead and profit and architects'
fees are included as "fees" in table 7 for HDD
multifamily projects. Median figures are generally about 11 percent Again, additional
"profit" may be present in cost; items not designated as such. In a number of HUD programsincluding 220, 221 (d) (3) (limited dividend),
221(d) (4) and 231 (for profit)— a 10-percent
builder and sponsor's fee for profit and risk are
allowed by law. In others, a sliding scale guide
is generally used to determine an appropriate
builder's fee, beginning at 10 percent for projects of up to $100,000 and going down at higher
amounts to a low of 4.25 percent for projects
over $12 million.
Operating Costs
Operating costs, as noted above, today account
for about one-half the rental charge on multifamily homes. Of this amount, heat, utilities,
and property taxes represent, the largest items.
See tables 3 and 4. _ • . .
Increases in operating expenses have been
among the most substantial percentage increases in costs. Heat and utilities for FHA 203
housing L creased by^30 percent from 1959 to
1966 j maintenance and: repair rose.-by 33 percent; and taxes and assessments by 40 percent
during the same period.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COST RELATIONSHIPS

There is ah important distinction between the
ability to reduce the absolute cost of a particular
component and the effect of any such reduction
on the final expense to the consumer. The percentage of total cost accounted for by a particular component may toll little about the ability
to achieve reductions in its cost The important
factor is the absolute dollar amount. One builder's structure costs, for example, may be 70 percent of total development costs; another builder's structure costs—though identical in absolute dollars—may represent only 40 percent of
the toal cost. A $1,000 reduction in structure
cost will result in at least a $1,000 reduction in
total development cost for both builders.
. _ But the proportionate effect on the final selling price of the house will vary depending on
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the share of the total cost borne by structure
, costs. Reductions in items which consume a
larger percentage of total cost will obviously
hate a more significant relative impact than
reductions in other items. If total structure
costs are $10,000 and there is a $1,000 reduction (10 percent), the effect on the sales price
for the builder whose construction cost is 70
percent will be a reduction of 7 percent (10
tunes 70 percent) as compared with a reduction of 4 percent (10 times 40 percent) for the
builder whose structure costs equals 40 percent
of selling price.
Such neat arithmetic calculations, however,
fail to reflect certain interrelationships among
various cost components. In particular, it appears that a number of cost items are themselves
determined at least in part by others.
Assume, for example, a house having structure costs of $10,000 and a selling: price of $20,000. What will be the effect on selling price of a
10-percent reduction, $1,000, in structure costs?
Tf the builder adds 8 percent onto cost for profit,
a $1,000 reduction in structure costs will produce a $1,080 reduction in sales price by this
factor alone. Assuming the builder also will be
required to pay five points for the permanent financing (on a 90-percent mortgage), a reduction in sales price by $1,080 win reduce the
charge by $49. Thus the effect of a $1,000 reduction in structure cost, considering profit and
permanent financing only, will reduce the price
by about $1,129; or, to state it another way, a $1
reduction in structure costs results in a $1.13 reduction in selling price. Obviously if profit margins are higher or financing is more expensive,
this expansion effect will be even greater. In addition, other items of cost will also be affected.
Interim financing costs and closing costs will be
reduced. Architects' fees, often stated as a percentage of construction costs, will decrease, as
may other fees and marketing charges. Certain
operating expenses will also be affected. Property taxes and hazard insurance should be reduced because of the lower selling price.
Another kind of multiple effect occurs in de-

termining how extensive a housing unit a person can afford. An oft-stated rule of thumb is
that a person should spend not more than. 25
percent of his monthly earnings on his monthly
housing expense. Thus, for every additional
dollar of monthly expense, he must earn an
additional $4. In these terms, the importance
of even relatively minor cost changes becomes
apparent
_
In the remaining chapters of part V, the
Commission considers various approachesto reducing the costs of housing. It does so in the belief that cost reduction, to the extent consistent
with maintaining and improving quality, must
be a vital part of public and private efforts to
achieve national housing goals.
Such a statement of principle may appear to
affirm the obvious, but in fact there are those
who suggest that cost-reducing efforts are largely a waste of time and likely to interfere with
the main job of producing more housing units.
They delight in pointing out that even if the
cost of a particular component were .reduced,
the impact on total housing costs would be minimal. Thus, for example, they suggest that reducing structure costs by 10 percent would only
reduce selling price by 5 percent, (assuming that
structure costs are half of the selling price) and
would reduce monthly housing expense by only
2% percent (assuming debt service is half of
monthly housing expense).
It is true, of course, as this chapter has demonstrated, that the housing dollar goes to pay a
variety of costs, many of which are relatively
small in relation to the total. But this does not
validate the rcductio ad dbsurdum argument
and should not result in frustration and inaction. Bather it suggests the need for patient,
persistent efforts to reduce costs wherever possible. The search is not for panaceas, though discussions of cost reduction are often attacked as
such. But the cumulative results of many small,
undramatic cost reductions can be significant.
It may be that one can win the battle and still
lose the war; but failure to fight the battles will
surely not produce victory.
-
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For every dollar saved in basic construction
costs, there are added savings to the. ultimate
consumer in reduced construction .profits and
overhead, interest on loans, tax assessments* and
other.ooets that traditionally relate to.,constroction costs such as architects' and engineers' fees
and real estate fees. It is imperative, then, that
every promising avenue of construction cost saving be fqllo^edup^to the point at which the cost
saving techniques begin to change the natrire of
tiuj products in undesirable ways, or signify
candy reduce the durability, usefulness, or level
of amenity, or increase other ownership costs.
THE N'ATOHE OF THE BUIUHXO IKDTJSTRT

Homebuilding in the United States, in many
of its aspects, is an example of the small-scale,
handicraft type industry. As industry after industry has been industrialized, vrork has become
more finely subdivided.Morecapital per worker
ha§ been provided, and production has increased
for each combined unit of labor and capital.7 The
material standard of living has risen. While
some of these changes have come into building,
more than almost any other industry it produces
under conditions similar to those common a half
cent
. -The'buflding industry is a loose conglomeration of small participants who come together on
ft project-by-project basis. The initiator of the
construction process brings together architects,
engineers, and a general contractor for a given
building development In the post almost all
private residential construction was initiated by
a merchant builder, who built a small number
of units for sale, or by an individual owner,
ordering a single house for his own use. While
this pattern continues to predominate, more recently the building function has sometimes been
divorced from the development function—with
a developer buying land, planning its development and then calling in builders to perform thn
;
construction function.
The typical contractor still builds only a few
houses each year and farms out a large part .of
his .work to specialized subcontractors. He
might take charge of the foundations and the
shell himself, but will have separate subcon-

tractors for the plumbing and the,,electrical
work. He hires painters and bricklayersfand numerous other craftsmen to perform spectaloied
tasks. Sometimes be lets these jobs out on subcontract, while remaining responsible if or the
purchase and flow of material* and for the general conduct of the work. When each participant completes his particular role, he leaves.
Generally speakinr the organization is assembled for one job only;
,
.'.--"
Siz? of
firms
"1
The building industry is composed of thousands of smjdl firms. A preponderant number of
construction-firms are understate proprietorship
and employ few or no full-time employees.
Workers in construction tend to establish.their
own businesses when opportunities are available
and to return to working for others when-such
opportunities decline. It is quote common that
small construction contracts are carried out by
skilled craftsmen simultaneously with regular
employment
•'"' . ,. .'-'Although firms engaged ih'oontra^ construction are, not the only ones in the building business, an analysis of their operations illustrates
the characteristics;of the industry. The statistics for this category of work do not include the
operative builders who construct on their own
account for sale or. lease or investment builders
who construct buildings for rental. Those in
contract construction include contractors primarily engaged in the erection of buildings,
general contractors in heavy nonbuilding construction, and special trade contractors,
.In mid-March 1966,. there were 322,781 firms
with one or more employees engaged in contract
construction. General contractors engaged in
constructing buildings numbered 03,148 firms,
with 987,884 employees. There were 199,10117 special trade contractors, employing 1,538,150, with
the largest engaged in plumbing, heating and
nir conditioning; painting and paper hanging;
electrical work; masonry, stone work and plastering; and carpentry and wood flooring.

Most firms in the building business are quite
small. In 1966, 174,856 contract construction
companies, or. 54 percent of the total, hod one to
three employees. Only 10 percent of the total
(431)
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332had 20 or more employees. By contrast, 25 percent of the total number of manufacturing firms
had one to Area employees, and 36 percent had
20 or more employees.
. A1964 survey by the National A^ociation^of
Home Builders, which claims that its memberi
ship produces 75 percent of all single-family
houses and 65 percent o£all new housing, indicates that the vast majority of its member build-'
ere maintain relatively small operations, with
ah average production of 49 angle-family units
ayear. About 27 percent of the membership oonstnicted' 11 t*--25 units,'both; single-family and
multif amity, while another 37 percent produced
less thaitlO uni^s a year. Thus, over 64 "percent
of all NAHB members produced'less than 25
units aTear;-Almo8t one-fourth of the members
had no full-time employees; 61 percent had fewer than four salaried employees; only aboutone
in nine had 10 or more employees; and only one
in 20 had more than 20.
The larger builders do contribute a disproportionate share of total production. Thus,
constructed over 100 units a year, they accounted
for 52 percent of .units produced. The 0£ percent of NAHB members producing ovear 500
units a year accounted for 14.7 percent of all
membership units constructed. .
BusinessfaSvret
The volatility of. the industry .is reflected
in its extraordinarily high rate of business
failures. The number of failures in construction
accounted for almost 19 percent of the total
number of failures in all industries in 1967.
Retail trade was the only major industry that
exceeded contract construction in total number
of failures. Failures among building subcontractors accounted for more than half of all
construction failures. In 1967, building subcontractors, such as painters and plumbers,
reported failures of 1,243 businesses out of a
total number of 2,261 business failures for all
construction contractors; general building contractors accounted for 867 failures; and other
contractors, which include heavy construction
work, such as highways, accounted for 151.
Employment
In 1966, there were an estimated 3,762,000
construction workers, employed in 20 separate
crafts. Of course, any discussion of specific
statistics on construction labor is subject to
controversy. The high rate of entry and exit as
well as seasonal fluctuations that characterize
this industry make it extremely difficult to
accurately measure the labor force. There is also
a high degree of mobility in job status. An

individual employee may alternate between
working as a foreman and as a journeyman.
A man who tvorks as an employee may, if the
opportunity presents itself, become a contractor
.for a period and then return to the labor ranks
'when he completes his work.
More attention will be given to the characteristics of: the construction labor force in
chapter^ of this part. For present purposes,
however, a number of important features should
be borne in mind; First, the labor force consists
of skilled craftsmen. Second, the onsite nature
of construction makes employment subject to
substantial seasonal variation and to interruptions at almost any time'due to weather conditions. Third, the nature of the industry itself—
highly fragmented and organized on a projectby-project basis—makes for many uncertainties
as to amount and duration of employment. As
a result, hourly wage rates appeal-to be quite
high compared to prevailing rates, in many more
"industrialized" industries. The true wage picture must include hours worked as well as hourly
rates.
FKOSFECTS FOR SEDUCING HOUSING COSTS WITH
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

Efforts to hold down the cost of building
materials and to tie wage increases to increases
in productivity are vital parts of any program
to" restrain rising construction costs. But, in
addition, there may be new techniques, -new
ways of organizing and managing resources,
and wholly new'technologies which may produce important cost reductions. In this chapter
we first consider the present state of the construction industry, examining those developments of new products and techniques which
are now in use. In particular, we will consider
(1) the role of prcfdbrtcation.and (2) the role
of large-scale bidding. Later in the chapter, we
look toward the future and the prospects which
advanced technology holds fpr reducing costs,
improving quality and contributing to solving
the Nation's housing problems.
There is today a belief among many people
that the greatest cost reductions, in the first cost
of construction, can come about through inplant
technology. The particular focus here is prefabrication, a technique which has been used
widely in the housing industry for many years.
Of course, many people in the housing industry view prefabridtion »» that technique which
applies to the .finished parts of the shell of the
house, not that technique which, in fact, applies
as well to such items as appliances, which are
also prefabricated. In the pure sense of the
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word, preluing doors, air conditioning units,
roof trusses and mobile homes are all examples
ofprefabrication.
^ ~~
However, considering lust the walls, roof and
floors of dwelling units, both single family and
multifamily, tlie application of prefabrication
in the building industry has grown phenomenally in recent years.
.
To date, most prefabrication in this country
has been simply a matter, of moving processes
of conventional oiisite building, as they pertain
to the walls, roof, and floors of the house, into
a factory. Some of these factories are little more
than open lumber storage areas with a'few big
tables for nailing together roof trusses. Others
are fairly sophisticated assembly lines, with, a
great deal of mechanical handling, nailing and
stapling equipment.
Sonic attempts have been made to change the
system complete!}' inside the. plant."Machinery
has been used to foam plastic between exterior
and inferior skins, to create entire sandwich
panel walls. A number, of complete steel ..wall
systems have been tried. For one reason or another, these, more ambitious efforts have not
generally taken hold.
Offsitc assembly, encompassing primarily the
"shell elements of dwelling units but including
some mechanical elements, has taken four basic
'forms:,
^
(1) Prefabricated components.—-The offsite
assembly of specialized structural and mechanical components is the most widespread form of
prefabrication. Such components are shipped
from the plant to. the site for use in buildings
which, in other respects, are constructed by conventional onsite operations. Today, virtually
every new dwelling unit built in this country,
both high rise and low rise, uses some prefabricated components.
(2) ^Manufactured homt*.—The offsite construction of almost all elements of the frame
and shell is another form of prefabrication.
Walls, floors, and roofs are constructed as separate items and assembled on the site, or complete rooms and dwelling units may be constructed offsite in the form of modules. In this
country, inost of the important activity in this
field has involved frame construction. Other
materials -which have been more widely used in
other countries and have been the subject of experiments here include plastic, brick and variou*
forms of concrete.

of about GO feet. T\vo sections are usually placed
together on a .conventional foundation -(crawlspace Or basenTerit) -at the site'Jtb make'U finished dwelling unit. Sections are placed by
crane or can be rolled, with winches and cable
from a low-bed truck right onto the finished
foundation. Almost all sectionalized houses and
manufactured'homes in this country" are built
with exactly the same materials, used in the
same way, as in conventional building.
(4) Mobile 'home*.—One form of sectional*
ized home is the mobile home. Though the name
implies temporariness, such homes have, in fact,
become permanent residences for many and
have, in recent years, become an important
source of new .housing starts. .Because mobile
homes are generally considered a separate
industry, they will be dealt with »fteY;the discussion of other prefabrication products and
processes.
" "" '
THE XATURE OF THE HOME MANUFACTURING
SECTOR '-

Information and official figures in this field
are very difficult to obtain. An advisory committee to the Commission, established by the
Home Manufacturing industry, conducted a
survey to obtain certain basic information and
obtained the following results; There are approximately 600 home manufacturers, .abp"*
1,300 builder-fabricators who construct homes
and operate their own fabrication facilities, and
about 2,100 component fabricators consisting of
retail and wholesale suppliers of lumber and
building materials operating their own fabrication facilities. Thus a total of about 4,200
plants producing prefabricated homes and preassembjed components, are scattered all around
the country. A special concentration of such
plants, containing more than one-quarter of the
total, as found in the States .of the so-called
"Prefab Belt"—Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, and Wisconsin. Of the 1.3 million nonfarm family homes started in 1967, an estimated
230,000 units, or 18.5 percent, were manufactured homes of one type or another (not including mobile homes). .
.
.
Prefabricated components

(3) Seetionalized homes,—These units are
essentially manufactured homes for which the
walls, floors, and roofs have been assembled in
the plant instead of being shipped as big components and assembled at the site. Each house
section is usually limited to a 12-foot width (for
ovcr-the-road hauling) and n maximum length

The most significant growth in prefabrication activities during the past decade has been
shown by the component fabricators, though
their activities are sometimes overlooked by construction industry critics seeking more dramatic departures from conventional methods.
Among the most important examples of such
components are tho following:
(1) Trusses.—Builders thoughout the Xation
nro now using shop-f nbricatcd trusses to support
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roofs instead of assembling rafters and ceiling
joists 011 a. piece-by-piece Vsis at the site.. In
fireproof construction,, steel .trusses have been
used for half a century. The wood members of
these grasses.are now constructed with ppwjer
tools and jiew types of fastenings, such as splitrincs and metal plates. The most commonly used
roof truss-in single-family houses consists of an
assembly of thin wood members, usually 2<by
4 inches and 2 by 6 inches, which are assembled
in the form of a triangle. The apex supports the
ridge of the roof. The base of the triangle rests
on exterior walls. There is usually a projection
of,the truss beyond, the exterior wall, which
forms an overhang around the side of the house.
--- (2) Plumbing^treesi'.—Instead of connecting separate pipe sections to individual plumbmgjfittihgs andfixtures at.die. bathroom or kitchen in each house-builders are how installing shop assembled sections of plumbing systems. Standard dimensions for major plumbing
sections permit their use in all houses in a builder's construction program, regardless of individual design variations.
(3) Prekung doors.—Until recent times, the
installation of doors followed the traditional
practice of first erecting a frame around the
sides .and head of each doorway, to cover the exposed sections of the wall construction. The
door was then installed by carpenters within the
frame and adjustments were made with hand
saw and plane to enable the door to open and
close easily. The final step on the site was installation within the door and frame of the hardware, consisting of hinges, doorknobs and lock
assembly in the door and frame. In order to reduce installation costs, builders now purchase
or produce door assemblies that arrive at the
site already installed within their frames. The
entire Assembly is then installed before the wall
is finished. (Prehung and/or preengineered
doors and their casings (doors and bucks) of
steel have been in common use in high-rise construction for at least a generation.)
... 01) Molded fiber glass tubs and enclosure*,—
These one-piece, jointless and seamless units first
appeared on the market about 10 years ago and
after hundreds of code controversies are. now
accepted in many parts of the country.
(5) Precast concrete watt and •floor panels.—
In fireproof construction .such components are
.popular today in many parts of the country.
Thomas,Edison developed the first such components for use in housing jn about 1006, but they
gained.littlejimrket acceptance at that .time.
(6) Heat pump*.—These compact, units, combining both heating and cooling functions have
been used in housing for about decade. The heat
pump extracts, or exchanges, heat from one
ambient atmosphere to another (usually via a

refrigeration cycle) to either heat or cool. The
basic system of a heat pump was first used in
commercial application about World War I
withjie introduction of the gas-absorption .re"
'or;
:
Manufactured homes
.
The offsite construction of entire houses is a
more striking form of prefabrication. The technique of prefabricating panels,and walls for
homes has been used sporadically for generations. However, home manufacturing came into
widespread use in the.period following World
War JJ. Home manufacturers now produce a
the shell or major structural elements. The home
purchaser pays additional costs for land, site
improvements, interior furnishings,
fixtures,
etc.
•: v
Home manufacturers produce a variety of
housing types, including single-family detached houses, row houses, and garden apartments. Of the home manufacturing industry's
production in 1967, 70 percent went to the c5hstruction of single-family homes and 30 percent
to low-rise garden apartments. Single-family
dwellings generally range in size from 980 to
2,000 square feet of enclosed living space.
Frame construction is the predominant form
of manufactured homes. A few firms are, however, attempting to use other materials. For example, precast, load-bearing concrete panels
have been useft by firms in California, Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, and Florida. Other firms
are experimenting with fabricated brick panels,
extruded asbestos cement panels, and aluminum
plastic sandwich panels.
Several manufacturers sell directly to the
consumer, but the customary practice is for the
manufacturer to sell to builder-dealers at the
local market Local builder-dealers receive supporting services from the manufacturer, including assistance in site design, land acquisition
and improvement, financing through subsidiary
acceptance corporations, and administration.
Crews and equipment to perform onsife erection
of the prefabricated home package are also provided by the manufacturer m some instances.
The average franchiscd builder-dealer soils from
10 to 20 houses per year. Only about 4 or 5 percent of this industry's annual output is sold
directly to the consumer, particularly in small
towns and rural areas.
Home manufacturers, builder fabricators, and
component fabricator are generally small -scale
operators as compared with ninny other manufacturing concerns, but tend to be larger and
have more .regular employees than, conventional
builders.

Apart froin a few firms that market and distnbutejheir producte acfoe^.tlie Nation, Jhe
-home maiuiifactuji^
regiofial manfabtur. ost home inanufacoperate one or two plants. Their market
is generally junited to srsdO-mileridius of .their
ppjfit of production. Spmejfroducers haye.at^
temjpted & -obtain national distribution, but
they are dependent upon regional plant opera n s y . i . . - ; . . - - , . > ~~ v : -.:•' j - ;
. •»•
'
The cottt of prefttiri&cted
homes
and
component* '•-:
,"•- " -"-•'_. - ^ •"•" -'
jManufactared homes vary subetentially in

duction in construction costs, combined with a
major saying" of time, results; in; a"v$3,333
reductioh-insaies^price.
^"'"'•*;" ~r _
The Commission has also collected cost data
.from other industrialized housing manufacturers. They indicate that in the upper Midwest
an all-leather, single-family dwelling unit of
approximately 1,000 square feet can be .built
and delivered to the site for approximately
$i,000, about $i,QQO of which represents the *
margin to the manufacturer for prbfit, overhead, and selligg cost. Freight is approximately
$100. The costsat the site for foundation, "painting, finish, carpentry, site improvements, elecr
tncal and plumb'ing subcontracts, permits,
crane rental, eta, add about $3,500. The local
builder representative adds about another
$4,000 to the selling price for advertising, other
sales costs, closing costs, points, interest, and
rofit, making a total sales price of about
11,500, exclusive of land.
",
.
Cost advantage*
. - - • ' " '
Seductions in costs through offsite construpT
tion techniques are attributable to a number of
factors. First, labor costs per unit of output
are reduced. In strong trade union areas, switching from traditional craft workers to industrial
workers generally results in lower hourly wage
rates. Further, onsite construction requires a
complete trade skill and, correspondingly, a
high hourly wage, especially where union labor
is involved. When the bulk pf the work is done
in the factory, skills can be more finely divided
and a lower average rate results. Where, craftworkers are not unionized, as is the case in many
non-central-city areas, the switch from craft to
industrial workers may actually result in higher
hourly rates. Even in this situation, however,
labor costs per unit of output can be reduced,
since prefabrication provides many possibilities
for man-hour reduction through the use of
power driven machinery, greater specialization,
and repetitive operations;
:;.. ^
/Second, since a much larger proportion of the
work is done under cover, less time is lost and
less cost incurred because of bad weather. De-

amenity, etc. Manufacturers of homes generally
quote .prices.FOB factory. Transportation and
erecting fees .are added ton, depending on distance and house size. The total saili price to
o
consumer,'pf .course, will aisp
tide.ian4

f

i g examplei d f .ihe
. .
turef provided the figures shown ifi table 1.
Table 2 presents cost estimates for. a 1,000souare-foot house assuming various construction meithods in Toledo, Ohio, which is a highcost area. The figures assume ho code restraints.
The figures for conventional construction are
for a small^scaie builder
" of about 12 houses ft
..-.
.
"As the table indicates, site costs, including
footings; foundations, and basement slabs, are
identical for>the three houses. Major differences
arise, as expected, hi construction -costs;. Considering shell and frame, mechanicals and appliances as. a -group, conventional construction
costs$9,855, partial fabrication $9,367, and total
fabrication $8,237., .Only $530 is required for
phsite work .(erecting, the sections and connecting the .plumbing and heating systems) in the
totjii prefabrication process. Other. savings on
Ithe toteljy mAnufactured home are a .result of
eliminating interim financing and reducing the
hd site .cost§, on .which other
jis sal^ comm:.BJons, .points,
.and profitsr^re base^. ,Thus, in
the* case of the sectionalized house, a $1,618 re-
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TAILE 1.—MICE COMPONENTS OF MANUFACTURED HOMES PRODUCED BY A LEADING MANUFACTURER
.
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.Third, and in addition to the time saved by
eliminating interruptions due
to^weatheiythe^
prefabri<Mtion-^rocess 'itselfi! cah-iave/a jjreat
deal of tiiriei Building %. singledamily house by
"TotalJabri' "
conventional; methods, Jor example, may take
froin three to sii.rnontlii; buildiygb^; prefiSfii
cation can'be a^matter of-weeks-ipr eyen days.
$2,300
The prefabricatedthojase'still requires a certain,
2t>
amount of onsite wdrfc. A foundation must be
N
prepared; water,-sewer, and electrical cbrinec560
tions must be made; and the house components
50
.
-75 must be assembled. .Standardized .procedures,
1.0(4
however, simplify onsite assembly; nnd.a small
crew can easily^ assemble,many .such structures
3.364
in 1_ or 2 da^s^LOnsite erection fees can thus be
, 192
- " 704
held
to a minimum.
.. ". "..--'.
. ; 360

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATS); DEVELOPMENT COSTS FOR COMPAIAHC SINGLEFAMILY HOUSES. OF CONVENTIONAL CONSTfUCTION. PARTIAL FAttlCATION. AND TOTAL FAMICATION
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Iftys add directly to the costs of interim financing. Uncertainties caused by the vagaries of the
weather reduce the ability to make accurate
judgments about the proper timing of material shipments, increase rehandling, and cause
standby time. Labor productivity is reduced
where workmen must perform in wet or cold
weather. Moreover, the wage rates of the construction industry now reflect the likelihood
of interruptions due to weather conditions. If
this likelihood is eliminated by moving the work
indoors, future wage rates can begin to reflect
added job security.

Despite the apparent advantages 6f preffibrjcation techniques, companies engaged' in home
manufacturing and offsite constructipirpf com*
ppnents face a-number-of importantprobierris'j
most of which <ire unrelated to any technologi<-al -weaknesses; The most important are tlie
following-:
••
;
-"-•-'' A •-:;"'.-' /X
;First, home manufacturer report ma]pr:m_8rketin^ problems. Preffabricationis^SjEenjy many
as a ^'gimmick." Mnnyj:potentiai 'oifyeiS' also
believe manufactured homes are aesthetically
undesirable or structurally imsouridjrev<!n wlteiii
this is clearly not the case. The picture-of V
group of standardized dwelling Tihits cSmprisme a monotonous community is understandably
abhorrent to home buyers; and this is the picture which many Americans associate with prefabricated houses. -''/''.
The unsavory image which many hipe of\prefabricated homes has been proved 'erroneous
where care has .been taken ini house- and':.4ife
design. Lafayette, Ind., a city of 55,000 where
the main plant and home office of one major
producer is'located, is/a good illustration'. Over
the years, some 4,000 prefabricated hdrnes.have
been built and erected in tliis city and now house
approximately one-quarter of the population.
The general appearance of Lafayette is siipofiof
to that of'the average small American city. Its
residential sections are pleasing and harmonious, and provide living proof that prefabricated
housing need not mean deadening uniformity.
The working class town of Romeoville, ajew
miles northeast of Jolict, 111., also illustrates
that industrialized housing can be equal to or
superior in aesthetic quality to conventional
housing. The houses there are virtually all prefabricated and within a fairly close price range.
They are not only pleasant and convenient to
live in, but afford accommodations which .cannot be matched locally at the .prices charged.
The jommunity as a whole makes a bettor ap-
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_pearance than most other towns in the State.
' $< ccnd, problems of building codes and other
nccessury product approvals plague both the
home ibaiiufacturers and, the makers of ^reassembled components. lii far too many jurisdictions, various preassemblies are rejected outright.III.others, inspection methods effectively
exclude .their...If electrical connections are installed inside preassembled p..inels, for example,
they are subject to the possible demand of buildiiig jnspectors, who often represent either lo.cal
cjrafit or building interests, that they be taken
*.Out and locally installed or that a panel be reiffoyeii to permit inspection at the site. Costly
delays and alterations can result.
These problems _are by no means unique to
" prefabrjcated products. i£vcn where tjhe .most
high-minded men and_ motives are involved, approval for, new _ products and processes is a
..grueling affair. But the special problem posed
by dffsite assembly appears to be the need for.
Mspieclioh at the time assembly takes place
rather than at the time the component is installed at the site. In some jurisdictions procedures hay6 been established .which allow inspecgioQ-at-th«jplace of assembly. Approval is
:then evidenced by a stamp which later can be
- accepted by the onsite inspector. But the exclusion of joreassembied components-remains a
serious problem in many localities.
Perhaps j&ven more significant, though not
precisely measurable, is the deterrent effect of
existing code restraints on- the development of
new preas-embleoL components and houses. Instprs-are understandably reluctant to expend
...rge amounts on research and development
wheivthey fear that even technically successful
innovations will not be allowed to reach the potential market. .Third,-there is-the problem of transportation
costs for heavy or r 'Iky items. Where construction takes place offsite, assemblies must be transported to the site for erection. Where the parts
are heavy and the distance great, tliis
cost can
bj> crashing. Transportation, cpsts jht,ve been a
rftividf-dbsta'cle to'tn&use of prSfabficated concrqtc constnictjon, an otherwise promising technological lid.^Trice. In frame construction, the
problems are^ much less^ burdensome, but they
v
have the effect of limiting the geographical
if. k'et whicji tj, factory can economically serve.
Gtrierally speaking, home manufacturers do
hot fiirid it advisable to extend their sales area
beyond 800 hipes "from the factory. If other
problems of YravketaLility could be overcome,
such a' limit wo_u1d not appear to be a major obstade to a profitable scale of production, With
limited marketability,.^ is.
Oiib jmajor effect fit-all'«,. these obstacles is to
spvoroly limit the scale at 'vhiclv prefnbricators

must operate. The advantages and prospects of
hu-ge scale housing production—on and offsite—
are considered later. Here, however, it should
be noted that, in the view of many, the future
success of prefabrication—with existing techr
nology and with technologies yet to be developed—depends on a high volume of production
and sales. The major advantages of industrialization require that capital costs be spread over
a large number of units .of output and that.production be sufficiently large and constant to allow workers to operate on a production line
basis. .
If production and sales are low, the overhead
cost per unit will be high. And it is upon this
rock that so many prefabricated housuig ventures have floundered. If only a few scattered
sales are obtained, machinery stands idle most
of the time, workers lack steady jobs and tend
to leave, and unit costs are high. With building
so decentralized between tens of thousands of
contractors and subcontractors, it is at present
almost impossible to obtain the volume of orders
necessary to reduce costs, improve quality, and
encourage additional research and development.
The Industry record
To date, the profit, record of U.S. home manufacturers has not been inspiring. One of the
largest companies iifthc industry, for example,
had sales of 23,000 units in 1959; li'
s sales
were "!5,OQO units, a decline of tin
third.
Earnings on sales' in 1967 wore only ne-tenth of
1 percent on investment. Many other companies,
usually much smaller, have experienced similar
or worse profit margins, and many have gone
under. Thos/ivmipanies which have stayed in
business, including the very largest, are often
able to do so only because of profits on land and
home financing.
The limitations confronting the home manufacturer appear to be less serious in the case of
production and technology than in the matters
of site location, design, local zoning or code
restriction.", marketing, and sales.
The future
Prefabricated components, such as roof
trusses and plumbing trees, have been nn important; factor in the industry in recent years, and
additional advances in the technology of such
components nre to be expected. Conventional
builders recognize their value and are among
their leading advocates. Unfortunately, local
building code officials have not given them their
wholehearted support and continue to block
their use in far too may places.
Prefabricated or industrialized houses have
been loss enthusiastically received, though they
have achieved important cost rcductioi. ../''.liny
continue to uncotmter niiijor problems of 'r yiv.
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ketability and institutional resistance. Early
arid, in ?ome ca?es, continuing lack of sittcntion
to the importance of design—both in the structure itself and in site layout—has plagued the
industry. For a variety of reasons communities
and building officials often resist the introduction of such structures^ In addition, marketing
activities, vital to the success of the industry,
have suffered either from being left in the hands
of the producers, who have had little experience
in the industry, or from being placed in the
hands of alleged experts in home building who
in reality have been no-more expert than the
producers. - - - _ •
The city of Chicago is now involved in a dramatic prograni to use manufactured homes for
moderate-income families. During the summer
of 19,68, the city negotiated an agreement with
a major home manufacturer to factory prefabricate homes at an expected rate of 2,000 a year,
employing an estimated 165 men on a full-year
basis. Certain building code provisions were
waived. Union cooperation was obtained
through the company's agreement that the Chicago factory would be a" union shop and that
erection would bo supervised by union men who
would also train neighborhood labor. The
unions, for their part, agreed to be more flexible
on jurisdiction!*! claims and work practices. In
addition, six leading building trade unions
agreed initially to contribute one-third of the
cost of constructing the new plant, which was
estimated at a total of $2 million. A number of
industries pledged another third, and a group
of insurance companies the remainder.
The houses arc to sell at a price ranging from
$11,500 to $14,500, thus opening up the market
to those in the $4,500-$5,500-a-year income
bracket. Down payments are expected to range
from $200 for a two-b^tlroom house to $400 for
one with four-bedrooms. Stoves, refrigerators,
furniture, and even carpeting are included in
thcprice.
Mobile homes
One form of prefabricated dwelling unit
which has achieved amazing success in recent
years is the mobile homo. It has emerged as a
major source of housing within a single generation.
More than 4,650,000 people now live in mobile
homes, 80 percent of which are located in mobile
homo parks. There arc now over 13,500 such
parks in the United States, each containing
ah average of 60 to 75 homesites. New parks arc
being developed at .in estimated rate of more
than 1,000 a year. These newer areas normally
are planned for more than 100 mobile homes.
In the post-War period, about 2.5 million
mobile homes have been produced. According to

the Mobile Home Manufacturers Association,
production in recent years lias grown rapidly,
with annual production in 1967 of slightly over
240,000 units, four times that of 1947. Table 3
shows figures on annual production for 1962—
1967.
TABLE 3.-ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF MOBILE HOMES IN THE
UNITED STATES. 19C2-1W7

lint
Appniimatt
"""

Yeir:

. 120.5

196?..

1963
1964
1965....'.
19GC
1967

_

..-ISIS
195.9
...222.0
222.7.
...240.4

So«re»: Mobil* Hom« MiMtetaran AnoctatiH.

In 1967 mobile home production equalled 23
percent of all single-family nonfarm housing,
starts.
,
The importance of mobile homes in the overall housing picture is suggested not merely by
their growing numbers but also by the market
they serve. While they are still bought by many
people as second homes or vacationhomes, they
aie today,an important source of primary residences. The largest market for mobile homes,
accounting for 43 percent of the total, is among
the under-34 age group. The largest portion of
this group consists of newly married couples
who have limited space needs and find that the
average monthly payment of $150 or lejss iswithin their budget, especially when additional
payments are not needed for furniture. Another
important segment of the market is for old peole who do not want the cares of a conventional
omo and whose children have grown up and are
living elsewhere. When all this can be combined
with retirement in a warm or moderate climate,
it can be especially attractive.
Mobile homes grew- out of the .earlier "trailers"—sm ill, simple bedrooms-on-wheels which
could b., attached to an ordinary automobile.
Trailers were truly mobile and were used primarily by vacationers on long distance drives to
avoid dependence on hotels. As they grew in
popularity, "camps" were developed ' vacation
and tourist spots for the temporary q..iirtoring
of those trailers. Minimum services, such as
water and sanitary facilities, were provided, but
little else.
After World War II, builders of trailers
began to recognixc the potential of their product
in helping to meet the Nation's Jarge backlog
of housing needs. The "trailer" became a permanent abode; and with the change came a now
inline—"mobile home." Even this nnmo is a misnomer, for it has boon estimated that more than

E
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60 percent of all mobile-home owners have never
moved the unit thej currently occupy. The
Mobile Home Manufacturers Association reports that the average stay in one. location by
mobile-home owners is 58 months, which is about
the same as for owners of conventional housing.
About 70 percent of the more than 2 million
mobile homes produced since World War it
have been .used as permanent dwellings.
The mobile home of today is far different
from its predecessor travel trailer. From their
original 30 by 8 foot dimensions, new mobile
homes were built in much larger sizes. Generally
limited to 12 feel in width oy State highway
regulations, trailers have, been substantially
lengthened, so that hi 1967, 84 percent of afi
units produced measured at least 12 by 60.
Moreover, .a number of manufacturers have
begun producing units which can be joined with
another unit, or can be otherwise expanded at
square feet. And more imaginative use or space
has resulted in increased living areas within a
;given size unit
Changes have also taken place in mobile home
parks. In addition to water and waste disposal
facilities, the modern park provides underground electrical connections, landscaping,
paved streets and sidewalks arid, in some cases,
recreational facilities of various kinds. Inves^tors have found that mobile home parks can not
Sitly'pfpduce satisfactory returns from current
rentals, but can also provide means of specuin land. Since permanent above-ground
facilities are minimal, land can be readily converted to more intensive development when the
market permits.
While perhaps still not the vine-clad, roseembowerea cottages of which the returning
World War H GL dreamed, fftobile homes can
provide decent shelter with some privacy and
manjr or most of the amenities which people
associate only with conventional houses.
The production of mobile homes is achieved
entirely offsite. The construction consists of a
wood wall, floor, and roof members, resting on
a steel frame which is supported at one end by
wheels and at the other by a trailer hitch-assembly tho^ can res^^^^ the ground. Most units
are covered on/the outside withraluminum. In-;
teripr walls are usually covered with natural
finished. w.cod panels.
Some of the advantages of prefabrijntion—
lowered unit labor cbsts, elimination of vandalism and bad weather interruptions, etc.—are
available to mobile homo manufacturers. Partly
for this reason, some manufacturers arc able
to-arrive at construction costs as low as $6-$7
a square foot, where costs include complete
furnishings.
~~

0^—30

While the life of a mobile home can vary substantially .depending on make and model,
climate and the care taken by its occupants,
some indication of Hs expected life is suggested
by the typical financing period of 7 years, as
compared to 20 to 35 years for conventional
contraction. And unlike many houses, the
mobile home loses a good deal of its resale value
at the end of a relatively short period;
The cost of the averaga 12- by 60-foot unit is
$5,700, fully famished and equipped. Some unfurnished units can be purchased for $4,000.
Tho larger units of more than 1,000 square feet
in floor area range from $8,000 to $121,000.
The buyer of a mobile home canfinanceit as
he would his automobile. Although a third of
the purchasers pay cash, the majority of the
purchases are financed with down payments
ranging from 20 to 30 percent of sales price. The
usual length of financing is 7 years, with some
taking as long as 10 years. This short term, as
compared with the much longer .term for conventional home mortgages, and the need to pay
rent on the site, means that monthl'- costs are
not significantly cheaper than those for conventionafnpusing. Table 4 shows a typical monthly
cost breakdown for the mobile home owner, as
supplied by the Mobile Home Manufacturer
Association.
.
TAILS 4.—ESTIMATED MONTHLY COST OF OWNING AND OCCUPYING
THE AVERAGE MOBILE HOME

Debt service (principal and interest)
$76
Rent (site)
„._—
..——. |35- 40
Utilities
__—
20- SO
Maintenance —_—.
—
5
Garbage collection
.
2- 4 ^_
Taxes—
. __.;___J___.
.—__._ 3^ 4.15
Total (rotmded but)

140-100

Source: Mobile. Homw Manufftctnrers Association,
x

In 1966, 220 firm.' were producing mobile
homes in 354 plants throughout the country.
Ten companies, reporting sales of over $20 million, are now publicly held corporations. About
30 percent of total production is concentrated
in the "Prefab Belt" discussed earlier. There are
about 7,000 retail outlets selling mobile homes
throughout the Nation.
The future
Major obstacles are still encountciwd by the
industry in overcoming the old "trailer" image
and meeting demands of building inspectors.
Perhaps even more important than building
codes in limiting the use of mobile homes are
zoning ordinances, which either exclude such
dwellings entirely or force them to locate in
industrial areas.
While mobile homes in their present form
will not become the standard American dwell-_
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ing unit, it seems likely that the market
continue to expand and that they "will grow in
importance both as second Tiomes and as primary
residences. To date, this growth has been so
rapid that some companies nave been unable to
keep up with demand. As a result, many companies nave not had the time nor felt the need
to invest in basic research an J development and
to improve substantially on exist ng production
techniques. Thus, while they have Iteen able to
achieve certain economies associated with prefabrication, their techniques remain less efficient
than might be expected. The production line approach has only begun to be adopted, and many
mobile home factories are in reality more like
handicraft shops.
New uses for mobile homes and extensions of
mobile home technology are only now being
explored. One important aspect now being examined is the vexing problem of relocation. As
noted elsewhere in this report, temporary housing is in urgent demand during large-scale
uri•ban renewal and neighborhood rehabilitation
efforts, as well as during highway construction
and other public works projects. Vigorous housing code enforce-nent can also lead to temporary
displacement of households where adequate replacement housing does not yet exist. Even
where demolition or rehabilitation is accompanied by plans to relocate displaced^households
in the same location once new housing is built
or rehabilitation is completed, long intervals are
required before such a return is possible; and
past experience suggests that, only rarely do
those forced to move come back.
Atlanta is now using mobile homes as temporary quarters for families displaced by urban
renewal. Once the project is completed, the
families would be able to move back into new
low-income housing built on the site of their
former residences. The mobile homes can then
bo us'ed in connection with another project
requiring temporary relocation.
Other important potentials for mobile home
technology are being explored. Much of the
progress in the past has been directed toward
improving the use of limited space in the mobile
homo and finding ways of increasing its she
More- recent experiments have been concerno-d
with use of mobile homes as mult)family structuree, primarily through various stacking techniques. Two-story row houses, for example, have
bt-cn built by stacking. Another logical extension of. mobile homo technology, of course, is tho
construction of nonmobilc sectional houses; and
some mobile homo manufaclurers have been
experimenting' with such houses, which are factory built and factory a^cinbled and then transposed to (he site on flat bed trailers.

Large-scale^, production
Whether construction be by conventional orisite processes or by prefabrication, there is much
evidence to suggest that a crucial determinant
of costs is the scale at which building takes
place. We have already noted the importance
attached to a minimum volume of production by
potential and actual experimenters with new
construction techniques. The substitution of
capital for labor, and particularly the use of
large power tools and equipment, requires some
minimum scale of operations. Unlike many*
workers in the construction trades, equipment
cannot be employed for one job and then dismissed. The use of more equipment means
greater fixed costs, which must be spread over a
sufficiently large number of units of output in
order to make for economic production.
There are many other important opportunities for cost savings which large-scale production makes possible. First, large-scale production permits savings on material costs through
volume purchases. The large buyer can break
through the outer ring of retail prices and buy
directly from wholesalers or manufacturers, and
can obtain quantity discounts. Such savings can
amount to 15 to 25 percent of the cost of materials purchased. Moreover, large-scale builders
are often in a position to buy at the most propitious moment in view of market conditions. Savings are possible on services as well as materials.
Title and mortgage companies, lawyers and
others are more likely to give favorable terms
to the large builder, who, is able to provide
them with a large volume of business arising out
of a particular project or projects.
Second^ the large builder is in a better bargaining position vis-a-vis union and government officials. By being; in a position to offer
a large volume of continuous work, he is far
more able than a smaller builder to negotiate
a project agreement whic.h includes more efficient work practices. Similarly, both as a result
of added knowledge and of his importance in
the evornll construction picture, he can often
cut through the bureaucratic and political redtape which plagues the industry.
Third, tho large builder can enjoy the benefits
of an ongoing, integrated organization, providing its own specialized services on a salary
basis rather than on a basis of fees. Tho cost of
services of lawyeis, designers, accountants, architects, and engineers can therefore bo significantly reduced.
Fourth, the firm producing on a larger scale
can accommodate greater specialization among
its employees and greater standardization of materials and work practices. Up to an optimum
size, tlio larger the work force, the more the
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work can be subdivided. Men can specialize in
those things which they do best, and can perform jjheir repetitive tasks more quickly and
with greater skill.
AJarge-tcale development
As the facts presented earlier show, few
builders of conventional single-family housing
operate at a scale exceeding even 100 units per
year. Only a handful produce more than 500
units per year. The experience of the few largescale builders indicates, however, that substnntiat^pst reductions are being achieved. The very
largest builders of conventional houses have
been able to bring direct structural costs down
to as low as $6 a square foot in some cases. Table
1 in the preceding chapter shows structure costs
of $6.24 per square foot and construction costs
(selling price less site costs) of $10.20 for a
project of one large-scale builder. Similar cost
savings can be realized by builders of multifamily structures. The large-scale builder,
whether of single-family or multifamily units,
uses a system of mass production at the site.
Great management skill is applied to scheduling and organizing work into a continuous,
highly specialized construction process.
One large home builder, for instance, operates
as follows:
In the case of single-family homes, the building unit is hot the single house but a cluster of
similar houses ranging from seven to a dozen.
These are substantially in the same price range
but with a sufficient variety in design so that
there is ho monotony of apperance. Harsh rectangles are avoided in the laying out of streets.
The effort throughout is to decrease the amount
of traffic which goes by the houses.
The first step in actual construction is the
laying of a concrete slab which serves as the
foundation. Full basements are avoided, but
partial ones for storage are often included. Connections are made with the water and sewer
pipes which serve as units in the respective distributing and collecting functions and which
can be located either in the front or tear of the
homes. Wherever possible, the basic slabs contain some of the basic electrical connections.
While this is going on at the site, important
changes in scheduling and distributing the
heeded material are taking place in the local
administrative offices, and in the warehouses and
assembly yards. A master list has been prepared for each house which identifies each building piece to be used, the number of units
required of each, and the sequence i which
they are to be used. Then a truck is .loaded in
the warehouse with the total number of units
of pipce 1 in sequence A. An assembly crew is
set up for each house in the cluster and is as-

signed A station around a circular assembly line
away from the site. The truck drops at each
station the number of. units of piece 1 that are
required by that type of house. This is followed
by another truck which does a similar job for
piece 2, and so on. At the end, the assembly
crew sit each station lias the required number
of units of each piece within the required sequence. This becomes the "package" of prepared
frame materials for the first house in the cluster,
which is then transported to the site of the
house by truck. The "packages" are deposited
near each of the prepared slabs. The carpenter
crew then begins the erection of the frame .with
baseboards, studs, ridge poles, trusses, etc. After
the carpenters have finished this work with the
first house, they move on to the nearby second
house where they repeat the same process with
similar but somewhat differing combinations of
pieces. The crew of carpenters then moves house
by house down the line.
In their wake comes the crew which installs
the precut and prehung doors and windows,
each generally containing the needed glass.
They also move in sequence behind, and press
fast upon, the carpenters. Then comes a crew
which puts in the sjdewalls, generally in the
form of a "hardwall" often composed of gypsum or masonite. This crew does its work and
then moves on, treading fast upon the heels of
the previous .crew. Close behind come the
painters, working with spray guns, broad
brushes with long handles, etc! Tha- plumbers
install a previously assembled plumbing or
bathroom "tree." They are followed by those
who lay floors of the bathroom and other rooms.
Then come the electricians (although they sometimes precede the plumbers) who lay the wiring
and make the connections. The heating apparatus is put in and, where air conditioning is
used, those facilities are installed as well. The
stove and the refrigerator arc installed. If wallto-wall carpeting is included in the final house
to be delivered, that is put down.
The land in the cluster is also developed.
Grass is sown and watered. Shade trees and
shrubs are planted in front of each house, and
fruit trees in the rear. The house owners can,
of course, add to this on their own according
to their tastes and income.
In the process, as the community grows, general community facilities can bo started and
enlarged. In this way each year's installment of
families can bo served while largo investments
in presently unneeded facilities are avoided. A
shopping center including a grocery and a drug
store is started first. Specialty stores can be
added as the community grows. It Is a good
practice to have a generous mall or open space
and dignified surroundings for the shopping
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center, for this necessarily becomes the social
Writer for the community. In addition the community will need elementary schools and playgrounds, including swimming pools, tennis
courts and ultimately a golf course. A library
can be added as the need develops, and space
should be reserved for a local park In some
cases, especially in the early period, these are
donated by the builders. Later* as the community
gets on its feet, and acquires a tax base, the
facilities are sold at cost, with the developer
merely charging his original purchase price for
land without taking any increase in land values.
The principle behind all this is obviously that
of applying the moving assembly line to the
peculiar nature of building. Instead of the factory system where men are placed at stationary
points, along the assembly line with parts and
materials flowing by them for assembly in sequence, the house is, of necessity, stationary. The
various groups of specialists do their work and
then move oh to repeat the same process elsewhere; Men are in motion, while the materials
and parts to be assembled are relatively stationary once they have been deposited on the sites.
Large-scale mvltifamily dwellings
The- advantages of large scale are not, of
course, limited to builders of single-family
houses. Substantial cost savings have been effected by producers of large, multifamily projects. An important example is the work of the
United Housing Foundation in building cooperative housing in New York City.1 Rochdale Village, a project of the foundation, is the largest
completed cooperative apartment, development
ever built in this country.1 Located in Queens,
Rochdale Village contains 5,860 cooperative
unite in 20 buildings, with a total cost of $100.2
million under the New York Limited Profit
Housing Law.
The excellent cost results obtained by the
foundation may be seen in table 5, which compares the costs of Rochdale Village with costs
of management cooperatives built under the
FHA 213 program.
At $9.78 per square foot of residential construction, the project is impressive. It should
be kept in mind that the buildings are all 14story nigh rises located in a high construction
cost area.
Part of the cost saving story of Rochdale
Village is based on the nonprofit nature of the
builder sponsor. The United Housing Foundation charged fees of less than 2 percent of total
development cost, only one-tenth of the amount
'Tor n morecninnlctt denerlptlon of the mnke-ap and aetlYItlcn of the United Roaring Toapdfttlan, •«• Port It. Chapter 4
.and the CommluloD hearlnti, Vol. IV. •
« Co-op City, which I* now under conntrnctlnn In the Bronx.
,*lao built br the Foqndatlon and coating an mrtlmated fJO.t
imllllon, will be the UrcMt cooperatlre when completed.
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l>ermissiblo under the law. The fees on the FHA
213 projects represented in table 5, on the other
hand, ranged from a low of 9.8 percent to a high
of 16.9 percent In addition, it is generally recognized that the foundation personnel directing
the project are highly dedicated and competent.
But, clearly there were substantial cost reductions due to the very large scale of the project.
The builders, for example, attribute significant
savings to quantity purchasing. Moreover, the
repetitive nature of much of the work helped reduce construction costs and fees. Each of the
20 buildings is identical. While this may be
questioned by some on esthetic gonmds, it does
permit costs to be reduced in a large-scale project. Furthermore, the tricore building design
is a relatively low-cost form of high-rise
construction.
The large scale of the project, combined with
the civic importance of the foundation, also enabled savings to be realized in labor and other
costs. With its close union ties,3 the foundation
was able to negotiate a project agreement which
included efficient work practices with the craft
unions involved in construction. Time and
money were saved when the requirement of a
performance bond was waived; and Government rcdtape was slashed throughout the construction process.
•8«i Port II, Chapter 4.
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Diverse code standards and finance practices
within a market area, problems of Jtuid assembly, resistance to large-scale developments by
local communities, and the uncertainties of the
market continue to be serious impediments to
undertaking large-scale, long-term projects.
Nevertheless, it seems highly probable Unit the
scale at which building takes place will grow.
As the Nation begins to appreciate the dimensions of. the task before it in fulfilling national
housing goals, an atmosphere far more conducive to undertaking large-scale projects than
the present one should develop among present
builders and companies not now willing to enter
th» jnarket. Improvement in codes and assistments will be important. Equally or more important, however, are the creation of a stable
mortgage market and the adoption of public
policies to allow long-term planning and Commitments for housing programs.
POTENTIAL COST REDUCTIONS THROUGH ADVANCED
:
TECttNOLOGT

Thus fair in this chapter we have been discussing the cost savings attributable to various
existing construction products and processes.
There are many who believe that more ambitious
departures from present patterns and major
technological breakthroughs are the wave of the
not-very-distant future. Engineering and architectural journals are filled with new ideas for
revolutionizing the construction process and for
applying advanced systems approaches to the
problems of meeting the Nation's housing needs.
A vision of the future is necessarily speculative, and many judgments about the potential
savings and advantages of the construction technology of tomorrow remain acts of faith, Talk
of major teclinological breakthroughs is not
new; it has been part of the just-around-thecorner school for 40 years. This is not to say that
progress has not been made in construction
technology. The growing use of prefabricated
components continues to be significant. While
much has been done to industrialize both the
product and the process, the revolutionary
transformation of construction has, in fact, not
occurred.
The problem*
The cost of research and development, tooling, production, and marketing is so great that
it is difficult to expect companies to undertake
major programs of innovation purely on n
basis of speculation. This is particularly true
in an industry where each project has been
regarded as a custom situation. For example,
the peculiar nature of the ""mpetitive bidding

process in this industry has made it difficult, if
not impossible, to use innovations effectively.
New ideas have had to be available from at least
two other manufacturers before they could
legitimately be incorporated into design. This
procedure makes it very difficult to bring major
innovation to. the market.
Another major obstacle to the introduction of
new products has been the relatively small size
of traditional individual building programs.
The learning process makes for increased costs.
Unless one has substantial markets for the
amortization of these learning costs, initial
projects tend to cost more than the eventual use
of a system would require. However, it is difficult to find the people, willing to pay more for
a given project on the basis that future projects
will be cheaper. Industry is reluctant to pay
these costs, because there is no assurance that
future designs will use the products which have
been developed. Because of these and other constraints on volume production, it is important
to develop a systematic approach which provides for research, development, tooling, production, and construction of buildings in an
organized way. An effective method must be
provided for the delivery of the new technology.
The technology lag in construction is due primarily to the lack of significant markets and
mechanisms for proper introduction of the work.
This has resulted in the financial failures of
many new approaches, which in turn has reduced the interest of companies in making further investments.
Problems of codes and restrictive building
practices also contribute to the difficulties. Potential innovators are understandably reluctant
to undertake major research when they fear that
technically successful results will be unmarketable or of only limited marketability because of
such institutional factors.
In some areas codes are being upgraded. Developments toward performance specifications,
as opposed to material specifications, are becoming more evident. The four basic national
codes are extending; their areas of influence and
it is hoped that in mis respect the Commission's
recommendations for more objective standards
and greater uniformity will provide the jncans
for mass production methods to function. The
basic codes do permit opportunities to deviate
from specific material requirements if appropriate testing can bo done, although localities
have inordinate power tq vctc nationally accepted changes. Tho creation of markets which
permit large-scale development programs on a
feasible financial basis should afford the opportunity to finance these testing programs, Tho
model cities program, for example, should provide an opportunity to rationalize code require-
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inents within a variety of cities us a prerequisite
for Federal funding and support for specific
housing projects.
Organized labor has cooperated effectively
with a number of building systems programs,
and it appears that such cooperation can be
continued and expanded in the future. There
are two essential requirements for this cooperation: (1) that participation begin at the time
that a program's objectives are understood, and
(2) that the level of construction volume continue to increase, resulting in greater labor
stability.
Foreign experience with industrialised building
systems
-Many experts in this country cite various
European building operations as evidence of
the success of industrialized * techniques. Problems arise in attempting to compare European
and American costs and quality and in attempting to assess the transferability of foreign processes and procedures into the American institutional setting. Nevertheless, it is clear that much
useful information can be gained from foreign
experiences, and that such information can be
important in attempting to develop cost-reducing construction techniques in this country.
Certain generalizations about European activity in "industrialized" building should help
to place the subject in perspective:
First, it is clear that European experience
with various prefnbricntLn processes has been
far more extensive and varied than our own.
Approximately 40 effective industrial building
systems are operating in Europe. Denmark
alone, with a population of 4,750,000, presently
builds 40,000 low-cost flats per year using industrialized techniques. In the United States, the
equivalent production would be 1,600,000 units
per year.
At the close of World War II, Europe's housing needs were even greater than our own. The
pre-war depression and the war itself drastically curtailed production of housing. Moreover, many homes were destroyed in the war.
The "industrialization" of building, which took
place after the war, reflects not only this great
need for new housing but also a recognition by
th^governments of the various nations of their
major responsibility for closing the gap. Their
massive intervention in the construction process—whether through direct public construction, ns in Eastern Europe, or through large
and continuing subsidies for privately built
housing—opened the way for basic research and
large-scale experiments with new building
techniques.
«A* In the United Statet, "lnduitrJ«llMtlon" inkM » wlety
of forran and item*. In lentral, *• nMrt In tbl« Mcllnn, it
reftnrto the UM of compontnU, Mellon*, pnniln *nd
connlnicltri off-nit*.

Second, major efforts have been made in
Europe to develop prefabrication techniques for
multifamily dwellings, and concrete has- been
used extensively as a basic building material.
Concrete construction generally takes one of two
forms: (a) panel construction, in which loadbearing concrete walls are used along with precast or poured concrete floors and (J) modular
construction, using precast concrete boxes.
Third, in the effort to catch up on the backlog of housing needs, many European countries
have given little or no weight to esthetic considerations and to amenities. Repetitive and
simple designs have allowed rapid and efficient
productibnfbut the product has often been- drab
and uninviting. More recently, efforts have been
made to introduce variations in shape, color,
and texture. In panel construction, for example,
a variety of shapes and sizes can he produced
by modifying the ways in which the panels are
ultimately assembled on the site, without changing the factory process itself .
Fourth, as in the United States, institutional
obstacles m Western Europe have been significant in slowing down the introduction of industrialized techniques. Union practices and
building codes have been especially troublesome
in a number of countries.
Fifth, while progress has been made toward
producing lighter forms of concrete and other
materials, transportation limits remain significant. Onsite factories have been employed successfully in a number of countries. •.. * "
European industrialized techniques have developed in a variety of ways—organizationally,
for example. There are client-specific and[manufacturer-controlled component systems, capitalintensive designed for both factory and site
fabrication. Three examples are noted below..
The Colgnet system is a French industrialized
building system fabricated in highly sophisticated factories which utilize expensive precison
casting machinery and techniques. The system
consists of high-precision precast concrete floor,
wall and. exterior panels.
SECTRA is a French industrialized building
system involving a sophisticated onsito const met ion process, as well as the use of prefabricated componentsS. Demountable site formwork
units with integral hot-water curing and aiming mechanisms arc used for floor slabs and exterior walls, while interior partitions, staircases,
ductwork, and plumbing are prefabricated.
The SHI low-rise housing system is a derivative of the CLASP schools system, which utilizes factory-made components, developed as a
package and site assembled. The system includes
steel columns and joists, wood infill panels, and
a variety of claddings.
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•Evaluating the cost saving of these experiences is extremely difficult. JBven -where relatively comparable systems exist for collecting
data'and assigning costs, enormous problems are
encountered in evaluating levels of amenity and
durability. What evidence we have suggests that
certain European systems, when operating at
sufficient scale, have realized significant cost reductions as compared with nonindnstrialized
construction in a particular country. Whether
these systems would have produced such results
in this country, given differences in onsite labor
productivity, for example, is not clear.
CONCLUSIONS
There can be little doubt that prefabrication
techniques and large-scale production (on and
offsitc) have produced cost savings in the past
and should continue to do so in the future. Such
savings are not merely theoretical; they have
been proved. At the same time, no dramatic,
industrial "breakthrough" has occurred in this
country.
The'production of new products for the construction industry, experimentation with new
materials and new production techniques, and
exploration of advanced systems approaches to
buildings, should be encouraged. Every effort
must be made to eliminate roadblocks consistent
with protecting health and safety. In the short
run the greatest savings will be realized through
increased scale and the use of existing prefabrication techniques at large scale. In the long
run,..wholly new systematized approaches may
be;fdrthcoming.
In view of the fragmented nature of the
present building industry and the institutional
restraints on innovation, it is important that
the government and public-spirited private organizations take action to encourage and
promote research and experimentation. In the
past such action lias: largely been lacking.
There is some ^evidence that a growing recognition of the Nation's staggering housing needs
is producing a new attitude. Section 108 of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1908,
the Proxmire amendment, first proposed by the
Chairman of this Commission in testimony on
the net, directs tho Secretary of HUD to undertake a program aimed at encouraging and testing new technologies in housing construction.
The program provides for the Secretary to approve up to five plnns, submitted by private or
public bodies, which use new housing technologies, and are appropriately designed. Recognizing the importance of exfieriments conducted at
a scale sufficiently large to promote interest and
to enable a fair evaluation of cost savings, the
act provides that each plan be tested by the

production of at least 1,000 unite a year for 5
years. These tests are to be conducted on Federal land, or other land on which local building regulations will not hinder the use of new
technologies. The Secretary is to report to the
Congress the results of such experiments at the
earliest practicable date.
The Proxmire amendment is responsive to the
long-standing claims of potential innovators
that they must have a guaranteed market of
1,000 unite a year to test their systems properly.
It represents not only a program for testing five
systems, but a clear expression of Congress- concern with construction technology. Unfortunately, HUD was not favorable to this provision of the bill, and its enthusiasm for the act
was less than complete.
The Act directs, not meiely authorizes, the
Secretary to carry out this program. The Commission urges the Secretary to act with all due
speed on this. It also urges private companies
to submit plans and take vigorous roles in the
competition. Here at last is the opportunity
that so many organizations have sought, and
their actions can now reflect their past statements of concern and ability.
Other encouraging signs have also appeared
in recent months. HUD's "in cities" program
is an attempt to employ new building techniques
in some 20 cities participating in the model
cities program. The Department of Defense has
also exhibited an interest in experiments wi»^
new technologies in the military family housi:.^
program. Public officials, at all'levels of government, have" .made statements expressing their
interest and concern in the technological advancement of the building industry. This new
atmosphere should help to encourage renewed
efforts to explore and test the potential contribution of technological innovation to solving the
Nation's housing crisis.
APPENDIX
SELECTED DATA OF EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE WITH
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING SYSTEMS
Much has been said about the benefits of
industrialized building in Europe, but few
figures are available to judge actual performance. Differences in general price levels, accounting systems, and data collection nnd
compilation make international comparisons
extremely difficult.
The National Building Agency provided th<5
Commission with a detailed report of experiences in the United Kingdom with industrialized housing and furnished additional material
requested by the Commission. The material
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gathei^ by ire A was based on dat* assembled
by government agencies concerning publicly
owned or sponsored housing. It repotted that
40 percent of constrnctipn in the public sector
used industrialized construction techniques as
compared with 20 percent in 18*64. The cost
benefits of such construction techniques were
found to be concentrated in housing of more
than four stories.
Tables A-l and A-2, provided by the NB '.
give cost comparisons between industrializi-i
tices/Table 4 is a comparison between the costs
of conventional and industrial types of building
in Great Britain between 1961 and in the first
half of 1967. It should be noted thatthere are
large fluctuations in the percentage of savings
from time to time. Savings reached their peak
when the use of industrialized building systems
produced an average cost per square foot which
was 9.5-percent cheaper than the construction
costs of building projects using; traditional
techniques.
J
Table A-2 compares the cost data of four
projects in the Manchester area, two of which
were built by traditional methods and the other
two by industrialized techniques. Scheme A, a
project of 210 apartments, using traditional
methods, was built at an average cost, per square
foot of. 121 shillings, 10 pence, excluding land,
for an average dwelling of 499 square feet This
is $14 to $15 a square foot. A project built in
the same year containing 428 apartments and
using the Jespersen system,, which originated
in Scandanavia, produced a dwelling unit of
550 square feet at a cost of 91 shillings and
8 pence or about $11, a reduction of about 25
percent from the conventional method..
A project containing 53 houses of two stories
each, shown as traditional scheme C, was constructed at a cost of 66 shillings and 8 pence per
square foot But another development of comparable size and characteristics, using industrialized building systems, was constructed at a
cost of 61 shillings, 11 pence or a reduction of 7
percent
One of the most significant cost benefits attributed to the industrialized building systems
was the reduction in construction time. The
NBA made a comparison of the savings in
financing for land and construction loans and
found that a reduction in interest costs of 86
percent, which would mean a savings of 2.08
percent could be produced in the construction
of a 50-unit project by reducing construction
time 6 months, as shown in the following
detailed example contained in the NBA's
report:

EXAVHJC

Scheme of 60 units of accommodation.
Land purchase 000 per unit
Construction, fees, legal and other costs, 3,400 per
unit.
Interest rates: land 7% percent; building 7%
percent.
(«) Calculation of capitalized interest for
•rente scheme:
Land purchase 30,000 at 7% per annum for21 months
.
~ . . . . 4.134
Building work—half remainder 85,000 at 7% per annum for 15 months.

(ft) Calculation of capitalised Interest If
construction time reduced by 6 months:
Land purchase 30,000 at 7?& per annum for 15 months
2,953
Building work—half remainder 85,000 per annum at 7% percent for 9
months
_
'.—__
Total.

7,814

Savings In interest
Scheme cost as (a).
Interest
_.

200,000
12,235

212,235
Total
Therefore, saving represents 4,421 divided by
21&235 equals 2.08 percent

The foregoing example assumes—
. . T .'.
(i) Thatlhe precontract work takes the
same length of time in (a) and (b);
(ii) That the construction time for 50
units can be reduced by 6 months;
(iii) That the overall building and fees
costs are equal;
:
(iy) That.there is a demand for the
dwellings by the earlier date; and
(v) That it is physically possible to arrange the letting of tenancies immediately
upon handover by the building contractor.
The following is an extract from the NBA
material which indicates that additional cost
benefits may be obtained through early occupancy of projects resulting from faster construction time with industrialized building
systems.
EXAXFLK OF SAVINGS FJKMC EARLY OCCOTAXCY

Rent income through early occupancy
A recent example in which potential savings
were possible, concerned an NBA development
project for Harlow New Town. Whilst the
tender period of 840 single- and two-story dwellings was stipulated as 24 months the second
lowest tenderer offered a 22-month contract.
Subject to the dwellings handed over during the
shorter contract period being occupied at a rent
of £4 a week the client could obtain tin in-
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creased rent income of about £10,000 when compared with the stipulated contract period. The
potential saving in interest charges on payments
for work carried out but not completed could
amount to between £500-£750 depending on actual rate of handover achieved. These sums represent about 1.0 and 0.05 percent, respectively,
of the contract value. The difference between
the lowest and the next tender was in fact
greater than the potential savings offered and
for this reason the lowest tender was accepted.
In this case the potential time saving between
tenderers for system building was about 8 percent. When compared with traditional building,
savings of up to 50 percent of a contract period
are possible.
Another NBA project designed with speed
of erection particularly in mind has a contract
period of 18 months for 400 two-story houses.
The first handovers are due to take place after
4 months with a planned rate of handover of
10 houses a week thereafter. It is estimated that
to have built this project by traditional means
would take 3% years with a rate of handover
of 2%-3 houses a week.
The surveys conducted by Mr. Rothenstein *
for the. Commission found that industrialized
building systems produced higher cost savings
in countries on the European Continent than in
the United Kingdom. Two building systems
companies, Jespersen and Sectra, operating both
on the Continent and in the United Kingdom,
reported savings that were two to three times
greater on .the Continent than in the United
Kingdom. Table A-3 gives the average number
of man-hours for construction of 1,000 square
feet of dwelling and indicates that more manhours are required to produce housing in England than in the Continent or in the United
States.
On the basis of a comparison of industrialized
building operations in Italy, the United Kingdom, Denmark, France, Germany, and Sweden
with conventional construction methods, as reported by building contr \ctors, a direct building
cost savings of up to 12.5 percent in England
and 16 percent on the European Continent were
claimed. These companies reported that construction time had been reduced in countries
on the European Continent by 20 to 35 percent
for projects between 200 and 500 units. The
United Kingdom has reported that constniction
time was reduced by 17 to 50 percent in projects
containing 200 to 2,000 units.
The difference in savings between the United
Kingdom and countries on the Continent was
attributed to the relatively short experience
with new systems building and lower labor
»"Invntlgfttlon of FntontU) 8«Tls»» In Total Building Gout
et Mqltl-Fntntly Honnlni Bnllt bj ImlaMrlnlUert BulMlns
Hjttemt."
'\
23-844—09——ill-

productivity in the United Kingdom. In some
instances, only 20 percent of the total contract
is built with industrialized construction techniques whereas some systems on the Continent
reported that 80 percent of the total work on a
given project used industrialized techniques.
In order to determine cost benefits of using
European industrialized building systems in the
United States, Mr. Rothenstein supplied cost
studies on two specific projects. One study compared the cost of a "system-built" structure with
one- using conventional construction techniques
for garden apartments in Rochester, N.Y. Another study compared costs for a 16-story apartment house in New Haven. Both studies were
prepared by the Balency-MBM Associated
Construction Co., of Milan, Italy.
As shown in Table A-4, it was found that
an industrialized building system for a lowrise apartment house in Rochester could produce a cost savings of 19 percent for the building shell and a 7-percent savings in total direct
project construction costs. Table A-5 indicates
even higher savings in construction costs by
using the industrialized building system in a
high-rise apartment structure. It was estimated
that the cost of the building shell could be reduced by 38 percent with the industrialized
building system and the total direct cost of construction of the building could be reduced by
16 percent.
As shown earlier in Table A-3, industrialized building systems on the European continent require an average of 762 manhpurs per
1,000 square foot of multifamily dwelling. The
total average time required for the same amount
of housing in the United States, as reported by
the Department of Labor and the New York
City Housing Authority, is an average of 1,314
man-hours. The total number of man-hours required for industrialized building systems used
in the United Kingdom arc higher than those
in Europe and conventional systems in the
United States. The average of 2,062 man-hours
required for comparable multifamily dwellings
probably accour*s for the lower cost savings reported from the Onitcd Kingdom.
IV total construction time for projects buil
with industrialized building systems on the Continent is below the average for projects of comparable size in the United States. As shown in
fable A-6, it takes an average of 17 months to
construct 1,000 units on the Continent as compared to 22 months in the United States, a sayings, of 23 percent. The experience of European
building systems indicates an average constniction time for projects with 2,000 units would
take 25 months, as compared to 31 months required to construct the same number of units
m the United States. Here again, reports, from
the United Kingdom indicated longer construe-
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tion time for projects built in the United

of 560 square feet and using from 14 to 16 precast panels to ail apartment, he estimates that a
The conclusions from an investigation of the crew of 12^ will erect in Russia two apartments
cost of housing built in the United States by a day. Giving skill and wage differentials rangconventional methods and a comparison of the ing from $1 for the laborers to $6 for the crew
major costs factors in the United States with chief he arrives at an average American wage of
[European industrialized system building are $4 an hour, or $32 a day and $100 for a crew
given below. The summation indicates ajpoten- day. This would bring the costs of erection at
tial savings ranging between 23 and 27 per- Russian efficiency to $200 per apartment, or
cent if building systems were utilized in the a little more than 40 cents, a square foot. The
United States.
finishing crew of 11%, it is estimated, can do
The results can be summarized in the follow- one apartment a day at a total cost of $400.
ing tabulation of potential savings through Capita] cost at the factories producing the
industrialized system building, using two panels was fixed at $190 pier apartment and
different methods of analysis:
factory labor cost at $540. This was contingent,
.---.- j • - • . • fereemt
however, upon the factory operating at a rate
(1) Net labor savings for aU trades
11.0
of 10,000 apartments and 750,000 panels a year.
Material savings in shell
5.0
Adding material costs both on the site and in
Shortening of construction time. Potential of
the factory at $1,430, $630 for miscellaneous
.6 months at % percent per month-.
4.5
Architect-engineer cost____—.
__
1.0
items and overhead, plus $150 for. transportaOverhead, profit, contingency, capital tnrntion and delivery costs would entail a total cost
1.5
of $3,560, or $6.40 a square foot The wage for
total ._
.
23.0 common labor was based at only about $1.35
. ,
_„ . - - . .
an hbitr which is much below what the Amerin
(2) An analysis of a specific fully enclosed and
parHUonedsheubnildiii* system indicates

. .

nettaborsavings of _„___:„------..-7.0
Material savings in shell
.
5.0
,
- , _, '
^SlSn?
irjomDinjf —•.•——«~——™——.——».—*•.———™ is
4, o
Heating/Ventilating
„ 2.0
Eiectric
;
~. 1 2.S
——
lMnMontorm^T^i-^^~i{oM^
and royalties)
—~V.
1.1

Archltect-enfirieer cost

...

Overhead, profit, contingency, capital tnm-

l.o

__n -^i
S ^

•
j ,nonM h«. PrormMv <*im«n nf
J-JF • !• r
M i ~ ; i * 1^*£

the other differentials could be reduced in the
United States. Dr. Bates, believes, moreover,
that still further reductions in cost are in processv and
/
* -will
- « ^ *bereleased.
~ - -• i * • iK should be noted again that most cost cpmparisons\fail to take into account even very
basic differences in quality. It is clear, for
example, that the Soviet wnstwction program
has aimed for a simple but safe housing un.it^
with no frills. Quality in design and amenities
have yielded to cost considerations. By middle

^A*^*V*^^*MI^

would be totally unacceptable. NeverthelesSj

cost figures help to provide some idea about the

over
_~_
'
impact of industrialization techniques and to
Total —
—
27.0 suggest the significance of particular costsonr<*:BMhen.t«in./*M.
reducing techniques.
The,average potential savings is 25 percent.
Additional details and comparisons from the
Rothcnstein study are given in tables A-7 and
A-8.

The most drnrnatic^example of the use of industrialized techniques in building is found in
the Soviet Union. AVith institutional impedinients nt n minimum and an incredibly large
backlog of housing needs at the end of the war,
tlie^bpportunity and desire for mass productioh techniaties in the Soviet Union has been
unparalleled. In the period 1950-65,15 million
imits of new housing were produced. One plnnt
in JMoscow produced 30,000 units' per year.
Dr, A. P! Bntes of the National Bureau of
Standards gnve the Commission the benefit of
his extensive knowledge of Soviet construction.
Taking a basic four-room apartment with a total
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TABLE A-2.-EXAMn.ES OF COT SAVINGS WHEN USING INDUSTRIALISED BUILDING
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TABLE A-3.-APPROXIHATE MAN-HOUIS PER 1.000 SQUARE FEET OF MULTlFAMILY DWELLING
tw Ywfc CH* Hwoinf
Arttority, US. Dtpirtmctit «( Ubor
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TABLE A-C.-CpMSfRUCtl6N TIME FOR PROJECTS OF VARIOUS SIZES
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and Closing Costs
the creation of new .dwelling units—builders,
the government, and the people in need of hous, Since the ''great credit crunch" of 1966, much
ing—began to recognize (1) the importance of
attention has been focused on the problems of
this capital flow to the creation process regardhousingr-finance,
and particularly on the plight
less ^'need or demand and (2) the inadequacies
[
pi moderate- and low-income families. Many
of u-housing financial system which was un .ble
studies have bpen undertaken ; a number of comto cope in a highly competitive atmosphere.
missipns have been created; Congress has held
Though it seemed to have been forgotten, the
a series of hearings under the aegis of a variety
fudamehtal economic fact tfct housing must
of. committees, and the industry concerned with
compete in the free market for funds was onob
the creation and financing of housing has proagain impressed upon the community.
vided a prodigious amount of valuable material,
The competition that developed was and will
information, and ideas dealing with the probcontinue to be based upon the rate of interest
lems of housing finance. These efforts have propaid to the lender for his money, combined with
duced a substantial package of recommendathe ease or difficulty of making such an investtions, many of which— such as the creation of
ment. In other words, the lender compares availthe National Housing Partnership and the reable competitive rates and selects that investversion to private status of the Federal National
ment which will give him the best return in light
Mortgage Association—have been incorporated
of the current market conditions, the maturity
in the. Housing ^/d Urban Development Act of
(length) of the investment, the marketability
1968 and in other bills and administrative rule
of the investment, and the, ease or difficulty
'-changes. ,
by which the investment can be made.
It woulid be impossible to determine at this
That measure of current rate is a function of
time just how effective these programs will be.
the money market as a whole. Hence? the totalit,
Many of the concepts are relatively new (such
of the market must be considered if we are to
as the auction market recently instituted by
identify methods by which cost of housing can
FNMA) and only an expanded base of experibe reduced. (We have, in the past, indulged in
ence and. experimentation will provide a true
some sleight-of-hand methods by which the
measure of their validity. It 13 important, none- monthly costs have been reduced—namely,
theless, to note that movement has begun. There
through the extension of the maturity of the
has been a realization that the rather inflexible
loan. This technique did not and does not reduce
techniques of the past must be changed to p">et
cost. In fact, it increased the economic ost. Pocurrent conditions if we are to succeed in j..olitically, of course, this method tends to be most
yiding all Americans with the decent housing
acceptable, but it does not solve the. underlying
they deserve.
problems.) Most importantly, we must recogWith fill I realization that the subject of housnize that there is no way to reduce the price of
ing finance i?, a much-ploughed field (though
financing any classification of housing without
admittedly the crop has yet to blossom), it
first considering the problem of housing finance
might yet serve some useful purpose to review
within the overall framework of our money
briefly tne problems ai u offer solutions In an
market,, We cannot change the nnrl it system
attempt to support what has been accomplished
just to solve housing pri/olems.
and comment upon those problem areas to which
The major recommendation in this chapter
the Nation has not yet addressed itseli.
is aimed, therefore, at reducing the irico of
We have learned a good deal about housing
mortgage financing, and our examination of the
finance since the credit crisis of 19C6. For the
money market for mortgage financing is underfir^v time in more than a decade, attention was taken from this point of view. We also include
paid to the problems of financing the construca section on closing costs—an important clement
tion of housing. As the flow of mortgage money
in the initial costs of construction—and our
diminished to a trickle, thos« concerned with
recommendations for reducing these costs.
HOUSING I1NANCE
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Somt; consideration should also be given to
thejFact tliat we arc dealing with the total price
" of financing to the consumer, and with the cost
to the government in subsidizing the consumer.
This leads to another set of complications which
deserve consideriCh* more attention than has
been paid to them in the past: the cost of subsidy programs in all their variations and permutations. The economic cost of subsidies is
beginning to be subjected to close analysis. Unfortunat€ly, however, the rational findings of
such studies have been subordinated to presumed political practicalities and to budgetary
considerations. The end result has been a galaxy
of subsidy programs (many designed to support
housing activities), some of which arc direct
and pleasurable .and others in which the ictual
cost is Jiidderi.
Though it is not the major purpose of this
repdrt to consider the detailed costs of our
Tiultisiibpidy programs, it should bo stressed
chat the cheapest subsidy—the one which costs
the Nation the, least—is the direct subsidy. Just
as thf>, tax code needs revision and refoVm, so
: 'in" the subsidy programs; ~
fhe funds available for mortgage financing
"re-derived from the corporate and household
avings of the Nation. Those savings make up
uio capital pool out of .which comes the financing of all of our activities. Mortgages must compete for-their share of the capital pool with all
other borrowers—corporate, governmental, and
individual. We have now learned that this competition for funds
is, at certain times, distorted
in .such a \vajr that the mortgage instrument is
effectively unable to compete as a result of (1)
the lack of liquidity of the mortgage instrument, and (2) the restricted numbers and types
of mortgage investors. These two factors, amc.ng
others, serve at times to provide a superfluity
of funds to the mortgage market, ard at times
to bring about a severe shortage of funds.
Neither condition is healthy.
ileal estate mortgages play a major role
within our economy. Homo mortgage debt approximates 0>2 percent of the Nation's total personal debt. For the past 10 years, nonfarm housing and commercial mortgage demands have
used, on the average, 53.1 percent of all longterm funds available, and 31.5 percent of all
funds. Of this amount, one- to four-family
homes hrcourto.fl for 37.6 percent of .ill longterm funds and 22.2 percent of all funds
"available.
, A, Table1 shows that in tho 22 years following
World "War IT, convenlionnl financing— mortgages without FITA or VA insurance—provided for 23 milljon units, or 65 percent of the
80.6 million now housing unite which wore built
~ from 1946 to 1967, inclusive. (Obviously a mnjor

contributing factor to this remarkable record
ij.es in the more liberal terms authorized by the
FHA, which put competitive, pressure on conventional institutions to be more liberal in their
own terms.) Mortgages insured by the FHA
have financed 4.4 million new units, or almost
15 percent of the total, while VA guarantees
have helped to provide nearly 2.9 ..million new
housing units for veterans, or a little more than
9 {>ercent of the total. The two^ together have_
assisted in the building of 7.3 million new housing units, or 24.percent pf the total.
The mortgage investing institutions that have
financed this activity can be divided roughly
into two categories: deposit thrift institutions
and contract thrift institutions. Deposit thrift
institutions are those in whicl theJiow of funds
is based upon the discretion of. th& saver^ and
include savings and loan associations, mutual
sayings banks and commercial banks (time deposits). Contract thrift institutions depend
upon their inflow from forced sayings, such as
life insurance contracts and retirement fund
contributions (pension funds).
Deposit thrift institutions
(1) Mutual savings l>anks are generally found
in the Northeast. Profits from mortgage investments arc distributed among the depositors as
interest on deposits. Mutuals are governed, in
general, not by vote of the members but by
boards of directors.
In 1946, mutual savings banks had deposits
of approximately $17 billion. By 1961,1 their
deposits had increased to $38 billion, aric to $62
billion in April 1968. These were relative increases of 123 and 03 percent, respectively^
ppp^sitors tend to save more than banks^ can
invest locally, so that tho L »nks seek outlets in
other and more rapidly growing sections of the
country.
(2) Savings and loan associations are located
throughout tlie country. Unlike tho mutual savings banks, the depositor-members of the
S. & L.'s are not f\i\y credited with the profits
upon tho busirtss but are also presumed to elect
tho dirccfo'.s and officers.
Of wine 5,000 savings and loan associations
in i lie Country, of which 4,500 are insured by the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, all but about. 800 are mutuals. The remainder are. stock companies oigani/ed as commercial enterprises, where tho control and the.
residual profits are in the hands of shareholders.
Savings and loan associations have had a
meteoric growth In 1946, their assets amounted
to only about $8.5 billion, or about one-half
those of the mutual savings bunks. By 1961,
howovor, theso Imd risen eightfold to $7*0.5 bil-
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TABLE I.-GOVERNMENT HOME PROGRAMS IN RELATION TO PIIVATE NONFMM HOUSING 'STARTS, ws-67"
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I 134 2
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lion and were^SO percent greater than those of
the saving banks, tiy April 1968, or in 7 more
years, their assets had expanded fay a further
$56 billion to a total of $126 billion. These
deposits are now more than twice those of the
mutual savings institutions. In the 22 years
since 194", sayings and loan assets have, in fact,
multiplied almost 15 times, while those of the
mutual, savings banks have not quite quadrupled. In 1966, the sayings and loan associations had invested $106 billion in residential
housings, of which $97.4 billion were in one-tofour-family homej and $8.6 billion in multifamily apartments
(3) Cdmmeroifl banking institutions have
the primary fvMJtion of serving the business
community, particularly that community's
short-term borrowing needs. Recently the commercial banks have become more active in real
estate finance, but this is not their primary
function and accounts for only a small part of
their business.
In. recent years commercial banks have been
making concerted efforts to attract time deposits, in direct competition with othet savings
institutions. Accordingly, time deposits in commercial banks have risen dramatically, from
$82.5 billion in 1961 to $187.8 billion in March
1968, This rise has been due, in part, to increases in the allowable interest rates which
commercial banks may pay on their time
deposits.
"Commercial brinks have also made a concerted
effort to broRdf 11"the financial services they offer
to the community av .-rge with respect to hous-

Units

67.1
14.4
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• 1713
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- • • • --26.*
2K4
.-- 24 0
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~1U

m
24.0

> Units arajor 1-to 4-family toninf.
SaSrct: Economfc Rtport of DM Pr«i*«t Ftbnury 19M. tablo B-4I. p: 256.

ing finance. This effort has been expressed
through many acquisitions by commercial banks
of mortgage banking companies.
Contract thrift institutions
(1) Life insurance companies have always
been investors in mortgages. State laws prohibit
most of them from investing in c >mmon stock,
since such investments were thought to be top
risky in a field where the policy holders, who
furnished the capital, desired security above all
else. Since a high-yielding portfolio is necessary fo competitive reasons, life insurance
companies logically concentrated a large portion of their assets in mortgage investments.
Because of the local nature of real estate, it was
necessary for the insurance companies to establish a nationwide network of agents (correspondents) U» assist them in selecting and
managing their mortgage investments.
(2) Retirement funds currently invest about
8 percent in mortgages. This pool of capital
assets is growing faster than any other form
of savings. Total assets of all public and private
pension funds last year were $160 billion, an
increase of almost $12 billion over 1965. Private,
State, and local pension funds totaled about
$130 billion. And in the next 10 years these
funds will more than double. *
Table 2 shows the volume, of capital inflow to
deposit und contract thrift institutions since
1968. Table 8 shows the annual investment in
mortgages by such institutions. Table 4 shows
the total amount of their assets invested in
mortgages,
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TABLE 2.T-AHNUAL CAPITAL INFLOWS TO DEPOSIT AND CONTKACT THRIFT INSTITUTIONS: 1K3-CS (IN BILLIONS OF DOLLAIS}
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, TABLE 3.—ANNUAL INVESTMENT IN MORTGAGES BY DEPOSIT AND CONTRACT THRIFT INSTITUTIONS: 1K3-CI ON BILLIONS OF QOLLAftS)
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TABLE 4.-TOTAL ASSETS AND MORTGAGE INVESTMENT OF DEPOSIT AND
CONTRACT THRIFT INSTITUTIONS: 1KM7 (IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
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Swn*: Mortpy* Itnkirs AsNcliUon.

Tigfampmy and mortgage lenders
^A, large part of the 1966 "crunch" fv '•housing stemmed from the unstable flow bi funds
into the primary mortgage lenders, the deposit
thrift institutions. These institutions are unuble
to compete effectively with other financial institutions and with the securities markets when
interest rates rise, and yield curves flatten or
slope downward. In periods of extreme tightness in money markets, such as the spring and

summer of 1966, many of these institutions face
either an actual or threatened outflow: of savingsL with withdrawals exceeding new savings.
The impo.ct on new housing starts of a reduced flow of funds into the institutions can be
many times greater than the actual redaction
in available funds. Faced with uncertainty on
the duration and extentrof the reduced inflow
(or actual outflow), deposit thrift institutions'
managers cutback lending. To dp so is ditEcult,
however, in view of their outstanding commitments. Thus new commitments to finance new
projects may be reduced to zero. Ghanges in savings inflow can be both sudden
and large. For example, net savings inflow into
savings and loan associations dropped from a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of f9 billion hi
the fourth quarter of 1963 to less than $2 billion
in the second quarter of 1966. Table 5 shows
savings inflows for the month of April for the
post 5 years, and their inverse correlation with
the Treasury bill rote, a measure of tightnfc, or
ease in money markets.
- .
Why are the thrift institutions subject to
such reversals when money becomes tighf?
TABLE 5.-SAVIHGS IHaOW AND .THE TREASURY IIIL RATE, Month ol
April
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.Primarily because they have relied so completely on a single source of funds, the savings
passbook. Passbook savings are voluntary,
rather than contractual, savings. Families
can add to their savings, or not as they please.
Passbook savings are essentially demand obligations, subject to withdrawal at any time, for any
purpose. When rates of return do not compare
favorably with other investment opportunities,
accumulated savings can be -.-ithdrawn and invested elsewhere
But why dont the thrift institutions raise
their rates to hold existing savings and to attract more ? The answer lies in part in the nature
of the passbook! Bates cannot be raised on new
savings without raising rates on_ the entire
volume of accumulated savings. More fundamentally, savings have been invested in longterm mortgages at rates of interest fixed when
all market rates of interest were lower. Portfolios thus do not produce adequate returns to
permit sufficiently high interest or dividend
rates on savings to maintain a normal inflow.
These ^answers, however, only lead to a more
fundamental question: Why have the thrift institutions managed themselves in this manner?
There are several answers. First of all,.for several decades the process of borrowing short and
lending long had been both safe and highly
rofitable, Short-term rates were lower than
•ng-term rates, and this was accepted as the
"natural" relationship. In the second place, few
people in or out of government assumed that
the mix of monetary and fiscal policy for economic stabilization would ever put so great a
burden on monetary policy as has been required
in recent years. And few believed that domestic inflation and the international balance of
payments would become such serious problems.
Third, the Government agency most concerned,
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, neither
encouraged nor permitted member associations
to develop long-term sources of funds. Until late
in the 1966 crisis, the FHLBB did not authorize members to pay differential rates for certificates as contrasted with passbooks.
As compared with U.S. savings bonds, municipal securities, bonds purchased nt a discount
and many other investment opportunities, the
passbook has no tax advantage. All income is
taxed as ordinary income in the year credited.
When yield curves slope upward—that is,
when short-term rates are lower than longterm—the tax disadvantage can easily be overcome by rates of return on demand obligations
that are more closely related to long-term rates.
But when yield curves flatten or slope downward, the passbook savings suffer from the tax
disadvantage.

E

The contract thrift institutions—life insurance companies and pension funds—are less
subject to such erratic savings inflows than the
deposit thrift institutions. Nevertheless;, they
also show sharp declines in mortgage lending or
acquisitions when money markets tighten and
interest rates rise.
. :
The major reason seems to be that contract
thrift institutions are able to select and invest
in a broad variety of securities, and therefore
have the latitude to choose the most profitable
investment at any given tin"*. The inability of
mortgages to.compete on
ate basis is often
slated by State usury la , or, in the case of
FHA and VA loans, by ceiling rates imposed by
Feden^ administrative action. Furthermore,
mortgage yields have traditionally lagged behind the trend of the money market. The combination of rate restrictions and market lag therefore creates a situation in which the investor
with complete flexibility will turn to Investments other than mortgages during periods
when interest rates are in the ascendency or have
stabilized on a high level. (The opposite is the
case when rates are falling; these same investors
will then select mortgages—if they are geared
for such purchases—since the mortgage rates
will be more attractive than those available on
other securities because of the lag.)
flie effect of Federal -fiscal and monetary
policy
In 1966, when the U.S. economy was booming
and the Federal Reserve Board raised its discount rate to member banks in the Federal
Reserve System, the purpose of the Board presumably was to cool off the economy. In fact,
however, the only segments of the economy that
cooled off were housing and small businesses
(both highly susceptible to changes in monetary
policy). It became clear to.most people that fiscal policy (including such factors as budget cuts
and tax increases rather than mere increases in
interest rates) would have to be used to cool off
the economy, and that it was unfair to impose
the full burden of control upon housing and
small businesses. Much of homebuildings' cyclical performance might be prevented if the
Federal Government (including the Federal
Reserve System) were to adopt policies tlmt
avoid extreme tightness in money markets.
It is not easy to account for the attitudes of
Government officials toward the relationships
between economic stabilization, housing, and
construction. The record of the Great Depression
of the 1930's clearly indicates that housing was
assigned a major role in efforts to revive the
economy. The Home Owners Loan Corporation,
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the
Federal Housing Administration, the Public
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TTousing Administration, the ^'iblic Works Administration, and to some extent the Works
Progress Administration, subscribed in varying
decrees to the concept that a revival of housing
ami other construction would help get the economy moving again. Probably the most effective
of these agencies in terms of its immediate impact was the HOLC, which did much to unfreeze investments in housing and real estate
and enabled the market to begin expansion. The
FHA also played a major part in helping to
revive; construction. Goverment officials rather
generally adopted the idea that housing and
other construction were important factors in the
total economic picture and that stimulating
house building and construction was an important means of moving the economy forward.
"During the postwar years, when the problem
of restraining the economy rather than of inducing expansion arose from time to time, it did not
seem unreasonable for public officials (and in
many cases the same officials were involved) to
expect housing and construction to carry a major share of the burden of restraint. Indeed,
housing came to be viewed as a contracyclical
industry, and many officials considered this a
proper role for it to play.
Because of this long historical background,
it will not be easy to change the attitudes of
many public officials toward the relationships
between economic stabilization policies and the
housing and construction industries. It may be
difficult in some cases to expect vigorous implementation of new policies in this general
During the credit "crunch" of I960, most
public policymakers appeared willing to allow
the construction and housing industries to
absorb the major impact of economic stabilization programs. These attitudes were similar to
those that prevailed in earlier periods when
restraint was required in the interests of economic stability. So >'ar f\s is known, no specific
changes in public policy have been made in this
area. At the present time, the construction and
housing industries are apparently still scheduled to bear the major impact of future economic stabilization programs,
Public policy changes are needed which will
result in more equitable distribution of the
impact of economic stabilization programs on
all sectors of the economy. Appropriate implementation of such policies will be required.
This will require, in many cases, significant
changes in the attitudes of public officials.
Public stabilization policies usually involve
either the fiscal or monetary areas. The effective use of income ^ax adjustments as a major
instrument of economic stabilization policy

might reduce the need for restrictive monetary
and credit policies and thus reduce their unduly
heavy impact on construction and housing. Fo'r
such* adjustments to be effective, however, the
executive branch would probably need authority
to raise and lower income taxes in relatively
short periods of time. There is no indication
that Congress is ready to grant such authority.
Policies could be adopted for guiding the use
of monetary and credit programs for stabilization purposes. For example, it might be agreed
that the impact of restrictive monetary and
credit policies should be spread fairly evenly
throughout the various sectors of the exxraomy.
A decade or so ago, the contracyclical. performance of house building was favorably
regarded by many. Some diversion of resources
from house building into plant and equipment
during prosperity helped to k^p the expansion
in proper bounds, or so it was claimed, while
the early revival of house building in the subsequent downswing helped bring the economy
back to its normal upward climb. It is quite clear
now, however, that everybody loses, from this
kind of performance and that greater stability
over the cycle must be achieved if the house
building industry is to produce the quantity and
quality of housing the Nation needs at sometiling approaching reasonable costs.
JIoic departments and agencies of the Federal
Government* affect money and hotuing
Sound economic policy involves the actions,
intents, legislative and administrative interpretations, and long-range planning of a broad
spectrum of Federal departments and agencies.
Included in the economic process would be the
Bureau of the Budget, the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Board and the Council of Economic Advisors. With particular
respect to housing, the Department ot Housing
and Urban Development, the Federal Home
Loan 3ank Board and the newly-recreated private Federal National Mortga'ge Association
must bo added. It would take greater effort than
this Commission could assume, under its
mandate, to determine the exact, affect and relationships of the actions of all of these bodies
on the housing and mortgage market. It wouH
undoubtedly bo in the Nation's best interest if
such a study were made. The interrelationships
of tho responsible agencies need rethinking and,
perhaps, reshaping to fit the needs of society.
Wo need only to study the housing sector by
itself in order to determine that a more rational
system must bo developed. It is difficultto accept
objectively tho proliferation of housing financial policies among HUP, tho Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, and the now-to-bo-private
FN.UA.
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Board has the greatest direct effect on bousing
finance. If the Board functions effectively and
as it was originally intended to function when it
was founded in the 1930's, a continued flow of
mortgage money can bo made available even
in very tight money periods. But if the Board
does not function effectively in tight-money
periods, mortgage money simply dries up.
The role of the home loan tanks and t7ie Home
Loan iBank Board
The Home Loan Bank Board has three sets
of closely integrated functions in the financing
of housing. It charters and supervises the Federal savings and loan associalioris; it is in charge
of and administers the Home Loan Insurance
Corporation, which insures the deposits in the
savings and loan associations, and it exercises
general direction over the 12 regional home loan
banks.
By the end of 1967, the fotal assets of the 12
banks amounted to $7.2 billion. They had a net
operating income of $62.9 million for the year
on a gross income of $119.4 million. The insurance corporation had an income during 1967 of
. $175 million. Its losses were only $3.8 million,
which was a sharp drop from the 2 preceding
years when these had been running at a rate of
nearly $35 mill ion a year. It returned $44.3 million m insurance premiums and after meeting
other expenses had a net income of $116.5 mil-lion. Tins brought the total assets of the insurance corporation to $2.1 billion, of which nearly
90 percent was if* Government obligations.
The Board itself collected examination fees
and assessments of $18.3 million -while its expenses came to $17.1 million. There were 4,487
insured associations, of which 2,056 were Federal arid 2,431 were State chartered. The former
had assets of $75.3 billion and the latter $63.2
billion, for a combined total of $1.J8.5 billion.
About. 3 percent of the assets were in wish and
87 percent in mortgage Joans. The remainder
were- in other assets, reserves, and surplus.
The Federal home loan banks could provide
at all times, including periods of extremely
fight money, .1 ino*e reliable and dependable
channel to the money and cupital markets for
home buyers aiul lioinobnildurs than ttieir individual banks can provide. They have- not done
so, even though that is the purpose for which
they were, created.
Instead of making funds readily available to
their members when such funds were needed
for mortgage, lending, the home loan banks have
generally jxsrfonued in the opposite manner,
lending funds more freely when they were not
needed and restricting lendng when needs were
greatest. The home loan banks have performed

almost as ifjtheir purpose were to make homebuilding contrac\ "cal.
Our concern over the action of the FHLBB
system is especialy acute when we consider the
needs for mortgage money in the next 15 years.
In 1968, the housing industry needed and obtained about $22 billion of mortgage money to
finance new housing. In 1983, assuming a continuation of present economic growth rates and
conservative population growth estimates, we
will need some $50 billion per year in mortgage
money for new housing. At that time the gross
national product is expected to approach $2 trillion (19S3 dollars) and our population will be
close to 250 million people. But if the FHLBB
s\-stcm can funteion no better than it has in
recent years, there will not, in all likelihood, be
anything like $50 billion available for mortgage
financing.
The ability of the FHLBB to raise funds
through the sale of long-term obligations has
never realty been testP-J. 1 or that matter, neither
lias its ability to raise funds during periods of
tight money through the issuance of short-term
obligations or the sale of previously acquired
Treasury bills. In view of the quality of credit
of the home loan banks, it is almost inconceivable that they could not have done more than
they did in 1966 to sustain the mortgage
markets.
Between February and October 1966, the consolidated obligation's of the banks increased by
$1.9 billion. Advances to members, however,
increased by only $1.5 billion. The amount
needed by members to maintain a normal lending volume was much, closer to $5 billion, as
indicated by the fact that their home mortgage
loans increased by only $2.9 billion in 1966, as
compared with an average of $7.8 billion for
the. preceding 5 years.
Could the Federal home loan banks have
raised and advanced to their members an extra
$5 billion in 1966? Without much doubt the
answer is that they could have, if they had anticipated the need for doing so and had managed
their finances accordingly. In fact, they raised
$7.2 billion in 19GG through the sale of new
obligations, but had to use- $5.6 billion to retire
issues falling due in 1966.
However, the apparent need for an additional
$5 biljion in the bank system greatly exaggerates the real problem. In tho first place, cr. lit
policies adopted by the Board early in 1:)66
made it increasingly clear that advances would
not 1« available to members for additional mortgage loans. Whether the Board wished tlio banks
to bo an instrument for restraining house building in an overheated economy, or \\as afraid
that all their resources might be needed for advances to meet withdrawals, or merely feared
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~tiiai~ the banks themselves might not be able to
meet their own obligations, is not clear. The
effect of the Beard's policies, however, was to
discourage members from making any new loans
o"r any new loan commitments, and to preserve
what liquidity they had for possible emergencies
on the savings side.
One possible explanation for the aititude of
the FHLBB was that it was directed by the
Treasury, or by the Bureau of the Budget, to
restrain homebuildirig. But informed sources
have indicated that no such request was made of
the FHLBB at any time in that year. In view
of the emergency that confronted the homebuilding industry in 1966, it is ironical that the
Federal home loan banks increased their holdings Of government so ttrities by almost as much
as they increased heir advances to members—
$883 million versus $938 million. While it is true
that much of the buildup in government securities came late in the year, when members were
actually paying back some of their advances,
this was the very time that home construction
was at its lowest ebb. If the banks (and the
Board) had had the courage during the late
spring and summer to make firm commitments
to their members for advances later in the year,
member associations could have made similar
commitments to their builders and the decline
in home construction could have been reversed
much sooner.
Thus it seems to us that the major weakness
of the Federal home loan banks is their failure
to prepare for emergence, their lack of confidence in their ability to perform, and the consequent complete lack of confidence of their
members in the ability of the banks to render
assistance when the going gets rough.
A much sounder i>olicy would have the banks
spread the maturities of their obligations so that
no erne year would htwe an undue repayment 1 iability period, would provide firm commitments
to members for advances, and would insure an
adequate holding-j>f liquid assets, not only to
make good on commitments but to meet unforeseen emergencies. If, as wo can now surmise,
the banks would have needed to raise additional
fundsj tho.y could have done so by issuing their
own short-term obligations, which most probably^ could have competed effectively with bank
cert tficatos, finance paper, and other money market instruments. They did not follow this course,
either because they were not allowed to by the
Treasury or the- Bureau of the Budget, or becaiiso they misunderstood the purpose for which
the FHLBB was created. The homo construction industry suffered unnecessarily in 1966, but
this performance need not be repented.
If short-term rates in future years stay well
below long-term rate?, deposit thrift institu-

tions will have difficulty in growing. On the
other hand, there is no reason to deny them
authority to develop sources of long-term funds.
But if short-term rates equal or exceed long
term, as seems likely except in temporary periods of business recession, deposit thrift institutions will have great difficulty in growing
unless they do have the authority to develop
such long-term sources as the sale of debentures
to pension funds, obtaining of long-term advances from the Federal home loan banks, issuance of special types of savings contracts not
subject to withdrawal, and other innovations.
Deposit thrift institutions need freedom to
innovate in the development of contracts that
will do a better job of holding short-term fund&
now represented by passbooks (and since 1966
by certificates). Variable rates, premiums, penalties, conversion privileges, tax advantages, and
other possible features shou'd be tried, and their
value determined by experience rather than by
the prejudgmentof regulatory authorities.
Tradition, regulatory codes, and even the tax
law limit the origination of home mortgage
loans for sale to other investors. Trends in the
flow of funds, however, suggest that mortgage
market needs must be met at least in part, and
probably to an increasing extent, by pension
and trust funds, and by thrift institutions in locations distant from most active local markets.
Broader development is especially needed for
conventional mortgages where the nature of
flic instruments seems to be a sufficient restraint
without such further barriers as limitations on
their purchase and sale.
Present limitations, both as to type of
investment and geographical area, encourage
associations when money is plentiful to continue to pour money into local mortgage markets that may already be overly .supplied with
funds, rather than to buy mortgages originated
in distant markets or to acquire earning assets
that could be converted into loanable funds
when mortgage demands exceed savings inflows.
Authority is needed for outright purchase of
conventional mortgages as well as participations.
Wo believe the FIILBB system should be
made to work. This agency would ami should
assure an appropriate flow of funds into homo
mortgage markets at all times. By an appropriate flow we do not mean that home mortgage
markets should feel no pinch when other money
markets are tight, but that the funds needed for
house building should not bear more than their
shai-e of the impact of tight money.
Ideally, Congress should; (1) Define the bank
system's objective as providing nn appropriate
flow of funds into homo mortgages. Tliis would
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remove all doubt as to the purposes for which
the bank system exists.
_ (2) Separate from the Federal Home Loan
Bank System the responsibility for chartering,
supervising, and insuring savings and loan associations. The bank system, under a three-man
board, now lias responsibilities with reference
to savings institutions that are shared, in the
case of commercial banks, by three separate
Agencies—the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Ihsurahce Corporatic"
and the
Comptroller of the Currency. 'r^« multiplicity
of duties and responsibilities mav preventing
the Federal home loan banks from performing
well their principal function of sustaining home
mortgage markets. It is j»ossible that a threeman board cannot do all tiiat is required of the
FHLBB. It might be well to enlarge the board
to cover the wide responsibilities "f the system
"better.
(3) Encourage the banks to develop longterm sources of funds, and permit long-term advances to members as needed to sustain home
mortgage markets. While large associations un-

such funds for most associations. The banks
must develop long-term sources not only for
long-term advances to members but also for
building their own liquidity. The banks should
avoid having to retire any very large portion
of their own indebtedness during relatively
short calendar periods—periods which may or
may not occur during tight money conditions. They should also raise cosh in emergencies
through the sale of Treasury bills as well as
their own short-term obligations. A strong
bank system could present a balance sheet with
large holdings of liquid assets and few if any
current liabilities. But it should also have the
courage in emergencies to reduce its liquid assets
and increase its current liabilities as required to
support not only its members but the home
mortgage markets they are intended to serve.
(4) Substitute firm commitments for present
uncertain credit lines as principal means of
assuring members that funds will be available to
them in times of emergency. The bank system
has not always operated on a businesslike basis
in the extension of credit to members. Open
lines of credit, unenforceable by the members,
have been established with little reference to
mortgage market needs. Credit has been withdrawn, or made available only for meeting savings withdrawals or previously committed loan
demands. This does not seem to us an appropriate way of serving as a central bank. On the
other hand, members have assumed that funds
would be available as heeded without advance

notice, and this does not seem to us on appropriate way to manage a financial institution.
If the banks issued firm commitments, received
an appropriate fee therefor, and obtained or
held necessary funds to meet their commitments,
members would have to anticipate their needs
more accurately and make them known to the
banks sooner. This would help both the members
and the banks serve their function more
effectively.
Government-insured mortgage "bonds
The Commission commends the provision in
the Housing and Development Act of 1968
whereby financial institutions may issue money
market instruments (bonds) against collateral
consisting of Government-insured or guaranteed
mortgages. This provision should be rapidly
implemented.
Such securities would be attractive to that
sector of savings not now directly investingin
mortgages: individuals and pension funds. The
complexity and the length of time consumed
in the purchase of a mortgage instrument now
drive away such investors. A security that consisted of a mortgage bond, serialized to absorb
amortization, issued in $1,000 segments with
both a fixed maturity and a fixed coupon, might
be purchasable with die same ease as other bonds
because the complex procedures of servicing
would be handled by the institution issuing the
bond, rather than by the investor. Conferring on
residential mortgages, through this new instrument, the same liquidity as other corporate
paper could mean that more investment would be
attracted into the residential mortgage market.
The basic concept has been accepted by Congross. National and State legislative action is
required to permit the issuance of such instruments. Federal legislation should specifically
endow the bond with a flow-through of the protection of government insurance on the collateral formed by the mortgages, to give these
bond instruments an advantage over others with
the same yield.
State usury laws
The Con. .ission believes the flow of mortgage investment would be considerably enhanced by adoption of uniform State usury and
foreclosure laws.
State control of .ntorest ceilings on credit
purchasing or on the lending mechanism aside
from mortgages has a rightful place arising
from State concern for the public welfare. Releasing the ceiling on mortgage rates, however,
would not strip the mortgage instruments of all
control; the multitude of control factors in the
nationwide mortgage market as well as in Federal Government policies and actions provide
ultimate bounds.
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The/alternative would be continued State
legislative action pushing up the mortgage rate
in State after State to prevent capital from
draining away to neighboring States or into
other more productive investments. The Commission recognizes that the benefit of such a
relaxation is likely to be felt only in the short
run, and maintains its support for longer range,
more basic improvements.
State laws which insure slow and costly foreclosures now hamper the borrower by making il
more difficult (and usually more expensive) for
iiirii to obtain a mortgage. They are bad for the
mortgagee, who may have to carry a house for
2 years after the owner defaults and moves
awa3% Such procedures may have made sense a
hundred years ago, to savt- the fanner from losing the family homestead to the greedy moneylender after the failure of a single crop. They
make no sense, however, in these times of 95• percent mortgages, 30-year loans, walkaways,
ami token amortization.
Ntflender today wants fo foreclose if lie can
avoid doing so. Almost all arc glad to tide distressed homeowners over a temporary crisis. It
is doubly foolish, therefore/to make foreclosure
difficult when the mortgagee is forced to act*
The easiest way to modernize foreclosure is to
allow present procedures to stand but to add,
as an alternative, deeds of trust with a very
short redemption period. Several Stateshavealready adopted this procedure.
lIOMK-rCRCHASK CIX>SING COSTS

A surprisingly neglected area of housing
costs is the matter of closing costs. Yet, such
costs often impose substantial financial hardships on the home buyer at a time when he is
least able to afford them. The problem is not
merely one of amount, but also of the fact that
many home buyers are largely unaware of their
existence. Since the prospective homo buyer is
understandably desirous of buying the best
homo lie can afford, considering this to be a
sound investment, lie often plans a tight budget
based only on the stated selling price of the
houso. When confronted with the closing costs,
sometimes only at the very lust moment- the
date of closing the trniiPncfion—-he frequently
finds it necessary to borrow more money fit. high
personal loan interest, rates. Thus h'o begins
his homeownorship on a precarious financial
footing.
Goosing costs, as1 the term is generally used,
are those costs other than down payment and
pp-paid interest on the mortgngo loan which

are incidental to the final settlement of a real
estate transaction. They include costs associated
with the transfer of title and with arrangii ig the
mortgage loan. In addition, the}' includecertain
prepaid items which, though not technically
separate "costs," must be paid at-the time of
settlement.
The actual amount of closing costs varies
widely from place to place throughout the
country. This variation depends on local practice- as to the handling of each clement as well as
on differences in tax rates and the general price
level. The question of who bears Such, costs
also varies with local practice. In addition, some
elements of closing costs vary with the price of
the property and the amount of the mortgage
loan. The averages for the country under FJIA
for new and existing housto are shown in
table 6.
TABLE 6.-CIOSING COSTS ON NEW AND EXISTING FHA-WSURED HOMES.
ISB-S6
I
Averat* incidental costs
New houses Eihlinf (Miner
Y«r:

1J52-...
1J56

1*0
1K4
1965

2*4

7»
341
37G

KOS
7(3
277.
3W
330

The major ituins of dosing costs are (he
following:
1. Title search and insurance.
2. Lender's service charge.
3. Scttleinentfecs.
4. Prepaid taxes and insurrincc.
5. Transfer taxes.
ft. Miscellaneous charges.
Title -insurance
One of the most expensive elements is the.
cost associated with determining the- state of
tho title and insuring against defects. To determine whether tho seller's title is what he represents it to be, the buyer and mortgage lender
will arrange for thet tjtlc to IKJ "searched," i.e.,
traced through, the public records to determine)
tho chain of title i«nd the existence of any liens,
casements, or other restrictions or .encumbrances
on tho property. The search will be- followed
by an "evaluation" of (he title, n review of the
information gleaned from the Fcurch and conclusions ns (o tho "quality" of tho tit.Je. Finally,
tho lender will generally demand that hu ho
supplied with n lille insurance policy, insuring
Iriii against nuy di foots which arc not, revealed
by fho title search nnd.e.vahiaiinn. Tf tho buyer--
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•wishes, lie may also acquire a title insurance
policy protecting him against any such defects.
The cents of search and insurance vary
considerably. In most larger cities Joday,
titlei insurance companies perform Virtually
alT of fte jwryic^_jepnnected with search
and insuring titles. Such companies will norLjdly charge separately stated fees for the
search and for the policy itself, though in some
areas the charge i. stated as one all-inclusive
item. (As a normal business practice, companies
will, not run title searches except as a preliminary to issuing an. insurance policy.) The
of seme basic charge for the first thousand dollars to be insured, and some small amount for
every additional thousand dollars. For example,
inWashington, D.C., a typical searcli charge is
$66 for the first thousand dollars and $2 for each
(TMs would be $93 on a $20,000 house.) Variation in these fees as among different localities
reflect different wage rates, the state of recordkeeping in the locality, and the like. Generally
speaking, they are higher in the East than in
other parts of the country.
Bates for the actual insurance premiums are
much more standardized. The so-called national
rates, -which prevail in a great many areas, are
$2.50 per thousand dollars of risk covered for
a mortgage and $3.50 per thousand for an
owner's policy. (The lower rate for a mortgage
policy reflects the smaller risk involved. At, the
mortgage is reduced
and eventually paid off,
the risk of Ids0 to the mortgagee, and therefore,
to the title & mpany disappears. The risk under
the owner':, policy, on the other hand, remains
as long as the property is not sold, and, in
theory, remains in perpetuity since a later owner
may look to the insured to make good any
defect. The lower rate may also reflect the
greater bargaining power of mortgage lenders
vis-a-vis the title insurance companies.) If both
mortgagee and owner policies are purchased at
the same time, the basic charge of $8.60 per
thousand will be made for the owner's policy,
and some flat price increment, $10 or $15, will
be charged for the mortgagee policy. The premium is designed to coYerrisks, costs of work
involved in preparing the policy itself (as distinguished from the abstract of title which contains the information revealed by the title
search) and overhead expenses. Risks are of two
kinds: first, there nre risks that the title search
and evaluation are defective either because of
negligence or because of judgments which later
prove wrong; second, there are risks which can-

not be discovered by even the most me'lc^ous
search of the public records. These ir.Jude such
things as fraud or forgery in documents affecting the title, unreleased rights of dower or
courtesy, and execution of documents by minors
or insane persons. In addition, in issuing its
policy, the title company agrees to provide
attorney's fees in .connection with any attacks
on the title, even those which prove to be
unsuccessful.
Larger title companies today maintain their
own "title plants," consisting of copies of public
land records which are assembled and indexed
in the best manner for title search purposes.
Tn addition, such plants consist of past title
searches prepared by the company, and such
other information as will prove of value in
conducting title searches. These companies
apparently find the public records themselves
in such a state of confusion and disarray as to
merit creating their own duplicate records. In
a few places, including Denver and Dallas, companies have joined together to create joint title
plants, thus reducing expenses and improving
coverage.
;
The need to maintain title plants, as a result
of the inadequacies of public recordkeeping,
helps account for the small .number of Jitle
companies operating in any given city. Even
in the very largest cities, such as New York and
Chicago, a handful of companies capture the
overwhelming percentage of business. Where
smaller companies do attempt to compete, they
may be forced to take greater risks than their
larger competitors because of short cute in
search titles necessitated by keeping costs down
while relying on the normal public records.
Over time, the advantages of size become
more significant. As companies perform more
searches, their own records grow, and the likelihood of having to insure the same property
again increases. It is becoming more and more
the practice for companies to give discounts on
new policies issued on properties which the company has insured, and therefore searched, in the.
past. This "tie-in" effect, while clearly reducing
the price of insurance in the short run, thus also
has the effect of making entry into the industry
more difficult
In some large cities, such as Newark, but
especially in suburban areas and smaller cities,
the title company will not itself undertake the
title search. Instead, private attorneys, who are
approved by the title company which will
oventualy issue the policy, conduct the search
and provide an evaluation of the title on the
basis of which a policy will be issued. Generally
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speaking, where a private attorney is used^tlie
total-cost -will be higher. Thus, for example,
the rate of $55 for the first thousand and
$2 for every additional thousand in "Washington
becomes $75 for the first thousand and $2.50 for
each additional thousand in the suburban Maryland counties, when private attorneys are used.
Where title insurance companies do not exist
or mortgage lenders do not demand title insurance policies, their nonihsurance functions are
handled by private attorneys, abstract companies or a combination of the two. Neither the
attorneys nor the abstract company is a true
insurer of title in the same way as the title
companies. The attorney or abstractor will
prepare an abstract of title based on a search
of the public records. Liability is generally
limited to losses incurred due to negligence
in the search itself, with the burden of any
hidden defects being left to the parties to die
transaction. The attorney-abstract company
approach is predominant in the Midwest
Perhaps the most discussed alternative to
title insurance is the so-called Torrens system
of recording deeds. In effect, this is a system of
public title insurance. The purchaser or owner
of land applies to the public registrar to record
the title to his property and issue a Torrens
certificate. Under the registrar's supervision, the
title will be searched and investigated, after
which a court proceeding will be held to determine title to the property. Such a determination will result in a decree stating the true
ownership, as determined by the court. The title
will then be registered accordingly, and a
Torrens certificate issued to the owner. Once
registered, title to the property can only be
- transferred by recording the transaction and
having a certificate issued to the new owner,
and any purchaser is fully assured that the title
is in the person shown to be the owner on the
registrant's 'woks.
The major problem with th<- system appears
to bo that the initial registn .on is extremely
costly and time consuming, and most owners
will not undertake the process. In addition to
the other costs of r -gistration, an amount must
be paid into an insurance fund which is used
to pay the later discovered losses of persons
having valid claims against the property which
were defeated by the court decree. Since in
practice the system is used mainly by owners
of highly questionable titles who arc willing
to pay the high costs of registration, the insurance fund itself may be put into jeopnrdy. (At
one time, some 20 States had laws providing
for use of the Torrens system as an optional

form of registration. A number of these. States
have repealed their laws, and now about 13
States have operating Tprrens systems. Among
the major cities in which it is available are
Boston, Chicago, Duluth, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
and New York City. Even in these areas, however, the system is not widely used.)
Who bears the cost of title searches and insurance is also a matter of local practice. In general the mortgage lender demands that the
borrower (the buyer) supply a mortgagee
policy providing coverage for the full amoui t
of the mortgage loan, and it is the buyer who
in fact bears the cost. In the Midwest, the
seller often bears the cost of the title search
and may split the insurance cost with the buyer.
Where the buyer wishes to purchase an owner's
policy, he will normally pay for it or pay the
extra amount required to obtain it over and
above tl»e amount which the seller will pay
toward the mortgagee policy. Where a developer
:«t purchasing property on which to build or is
obtaining construction loans, he is often able
to obtain special consideration from the
mortgage lender and from the title company
or attorney. Seeing the possibility for considerable business once the developer begins to sell
off the completed buildings, lenders may be
satisfied with ]<ss than assurance against loss
for faulty title and attorneys and title companies may substantially reduce or eliminate
their charges.
Lenders service charge
In order to cover incidental expenses in connection with making a loan> mortgage lenders
frequently charge the borrower a service
charge or organization fee. Such charges, are
very common on FHA- and VA-guaranteed
loans, and the Government places a limitation
of 1 percent of the mortgage principal on such
charges or 2.5 percent where construction loans
are involved. They arc much less common on
conventional mortgages.
Settlement fees
. _
A number of services must be performed in
arranging and completing the closing, including
preparation of documents, arranging for property surveys and recording, clearing minor
defects in title, seeing to it that insurance of
various kinds is obtained, and the like. The
functions may be performed in whole or in part
by title companies, loal estate brokers, mortgage lenders or attorneys, and charges will vary
depending on what is involved in the particular
transaction and who performs .the services.
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~ Whert Jt;iawyer-is involved j and-in most places
this depends on the wishes of the parties, the
cost will normally be higher than otherwise. (In
some jurisdictions, the preparation and handling- of certain documents irvolved in a real
. estate closing have been held to be the practice
of law and thus reserved for attorneys. This is
the case, for example, in- Newark.) Where an
attorney is not used, such costs will usually be

Transfer tcuoet

As of January 1} 1968, 30 States and the
District of Columbia imposed State or local
taxes on the transfer of real property. The rates
of such taxes are generally quite low, typically
55 cents per $500 or about one-tenth of 1 percent. In three States—Delaware, Pennsylvania,
and Ehpde Island— the rate is 1 percent. Practice varies as to who pays the tax.
_

In addition to the larger items of cost disPrepaid taxes and insurance
cussed above, theie are a number pf other items
- Because unpaid taxes on real property npr- which enter into the total, of closing costs. InjnaUy give rise to a litn which is superior to a. cluded are such things as fees for notary public
mortgage, the mortgagee will require tl. bor- services, property survey and credit reports,
appraisals, recording fees, and the like.
rower to make monthly $r meats to it to cdver
The series of tables which follow show a conestimated property taxes, and the mortgagee
will use this, money to pay to the government siderable variation between cities in the amount
when the tax comes due. Where the mortgage of closing costs. Thus, in Newark, NJ., they
begins between -tax collection dates, the mort- amounted to $522 in 1964, or 50 percent more
the national average. In 13 out of 120 housgagee will usually require the borrower to mal .e than
ing
areas,
they came in 1966 to more than $500
a payment representing the estimated amount on new housing,
while in 29 more, tliey came to
of accrued .taxes. The seller usually bears the between $400 and $£00. In slightly over a third
a<£ual_cost of accrued taxes by giving the buyer
of the areas, thoy were, therefore, more than
a. credit against f he purchase price, but the $400. Some of these high-cost areas, are shown,
borrower might K surprised when the lender
of which Washington, D.C, Wilmington, and
actually withhqlts this amount. In addition, Roanoke, asjwell as Newark, are perhaps the
the mortgagee geii°.rally requirejlthnt the bor- m6st conspicuous.
rower prepay a year of homeowner insurance,
In 27 of the 120 case areas, these costs were
over two and a half psrcent of acquisition costs.
covering fire and other hazards to the property
and in some cases may even demand that the But since the mortgage comes to over 90 percent
of the acquisition costs, these costs formed a
borrower take out life insurance. And where an
FHA-insurcd loan is involve*51, the buyer will large relative addition to the amount a homeowner had to put up on his equity at the time of
prepay the. one-half percent premium. All of
purchase. It is worthy of inquiry as to why these
these .prepaid items are costs which the homeclosing costs should be so high in ciMcs which
owner must eventually
pay.
Nevertheless,
havare listed, and an appeal should be made to the
ing to prepay tuem at the tune of closing, along
with other closing costs, can be. especially bar associations and title companies to cooper-burdensome.
ate in reducing them.

. TABLE 7.-AVHAGE CLOSING COSTS' FOR FHA-INSURED MORTGAGE LOANS' IN 3 HOUSING AREAS, INI AND 1964
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TABLE I— DISTRIBUTION Of AVERAGE CLOSING COSTS > ON FHA-INSURED
'
SINGLE-FAMILY HONES. INC
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TABU 1—AVERAGE CLOSING COSTS" ON FDA-INSURED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES FOR SttECTED HOUSING AREAS. INC
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TABLE ^.-DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE CLOSING COSTS' AS A PERCENTAGE
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CHAPTER 4

Restrictive Building Practices
What part do building practices play in slowing progress in home construction ? /Vs a result
of such practices, are Americans denied cheaper,
better housing?
Because of the Commission's central concern
with generating a vastly increased supply of
decent housing at the lowest possible cost, this
issue had to DC faced squarely. Probably no
other single issue confronted the Commission
with greater complications. Because of this complexity, we urge readers of this chapter to read
it to the end and to consider it as a whole before
drawing conclusions. Not everything, or even all
the significant things, can be said first. Apart
from the emotioral setting which frequently
clouds labor ques^ons, the analysis of this subject had to surmount such difficulties as the
following:
Apparent restrictive building practices
often result not only from the efforts
and
interests of unions but from thc r a of contractors and produceic a? well.
Assertions that utiL
typically raise
;osts unnecessarily are made so often and
so fovcefully that the public tends to take
claims as facts, although numerous claims
are not borne out. on closer scrutiny.
Generally, both union leaders and builders are unwilling to discuss restrictive practices publicly, even in response to cliarges
of specific restrictions.
Even those with intimate knowledge of
working conditions often find it difficult to
distinguish between restrictive practices
and legitimate safety or job security
requirements.
The fragmentation of the building industry into many craft unions and the multr
tude of local and regional trade agreements
make generalisations hazardous.
The Commission made an extensive effort to
surmount these various difficulties aiid to gather
and assess the facts. We believe wo took neither
a pro-labor nor anti-labor, pro-industry nor
r.i>ti-industry posture in this work, but rather
a pro-public posture—a position intended to
open to consumers the fullest benefits of housing
technology consistent with the legitimate interest of the main participants in the productive

process. Several general findings and conclusions lend perspective to the more detailed discussion that follows:
1. Unions have been active partners in a
number of breakthroughs involving new products and methods. The circumstances under
which labor is more likely to cooperate than to
react defensively in the face of innovation need
to be more widely understood.
2. Many restrictive practices do exist They
vary greatly from plr<.ce to place. Beneath these
vaiiations from pla« to place and from trade
to trade are certain practices that, in their totality, retard the adoption of new materials and
improved systems of handling old materials,
thereby adding to housing costs.
3. Too microscopic a view of restrictive practices draws a curtain over the larger problem:
the need for a much higher rate of home construction along with continuity of work for the
labor force throughout all seasons. Many of the
onerous practices that seem insoluble in the
framework of widely fluctuating employment
and construction patterns could more readily be
resolved if the construction industry were expanded and stabilized.
Searching for the facts
Public hearings, private interviews, staff research, university surveys, and research and
studies by outside consultants were among the
means used by the Commission to throw light on
the state of local buildiitg practices.
At public hearings in more than 20 cities
across the Nation, homcbuilders, local officials,
union leaders, product manufacturers, and citizens offered considerable
testimony on local
building practices.1
To uncover specific cases of alleged restrictions, the Commission with the cooperation of
the Council of Engineering Consultants, tha
American Institute of Architects, the Associated General Contractors of America, and the
National Association of Home Builders, undertook a survey of the members of these large
organizations that are most directly involved
> The recorded mntraaent* arc publlxhed In VolumcH 1 through
C, Hearing* Itcjore tht National Commdulo* on Urban Problem*, Government Printing Office, Wnnhlngton. 1803.
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in the building process. "\Vhile much of the material received was somewhat superficial or failed
to oiler substantiation of allocations, the survey
did produce some carefully detailed examples
of practices and of trade agreements which, for
either goo<l or bad reasons, were restrictive.
The same four organizations also cooperated
fully in a different type of study. They encouraged approximately 5,000 of their members to
cooperate with university studies, instigated
and designed by the Commission, in four large
metropolitan areas. In Houston, New York. Detroit, and San Francisco, examples of similar
types and patterns of constraints emerged from
the investigation. These two surveys thus reinforced each other.
A sizable number of persons invited to appear
at public hearings or to participate in other
ways in our research oil building indicated a
fear of economic retaliation from certain union
or industry- groups if they were to speak candidly in open testimony, or if their allegations
couli: be traced back to them. The Commission
took great pains, therefore, to provide anonymity for those who felt they were jeopardizing
their businesses, products, or agreements. Confidential taped interviews were held with builders from many parts of the country. Information on local code and industry practices was
received. The Commission as a uliolc- also met
in closed session with several wit.iic.ves. Finally,
the material was collated in such a way that it
could not be identified by construction project
or by region if the source set that as a precondition for divulging information.
The strong pleas for secrecy and anonymity
engendered great expectations that \ery often
were not filled and that, in some instances, produced little more than recitations of unveiified
prejudices.
Hut mwh valuable material was revealed.
And the fear of reprisals, justified or not. in
itself was one important key to understanding
the climate in the buildi.ig industry. It underscored the fact that, unlike the situation in many
industries where, the management or corporate
concentration of power is as great or greater
than that of the unions with which they deal,
the home const ruction industry is characterized
by enterprises that, in the major cities, have less
power than the building trade union?. Elsewhere, homebuilding labor tends to l>o unorganized and honce the upper hand most often
lies with the builder, despite the fragmentation of the industry'.
A major part of the Commission's work in
this field, by staff members assisted by outside
consultants, was tho attempt, to get union
responses to the various allegations developed
during the research efforts just described. As

can be seen from the detailed items and responses given later, the unions gave a very good
response to the itemized allegations. The responses received gave a useful sampling of the union
perspective. We consider that we received
exceptional cooperation.
Finally, much of the Commission effort was
devoted to seeking out progressive efforts by
builders, designers, producers, and unions to
escape the constrictions of the past, and to
search for the preconditions that will maximize
these cooperative efforts.
Progressive at tion
Any overall view of the housing industry
today must take note of many technological
changes. Some changes liaie l-cen adopted
almost universally. Many others are Used only
by the pathfinders of the industry. But the fact
that these products and processes arc in evidence, and i hat the craftsmen doing the work
are typically members of building trade unions,
refute.*; some of the oft-quoted charges that
union? oppose and prevent all progress.
This is not to make any special ease for the
virtues of labor which, like almost all other
elements in o.ir economy, is mothated in part
by self-interest. But technological progress
often is in the self-interest of a union group.
A craft, in these times of industrial change,
can be priced out of the market if it too stubbornh' resists change. The competition between
products and between different craft unions
often is the spur to progress.
In recent decades, i he most dramatic change
h.:c noon the acceptance in the hoinebuilding
process of many more prefabricated components, reducing time-consuming and costly 011Mtc production.
From California to Xew York, (lie (omini£--ion also heard builders and designers of whole
new building concepts praise ihc labor unions
for giving invaluable help in .-ci-ing these projects through to successful completion. These
included instances of revolutionary approaches
to the whole building, ai'd of massive rehabilitation efforts.
In the.se insijii'tcs, (he trade union leaders
were brought imo the projects at the oi:tsef.
Potential jurisdictional disputes and other
difficulties were avoided by anticipating likely
trouble spots and by ironing them out in
ad vane". New methods and materials were not
suddenly set before workers without warning,
in a way that would arouse their fe.ir.s of
abandoning established patterns, or the greater
fears of losing their livelihoods. In short, both
the union leadership and rank-and-filo workers
felt that they were participants in a worthwhile
experiment. Their ideas and enthusiasm wi-ro
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capitalized on l»y assuring at the outset that
their vital interests also would be respected.
These instances, however, are far from universal. They show what can be accomplished.
T!.c; . . _.i! [lie i -U.-nl.ial for progress. But to
take"heart from the silver lining is not to deny
that many restrictive practices still remain very
much a part of the current scene.
Narrowing down the catalog of complaints
In canvassing the building industry for complaints, the Commission wanted to otbain those
which were unique to the industry.
In the wide-ranging catalog of complaints
received, one of the first jobs was to eliminate
tho=e which the Commission, in consultation
with labor-management specialists, believed to
be encountered generally in many industries and
not unique to homebuilding. More importantly,
these are the complaints which experts believe
can best be resolved through normal collectivebargaining arran.ffp'nents. In any event, because
these are such common complaints, they are
receiving widespread attention in the labormanagement field. These include questions about
responsibilities of shop stewards, hiring halls,
coffee breaks, lunch periods, seniority, wages and
hours, grievance procedures, cleanup, traveltime, maintenance allowances, and tools and
storage.
The Commission, let it be emphasized, neither
discounts the importance of such questions
nor passes on the validity of the charges and
countercharges it heard about them. But the
Commission decided that its limited time could
be put to best use by concentrating on complaints
directly related to advances in building technology ana costs.
Offending practices
The work rules practiced at the local level
and incorporated in agreements betweei. management and labor that impede the U5e of
technological innovations appear to fall chiefh
into the following categories:
Onsite rule?, requiring certain work to
he done on the- premises and prohibiting or
li- 'ting the u=e of prefabricated products;
liestrictions against the use of certain
tools and devices;
Requirements for excessive manpower on
the job, including what appear to be
irrational limits on the variety of work
certain categories of workers may perform.
While there are honesf difforcncAjs of opinion
about the seriousness or cost impact of any
specific example of such practices on any particular construction project, the existence of
them in many forms and variations is beyond
question. They are imbedded in custom nnd
contract. It strains belief to think that the

totality of these practices would not increase the
cost, impair the quality, or decrease the supply
of howing.
However, the conclusion that these practices
are completely without justification, or that they
can be remedied in some simple fashion, is no't
supported by the facts. Even the abbreviated
examples of charges and response below give an
inkling of the complexities involved.
What one man sees as a wasteful procedure
or use of manpower, for example, may turn out
to be a genuine, necessary safety feature in the
light or experience. We do not recognize as
restrictive practices work rules designed to protect men jrom -undue hazard in an industry
which is risk}' at best. But this may be abused.
Everything called a safety rule is not necessarily
that
To cite restrictions in a few places does not
automatically mean they exist uniformly. The
trade unions, liko their employers, are still very
fragmented. They possess a good deal of local
autonomy. Unusual patterns develop from
region to region.
Tho Commission attempted to collect
instances of restrictive practices in a responsible
way, insisting on substantiation with specific
details rather than accepting broad, generalized
attacks. Yet it seems evident that antipathy
toward trade unions in general was reflected in
some of the charges received.
Many practices incorporated in work rules
may be more the responsibility of the employers
than of the unions who negotiated the agreement. In the bargaining process, the union may
be seeking x dollars an hour. The contractors
may succeed in getting the union to accept 20
cents an hour less, for instance, by offering the
union one or more of the work rules that, from
a public perspective, appear restrictive. And the
benefit, as well as the responsibility, may be
greater for the employer.
In other instances, dealt, with in great detail
elsewhere, restrictive practices embedded in
building codes may bo and often are largely
the result of the influence of interested manufacturers. Sometimes the contractors, too, lend
their support to these restrictions. And at times
tho manufacturers, contractors, and labor are
all working in harmony in behalf of these
restrictions.
Many of the charges and countercharges examined by tlift Commission concern big construction, not the typical small home. Furthermore, a large portion of tho homebuilders
employ nonunion workers. These facts are
noted as a further complexity in understanding
how these matters relate to housing. Big-city
Construction projects, particularly high-rise
buildings, arc typically union. Nonunion labor
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in metropolitan «"«i often receives the pay aiul
abides by many of the work rules that apph to
unionized labor in the same. urea. Some hpmcbuilders who employ both union and nonunion
labor testified thaf flic major difference is that
(he former tend to be more efficient.
A final note before looking at a sampling of
alleged restrictions is that the construction
industry is vastly different from the average
industry. The different-Co will bo examined later
in an "attempt to explain why restrictive
practices persist.
Onsite production ecrsus prefabrication
Contractors contend that various era ft unions
require work to be done on the site when factory cut or assembled products would be both
better and cheaper. It is further claimed that
?uch rules in the long run tend to stifle the
development of new construction techniques.
Charge I. Plumbers allow only stock items
to be brought to the site. They further limit the
size of pipes permitted to be prefabricated.
When it is not practical to do the cutting on the
job. permission must be obtained from the union
to use prefabricated pipe.
ltci,\. The following language is extracted
from a plumbing agreement:
Pipe 2 inches nml under shall be fabricated on the
job by plumber mechanics to whom the work belongs.
In i-.iscs where it is nut practical to cut pipe on the
job. it shall be discretionary with the employer to have
pipe 2 inches and under fabricated elsewhere : provided,
however, that i>crmission is obtained by the employer
from the business in.ii.igcr of the local union.

c. The United Association of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe
Fitting Industry of the United States and
Canada did not see fit to give the Commission
any comments on restrictive practices in general
or to reply to this specific charge.
Charge 2. Builders and contractors contend
thai carpenters prevent the use of precut
cabinet*, hung doors, doors cut for hardware,
moldings, etc.
Item. The Supreme Court case concerning
prehunir doors (di*ni*sed later) substantiated
some of these practices beyond any doubt.
f!c<ii>onxe. The United Brotherhood of Carpenters it Joiners of America did not deny tiie
specific charges but justified them in four words,
"Work preservation. Gross exaggeration." But
the union discussed the general charge as
follows:
ts made i«> tin'-, i t i i n are li.i*i<.ill.v tun gen
eralized. lacking holh premise and eonclu<ion in order
to adonnatcly reply to. Therefore, any statements will
be in a Kciieriilized nature. It i> true that there nre
certain prox i.«iniis u i t h i n mlleitiif aKnvmcnls \ \ h i i h
restrii-t Hit- use of certain machines and devices but
the iiiMnnccs revealed within the text lire completely
fal.«e. Tile I'nlted Krolherhund iif CarjH-nter-, & .Juniors
of A'neriia dne> mil rc.slritt <>r probiliit the use of

ni.iiiuf.icfiirud «r milled cabinets. The fact of the
matter i-, the united brotherhood li,i> \\itluit it.- membership several Hmdred thousand inoinl.,>rs who are
employed in larst- and small industrial plants who
earn their livelihood from such manufactured goods,
so it woiild h.udi.i be tv.ili.--lk or practicable to prohibit
such products and highly disL-rimin.itin^ to a large
•segment of this organization'* mcmhcr.thip. Tl.e united
brotherhood has traditionally advocated that Mich
products be manufactured under reasonable -standards
and working conditions. This policy, however, has
never re<tri'-ted the use of m.inut'a< lured products. It
merely oncnuriiges employers to <le:il with fair manufacturers. Such activity has contributed greatly to the
economic standards enjoyed in this country. True, there
are restrictions over the use of certain devices: however, such prohibitions or restrictions generally fall in
the form of safety or work preservation insurances.
Kaeh of these matters have been or are to be discussed
in their appropriate subject matter in detail. Certainly
the Commission has no intentions of diluting time"honorcd safety standards nor does it wish to come in
conflict with the United States Supreme Court concerning "the work preservation concept." The implication
of both these factors are far reaching and are entitled
to a broader view of discussion than" to be submersed
within the extension of these discussions.

Fharqe 3. Ironworkers in several localities
were said to require (a) the onsite bending of
rein forcing rods. In addition, the union itself
recognized charges in many localities by contractoi-s that (Z>^ the welding of studs as shear
connectors on the top surface of beams must be
performed in the field.
Ifcin. In Commission sessions builders have
cited specific examples from Xe\\ York City
that rods must be bent onsife.
Kexpanxe. The International Association of
Bridge, Structutal A Ornamental Iron Workers
noted in regards to (//) the bending of rods,
"there, are one or two minor restrict ions on this."
But the, union insisted, "The genera' rule is that,
whatever work can be fabricated in the shop and
by practical work operations moved to the field,
such materials are accepted and handled * * *.
The. total tonnage of reinforcing installed in the
United States would be under conditions that
0!)-plns percent of all reinforcing would be shop
bent. Secondly, there has been a new technological development, (and) w i t h i n the very near future, the bending of reinforcing rods will lie a
thing of the past.'1 In regards to (i), the studs,
the union said, "When these studs arc installed
in the shop, it K extremely dangerous to walk
on the top surface, of tin. neam since, the studs
catch the. culT of the, ironworkers' overalls, and
many injuries and deaths have resulted." The
union said many Slates are adopt ing safety laws
supporting the. union po.-ition of onsite v> elding.
Cluii-f/e. .',. A number of allegations pointed
to instances in which prefabricated products are
accepted by the, unions, but accepted in connection w i t h two practices which negate the. cost
*a\ings: (a) the unions disassemble the. prefabricated material* on the situ and put them
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together again; anu '^b) the unions handle the
materials out charge a premium rate for so
doing.
Item. Electricians were said to rewire certain fixture on the site, but specific citations
were not received about this. This is a matter
that would be the responsibility of the electrical
subcontractor rather than the general contractors who furnished most of the evidence
gathered.
Response. We received the following reply
from the President of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers:
It has been brought to my attention ihat in the course
of your Commission's hen rings and other information
gathering activities pertinent to your mission, you have
received certain allegations regarding electrical
workers. As I understand it these include statements
by contractors or peisons unknown to the effect that
electricians performing onsite construction wiring have
oil occasion insisted on rewiring light fixtures, which
had been prewired at the source of manufacture.
I am sure that members of your Commission have
sufficient knowledge nnd background in the construction industry to realize that it is a natural reaction
of any construction worker to be resentful upon seeing
\\ rk, which he has traditionally done .at the jobsite,
gradually being fragmented and diminished through
new methods, changing technology nnd prefabrication
offsite. Since a typical construction worker has in nil
probability completed at least a 4-year apprenticeship
training course, devoted his life to his trade and has
relied on said trade to provide a livelihood to his
family and permit him to be a good citizen, he instinctively takes a defensive attitude either individually
or insists that his bargaining representative do so on
Ms behalf. This type of reaction resulted in such extremes as civil cases up to and including Supreme
Court action.
In the II5EW we make no secret of our concern about
the erosion of onsite construction work tasks. However, we have had to face up to the farts of life as they
exist, AVe feel that the following case history (brief)
will serve to illustrate how the electrical workers represented by the IBE\V along with their employers
represented by the National Electrical Contractors Association have faced up to the type of problems mentioned above.
First, n word about the relationship between the two
organizations mentioned. For more than 40 years the
eli.-ctrical contracting industry, as represented by the
two, has resolved practically all of its collective-bargaining problems as well as interpretation <n suih collective bargaining agreement through an intralndnstry
forum known as the Council on Industrial Relations
(CHI) for the electrical contracting industry. In fact it
is a matter of record in such high places as the Congressional Record that the IIJR\V lias established a reputation of a virtually strike-free electrical contracting in(nstry. In the course of its proceedings the- CIR on
August 20, 1005, heard a case involving Ix>cal Union
103 I DEW, IJoston, Mass., and the llomon Chapter of
the N'ationnl Electrical Contractors Association. The
case involved the very question of prewired fixtures
and the local union's request for enforcement of their
agreement, which among other things i rovidcd a ruling
on article V, rule 25A. A copy of this decision of the
council is attached hereto. Plenso note the second paragraph speaks to the question of the Miove-montioned
allegations about electrical workers, wherein it says
in part, "The parties hereto nre ii.-structod to revise
article V, rule 1!5A, to meet the prrscnt tlaii iiraclicr."

(Our italic added fur emphasis). At a later date there
was a question as to the full meaning of that decision.
The electrical contractors submitted the request (copy
enclosed) for clarification. Also enclosed you will liml
under date of November IS, 11)05, a copy of Uie decision in request for clarification, which again emphasizes "* • * the present day practice,"' concept. I
trust that by moans of this letter and its ein.loMirt.-o the
IIJEW has brought to the attention of your Commission what we feel is an enlightened approach on the
part of our industry to the problems in construction
today.

Devices and tooh not allowed.
Many unions are alleged to prohibit the use
of specific devices, tools, or equipment on the
job.
Charge 1. One of the oldest and most persistent charges is that painters often limit the
width of brushes or, in the case of roller?, the
width of rollers and the length of handles.
Item. The following language is taken from
a Baton Eogue contract:
finishes not over 4& inches will be used when painting structural steel. Brushes over 5 inches shall be
used in water emulsion paints only..

Also, interview testimony pointed to instances
where rollers over 9 inches and with handles
6 feet or over were prohibited.
Further prohibitions cited in the ca-^e of
painters included the use of sprays for doors,
doors, oflice-s, cafeterias, dispensaries, and recreation places.
Response. The painters replied as follows.
Attention is hereby called to article 17 of Painters
District Council No. 22's labor agreement, wherein it
will be noted that spray painting is performed on an
extensive basis on both old construction as well as new
construction.
Topt-ka, Kans., was referred to as having restrictions
on the use of devices, and In this connection, article
IV, section 4 of the labor agreement for Painters Local
Union No. 06 of Topeka, Kans., clearly sets forth the
procedure for performing spray painting, and. as will
be noted, a joint trado board for both contractors and
union members issues the decision for the use of paint
sprays governed by the health nnd safety cunsiderations
that must accompany the proper and safe use of paint
sprat-* The last paragraph of article IV, section i.
clearly <ets forth certain materials which may be
sprayed without obtaining a permit..

The Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators &
Paperhangers replied as follows to the —
• » • reference of "brnolr-S not over 4V« inches will
be used «nen
painting structural steel," said provision
np|>caripg ; n the collective bargaining agreement of
Painters Ix> nl Union 728 of Union Rouge, La. While
painting erected structural steel, bridges, and towers
the use of a 4',^-inch paint brush Is the very maximum
of brush size which could lie used wiili any degree of
safety. Anyone who possesses any conviction to the
contrary is simply not informed as to the hazards in
the jKTformance of such work. Across the land painters
nre r -quired to paint steel buildings, and, in M»me cases
over a hundred stories in height, some towers over (iOO
'Tim ilncmiirntR WITC recrlvcil nnd nro In I IIP
Coiir 'Issli'ii.
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feet in height, and a more hazardous work assignment
does not exist in this Nation than that which is involved in the painting and repainting of bridge structures. In addition to complying with Stute and loi-il
safety codes, plus the safety measures .taken by the
local uuioK? of the brotherhood, a quick look nt the
hazards involved in this work will reveal that the
very highest casualty and fatality rate within the overall "construction Industry prevails in connection with
steel painting, which Is, by the way, made even more
hazardous by weather conditions, especially moisture
and frigidity. Steel painters are required to serve a 3year apprenticeship, and, while so doing, they are quite
naturally taught to employ the use of the proper tools.
This fact is recognized by the management and always
this fact is reflected by the collective bargaining agreements. If one would make a realistic survey of this
matter, they would be early to learn that a steel painter
actually performs more work and a better quality of
work by using a paint brush net more than 4 or \Vinches in width. The civil engineers and inspectors responsible for the proi>er coating and painting of steel
structures would be quick to prevent the use of paint
brushes too large to perform the application, and if
such practice were employed, the steel would not be
properly protected.

They also replied to the allegation that:
• * • "interviewed testimony pointing to instances
where rollers over 9 inches and with bandies over 6 feet
were prohibited." Such testimony was surely not taken
from anyone familiar with the use of paint rollers. No
mechanic could efficiently produce quality finishes using
paint rollers wider than 9 inches.
Anyone attempting to use a wider paint roller would
practice false economy. The labor and time necessary
for cleanup would far exceed any advantage of a wider
roller. Also, even the manufacturers of the roller realize that a roller in excessive length would fail to apply
coatings find paints with the proper adhesion. In fact,
there are runny paint roller assignments which require
even les.< than 9 inches on certain tyi>es of work.
With regard to the handles exceeding 6 feet in
length, please be advised that a vast majority of the
employers who perform high quality work will not
permit the use of any roller handles other than the 12
or 18 inch produced by the roller manufacturer.''.
Handles which are 0 feet in length are the very maximum which could he efficiently used.
The survey • • • should have been made with the
counsel and ad\u-e of someone familiar with the
painting nnd decorating industry, or, such survey could
have !>een made by engineers or architects who have a
knowledge of the work and the tools involved in tho
painting and decorating Industry.

Charge 2. On jobs of low than a certain she.
sonic roofers prohibit tho. use of mechanical
aids for installnti' v . and Foine of this equipment again is prohibited on nev construction.
item. From a roofer's contract:
On all ni'W jnlis »f It-.-.- than 30ft smiiiri-.- per
building no mai-hiniT} of nnv sort, tmliiding .slagging
in inntliiiiury, felt laying iiinchiiipry. whether run by
motor or operated ny Imnd. shall 1«> used or permitted,
except for hoists, pump*, hot buggies (one man shall bo
assigned 10 each hot buggy when In use), tank trucks
nnd conveyors. Hand-operated slag spreader may bo
used for hauling only In lieu of wheelbarrow • • •.
On nil now jobs of .100 squares or more JKT building
no motor driven machinery of any sort including slagging In machinery, felt laying machinery, cranes .and

any and all other type., of motor operated machinery
shall be used or permitted except for hoists, pumps,
tank trucks, and conveyors.

Response. The United Slate, Tile & Composition Eoofers replied as follows:
The most common practice- in the roofing Industry is
not to limit the use of mechanical equipment
The .size of jobs plays an important part in whether
or not it is profitable to use equipment To make
statements that mechanical equipment could be used
on roofs, regardless of size, denotes a lack of knowledge
of roofing designs whereby a roof can have 1,000
squares, yet equipment would be cumbersome and not
practical.
Other factors that must be considered before irrational statements are made, are safety to the roofers
and men working underneath and what harm is done
to the roof by running equipment over the finished felts.

Charge 3. Operating engineers were said to
restrict the use of machinery.
Item. No substantiation of this \vas offered,
although it arose in a different light, to be noted
under discussion of restrictions related to excessive manpower.
Response. The Operating Engineers conceded
the practice but responded as follows:
New tools and equipment should not be arbitrarily
introduced into use in the construction industry. Frequently, tools and processes which are perfectly valid
nnd safe in an industrial plant arc real hazards under
the conditions that obtain on many construction sites.
Careful investigation and discussion of ]>ossible problems with the tradesmen who will have to use the tools
is essential.

Charge .}. Cement masons, while not forbidding the use of machine tools, nevertheless are
said iii many instances to demand that hand
troweling go over the machined work.
Item. In a number of States from New Hampshire to Oregon, the survey pointed to the cement finishers as requiring the following:
There shall be no restriction on the use of machinery
but all cement floating or finishing machinery shall be
operated by cement nisbcrs and all hand work shall be
also dono by cement finishers. Under no circumstance*
itliall work lie left under machinery finish. [Italic
added.]

In one iiibtance, hand finishing was required
both before and after the machine- finislvv.g,
raising the question in some contractors' minds
of why they should use the machine at all.
Response. The Operative Plasterers & Cement
Masons replied as follows:
We wish to point out that power troweling machines
and power lloating machines were never conceived with
the idea of replacing hand finishing methods. Tin:
power machine was primarily intended to serve as an
aid to enable the placement of low slump concrete,
increase volume of placement, densify nnd compact
after placement and Increase the spo.i-d of the finishing process with reduced effort. Tho troweling machine cannot produce tho final fine finish that is specified for a troweled surface. This can only be achieved
by hand work • • •. Many unethical contractors frequently substituti! a machine finished surface for a
troweli. surface. Ignorance or lack of knowledge on tho
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part of many architects and almost all owners cannot
distinguish between a machine finish surface and a
troweled surface and, thereby, unwittingly encourage
this policy to the detriment of the concrete industry.

Alleged excessive manpower requirements
The charge^ of excessive manpower, and of
manpower used nonproductively, are numerous.
What was said about restrictive practices in
general needs to be doubly emphasized in introducing this matter: it is very complex, far more
so than meets the eye.
Cliarge 1. Some complaints stem from jurisdictional difficulties between two or more crafts,
and with the complexity of modern materials,
the nature of the job is admittedly far from
clear.
Item. A claim that best illustrates the charge
(although it does not apply to housing, and is
lacking in substantiation) concerned a special
hospital table in Pittsburgh that had fittings
for gas, electricity, and water. It was alleged
that sheet metal workers, electricians, and steamfit tors .ill had to take part in moving the table
from the truck in order to get it delivered to the
hospital.
Fc-spotise. None required, because item was
not verified.
Charge 2. Some of the strongest feelings on
this issue were directed at the engineers. Contractors stated that although electrical equipment ma}- often be started with nothing more
than the push of a button, contracts nevertheless call for operating engineers to man it. Air
compressors and pumps that run for 24 hours,
it was asserted, must be manned by separate
engineers during three shifts, even v.-h«»n other
engineers are at the site.
Item. A Minnesota contract requires an oiler
for almost all equipment even if it is stationary
throughout the durati^ii of the pi-; j^f-. ]n
Mas :ichu.setts tho following instance was cited:
"Vhoii a single diaphragm pump or one electric pump
of not more than one-lialf inch is used more than '2
hours in any one- day, an engineer shall be employed
at a minimum of a dny. Single diaphragm pump.s and
ono-bng mixers, gasoline or electric power, may be
nroii|>cd on Jobs as follows: (1) Two or three of these
machines, one engineer. (2) Fourof those machines, l.wo
engineers.

h'psppnsr. The International Union of Operating Engineers replied as follows:
Tho practice of shifting an engineer from one machine to another has long been a hazard where it has
lioon uncontrolled. Much of good operating practice
depends on familiarity of the o]>crator with the placement and direction of action of control levers, pcdalh.
;i:id other operating appurtenances. In addition, even
on'wardly identical models of machine* frequently
1mvo highly individual idiosyncrasies. Machines which
arc tot'illy different in function usually require a completely different set. of reflexes for safe operation.
I'nder no circumstances should an engineer operate

mure tli.ui tttu different iiiacliineb on one shift and oxen
then should exercise caution * * *.
There Jire many c.xiellcnt re.isont. for rei|tiiriii£ oiler.on crane.--, shovels. lmi». .tiul >imil.-ir equipment. Among
these are the fact thai this is virtually the only source
of trained and experienced oivi.ilors. In addition, there
are many, many circumstances in which an engineer
must have someone who knows the m.iehine immediately available to him to secure essential information
about items lie cannot sec or read during operation.
Often the oiler must act as signalman both for operating signal* and for u a ruing personnel in the vicinity
of an ojK'ration. lie keep* an eye on the m.uhinery
while the attention of the engineer is entirely devoted
to operations. AH these factors are essential to even
minimally safe operation and are in addition to his
function of assuring proper lubrication and cleanliness
of the machine * * *. It is difficult to imagine a more
hazardous practice than allowing another trade to
start a machine. Inspections must be made before each
start and the engineer must assure himself that all
controls are in a safe position.

Charge 3. Elevator constructors were frequently mentioned in connection with the issue
of standby workers. Contractors have said that,
since all new elevators today are self-operating,
either manually or automatically, they do not
need an operator, much less a highly paid
worker, to run an elevatcr.
Item. The survey included charges that elevator constructors claim jurisdiction over elevators up to the time of final inspection. In
addition, it was claimed thai lirvingan elevator
constructor on hand durirg 'Irilling operations
could be very expensive if these took a longtime.
Response. The International Union of Elevator Constructors replied as follows:
The rrport should have been more explanatory and
stated that the cars are of a temporary nature or an
incompleted car wherein sonv equipment, usually of
a safety factor, such as ear doors, electrical interlocks
on said doors are Inoperative (or in the elevator language "jumped out") ; hoistway doors being manually
opened and closed inMuad of automatically, otner factors such as the automatic leveling are usually only
roughly adjusted; nonperinanent cab liners are used
to protect the finished product, thereby having an
operator on to prevent damage uhicli .surely would
occur with no operptor present; ears sot nt a speed
below normal for safety reasons, such as no car doors
on and to prevent accidents to riders: and if same car
is run at normal SIKH'S, the operator prevents overloading of car which 's a constant threat on construction work * * *. Wi n regard to the part of the report
that the Klevator Constructors require a man to simply
"stand by" while a hole is being dug that will receive
the casing of a hyrd.iulic elevator, that can stand some
clarification. This Item was actually a concession on
the part of the Klevntor Constructors, in our last standard agreement, to allow our employer.-- ( t h e elevator
contractor) to subcontract a part of our jurisdiclitiiial
grant in order to permit them to do I he work more
expediently and economically, especially in certain
areas whore granite, rock, etc. were in the soil to be
dug. We do require that at lea--t one clcMiti..- COIIMruetor bo on (he job site, not only to protect on.1 jurisdiction, hut to lay out the bole, aid in .setting up the
drilling rig, Mipciusc tlu> drilling and .-el I ing of the
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casing, and perform any other work required in tin1
process of digging the hole, and then in (lie dismantlin;:
of the drill rig :-o the man c:innot l>e classified us.
\vindo\v dressing as tin: report infers. Tho rei>ort also
infers that the 111:111 rema.ns after the hole is completed
until the start of the installation of the remainder of
the elevator equipment which is not true as normally
the hole is dug before (lie walls of the building are up
and hence they pull off until it is iwssible to install the
remainder of the elevator. Actually, the subcontracting
of the hydroliole is a very small part of the industry
and many, if not the majority, of our employers have
their own drilli'-"- equipment and then the work is performe"! exclusi\ .y by Elevator Constructors.

Charge 4- Cement finishers, it was claimed,
must stand by when concrete is being poured
although they arc nor actually used in this
operation.
Item. A New Orleans contract .states that cement masons shall be present at the site of the
pour at t'ie time the contractor shall commence
the pouring of concrete.
Response. The Operative Plasterers' & Cement Masons' I'lJernational Association replied
as follows:
The allegation about cement masons being on standby is a joke. This sort of reminds me of calling up a
surgeon and requeuing his arrival in 15 minutes because you will have the patient on the operating table
at that time. How can he be expected to know the
patient's symptoms, the tools required or anything else?
This is not lo equate a cement mason with a surgeon,
but it makes a good analogy. If tlie concrete is important enough to require a cement mason, it sure is
important enough to have a cement mason there when
the operation begins, in order for him to become aware
of the typo of material being used, the grades and elfvations. the tools needed, the type finish desired, and
also some idea of the concrete setting up rale.

Restrictive practices in perspective
Investigation of work rules cannot stop with
one round of claims and counterclaims. A deeper
look reveals that facts and fictions are easily
confused because rules that sound restrictive
may bo ignored m practice or because progressive positions taken by the national unions sometimes are ignored in one or more localities.
But even when the facts of a given case arc
clarified, how docs one dc-c'de whether the obstruction of a work rule to new devices or to
cost reductions outweighs the value of that rule
toward safeguarding the immediate, short-run
interest of a worker in his job and in certain
working conditions?
This question leads to the view that no fair
judgment can lie reached by looking at these
practices in isolation. They must be judged,
ml her. in icrmsof their peculiar industry. Many
of the work rules cited seem ridiculous or
indefensible lo people, familiar only with other
industries. Yet tlieca.se si gainst these rules grows
weaker nnd weaker within the perspective of
tlu 1 UII'MIIIC aspivN' of (ho construction industry
as it o.xisls todav.

Some of these- aspects are—
Wide fluctuations in productivity, year
10 year, season to season;
High" rate of unemployment;
Fairly high hourly wages, relatively
lower annual incomes;
Highly competitive employers;
Highly competitive craft unions;
Jumping from employer to employer and
from place to place;
Weather a constant source of uncertainty:
Difficulties in attracting and keeping
apprent.it os.
The highly segmented homebuilding industry
is .surpassed only by the retail trade in the
I'limber of bankruptcies. The entrepreneur in
this insecure industry produces, on the average,
less than 25 homes a year. Even the largest
homebuilder, in this era when so many industries are dominated by giants, accounts for only
a fraction of 1 percent of the total volume of
homes produced in a single year.
From the worker's perspective, unemployment rates in this industry have been twice as
high as in other industries. Problems of seasonal
employment are intense. During the course of
any year, the total number employed in the
building industry rises and falls30 to 35 percent.
(See chart showing housing starts, 1961-68,
for a graphic view of these tips and downs.) In
recent years, between 800,000 and 1 million more
workers have been employed in the building
industry in August than in February. These
seasonal fluctuations vary with climate and
region; the \yarm States of Florida and California experienced employment differences of
only 10 percent in 1966 while Minnesota, in the
same year, employed 65 percent more construe-.
tion workers in August than in February.
On an annual basis, unemployment in construction has almost doubled other fields. In
1966, the unemployment rate for construction
workers in February (the low point) was 13.1
percent compared to 4.1 percent for nil wage
and salaried workers, and in August (the, high
point) the construct ion unemployment rate was
L9 percent, compared to 3.0 percent in nil o>.her
work. Thai year, as compared with a 7.3 percent, unemployment rate for all nonfarmworkers, construction worker experienced an
annual unemployment rate of 11.9 percent.
At a theoretical standard of 2,000 hours of
annual employment (based on a 40-hour week
less holidays), the AFL-CIO estimates that
construction workers arc employed an average
of 1,400 to 1,(500 hours. Tim Labor Review of
September 1007 reported lower annual earnings
for contract construction workers than for other
manufacturing industries. In 1961, average
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iMiiiings u e i e $8.078 for petroleum workers,
$7.-"iSG for motor vehicle workers, and only
•}i/,-»i.ij fui vuiistiiiclioii woi^eis. One further
.itu.K oil this a..peel: in Now Jersey in 196J,
ll.s; u|ii-i.itii:g eiigiiieeio found tliat whereas
thur jiiemhuib L.i'l :iu average annual employment of about 1,000 hours. 20 percent of these
UDiktr.) enjoyed 2,000 hours or more of work,
1/ut ahulhei '22 peiii'iit \\ere employed for less
than 1,000 hours during the year.
For tlie average Ameiic:m employee who
goes day aftei ifa\ and possibly year after
jcar to the same indoor place of employment,
•t i.-i IM.-.V to foij,i-t that the man in the building tradi's n.ay he denied work by inclement
\\cathei; that caji time he finishes a job lie is
likely to lose his employer; that he may work
on many sepaiate projects during the year; that
to lind work he not only must find a new job
but often go to a new community; that in some
.-ia.-i.ii.-. lie >.an c.xpict prolonged unemployment.
and t h a t for some of these reasons be often does
nut want his .-ons to follow in his footsteps. In
f.iit, parents in general are not urging their
.-on.- to be carpenters, bricklayers, and so forth.
\\ .i:it many of tlic-ic aspects of the building
!udiL-tiy add up to is an understandable effort
uii ( l i e part of unions to give their members
ooi.mi'.j in the midst of an essentially insecure
su-ti'iu. To propuiC simplistic,solutions to dilute
cocurih mea--uiL'b could move back the clock in
term... of social concern. And while bringing
greater ir-.ecui it\ to members of the construcliuii \\orlv force, it could leave the industry itself
u it 11 more severe shortages of skilled manpower.
CVrtainly some of the seemingly restrictive
measures are attempts by the unions to require
rmplouTs to carry as high a load as possible
of apprentices. From the short view, these
apprentices may seem to be excessive laborers
for the job at hand. But for the long view, these,
mv the people who must be trained if enough
.•.killed \\orlaM-.-. ure to be available to carry on
the- work of the future.
Negroes and tJtc, "building trades
Undoubtedly one of the most critical of all
restrictive practices in the building industry is
the ?ot, of barriers which, in many parts of the
country, has '•"•"vented Negroes from enjoying
equal employment opportunity in the homo construction field. These barriers were not entirely
unique to the building industry and many of
them permeated tbo institutions of society in
general. Also, they were not unique, merely in
blue collar jobs in contract construction. There
\\er» \ cry few Negroes holding white collar jobs
in the industry. Of the 488,000 employees in the
contract, construction industry under the jurisdiction of the Equal Employment. Opportunities Commission in 19GG, Negroes made up lc>ss
22-8 H—CO
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than 1 percent of the white collar workers but
17 percent of the blue collar workers.3
J5ecau.se other go\einmental and nongovernmental agencies arc devoting serious attention
to apprenticeship and manpower problems, including racial discrimination, the Commission
did not see fit to duplicate studies in this field.
Yet such information and insights as came to us
"because they are in the air," so to speak, appear
to us too timely to leave out of this report.
A combination of circumstances have in the
past reduced the chance for Negroes to be employed in the building trades. Many of the
crafts, enjoying high hourly wages, have not
wanted to take in newcomers and have desired
to pass on the job opportunities to sons and close
relatives. Outsiders have found it difficult to
break in, and this has been especially true of
Negroes. They were slow to apply, and when
they did they often found it difficult to pass the
apprenticeship requirements. The lack of education and opportunity in general were reflected
in the inability to pass written tests in which
arithmetic and other skills were stressed. In
addition, some unions did want to keep them
out. The Commission recognizes that because of
intensho cyclical fluctuation it is often triK in
the building industry that contractors and
builders are unwilling to take on an appropriate
number of apprentices. An encouraging note is
that more of them have become aware of the'
importance of developing enough skilled
workers for the years ahead and there already
has been some improvement in this matter. The
resul t \\ as a low percentage of Negroes in the
more skilled and highly paid crafts.
Apprenticeship is only one of two ways that
men enter the trade unions, ancJ attention also
needs to be given to the other way—learning on
the job. This second way occurs- because the
number of apprentices are not enough to fill the
needs when there is a boom in construction
work. With labor needs out of balance, contractors must take on people not highly experienced in the particular trade. Customarily, although they are paid journeyman wages, they
are kept on simpler jobs, ancl only after being
moved around for some years do thov become
fully skilled.
What does (his mean for Negroes? Ordinarily, they are at a disadvantage in entering
the unions by this means, for at least two reasons: (1) they lack the inside knowledge of
when labor shortages make it the proper time
to seek entry, and (2) they must compete with
tho most aggressive people who may be shifting
from one occupation to another.
1
spvrrli ti.v Vincent T. X lineups. Commissioner, ICtiunl Kin
plo.vmciit O p p o r t u n i t y Commission, Denver, Colo., Sept. JS,
inr.T.
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It is only simple justice to say that conditions have improved greatly during the last 2
years. An estimated 8,100 Negroes are registered
in current apprenticeship programs—nearly
twice the number in 1966. Not only are most
of tho international unions helping in this
work but nearly 50 Apprenticeship Outreach
programs—efforts at active recruiting of apprentices—are being carried out by local union
councils. The craft unions have joined with other
groups to provide training programs to prepai;e
youths for the apprenticeship exams. There is
stil' some discrimination, both open and hidden,
an I much remains to'be done. When we begun
our work nearly 2 years ago, the overall verdict
could not have been this favorable. But progress
has been made and tr-3 unionists who have made
it deserve commendation. The}' should, however, push on with even greater vigor and with
still greater cooperation from the local unions.
A large increase in the total volume of building will also create main- new jobs and permit
tho minorities to share even more in the general
advance. For, as the fishermen remark, "a rising
tide floats all the boats."
Restrictive work practices and the law: recent developments
Several recent court decisions and certain
National Labor Relations Board decisions have
clarified some long-standing questions about the
legality of restrictive work practices. Most significant is the 1967 Supi-eme Court decision in
National "Woodwork Mcmufacturing Association v. NLRB (.386 US 612, 1967), often referred to as the Philadelphia prehung door
decision. Tho case involved a provision in a
work agreement between the local carpenters
union and the contractors association, which
provided (hat "no members will handle any
doors which have been fitted prior to being
finished on the job." The provision was attacked
as an illegal secondary boycott under the Landrum-Grifiin Act by the plaintiff association,
which represented the manufacturers of prohung doors.
The Supreme Court held that, the agreement
was legal. Such agreements according to the
Court, will he upheld where the primary object
is to preserve and protect the job security of the
union involved. Job security, being a legitimate
subject, of collective bargaining, may be protected by work preservation provisions even
though such provisions incidentally may have
the effect of excluding the product of some third
party.
A companion case, 7/owt/on Insulation Contractors Association \. NTJUi (386 US (561,
1907), involved a similar job security provision

prohibiting the use of prccut insulation around
pipes and fittings. The collective-bargaining
agreement was upheld against the contention
that it constituted a secondary boycott.
The Supreme Court has, unfortunately, been
widely misunderstood in these rulings. The door
case often is cited as holding that prefabricated
components are considered bad by the courts or
that a union at any time may refuse to work on
a job which uses such components. In fact, the
decision states only that exclusion, of such products, where tJiey threaten job security, may be
a legitimate subject of a collective bargaining
agreement and enforceable as such.
Later decisions by the NLJIB have emphasized that, for such agreements to be legal, they
must in fact be directed at protecting the job security of the union which is a party to them. In a
number of cases, union action to enforce provisions which exclude various prefabricated components have been held illegal because the provision of the collective bargaining agreement was
either not primarly aimed at protecting job
security or not for the protection of the particular union signing the agreement.
A way out and a way forward
To try to deal with restrictive pratices on a
case-by-case basis and in the context of the
building industry as it exists today offers little
hope of success. However the Commission recognises the widespread existence of restrictive
practices from a variety of sources and believes
they must be minimized now if the rising cost
of housing is to he checked and production rate
radically increased.
Wo must deal with the basic weaknesses of
the building industry by greatly increasing the
production of housing, and by doing this in
such a way as to assure maximum stability to the
manufacturers, employers, and workers in the
industry.
We further believe that government, as the
primary consumer of one-third of all construction put in place annually, and as chief provider
of housing for the poor, hao important leverage
power to nelp accomplish these purposes. Not
only tho Federal Government, but State and
local governments as well, can play a significant
role in this stabilization effort. Of the approximately $75 billion worth of construction money
that goes to contractors in a year, $25 billion
comes from the three levels of government.
To meet the Nation's dire housing needs, underscored so strenuously in other parts of this
report, we must increase housing production
from the present level of between 1.3 and 1.6
million a year to an annual production of over
2 millbn units throughout tho next decade. In
mounting that effort, proble. is of work preser-
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ration by the unions may well be overshadowed
by problems of meeting a serious labor shortage.
The Commission does not urge punitive legislative action or government compulsion to
gain the abandonment of restrictive building
practice*. But we do urge trade union leaders

and builders to cooperate to promote wiiciency,
for example, by way of project agreements. We
do think that government can help in many coiistructive ways. We warn that if restrictive practices in the industry are not reduced, the
community may well be forced to take action.
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CHAPTER 5

Reducing Housing Costs—A Summary
vately sponsored and publicly subsidized programs.
Provide ",n economic climate which promotes continuity of production.1—Neither a
private builder nor a government housing program can be efficient if the total number of housing units built each year fluctuates by several
hundred thousand and if there is no continuity
in funding or administration of governmentsponsored programs. Costs skyrocket when the
number of units a local builder can produce
fluctuates widely from year to year. He cannot
organize his work force or his production efficiently. He cannot make optimum savings by
buying in quantiy.
Creating national housing goals, carrying
out the fiscal and monetary policies to meet
them, funding government programs at high
levels and with continuity over periods of time,
awl placing housing in the forefront of economic considerations, as has been done in (he
past with full employment, and economic
growth—all of these could bring sizable reductions in costs and far greater efliciencies in the
use of both private and public manpower and
resources. This should result in major reductions
in costs in housing construction.
Reduce the general level of interest rates.-—
Other things being equal, the Federal Government should take steps to reduce the general
level of interest rates. At. times in the past,
policies have been followed by the monetary
authorities which had the goal and effect of
raising interest rates. Basically, to reduce rates
means to place greater reliance on fiscal policy
a'nd lesser reliance on monetary policy. It silso
means a number of institutional changes in
the financial system which a variety of experts
associated with congressional study committees
have long advocated.
A 1 -percent increase in interest rates from (5
to 7 percent on a $15,000 house \vitli a 80-year
mortgage brings a $10 per month or $1'20 per
year increase in interest costs. It adds $8,000
to the nrW. of the house over the life of the

A reduction in housing costs is essential if the
housing goals proposed by this Commission are
to be met. It is essential for at least two reasons:
(1) It will make it possible for far more
people to buy or rent decent housing on the
open market without direct Federal subsidies.
(2) It will reduce the amount of subsidies necessary to house those who cannot
possibly rent or buy decent housing at their
present levels of income.
Reducing housing costs is one of the three
crucial means by which an abundance of housing can be made available to the American
people. The second of these is to raise incomes
sufficiently and at a faster rate than housing
costs increase so that far more people can afford
to rent or buy decent housing in the private
market. The third means is to provide subsidies
for housing. I., one form or another, all of these
means must be used if housing goals are to be
met. The various ways in which housing costs
might be reduced have been discussed in some
detail elsewhere in the report. Here we bring
them together in order to demonstrate the magnitude of possibilities.
We believe that efforts to reduce costs should
be an integral part of every government housing
program. We believe that much greater efforts
are needed in basic research and experimentation in new forms of construction and new approaches to building, maintaining, and financing housing. We believe that substantial cost
savings can bo made short of the introduction
of revolutionary new systems by attacking individual items of costs in housing.
No opportunity to reduce costs should be
ignored s'mply because, by itself, it may not
result in dramatic overall reductions in
costs.
No pretense is made that all of the potential cost-saving items listed below can be
applied to any particular situation.
National policies
A number of stops can be (aken through Federal policies which would create the climate for
direct, or indirect cost savings under both pri-

>Scc I'.irl II, Krcmnincndntlonn No. 2 nnrt It.
1
Sec 1'iirt II. Hcconimniilnllnn No. 4 nnil Ch.ipliTs 1 nnil •)
of I'nrt V.
(470)
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mortgage, not iiuluding the added costs of
"points" :ind interim financing.
Mortgage interest rates ha\e increased from
.1 geiiei.il le\cl uf ill-out I.,") percent in the initll!K>0"s to 7 percent today. Using the same
I'.x.implc as abuvu, monthly interest costs have
gone up by $23.50 anil yearly costs by $2S.~>.
OUT the life of a inortgage, over $8,500 would
in; added to tlie cost of such a house.
It would take $1.000 im.re per year in income
fur a family to all'ord Mich a house today than
\. would have jii.: over a decade ago. At the
level of income needed to afford such a house
today, about 10 percent of the families in the
country could purchase such a house at a 4.5percent interest rate who could not do so at a
7 percent interest rate. Ileducing interest costs
i- a major means of bringing nonsubsidi/ed
housing within the nin0x? of a far greater number of people.
>'ul*i</izi < / ;vi/t;i////.' 1 - Hundreds of thou.-::iitU i.f families w i l l either need subsidies or
continue to get subsidies if they are to be housed
decently. Subsidies should be provided in the
mo-^t efficient and least costly way. The least
rostly'way is to use the power of the Federal
(iovermnei'.t to borrow funds, for it can do so
at from 1-y, to 2 percent less than private institutions can. We do not do this now because of
its apparent cH'c« t on the Federal budget. An
expenditure for a housing unit returns principal and interest and is secured by real property and i-- treated by private business as a bluechip a«*e!. Hut the Federal O'n'ernment treats
it as a liability which adversely atfects the
budget. In fact, wv have now adopted the 1-per••cnt interest program in which funds will be
borrowed on the private market at much higher
rates in order to avoid this budgetary impact.
This program will cost much more than it would
if the Government were to use its authority to
borrow the funds. Thi,* is an excessive cost
borne by the public in order to avoid biased and
uninformed criticism. It is an extremely high
«>.-( to p a y - -cither in e.\ce.ssi\e intere.-t rates or
in a reduction of housing units—merely to
pander to public, prejudices.
Olie mean- of icducilig hoil.-illg cosl.i i.s to
face ii]) to this fact.
Simplify ]•'(:<! f i (il pruyramx <in<l reduce lime,
in plainiiiitj mill ri'imti'iirlifni.'—Vast casts are
incurred by ( l i e delays in producing housing
under Federal pio<;iams. Time consumed for
planning and i oii>(i ucting public housing,
moderate-income, housing, and housing on
urban renewal sites has I>een unconscionable.
.Some. considerable speedup.s have occurred
3
1

Sri- I'.-irl II. llvi-..linn.-iMlnli.in N,,..',
Sri> I'nrl II. I:
mnifiiil.ilInns X<>«. !) nnil lo. ni.i] C'hni>
(ITS :t, !i. nuil <!.

in th» tirst processing stage as a result of
the recommendations of the President's
•Joint Inter-Agency Task Force. Others have
been achieved by the turnkey method for public
iio'ising. The Commission has made many
ncumiuendation> on this subject. There should
be more turnkey projects. Communities and
housing authoiities uilli pro\en records should
be able to In-pass many of the time-consuming
procedures. Seed money for 221 (d) (3) sponsors
w i l l help. In building, time is money. The program time, schedules should \x cut in 1mlf.
Authorize extraterritorial leasing*—There
are many other ways to save money. Major
economies can be obtained by giving central city
housing authorities the right to lease existing
houses outside their immediate jurisdiction but
within the metropolitan area. We recommend
this, with appropriate safeguards, in part II.
Its effect on costs would IMJ to place a larger
number of needy families in housing where land
and construction costs are lower. In the central
city. land costs are extremely high and multifamily construction is more costly than singlefamily housing. So use of cheaper outlying sites
is one way for the government to get more for
a dollar of housing subsidy.
Tax -policies
Kci/irce the in-g<ilii'c iinjMct of thi property
/</.!•.- ()nr studies show that the property tax
i.s equivalent to a 21-percent sales tax on housing
in metropolitan areas. (The housing portion of
the property tax amounted to 1J) percent of the
£51.0 billion cash outlay in these areas by homeowners and renters for housing. Kxcluding the
tax payments, in the customary way of figuring
other consumption taxes, the figure is 24 percent.) e It is inconceivable that society would
consciously place -Mich a tax on a basic commodity such as fond <»r shelter. But it. has done so,
either unconsciously or of necessity.
It is not possible to repeal property taxes.
Hut it is pr.-'sibK- to reduce the proportion of the
property tax in the tot.il tax burden by finding
alternative and fairer means of financing public
need-, at the local level. We recmnmend a n u m ber of these in part IV. They include a shift to
income ta.xe-j and incentives for Slates lo do so,
block grant-- from the Federal Government to
localities, and fairer assessment and administration praciice.i to improve their effects on housing. IK asse.-smg both land and buildings at
market value, in-tead of underassessing land,
some shift in the lax burden would occur to
olFcra s t i m u l a n t to roust ruction.
-Sri- I'nrl II. Crriilinilrliilillliiii No. l.T.
* Imimrl nl Ilir fru/irrlii Tiif ti.v Klrlinnl Nrtyrr. f'oininlx
I-II Ccvrnrrh l:.-|"Tt Nn. 1, Wnvhlnglim. D.C.. IflfiS.
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Revise Federal income taxcx.'—Federal income faxes on commercial housing help to promote shun?. They tend 10 discourage maintenance and improvement, and cnconrngc fast,
turnover. We advocate that without loss of further revenue the Internal Revenue Code, should
be revised to reinforce nontax efforts aimed at
encouraging new construction, rehabilitation,
and maintenance, and discouraging the present,
practice of awarding deductions for depreciation and maintenance when no maintenance is
required and excessive depreciation is allowed.
T.and acquisition
We ha*v documented the phenomenal increase
in laiui values which has taken place and noted
its effect o;i the cost of housing.* There is every
reason to believe that this trend will continue
unless some special public action is taken to
change it. The following approaches can limit
future land value increases:
Exploration of the -potential benefits of new
taxex on land and land value increases?—The
imposition of new taxes on land would be one
of the most comprehensive approaches governments might Jake to retard or reverse the rise in
land prices. Because of the complexities of various tax approaches, we have discussed the major
proposals and have recommended that studies
1)0 undertaken immediately by both the States
and the Federal Government to explore, in depth
the feasibility and desirability of various
approaches.
Public purchase (if land in advance of di r>7i^jiwent. nntl Iraxing rather than ntJl'ng of land
acquired by the gortrnment.™—While the primary purpose of advance purchased of land by
the government may be to control development,
an important byproduct is the capturing of increases in land values for the Iwnefit of the public. Land so obtained could be re.-ohl at market
price, with the gain used to subsidize housing
in other place* or to meet other pressing social
needs. J'.y leasing rather than selling all land
acquired, the government would not only be able
to reassemble the land quickly at a later time
and achieve greater control over its use, hut
would also gain the benefits of increased values
through adjustments in lease terms.
J'l/Mlr a.<t.ii.ttai)cc in land astxembly."—Hecausc the value of individual lots within an area
to be assembled can become highly inflated as it
become,-? known that they are needed to complete
the parcel, and because of the longtime, required
• Kr-f J'nrt IV. Cli.il'lrr 7.
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to complete assembly by purely private means,
public assistance in assembling land can significantly rfdui-e the land eu.-t component of new
development.
Kliminfition of e^ccxxiccly rextriclivc-zoning
pracf.ires.1-—Present restrictive practices have
the effect of increasing the price of land for
housing by unduly restricting its supply.
Several recommendations in part III arc- directed to this problem. They are designed t«
make local governments more responsive to the
needs of lower income families for reasonably
priced housing sites by reallocating land-use
control power, requiring conformity of local
ac!ion to a metropolitan housing plan, minimizing inducements for "fiscal" zoning, encouraging large-scale developments in which higher
densities can be achieved without sacrificing
amenities, and facilitating challenges to needlessly restrictive zoning practices.
Site improvements I3
The costs of site improvements have become
a substantial factor in the cost of new housing
in a relatively short period of time. Before
World War II, subdivision regulations were
often nonexistent or extremely lax, permitting
develojK'rs to provide little in the way of even
the. most basic utilities. As a result, localities
often were- burdened with the installation of
roads and utility lines or with the repair of
shoddily constructed facilities. Since World
War II, improvements have been substantially
upgraded, with much of the burden placed on
developer.-; through local subdivision regulations. To prevent. unnives.-ary co.-t increases due
to site, improvements while providing for adequate imprmvments \" .-erve new development,
the Commission has made the following
recommendation-;':
Formulate and promote better standards."—
Many of the standards now incorporated into
subdivision regulations are based on tradition
or whim rather t h a n on information about
actual neeiN am! the performance of various
materials. As with building codes, there is evidence tlinl ."ome communities impose excessive
requirements which needlessly increase costs.
We have recommended the establishment of a
National Institute of Environmental Sciences
thai would, among other functions, conduct a
cont inning study of standards for site improvement and disseminate- its findings for incorporation into local ordinances.
Eliminate rexlrictlre land me. practice^ which
result* in higher site improvement costs."—
Kcstrictivc practices, as we have, noted, result.
» Mil.I.
" Ihlil
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not only in higher land costs but also in added
Wit= f'ir site impixit emeiiLs. As lot si/es increase,
and particularly a.-, wider lot.s are required,
more linear feet of improvements arc required
to serve a single dwelling ii'ut. The Commission's recommendation.-, aimed at curbing
restrictive pnu ices, and providing for wider
choice in the si-lection of housing sites should
help to reduce thc.=c cost?.
In addition, recommendations aimed at
reducing sprawl and promoting the large scale
planning of new development should help to
reduce site iniproxenient costa by reducing the
i.eed to extend utilities ont well beyond existing
development, and by allowing for the more
economical clustering of structures.
Improvements in. building codes16
I'rorulc uniformity.—A major weakness of
building codes is their lack of uniformity both
in requirements and in enforcement from town
to town. This prevents the application of ma£Sproduction methods in metropolitan areas and,
of course, in sncl .vider areas as States or
regions. Because of diverse requirements, no
builder can const met the same him?c to the same
specifications within the Pittsburgh or St. Louis
or Chicago or I,o,s Angeles metro|>olitan areas,
hut must make changes each time he builds in
a different jurisdiction. The cosies, therefore,
not only prevent industrialized housing from
being used efficiently, but prevent even the conventional builder from using efficient methods.
While most of the provisions of the national
model codes are n-asonahly up to date, they do
not apply uniforinly over a metropolitan area
or region. And even when they do apply, a local
inspector may arbitrarily prevent even the use
of materials which the codes allow.
Permit nor product* untf procfsxcs.—In man V
ca-e>, the local •ippliratinn and administration
of codes prevent the use of plastic pipe, 2-by-l
studs on non-load-bearing walls more Mian" 10
inches apart, 2-by-3 studs on non-load-hearing
wsilK plumbing trees, and electrical harnesses,
and a variety of other prefabricated or modern
materials or methods which can reduce hoiiMiig
costs.
r.-e of new nu-terials and uniformity of
application over a large enough area to allow
•ipecilixation to occur mti^f be brought about by
the reform of building codes.
Use of industrialised haunting "
Savings in hoii-ing costs can be marie by
moving to more efficient met hods of product ion.
An important \\a\ of saving lime (and thus
"Src
Part I I I . Cli.ijilcr .".. ami l.iirnl l.nml tnitl llinl.l n<i
Hrgiilatian. l>y Allen M.invcl. National Commlj.*!"!! «>n ('rl.:in
ITi'Mrm*.
llrtrnrcli Itrjiort Xf>. I!.
K
Srr I'nn V, I'liniitrr 2 nnil I'.irf V. Krcnminrnilnll.ini: No.
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ni.ine\) i& ti> use the. I'KUT or critical ]>ath
methuil. In essence thL i.~. :i system of working
backward on a time scale from the completion
date, so that all acti\ities which must be performed fall in place in the proper order and
» i t h the minimum of lost time. By charting
out all opcr-.itinns, it becomes possible to track
iMt item* that are <>1F schedule and put on pressure soon enough to avoid dehu- to the whole
project.
In addition, cicn the smallest conventional
builder u.~ea niany prodiuts) and processes that
are fai tury produced. This i.-> now done in varying degrees and w i t h var\ing results.
The production of panels or larger parts in
the factory and their assembly on the. site
can provide a degree of additional efficiency,
depending upon the amount of fabrication done
in the plant.
Heyond that, factory production met hods are
used "on the site it self I This is essentially what
a large-scale, mass builder does.
The product ion of cut ire housing units within
a factory takes at least, two forms. One of these,
in the case of mobile homes, U5es more or less
conventional methods of construction but performs them in the factory. Some savings come
about as a result of the specialization of workers. Carpenters, for example, move from one
mobile home to another, much as carpenters at
the. construction site of the- largest merchant
builders move from one house to the next and
repeatedly perform the ,«amc operation. The
savings result largely from specialized production performed the year round. These savings
may he offset by transportation costs, however.
Savings may be as great at the site itself.
A further refinement, is the use of machines
and the substitution of capital for labor in the
actual production of the part.*, whether they
be panels assembled later at the site or parts
assembled in the factory, but produced by
machines, not by men.
One finds various combinations of these
mcthod-i of inductriali/.ed production.
The following i- a li.-t of the advantages
which can result from some or all of the,se
methods of larger scale or mechanized
production:
liutitctitm in- lioiirx of Iiibnr iircdfd.—One
factory-mechanized production rompany estimates that it can produce units in a factory with
half the hours of labor as arc needed on the site.
Substitution of industrial for rrtift labor.—
In metropolitan areas where housing is to l>e
erected in the central city, savings should result
from the substitution of industrial labor in the
factory for craft labor at the. site. The differences in hourly costs range from industrial labor
at $2.00 to $.'{ per hour to craft, labor at n mini-
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mum of $5, but often at $6 or $7 ami sometimes
as high as §10. Industrialization should require
fewer hours at lower hourly rates. The capital
and overhead costs of moving labor inside a
plant would reduce the amount of these hourly
differentials. The savings come from the greater
specialization in the use of labor.
Work independent of weather.—Work inside
the factory would be independent of the weather
and not interrupted by snow, rain, or extreme
cold.
Quantity purchase*. — Large-scale factory
production means savings on material costs, both
through discounts for q- "intity purchases and
through direct purchase from producers and the
elimination of middlemen. These savings could
also be made by large-scale conventional
builders.
Savings in interimfinancing.—Becauseof the
savings in time, there is a reduction in the cost
of interim financing. The time savings can range
anywhere from 3 to 6 months, depending upon
the type and volume of construction. Present
carrying charges range from 4 to 5 percent, and
some of these could be reduced.
Lower builder and professional fees.— A reduction in other elements of construction costs
will normally result in lower charges for fee.*,
which are tied to construction costs. In addition,
the creation of a high volume, stable level of
production will eliminate some of the risks and
uncertainties reflected in the present level of
fees and profits. The use of industrialized building techniques, and particularly production at.
a large scale, will allow for spreading these costs
over a large number of units and for the more
efficient use of professional services.
Savings on vandalism.—A major cost of conventional site construction is vandalism durinjr
the period of building. This is greatly reduced
under factory construction methods.
Abs'nce of extras.—Indurfrialized housing
does not permit the numerous last-minute
changes which bring increased costs.
.Vo delay became of lack of material*.—With
factory production, delays at the site caused by
the lack of some specific item or material arc
eliminated.
Reduction in some maintenance costs.—Hecause of the nature of the material?, there may
1* some reduction in maintenance costs as a
result of factory produrHon.
Conclusions.- -Not. all of the polenf ial savings
listed here flow from factory production. They
result from large.-scalc and more efficient, production brought about through n variety of

methods. But their application over a wide scale
can bring savings.
f-arffc-icale production "
In the past, industrialized housing production
has lacked a mass market because of code,
zoning, and marketing limitations, or other retrictions. It is important that the Proxmirc
amendment in the 1968 Housing Act, calling
for the production of 1,000 units a year for 5
years of five different well-designed housing
prototypes, be carried out. This should demonstrate whether costs can be reduced, and by how
much. The successful housing units could be
used in the large-scale public programs authorized in the act to provide 500,000 housing units
:i year for low- and moderate-income families.
Improvement of work practices "
The Commission has suggested a number of
important approaches to (lie problems of un
certain labor conditions which result, in restrictive work practices and high hourly wage rates.
We have recommended government, efforts tr
ivdiitr seasonabi!it\ in employment by awarding contracts and scheduling construction v.ork
during lull periods. Our recommendation to allow HUD to enter long-term contracts with
qualified local housing agencies should IUMJ: to
assure more continuouM work for local labor.
More broadly, our recommendation concerning
the volume of housing needed over the next
decade, the various means for achieving that
volume, and the reduction of major cyclical
variations in construction through national
fiscal and monetary policies, all point toward a
more assured position for construction labor.
Reducing uncertainties will help to assure flint
increases in wage rates are geared to inciv.ises
in productivity and will eliminate the resistance
of labor to new forms of construction which
may appear to tli:v.ttrn jobs in (he short run.
Financing costs -°
The cost of financing— permanent and
interim financing and closing co.sts—is one of
the major elements of the price of housing.
M.»nv .-er, the availability and cos! of money
have broad effects on the stability and leu-1 of
activity in the building industry, and therefore on the costs of labor, entrepreneurial services and other cost elements, and on (he attractiveness of investment, in now materials and
processes which might result, in reduced costs.
Tlio Commission has suggested the following
approaches to reducing and stabilizing financing
costs:
Opening up new xotirccx of cupittil for the
morlgnyr market. The, Commission believes
"Soi- I'.nrt V. ItccorinncndutloD No. 3.
"Sop Pnrt V, Itocominontlnlloim N». 2 niul J.
s-SIT Part V. Ch«pt«8.
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that the authority of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board to issue lone-term bonds with the
proceeds going to expand the lending^activities
of the home loan banks is important. More generally, negotiable bonds issued by financial
institutions and backed by government-insured
mortgages are needed instruments. Both will
attract mortgage funds from sources that have
hitherto been reluctant to invest in them because
of the time and complexity involved in managing the investment. One particular source, which
to date has been largely untapped, is pension
funds, for which such bonds might prove most
attractive.
Expanding the flow of mortgage funds from
ail sources.—The Commission has urged
throughout this report that housing must no
longer be relegated to afterthought status in the
formation of national economic policy and that
strong efforts be made to reduce the general
level of interest rates. The establishment of a
national housing goal, stated in terms of actual
numbers of units to be constructed, and the requirement of an annual housing message by the
President should help to improve the situation
and attract mortgage funds from widespread
sources. We have also recommended action to
modernize State usury laws to bring them into
line with the realities of modern interest rates
and allow the mortgage market to attract
needed funds. Revision of cuml>ersome foreclosure law provisions which deter investment
in home mortgages, to the extent that it can be
done without infringing on important s*»*egua-ds for occupants, should also help.
Improclng local recordkccping relevant to
title searches.11—The Commission has recommended, as the most important step in reducing
closing costs, the improvement of local land record systems. Better indexing and filing can be
important. This is an area where the nature of
the problem is such that it lends itself to the use
of computers.
Cooperatives *
Many of the savings available to memlxjrs of
housing cooperatives are not unique to cooperatives as such. The deduction of interest and
property taxes from the Federal income tax of
tho resident, savings due to the initial production of a largo number of units, savings on closing costs or legal fees which the cooperative
receives by acting on behalf of a number of
people, etc., are savings which others receive or
which result from production on a large scale
and not merely from the cooperative form of
ownership. However, these savh'jp would not
" Ibid.
» Sen Part II. Chapter 4.

be received by those in cooperatives except for
tho fact that they organized together in this
form of endeavor.
If they rented, they would not get interest and
tax deductions. Savings from large-scale production would go to the original owner or landlord instead of the tenant. Thus, the cooperative
form of organization can provide housing at
less cost to those who take part in it than would
otherwise be available.
Extension of this form of ownership could,
therefore, bring a reduction in housing costs.
Other costs
The Commission's major concerns have been
with the cost items just discussed. This focus
should not suggest, however, that we consider
other items of cost either unimportant or not
susceptible to reduction. Every effort should be
made to reduce costs of maintenance and repair,
insurance, heat, electricity, furniture, and other
items which are essential parts of the cost of a
dwelling unit.
We are also aware of the costs involved in
municipal services, the costs and benefits to be
derived from jobs, health, and education, and
numerous other areas related to housing and the
urban environment. These, however, were not
under our direct jurisdiction and we have not,
therefore, addressed them in the same manner
as the numerous and detailed items summarized
in this chapter.
Recommendations
In addition to the many proposals to reduce
costs made throughout the report, many of which
are summarized in chapter 5, trie Commission
makes the following recommendations with
respect to the subjects discussed in this part of
the report.
BUILDING PRACTICE

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Commission believes that an increase of
manpower and the wider use of prefabricated
approaches to construction can be accomplished
by relating them to the opportunities for increased housing construction. This increased
total volume should provide a basis for new
agreements encompassing more efficient work
rules and building practices from both management and labor in return for contractual
arrangements which provide for continuous employment of workers and volume production by
builders.
Tho essence of what -»ve propose is a trade-off,
with society finding ways through public policy
to assure abundant and steady work in return
for the relaxation or elimination of rules that
ohstructtho advance of technology.
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Recommendation No. 1. Reducing seasonality in (he construction industry
The Commission recommends that Federal, State, and local governments undertake
programs to reduce the seasonal fluctations
affecting the construction industry by (a)
awarding contracts and scheduling work
during that part of the year in which construction is at a low level in order to spread
construction work and to achieve the maximum stability of building activities, and (b)
providing incentives for winter operations by
basing schedule and work progress on alternate bids.
Seasonally of building activity is one of the
significant contributing factors to contractual
:nTai!«vmc!>H which limit =ome otherwise dewiral>Ie practice? because of job security. By providinir con=tru«-fion work wherever jxissible
over the entire year, an increase of work could
raise employment for the average construction
worker from 1.100 to 2,000 hours annually. It is
hoped that the a^iirance of year-round work
would provide the Miniate for changes in
practices ba?eel on previous insecurity of
employment.

Recommendation No, 2. Reduction in restrictive work practices
The Commission recommends amendment
of the National Housing Act to provide that
State and local agencies applying for or receiving Federal assistance for the construction of housing or community facilities be
authorized to promulgate, between construction management and labor, specialized
agreements covering specific large projects
or multiple smaller projects and approve
such agreements for inclusion in the construction contracts to be awarded. These
agreements would be of a type to insure
efficient, economical, and safe work practices
and conditions, allow and encourage new
technology and foster adequate training of
mechanics, apprentices, and residents of the
area. Should such procedure fail to arrive
at an agreement to exclude from the work
specifications of construction contracts for
such housing or facilities such labor and
work practices, then the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, after consultation with the Secretary of Labor and following public hearings and subject to judicial
review, shall exclude work practices considered to he unnecessary and undesirable
additions to the cost of such housing and
facilities.
With the. enactment of the. Demonstration
Cilios and Metropolitan Development Act. of

1066, the Congress for the first time decided to
employ the leverage of a Federal grant program to secure Concessions in local lalmr and
work practices <>n behalf of tiiC long-range objective of urban rehabilitation. Under its provisons. the Secretary of III'D and the Secretary
of Labor have negotiated with trade unions
regarding certain phases of the model cities
program".' This recommendation would extend
the same approach to the general problem of
housing costs.

Recommendation No. 3. Prompt initiation of
special technology demonstration program
The Commission recommends that HUD
promptly carry out the congressional authority to construct 25,000 dwelling units in a
special technology demonstration program
which this Commission recommended and
which its Chairman proposed to the Congress. Under the Proxmire amendment the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development is directed to contract for the construction over a 5-year period, at a scale of 1,000
units a year, of a limited number of different
housing construction systems which would
promote construction techniques to seek substantial reductions in construction costs of
desirable design quality. If successful, the
cost reductions found possible should be applied to public housing, to low-interest rate
programs, and to other programs authorized
by the 1968 act.
The primary objective of this program is to
stimulate technological innovation. Contracts
wonld'be awarded on the basis of proposals that
aim to achieve economies through mass production without sacrificing the goal of welldesigned, quality housing. The choice of areas
for such projects would he based upon the
readinc"« of communities and community groups
to waive restrictive building regulations and
mi-rent work rules in those instances where the
proposed technological innovations other\\i.-c
would l>e inhibited.
A ni'ce.^sarv part of this experimental
approach would be to provide for a committee
of impartial appraisers to make, design and
cost compari<ons l>elwecn the. various exjx>rinienls and Ix'twecn the experiments and conventional construction.

Recommendation No. 1. Long-term housing
programs in exchange for more efficient
building practices
The Commission recommends that Congress amend the Housing Act to authorize
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to enter into long-term commitments (up to a cumulative ceiling over a 10-
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year period) with local public housing agencies where there is agreement to eliminate
local building practices that increase construction costs, to use new labor-saving
methods and materials, and to provide employment opportunities to residents of slnn
areas. Under this program, the Secretary oi
Housing and Urban Development would be
authorized to arrange with State and local
housing authorities, or groups of local housing authorities, or metropolitan housing authorities, for long-term, large-scale housing
to stabilize housing construction, reduce
costs, and provide greater employment opportunities by minimizing seasonal and
cyclical fluctuations and by assuring private
enterprise of a continuous, receptive market
over long periods.
Selection of the urban areas that would take
part in such a program could be based upon findings by the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development that there is a severe local housing
shortage for low-income
families, that local
construction cost-c exceed the national averages,
that unemployment is high among residents in
local blighted areas, tl at local governments are
ready to waive restrictive provisions of codes
and regulations that cause excessive costs, and
that representatives of the local building industry are willing to enter into project agreements
to waive practices causing excessive costs, or
that prohibit the use of new labor-saving methods and materials, or deny employment opportunities to residents of local slum areas.
Under this program, it would be possible for a
local housing authority, or a group of authorities, to contract with one or more successful
low bidders for construction over long periods,
to a maximum of 10 years, under appropriate
conditions such as adjustment of costs in later
years on the basis of an accepted building cost
index, or other local cost yardsticks, incentives to
builders to achieve Mst reductions, arbitration
mechanism for resolving work practice rules
causing excessive costs, and agreement by local
officials to accept new methods and materials
approved by the Xational Institute of Building
Sciences. The unique feature of this program
is that a single contractor, or a joint venture,
would he. assursd of continuous work under
the above-(lescril)e(l conditions. Inasmuch as the
work force would also lx> assured of long-term
employment, present costly building practices
could be eliminated.
Furthermore, those types of housing construction which were successful under tlm provisions
of section 108 of the 1968 act—the Proxmire
amendment-—could be used extensively in such
a long-term program as proposed here.

FIXAXCIXB AXU MOKTGAGE MARKET
RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of proposals dealing with financial
institutions and the money market were adopted
by the Congress in the 1968 Housing Act
Iwtween the time the Commission agreed to
them early in the year and the publication of
this report. This is particularly the case
with respect to attracting funds into the
mortgage market through the issuance of longterm securities lacked by Government-insured
or guaranteed mortgages, and with respect to
the nature and functions of the new FNMA and
GNMA. As a consequence, we make few detailed
recommendations in this area, apart from the
more general suggestions in the chapter on
financial institutions in this part of the report,
in order to give the new institutions and instruments an opportunity to be tested.

Recommendation No. 5. Modernization of
State usury and foreclosure laws
The Commission recommends that the Department of Housing and Urban Development, in consultation with the American Law
Institute an^ other appropriate bodies, draft
a uniform usury and mortgage act for adoption by the States. Such an act would provide
for (1) a uniform usury rate for individuals
and corporations, and (2) a uniform foreclosure law. The Commission further recommends that, after reasonable time has
elapsed for State action, the Congress amend
national housing legislation to condition
Federal housing assistance programs upon
adoption of tha uniform usury and mortgage
act
The effect of this recommendation would be
to increase the flow of mortgage investment and
make mortgages on property in any State marketable throughout tne United States.
State control of interest ceilings on credit
purchasing or on the lending mechanism aside
from mortgages has a rightful place arising
from State concern for the welfare of its cicixons. Releasing the ceiling on mortgage rate,',
however, docs not strip the mortgage instrument of all control; the multitude of control
factors >. the nationwide mortgage market as
well as in Federal Government policy actions
provide ultimate bounds. The alternative is
seen to he continued State legislative action
pushing up tlie niortg;.^:e rate in State after
State to prevent capital from draining away
to neighboring St .tea or into other more productive in vestments.
The Commission rccojrnix.es that, the benefit
of such n relaxation is likely to bo felt only in
the short run, and maintains its support, for
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longer range, more basic improvements (such as
that listed below).
State laws which insure slow and costly foreclosures now hamper the borrower by making
it harder and usually more expensive for him
to get a mortgage. It is bad for the mortgagee;
because he may have to cany the house for 2
years after the owner defaults and moves away.
tMich a procedure may have made sense a
hundred years ago, to save the farmer from
losing the" old family homestead to the greed}'
moneylender after the failure of a single crop.
It makes no sense now in these times of 95-percent mortgages, 30-year loans, walkaways, and
token amortization.
No lender today wants to foreclose if he can
help it. Practically all are glad to tide distressed
homeowners over a tenr jrary crisis if the homeowner ?ho\vs good faith, so it is doubly foolish
to make foreclosure difficult if the mortgagee is
forced to act. The easiest way to modernize
foreclosure is to allow present procedures to
stand but to add, as an alternative, deeds of
trust with a very short redemption period.
Several States have already adopted this
procedure.
OVRISU.\ri.INO CLOSING COST LAWS AND

Three types of effort appear desirable in the
area of clo«inir costs. First, an effort needs to
be made to reduce the overall costs associated
witli title insurance and attorneys' fees; second,
there c hould be a reallocation of such c\ sts,
placing more of the burden on sellers and
nioiigage lenders and le«s on home purchase. rs;
nml third, prospective home buyers should be
made more aware of the costs at an earlier stage
in the negotiations.
Recommendation No. 6. Improvement of
closing cost systems
The Commission recommends that localities, with State aid, undertake major efforts
to improve their systems of land records.
Such improvement should consist of a cen
tralization of all public records or copies of
public records bearing on title to property,
a more functional indexing and filing of such
records to facilitate title searching, and the
early computerization of land records.
At tlic present lime, the high costs of title
insurance is in large part attributable to the
difficulty of milking title .searches from public
records. The Hiaof !>• .state of public rccorukeeping has caused the larger title companies to
develop their own little plant.s at a cn.-t. which
jt; | tilled on l o t h c IIOMIC LiiyiT. Small i ompanii'h,
whore thev exist, can only compote by taking
shortcuts in their searches which may increase

their risk. The result is that in many cities only
a few large companies are operating, and the
competitive impetus for improving services,
cutting costs, and eventually reducing prices is
lacking. Furthermore, even the larger companies experience needless costs. In some cities,
lor example, it is not uncommon for title
company employees to have to visit 15 or more
different government offices to check records
bearing on the quality of the title. The labor
costs involved must be passed on.
The greatest promise for reducing these costs
is computerization of public records, and some
efforts are currently being made in this direction. As data retrieval and scanning devices
come into greater use, costs will fall. In addition, smaller companies, which presently cannot
afford the substantial investment in a title plant,
will be able to participate irore effectively in the
market and bring greater competition among
companies. Where attorneys handle title
searches, a reduction in the time required should
produce coxnmensurate reductions in fees.
Recommendation No. 7. Limitation of closing
cost liability
The Commission recommends that States
enact legislation limiting the items of closing
costs for which a buyer of a dwelling Mnit.
may bo charged. In particular such legislation should preclude the buyer's having to
bear the costs of title search and insurance,
and transfer taxes. The Commission further
recommends that the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans' Administration should alter present regulations to preclude the buyer's bearing the costs of these
same items in connection with properties purchased with Government mortgage guarantees
At the present time, in most places buyers bear
most of the costs associated with closings. In
particular, except for the Midwest, they bear
the hulk of the costs associated with searching
and insuring title. Since it is the seller who
purports to be passing good title, it would seem
piM-feofly equitable to shift these costs to him.
Similarly with transfer taxes and recording
foes, there \s no inherent Tightness in having the
buyer bear such costs. As to the Federal transfer
tax, j /pealed at the close of 1067, the legislation
specifically called for the seller's bearing the
tax.
The buyer is, of all the interested parties, generally the one least able to hear additional costs.
Tho seller, even where he is not. a developer and
is in the sarr o income bracket as the buyer, is at
least in the position of receiving a substantial
sum from the Palo. And where i.n individual
.seller is involved, ho may or may not puss this
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added, cost on. Where a developer is involved,
he is likely to pass the cost on to the buyer. He
is, however, in a stronger bargaining position
vis-a-vis the title company or attorney than is
the average buyer, and his interest in keeping
costs down will cause him to try to get the best
possible price for title insurance. Furthermore,
the mortgage lender will be more likely to exert
his bargaining power, which is often substantial, where the burden is not largely on the
buyer.
At present VA and FHA, while limiting the
service charge which mortgage lenders may
charge, permit the buyer to pay for transfer and
recording taxes and fees and for title examination and insurance at customary rates prevailing
in the locality. The effect of prohibiting payment of these items by the buyer would be to
shift them to the mortgage lender or seller, at
least in the first instance. Since buyers under the
FHA and VA programs are in the group that
can be especially hard hit by closing costs, a
change in these regulations would have
important effects.
Recommendation No. 8. Requirement of advanced disclosure of closing costs
The Commission recommends that States
enact legislation requiring real estate brokers to explain to prospective purchasers, as

part of their discussion of price, what closing costs they will be required to pay and the
approximate amount of such costs.
Closing costs take on an especially burdensome aspect because they often come as a surprise to the buyer at the moment of closing.
Since the prospective home buyer is often desirous of buying the most expensive home he can
afford—seeing his purchase as a sound investment as well as hoping to provide his family
with the best possible home—;he will make his
calculations based on a very tight budget. Furthermore the time of moving is usually a time
during which many extra costs somehow arise.
Suddenly the home buyer is confronted with
the need to produce several hundred dollars to
cover closing costs at a time when he can least
afford them, and he may even find it necessary
to borrow money at high personal loan rates to
pay for them. Thus he begins his homeownership on a precarious financial footing.
Brokers, for obvious reasons, are also anxious
to sell the most expensive house which the buyer
thinks he can afford. In their eagerness, they
sometimes neglect to inform the buyer about
the extra cost involved in the closing, which
loom especially large since they require an immediate outlay of cash. It seems icasonable to
insist that the broker inform the buyer as a
normal part of his service.
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Part VI. Improvement of the Environment
CHAPTER 1

Environment
The Commission firmly believes that, no
matter what clso the Nation attempts to do to
improve its cities, America, will surely fail to
build a good urban society unless we begin to
have a new respect—reverence is not too strong
a word—for the natural environment that surrounds us.
In many areas, the, water, soil, timber,
scenery, and mineral resuorces that nourished
our civilization have been desecrated by the
people who were sustained by these gifts of nature, and who still depend upon them for their
very survival.
Many urban Americans have lost much of
their direct touch with nature. They do not
know where their food or water comes from;
they do not sense the rhythm of the seasons nor
understand the interactions between weather,
plants, and animals; they do not feel the same
•sense of carotakership for a part of the earth
as did their rural forebears or as do farmers
of today.
But none of us can afford to be ignorant or
silent about what the despoilers are doing to
our environment. We must respond to growing
reports of smog-choked cities, air pollution
alerts, communities drying up, industries fleeing, people thirsting for lack of water supply,
lakes dying, bird species threatened by chemical poisoning, and all life jeopardized by radiation waste hazards.
The writings of generations of great Americans testify to the inspiration they received
from the beauty of the land. They felt, ennobled by their healthful, lovely surroundings.
It would be expecting the impossible to think
that those members of our society who find
themselves in the midst of today's spoil, neglect,
and urban decay are not also affected by their
environment. To walk the slums of America,
oven intermittently as the members of this Commission have, done, )s to know that constant
contact with filth and ugliness can bo as harmful to esthetic and moral sensibilities as the
pollutants we breathe can be. to our bodies.

While the flight to the suburbs may be a personal solution for some—an escape to cleaner
air, more flowers, k-oS dust, cooler nights, moreelbowrooni, better garbage-and-trash service—
it is no solution in the wider sense, anj7 more
than the escapees from a totalitarian state solve
the problems they leave behind. The suburban
"escapees" have, in fact, helped to magnify the
environmental problems which, during the
domestic half of their lives, they can abandon.
The freeways they traverse' back and forth to
the inner city become corridors of massive noise
and air pollution which render adjacent blocks
much less habitable. And they take from the
central city some of the tax and political pressure which otherwise might be directed toward
a real solution of the environmental hazards.
The larger picture is even more disturbing.
The national environmental problems we have
created are enormous. Every 20 years, American
industry doubles the amount of chemical waste
it discharges into water. The boiling water discharged from powerplants—known as thermal
pollution—is increasing by 20 percent a year,
and only 55 percent of our present, urban
population is adequately
served by municipal
waste treatment plants.1
The air pollution problem is equally grave,
and cannot be comprehended merely by measuring the amount of discharged waste. The chain
reactions and transformations which occur when
pollutants interact with sun and moisture add
a relatively unknown component to the total
picture, and increase our concern over the effects
of various levels of pollution on human health.
In seeking solutions and directions in the specific areas of the Commission's mandate, wo
found environmental issues crucial in every
area. One of our central concerns is housing.
But it is impossible, to conceive of good housing
downwind from a factory spewing ashes and
noxious gases, in neighborhoods so poorly
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served by local government that trash and .';lth
dominr.ic the &eeue, in sections where opo-ii
severs or peepage from septic tanks spread dis
ease, or adjacent to rivei'S or ponds that would
])oison or infect anyone who used the water
for swimming.
Similarty. thi^ Con mission's concern with rational land ii?e patten:-, '•annot be divorced from
what the Nation has done, is doing, or intends to
do about resource management. Efforts to control air and water pollution, prevent scenic defacement, and treat wastes of all kinds will be
important in determining where old cities will
stagnate, where new communities will develop,
where industr will expand, where people will
move, where vacationers will spend their dollars, where local economies will prosper or suffer. The economic classification systems now
boing developed by State and Federal water and
air pollution agencies will have obvious impact
on land use planning and thus should establish
certain patterns of constraint for the development of statewide land use plans.
Environmental issues also provide compelling
arguments for creating new government! mechanisms. Conservation districts and agencies like
the Tennessee Valley Authority suggest that, effective "local governments" for conserving the
environment need to be geographically coextensive with the problems they seek to control.
If community A's water supply is endangered
by action of community B upstream, community
A cannot cope with this problem unless both
communities are somehow linked in a common
association. It is now clear (hat an entire watershed is the logical boundary for a local government dealing with water quality, water
supply, water pollution, siltation, flooding, and
water recreation. An entire "airshed," similarly,
is the natural boundary for dealing with atmospheric problems, since meteorological conditions set wind currents and directions, and
divide the continent's air space into semi-contained and relatively fixed air masses.
The "spotlight thrown on our air and water
pollution problems by the kinds of specific
crises discussed later in this chapter has begun
to arouse public indignation and concern. Atteinps at. coordination are being made at all
levels of government. Rut the equally critical
problems of solid waste disposal have not been
brought to public attention in the same dramatic
way.
Today solid wastes from urban areas amount
to 1,020 million pounds daily—185 million tons
pe.r year. The collection and transportation of
these wastes (which account for from 75 to 85
percent of the, total cost of urban solid waste,
disposal) has scarcely changed in the past 70
years. Trucking refuse, more than 20 miles from

its source is hopelessly uneconomical for city
governments, and finding suitable land any
closer is growing more difficult, with e\ cry day
of urban expansion.2 The actual incineration of
solid wastes can be vastly improved by applying
existing technology. But the new and efficient
incinerators are expensive, and many areas continue to rely on unsightly and unhealthful open
dumps—which pollute air, land, and water—
and on inefficient small incinerators in apartments and factories.
In addition to the incineration method of
solid waste disposal, sanitary landfill is a useful technique that simultaneously may convert
unusable ravines or other sites into land that
can serve for parks and various public purposes.
Landfills improperly located may pollute underground water—but this and other dangers
are well defined after several decades of
experience.
A more recently developed alternative for
handling solid wastes is the compression or compaction method. Great, strides have been made
in Japanese cities, Chicago, and a number of
industries, in the use of machinery that crushes
large volumes of scrap into manageable solid
bales.
State and regional planning would allow
pooling of resources and economies of scale in
exploration of these techniques. This is essential for ultimate control of the solid waste problem, as well as the problems of air and water
pollution.
Since, pollution recognizes no political boundaries, watershed, airshed, and solid waste disposal problems need and deserve strong state
support, and, where these watersheds and airsheds cross State boundaries, strong interstate
associations. If effective local or regional agencies do not come into being rapidly enough to
save and restore our natural heritage, the recent
trend of Federal interest and intervention is
bound to gain momentum.
If 20th-century Americans are to save their
cities and the. country from abuse, they must
act. on the principle I hat the land—as Jefferson
long ago stressed—is held in trust by the living
for future generations. "\Ve do not own the land
in the same sense that we own something we
build or create. The land, water, and air are
the birthright of all men, and the privilege of
using a portion of that birthright, carries with
it obligations to the mst of mankind, living and
yet unborn. Karlicr Americans, arriving hoiv
land-starvi'd, found a seemingly endless domain
3
Tlie>:<! problems nre discussed In more ilclnll In, Solid H'fl.tfr
llnnittinn in Mrtrnpalitnn Aim*, n html.v prepared f»r tlie
.Siircni fipiiernrs Advisory Committee on Tirlinn Health Affairs find reprinted by I lie U.K. Department of Health. Kcluenlion, mid Welfnre, I'liliHe Ilenltli Kervlee, December, lilliil.
•H PP-
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of fishing, and the business of fishing are all
dead. Because of increasing urbanization and
industrialization, increased water use, and a
tremendous backlog in the construction of
waste-treatment plants, Lake Michigan is now
similarly threatened.*
New TorJc City suffered severe water shortages in ironic circumstances. While drought
dried up its mountain water sources, the mighty
Hudson flowed by the thirsty city, too polluted
to use. In 1965, voters in New York State approved a$l billion cleanup job of the Hudson—
a job they had turned down as too costly when
it was priced at $10 million 27 years earlier.
Houston's Galveston Bay, which produces an
annual oyster crop worth more than $1 million,
is seriously polluted. Today, 58 percent of the
oay area is off limits to commercial production
of oysters because it is so badly polluted.
Chesapeake Bay is one of the many bodies of
water where chemical sprays from farmland
wash into streams that feed into the bay, cause
high concentration of cL.igerou9 insecticides,
threaten the shellfish and other marine animals,
the eagles and ospreys that feed on the fish, and
the source of food and livelihood of many men.
Potomac River studies show that soil erosion,
which greatly cuts down the natural ability of
a stream to absorb wastes and purify itself during tho year, feeds Mito the river 20 to 100 tons
of sediment per square mile of forest, and 100
to 500 tons per square milo of farmland. The
Washington metropolitan area, urbanized and
bulldozed for developments and highways, deposits silt into tho stream at the rate of 1,000 to
2,500 tons per square mile.5
Onondaga Lake is typical of many small lakes
situated in urban industrial areas. Partially
within the city of Syracuse, N.Y., tho lake
received untreated sewage and industrial wastes
for years, and still receives untreated or partially treated municipal wastes through combined sowors at times of heavy rainfall. The lake
water is unfit for drinking and swimming, has
an unpleasant, odor, and is rapidly growing unfit for industrial use. Tho south shore of tho
lake is covered with rubbish, trash, and oily

of rich timber, animal pslts, waterpower, panoramic wonders, farm produce, and townsites
open to all who had the enterprise and energy
to benefit from them. Because the domain
seemed endless, many exploited and destroyed,
thinking that in so doing they were enriching
themselves without really hurting those who
followed. They did much damage, but our potential for destruction of the environment today is vastly greater; resources which could
serve the needs of future generations for years
are in danger of being all out destroyed within
a single generation.*
The idea that the builder, the landlord, and
the community must assume the duty of conserving resources while enjoying the privilege of
using them if? beginning to be accepted i.i theory,
but it is sadly overlooked in pi-act ice. It is a
Distortion of the concept of freedom that a man
or organization should be free to destroy' vital
water and air; that a community, in the name of
economy, should allow solid wastes to lio in
streets and alleys; that a business, in the name
of profit, should subject its neighbors to intolerable noise, odors, or ugliness; or that, dcvelopers,in the name of progress, should destroy
the trees and beauty of theTandscapc.
It is easier to recognix.e the duties inherent
in the privilege of land use than it is to establish
public controls to enfoice those duties. But the
possible danger of interfering with traditional
rights must be set against the real and present
dangers to health, to esthetics, and to the economy stemming from blatant exploitation and
disrespect for the environment. We have been,
in most cases, too timid in defining public rights
and too lax in enforcing the limited rights set
forth. Now, we of this generation have a last,
chance- to prevent America from becoming a
wasteland. It is a difficult, costly, and crucial
task, for no urban program can succeed if the
environment is ignored,
/Environmental abuses
While America lias established many fine National, State, and local parks, conserved a number of watersheds, begun to safeguard the
scenery along major highways, and taken many
separate actions against air and water pollution,
the briefest reading of existing abuses suggests
the tremendous job wo face in restoring and
preserving our natural hertitago.
Lake Eric, one of America's huge inland seas,
has become a vast cesspool for all the cities, steel
plants, and other polluters along its shores.
Beaches have been closed down. Fish, the sport
'A cnsc In point Is (lie Increasing pollution of Lake Mlchlpin. Set; I'ottulion of I,alc Michigan, n report of the Conference uf the Illinois CuiiKrcsslcinal Delegation, House of
rtepreKcntntlvcH find Federal nml Stale Participants. Printed
for the Committee on Government Operation*, Washington,
1007, pp. 18-23.
S2-8U—«8- -33

' Ililil. A small ptirt of tlic record to Ontc: A stench frequently arises from Die shores of the Inkc In Cblcngo, nlgnc
slimcs'thc aliorc of Cnliimct I'ark Hcnch. "Polluted Water—No
Swimming" signs nrc posted nt longtime fnvorltc beaches In
rnminond. Green Hn.v. nnd Milwaukee. Oil scums foul Sturgeon
Ilii) nnd debris clous the Indlnnn Harbor Ship Canal. Fish
almost constantly slosh belly up onto the benches of the
Itidlunn dunes. The commorclnl fishing Industry totaled 0.3
million cntehes In infl.'l. ft drop from Ifi.O million In 1050. The
city of Green Kay has spent millions for a 50-mile pipeline to
reach n fresh municipal water supply In the Inke. The population of Ihc Ore: t I-akcs region In expected to double, and writer
use Is likely to Increase almost live limes, by the year 2020,
" "I'relliiiliinn Study of Sediment Sources nnd Transport In
the Potomac Illver Ilnsln," by ]. W. Mark and V. .T. Keller.
Interstate. Commission on the Poluin.io 1ther Hnsln, Technical
Itiilletln, iniin-11.27 pp.
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sludge, and the bottom is reported to be covered
with 12 feet of decaying, foul-smelling sludge.6
Los Anyc/es lias been notorious for its choking "photochemical" smog, which causes smarting eyes, lung irritation, plant damage, and
injured pride to thousands of residents who had
regarded the climate as one of their unique
assets. Each day in Los Angeles County, 9,000
tons of carbon monoxide, 1,180 tons of hydrocarbons, :!SO tons of nitrogen oxides, am! sulfuric compounds and acids arc discharged into
the atmosphere.7
East A7. Louis in parts of the city is swept
by the poisons spewing from industrial chimneys ju^t beyond the city's corporate limits.
According to a city inspector, such a dangerous
qualify of air results that, if the same air were
inside a factory, laborers in the plant would
lie required by Illinois law to wear gas ma.iks.*
/*?/. Low*, despite one of the, mo=t vigorous
air pollution programs in (he Nation, blill finds
that its shiny new ;uch, its new baseball stadium,
its riverfront luxury apartments, and its city
'•oriter are often blanketed by foul air blown
from industries across the Mississippi Kiver
__V.rtml the State line). An interstate compact
aimed at solving (lie priblem has so far not
proved effective.
Denrcr. famed for p»ire mountain air, finds
that aspects of lii«rh altitude intensify (he
danger of auto exhaust. The mayor calls air
pollution one of \ \ \ f city's fop problems.8
Donorn. /'a., sile of (he fiivst major air pollution tragedy in the United States, brought.
Americans face to face \ \ i l h the fact, (hat, air
pollution w;is more than a m y t h or a conservationist's fetish, !<tii, a threat to any cily that
ignored its air supply.' 0
Jn nearly every large city, sections can he
found where trash piles high and unspeakable
(lehr's litters streets and parks; where building.s
or .-sections of unique, historical or architectural
interest arc thoughtlessly destroyed or allowed
to decay: where main thoroughfares lined w i t h
cheap signs and honkeytonk chiller make it all
too clear (hat people and eMhetics count for less
than nr.'.tcrial values.
It. is city business, and urgent business, to
halt destruction of man's ecological foundation.
The average eitixen who complacently believes
" Dcspltp those conditions, studios linvc shown Unit HIP Inkithe conimmiJty. Source: "Proposed Studios for I lie Ursioriilioii
of im Urhan Natural KcKOiirvc, Oiiondnpi Lake." Kjriiciiso
University, M.-irch 1!>07.
'"Air Pollution : The PiTslsIrnl Poo" li.v I.-irrv I,. Mcvcr
Wcnltcnyn, July, IflflK.
* ltP|uirtiil dlirliiR the Commission inspection :ind lii-arlnux
In Knst St. (.onto. Ortouor, lt)07
* lleariniif llr.Jwr the Salinual Coministion (in t'rlian I'mh1cm*, Vol. H. pp. Ci-0, 1).
'»ttntormu "ic Quality of Our Knviruniarat Hi-piTl of (InKnvlromnoninl I'olliitlon Panel. rrralilunl'H Sc'lonci; Advisory
Colnnilttcp, Novcii.lnT, 1!li;n, pp. 1»L' !I7.
(•(Mild K i l l ) 1)0 MtlVI'll, Mild COUld lljrnlll IX'CIIIIIC || l l l H J n r ||Mt|.| (if

that scientists today have complete mastery
over nature and can work any kind of wonders
should know how worried scientists have become
about rest raining the destructive forces wo have
unleashed. AVc do not pretend to know much
a! -out why past civilizations disappeared. But
v. , . t'cm (p be trying hard now to test the ability
of a ci\ ili/af ion to survive in the face of widespread disregard for its natural habilat.
SOLUTION'S

J)cvt'lopi!ig a technology of waste and reoiiivi' management (o Keep pace with the techno!; igio.- thrctigh \\hich we pollute the environment is crucial if we. a re to preserve and restore
our treasures of air, water, land, and living
thing-!. Hut much of the needed tcchnolog}'
already exists. In dt-aling with water pollution,
for in.-lance. primary treatment, through sedimentation may remove -10 to 50 percent of the
wasic.-: secondary treatment through bacteriological method* \ \ i l l come closer to bo^porcent
purification: tertiary trenlment. with chemicals
can lie called upon to produce virtually 10Upeivpp.i pure water. In (his case the degree of
ant {pollution control, therefore, depends not on
a fcclmology lag. leather, one may get as much
cent nil as he is willing to pay for.
Continued progress in devising better,
••licajit r method?. «.-f anlipollution control would
obvion.-]y be mo.-t \\elcome. But reasonably adef i i i a t e i "chnology, \\ L- repeat, already cxisl-s. This
tecln /ogy often is unused because of a hick of
throe fundamentals -coordination, cooperation,
and will. "\Vherp these ingredients exist, gratifying succosse-1, large and small, are found. The
1'itHmrgli "renais-'anre"' w i t h its conquest of
•<nio«r, ibo rejuvenation of (lie Tennessee Valley,
and mimeroiis local bo ''ficalion programs
show what can iso done.
ithou
''sc three.
iiii-redicnl 1 ;, the most sophisticated :chnologif-al advances will M>( necessarily spell hope, for
the f ul lire.
r

t government, stiucture, at all levels,
reflects a lime when environmental problems
could be dealt w i t h in limited areas and w i t h
limited resources. Both management and policy
formula! ion arc. diffused through departments
and agencies dealing w i t h conservation, agricullini', environmental sciences, recreation, pollui M abatement, resource planning, economic
dc\ )pmen(, urban growth, and human health.
This kind of fragmentation stymies me quick
application of research breakthroughs whether
made by local governments or private industry.
Watiir supply pi obloms, for example, need not
all 1)0 solved l>y finding more, watc.r. Great, prog-
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ress has been, made in reuse schemes. Santee,
Calif., renovates its waste water and discharges
it into n string of beautiful
hikes for swimming,
boat ing, and iisliing.11 Specialists estimate that a
typicaic^y or industry can multiply its effective water supply five times over with current
reuse processes. The potential in this atea is
great; to refine 1 gallon of crude jwtroleum, for
example, mny take as much as 44.5 gallons of
water—or
as little as 1.73 gallons. Finisliing a
f
on of steel may now require as much as G5,000
gallons— but can also be done with 1,100 gallons.
Vo make a pound of artificial rubber takes from
131 to 305 gallons: to blow a ton of glass bottles, 118 to CG7 gallons; to generate 1 Kilowatthour of electricity from 132 to 1.170 gallons.
N>w York Cit}, in crisis, cut down water coni' option 1>7 2o percent (and though this inVoJved some hardship and economic difficulty,
.one may sately assume that a fair portion of the
sa.ing stemmed from substituting care and
restraint for normally wasteful habits).
Cooperation
A major cause for inaction in the whole field
of environmental destruction &.:i IKJ traced to
the local government fear that unilateral action
will drive away local industry. It would be
unreasonable and unrealistic to expect these
single local governments to pioneer in conservation measures if by doing so they were
forcing away the jobs, the tax base, the civic
leadership, and the web of commercial activities linked to certain industries. We may property ask ourselves what good it. is to keep any
corporation or industry happy if it is in some
way destroying the habitability of the region.
But (hi-s will not 1m persuasive to political leaders, except for those fortunate enough to deal
with industrial leaders \\lnt strongly indentify
their business interests with the well-being of
their region and who arc thus willing to join
in corrective measures, even if this involves
short-term siicri fices.
Because pollution abatement measures may be
costly, at least initially, we should try to see
that there is no competitive disadvantage in
complying with such measures. This suggests
that abatement, controls often need to be uniform throughout a metropolis, an airshed, a
river basin, or in some instances, throughout
the Nation. We aim not to equalize natural
competitive advantages from place to place, but
to avoid penalizing any area that has the vision
•to keep its environment as rich, clean, and
beautiful as possible.
11
Itcmnrkx of Mnx N. Kilwnnls, AnslHlant Seorcdiry of Interior for Wilier Pollution Control, "Government nnd Indus
try—Partners In Pollution Control," Houston, Texas, April -I,
1UOS, p. it.

We should not suppose that those problems
are insuperable, or that to demand clean air, for
instance, will drive out the industry which provides the economic lifeblood of a community.
Some of the most industrialized areas of the
world have successful smoke abatement programs. After the initial investment in technology, some industries have even begun to recapture valuable byproducts that were literally going up in smoke. The waste management field
is likely to turn up many additional opportunities for rewarding enterprise as well as society.

Will
To save the environment requires an awakened
citizenry. Beaches, waterfalls, virgin forest,
wildlife refuges, city lakes, rivers, and parks can
be saved or restored if there is a local and national will. The signs of citizen and government
concern are encouraging. Citizen groups have
formed to save the air, the parks, and the waters.
The Federal Government has, in the last
decade, conducted hearings, published reports,
financed studies, established commissions and
interagency committees, and held conferences
designed to probe specific areas or to point
directions for particular aspects of environmental policy. State and local governments, too,
have shown concern. It would have been both
impossible and undesirable for this Commission
to duplicate the work alreadj done in this area.
But we have tried to learn from it, particularly
as it teaches our specific concerns in urban
matters.
The problem of national will aflccto the setting of priorities. Americans did not specifically
desire or cast votes for the present environmental crisis. But because wo assigned higher
priorities to other matters while neglecting the
cumulative effect of each relatively small polluting action, the crisis now confronts us. To
resolve this crisis, we must look at it realistically
in Hie context of all our other serious national
problems. At a minimum, \ye must, understand
the. consequences of assigning a low priority
to environmental issues.
Wo believe that problems of waste and resource management are crucially related to the
problems with which our Commission has dealt.
Wo add our voice to those already raised in i -ooinme.nding the development with all possible
speed of a thoughtful, coordinated national
policy. A Council of Ecological Advisors, similar tr the. Council of Economic Advisors in the
Executive Office of the President, has been
widely suggested, and seems a sensible and constructive place to si ait the formation of this
policy. Working with the appropriate Cabinet
departments, the Council would sift and coordinate the recommendations already mode, and
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could establish a viable "system of ecological
accounts" for u'- by :ill Government agencies.
This should not be confused with Hie National
Institute of Environmental Sciences recoinniended in part III, chapter 2, whose purpose is
to develop and promulgate standards.
The Commission also supports the recommendation that the States, through State
boards of environmental quality control, assume
more responsibility and a stronger position of
leadership in the area of waste ana resources
management. Air and wjiter pollution problems
will undoubtedly require, in addition, more
interstate compacts to establish standards and
control?, but individual States are, in mosl
cases, the logical governmental level from
which to supervise the disposal of solid wastes.
Municipalities gcneralh- have ample authority
to regulate solid waste handling, but few States
have enacted laws which enable local government units to deal collecti\rly with problems of
collection ::ml disposal on a metropolitan or
regional basis. One instance of I he need for a
State role will sullicp: "When a iriven municipality has no more disposal sites and attempts
to purchase land in a neighboring community
or unincorporated area, political boundaries a re
formidable obstacles which may prevent the site
from being used for refuse disposal. States
could help by "land banking" future sites for
sani'ary land fills, and could possibly regulate
the disposition and transport of solid wastes
taken in transit over 25 or 30 miles.
AVe do not want to leave the false impression
that the potential for action In the conservation field is preempted by governmental units.
On the contrary, the 'ocal environment is in
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large measure a reflection of the activities of
iiitin iduals, piopcrty owners, and neighborhood groups.
The citi/ens who light the battles against
litter, who put flower Coxes on their windows,
who plant greenery in vest-pocket parks, or who
see that lamp posts are bung with flower baskets, all make their contribution.
Trees are natural air conditioners. They
absorb carbon dioxide that i» poisonous to man
while giving olF the oxygen .man needs. Thus,
am body who plants a tree ata> helps create a
more comfortable, healthful, and attractive
environment.
Till- ci\ ii minded person who requests, or if
need be demands, adequate trash pickup is playing a vital part in this struggle for a better
urban cn\ iioiiiiscnt: and though onc«;-a-wcek
collections suflicc in many suburban areas,
densely populated t-ections uhere poor people
l i v e may require two or three pickups a week.
None of these matters, of course, are radical
or visionary. They arc simply reminders of the
l>e.-t practice^ aheadv being carried out. They
explain why certain cities or neighborhoods—
\\hclher in Xew England, the South, the West,
t ho Midwest, Europe, or wherever—stand out as
gems. In .ill such places, the individual citix.ens
as well as the governing bodies share the credit
for making and keeping their areas livable.
K\en the. briefest review of the studies and
rcriiinmeiidatioiis already made shows that there,
is a.solid base of knowledge from which we can
attack environmental problems. The time has
come lo stimulate, by every appropriate means,
the national uill toward coordination and cooperation in pursuit of a truly livable environment.

CHAPTER 2

Design and the Quality of Cities
The Commission's congressional mandate for
studies of specific urban problems was augmented by a Presidential request for "ideas and
instruments'' designed to attain "a revolutionary improvement in the quality of the American
city." This has been one of the Commission's
most challenging assignments. It asks for a
definition of the American city that Americans
could have, should have, and want. An answer
would establish the picture of the product we
are trying to create—but there is no national
agreement on the picture. The request goes
further and asks for "instruments" to attain it.
And the request for ideas to attain a "revolutionary improvement" implies ncir ideas. It also
implies a sense of urgency.
Pour basic questions must be answered: (1)
What is "quality"? (2) What level of "quality"
do we want? (3) How is "quality" achieved?
and (4) What level of "quality" arc we willing
nml able to pay for and how soon? If we could
answer these, we could look at specific urban
problems in a new framework—and this would
change, many answeis we are working on today. We. aiv, in effect, trying fo "fix up'' something to approach a model that is >t.ill visionary
and undefined.
As wo have watched our cities grow less and
less habitable over the years, wo have used
words that were supposed* to indicate a level of
quality. But the words—safe, sanitary, decent,
desirable, suitable, adequate, appropriate, workable, realistic, effective, humane, controlled,
planned, good, healthy, orderly, balanced, etc.—
have done little to fire men's imaginations. They
have in fart, often conveyed little meaning.

really "fine" city. It can be assumed that the
"fine" physical setting must include all of these
elements.
We arc accustomed to defining "quality" in
negative terms. Nbnslums, absence of transportation problems, better schools, etc., help to say
what it is we do not want or want improved,
but they take their meaning from conditions
that are "bad." A "tatter" place to live is
"better"' than a "bad" place. But. there is no
measure defined in relation to a. "good" place.
Without a clear picture of urban quality, layman and lawmaker alike have no common goal
\>y which to judge what wo are building and
rebuilding today. The best way to understand
a good city is to live in it. We have parts of
cities that are fine, but all too much of every
city lacks quality.
There is little in the extensive urban literature
that explains to citizens and lawmaker what a
well designed building or community or city
looks like, or how it works. One of the few helpful statements is Sir Henry Wotton'sadaptation
of Yitruvius-- !{ Weli building hath three condition.^: Commodity, Firmness and Delight."
Early in this century, Geoffrey Scott explained
these words as follows:

Architecture requires "firmness." By this necessity
it stands related to science, and to tho .standards of
science. The mechanical bi.mlnge of const' lotion hns
closely circumscribed its growth. Thrust ;i 1 balance,
pressure and its support, are at tho root of the language
which architecture employs. The Inherent character
of marble, brick, \\ood. and iron have moulded its
forms set limit* to its achievement, and governed in
a measure, even its decorative detail. On every hand
the study of architecture encounters physics, statics,
and dynamic*, suggesting, controlling, justifying its
T
design. It is OIK-II to us, therefore, to look In buildings
WHAT IS QI AUTV?
for the logical expression of material properties and
"Quality" is another word u.-ed frequently.
material laws. Without thr.-i>, architecture is impossible, its history unintelligible. And, if, finding these
It is generally used with the word "good" or
everywhere par.imonnt, we seek, in terms of mntcrinl
"fine" implied. U«ed in the phrase "the quality
properties and material lawn, not merely to account for
of tho American city," it is usually meant to
the history of architecture, but to ns.so.ss its value. then
.•inliltecture will be judged by the exactness and sinrefer to the physical city or tho ''setting" for
cerity with which it expresses facts, and conforms to
life in tho city. It may imply a "fine" setting for
constructive laws. That will be the scientific standard
a "good" life in the city, and may be extended
for an-hitecture: a logical standard so far as architecture is related to science, and no further.
to assume "good" government, and education,
Itnt architecture requires "commodity." It Is not
and employment, and all of those nonphysic.il
enough that. It should possess its own Internal coelements that would bo essential parts of a
herence. Its abstract logic of construction. It has coino
(-103)
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into existence to satisfy an external need. Tliat, also,
is a fact of its hi>tory. Architecture is Mib.«crvlcnt to
the general uses nf iii:inkiinl. And. immediately, jiolitics
and society, religion and liturgy, the large movements
of racvs anil their common occupations, lioeoine factors
in the study. These determine what sliall lie bu'lt mid,
up to a point, in what way. The history of civilization
thus leaves in architecture it.-, truest, because its most
unconscious, record. If. then, it is legitimate, no less,
to sec in it an expression of Imnmii life, this furnishes
a standard of value totally distinct from the scientific.
Jluildiiips may lie judged by tlie success with which
they supply the practical ends they are designed to
meet. Or. by a natural extension, we may judge them
liy the value of those ends themselves: that is to say.
liy the external punioscs which thry reflect. These
indeed, are two very different questions. The last makes
a moral reference which the first avoids, lint both
spring, anil spring inevitably, from the link which architecture lias with life—from tluit "condition of wclltiiiildlng" which Wott«n calls "commodity."
And irchitecturc requires "ill-light." For this reason
interw >ven with limrtir.il ends and their mechanical
solutions, we may trace in architecture a third and
different factor—the disinterested desire for beauty.
This desire does not. it is true, culminate here in a
purely esthetic result, for it has to deal with a concrete liasls which is utilitarian. It is. mine the less,
a purely esthetic impulse distinct from all others
which architecture may Muiuitancously satisfy,
an impulse hy virtue of which an-hitcctnrc hccomus art.
It is n separate instinct. £onictiinc.s it will borrow a
siiKKi-Mion from the laws of firmness or commodity:
sometimes it will run counter to them, or lie uflendr-d
by the forms they would dictate. It has its own standard, and claims its own authority. It is possible, therefore, to ask how far. that N to say. that instincts
which in other arts evert an obvious and unhanii>ered
activity, have succeeded in realizing themselves also
through this more (••implicated nnd more restrictwl instrument. And we can ask. still further, whether there
may not be esthetic in.-tincts, for which this instrument, restricted as it is..may furnish the sole and
lieeuliar expression This is to study architecture in
the strict sense ns an art.

Wo will broaden f his great definition of "wellbuilding'' to include the well-building of cities
so that all strictures and all land and all relations-hips of structures and land meet all three
conditions—"Commodity, Firmness, nnd Delight." Until we have a broad understanding
of these requirements we will continue to find
it difficult to define the "quality of the American city."'
Recently there have l>een timid suggestions
lhat cities should have some esthetic qualities,
that they should not. he. ugly, that the.y should
provide the quality of "delight" ns u separate
and separable, characteristic. Tint it caivnof he
separated. It is only one. of three, inseparable
characteristics of a ''fine, quality" city.
If nine. once, wrote: "1 urn uneasy to t h i n k I
approve of one object and disapprove another;
call one thing beautiful and another deformed ;
decide concerning t r u t h and falsehood, reason
and folly—without knowing upon what, principles 7 proceed." We. are. all uneasy today because we don't have principles that we all

understand. And :i world with fewer and fewer
limitations on the possible makes it. more, andmore difficult to develop principles that can be
commonly understood. Once the man-made environment changed slowly; there was time to
examine and get acquainted with and understand it. Today, man changes his world so
quickly that he" is almost put in the position
of a man read rn«r about reading while teaching
himself to read. IFe is understandably uneasy.
When he tries to set up principles to guide
him in evaluating his life in the city, in the
home he shares with his family, in the place
where he work?, along those streets he traverses
each day, he feel? increasingly unsure of his
judgments. As an example, not so long ago all
that was -ncir was said to be good. That was
progress in a world of comparative scarcity.
Now. so miicii of (lie nnr that was once thought
to be good because it was new is bad. Man is
called on to make .«uphi>ticated judgments that
require modification—if not reject ion—of the
possible and thr. new. One work that sets forth
principles that I Fume sought, so that he would
not feel "uneasy" in c:illiiig K one thing beautiful
anil another deformed," is Strnnk's small book
on "The Elements of Style." Tt happens to be
about writing, not architecture., hut it contains
passages that are helpful in trying to explain
...rhitecture and cities. Sfnink had the courage
to set forth his elements of style in le.<?-; than
HO pages.
This book is greatly needed today. Tn K. H.
White's added chapter, "An Approach to
Style," he says:
Up to this point, the book haw been concerned with
what is coTect. or acceptable, in the n«e of KngJi.-h.
In this filial cti:ipter. we approach style in its broadest
me.ining: style in tiic sense nf what is distinguished
and distingulshin)r. Who can confidently say what Ignites a certain combination tit words, causing them to
explode In the mind? \Vlio knows why certain notes
in in»<ic are capable of stirring tne listener deeply,
though the same notr>:, slightly re.irranged. an- impotent? These are high mystcri'--, and this chapter is
a mystery story, thinly disguised. There is no satisfactory explanation of .-.tylo, no infallible guide to good,
no ns-'iirancc that n person who thinks clearly will be
able to write clcnrly, no key Ibat unlocks the door, no
inflexible rules by which the .loinu; writer may shajie
his coar<o. lie will nfli'ii find hiinsi-lf steering by stars
that nre disturbingly in moliiui.

Later, difnissinghis reminder to "Work from
a Suitable. Design," he writes.:
Hefore beginning to compose something, gage the
nature and extent 4>f Ibe enterprise and work from u
suitable design. I)e.-.ign inform- even the simplest structure, whether of brick and steel or of prose. You raise
a pup lent from one sort of vision, a cathedral from
another. This does not mean Dial you must sit with a
blueprint always in front of you. merely Ibat. you bad
best anticipate what you are gelling Into. To cutnpo.M1
a liiiindry list, n writer can work directly from tinpile of soiled garments. Hut lo write a biography the
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writer will need at least a rough scheme; he cannot
plunge blindly and st.irt ticking off fact after fact
about his man, lest be miss the forest for the trees
and there be no end to his labor.-.

Perhaps we arc afraid "to sleer by stars that
are disturbingly in motion." We may have only
the vision "to raise a pup tent"—not a fine city.
Maylxs we have only come far enough in our
thinking to prepare "laundry lists'' from a pile
of soiled cities. Perhaps, by substituting a fewwords in one of White's sentences, we may
understand more about life in cities and city
life. But to build a city the builder will need at
lonsl a rough scheme: he cannot plunge in
hlindh and start ticking ojF fact after fact about
his city, lest he miss the city for the bricks and
there be no end to his labors. It may well be that
we have responded with laundry lists to our belated concern with esthetic experience as a factor
in man's development. We may have to steer by
stars even more disturbingly in motion than
they were, "before we can find the suitable design" that must inform not only the simplest
structure, whether of brick and steel or of prose,
but must inform that more complex structure—
the city.
WHAT LEVEL OF QUALITY DO WE WANT:

When we try to answer the second question—
"What level of qualitv do we want ?"—we enter
a more complex field involving the establishment of a hierarchy of values. The cultural
ambitions of the whole 5ociety must be examined. Ambitions, aspirations, expectations—all
goals become relevant. In order to act, we arc
forced to select those qualities of cities which we
believe arc prime and relate them to all other
aspects of a "fine quality city." This is more
difficult than defining "the best quality."
The establishment of the level of quality
requires consideration of reasonable anil
achievable goals as well as consideration of
maximum aspirations;. And the level will change
as the society redefines its total goals. The
"possible" become achievable—and there arc
new definitions of "possible." These are not only
economically possible goals but also those that
develop from the expansion of man's abilities
to conceive to project forward into a world
that grows out of new ideas rnther than the
manipulation and regrouping of apparent
realities. The "idea" of space had to precede it*
exploration. Tin- K:\el of exploration had to bo
established before preci.se programs were
possible. As the realities of space became clearer
from direct human experience, and previously
iinthought of technical developments were
achieved, so did the original "idea" of space
expand.

In a real sense, this process has begun to take
place in our "ideas" about cities. Previously
American ideas of cities resulted largely from
the accidental results of grouping more and
more people in certain land areas and trying
lo solve by regulations some obvious problems
that arose. Today, we are beginning to examine
cities as ideas.
In the introduction to his recent book, "Design
of CiJies," Edmund Bacon stated:
Tlie form of the city always hits been and always will
hi- :i pitiless indicator of the state of man's civilization.
This form is determined by the multiplicity of de< ifltaif made by the people who lire in it. In certain
r!ri..mstaiicc» these decisions have interacted to produce :i force of such clarity and form that a noble city
lias been horn * * * . My hope is to dispel the idea,
s:> widely and uncritically held, that cities are a kind
uf grand accident, beyond the control of the banian
will, and that they respond only to some Immutable
law. I contend that human will can be exercised
effectively on our cities now, so that the form that
they take will l>c a true expression of the highest
aspirations of our civilization * * *-

If we intend to improve the quality of the
American city, we 5must decide to develop cities
"as an act. of will' rather than a "grand accident." This means that we must design them
and build them to a design. Mr. Bacon states
that "given a clear vision of a 'design idea,' the
multiplicity of wills that constitute our contemporary democratic process can coalesce into
positive, unified action on a scale large enough
to change substanti.ily the character of a city."
The "grand accident*' has not produced nne
c-itioe. As life in our cities becomes less tolerable
for more and more people, we are being forced
to act. It is not surprising that we are
unsure
of our directions. Hut we are "acting'1 in a new
way. We ;>re "conceiving" of more than problem
solving, approaching a system of idea and
response that is closer to our system for space
exploration. It is a different and more complex
system that we are developing. It must respond
to even less-understood elements of human will
and behavior. It is as yet a timid new system.
It involves the whole of society, and wo no
longer reject, the whole.
In defining the level of quality we want, we
ar<>. redefining po.-^iblo levels and constantly
I'li'sirging our ideals, of the possible. Our way of
looking at cities i* .so new that we are, not even
familiar with the iiistriunents we will need. The
familiar tools were problem-solving instruments
an 1 tended to hamper performance because they
remained clo.-cr to the problems than to the
idi-a» or goals. They were useful as solutions to
problems, but they are inadequate to the new
tii.-k we are beginning to conceive.
As our system for thinking about cities
expands, it. will bring about great changes in
our definitions of "quality." A thoughtful proc-
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ess will replace the haphazardly accidental.
Many of our ideas about quality will b:i e to
be discarded because they developed from the
accidental and from problem solving. The
answers to "what is quality" and "what level of
quality we want" will change.
HOW QUALITY IS ACHIEVED?

In a response to the third question—wjlow is
quality achieved?"—there is one major answer.
It is achieved by a thoughtful process of
design—the careful study and development of
every part of ft building or a city. It means
searching to find the best material to do a job
and the best way of using that material, as well
as the development of new methods and materials. It also means the development of a total
scheme—for a building or a group of buildings
or a city that will not only function well but
give pleasure to those who live in it. The careful
desijin of a wnod bench for a park i.s as important as the design <>f a palace. The design t>f
thousands of places for people to live is a job
tlr.t must, be done. The design of thousands of
isdiools is a job that must be done.
Those who help to define the goals and evaluate the product that is developed to meet those
goals have a new and increasingly important
role.
"Good design" doe.s not jump onto the drawing lx>;ir<l at some point: time and research and
ability and infinite, care are (he c,-*en<i:il ingredients for good design. Money for the design of
all kindsof transportation, communication, and
military hardware is understood and provided,
but money for flic design of buildings and cities
is not.
No onq has over seen a fine, democratic city.
Vet this is what we are trying to build today—
a city that fulfills ail the promises of democracy.
"Rising expectations," in this context, is not a
hollow phrase, but the, challenge of the future.
Thr "urban scene'*
We have produced an "urban scene" that misuses the word "urban." For "urban" once meant,
"belonging to the city or town—refined or polished."The urbane man. as opposed to the. rustic,
was supposed to be "courteous and polite and
polished."
In an introduction to a book written '10 years
ago on Good and H<td ,l/</»nm hi Arrhilwhirc,
tin K&uiy f»i thp Koriiil. I •.•/KY/.V of ('iric Dax/f/ji,
this question <>f urbanity is well posed by Tryrft n i n KdwsinN:
Han n haphazard assemblage of buildings, encli conceived In isolation, and expressing nothing but ' s own
liimipdjiitd puri>osp. really be di-srribed as a fit) What
iittribntP is it which makes a building nrbnn? My miMvor to tlilv latter <|iiestl<in may scpm simple anil tautological, lint I am venturing to glvp It nevertheless. In

order Uint a building may become urban it must have
urbanity. I jirojxise to analyze the precise nature of
tills urbanity. Now, urbanity, as everybody knows, is
nothing more nor less tlmn good manners, and the lack
of it is bad manners. I tbink I shall bare little difficulty
in .showing that Uiere can tie both good and bad manners in architecture.

Today, the old meaning of the word "urban"
has been lost. It is as if the opposite meaning
now applies. The "crude" replaces the "refined'
and the qualities attributed to the rustic become
prime. It is significant that we use the word
"jungle" in talking about our cities. For this
scene, this setting for city life, is not an urban
setting 1for urbane citizens. The city lias beco;ne
a crude and ugly place and those who can do so
(lee to the urban countryside, to houses set in
the green valleys and along the forested hills.
The city has become the place where the poor
and the discouraged cling together in neglected
houses along dreary streets.
Without saying too much about it, most families have come to believe that the city is not a
decent place to bring up children. Few talk
about mal'iny city life good for children. Primarily the children of the poor are being
brought up in this "crude and unpolished setting," wrongly called an "urban setting."
But concerned men in every field related to
city life and city building are beginning to ask
themselves what a good life in the city should
offer, how this life can be made "urban," and
what its plnxical expression can be. Some-say
the city is dead and no longer has the reasons
for existence that old cities had; therefore, the
patient of human settlement must change and
i>e\v forms emerge. Others say the city is only
sick from neglect andean be made healthy again.
Today we are trying to build and rebuild a
t r u l y democratic city, and many feel saddled
with guilt. For we have long neglected the people who live in the city and who have crowded
into it in recent years seeking what, some other
people have. We have neglected the physical city
for so long t h a t in trying to rebuild it we are.
embarrassed lo use any more exciting words
(ban "a di-^tnt home and a niiifuliJc living environment for every American family" in our
legislative language. These words do not define
adequately the level of quality that men should
seek today.
We must translate- the word "decent." into
"lovely"' and "suitable" into "pleasing/' For men
expfl more than t he safe and sanitary box. Men
seek a new quality in urK..n life, and its setting
and they ask for this on a scale, no society has
ever provided. The level or quality wo want, is
i'•«•'! to the. qwintil.y of this quality we. seek.
Tl will take many words and drawings and
models and finished products lo make, the design
of eilies ;\n art that all men understand. There
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arc great new possibilities that are both technical and conceptual. The city designer's client is
new. It is all the people. A respect for thoughtfulness and creative work that the design of Hue
Juality cities requires will emerge from a manate to produce the best possible effort.
Working capital for ideas
What we need most of all is working capital
for ideas; that is, for design. There is a persistent belief that the design of buildings, as well
as cities, is the easy part of the job, and that it
involves nine parts inspiration and one part
. work. This belief is widely held because the
United States has been the "doer" of the world
and has been impatient with the philosopher
and the creative man who knows that creative
ideas take time to develop.
For example, until verv recently, almost all
apartments were designed by "apartment house,
architects." Their charges were low and often
they were not paid until the job was under construction. They designed structures that met
code requirements. They put as much building
on a lot as the law allowed. And they used identical plans wherever possible. Whole areas of
cities are direct expressions of this system. No
one bothered with new designs. Apartments
were a commodity, to be bought, aim sold. No
one demanded anything but, more of the same,
and the blinks didVt need to bother with many
.special building analyses. Location of the building and the financial standing of the developer
were the important factors. The commodity
could be judged easily with lumbers. How
many square feet? How many rooms? How
many apartments? The quality of mr'orials
could be listed. There was little variation.
The. quality of the living space and the quality
of the environment were ignored. If the market
was good, money was made available to build.
The great, bulk of apartment building in the
United States is still handled in this way. The
KIT A was manned by those familiar with the
system, and Jiangc has como slowly. Neither the
K1IA nor the lending institutions have been
stalFed by men who believed t hat there was much
that was basically wrong with American cities.
They were not seeking, nor were they trained to
seek, the new. As long as the familiar pattern of
the city existed, they did not need further training. Now they and everyone connected with city
building must have "further training." The old
patterns arc no longer acceptable.
A major part of the problem is the complete
lack of financing for design and development
prior to construction. When working drawings
am completed, the builder obtains a building
permit, construction logins, and tho first call
on tho mortgage can bo made. Three-quarters of
the architect's and engineer's work is completed.

There is no financii.g for this major cash requirement. It is understandable that every developer seeks to ininiirize these costs. Yet, it is
the first fourth of this three-fourths of the work,
the design and development stage, that should
be given the greatest amount of time and money.
It is this stage that gets shortchanged, although
it is precisely this part of the work that produces
buildings worth building and cities worth living in.
Design" as used here does not just mean
huildini; design. It means social, legal, and
financial design. It means creative thinking in
all fields. Money must be made available for all
of these functions. The new places men seek
must be created by creative men in a thousand
disciplines.
A start, might be made by establishing a design ilereJopment bank. There are development
banks of all kinds for international development. It seems sound to apply this principle to
design. The financial statements ana net worth
of those seeking loans would be very different
from those required by a typical mortgage bank
todaj". A private developer could ask for a loan.
So could a city or town, a planning commission
or school board, any individual or group legitiniiitely involved in the development of cities and
towns, or any portion of them.
ix-t us assume that such a bank became an
immediate success because it rcsjxmded to a
national desire to build a fine environment for
every citizen. Let us assume, also, that this special bank lx>£iin to acquire a new role and that
it established major centers for the dissemination of information based on the analysis of all
of tho loans it granted and their effect on tho
urban environment.
It might well happen that a building or a
city that obtained a design loan and took full
advantage of it would be in a favorable position.
Its sponsors could borrow money for the consi met ion of a project because its careful and
creative development could make it a sounder
investment than those without design loans. The
entire mortgage banking business and the allocation of government funds might change. The
quality of the total environment demonstrated
on the loan application would become as important in determining loans as the quantities that,
fill the mortgage analysts' pages today. It could
l>o f hat a design development bank record would
Income a marketable item, and that mortgages
on de«ign development bank properties would
hwome a new gilt-edged investment.
The way to build the American city we need
now must, involve the markcplace, and the
marketplace is the entire United Slates. It is
flic architecture of the ''marketplace" that, will
make the fine cities and tmuis men know are
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le to lurid today. A design development
uank could m:ike this'possible, and our recommendation addresses thh possibility.
Ideas and ins!fitment*
We will hsivc to develop many other ''ideas
and instruments." Wo 111:13" ncc(l *° create a
national resources (man-made) board. Not
much rewriting of the following 1934 statement
on "Natural ]Ift=onspces" would be necessary to
create this IMS'rd.
The natural r<».*oinvcs of America arc the heritage
ol the whole Nation and utilized for the benefit of all
our people. O'.ir national democracy is built on the
principle that tin: gains of our civilization are essentially Tiass gain- and should be administered for the
bcneiit of many rather than the few; our priceless
resources of soil, water, minerals are for the service
of the American people, for the promotion of the welfare and well being of all citizen:?.

We need mam- othnr new organizations and
institutions in order to achieve the fine quality
of tho environment that we realize we want,
need and can have. These are both public and
private—and combinations of these.
In order to achieve quality we must know
what it is and what level we want, and we must
begin to implement neiv ways to achieve it. An
understanding of the uesign process is central to
this. We have accepted design as a method essential to the creation of rockets to reach the
moon and supersonic planes and hundreds of
products that we have created as an act of will.
But we. have neglected our cities—and it is not
surprising that we have neglected to design
them. As long as they arc essentially accidental
products, they will nor command attention, effort or design.
We look ahead to designs for our housing
and cities that embody the ideal coming together of simplicity, honesty of construction and
expression, contrast ami variety, economy and
spirit—qualities that define tho word "beauty"
as applied to tilings as inanimate as buildings.
We look for designs that place the benefits to
the user ahead of the, benefits of the producer,
designs that reflect the best effort possible, for
our day and place.
There are no r.tles for designing a house, an
apartment, a neighborhood, or a city, that will
of themselves produce, a good place to live.
There are, on the other hand, love, work, commonsense, time and resources, and lalwr which
can produce a good place in which to live. These
ingredients mu.-t be there, and the mandate for
good places in which to live must IKS loud and
clear.
Thf xyislcmx approach
The. design of chips and buildings is moving
closer to the design techniques u?ed in modern
industry, space, coniiminit.Mions and data

processing, through what is called the systems
approach.
The systems approach begins with an identification of the user requirements, including the
potential changes in use to which a building may
be subjected over its useful amortized life. This
provides t lie basic user criteria which the system
will have to meet, and :nay include such items
as acoustic separation between apartments: the
level of thermal control; the properties of surfaces for impact, fr.e, abrasion; the- amount of
area required for riiffurcnt functions; the relations of spaces on; to another; the relation to
outride area1-; organization of the spaces to
pi ..vide for security, and the management systems for operation and maintenance of completed buildings. Tho development of criteria
and their relation to cost coordinates the requirements in such a way that appropriate
allocations can Ix? made between the different
fa-l«irs. One must not put too much of the. resources into the thermal environment if, as a
result, one takes the money away from appropriate paily walls to provide for acoustic privacy. It is m this way that one can balance the
organization of ivnutves to do a proper job.
The responses of industry may be arranged in
••. variety of procedural and technical forms by
tho need? of the project. In addition, for a
given sot of needs, different segments of the
building indrstry will lind different "best solutions" in tho light of their own capabilities.
Product upsign-; must be developed so that the
building components will fit with one another
in different ways to provide for a variety of
individual requirements. This provides for the
aggregation of --pecific markets to create volume.
The present practice of developing new ideas
through cu-tuni building of one project at a
time limits tbc- scale of tho market, and results
prinuiri'y in decorative changes. Significant, developmc-nt cannot occur without a more thorough approach to construction.
A syster < »proach to construction, which
allocates res (rces to needs, is essential to the
effective •'avolopment of new technology in
building, -t calls for the rational development
of new products'; and procedures in response to
a given situation of user needs and markets.
Initially, needs are defined in social terms. It is,
therefore, important to develop a method of
communication, so that the, basic user requirements tan he translated into meaningful terms
for industrial response in tho creation of now
prodirts. Porfonnanro. specifications, which
state what technology must do rather than how
it must do a job, can provide such a method.
Social needs ran then be expressed in terms of
performance requirements to which industry
can work. To Ix1, meaningful, this work must be
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related to housing target costs. In the process,
trade-offs between required levels of performance and attendant costs must be made.
User needs
For technology to apply to the real needs of
people seeking housing, thei r requirements must
be understood. The building programs today for
lower or moderate income housing relate to patterns of life assumed appropriate or acceptable
for people who can independently afford good
housing. Those programs frequently do not
apply to the variety of life styles, family types,
and conditions of lower and moderate income
families. These families often have more complex living patterns, such as those occasioned
by single-parent households and extended families. Sliddle income families have resources to
supplement major living requirements outside
their household, such as nursery schools and
recreation which they can pay for and reach.
Low-income families frequently do not have the
resources to satisfy these requirements. The
dwelling unit and its immediate neighborhood
should, therefore, provide for a more complex
range of activities than those, required for middle- and upper-income families.
The appropriate study of activity patterns
which may be stated as user needs has not.
yet been made. Consequently, it. is difficult
to specify exactly what it is that should
lx> developed in order to provide appropriate
housing for lower or moderate income persons.
Technology is frequently misdirected to solve,
assumed rather than real problems, partly because it is easier to define and solve technical
problems than social problems.
The scale at which we work is increasing in
size and speed. Our opportunities for cities to
grow and evolve, gradually, with sympathetic
response to the community, have given way to
large-scale programs, wherein the qualities previously developed through evolution must, bo
provided by design. This is a major problem,
and difficult to deal with in an ad hoc manner.
We must understand the. systematic procedures
of dc.termining the evolving needs of people, the
way in wh'"h these needs may affect, the utilizalion of available- finance, and the technological
opportunities which we may rail upon when
t rying to meet these needs.
QUALITY—HOW 8OON?

The. fourth quo ' >n—''What level of quality
will we he willing and able to pay for and how
,joon?"—requires a response by the whole society. It. must, define the levels of quality it
«reks, it must understand how murh time and
money will bo required to design and build to
the desired level of quality, and it must, bo

prepared to pay. This involves definitions of
goals and sco-^nmic priorities.
These decisions also require an increasing
recognition that the "system" for developing the
new consciously structured cities that we are
beginning to lalk about is new. and that methods
developed to cope with MIP problems of the accidental city are no longer valid. The most difficult process will be not only the abandonment
of the old, inadequate standards of qualit}', but.
also the reform of the pro< i¥?.-'c3 that led to these
standards.
The "ideas a»-d instruments'' to attain "ro1. olutionary improvement'
in the quality
of the American city v will also have to bo
"revolutionary."
Recommendation
The Commission recommends the establishment of a Design Development Bank in
an appropriate public, quasi-public or private
agency for the funding of the development
of design for specific projects in low- and
moderate-income housing, neighborhood redevelopment, urban renewal, or any combination thereof.
This recommendation grows from the need
for time and study at a point where it is
normally cut short. It would provide for resources'directed to the development of ideas
prior to the execution of a project, including:
J. Funds for the development of prototypes using local needs and community
priorities as a basis for design.
2. Advances to nonprofit sponsors, housing authorities, or large-scale developers
for the development of project design during flu. organizational phase?.
3. Advances to correct the present situation in which it is neressary for architects,
engineers or planners to "finance'' the design for months or years before construction takes place and a call is made on the
money. (Few architect?, especially in the
younger, smaller firms, can afford this.)
4. Advances for specific brick-and-mortar
projects where fundiiig from public or
private sources i? available and the project
passes a (esi of preliminary feasibility—
'for test borings, architectural design preliminaries and real estate, analysis.
5. Fui' !s for the social, legal and financial "design" now being done in many cases
by volunteers.
Project funds, where, qualifying, can bo incrca.scd by the amount of the iiiti-ri'.st charged,
and the bank can be repaid when tho mortgage
funds arc. available.
Heyond a public mandate for good design,
nothing will improve the design quality of
housing of all kinds more than the funding of
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design operation.- "hen the design operations
take. pl.i«.r- that i-. during the formative- stages;.
The present .-ituati.m limits tlie depth of preliminary studies, iv.-tricts the number of architectural, engineering, or planning firms that can
afford to do certain types of projects, and reduces the amount of time available for preliminary analyses and drawings.
Thi.-> is an instrument for paying for these
service? as they are accomplished. It will greatly

t the. development of project innovation, the imohcinent of the range of necessary
0'iiMiltaiit.s (sociologists, planners, economists,
real estate con.-ulfants), and the use of a large
pool of the be,st architectural and planning
talents in the housing field. The high cost of
doing business with the various levels of government can be offset somewhat by this instrument, and can generally be offset at very little
cost to the public.
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Krislof, measuring substandard and ovorcrowdod housing, 92 pp., GPO, $1.00.
Zoning Controversies in the Suburbs: Three
Case Studies, by Raymond and May Associates, looking at, complexity of issues
in matters of increased density, residential versus industrial use, and unconventional development, 82 pp., GPO, $0.75.
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•12. Three Land Research Studies, including
"Trends in the Value of Real Estate and
Land, 1956 to 1966," by Allen D. Manvel;
"Land Use in 106 Large Cities," by Manvel, and "Estimatiiig_ California Land
Values from Independent Statistical In-

dicators," by Robert II. Gustafson and
Ronald B. Welch, 72 pp., GPO, $0.70.
13. (Not issued at press time.)
14. Legal Itemedies for Housing Code Violations, by Frank P. Grad, 264 pp., GPO,
$2.00.
O
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